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Preface

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second IFIP-TC6 Networ-
king Conference, Networking 2002. Networking 2002 was sponsored by the IFIP
Working Groups 6.2, 6.3, and 6.8. For this reason the conference was structured
into three tracks: i) Networking Technologies, Services, and Protocols, ii) Perfor-
mance of Computer and Communication Networks, and iii) Mobile and Wireless
Communications.

This year the conference received 314 submissions coming from 42 countries from
all five continents Africa (4), Asia (84), America (63), Europe (158), and Ocea-
nia (5). This represents a 50% increase in submissions over the first conference,
thus indicating that Networking is becoming a reference conference for world-
wide researchers in the networking community.

With so many papers to choose from, the job of the Technical Program Com-
mittee, to provide a conference program of the highest technical excellence, was
both challenging and time consuming. From the 314 submissions, we finally sel-
ected 82 full papers for presentation during the conference technical sessions.

To give young researchers and researchers from emerging countries the opportu-
nity to present their work and to receive useful feedback from participants, we
decided to include two poster sessions during the technical program. Thirty-one
short papers were selected for presentation during the poster sessions.

The conference technical program was split into three days, and included, in
addition to the 82 refereed contributions, 5 invited papers from top-level resear-
chers in the networking community.

The technical program also included a panel session, and three invited talks
from worldwide leaders – Imrich Chlamtac “Managing Optical Networks in the
Optical Domain”, Randy Katz “The Post-PC Era: It’s All About Service”, and
Gerald Maguire “Personal Computing and Communication”. The panel session,
organized by Andrew T. Campbell (Columbia University), was entitled “Post
9-11 Networking Challenge” and is devoted to the discussion on how to cope
with the vulnerabilities of communications systems revealed by the World Trade
Center attack on September 11.

This conference would not have been possible without the enthusiastic and hard
work of a number of colleagues. First of all, I would like to thank the three track
chairs – Andrew T. Campbell, Guy Omidyar, and Moshe Zukerman – for their
valuable contribution in setting up the very high quality conference program. A
special thanks to the TPC members, and all the referees, for their invaluable
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help in reviewing the papers for Networking 2002. Finally, I would like to thank
all the authors that submitted their papers to this conference for their interest
and time.

March 2002 Marco Conti



Message from the General Chairs

Networking 2002 was organized by the Italian National Research Council (CNR)
and Telecom Italia and was sponsored by the IFIP working groups WG 6.2 (Net-
work and Internetwork Architectures), WG 6.3 (Performance of Communication
Systems ), and WG 6.8 (Wireless Communications ). The program of the confe-
rence spanned on five days and included the main conference (three days), two
tutorial days, and one day of thematic workshops.

The organization of such a complex event required a major effort and we wish
to express our sincere appreciation to all the executive committee members for
their excellent work.

We would like to express our special appreciation to the main conference tech-
nical program chair Marco Conti and to the special track chairs: Andrew T.
Campbell, Moshe Zukerman, Guy Omidyar. The overall high quality of the con-
ference technical sessions is the result of a complex evaluation process that they
handled in an excellent way.

Special thanks goes to Giuseppe Anastasi and Stefano Basagni for the organiza-
tion of an original and interesting tutorial program. The conference considered
tutorials an important cultural event, and encouraged in several ways, the par-
ticipation of young researchers in these tutorials. We decided to have a single,
modest fee to provide access to all. The tutorial program included nine half-day
tutorials organized in three parallel sessions.
Networking 2002 also decided to stimulate thematic events covering hot research
topics in the networking field. Three thematic workshops were held: Web En-
gineering, Peer-to-Peer Computing, and IP over WDM. Hence our third word of
thanks goes to the chairs of the thematic workshops: Fabio Panzieri, Ludmilla
Cherkasova (Workshop on Web Engineering), Gianpaolo Cugola, Gian Pietro
Picco (Workshop on Peer-to-Peer Computing), and Giancarlo Prati, Piero Ca-
stoldi (Workshop on IP over WDM).

We are also indebted to our supporters. First of all, CNR not only allowed En-
rico Gregori and Marco Conti to dedicate considerable time to the organization
of this event, but also financially supported the event through the sponsorship
by the CNUCE and IIT institutes. A special thanks to Telecom Italia for joi-
ning us in the organization of this event. We are also indebted to our corporate
sponsors (Cassa di Risparmio di Pisa, Compaq, Microsoft, and Softech) whose
help removed much of the financial uncertainty, involved in the organization of
such an event, and who also provided interesting suggestions for the program.



VIII Message from the General Chairs

Our last word of gratitude goes to the Web manager Alessandro Urpi and the
Web designer Patrizia Andronico. Alessandro created a very fancy and efficient
system for the handling of electronic submissions. This system greatly facilita-
ted the paper reviewing process, as well as the preparation of the proceedings.
Patrizia was responsible for designing the Networking 2002 Web site that played
an important role in the success of the event.

March 2002 Enrico Gregori
Ioannis Stavrakakis

Organizers

Sponsoring Institutions
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Abstract. This is a discussion paper about the possible future use of
network and transport level multicast services to support extremely large
scale event distribution.
To date, event notification services[40] have been limited in their scope
due to limitations of the infrastructure At the same time, Internet net-
work and transport layer multicast services have seen limited deployment
due to lack of user demand (with the exception more recently of stream-
ing services, e.g. on Sprint’s US core network, and in the Internet II).
Recent research in active and reflective middleware suggests a way to
resolve these two problems at one go.
Event-driven and messaging infrastructures are emerging as the most
flexible and feasible solution for enabling rapid and dynamic integration
of legacy and monolithic software applications into distributed systems.
Event infrastructures also support deployment and evolution of tradi-
tionally difficult-to-build active systems such as large-scale collaborative
environments and mobility aware architectures.
Event notification is concerned with propagation of state changes in ob-
jects in the form of events. A crucial aspect of events is that they occur
asynchronously. Event consumers have no control over when events are
triggered. On the other hand, event suppliers do not generally know
what entities might be interested in the events they provide. These two
aspects clearly define event notification as a model of asynchronous and
de-coupled communication, where entities communicate in order to ex-
change information, but do not directly control each other.
The IETF is just finishing specifying a family of reliable multicast trans-
port protocols, for most of which there are pilot implementations. Key
amongst these for the purposes of this research is the exposure to end
systems of router filter functionality in a programmable way, known as
Generic Router Assist. This is an inherent part of the Pragmatic Gen-
eral Multicast service, implemented by Reuters, Tibco and Cisco in their
products, although it has not been widely known or used outside of the
TIBNET products until very recently.
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2 J. Crowcroft

The goal of this paper is to describe a reflective middleware system that
integrates the network, transport and distributed middleware services
into a seamless whole.
The outcome of this research will be to integrate this ’low-level’ technol-
ogy into an event middleware system, as a toolkit as well as evaluation of
this approach for massive scale event notification, suitable for telemetry,
novel mobile network services, and other as yet unforeseen applications.

1 Background and Introduction

The last decade has seen the great leaps in the maturity of distributed sys-
tems middleware, and in one particular area in support of a wide variety of
novel applications, event notification systems. Current work on event notification
middleware[39][40][41], has concentrated on providing the infrastructure neces-
sary to enable content-based addressing of event notifications. These solutions
promote a publish-subscribe-match model by which event sources publish the
metadata of the events they generate, event consumers register for their events
of interest passing event filter specifications, and the underlying event notifica-
tion middleware undertakes the event filtering and routing process. Solutions
differ usually on whether they undertake the filtering process at the source or
at an intermediary mediator or channel in which the event filtering takes place.
The trade-off lies on whether to increase the computational load of sources and
decrease the network bandwidth consumption, or minimise the extra computa-
tional load on the sources and outsource the event filtering and routing task
to a mediator component (hopefully located close to the source). All of these
solutions do not leverage on the potential benefits that event multicasting to
consumers requiring the same type of events, and applying very similar filters
could bring. They usually require an individual unicast communication per event
transmitted.

At the same time, the underlying network has become very widespread. New
services such as IP multicast are finally seeing widespread deployment, especially
in core networks and in intranets.

The combination of these two technologies, event services and multicast,
originates historically with Tibco[20], a subsidiary of Reuters. However, their
approach is somewhat limited as it takes a strict layered approach.

At the highest level, there is a publish/subscribe system, which in TIBNET
uses Subject Based Addressing and Content Based Addressing. Receivers sub-
scribe to subjects. The Subject is used to hash to a multicast group. Receivers
subscribe to a subject but can express interest by declaring filters on content.
The TIBNET system is then hybrid. In the wide area, IP multicast is used to
distribute all content on a given subject topic to a set of site proxy servers. The
site proxy servers then act on behalf of subscribers at a site and filter appropriate
content out of each subject stream and deliver the remains to each subscriber.

Between the notification layer and the IP layer there is a transport layer,
called Pragmatic General Multicast. To provide semi-reliable, in-order delivery,
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the subject messages are mapped onto PGM[10] messages, which are then mul-
ticast in IP packets. PGM provides a novel retransmission facility which takes
advantage of router level “nack aggregation” (which itself prevents message im-
plosion towards the event source), to provide filtering[15][16] of retransmissions
so that only receivers missing a given message sequence number, receive it. The
PGM protocol is essentially a light weight signaling protocol which allows re-
ceivers to install and remove filters on parts of the message stream. The mecha-
nism is implemented in Cisco and other routers that run IP multicast. The end
system part of the protocol is available in all common operating systems.

Almost all other event notification systems have taken the view that IP mul-
ticast was rarely deployed1, and that the overheads in the group management
protocols were too high for the rate of change of interest/subscription typical in
many applications usage patterns.

Instead, they have typically taken an alternative approach of building a server
level overlay for event message distribution. Recent years have seen many such
overlay attempts[22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. These have met with
varying degrees of success. One of the main problems of application layer service
location and routing is that the placement of servers does not often ,match the
underlying true topology of the physical network, and is therefore unable to gain
accurate matching between a distribution tree and the actual link throughput or
latencies. Nor is the system able to estimate accurately the actual available ca-
pacity or delay. Even massive scale deployments such as Akamai[31], for example,
do not do very well.

Secondly, the delays through application level systems are massively higher
than those through routers and switches (which are after all designed for packet
forwarding, rather than server or client computation or storage resource sharing).
The message is that overlays and measurement are both hard to optimise, and
inefficient.

We see a number of advantages in continuing forward from where Tibco left
off in integrating efficient network delivery through multicast, with an event
notification service including:

Scale. We obviate the need to deploy special proxy servers to aid the distribu-
tion.

Throughput. We will be able therefore to distribute many more events per
second.

Latency. Event distribution latency will approximate the packet level distribu-
tion delay , and will avoid the problems of high latency and jitter incurred
when forwarding through application level processes on intermediaries.

There are two ideas we will draw from in moving forward. Firstly we will
exploit advances in the network support for multicast, such as Generic Router
Assist service in the PGM router element in IP multicast. Secondly, we will carry
1 Ironically, this view was fuelled partly by a report by Sprint[21], when in fact the
entire Sprint IP service supports multicast and they have at least 3500 commercial
customers streaming content.
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out research in ways to distribute an open interface to the multicast tree com-
putation that IP routers implement. The way we propose doing this is through
reflection.

Reflection is becoming commonplace in middleware[32] [33] [34], but has not
been applied between application level systems and network level entities to our
knowledge. The intent here is to offer a common API to both the multicast ser-
vice, and the filtering service, so that the event notification module implementor
need not be aware which layer is implementing a function.

We would envisage an extremely simple API, viz:

Create(Subject)
Subscribe/Join(Subject)
Publish/Send(Subject, Content)
Receive(Subject, Content Filter Expression)

The router level will create both a real distribution tree for subjects, and a
sub-tree for each filter or merged filter set. This will be done with regard to the
location (and density) of receivers. It is possible that we can use an multicast
tunnel or multicast address translation service such as the one described in[11],
to provide further levels of aggregation within the network. This will require the
routers to perform approximate tree matching algorithms.

1.1 Solution, and Proposed Experiment

The approach we will take in the work is one of “build and learn”. We will
build a piece of reflective middleware that is a shim between an existing event
notification service and the reflective routing and filter service.

This will involve extending the PGM signaling protocol that installs and
activates (via IP router alerts) the filters.

We will also investigate efficient hashes for subject to group and content to
sequence number mapping.

Subsequently, we aim to evaluate our approach by applying it to a large-scale
event driven (sentient) application, such as novel context-aware applications for
the emerging UMTS mobile telephony standard[37] or large-scale location track-
ing applications[38]. For example, there is the possibility of developing a location
tracking (people, vehicles and baggage) for large new airport terminals.

2 Overlays and Reflection

As we can see, what we are designing is effectvely a two-tier system, which entails
multicast trees, and within these, filters. To these, we believe we have to add a
third layer, which is illustrated in figure 1.

The purpose of the overlay is to accomodate a varieity of qualitative hetero-
geneity, where the lower two layers of multicast and filtering target the area of
quantitative performance differences.
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Firstly, initial event systems are built without any notion of a multicast filter-
capable transport. Thus we must haev an overlay of event distribute servers.
These can, where the lower services are available, be programmed to take ad-
vantage of it, amongt themselves, thus providing a seemless mechanism to deploy
the new service transparently to publisher and subscriber systems. However, we
also believe that there are inherent structural reasons why such an applicaiton
layer overly is needed. These include:

Policies. Different regions of the network will have different policies about
which events may be published and which not.

Security. There may be firewall or other security mechanisms which impede
the distribution via lower level protocols.

Evolution. We would like to accomodate evolution (in the same way that inter-
domain routing protocols such as BGP allow intra-domain routing to eve-
olve).

Interworking. We would like to accomodate multiple event distribution mid-
dleware.

Others. There are other such “impedence mismatches” which we may encounter
as the system scales up.

A novel aspect of our approach is that the overlay system does not, itself,
construct a distribution tree. Isntead, a set of virtual members are addd to the
lower level distribution system whcih then uses its normal multicast routign
algorithms to cnstruct a distributio ntree amongstr a set of event notificaiton
servers seperated in islands of multicast capable networks. These servers then
use an open interface to quret the routers as to the computed tree, and then
use this as their own distribtion - in this way the overlay can take advanatage
of detaield metric information that the router layer has access to (such as delay,
throughput and current load on links) instead of measuring a poor shadow of that
data which would lead to, an inaccurate and out of date parameters with which
to build the overlay. In some senses, what we are doign here is like multicast
traffic engineering!

We believe that our system provides a number of engineering performance
enhancements over previous event notificaiton architectures. Future work will
evaluate these, which include:

1. System performance - improvement in scalability, including reduction in
join/leave publish/subscribe latency, increase in event throughput, etc.

2. Network impact - impact on router load by filter cost group join, leave and
multicast packet forwarding.

3. Expressiveness and seamlessness of API - try it with variety of event notifi-
cation systems! export via public CVS and see what open source community
do?

3 Discussion

For now, its an idea, but we can envisage a world in which perveasive computing
devices generate 10,000,000,000 events per second. We can foresee a time when
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there are thousands of millions of event subscribers all over the planet, with
publishers having popularities as low as no or only a single subscriber, or as
high as the entire world.

One of the goals of this system is to explore the way that the multicast treees
evolve and the filtering system evolves. Another goal is to see how multicast
routign can be “laid open” as a service to be used to build distribution trees
for other layers. Fianlyl, we belieev that the three levels we have may not be
enough, and that as the system grows larger still, other services may emerge.

It is frequently the case that in the long term, business migrates into the
infrastructure. (c.f. voice, IP, etc). We expect many overlay services to do this.
We believe that this process by will accelerate due to use of state of the art
network, middleware and software engineering approaches. However, this process
will not stop - there is an endless stream of new services being introduced “at
the top”, and makign their way down to the bottom, to emerge as part of the
critical information infrastructure.

The architecture is illustrated in figure 1. In this we can see that a publisher
creates a sequence of events, which carry attributes with given values. A con-
sumer subscribes to a publisher, and may express content based filters to the
publisher. In our system, these filter expressions can be distributed up-stream
from the consumer towards the publisher. As they pass through Application-
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Fig. 1. Channel Islands System Architecture
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level event notification distributers, they can be evaluated and compared, and
possibly combined with other subscription filters. Notifications of interest are
passed up stream all the way to the publisher, or to the application-level cevent
notification distributer nearest the publiser, which can then compute a set of
fixed tags for data; it can also, by consulting with the IP and GRA routers,
through the reflective multicast routing service, compute a set of IP multicast
groups over which to distribute the data, which will create the most efficient
trade-off between source and network load, and receiver load, as well as tag and
filter evaluation, as the events are carried downstream from the publiser, over
the IP multicast, GRA, and application-level event notification nodes. Devising
and evaluating the detailed performance of the algorithms to carry out these
tasks out form the core of the requirements for future work.
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colleagues, particularly Jean Bacon and George Coulouris.
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Abstract. The reliable multicast protocol guarantees that all receivers place the
source messages in the same order. We have changed this protocol from an event
driven protocol to a  timed protocol in order to also guarantee that all of the
receivers have the message by a  dead line. In this work we present two
modifications to the timed protocol that provide shorter deadlines. In the examples
that we consider the tighter deadlines approach the nominal network delay.

1 Introduction

The Internet uses very simple protocols in the core of the network and relegates many
functions to the end user. This strategy makes it possible to introduce new services by
changing the programs at the users that require the services, rather than changing the
entire network.

The Internet provides best effort delivery. It does not guarantee the message delay or
that the message will be delivered at all. In order for the end user to guarantee that
messages are delivered within a certain interval, the end user must have a concept of
time and take action within the interval. In conventional ARQ protocols the source
users a timer to periodically retransmit a message until it receives a response from the
receiver. Alternatively, if the source transmits at known times, a  receiver that has a
clock and knows the source schedule can take action when messages aren’t received.
Periodic updates have been used in point to point transport protocols [ 1]. Recently,
time has been added to the reliable broadcast protocol [ 2], RBP, to guarantee that all
of the receivers have a message in a specified interval [3]. In the modified protocol
messages are acknowledged according to a  schedule and the receivers use absolute
time to recover missing acknowledgements and source messages. Receivers that
receive the acknowledgements and source messages do not have to send any further
messages.

RBP was invented in 1984. This protocol used as few as one control message for
each broadcast message, independent of the number of receivers, to guarantee that all
of the receivers correctly received a broadcast message. In addition to guaranteeing
that all of the receivers correctly receive every broadcast message, it guarantees that
every receiver places the broadcast messages in the same sequence.

RBP was originally used to build a distributed database on an Ethernet[4]. In the
early 90’s, this protocol was adapted to operate on a multicast network over the

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 10−27, 2002.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002

Internet and was renamed the reliable multicast protocol[5], RMP.



RMP is event driven. The receivers do not take any action until a message is received.
The protocol guarantees that all of the receivers "eventually" receive a message, rather
than guaranteeing when they receive the message. If there are N  receivers, the
protocols guarantees that all of the receivers have a  message after N  − 1 additional
messages have been acknowledged. RMP is described in section 2.

In 1999 RMP was applied to an international, distributed stock market[3]. By adding
a knowledge of absolute time to the protocol, and making the protocol time driven,
rather than event driven, the earlier characteristics of RMP are maintained while also
guaranteeing that every receiver receives every broadcast message within a specified
time. The timed version of RMP, T-RMP, is described in section 3.

T-RMP periodically sends a control message that simultaneously acknowledges all of
the unacknowledged source messages. All of the receivers know when a  control
message is scheduled to be transmitted and begin the recovery process soon after the
scheduled transmission time, rather than waiting for a  message. Once the control
message is received, the receivers request any missing source messages that it
acknowledged. When the period between control messages equals the average
interarrival time of source messages one source message is acknowledged by each
control message, on the average, and the message efficiency of T-RMP and RMP is
the same. When the period between control messages is greater than the average
interarrival time of source messages, more than one source message is acknowledged
by each control message, and the efficiency of T-RMP is higher than RMP. However,
as the period between control messages decreases, the message efficiency of T-RMP
also decreases.

The version of T-RMP that is used in the stock market application is relatively easy to
understand because the period between control messages is large enough for all of the
receivers that have missed the control message or any of the source messages that it
acknowledged to recover those messages before the next control message is
transmitted. We can guarantee that the control message period is large enough for a
receiver to recover a missing message because the ARQ protocol is not open ended.
After a  fixed number of attempts, the requesting site assumes that the site with the
message has failed and enters a  reformation process. Therefore, at the end of each
control message period either all of the operable receivers have all of the
acknowledged messages, or the system has entered a reformation process to identify
failed sites.

The reformation process is a  lengthy process. In order to prevent the protocol from
performing a reformation when the network experiences slightly longer than normal
delays, the message recovery time is much greater than the average message delay in
the Internet.
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The control message period is the guaranteed delivery delay for an acknowledged
message. The delay guarantee that is provided by the original version of T-RMP is
adequate for the stock market application, but reducing the delay will make the
protocol applicable to a larger class of applications, such as remote classrooms where
students ask questions.

One way to reduce the control message interval is to reduce the time between retry
attempt to recover a lost message. As we make the retry intervals smaller we can take
advantage of the small delays that usually occur in the network. However, the smaller
retry intervals result in more frequent retries when a message has not been lost but is
only delayed by the network. As the retry interval goes to zero, the time to recover a
message can track the distribution of delays in the network, but the number of retries,
and hence the number of overhead messages, becomes large. This effect occurs for
all ARQ protocols that are used on the Internet, or any other network with variable
delays. The effect is not unique to T-RMP and is not investigated in this paper.

In sections 4 and 5 we consider two ways to reduce the guaranteed delivery time that
are unique to T-RMP. The original version of T-RMP uses separate retry counters to
recover the control message and the source messages that it acknowledged. In section
4 we combine the counts and show that we can significantly reduce the control
message period without increasing the probability of erroneously entering the
reformation process. In the original version of T-RMP the control message interval,
the time until a message is recovered by all of the receivers, and the time to enter the
reformation process, are all the same. In section 5 we consider using different time
intervals for each of these events. The operation of the protocol is more complicated.
We show that the protocol operates as a  D/G/1 queue and show, by an approximate
analysis of the queue, that using different intervals fro the three events can
significantly reduce the delay guarantees.

2 The Reliable Multicast Protocol

RMP has three characteristics that distinguishes it from earlier protocols:

1. Every receiver places the messages from the sources in the same sequence.

2. Every receiver eventually knows that every other receiver has the data.

3. When there aren’t any losses, there is only one control message per source
message, independent of the number of receivers. (In reference 6 there is an
analysis of the number of messages that are transmitted when there are losses.)

The RMP protocol has two parts. The first part operates on multicast messages
during normal operation. It guarantees delivery and ordering of the messages from
the sources. The second part is a reformation protocol that reorganizes the broadcast
group and guarantees the consistency of message sequences at the receivers after
failures and recoveries. The complete protocol is described in reference 2. In this
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presentation we are concerned with the first part of the protocol.



There are n sources and m receivers that participate in the protocol, as shown in figure
1. The sources and receivers may be the same or different. A  single receiver, called
the token site, acknowledges a  source message and assigns the message a  sequence
number. All of the receivers place the messages in the order indicated by the
sequence number.

We guarantee that every receiver has all of the messages by sequentially passing the
token to each receiver. A  receiver does not accept the token until it acquires all of the
preceding acknowledgments and the messages that they acknowledged. Therefore,
when the receiver with the token sends an explicit acknowledgment for a  source
message, it implicitly acknowledges that it has received all of the source messages
that have been acknowledged prior to this message.
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Fig. 1. The Reliable Broadcast Protocol

The sources use a  positive acknowledgment protocol. A  message from source s
contains the label (s, Ms) to signify that it is the M th

s message from source s. Source
s transmits message Ms at regular intervals until it receives an acknowledgment or
decides that the token site is not operating. If a source decides that the token site is
not operating it initiates a reformation.
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The receivers take turns acknowledging messages from sources by passing a token. A
single control message, acknowledgment t from receiver r, serves three separate
functions:

1. it acknowledges (s, Ms) and assigns it sequence number t,

2. it is an acknowledgment to receiver (r − 1) mod m that the token was
successfully transferred to r, and,

3. it transfers the token to receiver (r + 1) mod m.

The token transfer uses a positive acknowledgment protocol. Token site r
periodically sends acknowledgment t until it receives acknowledgment t + 1 or greater
or it receives a separate token acknowledgment. If the acknowledgment isn’t received
in a specified number of attempts, receiver r decides that receiver r + 1 is inoperable
and initiates a reformation.

When r sends acknowledgment t it stops acknowledging source messages, even
though receiver (r + 1) mod m may not have received, or may not be able to accept
the token. This guarantees that at most one receiver can acknowledge source
messages.

When a receiver accepts the token it also assumes responsibility for servicing
retransmission requests. Receiver (r + 1) mod m does not accept the token until it has
all of the acknowledgments and source messages that were acknowledged up to and
including t. Receiver r does not stop servicing retransmission requests until it
receives the acknowledgment for passing the token. This guarantees that there is
always at least one site, that has all of the source and control messages, that is
responding to retransmission requests.

Receivers place the messages in the sequence assigned by the acknowledgments.
Each receiver, r, tracks tr , the next acknowledgment that it expects. If an
acknowledgment number greater than tr is received, acknowledgment tr is missing. If
acknowledgment tr is received and the source message that is acknowledged is not in
the receiver’s queue of unacknowledged messages, then the source message is
missing. The receivers use a negative acknowledgment strategy. No control messages
are sent unless a missing message is detected. When a receiver detects a missing
message it recovers the message using a positive acknowledgment protocol. The
receiver periodically requests the message until it receives the message or decides that
the retransmit server is inoperable and initiates a reformation.

As the token is passed, the token site can infer information about the other receivers.
When receiver r transmits acknowledgment t, receiver r and any receiver that receives
the acknowledgment knows that
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— receiver r has all of the acknowledged messages up to and including the t th

message,

— receiver (r − 1) mod m has all of the acknowledged messages up to and
including the (t − 1)th message,

— . . ., and

— receiver (r − m + 1) mod m has all of the acknowledged messages up to and
including the message acknowledged by t − m + 1.

Since (r − m) mod m = r, receiver r knows that all of the receivers have all of the
source messages up to and including the message acknowledged by t − m + 1. By a
similar argument all of the receivers know that all of the other receivers have all of the
messages up to and including the (t − m + 2)th message.

Figure 2 is an extended finite state machine, E-FSM, representation of the actions that
a receiver takes when an acknowledgment is processed. The states indicate tests that
are performed or situations where the receiver waits for an external stimuli, such as a
message or a time out. The transitions between states are labeled with the event that
caused the transition, followed by a "*"’ed list of actions that occur during the
transition.

3 The Timed Reliable Multicast Protocol

T-RMP uses the same token passing mechanisms and retransmission strategies as
RMP, as shown in figure 1. The difference is that T-RMP is time driven rather than
event driven. Acknowledgments are transmitted by the token site at scheduled times
separated by ÿ

t seconds. In addition, T-RMP is a bulk acknowledgment protocol. An
acknowledgment message contains a list of all of the source message that the token
site has received, but which have not been acknowledged by the previous token sites.
The t th token passing message acknowledges a sequence of k source messages, where
k is variable. The messages are assigned sequence numbers s + 1 to s + k, where s is
the last sequence number assigned in the (t − 1)th acknowledgment.

In T-RMP we assume that the receivers have synchronized clocks. Synchronization
may be performed on the multicast network using other protocols [7, 8, 9] or may be
performed on a parallel network, such as a satellite network, with deterministic
delays. The clock synchronization technique is not part of T-RMP and is not
considered in this presentation.

The primary advantage of the timed protocol is that a receiver detects a missing token
based upon the time that it was scheduled to be transmitted, rather than later events
that occur at undetermined times in the future. Negative acknowledgments have
much more significance in the scheduled protocol than in the event driven protocol.

In the event driven protocol, RMP, we cannot assume that a receiver that has not sent
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1Wait for Ack

2Test nr

r > e
*Store Ack(r)
*nr = 0

3

Wait for Ack(e)
nr < nmax
*Rqst Ack(e)
*nr + +
*ts = t

t > ts + TR

4 Check Msg(e)
Rcv Ack(e)
*nr = 0

r=e
*nr = 0

Msg(e) Rcvd
*e++

*Accept Token?

5Test nr

Msg(e) Not Rcvd
*nr = 0

6 Wait for Msg(e)

t > ts + TR

nr < nmax
*Rqst Msg(e)
*nr + +
*ts = t

Msg(e) Rcvd
*e++
*Accept Token?

7

Reformation

nr = nmax

nr = nmax

e = number of expected acknowledgment
r = number of received acknowledgment
Msg(e) = message acknowledged by Ack(e)
te = scheduled transmission time for Ack(e)
TR = time out for retransmission request
nr = number of recovery attempts
nmax = maximum number of recovery attempts

Fig. 2. An E-FSM representation of acknowledgment processing at a  receiver in
the RMP protocol

a negative acknowledgment has received a  source message. The receiver may also
have missed the positive acknowledgment for that source message and any subsequent
acknowledgments that would indicate that it missed the first acknowledgment. We
cannot be certain that the receiver has a  source message until that receiver sends an
implicit acknowledgment by sending a  positive acknowledgment for a  subsequent
message.

In the scheduled protocol, T-RMP, a  receiver is aware that it has missed an
acknowledgment one network delay time after the acknowledgment is scheduled.
Message recovery uses a  positive acknowledgment protocol that retransmits
unanswered requests at fixed intervals and declares a failure and places the system in
reformation after a  fixed number of unanswered requests. Therefore, after a  fixed
time following a message’s acknowledgment, either all of the operable receivers have
the message or the system is in reformation.
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Figure 3 is the E-FSM representation of how acknowledgments are processed in
T-RMP. We can use this state diagram to prove that all of the operable receivers have
received a source message, or have placed the system in reformation within time
(nmax + 1/2)TR of when it was scheduled to be acknowledged. If the token site, that
was scheduled to send the acknowledgment has failed, the system is placed in the
reformation phase by the receivers. The sources don’t have to detect a failed token
site.

1Wait for Ack(e)

2Test nr

t > te + TR/2
*nr = 0

3

Wait for Ack(e)
nr < nmax
*Rqst Ack(e)
*nr + +
*ts = t

t > ts + TR

4 Check Msg(e)
Rcv Ack(e)

Rcv Ack(e)
*nr = 0

5Test nr

X(e) Not Empty

6 Wait for X(e)

t > ts + TR

nr < nmax
*Rqst X(e)
*nr + +
*ts = t

7

Reformation

nr = nmax

nr = nmax

8

X(e) Empty

X(e) Empty

Finish

e = number of expected acknowledgment
Msg(e) = set of messages acknowledged by Ack(e)
X(e) = subset of Msg(e) that are not received
te = scheduled transmission time for Ack(e)
TR = time out for retransmission request
nmax = maximum number of recovery attempts
nr = number of recovery attempts

Fig. 3. An extended finite state machine representation of acknowledgment
processing at a receiver in the timed RMP protocol

A source message is scheduled to be acknowledged at time te. If the acknowledgment
is received before te + TR/2, the receiver moves to state 4, with nr = 0. Otherwise, at
te + TR/2 the receiver moves to state 2 with nr = 0, requests the missing
acknowledgment, increments nr to 1, and moves to state 3. If the missing
acknowledgment is received within TR seconds, the receiver moves to state 4,
otherwise it returns to state 2. The receiver circulates around the loop between states
2 and 3 at most nmax times. Either the receiver enters state 4 before
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te + (nmax + 1/2)TR, or enters state 7, and initiates a reformation at time
te + (nmax + 1/2)TR.

If a receiver enters state 4 at time t4 such that
te + (k4 − 1/2)TR ≤ t4 < te + (k4 + 1/2)TR, then nr = k4. If the receiver has the
acknowledged source message, then the receiver move to state 8, otherwise it moves
to state 5. If k = nmax, the receiver moves immediately to state 7, otherwise it follows
the 5->6->5 recovery loop up to nmax − k times. The receiver enters state 7 at time
t4 + (nmax − k)TR < te + (nmax + 1/2)TR, if it does not enter state 8 prior to this time.
Therefore, by te + (nmax + 1/2)TR all operable receivers either have the message, or
have started a reformation process. If the token passing period is
TP ≥ (nmax + 1/2)TR, the next token site has recovered all of the messages, and is
ready to acknowledge messages before the next acknowledgment is scheduled to be
transmitted.

The structure of the state machine for T-RMP is similar to the state machine for RMP
in figure 2. Two obvious differences are that:

1. T-RMP moves from state 1 to state 2 when the local clock exceeds the
scheduled acknowledgment time plus a reasonable network delay, while RMP
makes the same transition when it receives a token with a larger sequence
number than expected, and,

2. T-RMP checks for, and may have to recover, a set of source messages for each
acknowledgment, while RMP only checks for a single source message.

There are two other things that should be noted in the T-RMP state machine,

1. the time out that activates the transition from state 1 to state 2 is half the time
out that activates the transitions between states 2 and 3 or 5 and 6, and,

2. the sum of retries to recover a missing acknowledgment and a missing
message, is limited, rather than separately limiting the number of retries to
recover each.

The sum of the timer delays in T-RMP determine how frequently we can transfer the
token. The smaller the timers, the more frequently we can transfer the token. The
more frequently we are able to transfer the token, the smaller the time until we are
certain that all of the receivers have a message. In addition, smaller token transfer
times result in a smaller waiting time until source messages are acknowledged.
Therefore, we would like to make the total timer delays as small as possible.

4 Merged Retry Count

We merge the count of retry requests to recover lost acknowledgments and lost
messages because it reduces the maximum time that we allow to recover messages,
without increasing the probability of erroneously entering the reformation phase. As
an example, consider a system with independent messages losses, PL :
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— The probability that a receiver does not receive an acknowledgment is P A = PL ;

— The probability that the receiver misses at least one of k source messages that
are covered by an acknowledgment is PS = 1 − (1 − PL)k ;

— And, the probability that the request for a retransmission from a receiver, or the
retransmitted acknowledgment message, or retransmitted source messages, is
lost is PR = 1 − (1 − PL)2.

In a system that allows n1 attempts to recover a missing acknowledgment and a
separate n1 attempts to recover any missing source messages, the probability of
initiating a reformation process because a sequence of messages has been lost, rather
than because a component has failed, is

PR,1(n1) = (P A + PS)Pn1
R − P APS P2n1

R .

In a system that allow a total of n2 attempts to recover both the missing
acknowledgments and retries, the probability of initiating the same erroneous
reformation is

PR,2(n2) = (P A + PS)Pn2
R + P APS



n2Pn2−1

R (1 − PR) − Pn2
R




.

When PL << 1, using a Taylor series expansion,

PR,1(n1) ≈
k + 1

2
(2PL)n1+1 , and,

PR,2(n2) ≈ 


k + 1

2
+

kn2

4


(2PL)n2+1 .

For n2P < 1, which is reasonable considering that PL << 1,

PR,2(n1) > PR,1(n1) > PR,2(n1 + 1)

In other words, if we make the sum of the retries one greater than the number of
separate retries to recover the acknowledgment and source messages, we are less
likely to initiate an erroneous reformation process. A system that allows 3 separate
tries to recover acknowledgments and source messages must allow 6 recovery
intervals before passing the token. A system that monitors the sum of the retries can
provide better performance while only allowing 4 recovery intervals before passing
the token.

Of course we can make the above model more accurate by

— allowing different loss probabilities for different length messages, a short
acknowledgment message versus up to k source messages,

— considering time correlation of the losses, and

— taking into account other receivers that may miss the same messages.
Our objective, however, is to demonstrate the advantage of summing the retry
attempts, rather than to recommend a specific number of attempts for a particular
network condition. In a real network the loss and delay change continuously. We
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recommend increasing n2 by one, and slowing down the token passing, when the
receivers initiate unnecessary reformations, and decreasing n2, and speeding up the
token passing, when there is a long time between erroneous reformations. How long
is long depends upon how badly we want to avoid erroneous reformations.

5 Separating Events

At each time te acknowledgment Ack(e) is scheduled to be transmitted. ∆T = te+1 − te

is the token passing period. Let Ack(e) and the source messages that it acknowledges
comprise the message set Msg(e). At te + ∆C all of the receivers that have recovered
the source messages in Msg(e) commit those messages. We assume that at te + ∆C

most, if not all, of the receivers have these messages. At te + ∆R any receiver that has
not recovered Msg(e) initiates a reformation.

In our initial description of T-RMP ∆T = ∆C = ∆R = ∆init . This simplified the
description and understanding of the protocol because the operation of the protocol is
the same at every receiver and token site during every token passing interval. At each
te, if the system is not being reformed all of the receivers, including the token site,
have all of the Msg(i) for all i < e. At te the token site transmits Ack(e). At
te + TR/2 all of the receivers that do not receive Ack(e) try to recover it. At
te + ∆R(≤ te+1) any receiver that has not recovered Msg(e) initiates a reformation
process. Therefore, if the system is not being reformed, the operation at te+1 is the
same as the operation at te. In addition, te+1 is the commit time for the messages
acknowledged at te, since we can guarantee that all of the receivers have those
messages.

When a source message is received at the token site it may wait up to ∆T before the
token is transmitted, and then must wait an additional ∆C before the receivers commit
the acknowledged message. We would like to make ∆max = ∆C + ∆T as small as
reasonable, in order to provide stronger quality of service guarantees. In the initial
system ∆max,init = 2 * ∆init . In this section we set ∆T < ∆init . Howev er, in order to
keep the probability that a receiver has a message the same as in the initial system, we
must make ∆C > ∆init . We show that ∆max = ∆T + ∆C < ∆max,init , for a certain range of
∆T . We further reduce ∆max by making ∆C < ∆R. We justify this reduction by noting
that false alarms, that cause unnecessary reformations, are generally more costly than
the late arrival of a message.

When we make ∆T < ∆R Msg(e) may be recovered after Ack(e + 1) is scheduled to be
transmitted, since te+1 < te + ∆R. Recovering Msg(e) after te+1 does not have to affect
the operation of a receiver that is not also the token site. The receiver can start
recovering the missing components of Msg(e + 1) at the scheduled time whether or
not is has completed the recovery of any Msg(i), i < e + 1. A receiver may have
several recovery processes in progress simultaneously, or, since all of the requests for
missing messages are directed to the current token site, the receiver may combine all
of the requests into a single message.
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However, when the site that is scheduled to transmit Ack(e + 1) fails to recover
Msg(e) before te+1, all of the receivers are affected. By the conventions of the
protocol, the token site does not transmit an acknowledgment until it recovers the
earlier messages and can service all retransmission requests. All of the other
receivers may start transmitting their retransmit requests at te+1 + TR/2, but the
recovery cannot start in earnest until after the token site completes its recovery and
transmits the acknowledgment. In our model, the number of retries needed to recover
messages, and the distribution of the recovery time, is independent of when the
recovery starts. Therefore, if the recovery starts later than te+1 + TR/2, it will end
later. If we make ∆T < ∆init , we must make ∆R > ∆init order to keep the probability of
reformation when there isn’t a failure the same.

The operation of the token sites can be mapped onto the operation of a D/G/1 queue,
where the period of the arrival process is ∆T and the service process is the distribution
of times to recover Msg(e). In order to perform this mapping, site se, that transmits
Ack(e), arrives in the queue at time te. the scheduled time to transmit the
acknowledgment. If site se−1, that transmits Ack(e − 1), has successfully transmitted
Msg(e − 1) to se ( that is to say, se has successfully recovered Msg(e − 1) ) before te,
then the queue is empty, and immediately begins to service Msg(e). The service time
of Msg(e) is the time needed to successfully transmit Ack(e) from site se to site se+1,
which is responsible for transmitting Ack(e + 1), and for se+1 to recover any missing
source messages in Msg(e). If Msg(e − 1) is not transferred to se by te, se must wait
for the transfer to be complete before beginning to service Msg(e). Site se receiving
the token at te +

ÿ
and beginning the next token transfer is equivalent to se arriving at

the queue at te, and waiting until the previous service is completed at te +
ÿ

to begin
its own service. Note that se+1 begins trying to recover Msg(e) at te + TR/2, and
combines any other missing messages with this request. This makes the service time
independent of the past history of site se+1. Whenever se transmits the
acknowledgment, se+1 is ready to start recovery, without waiting for an earlier
recovery to be complete.

The queue builds up because of the token passing process, but the waiting time
distribution for the queue is the waiting time component for the delay at any receiver.
None of the receivers can start recovering Msg(e) until se has the token. Therefore
they all have the same waiting time. The delay between the time that a source
message is scheduled to be acknowledged and the time that a receiver has that
message is the convolution of the waiting time distribution with the service time
distribution. The service time distribution is the time needed for the receiver to
acquire a message set Msg(e), when the token sites have not failed. When the delay
at a receiver reaches ∆R, the receiver starts a reformation process, even though there
has not been a failure. The waiting time is zero after a reformation. Since the
probability of a false reformation is intentionally small, we approximate this
probability as the probability of exceeding ∆R in an infinite queue. The probability
that a receiver has not acquired a source message when it is scheduled to be
committed is the probability that the delay exceeds ∆C .
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Following the model in the previous section, the service time is

s = dn,1(1 − x A) +
TR

2
x A + j1TR + dn,2 + dn,3 x A + j2TR + dn,4 + dn,5 xS

where:
dn,i are delays through the network that depend on the source, the current token site
and the network congestion,

x A =




1

0

with probability PL

otherwise

xS =




1

0

with probability 1 − (1 − PL)r

otherwise

r is the number of arrivals from independent sources during ∆T and is distributed as

p(r) =
( ÿ A∆T )r e− þ A∆T

r!

and, ji are the number of unsuccessful retransmission attempts before acquiring a
missing message and is distributed as

p( j) = (1 − PR)P j
R for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . where PR = 1 − (1 − PL)2.

When the delay and retries are uncorrelated, the average service time is:

ÿ S = ÿ N




1 + PL + 2(1 − e−þ A∆T PL )





+
TR

2
PL + TR

PR

1 − PR





PL + 1 − e−þ A∆T PL



,

where ÿ N = E(dN , j). When PL << 1 and ÿ A∆T PL << 1,

ÿ S ≈ ÿ N + PL





TR

2
+ ÿ N (1 + ÿ A∆T )




.

It’s interesting to note that the time that it takes to transfer the token, s is a function of
the token transfer period ∆T and that ÿ S decreases as the token transfer rate increases.
When we transfer the token more frequently, fewer source messages arrive between
token transfers, and it is more likely that we have not lost one or more messages.
Therefore, when we transfer the token more often we are less likely to have to recover
a source message. In the remainder of this section we are interested in the effect of
decreasing ∆T . In our first order analysis we will assume that ÿ S is not a function of
∆T . If we replace ∆T with ∆init (≥ ∆T ), the value of ÿ S will not decrease as we
decrease ∆T , and the actual advantage of decreasing ∆T will be greater than we
predict.

We do not know the service time distribution. The component of this distribution that
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is the distribution of network delay between the receivers and token site is difficult to
determine and changes. We will use a negative exponential distribution for the
service time. This is reasonable because of the memoryless property of the process
that recovers lost messages. More importantly, this assumption replaces the D/G/1
queue with a D/M/1 queue, which we know something about. At this point we will
make a number of approximations in order to get a feel for the quantitative
relationship between ∆T , ∆C and ∆R.

The waiting time distribution in a G/M/1 queue[10] is:

W (y) = 1 − ÿ e−(1− þ )y/ý S fory ≥ 0, where,
ÿ = A*((1 − ÿ )/ ü S),

and A*(s) is the La Place transform of the arrival time distribution.

In our case the arrival time distribution is deterministic with period ∆T , so that

A*(s) = e−s∆T and ÿ = e−(1− þ )/û ,

where ú = ü S /∆T . ú is the utilization of the token passing channel. It if the fraction
of the time the the token is in the process of being moved.

The equation for ÿ has one solution for 0 ≤ ÿ < 1, when 0 < ú < 1. This can be
verified by considering the value of the exponential at y = 0 and y = 1, the slope at
y = 1, and the second derivative over the range. The solution for sigma is plotted as a
solid line in figure 4. Because of the shape of the curve, we approximate it with a
quadratic. The least mean squared error fit is the quadratic:

ÿ = 1. 168 ú
2−. 168 ú

The quadratic is plotted as the dashed line in figure 4. The fit is seen to be tight over
the entire range.

The distribution of the delay is the convolution of the waiting time and service time
distribution, and the probability of an erroneous reformation, Pref , is the probability
that the delay exceeds ∆R. Therefore,

Pref = e−(1+.168û −1.168û 2)∆R/ý S

In the initial system we expect the utilization of the token passing channel to be low
because ú is inversely proportional to ∆T , ∆T = ∆R and ∆R is large enough that
erroneous reformations occur infrequently. If ú is small, the delay distribution is
approximately equal to the service time distribution. This is a satisfying result for the
initial system because whenever the waiting time is greater than zero, the system is
put in reformation. The probability of reformation is approximately
Pref ,init ≈ e−∆init /ý S . The utilization is ú init = ü S /∆init = . 43/ ln(Pref ,init). If we adjust
∆init so that Pref ,init ≤ 10−6, then ú init ≤ . 07, which justifies our claim that it is small.
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Fig. 4. Plot of ÿ = e−(1− ý )/ü (solid curve) and ÿ = 1. 168 þ 2−. 168 þ (dashed curve)

Consider reducing ∆T < ∆init .
þ becomes larger. In order to keep Pref the same, we

must increase ∆R so that

e−[1+.168(û S /∆T )+1.168( û S /∆T )2]∆R/ û S = e−∆R/ û S .
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Fig. 5. Reformation delay ∆R versus token passing period ∆T for probabilities of
erroneous reformation Pref from 10−12 to 10−2.
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In figure 5 we plot equi-Pref curves for Pref from 10−2 to 10−12. On the axes ∆R and
∆T are normalized with respect to ÿ S , the average time that it takes to reliably transfer
information between two participants in the protocol. The axis are dimensionless, and
a value of 10 can be read as 10 average transfer times. The x-axis is also 1/ þ . This
axis is logarithmic with þ < 1. The dashed curve is ∆R = ∆T = ∆init . We see that as
we decrease ∆T from ∆init , ∆R remains almost constant until þ reaches about
30 − 60%, then grows rapidly as þ → 1. This graph shows us that there is almost no
penalty for reducing ∆T to 10 − 20% of ∆R.

Once a source message is received at the next token site, it may have to wait up to ∆T

until the next bulk acknowledgment message is scheduled to be transmitted, and then
an additional ∆C until the receivers use the message. The probability that a receiver
has not acquired a message by ∆C has the same form as the probability that the
receiver has not acquired the message by ∆R. The upper bound of this component of
the message delay, ∆T + ∆C , normalized with respect to the message transfer time, is
plotted in figure 6. The equi-probability lines are the probability that a receiver has
not acquired the message by ∆C . As ∆T is reduced from ∆init , the sum first decrease
because ∆C is increasing slowly. However, as þ → 1, ∆C starts increasing quickly
and the sum increases. There is a value of ∆T that minimizes the sum, but the
minimum is broad, so that the exact value of ∆T is not critical.
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Fig. 6. Maximum delay from reception at token site to commit, ∆C + ∆T versus
token passing period ∆T for probabilities that a receiver does not have a
message by the commit time from 10−12 to 10−2.

There are likely to be different penalties associated with a message arriving after the
commit time and a system with the components operating properly entering a
reformation. The quality of the information provided by a receiver may be adequate
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if 10−3 or 10−2 of the messages arrive after they are scheduled to be used. However, in
a system with 100 receivers, if each receiver places the system in reformation with
probability 10−2 each time the token is passed, the system will be placed in
reformation after most token passes, and will spend most of its time in reformation.
Therefore, ∆C and ∆R should be selected separately.

Suppose that the system can tolerate 10−4 of the messages arriving after they are
scheduled to be used. From figure 6, the minimum of ∆T + ∆C is approximately 14,
and is achieved when ∆T is about 3. If we also require that Pref = 10−10, from figure
5, the delay until we enter reformation, ∆R, is about 26, only 2 greater than it was for
∆init , as noted by the dashed line in figure 5. If we try to meet both constraints with
∆C = ∆R, ∆T ≈ 4, ∆T + ∆C ≈ 29, and ∆R ≈ 25. The reformation delay improves by
about 4%, but the component of the message delay more than doubles. Finally, if
∆C = ∆R = ∆T , as in the initial system, ∆T + ∆C ≈ 48 and ∆R ≈ 24. The message
delay is about 3.5 times as large as it is in the system with independent selections,
while the reformation delay improves by less than 8%. This example shows the
importance of separating the selection of the delay.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that the guaranteed delivery delay in T-RMP can be reduced by
combining the retry counters used to recover the token passing message and the
missing source messages, and by using different time intervals to pass the token, ∆T ,
commit messages, ∆C , and to enter the reformation process, ∆R. It is instructive to
determine the reductions using reasonable numbers.

In original system ∆T = ∆C = ∆R, and the same number of retries nr is allowed to
recover the token passing message and the source messages. The maximum time
from the reception of a source messages until it committed by all of the receivers is
∆S = ∆T + ∆C . In the initial system, ∆T = (2nr+. 5)∆N , where nr is the number of
retries used to recover a missing message, and ∆N is the nominal round trip network
delay that we use to retransmit message recovery requests. The factor of 2 results
from the two separate message recovery processes, and the factor .5 is the time that a
receiver waits for the token passing message before initiating the recovery process.
When the retry count for the two recovery processes are combined and PL << 1, the
total number of retries is limited to nt = nr + 1, so that ∆T = (nr + 1. 5)∆N .

In typical ARQ protocols nr = 3. Therefore, ∆S in the combined system is
4. 5

7. 5
= . 6

as large as in the original system. If the nominal round trip delay is one second, the
maximum source delay is 13 seconds in the original system and 9 seconds in the
combined system.

In the figures in section 5 all of the delays are normalized with respect to ÿ s. If the
selection of nr = 3 and a nominal network delay of 1 second results in a probability of
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erroneous reformation = 10−10, then, from the example at the end of section 5,
∆T = ∆C = ∆R = 24 ÿ s. If we select the three periods independently, and allow 10−4 of
the messages to arrive at some receivers after they have been committed by other
receivers, then we can set ∆T = 3 ÿ S , ∆C = 11 ÿ S , and ∆R = 28 ÿ S , and maintain
Pr = 10−10. This reduces ∆S from 48 to 14, and the maximum source delay from 9
seconds to 2. 625 seconds.

The two protocol modifications that we have studied provide a reduction in the
delivery delay, in this example, of nearly 80%. It is worth noting that the guarantee is
approaching the nominal network delay, so it is unlikely that further protocol
modification will provide large improvements. In order to provide stronger delay
guarantees we have to increase the number of retries in order to decrease the nominal
network delay toward ÿ s, or improve the operation of the network to reduce the actual
network delay.
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Abstract. With increasing demand for real-time services in next gen-
eration wireless networks, quality-of-service (QoS)-based routing offers
significant challenges. Multimedia applications like video conferencing,
real-time streaming of stock quotes or processing of scientific images re-
layed from satellites require strict QoS guarantee (e.g. bandwidth, delay)
while communicating among multiple hosts. This gives rise to the need
for an efficient multicast routing protocol which will be able to deter-
mine multicast routes satisfying the different QoS constraints. Design
of such protocol boils down to a multi-objective optimization problem,
which is computationally intractable. In fact, discovering optimal multi-
cast routes is an NP-hard problem when the network state information
is inaccurate – a common scenario in mobile wireless networks. In this
paper, we propose a novel multicast tree selection algorithm that de-
termines near-optimal multicast routes on demand. Based on the multi-
objective genetic algorithmic (MOGA) approach, our solution attempts
to optimize multiple QoS parameters (e.g. end-to-end delay, bandwidth
guarantee and residual bandwidth utilization) simultaneously. We math-
ematically analyze the performance and convergence of the developed
algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate that our algorithm is capa-
ble of discovering on-demand a set of QoS-based, near-optimal multicast
routes within a few iterations, even with imprecise network information.
From these set of routes one can choose the best possible multicast route
depending on the specified QoS requirements.

1 Introduction

Multicast routing is an effective way to communicate among multiple hosts in a
network. It outperforms the basic broadcast strategy by sharing resources along
common links, while sending messages to a set of predefined destinations. This
is particularly true in wireless networks which suffer from resource (bandwidth)
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scarcity and high bit error rate (BER). Furthermore, the growing demand for
real-time multimedia communications like live video conferencing or streaming
of stock quotes require strict quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee on such param-
eters as bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and delay jitter. An efficient allocation of
network resources satisfying QoS requirements is the primary goal of QoS-based
multicast routing [19]. However, individual QoS parameters may be conflicting
and interdependent, thus making the problem even more challenging [15].

Further complications arise in wireless networks due to information (e.g. re-
source availability) inaccuracy caused by high BER and signal fading, leading
to packet loss and hence higher packet delay and jitter. This effect can be re-
duced at the cost of extra bandwidth allocation. Thus, there exists a trade-off
between bit error rate and bandwidth for a fixed radio spectrum. If we were
to optimize a multicast route path with respect to a single QoS parameter, say
bandwidth, then the problem can be solved in polynomial time even with uncer-
tain network resources [8], by mapping it to a shortest path finding problem. On
the otherhand, determining multicast routes satisfying different QoS parameters
or constraints simultaneously, is an NP-hard problem [13]. The uncertainly of
the network resources make such a problem more difficult. Therefore, various
approximate algorithms have been proposed based on some heuristics.

Although QoS-Routing in wireless networks is an active research area in
recent years, QoS-based multicasting is relatively a new research topic. The
impact of information inaccuracy and uncertainty over QoS-routing has been in-
vestigated in [8,15] which proposes efficient heuristics to identify routes that are
most likely to accommodate the desired QoS even with uncertain network state
information. Using suitable probabilistic models it is shown that uncertainty is
minimal for flows with only bandwidth requirements, but it makes path selec-
tions intractable when end-to-end delay is considered. A scalable, coarse-grained
approach to control the mobile QoS is highlighted in [12]. The key technique used
here is to aggregate a cluster of cells into a Virtual Bottleneck cell (VBC) in such
a way that by controlling the parameters of VBC, specific QoS objectives of the
system can be ensured without requiring the accurate prediction of the times and
locations of each mobile user. The 3-level multi-agent architecture for QoS con-
trol in wireless ATM [11] provides a self-regulating network congestion control
management by means of global network state awareness. A dynamic reconfig-
uration of the agents and an adaptive cell discarding scheme are performed to
meet the end-to-end QoS requirements. The agents efficiently manage the buffer
space to reduce the cell loss ratio while guaranteeing a bounded transit delay.
In a completely different approach [16] multimedia streams are represented in
terms of multiple substreams each with its own specified QoS and wireless net-
work elements and protocols are made aware of the QoS requirements of such
substreams. With the fluctuation of resource availability, using a fair schedul-
ing algorithm the network selects and schedules substreams in order to meet an
acceptable QoS. For effective multicast tree construction in interactive audiovi-
sual communication, a heuristic has been proposed in [14] to compute low cost,
delay-bound routes from source to each destination. Recently, the authors in
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[1] demonstrated the efficiency of genetic-algorithm (GA) to obtain QoS-based
multicast routes in computationally feasible time. With the help of evolution-
ary operations, the proposed algorithm is capable of optimizing multiple QoS
parameters to generate a near-optimal multicast tree.

A careful analysis of the optimization schemes explored in QoS-routing in
wireless as well as wirelined networks reveal that most of them suffer from the
same drawback: multiple objectives are combined to form a scalar single-objective
function on an ad hoc basis, usually through a linear combination (weighted sum)
of multiple attributes. In these cases the solution not only becomes highly sen-
sitive to the weight vector but also demands the user to have certain knowledge
(e.g. priority of a particular objective, influence of an objective parameter over
other) about the problem. Moreover, in the case of multi-objective optimization,
a unique solution that optimizes all the objectives simultaneously will rarely, if
at all, exist in practice. The user will therefore be more interested in obtaining a
set of acceptable non-dominated solutions, one of which can be selected based on
the specific problem requirements. We recognize that genetic algorithms can be
readily modified to deal with multiple objectives by incorporating the concept
of Pareto-domination (discussed in Section 2) in its selection operation [6].

In this paper, we use a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) technique
to develop an efficient algorithm which determines multicast routes on-demand
by simultaneously optimizing end-to-end delay guarantee, bandwidth require-
ments and residual bandwidth utilization without combining them into a single
scalar objective function. Using suitable genetic operators, the algorithm is ca-
pable of finding near-optimal solutions within a few iterations. We have shown
that with the increase in the number of nodes our algorithm performs better
than existing algorithms based on scalar optimization. Although, it is impossi-
ble to provide a tight-bound for convergence of such an NP-hard algorithm, we
have shown that asymptotically it can converge to the optimal point. From the
experimental results it is clear that our algorithm is capable of obtaining more
than 95% of the global optimal values for all three QoS parameters.

Section 2 reviews the basic concept of MOGA relevant in this context. The
formulation of the required optimization functions and the proposed new algo-
rithm are presented in Section 3. Section 4 highlights the power of the algo-
rithm by analyzing the variation of some genetic operators and demonstrating
its asymptotic convergence. In an attempt to evaluate the performance and the
of the algorithm, a suitable model is developed and steady-state probabilities
are calculated in Section 5. Simulation results in Section 6 corroborates the fast
optimization of the required QoS parameters. Section 7 concludes the paper with
pointers to the areas of future work.

2 Evolutionary Algorithms in Multi-objective
Optimizations

Genetic algorithms (GA) provides a guided random search and optimization
technique, based on the basic principles of evolution: survival of the fittest and
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inheritance [7]. It uses probabilistic transition rules and a payoff function to
guide the search. All generalized greedy and gradient descent search techniques
suffer from getting stuck at a local optimal point. However, using the evolutionary
techniques, GAs can overcome this limitation to provide a near-optimal solution
in a few iterations. The steps involved in solving an optimization problem using
GA can be briefly summarized as follows: (i) Random generation of a population
of chromosomes, (ii) Decoding each chromosome to evaluate its fitness, (iii)
Performing selection, cross-over and mutation operations, (iv) Repeating steps
(ii) and (iii) until a stopping criterion is satisfied. To solve any optimization
problem, GAs start with chromosomal representation of the parameter set. A
set of such chromosomes or strings are termed as population. The fitness/objective
function is chosen in such a way that the good points in the search space possess
high fitness values. This is the so-called payoff information used by GAs. In
short, GAs mimic the natural evolution process through its selection, cross-over
and mutation operations as discussed below:

– Selection: The selection process copies parent strings into a tentative new
population known as mating pool. Selection is usually proportional to an
individual’s fitness value and thus mimics the evolutionary selection process.
Roulette wheel selection, stochastic universal selection and tournament based
selections are the most widely used techniques [4].

– Cross-over: The key idea behind the cross-over is to exchange information
between two randomly selected parent-strings to give birth to the offsprings
for the next generation. The selected strings from the mating pool are paired
at random and a particular cross-over point is selected uniformly at random
between position 1 and the string-length. The offsprings are generated by
swapping the respective portions of the strings after the cross-over point.

– Mutation: Mutation is the process of random alteration in the genetic struc-
ture to introduce genetic diversity. In adverse situation, when the global op-
timal solution resides in a particular portion of the search space not included
in the population, then the mutation is the only way to direct the popula-
tion to jump out from any local optimal solution by randomly altering the
information in the string.

In addition to these basic concepts, generally the best string up to a particular
generation is preserved in a location either within the population or outside it.
This idea is known as elitism [7]. We are now in a position to digress into its
multi-objective counterpart of GAs.

A careful look into many real world problems reveals the requirement of
simultaneous optimizations of multiple objectives. In principle, multi-objective
optimization is quite different from the single-objective optimization. In case of
multiple objectives, there may not exist a single best solution with respect to
all the objectives. In fact, there exists a set of solutions superior to the rest of
the solutions in the entire search space when all objectives are considered. These
solutions are termed as Pareto-optimal solutions. Since none of the solutions in
this set is absolutely better than any other, any one of them will be an accept-
able solution. Hence, the user is given the freedom to choose the best solution
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from this set of Pareto-optimal solutions, defined below, to conform to specific
requirements.

Pareto-optimal Front: This concept of Pareto-optimality, originally formu-
lated by V. Pareto in the 19th century and constitutes by the origin of research
in multi-objective optimization. We can say that a point x is Pareto optimal
if for every x either, ∩i(fi(x) = fi(x∗)) or, there is at least one i such that
fi(x) > fi(x∗), ∀i ∈ I, where fi(x) is the fitness function. In other words, x∗ is
Pareto optimal if there exists no feasible vector x which would decrease some
criterion without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one other criterion.

The multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) varies from the ordinary GAs
only in its selection operator. Before the selection is performed, using some
suitable ranking schemes, the population is ranked on the basis of individual
chromosome’s or string’s non-domination. The non-dominated strings from the
current population are first identified to form the first Pareto-optimal front [5].
As MOGA iterates in every generation, the non-dominated, Pareto-optimal so-
lutions are found and genetic operations are performed on these solution-sets
to improve their fitness values. The non-dominated solution sets quickly pro-
ceeds towards the global optimal solution and gets saturated at a near-optimal
solution-set. However, the tournament selection method used for ranking schemes
can lead to a tie between two or more strings which is resolved by Niche sharing
discussed below.

Niche Sharing on Non-dominated Frontier: Fitness sharing has already been
applied to a number of real world problems. Given an optimization function
having several peaks, the goal of fitness sharing is to distribute the population
over the different peaks in the search space, where each peak receives a fraction
of the entire population according to its height. The easiest way to achieve such
fitness-sharing is to degrade an individual’s fitness, fi, by dividing it by a niche
count, mi, for that individual. The intuition behind the niche count is that it is
a good estimate about how crowded the neighborhood of a particular individual
i is [9], [20].

With these discussions we will now proceed to develop the multicast routing
algorithm required for our protocol.

3 QoS-Based Multicast Routing Algorithm

The primary goal behind designing this algorithm is to find optimal multicast
routes satisfying the necessary (QoS) parameters. Let us first discuss the different
objective functions that the algorithm should try to optimize.

3.1 Objective Functions

Since wireless networks often suffer from uncertainty of resources, we design the
algorithm in such a way that it can determine the multicast routes by prob-
abilistically satisfying three major objective parameters: (i) end-to-end delay
requirement, (ii) bandwidth guarantee and (iii) residual bandwidth utilization.
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We represent the network by a graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of
nodes and E is the set of edges between the node-pairs. A path between a source
(vs) and a particular destination (vd) is represented by a sequence of nodes
vs, v1, v2, v3, ..., vd where vi ∈ V. There can be multiple such paths between
a given pair of source and destination. For unicast routing the problem is to
find the most efficient path between such a given pair of source and destination
satisfying the required QoS constraints. However, in multicast routings, our focus
is to find such paths between a single source and multiple destinations,which
will simultaneously satisfy the above QoS parameters. These multicast paths
essentially forms a multicast tree and we have multiple such trees.
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Fig. 2. Two different valid multicast
trees

Figure 2 shows two possible multicast trees for finding routes from the source
node 1 to destination nodes 6, 7, 9 for the input network of Figure 1. But, not all
these paths can meet the desired QoS requirement. Our algorithm will look for
the set of non-dominated paths that will satisfy the three different QoS param-
eters, namely end-to-end delay, bandwidth guarantee and residual bandwidth
utilization. We assume the network to satisfy the following properties:

– The links are assumed to be service queues where packets are transmitted
and get serviced. The service rate is assumed to follow Poisson distribution
which makes the service time to obey Exponential distribution. The link
delays introduced due to service time, should also follow an Exponential
distribution with parameter equal to λ. Since the path consists of a chain of
k hops, the delay along the entire path should follow Erlang-K distribution
[17], which is the convolution of k independent random variables, each having
the same exponential distribution. The probability that the delay (dp) over a
path p (from the source to one of the multicast destinations) of length k is less
than t is given by: Pr(dp < t) = λktk−1e−λt

(k−1)! . The probability that the delay
(d) of the selected multicast tree (T ) will meet the specific delay constraint,
can be obtained by taking the product of delays over individual paths in
that multicast tree. This is expressed by: Pr(dT < t) =

∏
p∈T Pr(dp < t).

Our algorithm attempts to maximize this probability.
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– To measure the second optimization factor, bandwidth guarantee, a similar
model for the network links is assumed. Assume the service or transmis-
sion rate, a good measure of link bandwidth, follows a Poisson distribution.
Then the probability that a link l ∈ E is capable of providing a bandwidth
of B is given by: Prl(B) = λBe−λ

B! . The probability with which the band-
width guarantee of B is satisfied for an entire multicast tree (T ) is given by:
PrT (B) =

∏
l∈T Prl(B). Our algorithm will try to maximize this probability

also.
– Our third optimization factor is residual bandwidth utilization. Generally, the

multicast path capable of providing greatest residual bandwidth is taken as
the best possible choice. The total residual bandwidth in the network after
allocating bandwidth for multicast is given by

∑
l∈E(cl − bl), where cl is the

capacity of a link l ∈ E and bl is the bandwidth allocated for different hops
along the multicast tree (T ). One can easily notice that bl = 0 if l �∈p, where
p ∈ T . The fraction of total bandwidth available as residual bandwidth is

given by: Rb(T ) =
∑

l∈T (cl−bl)∑
l∈T cl

. This measure is the third objective function

that our protocol should try to maximize.
We have also taken the call blocking rate as the measure of performance to
compare our protocol with other existing ones. In order to determine the
number of blocked calls, we first estimate the minimum available bandwidth
for the multicast tree as bmin

avail = minl∈T (blavail), where blavail = cl − bl is
the residual bandwidth on a network link belonging to the multicast tree
T . Any multicast session request is considered as blocked if its bandwidth
requirement is more than blavail.
We now proceed to develop an efficient algorithm for on-demand QoS mul-
ticasting.

3.2 Proposed Algorithm

The underlying concept of the algorithm in Figure 3 is that it does not combine
the three QoS objective functions on an ad hoc basis to form a scalar objective
function, but attempts to tackle the problem from the perspectives of multi-
objective optimizations. The motivation behind developing such an algorithm is
to provide the user with a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, and give the liberty
to choose the best solution from the set, depending on the specific requirements.
We now discuss the implementation details of our algorithm and highlight the
basic flow in Figure 4.

3.3 Implementation Details

The detailed implementation of the algorithm is discussed below.
Line 1: The Network-generation part of the algorithm takes the number

of nodes as input and dynamically generates the graph using adjacency matrix
representation with random connectivity.
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MOGA-based Multicast-routing Algorithm
1. Generate a network (input: number of nodes) with random connectivity;
2. Obtain the initial set of multicast trees (input: source, destinations);
3. Map each of the multicast tree to a string sequentially consisting network nodes;
4. Generate the initial population by taking a specific number of such strings;
5. Repeat
6. Calculate the initial fitness values of three QoS parameters separately;
7. Generate the comparison set (C) from population;
8. While (not all strings are examined)
9. Take out two strings at random;
10. Compare each of their fitness values with the strings in C;
11. If (one string dominates the other (considering all fitness values))
12. Mark the non-dominated string;
13. End-If;
14. If (tie occurs (i.e. both the strings are dominated / non-dominated ))
15. Calculate niche count ;
16. Mark the string with lower niche count as non-dominated;
17. End-If
18. Add the non-dominated strings into Pareto-Optimal set (S);
19. End-While
20. Perform cross-over and mutation operations;
21. Obtain the new set of strings to get new population;
22. Until ({fitness}Snew − {fitness}Sprevious < ε);

Fig. 3. Multi-Objective QoS-Multicasting Algorithm

Line 2: The algorithm now takes as input the source node vs and a specific
number of multicast destination nodes, say, vd1 , vd2 , ..., vdn and finds a set of
possible multicast paths from vs to each of vd1 , vd2 , ..., vdn , using the depth first
search (DFS) algorithm. This gives the initial set of multicast trees. Our goal is
to find the multicast trees which will satisfy the required QoS parameters. The
next step is to map the problem in a search space suitable to MOGA.

Lines 3-4: Each of the generated multicast trees is mapped to a string
consisting of the sequence of nodes along the path from the source vs to each of
the destinations vd1 , vd2 , ..., vdn . To mark the end of a path from a source to a
single destination, we use -1 as the sentinel. Figure 5 gives depicts this scenario
where the second multicast tree of Figure 2 is represented by a string. The set
of all such initial strings constitute the initial population.

Line 6: The fitness computation computes the values of the three pre-defined
QoS parameters individually. The objective of the algorithm now boils down to
a search for different multicast paths which will improve the values of these QoS
parameters at each iteration.

Line 7: The key idea behind developing Pareto-optimization is to use a
ranking selection method to emphasize the good points and incorporate the
concept of niching to maintain stable subpopulations of good points. In order
to achieve good selection, a comparison set, of individuals are picked at random
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Fig. 5. String representing the first Multicast tree of Figure 2

from the population. The size of this comparison set, tdom, gives us a good control
over the selection pressure. If a small tdom is chosen, only a few Pareto-optimal
points would be found. Instead, choosing a very large tdom might result into a
premature convergence. In this algorithm we have taken tdom = 0.20× (popsize).

Lines 8-16: From the population, two strings are randomly selected at a
time and each of them is compared against each individual in the comparison
set. If one candidate is dominated and the other is not then the latter is selected
for selection. On the other hand, if both of the individuals are dominated or
both non-dominated then we use niche count to resolve the tie. We compute
the value of niche count for every individual string present in the population, is
computed as:

mi =
popsize∑
j=1

Sh[ds1,s2], (1)

where ds1,s2is the distance between individuals s1 and s2 and Sh[ds1,s2] is
the sharing function. For simplicity, triangular sharing function has been used:

Sh[ds1,s2] = 1 − ds1,s2
σshare

(2)
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for d ≤ σshare and Sh[d] = 0 otherwise. Here σshare is the niche radius,
and it is a good estimate of minimal separation expected between the goal of
solutions. Individuals within σshare distance of each other degrade each other’s
fitness, as they are in the same niche. We introduce a new concept of adaptive
sharing, i.e., the value of σshare is no longer kept fixed. Depending on the fitness
values of the particular string chosen and the population density in the search
space, σshare is dynamically updated in every iteration of the algorithm. We
compute phenotypic Eucledian distance [9] between the different fitness values
as a good measure of this σshare.

ds1,s2 =
√

(δdelays1,s2)2 + (δbws1,s2)2 + (δbits1,s2)2 (3)

where δdelays1,s2 = Pr(ds1 < t)−Pr(ds2 < t), δbws1,s2 = Prs1(B)−Prs2(B)
and δbits1,s2 = Rb(s1) − Rb(s2), B and Rb are the bandwidth and residual
bandwidth respectively.

Similarly, we obtain the niche radius, σshare, as some fraction (precisely half)
of the maximum separation possible in the population, i.e.,

σshare =

√
(δdelaymax)2 + (δbwmax)2 + (δbitmax)2

2
(4)

where δdelaymax = Prmax(d < t) − Prmin(d < t), δbwmax =
Prmax(B) − Prmin(B) and δbitmax = (Rb)max − (Rb)min.

Lines 17-18: The cross-over and mutation operations are same as normal
genetic algorithms. But a close look into the structure of the chromosome in
Figure 5 reveals that these genetic operations can not be performed on any
arbitrary gene (network nodes), as that may result in some illegal paths. Both
the cross-over and mutation operations can only be performed at the end of an
existing path, i.e., immediately after the particular sentinel, represented by -1. To
give an equal probability to all such possible cross-over and mutation points, we
randomly select one such point. To combine the good strings and simultaneously
preserve the effective ones, we have taken the probability of cross-over as 0.7 and
that of mutation as 0.1.

Loop 5-19: As the algorithm executes, at every iteration the genetic oper-
ations dynamically update the chromosomes (strings) and try to improve the
corresponding probabilities until the difference of fitness values between the cur-
rent Pareto-optimal set and the previous one is less than the precision ε.

3.4 Illustrative Example

Let us work out a small illustrative example to explain the essence of the algo-
rithm, considering the network represented in Figure 1 with same source and
destination nodes. The possible routes to nodes 6, 7 and 9 are respectively
(1 → 2 → 6, 1 → 3 → 6, 1 → 4 → 6); (1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 3 → 7, 1 → 4 → 7); and
(1 → 2 →9, 1 → 3 → 9, 1 → 4 → 9). Thus, we have 33 = 27 possible multicast
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trees. We take (1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 3 → 6, 1 → 4 → 9); (1 → 2 → 9, 1 → 4 → 7,
1 → 4 → 6); and (1 → 2 → 6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9) as our initial multicast
trees which will form the initial strings in the population set. The three QoS
parameters Pr(dT < t) for end-to-end delay, PrT (B) for bandwidth guarantee
and Rb(T ) for residual bandwidth utilization are evaluated on this set and the
QoS-based fitness values obtained are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Initial Multicast Trees with QoS Parameters

Initial multicast trees Pr(dT < t) PrT (B) Rb(T )
1 → 3 → 6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.4× 10−3 0.003 0.54
1 → 4 → 6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 2 → 9 0.3× 10−3 0.001 R(T )=0.52
1 → 2 → 6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9 0.1× 10−3 0.004 0.46

As the initial population is too small to generate an effective comparison set,
probabilistically both string-1 and string-2 is initially included in this set. We
pick out two strings (1 and 2) randomly from the initial population and compare
them with the string in the comparison set. From the QoS parameters it is clear
that string-1 dominates the string-2. Hence, string-1 is now included in the non-
dominated set. In the next trial strings 2 and 3 are randomly picked up and
the same procedure results in a tie as the fitness values indicate both of them
as non-dominated. Hence, as discussed in the algorithm, we calculate the niche
count using Equations (1), (2), (3), (4) and obtain ds1,s2 = 0.0204, ds2,s3 =
0.0101, ds1,s3 = 0.08105 and σshare = 0.0405, which leads to m2 = 0.2375
and m3 = 0, as m3 > σshare. The lower niche count of string 3 includes it in
the non-dominated, Pareto-optimal front. Since, all strings of the population are
examined, we now exit from the while loop.

Since the probability of cross-over is quite high, it is performed over both
the pairs of strings 1, 2 and 2, 3 by selecting the cross-over points at nodes 6
and 7 respectively. The resulting four new strings are : (1 → 3 → 6, 1 → 4 → 7,
1 → 2 → 9), (1 → 4 → 6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9), (1 → 4 → 6, 1 → 2 → 7,
1 → 3 → 9), and (1 → 2 → 6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 2 → 9). On the contrary,
as mutation is a rare event it has not occurred in the first iteration. The
above process is repeated at every iteration until the improvement is less than
our precision. We tabulate the QoS based non-dominated, Pareto-optimal
solutions of every iteration in Table 2. Within 4 iterations the improvement of
the Pareto-optimal set becomes less than the precision and we conclude that
the algorithm has obtained a good solution. The final non-dominated set of
multicast trees are shown in Figure 6. From Table 2 it is clear that no single
multicast tree gives the best solution in terms of all three QoS parameters, but
the first, second and third multicast tree gives the best probabilities for meeting
end-to-end delay, residual bandwidth utilization and bandwidth guarantee
respectively.

Complexity of the Algorithm: The genetic operators cross-over and mu-
tation requires O(n) time, where n is the total number of network nodes. Since,
the genetic operations are performed on every string in the population, the com-
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Table 2. Chart of Multicast Trees with QoS Parameters

Multicast Trees in Different Iterations Pr(dT < t) PrT (B) Rb(T )
1 → 3 → 6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 2 → 9 0.4× 10−3 0.0045 0.58
1 → 4 → 6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.6× 10−3 0.007 0.55
1 → 2 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9 0.7× 10−3 0.005 0.575
1 → 3 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.55× 10−3 0.006 0.500
1 → 3 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 2 → 9 0.7× 10−3 0.006 0.565
1 → 4 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 2 → 9 0.5× 10−3 0.008 0.55
1 → 2 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.475× 10−3 0.0058 0.625
1 → 3 →6, 1 → 3 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.61× 10−3 0.0065 0.601
1 → 2 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9 0.95× 10−3 0.008 0.645
1 → 4 →6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9 0.775× 10−3 0.0095 0.635
1 → 4 →6, 1 → 3 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.821× 10−3 0.0081 0.665
1 → 3 →6, 1 → 2 → 7, 1 → 4 → 9 0.95× 10−3 0.0082 0.641
1 → 4 →6, 1 → 3 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9 0.90× 10−3 0.0090 0.667
1 → 2 →6, 1 → 4 → 7, 1 → 3 → 9 0.88× 10−3 0.0097 0.655
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Fig. 6. Final Non-dominated Set of Multicast Trees

plexity of a single iteration of the algorithm will be: O(P × n), where P is the
population size. Finally, since, the algorithm is executed for g generations, the
total complexity of the algorithm becomes O(g×P ×n). The simulation experi-
ments in Section 6 makes it clear that in most of the cases, only a few generations
will give a near-optimal result. It is true that the number of iterations (g) varies
with the population size (P). A poor guess of choosing the initial population
might increase the number of iterations leading to a relatively slower solution.
However, such penalty is often tolerated while solving such a NP-hard problem.

Before going into the simulation results of the developed protocol, let analyze
the algorithm to show its power, complexity and convergence.

4 Evolutionary Properties and Convergence

The general behavior of the algorithm depends on the fitness values of the indi-
viduals in the population. Using fitness distribution before and after the selection
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operation, several properties of the algorithm can be unveiled to show its power.
But before proceeding further, we need to define the following distributions:

Cumulative Fitness distribution: Fitness distribution is a function that
assigns to each fitness value fi ∈ R, the number of individuals in a population
P carrying this fitness value. If η ≤ N is the number of unique fitness values
and f1 < f2 < ... < fη is the ordering of the fitness values, then the cumulative
fitness distribution S(fi) is the number of individuals with fitness value fi or
worse, i.e. S(fi) =

∑j=i
j=1 s(fj), for 0 ≤ i ≤ η.

Expected Fitness distribution: A selection method M is a function that
transforms a fitness distribution s into another fitness distribution s′ such that
s′ = M(s, parameter − list). The expected fitness distribution M∗ after allow-
ing a selection method s to the original fitness distribution (M) is given by
M∗(s, parameter − list) = E(M(s, parameter − list)), [7]. However, for sim-
plicity, the notation s∗ is often used to represent this expected fitness distri-
bution. We will try to predict it out of a given distribution. In the selection
process used in the algorithm, an individual with fitness fi or worse can win
the tournament if all other individuals have a fitness of fi or worse. Hence,
we need to calculate the probability that all other t individuals have worse
fitness. As the probability to choose an individual with fitness fi or worse is
S(fi)
N , we can say S∗(fi) = N

(
S(fi)
N

)t
. Now, combining this with the relation

s∗(fi) = S∗(fi) − S∗(fi−1) from definition of cumulative fitness distribution, we
get the expected fitness distribution on the multi-objective tournament selection
process as:

s∗(fi) = M∗(s, t)(fi) = N

[(
S(fi)
N

)t − (
S(fi−1)
N

)t
]

(5)

4.1 Analysis Using Continuous Distribution

We have assumed that the fitness values are continuously distributed. The con-
tinuous distribution s̄(f) will have the same range as its discrete counterpart.
Hence, S̄(f) =

∫ f
f0
s̄(x)∂x will be the expression for continuous cumulative dis-

tribution. We derive the probability of an individual with fitness f or worse to
win the tournament as S̄∗(f) = N( S̄(f)N )t. Again, as s̄∗(f) = ∂S̄∗(f)

∂f , we obtain:

s∗(fi) = M∗(s, t)(fi) = ts̄(f)
(
S̄(f)
N

)t−1

(6)

Selection Intensity: The intensity (I) of the selection, defined as the ex-
pected average fitness value of the population after the iteration of the algo-
rithm. Using normalized Gaussian distribution G(0, 1)(f) = 1√

2π
e

−t2

2 we have
I =

∫ ∞
−∞ fM̄∗(G(0, 1))(f)∂f . Thus, the expression for selection intensity of our

algorithm is given by
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I(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
tx

1√
2π

e
−x2

2

(∫ x

−∞

1√
2π

e
−y2

2 ∂y

)t−1

∂x (7)

We have varied the tournament-size tdom and investigated the changes in I.
The plot in Figure 7 demonstrates that the intensity of selection increases with
increasing tournament-size until the saturation arrives.

Selection Variance: The selection variance V is the expected variance of
the fitness distribution of the strings after the algorithm completes its selection
process over Gaussian distribution G(0,1). To calculate this variance with respect
to our algorithm we evaluate the equation:

V(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
t(x− I(t))2

1√
2π

e− x2
2

(∫ x

−∞

1√
2π

e− y2

2 ∂y

)t−1

∂x (8)

Figure 8 shows the values of this selection variance with tdom.
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Fig. 7. Selection Intensity with respect
to Tournament size
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Fig. 8. Variance of the selection with
respect to Tournament size

This provides us a trend of the selection pressure used in our algorithm.
The selection pressure has its strong influence on selecting the good strings
and punishing the bad ones, which eventually guides the improvement of the
performance of our algorithm. Now, we will highlight on the convergence of the
algorithm.

4.2 Convergence

While examining the convergence of the algorithm, we keep in mind that the
proposed algorithm operates on the principle of elitist GA, i.e., in every iteration
at least the current best individual strings survive. Intuitively, as the algorithm
iterates, the fitness of the strings does not decrease. Let us assume that for
every population P , there exists a non-zero probability Φ such that in the next
generation the fitness of the population is better. Next, we divide the population
into classes according to their fitness values. Suppose that the initial population
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has fitness value finit, and the optimal fitness value is fopt. Moreover, there are
r ≥ 1 intermediate fitness values. Also, let p denotes the minimum of all the
probabilities Φ(P ).

Now, we will proceed to give bounds for the probability that our algorithm
reaches optimality in at most t iterations. In, the worst case this optimum will
be obtained in exactly t ≥ r− 1 generations, if the (r− 1)th improvement takes
place in the tth iteration. In order to realize this, we need to pick up r − 2
different values from the set {1, 2, 3, ..., t−1}. Indeed, these numbers correspond
to the steps where an improvement takes place. Here, we deal with the worst
case scenario, in which improvements are as small as possible.

The lowest probability that the algorithm takes precisely t steps equals
pr−1(1 − p)t−r+1

(
t−1
r−2

)
, since we have r − 1 improvements in the worst case,

and t − (r − 1) times we get no improvement, i.e., the strings stay in the same
class with probability 1 − p. So, the probability that we reach the optimum in
at most t ≥ m− 1 steps is bounded by pr−1 ∑t

i=r−1(1 − p)i−r+1
(
i−1
r−2

)
.

Using elementary calculus this sum equals:
pr−1 1

(r−2)!
∂r−2

∂qr−2

(∑t
i=1 q

i−1
)

= pr−1 1
(r−2)!

∂r−2

∂qr−2

(
1−qt

1−q
)

, where q = 1 − p.
Differentiating and taking limits for t → ∞ we get,

pr−1 1
(r − 2)!

∂r−2

∂qr−2

(
1

1 − q

)
= pr−1

(
1

1 − q

)r−1

= 1, (9)

since ∂r−2

∂qr−2

(
1

1−q
)

→ 0 as t → ∞.

Therefore, we can conclude that the algorithm converges asymptotically to
provide the optimum solution. In the next section we develop a suitable perfor-
mance model for the proposed algorithm.

5 Performance Modeling Using Markov Chains

Markov chains can be used to model each generation of the algorithm by com-
bining the effects of various stochastic events like initial population generation,
selection, cross-over, mutation [18]. However, the major difficulty of it is that the
transition probability matrix becomes large and unwieldy. To make the analysis
simpler, we encode the node numbers in binary form to represent every string
by 0s and 1s.

For a binary string encoded population of size P and M different states, a
particular state i in the model represents a population with exactly i ones and
(P − i) zeroes. The algorithm chooses a member k of the current population
to reproduce with probability proportional to its fitness relative to total fitness
of the population. Thus, leaving the effect of niche counts, we can choose an
individual k with probability fk∑

f
, where fk is the fitness of k and

∑
f is the

sum of the all individuals in the current population. Now, if f1 and f0 denotes
the fitness of “1” and “0” respectively, then the probability p1 of choosing a 1 for
the next generation’s population will be: p1 = i∗f1

i∗f0+(P−i)∗f0 = r̂∗i
r̂∗i+(P−i) , where
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r̂ = f1
f0

is the fitness ratio. Similarly, the p0 probability of choosing a zero will
be: p0 = P−i

i∗r̂+(P−i) . The probability of going from a state of i 1s to a state with j

1s will be: pi,j =
(P
j

)
(p1)j(p0)P−j . Substituting the values of p1 and p0, we get,

pi,j =
(P
j

) (
r̂∗i

r̂∗i+(P−i)
)j (

P−i
r̂∗i+(P−i)

)P−j
.

The above equation gives a probability transition matrix for the population
size and the fitness ratio. However, the absence of niche counts is not incor-
porated in the equation. Hence, our next objective is to extend the equation
to include the niche count into feature and model the algorithm exactly. As
discussed earlier, the niche GA seeks to maintain several subpopulations, or
individuals at different good solutions and it gives a good view of the fitness
landscape. Each peak of such landscapes forms a niche. The sharing values now
will modify the fitness values to spread the population out in different peaks.
The niche counts for 1s, will be m1 = i + (P − i)(1 − 1

σshare
), since we have to

take care of the shared value of each zero. Similarly, the niche count of 0s will
be m0 = (P − i) + i(1 − 1

1−σshare
). The fitness values will also be changed to

f1/m1 and f0/m0 respectively. Substituting these degraded fitness values to the
previous equation, we get

p(i,j) =
(P
j

) 
 1

1 +
(P−i)(P+ i−P

σshare
)

ir̂(P− i
σshare

)



j 
 1

1 +
ir̂(P− i

σshare
)

(P−i)(P+ i−P
σshare

)




P−j

(10)

This equation gives the probability of the transition matrix as the algorithm
iterates from one state to another.

Absorbing Markov Chain: While calculating such transition probabilities,
before talking about steady states, we need to address the absorbing states
[3]. Although transition matrix will tell that the quasi-steady states can not
last, we usually do not wait long enough to see that the algorithm has reached
the equilibrium. We keep ourselves satisfied with just a noisy steady state. One
possible way to deal with this problem is to ignore the steady states and just
analyze only the transient states. Applying the well known partitioning of states

of an absorbing Markov chain,we get: P =
(
QR
0I

)
.

We take only the Q partition to be the entire matrix, ignoring R, 0, I, which
consists of only the absorbing states. If we normalize the Q matrix, the resulting
matrix Qnorm, is an ergodic Markov chain that allows us to calculate the steady
state probabilities for all non-absorbing states. Before analyzing Qnorm, we will
try to justify the “chopping off” the absorbing states. Intuitively, we can say
that we are only looking for the expected absorption time.

Ergodic Markov chain: We now have an irreducible Markov chain,
Qnorm, with all ergodic states. Calculation of the steady-state probabilities
is quite straightforward. We seek the steady-state probability-vectors −→

Π =
{π1, π2, ..., πP−1}, where πj denotes the steady-state probability for state j. To
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find −→
Π , we need to solve the equation −→

ΠQ = −→
Π , where

∑P−1
i=1 πi = 1. Ana-

lyzing the vector −→
Π helps us to understand the behavior of the steady state

probabilities, plotted in Figure 9 against changing σshare values.
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Fig. 9. Steady State Probabilities

All the steady state distribution curves are almost symmetric about the equi-
librium point. As σshare increases, the steady state distribution curve flattens
and demonstrates the changing probabilities for different fitness sharing values.

6 Simulation Results

Simulation experiments are first performed over a network of n = 100 nodes with
the number of multicast destination nodes being 10. The capacity of the network
links are taken as uniformly distributed in the interval of [90-110]Mbps.Recall
that our multicast QoS routing algorithm attempts to maximize the probabilities
of meeting end-to-end delay, bandwidth requirement and bandwidth utilization
within a few generations by building the Pareto- optimal fronts. We have com-
pared the performance of our algorithm with an existing scalar-optimization [1]
and heuristic algorithms [14] and observed that our algorithm performs better
in terms of scalability and multicast call blocking rates.

An exhaustive search method, which finds the optimal values of the three QoS
parameters by exhaustively searching them one after another is used to compare
our results. The three plots (one for each QoS parameter) in Figures 10, 11 and
12 vividly explains how these Pareto-optimal fronts are developed and proceeded
towards a global-optimal solution in a feasible time. The novelty of our algorithm
is that it is capable of obtaining near-optimal values of all three QoS parameters
simultaneously by building the non-dominated fronts. However, for the sake of
clarity we have shown it in three different plots. Finally, after completing the
execution of the algorithm, we get the final solution sets represented by the
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Figure 13. From the above plots one can derive the amount of optimization
obtained by our algorithm. Table 3 demonstrates that our algorithm is capable
of obtaining more than 95% of the global-optimal values of end-to-end delay,
bandwidth guarantee and residual bandwidth utilization within 100 iterations.
As all the near-optimal solutions are achieved in a probabilistic approach, we
conclude that our algorithm is robust enough to operate with imprecise network
information. Note that the solution set may contain solutions which are not
the best from any single objective’s point of view, but is non-dominated by all
three individual best solutions, when all three objectives are considered. Since
the three individual best solutions will always be non-dominated, they are by
default included.
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Fig. 10. Pareto-Optimal Bandwidth
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Fig. 12. Pareto-Optimal End-to-end
Delay with no. of generations
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Fig. 13. Pareto-optimized Set of three
QoS parameters

The solutions are provided in a generalized manner and a user can readily
choose his choice-able solution depending on his needs. For example, in real time
video transmission we are more careful about the end-to-end delay. Such a user
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Table 3. Percentage of Global-optimal Solutions Obtained

End-to-end Delay 96.78
Bandwidth Guarantee 95.55
Bandwidth Utilization 98.39

will be having delay as a hard constraint and will choose the solution which will
meet that constraint. On the other hand, while transmitting a scientific data
from the remote satellite, the correctness is more important than the delay. So,
for such cases an end-user will prefer to meet the bandwidth guarantee than
the delay. We repeat the simulation with increasing number of network nodes
and observe the efficiency of our algorithm. As the network becomes highly
condensed, our algorithm exhibits a more linear and stable pattern than existing
scalar optimization algorithm. This approximate linearity of the curve in Figure
14 corroborates the scalability of the algorithm. Finally, the non-dominated set
of solutions are given as input to the call-blocking algorithm. Performance of
our protocol is plotted against the increasing call arrival rate in Figure 15. The
mean rate of arrival of multicast session request is assumed to be 10 requests/sec.
Results show that the percentage of calls blocked in our protocol is less than the
two existing QoS routing protocols based on scalar optimization [1] and heuristics
[14]. The peak data rate for this comparison is taken as 35Mbps. Although the
performance of all the schemes degrades with the increase of call arrival rate,
our algorithm gains consistently over the existing ones. Hence, we can conclude
that the designed protocol offers a graceful degradation of performance with
increasing session arrival rates.
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7 Conclusions

On-demand multicast routing in networks is currently an active area of research.
In most of the real world scenarios routings need to meet stringent measures of
different quality of services. Seamless transmission of wireless audio and video
traffic has already become a real challenge of current and future generation wire-
less systems. It is quite natural that real time multimedia traffic should meet
a number of different and conflicting QoS issues. Optimizing a particular ob-
jective function may sacrifice optimization of another dependent and conflicting
objective. In this paper, we studied QoS-based multicast routing problem from
the perspective of multi-objective-optimizations. The blessing of multi-objective-
genetic algorithms (MOGA) has paved the way to develop the algorithm for a
new QoS-based multicast on-demand routing algorithm. The mathematical anal-
ysis shows the power of selection and complexity of the algorithm. We have also
shown the asymptotic convergence of the algorithm to the optimal point. How-
ever, often we do not need to wait till the convergence and settle with a near
optimal point. We have also developed a suitable model of the algorithm using
Markov chains to track the transition probabilities and plot the steady state val-
ues of such probabilities. Simulation results delineates the efficiency, performance
and scalability of the protocol. Our future interests is to adapt this technique
to develop a mechanism for renegotiable-QoS in wireless multicasting. We ex-
pect our work will be helpful in solving some new problems in the domain of
quality-of-service (QoS) routing.
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Abstract. Probing is a well-known admission control technique that
can achieve high utilization and per-flow quality of service in a scalable
way. We have recently introduced an extension to the basic probing
technique, called ε-probing, to overcome a resource stealing problem
that impairs the use of probing in systems with multiple service classes.
In this paper we describe an experimental system that was designed
to evaluate the effectiveness of both probing and ε-probing techniques.
We have developed a software module that implements the probing
functionality, which can be inserted in end hosts or edge routers. Several
tests were carried out to study the effect of various system parameters
in the performance of the probing techniques. The results clearly show
that both probing techniques are able to accurately perform admission
control while achieving high utilization. Moreover, they also show
that in environments with multiple service classes such as DiffServ,
ε-probing can eliminate the resource stealing problem, providing an
effective solution to support per flow QoS without signaling and without
maintaining flow state at core routers.

Keywords: Call Admission Control, DiffServ, QoS, Test-bed.

1 Introduction

The Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture of the IETF provides a mechanism
for supporting quality-of-service for real-time flows. Two important components
of this architecture are admission control [3], [10] and signaling [5]: the former
ensures that sufficient network resources are available for each new flow, and the
latter communicates such resource demands to each router along the flow’s path.
However, the demand for high-speed core routers to process per-flow reservation
requests introduces scalability limitations in this architecture.

In contrast, the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture [6], [2] achieves
scalability by limiting quality-of-service functionalities to class-based priority
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mechanisms together with service level agreements. However, without per-flow
admission control, such an approach necessarily weakens the service model as
compared to IntServ, namely bandwidth or loss guarantees are not assured to
individual flows.

A key challenge addressed in recent research is how to simultaneously achieve
the scalability of DiffServ and the per-flow QoS assurance of IntServ. Towards
this end, several novel architectures and algorithms have been proposed, which
require always some specific functionality to be employed at edge and/or core
nodes. In probing schemes ([1], [8], [9]), these functionalities are not required:
there is no signaling protocol and no special packet processing within core nodes,
and still a per-flow QoS is assured. With such a scheme, the endpoints perform
admission control by assessing the congestion state of the network, transmitting
a sequence of probe packets and measuring the corresponding performance. If
the performance (e.g., loss ratio) of the probes is acceptable, the flow is admitted;
otherwise it is rejected. More specifically, to establish a real-time flow between
two hosts, the sender host transmits a sequence of probes into the network at
the desired rate and flow behavior. If the loss ratio of the probes is below a pre-
established threshold for the traffic class, then the flow is admitted, and otherwise
it is rejected. Scalability is achieved in such a framework by pushing all quality-
of-service functionality to end-hosts, indeed removing the need for any signaling
or storage of per-flow state. Moreover, [4] found that such an architecture is
indeed able to provide a single controlled-load like service as defined in [11].

However, when host-controlled probing schemes are generalized to support
multiple service classes, a resource stealing problem, first described in [4], may
occur. To illustrate the resource stealing problem, consider the example of a
Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBQ) scheduler, where each of two classes
is assigned a weight of 50%. Assume that the offered load is initially 0.8C in
class 1 and 0.2C in class 2, where C is the link capacity. Due to the work
conserving nature of the scheduler, class 1 can borrow class 2 resources and
utilize up to 80% of the link capacity without loss. If now class 2 probes the link
for an additional offered load of 0.3C, class 2 flows will be admitted and served
without loss. However, the service rate of class 1 will decrease to 0.5C and 30%
of class 1 packets (which belong to already admitted flows) will be dropped.
Thus the admission of new flows in class 2 forced class 1 into a situation of
QoS violations that can not be detected by the probing flow. Such resource
stealing arises from a fundamental observability issue in a multi-class system:
the performance isolation property provided by CBQ schedulers also inhibits
flows from assessing their performance impact on other classes.

In [7] we proposed ε-probing as a probing scheme designed to eliminate steal-
ing in CBQ schedulers in a minimally invasive way. The goal of ε-probing is to
enable inter-class resource sharing to the maximal extent allowed by the system
architecture. In ε-probing, a new flow requesting admission in a class transmits
a probe in the desired class and, simultaneously, a probe with a small bandwidth
ε in all other classes. The motivating design principle is that the impact of the
new flow on all classes must be observed, so that the new flow is only admitted
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if all probes, including the ε-probes, are admitted. Consider again the previous
example of the CBQ scheduler. With ε-probing, when class 2 is probed for the
additional 0.3C, class 1 is also probed with ε-probes. The probing in class 2 is
successful but the ε-probing in class 1 will not, since class 1 is not allowed to
use more bandwidth. Class 2 flows will not be admitted until class 1 releases
bandwidth and no resource stealing will occur.

We developed an experimental system with a DiffServ architecture that in-
cludes both probing and ε-probing admission control algorithms. The perfor-
mance of these algorithms is studied through a number of experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the experimental
system architecture. In sections 3 and 4 we describe two software modules, the
traffic generator and the probing module, which were developed as part of the
overall experimental system. Section 5 presents the actual experimental set-up
used to carry out the experiments. In section 6 we discuss the experimental
results. Finally, in section 7 we conclude the paper.

2 Experimental System Architecture

In this section, we describe the experimental system that is designed to evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed ε-probing technique, while closely replicating an
operational DiffServ network.

The goal in our experimental studies is to observe the behavior of the probing
and ε-probing techniques on a congested network. It would be impractical to have
the overall traffic demand generated by many different hosts, as it will be the
situation in an operational DiffServ network. Instead we have developed a traffic
generator software module that, for each Class of Service (CoS), generates traffic
at both flow level and packet level. Due to performance reasons, in the actual
experimental set-up we use one host for each CoS.

The probing functionality was implemented in a probing software module,
which probes on behalf of a set of users. The probing module can be inserted in
end-hosts or edge routers. In the actual experimental set-up the probing module
is installed in a dedicated PC, called the probing server, which is connected to
a local network delimited by two routers, an access router and an edge router.
In this configuration, it can be seen as extending the capabilities of current
low-cost edge routers to support probing based admission control. The probing
module operates in promiscuous mode, by listening to all packets injected into
this local network. It accepts flow set-up requests and performs admission control
by probing the DiffServ network; it is also responsible for marking the data
packets sent by the traffic generators according to requested CoS. The edge
router performs packet classification and scheduling, functions that are found
in current low-cost routers. The access router is only used for traffic isolation.
Thus, the set of two routers plus probing server emulates a DiffServ edge router
that includes admission control based on ε-probing.

The interaction between the various network elements is performed by spe-
cial purpose application layer protocols. The exchange of control information
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Fig. 1. Experimental system architecture.

between the traffic generator and the probing module is done using TCP. An
alternative here could be the use of RSVP. The exchange of control information
between probing modules and the data transport is done using UDP.

The message flow is the following (Figure 2). The traffic generator asks for the
admission of a new flow by opening a TCP connection with the probing module
and sending a REQUEST message. The REQUEST message includes the source
and destination IP addresses, the source and destination UDP/TCP ports, the
protocol type and the desired class of service. This information is required in
order to completely identify the flow at the probing module. Upon receiving the
REQUEST message, the ingress probing module initiates the probing process. It
sends a PROBE START message, followed by several probe packets, ending with
a PROBE STOP message. All these messages are addressed to the destination
host and transported over UDP. As mentioned before, there are two types of
probe packets: regular probes, sent on the desired class of service, and ε-probes
sent on the remaining classes. The egress probing module listens promiscuously
to these control messages and probing packets, and counts the number of probes
received in each class between PROBE START and PROBE STOP. When it
hears the PROBE STOP message it sends a STATISTICS message back to the
ingress probing module with this information. If the STATISTICS message is not
received within a pre-defined timeout the flow is rejected, and the TCP connec-
tion with the traffic generator is closed. Otherwise, the probing module performs
an admission control decision based on the counts of probes and ε-probes car-
ried in the STATISTICS message and on the target loss ratio. If the flow is
accepted it sends an AUTHORIZE message and closes the TCP connection with
the traffic generator; otherwise it sends a REJECT message, also closing the
TCP connection. If the flow is accepted the traffic module starts sending data
packets (transported over UDP). To signal the end of data transmission, the
traffic generator module opens a new TCP connection with the ingress probing
module and sends a END SESSION message.

The REQUEST and END SESSION messages have the same format, and
are identified by a flag. The AUTHORIZE message corresponds to ”0” and
the REJECT message to ”1”, both coded as unsigned int. The probe control
messages, PROBE START, PROBE STOP and STATISTICS, include three
fields: the first field identifies each message; the second indicates the CoS; the
third is used to transport, in the STATISTICS message, the counts of probes in
each class. Note that the information exchanged at the application layer is not
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sufficient to completely identify a flow. The IP addresses and UDP/TCP ports
are also required. This option had the purpose of minimizing the overhead.

All sockets used in the communication between probing modules are of type
raw sockets. As will be detailed in section 4, this type of sockets allows operation
in promiscuous mode and manipulation of the header fields from lower layers.
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Fig. 2. Message flow between traffic generator and probing modules.

We use the IP TOS byte field to differentiate among classes of service and
priorities. It is assumed that control messages injected into the DiffServ network
have higher priority. The precedence bits of the TOS byte are used to differentiate
between control, probe, ε-probe and data packets. Specifically, we assign 110 to
control packets, 010 to probe packets, 100 to ε-probe packets and 000 to data
packets. The differentiation between CoS is carried out using the TOS bits of
the TOS byte. We leave to the probing module the role of manipulating the TOS
byte. All data packets sent by the traffic generator have a TOS byte of zero and
are marked according to their class of service at the probing module.

Both the traffic generator and probing modules are developed to run under
Microsoft Windows 2000. The software is developed using Microsoft Visual C++,
Windows Sockets 2.0 and resorts to multi-thread programming techniques. In
our implementation each flow is a thread and, inside each flow’s thread, tasks
that can be executed concurrently give rise to new threads. The use of Win-
dows Sockets 2.0 and Microsoft SDK make possible the implementation of the
promiscuous mode operation at the probing module. Note that the same type of
facilities were available for a Unix development.

In the next two sections we will describe with more detail the traffic generator
and the probing modules.
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3 Traffic Generator Module

The traffic generator module generates the traffic of each CoS at two levels,
flow and packet level. It generates new flows according to a Poisson process. The
admitted flows have a duration characterized by an exponential distribution. For
each flow, the traffic generator creates the corresponding packet stream. Several
models are available for the packet arrival process and for the packet length. The
arrival process can be Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or ON-OFF with exponential
or Pareto ON and OFF durations. CBR sources are only characterized by the
packet arrival rate. ON-OFF sources require the specification of the average
ON and OFF times and of the packet arrival rate in the ON state. The Pareto
distribution requires an additional parameter called shape. The packet length
may be fixed, exponential or Pareto.

The traffic generator handles two types of sockets: a TCP socket for the
exchange of control information with the probing module, and a UDP socket for
data transmission. There is also a thread per CoS that schedules the arrival of
the next flow and determines its duration. When a flow starts, another thread is
created, which is responsible for the generation of packets for that flow, and of
the control messages exchanged between the traffic generator and the probing
module.

4 Probing Module

The probing module is responsible for handling the probing process and for
packet marking. As mentioned above, the probing module listens promiscuously
to the packets that are injected into its local network. This mode is implemented
using raw sockets, which allows the manipulation of the IP header fields. At the
ingress side, the probing module captures the data packets and re-injects them
into its local network after changing the TOS and checksum fields of the IP
header. Since Microsoft Windows 2000 does not support natively the manipula-
tion of the TOS byte, we developed a patch for this purpose. Besides the raw
sockets, the probing module handles a TCP socket for the exchange of control
information with the probing module and UDP sockets for the transmission of
data packets, probes and ε-probes and probe control messages. There is a thread
permanently listening for new flow set-up requests, at a specific port. When the
probing module receives a request from the traffic generator, this thread will
produce a new one that will handle the flow. To increase the performance of the
system, we use asynchronous UDP sockets to prevent the permanent polling of
the socket state. The TCP sockets used in the implementation are of blocking
type. In this case, the program suspends the execution of other tasks until the
socket operation is finished.

The main window allows the configuration of several parameters: the server
port for communication with the traffic generator, the gateways towards the ac-
cess network or the DiffServ network, the probing duration and timeout, and the
link capacity. Note that the link capacity is only required for the computation of
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some parameters (wrong decisions and stolen bandwidth). The timeout indicates
the maximum time interval after sending PROBE STOP that the module waits
for the STATISTICS message.

Two other windows can be opened from the main one, called probing traffic
and statistics, respectively. There is one statistics window for each CoS. The
probing traffic window (Figure 3) is where the traffic models and parameters for
the generation of probes and ε-probes are configured. It also includes the target
loss ratio for probes and ε-probes, and an option for deactivation of ε-probes.
The statistics windows includes, for each CoS, statistics such as the number
of data packets, probes and ε-probes received and sent, the number of blocked
and accepted flows, the number of wrong decisions and the percentage of stolen
bandwidth. The window also displays a curve of the evolution of the blocking
probability over time. All these parameters are updated in real time. Also, the
configuration of the experiment’s length and of the warm-up time for statistics
collection are performed in this window.

Fig. 3. Probing traffic window of the probing module.

5 Experimental Set-Up

We perform experiments both with two CoS. All sets of experiments resort to
the set-up depicted in Figure 4. Each source host A and B generates traffic in a
different CoS. Traffic generator modules are plugged in both source hosts A and
B. Hosts A and B are 120 MHz Pentium PCs with 64 Mbytes of RAM. Because
of performance reasons two probing servers are used at the ingress side. Probing
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server A is a 350 MHz Pentium II with 128 Mbytes of RAM, and probing server
B is a 733 MHz Pentium III with 256 Mbytes of RAM. The probing server at the
egress side is a 933 MHz Pentium III with 256 Mbytes of RAM. The Operating
System (OS) of the source and destination hosts A and B is Windows NT 4.0,
and the OS of the probing servers is Windows 2000 Professional.

Baystack
310-24T

1605-R 1605-R 1605-R

1605-R

1605-R

Probing Server

Probing
Server

Probing
Server

Source A

Source B

Destination A

Destination B

Fig. 4. Experimental Set-Up.

All routers used in the experiments are Cisco 1605 R, running IOS version
12.0(7)T. The ingress and egress edge routers are connected through a serial
link, because it offers great flexibility in controlling the link’s bandwidth. Our
experiments with two CoS resort to Cisco’s Custom Queuing. This mechanism
works with a maximum of 16 queues, that can be divided in two groups, where
one group uses strict priority scheduling and the other uses deficit round-robin
scheduling; the latter group has a lower strict priority. In our case, we configure
one queue with strict priority (for the control traffic) and two queues with deficit
round robin (for the data and probing traffic). Classification at the edge routers
is based on the analysis of the precedence and TOS bits and resorts to Cisco’s
Access Lists. An Ethernet switch (Baystack 310-24T) is used to multiplex the
traffic from hosts A and B at the ingress side.

As referred in [4], the probing schemes are able to guarantee a per-flow QoS
to controlled load services. The best-effort and the guaranteed services are not
considered here, because there will be a different priority for each type of services
and a rate limiter will be associated with the guaranteed traffic. Then, our study
can be based only on the controlled load services.
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6 Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section we present and discuss two sets of experiments. The first set
considers two CoS and a constant offered load. The second set considers also
two CoS but a time-varying offered load.

The traffic sources used in the experiments are always CBR. The arrival and
departure rates are adjusted to give blocking probabilities near 0.2 (correspond-
ing to an offered traffic that is approximately 120% of the link capacity). The
mean number of active flows in a traffic class is ρ = λ/µ, where λ and µ are
respectively the mean flow arrival and depart rates. The offered load is given
by the mean number of flows (ρ) multiplied by its bandwidth. Unless otherwise
specified, the link capacity is 1 Mb/sec, the packet length is 125 bytes, the buffer
size of the queues is 24000 bytes and the length of each experiment is 1200 sec-
onds. A warm-up time is used in all experiments, which is at least two times the
highest value of the flow’s average duration. Note that the probing bandwidth
always equals the flow bandwidth. Each experiment described bellow is repeated
five times and the results represent the corresponding average values.

6.1 Experiments with two CoS and a Constant Offered Load

This set of experiments addresses two traffic CoS and a constant offered load,
i.e., the arrival rate and mean duration of the flows do not vary during the ex-
periments. The goal here is to address the resource stealing problem and analyze
the behavior of ε-probing. In all experiments, the target loss ratio of the probes
and ε-probes is 5%. The flow’s bandwidth is 40 Kb/sec in class 1 and 64 Kb/sec
in class 2. The flow’s ρ is 4 in class 1 and 11 in class 2. The weight assigned to
class 1 is 20% and the weight assigned to class 2 is 80%.

Probing duration. In this experiment the bandwidth of the ε-probes in both
classes is 20 Kb/sec and the bandwidth of the probes in each class equals that
of the flows requesting admission. Figure 5(a) shows the data and probe loss
ratios in each class, as a function of the probing duration. Figure 5(b) shows the
corresponding blocking probabilities. The data and probe loss ratios are always
below the target, showing that the probing-based admission control operates
correctly. The blocking probabilities increase and there is also a slight increase in
the probe loss ratio, as the probing duration increases. Except for small probing
durations, the data loss is always below the probe loss since not all flows are
admitted. For small probing durations, the data loss in class 2 is larger than
the corresponding probe loss, which can be explained by lack of accuracy due
to insufficient probing duration. The data loss decreases for probing durations
between 0.5 and 4 seconds. One might expect that a larger probing time would
produce a more accurate estimation of the data loss ratio, i.e., a measured data
loss ratio closer to the target (which is 5% in both classes). However, due to the
overhead introduced by longer probing times, the effect is the opposite. The same
behavior is observed via discrete-event simulation in [4]. For probing durations
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greater than 4 seconds the data loss ratio increases because the probing traffic
gets significant contributing itself to the degradation of the data loss ratio. The
loss ratio in class 2 is higher because since class 2 flows have higher bandwidth
more probes are generated in the same probing duration.
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Fig. 5. Effect of probing duration on (a) data and probe loss, and (b) blocking proba-
bility.

Mismatch between offered load and CBQ weight. In this experiment we
introduce a mismatch between the offered load and the CBQ weight of class 1.
The weight is kept as before at 20%; the offered load is increased from 20% to
approximately 50% of the link capacity (by increasing ρ from 4 to 11). In class 2
we keep everything as before. In Figure 6 we show the data and probe loss ratios
versus the bandwidth of ε-probes. With no ε-probing (a null ε-probe bandwidth)
the data loss in class 2 is almost 8%, which is larger than the threshold. This
behavior is maintained for ε-probe bandwidths bellow 4 Kb/sec, and can be at-
tributed to resource stealing. In fact, whenever class 2 goes into underload, class
1 flows will try to use some of the fair-share bandwidth of class 2 with success.
Class 1 flows will then experience resource stealing because in this situation,
and since probing is only in the requested class, new requests for class 2 flows
will be accepted (at the cost of stealing bandwidth to already accepted class 1
flows). Figure 6 also shows that the probing loss in class 2 increases with the
ε-probe bandwidth. This increase is responsible for blocking more class 2 flows
when class 1 is using some of the fair-share bandwidth of class 2, which reduces
the bandwidth stealing in class 1.

6.2 Experiment with two CoS and a Time-Varying Offered Load

In this experiment we consider a time-varying offered load. The motivation here
is to increase the potential for resource stealing, in order to study the effectiveness
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Fig. 6. Effect of mismatch between offered load and CBQ weights on data and probe
loss.

of the ε-probing scheme. Specifically, we increase the traffic intensity of class 1
during the experiment at a specific time instant, coinciding with the start of data
collection for the purpose of statistics computation. Before this perturbation, the
offered load is 20% of the link capacity in class 1 and 80% in class 2. Since each
class is assigned a weight of 50%, class 1 will be underloaded and class 2 will be
overloaded. The experiment consists in increasing the offered load of class 1, to
force the bandwidth stealing of already accepted flows from class 2. The offered
load in class 2 corresponds to 64 Kb/s of flow bandwidth and a mean number
of flows ρ of 11. Before the perturbation, the offered load in class 1 corresponds
to 64 Kb/s of flow bandwidth and a mean number of flows ρ of 4.

The probing duration is kept constant at 2 seconds. The model of the traffic
source is CBR in all cases. The target loss ratio of probes and ε-probes is 5%. In
the actual experiment, the increase in traffic intensity of class 1 is implemented
by two traffic generators. Both generators have a constant offered load, but the
second one is only activated later in the experiment. We consider two cases for
the perturbation: the second generator has (i) an arrival rate of 0.5sec−1 and ρ
of 10; (ii) an arrival rate of 0.33sec−1 and also a ρ of 10; the flow bandwidth
is kept at 64 Kb/sec in both cases. The goal is to keep the traffic intensity
approximately constant while increasing the arrival rate. Given that we want to
analyze the transient behavior of the system, i.e., when a perturbation arises,
the length of the experiment was constrained to 200 sec (from the start of the
second generator), to avoid averaging out the stealing effects.

To analyze the results of the experiment we use two performance metrics:
the percentage of wrong decisions and the percentage of stolen bandwidth. The
former is the percentage of flows that are accepted when the bandwidth of all
admitted flows is higher than the link capacity. The latter is the percentage of
bandwidth that is stolen by the admission of new flows when this admission is a
wrong decision. The computation of these metrics is done as follows: whenever
there is a positive admission decision, we calculate the bandwidth occupied by
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all admitted flows, based on the number of flows and on the flow’s bandwidth. If
this bandwidth is larger than the link capacity (including the tolerance given by
the loss target), the decision is computed as a wrong decision. In this case, the
difference between the bandwidth of the admitted flows and the link capacity is
the stolen bandwidth.
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Fig. 7. Effect of time-varying offered load on (a) wrong decisions and (b) stolen band-
width.

Figure 7(a) and (b) show that without ε-probing the percentage of wrong
decisions and of stolen bandwidth is very high (wrong decisions are 38% with
the first perturbation and 20% with the second one; stolen bandwidth is more
than 5% in the first perturbation and almost 2% in the second one). This is
due to resource stealing, when class 1 recovers its bandwidth after the system’s
perturbation. Both metrics decrease rapidly with the ε-probe bandwidth: with
only 2 Kb/sec the stolen bandwidth values decrease almost to one half, and
with 10 Kb/sec (less than 1/6 of the bandwidth of admitted flows) the stealing
is almost insignificant. A comparison of the two curves in each figure shows that
a larger arrival rate provokes more stealing. Thus, the results of this experiment
where resource stealing is intentionally aggravated, clearly show that ε-probing
is able to eliminate this problem.

7 Conclusions

Placing admission control functions at the network’s endpoints has been pro-
posed as a mechanism for achieving per-flow quality of service in a scalable way.
In this paper we have described an experimental system with a DiffServ architec-
ture that includes both probing and ε-probing admission control algorithms. The
ε-probing technique was introduced to overcome the so-called resource stealing
problem that impairs multi-class systems based on simple probing. A number of
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experiments was carried out to study the performance of these admission con-
trol algorithms. The results clearly show that the probing schemes are able to
accurately perform admission control while achieving high utilization. Moreover,
they also show that in multi-class environments such as DiffServ, ε-probing can
eliminate the resource stealing problem. For example, it was shown that the
resource stealing problem can be virtually eliminated by using ε-probes with a
bandwidth higher than 1/6 of the flows’ bandwidth. Thus, the ε-probing scheme
is able to provide an effective solution to support per- flow QoS without signaling
and without maintaining any flow state at core routers.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a technique for applying packet arrival rate
based queue management to class based scheduling algorithms. This enables a
DiffServ architecture with very low packet latency, loss, and high link
utilisation. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed technique
outperforms the current weighted random early drop (WRED) and weighted fair
queue (WFQ) architecture.

1 Introduction

At the core of the Internet’s Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture are the
packet scheduling and queue management algorithms in routers or switches. Today’s
premier DiffServ architecture consists of a weighted fair queue (WFQ) with weighted
random early drop (WRED) queue management.  However, literature has shown that
performance of packet arrival rate based congestion control, such as REM [5] or
GREEN [8], significantly outperforms packet backlog based techniques such as drop-
tail or RED. In this paper we form a basis for a high performance DiffServ
architecture by applying rate-based queue management to packet scheduling
algorithms. In the following subsections we give an overview of the area and show
why rate-based control with packet scheduling is desirable.

1.1 Congestion Control Overview

Asides from the physical capacity of the network, the key design component that
determines the quality of service of packet networks is load control. Load control
determines how many packets are allowed onto each link of the network, who gets to
send them and when. This controls the bandwidth, latency and jitter experienced by
users.
There are a number of load control mechanisms, characterised by the amount of
connection state information stored in the network. The range goes from connection
admission control schemes, such as RSVP, through to stateless congestion control
such as TCP, which is a subset of a more general macro-economic like system [7].
Diffserv occupies a middle ground, where individual connections are controlled on a
connectionless/stateless basis from the perspective of the network, but aggregates of
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flows, i.e. classes, receive pre-configured treatment at links, which require per-class
information. This results in a good compromise between system complexity and
control of performance.
Congestion control on an Internet with Diffserv is performed by two independent and
concurrent mechanisms: (1) a closed-loop control mechanism controls the
transmission of packets onto the end-to-end source to destination paths, and (2) open-
loop packet scheduling algorithms, enforce statically pre-configured prioritisation and
allocation of bandwidth at each link.
The closed-loop congestion control system consists of source algorithms controlled
by link algorithms. The source algorithm is any protocol which transmits onto the
Internet (e.g. TCP, UDP, RTP etc.) and is not necessarily responsive to congestion.
The link congestion control algorithm is sometimes called queue management or
active queue management (AQM). Examples of AQM algorithms include drop-tail,
Random Early Drop (RED) [3] (and variants: WRED [1], GRED [14] etc.), Random
Exponential Marking (REM) [5], Blue [4] and GREEN [8]. The AQM algorithm
signals congestion to the source by packet marking, namely, explicit congestion
notification (ECN) or packet dropping.
The open-loop scheduling algorithms determine which packet to send next [6]. They
decide the order of packet transmission based on the order of packet arrival and the
packet priority class. DiffServ uses a 3 bit code in each packet to identify the class.
Scheduling of the packet controls the order of transmission as well as the relative
bandwidth allocation to each class. Examples of scheduling disciplines include First
In First Out (FIFO), Round Robin (RR), Priority Scheduling (PS) and Weighted Fair
Queueing (WFQ).

1.2 Need for Scheduling: Classless vs. Class Based Differential Service

A number of papers [5] [7] have proposed an architecture for differentiated services
without explicit packet classes. Instead, sources differentiate their demand for
bandwidth by utility functions, x = U(p), which determine the source’s transmission
rate x based on the current network price p. The price p, is determined by the end-to-
end congestion level, and is communicated to sources from the AQM algorithm by
packet marking or dropping. In fact, the network functions as a macro-economic
system, where links sell their bandwidth and sources purchase it, based on their utility
function. Sources which require more bandwidth than others, simply send more,
suffering a higher price p. In such a system, scheduling algorithms are redundant
because the allocation of bandwidth is determined solely by the macro-economic
process. It has been shown that such a system maximises the aggregate of the utilities
of all the sources [7].
If maximising the aggregate utility of the system is the only criteria, this system is
sufficient. However, no guarantees can be made about the amount of bandwidth
actually allocated to each source, because the current ‘market’ of all sources on the
network determines this. A real network will consist of a subset of sources which
require a minimum rate guarantee, and a subset which are satisfied by their ‘market-
share’.  Since the network administrator is not aware of all of the utility functions of
all the flows traversing the network, it is not possible to configure the utility functions
of sources to guarantee their minimum rates in a competitive environment.
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Many real applications require minimum rate guarantees. For example, an office with
a set of voice-over IP telephones, an interactive online game, or video-conferencing,
all require a guaranteed amount of bandwidth from the network at any time,
regardless of the background traffic. If a subset of sources needs a guaranteed
minimum rate from a link, the macro-economic system is not sufficient.  A flow
isolation mechanism, which removes the flows needing guarantees out of the
competitive macro-economic environment that contains other flows with unknown
utility functions, is essential to guarantee minimum rates. DiffServ with packet
marking and link class-based scheduling does this by guaranteeing minimum capacity
to flow subsets.
In practice, IP router manufactures have recognised this need for scheduling
algorithms. However, the existing architecture for congestion control in a class-based
environment remains crude. Until now, the closed-loop congestion control, or queue
management, within the scheduling mechanism has been based on backlog measuring
techniques such as drop-tail, RED or WRED. In this paper, a technique for
implementing high performance rate based congestion control in a scheduler such as
WFQ is introduced.

1.3 Need for Rate Based Control: Rate vs. Backlog Based Congestion Control

Broadly, there are two paradigms of congestion control algorithms, characterised by
the way they observe congestion. Backlog based (BB) control, like droptail, RED and
WRED, measures the number of packets in the buffer to determine the severity of
congestion. Arrival rate based (RB) control schemes, such as REM or GREEN,
measure the packet arrival rate.
In general, AQM algorithms signal congestion to the source algorithms by varying the
rate of packet dropping or ECN marking, P. For BB control, P is a function of the
backlog size b(t) at time t, P(t)=f(b(t)); where f(x) is a positive and increasing function
for x > 0 and f(0)=0. For RB control, P is typically driven by an integration process,
which sums the excess demand, such as P(t+1) = P(t) + ∆P×(x(t) – u×c(t)), where x(t)
and c(t) are the arrival and service rates at time t respectively, ∆P is the gain of the
control which affects the stability and convergence, and u controls the target
utilisation. Although BB congestion control is simpler to implement, it has some
inherent limitations not present in RB control.
The backlog (queuing) process b(t+1)=[b(t) + x(t) – c(t)]+, cannot observe long term
arrival rates x(t) < c(t) as if x(t) < c(t)  for a sufficient period of time, then b(t) reaches
zero. Once b(t)=0, and if x(t) continues to be less than c(t) and b(t) remains zero, we
can say nothing about how close x(t) is to c(t) by observing the state of b(t).
Therefore, by observing b(t) the sources cannot be provided with feedback about the
level of x(t) to control their transmission rate, as b(t) stays at zero and provides no
information about x(t). Given that a positive feedback signal P is required to control
the source at some steady rate x(t) where x(t) < c(t), and P(t)=f(b(t)), the backlog must
be positive, b(t) > 0, for P to be positive. This shows how BB control posits the
existence of backlog and backlog is necessary for the control process itself.
Backlog is undesirable because it creates packet latency and delay jitter. Furthermore,
delay in the congestion control system loop pushes the network towards instability,
increasing the likelihood of buffer overflow and under-utilisation.  Of course, some
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backlog is necessary to achieve a desired utilisation of a link with a non-deterministic
arrival process, however this is at worst equal to, but typically far less than, the
backlog created by BB control such as drop-tail or RED [8].
Unlike the BB schemes, the RB control mechanism can observe x(t) directly. In a
steady state situation, where the input process is stationary, the amount of backlog
kept can therefore be only the minimum required to achieve the desired utilisation.  It
is not the intention of this paper to give a thorough performance comparison of
different congestion control strategies, only to indicate some of the reasons why it is
desirable to have a RB control strategy. For more background, the reader is referred to
[5] [8].
Now that we have presented the need for (1) class based scheduling algorithms and
(2) RB control, the algorithm which combines the two is presented in Section 2 and
its performance evaluation is presented in Section 3.

2 Algorithm Background

RB AQM operates in symbiosis with a scheduler. Our proposed design of RB AQM
applies to a work conserving WFQ like scheduler. A work conserving scheduler is
never idle if there are any packets in any queue. A WFQ like scheduler, such as RR
and many variants of WFQ, allocates a portion of service time to each queue during
an interval of operation. The scheduler is interfaced to by the enqueue and dequeue
functions, which accept and provide the next packet for queuing or transmission
respectively.

Fig. 1. RB AQM architecture in a class based scheduler
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As shown in Fig. 1, each queue in the scheduler is managed by a separate instance of
an AQM algorithm.  The AQM algorithm decides which packets to drop or ECN
mark. Packet marking/dropping gives the source algorithm a feedback signal which
controls its transmission rate and avoids queue overflow or excessive backlog.
Traditionally, this would be performed by BB control, such as drop-tail or RED
queue. RB control directly replaces these algorithms. In general, RB AQM is any
process which determines the packet marking/dropping rate, P(t), from at least the
packet arrival rate x(t) and capacity c(t). Typically, the process for P(t) is an integrator
of excess demand [10], P(t+1) = P(t) + ∆P×(x(t) – u×c(t)), however, other functions
are possible, motivated by better convergence or stability (eg: REM, GREEN).

0)(1),...)(),(),(()1( ≥≥=+ tPtPtxtcAQMtP iiiii    (1)
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The distinctive issue, faced by RB AQM in a class-bases scheduler, is that the
capacity available to each class i, denoted ci, and the packet arrival rate for that class,
denoted xi, need to be known. In work conserving scheduler, such as WFQ, where
unused capacity in one class is redistributed to other classes, the capacity available to
each class is time-varying and depends on, and affects, the traffic in other classes.
This paper enables RB AQM by presenting a technique for calculating and controlling
ci, the capacity allocated to each class. Class Dimensioning, or controlling the number
of users per class is beyond the scope of this paper.
A basic algorithm is introduced in Subsection 2.1 which results in a functional work
conserving RB system, where each class is guaranteed its minimum share, Mi.
However, the capacity above the minimum is not distributed with any notion of
fairness. Instead, the classes with the most aggressive traffic win the slack capacity. In
Subsection 2.2, we present a notion of proportional fairness, and a mechanism to
enforce it.

2.1 Basic Algorithm

2.1.1 Capacity Estimation

Consider a stream of packets scheduled by a work-conserving WFQ scheduler, of N
classes. Let B be the vector representing the sizes (bits) of the H packets that have
been served most recently.  The order of the elements of vector B are in reverse order
to their service completion times. In other words, B0 is the size of the most recently
served packet, B1 is the size of the previous packet and so on. Finally, BH  is the size
of the oldest packet packet in B. Similarly, we define the vector C, of H elements,
such that Cj is the class (Cj ∈ {1, 2, 3, … N}) of the packet represented by Bj, j = 1, 2,
3, … H.
Let S(t) be the physical capacity of the link at time t. When S(t) is time varying, such
as with Ethernet, DSL, or radio, it can be estimated from the last packet’s
transmission time. The scheduling algorithm, such as WFQ, may guarantee minimum
rates to each class. Let W be a vector whose element Wi corresponds to the share of
capacity that each class i is guaranteed. For a WFQ scheduler, Wi corresponds to the
service quantum for class i.
In a work conserving scheduler, the actual capacity available to a class depends on the
traffic in other classes as well as on the minimum rate allocation W. Without apriori
knowledge of the traffic, the future capacity available to a class, can only be estimated
from the previous capacity. Let the identity function I(j,i) be:

{ iCif
otherwise

jijI == 1
.0),( (2.1)

The estimate class capacity, Si(t), is calculated from the portion of server time
allocated to class i by the scheduling mechanism in the past H packets:
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Note reduced complexity techniques such as exponential averaging could be
employed to compute (2.2).

2.1.2 Capacity Allocation
The minimum service rate guaranteed by the WFQ scheduling mechanism, Mi, is
given by:
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The capacity allocated to each class is therefore also bounded by the minimum rate
enforced by the WFQ scheduling policy. The capacity allocated to class i, denoted
ci(t), is:

( ))(),()( tStMMaxtc iii = . (4)

Notice that ci(t) is the capacity allocated to class i, not the capacity actually consumed
by class i. The capacity not consumed by the class to which it is allocated, may be
used by other classes.  If for example, no class i packets arrive, si(t) will be 0, and
ci(t)=Mi(t). Although in this case no capacity is consumed by class i, if a burst of class
i packets were to arrive, Mi(t) capacity is guaranteed. Note (4) is evaluated at each
update of the AQM process (1), which at the maximum rate, is at every enqueue
event.

2.2 Extended Fair Share Algorithm

The algorithm in 2.1 is extended here to enforce a notion of proportional fairness. The
fair allocation enforcement applies only to bottlenecked classes, where xi(t) ≥ ci(t).
Classes which are not bottlenecked at the link, xi(t) < ci(t), need no enforcement of
fairness, since their rate is below their fair capacity and their bandwidth demand is
satisfied. We define a fair allocation of capacity to a bottlenecked class i, Fi(t), as:
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In the extended algorithm, the capacity of non-bottlenecked classes is given by (4),
and for bottlenecked classes, the capacity is given be (5). Notice that the sum of ci(t)
for non-bottlenecked by (4) and Fi(t) by (5) may be more than S(t). However, the non-
bottlenecked classes do not utilise their allocated capacity ci(t), and the aggregate
arrival rate is controlled below the capacity S(t).

3 Implementation and Transient Performance Evaluation

3.1 Implementation

For class i, RB control was implemented in a WFQ scheduler with a variation of
GREEN as the AQM algorithm, as follows:
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where ui controls the target utilisation and hence also the level of queuing, and k is a
constant which limits the minimum adjustment to Pi(t), to improve convergence. The
values of Pi(t), xi(t) and ci(t) are updated with every class i packet arrival. The pseudo-
code for the WFQ scheduling algorithm used is:
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Fig. 2. Low jitter WFQ scheduler

This particular WFQ variant minimizes the jitter of higher priority classes, lower class
number. The wfq.deque function is invoked when the link is ready to transmit the next
packet and the wfq.enque function is invoked when a packet is received for
transmission onto the link. A packet queued in a higher priority class will always be
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served next, so long as the class’s work quantum, W, has not been exceeded.  Note
that the function class[I].nextpkt.size returns the size [bits] of the next packet in class
I, or infinity if there are no packets left in the class. The constant MaxS controls the
maximum burst size allowable to be transmitted in a class that has been previously
idle.

3.2 Performance Evaluation

The system was simulated using Network Simulator 2 [9]. Three scenarios simulated
are presented in this paper. All scenarios used the same network topology, as depicted
in Fig. 3. For Scenarios 1 and 2, the Diffserv managed link X has a 1 Mbps capacity
and it is 2Mbps in Scenario 3. Multiple TCP or UDP sessions are aggregated to form
the traffic of each of the four classes presented to the link. All data packets are 1000
bytes. We will now describe each simulation scenario and the results.

Fig. 3. Overview of Simulation Topology

WFQ with
4 class RB AQM

Destination
node

X Mbps
Class 1 Sources

Class 2 Sources

Class 3 Sources

Class 4 Sources

Scenario 1A and 1B: TCP Traffic

The traffic of this scenario consists only of TCP sources. Scenario 1A uses RB and
WFQ with the fairness enhancement (5). Scenario 1B uses WRED and WFQ. The
flow rates of traffic in each class and the total number of packets backlogged for all
classed was measured. The parameters for this scenario are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters for Scenario 1

Class ui Utilisation Wi Sources Start (sec) Stop (sec)
1 0.93 8001 8 TCP 40ms RTT 0 100
2 0.93 4001 8 TCP 40ms RTT 20 140
3 0.93 2001 16 TCP 40ms RTT 40 180
4 0.93 1001 16 TCP 40ms RTT 60 220

The WRED implementation uses a weighted average of backlog, denoted Bw(t), to
determine the packet marking/dropping probability. The marking probability is
related linearly to Bw(t), by P(t) = αBw(t), where α is the reciprocal of the maximum
queue size q. In Scenario 1B q equals 10.
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Fig. 4 confirms that a fair allocation of capacity is achieved with the RB and WFQ, as
the magnitude of the flow rate from each class is proportional to its minimum rate W
when the traffic from different classes is switched on and off.
Figures 5 and 7 show the backlog of the RB and BB (WRED) system, with the thick
black line being the average backlog measured over 300 packets. The figures illustrate
the poorer queuing performance of WRED and WFQ compared to RB and WFQ
congestion control. In the interval 50s to 100s, when all classes are active, note how
backlog increases with increasing traffic load. This illustrates the previous analysis,
that with BB control where P(t)=f(b(t)), backlog is necessitated by the control system.
With increased traffic load, the feedback signal P(t) must also increase to control the
sources, and since P(t) is coupled with backlog, the backlog must also increase.
Compare this with RB congestion control in Fig. 5, where the backlog varies about 0
regardless of the traffic.

Fig. 5. Scenario 1A: RB Aggregate Backlog
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Fig. 7. Scenario 1B:WRED Aggregate 
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Scenario 2: TCP and UDP Traffic

This traffic scenario consists of both UDP and TCP sources. Classes 1 and 4 are UDP
constant bit rate sources transmitting at 0.8 Mbps and 0.05 Mbps respectively. UDP
sources ignore congestion notification. Classes 2 and 3 are comprised of TCP sources.
For the complete parameters refer to Table 2.

Fig. 8 shows that RB control allocates bandwidth fairly, despite the presence of an
unfriendly, non-congestion-controlled UDP sources. Notice that at 50sec, when Class
2 traffic is switched on, the UDP traffic in Class 1 is throttled down to its fair share by
an increased packet dropping rate. At this point Class 1 becomes a bottlenecked class.
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In this way, the TCP sources can attain their fair share despite the aggressive UDP
source.

Fig. 9. Scenario 3: WRED and RB Delay 
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Scenario 3: Real-Time Traffic

In this scenario, it is demonstrated how a RB Diffserv architecture outperforms BB
control for real-time traffic. Two classes are used to simulate the interaction of data
traffic and real-time traffic. Class 2 contains TCP/FTP data traffic, and is insensitive
to delay. Class 1 is the real-time traffic, with a hard maximum queuing delay
requirement of 50 ms. The traffic in Class 1, the real-time traffic, consists of saturated
TCP transfers, with the number of sessions increasing linearly from 1 to 450. A
number of trails were simulated, using WRED with queue size value q set to 5
(WRED5),10 (WRED10) and 20 (WRED20) packets, and using RB control with
parameter u1 set to 0.8 (RB80) and 0.85 (RB85). The Diffserv link capacity is 2Mbps,
with 1Mbps assigned to Class 1 and 1Mbps assigned to Class 2.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters for Scenario 2

Clas
s

ui Utilisation Wi Sources Start (sec) Stop (sec)

1 0.93 8001 1 UDP 20ms RTT 0.8 Mbps 0 150

2 0.93 4001 16 TCP 20ms RTT 50 150

3 0.93 2001 16 TCP 20ms RTT 100 150

4 0.93 1001 1 UDP 20ms RTT 0.05 Mbps 0 150

Table 3. Simulation Parameters for Scenario 3

Class ui Utilisation Wi Sources Start (sec) Stop (sec)
1 0.8, 0.85 2001 50-450 TCP 40ms RTT 0 450
2 0.95 2001 8 TCP 40ms RTT 0 450

TCP is used to approximate a real-time adaptive multi-rate source [11] [12] [13].
Audio and video protocols are typically based on UDP, RTP and RTCP. Recent real-
time multimedia protocols respond to loss by adjusting their rate, and are thus in
principle similar to TCP [11] [13]. Although their transient behaviour, and amount of
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response to loss is different than TCP, any real-time protocol that seeks to take
advantage of available capacity on a best effort network, must in principle be
congestion controlled. Unless the real-time source increases its rate when there is
available capacity, and decreases it when capacity decreases, the quality of
transmission is suboptimal. Many existing CODECS are designed for varying channel
conditions, such as a best effort network. For instance, the G.723.1 Audio speech
codec adjusts its output rate, and adapts to the available bandwidth. Similarly, MPEG-
4 includes extensive support for multi-layered, multi-rate video. The RTP
communicates the amount of packets lost, which allows the sender to adapt its rate to
the channel. At a bottleneck link, adaptive multimedia sources are like saturated
sources, such as an FTP transfer, as the source always has more video or audio
information that it could possibly send to improve quality.
In the simulation we measure the amount of packets, in Mbps, which are delivered
with less than 50ms queuing delay in the Diffserv queue. Packets served late, >50ms,
no longer contain useful information to a real-time application and do not contribute
to the Mbps. Since real-time sources do not retransmit packets, the TCP packet
retransmissions are considered as new packets in the simulation. The results, in Fig. 9,
show how for a variety of settings, and traffic loads, RB control effectively delivers
more useful data.
As discussed previously, the problem with BB schemes such as WRED, is that the
backlog must be positive for source rate to be controlled. In this trial, the maximum
queue size for WRED was reduced from 20 to 10 and then to 5. Reducing the
maximum queue size gave diminishing returns since the utilisation was significantly
lowered. On the other hand, increasing the queue size resulted in a higher average
backlog, which delayed more traffic beyond the 50ms requirement. Also, as evident in
Fig. 9, unlike RB control, the optimal setting of parameters for WRED varied widely
with the traffic load. RB control was able to deliver more data in the delay
specification, since it was able to control the arrival rate to some specified fraction
below the service capacity, leaving spare capacity for the bursts in the traffic.

3.3 UDP: Throw Away – No Delay

In result in this section we focused on the possible disruptive effect of UDP traffic on
TCP traffic, or the interaction between TCP traffic in different classes. An important
issue is the performance of non-congestion controlled UDP traffic. UDP is typically
used for real-time services with an upper bound delay requirement. If such traffic
receives enough capacity, both BB and RB schemes function identically. However,
when the amount of non-congestion controlled UDP traffic exceeds the capacity, BB
schemes, such as WRED will increase backlog and delay, whereas RB control will
prevent excessive delay by increasing the dropping rate. This means, that is instead of
being excessively delayed, packets are discarded. Therefore in a congestion situation,
the portion of packets which are transmitted, still meet the delay requirements. The
portion which are discarded would likely not have been able to be served within the
delay requirement. With WRED, in a congestion situation, the delay performance of
all packets suffers.
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4 Conclusion

We have presented a technique for applying rate based active queue management to a
class based scheduling algorithm. The method presented is scalable, and low in
computational complexity. It forms a solid architecture for DiffServ implementation
in routers and switches and has been shown to outperform the current WRED with
WFQ architecture. Furthermore, this work will enable the wide body of research into
rate based congestion control schemes to be applied to improving the performance of
DiffServ.
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Abstract. Differentiated Service networks (DS) are fair in the way
that different types of traffic can be associated to different network
services, and so to different quality levels. However, fairness among
flows sharing the same service may not be provided. Our goal is to
study fairness between multirate multimedia sessions for an assured DS
service, in a multicast network environment. To achieve this goal, we
present a fairness mechanism called Session-Aware Popularity Resource
Allocation (SAPRA), which allocates resources to multirate sessions
based upon their number of receivers. Simulation results in a multirate
and multi-receiver scenario show that SAPRA maximizes the utilization
of bandwidth and maximizes the number of receivers with high-quality
reception.

Keywords: fairness, multimedia sessions, multicast, differentiated net-
works, multirate sources.

1 Introduction

Almost all multimedia applications in the Internet use unirate sources, generat-
ing flows with rates that don’t change over time. For example, the SureStream
technology from RealNetworks allows streams’ broadcast with multiple rates by
creating unirate stream copies. This approach leads to bandwidth waste in het-
erogeneous environments, such as the Internet, because sources broadcast copies
of the same stream in order to satisfy receivers with different quality require-
ments. This can be solved by replacing unirate sources with multirate ones.
Multirate sources [8,19] divide streams into cumulative layers. Each layer has a
different rate and importance, and the stream rate is equal to the sum of all its
layers’ rates. This approach avoids waste of bandwidth, since sources broadcast
only one stream to all receivers, sending each stream’s layer to a different mul-
ticast group. Receivers join as many multicast groups as their connection speed
� This work is supported by POSI-Programa Operacional Sociedade de Informação of
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allows them [14], starting by the most important layer. We use the designation
of session to define the group of all layers belonging to the same stream.

Due to their real-time characteristics, multimedia sessions need quality guar-
antees from the network. These guarantees can be provided by the DS model
[2], which allows network providers to aggregate traffic in different services at
the boundaries of their network. Each service is based upon a per-hop behavior
(PHB), which characterizes the allocation of resources needed to give an ob-
servable forwarding behavior (loss, delay, jitter) to the aggregate traffic. One
important question about Assured Forwarding (AF) [5] services concerns their
capability to be fair. AF services provide intra-session fairness, between receivers
in the same session, since each session’s layer can be mapped to a different drop
precedence, considering its importance. However, how to achieve inter-session
fairness in AF services, allowing receivers from all sessions to get their required
quality level without wasting resources, is still a challenging research topic.

The goal of our work is to contribute to the study of inter-session fair-
ness between sessions in AF services, keeping the intra-session fairness prop-
erty. To achieve this goal, we propose the enhancement of AF services with a
Session-Aware Popularity Resource Allocation fair mechanism (SAPRA), which
provides inter-session fairness by assigning more service bandwidth to sessions
with higher number of receivers. SAPRA is a session-based mechanism and not
only multicast-based, since hiding session information from DS routers results
in intra-session unfairness, higher quality oscillations and lower quality for all
receivers. SAPRA also includes a resource utilization maximization function, be-
cause fairness policies based only upon the number of receivers could still lead
to waste of resources. This can occur when the bandwidth assigned to a session
is higher than the rate really used by that session, as might happen with mobile
phone or personal digital assistant (PDA) sessions, since they have low rate re-
quirements and normally a high number of receivers. SAPRA also detects and
punishes high-rate sessions in times of congestion, as an incentive for sessions to
adapt to the network capacity.

We present ns1 simulations that evaluate SAPRA behavior in a multirate
multi-receiver environment using a simple dropper, which we called SAPRAD,
and using RIO, the dropper normally used in AF.

The remaindder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
a brief description of some fairness definitions and some multirate source im-
plementations. Section 3 describes SAPRA functionality and section 4 presents
simulation results. Finally, section 5 presents some conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

There are several experimental multirate codecs, such as the Scalable Arithmetic
Video Codec from the University of Berkeley2 developed by D. Taubman [19],

1 Network Simulator: http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/
2 Experimental software at: http://www-video.eecs.berkeley.edu
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or the Scalable Video Conferencing project from the Framkom Research Corpo-
ration3 [8]. To fairly distribute AF resources between multirate traffic generated
by these codecs, the max-min fairness definition [1] could be used since its formal
definition is a well accepted criterion for fairness and its multicast definition [20]
was extended to include multirate sessions [17]. However, Rubenstein et al. [17]
show that max-min fairness can not be provided in the presence of discrete set
of rates, as is the case of multirate sources.

The maximal fairness definition presented by Sankar et al. [18] exists in the
presence of a discrete set of rates, but it doesn’t consider the number of receivers
in each session. Therefore, maximal fairness can’t maximize resource utilization
and at the same time maximize the number of receivers with good quality level.

Legout et al. present a proposal [11] to distribute bandwidth between sessions
considering their number of receivers. However, this proposal assumes that every
router in the path between the session’s sender and its receivers keep information
about the session’s layers and the receivers receiving those layers. This proposal
also doesn’t maximize the utilization of resources and doesn’t punish high rate
flows.

Li et al. present [12] another proposal to improve inter-session fairness based
upon the max-min fairness definition. Besides max-min limitation with discrete
multirate sessions, this proposal only considers one shared link and doesn’t con-
sider the number of receivers and layers importance of a session.

3 SAPRA Fairness Mechanism

In this section, we introduce the Session-Aware Popularity Resource Allocation
fairness mechanism (SAPRA), which is implemented only in DS-edge routers.

We assume that each possible multicast branch point is located only in DS-
edge routers and that several multimedia applications can share the same host.
We name each application source and each host sender. Since sources are multi-
rate, they generate multimedia sessions with several layers, each layer identified
by a Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) channel [6] - sender IP address and des-
tination multicast group. Each receiver can join more than one session at the
same time, even if those sessions belong to the same sender. To join a session,
receivers start joining the SSM channel of the most important layer. They can
try to increase their reception quality by joining more layers, always from the
most important one. They can also get information about sessions using, for ex-
ample, the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) [4]. The number of receivers
in each session correspondes to the number of receivers of the most important
layer.

Implementing a fairness mechanism in DS-edge routers that only have infor-
mation about multicast groups and not about sessions results in intra-session
unfairness, higher quality oscillations and lower quality for all receivers. Fig. 1
shows the difference between a scenario where routers have information only
3 Project page: http://mbc.framkom.se/projects/scale/
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about multicast groups and a scenario where routers have knowledge about ses-
sion.

We assume that the session-based sce-
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Fig. 1. SAPRA scenarios

nario has two sessions (S1 and S2) sharing
a link with 1 Mb/s. Each session has 500 re-
ceivers, which mean that it has 0.5 Mb/s of
bandwidth allocated. Session S1 has three
layers (l0, l1 and l2) joined by 500, 400 and
300 receivers respectively, and session S2
has two layers (l0 and l1) joined by 500 and
400 receivers respectively. In the multicast-
based scenario all layers are considered as
independent multicast groups (flows f1 to
f3 are layers from S1 and flows f4 and f5
are layers from S2), which means that the
total number of receivers sharing the link is
2100. Therefore flow f1 and f4 have an allo-
cated bandwidth of 0.24 Mb/s each, f2 and
f5 of 0.19 Mb/s each and f3 of 0.14 Mb/s. Considering for example session S1,
Fig. 1 shows that the 100 receivers of S1 that only join l0 have the same reception
rate (0.1Mb/s) and zero loss in both scenarios, since the rate is lower than the
fair rate. However the 100 receivers that join l0 and l1 have a reception rate of
0.29 Mb/s and 5% loss in the multicast-based scenario and a rate of 0.3 Mb/s
and zero loss in the session-based scenario. The situation becomes worst for the
300 receivers that join the three layers, since they have a reception rate of 0.43
Mb/s and 58% losses in the multicast-based scenario and a rate of 0.5 Mb/s and
16% losses in the session-based scenario. This shows that receivers have lower
rate and higher loss percentage in a multicast scenario than in a session-based
one. The multicast-based scenario isn’t also intra-session fair, because AF drop
precedences don’t respect layers’ importance. It also presents a higher quality
oscillation, since receivers detect losses not only in the less important layer, but
also in intermediary ones.

We propose two methods to implement SAPRA as a session-based mechanism
in DS-edge routers. In the first method, each sender allocates consecutive mul-
ticast addresses to all layers inside a session and keeps one address gap between
sessions. With SSM this method doesn’t bring any address allocation problem,
since each source is responsible for resolving address collisions between all the
channels (232/8 addresses) they create. In this scenario each sender manages
224 addresses in IPv4 and 232 per scope in IPv6. With this method, DS-edge
routers identify as belonging to the same session all layers that receivers join with
consecutive SSM channels. The second proposed method is to change the way
IGMPv3 [7] is used. The auxiliary data field of IGMPv3 reports can be used to
include the multicast address of the most important layer - which identifies the
session - in reports about other layers. So, DS-edge routers explicitly know what
is the session of each layer. Routers that don’t implement SAPRA ignore the
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auxiliary data field as is done in the current IGMPv3 implementations. In both
proposed methods, routers know the relationship between layers in a session by
the order receivers use to join sessions’ layers. Receivers are motivated to join
layers from the most important to the less important one, because less important
layers are useless without the most important ones in the re-construction of the
session’s multimedia stream.

We assume that TCP and UDP traffic use different AF services. However
unicast and multicast flows can share the same AF service. In this case SAPRA
treats unicast flows as sessions with one layer and one receiver only. All layers of
the same session use the same AF service, being however marked with different
drop precedences. SAPRA only uses two drop precedences, IN and OUT, from
the three allowed by AF services. We also assume that sources mark all their
traffic as IN.

SAPRA has two components, one agent and one marker. Each DS-edge router
has only one SAPRA agent and one marker for each downstream link. SAPRA
agents exchange control information periodically with their neighbours. This
information includes an update message sent to upstream neighbours with the
number of receivers and fair rate of each session that presents changes in those
values since the last time an update message was sent. This reduction of the
update message size and the fact that agents don’t need to have global network
knowledge increases SAPRA scalability. The update messages information is used
by agents to compute sessions’ fair rates. Control information also includes a sync
message sent to downstream neighbours. This message, which contains the lowest
fair rate that each session has in the path from the source, can be used by quality
adaptive mechanisms in the receivers. A brief description of the protocol used
to exchange update and sync messages is presented in [16] and its performance
study will be presented in a future paper. Next, we describe the SAPRA agent
and marker.

3.1 SAPRA Agent

When a SAPRA agent receives an update message, it updates the local infor-
mation about the sessions in the message and computes their new fair rates. In
DS-edge routers that have local receivers, agents gather the number of receivers
from IGMPv3 “State-Changes” reports.

Agents have to reserve local resources to store the received and computed in-
formation. For each upstream interface, agents reserve four bytes for each session
and four bytes for each layer. For the local interface and for each downstream
interface agents reserve twelve bytes for each session and eight bytes for each
layer. As an example, consider 1000 sessions, each one with three layers, that are
going through a DS-edge router with three downstream interfaces. Consider also
that each session is present in each downstream interface and that the router
doesn’t have local receivers. In this situation the router reserves 124 Kb.

To compute session Su fair rate, Fui, in a link i, agents use Eq. 1, which
defines Fui as the ratio between the session’s number of receivers, nui, and the
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total number of receivers in that link, considering the AF service capacity4, Ci.
In Eq. 1 mi is the number of sessions that share link i.

Fui = (
nui∑mi

x=1 nxi

) ∗ Ci (1)

All computed fair rates are adjusted considering downstream fair rates. This
adjustment is required to maximize the utilization of resources, because sessions
whose fair rate is higher than their downstream fair rate waste resources, since
packets are dropped downstream. Therefore, if a session has a computed fair rate,
Fui, higher than its downstream fair rate, Fuj (j is a link downstream of i), Fui

becomes equal to Fuj and the rate difference, Fui −Fuj , is added to the available
shared bandwidth in the link, wi. The available shared bandwidth allows fair
rate increase for sessions that have a fair rate lower than their downstream fair
rate. If the difference Fuj − Fui is lower than wi, then Fui becomes equal to Fuj

and wi is reduced by that difference. However if Fuj − Fui is higher than wi,
then Fui is only added by wi, and wi becomes zero.

The available shared bandwidth is used by all sessions, starting by those
with the highest number of receivers. This maximizes the utilization of resources
increasing the number of receivers with good quality.

Agents functionality can be described by a fairness definition, which can be
stated as: Consider that Fui and Fuj are the fair rates of a session Su in a link
i and in a link j downstream of i, respectively. A fair rate allocation vector
V 1

i (F
1
1i, . . . , F

1
mi
) in a link i is said to be SAPRA-fairer if for any alternative

feasible5 fair rate allocation vector V 2
i (F

2
1i, . . . , F

2
mi
):

∀u ∈ [1, mi], F 2
ui > F 1

ui ∧ F 2
ui ≤ F 2

uj ⇒ ∃v ∈ [1, mi], F 2
vi < F 1

vi ∧ F 1
vi ≤ F 1

vj (2)

After being adjusted, sessions’ fair rates are passed by the agent to each
SAPRA marker present in the downstream links.

3.2 SAPRA Marker

Fig. 2 shows the SAPRA marker - shadowed component - which replaces the
usual marker in AF services.

This enhances the AF service with the
Classifier Best−Effort
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...
Scheduler

...

...

METER MARKER DROPPER FIFO

FILTER
ID

TRIGGER?

CONGESTED?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

ID Sessions

EF service

AF service
SAPRA Agent

from
Fair Rates

Fig. 2. SAPRA marker

capability to fairly distribute resources
between sessions, based upon the fair
rates computed by the SAPRA agent and
the layers’ average rate.

The marker needs to know the arrival
rate of each layer. The easiest way to
achieve this would be to obtain that in-
formation directly from the sources. How-

ever sources could indicate a lower rate than they actual have, trying to get a
higher percentage of IN packets. Therefore a meter, included in the DS model
4 How the AF capacity in a DS-edge router is configured is a DS model implementation

concern.
5 A feasible vector means that the sum of all fair rates is equal or lower than the AF

capacity.
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as shown in Fig. 2, is used to estimate average rates, maintaining the fairness
mechanism independent of the sources.

With the information from the agent and the meter, the marker marks layer
traffic as IN or OUT. Only packets that arrive already marked IN will be re-
marked, since OUT packets are not compliant with upstream fair rates. All
incoming IN packets are marked IN or OUT as follows: Considering that l0 is
the most importance layer and ln the less important one of a session Su , Eq. 3
and Eq. 4 give the probability that a layer lk of that session has to be marked
IN, P in

uki, and OUT, P out
uki , in a link i. With this marking strategy there is also

a differentiation between sessions that have traffic marked OUT, since sessions
with higher rates will have more packets marked OUT.

P in
uki =

{
1 , Luki ≤ Fui

Muki−Lu(k−1)i

rin
uki

, Luki > Fui
(3)

P out
uki =

{
0 , Luki ≤ Fui

Luki−Muki

rin
uki

, Luki > Fui
(4)

In Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 session Su has the following values in link i: fair rate Fui;
rate of IN packets of its layer lk, rin

uki; sum of all rates from layer l0 to layer lk-
Luki =

∑k

x=0 rin
u,x,i -; maximum value between the session’s fair rate and the sum

of all layers’ rate from l0 to lk−1 - Muki = max(Fui, Lu(k−1)i).
When the meter detects that the link is congested, the marker filters all

layers from sessions with rate higher than their fair rate plus their share of the
available bandwidth, before sending the marked packets to the DS dropper. We
define these sessions as high-rate sessions. The strategy to identify and punish
high-rate sessions is based upon the Random Early Detection with Preferential
Dropping mechanism (RED-PD) [13]. However, contrary to RED-PD, SAPRA
uses fixed length intervals in congested periods to identify high-rate sessions and
doesn’t need to maintain a list of all layers that suffer drops in each interval. This
simplifies the mechanism avoiding the estimation of the recent average packet
drop rate used by RED-PD to compute their variable interval length.

In each identification interval, SAPRA starts by verifying which sessions have
total (IN and OUT packets) rate, rui, higher than their fair rate. Session Su total
rate in a link i, is given by rui =

∑n−1
x=0 ruxi, considering that each layer lk from

l0 to ln−1 has rate ruki.
A session with rate lower than its fair rate isn’t using all its share of the link

bandwidth, so the unused bandwidth becomes available for other sessions’ OUT
packets. Fig. 3 shows that SAPRA distributes this available bandwidth in equal
shares between all sessions with rate higher than their fair rate and identifies
which of these sessions are high-rate sessions.

To punish each high-rate session Su in a link i, SAPRA computes its dropping
probability in each identification interval t, Dui(t), using Eq. 5, where zi is the
available bandwidth in link i.

Dui(t) = (Dui(t − 1) + σd +
1

100
∗ (1 −

Fui + zi
mi

rui
)) (5)
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This equation shows that in each interval the dropping probability of high-
rate sessions is increased by two values: a drop factor, σd, and a value propor-
tional to the excess rate the session is using. This excess rate corresponds to the
difference between the session rate and the sum of the session fair rate and its
share of the available bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 3.

The dropping probability of each

SessionsS1 S3 S4S2

l0

l1

l2
bandwidth
available

excess rate

l0l0l0

l1
l1

l1

l2

rate < fair rate rate > fair rate
High−Rate Session

packets with probability to be dropped

bandwidth
share of available

Sessions’ fair rate

layers without dropped packets

Rate

Fig. 3. Punishment mechanism

session is used to compute dropping
probabilities for their layers, being
the less important layer the first to
suffer an increase of its dropping, be-
cause losses induce a higher quality
degradation if they happen in more
important layers [9]. Since hierarchi-
cal codecs are tolerant to loss in less
important layer, SAPRA computes
layers’ dropping probability with a
linear quality degradation. However SAPRA can be configured to be more ag-
gressive, dropping all layers that have a dropping probability higher than a
predefined limit Θd.

If in an identification interval a session is no longer identified, its dropping
probability is halved until it reaches a minimum value, after which the session
will stop to be filtered.

Packets that aren’t dropped by the filter are sent to the DS dropper as hap-
pens with all packets from non-identified sessions. In the DS model the dropper
is managed with RIO (RED with in/out) [3]. However, RIO introduces some
complexity, since it needs to compute the total average queue size, the aver-
age queue size of IN packets, has different dropping scheme (random, front and
tail) and its four thresholds can introduce oscillations. Therefore, we show that
SAPRA has similar behavior with RIO and with a simpler dropper, which we
named SAPRAD (SAPRA Dropper). SAPRAD manages a FIFO queue pref-
erentially dropping OUT packets. When the queue is full an OUT packet is
randomly discarded. Only if the queue doesn’t have OUT packets, an IN packet
is randomly discarded. This guarantees that layers with higher rates are more
severely punished.

4 SAPRA Simulations

In this section we present simulations that aim to analyse the ability of SAPRA
to distribute AF bandwidth between multirate sessions with different number
of receivers, considering the number of receivers and the relationship between
layers inside each session. We use a scenario - Fig. 4 - with three DS-edge routers
and two congested links. The upstream link is configured with 10 Mb/s and the
downstream with 5 Mb/s of bandwidth. The queue in each link has a size of 64
packets - default value in Cisco IOS 12.2 -, and each packet has a size of 1000
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bytes. We analyse SAPRA’s behavior in the presence of two types of droppers,
RIO, the dropper normally used in AF, and SAPRAD.

In these simulations we use 11 sessions,

...

...

Session 1
source

Session 11
source

R1

R11

R1

Layer0
Layer1
Layer2

Layer0
Layer1
Layer2

10 Mb/s 5 Mb/s

Session 11

Session 1

(11 receivers)

(1 receiver)

Fig. 4. Simulation scenario

S1 to S11, each one with three layers, l0, l1
and l2, being l0 the most important. Each
layer is identified by a SSM channel and
each session has a different number of re-
ceivers, from one in S1to eleven receivers in

S11, increasing by one receiver per session. Although SAPRA can deal with any
number of layers, we consider sessions with three layers in the present simula-
tions, since this partitioning provides a good quality/bandwidth trade-off and
additional layers only provide marginal improvements [9]. We performed sixty
seconds simulations with sources that have increasing rates, from S1to S11, in
multiples of 25 Kb/s from session to session, starting with 25 Kb/s for S1. The
session rate is the rate of its most important layer, l0, and each layer lk has a
rate equal to twice the rate of lk−1. The dropping probability of all sessions is
computed using Eq. 5, with σd equal to 0.5% and the dropper used is SAPRAD.

Fig. 5 shows that sessions’ fair rates are proportional to sessions’ number of
receivers, since SAPRA distributes resources considering the number of receivers
in each session. They also show that, in the upstream link, sessions use fair
rates lower than the computed ones. This happens because SAPRA adjusts the
upstream link computed fair rates, since they are higher than the downstream
link ones. Another conclusion is that SAPRA respects layers’ relationship, since
packet dropping starts always by l2, which can be clearly seen in Fig. 5 (right)
where the rate of l2 is reduced to a minimum value.
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Fig. 5. Sessions’ fair rates in upstream (left) and downstream (right) links

In Fig. 5 sessions with higher rate suffer higher drop rates. For example, in the
upstream link, S11 incoming rate is 1925 Kb/s and it has a loss rate of 31.35%,
while S10 has an incoming rate of 1213 Kb/s and 30.72% loss. Fig. 5 also shows
that in the upstream link all sessions are identified as high-rate sessions, since
their incoming rates are higher than their fair rates and therefore the available
bandwidth is zero.
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The filter agressiveness can be configured by changing σd and the dropping
probability limit Θd. To better show the punishment effect, we used an equal
number of receivers per session, i.e., sessions have the same fair rate. Fig. 6 shows
results for the upstream link using a σd value of 5%: In the left figure, Θd isn’t
defined and so layers suffer a linear dropping increase and in the latter; in the
right one, Θd is equal to 50%, after which layers are completely dropped.
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Fig. 6. Punishment mechanism with σd value of 5%

Fig. 6 shows that all layers in S1 and S2 have null dropping probability. The
same happens for l0 in any session. As for l2 - Fig. 6 (right) - in S3 presents a
dropping probability of 22%, in S4 of 61%, growing up until 100% from S7 to
S11, which means that it’s completely dropped from S4 to S11. Nevertheless, l2
doesn’t have a null rate in these sessions. This is due to the time gap between
the beginning of the simulation and the moment agents receive the first update
message, during which agents don’t have any information about sessions, being
unable to differentiate them. Consequently all layers have the same dropping
probability, making possible for receivers to get a certain number of packets from
all layers. SAPRA has similar results for the downstream link. These results can
be found in [15].
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Fig. 7. SAPRAD and RIO

against RIO, we used again a sixty sec-
onds simulation but sessions with equal
rate and one receiver only. SAPRA uses a
value of 0,5% for σd and Θd isn’t defined.
RIO’s minimum and maximum thresholds
have the following values: IN min of 60
packets, IN max of 64 packets, IN drop of
0.5%, OUT min of 32 packets, OUT max
of 48 packets and OUT drop of 50%.
With these values the dropping of OUT
packets is higher than the one of IN
packets for the 64 packets queue, which approximates the behavior of the
SAPRAD dropper.
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Fig. 7 shows, for the upstream link, that SAPRAD and RIO behavior is
similar, being the session rate closer to its fair rate in the link when SAPRAD
is used. These results show that an Internet Service Provider (ISP) that uses
RIO can still use SAPRA to distribute AF resources between multimedia ses-
sions. However implementing SAPRA with SAPRAD instead of RIO reduces
the mechanism complexity. To understand what is the best RIO’s configuration
we made several simulations by changing the value of IN and OUT thresholds.
These simulations show that SAPRA behavior with RIO has a high variation
between different RIO configurations. Detailed results can be found in [15].

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes and evaluates SAPRA, whose components are only installed
in DS-edge routers, computing sessions’ fair rate based upon SAPRA fairness
definition. SAPRA enhances DS functionality by fairly distributing bandwidth
and by punishing high-rate sessions.

SAPRA distributes bandwidth between sessions considering their number of
receivers, which increases receivers motivation to use multicast, since they will
experience higher quality than unicast ones. SAPRA also increases providers’
motivation to use multicast: ISPs can have more clients using fewer resources
and multimedia providers can deploy new services that scale with large num-
ber of receivers. However, SAPRA doesn’t attempt to be the optimal fairness
mechanism, because social and economic issues can influence fairness as much
as technical ones. But being based upon sessions’ number of receivers and a
maximal resource utilization function, SAPRA can be the base of a hierarchical
fairness mechanism for multirate multicast sessions.

To evaluate SAPRA behavior, we presented simulations with two congested
links that showed its performance with a simple dropper, SAPRAD, and also
with RIO. Simulations showed that SAPRA maximizes the utilization of band-
width and the number of receivers with high quality reception.

As future work we’ll simulate SAPRA in more complex scenarios in order
to analyze the SAPRA protocol oscillations with the variation of the number of
receivers. We’ll also create a receiver-driven adaptive mechanism that will use
SAPRA network support, mainly fair rates collected in sync messages, trying
to solve some of the problems presented by other adaptive mechanisms such as
RLM [14] and RLC [21]. Legout et al. [10] show that RLM presents inter-session
unfairness and has low convergence time and low link utilization, while RLC is
unfair to TCP for large packets and its bandwidth inference mechanism is very
sensitive to queue size. Also, both mechanisms can induce losses in all layers
when a join experience occurs. This can be avoided if the adaptive mechanim is
based upon SAPRA, since it guarantees intra-session fairness.
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Most Probable Path Techniques for Gaussian
Queueing Systems

Ilkka Norros

VTT Information Technology, P.O. Box 1202, 02044 VTT, Finland

Abstract. This paper is a review of an approach to queueing systems
where the cumulative input is modelled by a general Gaussian process
with stationary increments. The examples include priority and General-
ized Processor Sharing systems, and a system where service capacity is
allocated according to predicted future demand. The basic technical idea
is to identify the most probable path in the threshold exceedance event,
or a heuristic approximation of it, and then use probability estimates
based on this path. The method is particularly useful for long-range
dependent traffic and complicated traffic mixes, which are difficult to
handle with traditional queueing theory.

1 Introduction

This paper is a review of an approach to queueing systems with Gaussian input.
The motivation to study such systems is twofold. On one hand, complicated
dependence structures are easiest to study first in a Gaussian framework, where
the dependence is reduced to correlation. This is also the historical origin of
this work — it started with queues with fractional Brownian motion (fBm) as
input [19], which is the simplest process that has the self-similarity property,
first observed in the famous Bellcore measurements [11]. On the other hand, it
could be expected that, thanks to the Central Limit Theorem, traffic in high
capacity systems would be rather well modelled with Gaussian processes [1].
Empirical studies indicate, however, that a good fit to Gaussian distribution
may require very high traffic aggregation levels. The Gaussian approach can
be useful in making rough performance estimates for Differentiated Services in
Internet, because one works there with large traffic aggregates.

Our interest in most probable paths started by applying the generalized
Schilder’s theorem to the fBm queue [20]. The approach was extended to ordi-
nary queues with general Gaussian input in [2,3], and further to priority queues
in [14]. In [13] and [15], we applied a similar machinery to Generalized Pro-
cessor Sharing (GPS) schedulers and presented a somewhat improved version
of the priority case. Most of this research was done within the COST Actions
257 and 279. A summary on Gaussian traffic modelling, linked to the technical
documents, can be found in the hypertext Final Report of the action [26].

The paper is structured as follows. We start with discussing the definitions
of Gaussian queueing systems in Section 2. This involves some technical details
caused by the unavoidable presence of negative traffic in Gaussian modelling.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 86–104, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Section 3 presents the main ideas of our approach. A central role is played by
the most probable paths along which queue size thresholds are exceeded. The
rest is devoted to two cases, where the most probable paths obtain particularly
interesting shapes. Section 4 shows how the most probable path can experience
a kind of “phase transition” between short and long busy periods. Section 5
studies a simple model of dynamical capacity allocation. This is a new type of
application, first time presented here.

2 Definition of Gaussian Queueing Systems

2.1 Gaussian Models of Traffic

Our basic traffic model is a continuous Gaussian process A = (At)t∈� with
stationary increments. For s < t, At −As presents the amount of traffic in time
interval (s, t], and we set A0 ≡ 0. A process is called Gaussian, if all its finite-
dimensional distributions are multivariate Gaussian. The property of stationary
increments means that for any t0 ∈ �, the processes A and (At+t0 − At0)t∈�
have the same finite-dimensional distributions.

We denote A(s, t) = At −As, and use similar notation for other processes as
well.

The use of Gaussian models for big traffic aggregates can be justified by the
Central Limit Theorem. However, even the question about the Gaussian char-
acter of some traffic cannot be raised without specifying the relevant timescale,
say δ. There should be a large number of individual sources contributing to the
traffic in every time interval of size δ. Moreover, if the marginal distribution of
the contribution of an individual source in those intervals has very high variabil-
ity, the application of CLT may still be problematic. In our study on Internet
users over ISDN [10], it was found that a few Mbit/s of such traffic had good fit
with Gaussian distribution when the time resolution δ was coarser than 100 ms.
Note that this traffic was exceptionally well-behaving, because the users were
restricted to the ISDN access speed.

A non-pleasant special feature of Gaussian models is that there is always a
positive probability of negative input. Such input does not correspond to any-
thing real, and its existence destroys some classical arguments of queueing the-
ory. In a Gaussian framework, the non-problematic definitions of queueing the-
ory must be replaced by analogously defined functionals of a Gaussian process.
Moreover, we don’t have much hope to obtain other kinds of rigorous general
results on the distributions of these functionals than inequalities and limit the-
orems. At our present “state-of-art”, we must often be satisfied with heuristic
approximations.

Despite these reservations, Gaussian models are tempting because of their
many nice features:

• a Gaussian process with stationary increments is completely characterized
by its mean m = E {A1} and cumulative variance function v(t) = Var (At);
indeed, we can write

At = mt+ Zt,
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where Z is a centered (mean zero) process, and the covariance function of A
(and Z) can be written as

Cov (As, At) = Cov (Zs, Zt) =
1
2
(v(s) + v(t)− v(s− t));

• a superposition of independent Gaussian traffic streams is Gaussian;
• multiclass traffic consisting of Gaussian traffic classes, such that their joint
distribution is Gaussian also, can be studied within the same framework;

• unlike most other traffic models, At has an explicitly known (Gaussian)
distribution for any t;

• the quantities m and v(t) can be rather well estimated from measurement
data;

• long-range dependence does not provide any extra difficulty.

In the multiclass case, let the input traffic consist of k classes, and denote
the cumulative arrival process of class j ∈ {1, . . . , k} by (A{j}

t )t∈�. We also
denote A{j}(s, t) .= A

{j}
t − A

{j}
s . For the superposition of a set of traffic classes

J ⊆ {1, . . . , k} we write
AJ

t
.=
∑
j∈J

A
{j}
t

and use similar superscript notation also for other quantities defined later. We
assume that the processes A{j} are independent, continuous Gaussian processes
with stationary increments and denote

A
{j}
t = mjt+ Z

{j}
t , m =

k∑
i=1

mi, Var
(
Z

{j}
t

)
= vj(t), (1)

Γj(s, t) = Cov
(
Z{j}

s , Z
{j}
t

)
,

where the Z{j}’s are centered (zero-mean) processes. To exclude certain degen-
erate cases, we assume that

∃α ∈ (0, 2) : lim
t→∞

vi(t)
tα

= 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} . (2)

Finally, let us specify the mathematical framework completely. Define a path
space Ω1 as

Ω1 =
{
ω : ω is continuous � → �, ω(0) = 0, lim

t→±∞
ω(t)
1 + |t| = 0

}
.

(The relation limt→∞ Z
{i}
t /t = 0 a.s., is a consequence of (2) — see [3].) Equipped

with the norm

‖ω‖Ω1 = sup
{

ω(t)
1 + |t| : t ∈ �

}
,

Ω1 is a separable Banach space. We choose Ω = Ωk
1 as our basic probability

space by letting P be the unique probability measure on the Borel sets of Ω such
that the random variables Z{i}

t (ω1, . . . , ωk) = ωi(t) form independent Gaussian
processes with covariance functions Γi(·, ·).
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2.2 Definition of Simple Queues

Consider first the case of a simple queue, i.e. k = 1, and let the server have a
constant capacity c. The storage process (queue length process) is then naturally
defined as

Qt = sup
s≤t
(A(s, t)− c(t− s)). (3)

The process Q is obviously stationary, and a sufficient stability condition is that
m < c.

Because only the net input process At − ct matters in this definition, it can
be extended to the case that the service process is stochastic as well. Indeed,
assume that the cumulative service capacity process Ct is a Gaussian process
with stationary increments such that the difference At − Ct is also Gaussian
with stationary increments and a negative mean rate. The queue length process
is then

Qt = sup
s≤t
(A(s, t)− C(s, t)), (4)

and all results for simple Gaussian queues are applicable. One example of this
is given in Section 5.

2.3 Definitions of GPS and Priority Queues

The Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) service discipline [23] (an idealized
version of Weighted Fair Queueing) is a theoretical model which isolates flows
and provides service differentiation. Let us consider a GPS queueing system for
our k traffic classes, such that the guaranteed service rate for each class i is µic,
where c > m =

∑
i mi, µi > 0 for each i, and

∑
µi = 1.

It is not at all obvious how a GPS queue should be defined when negative
input is allowed. An elegant definition which results in positive queue length
processes even in our case was given by Massoulie [16]. Assume that the amount
of potential service for each class i in time interval (s, t) is µicT (s, t), where
T (s, t) = Tt − Ts and T is a non-decreasing stochastic process with T0 ≡ 0. T
varies according to the number of backlogged classes. The queue of class i, Q{i},
and the total queue Q then satisfy

Q
{i}
t = sup

s≤t
(A{i}(s, t)− µicT (s, t))

Qt = sup
s≤t

(
k∑

i=1

A{i}(s, t)− c(t− s)

)
.

(5)

Together with the requirement Qt =
∑k

i=1Q
{i}
t , the equations (5) uniquely

define the k + 1 processes Q{1}, . . . , Q{k} and Qt [16]. The construction works
and yields non-negative queues in the Gaussian case also.

Let us then turn to priority queues. Assume that there are k priority classes,
numbered with descending priority. There is no distinction between preemptive
and non-preemptive priority, because the model is continuous. Since lower class
traffic does not disturb upper class traffic, a simple approach is the following:
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define Q{1}, Q{1,2}, Q{1,2,3} etc. as ordinary queues with service rate c, and then
set

Q{2} = Q{1,2} −Q{1},
· · · (6)

Q{k} = Q{1,...,k} −Q{1,...,k−1}.

Using this definition with Gaussian traffic has the non-desirable effect that it
does not yield non-negative queue lengths to other classes than the first one.
This has, however, little significance in the cases where Gaussian modeling is
adequate, so we prefer using it. (Massoulie’s GPS definition does not work, as
such at least, with µ2 = 0, which would correspond to a two-class priority queue.
It is shown in [15] how discrete time Gaussian priority queues can be defined in
such a way that the individual queues are non-negative and sum up to the total
queue, and the continuous time could probably be obtained as a limit when the
discretization step goes to zero.)

3 Probability Estimates Based on Most Probable Paths

3.1 The Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space and Large Deviations
of Gaussian Processes

For i = 1, . . . , k, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) Ri of the process
Z{i} is defined as follows (see, e.g., [4]): start with the functions Γi(t, ·), t ∈ �,
define their inner products as

〈Γi(s, ·), Γi(t, ·)〉Ri

.= Γi(s, t),

extend to a linear space (with pointwise operations), and complete the space
with respect to the norm ‖f‖Ri

.= 〈f, f〉Ri
. It is easy to verify that Ri is a linear

subspace of Ω1, and the topology induced by ‖ · ‖Ri is finer than that induced
by ‖ · ‖Ω1 .

The RKHS of the multivariate process (Z{1}
t , . . . , Z

{k}
t ) is, by the indepen-

dence of the Z{i}’s, R .= R1 × · · · ×Rk with the inner product

〈(f1, . . . , fk), (g1, . . . , gk)〉R
.=

k∑
i=1

〈fi, gi〉Ri .

The reproducing kernel property, which is a straightforward consequence of
the definition of the inner products, tells that within R, the functions can be
evaluated by taking an inner product with a corresponding vector of covariance
functions:

〈(f1, . . . , fk), (Γ1(t1, ·), . . . , Γk(tk, ·)〉R =
k∑

i=1

fi(ti). (7)

The above construction can be further extended to the case that the compo-
nent processes are dependent, as long as all joint distributions are Gaussian.

A large deviation principle for Gaussian measures in Banach space is given
by the generalized Schilder’s theorem (Bahadur and Zabell [6], see also [5,9]).
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Theorem 1. The function I : Ω → � ∪ {∞},

I(ω) =
{ 1

2‖ω‖2R, if ω ∈ R,
∞, otherwise,

is a good rate function for the centered Gaussian measure P , and P satisfies the
following large deviation principle:

for F closed in Ω : lim sup
n→∞

1
n
logP

(
Z√
n

∈ F

)
≤ − inf

ω∈F
I(ω);

for G open in Ω : lim inf
n→∞

1
n
logP

(
Z√
n

∈ G

)
≥ − inf

ω∈G
I(ω).

Thus, the essential problem is to find a path ω that minimizes I(ω) in a given
set B, or, equivalently, the norm ‖f‖R in the set B ∩ R. We call it the most
probable path in that set. Intuitively, one can can think of e−I(ω) as something
like the probability density of our infinite dimensional Gaussian measure, so that
minimizing I(ω) corresponds to maximizing likelihood. In most cases, the most
probable path is unique, but the examples in Section 4 show that non-unique
paths may appear and even have interesting meaning as “phase transitions” of
the queueing system.

The approach presented here was originally motivated by the generalized
Schilder’s theorem [20]. However, our main interest is not in large devia-
tions limits but in estimates that are applicable for whole distributions. It
was shown in [2] by examples of ordinary queues that estimates of the type
P(A) ≈ exp(− infω∈A I(ω)) give indeed often a reasonable approximation of the
whole queue length distribution, not only for tail behavior. On the other hand,
note that it is problematic to even formulate large deviations limit theorems
with Gaussian traffic, because the Gaussian character is already the result of
another kind of limit procedure, the Central Limit Theorem.

3.2 Half-Space Approximations

Consider first the case of a simple queue. What can be said about the marginal
distribution of Qt? Writing (cf. [17])

{Qt > x} =
{
sup
s≤t

Zt − Zs

x+ (c−m)(t− s)
> 1
}

we see that this event is in fact of the form
{
sups Y

(x,t)
s > 1

}
for the centered

Gaussian process Y (x,t)
s = (Zt − Zs)/(x + (c − m)(t − s)). Thus, we encounter

the very classical problem of estimating the distribution of the maximum of a
centered Gaussian process. Consider the obvious lower bound

P(Qt > x) ≥ sup
s≤t

P

(
Y (x,t)

s > 1
)
= Φ

(
x+ (c−m)u∗√

v(u∗)

)
= ((x), (8)
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where Φ is the residual distribution function of the standard normal distribution
and u∗ > 0 minimizes (x + (c − m)u)2/v(u) w.r.t. u. The value u∗ has the
important practical meaning of characterizing the relevant timescale of queues
of length x.

Note the geometry of the set {Qt > x}: it is the union over s of the sets
{A(t− s)− c(t− s) > x} which are half-spaces, and thus the complement of a
convex set containing the origin. Let f∗ be a most probable path in {Qt > x}.
The following proposition, which we formulate directly in the multiclass case,
gives an explicit expression of f∗.

0

f*

Fig. 1. The half-space {−Z−t∗ ≥ x + (c − m)t∗} is contained in the set {Q0 ≥ x}. For
both sets, the closest point to origin is f∗.

Proposition 1. Most probable path vectors f∗ in the set
{
Q

{1,...,k}
0 ≥ x

}
have

the form

−x+ (c−m)t∗∑k
i=1 vi(t∗)

(Γ1(−t∗, ·), . . . , Γk(−t∗, ·)),

where t∗ > 0 minimizes the expression

h(t) =
(x+ (c−m)t)2∑k

i=1 vi(t)
. (9)

Proof. Note that{
Q

{1,...,k}
0 ≥ x

}
=
⋃
s≤0

{
A{1,...,k}(s, 0)− c(0− s) ≥ x

}

=
⋃
s≤0

{
Z{1,...,k}(s, 0) ≥ x+ (c−m)(0− s)

}
,

and, by the reproducing kernel property,
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f ∈
{
Z{1,...,k}(s, 0) ≥ x+ (c−m)(−s)

}
∩R

⇔ f ∈ R, −f1(s) + · · · − fk(s) ≥ x+ (c−m)(−s)
⇔ −〈f, (Γ1(s, ·), . . . , Γk(s, ·)〉R ≥ x+ (c−m)(−s).

Thus, the problem reduces to minimizing the Hilbert norm when the in-
ner product with a fixed element is given, and the solution is a proper
multiple of that element. It remains to minimize the norm of ((x + (c −
m)t)/

∑
vi(t))(Γ1(−t, ·), . . . , Γk(−t, ·)) with respect to t > 0.

Let f∗ ∈ R be a most probable path in a closed set B ⊂ Ω such that f∗ �= 0.
We call the set

B∗ .= clΩ {g ∈ R : 〈g − f∗, f∗〉R ≥ 0} ,
where clΩG denotes the closure of G in the topology of Ω, the half-space ap-
proximation of B. In particular, it is easy to see that

{Q0 ≥ x}∗ = {−Z−t∗ ≥ x+ (c−m)t∗} ,

and the lower bound (8) is a consequence of the fact that in this case the half-
space approximation is contained in the original set. See Figure 1.

It is worth of noting also that the most probable path vector in a set{
A

{1,...,k}
t ≥ y

}
, where y > mt, is in fact the conditional expectation

E

[
(Z{1}

s , . . . , Z{k}
s )

∣∣∣A{1,...,k}
t = y

]
.

This is a consequence of the fact that the conditional distribution of a Gaussian
vector w.r.t. a linear condition is Gaussian, and its expectation equals the point
where the density is highest.

More accurate estimates take, in some way or other, the geometry of the set
{Q0 ≥ x} around f∗ into account. For different methods, see the books by Adler
[4] and Piterbarg [25]. An original geometric reasoning, after transforming the
problem into Fourier space, was given in [18].

Identifying most probable paths is interesting with its own rights — it is like
“seeing what really happens” when the rare event occurs. For ordinary queues,
this has mainly heuristic value, but we shall see that identifying these paths
has an essential role in choosing a good approximation in the case of GPS and
priority queues.

3.3 General Heuristic Approximations

Within logarithmic accuracy, the lower bound can be replaced by the still simpler
approximate expression

P(Qt > x) ≈ exp
(

− (x+ (c−m)u∗)2

2v(u∗)

)
, (10)
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which was called the basic approximation in [3]. Simulations of many cases in-
dicate that the basic approximation may in fact be a general upper bound of
P(Qt > x), but no proof of this is known.

In all empirical studies and simulations one works in discrete time. The dis-
crete time queue is always a little smaller than the corresponding continuous
time queue. Indeed, if A is our continuous time model, the cumulative input
process in discrete time is simply (An)n∈Z,

Qdiscr
n = sup

m≤n, m∈Z

(A(m,n)− c(n−m)) ≤ sup
s≤n, s∈R

(A(s, n)− c(n− s)) = Qcont
n .

It was observed in [3] that one often gets fairly good approximations for a
discrete time Gaussian queue Qdiscr by multiplying the basic approximation by
an appropriate constant p such that

p lim
x→0+

exp
(

− (x+ (c−m)u∗
x)

2

2v(u∗
x)

)
≈ P

(
Qdiscr

t > 0
)
.

A good heuristic approximation for the non-emptiness probability of a discrete
time queue with time resolution δ is (see [3])

P
(
Qdiscr

t > 0
) ≈ 2P(Aδ > cδ) .

3.4 Approximations for GPS and Priority Queues

The structure of our method for getting estimates of queue length distributions
in GPS and priority systems is the following. In order to get an approximation
for
{
Q

{i}
0 > x

}
, do

Step 1. Find the most probable path vector f∗ of the event
{
Q

{1,...,k}
0 > x

}
.

The path vector can be immediately written and plotted using Proposition
1.

Step 2. Check whether Q{1,...,k}\{i}
0 (f∗) = 0. If yes, go to Step 3, otherwise go

to Step 4.
Step 3. (Empty Buffer Approximation) f∗ is the most probable path vector in{

Q
{i}
0 > x

}
; use the corresponding half-space approximation. Stop.

Step 4. (Rough Full Link Approximation) Find a certain fRFLA, where the only
positive queue is Q{i}

0 (or the others are much smaller); use the half-space
approximation corresponding to fRFLA.

The Empty Buffer Approximation uses the true most probable path vector,
and it can be considered as reliable as the simple queue estimates of Section
3.2. In the Rough Full Link Approximation, the path vector fRFLA also is just
a heuristic approximation of the true most probable path vector. Both approxi-
mations are discussed in more detail below.
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The Empty Buffer Approximation. The idea of the Empty Buffer Approximation
(EBA), first studied by Berger and Whitt [7,8], is that in a two-class priority
queue, the total queue usually consists almost exclusively of lower class traf-
fic, and therefore its distribution is a good approximation to that of the pure
lower class queue. Our approach gives a straightforward method to check the
applicability of EBA in any particular combination of Gaussian traffic streams.
Our examples indicate that EBA is a very good principle in most practically
interesting priority scenarios with Gaussian traffic.

The EBA is also often useful in the study of a GPS system. However, it is
never sufficient, because the classes are in a symmetric position in GPS, and the
distribution of at most one class can be estimated with EBA.

Whereas it may require some work to check analytically whether the most
probable path vector producing joint queue x satisfies the EBA condition, an
approximately similar condition is much easier: in the two-class priority case,
just check the “rough EBA condition”

−A
{1}
−t∗(f∗) ≤ ct∗. (11)

This also leads to some interesting insight. Consider the priority system with two
classes and assume, without restricting generality, that m1 = 0. The condition
11 can be written as

x

t∗
−m2 ≤ v2(t∗)

v1(t∗)
c. (12)

In particular, we see that (12) holds ifm2 ≥ x/t∗ (note, however, that t∗ depends
on the other quantities). In the special case that v1 is a multiple of v2, say
v2(t) = av(t), v2(t) = bv(t), the condition becomes still simpler. Then t∗ is
independent of a and b, and we obtain the rather surprising result that when m2
exceeds a certain threshold, then we are roughly in the EBA irrespective of the
variance coefficients a and b! For example, if both Z(i)’s are fractional Brownian
motions with same self-similarity parameter H, then t∗ = Hx/((1−H)(c−m2)),
which gives the conditionm2 ≥ (1−H)c. The higherH, the lower is the threshold
for m2 above which a typical large class 2 queue consists of class 2 traffic alone.

The Rough Full Link Approximation. Consider the case of two traffic classes.
For priority queues this does not restrict generality (since we neglect the effect
of negative traffic). For GPS queues, the idea below could be extended to a
larger number of classes, but the details would be much more complicated and,
moreover, the heuristic probability estimates would be less reliable.

Consider a GPS system with weights µ1 and µ2. In the two class case, the
priority system is obtained as the special case µ2 = 0. Assume that we are
interested in the number P

(
Q

{2}
0 ≥ x

)
. As before, we first identify the most

probable path pair f∗ of
{
Q

{1,2}
0 ≥ x

}
. If Q{1}

0 (f∗) = 0, we can use the EBA,

as discussed in Section 3.4. So assume that Q{1}
0 (f∗) > 0.

The idea of our approximation in the non-EBA case is that any superfluous
queue buildup decreases the likelihood of our path pair. Since we are only re-
quiring that Q{2}

0 (ω) be big, Q{1}
0 (ω) must be close to zero with the optimal ω.
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Thus, a class 2 queue of size x is most easily made so that the role of class 1 is
essentially to fill its quota (in the priority case, to fill the whole link) without
making a queue, while class 2 fills its quota and additionally builds a queue of
size x.

To make this condition still simpler, we reduce this behavior to the one-
dimensional conditions

A{1}(−t, 0) = µ1ct,

A{2}(−t, 0) = µ2ct+ x, (13)

write down the most probable path pair fulfilling this, and finally minimize their
norm with respect to t. We call this procedure the Rough Full Link Approxima-
tion (RFLA).

It is again an easy Hilbert space exercise, similar to Proposition 1, to deter-
mine the most probable paths in RFLA (see [15]):

Proposition 2. The most probable path pair fRFLA satisfying (13) is of the
form

fRFLA(·) = (fRFLA1 (·), fRFLA2 (·))
=
(
(µ1c−m1)t∗

v1(t∗)
Γ1(t∗, ·), −x+ (µ2c−m2)t∗

v2(t∗)
Γ2(t∗, ·)

)
,

where t∗ < 0 minimizes, w.r.t. t, the expression

(µ1c−m1)
2
t2

v1(t)
+
(x− (µ2c−m2) t)

2

v2(t)
. (14)

In the case that both classes are Brownian motions (counterpart of Poisson
processes), the RFLA gives the true most probable path pair in the non-EBA
case. In general, however, the class 1 path in RFLA does not fill its quota over
the whole interval (−t∗, 0), thus part of class 2 traffic is “wasted”, and there is a
small class 1 queue at time 0, whereas the class 2 queue remains correspondingly
smaller than x.

Using the reproducing kernel property and the fact that evaluation at a time
point is a continuous linear functional both in R andΩ, we see that the half-space
corresponding to fRFLA can be written as E =

{
Y ≥ ‖fRFLA‖2R

}
, where

Y =
(µ1c−m1)t∗

v1(t∗)
Z

{1}
t∗ +

x− (µ2c−m2)t∗

v2(t∗)
Z

{2}
t∗ .

Thus, our RFLA approximation, which the simulations indeed indicate to be a
lower bound, is

P

(
Q

{2}
0 ≥ x

)
≈ P(E) (15)

= Φ



√
(µ1c−m1)

2
t∗2

v1(t∗)
+
(x− (µ2c−m2) t∗)

2

v2(t∗)


 .
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In order to check accuracy of our estimates, we have compared them to the
empirical measures calculated from simulations. The simulation traces were gen-
erated using an extension of random midpoint displacement algorithm (RMDmn,
see [21]). Many examples are included in the papers [3,15], and they show rea-
sonable accuracy of the method. In particular, the “basic approximations” turn
always out to be upper bounds and the probabilities of the half-space approxi-
mations lower bounds. In the present overview paper, we restrict to the following
example taken from [15].

Example: two fBm traffic classes with same self-similarity parameter. Let us
consider a GPS system with two classes with vi(t) = σ2i t

2H for i = 1, 2, and the
parameter H is any number in (0, 1). In this case we can compute the above
quantities analytically.

First, fix x > 0 and consider the total queue. We have (see, e.g., [3])

t∗ =
Hx

(1−H)(c−m)
.

Second, the rough EBA criterion (cf. (12)) for estimating class 1 reads

(µ2c−m2)t∗ ≥ f∗
2 (t

∗) = (x+ (c−m)t∗)
σ22

σ21 + σ22
.

Substituting t∗, we obtain the criterion

(µ2c−m2)H
c−m

≥ σ22
σ21 + σ22

. (16)

Note that only the mean and service rates appear on left and only the variance
coefficients on right. If (16) is satisfied, the “basic approximation” reads

P

(
Q

{1}
0 ≥ x

)
≈ P

(
Q

{1,2}
0 ≥ x

)
≈ exp

(
− (c−m)2H

σ21 + σ22
· x2−2H

2κ(H)2

)
,

where κ(H) = HH(1−H)1−H .
Third, if (16) does not hold, we use the RFLA. The squared R-norm of the

most probable path in the set{
−A{1}

−t ≥ µ1ct+ x, −A{2}
−t ≥ µ2ct

}
is

((µ1c−m1)t+ x)2

σ21t
2H

+
(µ2c−m2)2

σ22
t2−2H .

The minimum is obtained at t∗ = ηx, where η is the positive root of a quadratic
equation:

η =
b+

√
b2 + 4aH
2a

, where

a = (
(µ1c−m1)2

σ21
+
(µ2c−m2)2

σ22
)(1−H), b =

(µ1c−m1)(2H − 1)
σ21

.
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The basic approximation of P

(
Q

{1}
0 ≥ x

)
is then

P

(
Q

{1}
0 ≥ x

)
(17)

≈ exp
(

−1
2

(
((µ1c−m1)η + 1)2

σ21η
2H

+
(µ2c−m2)2

σ22
η2−2H

)
x2−2H

)
.

Simulations indicate that the approximations of this section work quite well
— see [14,13,15].

4 “Phase Transitions” of Typical Queues

Even for simple queues, the most probable paths need not be unique. Nice exam-
ples of this were found by P. Mannersalo by superposing a periodic source and a
fBm source [3,15]. A kind of phase transition was observed: typical small queues
were caused by the periodical fluctuation of the periodic traffic, whereas typical
long queues were caused by sustained heightened activity of the fBm traffic. (Cf.
also [12].)

Another and, most importantly, non-artificial example was encountered by
Pazhyannur and Fleming [24]. They studied a queue with input consisting of
periodic coded voice traffic, modelled as follows. A source transmits with period
d and uniformly distributed phase U . Volume in ith period is Xi. The Xi’s can
be strongly dependent. There are n i.i.d. sources. See Figure 2.

d 2d 3d0

X1

U

X2

X3

X4

Fig. 2. The structure of vocoder traffic in [24]. Each source transmits periodically
bursts whose sizes are random but correlated. The Xi’s in the picture come from the
same source.

Assuming that the number of sources is large enough for Gaussian modelling,
our technique can be applied in a straightforward way. We only need to compute
v(t) for a single source — using a mathematical computer tool, the rest follows
“according to the recipe”. Denote the phase of our source by U and choose, for
simplicity, d = 1. Then

At =
t�∑
i=1

Xi + 1{U<t−t�}Xt�+1

v(t) = tVar (X0)
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+2
t�∑
k=1

(t− k)Cov (X0, Xk) + (t− �t�)(1− (t− �t�))(E {X0})2

Γ (s, t) =
1
2
(v(|s|) + v(|t|)− v(|s− t|)

Consider, as an example, the case m = 0, Cov (X0, Xk) = ρk, ρ = 0.9. Figure
3 shows a clear bend in the complementary distribution function of the queue
length (resembling the shift from the “cell scale queue” to the “burst scale queue”
in many ATM analyses — see, e.g., [22]). What happens when the queue size
increases from 0.3 to 0.4?

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

-0.3

-0.25

-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

Fig. 3. Estimate of log10 P(V > x).

Look first at the function h(t) = (x + t)2/v(t), which has to be minimized
with respect to t. For x = 0.3 or smaller, we have t∗ ≈ x, whereas for x = 0.4,
t∗ ≈ 4. Somewhere between 0.3 and 0.4 is a value of x = x0 where the two local
minima are equal. As a function of x, t∗ makes big jump at x0.

2 4 6 8 10

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

2 4 6 8 10 12

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Fig. 4. Plot of the function
(x + t)2

v(t)
. Left: x = 0.3. Right: x = 0.4.

Finally, the most probable paths shows that there is a very clear difference
between typical queues of sizes 0.3 and 0.4. In the former, the queue is caused
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only by the bursts from different users, which are independent. In the latter, the
busy period is larger than the period of the sources, which has the effect that the
strong correlations between bursts of each source have become dominant, and
the distribution tail decreases much slower than it did for small x’s. Pazhyannur
and Fleming discovered this queue behavior originally using more traditional
heavy traffic approximations, but our method added an immediate visual insight
which agreed with their interpretation. Moreover, they found that the Gaussian
approximations were also quantitatively quite good.

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Fig. 5. Most probable queue path. Left: x = 0.3. Right: x = 0.4.

5 A Simple Model for Bandwidth Allocation by
Prediction

Our last example analyses the performance of a queue whose service capacity
is dynamically adjusted according to predicted demand, with a fixed prediction
delay. The following setup is probably the simplest possible model for that kind
of system.

Let At again be a Gaussian traffic process with parameters m and v(t).
Assume that instead of a fixed service rate, the service capacity is allocated
dynamically with a delay ∆, with a relative surplus capacity ε. That is, we
define the cumulative service process as

Ct
.= (1 + ε)(At−∆ −A−∆) (18)

(the last term is included in order to have C0 = 0). The queue length process is

Qt = sup
s≤t
(A(s, t)− C(s, t))

D= sup
t≥0
(Ut − εmt),

where Ut = Zt − (1 + ε)(Zt+∆ − Z∆). A straightforward computation gives
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Var (Ut) = (1 + (1 + ε)2)v(t)− (1 + ε)(v(t−∆) + v(t+∆)) + 2(1 + ε)v(∆).

In the space R we have

f(t)− (1 + ε)(f(t+∆)− f(∆)) = 〈f, Γ (t, ·)− (1 + ε)(Γ (t+∆, ·)− Γ (∆, ·))〉R.

Thus, by our general method, the most probable path of Z creating a queue of
size x at time 0 is

f∗
x(s) = −x+ εmt∗

Var (Ut∗)
(Γ (−t∗, s)− (1 + ε)(Γ (−t∗∆, s)− Γ (−∆, s)),

where t = t∗ > 0 minimizes
(x+ εmt)2

Var (Ut)
.

In fact, the delay in such a system is bounded by ∆. The delay of a “fluid
molecule” entering the system at time t can be expressed as

Dt
.= inf {τ : C(t, t+ τ) ≥ Qt} .

Now,

Qt − C(t, t+ τ) = sup
s≤t
(A(s, t)− (1 + ε)A(s−∆, t−∆))

−(1 + ε)A(t−∆, t−∆+ τ)
= sup

s≤t
(A(s, t)− (1 + ε)A(s−∆, t−∆+ τ)) ≤ 0

for τ ≥ ∆, assuming that At is nondecreasing (which does not hold strictly for
a Gaussian traffic model). (I thank P. Mannersalo for this insight.)

As an example, let us look at some paths in the case of fBm input At =
mt + σZt, where Z is a normalized fBm with self-similarity parameter H. The
figures below were made with ε = 0.1, ∆ = 1, m = 3, σ2 = 1, and H = 0.75.

Figure 6 compares the dynamically varied service with fixed service rate and
same 10% overallocation. It is no surprise that very big queues arise when such
a high load is offered to a fixed capacity server, whereas the queue remains
essentially bounded in the former case (remember that the delays are strictly
bounded). Figure 7 shows lower bound estimates of the complementary distri-
bution functions. Indeed, the distribution tail of the dynamically served queue
decreases very fast (faster than exponentially).

Figure 7 shows the most probable paths of the input rate and the queue of size
4. Note how cleverly our system makes its big (by its scale) queues: in order to
fool the prediction, the input is first very slow and then, when the control cannot
react any more, it suddenly speeds up. The queue path also has a noteworthy
feature: after an input peak, the typical queue first decreases quickly, but then
shifts to much slower decrease, whose slope corresponds to the overhead ε.
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Fig. 6. Queue length processes of a system with prediction based dynamic allocation
with ε = 0.1, ∆ = 1 (left), and a system with fixed service capacity (1+ε)m (right). The
input processes are identical discrete time fBm traces with m = 3, σ2 = 1, H = 0.75.
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Fig. 7. Queue length distribution lower bounds log10 �(x) (see (8)) for a system with
prediction based dynamic allocation with ε = 0.1, ∆ = 1 (squares), and a system with
fixed service capacity (1+ε)m (stars). The input processes are fBm with m = 3, σ2 = 1,
H = 0.75.
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Fig. 8. The most probable path with queue size x = 4 in a system with prediction
based dynamic allocation with ε = 0.1, ∆ = 1. The input process is fBm with m = 3,
σ2 = 1, H = 0.75. Left: rate. Right: queue length.
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6 Conclusion

We have presented a straightforward method for studying various queueing sys-
tems with general Gaussian input traffic. These included priority queues, two-
class GPS queues, and an example of dynamic server capacity allocation.

Using any advanced mathematical tool, it is possible to build expert systems,
which make the analyses in this paper half or fully automatic once the parameters
are given. In particular, the traffic in each class in described simply with mean
rate and the cumulative variance function.

The novel theoretical aspect in this work is that we are looking for approxi-
mations and bounds in a Gaussian space — not large deviation theorems, which
at least “officially” tell only about certain logarithmic limits. Although most
of our quantitative estimates are more or less heuristic, we hope that this new
point of view to queueing phenomena will prove fruitful in rigorous mathematics
also. One of the key challenges may then be understanding the geometry of the
threshold exceedance set in the neighborhood of the most probable path.
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Abstract. The tail asymptotics in an infinite capacity single server
queue serviced at a constant rate and driven by generalmultifractal input
process is presented. It has been shown that in the important subcase
of the monofractal Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) input traffic our
result gives the well-known Weibullian tail. Practical engineering appli-
cations and validation of the results based on the analysis of measured
network traffic have also been presented.

1 Introduction

Teletraffic research papers have reported the high variability and burstiness na-
ture of network traffic in several LAN/WAN environments in the last decade.
Moreover, it seems that most of the measured network traffic exhibits properties
of scale invariance. It means that within a range of scales no characteristic dom-
inant scale can be identified and some statistical properties within this range
are not changing. This remarkable scaling phenomenon called for the fractal
modeling of the investigated LAN/WAN traffic [21,20,9,19].
In the fractal modeling framework long-range dependence (LRD) and self-

similarity have been analyzed intensively, and a number of studies is focused
on how to detect accurately the LRD property and how to estimate the Hurst
parameter [3,2]. LRD is revealed by the power law decay of the autocorrelation
function at large lags, i.e., r(k) ∼ c|k|2H−2, k → ∞, H ∈ (0.5, 1), where c is a
constant [3]. The degree of this slow decay is determined by the Hurst parameter
(H).
A large group of traffic models (Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) models,

FARIMA models, Cox’s M/G/∞ models, on/off models, etc.) to capture LRD
and self-similar properties has also been developed [16]. Among these models
the FBM [17] was found to be a popular parsimonious and tractable model of
traffic aggregation [4,12]. The performance implications of the fractal property
are also addressed in a series of studies [8,7].
After a number of new measurements and deeper analysis of network traffic it

was discovered that the LAN/WAN traffic has a more complex scaling behaviour
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which cannot be described by LRD and self-similarity [21,9]. More precisely, it
has been found that aggregate network traffic is asymptotically self-similar over
time scales of the order of a few hundreds of milliseconds and above but it
exhibits multifractal scaling below this time scale [9]. It has been also pointed
out that the transition from the multifractal to self-similar scaling occurs around
time scales of a typical packet round-trip time in the network [9]. However, some
studies showed that multifractal scaling can also be present even at large time
scales [15]. Therefore the monofractal traffic models (e.g. FBM) are inadequate
to characterize the network traffic and multifractal traffic models with a much
more flexible rule for the scaling law seem to be needed, especially for some
WAN environments. Multifractal models can allow a compact description of a
complex scaling behavior and it can also capture the non-Gaussian character of
network traffic. Multifractal models imply the non-redundant scaling behavior of
moments of many orders. The physical explanations and engineering implications
are also addressed in several papers, e.g. [9].
A stochastic process X(t) is called multifractal [13] if it has stationary incre-

ments and satisfies

E[|X(t)|q] = c(q)tτ(q)+1 (1)

for some positive q, where τ(q) is called the scaling function of multifractality
and c(q) is independent of t. An easy consequence of this definition is that τ(q)
is a concave function [13]. If the scaling function τ(q) is a linear function of q the
process is called monofractal. Multifractality is thus defined as a global property
of the process moments. The definition is very general and it covers a very large
class of processes. Multifractal processes are also called processes with scaling
property.
From a practical point of view queueing analysis of fractal traffic is a very

important issue for network dimensioning and management. Therefore the study
of queueing systems with fractal traffic input is a challenge in queueing theory.
In the recent years the performance of queues with LRD or self-similar input
has been deeply analyzed. A collection of studies has proven that the FBM
based models have a tail queue distribution that decays asymptotically like a
Weibullian law, i.e., P[Q > b] � exp(−δb2−2H), where δ is a positive constant
that depends on the service rate of the queue [17,6]. This important result shows
that queues with FBM input (H > 1/2) have a much slower decay than that of
the exponential.
However, there is a lack of queueing results available in the cases when the in-

put traffic has a more complex scaling behaviour. Especially, queueing systems
with multifractal input are an undiscovered field and only a few results have
been published in the literature. Véhel et al. [22] suggested a cascade model
for TCP traffic based on the retransmission and congestion avoidance mecha-
nisms with no performance analysis. Riedi et al. [19,18] developed a multiscale
queueing analysis in the case of tree-based multiscale input models. Gao et al.
simulated queues fed by multiplicative multifractal processes in [10] but provided
no analytical results. In contrast to these results we consider general multifractal
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process without any restrictions and derive analytical results for the queue tail
asymptotics.
Our aim is to contribute to the queueing theory of multifractal queues and

also to the traffic engineering implications. In this paper we present a novel
analysis of multifractal queues including the tail asymptotics, special cases, and
practical applications.

2 Queueing Model

We consider a simple queueing model: a single server queue in continuous time,
the serving principle for offered work is defined to be FIFO (First In, First Out),
the queue has infinite buffer and constant service rate s. Denote by X(t) the
total size of work arriving to the queue from time instant −t in the past up to
this moment, time instant 0. The so called workload process W (t) is the total
amount of work stored in the buffer in time interval (−t, 0), i.e.,

W (t) = X(t)− st (2)

Our interest, however, is the current buffer length of the queue, denoted by
Q. This is the queue length in the equilibrium state of the queue when the
system has been running for a long time and the initial queue length has no
influence. If this state of the system does exist, i.e., stationarity and ergodicity
of the workload process hold, and the stability condition for the system is also
satisfied, i.e., lim supt E[X(t)]/t < s, then:

Q = sup
t≥0

W (t), (3)

where W (0) is assumed to be 0. This equation is also referred to as Lindley’s
equation.
The input process X(t) is considered as a general multifractal process which

is defined by Eq. 1. This definition, presented by Mandelbrot et al. in [13],
describes multifractal processes in terms of moments which leads to a more
intuitive understanding of multifractality.

3 Approximation for Queue Tail Probabilities

We now state our main proposition:

Proposition 1. The probabilities for the queue tail asymptotic of a single queue-
ing model with general multifractal input is accurately approximated by:

log(P[Q > b]) ≈ min
q>0

log


c(q)

[
b τ0(q)

s(q−τ0(q))

]τ0(q)

[
b q

q−τ0(q)

]q


 , b large (4)

where τ0(q) := τ(q) + 1. The scaling function τ(q) and c(q) are the functions
which define the multifractal input process.
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Proof
Using Lindley’s equation the tail probabilities of queue length can be rewritten
of the form: P[Q > b] = P[supt≥0W (t) > b]. First let consider the quantity
P[W (t) > b]:
Replacing W (t) by Eq. 2 we have

P[W (t) > b] = P[X(t)− st > b]
≤ P[|X(t)| > b+ st] (5)
= P[|X(t)|q > (b+ st)q], for arbitrary q > 0

≤ E[X(t)q]
(b+ st)q

, using Markov’s inequality. (6)

Since the input process is multifractal defined by Eq. 1 then:

P[W (t) > b] ≤ c(q)tτ0(q)

(b+ st)q

⇒ sup
t≥0

P[W (t) > b] ≤ sup
t≥0

c(q)tτ0(q)

(b+ st)q
=: sup

t≥0
f(t). (7)

The straightforward derivation of f(t) shows that it has a maximal value at
t = bτ0(q)

s[q−τ0(q)]
> 0. Therefore

sup
t≥0

P[W (t) > b] ≤ sup
t≥0

f(t) = c(q)

[
b τ0(q)

s(q−τ0(q))

]τ0(q)

[
b q

q−τ0(q)

]q

⇒ log
(
sup
t≥0

P[W (t) > b]
)

≤ log


c(q)

[
b τ0(q)

s(q−τ0(q))

]τ0(q)

[
b q

q−τ0(q)

]q


 , for arbitrary q > 0

⇒ log
(
sup
t≥0

P[W (t) > b]
)

≤ min
q>0

log


c(q)

[
b τ0(q)

s(q−τ0(q))

]τ0(q)

[
b q

q−τ0(q)

]q


 . (8)

For a large class of stochastic processes (including FBM) the following limit
holds [11]:

lim
b→∞

log(P[Q > b])
log(supt≥0P[W (t) > b])

= 1. (9)

In addition,
log(P[Q > b]) ≥ log(sup

t≥0
P[W (t) > b]), (10)

then the right-hand side of Eq. 8 is a upper bound of a lower bound on log(P[Q >
b]). The used inequalities in Eq. 10 and Eq. 6 become tight for finite large b.
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Thus our approximation for the queue tail asymptotics is the following:

log(P[Q > b]) ≈ min
q>0

log


c(q)

[
b τ0(q)

s(q−τ0(q))

]τ0(q)

[
b q

q−τ0(q)

]q


 , b large.

�
For positive multifractal processes, i.e. X(t) > 0, Eq. 5 is an equality. In

addition, the approximation in Eq. 10 and the inequality in Eq. 6 turn to be
more accurate approximations as b tends to infinity. Thus the presented approx-
imation is supposed to be asymptotically tight. The tightness and accuracy of
the approximation is also experimentally investigated in Section V.
Considering the formula in Eq. 4 we see that it has an implicit form and just

the given form of the functions c(q) and τ(q) can provide the final result. The
reason behind this is that the definition for the class of multifractal processes
gives no restrictions for the functions c(q) and τ(q) (beyond that τ(q) is concave).
Our conjecture is that the analysis of queueing systems with general multifractal
input may produce some similar general results. It means that there is no general
queueing behaviour for these systems as the Weibullian decay in the case of
Gaussian self-similar processes [17]. An actual multifractal model will determine,
for example, the queue length probabilities of the system.

4 Applications

4.1 Fractional Brownian Motion

As a simple application first we consider a monofractal Gaussian process, called
Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM). FBM is self-similar which is a simple case
of monofractality and it is also Gaussian. The increment process of FBM is called
Fractional Gaussian Noise (FGN). Queueing analysis of a single queue with FBM
input is first presented by Norros [17] which showed the Weibullian decay for the
asymptotic tail behaviour, i.e., P[X > x] ∼ exp(−γxβ) with β ≤ 1. This result is
also justified by Large Deviation techniques in [6]. Applying this input process
model to our formula should show its use and robustness when comparing to
these available results.
First we prove that any Gaussian process with scaling property is in the class

of monofractal processes. Furthermore we give the explicit forms for τ(q) and
c(q).
Consider the following lemma:

Lemma 1. A Gaussian process with scaling property is monofractal with pa-
rameters {

τ(q) = q
2 [τ(2) + 1]− 1

c(q) = [2c(2)]q/2
√

π
Γ

(
q+1
2

)
,

where Γ (·) denotes the Gamma function, Γ (z) = ∫ +∞
0 xz−1 exp−x dx, z > 0.

The proof of this Lemma is provided in [5].
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Turning back to our case of FBM with c(2) = 1 and τ(2) = 2H − 1 where H
is referred to as the Hurst parameter, we have{

τ(q) = qH − 1
c(q) = 2q/2√

π
Γ

(
q+1
2

)
.

Insert these two functions into our formula in Eq.4 we get

log(P[Q > b]) ≈ log


min

q>0



2q/2
√
π
Γ

(
q + 1
2

) (
bH

s(1−H)

)qH

(
b

1−H

)q





 =: log(min

q>o
g(q)).

The minimum value of the g(q) for q > 0 function can be easily determined by
taking its derivatives. The result is the following:

log(P[Q > b]) ≈ log(min
q>o

g(q)) = log

(
1√
π

Γ
(
Ψ−1 (logK)

)
KΨ−1(log K)−1/2

)
=: log(TFBM (H, s, b)),

(11)
where K = K(H, s, b) = 1

2b
2(1−H)s2H(1−H)−2(1−H)H−2H , Ψ(·) is the digamma

function, Ψ(x) = d
dx logΓ (x) =

Γ ′(x)
Γ (x) , and Ψ

−1(·) denotes the inverse function
of Ψ(·).

 

log[-logTFBM(b)] 

log(b) 

s=1 
H=0.8 

Fig. 1. By setting fixed values for H and s,
the line in the log-log plot of − log TFBM (b)
versus b clearly shows the Weibullian decay
for TFBM (H, s, b).

 

log[TFBM(b)] 

LD formula 

s=2 
H=0.9 

Fig. 2. Our approximation compared to
the Large Deviation technique result.

The TFBM (H, s, b) function is quite complex with the presence of Gamma,
digamma, and its inverse function. However, we have quite a good approximation
of TFBM (H, s, b):
Proposition 2. The approximation

1√
π

Γ
(
Ψ−1 (log x)

)
xΨ−1(log x)−1/2 ≈ exp(−x) (12)

holds for large x, x > 0.
The proof and the precise sense of this approximation can be found in [5].
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Applying this approximation we find that the queue tail for the FBM case
satisfies:

log (TFBM (H, s, b)) ≈ −1
2
b2(1−H)s2H(1−H)−2(1−H)H−2H , b large. (13)

Eq. 13 shows the Weibullian decay of this queue which was first recognized and
proven by Norros [17]. Numerical evaluations of the result are presented in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2. In Fig. 1 we fix the values of H and s and then calculate the values of
the queue tail approximation TFBM (H, s, b) versus the queue size b and then plot
it in the log-log scale. The linearity of the plot also demonstrates the Weibullian
decay.
Now we compare our result to the result obtained by Duffield and O’Connell.

The asymptotic formula for queue tail probabilities provided by Large Deviation
technique presented in [6] is

lim
b→∞

b−2(1−H) logP[Q > b] = − inf
c>0

c−2(1−H) (c+ s)
2

2

⇔ logP[Q > b] → −1
2
b2(1−H)s2H(1−H)−2(1−H)H−2H , as b → ∞, (14)

where s also denotes the service rate. Therefore we can conclude that our ap-
proximation yields the Large Deviation result, see Eq. 13 and Eq. 14. The two
results are depicted in Fig. 2 and we can see that the plots almost coincide for
all calculated values of the queue size.
Our conclusions can be summarized in two main points: (i) the asymptotic

tail approximation for the case of FBM has Weibullian decay; (ii) this result is
also consistent with the formula presented by Norros [17] and by Duffield et al.
with Large Deviation technique [6].
In the case of H = 1/2 (Brownian Motion) the above formula results in

logP[Q > b] ≈ −2sb/σ2 where σ2 denotes the variance of the process, which
is in agreement with the queueing formula known from the theory of Gaussian
processes [14,6].

4.2 Practical Solutions

We show here the practical use of the formula. Assume that we are interested
in the behaviour of the tail of the steady-state buffer occupancy (queue length)
distribution at a specific multiplexer in our network. The first step should be
the fine resolution measurements of the input process. We also assume that the
input process exhibits multifractal scaling properties. Then the scaling function
τ(q) and the function c(q) can be estimated from the collected data for some
available parameters q > 0. We emphasize the importance of the function c(q)
as the quantity factor of multifractal processes which is sometimes neglected in a
number of studies dealing with multiscaling properties of the high-speed network
traffic. The scaling function τ(q) defines only the quality of multiscaling and it
is not enough for the description of a multifractal model and therefore for the
analysis of queueing models with multifractal input processes.
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Now we suggest two practical methods for the approximation of the queue
tail distribution:

1. Given the service rate s and the two sets {c(q)} and {τ(q)}, using Eq. 4 the
approximation of log(P[Q > b]) can be computed for each value of b. This
method is very simple but it is the more useful from network planning and
capacity dimensioning point of view since we are only interested in some
values of the tail probabilities. We mainly focus on the practical use of this
method in this study.

2. The input process is fitted to a multifractal model. The two measured sets of
c(q) and τ(q) are fitted by c̃(q) and τ̃(q). Then the analysis of the Eq. 4 with
these functions can result in simple closed form of the queue tail probabilities.
We use this method when studying the queue tail behaviour of a multifractal
model.

5 Queueing Analysis

In this section we show the validation for the mentioned practical solution pre-
sented above by the queueing analysis of some real traffic traces. We also provide
a simple method for estimation of multiscaling functions c(q) and τ(q).

5.1 Simple Method for Multiscaling Functions Estimation

The full description of a multifractal model involves both c(q) and the scaling
function τ(q). We present here a simple method for testing of scaling properties
and also for the estimation of these functions.
The definition of multifractal processes (Eq. 1) claims the stationarity condi-

tion for the increments. Therefore it is easy to verify the following relation for the
moments of the increments: E[|Z(�t)|q] = c(q)(�t)τ(q)+1 = c(q)(�t)τ0(q), q > 0,
where Z(�t) denotes the increment process of time sample�t. Thus E[|Z(m�t)|q]
= c(q)(m�t)τ0(q), q > 0 also holds for m = 1, 2, . . .
Choose �t as the time unit, then

logE[|Z(m)|q] = τ0(q) logm+ log c(q), q > 0. (15)

Based on this property, the method is the following: Given a data series of a
process increments Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn and define its corresponding real aggregated
sequence {Z(m)} of the aggregation level m by

Z
(m)
k = Z(k−1)m+1 + Z(k−1)m+2 + . . .+ Zkm, k,m = 1, 2, . . . (16)

If the sequence {Zk} has scaling property then the plot of absolute moments
E[|Z(m)|q] versus m on a log-log plot should be a straight line due to Eq. 15.
The slope of the straight line provides the estimate of τ0(q) and the intercept is
the value for log c(q). The illustration of the method can be seen in Fig. 3.
Note that we have no need to estimate c(q) and τ0(q) for all positive value of

q, which is an impossible task. In fact, the largest value of q we should consid-
ered depends on the interested finite queue length of the involved queue length
probability, see below.
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Fig. 3. A simple method for scaling test
and the estimation of c(q) and the scaling
function τ(q).
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Fig. 4. Theoretical queue tail probability
at each value of queue size b is the mini-
mum of log T ∗(s, b).

5.2 Analysis Results

Our results have been first validated by simulation of multifractal cascades [5].
We have also carried out analysis of several measured IP packet arrival traffic
traces (DEC-PKT-1, DEC-PKT-2, and DEC-PKT-3) obtained from the Inter-
net Traffic Archive [1]. In this paper we present only two typical cases, i.e.,
monofractal (DEC-PKT-2) and multifractal traffic (DEC-PKT-3). The analysis
validates the use of our approximation in a single queue with constant service
rate and general multifractal input.
Figure 5(a) shows the plot of absolute moments of the aggregated sets of the

set DEC-PKT-3 versus the aggregation level in a log-log plot for some values
of moment q. The linearity of the plots observed in the figure clearly indicates
the scaling property of this data set. After applying the estimation method we
presented in the previous subsection we get the two sets of estimated τ0(q) and
c(q) which are drawn in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) (we estimate log c(q) instead of
c(q)). The plot of the function τ0(q) = τ(q)+1 is a concave curve which suggests
the multifractal property of DEC-PKT-3.
We then make a comparison between our approximation and the queueing

simulation of real data traces to validate the use of the formula in practice. The
approximation for probabilities of queue tail presented in Proposition 1 can be
rewritten in the form

logP[Q > b] ≈ min
q>0

{
log c(q) + τ0(q) log

bτ0(q)
s(q − τ0(q))

− q log
bq

q − τ0(q)

}
=: min

q>0
{log T ∗(s, b)} = T (s, b). (17)

For the sake of calculation simplicity we choose the service rate such that s = 1.
The lower curve in Fig. 5(d) shows the simulation result of the DEC-PFT-3 data
set. Using Eq. 17 the value of the logarithmic tail probability at each concerned
value of queue size b is taken by the numerical minimization of log T ∗(s, b) with
the estimated sets {c(q)} and {τ0(q)}. An example is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Analysis results of the DEC-PKT-3 data set.

In addition, we do not need to plot log T ∗(s, b) at each value of q to find
its minimum. A simple program routine can do it for all concerned value of b
at once. Our theoretical tail probabilities are on the upper curve in Fig. 5. As
comparing with the simulation result which is seen in the same figure we found
that it has the similar shape and becomes tight as b increases. This validates our
result.
We have performed the same analysis with an other data set DEC-PFK-

2. The results are summarized in Fig. 6. The DEC-PKT-2 data set, however,
has the exact monofractal structure and can be well modelled by statistical self-
similarity with Hurst parameterH = 0.8. Our queueing model deals with general
multifractal input so it also involves the case of monofractal processes. Thus it
is not surprising that the analysis also provides the correct queueing results in
this case.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we studied the queueing performance of a single server infinite
capacity queue with a constant service rate fed by general multifractal input
process. We have provided the following results:
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Fig. 6. Analysis results of the DEC-PKT-2 data set.

(i) We derived an asymptotic approximation of the steady-state queue length
probabilities.

(ii) We showed that our results gives the well-known Weibullian queue tail in
case of the monofractal Fractional Brownian Motion input process.

(iii) We proved that the class of Gaussian processes with scaling properties is
limited to monofractal processes.

(iv) We demonstrated the practical applicability of our approximation and vali-
dated the method by queueing analysis of both multifractal and monofractal
network traffic cases.

There are several interesting topics for further research. Based on the multi-
fractal process characterization one of our goal is to build a multifractal traffic
model parameterized by the multifractal functions. We also intend to carry out
more multifractal analyses of measured LAN/WAN traffic with corresponding
performance analysis.
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Abstract. In this paper we consider some models for contention reso-
lution in cable networks, in case the contention pertains to requests and
is carried out by means of contention trees. More specifically, we study
a number of variants of the standard machine repair model, that differ
in the service order at the repair facility. Considered service orders are
First Come First Served, Random Order of Service, and Gated Random
Order of Service. For these variants, we study the sojourn time at the
repair facility. In the case of the free access protocol for contention trees,
the first two moments of the access delay in contention are accurately
represented by those of the sojourn time at the repair facility under Ran-
dom Order of Service. In the case of the blocked access protocol, Gated
Random Order of Service is shown to be more appropriate.

1 Introduction

Cable networks are currently being upgraded to support bidirectional data trans-
port, see e.g. van Driel et al. [1]. The system is thus extended with an ’upstream’
channel to complement the ’downstream’ channel that is already present. This
upstream channel is time slotted and shared among many stations so that con-
tention resolution is essential for upstream data transport. An efficient way to
carry out the upstream data transport is via a request-grant mechanism, like
in Digital Video Broadcasting [2]: stations request data slots in contention with
other stations via contention trees. After a successful request, data transfer fol-
lows in reserved slots, not in contention with other stations.

A tractable model for the access delay due to this request procedure is an
essential step toward a better understanding of such a request-grant mechanism,
and expressions for the first moments of the distribution of the access delay
are particularly relevant. However, the performance analysis of contention trees,
see Mathys and Flajolet [3] or Tsybakov [4], has been carried out under the
assumption of a Poisson source model. This does not easily lead to properties
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of the closed model for a finite number of stations that is appropriate when
contention trees are used for reservation.

The machine repair model, also known as the computer terminal model or as
the time sharing system (e.g. Kleinrock [5], Section 4.11; Bertsekas and Gallager
[6], Example 3.22), is one of the key performance models that assumes a finite
input population. Therefore, it is a promising model for contention resolution
using contention trees. The basic model is as follows. There are N machines
working in parallel. After a working period a machine breaks down and joins
the repair queue. At the repair facility, a single repairman repairs the machines
according to some service discipline. Once repaired, a machine starts working
again. In the basic model, the distribution of both the working time and the
repair time of machines is assumed to be exponential and the service discipline
at the repair facility is assumed to be First Come First Served (FCFS).

In this paper, we show that the machine repair model can be an appropri-
ate model for contention resolution in cable networks for the case that so-called
Capetanakis-Tsybakov contention trees are used for reservation (see [7,8]). It
turns out that the average time spent in contention resolution, obtained via
simulations, matches the average sojourn time at the repair facility in the ba-
sic machine repair model almost perfectly. However, the basic model fails to
accurately predict the variance of the time spent in contention resolution.

Closer inspection of contention trees reveals a possible source for this mis-
match. Contention trees, to be described in Section 2, deviate from queues with
a FCFS discipline in that each station in a given group has the same probability
of being served, irrespective of the instant at which it entered the group. This
suggests that variants of the basic machine repair model are needed to obtain
a more appropriate model for the time spent in contention resolution, and that
these variants should have some randomness built into their service discipline.
In this paper, we consider two such variants.

Firstly, we consider the machine repair model as described above with a
random order of service (ROS) discipline. Here, after a repair, the next machine
to be repaired is chosen randomly from the machines in the repair queue. We
analyse the sojourn time distribution at the repair queue for this model by
exploiting a close relationship with the machine repair model considered in Mitra
[9], in which the service discipline at the repair facility is processor sharing (PS).

We shall see that the variance of the sojourn time under ROS gives an accu-
rate prediction of the access delay of requests in contention, when the so-called
free access protocol is used. However, the prediction is not accurate in case of the
so-called blocked access protocol. For that protocol, we consider an extension of
the machine repair model. In this extension, machines that broke down are first
gathered in a waiting room before they are put in random order in the actual
repair queue at the instants that this repair queue becomes empty. In the sequel
this service discipline will be called gated random order of service (GROS). For
the GROS service discipline, just as for the ROS discipline, the average sojourn
time at the repair facility is identical to the average sojourn time in case of the
FCFS discipline – which, as mentioned above, accurately matches the mean time
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spent in contention resolution. Hence, the emphasis of our analysis will be on
obtaining an (approximate) expression for the variance of the sojourn time at
the repair facility.

It is appropriate to comment briefly on the relevance of the variance of the
access delay in contention resolution. Firstly, low variability implies low jitter.
As such, access variability is a key performance measure in itself. However, the
main reason for studying the variance of the access delay is that it is needed
in understanding the total average waiting time in cable networks. This follows
from the request grant mechanism employed, as explained in the first paragraph
of this introduction. Data transfer in cable networks consists of two stages. In
the first stage, bandwidth for data transfer is being requested via the contention
procedure. Once successfully transmitted, the requests queue up in a second
queue. In this queue, the service time distribution is given by the distribution
of the number of packets for which transfer is being requested. Now, due to
the phenomenon of request merging, which will be described in more detail in
Section 2, the number of packets being requested depends on the time spent in
contention so that the variance of the service time depends on the variance of
the access delay in the contention resolution. Clearly, the variance of the service
time is needed to estimate the average waiting time in this second queue. In the
present paper we concentrate on the first stage; to analyze the overall delay is a
topic for further study.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
contention resolution process using contention trees in more detail. In Section 3
we review some of the properties of the basic machine repair model. Moreover,
we derive expressions for the first two moments of the steady state sojourn time
distribution. The machine repair model with ROS service discipline is considered
in Section 4. Here, we first relate the model with ROS service discipline to the
model with PS. After that, we briefly review the main results from Mitra [9]
for the model with PS. In Section 5, we give an approximate derivation of the
moments of the sojourn time in the model with GROS service discipline. In
Section 6 we present numerical results which show that the models of Section 4
and 5 can be used to approximate the sojourn time for contention resolution in
cable networks using contention trees.

2 Access via Contention Trees

Tree algorithms are a popular tool to provide access to a channel that is time
slotted and shared among many stations. These algorithms and their many vari-
ants are also referred to as stack algorithms or splitting algorithms; we refer to
Bertsekas and Gallager [6], Section 4.3, for a survey. In this paper, we will confine
attention to the basic ternary tree, illustrated in Figure 1. The basic tree consists
of nodes, and each of these nodes comprises three slots of the access channel. A
collision occurs if more than one station attempts a transmission in a slot. These
collisions are then resolved by recursively splitting the set of colliding stations,
plus possible newcomers as explained below, into three disjoint subgroups. For
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0 1 1

c c 1

c c 0 1 1 0

1 0 1

c 1 0

Fig. 1. Basic tree algorithm: slots of the
tree with a collision (c) are recursively
split until all slots are empty (0) or have
a successful transmission (1)

Channel c c 1 c c 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 c 1 0 1 0 1}
Fig. 2. Same tree as in Figure 1, with a
breadth first ordering of the nodes

this, usually, a random mechanism is employed. This splitting continues until all
tree slots are either empty or contain a successful transmission. This splitting
process can be thought of as a tree, but takes place in time slots of the commu-
nication channel devoted to the contention resolution, so that the nodes of the
tree must be time ordered. For this, we will use the breadth first ordering, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

This basic tree algorithm must be complemented with a ’channel access pro-
tocol’ that describes the procedure to be followed by stations that have data to
transmit and that are not already contending in the tree. We consider two such
access protocols: free access and blocked access. In the former protocol, access
to the tree is free and any station can transmit a request in the next node of
the tree, as soon as it has data to transmit. In the latter protocol, the tree is
blocked so that new stations can only transmit requests in the root node of the
tree that is started as soon as the current tree has been completed.

The stations exhibit the following behaviour:

– A station becomes active in the contention process upon generation of a
data packet. In case of free access it will then transmit a request in the next
tree node, randomly choosing one of the three slots in this node. In case of
blocked access it will wait for the next new tree to be started and transmit
its request in one of the slots of the root node of this tree.

– A station stays active until its request has been successfully transmitted.
– While active, the station can update its request (request merging). Hence,

packets generated at such an active station do not cause extra requests.
– After successful transmission of the request, the station becomes inactive, to

become active again upon the generation of a new data packet.

Note that request merging implies that the number of stations that can be
active in contention is bounded. Exactly this property makes results on the
performance of contention trees in open models, as investigated in e.g. Mathys
and Flajolet [3] or Tsybakov [4], less relevant to contention resolution in cable
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networks. This property also explains the approach in this paper, which approx-
imates the access delay in transmitting a request by means of the sojourn time
in a machine repair model.

3 Properties of the Basic Machine Repair Model

First we introduce some notation and quote some properties of the basic machine
repair model. The total number of machines in the system is denoted by N . The
machines work in parallel and break down, independently, after an exponentially
distributed working period with parameter λ. Machines that broke down queue
up in the repair queue, where they are served FCFS by a single repairman. The
repair times of machines are exponentially distributed with parameter µ.

With the random variables X and Y we denote the steady state number
of machines that are in QW (i.e., are working) and that are in QR (i.e., are in
repair), respectively. Clearly, the number of working machines and the number of
machines in repair evolve as Markov processes. Their steady state distributions
are (in fact even for generally distributed working periods, cf. [5,10]):

Pr(X = k) = Pr(Y = N − k) =
ρk/k!∑N
i=0 ρ

i/i!
, k = 0, . . . , N, (1)

where ρ := µ/λ. For the mean and variance of X and Y we have

E(X) = ρ(1 −BN (ρ)), E(Y ) = N − E(X), (2)
var(X) = var(Y ) = E(X) − ρBN (ρ)[N − E(X)], (3)

where BN (ρ) denotes Erlang’s loss probability, which is given by

BN (ρ) =
ρN/N !∑N
i=0 ρ

i/i!
. (4)

Indeed, it is well known that the number of operative machines has the same
distribution as the number of busy lines in the classical Erlang loss model.

We now turn to the moments of the sojourn time of an arbitrary machine at
the repair facility. To this end, consider the time epoch at which an arbitrary
machine breaks down and jumps to the repair queue. Stochastic quantities re-
lated to this instant will be denoted by a subscript 1. Thus X1 is the number
of working machines at this instant, and Y1 is the number of machines in repair
at this instant. From the arrival theorem, see Sevcik and Mitrani [11], it follows
that the distributions of X1 and Y1 are given by (1), with N replaced by N − 1:

Pr(X1 = k) = Pr(Y1 = N − 1 − k) =
ρk/k!∑N−1

i=0 ρi/i!
, k = 0, . . . , N − 1. (5)

The sojourn time of an arbitrary machine at the repair facility equals its own
repair time plus the sum of the repair times of the machines already present at
the repair facility. Thus, denoting this sojourn time by S, we have that
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S =
Y1+1∑
i=1

Bi, (6)

with Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , a sequence of independent, exponentially distributed ran-
dom variables with parameter µ. Equation (6) enables us to obtain the Laplace-
Stieltjes transform (LST) of the sojourn time at the repair facility (see also [10]).
Here, however, we are mainly interested in the first two moments of the sojourn
time. These can be obtained by consideration of the moments of the random
sum, i.e.,

E(SFCFS) =
1
µ

(N − ρ(1 −BN−1(ρ))), (7)

var(SFCFS) =
1
µ2

(N − ρBN−1(ρ)[N − 1 − ρ(1 −BN−1(ρ))]) . (8)

Now, for N large and N >> µ/λ, BN (ρ) goes to zero like ρN/N !. Hence, in that
case, the following are extremely sharp approximations:

E(SFCFS) ≈ N

µ
− 1
λ
, var(SFCFS) ≈ N

µ2
. (9)

In Sections 4 and 5 we shall study the sojourn time distribution at QR under
the assumption that the service discipline at that queue is Random Order of
Service (ROS) and Gated Random Order of Service (GROS), respectively. The
mean sojourn time in QR is the same under FCFS, ROS and GROS; this is a
direct consequence of Little’s formula and the fact that the distribution of the
number of customers in QR is the same for any work-conserving service discipline
that does not pay attention to the actual service requests of customers. We
therefore focus in particular on the variance of the sojourn time in QR. Formula
(9) shows that for the FCFS discipline, asymptotically, this variance is linear
in the number of machines and does not depend on λ, the parameter of the
distribution of the working times.

4 The Model with ROS Service Discipline

Again we consider the basic machine repair model, but now the service discipline
at QR is random order of service. For reasons that will soon become clear, we
assume that the system contains not N but N + 1 machines. The main goals of
this section are: (i) to determine the LST of the waiting time distribution at QR,
(ii) to relate this distribution to the sojourn time distribution at QR in case the
service discipline is PS instead of ROS, and (iii) to determine the asymptotic
behaviour of the variance of the waiting (and sojourn) time at QR under the
ROS discipline.

Consider a tagged machine, C, at the instant it arrives at QR. Let SROS

(WROS) denote the steady state sojourn (waiting) time of C at QR. SROS is
the sum of WROS and a service time that is independent of WROS , and hence
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we can concentrate on WROS . We denote by Y (N+1)
1 the number of machines in

QR, as seen by C upon arrival in QR. Introduce

φj(ω) := E[e−ωWROS |Y (N+1)
1 = j + 1], Re ω ≥ 0, j = 0, . . . , N − 1.

We can write, for Re ω ≥ 0,

E[e−ωWROS |WROS > 0] =
N−1∑
j=0

P(Y (N+1)
1 = j + 1|Y (N+1)

1 > 0)φj(ω). (10)

The following set of N equations for the N unknown functions
φ0(ω), . . . , φN−1(ω) holds:

φj(ω) =
µ+ (N − j − 1)λ

µ+ (N − j − 1)λ+ ω
[

(N − j − 1)λ
µ+ (N − j − 1)λ

φj+1(ω)

+
µ

µ+ (N − j − 1)λ
(

1
j + 1

+
j

j + 1
φj−1(ω))]. (11)

Notice that the pre-factors of φ−1(ω) and φN (ω) equal zero. Formula (11) can
be understood in the following way. The pre-factor (µ + (N − j − 1)λ)/(µ +
(N − j − 1)λ + ω) is the LST of the time until the first ‘event’: Either an
arrival at QR or a departure from QR. An arrival occurs first with probability
(N − j − 1)λ/(µ+ (N − j − 1)λ). In this event, the memoryless property of the
exponential working and repair times implies that the tagged machine C sees
the system as if it only now arrives at QR, meeting j + 2 other machines there.
A departure occurs first with probability µ/(µ + (N − j − 1)λ). In this event,
C is with probability 1/(j + 1) the one to leave the waiting room and enter the
service position; if it does not leave, it sees QR as if it only now arrives, meeting
j other machines there.

We can use (11) to obtain numerical values of E(WROS |WROS > 0) and
var(WROS |WROS > 0). Formula (11) can also be used to study this mean and
variance asymptotically, for N → ∞. In fact, for this purpose we can also use
the analysis given by Mitra [9] for a strongly related model: The machine-repair
model with processor sharing at QR and with N (instead of N + 1) machines.
Denote the LST of the sojourn time distribution of a machine meeting j machines
at QR, in the case of processor sharing, by ψj(ω). A careful study of Formula (11)
and the explanation following it reveals that exactly the same set of equations
holds for ψj(ω), if in the PS case there are not N + 1 but N machines in the
system. Not only do we have φj(ω) = ψj(ω), j = 0, . . . , N −1, but it also follows
from (5) that P(Y (N+1)

1 = j + 1|Y (N+1)
1 > 0) = P(Y (N)

1 = j), j = 0, . . . , N − 1.
The above equalities, combined with (10), imply that WROS , conditionally upon
it being positive, in the machine-repair system with N+1 machines, has the same
distribution as the sojourn time under processor sharing in the corresponding
system with N machines. Adding a superscript (N) for the case of a machine-
repair system with N machines, we can write:

P(S(N)
PS > t) = P(W (N+1)

ROS > t|W (N+1)
ROS > 0). (12)
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This equivalence result between ROS and PS may be viewed as a special case of
a more general result in [12] (see [13] for another special case).

Using (12), it is easily verified that, for the machine repair model with N ma-
chines, ESROS = ESPS = ESFCFS , just as indicated in Section 3. Multiplication
by t and integration over t in (12) yields:

var(S(N)
PS ) =

var(W (N+1)
ROS )

P(W (N+1)
ROS > 0)

, (13)

where P(W (N+1)
ROS > 0) is easily obtained from (1). If N is large and N > µ/λ,

then P(W (N+1)
ROS = 0) is negligibly small. The previous formula hence implies:

For N → ∞, var(S(N)
PS ) ∼ var(W (N)

ROS) – and hence also var(S(N)
PS ) ∼ var(S(N)

ROS).
For an asymptotic analysis of EW (N)

ROS and var(W (N)
ROS) we can thus immedi-

ately apply corresponding asymptotics of Mitra [9] for the PS-variant. Mitra [9]
shows that SPS is hyper-exponentially distributed. This, in turn, immediately
implies that (see Proposition 12 in [9]),

var(SPS) ≥ (ESPS)2. (14)

Hence var(SPS) = O(N2) for N → ∞, which sharply contrasts with the O(N)
behavior for FCFS (cf. (9)).

5 The Model with GROS Service Discipline

In this section, we consider the model with GROS service discipline as described
in Section 1. Again, we let Y denote the number of machines in the total waiting
area (i.e. waiting room plus waiting queue). Obviously the distribution of Y
equals the distribution of the number of machines in the repair queue in the
standard model described in Section 3, and is given by (1).

We will now consider the sojourn time until repair, SGROS , of an arbitrary
(tagged) machine for the model with GROS service discipline. Observe that

SGROS =
Y

(1)
1∑

i=1

B
(1)
i +

Y
(2)
1 +1∑
i=1

B
(2)
i . (15)

Here, the random variables B(1)
i and B

(2)
i are independent, exponentially dis-

tributed service times with parameter µ. The random variable Y (1)
1 is the number

of machines in the waiting queue (including the one in repair) at the instant that
the tagged machine breaks down. The random variable Y (2)

1 + 1 equals the ran-
dom position allocated to the tagged machine in the waiting queue at the instant
it is moved from the waiting room to the waiting queue.

This model is not a closed product-form network, so that an exact analy-
sis of the sojourn time is considerably more difficult than the analysis for the
models considered above. However, a particularly easy approximation of the first
moments can be obtained, if one makes the following two assumptions:
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– The two components of SGROS in (15) are uncorrelated.
– The random variables Y (1)

1 and Y (2)
1 are uniformly distributed on 0, 1, · · · , Y1,

where the random variable Y1 is as defined in Section 3.

Neither assumption is strictly valid; however, for the case considered in which
Nλ > µ and N large, they appear to be good approximations. Using (15) and
the fact that BN (ρ) → 0 like ρN/N ! for N large and N >> µ/λ, see above (9),
it follows that

var(SGROS) ≈ 1
µ2

[
(N − µ/λ)2/6 + (4N − 2µ/λ)/3

]
. (16)

Thus, for large N , the GROS variance is much larger than the variance in the
machine repair model with the FCFS service discipline. However, it is consider-
ably smaller than the variance in the machine repair model with the ROS service
discipline.

6 A Comparison

We now turn to a comparison of the access delay due to contention resolution and
the sojourn time in the variants of the machine repair model. In this comparison,
we will confine ourselves to the first two moments of the various distributions:
we consider first moments in Section 6.1 and standard deviations in Section 6.2.

The procedures for contention resolution were described in Section 2, and the
access delay due to contention resolution is the delay experienced by stations that
use contention trees for reservation. More formally, it is defined as the number
of tree slots elapsed from the instant a station becomes active until the instant
its request is successfully transmitted. As already indicated in Section 2, there
are no closed form expressions for the moments of the distribution of the access
delay. Hence, these are obtained via simulation. In these simulations, the stations
execute the procedure outlined in Section 2. Thus, we use a source model in which
each of a finite number, N , of stations generates packets according to a Poisson
process with rate λ, independently of the other stations.

The average delays thus obtained are denoted ÊSF and ÊSB , for the ’free’
and ’blocked’ channel access protocol respectively. Likewise, the estimated stan-
dard deviations are denoted by σ̂F and σ̂B . The ’hat’ serves as a reminder that
the moments are estimated from a simulation. We use 1000 trees in each simu-
lation.

The moments of the sojourn time of the various machine repair models have
been obtained in Sections 3 to 5. In utilizing the results from these sections, we
will use µ = log(3) for the rate of the service time distribution. The motiva-
tion behind this value is in Janssen and de Jong ([14], Eq. 26-27). They show
that the average number of nodes to complete a tree with n contenders is well
approximated by n/ log(3).
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Table 1. Average access delay for reservation with free tree, ÊSF , with blocked tree,
ÊSB , and expected sojourn time for the machine repair model, ES, for number of
stations N , and total traffic intensity Λ

N = 100 N = 200 N = 1000
Λ ÊSF ÊSB ES ÊSF ÊSB ES ÊSF ÊSB ES

2.5 43.0 50.1 51.0 86.0 101.3 102.0 429.1 509.4 510.0
5.0 63.0 70.5 71.0 125.9 141.5 142.0 629.9 710.8 710.0

10.0 73.1 80.5 81.0 146.0 161.6 162.0 729.7 811.2 810.0
16.5 77.1 84.5 84.9 154.5 169.5 169.9 824.9 848.5 850.0

6.1 First Moments

The average access delays for the tree models and the expected sojourn time
for the machine repair model are given in Table 1. There is only one entry in
the table corresponding to the expected sojourn time, as it is the same for all
variants of the machine repair model considered. In the table, we have varied
the number of stations, N , and the total traffic intensity Λ := Nλ. The primary
purpose of this table is to compare average access delay with expected sojourn
time. Whence, the intensities are chosen so that Λ is well above µ, which is the
case most relevant to access in cable networks.

From the figures we can draw various conclusions. Firstly, and most impor-
tantly, we observe that the expected sojourn time in the machine repair model
provides an excellent approximation to the average access delay for reservation
with contention trees. The agreement with the figures obtained via simulations
with blocked access is almost perfect; the agreement with the results for free
access is less good. The former result is closely related to a result in Denteneer
and Pronk [15] on the average number of contenders in a contention tree.

Secondly, we see that free access is a more efficient access protocol than
blocked access in that the average access delay with the former is smaller than
the average delay with the latter. This result parallels the result for the open
model and the Poisson source model, as graphically illustrated in Figure 16 of
Mathys and Flajolet [3]. The considered variants of the machine repair model
all lead to the same expected sojourn time and are apparently not sufficiently
detailed as models to capture the first moment differences between the blocked
and the free access protocols.

Finally, we observe that all quantities investigated in Table 1 depend approx-
imately linearly on the number of stations (for the cases with N >> µ/λ).

6.2 Standard Deviations

We next turn to a numerical comparison of the standard deviations in the various
models. These are given in Table 2, again for different N and Λ.
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Table 2. Standard deviations of the access delay for reservation with free tree, σ̂F ,
with blocked tree, σ̂B , and standard deviations for the basic machine repair model, σ,
the ROS machine repair model, σROS , and the GROS machine repair model, σGROS

for number of stations N , and total traffic intensity Λ

N = 100 N = 1000
Tree Repair Tree Repair

Λ σ̂F σ̂B σ σROS σGROS σ̂F σ̂B σ σROS σGROS

2.5 46.1 19.5 9.1 50.45 22.8 429.1 185.1 28.8 509.64 210.4
5.0 68.0 26.7 9.1 70.18 30.6 629.9 261.6 28.8 709.39 291.7

10.0 78.4 30.4 9.1 80.13 34.6 729.7 299.2 28.8 809.34 332.4
16.5 83.2 31.5 9.1 84.06 36.2 786.6 310.6 28.8 848.73 348.4

Several conclusions can be drawn from the table. Firstly, we observe that the
standard deviation in either tree model changes with traffic intensity and grows
approximately linearly with the number of stations. Neither of these properties
is captured by the basic machine repair model; there, the standard deviation of
the sojourn time is independent of the traffic intensity and grows only with the
square root of the number of stations in the model.

Secondly, the standard deviation of the access delay in the blocked tree model
corresponds closely to the corresponding figure for the GROS machine repair
model. The difference between the two standard deviations is approximately
15%. The results for the GROS model capture both the dependence on the
traffic intensity and the dependence on the number of machines that is observed
in the tree simulations. Similarly, the standard deviation of the access delay in
the free tree model corresponds closely to the corresponding figure for the ROS
machine repair model.

Looking more closely at the results, we see that the standard deviations ob-
tained for the GROS machine repair model are always larger than those obtained
in the blocked tree simulations. We consider this as a fundamental limitation of
the machine repair model as an approximation. The batch nature of the con-
tention trees implies that it takes some initial time before the first successful
request is transmitted. After this initial period, successful transmissions occur
fairly uniformly over the length of the trees. Thus the variability of the waiting
period is somewhat reduced as compared to the proposed model in which the
successful transmissions occur uniformly over the full length of the tree.

Thirdly, the standard deviations with the free access protocol far exceed those
with the blocked access protocol. This result has no parallel in the open model.
In fact, Figure 17 in Mathys and Flajolet [3] shows that the standard deviation of
the delay with free access protocol is below the corresponding value with blocked
access for most traffic intensities. However, for large traffic intensities just below
the stability bound the order reverses and blocked access then results in smaller
standard deviations. Of course, our simulations operate at total traffic intensities
that exceed the stability bound for the open system.
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Summarizing, our numerical experiments show that the expected sojourn
time in the repair stage perfectly matches the average access delay for both
variants of the tree procedure. The sojourn time variance in the model with
ROS service discipline gives a good approximation of the access delay variance
when using free trees. Similarly, the sojourn time variance in the model with
GROS service discipline gives a good approximation of the access delay variance
when using blocked trees. More numerical results are presented in [16].

Acknowledgement. The authors like to thank Marko Boon for doing a major
part of the numerical calculations.
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Abstract. The Jack-in-the-Net Architecture (Ja-Net) is a biologically-
inspired approach to design adaptive network applications in large-scale
networks. In Ja-Net, a network application is dynamically created from
a collection of autonomous components called cyber-entities. Cyber-
entities first establish relationships with other cyber-entities and collec-
tively provide an application through interacting or collaborating with
relationship partners. Strength of a relationship is the measure for the
usefulness of the partner and adjusted based on the level of satisfaction
indicated by a user who received an application. As time progresses,
cyber-entities self-organize based on strong relationships and useful ap-
plications that users prefer emerge. We implemented Ja-Net platform
software and cyber-entities to verify how popular applications (i.e., ap-
plications that users prefer) are created in Ja-Net.

1 Introduction

We envision in the future that the Internet spans the entire globe, interconnecting
all humans and all man-made devices and objects. When a network scales to
this magnitude, it will be virtually impossible to manage a network through a
central, coordinating entity. A network must be autonomous and contain built-in
mechanisms to support such key features as scalability, adaptability, simplicity,
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and survivability. We believe that applying concepts and mechanisms from the
biological world provides a unique and promising approach to solving key issues
that future networks face.

The Jack-in-the-Net Architecture (Ja-Net)[1][2] is a biologically-in-
spired approach to design adaptive network applications in future networks. The
biological concept that we apply in Ja-Net is emergent behavior where desirable
structure and characteristics emerge from a group of interacting individual en-
tities. In Ja-Net, a network application is dynamically created from a group
of interacting autonomous components called cyber-entities. A cyber-entity is
software with simple behaviors such as migration, replication, reproduction, re-
lationship establishment and death, and implements a set of actions related to
a service that the cyber-entity provides. An application is provided through
interactions of its cyber-entities. In providing applications, cyber-entities first
establish relationships with other cyber-entities and then choose cyber-entities
to interact with based on relationships. Strength of a relationship indicates the
usefulness of the partner and dynamically adjusted based on the level of satisfac-
tion indicated by a user who received an application. As time progresses, cyber-
entities self-organize based on strong relationships resulting in useful emergent
applications that users prefer.

In this paper, we describe design and implementation of mechanisms to create
applications adaptively in Ja-Net. The rest of the paper is organized in the fol-
lowing manner. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes the overview
of Ja-Net Architecture and design of cyber-entities. Section 4 describes exper-
iments on dynamic creation of applications in Ja-Net. Conclusion and future
work are discussed in section 5.

2 Related Work

Currently, some frameworks and architectures exist for dynamically creating
applications. One such example is Hive [3], where an application is provided
through interaction of distributed agents. In Hive, agents choose agents to in-
teract with by specifying the Java interface object that each agent implements.
Thus, interaction in Hive is limited to among the agents that mutually imple-
ment the interface object of the partner. Unlike Hive, Ja-Net supports ACL
(Agent Communication Language) [4] to maximize flexibility in cyber-entity in-
teractions. Bee-gent [5] is another example of a framework to create applications
dynamically. It uses a centralized mediator model; a mediator agent maintains
a centralized application scenario (logic) and coordinates agent interactions to
reduce complexity in multi-agent collaboration. With this centralized mediator
approach, Bee-gent restricts the flexibility and scalability of the agent collabo-
ration. Unlike Bee-gent, in Ja-Net, there is no centralized entity to coordinate
cyber-entity services, and thus, it scales in the number of cyber-entities. In addi-
tion, Ja-Net goes one step further than these architectures by providing built-in
mechanisms to support adaptive creation of network applications that reflect
user preferences and usage patterns.
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Fig. 1. Ja-Net node structure

Current popular mobile agent systems, including IBM’s Aglets [6], General
Magic’s Odyssey [7], ObjectSpace’s Voyager [8] and the University of Stuggart’s
Mole project [9], adopt the view that a mobile agent is a single unit of compu-
tation. They do not employ biological concepts nor take the view that a group
of agents may be viewed as a single functioning collective entity.

3 Design of Cyber-Entities

3.1 Overview of the Ja-Net Architecture

Each node in Ja-Net consists of the layers as shown in Figure 1. Ja-Net platform
software (referred to as the platform software in the rest of the paper) runs using
a virtual machine (such as the Java virtual machine) and provides an execution
environment and supporting facilities for cyber-entities such as a communication
and life-cycle management of cyber-entities. Cyber-entities run atop the platform
software. The minimum requirement for a network node to participate in Ja-Net
to run the platform software.

A cyber-entity consists of three main parts: attributes, body and behaviors.
Attributes carry information regarding the cyber-entity (e.g., cyber-entity ID,
service type, keywords, age, etc.). The cyber-entity body implements a service
provided by a cyber-entity. Cyber-entity behaviors implement non-service related
actions of a cyber-entity such as migration, replication, relationship establish-
ment and death.

3.2 Cyber-Entity Communication

In order to collectively provide an application by a group of cyber-entities, cyber-
entities exchange messages during the execution of cyber-entity services. Upon
receiving a message, a cyber-entity interprets the message and invokes an appro-
priate service action and sends the outcome of the action to another cyber-entity
that it interacts with. This, in turn, triggers service invocation of those cyber-
entities that receive a message. Cyber-entities may also invoke their services
based on an event notification. In Ja-Net, various events may be generated trig-
gered by changes in the network or in the real world (such changes may be
captured by sensors).
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In Ja-Net, to maximize the flexibility in application creation, we adopt Speech
Act based FIPA ACL (Agent Communication Language)[4] with extensions spe-
cific to the Ja-Net as a communication language of cyber-entities. In the Ja-Net
ACL, we define a small number of communicative acts (such as request, agree,
refuse, inform, failure, query-if, advertise, recruit, and reward) to facilitate com-
munication between cyber-entities. Advertise, recruit and reward are not in the
FIPA ACL communicative acts and specific to the Ja-Net ACL. They are used
during the execution of relationship establishment behavior (please see section
3.4 for relationship establishment behavior). In the Ja-Net ACL, an event noti-
fication message is also delivered in ACL using inform communicative act. Each
ACL message exchanged between cyber-entities contains a communicative act
and parameters such as :receiver, :sender, :in-reply-to, :ontology, :sequence-id and
:content. :Receiver and :sender, parameters specify the receiver of the current
message and the sender of the current message, respectively. :In-reply-to specifies
to which message it is replying and is to manage the message exchange flow be-
tween cyber-entities. :Ontology specifies the vocabulary set (dictionary) used to
describe the content of the message. :Sequence-id specifies a unique identifier of
a message sequence in providing an application . A sequence-id is generated by a
cyber-entity at the initial point of an application and piggy backed by each ACL
message exchanged during the application. :Content specifies data or informa-
tion associated with a communicative act in the message. A :content parameter
is described with Extensible Markup Language (XML)[10].

3.3 Cyber-Entity Body

A cyber-entity service is implemented as a finite state machine. A cyber-entity
may have multiple state models and execute them in parallel. Each state model
consists of states and state transition rules. A state implements an atomic service
action and message exchanges associated with the action (to allow inputting data
to and outputting data from a given action in a given state). A state transition
rule associated with a state specifies the next state to transit to. When an action
in a given state completes, the current state moves to the next state based on
the state transition rule.

In sending the outcome of a service action, a cyber-entity may either respond
to a cyber-entity that sent the previous message, or send the message to another
cyber-entity (or cyber-entities) by selecting a cyber-entity (or cyber-entities) to
interact with using relationship (please see section 3.4 for interaction partner
selection mechanism). Upon receiving a message from another cyber-entity, a
cyber-entity invokes an appropriate state (action) that can handle the message
by examining parameters of the incoming message in the following manner. If
the parameter :in-reply-to is set in the incoming message, it is in response to a
previously transmitted message. In this case, the cyber-entity compares the data
type of the :content in the incoming message with the input data type required
by an action (state) where the previous message was transmitted, and invokes
the action if it can take the incoming message as its input. If the parameter :in-
reply-to of the incoming message is null, the incoming message is the first message
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from the sender cyber-entity. In this case, the receiver cyber-entity examines the
current state of a state model that is ready to interact with a new cyber-entity
and the initial state of each and every state model that it implements. Among
them, a state that can take the incoming message as its input is then invoked.

Figure 2 shows the main function components (classes) of a cyber-entity. In
our current design, classes in the cyber-entity body except action as well as classes
in cyber-entity behaviors are implemented in a base class of a cyber-entity, and all
cyber-entities are derived from the base class. Service actions are implemented
by cyber-entity designers and registered with a state model (depicted as (1)
“register” in Figure 2). Caster receives an ACL message from another cyber-
entity via the communication service in the platform software (depicted as (2)
“dispatch” in Figure 2), examines state models (depicted as (3) “get” in Figure
2) and invokes an appropriate state (action) (depicted as (4) “invoke” and (6)
“act” in Figure 2). State model engine is a generic class to execute a state model.
Proxy represents a remote cyber-entity and provides an API to send a message
to the remote cyber-entity (depicted as (9) “tell” in Figure 2). The outgoing
message is unicast (or multicast)/broadcast by the platform (depicted as (10)
“convey/spread” in Figure 2).

3.4 Relationship Management

Relationship Attributes. A relationship may be viewed as (cyber-entity’s)
information cache regarding other cyber-entities. Table 1 shows example rela-
tionship attributes stored in a relationship record (depicted as “Relationship
Record” in Figure 2) at a cyber-entity. CE-id is to uniquely identify a relation-
ship partner cyber-entity. Action-name specifies an action of the cyber-entity
itself to interact with a relationship partner cyber-entity. Service-properties is to
store information regarding the service that a relationship partner cyber-entity
provides (such as the service type and keywords of a relationship partner cyber-
entity). Access-count may be incremented when a service message is exchanged
with a relationship partner cyber-entity. Strength evaluates the usefulness of a
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Table 1. Example attributes of a relationship record at a cyber-entity

Attribute Meaning
CE-id A globally unique identifier of a relationship partner cyber-entity.
Action-name An action of the cyber-entity itself that may be used to interact with

a relationship partner cyber-entity.
Service-
properties

Information regarding the service that a relationship partner cyber-
entity provides.

Access-count The number of interactions with a relationship partner cyber-entity.
Strength Indication of the usefulness of a relationship partner cyber-entity.

partner cyber-entity and is used to help cyber-entities to select useful interaction
partners.

Relationship Establishment. Cyber-entities first establish relationships
with other cyber-entities to interact with. For instance, a cyber-entity that has
just migrated to a new node may broadcast an advertise message specifying in-
formation regarding the sender cyber-entity (e.g., service type and/or attributes)
to establish relationships with nearby cyber-entities. Upon receiving an adver-
tise message, a cyber-entity creates a new relationship record (depicted as (5)
“create” in Figure 2) and stores the sender cyber-entity’s CE-id and information
obtained from the incoming advertise message in the relationship record. Addi-
tional information about a relationship partner cyber-entity obtained through
interaction may be stored in the Service-properties of its relationship record (de-
picted as (7) “set” in Figure 2). Alternatively, a cyber-entity may broadcast
a recruit message specifying conditions on a partner (e.g., service type and/or
attributes required for a partner cyber-entity). A cyber-entity that receives a re-
cruit message responds with an inform message containing its own information if
it satisfies conditions specified in the recruit message. Through this interaction,
the sender cyber-entity and the receiver cyber-entity of the recruit message may
mutually establish a relationship with each other.

Partner Selection. In selecting an interaction partner cyber-entity (or
cyber-entities), a cyber-entity may specify one or more relationship attributes as
keys and retrieve its relationship records that match the specified keys (depicted
as (8) “select” in Figure 2). If there are multiple relationship records that match
the keys, a cyber-entity narrow these relationship records based on relationship
strengths so that the cyber-entity interacts more often with cyber-entities with
stronger relationships. If there is none or less relationship record that matches
the keys, a cyber-entity attempts to discover new cyber-entities by broadcasting
an advertise message or a recruit message to nearby cyber-entities.

Strength Adjustment. In Ja-net, a user indicates in happiness the degree
of his/her satisfaction with the received application. When a user receives an
application, the user creates a reward message and sets happiness value in the
message content. The reward is back propagated along the message exchange se-
quence from a cyber-entity at the end point of the application to a cyber-entity
at the initial point of the application. In order to remember a back propagation
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path, each cyber-entity records the previous and the next cyber-entities in the
message sequence along with the corresponding sequence-id (which is obtained
from ACL :sequence-id parameter). Upon receiving a happiness value in the re-
ward message, each cyber-entity modifies the strength of relationships regarding
cyber-entities that it interacted with in providing an application. If a user likes
the application, positive happiness value is returned and the strength value is
increased. If a user dislikes the application, negative happiness value is returned
and the strength value is decreased. If user is neutral or no happiness value
is returned, there is no change in the strength value. Therefore, cyber-entities
that collectively provide a popular application (i.e., application that a number
of users like) will receive a positive happiness value more often and strengthen
the relationship among themselves, while relationships among cyber-entities that
provide a not-so-popular application are weakened.

Group Formation. In order to allow users to explicitly request for an ap-
plication, cyber-entities collectively providing an application form a group when
the relationship strengths among themselves exceed a predetermined threshold
value. Once a group is formed, a unique group ID, as well as human-readable ap-
plication name, is assigned to each group member cyber-entity. Thus, users can
request for a group service either by a unique group ID or by a human-readable
application (group) name.

4 Experiments on Dynamic Application Creation

In order to verify dynamic creation of applications in Ja-Net, we implemented
multiple cyber-entities, as well as platform software, based on the design de-
scribed in section 3 and performed basic experiments. In our experiments, various
realistic scenarios were simulated through running multiple cyber-entities and
multiple platform software on computers. Our implementation and experiments
are explained below.

4.1 Application Implementation

In applications that we implemented, we consider popular public spots such as
the New York City’s Times Square, a theater in the nearby Broadway theater
district and a cafe on the New York City’s Fifth Avenue. A number of people
(users) visit these locations, stay there for a while (doing, for instance, window
shopping, watching a show, having some coffee at a cafe), and leave. Assume
that these users carry a mobile phone or a PDA that is capable of running
cyber-entities and communicating with other mobile phones and PDAs in an
ad-hoc manner. Assume also that shops in these area implement cyber-entities
related to their service and run these cyber-entities on a computer in the shop.
In addition, some users may implement their own cyber-entities or have down
loaded and carry cyber-entities in their mobile phones and PDAs from where they
visited earlier in the day. Various cyber-entities join/leave to/from each location
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according to the movement of users, which triggers actions and interactions of
other cyber-entities.

Figure 3 shows the overview of the Ja-Net experiment system. Each host
represents different public spot, such as the Times Square, a theater and a cafe,
respectively, and each Ja-Net node represents a PC, a device or user’s PDA
that is supposed to be present at a location that its host computer represents.
User’s PDA runs a cyber-entity (user cyber-entity) representing the user. Each
node runs one or more cyber-entities as described below. User A’s PDA at the
Times Square runs a user cyber-entity representing user A. A PC at the theater
runs a TheaterCommercial cyber-entity that stores information of a theater show
(assume that this information contains a URL of a commercial video clip of the
theater show and a button to request for a ticket purchase as well as other show
information) and a TicketSales cyber-entity that issues a theater show ticket and
generates a certification of ticket purchase. A digital screen in the theater runs a
Screen cyber-entity that displays image or video on the digital screen. A PDA of
another user B at the theater runs a user cyber-entity representing user B and
a MPEGplayer cyber-entity (assume that it is down loaded by user B earlier
in the day). A PC in the cafe runs an Auctioneer cyber-entity that purchases
commercial products from other cyber-entities and sells them at auction.

In order to capture users’ behaviors in our experiments, we defined two types
of events. NODE ARRIVAL is an event generated by platform software when a Ja-
Net node arrives at a new location. USER BROWSING is an event that is generated
by a user cyber-entity when a human user shows interests in the information
displayed on his/her PDA. (For instance, this event is generated when a user
scrolls the window up and down on his/her PDA). These events are broadcast
to cyber-entities in the same location (i.e., in the same host).

Example Application Sequence. Figure 4 shows an message sequence
of an application we implemented (referred to as ticket sales sequence). In this
sequence, a TheaterCommercial cyber-entity displays information of a theater
show (depicted as (1) “inform” in Figure 4) on user’s PDA. Suppose that the
user is interested in the show and sends a request for ticket purchase to the The-
aterCommercial cyber-entity (depicted as (2) “request” in Figure 4). Since the
TheaterCommercial cyber-entity only stores information of the show and does
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Fig. 4. An example of an application sequence (ticket sales)

not implement a ticket sales service, it forwards the request to a TicketSales
cyber-entity that it has relationship with (depicted as (3) “request” in Figure
4). Upon receiving a forwarded request for a ticket purchase, the TicketSales
cyber-entity issues a certificate for ticket purchase and sends the certification to
the User cyber-entity via the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity (depicted as (4)
“inform” and (5) “inform” in Figure 4 respectively). When a human user obtains
a ticket (i.e., a certificate of a ticket purchase) from the User cyber-entity, he/she
expresses the level of satisfaction as the happiness value. User cyber-entity then
creates a reward message and sends it to the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity,
which, in turn, forwards the reward message to the TicketSales cyber-entity (de-
picted as (6) “reward” and (7) “reward” in Figure 4). The relationship strength
between the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity and the TicketSales cyber-entity
is adjusted based on the happiness value.

4.2 Experimental Results

In our experiments, we only implemented the body (i.e., services) and relation-
ship establishment behavior of cyber-entities. Thus, cyber-entities were manually
moved to simulate their migration behavior when necessary in our experiments.
When an experiment starts, cyber-entities initially do not have relationship with
any other cyber-entities. Each cyber-entity dynamically establishes relationships
with cyber-entities in the same location (i.e., in the same host) by broadcasting
an advertise message or a recruit message. Once relationships are established,
cyber-entities start interacting with relationship partners and collectively pro-
vide applications. We performed several experiments to examine dynamic appli-
cation creation in Ja-Net. Our experiments are described below.

Experiment 1. In this experiment, we manually moved a node representing
user A’s PDA and a user cyber-entity representing user A (on user A’s PDA)
from the Times Square to the theater (depicted as (1) “move” in Figure3) to
simulate user A’s movement and observed that an application emerged through
interactions of cyber-entities (detailed explanation is described below). Upon ar-
riving at the theater, user A’s PDA generated NODE ARRIVAL event and broadcast
the event to all cyber-entities in the theater. Upon receiving the event, a user
cyber-entity on user A’s PDA, one of the cyber-entities in the theater, broadcast
an advertise message to cyber-entities in the theater. Then, upon receiving the
advertise message, the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity (on PC) established a
relationship with a user cyber-entity (on user A’s PDA) and sent theater show
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Fig. 5. A screen snap shot of application windows

information that it stores to the user cyber-entity (on user A’s PDA), which
in turn displayed the theater show information on user A’s PDA. At this mo-
ment, user A scrolled a window on his/her PDA. (In our experiments, we, human
operators conducting the experiment, scrolled a window up and down on user
A’s PDA). This generated a USER BROWSING event. The event was broadcast to
cyber-entities in the theater. In this experiment, we assumed that the Theater-
Commercial cyber-entity had a relationship with a MPEGplayer cyber-entity on
a PDA of another user B. Thus, the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity, upon re-
ceiving the USER BROWSING event, sent theater show information that it stores to
the MPEGpalyer cyber-entity. The MPEGplayer cyber-entity invoked its service
and accessed a commercial video clip of a theater show using a URL included
in the theater show information. In this experiment, we also assumed that the
MPEGplayer cyber-entity had a relationship with a Screen cyber-entity on the
digital screen. Thus, the MPEGplayer cyber-entity sent the outcome of its action
to the Screen cyber-entity. Consequently, the Screen cyber-entity displayed the
commercial video clip of a show on the digital screen in the theater.

Figure 5 shows application windows displayed by each node. A window of
user A’s PDA (on the left) displays theater show information and a window of
the digital screen (in the center) displays a commercial video clip of a show.

Experiment 2. In this experiment, while theater show information is dis-
played on user A’s PDA, user A clicked a ticket purchase button. (In our ex-
periments, we, human operators conducting the experiment, clicked the button
on user A’s PDA). A user cyber-entity on user A’s PDA generated a request
message for a ticket purchase and sent it to the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity
(on PC). Then, we observed interaction between the TheaterCommercial cyber-
entity and the TicketSales cyber-entity (on PC) shown in Figure 4. User A then
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received a certificate of ticket purchase. At this point, we have demonstrated
that an application was created upon receiving a request message from a user.

Next, in order to show that different applications emerge in different en-
vironments (i.e., environments where different sets of cyber-entities exist), we
simulated the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity migrated to user A’s PDA (i.e.,
TheaterCommercial cyber-entity was manually moved to user A’s PDA, which is
depicted as (2) “move” in Figure 3), and also simulated user A’s movement from
the theater to the cafe (depicted as (3) “move” in Figure 3). Upon arriving at
the cafe, user A’s PDA generated a NODE ARRIVAL event and broadcast the event
to cyber-entities in the cafe (including the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity on
user A’s PDA). Upon receiving the event, the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity
broadcast an advertise message to cyber-entities in the cafe. Upon receiving the
advertise message, the Auctioneer cyber-entity (on PC in the cafe) established
a relationship with the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity and invoked its service
action to purchase a commercial product (i.e., a show ticket in this case). Then,
a request for a ticket purchase is sent from the Auctioneer cyber-entity to the
TheaterCommercial cyber-entity, which in turn forwarded the request message
to the TicketSales cyber-entity (on PC in the theater) following the same se-
quence shown in Figure 4 except the Auctioneer cyber-entity played the role of
“User” in this case. The Auctioneer cyber-entity received a certificate of ticket
purchase and it provided auction service to users by selling the ticket. This ex-
periment verified that the same cyber-entity may provide different applications
by interacting with different cyber-entities.

Experiment 3. In order to examine the group formation mechanism pro-
posed in this paper, we artificially created a large number of requests on user A
(in the cafe) to purchase a show ticket and sent them to the TheaterCommer-
cial cyber-entity (on user A’s PDA in the cafe). We assumed in this experiment
that user A is satisfied with a ticket purchased from the TheaterCommercial
cyber-entity, and thus, user A always returned a positive happiness value. As
time progresses, we observed that the relationship strength from the Theater-
Commercial cyber-entity to the TicketSales cyber-entity (on PC in the theater)
as well as the relationship strength from the TicketSales cyber-entity to the
TheaterCommercial cyber-entity gradually increased. When both relationship
strengths exceeded a predetermined threshold value, a group of the Theater-
Commercial cyber-entity and the TicketSales cyber-entity was formed. Once a
group is formed, the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity, an initial point of the ap-
plication, sent an advertise message containing the group ID, and user A was
able to invoke the group service by sending a request message containing the
group ID to the TheaterCommercial cyber-entity.

Through experiments 1–3, we verified that through the mechanisms we pro-
posed in this paper, Ja-Net dynamically creates applications that reflect user
preferences and usage patterns. Several applications emerged in our experi-
ments, and only popular applications (i.e., applications that users prefer) formed
a group.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

The Jack-in-the-Net (Ja-Net) Architecture is a biologically-inspired approach to
design and implement adaptive network applications. Ja-Net is inspired by and
based on the Bio-Networking Architecture project in University of California,
Irvine [11][12]. This paper described design of cyber-entities and key mechanisms
used in Ja-Net for cyber-entity interaction and relationship management. This
paper also examined and verified these key mechanisms through experiments.

As for future work, we plan to support interaction protocols between cyber-
entities to allow more complex collaboration. We also plan to investigate various
algorithms for relationship strength adjustment and partner selection in addition
to these described in this paper. Various algorithms will be empirically evaluated
for their efficiency in creation and provision of adaptive applications. Experimen-
tal study through implementation and deployment of a large scale applications
will also be conducted.
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Abstract. Terminode routing, defined for potentially very large mobile ad hoc
networks, forwards packets along anchored paths. An anchored path is a list of
fixed geographic points, called anchors. Given that geographic points do not move,
the advantage to traditional routing paths is that an anchored path is always "valid".
In order to forward packets along anchored paths, the source needs to acquire
them by means of path discovery methods. We present two of such methods:
Friend Assisted Path Discovery assumes a common protocol in all nodes and a
high collaboration among nodes for providing paths. It is a social oriented path
discovery scheme. Geographic Maps-based Path Discovery needs to have or to
build a summarized view of the network topology, but does not require explicit
collaboration of nodes for acquiring path. The two schemes are complementary
and can coexist.

1 Introduction

Routing in mobile ad hoc networks (Manets [7]) is already a difficult task when the net-
work size is considerably small, as studied in most of the Manets’ protocols. When the
network size increases, the routing task becomes too hard to be addressed with traditional
approaches. We consider a large mobile ad hoc network, referred to as terminode net-
work. Each node, called terminode here, has a permanent End-system Unique Identifier
(EUI), and a temporary, location-dependent address (LDA).

Terminode routing [2], which was proposed for coping with this scenario, is a combi-
nation of two routing protocols: Terminode Local Routing (TLR) and Terminode Remote
Routing (TRR). TLR is a mechanism that allows for destinations to be reached in the
vicinity of a terminode and does not use location information for taking packet forward-
ing decisions. It uses local routing tables that every terminode proactively maintains for
its close terminodes. In contrast, TRR is used to send data to remote destinations and
uses geographic information; it is the key element for achieving scalability and reduced
dependence on intermediate systems. TRR default method is Geodesic Packet Forward-
ing (GPF). GPF is basically a greedy method that forwards the packet closer to the
destination location until the destination is reached. GPF does not perform well if the
source and the destination are not well connected along the shortest geodesic path. If the
source estimates that GPF cannot successfully reach the destination, it uses anchored
paths. In contrast with traditional routing algorithms, an anchored path does not consist
of a list of nodes to be visited for reaching the destination. An anchored path is a list
of fixed geographic points, called anchors. In traditional paths made of lists of nodes, if

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 141–153, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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nodes move far from where they were at the time when the path was computed, the path
cannot be used to reach the destination. Given that geographic points do not move, the
advantage of anchored paths is that an anchored path is always "valid". In order to for-
ward packets along an anchored path, TRR uses the method called Anchored Geodesic
Packet Forwarding (AGPF), described in [2]. AGPF is a loose source routing method
designed to be robust for mobile networks. A source terminode adds to the packet a
route vector made of a list of anchors, which is used as loose source routing information.
Between anchors, geodesic packet forwarding is employed. When a relaying terminode
receives a packet with a route vector, it checks whether it is close to the first anchor in
the list. If so, it removes the first anchor and sends the packet towards the next anchor or
the final destination using geodesic packet forwarding. If the anchors are correctly set,
then the packet will arrive at the destination with a high probability. Simulation results
show that the introduction of the anchored paths is beneficial or the packet delivery rate
[2].

In order to forward packets along anchored paths, the source needs to acquire them
by means of path discovery methods. We presented in [2,1] the basic concepts of two
such methods: Friend Assisted Path Discovery (FAPD), and Geographic Maps-based
Path Discovery (GMPD). FAPD enables the source to learn the anchored path(s) to the
destination using, so-called, friends, terminodes where the source already knows how
to route packets. We describe how nodes select their lists of friends and how these lists
are maintained. GMPD assumes that all nodes in the network have a complete or partial
knowledge of the network topology. We assume that nodes are always collaborative,
that they do not behave maliciously and that they perform protocol actions, whenever
requested, in the appropriate way. In this paper we describe FAPD and GMPD.

2 Friend Assisted Path Discovery

FAPD is a default protocol for obtaining anchored paths. It is based on the concept
of small-world graphs (SWG) [9]. SWG are very large graphs that tend to be sparse,
clustered, and have a small diameter. The small-world phenomenon was inaugurated as
an area of experimental study in social science through the work of Stanley Milgram in
the 60’s. These experiments have shown that the acquaintanceship graph connecting the
entire human population has a diameter of six or less; this phenomenon allows people
to speak of the "six-degrees of separation". We view a terminode network as a large
graph, with edges representing the "friend relationship". B is a friend of A if (1) A
thinks that it has a good path to B and (2) A decides to keep B in its list of friends. A
may have a good path to B because A can reach B by applying TLR, or by geodesic
packet forwarding, or because A managed to maintain one or several anchored paths
to B that work well. The value of a path is given in terms of congestion feedback
information such as packet loss and delay. Path evaluation is out of the goals of this
paper. By means of the TLR protocol, every terminode has knowledge of a number of
close terminodes; this makes a graph highly clustered. In addition, every terminode has
a number of remote friends to which it maintains a good path(s). We conjecture that this
graph has the properties of a SWG. That is, roughly speaking, any two vertices are likely
to be connected through a short sequence of intermediate vertices. This means that any
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two terminodes are likely to be connected with a small number of intermediate friends.
With FADP, each terminode keeps the list of its friends with the following information:
location of friend, path(s) to friend and potentially some information about the quality of
path(s). FAPD is composed by two elements: Friends Assisted Path Discovery Protocol
(FAPDP) and Friends Management (FM).

2.1 Friend Assisted Path Discovery Protocol (FAPDP)

FAPDP is a distributed method for finding an anchored path between two terminodes
in a terminode network. When a source S wants to discover a path to destination D, it
requests assistance from some friend. If this friend is in condition to collaborate, it tries
to provide S with some path to D (it can have it already or try to find it, perhaps with
the collaboration of its own friends). Figures 1 and 2 present FAPDP in pseudocode at
the source and at an intermediate friend.

if (S has a friend F1 where dist(F1,D)<dist(S,D) )
    {S sets “F” bit in the packet header; send a packet to F1;}
else if (S has a friend F3 such that dist(S, F3) < max_dist ) 
        {S sets “F” bit in the packet header;  
          tabu_index=1; min_dist=dist(S,D); //start tabu mode 
                 send the packet to F3;}
else apply geodesic packet forwarding (GPF) to D;
   

Fig. 1. Friend Assisted Path Discovery Protocol at the source

When source S, which has some data to send toD, has some friends that are closer
toD than S itself, it selects friend F1 whose location is closest toD, and starts FAPDP
with F1. S sends the data packet to F1 according to the existing path that S maintains
to F1 because F1 is a friend of S. S sets, within the data packet header, the “F" bit1.
This denotes that the corresponding packet is a path discovery packet (PDP).

The fapd anchored path field inside the path discovery packet progressively contains
anchor points from S to D.

If S has an anchored path to F1, S simply puts anchors of this path in
fapd anchored path field (S sends data to F1 with AGPF). Otherwise, S leaves this
field empty (in this case S sends to F1 with geodesic packet forwarding). Upon re-
ception of the path discovery packet, F1 puts its geographic location (LDAF1) inside
fapd anchored path field as one anchor. If F1 has an anchored path to D, F1 appends
this path into fapd anchored path field and sends the packet to D by AGPF. If F1 does
not have a path toD, it recursively uses FAPDP: it checks if it has a friend F2 closer to
D, and then it performs the same steps as S. This is repeated until the packet is received
by some intermediate node that findsD can be reached by means of TLR and it forwards
the packet to D by TLR.

1 the “F” bit is not reset before reaching D
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F1 is intended receiver of  a path discovery packet (“F”bit = 1 ): S  needs a path to D
if (F1 == D) {send path reply with fapd_anchored_path  to S;}
else if (F1 has a path to D)
   append this path in fapd_anchored_path and send the packet to D;
else if  (tabu_index  > 0 ) //packet in tabu mode
    {
      if ( F1 has a friend F2 where dist(F2, D) < min_dist)
        {tabu_index=0;  send the packet to F2}
      else if (tabu_index < 2 and F1 has a friend F3 such that dist(F1, F3) < max_dist ) 
             {  tabu_index++;  send a packet to F3}
      else // tabu_index reached the maximum value
          {send a packet to D by geodesic packet forwarding}
    }
else //packet not in tabu mode
 {
   if (F1 has a friend F2 where dist(F2,D)<dist(F1,D) )
    send a packet to F2;
  else if (F1 has a friend F3 such that dist(F1, F3) < max_dist ) 
        {tabu_index=1; min_dist=dist(F1,D); send a packet to F3}// start tabu mode
  else apply geodesic packet forwarding (GPF) to D;
}  
   

Fig. 2. FAPDP at the intermediate friend and at the destination

S
D

F1

F2

F3

Fig. 3. Figure presents how FAPDP works when source S, has a friend F1 that is closer to D than
S. S sends data packet to F1 and sets the “F" bit in the packet header in order to denote that this
is a “path discovery packet". Upon reception of the path discovery packet PDP, F1 puts LDAF1

inside the fapd anchored path field of PDP as one anchor. In this example F1 does not have
path to D, but has a friend F2 whose distance to D is smaller than the distance from F1 to D.
F1 sends a PDP to F2. In a similar way, F2 sends the PDP to its friend F3. Once F3 receives
the PDP, it finds out that D is TLR-reachable and F3 forwards the PDP to D by TLR. When D
receives the PDP with set “F” bit, it should send back to S a “path reply" control packet with
the acquired anchored path from S to D. Assuming that the path from S to F1, from F1 to F2
and from F2 to F3 does not contain any anchors, the anchored path from S to D is thus a list of
anchors (LDAF1, LDAF2, LDAF3).
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Fig. 4. Figure presents how FAPDP works when source S does not have a friend that is closer to D
than itself. S contacts its friend F1 that is farther from D in geometrical distance than S is, but such
that dist(S, F1) < max dist. As in the previous example, S sends data packet to F1 with “F"
bit set. In addition S sets the tabu index field to 1 and thus starts the tabu mode of FAPDP. S puts
dist(S, D) within min dist field. Upon reception of the path discovery packet PDP, F1 finds out
that it does not have a friend whose distance to D is smaller than min dist. F1 forwards the PDP to
its friend F2 (that is in the opposite direction from D) where dist(F1, F2) < max dist, and sets
tabu index to 2. Upon reception of the PDP, F2 checks that tabu index is equal to its maximum
value, and F2 cannot forward the PDP to its friend that does not reduce the distance min dist. In
our example, F2 has a friend F3 whose distance to D is smaller than min dist and forwards the
PDP to it. At F3, tabu index is reset to 0. This means that FAPDP is not longer in tabu mode.
From F3 the PDP is forwarded to its friend F4 and from there to D by using the TLR protocol.
The anchored path from S to D is thus a list of anchors (LDAF1, LDAF2, LDAF3, LDAF4)

However, there are situations where the source or an intermediate friend does not
have a friend closer to the destination. For example, in topologies with obstacles, at some
point, going in the direction opposite from the destination may be the only way to reach
the destination. Therefore, FAPDP permits to T (the source or an intermediate friend) to
send a path discovery packet to a friend even though the packet is not getting closer to
the destination. However, such a friend must not be distant from T more than distance
max dist2. At that point, it starts the "tabu" mode of FAPDP. When in tabu mode, the
packet can be sent in a direction opposite to D for a limited number of times. This is
inspired to the Tabu Search heuristic ([4], [5]). Tabu Search can be defined as a general
heuristic in which a local search procedure is applied at each step of the general iterative
process. It could be superimposed on other heuristics to prevent those being trapped in
a local minimum. We use the tabu mechanism in order to get out of a local minimum
that can happen at some node that does not have a friend closer to the destination. With
the tabu mechanism, we try the opposite direction from the destination with the aim to
finally get out of a local minimum and further approach towards the destination. Tabu
mode is denoted at T by setting the tabu index field inside the packet to 1 (default
value of tabu index is 0). Tabu mode mechanism uses a field called min dist, where
the terminode that started the tabu mode puts its distance to the destination. When an
intermediate friend F1 receives the path discovery packet, which is in tabu mode, it first
checks if it has a friend whose distance toD is smaller thanmin dist. If this is the case,
the packet is sent to such a friend, and tabu index is reset to 0. Otherwise, F1 may

2 we use max dist equal to five times the transmission range of a terminode
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forward the packet to its friend F2 whose distance toD is more thanmin dist and F2
increments tabu index. In FAPDP, the number of times that the packet is forwarded
to a friend that is further from D than min dist is limited to two (i.e., the value of
tabu indexmust not be larger than two). Tabu mode mechanism stops either because a
friend that is a distance from D less thanmin dist is found, or because tabu index is
equal to 2. In the second case the packet is forwarded directly to D by geodesic packet
forwarding.

Finally, whenD receives the packet with the “F" bit equal to one,D must send back
to S a path reply control packet with the acquired anchored path from S to D. This
packet is sent to S by reverting the anchored path and applying AGPF. Once S receives
from D a packet with the anchored path, S stores this path in its route cache. If S does
not receive an anchored path within some time, or if S wants more paths to D, S starts
FAPDP with some other friend. The example presented in Figure 3 shows the case where
the path from S toD is found by using three intermediate friends. The example in Figure
4 illustrates the tabu mode of FAPDP.

2.2 Friends Management (FM)

FriendsManagement(FM) is the set of procedures for selecting, monitoring and
evaluating friends. For each node, FM maintains a (fixed-size) set of nodes: the list
of friends. The list of friends contains the nodes that are contacted with FAPDP for
discovering paths. Friends Management consists of the following components: Friends
Monitoring, Friends Evaluation, Potential Friends Discovery and Friends Selection.
FM is critical in the initial phase (bootstrapping). When a node bootstraps, it does
not have any information on (possible) friends. Then, the Potential Friends Discovery
component is invoked by a node, with the aim of learning, from other nodes, information
about some potential friends. Potential friends are also subject to the Friends Selection
action. A number of friends are selected from the list of potential friends, taking into
account their geographic positions in order to build a friendship graph with the small
world graph properties.

Friends Monitoring and Friends Evaluation. Friends are periodically evaluated in
order to assure the consistency of the information on current friends and for testing
the validity of these friends. We assume that some form of location tracking is active
between friends. The Friends Monitoring component of FM keeps under control, for a
node A, a set of parameters for each friend Fi of A. This consists of:

– Value of the path(s) to the friend Fi:Amay evaluate that the path(s) to its friend Fi,
that worked well in the past, deteriorated.

– Location of the friend Fi and the average distance to the friend Fi: Fi may have
moved considerably from the location where it was at the time when it was included
in A’s list of friends.

– The number of times friend Fi was contacted to provide a path and the number of
paths that are found with the help of the friend Fi: A may contact Fi in FAPDP to
learn the path to a given destination, but the path does not come back to A.
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Based on these parameters, the Friends Evaluation component periodically evaluates
whether it is beneficial to keep a node in the list of friends, or if it is better to discard
it. Friends with bad evaluation results are discarded from the friends list. At run-time,
initial friends disappear- very likely, in order to be substituted by more valid friends. If
the number of friends that remain in a list after evaluation is low, new potentialfriends
can be obtained with the Potential Friends Discovery component.

Potential Friends Discovery. Terminode T can have frequent communications with
some other terminodes (e.g., for personal, social, business, and economical interest).
These terminodes can be directly selected as friends, because it is of T ’s interest to
maintain constantly a path to them. However, in general, a node could have a small
number of terminodes that it contacts frequently. Therefore, it is necessary an automatic
mechanism to select new friends. This is the task of the Potential Friends Discovery
(PFD) and the Friends Selection (FS) components. With the PFD component, T receives
information on some possible friends from other nodes in the network. This applies
both at the bootstrap phase, and periodically, under request from the friend management
component. Terminodes periodically send HELLO messages, for the purpose of building
of the TLR routing tables [2]. In this process, can learn about the EUIs and the LDAs of
the one-hop and the two-hops distant nodes. Given that this information is periodically
maintained, a node has information about close nodes at all time, which can be been
considered as close potential friends. Potential friends that are further than two hops
(i.e. T does not maintain information about their EUIs and the LDAs by means of
HELLO messages) are called remote potential friends. One way for T to learn about
remote potential friends is to extract this information from its previous communications.
However, to avoid situations where this implicit discovery would not perform properly
(e.g. after a long IDLE or OFF period), this component includes a protocol that enables a
node to explicitly discover remote potential friends. In this scheme, each nodeT sends the
get friends request message towards four geographic points (GP1, GP2, GP3 and
GP4). These points are randomly selected as four points in orthogonal directions at four
times the transmission range of T . Once node Y on the way towards a point GPi finds
thatGPi is reachable with TLR, it stops forwarding the message. Then Y sends back the
get friends reply message to T , which contains the list of friends of Y . If this table is
empty, Y puts itself in the content field of the message. When node T eventually receives
the get friends replymessage from nodeY , it combines the received information with
the current one of its potential friends. In the case T does not receive a sufficient number
of potential friends as reply, it selects four new orthogonal geographic points and repeats
the steps described above. After T acquires a list of potential friends, it applies the FS
to select a certain number of friends3 that it includes in the friends list.

Friends Selection: On How to Build a Small World Graph of Friends. The goal of
Friends Selection component is that terminodes select their friends in a way such that
the resulting friendship graph has the properties of a small world graph, as assumed by

3 We do not define, in this context, how large is the number of friend that a node maintains in its
list. This is matter of ongoing work.
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FAPD. In the friendship graph vertices correspond to terminodes and there is the edge
between nodes i and j, if node i has as a friend node j. The key to generate the small-
world phenomenon is the presence of a small fraction of long-range edges, which connect
otherwise distant parts of the graph, while most edges remain local, thus contributing to
the high clustering property of the graph. Our strategy is to consider geographic positions
of nodes when building friendship connections. We distinguish two types of friendship
connections:

– short-range friendship connections (local) correspond to connections to one hop
distant terminodes (physical neighbours). These local friendship connections aim
to make a friendship graph clustered.

– long-range friendship connections (shortcuts): correspond to “logical" connections
to terminodes that are more than one hop distant. Each node chooses a small number
of them. A shortcut is represented in a friendship graph as one edge.

Our strategy for choosing long-range contacts is inspired by Kleingberg’s paper [6]. In
order to determine its shortcuts, a node takes into consideration the distances from the
other nodes in the graph. A node chooses with higher probability friends that are closer
to it. However, there is always some probability that it will choose some distant friend.
Kleingberg considers a two-dimensional square lattice, where each node is joined to its
four nearest neighbours. Then, for each vertex one shortcut is added, but not purely at
random. For each vertex, all the possible destinations of a shortcut link are assigned a
rank based on their lattice distance from the source vertex. The probability of choosing
a vertex at distance d is proportional to d−r, where r is an additional parameter of the
model. In the case when r = 0, shortcuts are chosen with uniform probability. Then
with a high probability, there are paths between every pair of nodes and these paths are
bounded by a polynomial in log(n), exponentially smaller than the total number of nodes
n. However, there is no way for a decentralized algorithm to find these paths. When r
is large, then only close nodes have a chance to be connected with a shortcut. The key
value for r turns out to be 2 [6]. When r = 2, it is shown that the resulting graph is a
small world graph and there is a distributed algorithm for finding short paths between
any two vertices (paths are exponentially smaller than the total number of nodes). This
algorithm is greedy, described as follows in Kleinberg’s paper: in order to find a path
from vertex S to vertexD, S lists all edges that come out of it, and chooses the one that
connects S to the vertex that is closest toD, as measured by lattice distance; then repeat
the same procedure until D is reached.

Inspired by the Kleinberg’s results, we propose the following. The probability that
node Xi selects node Xj as its long-distance friend from the list of potential friends
(Xk, k ∈ 1..n, k �=i) is given with the formula:

p(Xi, Xj) =
1/dist2(Xi, Xj)∑n

k=1,k �=i 1/dist2(Xi, Xk)
(1)

In this formula the probability for node Xi of choosing a friend Xj is proportional
to d(Xi, Xj)−2. Long-range friend connections are thus selected at random and are not
necessarily bi-directional. Xi may have Xj as a friend, but Xj may not have Xi as a
friend.
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We used simulations to verify our strategy in selecting long-range friendship con-
nections. Simulations were performed with the following assumptions:

– Nodes in the network are distributed as a two-dimensional Poisson point process
with a given density.

– All nodes have the same the transmission range R.
– All nodes have a knowledge of identities and locations of all other nodes.

Initially, a friendship graph contains only short-range connections. There is a short-
range connection between Xi and Xj , if dist(Xi,Xj)≤ R. Then, every node selects a
number of shortcuts from its list of potential friends. We performed simulations where
this number is equal to one or two. In our simulations, a node has in a list of potential
friends the whole set of nodes except nodes with whom short-range connections are
already established.

The algorithm that node Xi uses to select its friends consists of three steps:

– Step 1: If node Xi keeps n nodes in its list of potential friends, interval [0, 1] is
divided into n intervals. The length of jth interval is equal to p(Xi, Xj), given by
Equation (1).

– Step 2: For each friend to be selected, a random trial is performed: a uniform random
deviate r in interval [0, 1] is generated. If r falls in the jth interval, Xj becomes a
friend of Xi.

– Step 3: The same procedure is repeated for each friend that Xi selects.

The friendship graph is built when all nodes select their friends. Then, we find the
characteristic path length (CPL) of a graph is the median of the means of the shortest
path length connecting each vertex to all other vertices. CPL in a way presents the typical
shortest path length between every vertex and every other vertex. CPL is also used by
Watts in [9] as a metric to verify whether a graph is a small world graph, with thus a
small CPL.

With simulations we want to verify that adding a small number of shortcuts in a
friendship graph reduces the CPL of the graph, and that a greedy algorithm for finding
paths succeeds in finding short paths. With the greedy algorithm, the source and every
intermediate node forward the packet to their short or long-range friend that is closest
to the destination. FAPDP is basically a greedy algorithm, and uses the “tabu" mode of
operation only when the greedy forwarding is not possible. In our simulation we also
calculate CPL, where instead of shortest paths between nodes, we use paths lengths
obtained by the greedy algorithm.

Simulation results are given in Figure 5, averaged over ten realizations of random
graphs for a given number of nodes. In our simulations, transmission range is (R) is 250
meters. Node density is such that every node has an average of ten neighbours (short-
range friendship connections). As we increase the number of nodes, we increase the
simulation area, but we keep the same density of nodes. The chosen density ensures that
the greedy algorithm succeeds in finding most of the paths. We verified that for less than
5% of pairs of nodes, the greedy algorithm is not able to find a path.

Our simulations have shown the following. First, CPL of the friendship graph exhibits
logarithmic length scaling with respect to number of nodes in the graph (see Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Figure presents the characteristic path length (CPL) of friendship graph for different number
of nodes. Adding a small number of long-range shortcut edges in the graph reduces CPL.

This is a property of a small world graph. A small number of long-range connections
(e.g., 1 or 2) are enough to reduce CPL considerably from the case when shortcuts are
not used. Second, the greedy algorithm for finding paths succeeds in finding paths whose
length is close to shortest paths.

3 Geographic Map-Based Path Discovery (GMPD)

We believe that a good model of a large mobile network does not assume that nodes are
uniformly distributed in the network. In order to model a terminode network, we identify
the areas with a higher node density, which we call towns. Two towns are interconnected
by all the nodes in between them (we call it a highway). If two towns are interconnected
with a highway, there is a high probability that there are terminodes to ensure connectivity
from one town to another. GMPD assumes that each terminode has such a summarized
geographic view of the network: each terminode has a knowledge of the map of towns.
This map defines the town areas and reports the existence of highways between towns.
As a first attempt, we model a town area as a square centered in a geographic centre. For
each town, the map gives the position of its centre and the size of the square area. The
map of a network can be presented as a graph with nodes corresponding to towns and
edges corresponding to highways, see Figure 6. Macroscopically, the graph of towns
does not change frequently.

GMPD with a given map of towns works as follows:

– Source S determines from its own location (LDAS) the town area (ST ) in which S
is situated (or, the nearest town to LDAS if it is not in the town area). In addition,
since S knows the position of destination D (LDAD), it can determine the town
areaDT whereD is situated (or, the nearest town to LDAD if it is not in the town
area).
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– Then, S accesses the network map in order to find the anchored path from S to D.
We call this operation a map lookup. An anchored path is the list of the geographical
points: the points correspond to centers of the towns that the packet has to visit from
ST in order to reach DT . One possible realization of the map lookup operation is
to find a list of towns that are on the shortest path from ST to DT in the graph of
towns; the length of a path can be given either as the number of towns between ST
and DT , or the length of the topological (Euclidean) shortest path connecting ST
and DT in a graph of towns.

3.1 GMPD with No Initial Summarized View of the Network

Here, we still assume the model of a network based on towns and highways, however,
nodes in the network have a constrained view of a network.

A terminode initially does not have the knowledge of a map of towns. The information
that a terminode has is the following: 1) if a terminode is within a town area, it knows
about neighboring towns areas and town centers with which its current town is connected
by highways; 2) if a terminode is on the highway, it knows towns that this highway
connects. We assume that a graph of towns is planar. As above, we assume that there is a
mapping between the location of a terminode and the corresponding town. Thus, source
S can determine from LDAS the town area (ST ) in which S is situated (or, the nearest
town to LDAS if it is not in the town area). In addition, S determines from the LDAD

the town area DT where D is situated (or, the nearest town to LDAD if it is not in the
town area).

Here we present the description of the path discovery algorithm with these assump-
tions. The source is in town ST and the destination is in town DT .

1
3

4

2

5

Fig. 6. Figure presents one example of a map of a terminode network. Five town areas (1, 2, 3, 4
and 5) are presented with shaded squares. A highway between two towns is presented with a line
between two town areas.

– if ST and DT are the same, then S does not perform path discovery; S sends the
packet to D by GPF. If ST and DT are not the same, S begins anchored path
discovery. S uses a greedy method: it sends the path discovery packet towards a
neighboring town NT whose center is closest to DT . S sends the path discovery
packet by using GPF towards the center ofNT . As soon as the path discovery packet
is received by some terminode N in NT , N adds the center of NT as one anchor
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in the accumulated anchored path. In addition, N adds NT in the accumulated list
of towns (the list of towns is used to record towns that the path discovery packet has
visited. This list is later used to simplify the path from ST toDT ). If N has a path
to DT , it adds this path to the the accumulated anchored path and applies this path
to send the packet to D. Otherwise, N repeats the same steps as S.

– if S or an intermediate node (that has to determine the next town to which to send
the path discovery packet) does not find a neighboring town closer toDT , the path
discovery packet is sent in perimeter mode. In this case, a planar graph traversal
method [3] is used, as explained in the example below. This means that next town
to send the packet to is determined by using planar graph traversal method applied
on a graph of towns.
As soon as the path discovery packet arrives at some town that is closer to DT
than the town where the planar graph traversal method is started, the greedy method
resumes in order to find the next town to send the path discovery.

– the explained procedure is repeated until the packet is received by some node in
DT . Then the packet is sent directly to D by GPF. When D receives the packet, it
analyzes the path and filters possible loops. Then the path is sent back S.

– when S receives the path to DT it adds this path in the list of anchored paths.

We illustrate the path discovery with a localized view of the network with one ex-
ample. Assume in Figure 6 that source S is in town 1, and destination D is in town 5.
S chooses to send the path discovery packet towards the center of town 2 because the
center of town 2 is a neighboring town closest to town 5. The first node in town 2 that
receives the path discovery packet puts the center of town 2 as one anchor in the accu-
mulated anchored path. Now, because the packet cannot be forwarded closer to town
5, the planar graph traversal algorithm is used. This algorithm is applied on the planar
graph of the network map. Following the right hand rule, the first edge of the graph in
the direction counterclockwise from the line connecting town 2 and town 5 is the edge
that connects town 2 to town 1. Therefore, the packet is sent again to town 1. The planar
graph traversal is continued and from town 1 the packet is forwarded to town 4, and then
to town 5. As soon as some terminode in town 5 receives the packet it sends it directly
to D by using GPF. When D receives the path discovery packet, the accumulated town
list is {1,2,1,4,5}.D simplifies the list such that the same town is not visited more than
once. The anchored path to be returned to S is the list of towns {1,4,5} centers.

4 Conclusion

Routing based on anchored paths (AGPF) is a scheme proposed for routing in very large
mobile ad hoc networks. Simulation results shows that AGPF is beneficial when there
are holes in terminodes distribution and the source cannot reach the destination over
the direct geodesic path [2]. This paper presents two schemes for discovering anchored
paths, which completes the whole picture. These two schemes, Friend Assisted Path
Discovery (FAPD) and Geographic Maps-based Path Discovery (GMPD), are based on
two complementary approaches: the social one, e.g. the small world graph approach and
the topological one, based on a summarized view of the network. With the most suitable
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of the two scheme, or with both, a source is able to discover an anchored path to any
destination, and thus use the AGPF. We also demonstrated that the resulting friendship
graph obtained with FAPD has the wished properties of a small world graph, and il-
lustrated, by examples, how the schemes work. The implementation in the GloMoSim
simulator [8] and the further simulation are matter of ongoing work.
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Abstract. We present the Hybrid Activation Multiple Access schedul-
ing protocol (HAMA) for wireless ad hoc networks. Unlike previous chan-
nel access scheduling protocols that activate either nodes or links only,
HAMA is a node-activation oriented channel access scheduling protocol
that also maximizes the chance of link activations. According to HAMA,
the only required information for scheduling channel access at each node
is the identifiers of neighbors within two hops. Using this neighborhood
information, multiple winners for channel access are elected in each con-
tention context, such as a time slot in a frequency band or a spreading
code. Except for time slot synchronization and neighbor updates on the
two-hop neighborhood changes, HAMA dedicates the bandwidth com-
pletely to data communication. The delay and throughput characteris-
tics of HAMA are analyzed, and its performance is compared with pure
node activation based scheduling protocols by simulations.

1 Introduction

In ad hoc networks, a channel access scheme usually takes one of two approaches:
on-demand or by-schedule. The on-demand approach started with ALOHA and
CSMA [9] and continued with several collision avoidance schemes (e.g., MACA
[8], FAMA [5] and others). However, as traffic load increases, network throughput
drastically degrades because the probability of collisions rises, preventing any
station from acquiring the channel. Furthermore, random access MAC protocols
cannot provide end-to-end quality assurance due to adverse channel conditions,
such as near-far phenomena, and capture effects on the channel.

On the other hand, scheduled access schemes prearrange or negotiate a set
of timetables for individual nodes or links, such that the transmissions from
these nodes or on these links are collision-free in the code, time, frequency or
space divisions of the channel. Collision-free channel access scheduling is typically
treated as a node or link coloring problem on graphs representing the network
topologies. Searching for an optimal channel access scheduling results in NP-
hard problems in graph theory (such as k-colorability on nodes or edges) [3,
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4,13]. Polynomial algorithms are known to achieve suboptimal solutions using
randomized approaches or heuristics based on such graph attributes as the degree
of the nodes.

A unified framework for TDMA/FDMA/CDMA channel assignments, called
UxDMA, was described by Ramanathan [12], which combines the general ap-
proaches of many other channel access scheduling algorithms in that these algo-
rithms are now represented by UxDMA with different parameters. The param-
eters to UxDMA indicate the constraints put on the graph entities (nodes or
links) such that entities related by the constraints are colored differently. The
results of color assignments correspond to channel assignments to these nodes
or links in the time, frequency or code domain.

However, since the global topology is required to derive the channel ac-
cess schedule, topology information needs to be collected and frequent schedule
broadcasts have to be carried out in mobile networks, which would consume a
significant portion of the scarce wireless bandwidth.

We propose a new channel access scheduling protocol, called HAMA (Hybrid
Activation Multiple Access scheduling), that supports both broadcast, multicast
and unicast communications in wireless networks using a time and code division
multiple access scheme. HAMA establishes channel access schedules directly on
local topologies of a node within two hops, which avoids the schedule exchanges
and resolutions present in other scheduling algorithms.

Section 2 describes the assumptions we make about multihop wireless net-
works, and section 3 specifies HAMA. Section 4 presents the neighbor protocol
for propagating and acquiring two-hop neighbor information. Section 5 ana-
lyzes the delay and throughput attributes of HAMA using queuing theory, and
HAMA’s performance is studied by simulations and comparisons with NAMA,
the pure node-activation based channel access scheduling protocol, and UxDMA,
the best-performing scheduling algorithm known to date. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Assumptions

The creation and analysis of a packet radio network usually depend on the
physical technologies provided and the scenarios where the multihop wireless
network is deployed. We assume that:

– Each node in the network is mounted with an omni-directional radio
transceiver, and assigned a unique ID number;

– The radio of each node may only work in half-duplex mode, i.e., either trans-
mit or receive data packet at a time, but not both;

– Time is synchronized at each node, and nodes access the channel based
on slotted time boundaries. Each time slot lasts long enough to transmit
a complete data packet, and is identifiable relative to a consensus starting
point.
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We do not address the time synchronization issue, but suggest achieving it
by attaching timing information in physical layer packet framing and listening
to data traffic in the network to align time slots to the latest starting point of a
complete packet transmission by one-hop neighbors [10].

The topology of a packet radio network is represented by an undirected graph
G = (V, E), where V is the set of network nodes, and E is the set of links
between nodes. If link (u, v) ∈ E, then (v, u) ∈ E, and node u and v are within
the transmission range of each other, so that they can exchange packets via the
common channel, in which case u and v are called one-hop neighbors of each
other. The set of one-hop neighbors of a node i is denoted as N1

i .
Since the same codes on a set of the appropriately selected frequency bands

can be equivalently considered to be different codes, we only consider channel
scheduling based on a time-slotted code division multiple access scheme. Before
describing a neighbor protocol in section 4, we assume that each node already
knows its two-hop neighbor information, which is the one-hop neighbors of the
node itself and the one-hop neighbors of its one-hop neighbors. That is, the
collection of neighbor information gathered at node i is:

N1
i ∪ (

⋃

j∈N1
i

N1
j ) .

3 HAMA

3.1 Code Assignment

HAMA is a time-slotted code division multiple access scheme using direct se-
quence spread spectrum (DSSS) transmission techniques. In DSSS, code as-
signments are categorized into transmitter-oriented code assignment (TOCA),
receiver-oriented code assignment (ROCA), or a per-link-oriented code assign-
ment (POCA) schemes [6,7,11]. HAMA adopts transmitter-oriented code assign-
ment (TOCA), because of its broadcast capability.

We assume that a pool of well-chosen quasi-orthogonal pseudo-noise codes,
Cpn = {ck}, are available for each node to choose from. The codes are identified
by the superscript k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , |Cpn| − 1.

The code for each node is denoted by i.TxCode (∈ Cpn), and is computed
in every time slot. Consequently, a node has varying contention situations for
transmission from time slot to time slot. Eq. (1) computes the pseudo-noise code
for node i at time slot t.

i.TxCode = ck, k = Hash(i ⊕ t) mod |Cpn| . (1)

where Hash(x) is an integer pseudo-random number generator that generates
the message digest of byte-stream input x. The sign ‘⊕’ is designated as the
mathematical operation to carry out concatenation on its two operants.

Because we have a limited number of pseudo-noise codes for assignment in
HAMA, it is possible that multiple nodes share the same code. We resolve pos-
sible collisions using a contention resolution algorithm in HAMA.
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3.2 Nodal Modes and Operations

The state of a node is related with a dynamic priority assigned to the node in
each time slot. The priority of a node i ∈ V is computed according to Eq. (2),
given the current time slot t:

i.prio = Hash(i ⊕ t) , (2)

where the same function Hash(x) was used in Eq. (1).
The mode of a node is determined by the priorities of itself and the surround-

ing neighbors. We differentiate nodes in terms of their capabilities for transmis-
sions in either broadcast or unicast mode. In general, we allow data packets
transmitted from nodes with higher priorities to nodes with lower priorities.
Accordingly, the mode of a node is defined into six states under two categories:

– Receiver:
1. Sniffer (Sf): The node does not have the highest priority among its one-
hop neighbors.

2. Sink (S): The node has the lowest priority among its one-hop neighbors.
– Transmitter:

1. B-Transmitter (BT): The node has the highest priority among its two-
hop neighbors, and can broadcast to its one-hop neighbors without con-
tentions from its two-hop neighbors.

2. U-Transmitter (UT): The node has the highest priority among its one-
hop neighbors only. Therefore, the node may transmit to some one-hop
neighbors, but cannot do so to other one-hop neighbors.

3. S-Transmitter (ST): The node has the highest priority among the one-
hop neighbors of a Sink neighbor.

4. Yield (Y): The node could have been either a B-Transmitter or a U-
Transmitter, but chooses to abandon channel access if its transmission
may result in hidden-terminal interference at its one-hop neighbors.

If a node i determines that is a transmitter (BT, UT or ST), it prepares data
flows for transmissions on its assigned code. The node has to select corresponding
one-hop neighbors that can receive its packets. For convenience, we denote the
receiver set by i.out, and the packets stored for the eligible receivers by i.Q(i.out).

If a node i happens to be in reception mode (Sf or S), it chooses a neighbor,
denoted by i.in, which has the highest priority among its one-hop neighbors, and
listens on the transmission code assigned to i.in.

The transmission code is assigned to a node in transmission mode using Eq.
(1), and the reception code of a node i, denoted by i.RxCode, is naturally aligned
to transmission code of i.in.

HAMA applies a novel neighbor-aware contention resolution algorithm
(NCR) [1] to compute the channel access schedules in each time slot. Provided
that each node obtains the accurate knowledge of its neighbors within two hops
through neighbor protocol, HAMA decides whether a node i transmits or re-
ceives a packet in time slot t on an appropriate code as presented in Fig. 1.
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HAMA(i, t)
{

/* Initialized to listen. */
1 i.mode = Sf;
2 i.in = -1; /* Null. */
3 i.out = ∅; /* Empty set. */

4 for (k ∈ N1
i ∪ (

⋃
j∈N1

i
N1

j )) {
5 k.prio = Hash(t ⊕ k);
6 code = k.prio mod |Cpn|;
7 k.TxCode = ccode;
8 }

9 for (∀j ∈ N1
i ∪ {i}) {

10 if (∀k ∈ N1
j , j.prio > k.prio)

/* May unicast. */
11 j.mode = UT;
12 elseif (∀k ∈ N1

j , j.prio < k.prio)
/* A sink. */

13 j.mode = S;
14 }

/* More findings about i. */
15 if (i.mode ≡ UT and
16 ∀k ∈ ∪j∈N1

i
N1

j , k 
=i,
17 i.prio> k.prio)

/* Can broadcast. */
18 i.mode = BT;
19 elseif (i.mode ≡ Sf and
20 ∃j ∈ N1

i , j.mode ≡ S and
21 ∀k ∈ N1

j , k 
=i, i.prio > k.prio) {
/* Can unicast to a sink */

22 i.mode = ST;

/* i has to listen to j. */
23 if (∃j ∈ N1

i , j.mode ≡ UT and
24 ∀k ∈ N1

i , k 
=j, j.prio > k.prio)
25 i.mode = Sf;
26 }

/* Determine dest or src. */
27 switch (i.mode) {
28 case BT:

29 for (j ∈ N1
i )

30 i.out = i.out ∪{j};

31 case UT:
32 for (j ∈ N1

i )
33 if (∀k ∈ N1

j , k 
=i,
34 i.prio > k.prio)
35 i.out = i.out ∪{j};

36 case ST:
37 for (j ∈ N1

i )
38 if (j.mode ≡ S and
39 ∀k ∈ N1

j , k 
=i,
40 i.prio > k.prio)
41 i.out = i.out ∪{j};

42 case S, Sf:
43 if (∃j ∈ N1

i and
44 ∀k ∈ N1

i , k 
=j,
45 j.prio> k.prio) {
46 i.in = j;
47 i.RxCode = j.TxCode;
48 }
49 }

/* Hidden-Terminal Avoidance. */
50 if (i.mode ∈ { UT, ST } and
51 ∃j ∈ N1

i , j.mode 
= UTand
52 ∃k ∈ N1

j , k.prio > i.prio and
53 k.TxCode ≡ i.TxCode)
54 i.mode = Y;

/* Ready to communicate. */
55 if (i.mode ∈ {BT, UT, ST } and
56 i.Q(i.out) 
=∅) {

/* FIFO */
57 pkt = Dequeue(i.Q(i.out));
58 Transmit pkt on code i.TxCode;
59 }
60 else
61 Listen on code i.RxCode;

} /* End of HAMA. */

Fig. 1. HAMA Specification
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4 Neighbor Protocol

In HAMA, topology information within two hops of a node plays a essential role
for channel access operations. In mobile networks, network topologies change
frequently, which affects the transmission schedules of the mobile nodes. The
ability to detect and notify such changes promptly relies on the neighbor protocol
so as to reharmonize channel access scheduling.

4.1 Signals

Since HAMA adopts dynamic code assignment for channel access using the iden-
tifier and time slot number, it is impossible for a node to detect a new one-hop
neighbor that transmits data packets with varying codes. We have to use an addi-
tional time section, called neighborhood section, for sending out “hello” messages
and for mobility management purposes. The neighborhood section lasts for Tnbr

time slots following every Thama HAMA time slots. Channel access is still based
on code division scheme but the transmission code is fixed over a commonly
known one selected from Cpn.

type srcID #add #del nbrIDs

Signal Frame

Fig. 2. Signal Frame Format

In addition, a time slot within the neighborhood section is further divided
into a number of smaller time segments fit for transmitting short signal packets,
where their format is as illustrated in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the signal frame transmitted by node srcID is indicated by its
type field. And field #add and #del count the numbers of the following nbrIDs
for addition and deletion, respectively, of the neighbors from the transmitter’s
neighbor topology.

type srcID dstID #add #del

Data Frame

nbrIDs payload

Header Option

Fig. 3. Data Frame Format

Besides signals, one-hop neighbor updates are also propagated using broad-
cast packets if a node is activated in BT-mode, so that the update information of
a node gets to all its neighbors efficiently. One-hop neighbor updates are piggy-
back in the option field of a data frame whenever possible and necessary. Fig. 3
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illustrates the data packet format, which includes similar neighbor update fields
as in Fig. 2, besides regular fields such as destination dstID and payload of the
packet.

4.2 Mobility Handling

Signals are used by the neighbor protocol for two purposes. One is for a node
to say “hello” to its one-hop neighbors periodically in order to maintain connec-
tivity. The other is to send neighbor updates when a neighbor is added, deleted
or needs to be refreshed. In case of a new link being established, both ends of
the link need to notify their one-hop neighbors of the new link, and exchange
their complete one-hop neighbor information. In case of a link breaking down,
a neighbor-delete update needs to be sent out. An existing neighbor connection
also has to be refreshed periodically to the one-hop neighbors for robustness.
If a neighbor-delete update is not delivered to some one-hop neighbors, those
neighbors age out the obsolete link after a period of time.

However, because of the randomness of signal packet transmissions, it is
possible for a signal sent by a node to collide with signals sent by some of its
two-hop neighbors. Due to the lack of acknowledgments in signal transmissions,
multiple retransmissions of the update information are needed for a node to
ensure the delivery of the message to its one-hop neighbors. Signal intervals also
jitter by a small value so that signals transmitted in the neighborhood spread
out evenly over the neighborhood section to avoid collisions.

Furthermore, retransmissions of a signal packet can only achieve a certain
probability of successful delivery of the message. Even though the probability
approaches one as the retransmissions are carried out repetitively, the neigh-
bor protocol has to regulate the rhythm of sending signals, so that the desired
probability of the message delivery is achieved with a small minimum number
of retransmissions in the shortest time, thus incurring the least amount of inter-
ference to other neighbors’ signal transmissions.

The number of signal retransmissions and the interval between retransmis-
sions depends on the number of two-hop neighbors. The more neighbors a node
has, the longer the interval value is chosen for signal retransmissions. Since the
probability of each signal transmission trial can be determined by the inter-
val value, the number of retransmissions can be derived to achieve the desired
probability of successful message delivery.

Consequently, the latency of the message delivery using retransmission ap-
proach is decided by the product of the interval and the number of retransmis-
sions. If we do not depend on the neighbor updates transmitted in the option
field of data frames, enough time slots should be allocated to the neighborhood
section in the time division scheme to achieve the desired latency of message
delivery, which determines the ratio between Thama and Tnbr. Since the time
division is fixed during the operations of HAMA, the ratio Thama : Tnbr is com-
puted beforehand in the neighbor protocol to handle networks with moderate
density. We do not specify the relations from this aspect in this paper.
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5 Performance

5.1 Delay Analysis

When data packets arrive at a node according to a Poisson process with rate
λ and are served according to the first-come-first-serve (FIFO) strategy, we can
analyze the delay properties of HAMA by a steady-state M/G/1 queues with
server vacations, where the single server is the node. The server takes a vacation
for V of one time slot when there is no data packet in the queue; otherwise, it
looks for the next available time slot to transmit the first packet waiting in the
queue.

Because a node accesses the channel in a time slot by comparing the random
priorities assigned its one-hop neighbors, the attempt of channel access in each
time slot is a Bernoulli trial for each node. Depending on the neighborhood
topology, each node has a probability q of winning the channel access contention
in each time slot. Therefore, the service time of a data packet in the queuing
system is a random variable following geometric distribution with parameter q.
Denote the service time as X, we have P{X = k, k ≥ 1} = (1− q)k−1q.

The mean and second moments of random variable X and V are:

X =
1
q

, X2 =
2− q

q2
;

V = V 2 = 1 .

So that the extended Pollaczek-Kinchin formula for the waiting time in the
M/G/1 queuing system with server vacations [2]

W =
λX2

2(1− λX)
+

V 2

2V

readily yields the average waiting period of a data packet in the queue as:

W =
λ(2− q)
2q(q − λ)

+
1
2

.

Adding the average service time to the queuing delay, we get the overall delay
in the system:

T = W +X =
2 + q − 2λ
2(q − λ)

. (3)

To keep the queuing system in a steady state without packet overflow prob-
lems, it is necessary that λ < q.

Since HAMA is capable of both node activation and link activation, the
delays of broadcast and unicast traffics should be considered separately because
the contenders of node activation and link activation are different, so are the
respective activation probabilities.
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5.2 Throughput Analysis

Network throughput is defined as the number of packets going through the net-
work at the same time including both broadcast and unicast traffics. On account
of the collision freedom in HAMA, the shared channel can serve certain load up
to the channel capacity allowed without degradations. That is, the throughput
over the common channel is the summation of arrival rates at all network nodes
as long as the queuing system at each node remains in equilibrium on the arrival
and departure events. Therefore, the system throughput S is derived as:

S =
∑

k∈V

min(λk, qk) , (4)

where qk is the probability that node k may be activated, and λk is the data
packet arrival rate at link k.

5.3 Simulation Results

The behaviors of HAMA is simulated in two scenarios: fully connected networks
with different numbers of nodes, and multihop networks with different radio
transmission ranges. The delay and throughput attributes of HAMA are gathered
in each simulation, and compared with those of NAMA [1] and UxDMA [12] in
the same simulation scenarios.

In the simulations, we do not model the bandwidth of the radio channel
with specific numbers, but use more abstract terms, such as packets per time
slot for both arrival rate and throughput, which can be later translated into
common bandwidth metrics, such as Mbps (megabits per second), given certain
packet size distribution and transmission media. The following parameters and
behaviors are assumed in the simulations:

– The network topologies are static to evaluate the scheduling performance of
the algorithms, only.

– Signal propagation in the channel follows the free-space model and the effec-
tive range of radio is determined by the power level of the radio. Radiation
energy outside the effective transmission range of the radio is considered
negligible interference to other communications. All radios have the same
transmission range.

– 30 pseudo-noise codes are available for code assignments, i.e., |Cpn| = 30.
– Packets are served in First-In First-Out (FIFO) order. Only one packet can
be transmitted in a time slot.

– All nodes have the same broadcast packet arrival rate for all protocols
(HAMA, NAMA and UxDMA). In addition, HAMA is loaded with the same
amount of unicast traffic as broadcast traffic to manifest the unicast capa-
bility of HAMA. The overall load for HAMA is thus twice as much as that
of NAMA and UxDMA. The destinations of the unicast packets in HAMA
are evenly distributed on all outgoing links.
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– The duration of the simulation is 100,000 time slots, long enough to collect
the metrics of interests.

In UxDMA, a constraint set is derived for broadcast activations as NAMA
does, which is give by UxDMA-NAMA = {V 0

tr, V
1
tt}. The notation of each symbol

is referred to the original paper in [12]. Constraint V 0
tr forbids a node from

transmitting and receiving at the same time, while V 1
tt eliminates hidden terminal

problem.
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Fig. 4. Average Packet Delays In Fully-Connected Networks

In the fully connected scenarios, simulations were carried out in two configu-
rations: 5- and 20-node networks, to manifest the effects of different contention
levels. Fig. 4 shows the average delay values on the first row and average through-
put on the second for HAMA, NAMA and UxDMA-NAMA, respectively, under
different loads on each node in the two configurations. The horizontal parts in
the throughput plots indicate the total network capacities provided by different
protocols. Since all nodes are within one hop to each other, there can be only
one unicast or broadcast in each time slot. The network throughput tops when
the loads sum up to one.

In the multihop scenario, the simulations were conducted in networks that are
generated by randomly placing 100 nodes within an area of 1000×1000 square
meters. To simulate infinite plane that has constant node placement density, the
opposite sides of the square are seamed together, which visually turns the square
area into a torus. The power of the transceiver on each node was set to 100, 200,
and 300 meters, respectively, so that the network topology and contention levels
in these simulations varied accordingly.
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Fig. 5. Average Packet Delays In Multihop Networks

Fig. 5 shows the delay and throughput performance of HAMA, NAMA and
UxDMA-NAMA in multihop networks. UxDMA-NAMA is better than HAMA
and NAMA at broadcasting in some of the multihop networks, owing to its global
knowledge about topologies. However, HAMA outperforms UxDMA-NAMA in
overall network throughput.

Overall, HAMA has achieved much better performance than a previously
proposed protocol, NAMA [1], by requiring only a little more processing on the
neighbor information. Comparing HAMA with UxDMA, which uses global topol-
ogy information, HAMA sustains similar broadcasting throughput, in addition
to the extra opportunities for sending unicast traffic. The dependence on only
two-hop neighbor information is also a big advantage over UxDMA.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced HAMA, a new distributed channel access scheduling proto-
col that dynamically determines the node activation schedule for both broadcast
and unicast traffics. HAMA only requires two-hop neighborhood information,
and avoids the complexities of prior collision-free scheduling approaches that
demand global topology information. We have also analyzed the per-node delay
and per-system throughput attributes of HAMA and NAMA [1], a node activa-
tion protocol, and compared system performance of HAMA with that of NAMA
and UxDMA [12] by simulation.
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Abstract. This paper introduces new admission criteria that enable
the use of algorithms based on the many sources asymptotics in real-life
applications. This is achieved by a significant reduction in the computa-
tional requirements and by moving the computationally intensive tasks
away from the timing-sensitive decision instant. It is shown that the tra-
ditional overflow-probability type admission control method can be re-
formulated into a bandwidth-requirement type and a buffer-requirement
type methods and that these methods are equivalent when used for ad-
mission control. The original and the two proposed methods are com-
pared through the example of fractional Brownian motion traffic.

1 Introduction

Bandwidth requirement estimation is a key function in networks intending to
provide quality of service (QoS) to their users. Network devices in QoS-capable
networks must be able to control the amount of traffic they handle. This is gener-
ally performed by using some form of admission control. There are two commonly
used methods for determining whether a new connection can be allowed to en-
ter the system: in the first one an estimate of the buffer overflow probability
is computed based on the properties of the new and the already active flows
in the system, while the second method computes the bandwidth requirement
of the existing traffic flows. When using the first method for admission control
decisions, the devices check the computed overflow probability against the target
overflow probability. If the second method is used, the bandwidth requirement
of the existing flows is increased by the predicted bandwidth usage of the new
flow and the result is compared to the capacity of the system.

Often, the second method is preferred over the first, mainly because it results
in a quantity – the bandwidth requirement – that is more tractable and more
useful than the estimate of the overflow probability. The on-line estimation of the
bandwidth requirement of the traffic enables the network operator to track the
amount of allocated (and free) capacity in the network. Furthermore, the impact
of network management actions (e.g. directing more traffic on the link) on the
resource status of the network can be more easily assessed. The overflow proba-
bility on the other hand is a less straightforward quantity that depends on the

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 166–177, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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parameters of the queueing system in a more complex way, thus changes in them
imply a less tractable and computationally more complex update procedure.

Accordingly, most of the work to date has focused on algorithms that quan-
tify the bandwidth requirement of traffic flows. The most widespread approaches
are based on the notion of the effective bandwidth, a comprehensive review of
which is given in [5]. A group of algorithms use the Chernoff bound or the
Hoeffding bound to derive simplified and directly applicable formulae for the
effective bandwidth in case of bufferless statistical multiplexing [9]. For buffered
resources, the theory of large deviations was shown to be a very capable method
for calculating the bandwidth requirement of traffic flows. There are two asymp-
totics that can be used for this purpose: the large buffer asymptotics and the
many sources asymptotics. The large buffer asymptotics provide a rate function
describing the decay rate of the tail of the probability of buffer overflow when
the size of the buffer gets very large. The many sources asymptotics also offer
a rate function but with the assumption that the number of traffic flows in the
system gets very large, while the traffic mix, per-source buffer space and system
per-source capacity are held constant. Both asymptotics discussed so far provide
an overflow-probability type quantity.

Using the large buffer asymptotics it is easy to switch from the overflow
probability representation to the bandwidth requirement representation. How-
ever, algorithms relying on this asymptotics [6] do not account for the gain
arising from the statistical multiplexing of many traffic flows. In recent years,
the second asymptotic regime, the many sources asymptotics (and its Bahadur-
Rao improvement) have been described and investigated in [3], [2], [1] and [7].
In the native form, the many sources asymptotics provide a rate function that
can be used to estimate the probability of overflow. The computation of this rate
function involves two optimisations in two variables. Yet, if it is the bandwidth
requirement that is of interest, another optimisation has to be performed that re-
quires the recomputation of the two original optimisations in each step. Despite
of its complexity, this bandwidth requirement estimate is appealing because it
incorporates the statistical properties of the traffic along with its QoS require-
ments and it also embraces the statistical multiplexing gain that occurs on the
multiplexing link. However, the use of this estimator in real-time applications is
not feasible because of its computational complexity.

This paper introduces a new method for computing the bandwidth require-
ment of traffic flows that is based on the many sources asymptotics as well.
Instead of the three embedded optimisations that previous approaches required,
it comprises only of two optimisations that directly result in an estimate of the
bandwidth requirement. The method is favourable to on-line measurement-based
application, since the admission decision step is simplified and the more involv-
ing computations can be done in the background. It is shown that the new and
the old methods for obtaining the bandwidth requirement are equivalent.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a brief
overview of the many sources asymptotics and describes three admission decision
methods based directly on this asymptotics. The proposed computationally more
favourable method for computing the bandwidth requirement is introduced in
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Sect. 3, and the equivalence is proven. The operation of the novel method is
demonstrated with the example of fractional Brownian motion traffic in Sect. 4.
Conclusions are given in Sect. 5. The Appendix shows that similar results can
be achieved for computing the buffer requirement of traffic flows.

2 Overflow-Probability Based Admission Criteria

This section presents an overview on the many sources asymptotics. Next, a
collection of admission control methods are reviewed, all of which build on the
asymptotic property of the overflow probability.

2.1 Many Sources Asymptotics

The asymptotic regime described by the many sources asymptotics can be used
to form an estimate of the probability of buffer overflow in the system as follows.
Let us consider a buffered communication link with transmission capacity C,
buffer size B, which carries N independent flows multiplexed in the system. N is
viewed as a scaling factor, i.e. we can identify a per-source transmission capacity
c = C/N and a per-source buffer size b = B/N . Further, let the stochastic
process X[0, t) denote the total amount of work arriving at the system during
the time interval [0, t). Let us assume that X[0, t) has stationary increments.

Conclusions on the behaviour of this system can be derived by investigating
a queueing system of infinite buffer size that is served by a finite capacity server
with service rate C = cN . In order to account for the finite buffer size B = bN
of the real system, the probability of buffer overflow in the original system can
be deduced from the proportion of time over which the queue length, Q(C,N),
is above the finite level B. In this system, where the system parameters (cN, bN)
and the workload (X[0, t)) are scaled by the number of sources, an asymptotic
equality can be obtained in N for the probability of overflow:

lim
N→∞

1
N

logP{Q(cN,N) > bN} = sup
t>0

inf
s>0

{
st
α(s, t)
N

− s(b+ ct)
}

def= −I .
(1)

Here α(s, t) (the so-called effective bandwidth [5]) is defined as

α(s, t) def=
1
st

logE
[
esX[0,t)

]
(2)

and I is called the asymptotic rate function, which depends on the per-source
system parameters and on the scaled workload process. This result was proven
for discrete time in [2] and for continuous time in [3]. Equation (2) practically
means that for N large, the probability of overflow can be approximated as
P{Q(C,N) > B} ≈ e−NI , where −NI can be computed from (1) as

−NI = sup
t>0

inf
s>0

{st α(s, t) − s(B + Ct)} . (3)
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The approximation above can also be reasoned in a less rigorous, but brief and
intuitive manner as follows [7]. The Chernoff bound can be used to approxi-
mate the probability that the workload X[0, t) exceeds Ct, the offered service
in [0, t) and in addition it fills up the buffer space B: P{X[0, t) > B + Ct} ≈
infs>0 exp {st α(s, t) − s(B + Ct)} . The steady state queue length distribution
can be described by Q = supt>0 {X[0, t) − Ct} provided that the X[0, t) pro-
cess has stationary increments. This way, the probability of the queue length
exceeding the buffer level B is P{Q > B} ≈ P {supt>0 {X[0, t) − Ct} > B} ≈
supt>0 P {X[0, t) > B + Ct} ≈ e−NI .

For the sake of simplifying further discussions, let us define the function
J(s, t) def= st α(s, t) − s(B + Ct). In (3), the evaluation of supt>0 infs>0 J(s, t)
is computationally complex as a double optimisation has to be performed after
the computation or estimation of the effective bandwidth of X[0, t). Since the
optimisations are embedded, first the optimal (minimal) s has to be found which
still depends on t. Placing this optimal s into J(s, t), the task is its maximisation
with respect to t. For a more formal and concise discussion the following notation
is introduced:

s∗(t) def= arg inf
s>0

J(s, t), t∗ def= arg sup
t>0

J(s∗(t), t) and s∗ def= s∗(t∗) . (4)

Now, the extremising pair of J(s, t) is (s∗, t∗) and thus −NI = J(s∗, t∗). The
extremising values t∗ and s∗ are commonly termed as the critical time and space
scales, respectively. The intuitive explanation of the critical time scale is that
it is the most probable time interval after which overflows occur in the multi-
plexing system (i.e. the most likely length of the busy period prior to overflow).
Although many other busy periods may contribute to the total overflow, large
deviation theory takes into account only the most probable one, which is the
most dominant in the asymptotic sense. The rationale behind the critical space
parameter is that it captures the statistical behaviour of the workload process,
that is the amount of achievable statistical multiplexing gain and the burstiness.
Critical space values close to 0 describe a source (or an aggregate) that can ben-
efit from statistical multiplexing, while larger values infer a higher bandwidth
requirement. Finally, it is also worth noting that s∗ and t∗ always depend on the
system parameters C,B and the statistical properties of X[0, t).

In practical applications there is a QoS requirement, which is often specified
as a constraint for the probability of buffer overflow (e−γ). In order to admit a
source the following criterion has to be satisfied:

P{Q(C,N) > B} ≈ e−NI ≤ e−γ or sup
t>0

inf
s>0

J(s, t) ≤ −γ . (5)

2.2 Equivalent Admission Criteria

The inequalities in (5) define an admission rule that uses the method of the many
sources asymptotics in the native form. In this original form, the probability of
buffer overflow is estimated using X[0, t), B and C as the input quantities, whilst
the target overflow probability is used as the performance criterion.
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It is possible to set up two other criteria that can be used for admission
control decisions. As it was mentioned in the introduction, it is often preferable
to express the bandwidth requirement of the traffic and compare this quantity to
the server capacity. In order to form an estimate of the bandwidth requirement
of the traffic, another optimisation has to be performed. For this, the server
capacity has to be treated as a free variable and given the workload process,
the buffer size and the QoS requirement, the smallest server capacity has to
be identified for which the system still satisfies the performance criterion put
forward in (5). The resulting quantity

Cequ
def= inf

{
C : sup

t>0
inf
s>0

J(s, t) ≤ −γ
}

(6)

is termed in the rest of the paper as the equivalent capacity.1 Then the admission
criterion can be written as

Cequ ≤ C . (7)

A similar, but less frequently used criterion can be defined that allows admis-
sion decisions to be made based on the available buffer space. In this case, the
buffer requirement of the traffic is determined using a similar triple optimisation
as in (6), but this time taking X[0, t), C and the QoS requirement as the input
quantities and B as the performance constraint:

Breq
def= inf

{
B : sup

t>0
inf
s>0

J(s, t) ≤ −γ
}

and Breq ≤ B . (8)

Figure 1 presents a summary of the three methods with respect to their input
parameters and the quantity they use as a constraint in the decision criterion.
The methods are equivalent in the sense that in a given context they arrive at
the same decision. When it comes to numerical evaluation, the first (original)
method with the double optimisation is, however, significantly less demanding
than the others involving three embedded optimisations.

sup
t>0

inf
s>0

sup
t>0

inf
s>0

sup
t>0

inf
s>0

e−γ
γγ

Ploss
X[0, t) X[0, t)X[0, t)
B

B

B
Breq

C

C
C

Cequ ??? arg inf
C

arg inf
B

overflow-probability bandwidth-requirement buffer-requirement
type type type

Fig. 1. Admission decision methods

1 Following the terminology of previous works, the term effective bandwidth is reserved
for α(s, t), which is not directly associated with the minimal service rate required to
meet the QoS target.
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3 The Improved Bandwidth Requirement Estimator

This section introduces an alternative method for computing the equivalent ca-
pacity. The advantage of this new method is that its computational complexity
is reduced to a double optimisation, resulting in a similar formula to the one
used in the rate-function based estimation of the buffer overflow probability.
It is shown that the estimation of the equivalent capacity using the proposed
method arrives at the same decision as the method in (6) and (7). The proposed
method infer a new optimisation function resulting in an alternative set of space
and time scales. The equivalence of the respective methods for estimating the
buffer requirement can be proven in an identical manner (see the Appendix).

3.1 Alternative Definition of the Equivalent Capacity

Let us introduce K(s, t) as

K(s, t) def= α(s, t) +
γ

st
− B

t
, (9)

which is obtained from the isolation of C from J(s, t) = −γ. Namely,K(s, t) = C
holds after the rearrangement.2 By defining a new double optimisation

C̃equ
def= sup

t>0
inf
s>0

K(s, t) , (10)

similarly to (3), the extremisers are attained in the form of

s†(t) def= arg inf
s>0

K(s, t), t† def= arg sup
t>0

K(s†(t), t) and s† def= s†(t†) . (11)

The extremising pair of the double optimisation in (10) is then (s†, t†) and these
are the alternative space and time scales, respectively.

It can be proven that C̃equ = Cequ holds. In other words, we need only two
optimisations instead of three to arrive at the equivalent capacity Cequ. This is
shown in the next subsection using the subsequent theorem.
Theorem 1. The following two strict inequalities are equivalent:

J(s∗, t∗) < −γ ⇐⇒ K(s†, t†) < C , (12)

furthermore the equations

J(s∗, t∗) = −γ , (13)
K(s†, t†) = C (14)

2 The so-called Bahadur-Rao improvement, as described in [1], introduces a prefac-
tor to the estimate of the overflow probability in (5). For the improvement of the
equivalent capacity (and the buffer requirement) this manifests in a modified QoS

constraint for (5) in the following form: γ′ = γ − 1
2 log(4πγ)

1+ 1
2γ

.
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are equivalent as well and consequently the two strict inequalities below also imply
each other:

J(s∗, t∗) > −γ , (15)
K(s†, t†) > C . (16)

Proof. First of all, note that any two of the three equivalences, (12), (13)⇔(14)
and (15)⇔(16), imply the third one, therefore it is enough to prove the second
and the third assertion only. The proof of the statements of Theorem 1 uses
three lemmas.
Lemma 1. For all t > 0, (17) ⇔ (18):

J(s∗(t), t) < −γ , (17)
K(s†(t), t) < C . (18)

Proof. Suppose (17) holds. The isolation of C gives K(s∗(t), t)
by rearr. (17)

< C.

Then, the definition of s†(t) can be used to obtain K(s†(t), t)
by def. of s†(t)

≤
K(s∗(t), t). These two inequalities together entail that (18) holds as well. In the

other direction, if (18) holds, J(s∗(t), t)
by def. of s∗(t)

≤ J(s†(t), t)
by rearr. (18)

< −γ,
consequently (18)⇒(17) as well and thus Lemma 1 is proven. 	


Lemma 2. For all t > 0, (19) ⇔ (20):

J(s∗(t), t) = −γ , (19)
K(s†(t), t) = C . (20)

Proof. If (19) holds, then K(s†(t), t) ≥ C because otherwise (17) should hold

by the assertion of Lemma 1 contradicting (19). This means that C
by L1 and (19)

≤
K(s†(t), t)

by def. of s†(t)
≤ K(s∗(t), t)

by rearr. (19)
= C, therefore equality has to hold

throughout this chain of inequalities, consequently (20) holds. Now suppose that

(20) holds. Then −γ
by L1 and (20)

≤ J(s∗(t), t)
by def. of s∗(t)

≤ J(s†(t), t)
by rearr. (20)

=
−γ, so (20)⇒(19) as well and hence Lemma 2 is proven. 	


Lemma 3. For all t > 0

J(s∗(t), t) > −γ ⇐⇒ K(s†(t), t) > C . (21)

Proof. Lemma 3 is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 	

Continuing with the proof of Theorem 1, let us suppose that (13) holds. Sub-
stituting t∗ in Lemma 2 implies that K(s†(t∗), t∗) = C. On the other hand,
K(s†, t†) = K(s†(t†), t†) ≥ K(s†(t∗), t∗) by the definition of t† (note that in

general s† can not be used instead of s†(t∗)). Thus K(s†(t†), t†)
by def. of t†

≥
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K(s†(t∗), t∗)
by L2 with t=t∗

= C. By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 with t = t† this

inequality implies that J(s∗(t†), t†) ≥ −γ. Hence −γ (13)
= J(s∗(t∗), t∗)

by def. of t∗

≥
J(s∗(t†), t†)

prev., L2 and L3 with t=t†

≥ −γ, from which it can be concluded that
equality holds along the chain of inequalities, accordingly J(s∗(t†), t†) = −γ.
Lemma 2 with t = t† then implies that (14) holds. Vice versa, if (14) holds,

then J(s∗, t∗) = J(s∗(t∗), t∗)
by def. of t∗

≥ J(s∗(t†), t†)
by L2 with t=t†

= −γ, there-

upon C
(14)
= K(s†(t†), t†)

by def. of t†

≥ K(s†(t∗), t∗)
prev., L2 and L3 with t=t∗

≥ C. The
consequence is that K(s†(t∗), t∗) = C holds and by Lemma 2 with t = t∗ it turns
out that (13) holds as well. Thus the proof of equivalence (13)⇔(14) is done. For
the proof of the third statement of Theorem 1, first suppose (15) holds. Then

K(s†, t†) = K(s†(t†), t†)
by def. of t†

≥ K(s†(t∗), t∗)
by L3 with t=t∗

> C, consequently

(15)⇒(16). Finally, supposing (16) holds, J(s∗, t∗) = J(s∗(t∗), t∗)
by def. of t∗

≥
J(s∗(t†), t†)

by L3 with t=t†

> −γ, subsequently (16)⇒(15) as well. Therefore the
equivalence (15)⇔(16) is proven as well. Equivalence (12) follows from the other
two equivalences, hence the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 	


3.2 Equivalence of the Two Definitions of the Equivalent Capacity

Theorem 1 can now be used to prove that the equivalent capacities defined by
(6) and (10) are equal.

Corollary 1. The equivalent capacity defined by the double optimisation in (10)
equals the one defined by the triple optimisation in (6): K(s†, t†) = C̃equ = Cequ.

Proof. Observe that J(s, t) is (strictly) monotonously decreasing in the variable
C for fixed B and γ. It is easy to see that Cequ = inf{C : supt>0 infs>0 J(s, t) ≤
−γ} str. mon. decr.= inf{C : supt>0 infs>0 J(s, t) = −γ}. The consequence of this
is that J((s∗(Cequ), t∗(Cequ)) = −γ (note that the extremisers depend on the
variables C and B in this case, but B is fixed here, therefore only the dependence
on variable C is indicated). By Theorem 1 it follows that K(s†, t†) = Cequ as
well (here the optimising parameters depend on variables B and γ, but those
are fixed). However, this is exactly the definition of C̃equ and that corresponds
to the assertion. 	

The respective optimiser pairs (s∗(B,C), t∗(B,C)) and (s†(B, γ), t†(B, γ)) do
not coincide in general, they are not even comparable as such, since they depend
on a different set of variables. Nevertheless, on the boundary of the acceptance
region (J(s∗, t∗) = −γ ⇔ (Cequ =)K(s†, t†) = C) the same parameter values
are the optimisers of the two problems:

Proposition 1. If one of the double optimisations (3) and (10) has a unique
extremising pair and J(s∗, t∗) = −γ (or K(s†, t†) = C), then the two extremiser
pairs coincide, t∗ = t† and s∗ = s†.
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Proof. Assume (s†, t†) is unique. By supposing any of the two (equivalent) equal-
ities as the second assumption, J(s∗(t∗), t∗) = −γ and K(s†(t†), t†) = C hold.
By Lemma 2 with t = t∗ this means that K(s†(t∗), t∗) = C holds as well. Since
K(s†(t†), t†) = C, then t∗ = t† by the uniqueness property. On the other hand,
by rearranging K(s†(t∗), t∗) = C, J(s†(t∗), t∗) rearr.= −γ = J(s∗(t∗), t∗) is ob-

tained. This proves s∗ = s∗(t∗)
uniq.
= s†(t∗) t∗=t†

= s†. The proof of the statement
is almost the same when assuming the uniqueness of (s∗, t∗). 	


4 Comparison of the Methods for fBm Traffic

This section presents a comparison of the three admission control methods dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.2 using the new formulae developed in Sect. 3.1 and in the
Appendix. The traffic case used is fractional Brownian motion (fBm), which
involves closed-form formulae due to its Gaussian nature.

4.1 Key Formulae for Fractional Brownian Motion Traffic

The stochastic process {Zt, t ∈ R} is called normalized fractional Brownian
motion with self-similarity (Hurst-) parameter H ∈ (0, 1) if it has stationary
increments and continuous paths, Z0 = 0, E[Zt] = 0, V ar[Zt] = |t|2H and if Zt

is a Gaussian process. Let us define the process X[0, t) def= mt+ Zt, for t > 0. It
is known as fractional Brownian traffic and can be interpreted as the amount of
traffic offered to the multiplexer in the time interval [0, t). This is a so-called self-
similar model, which has been suggested for the description of Internet traffic
aggregates [8], [4].

Using this model the effective bandwidth (2) can be written as α(s, t) =
m+ sσ2t2H−1

2 and accordingly J(s, t) = stm+ s2σ2t2H

2 −s(B+Ct). The extremisers

for J(s, t) and −NI can be found in Table 13, where κ(H) def= HH(1 −H)1−H .
The equivalent capacity can be evaluated in two ways, either using the def-

inition in (6) or the method proposed in this paper (10). C̃equ requires the di-
rect evaluation of K(s, t) (9) at the alternative critical space and time scales
(s†, t†) (11), i.e. “only” a double optimisation is necessary. For fBm traffic
K(s, t) = m+ 1

2σ
2st2H−1+ γ

st − B
t , its extremisers and C̃equ are listed in Table 1.

If Cequ is calculated in the conventional way (6), the third optimisation (with
respect to C) can be exchanged for solving −NI = −γ for C = Cequ (as seen in
the proof of Corollary 1).4 It can be checked that Cequ = C̃equ as expected (using
the definition of κ(H)). In a similar way, s′, t′ and B̃req (see the Appendix) can
be computed (see Table 1) and it also turns out that B̃req = Breq.
3 An identical expression for the approximation of the overflow probability was ob-
tained in [8] with a different approach.

4 This simplification can be done only because −NI is an explicit function of C in the
fBm case (C can be isolated from the equation). In most other cases the third opti-
misation must be done through several double optimisations of J(s, t) for different
values of C in order to locate C = Cequ for which −NI = −γ.
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Table 1. Comparison of the three admission control methods for fBm traffic

f(s, t)
J(s, t) K(s, t) L(s, t)

sopt(t) = s∗(t) = s†(t) = s′(t) =
arg inf

s>0
f(s, t) t−2H (B+(C−m)t)

σ2

√
2γt−H

σ

√
2γt−H

σ

topt = t∗ = t† = t′ =

arg sup
t>0

f(sopt(t), t) H
1−H

B
C−m

2− 1
2H

(
B

(1−H)
√

γσ

) 1
H

(
H

√
2γσ

C−m

) 1
1−H

sopt = sopt(topt) s∗ = 1−H
κ(H)2 · s† = s′ =

(
C−m

H

) H
1−H ·

(C−m)2HB1−2H

σ2
2(1−H)γ

B

(√
2γσ

) 1
1−H 2γ

sup
t>0

inf
s>0

f(s, t) −NI = C̃equ = m + H· B̃req =
(

H
C−m

) H
1−H ·

− (C−m)2HB2−2H

2κ(H)2σ2

(
2γσ2) 1

2H
( 1−H

B

) 1−H
H (1 − H)

(√
2γσ

) 1
1−H

Confirming the statements in the previous section, it is apparent from Table 1
that the critical space scales s∗, s† and s′ are usually different and depend on
different parameter sets. For given B, C, γ,m, H and σ, the corresponding scales
match only when equalities (13) and (14) hold. An interesting consequence of
this fact is that the solution of t∗(B,C,m,H) = t†(B, γ, σ,H) for C results in
the equivalent capacity Cequ and its solution for γ is NI. Similar statements are
valid for the space scales as well.

4.2 A Numerical Example

In this subsection a numerical example is presented to demonstrate the re-
sults of the previous subsection. Let us take the fBm model of one of the
Bellcore Ethernet data traces [4]: m1 = 138 135 byte/s, σ1 = 89 668 byte/sH ,
H = 0.81. Assume that N = 100 of such sources are multiplexed into a buffer.
Hence, the model parameters of the fBm model for the aggregate traffic work-
load become: m = 13.8135Mbyte/s, σ = 0.89668Mbyte/sH , H = 0.81. The
buffer size is chosen to be B = 5.3Mbyte, the service rate is C = 16Mbyte/s
and let the constraint for the overflow be e−16 ≈ 10−7 (γ = 16). For these
system parameters, the extremiser pair is (s∗, t∗) = (1.453, 7.091) and there-
fore −NI = −20.26. Clearly, −NI < −γ, i.e. the QoS requirement is ful-
filled. The alternative critical scales and the equivalent capacity are obtained
as (s†, t†) = (1.147, 8.203) �= (s∗, t∗) and Cequ = C̃equ = 15.568Mbyte/s, thus
Cequ < C holds and there is 0.432Mbyte/s of free service capacity.

5 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a new method for the computation of the equivalent
capacity (and the buffer requirement) of traffic flows that is based on the many
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sources asymptotics. In contrast to the method directly building on the asymp-
totic rate function, the new method involves only two embedded optimisations
instead of three, thus it significantly reduces the computational complexity of
the task. It has been shown that the two methods are equivalent.

The presented method of deriving the equivalent capacity leads to an alterna-
tive domain of time and space scales. In a given system the optimisation defininig
the equivalent capacity estimate (Cequ =) C̃equ (10) yields different optimal pa-
rameter values than that defining the estimate of the overflow probability e−NI

(3). Consequently, the substitution of the extremisers of J(s, t) into K(s, t) (9)
does not lead to a correct estimate of the equivalent capacity. The only excep-
tion is the boundary of the admission region, where the two extremising pairs
coincide.

In terms of applicability, it can be shown that the method of the equivalent ca-
pacity computation is more appropriate for real-time operation than those based
on the asymptotic rate function, especially if the workload process is measured
on-line (measurement-based admission control). Recall the admission methods
defined by (5) and (6), (7). In practice these admission rules are performed at
the arrival of a new flow. The effective bandwidth estimate has to be adjusted
in order to take the new flow into account. For example, let us assume that the
new flow is described by its peak rate only. Then α+(s, t) = α(s, t) + p is a
conservative adjustment. With the rate-function based admission method, the
double optimisation has to be re-evaluated in order to update the estimate of
the overflow probability: −NI+ = supt>0 infs>0 {st α+(s, t) − s(B + Ct)}. The
decision criterion remains the same in this case.

Using the equivalent-capacity based admission criterion is more convenient.
Here, the estimation of the equivalent capacity of the existing flows can be
maintained in the background, i.e. the estimate of Cequ can be recomputed based
on periodic measurements. At the arrival of a new flow, the Cequ+p ≤ C criterion
has to be checked, which differs from (7) only in a correction term that is the
peak rate of the new flow. Hence, the timing-sensitive operation (the admission
decision) involves only a simple addition and a comparison, while the time-
consuming double optimisation can be performed in the background, with more
relaxed timing requirements.

The proposed method thus enables the deployment of the many sources
asymptotics in practice not only through the reduction of its complexity, but
through shifting the computations away from the critical decision instant.
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Appendix: The Improved Buffer Requirement Estimator

Let us introduce L(s, t) def= t α(s, t) + γ
s − Ct, resulting from the isolation of the

variable B from J(s, t) = −γ. That is, L(s, t) = B holds after the rearrangement.
Similarly to (4) and (11) the critical space and time scales of

B̃req
def= sup

t>0
inf
s>0

L(s, t) (22)

are s′(t) def= arg infs>0 L(s, t), t′
def= arg supt>0K(s′(t), t) and s′ def= s′(t′). The

extremiser pair of (22) is then (s′, t′), like in the previous cases.
Analogously to the equivalent capacity, it is also true that the buffer require-

ment defined by the triple optimisation in (8) B̃req = Breq holds. Consequently,
only two optimisations are needed instead of three to determine the buffer re-
quirement Breq, matching the case of the equivalent capacity.

The statements of Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 3.2 can now be reformulated.
Theorem 2. (12) ⇔ L(s′, t′) < B, (13) ⇔ (14) ⇔ L(s′, t′) = B and (15) ⇔
(16) ⇔ L(s′, t′) > B.

Lemma 4. (17) ⇔ (18) ⇔ L(s′(t), t) < B, (19) ⇔ (20) ⇔ L(s′(t), t) = B,
(21) ⇔ L(s′(t), t) > B.

Corollary 2. The buffer requirement defined by the double optimisation in (22)
equals the one defined by the triple optimisation in (8): L(s′, t′) = B̃req = Breq.

Proposition 2. If one of the double optimisations (3), (10) and (22) has a
unique extremising pair and J(s∗, t∗) = −γ (or K(s†, t†) = C or L(s′, t′) = B),
then the three extremiser pairs coincide, t∗ = t† = t′ and s∗ = s† = s′.

Proof. The proofs follow the structure of those in Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 3.2. 	
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Abstract.  Central to the viability of providing traditional services over IP
networks is the capability to deliver some level of end-to-end Quality of Service
(QoS) to the applications and users. IP networks continue to struggle to migrate
from a cost effective best effort data service solution to revenue generating
solutions for QoS-sensitive applications such as voice and real-time video. For
the case of a network of Media Gateways controlled by SoftSwitches, we
propose the use of a measurement based call admission control algorithm at the
edge of the network as an approach to provide a cost effective QoS solution.
The proposed method utilizes statistical prediction techniques based on
available performance measurements without complex QoS management of the
packet network.  Simulation analysis shows that significant gains in QoS can be
achieved with such an edge-to-edge measurement based approach.

Keywords: QoS, VoIP, CAC, SoftSwitch

1. Introduction

One of the notable recent advances in converged networks is the development of the
SoftSwitch (SS) technology.  With SS technology, control plane functions and inter-
working between packet and circuit switched network signaling services can be
implemented with standard based protocols and used to provide among other things, a
locus of resource management of the bearer channels through circuit and packet
switched networks [1].  Applications of SS technology include the Voice tandem
solution for the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and VoIP solutions for
IP end points.  A reference network architecture is shown in Fig.1.

For the voice Tandem solution, voice calls originating and terminating within
PSTN would be handled by signaling the ingress and the egress SoftSwitch, and then
the destination PSTN switch to complete the call setup procedure.  While
management of voice QoS in the PSTN is well understood, a different matter is
providing QoS when a packet network is used as the transport between the gateways,
or when IP end points such as SIP or H.323 devices get involved with the call.

Central to the viability of providing traditional services over IP networks is the
capability to deliver some level of end-to-end QoS to the applications and users.
Many solutions have been proposed and implemented for ATM based packet
networks and standards.   On the other hand, IP based networks continue to struggle
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to migrate from cost effective best effort data service solution to revenue generating
QoS solutions for more demanding applications such as voice and real-time video.

Fig. 1 . Reference Network Architecture

In this paper, we explore the possibility of utilizing available measurements at the
edge of packet networks by proposing a distributed edge-to-edge measurement based
call admission control (CAC) to provide a cost effective QoS solution.  Controlling
variables are provided to allow the service providers to influence the tradeoffs of
network resource utilization and risks of compromised QoS.  The proposed method
utilizes statistical prediction techniques using available performance measurements.
In Section 2, we discuss the framework of QoS support in IP networks.  In Section 3,
we present details of the statistical prediction techniques and their application to a
measurement based CAC algorithm.  Quantitative analysis of the achieved QoS is
reported in Section 4 with comparisons to a "best case," where the packet network
resources are closely managed to provide a known capacity (see e.g. [2]), and a
“worst case,” where every call is admitted.

2. Quality of Service Support

For ease of exposition, we use voice service as the application throughout this paper
although many of the principles can be extended to include other applications such as
multimedia calls.  The basic characterization of QoS for the voice application is well-
studied (see e.g., [3]).  Performance metrics often used to measure QoS for the bearer
or user plane of packet telephony include: end-to-end packet delay, delay jitter and
packet loss.  Note that there are other performance and QoS metrics such as call setup
delay, post-dial delay and ring-back delay which are outside the scope of this paper.
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The desired end-to-end delay is usually very small for toll quality, the recommended
one-way value being 150 ms [4].  Delay jitter is the variation in the delay of
consecutive packets. For streaming applications, the delay jitter should be small
enough so that the traffic stream can be delivered at a constant rate to the receiver to
prevent packet loss. If the delay jitter increases beyond a limit, the packet is regarded
as lost. Usually some play-out buffer mechanism at the receiver is provided to absorb
the jitter.  Buffering adds to the delay and needs to be dimensioned carefully. Packet
loss can also occur as a result of buffer overflows in the network.  The degree of QoS
degradation due to packet loss depends on the application and the coding schemes.

 We now turn our attention to the issue of primary interest of this paper: providing
QoS support over the packet network.  The most developed paradigm is ATM QoS,
which includes several key principles that are applicable beyond ATM networks (see
e.g. [5,6]).  Networks that are IP based are evolving toward use of DiffServ/MPLS
which provides the ability to manage QoS through traffic engineering of MPLS Label
Switch Paths (see e.g., [7]) and Differentiated Service markings at the edge.
However, before these technologies are ubiquitous and network management
solutions get developed and deployed, the service providers are left with no choice
but to over-provision their networks in order to minimize the risk of degrading QoS.

An economic alternative, which does not require any network resource availability
information, is to utilize the measurements available at the edge of the network in the
CAC to make the best prediction of whether or not to admit a new call.  The objective
is as usual:  admit as many calls as possible while supporting adequate QoS of the
calls already in progress.  An obvious implication of not having proactive control of
network resources is that there is a period during which the network is vulnerable to
sudden changes in congestion levels.   We address this and identify other critical
issues associated with using available QoS measures in connection with CAC.

3.  Measurement Based CAC

In our proposed CAC scenario, both the ingress and egress SS use historical QoS
measurements from the originating and terminating Media Gateways (MGW) to make
a QoS prediction for each new call.  In this paper, we focus on one-way packet loss
rate as the primary QoS measure since it is readily available from most MGWs.  If
either of the one-way predicted QoS measures is unsatisfactory, the new call is
rejected, otherwise it is accepted.  To implement this approach, sufficiently accurate
predictions for one-way packet loss rates are required.

In this section, we describe two statistical models for predicting packet loss rates.
The first is a simple exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) model.  The
second is an auto-regressive (AR) model which is more sophisticated and was
evaluated for use so that we could determine if the EWMA model was overly
simplistic.  After providing some motivation for each model, we fit each model to
traces that were collected, and conclude that the extra complications associated with
the AR model may not be justified.
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3.1 EWMA Model

Let the sequence { }T

k k
Z

=−∞
 denote one-way packet loss rates associated with calls

completed over the same path that a new call would utilize if it were admitted into the

network. Alternatively, without additional complication, { }T

k k
Z

=−∞
 could represent

observed aggregate (over all calls on the path) packet loss rates over consecutive and
disjoint windows of a prescribed width.  Intuitively, one would expect correlation
among the kZ  values, and moreover, a degree of non-stationary behavior.  A widely

used correlation model that accounts for a slowly varying time-dependent mean is a
auto-regressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) [9] which writes:

                               1 1k k k kZ Z ε θε− −− = −   .                                     (3.1)

Here, the sequence { }kε  is a white noise process with zero mean and variance 2σ .

1θ <  is a parameter that dictates the correlation amongst the kZ  values.  In the case

of a slowly varying mean function for { }kZ , the mean of the left-hand-side of (3.1) is

zero and the sequence of first-order differences, 1k k kD Z Z −= − , is a stationary

process.  It is easy to verify that θ  is the lag-1 auto-correlation of the { }kD  sequence.

At time T, the best predictor of T kZ +  ( 1k ≥ ) is the conditional [given { }T

k k
Z

=−∞
]

expected value of T kZ + , say ˆ
T kZ + .  It can be shown [9] that ˆ ˆ1( )T k T TZ Z Zθ θ+ = − + ,

and ˆ
T kZ +  is a weighted average of the { }T

k k
Z

=−∞
 sequence.   Moreover, the weights die

off exponentially.  Consequently, ˆ
T kZ +  is frequently referred to as an exponential

weighted moving average (EWMA) of the { }T

k k
Z

=−∞
 sequence.  Note that under the

EWMA model, the k-step ahead predictor is independent of k.  This is a convenient
result for our CAC application. In particular, if T calls have completed when a new
call arrives, the new call will not be the (T+1)st completed call in the sequence, but
rather will be the (T+D+1)st completed call in the sequence, where D is a random
variable representing the number of completed calls during the holding time of the

new call.  What we need is 1
ˆ

T DZ + + , which by the above property is simply 1
ˆ

TZ + .
With the EWMA model, we are thus able to avoid the difficulty associated with D not
only being unknown, but also being a random variable.

 For many EWMA applications, the value of θ  is chosen based on intuitive
feelings of how much the past should be weighted.  If kZ is rapidly changing, then

0.2θ =  is a common choice, while if they are not changing very fast 0.8θ =  is a

common choice. Since θ  is the lag-1 auto-correlation of the { }kD  sequence, it could

be estimated periodically from the observed packet loss measurements, possibly even
using a sliding-window scheme.  Alternatively, θ  can be computed adaptively,
changing at each prediction epoch (a new call arrival in our case) [10,11].
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3.2  AR Model

An alternative to the EWMA model (3.1) is a p-th order auto-regressive model,
AR(p).  The AR(p) model relates the current value of a process to the proceeding p
values and a white noise innovation term.  In particular, we have

                               
1

( )
p

t k t k t
k

Z Zµ φ µ ε−
=

− = − +∑                                         (3.2)

where µ  is the mean of the { }kZ  process and the { } 1

p

k k
φ

=
 are the so-called auto-

regressive coefficients.  Unlike the EWMA model, the AR(p) model assumes the

{ }kZ  process is stationary.  (Recall that the EWMA model assumes the first-order

differences of the { }kZ process is stationary.)

At time T, the best-unbiased predictor of an observation D+1 steps into the future,

say 1
ˆ

T DZ + + , is the conditional expected value of 1T DZ + + , given { }T

k k
Z

=−∞
.  It can be

shown [9] that ( 1)
1 11

ˆ ( )
p D

T D j T jj
Z Zµ π µ+

+ + + −=
= + −∑ , where coefficient ( 1)D

jπ +  is

computed in a bootstrap recursive manner according to: (1)
j jπ φ= , (2) (1)

1 1j j jπ φ π φ += + ,

(3) (2) (1)
1 2 2j j j jπ φ π φ π φ += + + , … , ( 1) ( 1 )

1 i

DD D i
j j j Di

π φ π φ+ + −
+=

= +∑ . Unlike the EWMA

model, the prediction equation explicitly depends on the unknown random variable D,
as is clearly evident by the general form of 1

ˆ
T DZ + + . The best we can do is replace D

by its mean value, introducing another source of variability into the prediction error.

Use of 1
ˆ

T DZ + +  requires an estimate of µ  and { } 1

p

k k
φ

=
.  Moreover, these estimates

must be updated periodically to reflect the changing conditions of the underlying
network.  Let 1 , , nZ Z�  denote the set of observations corresponding to a particular

update interval. The estimate of µ  is simply 
1

/
n

tt
Z Z n

=
= ∑  and method of moment

estimators of { } 1

p

k k
φ

=
, say { }

1

ˆ p

k
k

φ
=

, can be obtained by solving the p x p linear system

of Yule-Walker equations [9] which utilize the first p sample autocorrelations.
In order to estimate a sample autocorrelation reliably from a statistical point of

view, at least 50 observations are recommended, implying 50n p> + .  On the other

hand, the time required to collect n observations is /n λ , where λ  is the call arrival
rate (arrivals/minute), and we need /n Sλ < , where S is the duration (minutes) over
which we are willing to assume the network is stationary. Hence, we
require (50 )p n Sλ+ < < , an interval constraint on the magnitude of n. (For example,
if p=10, 10λ = calls/minute and 10S =  minutes, then we would require 60 100n< < .)

An additional constraint linking the call arrival rate, the call holding time and the
duration of the stationarity interval derives from the following conditions.  First, the
new call arrival should complete within the interval of stationarity, and second, the p
calls used for the packet loss prediction for the new call arrival should arrive and
complete within the interval of stationarity (see  Figure 2). It follows that

/ 2p HT Sλ + < , where HT is the average call holding time. (For example, if p=10,

10λ = calls/minute, and 10S = minutes, then we must have 4.5HT <  minutes.)
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Since AR(p) has a higher dimensional parameter space than EWMA, we could
expect more precise predictions from it.  However, its application is hard in that D is a
random variable and the best we can do is replace it by its expected value, HTλ × ,
which would seem to offset some of the additional precision. Moreover, it is clear that
the AR(p) model is more cumbersome to implement. In particular, the need to
frequently update the parameter estimates is a drawback since at each update epoch,
the Yule-Walker equations must be solved and then the bootstrap recursive scheme
must be used to obtain the necessary prediction coefficients required by 1

ˆ
T DZ + + .

These observations raise the question as to whether or not the extra precision
seemingly available from the AR(p) model is significant enough to justify its added
complexity.  We examine this question in the next section by fitting each model to
two different packet loss traces and comparing their respective prediction capabilities.

Fig. 2.  Feasibility Condition for AR(p) Model
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3.3 Empirical Comparison of Models

To compare the relative prediction accuracy of the EWMA and AR(p) models, we
applied them to two packet loss traces which were collected from two different IP
networks.  Below we describe the traces and the results obtained from the fitting
analyses.  We show that the simpler EWMA models compete very well with the
AR(p) model, thereby making a case for their use in real applications.

3.3.1 University of Massachusetts Trace.   The first packet loss trace we examined
was obtained from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst (UMASS). The trace
is one of many traces collected by sending out packet probes (RTP headers) along
unicast and multicast end-to-end connections over the public Internet [8]. The packets
were sent out every 20ms between UMASS and UCLA. The trace is a binary time
series with zeros and ones indicating whether the packet probe arrived successfully or
not.  There are total 358,000 packets in the trace (a two-hour trace). Post processing
on the trace divided it into 179 time intervals. Each time interval represents about 40
seconds and 2000 packets. The packet loss percentage of each interval was used as Zk,
in our analysis. Since there are no overlapping intervals, the analysis is window-based
in terms of the generation of the time series and the prediction. The estimation
algorithms, EWMA or AR(p), apply to either case.
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Figure 3 shows the analytical results of the packet loss estimation using three
different models. AR(5) is a 5th order AR prediction model with coefficients (0.65, -
0.26, 0.34, -0.07, 0.22). SEWMA is a static EWMA with fixed weight 0.75θ = .
AEWMA is an adaptive EWMA with an average weight 0.75θ = . The circles are the
actual packet loss for each interval. The results demonstrate strong predictive power
in this data trace. The 5th order AR model implies that the correlation goes back at
least 10,000 packet, or 200 seconds. The AR model predicts slightly better than the
two EWMA models. But simpler EWMA model competes well.

Figure 4 shows the prediction errors from the AR(5) model are unbiased. Although
there is a fair amount of variance in the prediction error, the algorithm predicts well
enough to indicate when the packet loss is likely to be “high”.
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Fig. 3. Analysis of a UMASS trace using different models

3.3.2  NetMeeting Audio Trace.  To further evaluate the prediction models, we
conducted another experiment to generate a voice over IP trace. The experiment was
set up between two desktop computers, located in New Jersey and California. A
presentation was sent through NetMeeting over Lucent’s Intranet. The talk was
encoded by PCM (Pulse Coded Modulation) with a sampling interval of 30 ms into a
64 kbps audio stream. A commercial software tool, NetXray, was used to capture the
packets transported over two end points.  Another software tool, Xdecode, was used
to process and analyze the captured packets trace. Xdecode reads Ethernet capture
files and decodes them in an ASCII format. We further processed the decoded file
using shell scripts to identify and subtract the RTP/UDP packets that carried the audio
stream. We obtained the RTP packet’s sequence number and relative delay offset and
generated the corresponding binary packet loss trace. The trace we analyzed had
50,000 packets and lasted about 25 minutes. We divided the trace into 100 intervals of
500 packets each. The corresponding time series {Zk}, was thus generated with the
packet loss rate of each interval as the dependent variable. Again, the estimation
model is window based instead of per call based.

Figure 5 shows the analytical results of the predication using three models. AR(2)
is a 2nd order AR predication model with coefficients (1.12, -0.17), SEWMA is a static
EWMA with weight 0.24θ = . AEWMA is an adaptive EWMA with average
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weight 0.24θ = .  The actual packet rates, denoted by the circles, show jumps between
low packet loss and high packet loss.  The results demonstrate strong prediction
power in this data set also. This time the correlation goes back at least 1000 packets,
or 30 seconds. The AR(2) model performs a little better than the EWMA models,
particularly for the very clean transitions from low high loss. The EWMA models
compete fairly well.
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Fig. 4. Prediction error from the AR model on a UMASS trace
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Fig. 5.  Analysis of a NetMeeting trace using different models

    Figure 6 shows the prediction error from the AR(2) model. The variance appears
smaller than the UMASS trace. It is very likely that the predication error variance is
proportional to the overall congestion level.
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Fig. 6.  Prediction error from the AR model on a NetMeeting trace

3.4 CAC Options

We now describe two variations of our proposed CAC approach, which differ in how
the historical packet loss observations are calculated.  The difference is significant in
that the second option requires more information out of the MGWs.  In Section 4 we
compare the effectiveness of the two alternatives and evaluate whether or not the
additional information significantly improves the overall QoS.

CAC-1: In this option, packet loss rate is defined as the percentage of packets that are
lost due to network conditions such as buffer overflow, and lost or corrupt
connections.  The process of determining the packet loss rate for the completed calls
is through EWMA using a fixed smoothing factor of 0.8. If at the time of the new call
arrival, neither of the predicted one-way packet loss rates exceeds a given threshold
(say, 1%), the new call is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. For the calls that are
accepted, overall QoS is measured as the ratio of the completed calls for which the
actual packet loss or jitter delay is less than a given threshold (say 2%). In order to
discount the effect of packet loss in the admission process when there are long inter-
arrival times between consecutive calls, the packet loss rate is discounted at a rate of
say 50% if the update takes place in longer than 10 seconds. Also, in order to account
for calls with very long call holding times (longer than say 100 seconds), the packet
loss is determined only over the last 100 seconds of the call.

CAC-2: In this option, packet loss rate is defined as the percentage of lost packets
due to all of the reasons defined for CAC-1 plus jitter variation. There is clearly an
additional cost to acquire jitter measurement. However it is recognized as an
important component of overall packet loss at the application layer and many vendors
do support it. Note also that if network buffers are large, delay jitter may be the
dominant component of packet loss. Our intent with CAC-2 is to ascertain that the use
of delay jitter in the calculation of packet loss significantly improves the effectiveness
of the CAC algorithm. All other details associated with CAC-2 are identical to CAC-
1.
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4.  Performance of CAC Algorithms

A simulation model is used to compare CAC-1, CAC-2 with two other scenarios.
First, a “no CAC” scenario, in which all calls are admitted into the network. Second, a
“Static CAC” scenario, where the maximum number of calls that can be allowed on a
path is predetermined from provisioned bandwidth, and the number of calls in-
progress is consulted before a new call is admitted.

     In the simulation model calls arrive to a single server queue, representing the
network with no other interfering traffic. Each call generates voice packets every 20
ms from a PCM encoded source at 64 Kbps. Call inter-arrival times are exponentially
distributed with a rate of 0.42 calls per second. The service rate of the queue
corresponds to a transmission link with a capacity of 5 Mbps. The service time of a
packet is therefore 1280/5000 = 0.256 ms. The call holding time is also assumed to be
exponentially distributed with a mean of 180 seconds. The queue capacity is varied in
the simulations. The three QoS measures are: 1) good call rate, where a good call is
defined as those for which the packet loss rate over the entire duration of the call does
not exceed a threshold (2% is used in the experiments), 2) call blocking rate, defined
as the percentage of new call arrivals that were denied admission and, 3)  packet loss,
measured as the total number of packets lost due to buffer or delay jitter, and the
average packet loss is determined as the percentage of packets lost within the duration
of a call.

4.1 Simulation Results

Table 1 shows call blocking rate (B), good call rate (Q), and average packet loss (L)
for buffer sizes of 200, 400, 600 and infinite (packets). The two entries associated
with L represent the packet loss components due to buffer overflow and delay jitter,
respectively. Note that since CAC-1 relies only on packet loss due to buffer overflow,
the performance for the infinite buffer size case is identical to the “No CAC” case.
For the simulations summarized by Table 1, play-out delay was 60 ms. In this
scenario the results for Static CAC, independent of the buffer size, are B=6.2%,
Q=100% and L=0%. In the case of  “No CAC,” all calls are allowed to the system, so
obviously B=0.  As a result, the quality of service as measured by Q and L are the
worst compared to the other options. CAC-1 and CAC-2 both improve Q, particularly
when the buffer size is small. Note that in that case, network buffer overflow
dominates the overall packet loss rate so the difference between CAC-1 and CAC-2 is
minimal.  For large network buffers, delay jitter contributes to the overall packet loss,
and CAC-2 results in better Q values compared to CAC-1, although the gains are
modest for these cases. Of course CAC-2 always has higher B values since its
predictions for packet loss will always be larger than those of CAC-1.
Table 2 shows the simulation results for a 20 ms play-out delay and for buffer sizes of
200 and infinity.  Comparing Table 1 and Table 2 for a buffer size of 200 packets, we
note that the smaller play out delay translates into difference in the performance of
CAC-1 and CAC-2. In Table 2, delay jitter is a significant component of the overall
packet loss rate, and thus the CAC-2 packet loss predictions will have better fidelity.
As a result, both B and Q are higher for CAC-2, and L is appreciably lower.
Although Q falls off precipitously from Table 1 to Table 2 for both CAC-1 and CAC-
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2, Table 2 still shows that both options improve upon the “No CAC” case. Similar to
the previous case, the results for Static CAC, independent of the buffer size, are
B=6.2%, Q=100% and L=0%.

Table 1.  Performance of CAC options (60 ms play out delay)

Buffer Size (Packets)
Scenario 200 400 600 Infinity

No CAC
B:  0%
Q:  86.6%
L:  2.2%, ~0%

B:  0%
Q:  49.9%
L:  2.1%, 17.5%

B:  0%
Q:  49.9%
L:  2.1%, 19.1%

B:  0%
Q:  41.4%
L:  0%, 34.1%

CAC-1
B:  5.9%
Q:  95.1%
L:  ~0%, ~0%

B:  6.0%
Q:  55.9%
L:  0.5%, 10.7%

B:  5.9%
Q:  53.8%
L:  0.5%, 13.2%

B:  0%
Q:  41.4%
L:  0%, 34.1%

CAC-2
B:  5.9%
Q:  95.1%
L:  ~0%, ~0%

B:  11.4%
Q:  61.7%
L:  0.2%, 6.9%

B:  12.1%
Q:  62.9%
L:  0.2%, 8%

B:  12.5%
Q:  61.8%
L:  0%, 9.8%

Table 2.  Performance of CAC options (20 ms play out delay)

Buffer Size (Packets)
Scenario 200 Infinite

No CAC
B:  0%       Q:  48.7%
L:  2.2%, 19%

B:  0%       Q:  43.6%
L:  1.7%, 31.5%

CAC-1
B:  5.9%    Q:  52%
L:  0.5%, 12.5%

B:  0%        Q:  43.6%
L:  1.7%, 31.5%

CAC-2
B:  11.8%  Q:  59.7%
L:  0.2%, 6.7%

B:  13.3%   Q:  60.6%
L:  0%, 10.3%

In general, as expected, simulations indicate that both CAC-1 and CAC-2 increase
Q compared to the “No CAC” case. What is worth noting however is that the
performance of both CAC-1 and CAC-2 are approaching that of the best case “static
CAC” when the network buffer and play-out buffers are sized appropriately. We have
also noted that the difference between CAC-1 and CAC-2 with respect to Q is modest.
However, with respect to L, CAC-2 provides appreciable reductions compared to
CAC-1 and significant reductions compared to “No CAC”.

5.  Summary

In this paper, we presented a distributed edge-to-edge measurement-based approach to
QoS support for a VoIP application. The measurements, namely packet loss rates, are
available on most media gateways. We compared two statistical prediction methods:
AR and EWMA, to predict packet loss from these measurements. It was demonstrated
that the less complicated EWMA approach produced similar results under various
traffic conditions on a public IP network.

Two measurement based CAC methods were analyzed and compared through
simulations with encouraging initial results. Both methods use predicted packet loss,
with the difference that the packet loss is measured on different interfaces. CAC-1
uses measurements collected on the network layer and thus only represents packet
loss due to various network conditions. CAC-2 uses the measurements collected on
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the application layer at the time where the packet play out is to take place. We
quantified the magnitude of improvements with CAC2.

These observations help us determine the details of algorithms and identify the
required interfaces to the network elements. Future work includes: (i) extension of the
simulation study to include data sources and multiple MGWs, (ii) investigation of the
nature of packet loss in typical network environments to better differentiate CAC-1
and CAC-2, (iii) development of a revenue model based on QoS measures to facilitate
comparison of alternative CAC scenarios, and (iv) investigation of the use of other
measures, such as delay, in CAC algorithms.
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Abstract. Different from Immediate Request (IR) service in packet-
switched networks, admission control for Advance Reservation (AR) ser-
vice is more complex - the decision points include not only the start time
of the new connection, but also the instants that the new connection
overlaps with connections already admitted in the system. Traditional
approach on advance reservation considers only a fixed scheduled period.
When overtime occurs (often quite approaching the end of the originally
scheduled service period) depending on network load and resource usage,
the service may easily be disrupted due to insufficient resources available.
Examples include the broadcasting of sports events and business video-
conference calls. In this paper, we study the problem of admission control
and resource management for AR service with uncertain service dura-
tion. The objective is to maximize user satisfaction in terms of service
continuity and guarantee of QoS while minimizing reservation cost and
call blocking probability of the AR service. An innovative two-leg ad-
mission control and bandwidth management scheme is proposed. Service
continuity, user utility and reservation cost functions are proposed here
to evaluate user’s satisfaction and the efficiency of resource allocation.
Simulation results are presented.

1 Introduction

Many signaling and admission control designs of the quality of service (QoS) sup-
port in packet-switched networks such as RSVP [1] focus on requests that must
be served immediately, commonly known as Immediate Request (IR) service. In
today’s Internet, there is demand for Advance Reservation (AR) service. For ex-
ample, many important business conference meetings and calls are pre-planned
and scheduled. By advance reservation service, users can know whether they can
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get full QoS support of their communication needs over the Internet in advance.
From the service provider’s perspective, knowing the future needs ahead allows
them to better manage the allocation and sharing of network resources between
users, and to serve their customers in a more affirmative, predictable way.

In order to perform admission control and resource allocation, requests for
advance reservation must specify three basic data: service start time, QoS re-
quirement and duration of service. Recently a few works were proposed. They
all assume these parameters are given and of fixed value when requests are sub-
mitted [2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. In reality, these information may not be known in prior,
especially the service duration. Examples include the broadcasting of sports
events and business videoconference calls. Typically, there is so-called sched-
uled duration, e.g., two hours for a broadcast sports event. But often there are
overtimes. Traditional approach on advance reservation considers only a fixed
scheduled period. When overtime occurs (often quite approaching the end of
the originally scheduled service period) depending on network load and resource
usage, the service may easily be disrupted due to insufficient resources available.
Therefore, it becomes a challenge to the service provider to fulfill the needs of
such types of requests assuring both the continuity of service and guarantee of
QoS given the uncertain service duration at the time the request was scheduled
while in line with its goal of maximum network resource utilization.

In this paper, we focus on AR request with longer lifetime such as Internet
broadcast events and videoconferences. Here, we propose an innovative two-
leg admission control and resource reservation scheme for AR requests with
uncertain service duration over the Internet. The idea is to perform bandwidth
reservation in multiple stages. Each stage has a fixed duration and specific level
of quality of service to assure. Thus, service provider can efficiently manage
network resources and allocate bandwidth necessary to guarantee service quality
requirements of individual connections in each stage.

To further tackle uncertainty and to maximize network resource utilization,
an update mechanism is used. A convex user utility function is defined to char-
acterize the level of user satisfaction for those admitted AR connections with
the combined bandwidth allocation and service continuity. A reservation cost is
also defined to evaluate the efficiency of the overall network resource allocation
in advance reservation service.

Other works related to advance reservations in the past include extensions
to the existing protocols and signaling capabilities, e.g., extension of ST2 pro-
tocol [2,9] and RSVP [3]. In [5], the authors proposed a distributed reservation
scheme and its possible implementation. In [10], the authors studied AR requests
with uncertain duration. It does not address the service continuity problem. In
[8], a measurement-based approach is proposed to estimate the bandwidth used
for existing connections with fixed duration. In [6,7], they discussed the admis-
sion control for connections in progress that are preemptable or interruptible.
Specifically, in [6], they studied the issue of resource sharing between AR and IR
services. In [7], they gave a general description of the policy and pricing schemes
for advance reservations. Most of these works assumed that service durations
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are fixed and available at the admission control time. In [6,11], they assumed
the service times follow some distribution. An estimate or a safe upper bound
of the service duration must be given at the request submission time. In this
paper, we focus on the admission control and bandwidth allocation problem for
AR requests with uncertain service duration.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the
proposed Two-leg bandwidth reservation scheme. The definitions of service con-
tinuity and user utility are given. An update mechanism is also presented. In
Section 3, admission control of the proposed scheme is described in detail. In
Section 4, reservation cost is presented. In Section 5, simulation results are pre-
sented to show the benefits of the proposed scheme. Finally, we give a conclusion
in Section 6.

2 The Two-Leg Resource Reservation Scheme

For advance reservation service, there are more than one decision points to check.
They include all the time instants the duration of the new connection overlaps
with the start time of any connections already admitted in the system. Figure 1
depicts the admission control decision points for AR connections with a fixed
duration; the number of decision points is finite. This is, however, not true for
the case of uncertain duration.

Fig. 1. There may have more than one decision points {t1, t2, t3} to consider in the
admission control of a new advance reservation request.

In this section, we propose a new admission control scheme with two-leg
bandwidth reservation to address the problem of uncertain service duration in
AR service. To deal with uncertainty, estimation is used here which is based
on the observation that the probability many Internet AR applications will last
longer than a duration t is very small when t is sufficiently large (e.g., VCD films
information from Blockbuster Homepage [12]). First, we assume for AR requests
without specifying service duration, the actual lifetimes will follow certain dis-
tributions. Thus, requests can be classified into different categories; each has its
own characteristic lifetime distribution function. In reality such functions can be
obtained through proper data collection, sampling, analysis and characterization
from the real world [6].
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2.1 Age Function

Let ai(t) be the probability density function of the nominal duration of type i
AR connections and si is the start time of the connection. We define the age
function of connection i, Ai(t), as the probability that connection will end after
time si + t,

Ai(t) = Pr{duration ≥ t} =
∫ ∞

i

ai(x)dx, (1)

2.2 User Utility

We characterize the level of user satisfaction for those admitted AR connections
with the combined bandwidth allocation and service continuity. First, a convex
function si(Ti) is defined to describe the level of satisfaction in terms of service
continuity for connection i which lifetime is Ti and Di is the nominal duration
of the corresponding event, i.e.,

si(Ti) =

{
e
k( Ti

Di
−1) if Ti ≤ Di

1 if Ti > Di
(2)

The constant k is used to reflect the weight of such effect. Figure 2 shows
the values of (2) under different k’s. The larger the k the more utility gain is
stressed on the continuity of service especially towards the end of the event.
For example, if a live broadcast of a basketball game was initially scheduled for
three hours but due to overtimes, the event is in fact three and half hours. The
nominal duration is three and half hours. The lifetime of the connection however
depends on whether a service extension request is issued, say two hour and 45
minutes after the event. If accepted, Ti is equal to nominal duration; otherwise
it is three hours.
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Now, we define the user utility for connection i as the combination of both
service continuity and bandwidth allocation. It is an increasing convex function:

ui(Ti) =
∫ Ti

0

(
dsi(t)

dt
× ri(t)

Ri

)
dt (3)

Note that ri(t) is the bandwidth allocation to connection i at time t and Ri

is the requested bandwidth. This function contrasts bandwidth allocated vs.
requested during its lifetime continuity of service. The user utility is the integral
of satisfaction over the nominal service duration. Essentially, the utility value
increases when service continues.

2.3 Two-Leg Bandwidth Allocation

Instead of reserving bandwidth indefinitely for connections as in the traditional
way, we propose to perform a two-leg admission control and bandwidth reser-
vation for an AR request. The scheme works as follows. Initially, when the first
time an AR request is issued Leg-One admission control is performed. In this
phase, admission control only considers resource allocation for an initial fixed
period of time called the full warranty period during which the requested band-
width is reserved for its use if admitted. To handle situations where events may
last longer than the warranty periods, a second leg - Leg-Two admission control
is performed in which an at least minimum amount of bandwidth is reserved
at the same time for another fixed period of time called the at least minimum
warranty period. Admitted AR connection may issue warranty period extension
requests at any time afterwards. Additional admission control will be required.

We choose two-leg absolute service warranties than statistical guarantee as in
[11]. We believe that this model of advance reservation service is more meaningful
because users clearly know the requested QoS is assured during the period.
There are several advantages of this model. First, it is easy to implement by
service providers. Second, the model is simple enough for the average user to
understand so that the users feel comfortable. Known expectations of service
assurance reduce risks. Moreover, the administrative cost of tracking usage is
low.

Full Service Warranty Period

In the full service warranty period, a connection is assured with full bandwidth
allocation. The choice of a good warranty period is essential to the assurance
of service continuity. It indeed depends on the nature of the application, i.e.,
the age distribution function. If a larger value is chosen, the system must re-
serve resources for a longer period of time. Although this can increase service
provider’s confidence on service quality delivery and minimize the likelihood of
service violation, a major concern is that network resources may be underuti-
lized. Adversely, if a smaller value is used the system can achieve better resource
utilization and blocking probability performance. The tradeoff is that more fre-
quent service disruption and lower user satisfaction.
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At Least Minimum Bandwidth Reservation for After-Warranty Period

The full service warranty period only represents expected or average duration.
The rational behind the design of after-warranty period is to avoid sudden ser-
vice disruption for connection whose event time is longer than this period, e.g.,
overtime of sports broadcast events. With resource reservation for the at least
minimum warranty period, if a service extension request is rejected, the con-
nection at least has a minimum bandwidth available to continue the service
although the quality may degrade. The second leg warranty period is denoted
as Di,amw. Let parameters βi,fw and βi,amw be the probability thresholds of the
full warranty period Di,fw and at least minimum warranty period Di,amw(see
Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The amount of bandwidth reservation at different warranty periods.

Compared to full bandwidth reservation, the tradeoff is link utilization. In
fact, many Internet applications such as real-time audio/video streaming media
are capable of adapting themselves to the network state and can tolerate certain
degree of performance degradation. Hence, the bandwidth requirement of an
AR request in the proposed service model is given in the form of < Ri, Ri,min >
where Ri is the bandwidth requirement of the service warranty period and Ri,min

is the minimum amount of bandwidth acceptable to the connection. The actual
bandwidth reservation in the at least minimum warranty period for connection
i would be in the range of < Ri, Ri,min > (see Fig. 3). Ri can be the effective
bandwidth [13,14] or the peak rate.

2.4 Revising Uncertainty with New Data

Uncertain resource allocation is complicated because of the form of ”probabilis-
tic” in the duration of which the requested resources are needed as opposed
to the fixed duration. Our work focuses on using new data to revise imperfect
user-supplied initial knowledge of how long the connection will last. During the
course of service, the service provider could periodically poll service user to up-
date his/her knowledge of the connection lifetime or the service user can issue
a status update to the service provider notifying whether an extension or early
termination of the connection is needed.
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3 Admission Control of Full Warranty Period and at
Least Minimum Warranty Period

Let the total link capacity designated to the AR service denoted as CAR (CAR <
Clink, Clink is the link capacity). Let A′

i(t) is defined for each connection i:

A′
i(t) =

{
0 , t < 0
1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ Di,fw(full warranty period)
Ai(t) , Di,fw < t ≤ Di,fw + Di,amw(at least minimum warranty period)

Consider the admission control of a new AR request. Let < Rnew, Rnew,min >
be the bandwidth requirements of the new connection; Dnew,fw and Dnew,awm

are the full warranty period and at least minimum warranty service period of
the new connection, respectively.

3.1 Leg-One Admission Control

Let Pw be the set of admission control decision points identified, i.e. Pw =
{tk, tk −snew ≤ Dnew,fw}, W (tk) is the set of connections that overlap with new
connection at time tk. The admission decision is based on the following equation:

∀j, j ∈ W (tk)
∑

j

max(Rj,min, (Rj × A′
j(tk − sj)) + Rnew ≤ CAR (4)

3.2 Leg-Two Admission Control

Let Pamw be the set of admission control decision points identified, i.e. Pamw =
{tk, Dnew,fw < tk−snew ≤ Dnew,fw+Dnew,amw}. W (tk) is the set of connections
that overlap with new connection at time tk. The admission decision is based on
the following equation:

∀j, j ∈ W (tk)
∑

j max(Rj,min, (Rj × A′
j(tk − sj))+

max(Rnew,min, (Rnew × A′
new(tk − snew)) ≤ CAR

(5)

4 The Reservation Cost

We distinguish two costs for each admitted advance reservation request i: the
reservation cost ci,res and actual cost ci,act defined as follows:

ci,res =
∫ Di,amw

0
max(Ri × A′

i(t − si), Ri,min)dt (6)

ci,act =
∫ Ti

0
max(Ri × A′

i(t − si), Ri,min)dt (7)

Equation(6) is the integral of the total bandwidth reserved to connection i.
This is the cost paid by the service provider. Equation(7) is the integral of the
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bandwidth actually used by connection i. The normalized reservation cost of the
system for an interval τ is defined as follows:

csys =

∑
i∈AR(τ) ci,res∑
i∈AR(τ) ci,act

(8)

Its value is no smaller than 1. It will be used to evaluate the performance of
the proposed scheme in the next section.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed two-leg advance band-
width reservation scheme via simulation. The network configuration is shown in
Fig. 4. The simulation period is 30 days (we take the daily average statistics
from 30 days). For all sets of experiments, the requests are assumed of the type
of videoconferences whose nominal service duration is a Pareto distribution with
mean 120 minutes and shape=1.8. All requests have the same age distribution
function and bandwidth requirements and < R, Rmin >=< 1.5Mbps, 256kbps >

Fig. 4. Network Configuration of the simulation

The arrival process of advance reservation calls is assumed to be a Poisson
process. Each call makes a connection reservation with start time in the next day.
In each day, we divide 24 hours into ”peak zones” (9am-12noon and 2-5pm) and
”off-peak zones” (the other times of the day). The probabilities of reservations
starting at peak zones or off-peak zones are assumed to be .7 and .3, respectively.
Here, we assume the start time of an AR call must be at full or half o’clock (e.g.,
9am, 9:30am, etc.). The start time distributions for calls in peak and off-peak
zones are all uniform distribution.

5.1 Service Continuity, User Utility, and Reservation Cost

In this set of experiments, we compare user utility and reservation cost of the
proposed Two-Leg bandwidth reservation with that of the traditional one-time
reservation approach referred to as one-leg reservation. Dfw and Damw are set to
80 minutes (βfw = 0.5) and 116 minutes (βamw = 0.75), respectively. Both these
two interval values are used as the durations of the one-time reservation for the
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sake of comparison. In the Two-Leg bandwidth allocation scheme, service update
is issued 60 minutes after connection starts. The arrival rate of the AR calls is
0.06 calls/minute. Table 1 shows the user utility. We can see that for connections
whose nominal durations are greater than the full warranty period but less than
the at least minimum warranty period, in terms of service continuity, it is one
under the Two-Leg reservation with or without update. With update, the user
utility is further improved. For those connections whose nominal durations are
greater than the at least minimum warranty period, the Two-Leg reservation
scheme outperforms one-time reservation scheme with Dfw. It is as expected
that the Two-Leg reservation scheme is not as good as one-time reservation
with duration Damw because in the former, the bandwidth allocated after the
full warranty period is a function of the bandwidth available at the time service
extension request was issued. We know service extension requests often come as
short notice and approach the end of the event. How to increase the acceptance
probability of the service extension requests is one of the issues that we are
currently looking into. In the aspect of reservation cost, the Two-Leg bandwidth
allocation scheme performs very well, close to that of one-time with Dfw. This
implies that the bandwidth reserved in the at least minimum warranty period is
efficiently used.

Table 1. Comparisons of service continuity, user utility and reservation cost of the
Two-Leg and traditional one-time bandwidth reservation schemes.

Di ≤ Dfw Dfw < Di ≤ Damw Damw < Di

s(Ti) u(Ti) s(Ti) u(Ti) s(Ti) u(Ti) csys(24-hours)
1-leg(Dfw) 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.56 0.12 0.12 1.11
2-leg(No update) 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.64 0.35 0.17 1.16
2-leg(Update) 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.46 0.22 1.14
1-leg(Damw) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.35 0.35 1.38

Figure 5 shows comparisons of call blocking probability under different arrival
rates for the two schemes. As expected, because the extra bandwidth reservation
for at least minimum warranty period in the Two-Leg reservation scheme with or
without update, the call blocking probabilities are higher than that of one-time
reservation with duration Dfw but lower than that of the one-time reservation
with Damw. Figure 6 shows the reservation cost. One can see that the reservation
costs for the Two-Leg reservation scheme with or without update in peak zones,
are close to those in the off-peak zones. Adversely, the reservation costs for the
one-leg reservations are much higher than those of two-leg approach. Moreover,
in the Two-Leg reservation scheme, the reservation cost when with update is
lower that when without update. This is because that the bandwidth reserved
after update is much likely utilized, thus lowering the reservation cost.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of call blocking prob-
ability.
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5.2 Service Continuity, User Utility, and Reservation Cost

The parameters βfw (Dfw) plays an important role in the proposed Two-Leg
bandwidth reservation scheme. In this set of experiment, we study the effect
of different choices of the full warranty period on user utility and reservation
cost. Here, the βamw is fixed and set to 0.75. In Fig. 7, even with update in the
Two-Leg reservation scheme, the improvement is limited. This is again because if
the update is issued late during the connection lifetime, the blocking probability
is likely high. Figure 8 shows the reservation cost under different full warranty
periods.
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5.3 Update of Service Duration

In this set of experiments, we study the effect of at different times the service
extension request is submitted in the Two-Leg reservation scheme in improving
service continuity or user utility for those connections lasting longer than the
initial full warranty period. In Fig. 9, we can see that both service continuity
and utility do not change much when updates are submitted during the first 60%
of the nominal service duration. After that, both increase. Figure 10 shows that
reservation cost, has not much changes for different update submission times.
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6 Conclusion

It is difficult to do efficient resource management for advance reservations with
uncertain service duration. In this paper we have presented a Two-Leg band-
width reservation and admission control scheme. The idea is to perform band-
width reservation in multiple stages. Each stage has a fixed duration and specific
level of quality of service to assure. Thus, service provider can efficiently manage
and allocate bandwidth needed to guarantee service quality to the connections
at individual stages. Under the scheme, bandwidth reserved to an admitted AR
request with uncertain duration includes a full bandwidth reservation for initial
the service warranty period (Leg-One) and at least minimum bandwidth as well
reserved for the after-warranty period (Leg-Two). The focus of the proposed
scheme is not only to address the admission control issue at the initial call setup
time but also the continuity of the service when events like overtimes occur.

An update mechanism is used to allow service user to update the network,
especially a service duration extension is requested. If an update request cannot
be satisfied, instead of reject a duration that best matches user’s requirement
is selected. In the worst case, Leg-Two bandwidth reservation assures at least
minimum amount of bandwidth available to a connection to carry on the service.
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The proposed scheme aims to provide service users a more predictive, affir-
mative service guarantees than gradually degrading service.

Finally, simulations are performed to evaluate the proposed schemes. Results
show that the proposed scheme makes a good use of the bandwidth and outper-
form traditional one-time reservation in service continuity and user utility. The
reservation cost is minimum, close to one-time reservation with fixed duration
equal to the full warranty period even with additional bandwidth reserved for
the at least minimum warranty period.
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Abstract. In this work we investigate a promising scheduling algorithm
referred to as the Deadline Credit (DC) algorithm, which exploits the available
bandwidth and buffer space in communication networks to serve a diverse class
of prerecorded video applications. We provide simulation results when the DC
algorithm is applied to a hierarchical architecture distributed VoD network,
which fits the existing tree topology used in today’s cable TV systems. The
issues investigated via the simulations are: the system utilization, the influence
of the buffer space on the delivered QoS, and the fairness of the scheduling
mechanism. We examine cases with homogenous and diverse video streams.
We also contribute a modification to the DC algorithm so that in cases when the
video applications have different displaying periods, the video streams obtain a
fair share of the network’s resources. Finally, we validate our results by
simulating actual videos encoded in MPEG-4 and H.263 formats.

1. Introduction

Telecommunication networks have lately extended to support a variety of services to
the users such as tele-education, remote working, high-definition TV, web video
streaming, etc. The demand of all these applications led to the concept of broadband
integrated digital networks (B-ISDN), which are systems of high capabilities. The
role of the scheduling process in B-ISDNs is to select each time the application that
should be served next, so that the efficiency of the network is increased and the
Quality of Services (QoS) is kept at a satisfactory level.

Video-on-Demand (VoD) applications, which is the focus of this paper, can be
classified somewhere between real and non-real time applications and they are usually
referred as soft real-time applications. When video is displayed, certain time
constraints need to be met, i.e. the consecutive scenes in the video should reach the
receiving end during finite time intervals. This brings video closer to real time
applications. However, it is not necessary that the video scenes are generated in real
time; they can be recorded a priori, but this entails the need for adequate buffer space.
In this work we use VBR-encoded video, instead of CBR video, because for the same
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image quality VBR-encoded video can have a significantly lower average bit rate as
well as exhibit considerable multiplexing gain.

We use the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technique of switching and
multiplexing multimedia streams, which encapsulates data into cells that travel along
the network’s links [4], [19]. A video application provides the network with a number
of video frames at a rate that is referred as frame rate. This is the rate at which an
image is digitized, compressed and cut to fit into ATM cells. It is also the rate at
which frames should be available at the receiving end for the decoding and
reconstruction processes. This periodicity as well as the video’s frame size variability,
should be taken into consideration in order to guarantee the arrival of frames within
time constraints and the simultaneous avoidance of overflow at the receiving points.

We evaluate through simulation the performance of an innovative scheduling
scheme referred to as the Deadline Credit Algorithm, originally proposed in [1] and
[3]. We use the term application data unit (ADU), which refers to the ATM cells that
belong to the same video frame. Each ADU has a sequence number (SN) indicating
the scene that it belongs to. As a metric for performance evaluation the authors in [1]
use the application data unit loss rate instead of the cell loss rate, since it is assumed
that an image is degraded even if one of its cells is lost. We examine the DC
algorithm and the role that buffers can play in increasing its efficiency. We consider
only cases with small buffer availability because we intend to show that DC works
quite well even when storage is a restricted parameter. Finally, we investigate the
node utilization of the system, and we concentrate on evaluating the fairness of the
scheduling process.

In section 1.1, we provide a brief overview of the DC algorithm. In section 2, we
describe the distributed VoD system to be used in our study. Section 3 contains the
simulation results for this system when the DC algorithm is applied for homogenous
as well as diverse video streams. In section 4, we present simulation results when
actual prerecorded MPEG-4 and H.263 video programs are used, and finally, in
section 5, we present the conclusions of our work.

1.1 DC Algorithm Overview

The time within which an ADU has to reach its destination node can be spent in a
variety of ways on the traversing nodes. The DC algorithm distributes this time over
the nodes that an ADU traverses and poses restrictions on the time of departure from
these nodes. Particularly, it poses an upper bound on the time when an ADU from
stream j should have left the corresponding node in order to arrive at the next node
within time constraints. Consequently, if the ADU cannot arrive in time at the next
node, it is dropped, whereas, if an ADU is served, it is always guaranteed that it will
arrive at the next node in time. The deadline is defined cumulatively from one node to
the next, and if an ADU leaves a node before its deadline, the remaining time slots of
its deadline can be spent at the next nodes.

Each time a stream should be selected for transmission, the DC algorithm selects
the stream with the maximum number of ADU losses. Among streams with the same
number of ADU losses the DC algorithm selects the stream with the minimum
allowable delay, i.e. it serves the ADU that can be delayed the minimum time at the
corresponding node. This is expressed in the priority index counter (P_CR), which is
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used to select between the contending streams the stream that should be served next.
Let the superscript j denote the stream and the subscript n denote the node. Each
stream at each node has a P_CR defined as follows:

P_CR j
n  = 

j

j
n

jj
n

T

CRLTCRD _*_ − (1)

where, the losses counter (L _CRn

j) keeps information on the number of ADU losses
that stream j has suffered from previous nodes up to node n and the deadline credit
counter (D_CRn

j, measured in slots) expresses the time that the ADU at the head of
the queue of the stream j can be delayed at node n. The term Tj refers to the period of
the stream. The smaller the value of the priority index counter of a stream, the higher
the priority of the stream with respect to that of the other streams.

However, the buffer space at the traversing nodes is limited so before an ADU is
transmitted the algorithm has to guarantee that there will not be buffer overflow at
down stream nodes. In this work, we avoid buffer overflow using the buffer counter
(Buffern

j)1. Buffern

j is initialised one unit at node n for every ADU of maximum length
from stream j it can hold. Whenever an ADU of stream j arrives at node n or
whenever the transmission of an ADU from stream j, already stored in the
corresponding buffer at node n, starts, the buffer counter is decreased or increased by
one, respectively. Although, feedback for the exact free space of each node could be
sent, we chose for simplicity to treat all ADUs as if they were of the maximum length.
We assume that node n informs node n-1 about its buffer condition, in order that node
n-1 does not transmit an ADU that will cause buffer overflow at node n. In contrast to
[1], where the feedback is available periodically, in this work it is assumed that
feedback is sent when an ADU is transmitted and the buffer occupancy changes.

2. Video-on-Demand System

Distributed information systems are able to support several kinds of applications.
They are widely used for data, voice and video transmission. Particularly, for video
applications, the case we are interested in, several network architectures have been
developed that enable users to have access to a wide range of video programs on
demand. In the following paragraphs we examine a hierarchical architecture for a
VoD distributed network, which fits the existing tree topology used in today’s cable
TV systems [2], [18], [20], [21].

The distribution network topology is considered to be a binary tree associating a
number of video servers and switching nodes connected via communication links2. At
each node Ni,j there is a storage device where some prerecorded video streams Xi,j,k are
stored, and a video server VSi,j, which supplies children nodes with the video streams
that are prerecorded at node Ni,j, as well as with those that arrive at Ni,j from its father
                                                          
1 The original DC algorithm uses an upper bound on the D_CR counter to avoid buffer

overflow. However, we found that this part of the algorithm does not function properly,
therefore, the introduction of the buffer counter.

2 We assume that the tree network is of binary form, although, in practice, the location of the
distributed servers may differ.
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stream node. A node selects a stream for transmission, according to a scheduling
process (DC algorithm in our experiments), and starts transmitting it to the
corresponding children node.

All the nodes of the tree network except those that belong to the last level run the
DC algorithm for the streams they serve. The nodes of the last level, consume the
arriving ADUs as well as the ADUs that are prerecorded at these nodes. At each
system node there is also some buffer space for the arriving streams, where they are
stored until they can be transmitted by the node. This buffer space is supposed to be
limited and its size is a parameter of the system. Each arriving stream is supposed to
have its own available buffer space; for the DC algorithm, this is denoted by the
parameter Buffern

j for the stream j at node n.

All the users are connected to the leaf nodes, also called headends. When users
require a video program, they connect to the appropriate headend and a request is sent
cumulatively upwards through the traversing nodes until it reaches the source node.
As soon as the source is informed, the connection is established and the video stream
starts to travel along the appropriate path to reach the destination node.

Although there are many options relatively to the number of video programs stored
at each node, in this work, we have chosen that all the network nodes have an equal
number of prerecorded video programs  (i.e. Xi,j= X, ∀ i, j). X is another parameter of
the system in the experiments we carry out. Furthermore, in our experiments all the
prerecorded streams are considered “active”. This means that the level a node belongs
determines the number of streams it serves, i.e. down stream nodes have more streams
to serve than up stream nodes.

Finally, we assume that the users’ requests are uniformly distributed among video
programs and that each video stream has been generated by a single headend request.
Specifically, we assume that the prerecorded video streams of a node as well as the
streams that arrive from its father node are distributed equally to its children nodes
with the intention that the nodes of the same level are similarly loaded. The number of
the served streams increases as we move down the tree, thus the nearer a network
node to the destination nodes, the more loaded the node will be.

In the following experiments we assume a distributed video-on-demand system of
depth three. The results shown below have been computed as average values from at
least 10 replicated experiments (Monte Carlo Simulation). In each case, the
simulations were of sufficient duration for the system to attain a steady state.

3. Performance Evaluation Experiments

3.1 Scheduling Homogenous Streams

The aim of the first experiment is to investigate how the DC algorithm works for a
distributed system when homogenous streams are served (i.e. streams with the same
periods).  The main conclusion that we drew (results are omitted due to lack of space)
is that the DC algorithm is fair. All streams suffer the same number of losses
independently of their source-node location and the number of hops that they have to
traverse to reach destination node. The DC algorithm guarantees that the quality of
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video delivered to the users, depends only on the system’s capacity and not on the fact
that some streams may monopolize the existing resources against the remaining
streams.

3.2 Scheduling Streams with Different Frame Rates

In modern video-on-demand networks a diverse class of video traffic streams with
different requirements is integrated. There is a wide variation in the volume of
information generated when encoding different signals. Consider for instance two
extremes types of video signals: Teleconference video images, on one hand, are
nearly always images of people talking while directly facing the camera, usually
viewed only from the waist up, and scene changes occur only rarely. These
applications have uniform-activity-level; the change in the information content of
consecutive frames is not significant. With broadcast media, on the other hand, there
are no limitations on the content, and scene changes can be frequent. There are videos
with sudden scene alteration and distinct changes in the subsequent scenes3. Uniform-
activity-level applications can accomplish an acceptable quality even through a low
frame rate, thus they are typically served with a frame rate equal to 10 or 15
frames/second. Broadcast television, on the contrary, requires higher bit rate
transmissions for the same quality, on average, equal to 25 or 30 frames/second. As
frame rate determines the period of an application, the incorporation of applications
with various periods is frequent. In this section we examine the case when the
multiplexed streams have different requirements relatively to their frame rate.

3.2.1 Experiment

All the traffic streams are assumed to have uniform length distribution in the interval
[1,5]. There are X prerecorded streams stored at each node. We assume that a portion
of 1/3 of them has period T=50 slots, another 1/3 has period T=100 slots and the
remaining 1/3 has period T=200 slots. We simulated the system for X=12, 24, 36, 48
and buffer=1, 2 and 5 ADUs for each stream at each node. Each time the same
number of streams with different periods reaches destination nodes. That selection
was made so that all nodes are evenly loaded. The simulation ends when 300,000
ADUs from the stream with the highest period (T=200 slots) are required at
destination nodes

The distribution of losses across video streams as observed from the second level
of the tree network is shown in Fig. 1. The y-axis denotes the ratio of ADU losses and
the x-axis the stream index. When stream index mod 3 is equal to 0 the stream has a
period T=50 slots, if it is equal to 1 we have a stream with T=100 slots, and, finally, if
it is equal to 2 it corresponds to a stream with T=200 slots.

The results are rather disappointing as far as fairness is concerned. Simulation
demonstrated that the DC algorithm tries to distribute the number of losses uniformly
across streams. However, as the periods  of  the  streams  differ,  the  streams  suffer a

                                                          
3 Action movies, Formula 1 racing events and football matches are some examples of non-

uniform activity-level videos.
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Fig. 1. Loss Distribution across streams with different periods

different ratio of losses. Particularly for large X, the streams with long periods
undergo much more losses than the other streams.

The philosophy of the DC algorithm, as stated in [1], is to schedule from streams
the one that has the smaller delay tolerance for the ADU at the head of the queue to
expire. This favors streams with small period. For these streams the L_CR counters
are updated faster when the network is overutilized; therefore they are selected more
frequently. The streams with higher periods are neglected, especially in cases when a
large number of streams are multiplexed and many ADU losses occur. A lost ADU is
taken into account in the update of the P_CR counter independently of the stream’s
period; however, an elapsed slot acts in favor of streams with small period compared
to streams with higher period.  At times of network’s over-utilization, this acts against
the streams with higher periods, which are seldom selected and their loss counters are
infrequently updated.

3.2.2 A Proposed Modification of the DC Algorithm

The video quality that the end user perceives depends on the application’s period.
Even if we achieve to distribute the number of ADU losses uniformly among streams,
we would have to attain an equal ratio of losses among streams in order to accomplish
the same video quality. For a stream with long period, losing an ADU corresponds to
a greater timing interval that the video is degraded compared to losing an ADU from a
stream with a smaller period. As a result, if the goal is that all the streams
independently of their periods achieve the same video quality, the DC algorithm
should be modified. The goal should be that all streams experience an equal portion of
ADU transmissions as well as an equal portion of ADU losses. Let the datan

j

correspond to the number of ADUs that were transmitted by node n from stream j.
Then, if instead of the relation (1), as in [1], we use the relation

P_CR j
n  = D_CR j

n  + data j
n  * T j  – L_CR j

n  * T j (2)

then among streams with the same data and L_CR values the one with the smallest
deadline allowance would be selected. Since D_CRn

j counters are increased Tj units
for every transmission or loss [1], the streams with small periods will be served first
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because for the same number of transmissions (data) and losses (L_CR), they have
smaller D_CR value. After these streams are served, their data and L_CR counters
will be updated, thus in the next examination slot a stream with long period will be
selected. Among streams with different data values but equal D_CR and L_CR
values, the stream with the least transmissions will be chosen. Likewise, among
streams with the same data and D_CR values, the one with the most losses will be
chosen to transmit next.

Equation (2) attempts to balance the number of losses and transmissions among
streams. It works in accordance to (1), when streams have the same period, since for
the same losses and transmissions, D_CR plays the primary role. Additionally,
equation (2) eliminates the problem illustrated in the previous section as each time a
transmission occurs datan

j is increased by 1. The selection of a stream now depends
not only on the losses it has suffered but also on the total number of transmitted
ADUs. An elapsed slot plays the same role independently of the stream’s period,
while a lost or transmitted ADU influences the priority counter in proportion to the
streams period.

Generally, equation (2) expresses the total time that a stream is ahead or behind.
Expanding the relation (2), the term datan

j * Tj expresses the time that the end user
receives faultless video, while the term L_CRn

j * Tj expresses the time that the end
user experiences video quality degradation. The D_CRn

j term is used so that among
streams with the same transmissions and losses, the one with the shortest time till
expiration is selected. Generally, the relation (2) attempts to provide all the streams
with the same video quality in a time-oriented manner. The main idea is that fairness
will be achieved if all the users receive the same times of faultless and degraded
video, respectively.

3.2.3 Simulation Results

The results we obtained from the simulation of the modified DC algorithm are shown
in Fig. 2. We simulated exactly the same experiment with the one in 3.2.1 and
obtained precisely the same total number of ADU losses. This is expected, since the
total number of ADU losses depends exclusively on the load of the system. The
difference arises on the dispersal of losses among the contending streams. Notice the
absolute uniform distribution of the ratio of ADU losses. All streams independently of
their period undergo the same ratio of ADU losses, thus all viewers observe the same
video quality.

4. Performance Evaluation of DC Algorithm for MPEG-4, H.263
Video Traces

In real videos, there are some dependencies between the consecutive frames as well as
a non-uniform frame length distribution. The scope of the following experiments is to
extend the conclusions drawn from the results of the previous section to the case of
actual video traces.
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Fig. 2. Loss distribution across streams with different periods for the modified DC algorithm

4.1 MPEG-4 Videos

In the following experiments we use MPEG-4 video trace files originating from
existing video programs. The video programs we have chosen to use in our
experiments cover a wide range of video applications such as action movies, cartoons,
tele-conference, ski, formula 1 racing events, music video clips, talk shows, etc. Each
video is encoded at three different quality levels: high, medium and low quality4.

The Group of Pictures (GoP) pattern was set to I B B P B B P B B P B B. Due to
the dependencies between frames not all the frames have the same significance
relatively to the image that the end viewer actually perceives. I frames are vital for all
the subsequent frames of the group to be displayed, so if an I-type frame is lost, then
the whole group is considered to be lost and none of the remaining frames is
transmitted. Additionally, if a P-type frame is lost, the rest of the group is considered
to be lost and the subsequent frames are not transmitted. Finally, a B-type lost frame
accounts for a single loss, since no frame depends on B frames.

4.2 Experiment with MPEG-4 Videos

We simulate approximately one hour of operation for the binary tree network for
X=4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28 programs, and buffer=1, 2 and 5 ADUs of the maximum
length. We present the simulation results for a bandwidth of 12.72 Mbps for high
quality video5.

Our simulations have shown that in each of the three cases examined, the DC
algorithm distributes fairly the losses across the multiplexed video streams and gives
almost the same ratios of I-, P- and B-frame losses to the multiplexing streams. Notice
in Fig. 3 the agreement in the ratios of I-, P- and B-frame losses among the
multiplexed video streams (i.e. streams of the first and second level of the tree). This
is another indication of the fairness of the DC algorithm.

                                                          
4 For an extended description of the videos we used, the read is referred to [15].
5 Simulation results are also available for medium and low quality video, but are omitted due

to  space constraints.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of I-, P-, B-frame losses for Buffer=1 ADU, X=12, Bandwidth=12.72 Mbps

Another interesting conclusion that can be drawn is that the placement of the video
programs can be chosen independently of the video programs’ popularity.  What
usually happens is that the video program’s popularity determines its placement in
order that the most popular programs are stored closer to the users, whereas the least
popular ones are stored at the upper levels of the network tree topology [2],[18]. This
choice is made so that the most popular videos are located closer to the users, and
suffer the least start up delay and the least number of frame losses. However, our
experiments have shown that all streams independently of the level at which they are
stored suffer the same number of losses. Based on this observation, we can claim that
DC algorithm also gives flexibility to the system configuration regarding the
placement of the video programs.

In our experiments we have assumed that each program is required only by one
children stream node. In a real system, some videos may be required by both of a
node’s children stream nodes, while others may not be active. As revealed by our
experiment, the way the DC algorithm distributes the losses across the multiplexed
streams depends exclusively on the number of multiplexed streams and the available
bandwidth. Since the DC algorithm distributes the losses fairly across the multiplexed
video streams independently of the videos’ contents, we can assume that the DC
algorithm is also fair when some videos are required by more than one headends.
However, notice that the location of content still has a potential impact on network
utilization and user startup latency.

4.3 H.263 Videos

In the following experiment we have used H.263 video compression with variable bit
rate, too. We enable PB-frames, also called “stuffed” frames. A PB-frame consists of
two consecutive frames that are encoded as one unit [15].

H.263 encoding produces I (usually only the first frame is an I-fame), P and PB
frames. I and P frames have a period equal to 40msecs, whereas PB frames have a
period equal to 80msecs. Consequently, H.263 may produce variable frame periods.
Videos with plenty of information generate, except of PB-frames, many I- and P-
frames, thus they have often period-alterations between 40 and 80 msecs arising from
the frames generated. On the contrary, videos with low scene alteration and uniform
level activity (such as Lecture Room Camera, Office Camera etc) generate almost
exclusively PB-frames, leading to an unchanged period equal to 80 msecs.
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4.4 Experiment with MPEG-4 and H.263 Videos

The purpose of this experiment is to test and further support the modification we
proposed in section 3.2.2 relatively to the fairness of the DC algorithm when video
applications with different frame rates are supported in the same network At each
node they are stored X prerecorded video streams that supply the children nodes with
traffic. X/2 streams are high, medium and low quality MPEG-4 encoded and the
remaining X/2 are H.263 encoded. For the purpose of our experiment, we have
chosen only programs with a few scenes alterations (e.g. video conference programs)
that contain information, which can be presented exclusively with PB frames.
Consequently, from the MPEG-4 encoding video programs the transmission of one
frame per 40 msecs will be required, while from the H.263 encoding video programs
the transmission of one “stuffed” frame per 80 msecs will be required. The available
bandwidth is assumed equal to 9.54 Mbps.

Fig. 4 shows the simulation results when the P_CR is defined as in [1].  Streams
with odd index numbers refer to MPEG-4 video programs, while streams with even
index numbers refer to H.263 video programs. Notice that the ratio of ADU losses
depends on the period of the stream. In contrast, for exactly the same experiment, as
shown in Fig. 5 the modified DC algorithm gives a uniform distribution of the losses
across multiplexed streams.
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Fig. 4. Loss Distribution across MPEG4 and H.263 video programs according to [1]

5. Conclusions

The DC algorithm uses dynamic allocation of bandwidth and distributes the available
bandwidth fairly between all the competing video streams. When the system is under-
utilized, the DC algorithm forwards an equal number of ADUs from each traffic flow
at down stream nodes and keeps the streams at the same level of delay. On the other
hand, when the network is over-utilized and frames need to be dropped, DC
distributes the losses fairly across streams. The efficiency of the DC algorithm with
regard to the ADU losses increases as the available buffer space at the traversing
nodes increases, because the DC algorithm exploits the available buffer space to send
ADUs in advance.
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Fig. 5. Loss Distribution across MPEG4 and H.263 video programs for the modified DC
algorithm

We evaluated the performance of the DC algorithm for a distributed Video-on-
Demand network, which fits the existing tree topology used in today’s cable TV
systems, and validate our results by simulating actual videos encoded in MPEG-4 and
H.263 format. The main conclusion we drew is that the DC algorithm is fair and
distributes losses evenly across multiplexed streams. This means that all streams
suffer the same number of losses independently of their source-node location. This
can contribute to a flexible placement of the video programs, since the placement can
be chosen independently of the video programs’ popularity.

Finally, we provided simulation results that support the modification we proposed.
The conclusion is that the modified DC algorithm treats fairly videos with different
frame rates, with different quality encodings and with different encoding methods, i.e.
a diverse class of video applications can be integrated into the same network and all
these applications are treated fairly.
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Abstract. In this paper the idea that large objects, such as video files,
should not be cached or replaced in their entirety, but rather be par-
titioned in chunks and replacement decisions be applied at the chunk
level is examined. It is shown, that a higher byte hit ratio (BHR) can be
achieved through partial replacement. The price paid for the improved
BHR performance is that the replacement algorithm, e.g. LRU, takes a
longer time to induce the steady state BHR. It is demonstrated that this
problem could be addressed by a hybrid caching scheme that employs
variable sized chunks; the use of small chunks leads to the maximization
of BHR in periods of stable video popularity, while large chunks are used
when extreme popularity changes occur to assist the fast convergence to
the new steady state BHR.

1 Introduction

The explosive growth of demand for bandwidth, fuelled by the introduction of
the world wide web in the early nineties, found data networks unprepared to
handle the new traffic volumes. This led to an increase in both loss rates and
user perceived latency, that could easily hamper the new global information
delivery system. Caching, i.e, replication of popular data objects close to the
demanding clients, has been successfully used to relieve the backbone network
and reduce the delivery delay of requested data. In a similar way contemporary
networks, although copying adequately with web traffic, seem to have difficulty
in managing effectively the delivery of information-rich content such as streaming
video, which is rising as the new popular media to be integrated in the internet
infrastructure. The large size of videos not only overloads data connections but
also easily exhausts the capacity of conventional web caches.

A variety of caching schemes have been proposed to handle video. Initial
works, have inherited the main characteristics of web caching schemes and have
treated videos as single entities which are either cached completely or not at
all [1,2,3]. More recent works take into consideration the special characteristics
of videos : their structure, the associated rate variability, their large volume and
the need for a time-constrained delivery of content. The later does not only refer
to a requirement for a small initial delay, to preserve the interactivity of the
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service, but also to a requirement for an isochronous delivery of the media units
(video frames) that make up a video stream.

In [4] the initial frames of each video (called the prefix) are cached in the
proxy in order to improve the startup latency experienced by users. Additionally,
smoothing is performed to reduce the peak bandwidth and increase the utiliza-
tion in leased network channels that connect the proxy with the origin server. In
a similar approach in [5], the bursty part of a VBR video stream is selected to be
stored at the proxy while the remaining smooth part is retrieved directly from
the repository, again reducing the peak bandwidth requirement in the backbone
links. Both aforementioned schemes deal with the burstiness, which is inherent
in VBR encoding algorithms.

In [6,7] the prefix is stored in the cache and the remaining part (the suffix)
is either explicitly requested from the video repository or retrieved through an
ongoing multicast transmission which services a group of concurrent users; in
the later case, a patch might be requested directly from the repository, so as to
fill the gap between the prefix and the currently multicasted part of the suffix.
Request merging is also proposed in [8,9] in the form of window-based caching
schemes. In particular, local proxies cache a sliding window of data, trying to
merge requests for the same stream that arrive closely in time.

The caching of layered encoded video is studied in [10,11]. In [10] an opti-
mization algorithm determines which videos and which layers should be cached.
In [11] the focus is on the maximization of the perceived quality for popular
videos that are delivered over best-effort networks.

Unlike traditional web caching, most of the above video caching schemes
(most of them have been designed for video on demand systems) do not con-
form to the dynamic nature of caching according to which cache contents are
dynamically updated in a demand driven fashion.

The performance of a proxy is characterized by its ability to reduce the
amount of data that cross the backbone network (captured by the BHR), and
also by the ability to provide streaming services with acceptable initial delay. The
overall performance is sensitive to sudden changes in popularity. If the cache does
not detect such changes quickly, there could be substantial mismatch between
the content of the cache and the upcoming content requests, leading to a low hit
ratio and an increased initial delay.

In what follows it is proposed that a video be segmented into a number
of chunks and replacement decisions be taken at the chunk level rather than
based on the entire video. This partial caching has a twofold beneficial effect: it
increases the BHR compared to entire video caching; and it reduces the perceived
delivery delay, as a significant number of initial parts may be found in the cache
upon request. The existence of the initial part of a stream in the cache also
allows for jitter concealment in the path from the proxy to the server. Our work
studies the effect of the replacement granularity on cache performance and the
trade-off that exists between cache performance and responsiveness to popularity
changes. We show that the price paid for using partial caching is a slower reaction
to popularity changes. We attempt to eleviate this drawback by using variable
sized replacement units.
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Fig. 1. State diagram of the cache for the
first scenario(*).
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Fig. 2. State diagram of the cache for the
second scenario(*).

(*)State 1 (state 2) corresponds to video 1 (video 2) being entirely cached and state
1/2 corresponds to the first half of each video being cached. The transition probabilities
p1 and p2 are equal to the corresponding request probabilities.

2 Motivation of the Work – Intuitive Considerations

Cache replacement algorithms utilize the request history to estimate the current
request probabilities and self-organize accordingly. Given a stationary request
pattern and a large number of request samples, the underlying request proba-
bilities can be ”learned” by counting the requests for each video. Replacement
algorithms are able to provide a good estimate of the request ranking without
the need to count a large number of requests, e.g. LRU simply replaces the least
recently used object upon a request of a new object.

In web caching the arrival of a single request changes slightly both the recent
request history and the state of the cache, since the size of an ordinary web
page is very small compared to the capacity of the cache. In video caching a
single replacement causes a relatively greater change to the state of the cache,
although a single request has similar impact on the recent request history as
in web caching. Chunk-based replacement strategies (as studied here) try to
establish a “Web-like” relation between a single request and the corresponding
replacement unit.

The potential advantage of chunk-based replacement strategy is demon-
strated in the following simplified example. Assume that there are two equally
sized videos, competing for a place in the cache that can fit entirely only one
video. Let p1 (p2) denote the probability that video 1 (video 2) is requested. In
addition assume that a request-based replacement algorithm is used. A video
that is not found in the cache upon request, is cached when it arrives from the
server, taking up storage space that was held by the other video. Two scenarios
are considered. In the first scenario the replacement unit is equal to the entire
video, implying that videos are cached or removed from the cache entirely. The
state of the cache upon replacement epochs1 can be modelled as a two state
Markov chain (depicted in Fig. 1). The second scenario allows the partial re-
placement of video, with a replacement unit that is equal to half of a video.
When the requested video is completely or partially missing from the cache, one
half of the previously cached video is flushed, and one half of the requested video
is being cached. Replacement takes place in such a way that if a video is partially
1 We assume that a video is immediately downloaded upon its request, so replacement
decisions occur at request arrival instants.
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cached, the cached part is always its first half. This implies that there are three
possible states of a full cache, namely the first half of each video, the entire video
1, or the entire video 2 being cached. The state diagram of the cache content
according to the second scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2.

For both scenarios, let the cost of a total cache miss (the entire requested
video is missing from the cache) be equal to 1 and the cost of a partial cache
miss (one half of the requested video is missing) be 0.5. If the requested video
is completely cached, a cache hit occurs, and no cost is incurred. It is straight-
forward to calculate the steady state probabilities and costs for each scenario.
More specifically, the steady state cost is equal to

∑
i,j πiPijcij where Pij is the

transition probability from state i to state j, cij is the cost corresponding to this
transition and πi is the steady state probability of state i. If C1 (C2) denotes
the steady state cost for the first (second) scenario, then:

C1 = 2p1p2 C2 =
3p1p2

2(1 − p1p2)
(1)

which implies that C1 ≥ C2 for all p1 and p2 (equality holds only for the special
cases p1 = 0, p1 = 1, and p1 = .5)2.

3 System Description

3.1 Network Topology

Figure 3, illustrates the topology of the video dissemination system under con-
sideration. Videos are stored at geographically dispersed origin servers. A proxy
server is installed at the same local area network with a number of clients. Re-
quests for videos are directed to the proxy which services them either from its
local cache or by contacting the origin servers over the wide area network. The
proxy caches the most popular videos trying to reduce the accesses to the servers
and consequently the volume of data transmitted over the wide area network. It
is assumed that there is abundant bandwidth between the proxy and the clients
to support video streaming. On the other hand, the transmission of videos from
the origin servers over the wide area network is expensive as it consumes band-
width, which is a scarce resource in the backbone.

3.2 Proxy’s Internal Architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the internal architecture of the porxy. The proxy consists of
two major entities: the request manager and the cache manager. The request
manager accepts all the client requests and is responsible for the continuous
streaming of video towards the clients. In general, its responsibility is to schedule
2 The aforementioned analysis was carried out under the assumption that request
interarrivals are always greater than the time it takes to download half or the entire
video; this in essence means that replacement decisions are implemented instantly
and do not have to wait until the missing data arrive from the origin server.
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both the transmission of the prefix to the clients. The main responsibility of
the cache manager it to efficiently allocate the proxy storage resources to the
requested videos. This work focuses on the functionality of the cache manager.

To allow for the isolated study of the cache manager, only a simple request
manager is considered. It is assumed that the request manager immediately
initiates the transmission of the prefix (if any) to the client and requests the
suffix from the origin server. In addition, it is assumed that the suffix can be
(and is) delivered exactly when it is needed from the origin server3.

The cache manager receives incoming data from the origin server and decides
whether the new data will be cached or not. When the decision is to cache the
newly retrieved video parts the cache manager also decides a) how much space
to dedicate to this video, b) which of the missing parts of the video to hold, and
c) which data to remove from the cache to make room for the data.

In particular, the cache manager uses a fixed caching/replacement unit, called
a chunk. When a video that is not in the cache is requested it is fetched from the
server and its initial chunk is stored in the proxy. In case there is not sufficient
space in the cache the replacement algorithm selects a video for removal. The
last chunk of the selected video is removed. Each additional request for the same
video results in the caching of an additional (consecutive) chunk. This guarantees
that only the prefix (initial consecutive parts) of each video are cached. The
objective is to investigate the impact of the replacement granularity on the
overall performance of the system.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Preliminaries

As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the main responsibility of the cache manager is to
efficiently manage the proxy’s storage resources so as to reduce the volume of
the data that are fetched from the origin servers. This performance aspect is
captured by the Byte Hit Ratio (BHR), which is the fraction of data that can be

3 A more advanced request manager could, for example, perform request batching to
service nearby requests with a single connection to the client.
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served directly from the cache’s local storage. Here, the BHR for a single request
for video i is defined as:

BHRi =
Size of the cached portion of the requested video i

Size of the complete video i

BHRi takes values between 0 and 1; 0 for a complete miss, and 1 for a complete
hit. The average BHR of all requested videos over an interval4 x is denoted as
BHR(x). The steady state BHR (ss-BHR) is determined from BHR(x) as x
tends to infinity and assuming that no popularity changes occur, i.e. the request
probability of a video is assumed to remain unchanged over the interval x.

The independent reference model [12] is assumed, according to which a video i
is requested with probability pi independently of previous requests. If the request
probability of each video is known and assuming a unicast-only backbone in the
path from the server to the proxy, it can be shown that the optimal caching policy
– in terms of bytes that cross the backbone link – is the Highest Popularity
First (HPF) policy. Under HPF, the proxy stores entire videos in descending
order of popularity, until its cache capacity is reached. Only the last video is
partially cached. The optimality of HPF stems from the fact that HPF is an
optimal solution to the partial knapsack problem: maximize

∑N
i=1 vi · pi under

the constraints:
∑N

i=1 vi ≤ S, 0 ≤ vi ≤ Li, where Li is the length of video i in
number of chunks, vi is the cached prefix of video i in number of chunks, S is the
proxy’s storage capacity in number of chunks, and N is the number of available
videos (see [6] for details).

The performance of the proposed video caching scheme is evaluated via simu-
lations. The main metric of interest is the BHR. The responsiveness of the cache
to popularity changes is jointly considered.

4.2 Simulation Model

We have constructed a simulation model that consists of a video server with a
set of N videos, and a proxy server with a storage capacity of K complete videos;
the ratio K/N captures the relative cache size of the proxy. For simplicity it is
assumed that all videos are constant bitrate encoded and are of equal length L
units (under the constant bitrate assumption video length units can be time or
storage units). pi denotes the request probability of video i – it is also refered
to as the popularity of video i – and follows a Zipf distribution, i.e., pi = C/ia,
where C = (

∑N
i=1

1
ia )−1. a is the Zipf parameter determining the skewness of

the distribution. It is assumed that request arrivals follow a Poisson process with
mean rate λ. The parameters of the simulation study are summarized in Table 1.

The popularity changes considered in the simulation, were implemented us-
ing the following setting: whenever a popularity change is about to occur, we
transpose the popularities of videos, i.e., popular videos become unpopular and
vise versa. Under the new popularity distribution, unpopular videos that were
4 the interval x can be a time interval (e.g., a day) or a number of requests.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters

Notation System Parameters Default Values

L Video Size / Duration 1000 units / 1hour
K Cache Size 100 videos
N Number of Videos in the repository 1000

K/N Relative Cache Size 0.1
a Zipf parameter 0.8
λ Mean request arrival rate 30 req/hour

missing from the cache appear as new hot videos and eventually capture a sig-
nificant part of the cache. Previously popular videos are made unpopular and
are eventually pushed out of the cache.

In our simulations the LRU replacement policy is used with a slight mod-
ification that prevents the replacement of chunks belonging to “active videos”
(videos that are currently streamed), i.e., the least recently used inactive video
is selected for the replacement. LRU was chosen as the most widely studied
replacement policy which is often used as a comparison standard.

5 Simulation Results

Cache State. Figures 5 and 6 provide a visualization of the content of the cache
as time evolves. For illustration purposes, only a total population of five videos
and a cache capacity of three videos is considered. The cache is empty prior to
the first request arrival and fills up as requests arrive. The LRU replacement
policy is activated as soon as the total capacity is reached. The video size is
assumed to be 1000 units. The results for chunk sizes of 2, and 100 units and
a Zipf parameter a = 0.8 for video-1 to video-5 (descending popularity) are
shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively. In Fig. 7 the optimal static allocation of the
cache storage is illustrated. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 it becomes clear that for a
small chunk size the cache state converges to the optimal static allocation slowly
and with negligible oscillations, while for a greater chunk size, the cache state
converges fast but significant oscillations appear. Oscillations are expected to
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have a negative impact on the BHR while the convergence time is expected to
affect the capability of the system to adapt to popularity changes. The underlying
tradeoff is investigated in detail in the sequel.
The Byte Hit Ratio. Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of the relative cache size

on BHR, for several chunk sizes. BHR increases with the relative cache size since
a greater number of chunks fit in the cache. Moreover, for a specific relative cache
size, small chunks lead to a higher BHR. Similar observations apply to Fig. 9
that depicts the BHR as a function of the Zipf parameter, for different values of
the chunk size.

Figures 10 and 11 5 (for chunk sizes 10 and 1000 respectively) depict the
BHR versus the sum of the popularities

∑m
i=1 pi of the videos that fit in the

cache, when videos are placed in the cache according to descending popularity
order; m is the index of the least popular video that fits in the cache. This sum
depends on two factors: the size of the cache and the skewness of the popularity
distribution6. Each line in Figures 10 and 11 corresponds to a different value of
the Zipf parameter and the points of each line correspond to different values of
the cache size. From the figures it follows that for a small chunk size different
pairs of skewness and cache size result in the same BHR if the sum of the
popularities of the videos that fit in the cache is the same. That is, the latter sum
fully determines BHR under a small replacement unit. This conclusion suggests
that a smaller cache size would be required to achieve a certain BHR if the video
request probabilities are highly skewed, compared to the case under less skewed
request probabilities. For a greater chunk size this result seems to hold only for
zipf parameters greater than some value e.g 0.5.

The impact of the chunk size on BHR is illustrated in Fig. 12, for the system
parameters presented in Table 1. For these parameters the sum of the popu-

5 These figures relate to a discussion that is motivated by results in [13], where the
relation between the fault probability of LRU and the tail of the popularity (request)
distribution is demonstrated.

6 For a specific cache size, this sum increases as the zipf parameter increases, since a
greater request probability (pi) is associated with the videos involved in the sum. For
a specific value of the zipf parameter the sum increases as the cache size increases,
since more videos are involved in the summation.
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larities of the videos that fit in the cache when videos are placed in the cache
according to descending popularity order is 0.525. It is observed that as the
chunk size increases, the BHR reduces initially fast and then slowly converges
to the BHR achieved when complete videos are used as a replacement unit.
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Responsiveness. Upon a change of popularities, the BHR is expected to
decrease for some period and then converge to the new steady-state value. It
should be noted that the new ss-BHR is not necessarily the same with the old
one as it depends on skweness of the popularity distribution. Responsiveness
can be qualitatively defined as the ability of the system to adapt to changes
in popularities. In order to quantitatively capture this performance aspect, we
flush the cache7 and measure the time needed for the BHR to reach 90% of its
steady-state value. In Fig. 13 the response time is illustrated for several chunk
sizes. As expected, the response time is small for large chunk sizes and increases
rapidly as the chunk size decreases.

7 This is an extreme case of popularity change since it is equivalent to a cache full
with totally unpopular videos.
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The effect of popularity changes. From the results presented so far, it
is evident that the performance of the system depends not only on the chunk
size but also on the frequency of popularity changes (and on how dramatic these
changes are). Under a fixed popularity distribution, a small chunk ensures a
better steady state BHR than a large chunk size. In practice the BHR under a
small chunk size is never reached, as it requires a long adaptation period which is
not available under frequent changes in popularity. This could lead to an overall
performance that is worse than that achieved under a large chunk size. Figures
14 and 15 illustrate the BHR(24h) versus time for two different cases 8. Fig. 14,
corresponds to the case where demand changes occur rarely (only one at time
instant 500). It is observed that in periods where popularity remains stable a
smaller chunk provides for better BHR. For the periods that follow a popularity
change the BHR reduces for both chunk sizes but the reduction is smaller for
a large chunk, which quickly adapts to the new popularity (observe the shallow
gap). A small chunk size, although performing better under static popularity, it
is outperformed during periods of popularity changes as it needs a considerably
larger time to catch-up with the new demand changes and consequently, the
gaps are deeper. The average BHR over the entire observation window, is equal
to 0.45 for the system that uses a chunk size of 50 units and 0.425 for the system
that uses a chunk size of 200 units. On the other hand, in Fig. 15 where demand
changes occur more often (every 170 hours), the system that uses a chunk size
of 200 units achieves higher average BHR (0.41 over 0.39).
Adaptation to Changes of Popularity. To cope with sudden changes

of popularity it is proposed that the system use a larger chunk size during peri-
ods when a change of popularity has just occurred. Sophisticated methods can
detect the change of popularity by looking for sudden decreases of BHR and
adjusting the chunk size automatically. In any case, once the cache content has
been updated the system could switch back to a small chunk size in order to
achieve higher ss-BHR.

8 In order to achieve a fast convergence to the stready state, the initial state of the
cache is considered to coincide with the allocation under HPF
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The benefits under a dynamic selection of the chunk size are illustrated in
Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 where the BHR is depicted as a function of time. The
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 respectively. From these
figures it becomes clear that a change of the chunk size at the right moment
combines the advantages of both chunk sizes and results in a better overall BHR
performance than under the corresponding static schemes. Note that the average
BHR under the dynamic chunk selection (0.46 (0.44) for the system of Fig. 16
(Fig. 17)) is higher than that under the fixed chunk size schemes for chunk size
50 (0.45 (0.39)) and chunk size 200 (0.425 (0.41)). The application of dynamic
chunk selection corresponding to Fig. 14 is illustrated in Fig. 16.

6 Additional Considerations

The presented system has taken a rather simplistic approach, as far as the cost of
the backbone bandwidth is concerned, by treating all video data as being equal.
This has mainly been dictated by our desire not to obscure this first exposition
of the effects of partial caching with additional parameters that are not directly
related to this issue. In reality not all bits entail the same cost nor should be
treated the same way. Some of the reasons for which it may be appropriate to
differentiate among videos are:

Server-proxy distance: In general, the greater the distance between the server
and the proxy (e.g. in number of hops), the higher the cost of fetching a video
from that server. This mean that a cache hit results in a greater reduction
of required bandwidth when the requested video belongs to a distant server.

Different link costs: Links may have different costs due to different bandwidth-
availability/bandwidth-demand ratios. For example, the proxy could give
preferential treatment to content that resides in an origin server that is
situated behind a congested link. Loss and/or delay measurements could be
used for the estimation of the congestion level.

Content differentiation: Some content could be given preferential treatment as
requested by the content provider, e.g., some clips could be given some sort
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of priority in the cache, so as to be available upon a request of a popular web
page that includes them, with a revenue collected for the special treatment.

All the cases of can be accommodated by using variable sized chunks. The pre-
sented system has used a variable sized chunk to cope with changes of popularity;
chunks of different size could be used also within periods of static popularity to
provide for differentiation as suggested in the aforementioned examples.
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Abstract. Forward Error Correction (FEC) is an attractive solution
for recovering from packet losses in real-time applications. However, in
many such applications, due to delay constraints, complex FEC schemes
that may enable to approach the Shannon channel capacity cannot be
used. In those cases, much simpler FEC schemes are implemented, in
which a compressed copy of a packet is concatenated to some subsequent
packet. In this paper we analyze the utility gained by such schemes in
the case where losses are due to queueing congestion in the network.
Loss probabilities in presence of FEC are obtained using sophisticated
tools based on Ballot theorems. Our explicit expressions allows us to
study numerically several approaches for adding FEC.

1 Introduction

Forward Error Correction (FEC) is considered to be an attractive solution for
recovering from packet losses in real-time applications (over high speed networks
[8,12]) without increasing latency. Though there are different proposals for FEC
schemes,in this paper we shall focus on a simple FEC scheme that has been
proposed [4] in the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) and implemented
in audio tools like Freephone [1] and Rat [15]. The scheme consists in adding a
redundant copy of the original packet to the tail of the subsequent packet. If a
packet is lost in the network then it can be reconstructed from its redundant copy
(if it is correctly received). It was suggested to use PCM coding for data in the
original packet and a low bit rate coding (like LPC, GSM, or 2-bit ADPCM) for
the redundant information. Proposals to enhance the performance of this simple
FEC scheme include: (i) increasing the offset φ0 between the original packet and
its redundant copy [10,9] at the codec, (ii) adding multiple redundant copies of
a packet in multiple subsequent ones [10], (iii) adding to a packet a redundant
copy computed from a block of some preceding packets [5] etc.

Let the offset between the original packet and its redundant copy at the
bottleneck be φ. In a recent work [6], treating φ as a parameter it has been
shown via a queueing analysis that the simple FEC scheme may not lead to an
improvement in audio quality. The assumptions made in [6] include: (i) a single
bottleneck link with dedicated buffer for audio flows implementing FEC and
(ii) a linear utility function (A utility function is an indication of the variation

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 226–239, 2002.
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of the audio quality at the receiver as a function of the transmission rate). The
authors showed that for a buffer size K, the ratio of the volume of the redundant
information to the volume of the original information α, a Poisson arrival of
packets, exponential distribution of service times and for φ less than the scaled
buffer size (in terms of number of packets) Kα = K

(1+α) , adding FEC according
to the simple FEC scheme always leads to a deterioration in quality caused by
increased load in the network due to redundant data. They further showed that
the same is also true for the limiting case φ→ ∞, which forms an upper bound
on the audio quality.

In their subsequent work [7], the authors showed that improvement in quality
is possible with the simple FEC scheme when: (i) the (total) rate of flow(s) adding
FEC is small compared to the total rate of the other flow(s), called exogenous
flows not adding FEC and sharing the same bottleneck and (ii) with particular
non-linear utility functions. It was also concluded that the audio quality is always
an increasing function of the offset φ between the original packet and its copy.
They also provided lower and upper bounds on the audio quality for case (i)
with Poisson arrivals of packets but with exponential distribution of packet sizes
for exogenous flows and deterministic packet sizes for audio flows implementing
FEC.

It was argued in [6] that φ > Kα may not be interesting as it could lead
to unacceptable delays at the receiver. But it should be noticed that the ac-
tual offset between the original packet and its redundant copy at the bottleneck
could become larger than the offset generated at the transmission codec due to
multiplexing of different flows (either implementing FEC or not) at the bottle-
neck1. Moreover, in the case of large bandwidth, when many connections can
be supported, a large offset does not generate necessarily a large delay, as the
transmission time of a packet at the bottleneck is still very short.

In this paper we first complement the work in [6] and compute the per-
formance for a fixed φ > Kα. It turns out that this case requires much more
sophisticated computations than those in [6]. Using these results, we then com-
pute the performances for the case of random offset obtained in situations where
several flows are multiplexed. In particular, we obtain expressions for the ex-
pected audio quality for general utility functions. We use these results for an
extensive numerical investigation using six different utility functions.

In this paper we deal with a Markovian framework: Poisson arrivals of packets
and exponential distribution of all packet lengths and with the simple FEC
scheme with φ0 = 1. We derive expressions for the quality function of an audio
flow implementing FEC, multiplexed with: (i) other audio flows implementing
FEC and/or (ii) exogenous flows not implementing FEC and different utility
functions and Φ varying from 1 to ∞. These calculations will finally help us in the
evaluation of the expected value of the quality function and the (possible) gain
achievable with FEC in a more realistic framework of multiplexing of different
flows.

1 In presence of other multiplexed traffic, the offset φ is not deterministic anymore:
it becomes a random variable Φ, taking values from φ0 (the offset generated at the
codec) to ∞.
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2 Model

In this section we shall use a simple (same as in [6]) M/M/1/K queue to model
the network and thus the loss process of audio packets. In other words, we
assume that packets arrive at the bottleneck 2 according to a Poisson process
with intensity λ and the lengths of the packets are exponentially distributed
with parameter µ. Let ρ = λ/µ, be the intensity of the audio traffic and with
ρ < 1, the loss probability of a packet in steady state is given by (see [11]),
πρ,K = 1−ρ

1−ρK+1 ρ
K , and for ρ = 1 it is equal to, πρ,K = 1

K+1 .
Let U(α) be the utility function associated with receiving only a compressed

version of a packet with a redundancy factor α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. We assume that U(α)
is non-decreasing in α and limα→0U(α) = 0. Let Yn

3 be a random variable
defined as,

Yn =
{

0 if packet n is lost
1 if packet n is correctly received

2.1 Case I: All Flows Implementing FEC

We consider the case when an audio flow implementing FEC (we shall refer to
this flow as the tagged flow) shares the bottleneck with other audio flows also
implementing same type of FEC and arriving as independent Poisson processes.
Let λa be the total arrival rate of all other audio flows at the bottleneck. For each
flow, the redundant information of a packet is located in the next. Thus j + 1
packet of an audio flow will contain in addition to its own useful information some
redundant information of the jth packet of the same flow. Let ρ̄ = (λ + λa)/µ.
We shall consider two scenarios concerning the influence of redundancy on the
packet size.

– Constant packet size model: We assume that the size of a packet is not
affected by adding redundancy and thus redundancy is a overhead. The more
the redundancy the less is the useful information carried by the packet.

– Constant amount of useful information: We assume that the packet size
increases when adding redundancy (and thus increases with α) so that the
amount of useful information contained in a packet is unchanged. Increasing
packet size has an impact both on the service times, and on the number of
packets that can be stored at buffers. To account for this we assume [6]:

• the service time is exponentially distributed with parameter µα = µ
1+α .

Thus ρ̄α = ρ̄(1 + α).
• The amount of buffering is diminished by 1 + α. Thus the scaled buffer

size is Kα = � K
1+α�

2 Most of the losses from a flow occur in the router having the smallest available
bandwidth in the chain of routers, so that one may model the whole chain of routers
by one single router called the bottleneck. This assumption has both theoretical and
experimental [14,2] justification.

3 subscript n is for the nth packet of the total flow at the queue
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The loss probability in the presence of redundancy for this case is πρ̄α,Kα =
1−ρ̄α

1−(ρ̄α)Kα+1 (ρ̄α)Kα .

In the following analysis we shall denote by Pα(.), the probabilities evaluated at
µα and Kα. Observe that by taking α = 0 in Pα(.) and πρ̄α,Kα

we get the corre-
sponding expressions for the case of constant packet size as K0 = K and ρ̄0 = ρ̄.
Let Pα(Yn+Φ = 1, Φ = φ|Yn = 0) be the probability that due to multiplexing
there are φ−1 packets between two consecutive packets of the tagged audio flow
at the bottleneck and that the n+φth packet is received correctly given that the
nth packet is lost. Without loss of generality we assume that packet n belongs
to the tagged audio flow. We define below the expected quality function Q(α)
for the two cases.

– Constant packet size

Q(α) = (1)

P0(Yn = 1)U(1 − α) + U(α)P0(Yn = 0)
∞∑

φ=1

P0(Yn+Φ = 1, Φ = φ|Yn = 0)

= U(1 − α) − πρ̄,K(U(1 − α) − U(α)
∞∑

φ=1

P0(Yn+Φ = 1, Φ = φ|Yn = 0)).

– Constant amount of useful information: as the amount of useful information
carried by a packet remains unchanged we define

Q(α) = (2)

Pα(Yn = 1)U(1) + U(α)Pα(Yn = 0)
∞∑

φ=1

Pα(Yn+Φ = 1, Φ = φ|Yn = 0)

= U(1) − πρ̄α,Kα(U(1) − U(α)
∞∑

φ=1

Pα(Yn+Φ = 1, Φ = φ|Yn = 0)).

We will next find the complementary probability Pα(Yn+Φ = 0, Φ = φ|Yn = 0).
In steady state we need to evaluate the probability Pα(YΦ = 0, Φ = φ|Y0 = 0)
which in terms of the buffer level is Pα(XΦ = Kα, Φ = φ|X0 = Kα), where
Xk is the queue size as seen by an arriving kth packet. We will now evaluate
Pα(XΦ = Kα, Φ = φ|X0 = Kα) for φ = {1, 2, . . .} using results from ballot
theorem.

Let A0 be the event of the loss of the 0th packet and Aφ the event of the loss
of the φth packet. We consider the following cases:

– Case 1: no packet is lost in the interval between the happening of A0 and
Aφ ⇒ the first lost packet after the 0th packet is the φth packet.

– Case 2: i(1 ≤ i ≤ φ− 1) packets are lost between A0 and Aφ.

We consider the two cases separately. The main difficulty in the case when the
redundancy-offset is larger than the (scaled) buffer, i.e., φ > Kα is that paths
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with this property may cause the buffer to become empty (even several times).
This makes the analysis substantially more complex than in [6].

To proceed we first consider a general path that starts when there are Kα

packets in the buffer, ends with Kα packets in the buffer, contains η events
(arrivals of Poisson process with parameter λ+λa and departures) and no packets
are lost. Let ζη be the probability of such a path. We will now express Pα(XΦ =
Kα, Φ = φ|X0 = Kα) for the two cases in terms of this probability.

– Case 1: for the φ packet to be the first lost packet there must be an epoch
after the arrival of the φ− 1 packet that the buffer is full and the next event
is an arrival. Upto that epoch the number of departures must be equal to
the number of arrivals. The number of arrivals upto that epoch is φ− 1 and
so the number of departures is φ− 1 to yield a total number of η = 2(φ− 1)
events. Thus the probability for this case is: ζ2(φ−1)

λ
λ+λa+µα

. However we
also require that all the φ − 1 arrivals should be from other audio flows
(coming as a Poisson process with intensity λa). Hence the joint probability
that there are φ − 1 packets from other flows (due to multiplexing) at the

bottleneck and the φth packet is lost is ζ2(φ−1)
λ

λ+λa+µα

(
λa

λa+λ

)φ−1
.

– Case 2: First we look at i = 1. Let the lost packet be the jth arrival
(1 ≤ j ≤ φ − 1). Thus there should be no loss from the instant of the
loss of 0th packet till the epoch before the arrival of the jth packet. Since
the queue size is Kα at A0 and since the jth packet is the first to be
lost, there must be an epoch after the arrival of the j − 1 packet that
the buffer is again full and the next event is an arrival. Again, upto this
epoch, the number of departures must be equal to the number of depar-
tures. The number of arrivals upto that epoch is j − 1, so the number of
departures is j − 1 yielding a total number of η = 2(j − 1). Thus the prob-
ability of the path is: ζ2(j−1)

λa

λ+λa+µα
ζ2(φ−j−1)

λ
λa+λ+µα

. Also, since we re-
quire that all the φ − 1 arrivals should be from other audio flows we have

the probability of the path as ζ2(j−1)
λa

λ+λa+µα
ζ2(φ−j−1)

λ
λa+λ+µα

(
λa

λ+λa

)φ−2

Since j can take values from 1 to φ− 1, the total probability for this case is(
λa

λ+λa

)φ−2 ∑φ−1
j=1 ζ2(j−1)

λa

λ+λa+µα
ζ2(φ−j−1)

λ
λ+λa+µα

.
Now consider the case when i = 2. We will first calculate the probability
of a single path with two losses before the loss of the φ packet. Let the
first loss be of j1 and second of j2 packet (j1 < j2, 1 ≤ j1 ≤ φ − 2, 2 ≤
j2 ≤ φ − 1). By previous arguments the probability of such a path is:

ζ2(j1−1)ζ2(j2−j1−1)

(
λa

λ+λa+µα

)2
ζ2(φ−j2−1)

λ
λ+λa+µα

. The total probability for
this case is (taking into consideration the requirement that all the φ − 1
packets should be from other audio flows):

(
λa

λ+ λa

)φ−3 φ−2∑
j1=1

φ−1∑
j2=j1+1

ζ2(j1−1)ζ2(j2−j1−1)ζ2(φ−j2−1)
λλa

(λ+ λa + µα)3
.
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In general for i = k(1 ≤ k ≤ φ− 1), we can write the probability as:

(
λa

λ+ λa

)φ−(k+1) φ−k∑
j1=1

φ−k+1∑
j2=j1+1

. . .

φ−1∑
jk=jk−1+1

ζ2(j1−1)ζ2(j2−j1−1) . . .

. . . ζ2(jk−jk−1−1)ζ2(φ−jk−1)

(
λa

λ+ λa + µα

)k
λ

λ+ λa + µα
.

Thus to complete the analysis we need to evaluate the quantity ζη where
η = 2, 4, 6, . . .. To evaluate this we use the result of [13] which is based on ballot
theorems. In this paper the authors have obtained the following general expres-
sion for ζη(ι, v), i.e., the probability of a path that starts with ι(1 ≤ ι ≤ Kα)
packets in the buffer ends with v(1 ≤ v ≤ Kα) packets in the buffer and contains
η(0 ≤ η ≤ 2φ+ ι− v) events (arrivals and departures) and no packets are lost:

ζη(ι, v) = ξη(ι, v) +
R∑

r=1

WιY
r−1[Z(ι, v)],

where ξη(ι, v) is the probability of a path that starts with ι packets in the buffer
ends with v packets in the buffer and contains η events (| ι−v |≤ η ≤ 2n+ ι−v,
1 ≤ ι ≤ Kα, 1 ≤ v ≤ Kα) and the buffer never empties along this path,
R = 1 + η−ι−v

2 , Wι and Z are R-length row and Y is an RXR matrix defined
as

Wι =
(
ξι(ι, 0), ξι+2(ι, 0), . . . , ξι+2(R−1)(ι, 0)

)
,

Z(ι, v) =
(
ξη−ι(0, v), ξη−ι−2(0, v), . . . , ξη−ι−2(R−1)(0, v)

)
,

Y =




0 ξ2(0, 0) ξ4(0, 0) . . . ξ2(R−1)(0, 0)
0 0 ξ2(0, 0) . . . ξ2(R−2)(0, 0)
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 . . . ξ2(0, 0)
0 0 0 . . . 0

.



.

For our analysis we need ζη(= ζη(Kα,Kα)). Thus we get,

ζη(Kα,Kα) = ζη = ξη(Kα,Kα) +
R∑

r=1

WKαY
r−1Z(Kα,Kα),

where R = 1 + η−2Kα

2 = 1 + η
2 − Kα. The steps for evaluation of ξη(ι, v) are

available in [13]. Thus we can write Pα(XΦ = Kα, Φ = φ|X0 = Kα) as

Pα(XΦ = Kα, Φ = φ|X0 = Kα) = (3)

ζ2(φ−1)
λ

λa + λ+ µα

(
λa

λ+ λa

)φ−1

+
λ

λa + λ+ µα
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k=φ−1∑
k=1


φ−k∑

j1=1

φ−k+1∑
j2=j1+1

. . . . . .

φ−1∑
jk=jk−1+1

ζ2(j1−1)ζ2(j2−j1−1) . . .

. . . ζ2(jk−jk−1−1)ζ2(φ−jk−1)

(
λa

λa + λ+ µα

)k(
λa

λ+ λa

)φ−(k+1)
]
.

Thus knowing Pα(XΦ = Kα, Φ = φ|X0 = Kα) we have Pα(YΦ = 0, Φ = φ|Y0 =
0) and thus we have Pα(YΦ = 1, Φ = φ|Y0 = 0) = Pα(Φ = φ|Yn = 0) − Pα(YΦ =
0, Φ = φ|Y0 = 0) = Pα(Φ = φ) − Pα(YΦ = 0, Φ = φ|Y0 = 0, 1 ≤ φ < ∞. We
next find the distribution of Φ. Observe that Φ − 1 is the number of packets of
other flows (other audio flows arriving as an independent Poisson process with
parameter λa). Thus Φ is geometrically distributed: Pα(Φ = n) = γn−1(1 − γ)
for n ≥ 1, with γ = γ1 = λa

λ+λa
. Knowing this we can evaluate the expected

quality function Q(α) using (1),(2).

2.2 Case II: Multiplexing between Audio Flows Implementing FEC
and Exogenous Flows for the Constant Packet Size Case

The case when an audio flow implementing FEC shares the bottleneck with
other audio flows also implementing the same FEC scheme and with some other
exogenous flows not implementing FEC can be analysed similarly for the case of
constant packet size. We model the packets of exogenous arriving as an indepen-
dent (from audio flows) Poisson process with intensity λe and hence the total
arrival process is again a Poisson process with parameter λ+λa +λe. Further we
assume that the distribution of the size of all packets of all flows is exponential
with parameter µ. With ρ̄ = λ+λa+λe

µ , the loss probability of a packet is steady
state (with ρ̄ < 1) is πρ̄ = 1−ρ̄

1−ρ̄K+1 ρ̄
K , and for ρ̄ = 1 it is equal to πρ̄ = 1

(1+K) .
The expressions for expected quality can be obtained from the expressions for
the case without exogenous but with λa replaced by λa +λeeverywhere. For the
case of constant amount of useful information it is not clear how we should scale
the service rate and the buffer size for this scenario.

3 Numerical Examples with Different Utility Functions

We will next evaluate the expected quality achieved using different utility func-
tions. The utility functions that we consider are used in [6,7] and are of the
form proposed in [10,16]. We define: U1(α) = α, U2(α) =

√
α, U3(α) = α1/10,

U4(α) = esc(α − α0)
(
1−cos(πα)

2

)1/10
, U5(α) =

(
1−cos(πα)

2

)1/3
and U6(α) = 1 if

α > 0 otherwise U6(α) = 0. All utilities are concave starting at some minimum
and reach U(α) = 1 for α = 1. The least concave is the linear utility function
U1, which is thus proportional to the amount of information which is well re-
ceived. The most concave function is U6. Although it does not represent a utility
of any real application, it can be used to obtain an upper bound on the gain
achieved with employing FEC. Indeed, we see that U6 is larger than any other
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utility, so it follows that in both models described by (1) and (2), it should give
the best quality. The utility U4 is zero for α ≤ α0. This is typical for real time
applications with a minimum hard constraint. For example, the constraint may
represent the fact that the throughput of existing codecs for voice applications
cannot go beneath some bound. We shall plot the quality (expected) function
with these six utility functions under different scenarios. For the plots we denote
by M the actual buffer size and by ρ that total load. Also note that in all the
plots that follow the utility functions are represented as: ∗−U1, +−U2,
.− U3, o− U4 , − U5 and finally − − U6.

1. A single audio flow implementing FEC traversing the bottleneck (no multi-
plexing): When a single audio flow traverses the bottleneck (i.e., λa = λe =
0), then the spacing between a packet and its redundancy at the bottleneck
is the same as that generated at the transmission codec. We take λ = 1 and
ρ = λ/µ. We next plot the quality function with the six utility functions
for this scenario and for the cases when: (i) the packet sizes (and hence the
buffer sizes) remains unchanged after adding redundancy and the quality
function is given by (1) in Figs. 1, 2 (ii) when the packet sizes changes after
adding redundancy and the quality function is given by (2) in Figs. 3, 4.
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Fig. 1. A single audio flow implementing simple FEC traversing the bottleneck with
quality function given by (1).

We observe that
– as expected, U6 gives an upper bound for the quality. More generally,

for two utility functions, Uj and Ui, if Ui ≥ Uj for all α, then the corre-
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Fig. 2. A single audio flow implementing simple FEC traversing the bottleneck with
quality function given by (1).
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Fig. 3. A single audio flow implementing simple FEC traversing the bottleneck with
quality function given by (2).
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Fig. 4. A single audio flow implementing simple FEC traversing the bottleneck with
quality function given by (2).

sponding quality is larger for both cases (1) and (2). This is confirmed
in the figures, taking into account that U6 ≥ U3 ≥ U2 ≥ U1.

– For large buffer size (M = 500) the quality is almost the same for all
ρ ≤ 0.9; the reason is that the loss probabilities are very small and almost
all contribution for the quality is from the utility of unlost packets.

– For ρ > 1 we see that we gain by adding FEC (for any buffer size, and
for both cases described by (1) and (2)), for utilities U3, U4, U6. For small
buffer size M = 5 we gain also for ρ = 0.9 when using utility U3, U4, U6
for both the cases but for very low α, 0.1 or less.

– The linear utility function always decreases with FEC for any ρ and any
M .

– The quality is higher with constant information model than with con-
stant packet size model.

2. An audio flow implementing simple FEC sharing the bottleneck with other
audio flows implementing the same FEC: This is the case I (Sec. 2.1) of our
analysis. We take λ = 0.1 and λa = 0.9 and ρ = (λ + λa)/µ. We plot the
expected quality function with the six utility functions for this scenario and
for the cases when: (i) the packet sizes (and hence the buffer sizes) remains
unchanged after adding redundancy and the quality function is given by (1)
in Figs. 5, 6 (ii) when the packet sizes changes after adding redundancy and
the quality function is given by 7, 8. Due to multiplexing Φ takes values in
{1, 2, . . .}. For our numerical calculations we restricted to φ = {1, 2, . . . , 8}
as for φ ≥ 9, the contribution to Q(α) was negligible. Thus for buffer size
of 5 we will have the spacing exceeding the buffer size. Observe that the
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Fig. 5. An audio flow implementing simple FEC sharing the bottleneck with other
audio flows implementing the same FEC scheme with quality function given by (1).
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Fig. 6. An audio flow implementing simple FEC sharing the bottleneck with other
audio flows implementing the same FEC scheme with quality function given by (1).
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Fig. 7. An audio flow implementing simple FEC sharing the bottleneck with other
audio flows implementing the same FEC scheme with quality function given by (2).
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Fig. 8. An audio flow implementing simple FEC sharing the bottleneck with other
audio flows implementing the same FEC scheme with quality function given by (2).
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plots (5) and (6) are almost similar to plots (1) and (2) respectively. From
(7) and (8) We observe that for large ρ(> 1), the buffer size does not affect
the expected quality.
Also from all the plots it is observed that U5 always gives a lower bound on
expected quality for large α(≥ 0.2).

4 Conclusion

In this paper we studied the (possible) gain obtained with a simple FEC scheme
when the losses are due to buffer overflow at the bottleneck. We obtained the
loss probabilities in the presence of FEC using ballot theorem. To this end we
generalize the analysis in [6] (which was for φ < Kα) and computed the loss
probability for a fixed φ taking values from 0 to ∞. Using these results we ob-
tained the expressions for the expected audio quality for general utility functions
and then utilised the tools developed for a detailed numerical studies with six
utility functions under various scenarios of multiplexing at the bottleneck. Our
future work is to analyse delay aware utility functions [3] and to do utility analy-
sis of other more intelligent and efficient FEC schemes to quantize the (possible)
gain.
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Abstract. This work proposes new power-saving strategies for mobile access to
the Web. User mobility is a key factor in the evolution of Web services.
Unfortunately, the legacy approach for Web access is very inefficient when
applied to mobile users. One of the critical issues is the inefficient usage of
energetic resources when adopting the legacy TCP/IP architecture for Web
access from mobile devices. In this paper we address this problem by proposing
a new architecture, namely PS-Web, which works at the transport layer and
exploits some knowledge about the application behavior. PS-Web is transparent
with respect to the application and independent from the sub-network
technology. We implemented a prototype of PS-Web. Experimental results
provided by this prototype have shown that a relevant energy savings (about
70% on average) can be achieved with respect to the legacy TCP/IP approach.
Furthermore, power saving is obtained without a significant degradation in the
QoS perceived by the users. Specifically, PS-Web introduces almost neglible
additional delays (with respect to the legacy approach) in the downloading of a
Web page.

1 Introduction

The Mobile Internet is emerging as one of the most promising fields in the area of
computer networking. The Internet explosion in the last years has demonstrated that
accessing information of some interest in the same moment they are needed is a
valuable opportunity. In this context, the concept of mobility adds a new dimension:
information is carried directly to the user at any time and any place. However,
integrating mobile computers in the legacy Internet scenario is still a challenging
problem for a number of reasons. Internet protocols and applications were designed
with the implicit assumption that links are wired and hosts do not change their
position in time. Mobile computers have less computation and storage resources with
respect to desktop computers. Furthermore, they usually connects through wireless
links that are characterized by lower bandwidth and greater bit error rate with respect
to wired links. Finally, mobile computers have a limited energy autonomy since they
are battery-fed. Hence, the use of legacy solutions causes a non-optimal usage of the
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system that heavily limits the growth of the mobile Internet. In particular, the scarcity
of energy resources is a very limiting factor [7, 11, 15].

In principle, energy-related problems could be solved by either increasing the
battery capacity or reducing the energy consumption. Projections on progresses in
battery technology show that only small improvements in the battery capacity are
expected in next future [20]. Hence, it is vital to manage energy efficiently.

Strategies for energy saving have been investigated at several layers including the
physical-layer transmissions, the operating system, the network protocols and the
application level [8,10,14,16,18,19,22,23,24]. In this paper we focus on strategies
aiming at reducing the energy consumed due to networking. Although this component
only accounts for about 10% of the total consumption in current notebooks [13], it
increases to approximately 50% in hand-held computers (palm top, PDA, etc.) [12].
Hence, it becomes very important to design a power efficient networking subsystem.

Based on experimental measurements, [21] and [13] conclude that the only way to
actually reduce the networking component of the energy consumption consists in
switching the wireless network interface off during inactivity periods. Works in [12]
and [13] show that the legacy TCP/IP network architecture may have a negative
impact on the energy consumption and propose to exploit the Indirect-TCP approach
[2]. A further improvement could be achieved by exploiting some knowledge about
the application behavior. According to this evidence, power management should be
controlled at higher layers, potentially even at the application layer [12,13,21].

In this paper we propose new energy-saving strategies implemented in software
network protocols. Specifically, we operate at the transport and application layers and
use an application-dependent approach in the sense that envisaged strategies exploit
some characteristics of the application. However, the proposed solutions do not
require any modification to the application itself.

 We focus on Web services but our design is modular and could be easily adapted
to any other network application. Web choice is justified by several reasons. First, it is
today the most widely used Internet application and is seriously candidate to become
the killer application for the mobile Internet too. Furthermore, Web users are typically
sensitive to delays. Hence, achieving a significant reduction in the energy
consumption while maintaining an acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) level is a very
challenging task.

We defined a new architecture, throughout referred to as PS-Web (Power Saving
Web), which allows mobile users to exploit Internet Web services with a QoS similar
to the one provided by the legacy network architecture based on the TCP/IP protocol
stack, but with a significant reduction in the energy consumption. The PS-Web
architecture is based on the Indirect-TCP model [2], i.e., the TCP connection between
the browser and the Web server is split into two connections: one between the
browser (on the mobile computer) and an Access Point (at the border between the
wireless and wired networks), and the other one between the Access Point and the
Web server. Unlike the solution proposed in [12], however, a simplified transport
protocol is used between the mobile host and the Access Point. Furthermore,
inactivity timeouts and sleeping times used to switch off and on the network interface
are not fixed – as in [21] and [12] – but are adjusted dynamically based both on
information about the past history collected on-line and on statistical models of Web
traffic pattern available in the literature. The Access Point works as a Power Saving
Proxy Web,  i.e., a Proxy Web with power saving support for mobile users.
Specifically, it implements a pre-fetching mechanism.
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Experimental results obtained on a prototype implementation of the PS-Web
architecture based on a IEEE 802.11 WLAN [9] have shown that the PS-Web allows
to save 70% of power with respect to the legacy TCP-based architecture.
Furthermore, this is not obtained at the cost of a significant degradation in the Quality
of Service (QoS). The additional delay introduced by the PS-Web in transferring a
Web page is always lower than 1.5 s.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sketches the characteristics of Web
traffic. Section 3 is devoted to the definition of the PS-Web architecture. Section 4
reports some experimental results obtained by using the prototype implementation.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Web Traffic Characterization

The power saving strategies implemented in our system are based on the
characteristics of the application. Hence, as a preliminary step, it is necessary to
understand the traffic profile generated by Web browsing. Many papers in literature
provides mathematical characterizations of  Web traffic [1,3,4,5,6].

Fig. 1 shows the typical ON/OFF profile of the network traffic generated by an
individual Web user [5]. As is well known a Web page consists of a main file and
zero or more embedded files (e.g., figures). All files composing a Web page are
transferred during the Active Time interval while in the Inactive Time (or Think Time)
interval the user reads the content of the downloaded Web page. Within an Active
Time, ON Times correspond to actual file transfers while during Active OFF Times
the browser parses a piece of the main file and sends the request for the next
embedded file.

time

User
Request

Download
Done

User
Request

Inactive (Think) TimeActive Time

Inactive OFF TimeActive OFF TimeON Time

Fig. 1. Typical phases of a page transfer as observed by the user.

Fig. 1 suggests us the following hints. During Inactive OFF Times the network
interface can be switched off. On the other hand, Active OFF Times are often too
short (less than 1s) to turn the interface off with some profit (recall that the interface
has a transient in going on, during which it consumes energy but is not available for
data transfer). However, one could manage the transfer of Web page in such a way
that all files in a page are transferred on the wireless link in a single burst. By
following this approach different Active OFF Times are concentrated in an single
large OFF Time, and this gives more chance to turn the interface off, actually saving
some energy.

It may be worthwhile to point out that the ON-OFF behavior of Web traffic
generated by individual users is related to the self-similarity that is a structural
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property of (aggregate) Web traffic [5]. This means that the ON-OFF behavior is
independent of the specific access pattern followed by the user and the type of files
available in the Web server.

3 PS-Web Architecture and Protocols

A typical mobile scenario is depicted in Fig. 2. The communication between a mobile
host and a machine connected to the Internet (Fixed Host) is made possible by a third
entity (Access Point), which provides Internet connectivity to the mobile host through
a wireless link.

Although very simple and costless, a legacy TCP-based solution is prone to various
drawbacks that heavily impacts the energy consumption at the mobile host.

1. The TCP congestion control wrongly interprets losses in the wireless link as
congestion signals. Hence, the overall throughput is usually low and the wireless
network interface at the mobile host remains idle for most of the time.

2. Congestions in the wired networks limits the throughput in the wireless link as
well. The overall effect is the same as in 1.

3. The ON/OFF behavior of Web traffic forces the wireless network interface to be
inactive for long time intervals.

Fig. 2. A typical mobile environment

To overcome these problems we exploited a network architecture based on the
Indirect-TCP model [2]. The transport connection between the client at the mobile
host and the Web server is split into two parts: the first one between the mobile host
and the Access Point and the second one between the Access Point and the Web
server. At the Access Point an agent (I-TCP daemon) relays data from one connection
to another. A Simplified Transport Protocol (STP in Fig. 3), instead of the legacy
TCP protocol, is used to transfer data on the wireless link.

The Indirect-TCP model eliminates problems related to point 1 above. However,
bottlenecks in the Internet might still cause a low transfer rate in the wireless link. To
overcome this second problem, we use pre-fetching of Web pages at the Access Point.
Embedded files – if any – are requested to the remote server even without an explicit
request from the user and will be transferred to the mobile host, on request from the
mobile host itself. This approach allows to transfer embedded files on the wireless
link at full speed, irrespective of the throughput available in the wired connection. At
the mobile host side, pre-fetching is managed by the PSP (Power Saving Protocol)
module. At the Access Point side, it is handled by the PS-Daemon (see Fig. 3). This is
the I-TCP Daemon enriched with pre-fetching and power management mechanisms.

Mobile
Host

Wired
Link

Wired
Link

Access
Point

Fixed
Host

Wireless
Link
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Fig. 3. Overall PS-Web network architecture; evidence on added components

Finally, with reference to point 3 above, it can be observed that, by grouping the
transfer of the embedded files on the wireless link in a single burst, Active OFF
Times can be compacted in an unique long OFF Time. This reduces significantly the
time during which the network interface must be on. At the mobile host, the PSP layer
is responsible for identifying the beginning of the Inactive OFF Times, and turning
the network interface off until a new request from the browser arrives.

3.1 Power Saving Protocols

The PS-Daemon can be seen as made up of two components. The upper level
component interacts with the HTTP modules at the mobile host and fixed server, and
implements the same functionalities of a Proxy Web. The lower level component
implements power management by interacting with the PSP module at the mobile
host via the Power Saving Protocol. Therefore, the PS-Daemon can be regarded as a
Proxy-Web with power saving support.

Since we are interested in power management, in the following we shall focus on
the PSP protocol. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the actions performed at the mobile host and
the Access Point, respectively.

Upon receiving the main file from the remote server, the PS-Daemon forwards it to
the mobile host, together with an estimate of the residual transfer time (see below),
i.e., the time needed to fetch the embedded files  from the server (lines 2-3 and 18-
22). Upon receiving such an estimate the mobile host turns the network interface off
for the corresponding time interval (lines 4-7). Possible requests for embedded files
generate by the browser in the meanwhile will be blocked by the PSP layer until the
network interface is turned on again (lines 8-12).

When the time interval has elapsed, the PSP module at the mobile host turns the
network interface on and sends requests for embedded files, if any, to the PS-Daemon
(lines 13-15). The PS-Daemon has already fetched these files from the server and can
thus send them back to the browser (lines 23-25).

When the Web page is completely available at the mobile host the PSP module
turns the network interface off  (lines 16-17) until a new request arrives from the user.
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TCP
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Fixed Host

IP
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1 OnNewPageRequested(httpRequest)
2   resumeInterface()
3   send httpRequest to Access Point
4   receive (mainFile, estimate) from access point
5   if(estimate ≥ MIN_USEFUL_TIME)
6     suspendInterface()
7   setTimer(estimate)

8 OnRequestFromBrowser(httpRequest)
9   if(interface is ON)
10     send httpRequest to Access Point
11   else
12     insert httpRequest into pendingRequests

13 OnTimerExpired()
14   foreach httpRequest in pendingRequests
15     send httpRequest to Access Point

16 OnPageTransferFinished()
17   suspendInterface()

Fig. 4. PSP protocol: actions performed at the mobile host.

18 OnNewPageRequested(httpRequest)
19   Send httpRequest to server
20   receive mainFile form server
21   estimate = evaluate_time(mainFile)
22   Send (mainFile, estimate) to mobile host

23 OnRequestForEmbedded(httpRequest)
24   File = identifyFile(httpRequest)
25   Send file to mobile host

Fig. 5. PSP protocol: actions performed at the Access  Point.

The architecture depicted  in Fig. 3 is completely transparent to the application and
the HTTP protocol, respectively. Like any other Web proxy, the PS-Daemon do not
introduce any modification either at the client or server side of the application. In
particular, the PSP module at the mobile host presents a socket-like interface to the
application layer.

The PS-Web architecture relies upon estimates of the file transfer times. These
estimates are performed by the PS-Daemon at the Access Point and communicated to
the mobile host (see [17] for details). As it clearly appears from the protocol
description, the accuracy of the estimates is a key factor to achieve a significant
power saving at the mobile host. The above architecture can be easily modified to
include optimizations like handling of inaccuracies in the estimates supplied by the
PS-Daemon (line 22, 4), isolation of the application-dependent functionalities to
achieve an higher modularity and reusability, and so on. Details on such optimizations
can be found in [17].
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4 Experimental Results

The objective of our system is twofold. First, it should achieve a good power saving
with respect to the legacy approach. At the same time, the reduction in the power
consumption should not occur at the cost of an unacceptable degradation in the QoS.
To evaluate the performance of our system we considered a Power Saving Index
(I_ps) and a Page Delay Index (I_pd). The Power Saving Index is defined as

rearchitectu TCP in nconsumptio interface network

Web-PS in nconsumptio interface network
psI =_ (1)

I_ps gives an immediate indication of how much energy can be saved by using the
PS-Web approach instead of the legacy solution. The Page Delay Index measures the
additional delay introduced by the PS-Web to transfer a Web page with respect to the
legacy architecture, i.e.,

pdI _ = (page transfer time in PS-Web) – (page transfer time in TCP architecture) (2)

To assess our architecture we performed an extensive measurements campaign. In our
measurements, to simulate the application level, we used SURGE, a web traffic
generator designed by Barford and Crovella [3]. SURGE can simulate an individual
user by generating ON/OFF traffic with the same statistical properties of real Web
traffic (see Section 2). So, it allows to evaluate our system in realistic conditions.

To significantly simulate a Web session, each experiment stopped after 150 files
have been transferred from the web server to the client1, when the whole page “in
flight” arrives at the client. In each experiment, two different instances of a Web
client request the same set of pages from the same server. One client uses the PS-
Web, while the other one uses the legacy architecture. We take care that the path
conditions between the client and the server are the same in both cases by executing
the two instances in parallel.

We performed a set of experiments where each set spanned an entire day and was
carried out during italian business time to test our architecture when the Internet is
heavily loaded. To increase estimates’ reliability, each set of experiments was
replicated on several days.

To take into account the influence of the Internet client-server route, we chose to
perform separate sets of trials along different paths. Specifically, the mobile host was
always located in Pisa (Italy), at the CNUCE-CNR Institute, while the server was
located either at EPFL in Lausanne (Switzerland) or at the University of Texas at
Arlington.

                                                          
1 With SURGE, files requested to the web server are 93% extracted from body and 7% from

the tail. Hence, in our experiments, we have about 10 files taken from the tail of the
distribution.
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4.1 Power Saving Analysis

As shown in [13] and [21], while the network interface is in the on state, it drains a
nearly constant power from the battery source, whether it receives or transmits data,
or remains idle. The energy consumed by the wireless interface is thus proportional to
the time it remains in the on state. Therefore, according to equation (2), I_ps can be
closely approximated by measuring, both in  the legacy and PS-Web architectures, the
overall time the network interface is in the on state. This index is easier to compute.
Fig. 6(a) shows the overall time the network interface remains in the on state in the
PS-Web and in the legacy architecture, respectively. The available service rate (i.e.,
the downloading speed in Kbps), as observed by the Web client in the legacy
architecture,  is also reported. It appears that the PS-Web is almost independent from
the service rate. This is due to the joint effect of using the indirect-TCP model and
data pre-fetching mechanism: the mobile host turns its network interface on only
when the Web page is available at the Access Point. Therefore, the energy
consumption does not depend on the state of the connection between the Access Point
and the Web server, i.e., the service rate. The small variability that can be observed in
Fig. 6(a) is caused by the transfer time estimator (see Section 3).
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Fig. 6.  Energy consumption and I_ps as a funcion of time (Web server in Texas).

The above results show that the wireless link is protected from the Internet
congestions and, thus, the Indirect-TCP model and data pre-fetching work correctly.
This conclusion is corroborated by Fig. 6(b) where the Power Saving Index I_ps is
reported as a function of the day time. Fig. 6(b) also shows the I_ps index averaged
on the whole day (average ratio in the figure) and the service rate. The power
consumption in the PS-Web is always less than 40% the one in the legacy system, its
average value on the whole day is below 30%, with values down to 20%. This means
that, by using the PS-Web, we can save always more than 60% of battery, on average
more than 70%, with saving peaks over 80%.

The above results refer to the case when the Web server is located in Texas.
Analogous experiments have been performed with the Web server in Switzerland,
obtaining similar results. Indeed, when the server is in Switzerland the service rate is
only slightly higher than the Texas’s one (175 Kbps vs. 150 Kbps) and the power
saving is slightly lower (68% vs. 71%). The similarity can be justified by observing
that the two paths share the initial part, which goes from Pisa to London. Furthermore,
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in the European business time, when the experiments were performed, this part is
more congested than the rest of the path, and thus determine the overall service rate in
both cases.

4.2 Delay Analysis

Fig. 7(a) shows the additional delay experienced by Web files, averaged on each
experiment and on the whole set of experiments in a day, respectively. The service
rate is also included for reader’s convenience. Fig. 7(b) shows the same indices but
with respect to Web pages instead of Web files (recall that a Web page consists of a
main file and possible embedded files).
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Fig. 7. Average additional file and page delay (the Web server is located in Texas).

From Fig. 7(a) it appears that the PS-Web introduces very small additional delays in
transferring Web files: the average daily value of the additional delay is less than 0.5
s. Similarly, the additional delay (averaged in a day) related to Web pages is in the
order of 0.7 s. In general, the additional page delay is only slightly greater than the
additional file delay. This is a very important result since it proves that the pre-
fetching mechanism at the Access Point works properly. In fact, the estimator of
pages’ transfer times forces the mobile host to keep the network interface off until the
Web page is completely available at the Access Point. This means that the first file of
a page experiments a certain additional delay, while successive files experiment a
smaller one. Therefore, the additional delay related to the Web page is mainly
determined by the first file.

Fig. 8 shows the tail of the distribution of the additional delay for files and pages,
respectively. The additional delay is never greater than 1s for individual files and
never greater than 1.2 s for pages.

Results discussed above were obtained with the Web server located in Texas.
However, as above, experiments with the Web server in Switzerland provided very
similar results which are omitted for the sake of space. Based on these results we can
conclude that the power saving achieved in the PS-Web architecture is not paid with
an unacceptable degradation of the QoS preceived by the user.
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5 Conclusions

In this work we have proposed and experimented new strategies for reducing the
power consumption while accessing a Web service in a mobile wireless environment.
 To overcome drawbacks caused by the TCP-based legacy architecture we have
designed a new architecture – referred to as PS-Web – that implements novel
strategies to reduce the power consumption while accessing Web services.
Specifically, we operate at the transport layer and we fully exploit information about
the application behavior. So, we have an application-dependent approach but our
system have been designed in a modular way that can be easily adapted  to other
network applications, as well. Furthermore, our system requires no modification to
the Web application.

The PS-Web architecture is based on the Indirect-TCP model and, as such, it
isolates the wireless network from the wired network protecting the former from
possible congestions in the latter. Furthermore, it makes a large use of pre-fetching to
improve the performance: Web pages are first stored at the Access Point and then
downloaded to the mobile host at the maximum rate allowed by the wireless link.
Finally, it allows the mobile host to maintain the wireless network interface in the off
state during inactivity periods (e.g., user think times).

The experimental results obtained on a prototype implementation of the system
have shown that the PS-Web is able to save, on average, the 70% of energy with
respect to the legacy TCP-based approach, with saving peaks over 80%. More
important, this energy saving is not obtained at the cost of a degradation in the QoS
perceived by the user. In fact, experimental results have shown that the additional
URT delay in transferring a Web document introduced by the PS-Web with respect to
the legacy TCP based approach is, on average, below 1.5 s.

We are currently working on PS-Web in order to refine the estimation of the file
transfer time. This is very important since a better estimation allow to minimize the
number of times the mobile host’s network interface is unnecessarily turned on. Also,
we are comparing the performance of our application-dependent approach with those
of application-independent solutions that operate without any preliminary information
about the application behavior.
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Abstract. Although many research efforts have been devoted to the network con-
gestion against an increase of the Internet traffic, there has been a little concern
on improvement of the performance of Internet hosts in spite of the projection
that the bottleneck is now being shifted from the network to hosts. We have pro-
posed SSBT (Scalable Socket Buffer Tuning), which is intended to improve the
performance of Web servers by maintaining their resources effectively and fairly,
and validated its effectiveness through the simulation and implementation exper-
iments. In the current Internet, however, a significant amount of Web document
transfer requests are through HTTP proxy servers. Accordingly, in this paper, we
propose a new resource management scheme for proxy servers to improve their
performance and to reduce Web document transfer time via the proxy servers.
Our proposed scheme has the following two components. One is an enhanced E-
ATBT, which is an enhancement version of our previous SSBT for proxy servers
by taking account of different characteristics among TCP connections. The other
is a scheme that manages persistent TCP connections at proxy servers to avoid
newly arriving TCP connections from being rejected due to lack of resources. We
validate an effectiveness of our proposed scheme through simulation experiments,
and confirm that it can manage proxy server resources effectively.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of Internet users, many research efforts have been directed to avoid-
ing and dissolving network congestion against an increase of network traffic. However,
there has been a little concern on improvement of the performance of Internet hosts in
spite of the projection that the performance bottleneck is now being shifted from the
network to endhosts.

In [1], we have proposed SSBT (Scalable Socket Buffer Tuning) which is intended
to improve the performance of Web servers by maintaining their resources effectively
and fairly. SSBT has two major components; E-ATBT (Equation-based Automatic TCP
Buffer Tuning) and SMR (Simple Memory-copy Reduction) schemes. In E-ATBT, we
maintain an ‘expected’ throughput value of each active TCP connection, which is deter-
mined by an analytic estimation [2]. It is characterized by packet loss ratio, RTT (Round

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 252–263, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Trip Time), and RTO (Retransmission Time Out), which are easily monitored by a sender
host. Then, the send socket buffer is assigned to each connection based on its expected
throughput with consideration on a max-min fairness among connections. The SMR
scheme provides a set of socket system calls in order to reduce the number of memory
copy operations at the sender host in TCP data transfer. The SMR scheme is alike as
other schemes [3,4], but it is simpler to implement.

In the current Internet, there are many requests for Web documents transfer via HTTP
proxy servers [5]. Since the proxy servers are usually prepared by ISPs (Internet Service
Providers) for their customers, such proxy servers must accommodate a large number of
the customers’ HTTP accesses simultaneously. Furthermore, the proxy servers should
handle both of upward TCP connections (from the proxy server to Web servers) and
downward TCP connections (from the client hosts to the proxy server). Therefore, it
is likely that the proxy server becomes the bottleneck in Web document transfer, even
when both of the network bandwidth and the Web server performance are large enough.
That is, to reduce the Web document transfer time, a performance enhancement of the
proxy servers should next be considered.

In this paper, we first point out several problems in handling TCP connections at
the HTTP proxy server. The one is the assignment of the socket buffer for TCP con-
nections at the proxy server. When a TCP connection is not assigned the proper size
of send/receive socket buffer according to its throughput, the assigned socket buffer
may be left unused or insufficient, which results in waste of the socket buffer. Another
problem is the management of persistent TCP connections, which tends to waste the
resource of the busy proxy server. When a proxy server accommodates many persistent
TCP connections without any effective management, its resources are kept assigned to
those connections whether those connections are actually ‘active’ or not. Then new TCP
connections cannot be established since the server resources are short.

We propose a new resource management scheme for proxy servers to resolve such
problems, and then to reduce Web document transfer time via the proxy servers. Our
proposed scheme has following two features. One is an enhanced E-ATBT, which is
an enhancement version of our previous E-ATBT for proxy servers. Differently from
the Web servers, the proxy server should handle both upward and downward TCP con-
nections and behave as a client host to obtain Web documents and in-line images from
Web servers. We therefore enhance E-ATBT to effectively handle a dependency between
upward and downward TCP connections and to assign its receive socket buffer size dy-
namically. The other is a resource management scheme that can avoid newly arriving
TCP connections from being rejected due to lack of resources for establishing them on
the proxy server. It involves the management of persistent TCP connections provided
by the HTTP/1.1. The persistent connection can omit the overhead of TCP’s three-way
handshake and then reduce the document transfer time by HTTP. However, when the per-
sistent TCP connection is unused until it is closed by timeout mechanism, the resources
assigned for the TCP connection are wasted. The proposed scheme intentionally tries to
close the persistent connections when the resources of the proxy server are shorthanded.
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Fig. 1. HTTP Proxy Server

2 Background

2.1 Proxy Server

An HTTP proxy server works as an agent for Web client hosts that request Web doc-
uments. When it receives Web document transfer requests from the Web client host, it
obtains the requested document from the original Web servers on behalf of the client host
and delivers it to the client. It also caches obtained Web documents. When other client
hosts request the same documents, it transfers the cached documents, which results in
that the document transfer time is much reduced. For example, it is reported in [6] that
using Web proxy servers reduces document transfer time by up to 30%. Also, when the
cache is hit, the document transfer is performed without any connection establishment
to Web servers. Thus, the congestion within the network and at Web servers can also be
reduced.

The proxy server accommodates a large number of connections, which are connected
from Web client hosts and to Web servers as depicted in Figure 1. It is a different point
from Web servers. The proxy server behaves as a sender host for the downward TCP
connection (between the client host and the proxy server) and as a receiver host for the
upward TCP connection (between the proxy server and the Web server). Therefore, if the
resource management is not appropriately configured at the proxy server, the document
transferring time increases even when the network is not congested or the load at the
Web server is not high. That is, careful and effective resource management is a critical
issue for improving the performance of the proxy server. In the current Internet, however,
most proxy servers including those in [7,8] are lack of such considerations.

Resources of HTTP proxy servers that we focus in this paper are mbuf, file descriptor,
control blocks, and socket buffer. Those are closely related to the performance of TCP
connections in transferring Web documents. Mbuf, file descriptor, and control blocks
are resources for TCP connections. The amount of those resources cannot be changed
dynamically according to the requirement of the proxy server, since it is determined
when the system kernel is booted or when the proxy server is activated [9]. When at least
one of the resources lacks, therefore, newly arriving TCP connections for Web document
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transfer have to wait for other connections to be closed and their assigned resources to
be released.

The socket buffer is used for data transfer operations between user applications and
the sender/receiver TCP. When the user application transmits data using TCP, the data
is copied to the send socket buffer and subsequently it is copied to the mbufs (or mbuf
clusters). The size of the assigned socket buffer is a key issue for the effective data
transfer by TCP. Suppose that a server host is sending TCP data to two client hosts;
one a 64 Kbps dial-up (say, client A) and the other a 100 Mbps LAN (client B). If the
server host assigns equal size of send socket buffers to both client hosts, it is likely that
the amount of the assigned buffer is too large for client A and too small for client B,
because of the differences of capacity (more strictly, bandwidth-delay products) of their
connections. For an effective buffer allocation to both client hosts, a compromise of the
buffer usage should be taken into account.

We proposed an E-ATBT scheme [1], which assigns the receive socket buffer to each
TCP connection dynamically according to its throughput estimated from the observed
network parameters, such as packet loss ratio, RTT, and RTO. That is, a sender host
calculates the average window size of its TCP connection based on the analysis result
in [10] from the above three parameters. The throughput of the TCP connection is then
obtained by considering the performance degradation caused by TCP’s retransmission
timeout. Finally, we estimate the required receive socket buffer size as multiplication of
the estimated throughput and RTT of the TCP connection. By taking into account the
observed network parameters, the resource at the Web server is appropriately allocated
to connections in various network environments.

E-ATBT is applicable to HTTP proxy servers, since the proxy servers also accom-
modate many TCP connections issued by clients in various environments. However,
since proxy servers have a dependency between upward and downward TCP connec-
tions, a straightforward application of E-ATBT is insufficient. Furthermore, the proxy
server behaves as a receiver host for the upward TCP connection to the Web server, we
have to consider the management scheme for the receive socket buffer, which was not
considered in the original E-ATBT.

2.2 Persistent TCP Connection of HTTP/1.1

In recent years, many Web servers and client hosts (namely, Web browsers) support a
persistent connection option, which is one of the important functions of HTTP/1.1 [11].
In the older version of HTTP (HTTP/1.0), the TCP connection between server and client
hosts is immediately closed when the document transfer is completed. However, since
Web documents have many in-line images, it is necessary to establish TCP connections
many times to download them in HTTP/1.0. It results in a significant increase of doc-
ument transfer time since the average size of Web documents at several Web servers is
about 10 [KBytes] [12,13]. The three-way handshake in each TCP connection establish-
ment makes the situation worse.

In the persistent connection of HTTP/1.1, on the other hand, the server preserves the
status of the TCP connection, which includes the congestion window size, RTT, RTO,
ssthresh, and so on, when it finishes the document transfer, and re-uses the connection and
its status when other documents are transferred by using the same HTTP session. Then,
the three-way handshake can be omitted. However, since it keeps the TCP connection
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established whether the connection is active (in use for packet transfer) or not, the
resources at the server are wasted when the TCP connection is inactive. Therefore, the
significant portion of the resources may be wasted in order to keep the persistent TCP
connections at the proxy server accommodating many TCP connections.

One solution against this problem is simply to discard HTTP/1.1 and to use
HTTP/1.0, since HTTP/1.0 closes the TCP connection when the document transfer is
finished. However, HTTP/1.1 has other elegant mechanisms such as the pipelining and
the contents negotiation [11]. We should therefore develop an effective resource manage-
ment scheme under HTTP/1.1. Our solution is that the proxy server aggressively closes
the persistent TCP connections that are unnecessarily wasting the proxy resources, as
the resources become short.

3 Algorithm and Implementation Issues

In this section, we propose a new resource management scheme suitable to the HTTP
proxy server, which consists of a new management scheme of send/receive socket buffer,
and a handling algorithm of persistent TCP connections.

3.1 New Socket Buffer Management Method

Handling the Relation of Upward and Downward Connections

A HTTP proxy server relays a document transfer request to a Web server for a Web client
host. Thus, there is a close relation between an upward TCP connection (from the proxy
server to the Web server) and a downward TCP connection (from the client to the proxy
server). That is, the difference of the throughput of both connections should be taken into
account when socket buffers are assigned to them. For example, when the throughput of a
certain downward TCP connection is larger than that of other concurrent downward TCP
connections, the larger size of socket buffer should be assigned to the TCP connection by
using E-ATBT. However, if the throughput of the upward TCP connection corresponding
to the downward TCP connection is low, the send socket buffer assigned to the downward
TCP connection is likely not to be fully utilized. In this case, the unused send socket
buffer should be assigned to the other concurrent TCP connections having smaller socket
buffers, hence, that the throughputs of those TCP connections would be improved.

There is one problem to realize the above-mentioned method. The TCP connection is
identified with the control blocks, tcpcb, by the kernel. However, the relation between
the upward and downward connections cannot be known by the kernel. Two possible
ways to overcome this problem are considered as follows:

– The proxy server monitors the utilization of the send socket buffer of downward
TCP connections. Then, it decreases the assigned buffer size of connections whose
send socket buffers are not fully utilized.

– When the proxy server sends the document transfer request to the Web server, the
proxy server attaches an information of the relation to the packet header.

The former algorithm can be done only by the modification of the proxy server. On the
other hand, the latter algorithm needs the interaction of the HTTP protocol. In the higher
abstract model, the above two algorithms have a same effect. However, the latter has a
implementation difficulty while it can achieve a precise control.
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Control of Receive Socket Buffer

In most of past researches, it was assumed that a receiver host has enough large size of
receive socket buffer, considering that the performance bottleneck of the data transfer is
not at the endhosts, but within the network. Therefore, many OSs assign a small size of
the receive socket buffer to each TCP connection. For example, the default size of the
receive socket buffer in the FreeBSD system is 16 [KBytes]. Now it is very small [14]
because the network bandwidth is dramatically increased in the current Internet, and the
performance of the Internet servers becomes higher and higher.

To avoid the performance limit by the receive socket buffer, the receiver host should
adjust its receive socket buffer size to the congestion window size of the sender host.
This can be done by monitoring the utilization of the receive socket buffer, or by adding
information about the window size to data packet header, as described above. In the
simulation in the next section, we suppose that the proxy server can obtain complete
information about required sizes of the receive socket buffer of upward TCP connections
and control them according to the required size.

3.2 Connection Management

As explained in Subsection 2.2, a careful treatment of persistent TCP connections on the
proxy server is necessary for an effective usage of the resources of the proxy server. We
propose a new management scheme of persistent TCP connections at the proxy server
by considering the amount of the remaining resources. The key idea is as follows. When
the load at the proxy server is low and the remaining resources are much enough, it tries
to keep as many TCP connections as possible. On the other hand, when the resources at
the proxy server are going to be short, the proxy server tries to close the persistent TCP
connections and free the resources, such that the released resources can be used for new
TCP connections.

The remaining resources of proxy servers should be monitored for realizing the
above-mentioned control method. The resources for establishing TCP connections at
the proxy server include mbuf, file descriptor, and control blocks. The total amount of
these resources cannot be changed dynamically after the kernel is booted. However, the
total and remaining amounts of these resources can be observed in kernel system [9].
Therefore, we introduce threshold values of the utilization for these resources, and if one
of utilization level of those resources, calculated by the kernel system at regular intervals,
reaches the threshold, the proxy server starts closing the persistent TCP connections and
releasing the resources assigned to the connections.

The proxy server maintains persistent TCP connections as follows. See also Figure 2.
When a TCP connection becomes idle, the proxy server records the connection and the
current time. For fast lookup of the record, we use the hashing algorithms, of which key
is the combination of source/destination IP addresses and the port number of the TCP
connection. We also introduce a list, called a time scheduling list, to put the persistent
connections in order of the time length that they are persistent. When a new persistent
TCP connection is registered hash table, it is added at the end of the time scheduling list,
so that the proxy server can select the older persistent TCP connections to be closed.

Each entry in the hash table has the socket file descriptor of the corresponding to
the TCP connection, which is used later to identify the connection. When the proxy
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Fig. 2. Management Scheme of Persistent TCP Connections

server closes some of persistent TCP connections, it selects them from the top of the
time scheduling list, by which the proxy server can close the older persistent connec-
tions. When a certain persistent TCP connection in the hash table becomes active before
closed, or when it is closed by persistent timer expiration, the proxy server removes the
corresponding entry from the hash table and the time scheduling list. All operations on
the persistent TCP connections can be performed by simple pointer manupilations and
hash operations.

For the further effective resource usage, we also add the mechanism that the amount
of resources assigned to the persistent TCP connections is decreased gradually after the
connection is inactive. The socket buffer is not necessary at all when the TCP connection
becomes idle. However, we gradually decrease the send socket/receive buffer size of
persistent TCP connections by taking account of the fact that as the connection idle time
continues, the possibility that the TCP connection is ceased becomes large.

4 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme through simu-
lation experiments using ns-2 [15]. Figure 3 shows the simulation model. In this figure,
the bandwidths of the links between client hosts and an HTTP proxy server and those
between the proxy server and Web servers are all set to 100 Mbps. To see the effect of
various network conditions, we set the packet loss probability on each link to be 0.0001,
0.0005, 0.001, 0.005 or 0.01. That is, one-fifth of the links is assigned one of the above
values. The propagation delay of each link between the client hosts and the proxy server
is also varied as ranged from 10 msec and 100 msec, and that between the proxy server
and the Web servers is from 10 msec and 200 msec. The propagation delays of each
link is determined randomly from the above ranges. The number of Web servers is fixed
at 50, and that of the client hosts is changed as 50, 100, 200 and 500. We ran 300 sec
simulation in each experiment.

In the simulation experiments, each client host selects one of the Web servers at
random and generates a document transfer request via the proxy server. The distribution
of the requested document size is obtained from [12], which is given by the combination
of a log-normal distribution for small documents and a Pareto distribution for large
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Fig. 3. Simulation Model

ones. Note that since we focus on the resource and connection management of proxy
servers, we have not considered detailed algorithms of the caching behavior, including
the cache replacement algorithms. Instead, we set the hit ratio, Hr, to 0.5. Using Hr,
the proxy server decides either to transfer the requested document to the client directly,
or to deliver it to the client after downloading it from the Web server. The proxy server
has 3200 KBytes of socket buffer and assigns it as send/receive socket buffer to TCP
connections. It means that the original scheme can establish at most 200 TCP connections
concurrently, since it fixedly assigns 16 KBytes of send/receive socket buffer to each
TCP connection.

In what follows, we compare the performance of the following 4 schemes; scheme
(1) which does not use any enhanced algorithms in this paper, scheme (2) which uses
E2-ATBT, scheme (3) which uses E2-ATBT and the connection management scheme
described in Subsection 3.2, and scheme (4) which uses E2-ATBT and the connection
management scheme with the algorithm that gradually decreases the socket buffer as-
signed to the persistent TCP connections. Note that for scheme (3) and (4), we do not
explicitly consider the amount and the threshold value of each resource, as explained
in Subsection 3.2. Instead, we introduce Nmax, the maximum number of connections
which can be established simultaneously, to simulate the limitation of the proxy server
resources. In scheme (1) and (2), newly arrived requests are rejected when the num-
ber of TCP connections in the proxy server is Nmax. On the other hand, scheme (3)
and (4) forcibly terminate some of persistent TCP connections that are unused for the
document transfer, and establish the new TCP connections. For scheme (4), we exclude
persistent TCP connections from calculation process of E2-ATBT algorithm, and halve
the assigned size of socket buffer every 3 sec. The minimum size of the socket buffer is
1 KByte.

4.1 Evaluation of Proxy Server Performance

We first investigate the performance of the proxy server. Here we define the performance
of proxy server as the total size of the documents transferred in both directions by the
proxy server during 300 sec simulation time. In Figure 4, we plot the performance of
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the proxy server as a function of the number of client hosts. Here, we set Nmax to 200.
It is clear from this figure that the performance of the original scheme (scheme (1))
is decreased in the case of the larger number of client hosts. It is because when the
number of client hosts is larger than Nmax, the proxy server rejects some of document
transfer requests, although most of Nmax TCP connections are idle, which means that
they do nothing but waste the resources of the proxy server. The results of scheme (2) in
Figure 4 shows that E2-ATBT can improve the proxy server performance regardless of
the number of client hosts. However, it also shows that the performance also degrades
when the number of client hosts increases. This means that E2-ATBT cannot solve the
problem of ‘idle’ persistent TCP connections, and that it is necessary to introduce a
connection management scheme to overcome this problem.

We can also see that scheme (3) can significantly improve the performance of the
proxy server, especially when the number of client hosts is large. It is since when the
proxy server cannot accept all connections from the client hosts, which corresponds to
the case where the number of client hosts is larger than 200 in Figure 4, scheme (3)
would close idle TCP connections for newly arriving TCP connections to be established.
It results in that the number of TCP connections which actually transfer documents
increases largely. Scheme (4) can also improve the performance of the proxy server,
especially when the number of client hosts is small, as shown in Figure 4. In the case of
larger number of client hosts, however, there is little performance improvement. It can
be explained as follows. When the number of client hosts is small, most of the persistent
TCP connections at the proxy server are kept established, since the proxy server has
enough resources to accommodate 50 client hosts. Therefore, the socket buffer assigned
to the persistent TCP connections can be effectively re-assigned to other active TCP
connections by scheme (4). When the number of client hosts is large, on the other
hand, the persistent TCP connections are likely to be closed before scheme (4) begins to
decrease the assigned socket buffer. It results in that scheme (4) can do nothing against
the persistent TCP connections.
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Fig. 5. Simulation Result: Response Time

4.2 Evaluation of Response Time

We next show the evaluation results of response time of document transfer, which corre-
sponds to the user-perceived performance. We define the response time as the time from
when a client host sends a document transfer request to when it receives the requested
document. It also includes the waiting time for connection establishment. Figure 5 shows
the simulation results. We plot the response time as a function of document size for the
four schemes. From this figure, we can clearly observe that the response time is much im-
proved when our proposed scheme is applied especially when the number of connections
is large (Figure 5 (b)-(d)). However, when the number of client hosts is 50, the proposed
scheme does not help improving the response time. For this, the server resources are
enough to accommodate 50 client hosts and all TCP connections are soon established
at the proxy server. Therefore, response time can not be improved so much. Note that
since E2-ATBT can improve the throughput of TCP data transfer to some degree, the
proxy server performance can be improved as shown in the previous subsection.
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Although schemes (3) and (4) can improve the response time largely, there is little
difference between the two schemes. This can be explained as follows. Scheme (4)
decreases the assigned socket buffer to persistent TCP connections and re-assign it to
other active TCP connections. Although the throughput of the active TCP connections
becomes improved, its effect on the response time is very small compared with the effect
of introducing scheme (3). However, scheme (4) is worth to be used at the proxy server,
since scheme (4) can give a good effect on the proxy server performance as shown in
Figure 3.

From all of the above simulation results, we can say that scheme (4), which has
all enhanced mechanisms proposed in this paper, is the best one to improve both the
performance of the proxy server and response time of client hosts, regardless of the
number of client hosts.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new resource management scheme for HTTP proxy
servers. Our proposal scheme has two algorithms. One is an enhanced E-ATBT, the
scheme for managing the socket buffer considering about the relation between the upward
and downward TCP connections, which is one of the characteristics of the proxy servers.
It also manages the receiver socket buffer, which is not considered in the original E-ATBT.
The other is the scheme for managing TCP connections at the proxy servers. It maintains
persistent TCP connections, and it aggressively closes them when the resources lack. We
have evaluated our scheme through some simulation experiments, and confirmed that
our scheme can improve the performance of the proxy servers, and reduce document
transfer time experienced by client hosts.

We are now implementing the proposed scheme to the actual proxy server, and to
evaluate it through experiments using the actual network. We also plan to introduce other
kinds of the resources of Web servers and proxy servers to our resource management
scheme. For example, a CPU processing time should be considered for executing CGI
programs, which is one of the bottleneck of the busy Web servers.
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Abstract. Understanding the end-to-end packet delay dynamics of the Internet
is of crucial importance since it directly affects the QoS (Quality of Services) of
various applications, and it enables us to design an efficient congestion control
mechanism. In our previous studies, we have measured round-trip time of the In-
ternet, and have modeled its dynamics by the ARX (Auto-Regressive eXogenous)
model using system identification. As input and output data for the ARX model,
we have used the packet inter-departure time from a source host and the corre-
sponding round-trip time variation measured by the source host. In the current
paper, for improving the model accuracy, we instead use the packet transmission
rate from the source host and the average round-trip time measured by the source
host. Using input and output data measured in working LAN and WAN environ-
ments, we model the round-trip time dynamics by determining coefficients of the
ARX model using system identification. Through numerical examples, we show
that in LAN environment, the round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled
by the ARX model. We also show that in WAN environment, the round-trip time
dynamics can be accurately modeled when the bottleneck link is shared by a small
number of users.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, the Internet has been explosively growing in scale as well as in
population after the introduction of the WWW (World Wide Web). In January 1997,
only 16 million computers were connected to the Internet, but it has jumped to more
than 56 million computers in July 1999 [1]. Because of the changing nature of the
Internet, nobody knows the current network topology of the Internet. Such uncertainty
of the Internet makes it very difficult, but also challenging, to analyze and understand
the end-to-end packet behavior of the Internet.

Understanding the end-to-end packet delay dynamics of the Internet is of crucial
importance since (1) it directly affects the QoS (Quality of Services) of various applica-
tions, and (2) it enables us to design an efficient congestion control mechanism for both
realtime and non-realtime applications. For non-realtime applications, a delay-based ap-
proach for congestion control mechanisms, rather than a loss-based approach as used in
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TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), has been proposed (e.g., [2,3]). The main advan-
tage of such a delay-based approach is, if it is properly designed, packet losses can be
prevented by anticipating impending congestion from increasing packet delays.

In [4,5], we have proposed a novel approach for modeling the end-to-end packet
delay dynamics of the Internet using system identification. In [4,5], we have regarded
the network, seen by a specific source host, as a dynamic SISO (Single-Input and Single
Output) system. We have modeled the round-trip time dynamics using the ARX (Auto-
Regressive eXogenous) model. In those studies, the input to the system was the packet
inter-departure time from the source host, and the output was the round-trip time variation
between two adjacent packets. Using measured data obtained in wired and wireless
LAN environments, we have investigated how accurately the ARX model can capture
the round-trip time dynamics of the Internet. We have found that the ARX model can
capture the round-trip time dynamics when the network is moderately congested. We
have also found that, when the network is not congested or the measured round-trip time
is noisy, the ARX model fails to capture the dynamics.

This paper is a direct extension of [4,5], and has three major changes: (1) refined def-
inition of input and output data for improving the model accuracy, (2) experimentations
in LAN and WAN environments, and (3) use of two model validation methods in time
domain and frequency domain. The first change is to refine the definition of the input and
the output for the ARX model. The input to the system is changed to an instantaneous
packet transmission rate from the source host during a fixed sampling interval. Also the
output is changed to an instantaneous average round-trip time observed by the source
host during a fixed sampling interval. In [4,5], the sampling interval is not fixed since it
is dependent on the packet sending/receiving process at the source host. On the contrary,
in this paper, the sampling interval is fixed, so that the model accuracy is expected to
be improved since system identification originally assumes a fixed sampling interval.
The objective of the second change is to investigate how the model accuracy is related
to a network configuration. We collect input and output data for system identification in
LAN and WAN environments, and build a model for the round-trip time dynamics. The
third change is to evaluate the model accuracy in a more rigorous manner. We evaluate
the model accuracy in frequency domain as well as in time domain. In [5], the accuracy
of the ARX model was evaluated only in time domain; that is, we have compared the
simulated outputs from the ARX model (i.e., round-trip times) with the actual round-trip
times. In this paper, we also examine the model accuracy in frequency domain using
a spectral analysis. Through numerical examples, we show that in LAN environment,
the round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled by the ARX model. We also
show that in WAN environment, the round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled
when the bottleneck link is shared by a small number of users.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a black-box approach for modeling
the round-trip time dynamics of the Internet is explained. In Section 3, we discuss
several measurement methods of the round-trip time, in particular, for collecting input
and output data for system identification. We also explain three network environments
in which input and output data, used for the model identification and for the model
validation, are collected. Section 4 shows several measurement and modeling results,
and discuss how accurately the ARX model can capture the round-trip time dynamics in
various network configurations. Section 5 concludes this paper with a few remarks.
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2 Black-Box Modeling Using ARX Model

As depicted in Fig. 1, the network seen by a specific source host, including underlying
protocol layers (e..g, physical, data-link, and network layers), is considered as a black-
box. Our goal of this paper is to model a SISO system describing the round-trip time
dynamics: i.e., the relation between a packet sending process from the source host and
its resulting round-trip time observed at the source host. Effects of other traffic (i.e.,
packets coming from other hosts) are modeled as noise. As the input to the system,
we use an instantaneous packet transmission rate from the source host: i.e., the packet
transmission rate during a fixed sampling interval. As the output from the system, we use
an instantaneous average round-trip time measured by the source host: i.e., the average
round-trip time during a fixed sampling interval.

In this paper, the ARX model is used and its coefficients are determined using system
identification [6]. Figure 2 illustrates a fundamental concept of using the ARX model
for capturing the round-trip time dynamics. The input to the ARX model is a packet
transmission rate from the source host, and the output from the ARX model is a round-
trip time measured by the source host. Effects of other traffic (i.e., packets coming from
other hosts) are modeled as the noise to the ARX model. Letting u(k) and y(k) be the
input and the output at slot k, respectively, the ARX model is defined as

A(q) y(k) = B(q)u(k − nd) + e(k)
A(q) = 1 + a1q

−1 + . . .+ anaq
−na

B(q) = b1 + b2q
−1 + . . .+ bnb

q−nb+1

where e(k) is unmeasurable disturbance (i.e., noise), and q−1 is the delay operator; i.e.,
q−1u(k) ≡ u(k−1). The numbers na and nb are the orders of polynomials. The number
nd corresponds to delays from the input to the output.All coefficients of the polynomials,
an and bn, are parameters of the ARX model, and are to be identified from input and
output data. Refer to [6] for the detail of the ARX model and system identification. For
compact notation, ζ and θ are introduced as

ζ = [na, nb, nd]
θ = [a1, . . . , ana , b1, . . . bnb

]T
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In [5], we have defined the input as the packet inter-departure time from the source
host, and the output as the round-trip time variation measured by the source host. Al-
though the ARX model, with such input and output definition, can capture the round-trip
time dynamics to some extent, the model accuracy is not good. It is possibly because of
the non-fixed sampling interval. Namely, use of a fixed sampling interval is generally
assumed in system identification, however, in [5], the sampling interval is not fixed since
it is dependent on the packet sending/receiving process at the source host. In this paper,
we therefore use a fixed sampling interval for improving the model accuracy; that is,
the input to the system is the packet transmission rate during a fixed sampling interval,
and the output from the system is the average round-trip time during a fixed sampling
interval. More specifically, the input u(k) and the output y(k) are defined as follows.
Let ts(i) be the time at which the ith packet is injected into the network, and tr(i) be the
time at which the ith ACK packet is received by the source host. We further introduce
l(i) as the size of the ith packet including the IP header, and T as the sampling interval.
Then, u(k) and y(k) are defined as

u(k) =

∑
i∈φs(k) l(i)

T

y(k) =

∑
i∈φr(k)(tr(i) − ts(i))

|φr(k)|
whereφs(k) (orφr(k)) is the set of packet numbers sent (or received) duringkth sampling
interval; i.e.,

φs(k) ≡ {n : k T ≤ ts(n) < (k + 1)T}
φr(k) ≡ {n : k T ≤ tr(n) < (k + 1)T}

3 Data Collection Using ICMP Packet

3.1 Measurement Method

For collecting input and output data from a real network, it is necessary to send a series
of probe packets into the network, and to measure their resulting round-trip times. For
sending a probe packet, one of the following protocols can be used.

– TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
– UDP (User Datagram Protocol)
– ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol)

In what follows, we briefly discuss advantages and disadvantages of these protocols
for sending a probe packet to collect input and output data, in particular, for system
identification.

TCP has a feedback-based congestion control mechanism, which controls the packet
sending process from a source host according to the congestion status of the network.
Since it is an ACK-based protocol, it is easy for the source host to measure the round-trip
time for each packet. However, because of such a feedback-based mechanism, TCP is
not suitable for sending a probe packet for two reasons. First, although the input (i.e., the
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packet transmission rate) should contain diverse frequencies for system identification
purposes, the packet transmission rate of TCP would have limited frequencies. Second,
regardless of many system identification techniques assuming an independence between
the input and the output, the independence assumption cannot be satisfied with TCP
since the packet transmission rate is dependent on the past round-trip times.

On the contrary, UDP has no feedback-based control. The packet transmission rate
of UDP can be freely controlled. However, UDP is a one-way protocol. The destination
host must perform some procedure to measure the round-trip time for each packet at the
sender side. One possible way is to use ICMP Destination Unreachable message as in
the traceroute program [7]. When the host receives a UDP packet to an unreachable port,
it returns ICMP Destination Unreachable message to the source host. The source host
can therefore measure the round-trip time by observing the elapsed time between the
UDP packet transmission and the receipt of the corresponding ICMP packet. However,
as specified in [8], generation of ICMP Destination Unreachable messages is limited to
a low rate. Use of ICMP Destination Unreachable message is therefore not desirable to
collect the input and output data for system identification.

ICMP is a protocol to exchange control messages such as routing information and
node failures [9]. Since ICMP has no feedback-based control, the inter-departure time of
ICMP packets can be freely controlled. Also it is easy to measure the round-trip time at
the source host by using ICMP Echo Request and ICMP Echo Reply messages, as in the
ping program. Although some network devices limit the rate of ICMP packets because
of malicious use of them [10], such as a DoS (Denial of Service) attack, many network
devices respond to ICMP Echo Request message and do not limit the rate of them.

In this paper, we therefore choose ICMP Echo message as a probe packet. More
specifically, the source host sends a series of ICMP Echo Request messages to the des-
tination host, and the destination host returns ICMP Echo Reply messages. We have
modified the ping program to dynamically change the packet inter-departure time (orig-
inally fixed at one second). The destination host copies the payload of the received ICMP
Echo Request message to the returning ICMP Echo Reply message. Thus, the ICMP
Echo Reply packet contains the timestamp placed by the source host at its transmission
time. This enables precise measurement of the round-trip time at the source host. Instead
of measuring ICMP Echo Request/Reply packet sending/receiving time at the source, a
measurement host is prepared (Fig. 3). It is for achieving reliable data measurement even
when the source host sends or receives packets at a very high rate. As shown in Fig. 3, the
Ether TAP copies all packets carried on the link, and sends copies to the measurement
host; that is, all ICMP Echo Request/Reply packets sent from/to the source host are also
delivered to the measurement host.

We use an active measurement approach for collecting data by sending probe packets
to the network. This is because we want to know how accurately the ARX model can
represent the round-trip time dynamics of the Internet. However, we intend to apply
a passive measurement approach, which measures data by monitoring packets being
transmitted in the network.

3.2 Network Environments

As the number of routers between source and destination hosts increases, the noise (i.e.,
effect of other traffic and measurement errors) contained in the output becomes large.
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Besides, the dominant part of the round-trip time is a queuing delay at the bottleneck
router. It is therefore important to choose network configurations, in which the input and
the output are collected, by taking account of the number of routers and the location of
the bottleneck link. In this paper, we measure packet sending/receiving times in three
network configurations including LAN and WAN environments, and obtain the input
u(k) and the output y(k). In LAN environment, it is expected that the ARX model can
accurately model the round-trip time dynamics since the network topology is rather
simple and the measured data would suffer little observation noise. On the contrary,
in WAN environment, it is expected that the model accuracy is degraded compared to
that in LAN environment since the network topology is complex. We use two network
configurations for WAN environment. The difference in these WAN configurations is the
location of the bottleneck link. In this paper, the following three network configurations
(i.e., N1, N2, and N3) are used for collecting input and output data.

- Network N1 (LAN)
The network N1 is LAN environment of a simple network configuration (Fig. 4).

There exist two switches (SW1 and SW2) between source and destination hosts.All hosts
and switches are connected to 100 Mbps LAN. The link between SW1 and SW2 also
carries background traffic, as well as ICMP Echo Request/Replay packets exchanged
between source and destination hosts. Namely, a bulk FTP transfer from a server (con-
nected to SW1) to a client (connected to SW2) is performed during data collection.

- Network N2 (WAN with the bottlenecked access link)
The network N2 is WAN environment of a complex network configuration, and the

access link is the bottleneck between source and destination hosts (Fig. 5). The source
host is connected to the Internet via 100 Mbps LAN, and the destination host is connected
via 56 Kbps dial-up PPP link. At the time of measurement, the number of hops between
source and destination hosts was 16, and the average round-trip time was 319.7 ms.

- Network N3 (WAN with the non-bottlenecked access link)
The network N3 is WAN environment, and the access link is not the bottleneck

between source and destination hosts (Fig. 6). The source host is connected to the Internet
via 100 Mbps LAN. We have chosen www.so-net.ne.jp as the destination host. At
the time of measurement, the number of hops between source and destination hosts was
16, and the average round-trip time was 36.89 ms.
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In the above three network configurations, we measured the packet sending/receiving
time at the measurement host. The source host sent 20,000 ICMP Echo Request packets,
and the timestamp of each ICMP Echo Request/Replay packet is recorded by the mea-
surement host. The data collection was done at midnight of October 18, 2001. As we
have explained in Section 2, the input u(k) and the output y(k) for system identification
is calculated from measured packet sending/receiving times. We empirically choose the
sampling interval T in each network configuration; that is, T is chosen for each sampling
period to contain about five samples. In this paper, the packet inter-departure time from
the source host is randomly changed, there might be a sampling period in which no
packet is sent or received. If no packet is sent (or received) during kth sampling period,
the input u(k) (or the output y(k)) is not defined. In such a case, we use the minimum
value of all past input (or output) data; i.e.,

u(k) = min
0≤i<k

(u(k))

y(k) = min
0≤i<k

(y(k))

4 Modeling from Measured Data

4.1 Choice of Model Orders and Number of Samples

In this paper, the orders of the ARX model are fixed at na = 5 and nb = 5 in all
three network configurations. This is for comparing the model accuracy in each network
configuration. The delay from the input to the output, nd, is determined from the average
round-trip time. This is because the packet sending rate at a specific time would have
influence on the packet receiving process after the round-trip time. By letting N be the
total number of round-trip time samples, nd is determined as

nd =

⌊∑N
k=1 y(k)
N T

⌋
(1)

For evaluating the model accuracy, we use two validation methods: (1) a validation
method using simulation, and (2) a validation method in frequency domain. The first
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method is to compare the simulated output from the ARX model, where zero noise is
assumed (i.e., e(k) = 0), with the actual output [6]. The simulated output from the ARX
model is defined as

y∗(k|θ) = ψ∗T (k|θ) θ
ψ∗(k|θ) = [−y∗(k − 1|θ), . . . ,−y∗(k − na|θ),

u(k − nd − 1), . . . , u(k − nd − nb)]

The ARX model is thought to be accurate if the simulated output from the ARX model
coincides to the actual output.

The second method is to compare the frequency response of the ARX model with
the frequency response estimated by the spectral analysis [6]. The bode plot is used for
visually comparing those frequency responses. The bode plot illustrates the gain and
the phase of a dynamic system at different frequencies. When a linear stable dynamic
system has a sinusoid input signal

u(t) = A sin(ω t),

the output from the system can be written as

y(k) = B sin(ω + φ)

The gain and the phase of the system at the frequencyω areB/A and φ, respectively. The
frequency response of the ARX model is easily obtained by deriving its corresponding
transfer function. On the contrary, the spectral analysis directly estimates the frequency
response from measured input and output data. The ARX model is thought to be accurate
if frequency responses of the ARX model and the spectral analysis are identical.

From all input and output data obtained in Section 3, two datasets for determining
parameters of the ARX model (i.e., model identification) and for validating the model
accuracy (i.e., model validation) are extracted. The number of input and output data
used for system identification directly affects the model accuracy. We use 150 input and
output data for both model identification and model validation; i.e., we use input and
output data from 2,001 to 2,150 for model identification, and from 2,201 to 2,350 for
model validation.

4.2 Modeling Results and Discussions

- Network N1 (LAN)
Figure 7 shows (a) the input (the packet transmission rate from the source host), (b)

the output (the average round-trip time), (c) comparison of the simulated output and the
actual output, and (d) comparison of frequency responses of the ARX model and the
spectral analysis for the network N1. Note that (a) and (b) are input and output data
not for model validation, but for model identification. In this case, the average packet
transmission rate from the source host was 66.6 Mbps, and the average round-trip time
was 0.42 ms.The average throughput of the FTP transfer was 5.2 Mbps.Also the sampling
interval is T = 0.9 ms, and the delay of the ARX model is nd = 0 according to Eq. (1).

Figure 7(c) shows good agreement between the simulated output and the actual
output. Figure 7(d) also shows good agreement between frequency responses of the
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ARX model and the spectral analysis. Although frequency responses at a high frequency
are different, such disagreement would be caused by inaccuracy of the spectral analysis,
in particular, at a high frequency [6]. From these observations, we conclude that in
the network N1, the round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled by the ARX
model. One of possible explanations for this phenomenon is that in LAN environment,
the packet transmission rate from the source host directly affects the packet waiting time
at the bottleneck link, resulting in a strong correlation between the packet transmission
rate and the round-trip time.

Recall that the average packet transmission rate in this experiment is rather high (i.e.,
66.6 Mbps). Although results are not included here due to space limitation, the ARX
model cannot capture the round-trip time dynamics when the average packet transmission
rate was 20 Mbps. This phenomenon is possibly because of little packet waiting time at
the bottleneck link.
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Fig. 8. Network N3 (WAN with the non-bottlenecked access link)

- Network N2 (WAN with the bottlenecked access link)

Figure 9 shows input and output data for model identification, and results of system
identification for the network N2. In this experiment, the average packet transmission rate
from the source host was 31.8 Kbps, and the average round-trip time was 319.7 ms. The
sampling interval is T = 125 ms, and the delay of theARX model isnd = 2 according to
Eq. (1). The network N2 is WAN environment where there are 15 routers between source
and destination hosts. Intuitively, it is expected that the modeling the round-trip time
dynamics is more difficult than in the network N1. However, Fig. 9(c) indicates that the
simulated output and the actual output well coincide. In addition, frequency responses
in Fig. 9(d) shows good agreement between the ARX model and the spectral analysis.
Hence, the round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled by the ARX model in
the network N2. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the access link is the
bottleneck between source and destination hosts. Namely, as the packet transmission rate
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Fig. 9. Network N2 (WAN with the bottlenecked access link)

from the source changes, the packet waiting time also changes at the bottleneck link. In
the network N2, since the access link is the bottleneck, the round-trip time suffers little
disturbance from other traffic. Therefore, there exists a strong correlation between the
packet transmission rate and the round-trip time, resulting in an accurate ARX model.
From these observations and discussions, we conclude that in WAN environment, the
round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled when the bottleneck link is shared
by a small number of users.

- Network N3 (WAN with the non-bottlenecked access link)
Figure 8 shows input and output data for model identification, and results of system

identification for the network N3, where the average packet transmission rate from the
source host was 9.55 Mbps, and the average round-trip time was 36.89 ms. The sampling
interval is T = 6 ms, and the delay of the ARX model is nd = 6. Figure 8(c) shows
that the simulated output and the actual output are completely different. Also, frequency
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responses in Fig. 8(c) disagree. Thus, in the network N3, the ARX model fails to capture
the round-trip time dynamics. This inaccuracy would be caused by a large noise; that
is, in the network N3, the network topology is rather complex, and the bottleneck link
would be shared by many users. Hence, the packet transmission rate from the source host
has little impact on the round-trip time. In other words, there is a very weak correlation
between the packet transmission rate and the round-trip time, resulting in an inaccurate
ARX model. Although we have done several experiments for different destination hosts,
the ARX model cannot capture the round-trip time dynamics in any case. From these
observations, we conclude that the ARX model is unable to model the round-trip time
dynamics when the network configuration is complex and the packet transmission rate
has little effect on the round-trip time.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have modeled the round-trip time dynamics of the Internet by the ARX
model using system identification. As input and output data for the ARX model, we have
used the packet transmission rate from the source host and the average round-trip time
measured by the source host. Using input and output data measured in working LAN and
WAN environments, we have investigated how accurately the ARX model can capture
the round-trip time dynamics. Through numerical examples, we have shown that in
LAN environment, the round-trip time dynamics can be accurately modeled by the ARX
model. We have also shown that in WAN environment, the round-trip time dynamics can
be accurately modeled when the bottleneck link is shared by a small number of users.

As a future work, we are currently working to improve the model accuracy by using
more complicated models such as ARMAX (Auto-Regressive Moving Average eXoge-
nous) model. We are planning to design an efficient delay-based congestion control
mechanism by utilizing the ARX model, which captures the round-trip time dynamics.
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Abstract. We consider the problem of link capacity dimensioning and band-
width allocation in networks that support elastic flows and maintain proportional
fairness among these flows. We assume that a certain allocated bandwidth to
a user demand generates revenue for the network operator. On the other hand,
the operator is incurred a capacity dependent cost for each link in the network.
The operator’s profit is the difference between the revenue and the total link
cost. Under this assumption the problem is to determine the bandwidth of the
flows and the link capacities such that the profit is maximized. We first show
that under fairly general assumptions, the optimum allocation of flows leads
to selecting the lowest cost paths between O-D pairs. We also derive explicit
formulae for the bandwidth allocated to these flows. We distinguish the case
when the operator’s capacity budget is fixed ("equality budget constraint", in
which case the profit is maximized when the revenue is maximized) and the
case when the budget is upper-bounded ("inequality budget constraint", in
which case the profit can - in general - be maximized by using some portion of
the capacity budget). Finally, we show numerical examples to highlight some
of the trade-offs between profit maximization, revenue maximization and fairness.

Keywords: network dimensioning, bandwidth allocation, routing, traffic engi-
neering, linear programming, convex optimization

1 Introduction

After years of research and standardization efforts, there seems to be a growing consensus
that some form of traffic engineering and in particular the separation of flows with differ-
ent quality of service (QoS) demands are necessary to avoid too costly over-dimensioning
of IP networks [1], [2]. To this end, MPLS provides a set of standards that can be applied
to explicitly allocate bandwidth resources between originator-destination (O-D) pairs
[13]. In addition, traffic engineering algorithms can also be useful to provide some kind
of a "reference engineered network" that can help operators to determine the level of
over-dimensioning in a non-engineered network. Despite these obvious motivations, it
is however still the topic of research and standardization exactly which mechanisms and
algorithms can be used in for instance MPLS networks for various aspects of traffic
engineering.
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Despite numerous recent advances (see Section 2 for a more detailed discussion),
adopting the "traditional" traffic engineering methods (including link capacity dimen-
sioning, routing and bandwidth allocation) from circuit switched networks (such as
PSTN’s, ISDN’s or even ATM networks) is non-trivial, because of the presence of elas-
tic traffic classes.

Therefore, in this paper we concentrate on developing a model and algorithms that
take into account the above three aspects of engineering for elastic services. This paper
builds upon the results of the first author in [17] where the detailed proofs of the results
are presented. Specifically, we assume that between each O-D pair, there may be only a
single user flow realizing the demand, i.e. we exclude the case of the "demand split".

Under this assumption, the network operator faces the following problems:

– The capacity of each link must be determined such that the network can accommo-
date the offered traffic (dimensioning).

– The traffic demand between the O-D pair must be associated either with a single
flow or - in the case when demand split is acceptable - with a set of flows, and an
appropriate route must be found for each flow (routing).

– Bandwidth must be allocated for each flow such that some notion of fairness among
the user flows is maintained (bandwidth allocation).

In our model, each user flow generates a bandwidth dependent revenue for the oper-
ator. On the other hand, each link incurs a capacity dependent cost for the operator, who
is therefore motivated in maximizing the resource utilization in the network (and thereby
its profit which is defined as the difference between revenue and cost). The network op-
erator may be interested in maximizing its profit while keeping the total link cost fixed
("equality link cost budget constraint") or he may want to maximize the profit while
keeping the total link cost under some bound ("inequality budget constraint"). Note that
in the first case the profit is maximized when the revenue is maximized.

While there is no "killer argument" or any clear technical or economical evidence
why a certain (if any) fairness between user flows should be maintained, maximizing
the network throughput may lead to extremely unfair allocations (including the situation
where some flows are deemed to complete starvation), see for instance [16].

Therefore, we will formulate the traffic engineering problem as a series of optimiza-
tion tasks, where one is interested in maximizing the profit/revenue subject to capacity
and fairness constraints. Specifically, we will consider the following two cases:

1. Dimensioning under a fixed budget constraint, the routes are considered fixed and
pre-determined to each flow. (Task 1)

2. Profit (revenue-cost) maximization, where the budget (i.e. the sum of all link costs)
is not fixed but can be freely chosen up to a limit. (Task 2)

Throughout the numerical evaluation of the techniques enumerated above we will
use the proportional fair sharing with fixed link capacities and shortest path routing as a
reference method (Task 3).

We organize the paper as follows. In the next section we take a look at recent research
results in the area of bandwidth allocation in (max-min and proportional) fair networks.
In Section 3 we formulate the problem of link capacity dimensioning and routing as a
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(revenue) optimization problem under budget and fairness constraints. We assume that
the total link cost in the network should be equal to a pre-determined budget ("equality
budget constraint"). For this case, we present explicit formulae to determine the allocated
bandwidth for each flow. Next, we define the profit optimization task, in which case the
sum of all link costs is bounded ("inequality budget constraint"). Here the task is to find
both the link cost budget and the bandwidth allocated to flows (and associated revenue)
such that the profit is maximized. In Section 6 we discuss numerical results. We conclude
in Section 7.

2 Related Works

In the context of routing and resource allocation under fairness constraints, most paper
consider the popular max-min fairness mostly in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
Available Bit Rate (ABR) context, since the ATM Forum adopted the max-min fairness
criterion to allocate network bandwidth for ABR connections [7], [19], [21]. However,
these papers do not consider the issue of path optimization in the bounded elastic envi-
ronment. For instance, [21] studies the speed of convergence of max-min fair allocation
algorithms rather than focusing on path or link capacity optimization.

From the point of view whether the flows are static (also called "long lived") or
dynamic (where some arrival and departure patterns are also considered) these papers
can be divided into two groups. Representative papers for the static case include for
instance the papers by Kleinberg et al., see [11] and [12]. Another important series of
work on the static case is the papers that develop on-line fair routing algorithms where
the demand matrix is not a-priori known, see for instance [6], [18] and more recently
[8].

The "dynamic case" under both max-min and proportional fairness is analyzed,
mostly focusing on stability aspects, by Veciana et al. in [22]. Here, routes and link
capacities are assumed fixed.

Max-min fair routing is the topic of the paper by Ma et al. [14], where the widest-
shortest, shortest-widest and the shortest-dist algorithms are studied. These algorithms
do not aim to explicitly maximize the carried traffic and consequently the path allocation
is not formulated as an optimization task.

An important reference for both the static- and dynamic cases is the series of works
by Massoulie and Roberts, see e.g. [15] and [16]. Here, a number of fairness notions are
discussed and associated optimization tasks are presented for the case of the unbounded
flows and assuming fixed routes and link capacities.

Although the max-min allocation has been widely accepted and studied in the litera-
ture, its appropriateness can be questioned because of the relatively low bandwidth uti-
lization. One of the promising alternatives to the max-min fairness is the proportional-rate
fairness proposed by Kelly in [9], [10] and also summarized by Massoulie and Roberts
in [16]. Because of its superior characteristics in terms of overall network utilization,
we in this paper concentrate on the proportional fair allocation method.

According to the proportional-rate fairness criterion, the rate allocations xd are fair, if
they maximize

∑
d log xd (or in the weighted case

∑
d wd log xd, where wd is the weight

of demand d) under the capacity constraints. This objective may be interpreted as being
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to maximize the overall revenue of allocations assuming each route has a logarithmic
revenue function.

Bandwidth allocation algorithms can further be divided into two main groups. The
ERAQLES algorithm in ATM [3] or the algorithms of [16] provide examples on dis-
tributed algorithms, while the application of a bandwidth broker facilitates the use of
centralized bandwidth allocation algorithms [20].

In an earlier work [5], we developed centralized algorithms for networks with given
(fixed) link capacities that optimize routing in order to improve the available level of
fairness (either max-min or proportional rate) between flows. In [4] we combined network
dimensioning and proportional fair bandwidth allocation into a single optimization task
without the inequality budget constraint.

Our contribution to this line of works is the development of explicit analytical formu-
lae for a set of optimization tasks that allow for the joint optimization of routing and link
capacity dimensioning. To the best of our knowledge, such a profit/revenue optimization
formulation and associated formulae and algorithms have not yet been proposed in the
literature.

3 Fixed Budget Network Dimensioning for Non-bounded Elastic
Flows

As a basic case, consider the following optimization task, where the objective is to find
the rate allocations xd and link capacities ye such that the logarithmic revenue function
corresponding to proportional fairness is maximized. Note that each link e is associated
with a marginal cost ce and so the operator’s total link cost is

∑
ceye. In this basic

setting we assume that the operator’s total link cost budget (C) is kept fixed such that
C =

∑
ceye.

Task 1. Dimensioning under Fixed (Equality) Budget Constraint with Fixed Routes
indices:
d = 1, 2, ..., D demands
e = 1, 2, ..., E links

constants:

aed =
{

1 if link e belongs to the path realizing demand d
0 otherwise.

wd weight of demand d
ce marginal cost of link e
C assumed budget

variables:
xd flow allocated to demand d
ye capacity of link e
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maximize:
F (x) =

∑
d

wdlog(xd) (1)

constraints: ∑
e

ceye = C; (2)

∑
d

aedxd ≤ ye; e = 1, 2, ..., E (3)

x,y non-negative.

The explicit solution of the optimization task is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let x0 and y0 be the solution of the above task. Then:

F (x)|x=x0 = log(C)
∑

d

wd −
∑

d

wdlog(
∑

e

ceaed) +

+
∑

d

wdlog(wd) − log(
∑

d

wd)
∑

d

wd (4)

x0
d = Cwd/((

∑
d

wd)(
∑

e

ceaed)) (5)

y0
e =

∑
d

aedx
0
d. (6)

Proof: As shown in [17], the dual function for Task 1 is of the form (7) where σ is
a non-negative dual variable (multiplier) corresponding to constraint (2).

W (σ) =
∑

d

(wd − wdlog(wd/σ
∑

e

ceaed)) − σC. (7)

The maximum of the dual function is attained at the stationary point of (7) with
respect to the multiplier :

∑
d

wd/σ − C = 0. (8)

Hence, the optimal multiplier σ0 is given by

σ0 =
∑

d

wd/C (9)

and this immediately implies (4) and (5). �
Naturally, at the optimum the constraint of inequality (3) is binding. We note that the

maximum value of the objective function (1) depends only on C; (1) implies that this
maximum is of the form

F (C) = αlog(C) + β − γ. (10)
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where α =
∑

d wd, β =
∑

d wdlog(wd) − log(
∑

d wd)
∑

d wd

and γ =
∑

d wdlog(
∑

e ceaed).
Formula (10) implies that when the paths for the flows realizing the demands and

the link capacities are also subject to optimization then the optimal solution will assign
each flow to its shortest (lowest cost with respect to the ce-s) path . This is because in
(10) only γ depends on the path selection and it is minimized when the lowest cost paths
are used for realizing the demands’ flows.

4 Profit Maximization

During the dimensioning of a network the budget constraint usually appears only as an
upper limit on the disposable amount of money and the target is to achieve an investment
that maximizes the difference of the revenue and the total link costs ("profit"). The
revenue associated with demand d depends on the operator’s charging model and is
not necessarily a linear function of the allocated bandwidth (xd). In fact, a logarithmic
revenue function can be considered appropriate [23]. This logarithmic function is also
motivated by the observation that the revenue can become negative if the allocated
bandwidth is smaller than a threshold value. The optimization task in accordance with
this objective is the following:

Task 2. Profit Maximization under Flexible (Inequality) Budget Constraint with
Fixed Routes
maximize:

Ψ =
∑

d

wdlog(xd) −
∑

e

ceye (11)

constraints: ∑
e

ceye ≤ C0; (12)

∑
d

aedxd ≤ ye; e = 1, 2, ..., E (13)

x,y non-negative.

The maximal value of the objective function (11) is attained at the maximum, with
respect to variable C, of the function

F (C) = log(C)
∑

d

wd − C (14)

over 0 ≤ C ≤ C0. (15)

The optimum of (14) is attained either at C =
∑

d wd (if
∑

d wd ≤ C0) or at C0
(if

∑
d wd > C0). Of course, the optimal C is the optimal total cost of links

∑
e ceye.

Furthermore, from (4) it follows that in the case of
∑

d wd ≤ C0 the optimal value of
(11) is equal to ∑

d

wdlog(wd/ξd) −
∑

d

wd (16)
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(where ξd is the length of the shortest path of demand d), and the optimal flows are given
by

x0
d = wd/ξd; d = 1, 2, ..., D. (17)

5 The Fixed Link Capacity Method

We are interested in analyzing the differences between the method outlined in Task 1 and
Task 2 and the proportional fair allocation mechanism used for fixed link capacities. In
order to do this we need to formulate explicitly the allocation task used for comparisons.
The numerical results are presented in Section 6.

Task 3. Proportional Fair Allocations for Links of Fixed Capacity and Lowest Cost
Path Routing
indices:
d = 1, 2, ..., D demands
e = 1, 2, ..., E links

constants:

aed =
{

1 if link e belongs to the path realizing demand d
0 otherwise.

wd weight of demand d
ce marginal cost of link e
C assumed budget
ye = C∑

e ce
ce capacity of link e

variables:
xd flow allocated to demand d

maximize:

F (x) =
∑

d

wdlog(xd) (18)

constraints: ∑
d

aedxd ≤ ye; (19)

for e = 1, 2, ..., E

d = 1, 2, . . . , D

In Task 3, between each O-D pair we choose the lowest cost path with respect to the
links’ marginal cost ce (lowest cost path routing). Note that the formulation allows for
links of different capacities, but during the numerical evaluation we will consider equal
sized links (where ce ≡ 1). There is no closed formula available for the calculation of
the allocations in this case, therefore we used the optimization tool "Solver" included
in Microsoft Excel for numerical evaluations. We used the piece-wise approximation of
the logarithmic revenue function as described in [5].
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Fig. 1. The 12-node Example Network

6 Numerical Examples

6.1 Input Parameters

We consider the network of Figure 1. This network consists of 12 nodes and E = 16
links. We assume that there is one demand between each network node pair yielding in
total D = 66 demands. We assume that each link has unit marginal cost (i.e. ce ≡ 1 ∀e)
and that each demand has equal weight (wd ≡ 10 ∀d).

6.2 Numerical Results

Recall from the formulation of Task 1 and Task 2 that the revenue is associated with the
allocated bandwidth only, while the profit takes into account the link costs as well. Figure
2 compares the optimum revenue and profit as the function of the link cost budget C of
Task 1 ("Revenue" and "Profit") with those of Task 2 ("Max-Profit" and "Max-Revenue").
Recall that for a fixed budget C, Task 1 determines the bandwidth of each flow (xd) and
the capacity of each link (ye) such that the revenue is maximized (see (1)). Since Task 1
uses the equality budget constraint, in this case the profit is maximized when the revenue
is maximized and the difference between these two quantities is exactly C. (Indeed, see
the "Revenue" and "Profit" curves.) For Task 2, xd, ye and the actually used link budget
are determined such that the profit is maximized (see (11)). (That is, for Task 2, the
horizontal axis corresponds to the maximum allowable budget C0 of (12).) Figure 2
plausibly highlights the difference between the revenue and profit maximization tasks.
Increasing the budget up to a certain limit leads to the increase of both the "Profit" and
"Max-Profit". Increasing the budget beyond this point (in this example at C = 660)
decreases the "Profit" of Task 1 and leads to the saturation of "Max-Profit" of Task 2,
since in the profit maximization case the actually used budget may be smaller than the
allowable. Task 2 effectively "freezes" the revenue increase that would lead to profit
decrease (see the curve "Max-Revenue").
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Fig. 2. Revenue and Profit for Task 1 and Task 3
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Fig. 3. Revenue and profit for fixed and optimized link PRF

In Figure 3 we compare the revenue and the profit as the function of the link cost
budget C of Task 1 ("PRF link opt" and"PRF link opt profit") with those provided by
the fixed link proportional fair method of Task 3 ("PRF" and "PRF profit"). We can see
again analogously to Figure 2 the logarithmic increase of the revenue in case of both
methods and the saturation of the profit function around the same link cost budget value of
C = 660. Note that both the revenue and consequently the profit values are significantly
higher when the link capacities are optimized (Task 1). Moreover, the difference between
the two methods is approximately constant for both aspects.

The differences are even more visible in Figure 4 that highlights the difference
between the revenue ("Revenue") and the profit ("Profit") values of Task 1 and Task
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Fig. 4. Revenue and profit for fixed and optimized link PRF II.

3. The vertical axis is the "gain of Task 1 as compared to Task 3": it is calculated as
the profit (and revenue) given by the optimized link proportional fair method (Task 1)
divided by that of the fixed link case (Task 3), minus 1.

In accordance with the approximately constant difference between the revenues
provided by Task 1 ("PRF link opt") and Task 3 ("PRF") outlined in Figure 3, the
relative gain provided by Task 1 is monotonously decreasing. We can observe in Figure
3, that at low capacity budget values, the profit of both Task 1 ("PRF link opt profit")
and Task 3 ("PRF profit") are low due to the insufficient budget. Thus, the relative gain
in Figure 4 when optimizing the capacity (Task 1) as compared to the fixed capacity case
(Task 3) is high. As the capacity budget increases, the reachable optimum profit grows,
and as the difference between the Task 1 and Task 3 is more or less constant, the relative
profit gain decreases, arriving to its minimum at the optimal capacity budget. Note, that
even in this case link capacity dimensioning adds (in our example approximately 30%)
to the profit as compared to the fixed capacity case. When the budget goes beyond the
optimum, the profit decreases again and the relative gain of Task 1 as compared to Task
3 becomes higher again.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we considered link capacity dimensioning and bandwidth allocation in
proportionally fair networks. We first considered the "basic task" (Task 1) where one
is interested in finding the flow bandwidths and link capacities such that the revenue
is maximized. For this case we provided explicit exact formulae. An important variant
of this type of optimization problem arises when the cost associated with the total link
capacities is not kept fixed but upper-bounded. In this case (Task 2) the profit (defined
as the difference between revenue and cost) is maximized by using a portion of the total
allowed link capacity budget. As a "reference case" for comparisons, we also considered
the proportional fair sharing method with fixed link capacities (Task 3).
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We summarize our findings as follows:

– Under the fixed budget constraint, when both the paths for the flows realizing the
demands and the link capacities are subject to optimization, the optimal solution
assigns each flow to its shortest (with respect to the links’ marginal cost) path.

– Under the inequality budget constraint, i.e. when the actually used link capacity bud-
get can be chosen up to a bound, the maximum profit can be reached at a significantly
lower capacity budget value than the maximum allowed budget.

– Link capacity dimensioning in proportionally fair networks may significantly in-
crease the profit as compared to the case when the link capacities are fixed.

We believe that our problem formulations in Task 1 and Task 2 can provide important
insight into traffic engineering problems and can serve as a basis for practically useful
engineering tools. In future work we plan to present results for the case when the user
flows are both lower- and upper bounded as the model in [17].
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Abstract. In this paper we develop a Load Balancing algorithm for IP-based
Optical Networks. The considered networks are based on a routing protocol where
the next hop at a given node depends only on the destination of the communication.
Our algorithm (RSNE - Reverse Subtree Neighborhood Exploration) performs at
each iteration a basic change of a single entry in a routing table in order to minimize
the disruption of the network.
We study the performance of our algorithm in realistic networks under static
and dynamic traffic scenarios. Simulation results show a rapid reduction of the
congestion for static networks and a performance of the incremental scheme while
tracking a changing traffic matrix comparable to the complete reoptimization of
the traffic.

Keywords: WDM, load balancing, local search, dynamic traffic.

1 Introduction

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) and Generalized Multi Protocol Label
Switching (G-MPLS) have been proposed to support the growing bandwidth demand
caused by the exponential Internet growth and to permit suitable traffic engineering. In
WDM networks, a wavelength is assigned to each connection in such a way that all traffic
is handled in the optical domain, without any electrical processing on transmission [1].
The established lightpaths form the virtual or logical topology, opposed to the network
physical topology composed of nodes (Optical Cross-Connects - OXCs) and fibers.

Current advances in optical communication technology are rapidly leading to flexi-
ble, highly configurable optical networks. The near future will see a migration from the
current static wavelength-based control and operation to more dynamic IP-oriented rout-
ing and resource management schemes. Future optical networks designs should probably
be based on fast circuit switching, in which end-to-end optical pipes are dynamically
created and torn down by means of signaling protocols and fast resource allocation
algorithms [5].

IP modifications are being proposed to take QoS requirements into account and to
integrate the IP protocol within the optical layer. At the same time, a generalized version
of Multi-protocol Label Switching (G-MPLS) is currently being developed to enable
� Corresponding Author.
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fast switching of various type of connections, including lightpaths. As soon as protocol
modifications can ensure different QoS levels at the IP level, more and more statically
allocated traffic can be transmitted on the dynamic portion of the network leading to an
all optical and fully dynamic G-MPLS controlled optical cloud [12]. In this scenario it
is necessary to study the impact of routing mechanisms typical to the IP world.

The basic motivation behind Load Balancing in computer networks is to reduce the
congestion in the network. Congestion is related to delays in packet switching networks,
and therefore reducing congestion implies better quality of service guarantees. In net-
works based on circuit switching (see for example the G-MLPS protocol), reducing
congestion implies that a certain number of spare wavelengths are available on every
link to accommodate future connection requests or to maintain the capability to react
to faults in restoration schemes. In addition, reducing congestion means reducing the
maximum traffic load on the electronic routers connected to the fibers.

Load balancing leads to the problem of creating virtual connections by considering
both routing and wavelength assignment. The routing problem has its origin at the
beginning of networking research (see [9] for a review of previous approaches to the
problem). In particular adaptive routing, which incorporates network state information
into the routing decision, is considered in [8] in the context of all-optical networks,
while previous work on state-dependent routing with trunk reservation in traditional
telecommunications networks is considered in [7]. It is also known that flow deviation
methods [2], although computationally demanding, can be used to find the optimal
routing that minimizes the maximum link load for a given network topology.

Because global changes of the logical topology and/or routing scheme can be disrup-
tive to the network, we consider algorithms that are based on a sequence of small steps
(i.e., on local search from a given configuration). In [4] “branch exchange” sequences
are considered in order to reach an optimal logical configuration in small steps, upper
and lower bounds for minimum congestion routing are studied in [13], where variable
depth local search and simulated annealing strategies are also proposed. Strategies based
on small changes at regular intervals are proposed in [9].

Our technological context is that of dynamic lightpath establishment in wavelength-
routed networks reviewed in [14]. We therefore assume a mechanism to assign resources
to connection requests, that must be able to select routes, assign wavelengths and con-
figure the appropriate logical switches, see also [3] for integrated IP and wavelength
routing and [6] for a blocking analysis in the context of destination initiated reservation.

This paper describes a preliminary investigation on protocols that consider IP-like
routing strategies, where the next hop at a given node is decided only by the destination of
the communication. In particular, we consider a basic change in the network that affects
a single entry in the routing table of one node. In the context of all-optical networks
this is relevant for optical packet switching networks, or for circuit switching networks
(e.g. based on G-MPLS) where the optical cross-connects allow arbitrary wavelength
conversion. The focus of this work is to study basic mechanisms in a simplified context.
We plan to extend the work in the future by considering more general routing mechanisms
(label switched paths in G-MPLS) and limited or no wavelength conversion.

Let us introduce the terminology that shall be used throughout this work. A routing
table is an array, associated to each node of the network, containing next-hop information
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required for routing. The traffic pattern is available as an N × N matrix (N being the
number of nodes in the network) T = (tij) where tij denotes the number of lightpaths
(or the number of traffic load units) required from node i to node j. We assume that the
entries tij are non-negative integers and tii = 0 for all i. Given a traffic pattern and a
routing table on each node, the sum of the number of lightpaths passing through each
link is called the virtual load of the link. Finally, the maximum virtual load along a path
is called the congestion of the path. The maximum virtual load on the whole network is
called the congestion of the network.

The Load Balancing problem is defined as follows.

Load Balancing — Given a physical network with the link costs and the
traffic requirements between every source-destination pair (number of lightpaths
required), find a routing of the lightpaths for the network with least congestion.

In the following sections, first we introduce the Reverse Subtree Neighborhood
Exploration (RSNE) algorithm in Sect. 2 and then discuss the implementation of an
incremental version (I-RSNE) in Sect. 3. Finally Sect. 4 analyses simulation results, by
considering both the static and the dynamic traffic cases.

2 Local Search for the Load Balancing Problem

In this paper we propose a new scheme based on a simple Local Search heuristic, the
Reverse Subtree Neighborhood Exploration (RSNE). The basic idea behind this scheme
is the following: start by setting a shortest path routing, then — iteratively — try to
minimize the congestion of the network by rerouting part of the traffic passing through
the most congested link in the network. Rerouting is not necessarily performed at the
ingress node of the congested link, as all nodes lying on routes that pass through the
congested link (the upstream nodes) shall be considered by the algorithm for a possible
change of their routing tables.

Refer to Fig. 1 for the following explanation. Consider the simplified hypothesis of
a network with a unique most congested link as depicted in the upper part of the figure:
we can identify the congested link with its endpoints (cFrom, cTo). In this special case
there are six lightpaths crossing that link, three of them coming from node srca, one
coming from srcb and two from srcc. Three lightpaths are directed to destination node
dest1, all others to dest2.

A first approach to reduce the load on the congested link is to consider one of the
destination nodes (e.g. dest2) and reroute part of the load addressed to it from the
congested link to some other neighbor nbi of cFrom, provided that the new route does
not end up in a cycle and that the congested link is avoided. This move is achieved by
modifying only one single entry of the cFrom routing table (see it on the upper right
side of Fig. 1), e.g. from cTo to nb2. In this example, three lightpaths are removed
from the congested link (cFrom, cTo) and are rerouted through the link (cFrom, nb2).
All destinations and all neighbors of cFrom are considered before choosing the actual
routing table entry to change and its new value. This allows to choose the best option.
Actually, we found (as pointed out in Sect. 4) that even if the best possible move increases
the congestion there is still reason to choose it, because further improvement could arise
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in the following steps. The algorithm stops when a predetermined number of iterations
has been performed, or when all possible moves end up with a nonconsistent routing
table (one causing loops or disconnected node pairs). The approach just described is
called Reduced Neighborhood Exploration (RNE); we call it reduced to put it in contrast
with the following extension.

Consider now the lower part of Fig. 1, which reproduces a larger portion of the same
graph. To reroute part of the load addressed to, e.g., dest2 and crossing the congested link
(cFrom, cTo) the search may be extended to all upstream nodes whose routes to dest2
cross the congested link. The routing is destination-driven, therefore one can always
identify the tree composed of all the links lying on lightpaths to a specified destination
desti. It is straightforward to get the subtree rooted in cFrom and composed of all the
links lying on lightpaths to node dest2: in Fig. 1 it is identified by nodes srcb, srcc,
srcc1, srcc2. In this case, taking into consideration one of the nodes composing this
subtree (e.g. srcc), we could try to reroute part of the load on the most congested link
towards some of the downstream srcc’s neighbors nodes nbci, while avoiding cycles
and the use of the congested link. This local move is realized again modifying one single
entry of the node’s routing table (see it on the lower right side of Fig. 1, e.g. from cFrom
to nbc2). In this case, only two lightpaths are removed from (cFrom, cTo) by sending
them through an alternate path to dest2. Even though the improvement is smaller than in
the previous case, where only the neighbors of cFrom were considered, we shall see in
Sect. 4 that, by allowing such fine-grain variations, this more general scheme achieves
much better results. Again, all possible moves are considered before choosing a routing
table change. This implies scanning all possible destination nodes having (cFrom, cTo)
in their routing tree and, for each destination node, all neighbors of every upstream node
of cFrom. Even congestion increases are accepted, if no improving option is found.
This technique is called Reverse Subtree Neighborhood Exploration (RSNE).

Fig. 2 shows an outline of our Local Search algorithm used for the Load Balancing
problem: the initialization section (lines 1–2) starts by generating the routing tables
through the application of the Shortest Path Routing algorithm to the specific network.
By using the function calculateLoad we initially calculate the load on each link of the
network, the initial value of congestion (from which the local search algorithm starts its
search of the minimum) and the set of congested links.

The rest of the algorithm is a loop (lines 3-23) containing the local search algorithm.
The functions, variables and data structures used throughout this block have the

following meaning:

– The set candidateMoveSet contains all candidate routing table changes. Its elements
are triplets whose components are the node whose table must be changed, the index
of the entry and the value that replaces the one already present.

– The function routingTree(d,r) returns the subtree that contains the nodes whose
communications directed to destination d pass through node r.

– The function shortestPathRouting(network) calculates the shortest path tree for each
destination node and returns the corresponding routing table as a matrix.

– The vector rTable[n] is the routing table of node n, whose i-th entry rTable[n][i] is
the next-hop node index for lightpaths passing through node n and with destination i.
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1. rTable← shortestPathRouting(network)
2. <congestion,congestedLinkSet>← calculateLoad(network,traffic,rTable)
3. repeat
4. bestCandidateLoad← +∞
5. candidateMoveSet← ∅
6. for each link <cFrom,cTo> ∈ congestedLinkSet
7. for each destination node dest such that rTable[cFrom][dest]=cTo
8. for each node src ∈ routingTree(dest,cFrom)
9. removePartialLoad (src, dest)
10. for each neighbor node nb ∈ neighborhood(src)
11. vl← virtual load on the candidate path from nb to dest
12. if (vl = bestCandidateLoad)
13. candidateMoveSet← candidateMoveSet ∪ {<src,dest,nb>}
14. else if (vl < bestCandidateLoad)
15. bestCandidateLoad← vl
16. candidateMoveSet← {<src,dest,nb>}
17. restorePartialLoad (src, dest)
18. if ( candidateMoveSet �= ∅ )
19. <src,dest,nb>← pickRandomElement ( candidateMoveSet )
20. rTable[src][dest]← nb
21. <congestion,congestedLinkSet>← calculateLoad(network,traffic,rTable)
22. else exit
23. until MAXITER iterations have been performed

Fig. 2. The Local Search RSNE algorithm

– Finally, the function calculateLoad(network,traffic,rTable) returns the network con-
gestion given the network topology, the traffic pattern and the current routing scheme.
The function also returns the set of links having maximum loads (congestedLinkSet).

The candidateMoveSet is empty at the beginning of each iteration. The local search
algorithm (lines 3–23) consists of two parts. First, a set of alternative paths for some
of the lightpaths passing through the most congested link is found (lines 6–17); in the
second part (lines 18–22) a candidate is chosen and the corresponding routing table
change is applied.

The first part (lines 6–17) includes the core of our proposal. The algorithm considers
each congested link in congestedLinkSet (loop at lines 6-17). Then it iterates through all
the routes using that link, identified by its endpoints (cFrom,cTo). Two nested loops are
used: the first (line 7) scans the routing table of node cFrom looking for all destination
nodes dest using that link; the second (line 8) scans all nodes src whose lightpaths
directed to dest run through cFrom. These nodes identify the subtree rooted in cFrom of
the routing tree having destination dest.

For each (src,dest) pair whose lightpaths go through the link (cFrom,cTo), the algo-
rithm tries to reroute the lightpaths by altering the routing table in src. The corresponding
load is temporarily removed from the current route (line 9), then an iteration through all
neighbors nb of src calculates the maximum load that would be caused by rerouting the
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lightpath, provided that the new route does not end up in a cycle and that the congested
edge is avoided. The best alternate paths, in terms of maximum load, are collected into
candidateMoveSet. In particular, the current minimum is stored in bestCandidateLoad.
If the load obtained after this traffic re-routing is equal to bestCandidateLoad, then the
re-route is added to the candidate set (lines 12-13); if it is smaller, the candidate set is re-
initialized to the current re-route and its load is stored as the new best value (lines 14-16).
At the end of the alternate paths search, the partial load associated to the path originating
in src and terminating in dest is reallocated (line 17) in order to allow the search of new
paths with different initial nodes src (line 8).

In the second part of the RSNE algorithm, if the resulting set candidateMoveSet is not
empty then one random element is selected from it (line 19), and the routing table of the
network is updated (line 20). Finally, a new value of congestion and the corresponding
set of most loaded links congestedLinkSet is calculated again in order to start a new
search of alternate paths through the network.

Note that the local search algorithm continues looking for better values of congestion
until the set of candidate re-routes candidateMoveSet is empty (line 22), or until a given
number of iterations MAXITER has been performed (line 23).

From this algorithm we can easily obtain the RNE version: in this scheme, node
cFrom is the only candidate for routing table modifications. This corresponds to the
elimination of the loop structure on line 8, which scans the cFrom-rooted subtree, by
setting src equal to cFrom. The rationale for RNE is to avoid a large tree exploration and
to keep modifications as near as possible to the congested link. In fact, while rerouting
at cFrom removes a whole bundle of lightpaths from the link, doing the same at some
upstream node in the tree may cause a smaller reduction of the load. On the other hand,
simulations in Sect. 4 show that, unless very few iterations are allowed before halting,
performance of RNE is significantly worse than RSNE.

3 Incremental Implementation on Dynamically Evolving Traffic

Local search heuristics can be seen as stepwise refinements of an initial solution by slight
modifications of the system configuration. In our case, the RSNE algorithm starts from a
shortest path routing scheme and changes at every step a routing table entry of a single
node in the matrix. By performing many such changes, the system reaches a minimal
congestion configuration.

This iterative scheme suits in a very appropriate way to a dynamic environment
where traffic requirements evolve with time. In particular, if changes in the traffic matrix
are reasonably smooth1 even a small number of steps of the RSNE algorithm in Fig. 2 is
sufficient to keep the system in a suitable state as the traffic matrix changes. Of course,
only lines 2-23 must be executed, because we don’t want to restart from scratch by
calculating the shortest path routing tables. Moreover, a very low number of iterations
of the outer loop (lines 3-23) must be performed at each step, i.e. MAXITER must be
small (1 to 5 should suffice) to avoid excessive traffic disruption. In the following, we

1 The assumption is reasonable even though IP traffic is known to be bursty: in fact, traffic
requirements are given as an average over a certain amount of time, with some marginal capacity
left to accommodate traffic peaks.
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shall refer to the incremental algorithm as Incremental RSNE with k iterations per step:
I-RSNE(k).

The simulations discussed in Sect. 4 show that even a single iteration of the algorithm
yields good results under a fairly generic traffic model. The number of iterations of the
algorithm is equal to the number of routing table entry modifications in the systems;
thus, a very limited number of routing table entries must be modified as traffic evolves
in order to keep congestion at low levels.

A similar approach has been proposed in [11], where branch-exchange methods are
proposed for a local search heuristic; however, the type of local modification is quite
different from our proposal.

4 Simulation Results

4.1 Static Traffic

To test the proposed algorithms we performed two sets of tests, static and dynamic. The
first, using a static traffic matrix, explores the convergence speed of the RSNE and RNE
algorithms.

Fig. 3 plots the evolution of the congestion value for a 50-iteration run of the RNE
and RSNE algorithms with the same initial conditions; here the 14-node NSFNET back-
bone topology is used [10], while the traffic is randomly generated: every nondiagonal
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entry of the traffic matrix is a uniform value between 10 and 100. It turns out that the
more complete RSNE algorithm outperforms its simplest version, although it sometimes
achieves better results in the initial phase, probably because the algorithm is forced to
move larger portions of load from edge to edge, achieving temporary better results but
ending up with a complex, non-improvable routing scheme. Note that the congestion
does not increase in a monotonic way: the algorithms do not halt when no improvement
is possible, and the move leading to the smallest increase is chosen. This allows the
system to escape local minima positioned in some shallow attraction basin. In many
cases, this causes oscillation to take place once the minimum is achieved.

In the simulation shown here the maximum hop length corresponding to the lowest
congestion configuration is 4. The corresponding value for the shortest path routing
scheme is 3. The average hop length increases from 2.14 (shortest path) to 2.2 (RNE) and
2.21 (RSNE).

4.2 Dynamic Traffic

To investigate the behavior of the incremental version I-RSNE(k) with a dynamically
evolving traffic pattern, we considered another topology, the 24-node regional network
presented in [15].

To generate dynamic traffic we followed a model similar to that described in [9].
Given two positive integers N and ∆, we consider a sequence of N∆+1 traffic matrices
(T 0, T 1, . . . , TN∆) where matrix T k∆, k = 0, 1, . . . , N is random and independently
generated. For each of these matrices a random maximum value between 10 and 100 is
generated, and each entry of the matrix is calculated as a random number between 10 and
this maximum. The random maximum value has been introduced to take into account the
variability of internet traffic in the mid term. All other matrices are linear interpolations
of the immediately adjacent random matrices. In other words, given h = 0, . . . , ∆ − 1
and k = 0, . . . , N − 1, entry T k∆+h

ij of matrix T k∆+h is computed as follows:

T k∆+h
ij = round

[(
1 − h

∆

)
T k∆

ij +
h

∆
T

(k+1)∆
ij

]
.

Fig. 4 describes the behavior of the proposed algorithms in the dynamic traffic case
by comparing their congestion values. The upper plot represents the results achieved by
the shortest path routing; for every traffic matrix, 50 different shortest path configurations
were computed (with a random tie-breaking scheme), and the graph represents the µ±σ
interval, where µ is the average and σ is the corresponding root mean square value. In
fact, a large variability in the congestion (up to 35%) has been observed depending on
random choices.

Note that all RSNE and I-RSNE results are almost equivalent, well under the shortest
path values. The only difference can be seen in the initial transient, when the incremental
versions begin to differ from the pure shortest path configuration. This is a very important
feature of the algorithm, because I-RSNE(1) requires the modification of a single entry
of the routing table of a single node for each change in the traffic conditions. The RSNE
and I-RSNE algorithms achieve results that are 8% to 12% better than the shortest path
minimum over all the 50 runs, and up to 32% better than the average shortest path result.
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If Fig. 4 is assumed to represent the traffic evolution during a day of real time, then
a single change every fifteen minutes (in order to obtain about 100 changes per day) is
sufficient to keep congestion at a local minimum, well below the shortest path routing.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison among the same algorithms in terms of average hop
length, calculated as the mean value of hop distances (in the given routing scheme)
between every node pair in the graph. The average hop length of shortest path routing,
represented by the continuous bottom line, is obviously constant, and by definition it is
the minimum (its value is 2.77).

The other plots, in particular the one representing the behavior of the offline RSNE
algorithm, are particularly irregular when compared to those in Fig. 4; this is partly due
to the narrower timescale, but it also depends on the fact that routing table changes are
aimed at load reduction, and therefore hop lengths may vary from step to step. Note also
that the I-RSNE outcomes are smoother, because adjacent results are strongly correlated,
while the RSNE procedure performs a complete restart at every time step.

Fig. 5 highlights the main drawback of the incremental schemes I-RSNE(k): the
shortest path configuration is never reimplemented, as was the case with RSNE, so the
average hop length is slightly growing in time.

While RSNE is constantly above the shortest path value by about 2%, the I-RSNE
schemes tend to accumulate longer paths, getting to a 7% increase after 1000 time steps.
Note that the difference grows in time. To overcome the problem a simple modification
consists of restarting from a shortest path configuration every time the average (or the
maximum) hop length trespasses a given threshold.
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5 Conclusions

The paper proposed and motivated a heuristic technique for load balancing in IP-based
optical networks (RSNE) built on simple modifications of routing tables. Some variations
were introduced to reach lower algorithmic complexity (RNE) and to obtain a faster,
incremental evaluation in the case of dynamically evolving traffic (I-RSNE).

Comparisons between the new techniques and the shortest path routing scheme, both
in terms of network congestion and length of the resulting routes, show that the proposed
algorithms are effective to reduce congestion, and outperform shortest path routing by
up to 32%. The resulting increase in hop length is limited to a small amount (up to 7%
in the worst case considered in the paper).

The RSNE algorithm explores all possible improvements before taking a step. Further
investigation will determine how the quality of the solutions deteriorates if a randomized
approach is followed in order to distribute the algorithm.
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Abstract. We address the logical topology design problem (LTD) in
WDM transport networks under static traffic assumptions. We start with
one of the standard MILP formulations of the LTD problem that aims at
optimizing the network congestion. We propose an improvement to this
model that additionally optimizes the average hop count. We then derive
a new MILP model that compels the traffic to be atomically routed. This
last model enables fair comparisons of solutions obtained with MILP
formulations and with metaheuristic algorithms. The latter allow us to
deal with large size networks whereas the former are limited by their
computational complexity. In this paper Tabu Search is used to tackle the
LTD problem. We compare and discuss the logical topologies computed
by the various methods described in the paper.

1 Introduction

The network design problem consists of defining an optimal network configuration
that fulfills specified traffic demands under technical and economical constraints
[1]. Optimality is typically defined as the minimization of the network cost,
maximization of specific network performance parameters (e.g. availability, call
blocking, average packet delay, network congestion, etc.) or maximization of a
function of the performance/cost ratio. In general, the minimum set of inputs for
the design and dimensioning problem consists of a forecast of the traffic demands,
topological data describing the physical links between nodes, and technical and
cost information of the equipment and transmission infrastructure. The resulting
optimal network configuration is typically described in terms of information on
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realization of traffic demands (e.g. working and protection paths of demands),
location and configuration of equipment and network cost.

In Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) transport networks, selective
switching of wavelengths can be performed with current opto-electronic devices.
Moreover, recent developments in optical devices make it possible to do this
selective switching in the optical domain. From a network perspective, this func-
tionality is of particular interest since it enables the development of networks
that conveniently exploit the large transmission capacity of WDM systems. Clear
optical channels, or lightpaths, that do not undergo opto-electronic conversion at
intermediate nodes can be set between physically non-adjacent nodes in the net-
work by assigning a wavelength to the lightpath and switching the wavelength
optically. The information traveling on a lightpath is carried optically from end
to end.

Because of equipment costs, fiber availability and switching capabilities at
the network nodes, it is not possible to set up a full mesh of N(N −1) lightpaths
between the N nodes of a network. Thus, a particular subset of lightpaths,
out of the set of all possible lightpaths, must be selected. This subset is called
the logical topology, or virtual topology, seen by the electronic switches at the
network nodes. The traffic demands are realized on top of the logical topology by
routing them through direct lightpaths, when they exist between the source and
destination of the traffic, or through a concatenation of lightpaths otherwise. The
logical topology is realized by routing the subset of lightpaths over the physical
topology1 and assigning wavelengths to these lightpaths.

Network design problems are in general very complex because the result-
ing optimization problems are numerically intractable even for networks with a
small number of nodes. This inherent complexity frequently leads to solution ap-
proaches based on the decomposition of global design problems into subproblems
of tractable complexity; each identified subproblem can be solved by a separate
algorithm. Thus, a solution to the global problem is found by sequentially solv-
ing the subproblems, i.e. the solution to a first subproblem (output) is the input
to the next one. This approach has been adopted, for example, in the design of
SONET/SDH networks [1] and has also been used in the framework of WDM
network planning [2].

Following a decomposition approach, three subproblems of the network de-
sign problem are usually considered in the literature:

- LTD (Logical Topology Design): the definition of the lightpaths to be set as
the virtual topology and the routing of traffic demands over the virtual topology,

- LR (Lightpath Routing): the routing of lightpaths of the virtual topology
over the physical topology,

- WA (Wavelength Assignment): the assignment of wavelengths to lightpaths.
A drawback of the decomposition approach is that it precludes the enforcement
of global optimality criteria because design choices leading to the optimality of
one of the subproblems can be detrimental to the subsequent subproblems. It is
possible to circumvent this drawback by first solving the subproblems sequen-
1 or over a different server network layer.
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tially and then executing a second resolution; this second time, design infor-
mation of the first phase can be exchanged as feedback between the algorithms
that solve the subproblems so that “bad” design choices are known a priori and,
consequently, are avoided. We adopted this approach in the resolution of the
problems addressed in this paper. We first solve the LR problem considering a
full-meshed logical topology for the considered networks. We then use the infor-
mation about the routed lightpaths to prune the variable space associated with
the MILP description of the LTD problem. This allows us to suppress a priori
a number of solutions already considered unsuitable for the LTD problem. The
size reduction resulting from this pruning process allows us to tackle networks
up to 15 nodes whereas the MILP description considering all possible solutions
only works for networks up to 7 nodes2. The pruning process is fully described
and analyzed in [4].

In the following section we define the LTD problem and its tradeoffs. We then
describe in Section 3 a multicommodity flow model that provides a mathematical
description of the LTD problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). The
aim is to minimize the network congestion, that is, to minimize the value of the
traffic passing on the most congested lightpath. We show how the model may be
improved in order to additionally minimize the average hop count. This model
allows the traffic to be arbitrarily split over the chosen lightpaths. In Section
4 we derive a new model that enforces atomically routed traffic, that is, the
traffic demand of one source-destination pair must follow the same route as a
whole. The considered MILP models are intractable even for networks of small
size which makes it often impossible to compute an exact solution to the LTD
problem. When considering real size networks, one may be led to accept only
approximate solutions to the problem, provided these are not too far from the
exact solutions. Metaheuristic methods compute such approximate solutions for
large size networks. As such, they are an interesting alternative to MILP based
models. In Section 5, we describe a variant of the Tabu Search (TS) metaheuristic
that we used for our study. TS is commonly used in optimization, particularly
in the field of network planning [5,6]. Like the model described in Section 4, TS
enforces atomic routing of the traffic.

In Section 6 the solutions computed by these various algorithms are com-
pared. We first evaluate the improvement brought by the hop count minimiza-
tion. In order to evaluate the quality of the solutions computed by TS, it is
interesting to compare them to the ones computed by the two preceding MILP
models. The first model provides a lower bound on congestion, whether the rout-
ing is atomic or not. The second model provides a fair comparison since it takes
into account atomic routing as is the case with TS. We will then compare the
results computed by the three algorithms described previously. We will notice
that TS reaches often the best possible solution. We hence legitimize the use of
TS for large size networks.

2 We used the OSL ILP solver [3] on a Sun Ultra 5 workstation with 128 Mbit RAM
for our simulations. We limited our experiments to 108 iterations of the solver. In
most cases an optimal solution was found before reaching this limit.
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2 Logical Topology Design

The design of a logical topology and the routing of traffic demands over the
topology can be formulated as an optimization problem. Optimality criteria are
typically defined in terms of either network implementation cost or performance
metrics [7]. Moreover, the constraints of the problem usually come from hardware
limitations imposed by transmission and switching equipments.

Logical topology design in WDM transport networks has been extensively
investigated in recent years [2,5,8,9,10,11]. Most of the proposed models aim at
optimizing network performance metrics such as network congestion, through-
put and average transit delay, rather than cost metrics. Focus on network per-
formance criteria stems from the fact that the logical topology is the network
layer directly seen by the electronic switches, which are typically expensive and,
most importantly, offer limited capacity when compared to optical switches.

The logical topology design involves two tradeoffs: one between performance
and network implementation costs and another one between capacity allocation
in the electronic switches and the optical switches. Thus, a logical topology
must be designed to meet performance and network cost criteria while satisfying
hardware constraints at both the electronic and optical switching levels.

3 Independently-Routed Multicommodity Flow Model

Some multicommodity flow models have been developed to solve the LTD prob-
lems by mathematical means. Some of these models aim at solving the LTD,
LR and WA problems simultaneously [11], while others consider either, LTD
and LR [10] together, or LTD alone [8,9]. Integrated models that jointly con-
sider the three mentioned problems are expected to yield better solutions3 than
models that address the problems separately. However, the complexity of inte-
grated models precludes their use when solving problem instances of realistic
size. The two multicommodity flow models presented in this paper consider the
LTD problem alone. The LR and WA problems are not considered here though,
as mentioned previously, we will prune the LTD variable space according to the
feedback method described in [4].

We begin the presentation of the first multicommodity flow model by intro-
ducing the notation. We will keep the same notation for the second model in
Section 4 and for the application of tabu search in Section 5.

Indices:
i,j used as subscripts, denote the source and destination nodes of a light-

path.
s,d used as superscripts, denote the source and destination nodes of a traffic

demand.

3 with respect to specific global network performance and resource utilization criteria.
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Problem parameters:
N the number of nodes in the network (the nodes are numbered

1, 2, . . . , N).
(λsd) an (IR+)N×N matrix describing the amount of traffic flowing from each

source node s to each destination node d, expressed in some convenient
units (e.g. Mbit/s). The matrix is not necessarily symmetrical.

δout the logical out-degree of the nodes in the network, i.e. the maximum
number of lightpaths that can initiate at the electronic switch of the
network nodes.

δin the logical in-degree of the nodes in the network, i.e. the maximum
number of lightpaths that can be terminated at the electronic switch of
the network nodes. It is often assumed that δout = δin = δ, although
this is not a strict requirement.

Variables:
bij a binary variable that indicates whether or not there is a lightpath from

source node i to destination node j (1 and 0 respectively). Note that
lightpaths are directed, therefore, bij = 1 does not imply bji = 1.

λsd
ij a real variable indicating the amount of traffic from source s to destina-

tion d passing through the lightpath going from i to j.

Computed values:
λij the total amount of traffic passing through the lightpath going from node

i to node j, i.e. λij =
∑

s

∑
d

λsd
ij ∀ i, j.

λmax the amount of traffic passing through the most congested lightpath, i.e.
λmax = max1≤i,j≤N λij . This term is referred to as the maximum con-
gestion level in the network or simply, the congestion.

Model MILP1

This multicommodity flow model is partially based on the formulation presented
in [8]. The model is defined in terms of bij (binary) and λsd

ij (real) variables, hence
it is a MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Program). Once the problem is solved and
the values of the variables are known, the variables bij set to 1 indicate the
lightpaths to be established and, for each traffic demand λsd, the values of the
variables λsd

ij indicate the amount of sd traffic flowing on lightpath ij. The model
is:

Minimize: λmax (1)

Subject to:
Flow conservation at each node:

∑
i

λsd
ij −

∑
k

λsd
jk =




−λsd, if j = s
λsd, if j = d
0, otherwise

∀ j, s, d (2)
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Total flow on a lightpath:

λij =
∑

s

∑
d

λsd
ij ≤ λmax, ∀ i, j (3)

λsd
ij ≤ bijλ

sd, ∀ i, j, s, d (4)

Degree constraints:
∑

j

bij ≤ δout, ∀ i (5)

∑
i

bij ≤ δin, ∀ j (6)

Value range constraints:

λsd
ij ≥ 0, ∀ i, j, s, d (7)

bij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ i, j (8)

The objective function (1) states that the model aims at minimizing λmax, the
maximum congestion level in the network. Equation (2) is the flow conservation
constraint which states that, for a traffic demand λsd, at every intermediate
node j (j �= s, j �= d), the amount of flow entering the node must be equal
to the amount leaving it. At the source node (j = s), the traffic only leaves
the node, whereas at the destination node (j = d), the traffic only enters the
node. Equation (3) ensures that the total amount of traffic passing through any
lightpath is at most equal to λmax. Equation (4) states that traffic can flow on a
lightpath only if the lightpath exists. Moreover, for a traffic demand from s to d,
the amount of traffic flowing on the lightpath from i to j cannot be more than the
total amount of the traffic demand. Equations (5) and (6) enforce the maximum
logical out-degree and in-degree of the nodes, respectively. Note that some nodes
with degree smaller that δ can be accepted in the solution. As we shall see later,
this allows us to find virtual topologies that minimize the congestion while using
as few lightpaths as possible. Finally, equations (7) and (8) constrain the flow
indicator variables to be non-negative reals and the lightpath indicator variables
bij to be binary.

Model MILP1b

It may happen that multiple solutions minimize the congestion for the same
problem instance. Thus, once the minimum possible congestion value λ∗

max has
been found, one can look within the set of solutions for a solution that optimizes
a different criterion. For example, a solution that minimizes the average hop
count (the average number of lightpaths that the traffic demands traverse to
go from source to destination) for a given λ∗

max can be found by modifying the
preceding formulation in the following manner:
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- first, replace the objective function (1) by

Minimize:
∑

i

∑
j

∑
s

∑
d

λsd
ij (9)

- then, replace the variable λmax in equation (3) by the value λ∗
max.

This leads to a two-step optimization process. The improvement of this model
with respect to the basic one is assessed in Section 6, where a comparison between
the results obtained in step 1 and the ones computed in step 2 is provided.

4 Atomically-Routed Multicommodity Flow Model

The previous model allows a traffic demand λsd to be arbitrarily split across mul-
tiple possible routes. While this property is useful to determine the lower bound
of the congestion in the network, the routing of traffic demands obtained in this
manner may have little practical relevance. Though existing packet-switched
networks (e.g. ATM, Internet) provide a fine-grained switching granularity, this
granularity cannot be used to arbitrarily split a traffic demand because of re-
strictions imposed by network protocols (e.g. avoiding packet reordering in TCP
connections) or architectures.

We propose a model that allow the traffic demands to be atomically routed,
i.e. the whole traffic from source s to destination d follows the same route through
the network, as suggested in [10]. Metaheuristic methods usually assume atomic
traffic routing, and it is fair to compare their solutions with the ones computed
with this model rather than with the ones that allow traffic splitting like the
model MILP1.

Model MILP2

The model is directly inferred from the model MILP1 with the introduction of
new variables ϕsd

ij = λsd
ij /λsd to describe the flow and an additional constraint

to avoid traffic splitting: ϕsd
ij ∈ {0, 1},∀ i, j, s, d. Thus, the model becomes:

Minimize: λmax (10)

Subject to:
constraints (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (8).

Model MILP2b

As in model MILP1, once the congestion value λ∗
max has been found, the objec-

tive function (10) can be replaced by
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Minimize:
∑

i

∑
j

∑
s

∑
d

ϕsd
ij (11)

in order to find a routing of demands that additionally minimizes the average
hop count.

5 Tabu Search: A Metaheuristic Approach

The major drawback of multicommodity flow models is that they are computa-
tionally intractable even for small problem instances. Optimization algorithms
for the LTD problem based on metaheuristics have recently gained interest be-
cause they are able to cope with problem instances of large size. Among others,
simulated annealing [6], and Tabu Search (TS) [5] have been proposed to tackle
the LTD problem. The computed solution however is not guaranteed to be op-
timal. These algorithms have the same aim as the multicommodity flow model
presented in Section 4 (model MILP2) in the sense that they try to find a vir-
tual topology with minimal congestion under given logical degree constraints
and using atomic routing of traffic demands.

Tabu search has proven to be an effective metaheuristic method for LTD [5,6].
This section describes an optimization algorithm for the LTD problem based on
TS that was initially proposed in [5]. A detailed description of the TS algorithm
can be found in [12].

We will summarize TS as follows. TS consists of exploring the space of so-
lutions until a number of iterations is reached or until a specific cost criterion
is satisfied. The exploration starts with an initial solution computed by another
algorithm (among others, initial solution randomly choosen). At each iteration,
TS computes a set (called neighborhood) of solutions derived from the current
solution via perturbations applied to this solution. All the solutions of the neigh-
borhood are evaluated (see below) and the best one is selected as the new current
solution. In order to prevent the algorithm from cycling along the same series of
current solutions, a tabu list is maintained. It contains a number of last visited
solutions, which cannot be chosen as long as they belong to this list. This allows
the algorithm to choose a solution worse than the current one, allowing it to
escape from the local minima encountered during the search.

6 Experimental Results

An instance of the LTD problem is defined by a physical topology and a traffic
matrix (λsd). The physical topology corresponds to the nodes of the network and
the fiber links connecting them.

The elements of the traffic matrix represent a forecast of the packet traffic
demand between any two nodes in the network expressed in generic units. The
solution to the problem is a set of lightpaths that constitute the virtual topology.
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An optimal solution is one that minimizes the traffic congestion in the virtual
topology. For the experiments of this Section, we use a physical topology that
corresponds to a hypothetical backbone network of 9 nodes.

Concerning the traffic demands, in a first step, we used two different traffic
matrices. The first one, hereafter referred to as Matrix1, comes from a real traffic
evaluation and has a particular element element which is much larger than the
others and whose value is 847 traffic units. This value is the lowest bound that
any atomic routing algorithm may reach for congestion. The average value of
Matrix1 is 123.63 traffic units and the smallest value is 1. In the second traffic
matrix, that we call Matrix2, all the elements, except those of the diagonal, are
λsd = 124.0 ∀s, d s �= d. The purpose of this second matrix is to evaluate
the results of the algorithms under the particular condition arising when all
the nodes in the network exchange the same amount of traffic. Thus, we have
two different problem instances: one represented by the physical topology and
Matrix1, and one represented by the same topology and Matrix2.

Table 1. Congestion (λmax) obtained with MILP1, MILP2 and TS.

Matrix 1 Matrix 2
Degree MILP1 MILP2 TS MILP1 MILP2 TS

3 752.16 (923.00) 847.00 620.00 620.00 620.00
4 524.00 847.00 847.00 372.00 496.00 496.00
5 492.00 847.00 847.00 286.15 372.00 496.00
6 492.00 847.00 847.00 233.58 248.00 372.00
7 492.00 847.00 847.00 201.50 248.00 327.00

Table 1 presents4 the congestion of the logical topologies obtained with
MILP1, MILP2 and TS, respectively for Matrix1 and Matrix2 traffic demands,
for degree values ranging from 3 to 7. It is noticeable that TS always reaches
the best possible value for Matrix1. Let us recall that TS, like MILP2, enforces
atomic routing, that is, the whole traffic demand of a source-destination pair
must follow the same route. Hence, in the case of atomic routing, the optimal
congestion value is the greatest value of the traffic matrix. When the degree is 3,
TS even outperforms MILP2. Indeed, the value indicated in that case for MILP2
is the partial result obtained with the solver since the solver did not manage to
find the optimal solution 847 before the maximum allowed number of iterations.

In the case of Matrix2, the difference in the congestion values computed by
MILP1 and MILP2 is not so important as in the case of Matrix1. TS is quite
good for degree 3 or 4 but reaches values higher than the ones found by MILP2.
It seems that the case of a homogeneous traffic demand is more difficult to tackle.

It is also interesting to observe that allowing traffic to be independently
routed allows us to reach far better congestion values in any case. This suggests
that it might be interesting to study traffic splitting issues in future research.

Finally, in the case of Matrix1, it appears unnecessary to study logical topolo-
gies with degree higher than 3 since the lower bound for congestion is already
found by the atomic routing algorithms, MILP2 or TS, when the degree is 3.
Conversely, in the Matrix2 case, the congestion is significantly reduced when the

4 The value indicated for Matrix1, MILP2 and degree 3 was the one computed at the
iteration limit (see footnote 3) and is not optimal.
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degree increases. However, increasing the logical degree increases the number of
necessary lightpaths and, ultimately, the number of ports in the optical switches.
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Fig. 1. Required number of lightpaths when using MILP1, MILP1b, MILP2 and
MILP2b models as a function of the logical degree (with Matrix 1 and with Matrix 2).

The results collected with Matrix1 seem to indicate that it has a very special
traffic distribution hence leading to extreme results (among others, the maximal
value of Matrix1 being far higher than the mean value, both algorithms reach
this bound). That is why we had another series of experiments to compare the al-
gorithms. We generated 10 traffic matrices randomly with uniformly distributed
values in the range 0 − 1000. We computed the congestion obtained for these
matrices with MILP1, MILP2 and TS and observed the following results. Note
that almost all computations lead with MILP2 had to be stopped due to itera-
tion limit, hence the values obtained were not optimal. The average congestion
(respectively standard deviation) obtained is 1726.2 (141.8) for MILP1, 2590.5
(396.0) for MILP2 and 1997.9 (152.9) for TS. The mean congestion increase
from MILP1 to MILP2 is 50% and it is 16% from MILP1 to TS. This last result
clearly shows the practical limit of MILP2 since TS allows us to get better values
than the interrupted MILP2 search in much less time.

Figure 1 shows the required number of lightpaths computed by MILP1/
MILP1b and MILP2/MILP2b models as a function of the logical degree for
both Matrix1 and Matrix2. The number of required lightpaths is smaller when
using the two-step optimization MILP1b/MILP2b variants of the models. This
result was expected since both MILP1b and MILP2b minimize the congestion
and the average hop count. The difference between MILP1/MILP2 and their
variants MILP1b/MILP2b is more important in the case of Matrix1, when the
traffic demand is non homogeneous. Conversely, one can notice that in the case of
a homogeneous traffic demand (Matrix2), the improvement of MILP1b/MILP2b
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is not very significant (it is null in the case of MILP1b) whereas there was a gain
of up to 40% in the number of lightpaths in the case of Matrix1 with MILP2b.

Figure 2 shows the traffic distribution over the lightpaths computed by
MILP1, MILP2, MILP2b and TS, for a logical topology with degree 4 and for
Matrix1 and Matrix2. It is clear that MILP1 outperforms the other algorithms
since it is allowed to split the traffic over several routes. The comparison can
only be considered as fair between MILP2, MILP2b and TS, and clearly the
curves corresponding to these methods are close and of the same shape. One
can also notice on Figure 2 that MILP2b not only requires a smaller number of
lightpaths to establish the traffic demand, but also computes a better lightpath
usage : the 20 first lightpaths support more traffic than the corresponding ones
computed by MILP2 or TS. MILP2b can be considered as more efficient in this
respect.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of traffic load on the lightpaths of the virtual topology (degree=4)
computed by MILP1 (which stands as a lower bound for congestion), MILP2, MILP2b
and TS. Tests for Matrix1 and Matrix 2.

This series of experiments presents a fair comparison between a MILP model
and TS and shows that the results obtained with TS are close to the ones com-
puted with the other models. While one should not underestimate the difference
that remains between TS and MILP2 (a 30% congestion increase in the case
of Matrix2, which is a kind of worst case), it is worth mentioning that in our
experiments TS was 100 to 10000 times faster than the tested MILP models.
Moreover, TS is able to compute solutions to the LTD problem for networks
with as much as 150 nodes whereas MILP models become intractable for more
than 15 nodes. The results obtained in this study plead in favor of TS which
provides results fairly close to the optimal solution with far better computing
times on the tested situations. It hence seems reasonable to compute approxi-
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mate solutions to the LTD problem with TS for real size networks. Moreover,
it might be interesting to modify the TS algorithm so that it can additionally
perform the average hop count minimization, since MILP1b and MILP2b show
an improvement with respect to MILP1 and MILP2.

7 Conclusion

Starting from a standard multicommodity flow model describing the LTD prob-
lem, we have proposed a second optimization step in order to find solutions that
additionally minimize the average hop count. Experiments have shown that this
two-step approach leads to solutions requiring fewer lightpaths than the solu-
tions found by the original model. We also derived a new model that enforces
atomic traffic routing. This models serves as a base to compare solutions to the
LTD problem obtained with MILP formulations and a TS metaheuristic. Ex-
periments have shown that TS often reaches one of the best possible solutions.
Hence TS, even though it is a method which does not ensure that one will find
an optimal solution, may be a very good alternative to solve the LTD problem,
especially since it enables one to deal with much larger problem instances than
MILP based models which are computationally intractable. An improvement
to the current TS LTD algorithm would consist of modifying the cost function
in order to additionally minimize the average hop count, as done in the MILP
models presented in the paper.
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Abstract. The focus of this paper is the shaping of self-similar traffic
at the access of an optical node. We propose a novel algorithm that dy-
namically shapes the incoming traffic, based on service curves equations,
in order to meet the optical nodes constraints in terms of buffer size or
delay. We first estimate arrival parameters within various time intervals
in order to make the incoming traffic fit into a token bucket traffic spec-
ification (Tspec) format. We then derive the shaping parameters based
on deterministic service curves. Those shaping parameters vary dynam-
ically according to the Tspec of every time window. We eventually set
those parameters back into the original model in order to meet some QoS
constraints at the optical network level.

1 Preliminaries and Problem Relevance

Optics has been identified as a key technology able to provide a large capacity
to transport massive IP flows, and to cope with different Quality of Service
(QoS) requirement. The self-similar nature of IP traffic has been demonstrated
by several studies and mesurements. Due to the lack of optical memories, QoS
could be offered through combined exploitation of electronic memories in the
edges and optical ressources in the core of the optical network. The traffic shaping
takes place in the edges and has a real impact to maintain the logical performance
to its highest level.
Both IETF, and ITU have identified traffic shaping as a way to: 1) allocate
a suitable amount of resources (buffer memory, bandwidth) to a connection
to achieve its required QoS and 2) police traffic and assure ¨fair¨ access to a
shared resource. The problem studied in this paper 1, is motivated by the desire
to obtain applicable performance bounds for a very high-speed optical network
dealing with self-similar traffic. One may view the problem considered in this
paper as a ¨channel capacity¨ issue associated with dynamic shaping at the
network edge.
1 supported by the “Réseau National de Recherche en Télécommunications” under
the decision number 99S 0201-0204 and the European IST Project DAVID (Data
and Voice Integration over DWDM)

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 314–326, 2002.
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To achieve this aim, a tool for studying end-to-end, bounded performance is
needed. Classical queuing analysis studies average performance for aggregate
traffic. It focuses on single server environments with attractive traffic models.
However, in the packet-switching, integrated services models, bounds on the end-
to-end performance need to be studied in a networking environment with traffic
dynamics, interactions and burstiness far more complex than in the previous
case. Worst-case performance bounds on the packet flow make it possible to
derive guaranteed maximum and minimum values rather than averages; which
is necessary when dealing with emerging multimedia networking scenarios. In
this work, we use the deterministic version of the service curves method [3] and
particularly Network Calculus (NC) [1], its Min-Plus algebra formulation. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set the end-to-end
system and describe the modeling of source and network in terms of arrival and
service curve. In Section 3, we study the performance of the system in the absence
of shaping. We also motivate the need for dynamically shaping the traffic in order
to meet the network constraints. In section 4, we focus on dynamic shaping
between a LAN and the optical network, we show the regions of shaping to meet
both buffer and delay constraints and propose a novel algorithm for dynamic
shaping based on the equations of the service curves. Some numerical results are
presented and discussed in Section 5. Concluding remarks are eventually given
in Section 6.

2 End-to-End System
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Fig. 1. End-to-end System
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2.1 Source Modeling and Arrival Curves

In source modeling, packet and connection arrival processes are often assumed
to be Poisson owing to the attractive theoretical properties of such models [6].
Numerous studies have shown, however, that for both LAN and WAN networks,
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the distribution of packet interarrivals clearly differs from the exponential dis-
tribution [5]. Recent works argue convincingly that LAN traffic is much better
modeled using self similar processes [11], which have very different theoretical
properties than Poisson models. A subsequent investigation suggests that the
same holds for WAN traffic too [12].
The strength of self similar models is that they are able to incorporate Long-
Range Dependence (LRD), which informally means significant correlations
across arbitrarily large time scales. For many networking issues, the presence
or absence of LRD plays a critical role in the behavior predicted by analytical
models. For example, the presence of LRD can completely alter the waiting times
at the tail of a queue [4]. Self-similar processes are very difficult to tackle and
render traffic characterization cumbersome in this case. One way to circumvent
this is to bound the traffic rather than exactly characterizing it as suggested by
recent models based on the service curves approch [7], [2], [8], [9] and [10]. Ex-
plicitly, in [7], a traffic stream is said to satisfy the (Xmin, Xave, I, Smax) model if
the inter-arrival time between any two packets in the stream is larger than Xmin

during any interval I of length l, the average packet inter-arrival in I is larger
than Xave, and the maximum packet size is smaller than Smax. Alternatively,
referring to [2], a traffic stream satisfies the (σ, ρ) model if, in I, the number of
bits is less than σ+ ρu, u ∈ I. In the (σ, ρ) model, σ and ρ can be viewed as the
maximum burst size and the long term bounding rate of the source, respectively.
A similar argument is used in [8] and [9]. Rather than using the bounding rate,
the Deterministic Bounding Interval-Dependent (D-BIND) model, found in [10],
uses a family of rate-interval pairs where the rate is a bounding rate over the
corresponding interval length. The model captures the intuitive property that
over longer interval lengths, a source may be bounded by a rate lower than its
peak rate and closer to its long-term average rate.
Traffic Specification (Tspec), introduced by the IETF for IP, is a description of
the allowed traffic pattern a source can emit and not the actual one. A pair of
token buckets is used by the traffic sender to describe the traffic it expects to
generate and by the QoS control services to describe the parameters of traffic for
which the reservation should apply. A token bucket specification is not a charac-
terization parameter but a data structure definition. It takes the form of a token
bucket, with rate r and depth b, plus a peak rate p and maximum packet size
M . Units are bytes and bytes per second. We now show how self-similar traffic
can be made to fit into a token bucket Tspec format.
Figure 2 depicts a self-similar process. As stated earlier, it is characterized by
a similar irregular behavior at different time scales. To put such a process in a
Tspec formulation, we partition the whole process into N equal, non-overlapping
blocks, corresponding to time intervals (Ii)i=1,...,N , of length lN , and approxi-
mate the traffic volume within each interval Ii by a corresponding set of Tspec
parameters. In doing so, we obtain a piece-wise Tspec formulation of the global
process which approximates the actual process. Let us note that the piece-wise
decomposition of the entire process shall yet reflect its self-similar nature. The
obtained Tspec in each interval seems to be indeed correlated, as will be illus-
trated in the simulations. Building on the arguments found in [10], and depending
on the value of lN , one can bound the traffic volume within Ii by either of three
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ways. One, for small lN , i.e., N large, a peak rate bound is sufficient. As lN gets
larger, i.e., N smaller, a peak rate only is too conservative and one needs to refine
the volume bound by incorporating a mean bound too which gives the second
formulation in terms of peak and mean rates. Three, for lN on the order of the
duration of the global process itself, a mean rate bound may be sufficient.
Using the service curve approach, an arrival function x is said to be bounded
by an arrival curve α for all t if and only if for all s < t, x(t) − x(s) < α(t− s).
Graphically, Figure 3 depicts the arrival curve corresponding to the Tspec given
in terms of p,M, r, b. α(t) equals in this case min(pt+M, rt+ b). Thus, in each
interval Ii of length lN , αN

i is an arrival curve which takes one of those forms:

αN
i (t) =



rNi t for t ∈ Ii , lN = L/N and N small
min(pN

i t, r
N
i t) for t ∈ Ii , lN = L/N and N medium

pN
i t for t ∈ Ii , lN = L/N and N large

The very values of ¨large¨, ¨medium¨ and ¨small¨ depend on the arrival process
itself and the desired accuracy of our bounding approximation. For a highly self-
similar process, given by a high value for the Hurst parameter, the intervals Ii
should have small lengths lN . In this case, the peak rate bound applies better as
an approximation. If on the contrary, the process is not highly correlated, given
by a small Hurst parameter, a mean rate bound offers a good approximation.
For the other cases, a peak plus mean formulation applies.
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time
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r

Fig. 3. Arrival curve - Tspec
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2.2 Network Modeling and Service Curves

Using the service curve approach, a service curve is defined as the minimal service
offered by a single server to our arrival curve. Analytically, for an input function
x and output function y, β is a service curve if and only if for all t ≥ 0, there
exists some t0 ≤ t such that y(t) − x(t0) ≤ β(t − t0). The IETF service curve
has the form β(t) = R(t − T0) where R is the service rate and T0 is the time
at which the server starts serving our arriving traffic. A nonzero T0 reflects the
presence of a background traffic being served prior to our arriving traffic.
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A network is not more than a cascade of successive network elements or servers
each offering a service curve βi. To ease the modeling and analysis of the network,
the latter, i.e. the successive nodes that the traffic shall traverse, may be replaced
by a single server reproducing their individual services as a concatenation of the
individual servers. For n network elements in tandem, each one with service
rate Ri and starting service at time Ti, i = 1, .., n, one possible concatenation
scenario is a network element with a service curve c(t) = Rn(t − Tn)+ where
Rn = min(R1, R2, .., Rn) and Tn =

∑n
i Ti, as shown in Figure 4.

3 Performance without Shaping

Let us recall that, for each interval Ii of length lN , the input function is bounded
by an arrival curve of the form αi(t) = min(pit+Mi, rit+bi). The service curve at
the network level is given as c(t) = Rn(t−Tn)+, with service rate Rn and starting
service at Tn, as the minimal service curve guaranteed by the server. Taking c(t)
as our actual service curve, the output curve is: α∗(t) = min(Rn(t− Tn), rt+ b)
for t > Tn, as shown in Figure 5. According to the fundamental bounds of the
service curve theory (maximum delay dmax and backlog Bmax) in general, and
Network Calculus [1] in particular, for θ = b−M

p−r ,

dmax =
p−Rn

Rn
θ +

M

Rn
+ Tn at t = θ if p > Rn > r (1)

We now determine the maximum backlog Bmax. For Tn < θ :

Bmax = (p−Rn)θ +M +RnTn at t = θ if p > Rn > r (2)

However, in real settings, two cases may arise. One, it may be the case that the
maximum network buffer size Bc is smaller than the above mentioned bound
Bmax, in which case, if nothing is done, some traffic may be lost. Moreover, it may
also be the case that the above mentioned bound on delay dmax is unacceptable
for a real-time user who is not prepared to accept a delay, at the network level,
larger than a delay constraint dc. Again, traffic in excess of dc may be useless
to the user and hence lost. Our objective is then to act on the traffic in such
a way so as to not exceed the maximum offered buffer size Bc and /or the
maximum tolerated delay bound dc while guaranteeing a loss free performance.
This is achieved by the use of a shaper. A shaper shall be introduced between
the source and the network (see Figure 6). It has a size Bsh which we try to keep
as minimal as possible. It has a shaping rate Rsh at which the traffic is shaped
and sent into the network. A larger value of Rsh means a less affected traffic.
This is a good feature as the traffic should be minimally altered. An optimal
shaper is thus a shaper with minimal buffer size Bsh and maximal shaping rate
Rsh.
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4 Shaping

4.1 Regions of Shaping

Adding a shaper to the arriving traffic prior to its entrance to the network is done
as follows. A new service curve, corresponding to the actions of the shaper, with
parameters (Rsh,Tsh) is set between the arrival curve and the network service
curve. This causes the arrival traffic to be first shaped by the newly introduced
shaping service curve, the output of which is then sent to the network and
served by the network service curve. In what follows, we assume, without loss of
generality, that the buffer and server at the network level are fully dedicated to
our incoming traffic. Any background traffic shall not interfere with our incoming
traffic and shall thus be not explicitly shown, i.e., Tn = 0.

Shaping to meet buffer requirement. Let us suppose that the maximum
buffer size, Bc, at the network level is smaller than the maximum backlog bound,
Bmax, caused by the non-shaped arriving traffic. The point of introducing a
shaper in this case is to assure that the incoming traffic does not exceed Bc

for a loss-free network performance. For θ′ = b
Rsh−r ,Bc = (Rsh − Rn)θ′ at t =

θ′ if Rsh > Rn > r.
Schematically, and considering the setting of Figure 6, the idea is to vary the
shaping curve through the segment indicating Bc. In this case, the shaded region,
given in Figure 7, shows the region of shaping. It is wise to note the extreme in
this case. It is the shaping curve with shaping rate hb < Rn. This corresponds to
a maximal buffer size Bsh > Bmax for the network without shaping. However,
Rsh is not maximal. Let us note that for Rsh more than hb, the buffer constraint
Bc is outperformed uselessly for an even higher shaping rate. The optimal case
is given by the shaping curve with shaping rate Rsh starting from Tsh = 0 and
the intersection point with rt+ b is (θ′, y) . This corresponds to maximal Rsh or
equivalently minimal shaping.

Rsh =
Bcr −Rnb

Bc − b (3)
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Again, smaller values of Rsh will yield an even smaller Bc uselessly at the cost of
higher shaping. Those two cases correspond thus to two feasible shaping param-
eters depending on the cost of the resources. The first case operates at network
buffer less than the target Bc but a high shaping action whereas the second is
optimal in view of the shaping action, i.e., large Rsh, and network buffer size
constraint Bc met.

Shaping to meet delay constraint. In this case, the point of shaping is
to reduce the maximum delay to be experienced at the network region from the
original dmax to a new delay constraint dc. Let us note that introducing a shaper
does not add to the end-to-end delay. The latter shall be just partitioned between
the shaper and the network element. This type of partitioning may be useful in
an optical context where it is better to hold the packets at the electronic side
and not at the optical side where the signal is more prone to being distorted and
attenuated. For θ′ = b

Rsh−r ,dc = Rsh−Rn

Rn
θ′ at t = θ′ if Rsh > Rn > r.

This is again achieved by setting appropriate values to Rsh. Schematically, the
idea is to vary the line the shaping curve through the segment indicating dc as
shown in Figure 8.
The extreme in this case occurs when the shaping curve with shaping rate hd <
Rn. This corresponds to a maximal buffer size Bsh > Bmax for the network
without shaping. However, Rsh is not maximal. Let us note that for Rsh more
than hd, the delay constraint dc is outperformed uselessly for an even higher
shaping rate. The optimal case is given by the shaping curve with shaping rate
Rsh starting from Tsh = 0 and the intersection point with rt+ b is (θ′, y).

Rsh =
Rn(b− rdc)
b−Rndc

(4)

This corresponds to maximal Rsh or equivalently minimal shaping. Again,
smaller values of Rsh will yield an even smaller dc uselessly at the cost of higher
shaping.
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4.2 Equation-Based Dynamic Shaping Algorithm

So far, we considered shaping within every interval Ii of length lN . Our ulti-
mate aim is however to shape the global incoming traffic. Parallel to the idea of
partitioning the arrival process so as to locally bound each interval, the shaping
scheme introduced in the previous section shall apply to each interval.

It is clear that the shaping rate Rsh depends on the arrival curve parame-
ters throughout the whole process. The task in this case is to find optimal, i.e.
maximal, shaping rate Rsh for each interval Ii such that the buffer constraint
and/or delay constraint are satisfied. This is achieved by dynamically changing
the shaping rate from one interval to the next. The dynamic shaping algorithm
is then as follows.

1. Set observation window size equal to lN
2. Determine corresponding Tspec in interval (Ii)i=1,...,N

3. Apply Equations 3 and 4. to set shaping parameters such that
i. shaping is minimal in the sense of minimal buffer size Bsh and maximal
shaping rate Rsh

ii. requirements are met, i.e., buffer or delay constraint at network level
iii. no loss at shaper, i.e. Bsh not exceeded.

5 Numerical Results

5.1 Model

We consider the end-to-end system shown in Figure 1. Let the self similar traffic
resulting from the LAN sources have the following characteristics: mean = 100
Mbit/s, variance = 108, and Hurst parameter H = 0.7.
Let the packets be of maximal size M equal to 1540 bytes. At the network level,
let Rn = 227 Mbit/s be the rate of the server, with buffer capacity Bn equal
to 100 packets. We assume without loss of generality that a fixed portion of the
server at the network level, with service rate Rn and buffer space Bn, is entirely
dedicated to our incoming traffic; any background traffic will not be modeled
explicitly. This assumption simplifies the analysis and simulation as Tn is equal
to zero. In real setting, this amounts to considering a dedicated share of buffer
space and service rate.

5.2 Estimation of Arrival Parameters

The first step of our equation-based dynamic shaping algorithm is to estimate
the parameters of the incoming traffic into a Tspec format, i.e., peak rate p,
mean rate r and maximum burst size b for different observation windows of
size lN . In interval (Ii)i=1,...,N of length lN , as stated in Section 2.1, the peak
rate p is equal to the reciprocal of the minimum interarrival time Xmin and the
mean rate r is equal to the reciprocal of the average interarrival times Xave.
The complexity lies in the estimation of the maximum burst size b, an essential
parameter for a well-defined arrival envelope, performance bounds and shaping
issues.
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By definition, b corresponds to consecutive arrivals with interarrival times tend-
ing to zero as the traffic is observed in a mean phase. In our present work, we
observe the consecutive interarrivals of size equal to Xmin for every interval
(Ii)i=1,...,N of length lN and store the largest value of the corresponding packets
in b.

Estimation of mean rate r and peak rate p. Figures 9 and 10 shows the
average rate ri for intervals Ii of lengths equal to 300ms and 1s respectively. We
notice that for a given window size lN , rNi varies from one interval to the next
keeping the same behavior as the original traffic, i.e., incorporating correlation.
On the other hand, the family of (rNi )i=1,...,N behaves in the same way in different
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lengths lN of intervals (Ii)i=1,...,N , i.e., in many time scales. That means the
presence of self-similarity property in the sequence (rNi )i=1,...,N . Figures 9 and
10 shows two times scales (rNi )i=1,...,N behaviors : 300ms and 1s. The same
remarks remain valid for p.

Estimation of burst size b. For each window size lN , we have observed the
interarrival packets during the smallest mean rate ri. The sum of consecutive
interarrivals smaller or equal to the interarrival time within the corresponding
peak rate pi corresponds to the burst size. The obtained values for b vary from
85 packets for small window size lN to 60 for larger ones.

5.3 Non-constrained Performance

If no shaping is used at the access of the network, Figure 11 shows the probability
density function of the queue at the network level. For a no-loss performance,
this figure indicates to us that a buffer size of 55 packets is needed at the network
server. The maximum delay in the network level in this case is equal to 0.00268
sec.
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5.4 Buffer-Constrained Performance

In this case, let us assume that in fact, the buffer size Bc at the network level
cannot be as large as to hold 55 packets, i.e., if no shaping is used, there will
be some loss. Let Bc be large enough to hold 10 packets , a typical buffer size
in optical switches. To keep up with a non-loss performance, we need to operate
some shaping at the access of the network in order to meet the buffer constraint
Bc = 10. This brings us to the second step of our algorithm. Based on the
arrival Tspec and the service curve equations, we derive the shaping parameters
for every interval (Ii)i=1,...,N of length lN . For intervals of length lN = 100 ms,
Figure 12 shows the mean arrival rate ri versus shaping rate Rsh throughout the
duration of the connection (100 seconds).
We notice that ri and Rsh are inversely proportional; for every large values of ri,
i.e., high input rate, the value of Rsh is small, i.e., a severe shaping is needed to
accommodate the buffer constraint and the loss-free performance. The inverse
case is also true. The third step of the algorithm is to plug the equation-based
shaping parameters back into the simulation model. Figures 13 and 14 show the
probability density function of the buffer occupancy at the network level and
shaper, respectively, for different observation window lengths lN . The shaper
size is also derived from the equations and the largest value over all intervals is
used. This conservatism explains the fact that no loss is observed at the shaper.
The independence between the shaping queue PDF’s and the interval sizes lN s,
can be explained by the fact that the shaping rate Rsh is adaptive with respect
to the incoming traffic in order to meet the non-loss performance. Thus, for each
lN , Rsh varies in an inversely proportional way with the mean rate ri, keeping
the shaping queue behavior more or less the same.
The above figures and observation may actually suggest that self-similar traffic,
variable at different time scales, may exhibit the same type of variability at those
very time scales. If this turns out to be true, it may suggest that observing and
monitoring the traffic at small time intervals may be sufficient in constructing
and extrapolating its behaviour over larger time scales.

As of the network, we notice that the smallest interval lengths lN =
65 and 100 ms yield a non-loss performance. This is explained by the fact
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that at those interval lengths, we obtain higher precision for estimation of
arrival parameters and hence shaping parameters. For larger interval lengths,
lN = 200 and 300 and 1000 ms, some loss, on the order of 2.4 10−7, is observed.
This is explained by the fact that for small precision, the arrival parameters
are under-estimated. Put in the equations, they yield high shaping rates, or
equivalently, soft shaping. This in turn results in loss at the network level.

5.5 Delay-Constrained Performance

Let us assume that in fact, the tolerated maximum delay dc at the network level
cannot be as large as 0.0005 sec , i.e., if no shaping is used, there will be some
loss due to the delay being exceeded. Again, to ensure this performance, we need
to operate some shaping at the access of the network in order to meet the delay
constraint dc =0.0005 sec. We apply then the three steps of our equation-based
algorithm , as done for the buffer-constrained case.
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Figures 15 and 16 show the probability density function of the size of the
buffer at the network level and shaper, respectively, for different observation
window lengths lN . Table 1 illustrates the maximum delay values obtained by
simulation for different window lengths lN : 65ms, 100ms, 200ms, 300ms and 1s.
Again, we notice that the smallest interval lengths lN = 65 and 100 ms yield the
target maximum delay.

Table 1. Maximum delay at the network level for different window lengths lN : 65ms,
100ms, 200ms,300ms, 1s

window lengths lN 65ms 100ms 200ms 300ms 1s
maximum delay in 0.0004102 s 0.0004219 s 0.0005413 s 0.0005414 s 0.0005414 s

the network

For larger interval lengths, lN = 200 and 300 and 1000 ms, the maximum
values of the observed delay exceed the constraint. This is explained by the fact
that for small precision, the arrival parameters are under-estimated.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on self-similar traffic at the input of an optical node.
If this traffic is left as is, it cannot satisfy the buffer and/or delay constraint
at the network level, which may be very stringent in the optical case. In order
to meet those requirements, shaping is essential. In this work, we proposed an
equation-based dynamic shaping with three key steps: 1) estimation and fitting
of interval-wise incoming traffic into arrival curves, 2) solving into the service
curve approach for the shaping parameters in an adaptive manner and 3) fitting
the later back into the original model.
As of the first step of our algorithm, we notice that the input estimate repro-
duces the same self-similar, correlated nature of the original traffic. The shaping
parameters derived in step 2 are typically conservative owing to the determinis-
tic nature of the service curve. However, when put back into the original model,
i.e., step 3, they are shown to be numerically not very conservative. This may
be explained by the correlated nature of the original self-similar traffic.
Future work perspectives shall focus on the following issues. First, the conser-
vatism of the deterministic version of the service curve approach seem to be
less apparent in the presence of self-similar, LRD traffic, as shown by the small
loss at the network level. It may be wise to quantify to which extent self-similar
traffic reduces this conservatism. Second, optimal shaping relies on the trade-off
between buffer sizes at the shaper versus network. We intend to tackle this is-
sue by releasing the loss-free determinism at the shaper level where we can in
effect tolerate some loss. This can be achieved by more severe shaping action,
by decreasing the shaping rate Rsh, and hence reaching the buffer size limit.
This limit can actually be violated in controlled manner in order to tolerate a
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loss performance similar to that encountered at subsequent network elements.
This feature is desirable and more pragmatic as it is useless to operate a shaping
performance too perfect with respect to that of the optical network; after all,
what really counts to the user view is the end-to-end performance.
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Abstract. It is widely recognized that the maximum number of heavy-
tailed flows that can be admitted to a network link, while meeting QoS
targets, can be much lower than in the case of markovian flows. In
fact, the superposition of heavy-tailed flows shows long range depen-
dence (self-similarity), which has a detrimental impact on network per-
formance. In this paper, we show that long range dependence is signif-
icantly reduced when traffic is controlled by a Measurement-Based Ad-
mission Control (MBAC) algorithm. Our results appear to suggest that
MBAC is a value added tool to improve performance in the presence
of self-similar traffic, rather than a mere approximation for traditional
(parameter-based) admission control schemes.

1 Introduction

The experimental evidence that packet network traffic shows self-similarity1 was
first given in [1], where a thorough statistical study of large Ethernet traffic traces
was carried out. This paper stimulated the research community to explore the
various taste of self-similarity. This phenomenon has been observed in wide area
Internet traffic and many causes that contribute to self-similarity for both TCP
and UDP traffic aggregates have been now more fully understood [2,3,4,5].

In this paper, we focus our attention on traffic generated by sources non-
reactive to network congestion (e.g. real-time multimedia streams). The traffic
aggregate offered to a network link results from the superposition of several
individual flows. It has been proven [6] that self-similarity or Long Range De-
pendence (LRD) arises when individual flows have heavy-tailed2 periods of ac-
tivity/inactivity. This result is valid asymptotically as the number of sources
increases.

We are interested in the practical implications of self-similarity on the design
of Call Admission Control (CAC) schemes. In this paper we assume, for conve-
nience, a traffic scenario composed of homogeneous flows. In these conditions, a
� This research is supported by European Community and MIUR in the frame of the
Pollens project (ITEA, if00011a).

1 In this paper we use the terms self-similarity and long range dependence in an
interchangeable fashion, because we refer to asymptotic second order self-similarity
(for details [7]).

2 A random variable is said to be “heavy-tailed” when its cumulative distribution
function converges to F (t) ∼ 1− at−c, as t → ∞ with 1 < c < 2, being a a constant.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 327–339, 2002.
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traditional (parameter-based) CAC rule simply checks that the number of ad-
mitted flows never exceeds a maximum threshold Nt. This threshold is selected
so that target Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g. loss ratio, delay per-
centiles, etc.) are met. In what follows we refer to this CAC scheme as MAXC
(Maximum number of Calls).

A large amount of work (see [7]) has shown that self-similarity has a detri-
mental impact on network performance. For the same link capacity and buffer
size scenario, the Quality of Service (i.e. loss/delay performance) experienced
by LRD traffic results worse than that experienced by Short Range Dependent
(SRD) traffic, e.g. modelled as Markov processes. The straightforward interpre-
tation of these results, in terms of traditional CAC, is that self-similarity is a key
factor which reduces the maximum number Nt of flows that can be admitted.

We argue that the above interpretation is questionable, as it does not account
for recent progress in admission control schemes, and specifically the emergence
and increasing popularity of Measurement-Based Admission Control (MBAC)
approaches [8,9,10,11]. Unlike traditional CAC methods, which rely on a-priori
knowledge of the statistical characterization of the offered traffic, MBAC algo-
rithms base the decision whether to accept or reject an incoming call on run-time
measurements on the traffic aggregate process.

The aim of this paper is to present results which show that MBAC approaches
appear capable of smoothing the self-similarity of the accepted traffic aggregate.
In this sense, MBAC approaches are not merely “approximations” of ideal CAC
schemes in situations where the statistical traffic source characterization is not
fully known. On the contrary, this paper shows that MBAC schemes are an
effective and important way to cope with the high variability of LRD traffic,
and their adoption leads to significant performance advantages with respect to
traditional CAC schemes (refer to [11] for an initial insight on the performance
advantages of MBAC in an LRD traffic scenario).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe
the MBAC principles and we discuss the important role of MBAC in the presence
of self-similar traffic. The specific MBAC algorithm adopted and the methods to
evaluate self-similarity are described in section 3. Numerical results are presented
and discussed in section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2 Measurement Based Admission Control

It is frequently assumed that the ultimate MBAC goal is to reach the “ideal”
performance of a parameter-based CAC scheme. In fact, MBAC schemes are
traditionally meant to approximate the operation of a parameter-based CAC.
They cannot rely on the detailed a-priori knowledge of the statistical traffic
characteristics, as this information is not easy supplied in an appropriate and
useful form by the network customer. Therefore, their admission control decisions
are based on an estimate of the network load obtained via a measurement process
that runs on the accepted traffic aggregate.
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Fig. 1. Traditional Admission Control operation
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Fig. 2. Measurement-Based Admission Control operation

However, a closer look at the basic principles underlying MBAC suggests
that, in particular traffic conditions, these schemes might outperform traditional
parameter-based CAC approaches. An initial insight into the performance ben-
efits of MBAC versus parameter-based algorithms in an LRD traffic scenario is
given in [11]. In this paper, we present additional results that confirm the supe-
riority of MBAC and we justify them showing that MBAC algorithms are able
to reduce the self-similarity of the traffic aggregate generated by the admitted
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heavy-tailed sources. In other words, we argue that MBAC schemes are not just
“approximations” of parameter-based CAC, but they are in principle superior
to traditional CAC schemes when self-similarity comes into play.

An intuitive justification can be drawn by looking at the simulation traces
presented in figures 1 and 2 (simulation details are described in section 3). Each
figure reports two selected 200 s simulation samples, which for convenience have
been placed adjacently. The y-axis represents the normalized link utilization.
The figures report: i) the number of accommodated calls normalized with respect
to the link capacity; ii) the instantaneous link load, for graphical convenience
averaged over a 1 s time window, and iii) the smoothed link load, as measured
by the autoregressive filter adopted in the MBAC, whose time constant is of the
order of 10 seconds.

Figure 1 reports results for a parameter-based CAC scheme (MAXC). Ac-
cording to this scheme, a new flow is accepted only if the number of already
admitted flows is lower than a maximum threshold Nt. In the simulation run Nt

was set to 129, which corresponds to a target link utilization of about 88%, and
a very high offered load (650%) was adopted. As a consequence, the number of
flows admitted to the link sticks, in practice, to the upper limit.

The leftmost 200 simulation seconds, represented in Figure 1, show that,
owing to LRD of the accepted traffic, the load offered by the admitted sources
is consistently well above the nominal average load. Traffic bursts even greater
than the link capacity are very frequent. On the other hand, as shown by the
rightmost 200 seconds, there are long periods of time in which the system re-
mains under-utilized. The criticality of self-similarity lies in the fact that the
described situation occurs at time scales, e.g. the one shown in the figure, which
dramatically affect the loss/delay performance.

A very different situation occurs for MBAC schemes. Figure 2 reports results
for the simple MBAC scheme described in section 3.2. In this case, new calls
are blocked as long as the offered-load measurement is higher than 89% (the
values 129 in MAXC and 89% in MBAC were selected so that the resulting
average throughputs were the same). In this case, we see from both leftmost and
rightmost plots that the offered-load measurement fluctuates slightly around
the threshold. However, long term traffic bursts are dynamically compensated
by a significant decrease of the number of admitted calls (leftmost plot). The
opposite situation occurs when the admitted calls persistently emit under their
nominal average rate: indeed the rightmost plot shows that in these periods the
number of admitted calls significantly increases. This “compensation” capability
of MBAC schemes leads us to conclude that MBAC is well-suited to operating
in LRD traffic conditions: the quantitative analysis carried out in section 4, in
fact, confirms this insight.

3 The Simulation Scenario

To obtain simulation results, we have developed a C++ event-driven simulator.
A batch simulation approach was adopted. The simulation time is divided into
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101 intervals, each lasting 300 simulated minutes, and results collected in the
first “warm-up” time interval are discarded.

As in many other admission control works [10,11], the network model consists
of a single bottleneck link. The reason is that the basic performance aspects of
MBAC are most easily revealed in this simple network configuration rather than
in a multi-link scenario. The link capacity was set equal to 2 Mbps, and an infinite
buffer size was considered. Thus, QoS is characterized by the delay (average and
99th delay percentiles) experienced by data packets rather than packet loss as
in [11]. The rationale for using delay instead of loss is threefold. Firstly, loss
performance depends on the buffer size adopted in the simulation runs, while
delay performance does not require a choice of buffer size (we have actually used
infinite buffer size). Secondly, the loss performance magnitude may be easily
inferred, for a given buffer size, from the analysis of the distribution of the
delay, which can be well summarized via selected delay percentiles. Thirdly, and
most importantly, a limited buffer size acts as a smoothing mechanism for traffic
bursts. Large packet losses, occurring during severe and persistent traffic bursts
(as that expected for self-similar traffic), have a beneficial congestion control
effect on the system performance. Conversely, in a very large buffer scenario, the
system is forced to keep memory of non-smoothed traffic bursts and therefore
performance is further degraded in the presence of high traffic variability3.

As our performance figures, we evaluated link utilization (throughput) and
delay distribution, summarized, for convenience of presentation, by the average
and 99th delay percentile. The 95% confidence intervals have been evaluated. In
all cases, throughput results show a confidence interval always lower than 0.3%.
Instead, despite the very long simulation time, higher confidence intervals occur
for 99th delay percentile results: less than 5% for MBAC results, and as much
as 25% for MAXC results (this is an obvious consequence of the self-similarity
of the MAXC traffic aggregate).

3.1 Traffic Sources

For simplicity, we have considered a scenario composed of homogeneous flows.
Each traffic source is modelled as an ON/OFF source. While in the ON state,
a source transmits 1000 bit fixed size packets at a Peak Constant Rate (PCR)
randomly generated in the small interval 31 to 33 Kbps (to avoid source syn-
chronization effects at the packet level). Conversely, while in the OFF state, it
remains idle. The mean value of the ON and OFF periods were set, respectively,
3 Specifically, this justifies the very different performance results we obtain in high
utilization conditions when compared with the loss-utilization performance frontier
presented in [11] for LRD sources. In that paper, unlike our results presented in
figure 4, it appears that performance of MBAC schemes tend to converge to the per-
formance of traditional CAC schemes - i.e. the MAXC algorithm - as the utilization
increases. A theoretical justification for this behavior can be found in [16], where
the authors derive a formula to estimate the “correlation horizon” (which results
to scale in linear proportion to the buffer size), beyond which the impact on loss
performance of the correlation in the arrival process becomes nil.
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equal to 1 s and 1.35 s (Brady model for voice traffic). This results in an average
source rate r = 0.4255 ·E[PCR] ≈ 13.6 Kbps. ON and OFF periods were drawn
from two Pareto distributions with the same shaping parameter c = 1.5 (so they
exhibit heavy-tails).

Simulation experiments were obtained in a dynamic scenario consisting of
randomly arriving flows. Each flow requests service from the network, and the
decision whether to admit or reject the flow is taken by the specific simulated
admission control algorithm. A rejected flow departs from the network without
sending any data, and does not retry its service request again. The duration of
an accepted flow is taken from a lognormal distribution [12] with mean 300 s
and standard deviation 676 s (we adopted unitary variance for the corresponding
normal distribution as reported in [12]), but call duration is extended to the end
of the last ON or OFF period. Because of this, the real call-lifetime exhibits
longer mean (320 s) and infinite variance. If the last burst were cut off, the
process variance would become finite.

The flow arrival process is Poisson with arrival rate λ calls per second. For
convenience, we refer to the normalized offered load ρ = λ·r ·Thold/Clink, being r
the mean source rate, Thold the average call duration and Clink the link capacity.

3.2 Measurement-Based Admission Control Algorithm

Rather than using complex MBAC proposals, we have implemented a very basic
MBAC approach. The rationale for the choice of a very simple MBAC scheme is
twofold. Firstly, it has been shown [11] that different MBAC schemes behave very
similarly in terms of throughput/loss performance. It appears that the length of
the averaging periods and the way in which new flows are taken into account, are
much more important than the specific admission criteria. Secondly, and more
importantly, our goal is to show that the introduction of measurement in the
admission control decision is the key to obtain performance advantages versus the
MAXC approach, rather than the careful design of the MBAC algorithm. In this
perspective the simpler the MBAC scheme is, the more general the conclusions
are.

The specific MBAC implementation is described as follows. A discrete time
scale is adopted, with sample time T = 100 ms. Let X(k) be the load, in bits/sec,
entering the link buffer during the time slot k, and let B(k) be a running band-
width estimate, smoothed by a simple first order autoregressive filter

B(k) = αB(k − 1) + (1 − α)X(k)

We chose α = 0.99, corresponding to about 10 s time constant in the filter
memory.

Consider now a call requesting admission during the slot k + 1. The call is
admitted if the estimated bandwidth B(k) is less than a predetermined percent-
age of the link bandwidth. By tuning this percentage, performance figures can
be obtained for various accepted load conditions.

An additional well-known issue in MBAC algorithm design [9] is that, when
a new flow is admitted, the slow responsiveness of the load estimate will not
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immediately reflect the presence of the new flow. A solution to prevent this
performance-impairing situation is to artificially increase the load estimate to
account for the new flow. In our implementation, the actual bandwidth estimate
B(k) is updated by adding the average rate of the flow (i.e. B(k) := B(k) + r).

3.3 Statistical Analysis of Self-Similarity

The Hurst parameter H is able to quantify the self-similarity of the accepted
traffic aggregate. For a wide range of stochastic processes H = 0.5 corresponds
to uncorrelated observations, H > 0.5 to LRD processes and H < 0.5 to SRD
processes.

In order to evaluate H, we used the well known three methods described be-
low. All methods receive in input a realization X(i) of the discrete-time stochas-
tic process representing the load offered, during a 100 ms time window, to the
link buffer by the accepted traffic aggregate. The methods adopted are:

1. Aggregate Variance [13]. The original series X(i) is divided into blocks of
size m and the aggregated series X(m)(k) is calculated as

X(m)(k) =
1
m

km∑
i=(k−1)m+1

X(i) k = 1, 2, . . .

The sample variance of X(m)(k) is an estimator of V ar
(
X(m)

)
; asymptoti-

cally:

V ar
(
X(m)

)
∼ V ar(X)

m2(1−H)

2. Rescaled Adjusted Range (R/S) [13]. For a time seriesX(i), with partial
sum Y (n) =

∑n
i=1X(i), and sample variance S2(n), the R/S statistics or

the rescaled adjusted range, is given by:

R

S
(n) =

1
S(n)

[
max
0≤p≤n

(
Y (p) − p

n
Y (n)

)
− min

0≤p≤n

(
Y (p) − p

n
Y (n)

)]

Asymptotically:

E

{
R

S
(n)

}
∼ CnH

3. Wavelet Estimator [14] (see [15] for a freely distributed Matlab imple-
mentation). We recall that the spectrum of an LRD process X(t) exhibits
power-law divergence at the originWX(f) ∼ cf |f |(1−2H). The method recov-
ers the power-law exponent 1− 2H and the coefficient cf turning to account
the following relation

E
{
d2X(j, l)

}
= 2j(1−2H)cfC

where dX(j, l) =< X,ψl,j > are the coefficients of the discrete wavelet trans-
form of the signal X(t), i.e. its projections on the basis functions ψl,j , con-
structed by the mother wavelet through scaling and translation (2j and l are
respectively the scaling and the translation factor).
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Fig. 3. Link utilization vs offered load

A common problem is to determine over which scales LRD property exists,
or equivalently the alignment region in the logscale diagrams. Using the fit test
of the matlab tool [15] we determined for our traces the range from 2000 s -11th
octave- to 250000 s -18th octave- (the two last octaves were discarded because
there were too few values). All the three methods were applied over this scale.

4 Performance Evaluation

A problem arising in the comparison of different CAC schemes is the definition
of a throughput/performance operational trade-off. In general, CAC schemes
have some tunable parameters that allow the network operator to set a suitable
utilization target and a consequent QoS provisioning. For example, in the case
of the ideal MAXC algorithm, a higher setting of the threshold value results
in an increased system throughput, at the expense of delay performance. By
adjusting these parameters, CAC rules can be designed to be more aggressive or
conservative with regard to the number of flows admitted.

Results presented in figure 3 were obtained by setting the MAXC and MBAC
tuning parameters so that a target 90% link-utilization performance is achieved
in overload conditions. The figure compares the throughput/delay performance
(99th delay percentiles, measured in ms, are numerically reported) of MBAC
and MAXC, versus the normalized offered load. Minor differences can be noted
in the capability of the considered schemes to achieve the performance target (as
expected, MAXC converges faster than MBAC to the utilization target). A much
more interesting result is the significantly lower MBAC 99th delay performance
versus the MAXC one.
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It is restrictive to limit the investigation to a single level of performance,
but it is preferable to compare different CAC schemes for a wide range of link
utilization targets (and, correspondingly, QoS performance), obtained by varying
the CAC threshold parameters. Unless otherwise specified, all results presented
in what follows are obtained in large overload conditions (650% offered load).

Rather than varying the offered load, figure 4 compares MBAC and MAXC
by plotting their QoS performance versus the link utilization (following [11], the
QoS versus utilization curve is called Performance Frontier). Specifically, the
figure reports the delay/utilization performance frontiers of MAXC and MBAC.
Both average and 99th delay percentiles are compared. The figure shows that
the performance improvement provided by MBAC is remarkable, especially for
large link utilization.

We argue that the performance enhancement of MBAC over MAXC is due
to the beneficial effect of MBAC in reducing the self-similarity of the accepted
traffic aggregate. To quantify this statement, tables 1 and 2 report the Hurst-
parameter estimates obtained with the three methods described in section 3.3,
along with the corresponding CAC settings (maximum call number for MAXC;
link utilization threshold for MBAC), and the achieved link utilization4. We see
that the methods provide congruent estimates. Results are impressive, and show
4 As we said, these results were obtained with an offered load equal to 650%. It may be
remarked that the different results of MBAC and MAXC in shaping traffic reduce in
lighter load conditions, and vanish for very low offered loads (when neither MBAC
nor MAXC enforce call rejections). By the way, in this situation, traffic self-similarity
is irrelevant in terms of performance, as traffic QoS requirements are met. Additional
results, not presented here due to space constraints, show that MBAC capability to
reduce self-similarity becomes evident as soon as the offered load approaches the
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Table 1. Hurst-parameter estimate for
MAXC controlled traffic

MAXC
Thresh Thrput Hurst Hurst Hurst
(calls) % Variance R/S Wavelet
105 71.8 0.73 0.79 0.78
110 74.7 0.77 0.78 0.76
115 78.3 0.74 0.78 0.80
120 81.5 0.73 0.79 0.76
125 84.5 0.71 0.79 0.75
127 86.8 0.77 0.77 0.75
130 88.7 0.78 0.76 0.75
132 90.3 0.68 0.73 0.75
135 91.7 0.72 0.72 0.77
137 93.4 0.71 0.77 0.76
140 94.7 0.78 0.80 0.74

Table 2. Hurst-parameter estimate for
MBAC controlled traffic

MBAC
Thresh Thrput Hurst Hurst Hurst
(util%) % variance R/S Wavelet
70 69.1 0.55 0.48 0.55
74 73.0 0.60 0.55 0.57
78 76.9 0.58 0.54 0.58
82 80.8 0.56 0.50 0.58
86 84.6 0.55 0.51 0.60
88 86.6 0.52 0.49 0.53
90 88.5 0.60 0.52 0.57
92 90.4 0.54 0.52 0.56
94 92.4 0.51 0.46 0.56
96 94.3 0.58 0.52 0.58
98 96.2 0.58 0.53 0.57

that the Hurst parameter decreases from about 0.75, in the case of MAXC, to
about 0.5 for MBAC. It is interesting to note that 0.75 is the Hurst-parameter
value theoretically calculated in [6] when a flow has heavy-tailed periods of activ-
ity/inactivity with a shaping parameter c = 1.5 (the formula is H = (3 − c)/2).
In conclusion, table 2 quantitatively supports our thesis that self-similarity is a
marginal phenomenon for MBAC controlled traffic (the achieved Hurst param-
eter is very close to 0.5, which represents SRD traffic).

To quantify the time behavior of the two MAXC and MBAC traffic-aggregate
time series, figure 5 reports a log-log plot of the aggregate variance, computed
as described in section 3.3. While the two curves exhibit similar behavior for
small values of the aggregation scale, the asymptotic slope of the MAXC plot
is very different from the MBAC one. We recall that the asymptotic slope β
is related to the Hurst parameter by β = 2H − 2. The lines corresponding to
H = 0.50,H = 0.55,H = 0.75 andH = 0.80 are plotted in the figure as reference
comparison. Note that the figure 5 appears to suggest that the MBAC-controlled
traffic is not self-similar (Hurst parameter close to 0.5).

Similar considerations can be drawn, with greater evidence, by looking at
figure 6, which reports a log-log plot of the estimated squared wavelet coefficients
d2x(j, l) versus the basis-function time scale. The figure shows that, for large time
scales, the MBAC-controlled traffic plot tends to lay on a horizontal line (the
asymptotic slope γ is related to the Hurst parameter by γ = 1 − 2H, and thus
a horizontal line corresponds to H = 0.50, the H = 0.80 case is also plotted in
the figure as reference comparison).

Finally, figures 5 and 6 show that the MBAC curve departs from the MAXC
curve at a time scale of the order of about 100 seconds. Although a thorough

target utilization threshold, and Hurst-parameter values reach those presented in
table 2 as soon as the offered load becomes 10-20% greater than this target.
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understanding of the emergence of such a specific time scale is outside the scope
of the present paper, we suggest that it might have a close relationship with the
concept of “critical time scale” outlined in [10].
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5 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper appear to suggest that the traffic aggregate
resulting from the superposition of Measurement-Based Admission Controlled
flows shows a very marginal long range dependence. This is not the case for
traffic controlled by a traditional parameter-based admission control scheme.

We feel that there are two important practical implications of our study.
Firstly, our study support the thesis that MBAC is not just an approximation of
traditional CAC schemes, useful when the statistical pattern of the offered traffic
is uncertain. On the contrary, we view MBAC as a value-added traffic engineering
tool that allows a significant increase in network performance when offered traffic
shows long range dependence. Secondly, provided that the network is ultimately
expected to offer an admission control function, which we recommend should be
implemented via MBAC, our results seem to question the practical significance
of long range dependence, the widespread usage of self-similar models in traffic
engineering, and the consequent network oversizing.
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Abstract. The CMPP (Circulant Modulated Poisson Process) modeling
approach represents an appealing solution since it provides the integration of
traffic measurement and modeling. At the same time, it maintains the
Markovian hypothesis that permits analytical transient and steady-state analyses
of queueing systems using efficient algorithms. These relevant features of
CMPP approach has driven us to analyze in more details the fitting procedure
when it is applied to actual broadband traffic. In the paper, investigating the
estimation algorithm of model parameters, we emphasize the difficulty of
CMPP in capturing the upper tail of marginal distribution of actual data, which
leads to an optimistic evaluation of network performance. As shown in the
paper, a simple relation exists between the number of significant eigenvalues
obtained by the spectral decomposition and the peak rate that the CMPP
structure is able to capture. The relation evidences the difficulties of CMPP to
model actual traffic, characterized by long tailed distribution, as well as traffic
data with the well accepted hypothesis of gaussian marginal.

1. Introduction

The CMPP approach for modeling arrivals process by means of a circulant modulated
Poisson process, provides a technique for integration of traffic measurement and
modeling [10], maintaining, at the same time, the Markovian hypothesis that permits
analytical transient and steady-state studies of queueing systems using efficient
algorithms [9]. The developed modeling theory has permitted to study the impact of
power spectrum, bispectrum, trispectrum, and marginal distribution of the input
process on queueing behavior and loss rate. These studies have highlighted the key
role played on the queueing performance by the marginal distribution, especially in the
low frequencies region [8]. The technique for the construction of a CMPP that
matches marginal distribution and autocorrelation function of the observed process has
been presented in [2,9], where the authors showed simulation results with measured
traffic data to prove the goodness of this approach. In this paper, further analysis of
CMPP fitting procedure will be presented, highlighting a limitation of the mentioned
algorithm in matching accuracy for the marginal distribution of observed rate process.
Moreover, the presented study determines the maximum peak rate captured by the
CMPP model once the spectrum has been matched and emphasizes the necessity of a
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CMPP structure containing a large number of effective eigenvalues to adequately
capture even the light tail of a gaussian function, usually accepted as realistic for
traffic distribution in the core network [1]. The relevance of these considerations is
related to the impact of the marginal distribution tail of input traffic on queueing
behaviour. Indeed, as shown in the numerical analysis Section, optimistic performance
are estimated when the peak rate is not matched. On the other hand, the actual traffic
rate has a marginal distribution that in some cases exhibits a tail heavier than Gaussian
[3,5]; under such condition, the CMPP models result inadequate to estimate realistic
queueing performance. Lastly, some advice to overcome the exposed limitation are
briefly introduced.

2. Background on CMPP

The fitting procedure of a CMPP model mainly consists of three steps [9], which are
briefly summarized in this section. In the first step, the autocorrelation function of the
observed rate process is estimated and then matched by a sum of exponentials (with
complex parameters λk) weighted by real and strictly positive power coefficients ψk.
This matching is a non-linear problem and cannot be solved directly. An approximate,
but quite accurate, solution is obtained by using the Prony algorithm [6] to express the
autocorrelation function in terms of complex exponentials with complex coefficients,
and then satisfying the constraints on the ψk’s (which must be real and strictly
positive) by matching the power spectral density (PSD) using the nonnegative least
square (NNLS) method.

The second step aims to design the transition frequencies matrix Q  of the

underlying modulant continuous time Markov chain. In order to fit the PSD of the

modeled process, the eigenvalues of Q  must contain all the λk’s obtained in the

previous step; the use of a circulant matrix permits to solve the inverse eigenvalues
problem. An efficient procedure to solve this problem is the Index Search Algorithm
(ISA), presented in [1].

The last step is then the estimation of a vector γ associated to the Poissonian
generation of arrivals in each state of the modulating Markov chain, such that the
model matches the cumulative distribution function (CDF), F(x), of the observed rate
process. In more details, the fitting procedure starts considering that the
autocorrelation function of a CMPP model with N states is expressed by the following:

( )τλψψτ ⋅⋅+= ∑
−

=
l

N

l
lCMPPR exp)(

1

1
0 (2.1)

with positive real ψl's. The Fourier transform of (2.1) can be expressed by:

( ) ( ) ( )∑
−

=
⋅+⋅⋅⋅=

1

1
02

N

l
llCMPP bS ωψωδψπω (2.2)
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where ( ) ( )[ ]
22

2
exp

l

l
llb

λω
λτλω

+
⋅−

=⋅= F , and ( )∫
∞

∞−
= 1ωω dbl ; hence, the ψl’s

represent the power associated to each λl. The λl’s are the eigenvalues of the transition
matrix, which must include all the “effective” ones that derive by the exponential
decomposition of R(τ), the autocorrelation function of the measured rate process.
Using the Prony method, the estimated R(τ) can be written as

( )∑
=

⋅⋅≅
p

k
kPkPR

0
,, exp)( τλψτ  . (2.3)

The presence of a constant term in RCMPP (τ) requires 0,Pλ  to be imposed equal to

zero, and consequently 0,0 Pψψ = : this is simply obtained applying the Prony method

to the autocovariance function ( ) ( ) 2γττ −= RC  (γ  is the mean value of the observed

traffic rate), since ( ) 2γτ →∞→R , and from (2.3) 0,Pψ = γ 2. After the NNLS

matching, the expression (2.3) remains substantially unchanged and can be rewritten
as

( )∑
=

⋅⋅+≅
p

k
kPkPPR

1
,,0, exp)( τλψψτ (2.4)

being aware that p, the kP,ψ ’s and the kP,λ ’s may not be the same as those of (2.3)

(they surely will not be in the case of complex eigenvalues). The order p of the
exponential decomposition may be much less than the order N of the model, and thus
in the construction of the transition matrix only few lλ ’s will be imposed equal to the

kP,λ ’s. Indicating with i the vector of indices (of dimension p) such that [ ] kPki ,λλ = ,

the relation [ ] kPki ,ψψ = consequently holds. On the other hand, in order to obtain

( ) ( )ττ RRCMPP ≅ , all the other lψ ’s will be imposed equal to zero.

After having determined the transition matrix Q  (note that many solutions are

possible for each set of eigenvalues, since the order N of the matrix is higher than the
number p of desired eigenvalues), the third step, i.e. the design of the rate vector γ
such that ( ) ( )xFxFCMPP ≅ , involves the minimisation of the distance between

( )xFCMPP  and ( )xF , which is obtained by using the Nelder-Mead Simplex Search

method. Since ( )xFCMPP  is a piecewise step function, which jumps by 1/N at each

value iγ  in γ , the task is to determine the optimal vector γ  which minimises the

quantity

∑
−

=
−

1

0
’

N

i
ii γγ (2.5)

where γ  is obtained by the quantization of ( )xF  in levels, whose amplitude is 1/N.
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Defining ( )iii jϑψβ exp⋅= , i=0,1,…,N-1, the vector [ ]110 ,...,, −= Nββββ
represents the Discrete Fourier Transform of γ , and its Inverse can be expanded as
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1
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 −⋅⋅⋅−⋅+=
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l
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li
j ϑπψγγ  , for i=0,1,2,…,N-1

where the expression of βl has been substituted.

In order to obtain real γi, β must exhibit the Hermitian property (i.e. *
llN ββ =− ,

which corresponds to llN ψψ =−  and llN ϑϑ −=− ). Indeed, if β does not satisfy the

Hermitian property, its Inverse Finite Fourier Transform γ cannot be real. Under the
condition of Hermitianity on β, the above relation assumes the following expression

 
2

cos
1

1
∑
−

=





 −⋅⋅⋅⋅+=

N

l
lli N

li ϑπψγγ  , for i=0,1,2,…,N-1 (2.6)

that permits to estimate γ by applying the Nelder-Meade Simplex Search method to
(2.5) as a function of ϑ . The Hermitian conditions on βl are automatically satisfied

for those power coefficients related to conjugated complex pairs of eigenvalues, but
cannot stand for real ones, since only one ψl is associated to each of them. To
overcome this problem, each real eigenvalue needs to be considered twice. In order to
maintain the same correlation structure (or equivalently the same PSD), the
corresponding power coefficients will be assumed equal to half of the original ψl’s.

3. Analysis of Fitting Procedure

The investigation presented in this work involves the last step of the fitting procedure
and evidences a relevant limitation on the tail behavior of the marginal distribution of
CMPP models. This limitation may considerably affect the evaluation of queueing
performance of actual traffic, leading to an underestimation of network resources
needed to guarantee the target QoS expressed in terms of loss probability.

The first observation on the fitting procedure is that, putting τ=0 in (2.4), the
variance σ2 of the rate process can be expressed as the sum of the lψ  for l=1, 2, …, N-

1. On the other hand, the maximum theoretical rate achievable by the model is derived
by (2.6) putting all the cosines equal to +1. In this case, a second relation involving

lψ ’s can be simply obtained:

∑
−

=
=−

1

1

N

l
lMAX ψγγ  . (3.1)

The maximum rate deviation from the mean value is then limited by (3.1), under

the constraint 21
1

σψ =∑ −
=

N

l l . As we stated before, only the p lψ ’s associated to the

effective eigenvalues are non zero. Among these p power coefficients, some are
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related to real λl, hence each of them needs to be split into two terms with halved
magnitude. Therefore, the resulting set of couples (λl, lψ ) after this operation consists

of q elements, with p ≤ q << N. In the remaining of the paper, we will refer to (λl, lψ )

as elements of this set; consequently if λl∈ℜ ⇒ ∃ λN-l =λl and lN −ψ = lψ , with lψ
equal to half of the original power coefficient obtained by NNLS algorithm. Thus
relation (3.1) can be rewritten as

[ ]∑
=

=−
q

k
kiMAX

1

ψγγ (3.2)

where i is now a vector of indices of dimension q.
In most actual cases, the measured peak rate is quite higher than the mean value

and then, in order to capture the long tailed behavior of the rate distribution, the sum
in equation (3.2) should be as large as possible. The problem of maximizing (3.2) with

the constraint 2
1 ][ σψ =∑ =

q

k ki  can be easily solved using the Lagrange-Multipliers

method, leading to the solution

qki
2

][ σψ =  . (3.3)

Consequently

{ } [ ]∑
=

⋅≅=−
q

k
kiMAX q

1

max σψγγ
ψ

(3.4)

holds.
This equation represents the intrinsic limitation of CMPP in terms of maximum

achievable rate as a function of the number q of effective eigenvalues, in the
hypothesis of evenly distributed power coefficients. Considering that the distribution

of the amplitudes of the dominant iψ ’s will hardly be like (3.3), the MAXγ  value

obtained from the above relation represents only an upper bound, actually difficult to
reach. However, (3.4) gives an indication on the minimum number of exponentials
required to reach a target peak rate, fixed the variance and the mean value of the
observed rate process. As an example, suppose that the observed process presents a

gaussian marginal distribution with mean x  and variance 2σ ; hence, the CDF is

( ) 





 −−=

σ
xx

QxF 1  where ( ) ∫
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−=

y
dx

x
yQ

2
exp

2

1 2

π (3.5)

Using a 500 state CMPP to model this rate process, the CDF results divided in
intervals whose heights are 1/500=2⋅10-3 (the high number of states has been chosen in
order to obtain a fine quantization of CDF). The maximum level of the quantized CDF
is then limited to the value 0.998, corresponding to ( ) σxx −  equal to 3.09. The
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comparison of this relation with (3.4) leads to q=3.092≅9.55. Therefore, the original
autocovariance should be decomposed in, at least, 10 exponentials; more likely they

will not be sufficient, since the assumption that all power coefficients iψ ’s are of

equal magnitude is not easily verified. Indeed, a more realistic scenario is that few

iψ ’s (around 6 or 8, as supported by the analysis in the Numerical Section) will be

dominant with respect to the others and consequently the reproduced peak rate will be

such that σγγ ⋅=− 6MAX , in correspondence of whom the original CDF will

assume the value ( ) 993.061 ≅− Q . Hence, the tail of the model will be shorter than

the one of the observed rate process. The relevance of this drawback can be pointed
out envisaging that, especially for traffic whose power spectrum is concentrated in the
lower region of the frequencies [7] (this assumption is supported by the self similar
nature highlighted by the recent modeling results based on the analysis of acquired
traffic data [11]), the tail of the marginal distribution has a deep impact on the network
resources required to guarantee a target loss probability.

Note that from (2.6) [ ]∑
=

=−
q

k
kiMIN

1

ψγγ  can also be derived, which, together

with (3.2), implies the following general relation

[ ]∑
=

=−
q

k
kiMAX

1

ψγγ  . (3.6)

4. Numerical Results

To test the relevance of the presented analysis, we consider two sets of simulations:
the first one is carried out applying the CMPP fitting procedure on synthetic data with
a well defined and known spectral decomposition, whereas the second one refers to
actual traffic data. In the first simulation scenario, we have generated two traces
having the same mean value, variance and power spectrum, differing only by their
probability density functions (one is gaussian and the other one is triangular). The
values of the mean and the variance of the data (γ =4500 cells per second, σ2=106

cps2) have been chosen in order to obtain a negligible probability of having negative
values in the gaussian rate trace. In order to build the CMPP models of the two traces,
we have first decomposed the autocovariance functions into a sum of complex
exponentials. Then, applying the NNLS algorithm, only the three couples of
eigenvalues shown in Table 1.(a) (here and in the remaining of the paper, the “**”
reminds that the real eigenvalue is considered twice and that the corresponding ψ has
been already halved in magnitude, according to the procedure described in the
previous sections) have turned out to be associated to power coefficients ψ different
from zero (note that ∑i iψ  equals the imposed variance σ2).
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Table 1. Eigenvalues with non-zero power coefficient deriving from the NNLS algorithm:
(a) Synthetic Gaussian trace; (b) trace “Videoconference”; (c) trace “October89”

According to (3.6), the maximum deviation achievable using this set of eigenvalues
is equal to

2367≅=− ∑ ψγγ
MAX

 cps . (4.1)

The obtained value is quite close to the limit 24506 ≅⋅σ  cps, since the power
coefficient magnitudes have a quasi-uniform distribution.

Two CMPP models have been built from these eigenvalues to match the two
different CDFs. The MAXγ ’s for the two models have resulted equal to 6660 cps and

6500 cps for the triangular and the gaussian hypothesis, respectively. These limits do
not consider the exponential and I.I.D. generation of arrivals (Poissonian
microdynamics) in each state of the CMPP model, which affects the upper tails of
marginal distributions, as well as the peak rates of generated traces. In particular, the
latter ones are higher than the respective MAXγ ’s, (see the third column of Table 2,

which summarizes the main statistics of the analyzed data traffic and of the related
traces generated by the corresponding CMPP models). The results of the fittings in
terms of PSD and complementary probability (CP) of the generated traces in the
gaussian hypothesis are shown in Fig. 1. The excellent matching of the PSD is not
accompanied by an equivalently good fitting of the distribution function. This
mismatch is not easily revealed by the CDF’s comparison, hence a CP plot is always
required to appreciate possible differences in the upper tails. In the triangular case, we
observed good fitting results for both PSD and CP plots, but we do not report the
relative figures here for sake of simplicity.

In order to estimate the errors in the evaluation of queueing performance introduced
by the mismatching of the CDF tail, we have analyzed the results obtained by means
of discrete-event simulations. The simulations have been carried out feeding a FCFS
G/D/1/K queueing system with the four traces; in the remaining of the paper we will
indicate with µ the servant constant cell rate. The size K of the buffer has been fixed
equal to 250 cells, corresponding to a maximum delay introduced by the queue,
variable with the normalized offered load, around 50msec. The traffic is completely
contained in the LF and the MF region of the queue [7]. Therefore, no further filtering
of traffic is possible without losing a portion of its spectrum, i.e. MF components,
which would affect the queueing performance evaluation. The results are shown in the
last two columns of Table 4 and emphasize as the reduced peak of the trace related to
the gaussian case leads to a slightly optimistic resources allocation (nearly 6%). It is
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important to highlight that the CMPP designs have been repeated using different
values for N, ranging from 200 to 500, but no appreciable difference has been noticed.

In the second set of simulations, two real traffic traces have been considered: the
two data sets are related to a videoconference service and a LAN traffic trace. The
description of the characteristics of the videoconference traffic data are described in
[4], whereas the second trace is the well known “October89” trace collected at
Bellcore Labs. In both analyses, the data (i.e. the estimates of the rate processes) refer
to the equivalent number of ATM cells (calculated as the number of transmitted bytes
divided by 48) per second observed in non overlapped time intervals of length Tu. In
the first case, we assume Tu equal to the frame period, i.e. 40 ms, whereas for the
second traffic trace the value of 200 ms has been chosen.

The particular shape of the autocovariance function of the videoconference trace
has led to a spectral decomposition characterized by the eigenvalues reported in Table
1.(b). In this real scenario, we have obtained only few eigenvalues with non-zero
power coefficients, enforcing the hypothesis introduced in the previous section
regarding the number of dominant ψ ’s. In this case the maximum achievable

deviation is equal to 5950∑ ≅=− ψγγ
MAX

 cps and the mean value is

approximately 4350 cps. Hence, we should expect a CMPP peak rate of about 10300
cps, against a measured peak rate of about 21000 cps. The peak rate error is very high
(nearly 43%) due to the very unfavorable condition on the power coefficient
distribution. Indeed, the power spectral decomposition of the considered trace presents
only a single couple of dominant effective real eigenvalues and, at the same time, its
marginal distribution exhibits an upper tail behavior heavier than gaussian [4]. The
modeling results are shown in Fig. 2.(a) and 2.(b), which represent the PSD and the
complementary probability matching, respectively. In particular, Fig. 2.(b) shows
clearly that the obtained CMPP peak rate is much lower than the observed 21000 cps,
as expected. This large difference in terms of peak rate leads to a very optimistic
evaluation of the queueing behavior, as pointed out by the simulations results, see
Table 2, columns 4 and 5, which contain the servant cell rate required in order to reach
a cell loss probability of 10-4 and 10-5.

The last analysis refers to the first 1000 s of the above mentioned LAN traffic trace;
we do not consider the entire data set since a shift of the mean value has been noticed
out of this time period. The relevant eigenvalues obtained after the NNLS matching of
the spectrum are reported in Table 1.(c), and correspond to a theoretical maximum
deviation 5524≅−

MAX
γγ  cps. Adding the estimated mean (about 6016 cps) to this

value, the limit 11540 cps is obtained, with respect to a model ( )i
i

MAX γγ max=  of

11145 cps and of a data set peak of 17800 cps. Fig. 3.(a) and 3.(b) present the
matching of PSD and complementary probability respectively: the former shows the
good fitting of the considered second order statistic, whereas the latter confirms the
limitation of the model in capturing the upper tail behavior of marginal distribution.

The last two columns of Table 2 clearly evidence the entity of the relative error in
resources allocation when the CMPP models does not capture the upper tail of
marginal distribution (and particularly the peak cell rate).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of (a) Power Spectral Density and (b) Complementary Probability of
Synthetic Traffic Data – Gaussian Case
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Table 2. Relevant statistics of analysed traces and corresponding CMPP models

Mean
[cps]

Variance
[cps2]

Peak
[cps]

µ (Ploss=10-4) [cps] µ (Ploss=10-5)
[cps]

4493 1.00e+6 7000 5930 6033Triangular
(CMPP model) (4506) (1.00e+6) (7500) 6025 (+1.6%) 6170 (+2.3%)

4490 1.00e+6 8344 6110 6390Gaussian
(CMPP model) (4503) (0.99e+6) (7330) 5855 (-4.2%) 6010 (-5.9%)

October89 6016 7.48e+6 17600 15360 16120
(CMPP model) (6030) (6.03e+6) (11780) 10330 (-32.7%) 10590 (-34.3%)

Videoconference 4350 6.15e+6 20975 16400 18520
(CMPP model) (4410) (6.10e+6) (12100) 9670 (-41.0%) 9820 (-47.0%)
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Fig. 4. Performance Comparison

In the cases of the videoconference and LAN traces, a more complete analysis of
modeling performance is shown in Figure 4, where the target CLP is plotted versus the
servant cell rate needed to guarantee it. The analysis of Table 2 points out two
important results: the first one concerns the critical behavior of the CMPP model even
in the gaussian case, which implies an optimistic resource allocation (4 to 6%). The
second result highlights as actual traffic exhibits a slower decay of marginal
distribution with respect to the gaussian hypothesis leading to a less suitable
environment for the CMPP approach, evidenced by the large errors suffered (in terms
of peak rate, matching of the upper tail of marginal distribution and consequently of
the network resources needed to guarantee a target cell loss probability).

5. Improvement Proposals to Overcome the CMPP Drawback

We have observed that, under the same conditions on q, the uniform distribution of
ψ ’s magnitudes is the only one that guarantees the maximum model peak γMAX. Thus,
it is desirable to have a spectral decomposition with power coefficients exhibiting this
feature. To the aim of coming close to the uniform distribution and increasing the
parameter q, a straight solution can be to split each dominant exponential in the sum of
two or more terms. The j-th term of the exponential decomposition is represented by
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the parameters λj and ψj , as described in Section 2. Our suggestion is to obtain an
equivalent contribution to the autocorrelation function using a number B of power
coefficients (associated to the given exponential). This procedure results in having B
terms λj,i ,ψj,i for each couple λj , ψj, where 

jij λλ =,
  and Bjij ψψ =, ,  i=1,2,…,B.

Consequently, the autocorrelation function remains unchanged, whereas the
contribution of the decomposed couple λj, ψj to the peak rate becomes

∑∑
==

⋅==
B

i
j

j
B

i
ij B

B11
, ψ

ψ
ψ , i.e. B  times the original one (i.e. jψ ).

Unfortunately, this solution also presents a drawback, whose relevance needs

further investigation: the increased number of eigenvalues to be assigned to Q  can

cause the increment of the minimum number of the model states N that permits the
solution of the ISA problem. As a consequence, an higher N means that the model
parameters derivation takes a longer time, thus limiting the use of CMPP approach in
a real time performance estimator.

Another possible approach to overcome the presented limitation is to increase the
value of T. In such a way, the peaks of the traffic data will be reduced, hence making
easier to capture them by the CMPP model. Unfortunately, also this procedure
presents some drawbacks. First of all, a limit exists on the maximum value of the time
quantum T. Indeed, using higher T can cause the loss of a significant portion of
information associated to the traffic data [7], leading to inaccurate queueing
performance evaluation. Furthermore, increasing T reduces the variance σ2 of the
resulting trace. Consequently, the constraint on the ψi’s sum (∑i iψ =σ2) produces a

set of power coefficients of reduced magnitude, vanishing the advantage gained by the
trace peak reduction. Further study is then needed to highlight the trend of the peak
rate decay with respect to the time quantum T in different simulation scenarios, and to
derive a relation with the tail behavior.

6. Conclusions

The paper presents an analysis of the algorithm for the measurement-based parameters
estimation of CMPP models, raising some warnings to be aware of in the use of this
modeling approach. In particular, the main result of the paper is the analytical
derivation of an intrinsic limitation of the fitting procedure in the modeling of traffic
characterized by long-tailed marginal distribution. Furthermore, the analysis shows
that even in the gaussian hypothesis, a CMPP structure containing a large number of
effective eigenvalues is necessary to adequately fit the CDF.

In general, the limitation manifests when the difference between the peak and the
mean rate of the traffic data set exceeds few times its standard deviation. In this
condition the CMPP model cannot match with sufficient accuracy the behavior of the
CDF upper tail, leading to optimistic prediction of the network resources needed to
guarantee the target QoS (in terms of cell loss probability).
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Discrete-event simulations driven by actual traffic data and synthetic traces,
generated according to the corresponding CMPP models, have confirmed the results of
the proposed analytical study. Moreover, the analysis of the simulation results shows
the practical relevance of the CMPP limitation in a single server queueing system, a
relevant case study in performance comparison. In particular, the analyzed cases
highlight the optimistic resources allocation produced by the fitting errors on the CDF.
The presented limitation reduces the field of applicability of the CMPP modeling
approach, hence further studies are needed to overcome this drawback. To this aim,
some advice are presented as possible solutions to be investigated.
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Abstract. We consider IP over ATM networking scenario, widely de-
ployed today, where Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is used as a
backbone network to provide high-speed transport for the Internet Proto-
col (IP) traffic. Telecommunication network carriers and Internet Service
Providers (ISPs), that have deployed ATM as their backbone networks,
need to model and characterize the IP traffic in order to plan and man-
age these networks to meet specified performance measures demanded
by their customers. This paper addresses the problem of modelling IP
traffic that is being transported over links of an ATM network. It pro-
vides mathematical models that can be used to take measurement data
and translate it into a form that is suitable for various planning and
management functions performed by network carriers.

1 Introduction

We consider an IP over ATM networking scenario (Fig. 1), where ATM is used
as a backbone network to provide high-speed transport for the IP internetwork
traffic. The IP over ATM networking scenario involves setting up a mesh of
permanent virtual circuits (PVCs) between Internet Gateway Routers (IGRs)
around an ATM cloud, and the Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP) achieves
a similar result with switched virtual circuits (SVCs). In such a scenario, the
Internet traffic is first aggregated by IGRs before being sent on an ATM back-
bone. Typically, in this case each ATM virtual connection carries the traffic
corresponding to a potentially large number of IP connections. We address the
problem of modelling the aggregate traffic of multiple IP connections as it enters
the ATM backbone into a form that is suitable for the dimensioning process of
the ATM network.

ATM networks use the notion of equivalent bandwidth to transform the multi-
level traffic problem associated with the ATM networks into a multi-slot circuit-
switched problem, which enables ATM networks to be dimensioned in a fashion
similar to telephony networks [1] [2] [3]. The Guérin et al [4] method for equiva-
lent bandwidth assumes that the cell generation of each traffic type in the ATM
network is a fluid flow on-off process, characterized by the parameters: mean cell
rate, peak cell rate, and mean burst period. The ATM Forum has defined the
same set of parameters as source traffic descriptors for the ATM Variable Bit
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Fig. 1. IP Over ATM Networking Scenario

Rate (VBR) service [8]. For ATM networks, VBR is one of the effective solutions
to accommodate IP traffic and in order to guarantee high quality service, it is
important to select appropriate VBR parameter values. In addition, these three
parameters are used for traffic policing at the ingress of the ATM network [8].

Our contribution can be summarized as follows. First, we model the traf-
fic from multiple IP connections that is being transported over links of ATM
network as an aggregate traffic stream characterized by the on-off traffic param-
eters: mean cell rate, peak cell rate, and mean burst period. The motivation is
clearly to obtain a traffic model that is consistent with that used in [4] for deter-
mining an equivalent bandwidth. Then, we discuss approaches for incorporating
our model into the ATM dimensioning procedures.

For the modelling, we analyze separately Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP)-based and User Datagram Protocol (UDP)-based IP traffic, as they pos-
sess different characteristics that have to be accounted for when dimensioning
the ATM backbone. The modelling of the TCP-based traffic involves charac-
terization of the retransmissions of TCP/IP packets as a result of transmission
errors inherent to ATM networks. When large TCP/IP packets are segmented to
ATM cells in order to adapt to ATM transportation, a single cell lost at a buffer
or corrupted in some way, will result in retransmission of the whole packet. Thus
most of the cells comprising the packet are being retransmitted even though they
were error free [5]. This repeated attempt aspect of the transmission of TCP traf-
fic produces an overhead, which has to be taken into account when dimensioning
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the ATM backbone. Furthermore, the modelling of both TCP-based and UDP-
based traffic has to take account of the additional overhead associated with the
protocols at Layer 2 and Layer 3 (i.e., the ATM Layer, and AAL5 Layer).

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce input parame-
ters, notation and assumptions used for the modelling. Section 3 presents the IP
over ATM model that can be used to map parameters of the input IP traffic mix
to three principal parameters of the Guérin et al model [4], viz: mean, peak and
burst period. Section 4 discusses approaches for incorporating the IP over ATM
model into the ATM dimensioning procedures. Section 5 provides verification
of the results from simulation studies. A summary and proposed directions for
future research are given in Section 6.

2 Input Parameters and Notation

The IP over ATM model takes as input the traffic estimates or forecasted
point-to-point traffic (i.e., IGR-to-IGR) that are categorized by: protocol type
(TCP or UDP), packet sizes and packet arrival rates (packets per second). The
model takes as input, the IP packet sizes measured as cells instead of bytes,
in order to account for the protocol overheads applicable at Layer 2 and Layer
3. IP packets are variable in length and must be encapsulated and segmented
to fit the fixed cell size requirements of ATM for transportation. The total
data encapsulation overheads at the AAL5 and the ATM layer consist of:
LLC+SNAP header with a length of 8 bytes, AAL5-trailer with a length of 8
bytes, PAD field with a length of (0-47) bytes and 5 byte ATM headers. The
conversion of IP packet size from bytes (Lbyte) to cells (Lcell) is easily obtained
from Lcell = �Lbyte+X

48 �, where X denotes the protocol overhead, which is a sum
of the LLC+SNAP header and the AAL5 trailer.

Notation used in the mathematical analysis is as follows:
N - IP packet length in cells
NMAX - Maximum length of IP packet in cells
IPN TCP - Total number of TCP packets with length N cells per second
PIP(N) - IP packet error probability with length N cells
p - Cell error probability
pbit - Bit error probability of ATM network
PTCP{length = N} - Probability that an IP packet has length N cells in the
fresh TCP flow
P

′
TCP{length = N} - Probability that an IP packet has length N cells in the

total TCP flow
FTCP - Fresh TCP flow mean rate (i.e., offered traffic) [cell/s]
RTCP - Repeated TCP flow mean rate [cell/s]
F

′
TCP - Total TCP flow mean rate (i.e., carried traffic) [cell/s]

FUDP - Fresh UDP flow mean rate [cell/s]
F

′
UDP - Total UDP flow mean rate [cell/s]

m
′
TCP - Mean bit rate of the total TCP flow [bit/s]
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σ
′2
mTCP

- Variance of the bit rate of the total TCP flow [bit2/s2]
IPN UDP - Total number of UDP packets with length N cells per second
PUDP{length = N} - Probability that an IP packet has length N cells in the
fresh UDP flow
P

′
UDP{length = N} - Probability that an IP packet has length N cells in the

total UDP flow
m

′
UDP - Mean bit rate of the total UDP flow [bit/s]

σ
′2
mUDP

- Variance of the bit rate of the total UDP flow [bit2/s2].
m

′
IP - Mean bit rate of the total IP flow [bit/s]

σ
′2
mIP

- Variance of the bit rate of the total IP flow [bit2/s2].
R

′
peakIP

- Peak bit rate of the total IP flow [bit/s]
b

′
IP - Burst Period of the total IP flow [cells]

Assumptions used in the mathematical analysis:
1. PTCP{length = N} is known. It is derived from the input data.
2. PUDP{length = N} is known. It is derived from the input data.
3. pbit is known.

It follows that:
PIP(N) can be easily derived from a Binomial distribution. An IP packet of
length N cells will be repeated if at least one cell (out of N ) is corrupt:

PIP(N) =
N∑

i=1

(
N

i

)
pi(1− p)N−i = 1− (1− p)N

Cell error probability p is derived from pbit from a Binomial distribution, as well.
One cell will be repeated if at least one bit out of 424 bits is corrupt (1 cell =
424 bits).

3 IP over ATM Model

3.1 TCP Model for the Mean Rate

In order to characterize the effects of the transmission errors on the packet
arrival rates of the TCP traffic we make use of a simple model used in ITU-T
documentation to analyze repeated attempt traffic in circuit switched networks.
First, we briefly review the simple model and then we extend this model, in a
straightforward manner, to the case of TCP traffic being transported across an
ATM network.

A Simple Model for Repeated Attempts. Consider the following simplified
picture of traffic that is presented to a telecommunication network (Fig.2). On
the left of the diagram, fresh calls (first attempt traffic) are presented to the
network. Due to the fact that the network has finite resources, some of these
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calls will be blocked with probability B. Conversely, the probability of call com-
pletion is given by (1−B). The ineffective calls can be abandoned or repeated.
Calls are repeated with probability R and abandoned with probability (1−R).
The repeated calls are added to the incoming fresh calls and represented to the
network (at the ‘+’ sign). By performing a simple analysis of this system and by
defining the first attempt traffic using the symbol F and the total call attempts
by T , one gets:

T =
F

(1−RB)
(1)

It should be noted that the model assumes that calls continue to repeat in-
definitely until they are answered. Furthermore, the model is essentially deter-
ministic in nature and contains no advanced stochastic modelling assumptions.
Despite its simplicity, this model provides an excellent insight into the macro-
operation of a circuit-switched network and the effect of repeated attempts on
network performance.

Extension to TCP Traffic Carried on ATM Networks. In order to extend
the model to the case of TCP traffic where packets are of variable length, we
assume that a “call” is a flow consisting of TCP packets of constant length. We
now give a detailed description of the new model that is based on flows that
consist of TCP packets with constant length.

We define the fresh TCP flow FTCP as a sum of NMAX different fresh flows:

FTCP = FTCP(1) + FTCP(2) + FTCP(3) + · · ·+ FTCP(NMAX) (2)

where FTCP(N) represents the fresh flow consisting of IP packets of length N
cells (N = 1, 2, 3, . . . , NMAX):

FTCP =
NMAX∑
N=1

FTCP(N) =
NMAX∑
N=1

N · IPN TCP (3)
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As a result of the above consideration, we can apply the method of the
original model to obtain a formula for F

′
TCP. Hence, as a general case we need

to analyse only the case of one fresh flow FTCP(N).
The repeated flow R is simply given by the sum of NMAX repeated flows

caused by NMAX different fresh flows: R = R(1)+R(2)+ · · ·+R(NMAX), where
R(N) is the repeated flow caused by lost IP packets from the fresh flow FTCP(N),
R(N) = PIP(N) · FTCP(N). From F

′
TCP = FTCP(N) +R(N) it follows:

F
′
TCP =

NMAX∑
N=1

F
′
TCP(N) (4)

Here we demonstrate a way to derive F
′
TCP using the original model for repeated

attempts as the basis for the approach (we omit the subscript TCP for clarity):
1-st step: F

′
1(N) = F (N) = N · IPN TCP

R1(N) = PIP(N)F
′
1(N) = PIP(N)F (N)

2-nd step: F ′
2(N) = F (N) +R1(N) = F (N)(1 + PIP(N))

R2(N) = PIP(N)F
′
2(N) = F (N)(PIP(N) + P 2

IP(N))
·
·
·
n-th step: F ′

n(N) = F (N) +Rn−1(N) = F (N)(1 + PIP(N) + · · ·+ Pn−1
IP (N))

Rn(N) = PIP(N)F
′
n(N) = F (N)(PIP(N) + · · ·+ Pn

IP(N))
For n → ∞, F

′
n(N) tends to:

F
′
TCP(N) =

FTCP(N)
1− PIP(N)

(5)

Using (4), for the mean cell rate of the total TCP flow one gets:

F
′
TCP =

NMAX∑
N=1

FTCP(N)
1− PIP(N)

=
NMAX∑
N=1

N · IPN TCP

1− PIP(N)
(6)

Accordingly, the mean bit rate of the total TCP flow is:

m
′
TCP = 424 · F ′

TCP (7)

3.2 UDP Model for the Mean Rate

In a similar way, the fresh UDP flow FUDP is modelled as a sum of NMAX flows
that consist of IP packets with constant length:

FUDP =
NMAX∑
N=1

FUDP(N) =
NMAX∑
N=1

N · IPN UDP (8)

The carried traffic consisting of IP packets of length N cells, F
′
UDP(N), is simply

the product of the offered flow FUDP(N) and the probability of the traffic being
successfully transmitted across the network. Thus, for F

′
UDP(N) we have:
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F
′
UDP(N) = N · IPN UDP(1− PIP(N)) (9)

Consequently, for the mean cell rate of the total UDP flow one gets:

F
′
UDP =

NMAX∑
N=1

N · IPN UDP(1− PIP(N)) (10)

The mean bit rate of the total UDP flow is simply: m
′
UDP = 424 · F ′

UDP.
Finally, for the mean bit rate of the aggregate IP traffic carried over ATM

network we have:
m

′
IP = m

′
TCP +m

′
UDP (11)

3.3 Model for the Peak Rate

Since, our interest is in mapping the parameters of the aggregate IP traffic into
appropriate on-off traffic parameters, we can compute the peak rate from the
following on-off relation: σ

′2
mIP

= m
′
IP(R

′
peakIP

− m
′
IP). Thus, it remains only to

derive the variance of the bit rate of the aggregate IP traffic, σ
′2
mIP

, which on the
other hand can be expressed as a sum of the variances of the TCP and UDP
flows as follows:

σ
′2
mIP

= σ
′2
mTCP

+ σ
′2
mUDP

(12)

From the distribution of IP packet length of the fresh flow, one can derive
the probabilities that an IP packet has length N cells in the total TCP flow and
UDP flow respectively, in the following way:

P
′
TCP{length = N} = IP

′
N TCP∑NMAX

N=1 IP
′
N TCP

=
IPN TCP
1−PIP(N)∑NMAX

N=1
IPN TCP
1−PIP(N)

(13)

P
′
UDP{length = N} = IP

′
N UDP∑NMAX

N=1 IP
′
N UDP

=
IPN UDP(1− PIP(N))∑NMAX

N=1 IPN UDP(1− PIP(N))
(14)

Then, for the variance of the IP packet length for the total TCP flow σ
′2
lTCP

- we
have:

σ
′2
lTCP

=
NMAX∑
N=1

(N −N ′)2 · P ′
TCP{length = N} (15)

Where N ′ is the mean IP packet length of the total TCP flow. From (13) for
the number of IP packets with length N cells in the total TCP flow we have:

IP
′
N TCP = P

′
TCP{length = N}

NMAX∑
N=1

IP
′
N TCP = sP

′
TCP{length = N} (16)
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The sum
∑NMAX

N=1 IP
′
N TCP is constant, and thus we designate it using the con-

stant s. Then, by substituting (16) in (7) for the mean bit rate one gets:

m
′
TCP = 424

NMAX∑
N=1

N · IP ′
N TCP = S ·N ′ (17)

where, for simplicity, we use S = 424 · s. Having a relation between the mean bit
rate and the mean IP packet length of the total TCP flow, one can expect that
the same relation holds between the bit rate, νb, and the IP packet length:

νb = S ·N (18)

The variance of the bit rate for the total TCP flow - σ
′2
mTCP

can be derived from:

σ
′2
mTCP

=
NMAX∑
N=1

(νb −m
′
TCP)

2 · P{νb = S ·N} (19)

By applying (17) and (18) in (19) and by assuming that the probability an IP
packet has length N cells is equal to the probability that the bit rate is S · N ,
P{νb = S ·N}, for the variance of the bit rate for the total TCP flow we have:

σ
′2
mTCP

= S2 · σ′2
lTCP

(20)

The validity of this can be shown under the assumption that a time scale is
divided into time slots with constant length T and that only one IP packet enters
the system in each time slot. Consequently, the corresponding flow is one packet
per unit of time or s = 1

T and the corresponding bit rate is νb = 424·N ·s = S ·N .
The variance of the bit rate of the total UDP flow can be obtained in the

same way as for the TCP flow, except in the above analysis one should apply
(14) instead of (13).

Finally, in order to obtain an unbiased estimator for the variance of the
bit rate of the total flow - σ̂

′2
mIP

, (which is important because we estimate the
variance directly from sample measurements) we have to multiply the estimated
variance of bit rate, σ

′2
mIP

, with a factor to remove the bias in this calculation. In
our case, the bias factor is C

C−1 where C is the number of observations, which,
in our case, is the number of total IP packets entering the system per second,∑NMAX

N=1 (IPN TCP + IPN UDP). Since, we know the variance of the bit rate of
the total flow (i.e its unbiased estimator) and the mean bit rate of the total flow
(11), we can easily derive the peak bit rate of the total flow as:

R
′
peakIP

=
σ̂

′2
mIP

m
′
IP

+m
′
IP (21)

3.4 Model for the Burst Period

One approach to determine the burst period (e.g., maximum number of cells
that can be transmitted at peak rate) is similar to the one used to dimension
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buffers inside IP routers. In the case of best-effort traffic, traditional rule is to
dimension the buffer according to the bandwidth-delay (or rtt) product. In our
case, where the aggregate IP traffic uses VBR service, the maximum burst size
in cells is obtained as a product of the mean cell rate and the round-trip time,
rtt :

b
′
IP =

m
′
IP

424
· rtt (22)

Some measurement studies have reported that such estimation works correctly
for large aggregates of IP traffic [10].

In addition, to the above approach we are currently considering another
approach for modelling the burst period, which is based on analysis of the User
Parameter Control (UPC) functions at the ingress of ATM. Namely, we consider
scenario where source is policed by two leaky buckets operating on different
time-scales: one leaky bucket polices the peak rate, R

′
peakIP

, with a tolerance τp,
and the other polices the mean rate, m

′
IP, with a tolerance τm. These tolerances,

τp and τm, translate as bucket sizes of the leaky bucket policers for the peak and
the mean rate, respectively. Under the assumption that the source do not violate
the negotiated peak rate, the maximum burst of cells that can pass through the
mean rate policer is [8]:

b
′
IP =

τm

1− m
′
IP

R
′
peakIP

(23)

In order to obtain an estimate of the tolerance τm, we study G/D/1/N - delay
loss system, which is an exact model for the cell loss probability of the leaky
bucket mechanism (if violating cells are discarded). One approximate solution
for the cell loss probability of such system with on-off source model, which is
sufficiently accurate in most cases, has been reported in [9]. We want to determine
the cell loss probability as a function of the queue capacity (bucket size), for
a given traffic load and given leaky bucket rate. The leaky rate is fixed by
introducing an overdimensioning factor C(C > 1), as a product of this factor
and the source mean rate. The relationship between the cell loss probability and
the bucket size has two distinct parts: a cell-scale component which decreases
exponentially (linearly on a log scale) with the increase of the bucket size and the
burst component where the slope of the curve changes dramatically as we reach
certain bucket size. The intercept between these two components define solution
for the required bucket size and tolerance τm. However, we do not present any
results here as this is still an ongoing research.

4 Incorporating the Model into the ATM Dimensioning

Our model defines the aggregate IP traffic between two OD pairs (e.g. IGR-to-
IGR) as a single IP traffic stream1 and provides its characterization in terms
1 Note that the model can be extended to incorporate QoS and thus define the aggre-

gate IP traffic as multiple IP traffic streams. For that, it is necessary for the input
traffic parameters to be categorized by QoS as well.
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of the three parameters: mean rate, peak rate, and burst period. From these
parameters one can calculate directly the equivalent bandwidth required for this
traffic stream and thus model the aggregate IP traffic as an“IP call” with a
capacity requirement equal to the equivalent bandwidth.

The equivalent bandwidth computed for the “IP call” can now be used in
two different ways. The first approach is to model this aggregate IP traffic as
call ariving at some average arrival rate (Poisson distributed) and persisting
for an average time period (Negative exponentially distributed); it requires the
nominal equivalent bandwidth for the duration of the call. This approach enables
these “IP calls” to be treated in a “unified” fashion along with other ATM calls
that can be characterized by their mean arival rate, service time and equivalent
bandwidth. When dimensioning ATM networks using this approach, a call loss
probability is specified and the capacity determined using their mean arrival
and service rates in conjunction with their equivalent bandwidths. The second
approach recognizes the fact that IP traffic coming from a LAN or WAN is
likely to be “always on” and that we simply need to allocate capacity based
on the equivalent bandwidth computed for our single “IP call” emanating from
the LAN or WAN. Adopting the first approach in this case would lead to gross
over-dimensioning of the capacity requirements. This means that if such traffic
is present, one should carefully separate the “always on” traffic from the traffic
that can be characterized by an arrival and service rate.

Finally, we consider another approach that can be taken for modeling the
aggregate IP traffic stream to fit the “unified” ATM dimensioning model. We
can transform our VBR “IP call” of capacity equivalent to its equivalent band-
width into equivalent CBR “IP call” of different characteristics. According to
the equivalent burst approximation [6], a general traffic stream which is the su-
perposition of a large number of independent traffic streams can be replaced
by an equivalent process with simpler characteristics. The equivalent process is
chosen to have the same values for the following parameters: (1) Mean cell rate,
m (2) Variance of instantaneous rate, σ2 (3) Asymptotic variance of the number
of cell arrivals in a long time interval, v. This equivalent traffic process has a
Poissonian arrival process λ, for independent but equally distributed bursts with
peak rate R, and bursts durations exponentially distributed with mean µ. The
fitting relations are given by:

λ =
2m2

ν
R =

σ2

m
µ =

ν

2σ2
(24)

Thus, by fitting the mean, the instantaneous variance, and the asymptotic
variance of the aggregate IP traffic into this equivalent process, we get as a
result a CBR “IP call” of capacity R, and traffic intensity λµ. Accordingly, it
only remains the asymptotic variance of the aggregate IP traffic to be derived.
The expression for the asymptotic variance of the number of offered cells in a
long time interval, follows from the application of the formulae for asymptotic
variance of a cumulative regenerative process [7].
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5 Simulation Results

Purpose built real-time simulator was used to analyse the analytical model. The
simulator is a very simple implementation of the IP over ATM model. However,
it tries to test the model with more realistic data flows. The simulator tests the
effects of the transmission errors on the packet arrival rates. To be able to easily
understand these effects and their behaviour, the system is kept very simple by
limiting it to one ATM link.

Traffic from individual IP connections is modelled as sessions which arrive
according Poisson with given mean and negative exponential durations with
mean values selected from a given range. The sessions are generated as TCP
or UDP according to a specified probability. The packets from UDP sessions
are generated deterministically, whereas the generation of packets from TCP
sessions is governed by a protocol based on a TCP sliding window protocol, but
has not been implemented in full detail. First a full data of window is sent (the
window is set to a default value) and every other packet is sent after an arrival
of ACK from the receiver. The packets are being retransmitted if an ACK has
not been received within a fixed time interval. The packets from a session are of
fixed length, which are selected from a given range.

The simulator gives results for the mean rate and the peak rate of the carried
IP traffic on ATM link as a function of BER, as well as, for the distribution of IP
packet lengths of the offered traffic, which is needed for the input of the analytical
model. The results in Table 1 are obtained for input traffic of mean arrival rate
equal to 40 sessions per second, out of which 90% is TCP and 10% UDP. The
analytical model for the mean rate gives values within the range of (0.39%,
7.25%) from the results obtained from the simulator. The analytical model for
peak rate gives results within the range of (1.43%, 9.23%) from the results
obtained from the simulator. Discrepancies bigger than 0.55% for the mean rate
and bigger than 1.76% for the peak rate were recorded for BER > 10−6.

Table 1. Mean Rate and Peak Rate as a function of BER

BER Mean (an) Mean (sim) an/sim Peak (an) Peak (sim) an/sim
[Mbps] [Mbps] % [Mbps] [Mbps] %

1E-10 1.264 1.259 0.39 1.835 1.809 1.43
1E-9 1.264 1.259 0.39 1.835 1.809 1.43
1E-8 1.264 1.259 0.39 1.835 1.809 1.43
1E-7 1.265 1.260 0.40 1.836 1.810 1.46
5E-7 1.269 1.263 0.47 1.842 1.812 1.52
1E-6 1.276 1.269 0.55 1.849 1.817 1.76
5E-6 1.310 1.287 1.78 1.900 1.846 2.89
1E-5 1.359 1.310 3.74 1.972 1.893 4.15
5E-5 1.907 1.830 4.21 2.684 2.252 6.50
1E-4 3.210 2.993 7.25 4.100 3.740 9.23
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we have described a mathematical model that characterises the
aggregate traffic of multiple TCP/IP connections as it enters the ATM backbone
into a form that is suitable for the dimensioning processes of the ATM network.
Specificaly, we modelled the aggreagte IP traffic that is being carried over ATM
link as an “aggregate IP call” characterized by the three principal parameters
of the Guérin et al model, viz [4]: mean rate, peak rate, and mean burst period.
This enabled us to calculate the effective bandwidth of the “aggregate IP call”
and to use it subsequently for the dimensioning of the ATM networks.

To validate the modelling, we have developed a simulation model. The simula-
tion results have shown that our mathematical model is very accurate in demon-
strating the effects of increasing cell loss probabilities (i.e., bit error rates) on
the performance of the IP traffic over ATM networks. The success of the method
shows that we can translate the IP traffic measurement data into their equiv-
alent cell-level parameters for direct application into the ATM dimensioning
procedures.

Future work will involve the development of tools to implement the proce-
dures described in this paper for optimal design of ATM networks.
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Abstract. The modeling of Internet topology is of vital importance to network
researchers. Some network protocols, and particularly multicast ones, have per-
formances that depend heavily on the network topology. That is why the topology
model used for the simulation of those protocols must be as realistic as possible.
In particular a protocol designed for the Internet should be tested upon Internet-
like generated topologies. In this paper we provide a comparative study of three
topology generators. The first two are among the latest available topology gener-
ators and the third is a generator that we have created. All of them try to generate
topologies that model the measured Internet topology. We check their efficiency
by comparing the produced topologies with the topology of a recently collected
Internet map.

1 Introduction

Today simulation tools are widely used to test network protocols. These tools need net-
work topologies as input data. A network topology is usually modeled by an undirected
graph where the network devices are modeled by the nodes of the graph and the com-
munication links are modeled by the edges of the graph. A software tool that creates
network topologies is usually called a graph generator or a topology generator. The way
it builds network topologies (i.e. the set of creation procedures) is called a topology
model.

In this paper, we will focus on some of the latest Internet-like topology generators,
including one that we have created. We will assess the efficiency of these generators by
comparing the graphs that they produce with a graph built from real data and representing
a part of the Internet at the router level. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 3 presents the Internet map that we use as a reference, and the generators that we
test as well as their settings. Section 4 details the properties studied. Finally, in section 5
we give the results of the analysis of the generated graphs compared to the Internet map
analysis.

2 Previous Work

The study of the Internet topology is an area of active research. There is not much
information on the topology of Internet at the router level because it is very hard to
obtain. An attempt to map the Internet was carried out by Pansiot et al. [11] by using
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source routing. Their data collect was done during the summer of 1995 and the resulting
map contained 3888 routers. They also defined terms that we use in our work. More
recently, another collect was undertaken by Govindan et al. using a heuristic called hop-
limited probes [6]. This heuristic (and many others) has been included in their software
called Mercator. Their collect was carried out in 1999 and the resulting map contained
228263 routers. Because it is easier to get exhaustive routing data, the Autonomous
System (AS) level topology of Internet has been further investigated. From 1994 to 1995,
a study of the Internet inter-domain topology was carried out by Govindan et al. [5].
In 1999, Faloutsos et al. [4] analyzed the inter-domain routing information provided by
the NLANR and the routers’ map made by Pansiot et al. They found that the Internet
topology obey power laws at both the AS level and the router level. In [6], Govindan et
al. noticed that some of the Faloutsos et al. power laws still hold for their router level
Internet instance of 1999. Recently, additional power laws were found by Magoni et al.
at the AS level [8] also by using data provided by the NLANR.

Concerning the topology generators, one of the earliest and most famous models was
designed by Waxman in 1988 [12]. This kind of model is usually called flat topology
model.The nodes are randomly placed on an euclidean plane irrespective of any hierarchy
order among them. This model was later replaced by hierarchical topology models such
as the Tiers [3] and the Transit-Stub [13] models. These models try to enforce a multi-
level hierarchy that can be found in the Internet (e.g. host-router-AS). The discovery of
power laws in the Internet by Faloutsos et al. has brought the arrival of a new kind of
topology model. We call it the power law topology model because, as the name suggests,
it makes use of power laws to generate Internet-like graphs. The BRITE [10] generator as
well as our topology generator called network manipulator (nem), belong to this category
and generate router level graphs. Inet2 [7] also belongs to the power law topology model
category but it generates AS level graphs. Finally two models were recently defined to
reflect the power laws found in huge network topologies. The first one was defined by
Aiello et al. in [1] and the second one called Extended Scale-free model was defined by
Albert et al. in [2].

3 Source and Tools

3.1 Internet Map

There are basically two levels in Internet topology. The router level and the AS level.
AlthoughAS level maps are easier to make, we will focus our attention on the router level
maps of the Internet. The main reason for this choice is that a router level map provides
a higher accuracy for IP layer protocol simulations. A simulation of a protocol designed
for the IP environment should use such a map because it displays the IP connection
topology.

As we said in the previous section, one of the most recent router level Internet
maps was constructed by Govindan et al. with their software tool Mercator [6]. Their
map is called scan. They also recovered another map built by researchers at the Lucent
laboratories. This map is called lucent. Both maps were merged to create one of the most
recent and complete Internet map ever built. This map is called scan+lucent. Govindan
et al. have made the anonymized version of this map freely available for download.
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It is this map that we have used in our study. We call it an Internet reference map. It
is a huge map containing 284772 nodes and 449228 edges. When we show a property
value of the scan+lucent map in a figure, we label it “Internet” for simplicity instead of
scan+lucent. We are aware that the map is probably not exhaustive.

3.2 Topology Models

The three topology generators studied in this paper are BRITE, Inet2 and nem.All of them
belong to the power law topology model (i.e. the latest and most accurate model). The
graph sizes we have chosen to study are 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 and 16000 nodes.
This should give a good view of the scaling effect on the properties of the generated
graphs. Although researchers may need graphs smaller than 500 nodes (e.g. for resource
consuming simulations), it is difficult for these generators to create very small graphs as
they are based on power laws that arise only with big numbers. As Inet2 is, by design,
not able to generate graphs of size below 3037, we have only created Inet2 graphs of
sizes 4000, 8000 and 16000. We have generated 20 graphs of each chosen size for each
topology generator.

We explain here the parameter settings that we used to generate the graphs. We have
chosen to test BRITE with m = 1, 2 and 3 (it is the number of links added per new node).
As we use incremental growth, we obtain graphs with an average node degree of 2m. The
Internet reference map has an average node degree of 3.15, so taking m above 3 would
have given graphs with too high an average node degree (i.e. it means too many edges
compared with the number of nodes). Furthermore we found different results for m =
1, 2 and 3, despite what Medina et al. found in [10]. That is why in the result section
we consider three scenarios for the use of BRITE (i.e. for m = 1, 2 and 3) as if we had
three different graph generators. Given the results of the authors of BRITE, we use a
random node placement because a Pareto node placement gives similar results. Also
we use preferential connectivity and incremental growth both turned on because only
these settings generate graphs that obey the outdegree and rank power laws as shown by
Medina et al. in [10]. The generation method (i.e. how graphs are created) of BRITE is
fully explained in [10].

Concerning Inet2, a first very important remark is that it generates AS level graphs.
To compare it with the other generators, we simply consider Inet2 output to be router
level graphs. We note that Jin et al. did the same in [7] when they compare Inet2 with
Waxman, Tiers, Transit-Stub and BRITE that they also consider as AS level generators.
We will refer back to this point when it is relevant, and sometimes compare Inet2 graphs
with an AS level map of May 2000 analyzed by Magoni et al. in [8]. The generation
method of Inet2 is fully explained in [7].

Concerning nem, it is worth noticing that it creates graphs by extracting a subgraph
from a real Internet map. Thus we usually call it a topology modeler rather than a topology
generator. We use the scan+lucent map as its input real Internet map. Of course it can
be argued that if we compare the graphs generated by nem with a reference map that is
its input map, the results will automatically be matching what is desired but this is not
true. The process of extracting a graph of a few hundred or thousand nodes from a map
having nearly 300,000 nodes can make this graph have a completely different topology
than the originating map. The generation method of nem is fully explained in [9].
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4 Properties of Interest

In this section we describe which topological properties we have chosen to study. We
use the regular terminology set forth in previous papers by Pansiot et al. [11], Faloutsos
et al. [4] and Magoni et al. [8]. From now on and for the sake of simplicity, we will talk
about the property values of the Internet instead of the property values measured in the
scan+lucent map (i.e. the map that we use as our reference map). (e.g. we write “the
diameter of the Internet is . . . ” instead of “the diameter of the scan+lucent reference
map is . . . ”.)

The node outdegree or degree (i.e. as we consider undirected graphs) distribution
is one of the fundamental properties of a graph. The degree distribution of the Internet
is a skewed distribution. From a graph’s degree distribution we infer the average node
degree, power law 1 (rank exponent) and power law 2 (outdegree exponent). Both power
laws have been found by Faloutsos et al. in [4]. Medina et al. have shown in [10] that
Waxman graphs and Transit-Stub graphs do not comply with power laws 1 and 2.

Another important property is the distance distribution. We define the distance be-
tween two nodes as being the hop count between the two (i.e. the minimum number of
edges to cross to get from one node to the other). The distance is also called shortest path
length (defined by a number of hops). It is worth noticing that the distance distribution of
the Internet is not skewed. It seems to be Gaussian. This means that the average distance
inferred from the distance distribution is a good indicator to study. The biggest distance
of a given node to any other node is called the eccentricity of the node. The eccentricity
distribution of the Internet also seems to be Gaussian and thus we study the average
eccentricity.

Furthermore we will not study power law 3 (i.e. eigen exponent) found by Faloutsos
et al. because Medina et al. have shown in their paper [10] that power law 3 holds for large
Waxman graphs, Transit-Stub graphs and nearly all BRITE configurations. As Waxman
and Transit-Stub graphs do not model the Internet topology accurately, we think that
power law 3 is not a primary indicator.

From the definition given by Magoni et al. in [8], a node belonging to a cycle or
lying on a path connecting two cycles is called an in-mesh node. The mesh is the set of
all in-mesh nodes of the graph. We examine the mesh size and we give results about the
mesh connectivity such as the number of cutpoints and the biggest bicomponent size.
The study of the mesh gives information about the amount of reliability vs connection
failures and the possibility of load balancing by using alternate paths.

Finally we examine the forest part of the graphs. We look at the number of trees
and at the tree size distribution. In the Internet, we have found that power laws 6 and
7 (found by Magoni et al. at the AS level in [8]) can be inferred from this distribution.
We examine the generated graphs to see if they also comply with these power laws. The
properties concerning the trees are interesting for studying the network reliability and
connectivity as each node belonging to a tree is a cutpoint (excepted the leaf nodes) and
thus it can make the graph disconnected if it fails.
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5 Results

This section contains the results of the analysis of all the graphs generated by the three
topology generators. These results are compared with the results of the analysis that we
made on the scan+lucent map. In all the following figures, the value measured in the
scan+lucent map of the given property is plotted as a dashed horizontal line. Of course
it is not corresponding to the network size coordinate axis. It only serves as a reference
value that can be easily compared to the values measured in the graphs. Any property
value for a generator for a given size is the average of the values measured for each of
the 20 generated graphs. For instance, the average node degree of the 500-node graphs
generated by BRITE with m = 2 is 3.6. This means that this value is the average of the
average node degree of each of the 20 graphs of size 500 generated with BRITE (m = 2).
In what follows we will write BRITE x instead of BRITE with m = x.

5.1 Degree Properties

Figure 1 shows the plots of the average node degree. The first striking observation is
that it is just below 2 for the BRITE 1 graphs. In fact we checked that each graph of
size n generated with BRITE 1 has exactly n − 1 edges and is connected. This means
that these graphs are merely trees. This is confirmed by the authors of BRITE who state
that for a newly considered node they connect it with only one link [10] when m = 1.
BRITE 3 graphs have an average degree between 5.5 and 6, which is nearly the double
of the Internet average degree value. However, as the degree distribution is skewed, this
may not be of great importance. Finally, nem has exactly the same average degree as
the Internet. This is because, as we saw in section 3, it generates the amount of edges
needed to match the Internet average degree. It is worth noticing that the average node
degree of the graphs from all the generators does not depend much on the size of the
graph (excepted for 2000-node or less BRITE 3 graphs).

Figure 2 shows the plots of the absolute correlation coefficient (ACC) of the average
degree distribution with respect to power law 2 (i.e. outdegree exponent). We clearly see
that BRITE 2 and BRITE 3 graphs do not comply with power law 2. We also see that
Inet2 graph ACCs tend to decrease when the size increases. In particular the graphs of
size 16000 have an average ACC a little under 0.95. Finally, nem and BRITE 1 graphs
have very good ACCs that decrease a little when the graph size is small (e.g. 500).

We have examined some samples of the degree distributions of BRITE 2 and 3
graphs. Here is an example of the beginning of a degree distribution of a 4000-node
BRITE 3 graph:

Degree Frequency Frequency in %
1 5 0.125
2 4 0.1
3 1601 40.025
4 766 19.15
5 450 11.25
.. .. ..
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It is the few degree 1 and degree 2 nodes that cause these graphs to not comply with
power law 2. We verified for BRITE 2 and 3 graphs that the BRITE algorithm generates
a degree distribution that starts at m instead of one (when m is greater than 1) and a few
outliers of degree less than m cause BRITE graphs to not follow power law 2. We do
not show the plots of the absolute correlation coefficient (ACC) of the rank distribution
because all generators comply with power law 1 (i.e. rank exponent).
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To conclude the study on the degree distribution of the graphs, we can already see
that many factors contribute to the realism of a graph generator. We saw here that BRITE
1 complies with power laws 1 and 2, but its graphs are trees and thus do not match the
Internet topology at all (particularly in terms of redundant links). BRITE 2 and 3 do not
comply with power law 2 because of the way they shift the degree distribution (i.e. the
majority of the nodes should have degree 1 and not degree m). Inet2 and nem generate
graphs that bear a closer similarity to the Internet degree properties.

5.2 Distance Properties

Figure 3 shows the plots of the average distance (i.e. path length). Except for BRITE 1
graphs, all graphs have an average distance below the Internet average distance which
is 8.75. BRITE 1 average distance increases when the graph size increases presumably
because of its tree structure. The average distance of the others does not seem to vary with
changes in size. Inet2 graphs have the lowest values (all below 4) but this is surely due to
Inet2 design (i.e. an AS level generator). Magoni et al. found that the average distance of
the AS level Internet in May 2000 was 3.65 which is very close to the average distance
values of Inet2 graphs. As distances are an important factor in simulations (particularly
for determining delays) it would be desirable to have average distances as close as
possible to the Internet average distance of 8.75. nem graphs with average distance
values around 6 and BRITE 1 graphs with values around 11 (although much influenced
by the graph size) are the most realistic ones.

Figure 4 shows the plots of the average node eccentricity. Here BRITE 2 and 3
graphs have values not influenced by the graph size and below 8, which is far from the
Internet eccentricity value of nearly 20. BRITE 1, Inet2 and nem values seem to depend
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on the graph size. When the graph size increases, the eccentricity increases. However
only BRITE 1 seems to match the Internet eccentricity. Inet2 has values that are too
low (i.e. below 11) and nem values although reaching 16 for 16000-node graphs are still
25% under the Internet eccentricity value. Eccentricity gives an idea of the spreading
of the graph. If it is low it means that there are only a few nodes that are far removed
from the others, most of them being concentrated in a small area. On the other hand, a
high eccentricity (as in the Internet) means that the nodes are spread over a wide area.
It is a measure of how far a node is from all the other nodes. In the Internet a node
is, on average, at most 20 hops from all the others. At the AS level, the eccentricity of
the Internet is 7 which is well under the Inet2 graph values (especially for 16000-node
graphs with a fraction of 0.35, equal to the AS level fraction, where the eccentricity
reaches 11).

To conclude, we can say that distance properties are hard to model with accuracy.
Average values such as distance and eccentricity are usually too low in the generated
graphs compared to the Internet values. The increase in the values of BRITE 1, Inet2
and nem when the graph size increases is a good sign that taking bigger graphs will give
adequate values. However we think that it is important to try to do better because these
two properties are based on Gaussian distributions and thus are good indicators of graph
realism. In fact we are currently creating a filter in our nem generator that allows us to
generate graphs with average distances nearly equal to those measured in the Internet
(i.e. between 9 and 11). It works when generating graphs having 500 nodes or more.
This filter will be described in a future work.
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5.3 Mesh and Trees Properties

We have given the definition of the mesh in section 4. As BRITE 1 graphs are trees, they
do not have a mesh and thus they will not be studied in this section. Figure 5 shows the
plots of the mesh size in percentage of the graph size. The Internet has a mesh whose
size represents 33% of the size of the whole Internet graph. This means that one node out
of three in the Internet belongs to the mesh. We can already make a striking observation.
BRITE 2 and 3 graphs have an average mesh proportion of nearly 100% ! (the lowest
value is 96.74% for 500-node BRITE 2 graphs). This does not coincide with the Internet
mesh proportion of 33%. Inet2 has values starting at 41% and increasing accordingly
with the graph size. nem on the other hand has values starting at 37% and decreasing
when the graph size increases. Nevertheless nem graphs seem to have the closest mesh
proportion values to the Internet mesh proportion. It is worth noticing that Inet2 mesh
proportions are accurate (particularly for 16000-node graphs) when compared with the
AS level mesh proportion which equals 63%.

We have also studied the connectivity properties of the graph meshes and the Internet
mesh. The number of cutpoints in the mesh of the Internet is equal to 3.7% of the total
number of nodes in the mesh. In all the graphs that we studied this ratio was at most
0.39% which is much less than the Internet value. Cutpoints are important because the
failure of a cutpoint router leads the network to be disconnected. Although we saw that
cutpoints are rare, it is interesting to see how they partition the mesh. To examine this
point, we calculated the sizes of the biggest biconnected component of the meshes. In the
Internet, the biggest bicomponent contains 87% of the nodes of the mesh. This means that
although the Internet mesh contains 3.7% cutpoints, these nodes only fraction a small
part of the mesh (i.e. 13%), as the larger part is biconnected. Concerning the graphs,
we saw that except for 500-node nem graphs whose average biggest bicomponent size
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is 95.8% of the mesh, all the other graphs have a ratio above 97.8%. To conclude we
can say that the generated graphs have almost entirely biconnected meshes, which is not
really the case of the Internet mesh that still contains a few cutpoint nodes and bridge
nodes (i.e. nodes not belonging to a cycle but on a path linking two cycles).

The forest is simply the set of nodes of the graph that do not belong to the mesh.
These nodes are located in trees and the union of these trees form the forest. The trees
are connected to the mesh by special nodes called roots. We consider the roots as nodes
belonging to the mesh. As we said before, BRITE 1 graphs are trees. Any one BRITE 1
graph of size n has exactly n − 1 edges and is connected hence it is a unique tree. This
implies that BRITE 1 graphs are always composed of one tree and thus the assumption
that the graphs have forests with multiple trees is false for BRITE 1 graphs. Hence we
will not study BRITE 1 graphs in the rest of this section.

Figure 6 shows the plots of the number of trees (i.e. the number of roots) vs the
number of nodes in the graph. This is an interesting measure as root nodes represent
the connection points to the in-tree nodes of the graph. We can see that BRITE 2 and 3
graphs have nearly 0% trees except for small sized ones. This is a consequence of what
we saw in the previous section: nearly all the nodes of BRITE 2 and 3 graphs belong to
the mesh part. When we look closer at these graphs we see that they only have a handful
of trees, most of them having depth one (i.e. nodes are directly connected to the roots).
Hence we have not been able to calculate tree power laws for BRITE 2 and 3 graphs and
thus we do not study them in the rest of this section. In the Internet the ratio of the trees
vs the Internet size is 11.7% (more than one in-mesh node out of three is a root node).
We can see that Inet2 and nem graphs have roughly similar values. For small sizes, nem
graphs have a higher percentage because their mesh is smaller and thus we find more
trees. It is worth noticing that Inet2 values, already above nem values, are far from the
AS level tree percentage which equals 7.7%.

In the following of this section we examine the presence of tree power laws [8]
defined by Magoni et al. in Inet2 and nem graphs. We found that the Internet complies
with power laws 6 and 7 (i.e. tree rank exponent and tree size exponent) with a high
degree of accuracy. It is worth noticing that Magoni et al. have already found that the
AS level of the Internet complies with these tree power laws.

We do not show the plots of the tree size ACCs of nem and Inet2 graphs because
we found that the values are close to or above 0.95. Thus all these graphs comply with
power law 7 (tree size exponent).We also do not show here the plots of the tree rank
ACCs of nem and Inet2 graphs because they are all above 0.97. Thus they all closely
comply with power law 6 (tree rank exponent).

To summarize this section, we can notice that only Inet2 and nem graphs comply with
the power laws concerning the trees. Their proportion of trees matches the Internet tree
proportion. Because they do not have a sizeable number of trees, the tree size distributions
of the BRITE 2 and 3 graphs cannot be used to calculate the ACCs and thus they do not
comply with tree power laws 6 and 7. As both the AS level and the router level of the
Internet comply with the tree power laws, we think that these laws are valid indicators
of a graph topology similarity to the Internet topology.
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6 Conclusions

Designing Internet-like topology generators is not an easy task. The generated graphs
have to comply with many laws and their topological properties must have suitable
values that match the Internet ones. Ensuring that important power laws and Gaussian
distribution averages are accurately reproduced is already a big step towards making a
graph topology similar to the Internet one. In particular we think that the tree proportion
and the tree power laws are interesting indicators for assessing the reliability of an
Internet-like generated graph. The aims of our paper can be summarized as follows:

– Compare some of the latest generators that belong to the power law topology model,
as a means to evaluating their performance.

– Analyze the generated graphs to examine how well their properties compare with the
ones measured in the scan+lucent router level Internet map, as a means to evaluating
their accuracy.

– Give, at the same time, results on the Internet topology properties inferred from the
scan+lucent map (one of the biggest available Internet maps).

Our topology generator (nem) holds positive results and we hope that it will be helpful to
the research community. The complexity of the Internet topology opens up the prospect
of finding new properties and creating new generators in the near future.
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Abstract. One of the most critical issues in wireless ad hoc networks is
represented by the limited availability of energy within network nodes.
The time period from the instant when the network starts functioning to
the instant when the first network node runs out of energy, the so-called
network life-time, strictly depends on the system energy efficiency. Our
objective is to devise techniques to maximize the network life-time in
the case of cluster-based systems, which represent a significant sub-set
of ad hoc networks. We propose an original approach to maximize
the network life-time by determining the optimal clusters size and the
optimal assignment of nodes to cluster-heads. The presented solution
greatly outperforms the standard assignment of nodes to cluster-heads,
based on the minimum distance criterion.

1 Introduction

One of the major challenges in the design of ad hoc networks is that energy
resources are significantly more limited than in wired networks. Recharging or
replacing the nodes battery may be inconvenient, or even impossible in disadvan-
taged working environments. This implies that the time during which all nodes
in the ad hoc network are able to transmit, receive and process information is
limited; thus, the network life-time becomes one of the most critical performance
metrics [1,2].

Here, we define the network life-time as the time spanning from the instant
when the network starts functioning to the instant when the first network node
runs out of energy. In order to maximize the life-time, the network must be
designed to be extremely energy-efficient. Various are the possible network con-
figurations, depending on the application. In this paper, we deal with system
architectures based on a clustering approach [3,4,5], which represent a signifi-
cant sub-set of ad hoc networks.
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In cluster-based systems, network nodes are partitioned into several groups.
In each group, one node is elected to be the cluster-head, and act as local con-
troller, while the rest of the nodes become ordinary nodes (hereinafter nodes).
The cluster size is controlled by varying the cluster-head’s transmission power.
The cluster-head coordinates transmissions within the cluster, handles inter-
cluster traffic and delivers all packets destined to the cluster; it may also ex-
change data with nodes that act as gateways to the wired network.

In cluster-based network architectures, the life-time is strongly related to
cluster-heads’ failure. Indeed, power consumption in radio devices is mainly due
to the following components: digital circuitry, radio transceiver, and transmis-
sion amplifier. Thus, energy consumption increases with the number of transmit-
ted/received/processed packets and with the device’s transmission range. Con-
sider a network scenario where all nodes within a cluster are one-hop away from
the cluster-head, as it often occurs in cluster-based systems [5,6,7], and assume
that the traffic load is uniformly distributed among the nodes. Since cluster-
heads have to handle all traffic generated by and destined to the cluster, they
have to transmit, receive and process a significant amount of packets (much
larger than for ordinary nodes), which depends on the number of controlled
nodes. In addition, while transmitting the collected traffic to other cluster-heads
or to gateway nodes, they have to cover distances that are usually much greater
than the nodes’ transmission range. Cluster-heads therefore experience high en-
ergy consumption and exhaust their energy resources more quickly than ordinary
nodes do. The life-time of cluster-based networks thus becomes the time period
from the instant when the network starts functioning to the instant at which the
first cluster-head runs out of energy. In order to maximize the system life-time,
it is imperative to find network design solutions that optimize the cluster-heads’
energy consumption.

The procedure of cluster formation consists of two phases: cluster-head elec-
tion and assignment of nodes to cluster-heads. Although several algorithms have
been proposed in the literature, which address the problem of cluster formation
[2,3,5,6,7,8,9], little work has been done on energy-efficient design of cluster-
based networks. In [2], an energy-efficient architecture for sensor networks has
been proposed, which involves a randomized rotation of the cluster-heads among
all the sensors and an assignment of nodes to clusters based on the minimum dis-
tance criterion. Cluster-heads rotation implies that the network energy resources
are more evenly drained and may result in an increased network life-time. On the
other hand, cluster-heads re-election may require excessive processing and com-
munications overhead, which outweigh its benefit. Thus, having fixed the nodes
that act as cluster-heads, it is important to optimize the assignment of nodes to
cluster-heads in such a way that cluster-heads’ energy efficiency is maximized.

In this paper, we consider a network scenario where cluster-heads are chosen
a priori and the network topology is either static, like in sensor networks, or
slowly changing. We propose an original solution, called ANDA (Ad hoc Network
Design Algorithm), which maximizes the network life-time while providing the
total coverage of the nodes in the network. ANDA is based on the concept
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that cluster-heads can dynamically adjust the size of the clusters through power
control, and, hence, the number of controlled nodes per cluster. ANDA takes
into account power consumption due to both the transmission amplifier and
the transmitting/receiving/processing of data packets, and it levels the energy
consumption over the whole network. Energy is evenly drained from the cluster-
heads by optimally balancing the cluster traffic loads and regulating the cluster-
heads’ transmission ranges.

2 The Network Life-Time

We consider a generic ad hoc network architecture based on a clustering ap-
proach. The network topology is assumed to be either static, like in sensor net-
works, or slowly changing. Let SC = {1, . . . , C} be the set of cluster-heads and
SN = {1, . . . , N} be the set of ordinary nodes to be assigned to the clusters.
Cluster-heads are chosen a priori and are fixed throughout the network life-time,
while the coverage area of the clusters is determined by the level of transmission
power used by the cluster-heads.

Three are the major contributions to power consumption in radio devices: i)
power consumed by the digital part of the circuitry; ii) power consumption of the
transceiver in transmitting and receiving mode; iii) output transmission power.
Clearly, the output transmission power depends on the devices’ transmission
range and the total power consumption depends on the number of transmitted
and received packets. Under the assumption that the traffic load is uniformly
distributed among the network nodes, the time interval that spans from the time
instant when the network begins to function until the generic cluster-head i runs
out of energy, can be written as

Li =
Ei

αr2i + β|ni| , (1)

where Ei is the initial amount of energy available at cluster-head i, ri is the
coverage radius of cluster-head i, ni is the number of nodes under the control
of cluster-head i, and α and β are constant weighting factors. In (1), the two
terms at the denominator represent the dependency of power consumption on
the transmission range and on the cluster-head transmitting/receiving activity,
respectively. Notice that, for the sake of simplicity, the relation between the
cluster-head power consumption and the number of controlled nodes is assumed
to be linear; however, any other type of relation could have been considered as
well, with minor complexity increase.

Considering that the limiting factor to the network life-time is represented
by the cluster-heads’ functioning time, the lifetime can be defined as [1,2]

LS = min
i∈SC

{Li} . (2)

Our objective is to maximize LS while guaranteeing the coverage of all nodes in
the network.
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3 Energy-Efficient Network Design

In this section, we formally describe the problem of maximizing the network
life-time. Two different working scenarios are analyzed: static and dynamic. In
the former, the assignment of the nodes to the cluster-heads is made only once
and maintained along the all duration of the system. In the latter, the network
configuration can be periodically updated in order to provide a longer network
life-time. Then, we propose an energy-efficient design algorithm, so-called ANDA
(Ad hoc Network Design Algorithm), which maximizes the network life-time by
fixing the optimal radius of each cluster and the optimal assignment of the nodes
to the clusters. ANDA is optimum in the case of the static scenario and can be
extended to the dynamic scenario by using a heuristic rule to determine whether
at a given checking time the network needs to be reconfigured.

3.1 Problem Formalization

We assume that the following system parameters are known: number of cluster-
heads (C), number of nodes in the network (N), location of all cluster-heads and
nodes, and initial value of the energy available at each cluster-head1.

Let dik be the Euclidean distance between cluster-head i and node k (i =
1, . . . , C; k = 1, . . . , N); we have that ri = dij when j is the farthest node con-
trolled by cluster-head i. Next, let us introduce matrix L={lij}, whose dimension
is equal to |SC |×|SN | and where each entry lij represents the life-time of cluster-
head i when its radius is set to ri = dij and it covers nij = { k ∈ SN | dik ≤ dij}
nodes. We have

lij =
Ei

αd2ij + β|nij | . (3)

Once matrix L is computed, the optimal assignment of nodes to cluster-
heads is described by the binary variable xij . xij is equal to 1 if cluster-head i
covers node j and equal to 0 otherwise. We derive the value of xij (i = 1, . . . , C;
j = 1, . . . , N) by solving the following max/min problem

maximize LS (4)
subject to

∑
i xij ≥ 1 ∀j ∈ SN

LS ≤ lijxij +M(1− xij) ∀i ∈ SC , j ∈ SN

xij ∈ {0, 1}, LS ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ SC , j ∈ SN .

The first constraint in the problem requires that each node is covered by one
cluster-head at least; the second constraint says that if node j is assigned to
cluster-head i, the system can not hope to live more than lij . When node j is
not assigned to cluster-head i, this constraint is relaxed by taking a sufficiently
large M .
1 Notice that in the case of static nodes, this information needs to be collected only
once when the network starts functioning; therefore, we neglect the cost of such an
operation.
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This model can be easily extended to the dynamic scenario by dividing the
time scale into time steps corresponding to the time instants at which the net-
work configuration is recomputed. Time steps are assumed to have unit duration.
Then, we replace xij with xs

ij , where x
s
ij is equal to 1 if and only if cluster-head

i covers node j at time step s and 0 otherwise, and Ei, dij , nij , lij with Es
i , d

s
ij ,

ns
ij , l

s
ij , i.e., with the corresponding values computed at time step s. Note, how-

ever, that in this case the model is no longer linear, since the model parameters
depend on the time step and, thus, on the former nodes assignment.

begin Covering
for(every j ∈ SN )
set max = 0
for(every i ∈ SC)
if(lij ≥ max)
set max = lij
set sel = i
end if
Cover node j with cluster-head sel
end for
end for
end Covering

begin Reconfigure
for(every i ∈ SC)
set Ei = initial energy of cluster-head i
for(every j ∈ SN )
Compute dij , |nij |, lij
end for
end for
L

(new)
S = L

(old)
S = LS

∆ = 0
while(L(new)

S <= L
(old)
S − ∆)

∆ = ∆ + 1
for(every i ∈ SC)
for(every j ∈ SN )
Recompute Ei = Ei − ∆(αr2

i + β|nij |)
Update lij ∀i ∈ SC , j ∈ SN

end for
end for
Call Covering and update LS

L
(new)
S = LS

end while
end Reconfigure

Fig. 1. Pseudo-code of the network design algorithm.
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3.2 ANDA: The Ad Hoc Network Design Algorithm

In order to solve the max/min problem described in the previous section, we
introduce an algorithm, named ANDA, based on a novel node assignment strat-
egy. ANDA solves to optimality the max/min problem in the case of the static
scenario and guarantees good performance in the case of the dynamic scenario.
The algorithm is composed of two main functions: the Covering and the Recon-
figure procedures, where Reconfigure is used in the dynamic scenario only. The
pseudo-code of the two functions is reported in Fig. 1.

The procedure Covering performs the assignment of nodes to cluster-heads
by associating each node to the cluster-head that presents the longest func-
tioning time. Thus, node j (j = 1, . . . , N) will be covered by cluster-head i if
lij = maxk∈SC

{lkj}. The resulting network configuration guarantees that en-
ergy consumption is minimized; optimality of the Covering procedure can be
easily proved from the following consideration. Suppose that in an optimal net-
work configuration, node j is covered by cluster-head i and that lij < lhj with
lhj = maxk{lkj}. By assigning node j to cluster-head i instead of assigning the
node to h, we would obtain a shorter life-time and therefore the configuration
would not be optimal.

In the dynamic scenario, the rule adopted to determine the time instants at
which the network needs to be reconfigured is of crucial importance. We assume
that at the time of network deployment all cluster-heads are equipped with the
same amount of energy. The initial node assignment is obtained from the Cov-
ering procedure, which gives the optimal network configuration. However, while
the system is running, each cluster-head experiences a different energy consump-
tion depending on the number of controlled nodes and on the coverage area. By
scheduling periodical node re-assignments based on the recomputed values of Ei

(i = 1, . . . , C), we can level the system energy consumption. Through function
Reconfigure, we compute the new value of the available energy at cluster-head i
(i = 1, . . . , C) as

E
(new)
i = Ei

(old) −∆(αr2i + β|ni|) , (5)
where ∆ is the time interval elapsed from the last update of the network config-
uration. By using E(new)

i and recomputing matrix L, from the procedure Con-
figure we obtain a new nodes assignment and a new maximized value for LS .
If the difference between the old value and the new value of LS is greater than
∆, it is worthwhile updating the network configuration and therefore the nodes
re-assignment is performed.

We point out that in ANDA the assignment of nodes to cluster-heads is
obtained by determining for every node i (i = 1, . . . , N) the maximum value
among entries lij (j = 1, . . . , C). Therefore, the complexity of the assignment
procedure is O(C ·N).

4 Numerical Results

The performance of ANDA is derived in terms of network life-time and variance
of the residual energy at the cluster-heads measured at the time instant at which
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Fig. 2. Static scenario: Life-time as a function of the number of cluster-heads, for a
number of nodes equal to 1000 and different values of K. Results obtained through
ANDA and the ACC scheme are compared.

the first cluster-head runs out of energy. Results are plotted as functions of the
ratio of the output transmission power to the power consumption due to the
transmitting/receiving activity, denoted by K. We consider that all the nodes
in the network are fixed and have initial energy Ei = 1 with i = 1, ..., N . We
assume that the cluster-heads are uniformly distributed over the network area
and are known a priori. Results were derived also in the case of a slowly changing
network topology; however, they do not significantly differ from those obtained
in the case of a network with fixed nodes.

First, we consider the static scenario, where only one network configuration
is allowed. We compare the performance of ANDA with the results obtained
by using a simple network design algorithm based on the minimum distance
criterion (in the plots denoted by label ACC (Assignment to Closest Cluster-
head)), which simply assigns each node to the nearest cluster-head. Fig. 2 shows
the network life-time as a function of the number of cluster-heads, C. Curves are
obtained for N = 1000, varying values of K, and nodes uniformly distributed
over the network area. As expected, the life-time increases with the increase
of the number of cluster-heads. From the comparison with the performance of
the ACC scheme, we observe that the improvement achieved through ANDA is
equal to 15% for K = 0.1, while it becomes negligible for K = 10, i.e., when the
output transmission power contribution dominates. For both the ACC scheme
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Fig. 3. Static scenario: Life-time as a function of the number of nodes, for a number of
cluster-heads equal to 100 and different values of K. Results obtained through ANDA
and the ACC scheme are compared.

and ANDA, a longer life-time is obtained when the major contribution to power
consumption is due to the output transmission power (K = 10). In fact, both the
schemes are able to level the output transmission power consumption among the
cluster-heads; while, it is difficult to achieve an even distribution of the nodes
among the clusters.

Fig. 3 shows the network life-time as the number of nodes changes, for a
number of cluster-heads C = 100 and a uniform distribution of the network
nodes. The life-time decreases as the number of nodes grows; however, for a
number of nodes greater than 100, the life-time remains almost constant as the
number of nodes increases.

Fig. 4 shows the variance of the residual energy at the cluster-heads as a
function of the number of cluster-heads. The number of nodes in the network is
set equal to 1000. For small values of C, we have a low variance since all cluster-
heads have to control a large number of nodes. Increasing C, some cluster-heads
may have to cover few nodes while others may experience a significant energy
consumption, thus resulting in higher values of variance. For values of C greater
than 25, the variance drops below 0.07 suggesting that all cluster-heads are
evenly drained. Also, we notice that for small values of C and K < 1 we have
lower variance than for K ≥ 1 since, as mentioned above, it is hard to achieve an
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equal distribution of the nodes among the clusters. For any value of K ANDA
outperforms the ACC scheme.

Next, we consider the dynamic scenario with C = 100 and N = 1000. In this
case, periodical updates of the network configuration are executed; the more
frequently the network configuration is updated, the greater the network life-
time and the system complexity. Thus, results showing the trade-off between
network life-time and number of executed configuration updates are presented.

Fig. 5 presents the network life-time for different values of K and nodes uni-
formly distributed in the network area. In abscissa, it is reported the number of
performed configuration updates normalized to the observation time expressed
in time steps. The life-time significantly increases as the number of reconfigura-
tions grows since the energy available in the system is better exploited. For all
values of K and a normalized number of updates equal to 1, an improvement of
about 50% with respect to the case where ANDA is applied to the static scenario
is obtained.

Finally, we expect that by combining the proposed assignment scheme with
cluster-heads rotation [2], the network life-time will further increase. However,
cluster-heads rotation involves an election procedure during which all nodes must
be synchronized, thus resulting in an increased system complexity as well.
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5 Conclusions

We addressed the problem of maximizing the life-time of a wireless ad hoc net-
work, i.e., the time period during which the network is fully working. We focused
on cluster-based networks and presented an original solution that maximizes the
network life-time by determining the optimal clusters size and assignment of
nodes to cluster-heads. We considered two working scenarios: in the former, the
network configuration is computed only once; in the latter, the network config-
uration can be periodically updated. We obtained improvements in the network
life-time equal to 15% in the case of the static scenario, and up to 74% in the
case of the dynamic scenario.
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Abstract. We analyze the performance of ad hoc pro-active routing pro-
tocols. In particular we focuse on the multipoint relay concept introduced
in OLSR protocol and which brings a significant improvement in broad-
cast control traffic overhead.We analyze the performance in two radio
network model: the random graph model and the unit graph model. The
random graph is more suitable for the modelization of indoor networks.
The unit graph is more suitable for outdoor networks. We compare the
performance of OLSR with the performance of basic link state protocols
using full flooding.

1 Introduction

Radio networking is emerging as one of the most promising challenge made
possible by new technology trends. Mobile Wireless networking brings a new
dimension of freedom in internet connectivity. Among the numerous architec-
tures that can be adapted to radio networks, the Ad hoc topology is the most
attractive since it consists to connect mobile nodes without pre-existing infras-
tructure. When some nodes are not directly in range of each other there is a
need of packet relaying by intermediate nodes. The working group MANet of
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is standardizing routing protocol for
ad hoc wireless networking under Internet Protocol (IP). In MANet every node
is a potential router for other nodes. The task of specifying a routing protocol
for a mobile wireless network is not a trivial one. The main problem encounterd
in mobile networking is the limited bandwidth and the high rate of topological
changes and link failure caused by node movement. In this case the classical rout-
ing protocol as Routing Internet Protocol (RIP) and Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) first introduced in ARPANET [1] are not adapted since they generate
too much control traffic and can only accept few topology changes per minute.
MANet working group proposes two kinds of routing protocols: the reactive

protocols and the pro-active protocols. The reactive protocols such as AODV [3],
DSR [2], and TORA [4], do not need control exchange data in absence of data
traffic. Route discovery procedure is invoked on demand when a source has a new
connection pending toward a new destination. The route discovery procedure in
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general consists into the flooding of a query packet and the return of the route
by the destination. The exhaustive flooding can be very expensive, thus creating
delays in route establishment. Furthermore the route discovery via flooding does
not guarantee to create optimal routes in terms of hop-distance.
The pro-active protocols such as Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [5],

TBRPF [6], need periodic update with control packet and therefore generates an
extra traffic which adds to the actual data traffic. The control traffic is broad-
casted all over the network via optimized flooding. Optimized flooding is possible
since nodes permanently monitor the topology of the network. OLSR uses multi-
point relay flooding which very significantly reduce the cost of such broadcasts.
Furthermore, the node have permanent dynamic database which make optimal
routes immediately available on demand. The protocol OLSR has been adapted
from the intra-forwarding protocol in HIPERLAN type 1 standard [7]. Most of
the salient features of OLSR such as multipoint relays and link state routing are
already existing in the HIPERLAN standard.
The aim of the present paper is to analyze the performance of the multipoint

relaying concept of OLSR under two models of network: the random graph model
and the unit graph model. The paper is divided into four main sections. The use
of analytical models is very interesting because it captures the essential of the
algorithms that cannot be captured by simulations because of the combinatorics
explosion of parameters to tune. This follows the first attempts of ad hoc routing
analytical modeling in [15,16]. The first section summarizes the main feature of
OLSR protocol. The second section introduces and discusses the graph models.
The third section develops the performance analysis of OLSR with respect to
the graph models. We give few theoretical theorems about the performance of
multipoint relaying without proof due to the lack of place but with due reference
to reports and article containing in extenso the proofs (mostly in the research
report [14]).

2 The Optimized Link State Routing Protocol

2.1 Non Optimized Link State Algorithm

Before introducing the optimized link state routing we make a brief reminder
about non optmized link state such as OSPF. In an ad hoc network, we call link,
a pair of two nodes which can hear each other. In order to achieve unicast trans-
mission, it is important here to use bidirectionnal link (IEEE 802.11 radio LAN
standard requires a two way packet transmission). However due to sensitivity
of power discrepancies, unidirectional links can arise in the network. The use
of unidirectional links is possible but require different protocols and is omitted
here. Each link in the graph is a potential hop for routing packets. The aim of a
link state protocol is that each node has sufficient knowledge about the existing
link in the network in order to compute the shortest path to any remote node.
Each node operating in a link state protocol performs the two following tasks:

– Neighbor discovery: to detect the adjacent links;
– Topology broadcast: to advertize in the whole network about important
adjacent links.
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By important adjacent links we mean a subset of adjacent links that permit the
computation of the shortest path to any destination.
The simplest neighbor discovery consists for each node to periodically broad-

cast full hello packets. Each full hello packet contains the list of the heared
neighbor by the node. The transmission of hello packets is limited to one hop.
By comparing the list of heared nodes each host determine the set of adjacent
bidirectional links.
A non optimized link state algorithm performs topology broadcast simply

by periodically flooding the whole network with a topology control packet con-
taining the list of all its neighbor nodes (i.e. the heads of its adjacent links). In
other words, all adjacent links of a node are important. By flooding we mean
that every node in the network re-broadcast the topology control packet upon
reception. Using sequence number prevents the topology control packet to be
retransmitted several times by the same node. The number of transmissions of
a topology control packet is exactly N , when N is the total number of in the
network, and when retransmission and packet reception are error free.
If h is the rate of hello transmission per node and τ the rate of topology con-

trol generation, then the actual control overhead in terms of packet transmitted
of OSPF is

hN + τN2 (1)

In terms of bytes transmitted, more precisely in IP addresses unit, the over-
head is

hNM + τN2M (2)

where M is the average number of adjacent links per node. If M is of the same
order thanN then the overhead is cubic inN . Notice that the topology broadcast
overhead is one order of magnitude larger than the neighbor discovery overhead.
Notice that for non-optimized link state routing the hello and topology con-

trol packet can be the same.

2.2 OLSR and MultiPoint Relay Nodes

The Optimized Link State Routing protocol is a link state protocol which opti-
mizes the control overhead via two means:

1. the important adjacent links are limited to MPR nodes;
2. the flooding of topology control packet is limited to MPR nodes (MPR flood-
ing).

The concept of MultiPoint Relay (MPR) nodes has been introduced in [7].
By MPR set we mean a subset of the neighbor nodes of a host which covers
the two-hop neighborhood of the host. The smallest will be the MPR set the
more efficient will be the optimization. We give a more precise definition of the
multipoint relay set of a given node A in the graph. We define the neighborhood
of A as the set of nodes which have an adjacent link to A. We define the two-
hop neighborhood of A as the set of nodes which have an invalid link to A but
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have a valid link to the neighborhood of A. This information about two-hop
neighborhood and two-hop links are made available in hello packets, since every
neighbor of A periodically broadcasts their adjacent links. The multipoint relay
set of A (MPR(A)) is a subset of the neighborhood of A which satisfies the
following condition: every node in the two-hop neighborhood of A must have a
valid link toward MPR(A).
The smaller is the Multipoint Relay set is, the more optimal is the routing

protocol. [13] gives an analysis and examples about multipoint relay search
algorithms. The MPR flooding can be used for any kind of long hole broadcast
transmission and follows the following rule:

A node retransmits a broadcast packet only if it has received its first copy
from a node for which it is a multipoint relay.

Reference [7] gives a proof that such flooding protocol (selective flooding) even-
tually reaches all destinations in the graph.[7] also gives a proof that for each
destination in the network, the subgraph made of all MPR links in the network
and all adjacent links to host A contains a shortest path with respect to the
original graph.
Therefore the multipoint relays improve routing performance in two aspects:

first it significantly reduces the number of retransmissions in a flooding or broad-
cast procedure; second it reduces the size of the control packets since OLSR nodes
only broadcast its multipoint relay list instead of its whole neighborhood list in
a plain link state routing algorithm.
In other words if DN is the average number of MPR links per node and

RN the average number of retransmission in an MPR flooding, then the control
traffic of OLSR is, in packet transmitted:

hN + τRNN , (3)

and, in IP addresses transmitted:

hMN + τRNDNN . (4)

Notice that when the nodes selects all their adjacent links as MPR links, we
have DN =M and RN = N : we have the overhead of a full link state algorithm.
However we will show that straightforward optimizations make DN � M and
RN � N gaining several orders of magnitude in topology broadcast overhead.
Notice that the neighbor discovery overhead is unchanged. Summing both over-
head we may expect that OLSR has an overhead reduced of an magnitude order
with respect to full link state protocol.
The protocol as it is proposed in IETF may differ to some details from

this very simple presentation. The reason is for second order optimization with
regards to mobility for example. For example hosts in actual OLSR do not
advertize their MPR set but their MPR selector set, i.e. the subset of neighbor
nodes which have selected this host as MPR.

2.3 MPR Selection

Finding the optimal MPR set is an NP problem as proven in [8]. However there
are very efficient heuristics. Amir Qayyum [13] has proposed the following one:
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1. select as MPR, the neighbor node which has the largest number of links in
the two-hop neighbor set;

2. remove this MPR node from the neighbor set and the neighbor nodes of this
MPR node from the two-hop neighbor set;

3. the previous steps until the two-hop neighbor set is empty.

An ultimate refinement is a prior operation which consists into detecting in
the two-hop neighbor the node which have a single parent in the neighbor set.
These parents are selected as MPR and are eliminated from the neighbor set,
and their neighbor are eliminated in the two-hop neighbor set.
It is proven in [8,10] that this heuristic is optimal by a factor logM where

M is the size of the neighbor set (i.e. the heuristical MPR set is at most logM
times larger than the optimal MPR set).

3 The Graph Models

The modelization of ad hoc mobile network is not an easy task. Indeed the
versatility of radio propagation in presence of obstacles, distance attenuation
and mobility is the source of incommensurable difficulties. In passing one should
notice that mobility not only encompass host mobility but also the mobility of
the propagation medium. For example when a door is open in a building, then
the distribution of links change. If a truck passes between two host it may switch
down the link between them. In this perspective building a realistic model that
is tractable by analysis is hopeless. Therefore we will focuse to build models
dedicated to specific scenarios.
There are two kinds of scenarios: the indoor scenarios and the outdoor sce-

narios. For the indoor scenario we will use the random graph model. For the
outdoor scenarios we will use the random cartesian graph model. The most re-
alistic model lies somewhere between the random graph model and the random
cartesian graph model.

3.1 The Random Graph Model for Indoor Networks

In the following we consider a wireless indoor network made ofN nodes. The links
are distributed according to a random graph with N vertices an link probability
p. In other words, a link exists between two given nodes with probability p.
Link’s existence are independent from one pair of nodes to another. Figure 1
shows an example of a random graph with (N, p) = (10, 0.7), the nodes have
been drawed in concentric mode just for convenience.
The random graph model implicitly acknowledge the fact that in an indoor

network, the main cause of link obstruction is the existence of random obsta-
cle (wall, furniture) between any pair of nodes. The fact that the links are in-
dependently distributed between node pairs assumes that these obstacles are
independly distributed with respect to node position, which of course is never
completely true. However the random graph model is the simplest satisfactory
model of indoor radio network and provides excellent results as a starting point.
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Fig. 1. A random graph with n = 10 and p = 0.7, generated by Maple

When the network is static, then the graph does not change during the time.
It is clear that nodes does not frequently change position in indoor model, but
the propagation medium can vary. In this case the random graph may vary
with the time. One easy way to model time variation is to assume random and
independent link lifetime. For example, one can define µ as link variation rate, i.e.
the rate at which each link may come down or up. During an interval [t, t+ dt]
a link can change its status with probability µdt, i.e. it takes status “up” or
“down” with probability p, independently of its previous status. The effect of
mobility won’t be investigated in the present paper.

3.2 The Random Unit Graph Model for Outdoors Networks

To explain this kind of graph it suffices to refer to a very simple example. Let L be
a non-negative number and let us define a two-dimensional square of size L × L
unit lengths. Let consider N nodes uniformly distributed on this square. The
unit graph is the graph obtained by systematically linking pairs nodes when
their distance is smaller or equal to the unit length. This model of graph is
well adapted to outdoor networks where the main cause of link failure is the
attenuation of signal by the distance. In this case the area where a link can
be established with a given host is exactly the disk of radius the radio range
centered on the host. However the presence of obstacle may give a more twisted
shape to the reception area (that may not be single connected).
Figure 2 shows a random unit graph of dimension two. The random unit

graph is built in two step: the first step is the uniform distribution of the point
on the rectangle area; the second step is the link distribution between node pair
according to their distance.
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Fig. 2. The random Unit graph derived from random forty points locations in a 5 × 4
rectangle

The reception area may also change with the time, due to node mobility,
obstacle mobility, noise or actual data traffic. In the present paper we will assume
that the network is static.
Of course, the unit graph can be defined on other space than the plane.

For example a unit graph can be defined on a 1D segment, modeling a mobile
network made of cars on a road. It can be a cube in the air, modeling a mobile
network made of airplanes, for example.

4 Analysis of OLSR in the Random Graph Model

The proof of the results listed in this section can be found in [9].
Most pro-active protocols (like OLSR) have the advantage to deliver optimal

routes (in term of hop number) to data transfers (the proof of this is in [7]
and [14]). The analysis of optimal routes is very easy in random graph models
since a random graph tends to be of diameter 2 when N tends to infinity with
fixed p.

Theorem 1. The optimal route between two random nodes in a random graph,
when N tends to infinity, is either of length 1 with probability p,or of length 2
with probability q = 1− p.

Theorem 2. For all ε > 0, the optimal MPR set size DN of any arbitrary
node is smaller than (1+ ε) logN

− log q with probability tending to 1 when N tends to
infinity.
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Notice that DN = O(logN) which very favorably compares to the size of the
the whole host neighborhood which (in average pN) and considerably reduces
the topology broadcast.

Theorem 3. The broadcast or flooding via multipoint relays takes in average a
number RN of retransmissions smaller than (1 + ε) logN

−p log q .

Corollary 1. The cost of OLSR control traffic for topology broadcast in the
random graph model is O(N(logN)2) compared to O(N3) with plain link state
algorithm.

Remark: Notice that the neighbor sensing in O(N2) is now the dominant source
of control traffic overhead.
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Fig. 3. average number of retransmissions in multi-point relay flooding with N = 1000
and p variable

5 Analysis of OLSR in the Random Unit Graph

5.1 Results in 1D and 2D Random Unit Graphs

We present results for 1D and 2D random unit graphs. The proof of the results
shown in this section can be found in [14]. A 1D Unit graph can be made of N
nodes uniformly distributed on a strip of land whose width is smaller than the
radio range (set as unit length). We assume that the length of the land strip is
L unit length.
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Theorem 4. The size of the MPR set DN of a given host is 1 when the host is
at less than one radio hop to the end to one end of the strip, and 2 otherwise.

Theorem 5. The MPR flooding of a broadcast message originated by a random
node takes RN = �L� retransmission of the message when N tends to infinity
and L is fixed.

Notice this is assuming an error free retransmission. In case of error, the
retransmission stops at the first MPR which does not receive correctly the mes-
sage. In order to cope with this problem one may have to add redundance in the
MPR set which might be too small with regard to this problem.
Notice that these figures favorably compare with plain link state whereDN =

M = N/L and RN = N .
The analysis in 2D is more interesting because it gives less trivial results.

Theorem 6. When L is fixed and N increases, then the average size of the
MPR set, DN tends to be smaller than 3π(N/(3L2))1/3 = 3π(M/(3π))1/3.

Notice that this figure compares favorably with plain link state where DN =
M = N/L2.
Figure 4 displays simulation results for dimension 2. The heuristic has been

applied to the central node of a random 4 × 4 unit graph. The convergence in
M1/3 is clearly shown. Notice that in this very case the upper bound of DN is at
least greater by a factor 2 than actual values obtained by simulations. Figure 5
summarizes the results obtained for quantity DN in the random graph model
for dimension 1 and 2. The results for dimension 2 have been simulated.

Theorem 7. The MPR flooding of a broadcast message originated by a random
node takes RN = O((NL4)1/3) retransmissions of the message when N tends to
infinity and L is fixed.

5.2 Comparison with Dominating Set Flooding

In [11] Wu and Li introduced the concept of dominating set. They introduced two
kinds of dominating set that we will call, the rule 1 dominating set and the rule
2 dominating set. In this section we establish quantative comparisons between
the performance of dominating set flooding and MPR flooding. In particular we
will show that dominating set floodings does not outperform significantly full
flooding in random graph models and in random unit graph of dimension 2 and
higher. Rule 1 dominating set does not outperform significantly full flooding
in random unit graph model of dimension 1. MPR flooding outperforms both
dominating set flooding in any graph models studied in this paper.
The dominating set flooding consists into restricting the retransmission of

a broadcast message to a subset of nodes, called the dominating set. Rule 1
and rule 2 consist into two different rules of dominating set selection. The rules
consist into compairing neighbor sets (for example by checking hellos). For a
node A we denote by N (A), the neighbor set of node A.
In rule 1, a node A does not belong to the dominating if and only if there

exists a neighbor B of A such that
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Fig. 4. Bottom: simulated quantity DN/M1/3 versus the number of neighbor M for the
central position in a 4 × 4 random unit graph,top: upper bound obtained in theorems.
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Fig. 5. Unit graph model from bottom to top, average number of MPR for 1D, 2D and
full links state protocol versus the average number of neighbor nodes M .

1. B is in the dominating set;
2. the IP address of B is higher than the IP address of A;
3. N (A) ⊂ N (B).
In this case one says that B dominates A in rule 1.
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In rule 2, a node A does not belong to the dominating if and only if there
exist two neighbor B and C of A such that

1. B and C are in the dominating set;
2. nodes B and C are neighbors;
3. the IP addresses of B and C are both higher than the IP address of A;
4. N (A) ⊂ N (B) ∪ N (C).
In this case one says that (B,C) dominates A in rule 2.
We first, look at the performance of dominating set flooding in the random

graph model (N, p).

Theorem 8. The probability that a node in a random graph (N, p) does not
belong to the dominating set is smaller than N(1 − (1 − p)p)N in rule 1, and
smaller than N2(1− (1− p)2p)N in rule 2.

Theorem 9. In the random unit graph model of dimension 1, assuming inde-
pendence between node location and node IP addresses, the probability that a
node does not belong to the dominating set in rule 1 is smaller than 4

M and the
average size of the dominating set in rule 2 is max{0, 2L − 1}.

Remark: The proofs of these theorem can be found in [14]. The density of the
dominating set in rule 2 is twice than the density of retransmitters in MPR
flooding when the network model is the random unit graph of dimension one.
In random graph of dimension 2 and higher the probabilities that a node does

not belong to the dominating set in rule 1 or in rule 2 are O(1/M) since it is
impossible to cover one unit disk with two unit disk that have different centers.

6 Conclusion and Further Works

We have presented a performance evaluation of OLSR mobile ad-hoc routing
protocols in the random graph model and in the random unit graph model.
The originality of the performance evaluation is that it is completely based
on analytical methods (generating function, asymptotic expansion) and does
not rely on simulation software. The random graph model is enough realistic
for indoor or short range outdoor networks where link fading mainly comes
from random obstacles. The random unit graph model is realistic for long range
outdoor networks where link fading mainly comes from distance attenuation. In
this case the random graph model can be improved by letting the parameter
p depending on distance x between the nodes. This will be subject of further
works.
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Abstract. In a multihop MANET (mobile ad-hoc network), reliable
broadcast support at the MAC layer will be of great benefit to the rout-
ing function, multicasting applications, cluster maintenance, and real-
time systems. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid MAC protocol,
called the adaptive location-aware broadcast (ALAB) protocol, for link-
level broadcast support in multichannel systems. ALAB is scalable and
mobility-transparent since it does not require any link state information.
Above all, in ALAB, both deadlock and hidden terminal problems are
completely solved. In principle, ALAB tries to combine both of the ad-
vantages of the allocation- and contention-based protocols and overcomes
their individual drawbacks. At high traffic or density, ALAB outperforms
the pure TDMA because of spatial reuse and dynamic slot management.
At low traffic or density, ALAB outperforms the pure CSMA/CA because
of its embedded stable tree-splitting algorithms. In addition, ALAB pro-
vides deterministic access delay bounds from its base TDMA allocation
protocol. Simulation results do confirm the advantage of our scheme over
other MAC protocols, such as IEEE 802.11, ADAPT, and ABROAD,
even under the fixed-total-bandwidth model.

1 Introduction

With the revolutionary advances of wireless technology, the applications of the
MANET (mobile ad-hoc network) are getting more and more important, espe-
cially in the emergency, military, and outdoor business environments, in which
instant fixed infrastructure or centralized administration is difficult or too expen-
sive to establish. In the MANET, pair of nodes communicates by sending packets
either over a direct wireless link or through a sequences of wireless links including
some intermediate nodes. Due to the broadcast nature of the radio transmission
medium and the rapidly dynamic topology changes in the MANET, every algo-
rithms and protocols developed on it will face great challenges. In this paper, we
are specially interested in a medium access control (MAC) protocol for multihop
ad-hoc networks with multiple frequency channels.
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A MAC protocol is to address how to allocate the multiaccess medium and
resolve potential contention/collision among various nodes. MAC protocols pro-
posed so far can be approximately classified into two categories [5]. One is
allocation-based protocols, and the other is contention-based protocols. Deter-
ministic allocation-based protocols, such as TDMA and its variants [9], are pri-
marily designed to support bounded delay topology-independent transmissions
by scheduled slot assignments. Nevertheless, these protocols are insensitive to
variations in network loads or node connectivity. Although dynamic topology-
dependent TDMA-based transmission scheduling protocols [13] can adjust them-
selves to node connectivity, they are not suitable for highly mobility environ-
ments due to heavy loads on updated link state information maintenance. As
to the contention-based protocols, such as CSMA/CA and it variants [14], they
are primarily designed to support asynchronous transmissions and burst traf-
fic. However, CSMA/CA is inherently unstable [7]. Because of this reason, the
CARMA protocol based on the deterministic tree-splitting algorithm [7] was
proposed. In CARMA, in order to maintain a consistent channel view for all
nodes in a multihop wireless network, a base station should be set up to govern
this task. Hence it is not suitable for the large-scale MANET.

Most previous works on MAC protocols including IEEE 802.11, ADAPT [4],
CARMA [7], and GRID [14] are designed to support only reliable unicast trans-
mission. As indicated in [5,8,11], support for reliable broadcast at the MAC
layer will be of great benefit to the routing function, multicasting applications,
cluster maintenance, and real-time systems. Clearly, a single reliable broadcast
can be implemented by sending one or more reliable unicast messages. However,
this approach is not scalable since the time to complete a broadcast increases
with the number of neighbors. Besides, MAC protocols typically do not main-
tain link state information [5]. Recently, several MAC protocols for broadcast
support have been proposed, including ABROAD [5], TPMA [8], RBRP [11],
CATA [13], and FPRP [15]. All of them depend on the collision detection ca-
pacity. In TPMA and RBRP, nodes with bad luck in their elimination phase
or reservation request phase may lead to starvation. To make matters worse,
all of these protocols may lead to deadlocks. A deadlock [11] is said to occur
if two conflicting broadcasts are scheduled in the same slot and the senders do
not realize this conflict. We also notice that all the above-mentioned protocols
have focused only on single channel systems. From many literatures [9,14], we
know that a multichannel system outperforms a single channel system in many
aspects, including throughput, reliability, bandwidth utilization, network scala-
bility, synchronization implementation, and QoS support.

The authors in [5] developed a novel hybrid MAC protocol, called ABROAD,
for reliable broadcast in single channel MANETs. Importantly, they try to com-
bine both of the advantages of the allocation- and contention-based protocols
and overcomes their individual drawbacks. Thus, ABROAD can dynamically
self-adjust its behavior according to the prevailing network conditions [4,5]. Fol-
lowing their hybrid approach, but with a whole different design strategy, we
propose a new multichannel MAC protocol based on the tree-splitting algo-
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rithms for link-level broadcast support in multihop ad-hoc networks. We call the
resulting distributed protocol “Adaptive Location-Aware Broadcast” (ALAB)
protocol. Since a MANET should operate in a physical area, it is very natu-
ral to exploit location information in such an environment [14]. In addition, via
a GPS (Global Positioning Systems), every node can get absolute timing and
location information; thus synchronization becomes easy [8,11,12]. The advan-
tages of the ALAB protocol are as follows. (i) ALAB supports reliable unicast,
multicast, and broadcast transmission services in an integrated manner. That
is, unicast and multicast packets are considered as special cases of broadcast
packets. (ii) ALAB is scalable and mobility-transparent since it does not require
any link state information. Moreover, both the time to broadcast a packet and
the number of channels required for the MANET are independent of the net-
work topology. (iii) In ALAB, no hidden or exposed terminal problems will exist.
Therefore, our design does not need any handshake process such as RTS/CTS
or RTS/CR/RA [8]. (iv) Like ABROAD, ALAB also provides bounded access
delay from its base TDMA allocation protocol. Furthermore, ALAB is stable
and adapts well to any traffic and network topologies. (v) In ALAB, the dead-
lock and starvation problems are completely eliminated. (vi) Under the severe
traffic load and node density conditions, ALAB delivers superior performance
than ABROAD, which outperforms TDMA, IEEE 802.11, and ADAPT [4,5],
even under the fixed-total-bandwidth model.

2 The ALAB Protocol

2.1 Model and Assumptions

A multihop mobile radio network used to pass messages containing data and
control information can be modelled as an undirected graph G = (V, E) in which
V (|V| = N) is the set of mobile hosts and there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E if and only if
u and v can mutually receive each other’s transmissions. In this case, we say that
u and v are neighbors. Note that the edge set may vary over time because of nodal
mobility. We can assign each node v in the network a unique identifer (ID) by a
number in ℵ = {0, 1, . . . , N −1}, where |ℵ| = N . In this paper, all logarithms are
assumed to be base 2. Given an integer v ∈ ℵ, let Binary(v) = (v1v2 . . . vk−1vk)
denote its binary string, where k = 	logN
. Thus, every integer in ℵ can be
represented by a unique binary k-tuples (v1v2 . . . vk−1vk), where vi ∈ {0, 1}. In
addition, each channel is uniquely assigned by a number in C = {0, 1, . . . , ρ−1},
where 1 ≤ ρ < N .

Within a TDMA network, the time axis is divided into units called (trans-
mission) frames, and each frame is composed of time slots. Each slot in turn
comprises mini-slots. Nodes in the network are assumed to be synchronized and
that the frame length is the same for each node. Each mobile radio host in a
multichannel network is equipped with the transceivers (a single transmitter and
multiple receivers). Depending on the ability of the transceivers, each node can
communicate with others either in the full-duplex mode or in the half-duplex
mode. In the half-duplex mode, each host cannot transmit and receive at the
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Fig. 1. Ten mobile hosts are dispersed randomly over the 2D geographic region. The
integer within in the grid is the channel number, while the integer pairs are the grid
coordinate. The center part of the geographic area shows the relation between r and d.

same time [3]. In the full-duplex mode, each host can transmit only one packet
on one channel but receive multiple packets on all channels simultaneously [9].
Throughout this paper, we assume every node works in the full-duplex mode.
On the same channel, two types of communication collisions will arise [9]. The
primary collision occurs when a node transmitting in a given mini-slot is receiv-
ing in the same mini-slot on the same channel. This also implies the converse:
a receiving node cannot be transmitting on the same channel at the same time.
The secondary collision occurs when node receives more than one packet in a
mini-slot on the same channel. In both cases, all packets are rendered useless.
To this end, we assume that if more than one node is transmitting on the same
channel such that the packets overlap in time, then collision occurs on that chan-
nel. On the other hand, simultaneous reception of packets on other channels is
not affected [3,9]. In this paper, we also assume that a node is capable of deter-
mining the current status of a single radio channel [12]. That is, at the end of
a mini-slot, each node can obtain feedback from the receiver specifying whether
the status of a radio channel is (i) NULL: no transmission on the channel, (ii)
SINGLE: exactly one transmission on the channel, or (iii) COLLISION: two or
more transmissions on the channel.

The basic idea behind the ALAB protocol is very simple; in brief, we just
imitate the organization of cellular/cluster networks. This approach is widely
adopted in many issues for the MANET [6,14]. Each node is assumed to know
its own position by virtue of its GPS receiver but not the position of any other
nodes in the network. In our model of the ad-hoc network, nodes are dispersed
randomly over a pre-defined geographic region, which is partitioned into two-
dimensional logical grids as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each grid is a square of size
d×d. Let ri be the transmission range of node i. Determining the optimal values
of ri and d is not an easy task. In our design, we restrict

√
2d ≤ ri ≤ 2d. Let

ℵ∞ = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}. Grids are numbered 〈x, y〉 following the conventional xy-
coordinate. Every node must know how to map its physical location (x′, y′) ∈
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Fig. 2. The ALAB slot and frame structure.

(�,�) to the corresponding grid coordinate 〈x, y〉 ∈ 〈ℵ∞,ℵ∞〉. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, we assign 〈x, y〉 = 〈�x′

d �, �y′

d �〉. Besides, each grid is assigned a unique
channel. When a node is located at a grid 〈x, y〉, it must use the channel assigned
to the grid 〈x, y〉 for transmission. Given two different girds 〈x1, y1〉 and 〈x2, y2〉,
if max{|x1 − x2|, |y1 − y2|} ≤ 4, then these two girds are called the interfering
grids. The interfering grids are forbidden to be assigned the same channel to
prevent co-channel interference in the packet transmission phase of ALAB. (We
will explain it in the next subsection.) To attain this goal, we can simply apply
the distance-4 coloring algorithms [14] to assign a channel for each grid. In the
meantime, the frequency reuse should be maximized. Fig. 1 shows the possible
channel assignments. Let |G| be the total number of grids over the geographic
region. By a simple counting, the total number of channels required for the
ALAB protocol is min{25, |G|}.

The main purposes of these restrictions are as follows. Nodes within the
same grid form a single-hop cluster. In other words, all nodes within the same
grid can hear the transmission of others. By the collision detection ability of
the transceivers, all nodes within the same grid are able to maintain a consistent
channel view. Due to the channel consistency in every grid, no deadlock or hidden
terminal problems will exist.

2.2 Protocol Description

The ALAB protocol integrates a tree-splitting collision resolution protocol within
each slot of a TDMA allocation protocol. Each node is assigned a transmission
schedule (frame) consisting of N slots. The slot and frame structure of the ALAB
protocol, which is somewhat like the design of HYPERLAN [1], is shown in Fig.
2. The frame is divided into fixed-sized slots. Each slot is composed of three
parts: a priority reservation phase and a collision resolution phase followed by
a packet transmission phase. The first two phases are called the leader election
phase. The priority reservation phase occupies the first mini-slot and the colli-
sion resolution phase consists of the next M mini-slots. The final mini-slot is the
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packet transmission phase. In the priority reservation phase, only the predeter-
mined primary and secondary candidate nodes have the chance to reserve the
slot. However, when the first mini-slot remains unused, all active nodes contend
to use it either by the randomized collision resolution algorithm or by the deter-
ministic one. A node is said an active node if it has packets to send. Through
the leader election phase, we guarantee that at most one active node will survive
in a gird. The survival(s) gets the right of broadcast in the packet transmission
phase. Recall that the transmission range is limited and simultaneous reception
of packets on other channels is not affected. As a result, inter-grid communi-
cations via data packets are collision-free. In the following, we will focus the
protocol description on a single grid, say 〈x, y〉. Before we describe the ALAB
protocol in detail, we also make the following assumptions. (i) A node located
in a grid 〈x, y〉 is assumed to continuously monitor the status of the channel as-
signed to 〈x, y〉. (ii) A node wishing to transmit a packet which may has arrived
in the interim, it would wait until the beginning of the next slot. (iii) The channel
introduces no errors, so control-packet collisions are the only source of errors.
Nodes can perfectly detect such collisions immediately at the end of each mini-
slot. (iv) Each mini-slot is designed to accommodate the packet transmission
time and the guard time, which corresponds to the maximum differential prop-
agation delay between any pair of nodes. Since the network are assumed to be
synchronized, all active nodes enter the priority reservation phase synchronously.

1) Priority Reservation Phase: In slot i of a frame, we let the node with
the ID = i − 1 mod N be the primary candidate (PC for short) node and the
node with the ID = i − 1 + �N

2 � mod N be the secondary candidate (SC for
short) node. In our design, the priority of the PC node is higher than that of the
SC node. At the beginning of the first mini-slot, only the PC and SC nodes are
allowed to send RTB (Request-To-Broadcast) control packets with probability 1.
At the end of the first mini-slot, if the status of the channel is COLLISION, then
the PC node overwhelmingly wins the slot to broadcast a packet. If the status of
the channel is SINGLE, all active nodes except the winner quit the contention at
the remaining mini-slots, abandon the corresponding packet transmission mini-
slot and wait for the next slot. Otherwise, all active nodes enter the collision
resolution phase.

2.a) Randomized Collision Resolution Phase: At the beginning of the ith
mini-slot, where 2 ≤ i ≤ M + 1, all active nodes send RTBs with probabil-
ity 1. At the end of the ith mini-slot, if the status of the channel is NULL,
then the collision resolution period is over. The contending nodes involved in
the COLLISION split randomly into two subsets by each flipping a coin. Those
who obtain heads (with probability p) send an RTB in the next mini-slot; while
those who obtain tails (with probability 1− p) become inactive and wait for the
next slot. This process keeps running until a SINGLE is reported or i equals
M +1, whichever comes first. The above-mentioned algorithm is similar to that
of TPMA [8]. We can find that the collision resolution process stops immediately
once a NULL occurs. One can make a further improvement, however. On con-
dition that a NULL is sensed, all previous contenders are allowed to flip a coin
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again and those who obtain heads can send RTBs in the next mini-slot. Thus the
collision resolution phase will never terminate in the NULL state before mini-slot
M +1. It is worth noticing that nodes with bad luck in the randomized collision
resolution phase will not starve because of the underlying TDMA protocol. The
advantages of the randomized approach are that it achieves fairness naturally
and a winner may arise quickly. A reasonable value of M could be 1 + 	log N

|G|
.
2.b) Deterministic Collision Resolution Phase: Our deterministic collision

resolution algorithm is similar to that in [2]. We assume that every node keeps an
integer variable temporary ID used for the collision resolution phase. Initially,
temporary ID = ID. We let M = 1 + 	logN
 and (b1b2, · · · , bk) be the binary
representation of any given node temporary ID, where k = 	logN
. At the
beginning of the second mini-slot, all active nodes send RTB packets. If the
status of the channel is NULL, then the collision resolution period is over. If
a COLLISION occurs, all active nodes with b1 = 0 send RTB packets in the
next mini-slot. The general rule on the (i + 2)th mini-slot, 1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1, is
that all active nodes with bi = 0 send RTBs; at the end of the mini-slot, if a
COLLISION is alarmed, all active nodes with bi = 1 are backlogged and wait
for the next slot; while a NULL is detected, all active nodes with bi = 1 remain
active in the next mini-slot. This process continues running until a SINGLE is
recognized. Clearly, at the end of the collision resolution process, only the active
node with the lowest-numbered temporary ID will be the winner. To ensure
fairness, each node subtracts one (mod N) from its current temporary ID at
the end of every slot. The advantage of the deterministic approach is that a
winner is guaranteed to be elected if at least one active node exists. However,
only the partial fairness can be achieved because of the multihop characteristic
in ad-hoc networks. Besides, the value of M by the deterministic approach may
be larger than that by the randomized approach.

In packet transmission phase, every winner in every grid in the leader elec-
tion phase starts to transmit. Since simultaneous reception of packets on other
channels is not affected, all nodes can gain the data concurrently. The control
packet length is typically smaller than the data packet length, it is worthwhile
taking multiple mini-slots to compete for the access right. To sum up, our hybrid
MAC protocol is similar to the leader election among active nodes within each
gird in every slot.

3 Performance Simulations

Two bandwidth models have been proposed in [14] to evaluate the network
throughput performance for multichannel ad-hoc networks. (i) Fixed-channel-
bandwidth: Each channel has a fixed bandwidth. The more the channels, the more
bandwidth the network can potentially use. This model is especially suitable for
CDMA environments. (ii) Fixed-total-bandwidth: The total bandwidth offered to
the network is fixed. With more channels, each channel will have less bandwidth.
This model is especially suitable for FDMA environments.
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Fig. 3. Ld/Lc versus throughput under the fixed-total-bandwidth model. (η = 8 and
|G| = 10× 10.)

Due to space limitations, mathematical analysis can be referred to our tech-
nical report [6]. In this section, we report the simulation results. We use the fixed-
increment time advance approach [10] for our discrete-event simulation model
to evaluate the performance of ALAB. We have developed a simulator by C++.
The ad-hoc network is simulated by placing N nodes randomly and uniformly
within a bounded geographic region. The geographic region size (|G| = A

d2 ) is
measured by the number of grids. The transmission range of all simulated nodes
is r meters. The control packet length Lc including the guard time is 20 bytes
and the data packet length Ld is a multiple of Lc. Network traffic was generated
according to a Poisson arrival process with a mean of λ packets per second, and
uniformly distributed among the nodes. If the fixed-channel-bandwidth model
is assumed, each channel’s bandwidth is 1 Mbps. If the fixed-total-bandwidth
is assumed, the total bandwidth is 1 Mbps. We will consider the effect of node
density on the performance instead of the average degree, where the node density
of the grid plane (η = N

|G| ) is defined as the average number of nodes per grid.

A) Effect of Data Packet Length: In Fig. 3, we show the effect of the ratio
Ld/Lc on the throughput performance under the fixed-total-bandwidth model.
In this experiment, we fix η and G as 8 and 10 × 10, respectively. We can see
that when Ld/Lc ≤ 125, the throughput is highly promoted with the increasing
length of data packet. This is because each successful leader election process can
schedule more data bits to be sent. However, if we further increase the ratio
Ld/Lc, the throughput of ALAB will be saturated at a certain point. As shown
in Fig. 3, as both offered load and Ld/Lc increase, the throughput of ALAB
(deterministic collision resolution approach) approaches the network capacity.

B) Effect of Arrival Rate and Bandwidth Models: In this experiment, we as-
sume that N = 512, r = 2d, |G| = 8 × 8, η = 8, and Ld/Lc = 50. Fig. 4 and
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Fig. 4. Arrival rate versus throughput under the fixed-total-bandwidth model. (N =
512, r = 2d, η = 8, |G| = 8× 8, and Ld/Lc = 50.)

5 show the throughput versus the offered load under the fixed-total-bandwidth
model and under the fixed-channel-bandwidth model respectively. Especially,
even under the fixed-total-bandwidth model, we find a 70% increase in the peak
performance for ALAB over ABROAD, which delivers superior performance
than TDMA, IEEE 802.11, and ADAPT [4,5]. The reasons are three-fold. (i) In
ALAB, via the location-aware channel assignment scheme, the number of poten-
tial interfering terminals is significantly reduced from the size of two-hop neigh-
borhood to the size of intra-grid neighborhood. (ii) Via the leader election process
in ALAB, the probability for a node to reserve a slot is highly boosted. (iii) In
such a crowed environment, the erasure effect [8] or deadlocks also cause the
performance of ABROAD degradation. However, it is not very fair to compare
ABROAD and ALAB because of their different assumptions on the transceivers.
In Fig. 5, we see that the ALAB protocol with the deterministic collision reso-
lution approach performs best since an active node is guaranteed to be elected
(if it exists) in a grid in a slot.

C) Effect of Node Density : Fig. 6 shows the throughput versus node density
and arrival rate under the fixed-channel-bandwidth model. We use N = 256
and Ld/Lc = 75. We see that as the node density decreases and/or the traffic
load increases, the throughput increases monotonically and is finally saturated
at a certain point. Especially, we find that when λ = 15 ∼ 20 and η = 4 ∼ 16,
the deterministic collision resolution approach yields about 27.67% ∼ 56.67%
improvement in the throughput, as compared with the randomized one. This is
reasonable due to the uncertainty in the leader election phase by the randomized
approach. Given fixed A and N , decreasing the node density will promote the
throughput; meanwhile, it will cause the number of grids increase. Since we
restrict

√
2d ≤ r ≤ 2d in our design, a larger number of grids implies a shorter
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transmission range. From the perspective of the routing performance, this will
result in more hops from sources to destinations. To sum up, determining the
optimal values of r and d is not an easy task.

D) Effect of Node ID Distribution: In all the above experiments, we have
observed that the ALAB protocol with the deterministic collision resolution ap-
proach performs best. However, its collision resolution method highly depends
on the distribution of the node IDs. In spite of the multihop characteristic in
ad-hoc networks, each contending station should receive an equal share of the
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transmission bandwidth. We conduct an experiment to understand this fairness
issue. We use N = 16, η = 4, |G| = 4, and Ld/Lc = 75. Four sample nodes
intended for our observation are 0000, 0001, 1010, and 1011. Furthermore, we
assume that they are located in a same grid. Fig. 7 shows the simulation result
under the fixed-channel-bandwidth model. We see that as the offered load in-
creases, the performance range of the sample nodes increases significantly. That
is, the unfairness problem becomes serious when traffic load is heavy. Therefore,
if fairness is critical, the ALAB protocol with the improved randomized collision
resolution approach may be a compromise solution.
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Fig. 7. Node ID versus node throughput under the fixed-channel-bandwidth model.
(N = 16, η = 4, |G| = 4, and Ld/Lc = 75.)

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a new adaptive location-aware MAC proto-
col, called ALAB, for link-level broadcast support in multichannel MANETs.
By virtue of GPS and channel assign scheme, all nodes within the same grid are
able to maintain a consistent channel view. Due to the channel consistency in ev-
ery grid, no deadlock or hidden terminal problems will exist. ALAB is scalable
and mobility-transparent since it does not require any link state information.
Using the ternary channel feedback information, our novel hybrid broadcast
scheme can achieve high throughput performance. In principle, ALAB tries to
combine both of the advantages of the allocation- and contention-based proto-
cols and overcomes their individual drawbacks. ALAB has deterministic access
guarantees by its base TDMA allocation protocol while providing flexible and
efficient bandwidth management by reclaiming unused slots through the stable
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tree-splitting algorithms. Extensive experimental results have been conducted,
which take many factors, such as channel bandwidth models, arrival rate, data
packet length, node density, and fairness, into consideration. Both analysis [6]
and simulation results do confirm the advantage of our scheme over other MAC
protocols, such as IEEE 802.11, ADAPT [4], and ABROAD [5], even under the
fixed-total-bandwidth model. All these results make ALAB a promising protocol
to enhance the performance of the MANET.
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Abstract. Bluetooth enables portable electronic devices to communicate wire-
lessly via short-range ad-hoc networks. Initially Bluetooth will be used as a re-
placement for point-to-(multi)point cables. However, in due course, there will
be a need for forming multihop ad-hoc networks over Bluetooth, referred to as
scatternets. This paper investigates the capacity assignment problem in Blue-
tooth scatternets. The problem arises primarily from the special characteristics
of the network and its solution requires new protocols. We formulate it as a
problem of minimizing a convex function over a polytope contained in the
matching polytope. Then, we develop an optimal algorithm which is similar to
the well-known flow deviation algorithm and that calls for solving a maximum-
weight matching problem at each iteration. Finally, a heuristic algorithm with a
relatively low complexity is developed.

Keywords: Bluetooth, Scatternet, Capacity assignment, Capacity allocation,
Scheduling, Personal Area Networks (PAN)

1   Introduction

Recently, much attention has been given to the research and development of Personal
Area Networks (PAN). These networks are comprised of personal devices, such as
cellular phones, PDAs and laptops, in close proximity to each other. Bluetooth is an
emerging PAN technology which enables portable devices to connect and communi-
cate wirelessly via short-range ad-hoc networks [5],[6],[11]. Since its announcement
in 1998, the Bluetooth technology has attracted a vast amount of research. However,
the issue of capacity assignment in Bluetooth networks has been rarely investigated.
Moreover, most of the research regarding network protocols has been done via simu-
lation. In this paper we formulate an analytical model for the analysis of the capacity
assignment problem and propose optimal and heuristic algorithms for its solution.

Bluetooth utilizes a short-range radio link. Since the radio link is based on fre-
quency-hop spread spectrum, multiple channels (frequency hopping sequences) can
co-exist in the same wide band without interfering with each other. Two or more units
sharing the same channel form a piconet, where one unit acts as a master controlling
the communication in the piconet and the others act as slaves.
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Bluetooth channels use a frequency-hop/time-division-duplex (FH/TDD) scheme.
The channel is divided into 625-�sec intervals called slots. The master-to-slave
transmission starts in even-numbered slots, while the slave-to-master transmission
starts in odd-numbered slots. Masters and slaves are allowed to send 1,3 or 5 slots
packets which are transmitted in consecutive slots. A slave is allowed to start trans-
mission in a given slot if the master has addressed it in the preceding slot. Information
can only be exchanged between a master and a slave, i.e. there is no direct communi-
cation between slaves. Although packets can carry synchronous information (voice
link) or asynchronous information (data link), in this paper we concentrate on net-
works in which only data links are used.

Multiple piconets in the same area form a scatternet. Since Bluetooth uses packet-
based communications over slotted links, it is possible to interconnect different picon-
ets in the same scatternet. Hence, a unit can participate in different piconets, on a
time-sharing basis, and even change its role when moving from one piconet to another.
We will refer to such a unit as a bridge. For example, a bridge can be a master in one
piconet and a slave in another piconet. However, a unit cannot be a master in more
than one piconet.

Initially Bluetooth piconets will be used as a replacement for point-to-(multi)point
cables. However, in due course, there will be a need for multihop ad-hoc networks
(scatternets). Due to the special characteristics of such networks, many theoretical and
practical questions regarding the scatternet performance are raised. Nevertheless, only
a few aspects of the scatternet performance have been studied. Two issues that re-
ceived relatively much attention are: research regarding scatternet topology and de-
velopment of efficient scatternet formation protocols (e.g. [4],[13]).

Much attention has also been given to scheduling algorithms for piconets and scat-
ternets. In the Bluetooth specifications [5], the capacity allocation by the master to
each link in its piconet is left open. The master schedules the traffic within a piconet
by means of polling and determines how bandwidth capacity is to be distributed
among the slaves. Numerous heuristic scheduling algorithms for piconets have been
proposed and evaluated via simulation (e.g. [7],[8]). In [11] an overall architecture for
handling scheduling in a scatternet has been presented and a family of inter-piconet
scheduling algorithms (algorithms for masters and bridges) has been introduced. Inter-
piconet scheduling algorithms have also been proposed in [1] and [16].

Although scatternet formation as well as piconet and scatternet scheduling have
been studied, the issue of capacity assignment in Bluetooth scatternets has not been
investigated. Moreover, Baatz et al. [1] who made an attempt to deal with it have indi-
cated that it is a complex issue.1 Capacity assignment in communication networks
focuses on finding the best possible set of link capacities that satisfies the traffic re-
quirements while minimizing some performance measure (such as average delay). We
envision that in the future, capacity assignment protocols will start operating once the
scatternet is formed and will determine link capacities that will be dynamically
allocated by scheduling protocols. Thus, capacity assignment protocols are the

                                                          
1 In [1] the term piconet presence schedule is used to refer to a notion similar to capacity

assignment.
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missing link between scatternet formation and scatternet scheduling protocols. A
correct use of such protocols will improve the utilization of the scatternet bandwidth.
We also anticipate that the optimal solution of the capacity assignment problem will
improve the evaluation of heuristic scatternet scheduling algorithms.

Most models of capacity assignment in communication networks deal mainly with
static networks in which a cost is associated with each level of link capacity (see [3]
for a review of models). The following discussion shows that there is a need to study
the capacity assignment problem in Bluetooth scatternets in a different manner:
� In contrast with a wired and static network, in an ad-hoc network, there is no cen-

tral authority responsible for network optimization and there is no monetary cost
associated with each level of link capacity.

� The nature of the network allows frequent changes in the topology and requires
frequent changes in the capacities assigned to every link.

� There are constraints imposed by the tight master-slave coupling and by the time-
division-duplex (TDD) scheme.

� Unlike other ad-hoc networks technologies in which all nodes within direct
communication from each other share a common channel, in Bluetooth only a sub-
group of nodes (piconet) shares a common channel and capacity has to be allocated
to each link.
A scatternet capacity assignment protocol has to determine the capacities that each

master should allocate in its own piconet, such that the network performance will be
optimized. Currently, our major interest is in algorithms for quasi-static capacity as-
signment that will minimize the average delay in the scatternet. The analysis is based
on a static model with stationary flows and unchanging topology. To the best of our
knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the first attempt to analytically study
the capacity assignment problem in Bluetooth scatternets.

In this paper we focus on formulating the problem and developing centralized algo-
rithms. The development of the distributed protocols is subject of further research.

In the sequel we formulate the scatternet capacity assignment problem as a mini-
mization of a convex function over a polytope contained in the polytope of the well-
known matching problem [14, p. 608] and show that different formulations apply to
bipartite and nonbipartite scatternets. The methodology used by Gerla et al. [9],[15] is
used in order to develop an optimal scatternet capacity assignment algorithm which is
similar to the flow deviation algorithm [3, p. 458]. The main difference between the
algorithms is that at each iteration there is a need to solve a maximum-weight matching
problem instead of a shortest path problem. Finally, we introduce a heuristic
algorithm whose complexity is much lower than the complexity of the optimal
algorithm and whose performance is often close to that of the optimal algorithm. Due
to space constraints, numerical results are not presented in this paper and the proofs
are omitted. Yet, numerical examples and the proofs can be found in [18].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the model and in Sec-
tion 3 we formulate the scatternet capacity assignment problem for bipartite and
nonbipartite scatternets. An algorithm for obtaining the optimal solution of the prob-
lem is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we develop a heuristic algorithm for
bipartite scatternets and in Section 6 we summarize the main results.
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2   Model and Preliminaries

Consider the connected undirected scatternet graph G = (N ,L). N will denote the col-
lection of nodes {1,2,…,n}. Each of the nodes could be a master, a slave, or a bridge.
The bi-directional link connecting nodes i and j will be denoted by (i, j) and the col-
lection of bi-directional links will be denoted by L. For each node i, denote by Z(i) the
collection of its neighbors. We denote by L(U) (U�N) the collection of links con-
necting nodes in U.

Usually, capacity assignment protocols deal with the allocation of capacity to di-
rectional links. However, due to the tight coupling of the uplink and downlink in
Bluetooth piconets2, we concentrate on the total bi-directional link capacity. Hence,
we assume that the average packet delay on a link is a function of the total link flow
and the total link capacity. An equivalent assumption is that the uplink and the
downlink flows are equal (symmetrical flows).

Let Fij be the average bi-directional flow on link (i, j) and let Cij be the capacity of
link (i, j) (the units of F and C are bits/second). We assume that at every link the aver-
age bi-directional flow is positive (Fij > 0  �(i, j)�L). We define fij as the ratio between
Fij and the maximal possible flow on a Bluetooth link when using a given type of
packets3. We also define cij as the ratio between Cij and the maximal possible capacity
of a link. It is obvious that 0 < fij � 1 and that 0 � cij � 1. In the sequel, fij will be re-
ferred to as the flow on link (i, j) and cij will be referred to as the capacity of link (i, j).
Accordingly, c  will denote the vector of the link capacities and will be referred to as
the capacity vector.

The objective of the capacity assignment algorithms, described in this paper, is to
minimize the average delay in the scatternet. We define Dij as the total delay per unit
time of all traffic passing through link (i, j), namely:

Definition 1. Dij is the average delay per unit of the traffic multiplied by the amount of
traffic per unit time transmitted over link (i, j).

We assume that Dij is a function of the link capacity cij only. We should point out
that the optimal algorithm requires no explicit knowledge of the function Dij (cij). We
shall need to assume only the following reasonable properties of the function Dij ( · ) .

Definition 2. Dij ( · )  is defined such that all the following holds:
1. Dij is a nonnegative continuous decreasing function of cij with continuous first and

second derivatives.
2. Dij is convex.
3. lim ( )

ij ij
ij ij

c f
D c

→
= ∞

4. Dij'(cij) < 0 for all cij where Dij' is the derivative of Dij.

                                                          
2 A slave is allowed to start transmission only after a master addressed it in the preceding slot.
3 For example, currently the maximal flow on a symmetrical link, when using five slots unpro-

tected data packets (DH5), is 867.8 Kbits/second.
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Using Definition 1, we shall now define the total delay in the network.

Definition 3. The total delay in the network per unit time is denoted by DT and is given
by:

( , )

( )T ij ij
i j L

D D c
∈

= ∑
Since the total traffic in the network is independent of the capacity assignment

procedure, we can minimize the average delay in the network by minimizing DT. A
capacity vector that achieves the minimal average delay will be denoted by *c .

A capacity assignment algorithm has to determine what portion of the slots should
be allocated to each master-slave link. On the other hand, a scheduling algorithm has
to determine which master-slave links should use any given slot pair. Hence, we
define a scheduling algorithm as follows.

Definition 4. A Scheduling Algorithm determines how each slot pair is allocated. It
does not allow transmission on two adjacent links in the same slot pair.

The Bluetooth specifications [5] do not require that different masters’ clocks will
be synchronized. Since the clocks are not synchronized a guard time is needed in the
process of moving a bridge from one piconet to another. Yet, in order to formulate a
simple analytical model we assume that the guard times are negligible. This as-
sumption allows us to consider a scheduling algorithm for the whole scatternet.

3   Formulation of the Problem

Scatternet graphs can be bipartite graphs or nonbipartite graphs [4] (a graph is called
bipartite if there is a partition of the nodes into two disjoint sets S and T such that each
edge joins a node in S to a node in T [14, p. 50]). Any scatternet graph in which no
master is allowed to be a bridge is necessarily bipartite. For example, the scatternet
graph described in Fig. 1-A is bipartite. Even if a master is allowed to be a bridge, the
scatternet may be bipartite (e.g. Fig. 1-B). Obviously, if a master is allowed to be a
bridge, the scatternet graph may be nonbipartite (e.g. Fig 1-C).

In this section, we shall formulate the capacity assignment problem for bipartite
and nonbipartite scatternets. We will show that the formulation for nonbipartite
scatternets is more complex than the formulation for bipartite scatternets.

B CA

Master which is
also a Bridge

Slave which is
also a Bridge

Master

Slave

Fig. 1. Scatternet graphs – A bipartite scatternet in which no master is also a bridge (A ), a
bipartite scatternet in which a master is also a bridge (B ), and a nonbipartite scatternet (C )
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3.1   Bipartite Scatternets

When a bipartite scatternet graph is given, the nodes can be partitioned into two sets S
and T such that no two nodes in S or in T are adjacent. Accordingly, the problem of
scatternet capacity assignment in bipartite graphs (SCAB) is formulated as follows.

Problem SCAB
Given: Topology of a bipartite graph and flows ( fij).
Objective: Find capacities (cij) such that the average packet delay is minimized:

( , )

min min ( )T ij ij
i j L

D D c
∈

= ∑  (1)

Subject to: ( , )ij ijc f i j L> ∀ ∈ (2)

( )

1ij
j Z i

c i S
∈

≤ ∀ ∈∑ (3)

( )

1ij
j Z i

c i T
∈

≤ ∀ ∈∑ (4)

The first set of constraints (2) is obvious. Constraints (3) and (4) result from the
TDD scheme and reflect the fact that the total capacity of the links connected to a
node cannot exceed the maximal capacity of a link. Due to the assumption that the
guard times are negligible, in (3) and (4) we neglect the time needed in the process of
moving a bridge from one piconet to another. Notice that it is easy to see that the
polytope defined by (2) - (4) is contained in the bipartite matching polytope [14].

3.2   Nonbipartite Scatternets

We shall now show that a formulation similar to the formulation of Problem SCAB is
not valid for nonbipartite scatternets. A simple example of a nonbipartite scatternet,
given in [1], is illustrated in Fig. 2-A. Constraint (2) and the constraint:

( )

1ij
j Z i

c i N
∈

≤ ∀ ∈∑ (5)

are not sufficient in order for the capacity vector to be feasible in this example. The
capacities described in Fig. 2-A satisfy (2) and (5) but are not feasible because in any
scheduling algorithm no two neighboring links can be used simultaneously. If links
(1,2) and (1,3) are in use for distinct halves of the available time slots, there are no
free slots in which link (2,3) can be in use. Thus, if c12 = 0.5 and c13 = 0.5, there is no
feasible way to assign any capacity to link (2,3), i.e., there is no scheduling algorithm
that can allocate the capacities described in the figure.

Baatz et al. [1] suggest that a methodology for finding a feasible (not necessarily
efficient) capacity assignment4 will be based on minimum coloring of a graph. They
do not develop this methodology and indicate that: “the example gives an idea of how
                                                          
4 Baatz et al. [1] refer to piconet presence schedule instead of capacity assignment. A piconet

presence schedule determines in which parts of its’ time a node is present in each piconet. It
is very similar to link capacity assignment as it is described in this paper.
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complex the determination of piconet presence schedules may get”. We propose a
formulation of the problem that is based on the formulations of Problem SCAB and
the matching problem [14], and that allows obtaining an optimal capacity allocation.

1

32

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

f = 0.2
c = 0.4f = 0.1

c = 0.2

54

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

B

1

32

f = 0.2
c = 0.5

f = 0.2
c = 0.5

f = 0.2
c = 0.5

A

5

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

f = 0.2
c = 0.6

f = 0.2
c = 0.4

f = 0.2
c = 0.4f = 0.2

c = 0.6
C

43

61

7
f = 0.1
c = 0.2

f = 0.1
c = 0.22

Fig. 2. Examples of scatternets with capacity vectors which are not feasible

It is now obvious that the formulation of the capacity assignment problem for non-
bipartite scatternets requires additional constraints to the constraints described in
Problem SCAB. For example, one could conclude that the capacity of the links com-
posing the cycle described in Fig. 2-A should not exceed 1. Moreover, one could fur-
ther conclude that the total capacity of links composing any odd cycle should not ex-
ceed: (|links|-1)/2. Namely:

( )
( , )

1 2 ,   odd cycleij
i j C

c C C L C
∈

≤ − ∀ ⊆∑ (6)

However, in the examples given in Fig. 2-B and Fig. 2-C, although the capacities
satisfy (6), they cannot be scheduled in any way. Thus, in the following theorem we
define a new set of constraints such that the capacity of links connecting nodes in any
odd set of nodes U will not exceed (|U|-1)/2.5 These constraints and the proof of the
theorem are based on the properties of the matching problem [10],[14].

Theorem 1. The capacity vector must satisfy (2),(5), and the following constraints:

( )
( , ) ( )

1 2 ,  ,  3ij
i j L U

c U U N U odd U
∈

≤ − ∀ ⊆ ≥∑ (7)

The proof appears in [18].

The scatternet capacity assignment problem (SCA) can now be formulated as fol-
lows (for bipartite graphs it reduces to Problem SCAB).

Problem SCA
Given: Topology and flows ( fij).
Objective: Find capacities (cij) such that the average packet delay is minimized: (1)
Subject to: (2),(5) and (7)

The constraints (2),(5) and (7) form a convex set which is included in the matching
polytope corresponding to the scatternet graph (for bipartite scatternets these
constraints reduce to constraints (2) - (4) described in Problem SCAB.). This set con-
sists of all the feasible capacity vectors ( c ). Up to now we have not shown that a

                                                          
5 We note that a similar observation has been recently independently made by Tassiulas and

Sarkar [17] who have considered the problem of max-min fair scheduling in scatternets.
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feasible capacity vector has a corresponding scheduling algorithm. Namely, that it is
possible to determine which links are used in each slot pair such that no two adjacent
links are active at the same slot pair and the capacity used by each link is as defined by
the capacity vector ( c ). This result is shown by the following proposition. We note
that the proof of the proposition and the transformation of a capacity vector to a
scheduling algorithm are based on the fact that the vertices of the matching polytope
are composed of (0,1) variables and on an algorithm described in [10].

Proposition 1. If a capacity vector c  satisfies (2),(5) and (7), there is a correspond-
ing scheduling algorithm.
The proof appears in [18].

4   Optimal Algorithm for Problems SCA and SCAB

In this section a centralized scatternet capacity assignment algorithm for finding an
optimal solution of Problem SCA, defined in Section 3.2, is introduced.6 The algo-
rithm is based on the conditional gradient method also known as the Frank-Wolfe
method [2, p. 215], which was used for the development of the flow deviation algo-
rithm [3, p. 458]. Gerla et al. [9],[15] have used the Frank-Wolfe method in order to
develop bandwidth allocation algorithms for ATM networks. Following their ap-
proach, we shall now describe the optimality conditions and the algorithm.

Since the objective of Problem SCA is to minimize a convex function (DT) over a
convex set ((2),(5) and (7)), any local minimum is a global minimum. Thus, necessary
and sufficient conditions for the capacity vector *c  to be a global minimum are
formulated as follows (the following proposition is derived from a well-known theo-
rem [2, p. 194] and, therefore, its proof is omitted).

Proposition 2. The capacity vector *c  minimizes the average delay for Problem SCA,
if and only if:
� *c satisfies constraints (2),(5) and (7) of Problem SCA.
� There are no feasible directions of descent at *c ; i.e. there does not exist c  such

that 7:
* *( )( ) 0TD c c c∇ − < (8)

( )

1ij
j Z i

c i N
∈

≤ ∀ ∈∑ (9)

( )
( , ) ( )

1 2 ,  ,  3ij
i j L U

c U U N U odd U
∈

≤ − ∀ ⊆ ≥∑ (10)

Proposition 2 suggests a steepest descent algorithm in which we can find a feasible
direction of descent c  at any feasible point Kc  by solving the problem:

min ( )K
TD c c∇ (11)

subject to - (9),(10) and:

                                                          
6 The algorithm for the solution of Problem SCAB is similar (the changes are outlined below).
7 *( )TD c∇  is the gradient of D

T
 with respect to c  evaluated at *c .
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0 ( , )ijc i j L≥ ∀ ∈ (12)

Since the constraint set (10) may include exponentially many constraints, this prob-
lem cannot be easily solved using a linear programming algorithm. Yet, since
Dij’(cij) < 0 for all cij (according to Definition 2.4), the formulation of the problem
conforms to the formulation of the maximum-weight matching problem [14, p. 610],
which has a polynomial-time algorithm (O(n 3 )):

max ( )K
TD c c−∇   (13)

subject to:

( )

1ij
j Z i

c i N
∈

≤ ∀ ∈∑ (14)

{ }0,1 ( , )ijc i j L∈ ∀ ∈ (15)

 This result and Proposition 2 are the basis for the optimal algorithm, described in
Fig 3. The input to the algorithm is the topology, the flows ( fij), a feasible initial
solution ( 0c ), and the tolerance (t). The output is the optimal capacity vector: *c .

1 Set K = 0
2 Find the vector #c  - the optimal solution of (13) - (15) (i.e. solve a maxi-

mum-weight matching problem)
3 Find the value �* that minimizes #( (1 ) )K

TD c cα α+ −  (�* may be ob-

tained by any line search method [2, p. 723])
4 Set 1 * * #(1 )K Kc c cα α+ = + −
5 If #( )( )K K

TD c c c t∇ − ≤  then stop

6 Else set K = K+1 and go to 2

Fig. 3. An algorithm for obtaining the optimal solution to Problem SCA

We emphasize that unlike the flow deviation algorithm, in which at each iteration a
feasible direction is found by solving a shortest path problem, in the capacity assign-
ment algorithm there is a need to solve a maximum-weight matching problem at each
iteration. In case the algorithm is applied to Problem SCAB, there is a need to solve a
bipartite maximum-weight matching problem.

5   Heuristic Algorithm for Problem SCAB

When considering bipartite scatternets (Problem SCAB), the initial solution for the
optimal algorithm can be obtained using a low complexity heuristic centralized scat-
ternet capacity assignment algorithm, presented in this section. In our experiments
(see [18]), the results of the heuristic algorithm are very close to the optimal results.

The algorithm is based on the assumption that the delay function conforms to
Kleinrock’s independence approximation [12], described in the following definition.
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Definition 5. (Kleinrock’s independence approximation) When neglecting the
propagation and processing delay, Dij(cij) is given by:

( )
( )   

ij ij ij ij ij

ij ij

ij ij

f c f c f
D c

c f

− >
=

∞ ≤

The algorithm assigns capacity to links connected to bridges and to masters which
have at least two slaves. Accordingly, we define N '  as follows:

Definition 6. N '  is a subgroup of N consisting of bridges and masters which have at
least two slaves. Namely: ’ {   ( ) 1 }N i i N j Z i= ∈ ∩ ∈ > .

We also define the slack capacity of a node as follows:

Definition 7. The slack capacity of node i is the maximal capacity which can be added
to links connected to the node. It is denoted by si and is given by:

( )

1i ij
j Z i

s c
∈

= − ∑

Initially all the link capacities are equal to the flows on the links (cij = fij  �(i, j)�L).
The algorithm selects a node from the nodes in N '  and allocates the slack capacity to
some of the links connected to it. Then, it selects another node, allocates capacity and
so on. Once a node (k) is selected, the slack capacity of this node is allocated to its
links whose capacities have not yet been assigned. The slack capacity is assigned to
these links according to the square root assignment  [12, p. 20]:

: ( ),

:  ( ),

km km

k kj

kj kj kj kj

km
m m Z k c f

s f
c f j j Z k c f

f
∈ =

= + ∀ ∈ =
∑

(16)

There are various ways to define the process of node selection. For example, nodes
can be selected according to their slack capacity or their average slack capacity. How-
ever, some of the possible selection methodologies require taking special measures in
order to ensure that the obtained capacity vector is feasible (satisfies constraints (2) -
(4) of Problem SCAB). We propose a simple selection methodology that guarantees a
feasible capacity vector.

It can be shown that after capacity is assigned to a subgroup of the links connected
to a node (i) (links whose capacities have not been assigned before), the delay deriva-
tives (Dij'(cij)) of all these links will be equal. Accordingly, we define the delay de-
rivative of a node as follows:

Definition 8. The delay derivative of node i is proportional to the absolute values of
the delay derivatives of the links connected to node i, whose capacities have not yet
been assigned. Its value is computed as if node i has been selected as the node whose
capacity has to be assigned and the capacities of these links have been assigned ac-
cording to (16). It is denoted by di and is given by:
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: ( ), im im

im
m m Z i c f

i
i

f

d
s

∈ ==
∑

(17)

Node k, whose link capacities are going to be assigned, is selected from the nodes in
N’ which are connected to links whose capacities have not yet been allocated. The
delay derivatives (di’s) of all these nodes are computed and the node with the largest
derivative is selected. Thus, the capacities of links with high absolute value of delay
derivative, whose delay is more sensitive to the level of capacity, are assigned first.

The algorithm, which is based on the above methodology, is described in Fig 4. The
input is the topology and the flows ( fij), and the output is a capacity vector: c . It can
be seen that the complexity of the algorithm is O(n2), which is about the complexity of
an iteration in the optimal algorithm. Moreover, the following proposition shows that
the capacity vector obtained by the algorithm is always feasible.

1 Set cij = fij  �(i, j)�L

2 Set 
: ( ),

’
( ) such that 

( )

arg max
1

im im

im im

im
m m Z i c f

i N im
m Z i c f

m Z i

f

k
c

∈ =

∈
∃ ∈ = ∈

=
−

∑
∑

3 Set 

: ( ),

:  ( ),

km km

k kj

kj kj kj kj

km
m m Z k c f

s f
c f j j Z k c f

f
∈ =

= + ∀ ∈ =
∑

4 If there exists (i, j)�L such that cij = fij then go to 2
5 Else stop

Fig. 4. An algorithm for obtaining a heuristic solution to Problem SCAB

Proposition 3. The heuristic algorithm results in an allocation { c } that satisfies con-
straints (2) - (4) of Problem SCAB.
The proof appears in [18].

6   Conclusions and Future Study

This paper presents an analytical study of the capacity assignment problem in Blue-
tooth scatternets. The problem has been formulated for bipartite and nonbipartite
scatternets, using the properties of the matching polytope. Then, we have introduced a
centralized algorithm for obtaining its optimal solution. A heuristic algorithm for the
solution of the problem in bipartite scatternets, which has a relatively low complexity,
has also been described. Several numerical examples can be found in [18].

The work presented here is the first approach towards an analysis of the scatternet
performance. Hence, there are still many open problems to deal with. For example,
distributed protocols are required for actual Bluetooth scatternets and, therefore, fu-
ture study will focus on developing optimal and heuristic distributed protocols.
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Moreover, in this paper we have made a few assumptions regarding the properties of
the delay function.  An analytical model for the computation of bounds on the delay is
required in order to evaluate these assumptions. In addition, it might enable devel-
oping efficient piconet scheduling algorithms.

Finally, we note that a major future research direction is the development of ca-
pacity assignment protocols that will be able to deal with various quality of service
requirements and to interact with scatternet formation, scheduling, and routing pro-
tocols.
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Abstract. Widespread deployment of multicast depends on the exis-
tence of congestion control protocols that are provably fair to unicast
traffic. In this work, we present an optimization-based congestion con-
trol mechanism for single-rate multicast communication with provable
fairness properties. The optimization-based approach attempts to find
an allocation of rates that maximizes the aggregate utility of the net-
work. We show that the utility of multicast sessions must be carefully
defined if a widely accepted property of aggregate utility is to hold. Our
definition of session utility amounts to maximizing a weighted sum of
simple utility functions, with weights determined by the number of re-
ceivers. The fairness properties of the optimal rate allocation depend
both on the weights and form of utility function used. We present anal-
ysis for idealized topologies showing that while our mechanism is not
strictly fair to unicast, its unfairness can be controlled by appropriate
choices of parameters.

1 Introduction

Widespread deployment of multicast communication in the Internet depends
critically on the existence of practical congestion control mechanisms that al-
low multicast and unicast traffic to share network resources fairly. Most ser-
vice providers recognize multicast as an essential service to support a range
of emerging network applications including audio and video broadcasting, bulk
data delivery, and teleconferencing. Nevertheless, these network operators have
been reluctant to enable multicast delivery in their networks, often citing con-
cerns about the congestion such traffic may introduce. There is a clear need for
multicast congestion control algorithms that are provably fair to unicast traffic
if these concerns are to be addressed. In this paper, we present a congestion
control mechanism for single-rate multicast traffic based on an economic theory
of resource allocation and show that although it is not strictly fair to unicast
traffic, its unfairness is bounded and can be controlled.

We first formulate the multicast congestion control problem as a utility maxi-
mization problem, extending existing work for unicast. A naive, sender oriented,
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generalization of existing formulations for unicast treats single-source multicast
sessions no differently from unicast sessions, modeling each by an unweighted
utility function and maximizing the sum of session utilities. One problem with
this naive approach is that it penalizes individual multicast sessions for using
more network resources than unicast sessions without rewarding them for the
bandwidth saved on links shared by multiple receivers. More serious than its un-
fairness to multicast sessions, the sender-oriented approach turns out to violate
a generally accepted property of aggregate utility, namely, that the preference
of the aggregate does not change if we simply measure utility on a different
scale. This common-sense notion is why, for example, we reject as nonsense the
statement that, as a group, residents of New York prefer a temperature of 70
degrees to 60 degrees Fahrenheit, but prefer a temperature of 15.5 to 21 degrees
Celsius. If this invariance property is violated in the congestion control problem,
the network will be controlled about an operating point determined by an arbi-
trary choice of utility scale. We introduce a receiver-oriented approach that uses
session weights based on the number of receivers and preserves invariance under
a change in utility scale. Moreover, we show that such an approach is necessary
a neccessary condition for satisfying this property.

A consequence of adding session weights based on the number of receivers
is that the resulting rate allocations tend to favor sessions with more receivers
over those with fewer. Since the weighted sum does not remove the original
penalty against sessions that use more resources, it is not immediately clear
whether multicast sessions fare better or worse than unicast sessions under our
formulation. We show that while our formulation favors multicast sessions, the
resulting unfairness can be controlled and remains bounded in the simple network
topologies we have considered.

Our work is based on a promising economics-inspired approach called opti-
mization based congestion control, which casts the congestion problem as one
of utility maximization (alternately, cost minimization). This approach provides
an elegant theoretical framework in which congestion signals are interpreted as
prices, network users are modeled as utility maximizers, and the network sets
prices in such a way to drive a set of self-interested users toward an operat-
ing point at which their aggregate utility is maximized. Specific link service
disciplines and rate-control algorithms at end-hosts can be thought of as com-
ponents of a distributed computation to solve the global optimization problem.
Thus, improvements in congestion control can proceed in a principled fashion,
driven by improvements in the underlying optimization algorithm. While the
optimization-based approach has received much attention [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8], it has
only recently been applied to multicast congestion control [9,10]. Many existing
mulicast congestion control schemes [11,12] rely on heuristic techniques, such as
adapting to a single receiver or a small group of representatives. In contrast,
the optimization-based approach offers a formal foundation with which to de-
velop congestion control mechanisms and understand their fairness properties
and impact on the global behavior of the network.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we extend a uni-
cast congestion control problem formulation to single-rate multicast. In Section
3 we consider multicast session utility functions in detail, presenting a axiomatic
argument in favor of a particular definition. The fairness properties of our def-
inition are analyzed in Sections 4-6 where we show that multicast sessions are
favored over unicast sessions and present evidence that such unfairness can be
controlled. We conclude by briefly discussing the development of practical control
mechanisms based on our results and highlighting future work.

2 Problem Formulation

Optimization-based congestion control casts the problem of bandwidth sharing
as one of utility maximization. Consider a network modeled as a set of directed
links L, with capacity cl for each link l ∈ L. Let C = (cl, l ∈ L). The workload
for the network is generated by a set of sessions1 S, which consume bandwidth.
The set of links used by a particular session, s, is L(s) ⊆ L. The set of sessions
using any particular link, l, is S(l) ⊆ S.

Each session is characterized by a utility function Us, which is assumed to
be increasing and concave in the session rate xs. Session utility may also be a
function of other parameters in addition to rate, such as number of receivers,
but we will sometimes suppress these additional dependencies in the notation,
writing Us(xs). The network’s objective is to optimize social welfare, defined as
the sum of session utilities.

max
xs≥0

∑
s∈S

Us(xs) (1)

subject to
∑

s∈S(l)

xs ≤ cl l ∈ L (2)

The problem (1-2) can be solved using convex optimization techniques [13].
Under a standard economic interpretation, the Lagrange multipliers of such tech-
niques are referred to as shadow prices and can be shown to function as prices of
network links [14]. The essential step in developing practical rate-control algo-
rithms is to find a distributed algorithm for solving (1-2) in which each individual
session need only compute a local optimization to set its own rates. There is a
growing body of research devoted to finding such a distributed algorithm and
using it as a basis for unicast rate-control in practical protocols [1,2,3,4,5,6,8,7,
15].

Observe that the topologies of sessions are not explicit in the formulation.
For a unicast session, the links of L(s) are arranged end-to-end, forming an
acyclic path between a source and a receiver. However, L(s) can be any subset
of links—for example, a tree in the case of multicast. There is a requirement that
the session employs a single rate xs on all of its links. Thus, this formulation is
readily generalized to single-rate multicast sessions.
1 The terms ’session’ and ’user’ are synonymous in this paper.
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The case of multi-rate multicast is somewhat more complicated since the
singe rate requirement is replaced with a constraint that a session’s rate on link
l, be the maximum of its rate on any downstream link. Since a session can now
have different rates on different links, it makes little sense to endow the session
with a utility that is a function of scalar rate. Instead, recent treatments of the
multi-rate problem [9,10] have altered the model by associating a utility function
with each receiver. It is worth observing that this change to the model, while
arising naturally from the multi-rate constraint, has been introduced without
consideration of its effect on the global operating point. While a complete so-
lution to the multi-rate problem is beyond the scope of this paper2, our work
provides a formal justification for the use of receiver utility functions even in the
case of single-rate multicast where no such modelling pressure exists.

2.1 Application to Multicast

Single-rate multicast represents an important class of multicast applications.
Many important applications, such as bulk data transfer [16] typically operate
at a single rate. Even applications such as streaming video, for which multi-rate
multicast is often considered well suited, single-rate multicast is used in current
practice. It remains unclear whether multi-rate multicast for video is viable on
the Internet, where it must be implemented using layered multicast schemes that
have substantial overhead [17]. Furthermore, even if layered multicast is used,
single-rate congestion control techniques may be appropriate to adapt the rates
of individual layers.

It would appear that congestion control for single-rate multicast is a trivial
extension of the unicast problem and can take advantage of existing approaches.
It is important, however, to evaluate this claim carefully, given the importance
of single rate multicast in practice. Certainly there are implementation issues in
multicast that complicate the extension of unicast optimization-based rate con-
trol protocols based on packet marking schemes [5,6,4]. Equally serious, are the
conceptual difficulties that arise in an uncritical application of the unicast solu-
tion of the underlying optimization problem. It is not immediately clear what the
fairness properties of the resulting rate allocations are and, more fundamentally,
what it means to define a utility function for a multicast session.

To develop our intuitions about the conceptual problems mentioned above,
consider the approach of Low and Lapsley [5]. This approach finds a solution to
problem (1-2) by solving its dual to obtain the following optimality condition
for session rate xs:

xs(λs) = U ′
s
−1 (λs) (3)

λs =
∑

l∈L(s)

λl (4)

2 Solving the resulting multi-rate optimization problem is further complicated by the
coupling of problem variables due to the multi-rate constraint and because the max
function is nondifferentiable. See recent works by Kar, Sarkar, and Tassioulas [9] and
Deb and Srikant [10] for treatments of the multi-rate problem.
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where λl is the shadow price of link l and U ′
s
−1 is the inverse marginal utility

function for session s. It can be shown that U ′
s
−1(λs), and, hence, the rate

allocated to session s is a decreasing function of the total session price λs. A large
multicast session typically uses many more links than would a unicast session
between the source and any single receiver and can therfore expect to see a higher
session price than the unicast session. since U ′

s
−1(λs) is decreasing, multicast

sessions will receive lower rates than unicast sessions along the same end-to-
end paths, casting doubt on whether individual receivers have any incentive to
join multicast groups. It may be reasonable to adopt a new definition of session
utility with a bias in favor of multicast sessions to encourage bandwidth sharing.
However, we must be careful not to overcompensate for the high session prices
seen by multicast sessions, yielding allocations one would not consider fair to
unicast sessions.

In the following sections we analyze the impact of such definitions on the
fairness properties of the resulting congestion control mechansim. It will turn out
that the class of receiver-oriented session utility functions, while not absolutely
fair to unicast sessions, does not starve them in the presence of larger sessions.
Moreover, we will see that utility functions in this class make sense in a way
that other functions do not.

3 Multicast Utility Functions

In Section 2.1, we generalized the unicast optimization problem formulation to
accommodate single rate multicast sessions. However, there is a subtle problem
with this model that makes it difficult to apply to single-rate multicast. The
problem concerns the definition of utility for an individual multicast session.
An unweighted utility function is used to characterize the benefit of a higher
rate to the session. For a unicast session, it makes little difference whether we
consider this benefit to belong to the sender or receiver. For the purpose of
unicast congestion control, we can treat the sender’s and receiver’s objectives
as being one and the same. For a multicast session with multiple receivers it is
unclear whether session utility belongs to the sender or should be split in some
way among the receivers.

One approach towards defining multicast session utility ignores the multiplic-
ity of receivers and defines it only with respect to the sender.3 An alternative
approach would be to define session utility as a function of the utilities of the
receivers in the session. We informally refer to these two approaches as sender-
oriented and receiver-oriented, respectively. While a receiver-oriented approach
emerges naturally from the model in the case of multi-rate multicast, it is not
immediately clear which approach is most appropriate for single-rate multicast.
Later in this section we will formalize these definitions and argue in favor of a
receiver-oriented approach. Before doing so, however, we will digress briefly to
provide some background about the use of utility functions in economics and
the theory of social choice.
3 We are assuming that multicast sessions have a single source.
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3.1 Utility Functions and Social Welfare

The use of concave increasing utility functions to represent session utility has a
natural and intuitive interpretation. Utility is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of its input when individuals prefer having as much of the input as possible.
The concavity of the utility function captures the idea of diminishing marginal
utility4. Both concavity and monotonicity are appropriate assumptions in the
case of bandwidth for elastic traffic [18], where the input to the utility function
is the session rate.5

Utility can be difficult to quantify precisely; there is no clear unit of util-
ity and no agreed upon scale. Comparing the utility of two individuals can be
tricky, particularly when they do not share the same utility function. Because
of the difficulty in performing interpersonal comparisons of utility, economists
customarily think of utility as an ordinal magnitude, meaning that the absolute
magnitude of utility is meaningless, but that the relative magnitudes of utilities
at various rates for an individual session define preferences among rates and the
relative differences in magnitude indicate the strength of the preferences [19].
A consequence of considering only ordinal magnitudes is that utility functions
are unique only up to a linear transformation. That is, the utility maximizing
behavior of an individual with utility function u(x) is indistinguishable from one
whose utility function is a linear transformation of u(x). This restriction makes
intuitive sense because a linear transformation simply represents a change in
scale and a translation of the zero point of the utility function.

The notion of an aggregate utility function is a compelling extension of the
concept of individual utility. Aggregate utility is defined by a social welfare
function (SWF) that maps the vector of all session utilities to a scalar utility
value representing the social desirability of the corresponding vector of rates.
Since the SWF is not one-to-one, it induces a partial ordering over allocations of
rates, known as the social preference relation (SPR). As with individual utility
functions, we are primarily interested in this preference relation rather than the
absolute magnitude of the SWF.

In optimization-based congestion control, we adopt the sum of individual
utilities as the SWF. In general, there are many ways to define the SWF, each
carrying with it some subjective judgment about how individual preferences
should be combined to determine a social preference. It is possible to specify
desirable properties for a SWF axiomatically. Perhaps the most important result
of social choice theory is Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem, which states that it is
not always possible to satisfy all desidirata [20].

For example, a commonly cited property of SWFs is independence of irrel-
evant alternatives, which states that the socially preferred allocation should be
4 The term ’marginal utility’ is used in economics to refer to the first derivative of the

utility function.
5 In this section, utility will be assumed to be a function of session rate; we do so

for the sake of concreteness and continuity with the rest of the paper. It should
be understood, however, that the discussion presented here applies to any utility
function.
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invariant under a change in individual utility functions that leaves individuals’
preferences unaffected. It is straightforward to show that the sum of individual
utility functions violates this property. Indeed, it is precisely this violation that
allows Kelly to associate optimal rates under different functional forms of utility
with different formal definitions of fairness [1].

Although independence of irrelevant alternatives is neither required nor (in
light of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem) worth pursuing for the congestion con-
trol application, a related but weaker property is still worthy of consideration.

– Invariance Under Linear Transformation (ILT): Let u be a vector of
utility functions and v be a transformed vector such that vi(x) = αui(x) +
β. Let U(u(x)) be a SWF, where u(x) = (ui(xi)) is the vector of session
utilities for rate vector x. We say that a SWF is invariant under a linear
transformation if, for any two rate vectors x and y,

U(u(x)) ≥ U(u(y)) ⇒ U(v(x)) ≥ U(v(y))

for any values of α, β. In words, the SWF induces the same preference relation
for u and v.

The ILT property builds on the assertion that individual utility functions are
unique up to a linear transformation, saying that aggregate preferences, too,
should be invariant under such a transformation. We will see shortly that under
some definitions of multicast session utility the ILT property is satisfied, while
under others it is not.

3.2 Sender- and Receiver-Oriented Utility Functions

We now formally define sender- and receiver-oriented concepts of session utility.
Consider a single-rate multicast session s with rate x and receiver set R with
size R. In the sender-oriented approach, session utility function is a concave
increasing function us of the session rate.

Usnd = us(x) (5)

In the receiver-oriented approach, each receiver i ∈ R has a utility function
ui(x), which is concave and increasing. The session utility function is the sum
of receiver utilities.

Urcv =
∑
i∈R

ui(x) (6)

We can convert these definitions into an alternate form by introducing two
requirements. First, we require that all receivers in a session have identical utility
functions.

ui(x) = ur(s) ∀ i ∈ R
We typically think of utility functions as representing application characteristics
and sometimes as being imposed by network mechanisms. For example, following
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the example of Kunniyur and Srikant [4], we use u(x) = -1/x to model TCP-style
congestion control.6 To the extent that receivers within a session share the same
application requirements, it is also reasonable to assume they share a utility
function. We feel that this is a natural assumption in the case of single-rate
multicast. The second requirement is that both sender- and receiver-oriented
utility functions should reduce to the same standard unicast utility function up
to a linear transformation when R = 1. These two restrictions allow us to express
both types of session utility functions as the product of a base utility function
u(·) and a scaling function f(·). The base utility function, u(·) depends only on
the session rate and is concave and increasing. It can be thought of as the utility
function of a session with a single receiver. The scaling function f(·) depends on
the number of receivers in the session. It must be monotonic in its argument,
although it need not be strictly increasing.

For a sender-oriented definition of session utility, f(R) = κ, where κ is a
constant.

Usnd(x,R) = κu(x) (7)

For a receiver-oriented definition, f(R) = κR, where κ is a constant.

Urcv(x,R) = κRu(x) (8)

It is possible to entertain other definitions of session utility. We choose these be-
cause they are commonplace and mathematically tractable. One obtains equation
(7) by treating all sessions equivalently, regardless of the number of receivers.
Equation (8) reflects the idea that multicast session utility is itself a social wel-
fare function, representing the aggregate utility of the receiver set. Under our
assumptions, this equation is equivalent to the sum of receiver utilities—a simple
and commonly used social welfare function

3.3 The Session-Splitting Problem

In Section 3.2, we identified two alternative definitions of multicast session utility
based on sender- or receiver orientation. Now we consider these two definitions
in more detail and determine which makes sense in the context of congestion
control. We begin by attempting to capture the effect of flexible group member-
ship using an optimization-based approach. Golestani and Sabnani [23] observe
that if receivers in a session can be dropped and reassigned to a different session
in response to congestion, it is often desirable to split a multicast group into
subgroups with different rates. One can think of this approach as an approxi-
mation of multi-rate multicast that does not violate the constraint of having a
single rate per session and requires less overhead at the receiver [17].

The presence of additional sessions in the network after splitting may increase
contention on existing bottlenecks or even create new bottlenecks. Thus not all
6 A more accurate TCP utility function is u(x) = (

√
2/T ) tan−1(T x/

√
2), where T

is the round trip time [21,22]. Kunniyur and Srikant’s approximate function u(x) =
−1/x is valid for small end-to-end loss probabilites.
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ways of splitting a session lead to an overall improvement in received rates.
Ideally, one would like to find a way to split the session that offers a higher
rate to some receivers without reducing the rates of any others. A less ideal, but
perhaps still tolerable split might reduce some receivers’ rates but improve the
utilization of the network and allow many more receivers to receive at a higher
rate. In this section, we consider the use of sender- and receiver-oriented social
welfare functions to determine whether splitting a session will improve aggregate
utility.

In general, the choice of sender- or receiver-oriented utility as well as the
form of the base utility function will affect the social welfare function. However,
for a fixed choice of these factors, we expect the SWF to be well-defined for all
possible ways of splitting the session. Additionally, the optimal way of splitting
a session should be invariant under a linear transformation of the base utility
function. If this were not the case, an arbitrary rescaling of utility could deter-
mine whether splitting a session is preferred over not splitting. We will observe
that this invariance holds in the case of a receiver-oriented SWF but not in the
case of a sender-oriented one.

We begin by formalizing the session splitting problem in terms of utility
maximization. In the session-splitting problem, we have a network (N,L) with
link capacities C = (cl, l ∈ L). A set of receivers R ⊂ N could be served by
one or more multicast sessions with source s ∈ N − R. We assume that the
number and rates of all other sessions in the network are fixed. Capacities in
C thus represent the available capacity for multicast sessions serving receiver
set R. Each session’s rate is limited by its most constrained receiver, that is,
by the receiver with the lowest link capacity along the path between it and the
source. If this bottleneck link is not shared by all of the receivers, then it may
be possible to split the session into two or more sessions yielding a higher rate
to some receivers.

Splitting the session is equivalent to partitioning the receiver set into disjoint
subsets P = {P1, P2, . . . , PN}. We will use P to denote the set of all possible
partitions of R. Each partition in P represents one possible way to divide the
receiver set into sessions. Each element of a partition represents a subset of
R to be served by a different session. Rates may vary among sessions, but all
receivers within a session must receive at a single rate. Computing the rates for
each session is, itself, a non-trivial problem since some links will be shared by
more than one session. There are many possible mechanisms for determining
session rates. One example is the greedy algorithm suggested by Rubenstein,
Kurose and Towsley [24] to achieve max-min fairness among the sessions.

For our purposes, it is sufficient to assume that we have some deterministic
mechanism to perform this rate assignment, which we model as a rate allocation
function X : P×Z

+ → R. Given a partition P and an index i, the rate allocation
function returns the rate of the session serving Pi.

The session-splitting problem requires us to find a partition that maximizes
the aggregate utility of the network. Recall that the optimization-based approach
defines aggregate utility as the (possibly weighted) sum of all session utilities.
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Thus the optimal splitting is a partition that solves

max
P∈P

U(P ; f, u,X)

where

U(P ; f, u,X) =
|P |∑
i=1

f(|Pi|)u(X(P, i))

is the aggregate utility function. We can choose the scaling function f from
equations (7) and (8) to solve this problem for sender- and receiver-oriented
definitions of session utility.

The aggregate utility function defines a partial ordering over P. In economic
terms, this ordering is the social preference relation over all possible partitions
of the receiver set. As explained in Section 3.1, it is customary to regard util-
ity functions as unique up to a linear transformation. A reasonable restriction,
therefore, is only to allow social preference relations that remain invariant under
a linear transformation of the base utility function, as captured by the following
axiom, similar to the ILT property in Section 3.1:

Axiom 1 Let f(·) be a fixed scaling function and X(·, ·) be a fixed rate allocation
function. For any base utility fuction u(·), let v(·) be another base utility function
such that

v(x) = αu(x) + β

where α and β are constants. Then for all P,Q ∈ P,

U(P ; f, u,X) ≥ U(Q; f, u,X)
⇐⇒ U(P ; f, v,X) ≥ U(Q; f, v,X)

Theorem 1. Let fsnd(R) = κ and frcv(R) = κR be sender- and receiver-
oriented scaling functions. For any base utility function u and rate allocation
function X(·, ·), the aggregate utility function U(·; frcv, u,X) satisfies Axiom 1,
while U(·; fsnd, u,X) does not. Furthermore, Axiom 1 can only be satisfied using
the scaling function f(R) = frcv(R).

The proof of Theorem 1 is quite straightforward and is omitted here due to
space limitations. Interested readers can find it in [25]. One immediate conse-
quence of this theorem is that if one accepts that Axiom 1 is indeed an appro-
priate requirement for any “reasonable” definition of aggregate utility, then our
sender-oriented utility definition is not “reasonable”. In fact, the only reasonable
definition of session utility is a receiver-oriented one.

4 Consequences of Receiver-Oriented Utility

In Section 3.3 we argued that receiver oriented session utility functions are an
appropriate model for multicast session utility in the session splitting problem.
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In this section, we return to the original congestion control problem and de-
termine whether using receiver-oriented utility functions leads to fair sharing
of bandwidth between unicast and multicast sessions. We rewrite the network
optimization problem (1-2) as

max
x=(xs,s∈S)

∑
s

κRs u(xs) (9)

subject to
∑

s∈S(l)

xs ≤ cl, ∀l ∈ L (10)

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality are

κRs d u/d x =
∑

l∈L(s)

λl (11)

λl(xl − cl) = 0, (xl − cl) ≤ 0 (12)

where the λl are Lagrange multipliers or link prices and xl =
∑

s∈S(l) xs is the
aggregate rate seen at link l. As before, we also write λs =

∑
l∈L(s) λl as the

total session price seen by session s.
From the first Kuhn-Tucker condition (11), we observe that the use of

receiver-oriented utility functions creates a bias in favor of sessions with large
numbers of receivers. To see this, note that

d u/d x = λs (κRs)−1 (13)

The optimal rate for session s, x∗
s is given by

x∗
s = u′−1 (

λs (κRs)−1) (14)

Equation (13) states that, at optimality, the a session’s marginal utility should
be proportional to its price divided by the number of receivers. We refer to the
ratio λs/(κRs) as the effective session price. The optimal rate can therefore be
obtained by taking the inverse of the marginal utility function as shown in (14).
Since Us is concave, u′ is a strictly decreasing function of x and its inverse is also
a decreasing function. For a fixed session price, a session with a larger number
of receivers has a lower effective session price and thus receives a higher rate.
We refer to this effect as “tyranny of the majority” (ToM).

ToM is a source of unfairness against unicast flows since multicast flows
with the same total session price will receive a higher rate. However, the fact
that multicast sessions tend to use more links than unicast sessions, particularly
as the number of receivers becomes large, means that the session price λs for a
multicast flow is likely to be higher than that of a unicast session. To understand
the fairness properties of rate allocations under receiver oriented utility functions
we must determine whether the price increase associated with the scaling of
multicast trees is sufficient to limit the effect of ToM as more receivers are
added.7

7 If one holds that improving the rate of many receivers at the expense of a few is
reasonable, giving a larger share of bandwidth to larger groups may not seem unfair.
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5 Effect of Multiple Points of Congestion

In the previous section, we saw that ToM and the scaling of multicast trees have
opposite effects. As we will see shortly, these effects are not necessarily equal
in strength. The effect of ToM is likely to be the stronger of the two, allowing
sessions with more receivers to receive a greater share of bandwidth. Whether
we choose to accept this form of controlled unfairness or introduce a correction,
we require a more precise understanding of the interaction of the two effects. In
this section, we show that the functional form of the base utility function can
be chosen to limit the strength of the ToM bias.

0

1

2

3

depth

unicast multicast

Fig. 1. A binary multicast tree of depth 3 with a sharing depth of 3.

Consider a multicast session in the form of a complete tree of degree k and
depth D, such as the one shown in Fig. 1. Each link of the tree has capacity c.
We will use a receiver-oriented definition of session utility, but allow an arbitrary
base utility function u(x). The tree has a receiver at each leaf, giving R = kD

receivers in total. The multicast session shares the network with a set of kD

one-hop unicast sessions, which are evenly distributed accross the links at depth
d. There are kD−d unicast sessions on each of kd links at level d. We refer
to d, the depth in the multicast tree at which unicast sessions share links, as
the sharing depth. Let x = (xs) be the vector of session rates, where x0 is the
multicast rate and x1, . . . , xR are the rates of the unicast sessions. Shadow prices
are represented by a vector of multipliers λ = (λ1, . . . , λL), where L = kd.8 For
a particular choice of sharing depth d, we can now form the Lagrangian for the
basic optimization problem (1).

We take the position that a bounded bias in favor of large groups is a defensible form
of “controlled unfairness” but that there must be a mechanism to prevent starvation
of unicast flows.

8 The vector λ contains elements for only those links with nonzero price, namely, the
kd links at depth d.
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Ld(x, λ) = kD u(x0) +
R∑

i=1

u(xi) −
L∑

j=1

λj gj(x) (15)

where {gj} is the set of capacity constraints for the shared links.

gj(x) = x0 +
L(j,k,d,D)−1∑

l=L(j−1,k,d,D)

xl − c ≤ 0 (16)

L(j, k, d,D) = j kD−d

We use the symmetry of the tree topology to reduce the problem to three vari-
ables: the multicast session rate xm, the unicast session rate xi, and the shadow
price of a congested link λ. We rewrite the link capacity constraint

gj(x) = g(x) = xm + kD−d xi − c (17)

Solving the first-derivative conditions of the reduced problem for the loga-
rithmic base utility function u(x) = log(x) gives

xm = c/2, xi = c/(2 kD−d), λ = 2 kD−d/c (18)

We observe the following facts about this result:

– At the system optimum, the multicast session receives rate xm = c/2. This
result is independent of the tree depth D, the sharing depth d, and the tree
degree k.

– The invariance of the optimal multicast rate is a direct result of the choice
of a logarithmic base utility function. As we will see, this property does not
hold for other utility functions.

– The remaining capacity on the shared links is split evenly among the sharing
unicast sessions. Since the number of sharing sessions is kD−d, the optimal
unicast rate depends on D, d and k.

– The total price charged to the multicast session is

λ kd = 2 kD/c,

which is independent of the sharing depth. Under a receiver-oriented defi-
nition of session utility, this price is divided by the number of receivers to
obtain the effective session price. Thus, effective session price is independent
of d, D and k under a logarithmic utility function.

Since the invariance of the multicast session rate appears to derive from a
special choice of utility function, it is interesting to explore the behavior as we
modify the functional form. We can derive the following optimality condition:

u′(xm) =
1

kD−d
u′(

c − xm

kD−d
), (19)
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Equation (19) relates the marginal utility function u′(x) to the function
u′∗(x) = a u′(a (c − x)) obtained when we rotate u′ about the line x = c and
scale both the argument and the result by the same factor a. Any point at which
these two functions intersect satisfies the optimality condition. Note that u′(x) is
the derivative of a concave and strictly increasing utility function, and therefore
must be strictly decreasing. Thus, u′(x) and u′∗(x) intersect in exactly one point,
establishing the uniqueness of the solution. Observe also that the scaling factor
a = 1/kD−d ≤ 1. Scaling the argument of u′(c − x) compresses the function
along the horizontal axis and moves the point of intersection to the left, while
scaling its result compresses the function along the vertical axis and moves the
point of intersection to the right.

Figure 2 shows how the allocated multicast rate changes as we vary the
sharing depth d (hence, the number of congested links) in a binary tree for
three choices of base utility function: u(x) = log(x), u(x) = −1/x and u(x) =
−(− log(x))α. The first function is the now familiar logarithmic utility function.
The second is the minimum potential delay (MPD) utility function introduced
by Massoulie and Roberts [26] and shown by Kunniyur and Srikant to model the
utility of TCP traffic [4]. The third function is shown by Kelly to yield max-min
fairness in the limit as α → ∞ [1].9 In all three graphs, the single decreasing
function is u′(x), the first derivative of the base utility function, and the family
of increasing functions are u′∗(x) for decreasing a (increasing D−d). The points
where u′∗(x) intersects u′(x) give the optimal rates for the multicast session as
a fraction of available capacity.

As established above, the intersection point is invariant and equal to c/2
for logarithmic utility. The intersection point is also fixed at c/2 when a = 1
for all three functions, corresponding to a sharing depth equal to the maximum
tree depth. In both the MPD and max-min fair utility functions, however, the
intersection point moves to the left as a decreases. That is, as the sharing depth
moves closer to the top of the tree, the number of bottleneck links decreases.
However, as more unicast sessions share each bottleneck, the price on each con-
gested link increases and the multicast session receives a smaller fraction of the
available bandwidth.

Under the definition of max-min fairness for single-rate multicast [24], the
multicast session must share bandwidth equally with all sessions on its most
congested link. Thus, in the max-min fair allocation for our k-ary tree example,
xm = c/(kD−d + 1). In the case of Kelly’s max-min fair utility function, we see
that the optimal rates approach the max-min fair allocations, indicated by the
tick-marks along the x-axis in Fig. 2. It appears that the points of intersection
converge to these values as we transform the logarithmic utility function into
the max-min fair utility function by increasing the exponent α. Demonstrating
this convergence formally is somewhat difficult.

We can establish a similar result for a family of utility functions that includes
both the logarithmic and MPD utility functions and also yields max-min fairness
as a limiting case. Consider the family of utility functions u(x) with first deriva-

9 In our numerical analysis, we take α to a reasonably high power. (α = 250)
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Fig. 2. Figure showing the effect on the optimal allocation for a binary multicast tree as
we vary the sharing depth. These graphs show three different marginal utility functions,
u′(x) along with their transformations u′∗(x) for various choices of D − d with the y-
axis shown in log scale. The x-coordinate of the points of intersection give the optimal
session rates as a fraction of available capacity. Max-min fair allocations for different
values of D − d are indicated along the x-axis. The figure shows that the logarithmic
utility function (top) gives the multicast session half the available bandwidth regardless
of the number of sharing unicast sessions, whereas the max-min fair utility function
(bottom) splits bandwidth evenly among all sessions on the shared link regardless of
the number of receivers. The MPD utility function (center) represents a compromise
between these two extremes.

tives u′(x) = 1/xα+1. Such functions include u(x) = log(x), u(x) = −x−α/α.
This family of functions was originally identified by Mo and Walrand [7]. Mem-
bers of this family are mathematically tractable since the functions u′(x) are
homogeneous, satisfying

u′(t x) = t−r u′(x) (20)

where r = α + 1. We can simplify the optimality condition of (19).

xm/ (c − xm) = a(1−r)/r (21)
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As a further simplification, we can express the multicast rate as a fraction, p, of
available capacity, xm = p c. Solving for p, we get

p =
(
1 + a(1−r)/r

)−1
. (22)

In the limit of large α, p converges to the max-min fair allocation.

lim
r→∞

(
1 + a(1−r)/r

)−1
= a/(1 + a) = 1/(kD−d + 1). (23)

Following Kelly’s example in [1], we can prove that u(x) = −x−α/α always
gives max-min fairness in the limit α → ∞, by providing an absolute priority to
smaller flows.10 For two rates such that xs∗ < xs,

u′(xs∗)/u′(x) = (xs/xs∗)α+1 → ∞ as α → ∞

6 Fairness to Unicast Sessions

In Section 5, we observed that a multicast session was able to obtain a higher
rate than unicast sessions sharing the same bottleneck links. We showed that this
unfairness is bounded in the presence of multiple points of congestion. However,
this result exploited features of an idealized multicast session topology. Adopting
a somewhat more realistic model in this section, we investigate whether the same
type of bounded unfairness is possible in a more general setting with receiver-
oriented utility functions. We also consider whether there is any multicast utility
function that allows a strictly equal split of shared bottleneck bandwidth between
a multicast an unicast session.

Adopting the fairness objective proposed by Handley, Floyd and Whetten
[28]—that the algorithm be provably fair relative to TCP in the steady state,
we define a generalized notion of TCP fairness. We say that a multicast session
utility function U(x; r) = f(R)u(x) is strictly unicast-fair if the optimal rate
for the multicast session is the same as would be obtained by a unicast session
with utility function u(x) along the most congested source-to-receiver path in
the multicast tree. This definition is equivalent to TCP-fairness in the case where
u(x) = −1/x, the MPD utility function.

We first show that neither sender nor receiver oriented multicast utility func-
tions lead to strict unicast-fair allocations and derive a result suggesting that
strict fairness is difficult to achieve under any definition of session utility. Con-
sider the modified star network topology shown in Figure 3. A single multicast
session with source node s and receivers {1, . . . , R} shares the network with R
unicast sessions, one from s to each receiver. Link l0 from the source to the
central node is shared by all sessions and has effectively infinite capacity. Each
link li from the center to receiver i is shared by the multicast session and one
unicast session. Link l1 is the bottleneck link, with capacity β c, where β < 1
and c is the capacity of all other links li, i > 1. Receiver 1 is the most congested
receiver in the multicast session.
10 A similar result is reported in recent work by Bonald and Massoullie [27].
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...
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capacity = infinite

Fig. 3. A multicast tree with a modified star topology. Receiver 1 is most congested.

We give the unicast sessions the MPD utility function u(x) = −1/x. The
multicast function has utility function u(x;R) = f(R)u(x). Let xm be the rate
of the multicast session and xi be the rate of the unicast session to receiver i. A
strictly tcp-fair allocation would split the bandwidth on l1 equally between xm

and x1, xm = x1 = β c/2. We can substitute this rate into the optimality con-
ditions of the optimization problem (9-10) to determine the appropriate scaling
function f(R) that will lead to the tcp-fair allocation, obtaining

f(R) = 1 +
(R − 1)β2

2
√
2 (2 − β)2

(24)

This result shows that tcp-fairness can be achieved in the optimization-based
framework by maximizing a weighted sum of utilities with weights given by a
scaling function f(R). However, the presence of β, a topological parameter, in the
scaling function suggests that the correct scaling function depends on topological
properties of the network.

We now consider a generalized version of the previous example with no ex-
plicitly defined network topology. Consider a network containing a set of links
L. The network is shared by two sessions v and w, which have rates xv and xw,
respectively. Each session uses a subset of links in the network and session w only
uses a proper subset of links that are also used by v. Formally, L(w) ⊂ L(v) ⊆ L.
The sessions have Rv and Rw receivers with Rv > Rw. We assume that the path
to the most constrained receiver in both v and w is the same and is therefore
entirely contained in L(w). The Lagrangian for the optimization problem is.

L(x;λ) = f(Rv)u′(xv) + f(Rw)u′(xw) +∑
l∈L(w)

λl(xv + xw − cl) +
∑

l∈L(v)−L(w)

λl(xv − cl) (25)

From the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, we derive an optimality condition on the
ratio of marginal utilities.

u′(xv)/u′(xw) = (f(Rw)λv)/(f(Rv)λw) (26)

where
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λv =
∑

l∈L(v)

λl, λw =
∑

l∈L(w)

λl (27)

Consider the family of base utility functions satisfying u′(x) = −1/xα, α ≥ 1.
Note that this family includes both the MPD and logarithmic utility functions.
The ratio of session rates is

xw/xv = ((f(Rw)λv)/(f(Rv)λw))1/α (28)

In a strictly tcp-fair allocation, the ratio xw/xv = 1. From equation (28), it is
clear that the actual value of this ratio depends on both the choice of scaling
function and the ratio λv/λw. It is also apparent that the ratio xw/xv approaches
1 in the limit as α → ∞. Thus, the exponent α offers one way to control un-
fairness for any choice of scaling function; increasing it moves the resulting rate
allocation closer to max-min fairness. However, only the max-min utility function
can guarantee strict unicast fairness for an arbirtary choice of scaling function.

If a utility function other than max-min is used, providing strict unicast
fairness requires careful selection of the scaling function. For example, strict
unicast fairness could be achieved by exploiting a scaling law relating the total
price of a multicast session to its number of receivers. Chuang and Sirbu propose
such a law for static multicast costs [29] with the form

λs ∝ Rk
s (29)

The authors empirically evaluate the scaling exponent k, finding its value to be
constant over a wide range of network topologies. This law assumes, however,
that link costs in the network are static. To be applicable for the purposes of
congestion control, such a scaling law would have to be established for dynam-
ically changing prices that reflect link congestion. If such a scaling law can be
found, then strict unicast fairness would result from a multicast session utility
function

Us(x) ∝ R−k
s u(x).

We leave the search for such a scaling law as direction for future research, but
note here that, as presented in Section 3.3 the sum of session utilities under such
a multicast utility function would not be invariant under a linear transformation
of u(x).

7 Conclusion

This paper presented an optimization based scheme for multicast congestion
control based on utility maximization. Appealing to the economic theory un-
derlying this approach, we proposed the use of a receiver oriented definition of
session utility. By considering the incentive to split multicast sessions into smaller
sessions, we showed that only receiver oriented utility functions ensure that the
optimal solution of the session-splitting problem remains invariant under a linear
transformation of the utility scale.
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We identified two sources of unfairness that arise when maximizing the sum of
receiver oriented utility functions, one favoring unicast sessions and one favoring
multicast. Unicast sessions are favored because they tend to use fewer links than
multicast sessions and thus are charged a lower price for bandwidth. Multicast
sessions are favored by the tyranny of the majority effect because the the sum of
link prices in the session session is divided by the number of receivers and this
reduced price is used to compute the session rate. When these two effects are
combined, a net unfairness results that favors sessions with many receivers over
sessions with few, with unicast sessions faring worst of all. This unfairness can
be controlled, however, by choosing the form of the base utility function. While
it is difficult to achieve strict fairness between unicast and multicast traffic, we
argue that controlled unfairness is a reasonable goal, particularly as it provides
an incentive to use multicast by rewarding larger groups.

Much work still remains to be done in this area. In the work presented here,
we have focused on the economic interpretation of the optimization-based ap-
proach to reason about the fairness properties resource allocation at system
equilibrium. A complimentary line of enquiry concerns the convergence and sta-
bility properties of the equilibria in the multicast case. A promising direction of
future work is to extend the growing body of relevant research for unicast [30,
31,32,33] to the multicast case.
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Abstract. Quality of Service (QoS) for the Internet has been discussed
for a long time without any major breakthrough. There are several rea-
sons, the main one being the lack of a scalable, simple, fast and low cost
QoS solution. A new QoS-framework, called resource management in dif-
ferentiated services (RMD), aims to correct this situation. This frame-
work has been published in recent papers and is extending the IETF
differentiated services (diffserv) architecture with new admission control
and resource reservation concepts in a scalable way. This paper focuses
on proposing and investigating two resource reservation solutions on the
problem of severe congestion situation within a diffserv-aware network
utilizing an admission control scheme called Resource Mananagement in
Diffserv (RMD). The different severe congestion solutions are compared
using extensive simulation experiments.

1 Introduction

Internet QoS has been the most challenging topic of the networking research
for several years now. The two existing Internet Protocol (IP) quality of service
(QoS) architectures, Integrated Services (intserv) and Differentiated Services
(diffserv) [1] are the results of the research work in this area.

Currently, the increasing popularity of the Internet as well as the growth
of mobile communications have driven the development of IP-based solutions
for wireless networking. The introduction of IP-based transport in radio access
networks (RANs) is one of these networking solutions. When compared to tra-
ditional IP networks, an IP-based RAN has specific characteristics (see e.g. [2])
that impose stricter requirements on resource management schemes. Indepen-
dently of the transport network, the cellular user expects to get the same service
as in STM-based transport networks. In addition to this requirement, the sit-
uation is further complicated by the fact that the RAN is large in terms of its
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geographic size and the number of inter-connected nodes (hundreds or even thou-
sands of nodes) with high cost of leased transmission lines, and the proportion of
real-time traffic may get up to 100%. Resource management and CAC schemes
working in IP-based RANs will have to enable dynamic admission control, fast
resource reservation and at the same time they need to be simple, have low cost
and easy to implement along with good scalability properties.

This paper focuses on proposing and investigating with simulation experi-
ments two resource reservation solutions on the problem of severe congestion
situation within a diffserv-aware network utilizing an admission control scheme
called Resource Mananagement in Diffserv (RMD) [3] described in the following
section. Severe congestion can be considered as an undesirable state, which may
occur as a result of a route change or a link failure. Typically, routing algo-
rithms are able to adapt to reflect changes in the topology and traffic volume. In
such situations the re-routed traffic will traverse a new path. Nodes located on
this new path may become overloaded, since they suddenly might need to sup-
port more traffic than their capacity. Moreover, when a link fails, traffic passing
through it may be dropped, degrading its performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II lists related work
in the resource management field. The severe congestion requirements and solu-
tions are described in Section III. Section IV presents the simulation experiment
results and their analysis. Finally, Section V concludes.

2 Related Works

Resource provisioning and traffic control algorithms use a signaling protocol to
communicate the resource needs from end systems to routers, which either rely
on information collected by measurements [4,5] or maintain some sort of reser-
vation state. Generally, one group of approaches requires from every network
entity to maintain per-flow state related information [6,7]. Another broad class
of algorithms does not require per flow state related information, but is rather
maintaining aggregated states in network core nodes, e.g., [8]. These mechanisms
generally assume soft reservation status in the network, and either aim to peri-
odically update it or try to harmonize the actions of routers along the path or
take an economic approach to handle congestion [9].

2.1 Resource Management in DiffServ – RMD Framework

Currently, none of the available existing approaches satisfy the requirements for
an appropriate resource management scheme within an IP-based RAN. In sev-
eral recent papers [10,11] and IETF drafts [3,12] a new QoS framework, called
Resource Management in DiffServ (RMD), is specified that aims to correct this
situation. RMD extends the diffserv architecture with dynamic admission con-
trol and resource provisioning, and has good scaling properties and as such has
low cost of implementation. Moreover, this framework has a wide scope of ap-
plicability in different types of diffserv networks.
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In compliance with diffserv concepts, the RMD framework distinguishes be-
tween the problem of a complex reservation within a domain and handling a
simple reservation within a node. Accordingly, there are two types of protocols
defined within the RMD framework, the Per Domain Reservation (PDR) and
Per Hop Reservation (PHR) protocol groups. Per Domain Reservation (PDR) is
implemented only at the edges of the RMD domain and it handles the resource
management in the entire diffserv domain. Per Hop Reservation (PHR) is used
to perform resource reservation per diffserv class or Per Hop Behaviour (PHB)
in each node of the diffserv domain. PHR aware nodes are not able to differ-
entiate between individual traffic flows, as for e.g., RSVP, because no per-flow
information is stored and the packet scheduling is done per aggregate. This way,
PHR is optimized to reduce the functionality requirements of interior nodes.

In the following, we describe the simplified PHR operation. Before a new user
data flow is admitted into the domain on one of the ingress edge nodes, it first
has to signal its resource requirement (QoS Request). The ingress node classifies
it into an appropriate PHB. These resource requests are transformed to discrete
bandwidth values. Then the ingress edge node sends a PHR Resource Request
packet to the egress edge, which is marked by any of the intermediate routers if
they have not enough free resources. The egress edge node reports the reservation
status back to the ingress, as a result of which the ingress can admit or reject
the QoS request. If the flow is admitted, then periodic reservation refreshes are
sent between the ingress and egress edge nodes.

The RMD framework [3] defines two different PHR groups: the reservation-
based and the measurement based groups, which differ in the method a core
node determines whether to mark a resource request packet, along with some
signaling needs for this purpose. Here, we solely focus on the reservation-based
PHR methods, where nodes maintain a per PHB reservation state. This is ac-
complished by using a combination of the reservation soft state and the explicit
release principles. This means that the reserved resources can be released either
when they are not refreshed regularly (1 refresh packet in every PHR refresh
period), or when they are explicitly released by a predefined release message. In
order to decrease the signaling traffic load on the network, the number of PHR
refresh messages has to be minimized. Therefore, the PHR refresh period has to
be chosen as large as possible, e.g., 30 seconds. The admittance decision is based
on a threshold of maximum available resource units set for each PHB. Currently,
there is one reservation-based PHR protocol defined, the Resource Management
in Diffserv On DemAnd (RODA) protocol specified in [12].

3 Severe Congestion

3.1 Problem Definition and Requirements

Severe congestion can be considered as an undesirable state that may occur
as a result of a route change or a link failure. The severe congestion situation
will severely degrade the performance of the real time traffic and therefore, it
has to be detected and solved very fast. Typically, in a RAN where majority
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of traffic is real-time traffic, the severe congestion situation has to be detected
by the ingress edges within one second. Subsequently, the ingress edge has to
undertake predefined policing actions to lower the incoming traffic volume in
order to solve the severe congestion situation. The severe congestion solution
can be decomposed in four subsequent phases:

– Detection of severe congestion by interior nodes: An RMD interior node has
to detect the severe congestion situation using one of the following methods:

– Volume measurements: by using measurements on the data traffic vol-
ume. If the volume of the data traffic increases suddenly, it is deduced
that a possible route change and at the same time, a severe congestion
situation occurred.

– Counting: using a counter that counts the number of dropped data pack-
ets. The severe congestion state is activated when this number is higher
than a pre-defined threshold. This method is similar to the previous one
but is much simpler. However, it can only be applied when the traffic
characteristics are known.

– Increased number of refreshes: if the number of resource units per PHB,
refreshed by PHR refresh messages is much higher than the number
of resources refreshed previously, then the node deduces that a severe
congestion occurred. This procedure is very efficient, but it can only be
used when the PHR refresh period is small.

The first three detection methods can be applied on both RMD schemes,
i.e., reservation-based and measurement-based. The last method can only be
applied on the reservation-based RMD scheme.

– Propagation of severe congestion state to egresses: In this phase, an interior
node notifies the severe congestion situation to an egress node. Due to the
fact that the interior node does not store and maintain any flow related
information, it is not possible to identify the ID of the passing flow and the
IP address of the ingress node. Therefore, the interior node is not able to
directly notify the ingress node that a severe congestion situation occurred.
One of the following methods is applied:

– Greedy marking: all packets which are passing through a severe con-
gested interior node and are associated to a certain PHB will be somehow
remarked to indicate severe congestion;

– Proportional marking: this method is similar to the previous method,
with the difference that the number of the remarked packets is propor-
tional to the detected overload;

– PHR message marking: only PHR signaling messages that are passing
through a severe congested interior node will be marked. The marking
is done by setting a special flag in the protocol message, i.e., ”S” (see
[12]). This procedure is efficient, but it can only be used when the PHR
refresh period is small.

The last method can only be applied on the reservation-based scheme, while
the other two can be applied on both RMD schemes.
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– Egress to ingress state propagation: In this phase, the egress node has to
process the severe congestion information received from the interior nodes.
Moreover, it notifies the ingress node that a severe congestion occurred. The
type of the received severe congestion information depends on the propaga-
tion method used by the interior nodes (see above). When either the “greedy
marking” or the “PHR message marking” method is used, the severe con-
gestion information simply notifies the egress node that a severe congestion
situation occurred. When the “proportional marking” method is used, the
egress node is informed that a percentage of the incoming traffic is overload-
ing a certain communication path. The egress node forwards this information
to the proper ingress node for all congestion marked flows.

– Ingress actions on severe congestion: the ingress node processes the severe
congestion information received from the egress node and undertakes certain
actions to solve the severe congestion situation. These actions depend on the
method used by the interior nodes. One of the following set of actions can
be undertaken:

– Re-allocation: an ingress node is blocking new traffic flows and re-
initiates all on-going flows that are affected by severe congestion. During
the re-allocation procedure the ingress nodes will temporarily release and
subsequently re-initiate all on-going flows that were affected by severe
congestion.

– Stochastic blocking: an ingress node is blocking new traffic flows and is
terminating some of the on-going flows based on a probabilistic compe-
tition. The termination probability of a connection is proportional to its
severe congestion marked traffic volume.

The first method is applied when either the “greedy marking” or “PHR
message marking” procedure is used. The later can only be applied when
the “proportional marking” detection procedure is used.

3.2 Approaches to Handle Severe Congestion

In all of the consecutive approaches we commonly assume the followings: i) in-
terior nodes use the counting detection method. In particular each interior node
performs packet drop ratio measurements for every S interval per DSCP; ii)
ingress nodes maintain per flow information that includes the flow ID, the re-
quested amount of resources, i.e., bandwidth units; iii) egress nodes maintain
per flow information that includes the flow ID and the IP address of the ingress
node; iv) each node is capable of remarking each standardised DSCP, into locally
defined DSCPs in order to signal severe congestion; v) egress nodes are check-
ing the DSCP field of each passing data packet in order to identify its severe
congestion status.

Solution A – Re-allocation of resources. The main characteristics (Fig. 1)
of this scenario are that each interior node uses the greedy marking procedure and
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Fig. 1. Solution A and B Operation

each ingress node uses the re-allocation procedure to solve the severe congestion
situation. Whenever the measured drop ratio in an S interval is higher than a
pre-configured threshold value, the interior node deduces that a severe congestion
occured. It remarks the DSCP field of all passing packets into a locally defined
DSCP to indicate severe congestion. The egress nodes monitor the DSCP fields
of each passing data packet. If re-marked DSCP fields are detected, then the
egress node will deduce that a severe congestion occured. For each affected flow,
the egress node will report the severe congestion situation to the corresponding
ingress node by using a signaling PDR congestion report message.

When the ingress node receives a PDR congestion report message from the
egress, it will block new incoming flows for a certain amount of time. Moreover,
the on-going flows that are affected by severe congestion have to re-initiate their
reservations: they must temporarily terminate their user data flow, deallocate
their reservation with an explicit release request message, and try to reallocate
their original resource usage along the path. Note that the release request and
reservation request messages are not necessarily sent immediately after conges-
tion notification as we will show later on, though user data must immediately
be terminated.

Interior nodes receiving a release request message, decrease their aggregate
reservation states with the number of units indicated in the corresponding mes-
sage but not below zero. Unfortunately, in the case of a link failure and re-route
event, flows previously accommodated on different paths will try to release re-
sources on links where they have not yet allocated. In order to cope with this
problem, interior nodes are disallowed to release more resources than previously
allocated. Upon receiving a reservation request message, the interior node must
see whether the sum of already existing reservations plus the new request is
within a threshold. If so, the interior node updates its reservation state or else
it marks the packet to indicate reservation failure.

The new reservation might be admitted by all interior nodes and signaled
back by the egress to restart the user data. However, if the re-initiated allocation
fails or time-outs (one may allow several retries before permanently terminating
any connections) then the connection must be terminated by the end hosts.
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Therefore, the ingress node must initiate the final termination of the flow at the
end host.

Solution B – Stochastic (distributed) blocking. The main characteristics
(Fig. 1) of this scenario are that each interior node uses the proportional marking
procedure and each ingress node uses the stochastic blocking procedure to solve
the severe congestion situation.

When the ingress node receives the PDR congestion report message, it will
block new incoming flows for a certain amount of time. Moreover, it will also
terminate some of the ongoing connections: it will realize a probabilistic drop
on each individual flow that has received congestion report message according
to the following formulas:

– Algorithm B1: PB1
drop = # of marked bytes

# of marked bytes+# of unmarked bytes . The underlying
idea here is to purely base the blocking estimation on measured data. In this
algorithm the blocking probability per connection (per flow) is calculated
as the ratio between the dropped bytes and the maximum number of bytes
that can be supported by the interior node (dropped / received).

– Algorithm B2: PB2
drop = # of marked bytes

rSe8
, where r [bps] is the allocated rate

for the connection, Se [sec] is the time base used at the egress edge and 8 is
for bit/byte conversion. This version aims to eliminate the packet drops
of connections by using the administrated reservations (dropped / sent-
administrative).

– Algorithm B3: PB3
drop = # of marked bytes

2∗# of marked bytes+# of unmarked bytes . Here, the
blocking probability per connection (per flow) is calculated as the ratio be-
tween the dropped bytes and the total volume of user data (associated to the
same connection), entering the RMD domain (dropped / sent-measured).

4 Numerical Results

In this paper we compare the severe congestion solutions described in Section 3
by using performance evaluation with the help of simulations. For these simu-
lation experiments we used the network simulator (ns) [13] environment. This
section describes the used traffic models, network topology, the performed ex-
periments and their results.

4.1 Simulation Model

Traffic models: Based on the operational description of the RMD protocol,
resource demands are handled in bandwidth units, which we will also use when
describing our traffic models. First of all, one unit was set to represent 2000
bytes/second rate allocation. The reason behind was that one unit should rep-
resent the rate required by an encoded voice communication, e.g., GSM coding.
Altogether we examined three different scenarios where i) calls requested only
1 units homogeneously, where ii) calls requested bandwidths of {1, 2, . . . , 20}
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units and iii) where call demands were selected from {1, 2, . . . , 100} units. Calls
arrived according to a Poisson process with parameter λi for calls requesting i
units of bandwidth. The average call holding time was set to 1

µ = 90 seconds.
The call and bandwidth unit requests were generated in a way that the de-
manded load for each reservation unit class was eqalized on the average, or more
formally λi

µ BWi = λj

µ BWj , where BWi = i[unit] is the bandwidth demand and
1
λ1

= 0.9 sec as per default. Hence higher bandwidth demands arrived less fre-
quently than smaller ones. This is not unrealistic since higher bandwidth requests
are probably more expensive. Packet sizes (L) of the connections were determined
according to their reservations in the following way: Li = 40 [bytes]BWi. For
the sake of simplicity packet inter arrival times were kept constant (constant bit
rate - CBR), hence every flow sent one single packet in each 20 msec interval.

Network topology: For the evaluation of the methods we used a simple
delta topology with the G(V, E) graph, where E denotes edges {e0, e1, e2} and
V denotes the vertices {(e0, e1), (e0, e2), (e1, e2)}. With the former re-routing
and its effects are easily traceable. For the sake of simplicity only e0 generated
traffic for the other two edges. In order to have effective multiplexing of flows,
the capacity (C) of the links was set to be able to accommodate at least 100
flows of the highest bandwidth demands, i.e., to 100, 2‘000 and 100‘000 units.

As discussed earlier, the severe congestion detection is based on packet drop
ratio measurements. Hence, it was important to find the proper dimensioning
for the network buffers. As our traffic model was based on CBR traffic with
20 msec packet inter arrival times, we determined the queue lengths so that no
packet loss can occur during normal operation. We dimensioned for a target load
level of 80% link capacity, hence the buffer sizes (B) were determined using the
following formula: B = C ∗ 0.02 ∗ 0.8 [bytes].

Network events: In our simple delta network after the system achieves
stationarity, the link between nodes e0 and e2 goes down at 350 sec of simulation
time. Afterwards, the dynamic routing protocol (OSPF) updates its routing table
at 352.0 sec and all flows previously taking the e0 − e2 path will be re-routed
to the e0 − e1 − e2 alternate path. Hence, node e0 will suffer a serious overload
resulting from the re-route event.

4.2 Numerical Evaluation

Network utilization: It can be seen in Fig.2/a that with solution A, more
reservation messages were accepted by the severe congested node during the
re-initiation procedure than the target admission threshold (80%). This phe-
nomenon is due to certain properties of the protocol related to the explicit re-
lease of soft state resources, whose basic idea is discussed in [11]. Nevertheless,
the above problem can briefly be reasoned by the following operation:

First of all, in order to achieve better utilization the soft state refresh period
(T ), which is in all cases set to 30 sec, is sub-divided into cells (10), where a
sliding (or time) window algorithm is used to smooth out the T long discrete
time steps. If a re-route event happens in the system after the link failure, all of
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the traffic originally traversing along a different path will flow through the single
operating link. This will evidently make severe congestion situation. Here how-
ever, not only data packets but protocol signaling packets (see [12]) are involved,
which will affect the administrated reservations in the following way. With solu-
tion A, release messages of the re-initialization procedure (see section 3.2) will
decrease the number of registered reservations, however not only the originally
accommodated flows but also the re-routed ones will try to release their alloca-
tions. Hence the volume of release must be limited, which is done by permitting
releases until the administered reservation state is above zero. Unfortunately,
connections that have not yet been notified of severe congestion (longer round
trip times (RTT)) will keep on sending their periodic reservation refreshes that
increase the administered reservation. This affects the same reservation state
that the release messages compete for, hence allowing more release and reallo-
cation than desired. This overshoot will only leave the system after a refresh
period (see it at around 382 sec in Fig. 2/a).

On the other hand, the descendant algorithms of solution B differ in the cal-
culated call dropping probability (see section 3.2) and do not stop and re-allocate
the connections but instead immediately drop some of them in proportion to the
detected overload. This blocking probability is the smallest with algorithm B3,
and highest with B1. It can be seen that -as expected- the lower the call blocking
ratio is, the higher the maintained utilization is. Depending on the measurement
time base (S), the retained utilization is above, upon or below the target level.
It can be seen that with different measurement time bases, different drop ra-
tio approximations perform best while solution A is almost indifferent to the
measurement time base (see Fig. 2/a and b).

Fig. 3 shows short term transients of the algorithms. Solution A is shown
in Fig. 3/a for three different measurement time bases. It is interesting to see
that since user traffic had a well defined period of 20 msec, measurements with
50 msec time base introduced high level of oscillation. It can be also seen that it
takes a couple of measurement periods to bring the load back around the desired
level though the control time is still in the order of 100 msec.

Solution B variants react very similarly (see Fig. 3/b) where B1 and B2
operations result in exactly the same transients.

Packet drop ratios: Here, only some representative results are presented
due to the space limitations. As expected, the shorter the measurement time base
is the shorter the congestion period will be (faster actions), hence packet drop
periods decrease (see Fig. 4/a-b). The difference in operation between solution A
and B can be seen when increasing the measurement windows. Since solution A
stops user data flow its packet drop ratio more rapidly decreases with increasing
measurement time base.

Signaling overheads: Fig. 4/c shows the protocol messages and the reser-
vation status for solution A. It can be seen that after the detection of severe
congestion all the 160% traffic load is released and tried to be reallocated (see
the almost coinciding curves at 352 in Fig. 4/a). It can also be well seen that
due to the synchronized re-initiation, refresh messages arrive in bursts. This
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characteristic will only fade out with several refresh times, as connections are
terminating by nature. Fig. 4/d shows the signaling overhead for the various
algorithms. It is obvious that for solution B descendants there are no increase in
signaling overhead as shown in Fig. 4/d. On the other hand, due to the excess
signaling introduced by solution A the overhead bristles appear. This however,
is still quite negligible compared to the link capacity (see Fig. 4/d).

5 Conclusions

In this work we have shown some aspects of severe congestion handling with
the RODA protocol [12]. We have designed and presented two basic algorithms
that could cope with severe congestion situations in the order of network round
trip times. This reaction time can be considered as close to optimal due to the
transmission constraints imposed by the system. The presented algorithms differ
in their transients but we can conclude that two of our solution B derivatives
performed best in all situations with measurement time base equal to the framing
time of the data traffic. In this very special case the two algorithms resulted in the
same operation due to the traffic characteristics and differences only appeared
with higher measurement time bases. Overall, we are aware of the need for
further analysis in this area with more general traffic models (e.g. VBR); with
multiple traffic classes (e.g. voice, video and best-effort); with more complex
network topology (e.g. a concrete RAN topology) and with a comparsion to
other resource management protocols (e.g. RSVP). Nevertheless, we believe that
our current results can already be applied to certain special networks like RANs.
We suppose that these results will trigger new dialogs from the community.
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Abstract. The flow control algorithms currently used in the Internet
have been tailored to share bandwidth between users on the basis of the
physical characteristics of the network links they use rather than the
characteristics of their applications. This can result in a perception of
poor quality of service by some users even when adequate bandwidth
is potentially available, and is the motivation for seeking to provide
differentiated services. In this paper, stimulated by current discussion
on Web mice and elephants, we explore service differentiation between
persistent and short-lived flows, and between file transfers of different
sizes. In particular, we seek to achieve this using decentralized algo-
rithms that can be implemented by end-systems without requiring the
support of a complex network architecture. The algorithms we propose
correspond to a form of weighted processor sharing and can be tailored
to approximate the shortest remaining processing time service discipline.

Keywords: Service differentiation, bandwidth allocation, decentralized
control, weighted processor sharing, shortest remaining processing time.

1 Introduction

Most data in the current Internet is transferred using TCP. This protocol has
two phases: a slow start phase which probes for available bandwidth up to a
certain threshold, and a subsequent congestion avoidance phase that attempts
to stabilize around a fair share. Despite having an aggressive ramp up phase,
the throughput during slow start is typically much less than in the congestion
avoidance mode due to the small size of the initial window, time-outs triggered
by packet loss, etc. Moreover, the fair shares reached in the congestion avoidance
phase allocate equal bandwidth to all file transfers having the same round-trip
time and access bandwidth, irrespective of the sizes of the files being transferred.
This results in a poor response time for short file transfers and raises the question
of whether it is possible to improve performance for short file transfers without
significantly degrading it for long file transfers. This question assumes particular
importance in the context of the finding by a number of researchers that file sizes
on the Web have a heavy-tailed distribution [6]: when file sizes vary over several
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orders of magnitude, treating all file transfers identically may not be appropriate.
This has led to research on improving the throughput of short flows, either by
altering the slow-start behavior [2,11,3], or by putting short flows into a different
class [19,10], or by providing a predictive service to long flows [5].

A related problem is that of sharing bandwidth between file transfers and
real-time traffic such as Internet telephony or video conferencing. Real-time flows
are usually long-lived and can be treated as persistent sources for purposes of
analysis. They have very different quality of service requirements from file trans-
fers. Whereas what matters for file transfers is usually the transfer time, or
equivalently, average bandwidth over the entire transfer period, real-time flows
typically care about the bandwidth they receive at each instant in time (or,
more precisely, averages over time periods much shorter than the lifetime of the
connection). The value of bandwidth to a user can be described mathematically
by a utility function which captures elements of the quality of service perceived
by the user. Utility functions are commonly used in economics to represent in-
dividual preferences and to address questions of fair allocation. The resource
allocation problem can be cast as one of maximizing the aggregate utility of all
users.

We model the utility for a file transfer as the negative of the time taken
to complete the transfer. For real-time traffic, we assume that the total util-
ity obtained is the integral of an instantaneous utility over the lifetime of the
connection; the instantaneous utility, in turn, is modeled as an increasing and
concave function of the bandwidth received by the flow at that instant. Such a
concave function reflects diminishing marginal utility to the user as the allocated
bandwidth increases. Equivalently, concavity models a preference on the part of
the user for a fixed constant bandwidth over a fluctuating bandwidth allocation
with the same mean. Sources with such a utility are referred to as elastic sources
in the literature. There has recently been considerable work on bandwidth shar-
ing between persistent elastic users [14,17]. However, the problem of combining
such sources with transient sessions such as file transfers has received little at-
tention. One recent study [15] suggests that, when the two traffic types share a
network, file transfers should receive priority.

Our main results and the organization of the paper are as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we consider persistent elastic sources sharing a link with transient sessions
transferring a fixed volume of data. We pose the bandwidth allocation problem
as an optimization problem and solve it numerically. We then derive practical
flow-control schemes that can be easily implemented in a decentralized manner,
and show that these are close to optimal. In Section 3, we consider a scenario
where the transient sessions have different amounts of data to transfer. The
shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) policy yields the optimal bandwidth
allocation. We propose a practical scheme that approximates SRPT and study
its performance through simulation. We show that there is an advantage to in-
creasing the throughput given to short flows, and that this can be done without
appreciably penalizing long flows. We present our conclusions and discuss direc-
tions for future research in Section 4.
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2 Bandwidth Sharing between Persistent and Transient
Flows

Consider a single link of capacity C shared by a fixed number, K, of persistent
flows and a variable number of short-lived flows (also called Mice). The persis-
tent flows are modeled in aggregate as having an increasing and strictly concave
instantaneous utility function KUe(xe), where xe is the aggregate bandwidth
allocated to these flows at a specified time. The utility over a time period is
given by the integral of the instantaneous utility over that period. To simplify
technicalities in the analysis below, we assume in addition that Ue is differen-
tiable. Short flows correspond to file transfers. They arrive into the system at
the points of a Poisson process of rate λ and leave when the file transfer is com-
plete. The file sizes are assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean f .
Let ρ = λf/C denote the load offered by the short flows. We shall assume that
ρ < 1.

There is a unit holding cost per unit time for each short flow in the system.
The goal is to maximize the time average of KUe(xe(t)) − N(t), where N(t)
denotes the number of short flows in the system at time t. To this end, we
introduce the performance objective,

Jπ(n) = lim
T→∞

1
T

E

[∫ T

0
[KUe(xe(t)) − N(t)]dt

∣∣∣ N(0) = n

]
(1)

and seek a policy π that maximizes this objective. By Little’s law, the time
average of N(t) is the same as λ times the mean sojourn time of a file transfer,
so the objective is to maximize the utility of long flows, subject to a bound on
the mean sojourn time of file transfers. The objective function above is precisely
the Lagrangian for this optimization problem.

We seek stationary optimal policies for the optimization problem described
above. By the assumption of exponential file sizes, the state of the system is fully
described by the number of short flows in progress and we have a semi-Markov
decision problem. If the number of short flows is restricted to some nmax, and
non-zero capacity is allocated to short flows whenever any are present, then the
Markov process is irreducible and has a finite state space. Under these conditions,
it can be shown that there is a stationary optimal policy, and that it can be
computed numerically using value iteration. The proof is omitted due to lack of
space, but can be found in [8] along with a discussion of structural properties of
the optimal control policy.

In order to compare the optimal policy with sub-optimal policies that we shall
consider below, we need the following elementary bound on the performance of
the optimal policy.

Lemma 1. Suppose the state space is not truncated, i.e., nmax = ∞. Then, for
any policy π and any initial state n, we have Jπ(n) ≤ KUe((1 − ρ)C).

Proof. Since the load offered by the short flows is ρ, any policy π that allocates
capacity less than ρC to these flows on average will be unstable in the sense that
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N(t) → ∞ as t → ∞. Thus, for any such policy, Jπ(n) = −∞, starting from any
n. Therefore, we can restrict attention to policies π that, on average, allocate
capacity no more than (1 − ρ)C to the persistent flows. Since Ue was assumed
to be concave, we now obtain from Jensen’s inequality and the non-negativity
of N(t) that

1
T

∫ T

0
[KUe(xe(t)) − N(t)] ≤ KUe

(
1
T

∫ T

0
xe(t)

)
.

Taking expectations and using Jensen’s inequality once more, we get

Jπ(n) ≤ KUe

(
E

[
1
T

∫ T

0
xe(t)|N(0) = n

])
≤ KUe((1 − ρ)C) , (2)

since E[ 1T
∫ T

0 xe(t)] ≤ (1−ρ)C for all T sufficiently large, and Ue is an increasing
function. ��

Implementing the optimal policy requires knowledge of the number of short
flows in progress and may not be practical. This leads us to consider simpler
policies that are practically realizable. We show for two such policies below that
they are close to optimal. In the rest of the paper, we will work with utility
functions of the form

Ue(xe) =
1

1 − β

(xe

C

)1−β

, β > 0. (3)

If β = 1, we take Ue(xe) = log(xe/C). These constitute a fairly general class
of utility functions and have been considered by a number of authors; see, for
example, [18]. The bandwidth shares assigned by TCP approximately maximize
a utility function of this form with β = 2.

Static Policy. A fixed amount of bandwidth C̃ < C is reserved for the persistent
sources and the remainder is shared equally among file transfers. This can be
implemented by logically partitioning the link between persistent and short flows
and using TCP for the short flows, for example.

Now, irrespective of the file size distribution, the number of short flows
in progress evolves like the queue size in an M/G/1 − PS queue, with load
α = λf/(C − C̃). The equilibrium queue length distribution is geometric with
parameter α (see [13], for example), and so the mean number of short flows in
progress is Eπ[n] = α/(1 − α). The bandwidth allocated to persistent flows, C̃,
can be expressed as C̃ = C − (λf/α) = (α − ρ)C/α. Hence,

Eπ[KUe(xe(n)) − n] = KUe

(α − ρ

α
C
)

− α

1 − α
. (4)

Taking α = 1 − a/
√

K and using (3), we obtain

Eπ[KUe(xe(n)) − n] =
a
√

K

1 − β
+

K − a
√

K

1 − β

(
1 − ρ − (a/

√
K)

1 − (a/
√

K)

)1−β

−
√

K

a
+ 1
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= K
(1 − ρ)1−β

1 − β
+ O(

√
K) = KUe((1 − ρ)C) + O(

√
K) . (5)

Recall that ρC is the rate at which work is brought in by short flows, and αC
is the capacity allocated to them. The choice α = 1 − a/

√
K corresponds to

allocating most of the available capacity to short flows, reserving only a small
fraction a/

√
K for persistent sources.

How much worse than optimal is the static policy? One way to quantify this
is to ask how large a capacity Ĉ is needed, so that the total utility achieved
using the static policy on a link of capacity C is the same as the utility achieved
using the optimal policy on a link of capacity Ĉ. Recall that, by (2),

Eπ[KUe(xe(n)) − n] ≤ K

1 − β

[
(1 − ρ)Ĉ

C

]1−β

for a link of capacity Ĉ, using any policy. Comparing this with (5), we see that
Ĉ = C(1 − O(1/

√
K)). In so far as K is large in the typical operating regime of

interest, this shows that the static policy is close to optimal.
Implementation of the static policy requires that bandwidth partitioning be

carried out by network routers. In contrast, the weighted processor sharing policy
discussed next can be implemented at end systems.

Weighted Processor Sharing. Suppose each persistent source has weight 1
and each file transfer in progress has weight w, and that capacity is shared be-
tween users in proportion to their weights. In particular, each file transfer in
progress gets the same share of capacity. Thus, irrespective of the file size distri-
bution, the number of file transfers in progress can be modeled by a symmetric
queue (see Lemma 3.9 in Kelly [13]), and has the invariant distribution of a
birth-death process with constant birth rate λ, and state-dependent death rate
µn = (C − xe(n))/f . Here xe(n) is the capacity allocated to persistent sources
when n short flows are in progress, and f is the mean file size. If we assume
further that k := K/w is an integer, then it can be shown that the invariant
distribution is given by

π(n) =
(

k + n

n

)
ρn(1 − ρ)k+1 , (6)

and a simple calculation yields Eπ[n] = (k + 1)ρ/(1 − ρ) for the mean number
of short flows in the system. Details are omitted for brevity, but can be found
in [8]. It is not possible to obtain a closed-form expression for Eπ[Ue(xe(n))] in
general, but we can obtain approximations using a Taylor expansion for Ue when
k is large. After routine calculations detailed in [8], we obtain

Eπ[KUe(xe(n)) − n] ≈
K(1 − ρ)1−β

1 − β
+

Kρ(1 − ρ)1−β

k
− Kβρ(1 − ρ)1−β

2k
− (k + 1)ρ

1 − ρ
. (7)
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Recall that k = K/w, where w is the weight given to short-lived flows. It follows
from the above that, by choosing w =

√
K, we get Eπ[KUe(xe(n)) − n] ≥

KUe((1−ρ)C)−O(
√

K). Since no policy can achieve a total utility greater than
KUe((1 − ρ)C), we conclude that the minimum bandwidth, Ĉ, required by an
optimal policy to achieve the same utility as achieved by the weighted processor
sharing policy is given by Ĉ = C(1 − O(1/

√
K)).

Thus, the weighted processor sharing policy is nearly optimal, in the same
sense as the static policy. Moreover, it can be implemented by the end systems
rather than the network, for example by having end systems use a weighted
analogue of TCP with weights chosen as above. An alternative implementa-
tion would be to use a willingness-to-pay scheme, as described in [9], with a
willingness-to-pay parameter proportional to the weights above.

Numerical Results. We now derive explicit formulas in the special case β = 2,
i.e., Ue(x) = −C/x. Recall that this is the utility function implicitly maximized
by TCP. The static policy allocates fixed capacity ρC/α to the short flows; when
β = 2, we obtain from (4) that the optimal value of α is α = 1 − 1−ρ

1+
√

Kρ
, and

that

Eπ[KUe(xe(n))] = − K +
√

Kρ

1 − ρ
, Eπ[n] =

√
Kρ + ρ

1 − ρ
.

When β = 2, we can also explicitly calculate Eπ[Ue(xe(n))] for the weighted-PS
policy. We obtain

Eπ[Ue(xe(n))] = Eπ

[
Ue

(
k

k + n
C

)]
= −Eπ

[
k + n

k

]
= − k + ρ

k(1 − ρ)
.

A simple calculation now yields that the optimal value of k is
√

K, i.e., each
transient flow should be given a weight w =

√
K relative to each persistent flow.

With this choice of k, we get

Eπ[KUe(xe(n))] = − K +
√

Kρ

1 − ρ
, Eπ[n] =

√
Kρ + ρ

1 − ρ
.

We compare the mean utility and number in system for the static and
weighted-PS policies with those for the optimal policy, obtained numerically.
For this purpose, we choose the system parameters C = 1000, K = 25, f = 100,
and vary λ so that ρ = λf/C spans the interval [0.1, 0.7]. We truncate the state
space at nmax = 100 for the value iterations. The results are plotted below. Fig-
ure 1 shows the mean utility for the optimal, static and weighted policies, while
Figure 2 shows the mean number of short flows in progress for each policy. The
figures show that neither the persistent nor the transient flows suffer much by
using the sub-optimal policies considered. Figure 3 shows the additional capac-
ity required by the static policy if it is to achieve the same total utility as the
optimal policy; 3(a) corresponds to K = 25 and 3(b) to K = 5. We see that the
loss incurred by the sub-optimal policies is small, even for small values of K.
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Fig. 1. Average utility of the long flow under three different allocation strategies. C =
1000, Mean file size=100, Ue(x) = −C

x
, nmax = 100. K = 5 in the left panel and

K = 25 in the right panel. The arrival rate is varied along the x -axis

3 Bandwidth Sharing between Transient Flows

We now consider how capacity should be shared between file transfers when the
sizes of the files being transferred might vary over several orders of magnitude.
If the objective is to minimize the number of file transfers in progress (equiva-
lently, the mean holding cost or mean sojourn time) and the amount remaining
to be transferred is known, then a simple interchange argument shows that the
optimal policy is to give priority to the file with shortest remaining processing
time (SRPT). This policy has been proposed in the context of Web servers [12,
1]. However, it is not suited to our problem for a couple of reasons. First, it
needs a centralized controller to assign priority (or a distributed leader election
protocol, which imposes a high overhead). Second, while the concept is clear
for a single bottleneck link or resource, it does not generalize easily to multiple
bottlenecks. This motivates us to consider a generalization of the weighted PS
policy introduced in the previous section and show that it can be made to ap-
proximate SRPT. Though the analysis and simulations in this paper pertain to
a single link, the algorithms we propose generalize easily to networks.

We also note that, in networks, the stability region of priority policies such
as SRPT is not easily obtained; it is known that the “ρ < 1” condition that the
offered load on each link be smaller than its capacity is not sufficient for stability.
On the other hand, this condition does guarantee stability for the algorithms we
consider, as shown in [4]. That is another advantage of the proposed algorithms
in the network context.

We continue to work with the optimization problem posed in the previous
section. There, we considered how to split capacity between persistent and tran-
sient flows but did not consider further how the capacity allocated to transient
flows should be shared between them. If file sizes are exponentially distributed
and the allocation decision has to be made without knowing the sizes of all file
transfers in progress, then it does not matter how this allocation is made; any
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Fig. 2. Average number of short flow under three different allocation strategies. C =
1000, Mean file size=100, Ue(x) = −C

x
, nmax = 100. K = 5 in the left panel and

K = 25 in the right panel. The arrival rate is varied along the x -axis
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Fig. 3. Capacity over-provisioning sufficient for optimal static allocation to outperform
optimal dynamic allocation. C = 1000, f = 100, Ue(x) = −C

x
, nmax = 100. K = 5 in

the left panel and K = 25 in the right panel

allocation that doesn’t leave capacity idle achieves the same mean number in
system. If file sizes are known or if they aren’t exponentially distributed, then
this is no longer true; for example, if file sizes are heavy-tailed, the first-come-
first-served policy performs worse than processor-sharing. We noted above that,
if file sizes are known, then SRPT is optimal.

We now consider a weighted processor sharing policy where each transient
flow chooses its own weight based on its residual file size. Suppose the weights
are chosen according to

wi = wmin + (wmax − wmin) exp(−afr
i ) , (8)

where wi and fr
i denote the weight assigned to the ith flow and its residual

file size, and wmin, wmax and a are system parameters. The link capacity C is
shared between flows in proportion to their weights, i.e., flow i receives capacity
wiC/W , where W denotes the sum of wi over all flows in the system. A similar
policy has been proposed recently in [7].
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We shall assume that W is constant over time. Such an assumption is plau-
sible in a large system operating in a steady-state regime. In particular, if the
system carries a large number of persistent flows, then the fluctuation in W is
only due to short flows entering and leaving the system, and can be neglected to
a first approximation. With this assumption, we can calculate the sojourn time
of a file transfer as a function of the initial file size. Letting fi denote the size of
file i, we have

fr
i (0) = fi ,

d

dt
fr

i (t) = − wi(t)
W

C , (9)

where wi(t) is specified in terms of fr
i (t) via (8). Here, t denotes the time since

the arrival of flow i into the system. Let Ti = inf{t > 0 : fr
i (t) = 0} denote the

sojourn time of flow i. A straightforward calculation using (8) and (9) yields

Ti =
W

aCwmin
log
[
1 +

wmin

wmax

(
eafi − 1

)]
.

The (unweighted) processor sharing policy is recovered in the limit a → 0, in
which case Ti = Wfi/wmax. The sojourn time of a file is thus proportional to its
size, which is desirable in terms of fairness but has the disadvantage that small
files see poor performance.

In order to quantify the extent to which the proposed service discipline favors
short flows, we compute the ratio of sojourn times for two different files, of sizes
f1 and f2. With plain sharing, this ratio is T (f1)/T (f2) = f1/f2. Denoting the
ratio wmin/wmax by α, we obtain for the scheme proposed above that

T (f1)
T (f2)

=
log
[
1 + α(eaf1 − 1)

]
log [1 + α(eaf2 − 1)]

. (10)

We observe that if f1 and f2 are both large relative to 1/a and if, moreover, αeafi

is much bigger than 1 for i = 1, 2, then T (f1)/T (f2) ≈ f1/f2. In other words, the
stretch, defined as the ratio of sojourn time to file size, is roughly constant for
large files, meaning that the scheme approximates processor sharing at large file
sizes. In particular, it avoids starvation of very large file transfers. On the other
hand, if f1 and f2 are both small relative to 1/a, then again T (f1)/T (f2) ≈ f1/f2.
Finally, suppose f1 is large and f2 is small relative to 1/a. Then, by (10),

T (f1)
T (f2)

≈ af1 + log α

αaf2
≈ 1

α

f1
f2

=
wmax

wmin

f1
f2

.

In other words, the large file has a stretch approximately 1/α times greater,
or receives a bandwidth share approximately α = wmin/wmax as much as a
small file. Loosely speaking, files much smaller than 1/a are “mice”, files much
larger than 1/a are “elephants”, all mice are treated roughly equally, as are
all elephants, but mice are favored over elephants. Note that this is achieved
without explicitly splitting files into classes, but simply by having them choose
individual weights based on their residual file sizes.
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The degree to which mice are favored is determined by the ratio 1/α =
wmax/wmin. This can be seen clearly in Figure 4, where we have plotted the
stretch, T (f)/f , as a function of the normalized file size af over the range [0, 20].
We take W/(Cwmax) = 1 for convenience. From top to bottom, the 3 curves on
the plot correspond to 1/α = 5, 10 and 20 respectively.

The plots suggest that large files receive much less capacity on average than
do short files. It needs to be kept in mind that this is under the assumption
that W is constant, which is not valid if there are no persistent flows. A model
with no persistent flows and with an SRPT service discipline has been studied
in [1], where it is shown that the stretch of long flows remains bounded. The
intuition is that there will be epochs when the long flow is competing with very
few or no short flows, at which times it is not handicapped by its small weight. A
similar intuition applies to our model, and in fact the plots of stretch in Figure
4 correspond to “worst-case” values.

Simulation Results. We simulate a system with capacity C = 1000 carrying
K = 25 persistent flows, each of which has weight 1 and has the utility function
Ue(x) = −C/x. File transfers arrive at rate λ, and file sizes have the Pareto
distribution, P (file-size > x) = 1/(1 + (x/f))2, x ≥ 0, with mean file size
f = 100. We take a = 1/f , wmax = 50 and wmin = 10. Performance measures
for processor sharing with the scheme described above, and processor sharing
with constant (file-size independent) weights w for three different weights, 10,
50 and 25, are shown in Figure 5. The left panel shows the utility received by
the persistent flows under each policy. The panel on the right shows the mean
number of transient flows in the system. The simulation results are based on
12,000 events (file arrivals) with a burn-in period of 1000 time units for the
system to reach stationarity, and, are averaged over multiple runs. Clearly, when
w = 50, the average stretch of the transient flows go down but at the cost
of a reduced utility for the persistent flow. When w = 10, the persistent flows
perform better but the average stretch of the short flows increases a lot. However,
by using the processor sharing described in this section when the weights of the
transient flows are varied in a dynamic manner, the transient flows can achieve a
small stretch without starving the persistent flow much. We have also shown the
plots for the case when the weights are kept constant at w = 25. The proposed
processor sharing scheme still does better.

4 Concluding Remarks

We considered the problem of optimal bandwidth allocation in a system consist-
ing of both persistent and transient flows. Treating all transient flows as identical,
we first described simple algorithms that achieve a nearly optimal partitioning
of the available bandwidth between the persistent and transient sources. We
then studied the problem of how to share the bandwidth allocated to transient
flows among file transfers of different sizes. We described a distributed scheme
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Fig. 5. Plots showing comparison of of average utility of a persistent flow (left), and,
average stretch of short flows (right) with four schemes: in one the weights of the short
flows are varied between 10 (wmin) and 50 (wmax) according to the scheme discussed in
this section, and the other three are with fixed weights (w) as 10, 50 and 25 respectively.
The different parameters are, C = 1000, f = 100, Ue(x) = −C

x
, K = 25 (the number

of persistent flows). The arrival rate λ is varied along the x-axis

that can be viewed as approximating SRPT or, equivalently, as discriminating
in favor of “mice” over “elephants”.

The analysis in this paper pertains to idealized systems in which bandwidth
is shared perfectly between users in proportion to their weights. In fact, such an
allocation can be approximately achieved by decentralized adaptive mechanisms
described in [14,9,16] etc., which can be implemented by end systems with mini-
mal support from the network. Second, the optimal choice of parameters for the
policies described in Section 2 requires knowledge of system parameters, which
is often unrealistic. We believe that comparable performance can be achieved by
adaptive policies that tune their parameters based on measurements, but this
remains a topic for future research.

The policies studied here for a single link can be extended easily to networks.
The extensions have the desirable property that the network is stable under
the natural condition that the offered load at each resource is smaller than its
capacity. This is in contrast to priority schemes which can be unstable even
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when this condition is satisfied. A detailed investigation of the performance of
the algorithms described here in a network context is a subject for future work.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new MAC protocol for Gigabit Local
Area Networks, called the Request Contention Multiple Access (RCMA)
protocol. RCMA is proposed to operate in the 10BASE-FP Ethernet network
topology at a gigabit data rate. It does not require the sophisticated WDM
technology. Unlike the current IEEE 802.3z Gigabit Ethernet MAC protocol,
RCMA is efficient and stable for a wide range of user numbers. Furthermore, it
can support service differentiation with no additional overhead. Its performance
under the saturation condition is analyzed and compared with performance of
the current IEEE 802.3z Gigabit Ethernet MAC protocol, and significant
performance advantage is demonstrated for RCMA.

1 Introduction

The challenge in developing Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols in Gigabit
local area networks (LANs) is not only to achieve a simple as well as efficient
protocol, but also to ensure that its efficiency is not affected as the number of shared
users increases. This paper proposes a new MAC protocol for Gigabit LANs that
overcomes the drawbacks of it predecessors in the Gigabit LAN environment and
achieves efficient scheduling with minimum overhead and complexity.

MAC protocols can be classified to collision based, reservation based, and
collision/reservation hybrid. Collision based protocols are simple but inefficient,
reservation protocols are efficient but relatively complex. Since the introduction of
the carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) protocol a
quarter of a century ago, efforts have been made to develop protocols that are both
efficient and simple by using both collision and reservation schemes. CSMA/CD has
been considered one of the first MAC protocols that in some sense is a collision based
as well as a reservation based protocol (see page 317 in [1] which views “the first
portion of a packet as making a reservation for the rest”). However, interestingly, in
Gigabit networks, where the transmission time of data frames become “small” relative
to the propagation delay, CSMA/CD looses its reservation “affiliation” and it
becomes a pure collision protocol in some cases.

There have been many protocols, such as IEEE 802.14 or DOCSIS, that use
intelligent Central Controller (CC) to receive requests for bandwidth from multiplicity
of stations. These requests are transmitted to the CC using contention minislots. In
other words, these requests may collide and then retransmitted. After receiving the
requests, the CC transmits scheduling information to the stations, which then transmit
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their data frame collision free. Other reservation protocols are based on the distributed
control principle. Examples are the IEEE 802.5 token ring and the IEEE 802.6
Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB). These protocols achieve collision free
transmission at the cost of complex transceivers.

The CSMA/CD protocol has been retained by the IEEE 802.3z working group as
the MAC protocol for access arbitration in shared Gigabit Ethernet [2]. Due to the
high data rate, to achieve backward compatibility and guarantee the proper operation
of CSMA/CD, the IEEE 802.3z working group introduced carrier extension
operation. If a data frame is too short for collision detection purposes, senders must
append predefined carrier signals to the short data frame for a period of time that is
long enough for collision detect. Another modification to the protocol is the slot time
parameter. It is increased by almost 10 times from 512-bit time in 10 or 100 Mb/s
Ethernet to 4096-bit time. Consequently, each collision in Gigabit Ethernet results in
a loss of 10 times more data than in the 10 or 100Mb/s Ethernet.

In this paper, we propose a new MAC protocol for Gigabit LANs. We call it the
Request Contention Multiple Access MAC protocol (RCMA). RCMA has the
following traits: (i) it is simple and based on distributed control principle,
synchronization between stations is not required; (ii) it achieves efficient scheduling
and fairness with minimum overhead, intelligence and complexity; (iii) it is more
efficient than IEEE 802.3z, and unlike IEEE 802.3z that suffers from efficiency
degradation as the number of stations increases, the performance of RCMA remains
stable; and (iv) RCMA can easily accommodate service differentiation.

In RCMA, we propose that a station wishes to access the medium, if the medium
is free, will first broadcast a very short request by which it will make a reservation for
further data transmission. More importantly, the channel assignment task in RCMA
will be performed in a distributive manner without the need for an intelligent CC.
Because the RCMA request is much shorter than an IEEE 802.3 frame, the probability
of collisions is significantly reduced. A new operation called non-contention channel
assignment operation is introduced to exploit the short requests for further
performance improvement in RCMA. In addition, service differentiation can be
achieved by prioritizing the request. For some low priority services, stations can
request for the channel access right with a lower request priority number so that delay
sensitive services can be served first.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe our proposed MAC
protocol, RCMA, in detail. The performance analysis of RCMA is given in Section
III. In Section IV, we compare RCMA with the IEEE 802.3z MAC protocol.

2 The RCMA Protocol

2.1 Network Topology

Our RCMA protocol is proposed to operate in a tree topology with a passive optical
repeater similar to the 10BASE-FP Ethernet [3]. The data rate is expected to be
1Gb/s. The main advantage of this configuration is its cost effectiveness due to the
use of passive optical repeaters.
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The main difference between the 10BASE-FP Ethernet and other Ethernet
variations is the signal repeating mechanism. In 10BASE-FP, two optical fibers are
connected to the passive optical repeater from each station, one for incoming, and
another for outgoing traffic. When optical signals arrive at one port of the passive
repeater, the signals will be repeated to all stations, including the originated station.
Since the sender will receive its own transmission during its data frame transmission,
collision detection is somehow difficult for the CSMA/CD protocol. Therefore, in
Ethernet, a special transceiver is designed to allow the sender to detect collisions in
the presence of its return signals.

However, in RCMA, a station is required to request access right before its actual
data frame transmission can take place. Once the channel is reserved, the data frame
is transmitted free of collision, thus collision detection operation is not required.

2.2 The RCMA Protocol

The key idea of our proposed protocol is that it makes use of the return signals
repeated by a passive optical repeater to allow each sender to verify that its earlier
transmission was successful. To make the operation more efficient, we introduce the
use of a very small request frame for each sender contending for the channel access
right to reserve the channel for longer data frame transmissions.

Let � be the maximum signal propagation delay between any pair of the stations.
When a station is ready for a data transmission, henceforth called a ready station, it is
required to perform a request contention operation. It first prepares a request frame.
The proposed request frame structure is depicted in Fig. 1(b). The station must
randomly generate a 6-bit request number and store it in the Request Number (RN)
field of the request frame. Its MAC address is also included. The request frame ends
with an 8-bit short frame check sequence (SFCS) for error detection.

Before the request frame transmission, the station activates a timer called the
request-waiting timer (RWTimer). RWTimer=w�Ts, where w is a uniformly
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SFD

10101011

DA

SA

Length

Data

Pad

FCS
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10101001
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11111111
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Names of some important fields:
SA: Source Address (6 bytes)
RN: Request Number (1 byte)
NFI: NEXT Frame Indicator (1 byte)
SFD: Start Frame Delimiter (1 byte)
FCS: Frame Check Sequence
         (4 bytes)
SFCS: Short Frame Check Sequence
            (1 byte)
SCFD: Start Control Frame Delimiter
            (1 byte)

Fig. 1. The frame structure. (a) IEEE 802.3 frame; (b) RCMA Request Frame;   (c) RCMA
NEXT Frame
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distributed random integer between zero and k-1, and Ts is the minislot time which is
the time required to transmit the entire request frame plus a short guard time. The
station waits and monitors the incoming channel after activated RWTimer. Detection
of a request or data frame from the incoming channel generated by another station
during that period will cause the station to abort its request frame transmission. This
will ensure that the station which has requested the channel earlier has the priority to
transmit based on first come first served principle.

When RWTimer expires, if the incoming channel remains idle, the station may
transmit its request frame. The station is required to monitor the incoming channel
during its request frame transmission. If a carrier is detected on the incoming channel,
the request frame transmission must also be aborted immediately. We assume that the
cable between a station and the repeater is long enough (in the case of 1Gb/s and 16
bytes request frame, the cable must be at least 19.2m) so that the request frame will
not return back to the originated station while transmitting that request frame.
However, the request frame transmissions are subject to collisions. If two stations
transmit the request almost at the same time such that the request frames meet at the
passive repeater, these request frames are corrupted due to the overlapping signals.
Otherwise, the request frames are considered successfully transmitted and can be read
correctly by all stations.

After the very last bit of the request frame is transmitted, the station activates
another timer called the request-collection timer (RCTimer). This timer is set to 2�
plus a short guard time. During this time interval, the station monitors the incoming
channel and collects any request frame including its own request frame transmitted
earlier. Any incorrect or incomplete request frames are discarded. When RCTimer
expires, the station can be sure that all transmitted request frames have arrived and no
further request frame is still propagating in the network. The station then compares all
the collected requests. One of these requests will be the winning request. The winning
request is the one with the largest request number among all collected requests. The
station that originally sent the winning request will gain the channel access right. This
station will henceforth be called the winner.

All stations contending for the channel access right, including the winner can
identify the winner by comparing the request numbers, and identifying the MAC
address of the largest request number. No collision detection is required during the
data frame transmission. The choice of data frame structure is optional; here we
propose to use the IEEE 802.3 frame [3] shown in Fig. 1(a).

It is possible that two or more stations may choose the same request number.
There are many ways to break this tie. Under one simple option, the station of a larger
numerical MAC address always has the advantage to transmit its data frame first. This
will not affect the fairness significantly because this event is very rare.

Since the station, which has given the exclusive right to access the channel, is also
aware of other requests while competing for the channel access right, after its data
frame transmission and an interframe gap (IFG) period similar to its Gigabit Ethernet
counterpart, it may transmit a special control frame, called the NEXT frame. The
proposed frame structure for the NEXT frame is given in Fig. 1(c). The NEXT frame
generally contains a list of successful requests that the station collected earlier, sorted
by request number.
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When the NEXT frame is transmitted, RCMA enters a non-contention channel
assignment operation. Each station, after receiving the NEXT frame, compares its
MAC address with the first MAC address in the NEXT frame. If matched, that station
may transmit its data frame after an IFG period. Again, the station removes its record
from the NEXT frame and transmits the modified NEXT frame after it has completed
its data frame transmission.

When the last station on the list in the NEXT frame completes its data frame
transmission, no NEXT frame will follow. After an IFG period, all ready stations
enter the request contention operation.

If all request frames collide, no data frame transmission will occur. After
discovering that there is no data frame transmission, all ready stations immediately
repeat the request contention operation to compete for the channel access right.

return 3

return 1

E1: ready
E2: busy channel detected
E3: RWTimer expired
E4: transmission completed
E5: RCTimer expired
E6a: all requests checked, the channel is

assigned to this station
E6b: the channel is not assigned to this

station
E7: maximum request retry reached
E8: an interframe gap period detected
E9: ICTimer expired
E10: data frame detected
E11: NEXT frame detected
E12a: NEXT frame checked, the channel

is assigned to this station
E12b: the channel is not assigned to this
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E13: no data frame is waiting for
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Fig. 2. The finite state machine of a RCMA transceiver
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A critical aspect of RCMA is its implicit channel assignment property. If the
assigned station fail to initiate its transmit, a deadlock situation may occur. To avoid
this problem, when the channel is assumed to be assigned to a winner, each station
activates a timer called the idle-channel timer (ICTimer). The duration of ICTimer
must be greater than the duration of RCTimer. ICTimer is reset if incoming channel is
sensed busy. However, if the incoming channel remains idle after ICTimer expires, it
is assumed that the winner forfeits its transmission right. Each ready station then
repeats the request contention operation to compete for the channel access right.

Finally, before a newly started station can join the network, it must wait and
monitor the channel for a time period longer than the duration of ICTimer plus Ts.
This will ensure that the station does not disrupt any ongoing events.

In Fig. 2, we construct a finite state machine to describe the detail operation of a
RCMA transceiver.

3 Performance Analysis

3.1 The Model

Let a network consist of m stations. Each station is saturated so that it always has data
to transmit. In other words, the event E1 shown in Fig. 2 occurs as soon as the station
enters “idle” state.

We assume that the distance between any two stations is the same. We consider a
realistic data frame size distribution. We assume that 35% of the data frames carry 46
bytes of useful information and 65% of the rest carry 1500 bytes of useful
information, corresponding to the minimum and the maximum sizes of IEEE 802.3
frames [3].

We consider a cycle on the channel of RCMA shown in Fig. 3. Each cycle
consists of the following: (i) an I-period; (ii) an R-period; (iii) a C-period; and (iv) a

τ + IFG

Fig. 3. The snapshot of RCMA channel

å all stations detects the end of the data frame transmission;
� all stations detects the first request frame transmission, the stations that have not

transmitted their request frames must abort their request frame transmissions;
ê the channel turns from busy to idle due to request frame of request number ‘2’. After

detecting the channel to be idle for an IFG period, all stations, that do not participate in
request contention, reset and activate their ICTimers which will expire at ñ;
� the RCTimer of the winner expires, it starts its data frame transmission immediately;
� all stations sense the busy incoming channel and will not access the channel at ñ;
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D-period; representing an idle, request transmission, request collection and data frame
transmission periods respectively.

The I-period starts as soon as the previous D-period ends. According to Fig. 2, in
the I-period, all ready stations, including the station just completed a data frame
transmission, enter the “request waiting” state. At this state, each station may transmit
its request if its RWTimer expires. As soon as the first transmission of the request
frame appears on the channel, the I-period ends and the R-period begins.

During the R-period, each station is not aware of any request frames transmitted
by other stations, hence whenever its RWTimer expires, that station transmits its
request frame. When the first bit of the first request frame reaches all stations, the R-
period ends, and the C-period begins.

When the C-period begins, no further request frame can be transmitted. During
this period the stations collect the requests to determine the winner. The winner
initiates its data frame transmission when its RCTimer expires. The C-period ends
when the winner starts its data frame transmission.

Due to the non-contention channel assignment operation, During the D-period,
several data frame transmissions may occur. The D-period ends when there is no
NEXT frame transmission after a data frame transmission.

3.2 Saturation Throughput Analysis

Let B be the data rate of the network. Given m saturated stations, let the random
variables I, R, C, D be the duration of the I-period, the R-period, the C-period and the
D-period respectively. Let the random variable U be the duration of the actual data
transmission, excluding all IEEE 802.3 frame overheads during a cycle, and H be the
duration of the overhead transmission such that D�H+U. Then the RCMA saturation
throughput for m saturated stations, SRCMA, can be expressed by

][
][

UHCRIE

UE
SRCMA ++++

= . (1)

As described earlier, RWTimer=w�Ts, where w is a uniformly distributed random
integer between zero and k-1, and Ts is the minislot time duration. The I-period ends
when at least one request frame transmission appears. Hence the probability that the I-
period lasts for x minislots is the probability that any of the m stations choose to
transmit their request frames given that no request frame transmission appears in
previous minislots. The probability density function (pdf) of I is thus
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11  is the probability that any of the m stations choose to

transmit its request frame after x idle minislots.
For the R-period, since the distance between any two stations is fixed, the duration

for a signal to propagate from any station to all stations is constant. Thus
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R = �. (3)
When the R-period ends, no further request frame can be transmitted. Since the R-
period is a constant, then the number of minislots, r, within the R-period is also a
constant, and it can be obtain by

 sTr /τ= (4)
where  x  is the floor of x, defined as the largest integer smaller than x.

The duration of the C-period depends on the position of the winner within the r
minislots. The value of the random variable C is between �+Ts and 2�. Since in LANs,
the signal propagation time, �, is generally small compared to the data frame
transmission time (for example in our case, the data frame transmission for a long
frame is about six times larger than �), hence this random variable has only little
effect on the saturation throughput of RCMA. Therefore, we here consider the worst
case where the winner always appears at the last position during the R-period, that is

τ2=C . (5)
Given m saturated stations, r minislots and the k parameter, the pdf of the number

of request frames successfully detected by all stations during the R-period, N, can be
derived recursively to be
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Nc(x,r,k,m) is the total number of possible permutations, that x out of r minislots will
carry successful requests, given m and k. Nb(x,r,k,m) is similar to Nc(x,r,k,m) but
Nb(x,r,k,m) is the number of possible permutations under the assumption that no idle
slot appears in any of the previous minislots. Na(k,m) is the total number of possible
permutations given m and k.

The duration of the D-period depends on the number of successful requests appear
in the R-period given in (6). If there was no successful request, all ready stations will
enter the “request pending” state in Fig. 2 due to the events E6b and E8. Not all
stations discover the failure of channel assignment at the same time, but the difference
between the time each station enters the “request pending” state is not significant.
Therefore we assume all stations return to the “request pending” state at the same
time after the C-period ends. In the case where there is no winner, if ICTimer lasts for
2�, then it will take duration of 2� before this cycle ends. With this assumption, the
relationship between the number of successful requests, N, obtained in (6) and the
duration of the D-period is
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with ( ) ( ) BiiTNEXT /7108 +⋅= , and TFRAME, TNEXT and TIFG are the transmission time

of the IEEE 802.3 frame, the NEXT frame and the IFG duration respectively.
Knowing the distribution of a data frame, the mean of D can be computed.

The time duration of useful information transmitted during a cycle, U, also
depends on N in (6). It can be expressed as

rNTENU u ,...,1,0,][ =⋅= (8)

where Tu is the transmission time of the useful information. Having obtained the pdf
of I, R, C, D, and U, their mean values can be computed, as well as the saturation
throughput of RCMA given in (1).
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4 Performance Comparison of RCMA and IEEE 802.3z

4.1 Saturation Throughput of IEEE 802.3z

The saturation throughput of Ethernet has been performed in [4]. Some modifications
are made here to include the carrier extension operation of Gigabit Ethernet. From [4],
the saturation throughput of IEEE 802.3z protocol, SCSMA, is
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where the random variables ICSMA, CCSMA, HCSMA, UCSMA are the idle, contention,
overhead transmission, and the useful information transmission periods respectively
in CSMA/CD. Let DCSMA be the frame transmission period including the overhead,
thus DCSMA=HCSMA+UCSMA. By [4]
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where Lm, given in [4], is the mean number of slots required to resolve a collision
caused by m stations and to obtain a successful transmission, and TSCSMA is the slot
time.

Given TIFG, TCARRIER, TFRAME and Tu to be the duration of the IFG, the duration of
carrier extension, the IEEE 802.3 frame transmission time, and the useful information
transmission time respectively, the mean values of DCSMA and UCSMA are
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By substituting (10) and (11) into (9), the saturation throughput of IEEE 802.3z can
be obtained. It is important to note that due to the capture effect in the Ethernet
protocol that results in temporary unfairness, a minor modification of the Ethernet
protocol has been applied in [4] to eliminate the transient effect influencing the steady
state results of the saturation throughput. The results here represent the worst case of
the actual Gigabit Ethernet saturation throughput.

4.2 Performance Comparison

In this subsection, we compare the saturation throughput of RCMA and the IEEE
802.3z MAC protocol at 1Gb/s. The parameters used for numerical computations as
well as computer simulations are based on [2, 3]. They are listed in Table 1.

We assume that the data frames consist of a mix of long and short frames with
35% of the frames being short, and 65% being long. Note that in IEEE 802.3z, if the
data frame transmission duration (excluding preamble bits and SFD) is less than a slot
time, the transmission will be extended with carriers until the duration of a slot time is
reached. E[TCARRIER] represents the average time wasted due to carrier extension for
each data frame transmission with the assumed data frame distribution.

The saturation throughput of RCMA and the IEEE 802.3z MAC protocol are
compared in Fig. 4. The analytical results (shown in lines) are also verified by the
simulation results (shown in symbols). The analytical results for RCMA are slightly
below the simulation results because we consider the worst case in the analysis.
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Comparing the throughput of the two protocols, the saturation throughput of IEEE
802.3z drops quickly when the number of saturated stations increased from one to
five, and its throughput continues to drop as the number of saturated stations
increases. The throughput even drops below 10% when there are over 32 saturated
stations sharing the 1Gb/s bandwidth. In other words, each saturated station only
receives at around 3.125Mb/s bandwidth on average under this condition.

On the other hand, the performance of RCMA is stable, it offers over 65%
efficiency for up to 50 stations, except when the number of saturated stations is below
three. This is because when the number of saturated stations is low, the channel
assignment overhead for each data fame transmission is slightly higher due to the
need for requests prior to data frame transmissions. However, as the number of
saturated stations increases, the non-contention channel assignment operation of
RCMA becomes effective, more data frame transmissions can be assigned during a
request contention period, thus the channel assignment overhead for each data frame
transmission becomes relatively small. In the case of 32 saturated stations, RCMA
achieves around 70% throughput, which is equivalent to 21.875Mb/s bandwidth for
each station on average, seven times higher than that in the IEEE 802.3z protocol.
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Fig. 4. The saturation throughput of RCMA and the IEEE 802.3z MAC protocol

Table 1. The parameters of RCMA and the IEEE 802.3z MAC protocol

Parameter Value
Data rate, B 1Gb/s
Station numbers, m 1,2,…,50
Propagation delay, τ 2µsec
The IEEE 802.3 frame overhead including

preamble and SFD
0.208µsec (26 bytes)

The useful transmission duration for a short IEEE
802.3 frame

0.386µsec (46 bytes)

The useful transmission duration for a long IEEE
802.3 frame

12µsec (1.5kbytes)

The IFG time duration, TIFG 0.049µsec
The slot time in IEEE 802.3z, TSCSMA 4.096µsec
The minislot time duration in RCMA, Ts 0.128µsec (16 bytes)
The minislot numbers in RCMA, r 15
The parameter k for RCMA 20
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5 Conclusion

We have proposed a new MAC protocol for Gigabit LANs called RCMA. In RCMA,
a sender uses the return signals repeated by a passive optical repeater as an
acknowledgement to determine if its earlier transmission is successful. To make the
protocol more efficient, the sender is required to contend for a channel access right for
its data frame transmission using a very short request frame. This leads to a small
bandwidth loss due to collisions of the request frames which is significantly small
compared with the loss of bandwidth due to data frame collisions in IEEE 802.3z.

To further improve the performance of RCMA, the non-contention channel
assignment operation was introduced. Under the non-contention channel assignment
operation, the channel assignment information is explicitly passed by a sender to
others to minimized the overhead of the channel assignment task. Moreover, RCMA
can easily support service differentiation.

Finally, comparing the performance of RCMA and the current IEEE 802.3z MAC
protocol, RCMA offers relatively stable and efficient performance under traffic
saturation conditions while the performance of the IEEE 802.3z MAC protocol drops
below 20% in the case of merely 10 saturated stations.

Since the performance of RCMA remains stable and efficient even if the number
of saturated stations is as many as 50, we believe that the use of our proposed RCMA
protocol in Gigabit LANs for the network access from a group of shared end users is
not only cost efficient, but also far more reliable than the currently available standards
and solutions.
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Abstract. Bluetooth is considered as a low-cost short-range wireless
technology to provide communication functionalities, ranging from wire
replacement to simple personal area network. In Bluetooth local net-
working applications a critical issue still under study is the evaluation of
the network capacity when multiple piconets are simultaneously active in
the same area, while providing mutual interference. In this paper we first
provide a review of the main characteristics of the Bluetooth technology
then we propose a semi-analytical approach to calculate the packet loss
probability, and the aggregate network throughput. The analytical ap-
proach was validated by extensive comparison with simulation results
showing a good agreement.

1 Introduction

The increasing importance of Internet web-based data applications and the press-
ing request for mobility pushed the research activities towards the definition of
new global radio access networks.
Wireless personal area networks (PANs) represent the first access level to the
global network. An equipment used for PAN communications should be low-cost,
should provide communications among very different appliances, should interface
with both wired and wireless external networks and should assure a relatively
large traffic capacity. In a typical domestic or office environment the number of
communicating appliances and/or terminals accessing to Internet can be quite
large and their position cannot be easily predicted. Therefore a proper selection
of a suitable wireless technique to connect them is mandatory. Furthermore to
ensure full connectivity, this radio technology should be able to dynamically cre-
ate and to manage ad hoc network(s) among the communicating terminals in
the area.
The Bluetooth technology [1]-[6] is conceived as an effective low-cost solution
to the many problems of PAN communications. In this paper we first provide a
review of the main features of the Bluetooth technology and a brief discussion on
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the characteristics of the currently available market products. Then we obtain
a closed form solution for the packet loss probability in a Bluetooth network
composed of uncoordinated and interfering piconets. The formulation is valid
under many different operating conditions and it is used to evaluate the overall
network throughput. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a
brief description of the main features of the Bluetooth technology and in Section
3 we summarize the main characteristics of the Bluetooth chip-modem currently
available on the market. In Section 4 we obtain the packet loss probability and in
Section 5 we define the Bluetooth network throughput. In Section 6 we validate
the proposed approach comparing the theoretical results with simulation results.
Finally, in Section 7 we draw our conclusions.

2 Bluetooth Technology

The Bluetooth was conceived to connect heterogeneous pieces of equipment, such
as cellular phones, portable PCs, printers and, in the near future, domestic ap-
pliances, both among them and with external networks (mainly the Internet).
These equipment and appliances contain a Bluetooth modem, commonly imple-
mented as (possibly) low cost chip(s).
Three main fields of applications of Bluetooth technology have been identified:

– cable replacement among different appliances (point-to-point applications);
– access points to the Internet and to other external networks, both wired and

wireless (point-to-multipoint applications);
– personal area networks.

The cable replacement application will render easier the interchange of data
among different peripherals. Some examples are: the wireless connection between
a cellular phone and the earphone, the connection of a mouse and a keyboard
with the PC processing unit, etc. Since Bluetooth is intended as a de-facto stan-
dard, its adoption for cable replacement overcomes many problems related to
cable standardization worldwide.

Bluetooth can be used to implement very low cost wireless access points,
providing secure channels over which many transactions (information retrieval,
automatic payment, etc.) can occur. Access points can also be used to provide
access to other networks both wired (PSTN, xDSL etc.) and wireless (GSM,
UMTS etc.).

Finally Bluetooth allows to realize low-cost and effective personal area net-
works. One typical scenario is a conference room where it would be possible to
connect the video projector to the personal PC of the speaker and to record
the (audio/video) compressed presentation in the attendant’s PCs. PAN func-
tionalities can find wide application in both domestic and office environments.
Bluetooth devices enable the deployment of domotics services to render the en-
vironment intelligent and responsive to the different user needs. Another area
for Bluetooth-based PANs is in the field of infomobility applications represent.
In this case, one vehicle equipped with a PAN should be able to connect to any
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external network to gather any kind of information from the surrounding envi-
ronment.
The basic unit of a Bluetooth network is the ”piconet” and a simple scheme is
drawn in Fig.1. Within one piconet up to eight active terminals can be connected

Fig. 1. Principle scheme of a piconet

and communicate over a common channel.
The modulation format is GFSK and when a piconet is created one participant
assumes the master role and controls the piconet operations. The remaining
units in the piconet are indicated as slaves and can communicate only with the
master in a time division duplex (TDD) fashion according to a polling sequence.
1Multiple piconets in the area can share the ISM band through a frequency hop-
ping spread spectrum (FH-SS) scheme. A maximum of 79 hopping frequencies
are considered. Each piconet is given a frequency hopping pattern which identi-
fies the common channel used by the master and the slaves in the same piconet
to communicate. The pattern is dictated by the master and slaves are synchro-
nized with this hopping sequence. A piconet can contain an undefinite number of
”parked ” (i.e. not active) terminals that constantly maintain the synchroniza-
tion with the master. A single Bluetooth unit can participate in more piconets,
but it can serve as a master only in one piconet. A set of intercommunicating
piconets is commonly referred to as a ”scatternet”. An example of a scatternet
is illustrated in Fig.2(a), where the roles of the different terminals in the three
piconets have been depicted in Fig.2(b).

3 Bluetooth Technology: Market Status

With the release of the set of Bluetooth specifications 1.0b the manufacturers
started to produce and to market the first Bluetooth development kits but it was
observed that Bluetooth systems produced by different manufacturers were not
1 In the current standard no routing functionalities are provided by the master to

provide connections between two slaves in the piconet. This is a subject of current
research and the BNEP [4] profile seems to provide an effective solution to this
problem.
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Fig. 2. Principle scheme of a scatternet - (a): architecture, (b): network topology

perfectly compatible and there were problems concerning the proposed inquiry
and paging procedures. Many problems were solved with the set of specifications
1.1, [1] and to achieve a Bluetooth specification conformity the products of the
different manufacturers need to comply with a set of tests defined by Bluetooth
special interest group.
The typical Bluetooth development kit includes a Bluetooth chip-modem
mounted on a board. The Bluetooth chip-modem can be connected to a host
sending control commands and data through a number of standard interfaces
such as RS232/UART, USB and JTAG.
The architecture of a generic Bluetooth chip-modem can be partitioned into two
parts: an RF part and a baseband (BB) stage as shown in Fig.3. The BB per-
forms co-decoding and link control operations.
The control of the Bluetooth modem by the host is achieved through a set of
standardized packet commands defining the ”so-called” host controller interface
(HCI). A Bluetooth chip-modem BB stage contains all the hardware and soft-
ware (i.e. firmware) to receive, to decode and to process the HCI commands.
To facilitate the communication of a Bluetooth chip-modem with software appli-
cations, a number of high level communication functions have been standardized
and grouped into different protocol layers: L2CAP, RFCOMM, SDP etc. The
lowest layers functions use the services offered by the HCI commands.
Manufacturers propose different solutions for the Bluetooth chip-modem based
on one or on two chips implementations. The CSR (www.csr.com) BlueCore 01
is a single Bluetooth chip-modem containing both the RF and the BB stages
in Fig.3. The firmware in the BB part can be updated and is able to execute
the HCI commands only. Manufacturers such as Philips (www.philips.com), OKI
(www.oki.com), GCT (www.gctsemi.com), SiliconWave (www.siliconwave.com),
propose two chips solutions where the RF and the baseband stages are physically
separated.
In both cases (single chip implementation or two chip implementation) the pins
of the Bluetooth chip(s) are directly connected to standard interfaces such as
RS232 or USB or JTAG. This greatly simplifies the creation of boards containing
the Bluetooth chips.
A single chip solution allows to reduce system dimensions and power consump-
tion. However, due to the integration of the RF and the BB stages on the same
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Fig. 3. architecture of a typical Bluetooth chip-modem

wafer the realization technology is much more expensive, thus increasing the cost
of the final product. The adoption of separated processors allows to implement
a more complex BB stage able to run also the desired application(s) as well as
the upper layer protocols such as L2CAP, RFCOMM, SDP etc. This solution
can be useful when a stand-alone Bluetooth embedded system is desired and
the interfacing of the Bluetooth chip-modem with the device is completely con-
trolled by the embedded system itself. However, as indicated by the CSR, the
problems related to the scarce computation power in the baseband processor in
the Bluecore 01 will be overcome in the next release of the chip indicated as
Bluecore 02 so that it will be possible to implement a complete Bluetooth based
system using a single chip.

4 Packet Loss Probability in Bluetooth Networks

Using different FH code patterns, several piconets can coexist in the same area
indicated as served area, realizing a Bluetooth network The terminals aggregate
randomly to form a large number of uncoordinated piconets with a different num-
ber of slaves. In a Bluetooth network packet collisions may occur when different
piconets are transmitting simultaneously on the same frequency. This leads to an
interference in the receiver (possibly) causing packet loss. Therefore, the packet
loss probability (PLP) is an important performance index. PLP calculation needs
to account for the dependency of the packet interference on the spatial distribu-
tion of terminals and on the environment characteristics. Results on this topic
have been already presented in the literature [7]-[9]. An analytical approach for
the PLP calculation was presented in [8], but results were restricted to a three
overlapping piconets and a simple propagation model. In [9] a PLP upper bound
is given without considering the ”mitigation” effects due to propagation losses.
In this section we provide a closed form expression for the PLP able to account
for the geometry of the environment, its propagation characteristics and for the
position of the reference receiver (RR).
We consider a Bluetooth network with M + 1 piconets. The PLP is commonly
defined as the probability that the signal to interference plus noise ratio at the
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output of the RR falls below a threshold, ρ0, which accounts for the fast fading
characteristics of the environment:

PLP (M) = Prob

{
C∑M

m=1 χmYm + N
≤ ρ0,

}
(1)

where C is the received power at the RR, N is the noise power. The
∑M

m=1 χmYm

is the total interference power where Ym is the interference power from the
m-th piconet and χm is a binary random variable assuming with probability
qm = 1 − pm. The pm is the probability that the m-th piconet in the area
transmits on the same frequency slot of the RR. Consider only one-slot packet
transmission and assume that each slot always contains a packet. For the case
in which packet duration is equal to the time slot, we have:

pm = p =
{

1/Nf , syncronized piconets
1 − (1 − 1/Nf )2 assyncronized piconets , (2)

where Nf is the number of hopping frequencies (Nf = 79). Other expressions of
p in (2) for different values of the packet duration compared to the time slot are
reported in [9].
The C and Ym depends on the propagation losses due to the transmitter-receiver
distance d and to the obstacles geometry. Therefore, indicating with WT the
terminal transmitted power assumed to be constant (i.e. no power control) we
have: C = WT ×Lc , and Ym = WT ×Lm. 2 The power losses Lc, Lm depend on
the position of the RR and of the m-th interferer. When a stochastic propagation
model is considered, Lm can be factored into two components, i.e. Lm = Am ×
Rm, where Am is a deterministic component usually referred to as path loss
and depends on the transmitter-receiver distance d; Rm is a random component
accounting for shadowing. Since the power transmitted by each interfering user
goes through the same propagation environment, the statistics of the interfering
power measured at the RR are independent on m. Therefore, in the following we
omit the dependency on m and we consider Y = WT ×L. We restrict our analysis
to a 2-D environment. Both C and Y are considered as random variables with
probability density functions (p.d.f.) fC(x) and fY (x) that in general depend on
the position of the RR in the area. They can be evaluated as indicated in [10]
using numerical approximations provided the statistics of A = Am, R = Rm and
spatial distribution of the interfering terminals in the served area, are given.
From simple algebraic manipulations, equation (1) can be rewritten as:

PLP (M) = Prob {ZM ≤ 0} , (3)

with ZM = C − ρ0N − ρ0
∑M

m=1 χmYm = ZM−1 − εM where εM = ρ0χMYM

and Z0 = C −ρ0N . For simplicity but without loss of generality in the following
derivation we omit the noise power N . From (3) the p.d.f. of ZM is:

fZM
(x) = fC(x) ⊗ fε1(−x) ⊗ · · · ⊗ fεM

(−x), (4)

2 No power control assumption is not valid for Bluetooth class 1 devices where power
control is mandatory [1]
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with fZ0(x) = fC(x). After some calculations (3) can be rewritten in a more
compact form as:

PLP (M) =
M∑

m=1

(
M
m

)
qM−mpmβm, (5)

where βm =
∫ 0

−∞ gm(x) ⊗ fZ0(x)dx and gm(x) = ρ−m
0 fY1(−x/ρ0) ⊗ · · · ⊗

fYM
(−x/ρ0) for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M and g0(x) = δ(x). The coefficient(

M
m

)
qM−mpmis the probability that m among the M interfering piconets are

transmitting on the same frequency of the RR. The coefficients βm in (5) account
for the PLP reduction due to path loss and shadowing. In fact, it is straightfor-
ward to observe that βm is always less than one for each m and increases with m
approaching to one as m tends to infinity. In addition the coefficients βm depend
on the position of the RR and on the dimensions of the network area compared
to the RR coverage area.
In the simple case of βm = 1 for each m we obtain the upper bound reported in
[9] i.e.:

PLP (M) =
M∑

m=1

(
M
m

)
qM−mpmβm ≤ 1 − qM . (6)

Equation (5) can be conveniently rewritten as:

PLP (M) = 1 − qM −
M∑

m=1

(
M
m

)
qM−mpm(1 − βm). (7)

Equation (7) allows to obtain successive approximations by neglecting the terms
corresponding to βm close to unity. This can be useful for large M when it can
be difficult to obtain a good numerical approximation of βm.

5 Bluetooth Network Aggregate Throughput

In the definition of the aggregate network throughput we need to account for
the variations of the PLP with the position of the RR. We assume that piconets
in the area have a number of units L and that fixed length packets are used
for transmission (for example DM1); the slaves are always transmitting towards
the master in their time slots and the master has always something to transmit
for all slaves; a round-robin baseband scheduling is considered and no signalling
information is exchanged over the radio interface. On the basis of the previous
assumptions, the master uses the 50% of the radio resource whereas the other
50% is fair shared among the L − 1 slaves. Hence, indicating with C the overall
radio capacity in the piconet measured in packet per seconds, in an error free
environment the master gets C/2, and each slave gets C/(2(L − 1)).
Now, we focus our attention on the throughput of a master/slave bidirectional
connection in the presence of PLP and assuming M piconets in the area. We
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define the throughput of a single connection of the piconet as the mean number
of packets successfully received in the unit time. In this case considering the
master to slave direction, it is easy to prove the overall throughput (TMS) in the
piconet:

TMS(M,x1, y1, . . . , xL−1, yL−1, L) =
C

2(L − 1)

L−1∑
l=1

(1 − PLP (xi, yi,M)) , (8)

where (xi, yi) indicates the coordinates of the slaves and the dependence of the
PLP on (xi, yi) has been evidenced.
Due to the Bluetooth mechanisms, a slave is allowed to transmit to the master
only when it receives a packet from the master. So, when a master packet is
lost, the return slot is wasted. Taking into account for this effect, the overall
throughput of the piconet in the slave master direction can be written as:

TSM (M,x1, y1, . . . , xL−1, yL−1, XM , YM , L) =

=
C

2(L − 1)

L−1∑
l=1

(1 − PLP (xi, yi,M)) (1 − PLP (Xm, Ym,M)) . (9)

where (Xm, Ym) indicate the master coordinates. Hence, the total throughput of
the piconet is:

TP (M,x1, y1, . . . , xL−1, yL−1, XM , YM , L) = TMS + TSM , (10)

Fixing the position (Xm,Y m) of the master in the area and assuming that
the slaves coordinates are randomly generated independently we can define the
average throughput of the piconet as:

TP (M,XM , YM ) =
∫

TP

L−1∏
l=1

g(xl, yl|Xm, Ym)dxldyl, (11)

where the integral is extended to the master coverage area and g(xi, yi|Xm, Ym)
= g(x1, y1|Xm, Ym) with i = 2, . . . , L − 1 is the probability density function of
the slave coordinates given the master position. Due to the statistical indepen-
dence of the slave coordinates using (10) it can be shown after some algebraic
manipulations that (11) is independent on the number of slaves in the piconet.
Considering M piconets in the served area we can define the average aggregate
network throughput as:

TN (M) =
∫

TP (M,XM , YM )f(Xm, Ym)dXmdYm, (12)

where the integral in (12) is extended to the served area and f(Xm, Ym) is
the p.d.f. of the master coordinates. Assuming a uniform distribution we have
f(Xm, Ym) = M/Sa where Sa is the surface of the served area. The calculation
of (12) is dependent on the environment characteristics of the served area not
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allowing to outiline general conclusions. Therefore, we resort to simple upper
and lower bounds to give an idea on the throughput variability. Indicating with
Pmin(M) and Pmax(M) the minimum and the maximum PLP in the served area,
using these values in (10), we obtain:

TN (M) ≥ (MC(1 − Pmax(M))
(

1 − Pmax(M)
2

)
(13)

and

TN (M) ≤ (MC(1 − Pmin(M))
(

1 − Pmin(M)
2

)
. (14)

6 Numerical Results

6.1 Validation of the Proposed Approach

To assess the effectiveness of equation (5) we performed a Monte Carlo simulation
considering a typical operating scenario. In each trial we generate M masters
uniformly located in a rectangular served area. Each master forms a piconet with
Ns active slaves, where Ns is a random number, uniformly distributed between
1 to 7. Following the recommendations in [5], the transmitted power WT is set
to 0 dBm. We assumed the following dual slope model for path loss, [1]:

A(d) =
{

40 + 20 log10(d), d ≤ 8.5m
25.3 + 36 log10(d), d > 8.5m (15)

To simplify the calculation procedure we neglected the presence of noise and
shadowing. Assuming a receiver sensitivity of -70dBm using (8), the RR cover-
age area is circular with radius 10 m [2]. The Ns slaves participating in a piconet
are randomly located according to a uniform distribution, in a circular area of
20 meters diameter, centered in the position of the piconet master. In generat-
ing the slaves’ positions we ensured that they were confined within the served
area. The transmitter to the RR is randomly located in a circular coverage area
centered in the RR with 10 m radius. In this case when the piconets interfer-
ence is null we assume that no packet loss occurs. Each piconet transmission
begins in a randomly selected time slot. In every piconet the master begins the
transmission by sending an ACL packet to one of the Ns slaves belonging to
its piconet. For each master we randomly generated its own channel hopping
sequence assuming a uniform distribution over the 79 frequency carriers. The
length of the frequency hopping sequence for each master was taken equal to
the duration of the simulation trial. We averaged the performance metrics over
a large number of simulation trials for each scenario. In each trail we changed
the users’ positions and the piconet loads (the number of slaves in each piconet).
In each time slot we compute the signal-to-interference ratio (C/I) of the RR.
In Fig.4 we compare the PLP (M) obtained from (5) with the results of a Monte
Carlo simulation obtained for different dimensions of the served area supposed
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Fig. 4. Packet Loss Probability vs the number of piconets in the area - Area dimensions:
20 × 20 m - synchronous piconets

to be rectangular and for different positions of the RR. Discrete numerical ap-
proximation of the p.d.fs. fC(x) and fY (x) were used to obtain the coefficients
βm in (5) (see [10]). The discrete step ∆ of the random variable x is indicated in
Fig.4. As expected the agreement between the simulated and theoretical results
improves reducing ∆ at the expense of an increased computation time. From
the results in Fig.4 it can be observed that PLP significantly changes with the
position of the RR in the served area.

6.2 Network Throughput Calculation

We consider a rectangular served area, and the propagation model in (15). In this
case it is straightforward to observe that the minimum PLP is obtained when the
RR is placed in the corner and the maximum PLP is obtained when the RR is
placed in the center. We introduce the normalized aggregate throughput S(M)
defined as S(M) = TN (M)/C. In Fig.5 we plot the upper and lower bounds of
the normalized scatternet throughput as a function of the number of piconets
and for different dimensions of the served area. To evaluate the PLP we used
equation (5) and the corresponding values of βm are reported in Table 1. To
obtain the results in Fig.5 and in Table 1 a uniform distribution of the interferers
in the area was assumed.
From Fig.5 we observe that increasing in the number of piconets, the average
normalized Bluetooth network throughput increases as well until a critical value
of piconets is reached. Over this value the interference due to the higher number
of collisions reduces the overall throughput. When the area is small compared
to the coverage area of the RR, it is possible to adopt the PLP upper bound in
(6) to evaluate the network throughput.
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Table 1. Values of βm used in (5) - RR in the center and in the corner of the served
area

m/Area 10m x 10m 20m x 20m 20m x 10m
Center Corner Center Corner Center Corner

β1 0.9449 0.9115 0.9112 0.4020 0.9238 0.6208
β2 0.9848 0.9770 0.9771 0.7683 0.9802 0.8979
β3 0.9895 0.9855 0.9856 0.8665 0.9877 0.9479
β4 0.9931 0.9903 0.9904 0.9209 0.9917 0.9695
β5 0.9947 0.9922 0.9923 0.9449 0.9934 0.9823
β6 0.9975 0.9952 0.9948 0.9566 0.9965 0.9902

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Normalized Bluetooth network throughput vs the number of piconets - upper
and lower bounds area dimensions: (a): 10mx10m, (b): 20mx20m
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This is no longer true for large areas where the difference between the upper and
lower bounds of the throughput can be relevant (see Fig.5b) since the beneficial
effects due to environments cannot be neglected.

7 Conclusions

The Bluetooth transmission technology is a viable and low cost solution to fulfill
many of the requirements of short range wireless communications. In this paper
we reviewed the technological aspects of the Bluetooth products available on
the market and we discussed the advantages and drawbacks of one or two chips
implementation. We analyzed the performance of a Bluetooth network consisting
of a set of uncoordinated Bluetooth terminals in the same area in terms of PLP
and aggregate network throughput. We obtained a closed form expression for
the PLP accounting for the beneficial effects due to propagation losses. The
effectiveness of the proposed calculation was assessed through a comparison with
simulation results. As expected the PLP is strongly dependent on the position of
the RR and on the size of the served area compared to the coverage area. Large
variations of the upper and lower bounds of the network aggregate throughput
with the PLP have been evidenced.
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Abstract. The Hiperlan/2 standard [1]-[3] for wireless LAN transmis-
sion in the 5 GHz frequency band makes use of OFDM modulation with
a TDMA access scheme, in order to efficiently exploit time dispersive
channels with frequency selective fading.
It is well known that the performance of OFDM schemes is very sensitive
to synchronization: symbol timing and carrier frequency errors must be
carefully estimated and corrected at the receiver.
We propose a scheme for time and frequency offset estimation, derived
form those presented in [4]-[7], suited to all the transmission burst types
of the standard. The scheme makes use of the periodic structure of each
burst preamble and is robust with respect to distortions induced by dis-
persive channels.
We evaluate its performance both via statistical analysis and simulation
in the presence of AWGN and dispersive channels, and also present an
original technique for performance evaluation of the timing synchroniza-
tion in dispersive environments, based on the cumulative distribution
function of the useful signal power after demodulation.

1 Introduction

The Hiperlan/2 standard [1]-[3] aims at providing high bit rate wireless links to
fixed or portable terminals within a local (mainly indoor) environment, with a
channel bandwidth of 20 MHz in the 5 GHz band. It makes use of an OFDM
modulation technique with cyclic prefix which makes transmissions very robust
to dispersive channel affected by frequency selective fading, thus increasing its
spectral efficiency, but is very sensitive to timing and frequency offsets between
transmitter and receiver, which can cause intersymbol and intercarrier interfer-
ence in the demodulated signal. It is therefore mandatory that time and fre-
quency offsets be carefully estimated and corrected at the receiver.

We present a time and frequency synchronization scheme derived from [4]–
[7], based on periodic preambles and adapted to suit Hiperlan/2 burst types.
Since it is based on the signal periodicity rather than its actual expression, and
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periodicity is preserved through the channel, the algorithm effectively can work
also in dispersive environment. Its performance is evaluated both in AWGN and
dispersive channels by means of statistical analysis and simulation results. In
particular we introduce an original method to evaluate the time synchronization
performance in the case of a dispersive channel in terms of the power of the
useful component in the demodulated signal.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up the system model
with time and frequency offsets and a non ideal channel and in Section 3 we
discuss the effects of time and frequency offsets on the performance of OFDM
systems in an ideal or dispersive channel. In Section 4 we present the estimation
algorithms and the techniques for analytical evaluation of their performance.
Section 5 collects and discusses results obtained from simulations together with
those derived analytically. Eventually we draw conclusions in Section 6.

2 System Model

OFDM parameters for Hiperlan/2 [3] are summarized in Table 1. The OFDM
symbols are concatenated into the payload; a preamble is preponed to the pay-
load and the two together form a physical layer (PHY) burst. Five different PHY
burst types are provided [3], each corresponding to a different transmission mode:
broadcast, downlink, uplink with short preamble, uplink with long preamble, direct
link (optional). The preambles structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Table 1. OFDM parameters for Hiperlan/2

Parameter Value
Sampling rate F0 = 1/T 20 MHz
Carrier central frequency fc 5.2 GHz
FFT size N 64
Useful symbol part duration TU 64T = 3.2µs
Cyclic prefix duration TCP 16T = 0.8µs (optional 8T = 0.4µs)
Symbol interval TS = TU + TCP 80T = 4.0µs (optional 72T = 3.6µs)
Number of data sub-carriers NSD 48
Number of pilot sub-carriers NSP 4
Total number of sub-carriers NST = NSD +NSP 52
Sub-carrier spacing F = 1/TU 0.3125 MHz
Nominal bandwidth B = NSTF 16.25 MHz
Data symbol constellations BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM

Relatively to transmission, the system can be modeled as in Fig. 2. Data
and pilot symbols modulate the NST active subcarriers with indices in M =
{−NST/2, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , NST/2}, giving the modulated signal

s(t) =
∑

m∈M

+∞∑
l=−∞

Sm(lTS)p(t− lTS) ej 2πmF (t−lTS) (1)
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5× 16T = 4µs✛ ✲Section A
5× 16T = 4µs✛ ✲Section B

5× 32T = 8µs✛ ✲Section C

A A–A –A–A B B B B –B

B B B B –B

C′ C′ C′C′′ C′′

C′ C′ C′C′′ C′′

C′ C′ C′C′′ C′′

C′ C′ C′C′′ C′′

C′ C′ C′C′′ C′′

B B B B B B B B B –B

B B B B B B B B B –B

10× 16T = 8µs✛ ✲Section B

broadcast

downlink

uplink short

uplink long

direct link

Fig. 1. Structure of Hiperlan/2 preambles for all burst types.

with p(t) the rectangular window on the interval [−TCP, TU) and Sm the trans-
mitted complex symbols.

The channel impulse response and the additive noise can be replaced by their
baseband equivalents. The former can be modeled as a tapped delay line [9], with
non-uniform time spacing between taps and an exponentially decaying power
delay profile. A Doppler spread of 52 Hz is assumed for each tap, corresponding
to a terminal speed of 3 m/s, so that the channel coherence time results τc � 20
ms, while each burst is always shorter than 2 ms. The channel can therefore be
considered time-invariant for the duration of a burst and its impulse response is
written as

h(τ) =
Nh−1∑
k=0

as δ(τ − τs), (2)

where τs are the delays, and as the complex amplitudes. BRAN defined five
channel models for Hiperlan/2 simulations: A and B, with a delay spread shorter
than the duration of the cyclic prefix; C, D and E, with longer delay spread [8].

With w(·) the baseband equivalent noise, the received signal before sampling
is y(t) = [s ∗ h(t)]ej 2π∆ft +w(t), with ∆f = f0 − f ′

0 the carrier frequency offset
between transmitter and receiver. If the starting instant of the FFT demodulat-
ing window is at t0 we can then write the demodulated signal as

Ym(kTS) =
N−1∑
n=0

y(t0 + kTS + nT )e−j 2πmn/N . (3)

The mismatch that can possibly turn up between the transmitter and receiver
oscillators in the forms of carrier frequency offset, phase noise in the RF os-
cillators, sampling or clock frequency offset, sampling or clock jitter, or OFDM
symbol timing error, is a common cause of impairment in an OFDM system [10].

In the course of our work only carrier frequency offset and symbol timing error
will be considered with reference to a Hiperlan/2 system. As regards sampling
frequency errors, it has to be noted that a quantification of their effect leads
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Fig. 2. Simplified model of an OFDM system with time and frequency offsets

to the conclusion that the maximum symbol phase rotation that can affect a
Hiperlan/2 system approximates about 0.117 degrees if we consider an oscillator
with a frequency instability of 10 ppm. As a consequence, the effects induced on
the system by a sampling frequency offset have been neglected in our work.

3 Effects of Time and Frequency Offsets

3.1 Carrier Frequency Offset

A visible effect of a carrier frequency offset ∆f [4] on the received symbols is a
rotation of the received constellation of a phase equal to 2π t∆f, t ∈ Z(TS). Due
to ∆f a shift of the received spectrum on the frequency axis and consequently
a loss of mutual orthogonality between the subcarriers occurs. This results in
InterChannel Interference (ICI). The variance of the ICI process, σ2ICIk , is the
sum of the variances of the interference contributions:

σ2ICIk =
∑
m�=k
σ2Sm

|H(fm)|2 · sinc2(fm − fk +∆f), (4)

with H(f) the channel frequency response. The statistical properties of the ICI
were evaluated in [10] showing that, contrary to what stated in [4] a Gaussian
distribution can not be assumed in general, but it represents a fair approximation
for dense constellations and small ∆f .

3.2 Symbol Timing

A shift of the FFT observation window at the receiver with respect to the trans-
mission window exceeding the guard interval causes samples from the previous
or following OFDM symbol to fall within the current window (resulting in Inter-
Symbol Interference, ISI) and samples of the useful part of the current symbol to
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be lost (resulting in loss of orthogonality among the subchannels and thus ICI).
The optimum positioning of the observation window should take advantage of
the margin left by the presence of the cyclic prefix. This margin is reduced, how-
ever, by a time-dispersive channel, because the first samples of the prefix and
the last samples of the data might suffer from the interference due to delayed
or early replicas of the adjacent OFDM symbols. On the other hand, ICI and
ISI are unavoidable if the channel impulse response length exceeds the guard
interval length.

In the presence of a time-dispersive channel h(t), the input to the demodulat-
ing FFT window will in general contain some interference from adjacent OFDM
symbols. Correspondingly to the channel frequency response at frequency mF ,
H(mF ), the demodulated symbol on the m-th subcarrier will be therefore af-
fected by an amplitude and phase distortion, as well as by ICI and ISI. In this
case, since the channel distortion and the consequent need for amplitude and
phase equalization are unavoidable, finding the optimum timing means choosing
the starting instant for the FFT demodulation window such that the power of
the useful component of the signal is maximized. If we neglect noise, each output
signal Ym(t) can be written as:

Ym(kTS) = Φm,m(kTS, kTS)Sm(kTS) +
∑
r�=m
Φr,m(kTS, kTS)Sr(kTS)

+
∑
l�=k

∑
r

Φr,m(lTS, kTS)Sr(lTS), (5)

with

Φr,m(lTS, kTS) =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

W−nm
N

∫ TU

−TCP

h(t0+nT+kTS−lTS−v) ej2πrFvdv. (6)

The second and third term of (5) represent the interference (respectively ICI and
ISI) experienced by the demodulated OFDM symbol. On the other hand, under
the simplifying assumption that Sr(lTS) are i.i.d. QAM symbols, with E[Sm] = 0
and E[|Sm|2] =MS , the term Mu(m, k) =MS |Φm,m(kTS, kTS)|2 is the power of
the useful signal component with the FFT window starting at t0. Consider the
multipath channel impulse response 2, Mu can be evaluated as:

Mu =
MS

N2

∣∣∣ Nh−1∑
s=0

asγ(τs − t0) e−j2πmFτs

∣∣∣2, (7)

with

γ(t) =



N + 
t/T � −TU < t ≤ −T
N −T < t ≤ TCP
N − 
t/T �+NCP TCP < t < TS
0 elsewhere

(8)

The quantity Mu can be used to evaluate the symbol timing estimators per-
formance in the presence of a time-dispersive channel. If Mu is normalized to
|H(mF )|2, we obtainMu. Therefore, the closerMu approaches unity, the better
timing estimation is performed.
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4 Synchronization Algorithms

Synchronization methods for OFDM can follow either a pilot-aided or a blind
approach. The presence of burst preambles in the transmitted Hiperlan/2 signal
calls for the former approach, that is generally faster, while the latter relies on
long range signal statistics.

In turn, pilot-aided estimation can be accomplished at the receiver either in
the time domain (operating on the received signal prior to FFT demodulation),
or in the frequency domain (i.e. operating on the demodulated signal). However,
since the A and B preamble sections do not exhibit the cyclic prefix structure, the
demodulated signal would suffer from loss of orthogonality in the presence of an
even slightly dispersive channel, which makes frequency domain techniques less
viable. Among time-domain methods, the repetitive structure of the preambles
suggests that an algorithm such as the one proposed by Hanzo and Keller [4]
can be modified to be adapted to Hiperlan/2 preambles, to achieve frequency
and timing estimation without knowledge of the adopted reference sequence.
Likewise, it is possible to think of the sections that compose all the preambles
as if they were made by two identical symbols in the time domain, as required
by Schmidl and Cox algorithm [6]-[7].

4.1 Symbol Timing Estimation

The Schmidl and Cox algorithm is modified considering that the received pream-
ble signal r(t) keeps its periodic structure, with period Tp = LT , inside the ob-
servation interval (L + C)T , that is rm+L = rm for m = m0, . . . ,m0 + C. The
timing metric for symbol synchronization M(d), proposed in [6], is modified as

M(d) =

∑C1−1
m=0 r

∗
d+m rd+m+L +

∑C1+C2−1
m=C1

r∗d+m (−rd+m+L)∑C−1
m=0 |rd+m+L|2

. (9)

Expression (9) can be applied to all Hiperlan/2 burst preambles with different
values for the parameters, correlates samples at a distance LT within a sliding
window of length (C + L)T , thus overcoming the restriction imposed in [6] on
the window length, which could include only one OFDM symbol. The optimum
timing dopt can be found by maximizing the metric (9): the parameter values
for each burst type are given in Table 2.

On an ideal channel the performance of the timing estimator can be assessed
in terms of its probability mass distribution, as dopt is a discrete variable. With
a dispersive channel, however, it is more appropriate to evaluate the power of
the useful signal component (7) obtained with the estimated correct positioning
of the FFT window.

4.2 Carrier Frequency Offset Estimation

Making use of the optimal timing information, frequency synchronization can be
performed as if no timing error affected the system. Moreover, following the hint
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given in [4]-[5], an important effect can be achieved: the use of a training sequence
with a shorter periodicity allows the frequency offset estimation range to be
widened. Each OFDM symbol of Hiperlan/2 preambles is composed of TU/Tp′ =
K short symbols, which can be considered identical except for a sign inversion,
they have a minimum period of length Tp′ = TU/K. The carrier frequency offset
is estimated as:

∆̂f =
1

2πLT
arg

( L−1∑
m=0

α rm+dopt r
∗
m+dopt+L

)
, (10)

whit dopt the optimum symbol timing and α and L depend on the preamble
structure and are given in Table 2. The maximum frequency offset that can
be detected becomes ∆fmax = 1/(2LT ) = NF/(2L). As an example, for the
broadcast burst, the initial frequency offset required is ∆fmax = 0.625 which
yields an upper bound to the oscillators stability of about 120 parts per million
(ppm), a condition easily met by commercial devices.

Table 2. Parameters of the symbol timing and carrier frequency offset estimators for
the different burst types

Symbol timing Frequency offset
Burst type Preamble section L C1 C2 C α L ∆fmax

Broadcast A 32 32 0 32 -1 16 2F = 0.625 MHz
Downlink C 64 96 0 96 1 64 F/2 = 0.156 MHz
Uplink short B 32 32 0 32 1 16 2F = 0.625 MHz
Uplink long B 80 64 16 80 1 16 2F = 0.625 MHz
Direct link B 80 64 16 80 1 16 2F = 0.625 MHz

The statistical evaluation of the frequency offset estimator can be made
in terms of its conditional mean and statistical power, that is E[∆̂f |∆f ] and
E[∆̂f

2|∆f ]. Our analysis is brought on in the hypothesis of perfect symbol
timing correction. The received signal r(nT ) can be written as rn+dopt =
sn e

j2πnT∆f +wn, with sn the transmitted OFDM signal and wn ∈ NC(0, 2σ2)
complex gaussian noise. With the simplifying hypothesis of high signal to noise
ratio we can write

L−1∑
m=0

r∗m rm+L �
∑
m

|sm|2 +
∑
m

(s∗m ηm+L + sm η∗m) = S +W, (11)

with S =
∑

m |sm|2 and W ∈ NC(0, 4σ2S). Approximating (10) with ∆̂f =
arg(S + W )/(2πLT ) and following [11] the conditional PDF of ∆̂f for λ ∈[ − 1

2LT ,
1

2LT

]
is:

f
∆̂f |∆f

(λ|µ) = 2πLT
(
c0 +

+∞∑
n=1

cn cosn2πLT (λ− µ)
)
. (12)
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with ρ = S2/E[|W |2] = L 〈|sm|2〉 /2E[|wm|2], where 〈|sm|2〉 is the mean of the
deterministic sequence |sm|2 in the time domain, and

c0 =
1
2π
, cn =

1
2
√
π

√
ρ e−

ρ
2

[
In−1

2

(ρ
2

)
+ In+1

2

(ρ
2

)]
. (13)

With a term by term integration we have

E[∆̂f |∆f ] = 1
LT

+∞∑
n=1

(−1)n+1cn
n

sin(n2πLT∆f) (14)

E[∆̂f
2|∆f ] = 1

12(LT )2
+

1
π(LT )2

+∞∑
n=1

(−1)ncn
n2

cos(n2πLT∆f) (15)

Var[∆̂f |∆f ] = E[∆̂f2|∆f ]− {E[∆̂f |∆f ]}2. (16)

5 Simulation Results

Simulations have been carried out for each of the five burst types supported by
Hiperlan/2, with an AWGN channel as well as with the channel models in [8],
at different SNR conditions. Here we discuss the main results.

5.1 Synchronization Performance with AWGN Channel

Symbol Timing Estimation. The results for the symbol timing estimators
are illustrated in Fig. 3 in terms of histograms of the estimation error.

Broadcast Burst. The performance of the symbol timing estimator is very
good even at low signal to noise ratio, since even with SNR = 5 dB the percentage
of correct estimations reaches 80% of the total simulated transmissions.

Downlink Burst. The mass distribution presents an evident bias towards a
delay of one or more samples in the timing estimation. In our opinion this is due
to the fact that correlation between the samples falling in the two halves of the
observation window in use for the calculation of the timing metric periodically
happens to be greater when the window is filled with one or more samples of
the OFDM symbol that follows the preamble, than when it is correctly placed
on the preamble only.

Uplink Burst with Short Preamble. Symbol timing performs well also in the
case of an uplink burst with short preamble. Even at SNR = 5 dB in fact
the percentage of correct timing decisions reaches 70% of the total simulated
transmissions and grows to more than 90% at SNR = 10 dB.

Uplink Burst with Long Preamble and Direct Link Burst. The performance of
the algorithm is extremely good in this case, due to the fact that the observation
window is longer than in the other cases, thus reducing the estimation variance.
The percentage of correct estimations equals almost 100% even at SNR = 5 dB.
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Fig. 3. Histograms of symbol timing estimation error for all burst preambles at different
SNR values

Fig. 4. Statistics of the carrier frequency offset estimator using the broadcast (top) and
downlink (bottom) burst preambles. On the left and in the center: conditional mean
and normalized conditional variance versus true offset in the range [−∆fmax, ∆fmax]
for SNR = 0,5,10,20 dB; on the right: normalized variance in the coherence interval
(marked with ×, log scale on the left axis) and width of the coherence interval (marked
with ◦, linear scale on the right axis) versus channel SNR.
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Carrier Frequency Offset Estimation. The performance of the carrier fre-
quency offset estimator has been evaluated through its mean and variance con-
ditioned on the actual value of the carrier frequency offset ∆f , in the range
[−∆fmax, ∆fmax].

Typically, the estimator can be considered practically unbiased within a range
[−∆fc.i., ∆fc.i.], named coherence interval (c.i.) and within this range, the es-
timator variance is nearly constant. Outside the c.i. the estimation presents a
bias towards the origin and its variance rapidly grows, so that the estimation is
clearly not reliable. Therefore, ∆fc.i. represents the maximum carrier frequency
offset that can reliably be estimated. As the SNR increases, the estimator vari-
ance in the c.i. decreases in an inversely proportional fashion, while the width
of the c.i. grows towards its asymptotic value ∆fmax.

In Fig. 4 we show the conditional statistics and coherence interval of the
estimator for the broadcast and downlink bursts. The simulation results are
depicted with a dot notation, while the solid line represents the theoretical curve
given by (14) and (16). The results for the uplink burst with short and long
preamble and the direct link bursts are similar to those for the broadcast burst.

Broadcast Burst. In this case the maximum detectable offset ∆fc.i. is seen
to extend up to 0.42 MHz = 80 ppm at SNR = 0 dB, and to 0.6 MHz = 115
ppm at SNR = 20 dB. The estimator variance, normalized to (2∆fmax)2 goes
from 2.47 · 10−3 at SNR = 0 dB which corresponds to a standard deviation of
about 62.1 kHz = 12 ppm, down to 1.5 · 10−5 at SNR = 20 dB, with a standard
deviation of about 4.8 kHz = 0.9 ppm.

Downlink Burst. In this case the estimation range, as was shown in Table 2,
is reduced. The c.i. is wider with respect to ∆fmax than in the broadcast burst
case, since more samples are used in the estimation. The maximum instability
that can be correctly estimated extends up to ±0.13 MHz = ±25 ppm at SNR
= 0 dB, and is raised to ±0.15 MHz = ±29 ppm at SNR = 20 dB.

The statistics (14) and (16) imply a reliable prediction of the carrier fre-
quency offset estimation conditional mean and variance at SNR ≥ 10 dB, as
actually required by the hypothesis that led to their writing. The discrepancy
between the theoretical and simulation results at low signal to noise ratio, which
is particularly evident at SNR < 5 dB, derives from the heavy simplification
introduced in Section 4.2.

5.2 Performance of Symbol Timing Estimation with
Time-Dispersive Channels

Simulations were carried out with h(t) channel models A and C, the power delay
profiles of which are depicted in Fig. 5.

Channel A has a delay spread shorter than the guard interval, the transmitted
signal stream is therefore not affected by the ISI caused by the dispersion of the
channel impulse response. On the other hand, channel C has a higher delay
spread than the guard interval. As an example of the estimators performance
the results for uplink bursts with short preamble will be presented.
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Fig. 5. Power delay profile of channel models A (left) and C (right)

We evaluate the symbol timing estimation performance by calculating the
useful signal normalized power for each realization of the channel. The Cumu-
lative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of Mu and of the ratio Mu/(M int +Mw),
with M int the normalized interference power and Mw = 2σ2 the noise power are
shown in Fig. 6. We observe that at SNR = 5 dB in about 95% of the total simu-
lated transmissions with channel model A, the normalized useful power exceeds
0.9 and that in about only 5% of the realizations the signal to interference plus
noise ratio is lowered by more than 0.5 dB with respect to the average channel
SNR of 5 dB. We also see that in the case of channel C the corresponding CDFs
show a performance loss, since in about 90% of the transmissions, the normalized
useful power exceeds 0.9 and in about 15% the signal to interference plus noise
ratio falls under 4.5 dB.
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6 Conclusions

The main objects of this work are time and frequency synchronization issues for
ETSI Hiperlan/2 standard. Algorithms for time and frequency offset estimation,
which are present in literature, have been adapted to all the operation modes
provided by a Hiperlan/2 system. Their efficiency has been tested through the
simulation of burst transmissions in the presence of either an AWGN or time-
dispersive channel impulse response.

A valuable technique for the evaluation of the performance of the symbol
timing estimation in the presence of a time-dispersive channel has been proposed.
It verifies the fraction of the useful power of the received signal after that the
observation window has been placed on the OFDM symbol as indicated by the
timing estimation algorithm.

An analytical description of the statistical properties of the carrier frequency
offset estimation has been drawn under the hypothesis of high signal to noise
ratio.
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Abstract. Demand for mobile network access is having a huge increase
nowadays. Cellular networks are being deployed to cope with a high num-
ber of users. Several IP micro-mobility protocols have been proposed to
handle routing and handoffs inside cellular networks. In this paper the
HAWAII micro-mobility protocol is analyzed by means of an analytical
model. A detailed description of the handoff procedure is given and illus-
trated by means of traces obtained from simulation. Several of the system
details are taken into account in the analytical model. This allows us to
investigate the influence of various system parameters (e.g. cell overlap
area, beacon latency, forwarding buffer capacity, etc.) on the system per-
formance for constant bit rate (UDP) traffic. The results are validated
by means of simulation results obtained with the network simulator (ns).

1 Introduction

Handheld computing devices, such as palmtop computers are becoming the pre-
ferred platform for nowadays personal applications. With the evolution of these
devices from having a limited communication support, typical point-to-point
interfaces (PSTN modem or RS-232 cable), towards high-speed packet radio
access interfaces, the demand for network access to mobile users will grow ex-
ponentially. As demands increase for wireless communication services, such as
high-speed Internet access, video and high-quality image transmission, the wire-
less network access infrastructure will have to support a variety of applications
and access speeds which should result in a service with the same level of quality
as wireline users. Higher speed can be achieved in a cellular network by consid-
ering smaller cells. However, the smaller the cells are, the higher the frequency
of handoffs may be. Mobile IP [1] (MIP), the current support of mobility in IP
networks, delivers packets to a temporary address assigned to the mobile host
at its current point of attachment. This temporary address is communicated to
a possibly distant Home Agent. This approach applied to an environment with
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frequent handoffs may lead to high associated signalling load and unacceptable
disturbance to ongoing sessions in terms of handoff latency and packet losses.
Therefore, a hierarchical mobility management approach has been proposed (see
e.g. [2]), where MIP supports wide area mobility (e.g. mobility between differ-
ent operators) while local mobility is handled by more optimized micro-mobility
protocols. These protocols should incorporate a number of important design fea-
tures related to location management, routing and handoff schemes. They should
fulfill requirements such as simplicity to implement, scalability with respect to
the induced signalling, efficiency and performance with respect to packet loss and
introduced delay. Prominent solutions for micro-mobility support are HAWAII
([5]) and Cellular IP ([4]).
In this paper, the performance of a handoff scheme based on packet forward-
ing used in HAWAII is evaluated by means of a simulation study and analytical
modeling. The models that are presented allow to compute characteristic perfor-
mance measures related to packet loss due to the expiration of the playout time
and the delay experienced by packets involved in the handoff, together with the
influence of various system characteristics on these performance measures. In [5],
the expected number of dropped or lost packets as a function of the playout time
has already been investigated. The aim of this study was to compare different
path setup schemes with MIP and MIP with Route Optimization. Contrary to
our paper, [5] does not investigate the influence of system details such as cell
overlap area, beacon signal latency, time out and capacity of the forwarding
buffer, on the system performance.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the HAWAII
protocol and the forwarding scheme for handoff is explained. A detailed descrip-
tion of the protocol as implemented in the ns simulator is made in Section 3.
In Section 4 a simple analytical model to assess the packet loss and the expe-
rienced packet delay due to handoff is presented. Section 5 is devoted to nu-
merical results, showing the influence of the different system parameters on the
performance using the analytical model. A model validation is made based on
simulation results. Finally section 6 concludes the paper.

2 A Forwarding Scheme for Handoff in HAWAII

HAWAII is a domain-based approach for supporting mobility ([5] and [3]). The
gateway into each domain is called the domain root router. The Mobile Host
(MH) keeps it network address unchanged while moving within a domain. The
Corresponding Hosts (CH) and the Home Agent (HA) do not need to be aware of
the host’s position within the domain. To reach the MH, HAWAII uses special-
ized path setup schemes that update forwarding entries in specific routers. When
a router receives a packet for an unknown MH, it uses a preconfigured default
interface pointing towards the domain root router. The packet will be forwarded
in that direction till it arrives at a router knowing a route to the MH. There
are two classes of path setup schemes for updating routing information: one for
networks with MHs that can only maintain connection to one base station (e.g.
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Fig. 1. Messages in MSF.

TDMA networks) and the other one for networks with MHs that can be con-
nected to two or more base stations simultaneously like in CDMA networks for
example. The first class includes two forwarding path setup schemes: the Multi-
ple Stream Forwarding (MSF) and an alternative, the Single Stream Forwarding
(SSF) scheme. These schemes forward packets from the Old Base Station (BSO)
to the New Base Station (BSN) before being diverted at the crossover router
(i.e. a router where the path from CH to BSO and the path from BSO to BSN
cross). The second class includes two non-forwarding schemes: the Unicast Non-
Forwarding (UNF) scheme and the Multicast Non-Forwarding (MNF) scheme. In
these last schemes the BSO does not forward any packets to BSN. In this paper
we limit our analysis to the MSF scheme although a similar analytical model can
be applied to evaluate other schemes [6]. For the description of the MSF hand-
off protocol and its performance evaluation, we will use the following reference
network (see Fig. 1). Let a MH move from the cell controlled by BSO to the
cell controlled by BSN. The corresponding cells have a non-empty overlap area.
Packets originating from the Corresponding Host (CH) reach BSO (resp. BSN)
via the crossover router R0 and the intermediate router R1 (resp. R2).When
the handoff is initiated, the MH closes the connection with BSO, establishes a
connection to BSN and sends a MIP registration message (M1) to BSN, which in
turn sends a path setup update message M2 to the BSO. All remaining packets
arriving at BSO are stored in a buffer and forwarded to BSN when M2 arrives.
Furthermore, when M2 arrives, BSO sends the path setup message (M3) to R1,
who adds a forwarding entry to its routing table indicating that packets for the
MH should leave the R1 via interface A. R1 sends the path setup message (M4)
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to R0, who adds a forwarding entry indicating that packets for the MH should
leave the R0 via interface C. From this instant on, all packets arriving at router
R0 are sent directly to BSN. The path setup message continues (M5 and M6)
triggering similar actions until it reaches BSN. Remark that MSF can create
transient routing loops (for example after BSO has changed its entry to forward
packets but before R1 processes M3).

3 Detailed Description of the Handoff Procedure in the
MSF Scheme

In this section we give a detailed description of a possible implementation of the
MSF handoff procedure that corresponds to the one programmed in the network
simulator (ns) used for the simulation analysis. We show the system parameters
that may have a major impact on the handoff performance. These parameters
will be considered in the performance evaluation.

All BS generate beacon signals at regular instants. The MH connects to the
BS with the strongest beacon signal power. This implies that if a MH, connected
to BSO, moves towards BSN it will initiate a handoff and connect to this Base
Station after receiving the first beacon signal which was generated by BSN after
the MH passed the middle of the overlap area of the cells controlled by BSO and
BSN. Remark that as long as the MH is in the overlap area and the beacon of
BSN is not generated, the MH stays connected to BSO and thus can still receive
packets from BSO. Remember from Section 2 that BSN sends a path setup
update message (M2) to BSO. BSO continues to send the packets to the MH,
until M2 arrives at BSO. These packets will reach the MH only if it is inside
the coverage of BSO. BSO uses a circular buffer of size FB packets to store
the packets to be forwarded to BSN. We refer to this buffer as the forwarding
buffer. All packets addressed to the MH are stored in this buffer (even after
being transmitted to the MH). This allows packets, sent to the MH but lost
because the MHmoved out of coverage, to reach the MH when forwarded to BSN.
Furthermore, the forwarding buffer is provided with a time out mechanism that
ensures that a packet is held by the buffer only for a limited time period. When
the path setup update message (M2) arrives at BSO, all packets outstanding in
the buffer for which the time out is not expired are forwarded to BSN. Note that
some of these packets may already have been successfully delivered to the MH.

Figure 2 illustrates the handoff procedure. The trace depicted in the figure
has been obtained using the values of one of the ns simulations described later in
this paper. The x-axis corresponds to the instants upon which new packets arrive
at the MH, and the y-axis to the end-to-end delay of each packet. The figure
shows the following time instants: the moment that the MH reaches the middle of
the overlapping area of the two cells (intercell crossing), the instant when the MH
crosses the border of the cell controled by BSO (end of coverage), the time instant
at which the beacon is sent by BSN, and the moment the forwarding message M2
sent by BSN reaches BSO. For each arrived packet, the figure also indicates if it
was sent by BSO, BSN or forwarded. The forwarded packets are those that are
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Fig. 2. Handoff procedure in the MSF.

turned around by some router (BSO or any intermediate router between BSO
and the crossover router R0) because of the handoff. In this simulation a FB size
of 10 packets is used with a time out of 100 ms. When the M2 message arrives
at BSO, 6 packets are forwarded from BSO: the first one had already arrived at
the MH (and thus is a duplicated packet not shown as forwarded in the figure).
The other five are received by BSO between the end of coverage instant and
the M2 message arrival instant. These packets are able to reach the MH after
being forwarded to BSN and hence have a higher delay. Finally, note that the
first forwarded packet arrives at BSN with a lower delay than the others. This
is because this packet was turned around by a router located before BSO (this
packet arrived at this router after the router was being updated with the M3
message sent by BSO).

4 An Analytical Model of the Forwarding Schemes

We introduce the following notations. Let Rx(X) be the random variable denot-
ing the time needed for a packet to be processed by router Rx and leaving via
interface X. In other words, it denotes the time between the arrival of a packet
at the router and its departure through the output interface X. (Same nota-
tion applies to ”routers” BSO and BSN). Let (Rx, Ry) denote the propagation
time on the link between router Rx and router Ry. Furthermore, we denote by
(Rx → Rzσ) the time needed for a packet (or message) to travel from Rx to Rz.
The superscript σ indicates that the processing of the specific router is included.
Assume that the time (in ms) the MH needs to cross the overlap area is given
by o ms. Finally, let τb denote the beacon latency, i.e. the difference between the
time instant the beacon signal is generated and the instant the MH reaches the
end of BSO’s coverage area.

We now present a mathematical model for the MSF scheme. The following
assumption is essential for computational tractability reasons. All routers in-
volved in the path setup scheme are modeled as simple M/M/1 queues. The
exponential service time of a packet includes both the processing time and the
transmission time. Denote the load of a router by ρ and the exponential service
rate by µ. Hence, the random variable Rx(X), being the response time in an
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M/M/1 queue, is exponentially distributed with rate µ(1 − ρ). With this as-
sumption, (Rx → Rzσ) is the sum of exponential variables (e.g. Rx(X)) and
fixed propagation delays (e.g. (Rx, Ry)).
The packets involved in a handoff can be divided in classes according to the path
they follow. The timing of these classes is given from the point of view of the
arrival of a packet at router R0. Denote tm as the instant the MH passes the
middle of the overlap area, or the instant the MH crosses the border between 2
cells when there is no overlap. We consider all those packets that arrive at BSO
after this instant as involved in the handoff and divide them in 4 classes.
• Class 1 : These packets are processed by the BSO after tm and before the new
forwarding entry is added in the tables of the BSO. They arrive at R0 after

t0 = tm − (R0σ → BSOσ)
but before

t1 = tm + o
2 + τb + (MH → R0σ).

Class 1 packets are either directly sent to the MH, or they will eventually be
forwarded to the BSN from the FB, unless they are removed from this buffer
due to time out expiration or buffer overflow.
• Class 2 : These packets arrive at R1 before M3 causes the adding of the new
forwarding entry and they arrive at the BSO after its forwarding table has been
updated by M2. Those packets are therefore directly forwarded from BSO to
BSN without being put in the forwarding buffer. At time instant

t′1 = t1 + (R0 → BSO → R1σ)
M3 is processed and router R1 changes its forwarding entries for packets with
destination the MH. Hence, packets arriving at R0 in the interval [t1, t2] with

t2 = t′1 − (R0σ → R1)
belong to class 2.
• Class 3 : These packets arrive at R0 before M4 causes the adding of the new
forwarding entry at R0, and they arrive at R1 after t′1. At time instant

t3 = t2 + (R0σ → R1) + (R1 → R0σ)
router R0 changes its forwarding entries for packets with destination the MH.
Therefore class 3 packets are those arriving at R0 in [t2, t3].
• Class 4 : These packets arrive at R0 after time instant t3 and are directly
diverted towards BSN. They experience no extra delay due to the handoff.

Consider a constant bit rate stream of packets originating from the CH,
arriving at router R0 with a constant interarrival time of T ms. We let the
arrival instant u of the first packet be uniformly distributed over [t0, t0+T ] and
set t0 = 0. Then it is possible to compute the probability distribution of the
end-to-end delay for each packet traveling from the CH to the MH. Consider
the k-th packet, arriving at R0 at time instant (k − 1)T + u, and denote its
end-to-end delay by (e-e)k. The probability that (e-e)k is larger than t, depends
basically on the class it belongs to and is given by the following expression.
P[(e-e)k > t] =
P[(k − 1)T + u < t1] P[(e-e)k > t | (k − 1)T + u < t1]
+ P[t1 < (k − 1)T + u < t2] P[(e-e)k > t | t1 < (k − 1)T + u < t2]
+ P[t2 < (k − 1)T + u < t3] P[(e-e)k > t | t2 < (k − 1)T + u < t3]
+ P[t3 < (k − 1)T + u] P[(e-e)k > t | t3 < (k − 1)T + u]
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For class 2, 3 and 4 respectively, we obtain
P[(e-e)k > t | t1 < (k − 1)T + u < t2] = P[(CH → BSO → R0 → BSNσ) > t]
P[(e-e)k > t | t2 < (k − 1)T + u < t3] = P[(CH → R1 → R0 → BSNσ) > t]
P[(e-e)k > t | t3 < (k − 1)T + u] = P[(CH → R0 → BSNσ) > t].
The probability for a class 1 packet depends on k and is quite complicated as
this involves the length of the overlap area, the instant the beacon is sent, the
time out in the forwarding buffer and the size of this buffer. We distinguish three
different cases for a class 1 packet:
- case 1: the k-th packet is directly sent from BSO to MH.
- case 2: the k-th packet is forwarded to MH via BSN.
- case 3: the k-th packet is lost at BSO (due to time out or buffer overflow).
For case 1 we obtain
(e-e)k = (CH → R0 → BSOσ),

for case 2
(e-e)k = (CH → R0 → BSOσ)+(t1−(k−1)T −u)+(BSOσ → R0 → BSNσ)

and for case 3 the end-to-end delay can be considered to be infinite. In case 2,
we consider a possible loop between BSO and R1 for the first few packets that
are forwarded from the FB, and we account for possible extra delay due to the
burst of packets that is created when the FB is emptied. The details are omitted
in this paper. We also need to determine the probability that the k-th packet
finds itself in case 1, 2 or 3 respectively. Again most details are omitted and case
3 is considered as an example. Clearly,
P[k-th packet is in case 3] = P[(k-th packet is processed by BSO after td) AND
(k-th packet is timed out OR pushed out of the FB)],
where td is the instant of disconnection of the MH from the BSO, directly de-
pending on the values of o and τb. This probability yields a rather complex
expression in which the probability that a packet is pushed out of the circular
buffer FB before it could be forwarded is required:
P[k-th packet is pushed out] = P[(k+buffersize-1)T + u < t1]
which is the probability that the (k+buffersize)-th packet needs to be forwarded
(and therefore pushes out the k-th packet). The probablity that a packet is timed
out is also required:
P[k-th packet is timed out] = P[tpk < t1 + (R0 → BSOσ) − TO]
where tpk denotes the instant of the end of the processing of the k-th packet at
BSO and TO is the time out value. Remark that t1 + (R0 → BSOσ) equals the
instant that the FB is emptied and the buffered packets are forwarded.
It is clear that, due to the M/M/1 assumption, all probabilities that occur in the
above formulas can be computed through some standard conditional probability
techniques. Similarly, the model allows us to compute several performance mea-
sures such as the expected number of packets arriving late at a playout buffer
in the MH, due to the extra delay introduced by the forwarding scheme.
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5 Performance Evaluation of the MSF Scheme

In this section we consider three cases in order of increasing complexity. In the
first case (Section 5.1), cells do not overlap (o = 0 ms) and the beacon signal is
received by the MH at the moment that it crosses the border between the cell
controlled by BSO and the cell controlled by BSN. The time out (TO) and the
capacity of the forwarding buffer in BSO (FB) are supposed to be large enough
so that they do not cause packet loss. In the second case (Section 5.2) the
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Fig. 3. Expected number of dropped packets vs. playout time for variable transmission
rate µ (A) and for variable link delays (B).

cells overlap (o > 0 ms). The first beacon sent after the MH crosses the middle
of the overlap area (determining the handoff instant) may occur while the MH is
in the overlap area or after the MH has left the overlap area. Again in this case,
no packets will be lost due to time out and/or forwarding buffer overflow. In
the third case (Section 5.3) we have the same characteristics as the second one,
except that the time out value and the forwarding buffer capacity are chosen so
that packets may be lost in the forwarding buffer. In all three cases we consider
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the system shown in Fig. 1 where: (i) the fixed propagation delay between routers
(Rx, Ry) is the same for all routers (also between CH and R0) and we will refer
to it as τ , (ii) the correspondent node (CH) transmits 500 byte packets every 20
ms to the MH, (iii) the background traffic is modelled as Poisson sources such
that each router has a load ρ of 0.8.

5.1 Delay Evaluation

The playout time is the maximum allowed end-to-end delay: if a packet’s end-
to-end delay exceeds this playout time, it will be dropped. In Fig. 3 the expected
number of forwarded packets that are dropped due to expiration of playout time
is shown as a function of the playout time, for different values of the transmission
rate µ in the routers in Fig. 3.A and for different values of distance τ between
neighbouring routers in Fig. 3.B .
The analytical results are compared against simulation results. The difference
between simulation and analytical results is due to the M/M/1 approximation
in the analytical model resulting in exponential packet service times, while in
the simulation packets have constant length.

Fig. 4 depicts the distribution of the end-to-end delay of the k-th packet
involved in the handoff when there is no overlap between the cells. As can be
expected, the delay decreases with increasing sequence number of the packet.
Starting from packet 7, the curves converge since the probability to experience
some extra delay due to forwarding decreases rapidly.

5.2 Influence of the Beacon Latency

Fig. 5 shows the important influence the beacon latency has on the system per-
formance. The expected number of forwarded packets dropped due to expiration
of playout time is shown as a function of the playout time, for different values of
the time between the instant the MH crosses the coverage area of BSO and the
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Fig. 5. Expected number of dropped packets vs. playout time for variable beacon
latency τb.

instant that the first beacon originating from the BSN is received. A positive
value of τb means that the beacon arrives after the end of the coverage area of
BSO, while a negative value means that the beacon arrives before the end of
the coverage area of BSO. Again the analytical results are validated with the ns
simulation. When the beacon arrives after the end of the coverage area of BSO
a higher number of packets will have to be stored in the forwarding buffer of the
BSO which have to be forwarded to BSN once the path setup message triggered
by the beacon arrival is received in BSO. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a beacon
latency of 40 ms. This forwarding increases the end-to-end delay and therefore a
higher number of packets will be dropped for a given playout time. Fig. 6 shows
the delay distribution of the packets involved in the handoff procedure (i.e. the
packets directly sent to the MH or forwarded after the instant the MH crosses
the middle of the overlap area). From this figure, it is clear that the first packet
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has a high probability to be sent directly to the MH without being forwarded via
the BSN. Starting from packet 2, the probability of being forwarded increases.
While these packets have a high probability to belong to class 1, starting from
packet 7, the probability to belong to class 2 or 3 increases. Packet 9 and the
following packets have a high probability to be sent directly to the MH via R2
and BSN and therefore, their delay distribution is close to the one of packet 1.
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Fig. 7. Expected number of lost or dropped packets vs. playout time for variable FB
and TO.

5.3 Influence of the BSO Time Out and Forwarding Buffer Capacity

Forwarded packets may be dropped due to the expiration of the playout time or
they may be lost when the time out in the FB expires or when they are pushed
out of the circular FB when it is full. The expected number of packets dropped
or lost is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the playout time, for different values
of the time out and different values of the capacity of the FB buffer. There is no
overlap here and the beacon latency is τb = 200 ms.
In a) with TO = 50 ms and FB = 20 some packets (+/- 10 packets) stored in
the forwarding buffer will time out before the path setup message M2 reaches
BSO and thus they will be lost. In b) with TO = 500 ms and FB = 20 no
packets are lost. In c) with TO = 500 ms and FB = 10 only a few packets (+/-
2 packets) will find the forwarding buffer full with packets to be forwarded when
arriving at BSO and thus will push out the packets at the head of the queue
which will be lost.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the MSF-HAWAII handoff protocol is analyzed by means of an
analytical model. Its performance for constant bit rate real-time (UDP) traffic is
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characterized by two measures: the expected number of forwarded packets that
are dropped due to the expiration of the playout time together with the expected
number of packets lost in the forwarding buffer and secondly, the individual end-
to-end delay distributions of the packets that are involved in the handoff. The
model includes a number of system implementation characteristics that have
a major impact on the system performance: size of the overlap area between
neighboring cells, frequency of beacon signal generation, size of forwarding buffer
and time out value used in the forwarding buffer. The numerical results obtained
with the analytical model have been validated with the ns simulator, showing
the accuracy of the model.

Application of the model to a simple reference network shows that longer
forwarding routes (due to longer distances between routers, slower routers or
low capacity of transmission links) lead to a higher number of expected packets
lost due to the expiration of the playout time and longer delays experienced by
individual packets. Furthermore, it is shown that the expected number of lost
packets may drastically increase when the beacon signal reaches the MH after
it left the area covered by the old base station. The numerical examples also
show that engineering accurately the forwarding buffer (both its time out value
and its capacity) is an important, but difficult task, as unappropriate values of
time out or buffer capacity may lead to a major performance degradation due
to the loss of several packets.
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Abstract. This paper analyzes mobile agent performance in network
management, comparing it with the client-server model used by the
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol). Response time results
show that the mobile agent performs better than the SNMP when the
number of managed elements ranges between two limits determined
by the number of messages that pass through a backbone and by the
mobile agent size that grows with the variables collected on the network
elements.

Keywords: Mobile agents, network management, and scalability

1 Introduction

Most network management systems use SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) [1] and CMIP (Common Management Information Protocol) [2] proto-
cols, which are based on a centralized paradigm. These protocols use the client-
server model, on which the management station acts as a client that provides
a user interface to the network manager and interacts with agents, which are
servers that manage remote access to local information stored in a Management
Information Base (MIB).
Performance management is one of the management functional areas identi-

fied in OSI Systems Management and addresses the availability of management
information, in order to be able to determine the network load [3]. This kind of
management needs access to a large quantity of dynamic network information,
which is collected by periodic polling.
The operations available to the management station for obtaining access to

the MIB are very low-level. This fine grained client-server interaction, called
micro-management, and the periodic polling generate an intense traffic that
overloads the management station [4], resulting in scalability problems. Network
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management can be distributed and scaled by the use of mobile agents, which
are programs that help users to perform tasks on the network, acting on behalf
of these users. These agents move to the place where data are stored and select
information the user wants; saving bandwidth, time, and money.
This paper analyzes the performance of mobile agents in network manage-

ment, which is also being investigated by several researchers. Baldi et al. [4]
evaluate the tradeoffs of mobile code design paradigms in network management
applications by developing a quantitative model that provides the bandwidth
used by traditional and mobile code design of management functionalities. Boho-
ris et al. [3] present a performance comparison between mobile agents, CORBA,
and Java-RMI on the management of an ATM switch running an SNMP agent.
Response time and bandwidth utilization results are presented for the transfer
of an array of objects (fictitious data). Gavalas et al. present experimental im-
plementation results for the transfer of an aggregation of multiple variables on
a local network of a few nodes. They also describe applications that use mobile
agents to acquire atomic snapshots of SNMP tables and to get objects, from
SNMP tables, that meet specific criteria [5]. Sahai and Morin [6] perform mea-
surements of bandwidth utilization of mobile agent and client-server applications
on an Ethernet LAN of a few nodes. None of these papers concerns the prob-
lem of scalability of network management based on mobile agents on a complex
network with a high number of nodes and similar in shape to the Internet. In
this paper, we compare the scalability of the network management based on
mobile agents against traditional SNMP through the analysis of simulation and
implementation results. Two prototypes of an application that gathers MIB-II
variables, one based on mobile agents and the other only based on the SNMP,
have been created and tested on a LAN. By acquiring parameters related to the
network management and to the agent infrastructure, new results are obtained
on large topologies similar in shape to the Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes main network man-

agement systems used nowadays. Section 3 presents the implemented prototypes
and measurement results. Section 4 reports simulation results. At last, conclud-
ing remarks are presented in Section 5.

2 Network Management Systems

In the SNMP, operations available to the management station for accessing the
MIB are very low-level. This interaction does not scale well because of the genera-
tion of intense traffic and computational overload on the management station [4].
Some steps towards decentralization have already been taken by IETF and

ISO organizations. In event notification, SNMP agents notify the management
station upon the occurrence of a few significant events. These agents use traps,
i.e., messages sent without an explicit request from the management station, to
decrease the intensive use of polling. ISO uses more complex agents that have
higher processing capacity. In both the approaches, the agent is only responsible
for the notification of an event.
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A more decentralized approach is adopted in SNMPv2 [1] (SNMP version 2),
on which there are multiple top-level management stations, called management
servers. Each such server is responsible for managing agents, but it can dele-
gate responsibility to an intermediate manager. This manager, also called proxy
agent, plays the role of a manager in order to monitor and control the agents
under its responsibility and also works as an agent to provide information and to
accept control from a higher-level management server. Version 3 of the SNMP,
SNMPv3 [1], incorporates a new security scheme to be used with SNMPv2 (pre-
ferred) or SNMPv1. SNMPv3 is not a stand-alone replacement for SNMPv1 or
SNMPv2.
The RMON (Remote MONitoring) [7] uses network monitoring devices called

monitors or probes to perform proactive LAN monitoring on local or remote
segments. These probes provide information about links, connections among
stations, traffic patterns, and status of network nodes. They also detect failures,
misbehaviors, and identify complex events even when not in contact with the
management station.
These proposals seem to reduce the traffic around the management station,

but as the computational power of the network nodes is increasing, it is possible
to delegate more complex management functions to nodes. Moreover, in order to
satisfy the diverse needs of today’s network, new network management systems
that analyze data, take decisions, and take proactive measures to maintain the
Quality of Service (QoS) of the network must be developed. Mobile agents seem
to be a good alternative to satisfy these needs.
Main advantages that may justify mobile agent utilization in network man-

agement are: reduced cost by using a semantic compression, which filters and
selects only relevant information; asynchronous processing that allows the de-
coupling from the home node; flexibility that permits the substitution of the
behavior for management agents in real-time; and autonomy, since the agent
can take decisions, performing a reactive management based on task delegation.
Since SNMPv2 is not as spread as SNMPv1 and network management based

on SNMPv1 does not scale when size or complexity of the network increases,
mobile agents can be used to increase network management scalability.

3 Implementation of a Management Application

We compare two different solutions for gathering MIB-II [8] variables on managed
elements: a mobile agent-based one and one only based on the SNMP.
The Mole infrastructure [9] is used in the mobile agent implementation. This

system provides the functionality for the agents to move, to communicate with
each other, and to interact with the underlying computer system. Two different
kinds of agents are provided: system agents and user agents. System agents
are usually interface components to resources outside agent systems. They have
more rights than non-system agents (e.g., only system agents can read or write
to a file), but they are not able to migrate. User agents are agents that have a
“foreigner status” at a location, which means that they are not allowed to do
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something outside the agent system as long as they can not convince a system
agent to give them access to outside resources [9].
Mole uses TCP to transfer mobile agents, which are implemented in Java.

A weak migration scheme is provided, where only the state related to data,
which contains global and instantiated variables, is transfered. As a consequence,
the programmer is responsible for encoding the agent’s execution state, which
includes local variables, parameters, and execution threads, in program variables.
This migration scheme is implemented by using the object serialization of Java.
After the calling of the migrateTo()-method by an agent thread, all threads
belonging to the agent are suspended. The agent is serialized by creating a
system-independent representation. This serialized version is sent to the target
that reinstantiates the agent. A new thread is started and as soon as this thread
assumes control of the agent, a message is sent to the source that finishes all
threads belonging to the agent and removes it from the system.
Both the implemented prototypes, one with mobile agents and the other with-

out, use the SNMP protocol to gather MIB-II variables. The AdventNet SNMP
library [10] and the snmpd from package ucd-snmp are used on the prototypes.
The AdventNet SNMP package contains APIs to facilitate the implementation of
solutions and products for network management. Version 2.2 of the AdventNet
SNMPv1 has been used. The daemon snmpd, which is included in the Linux Red
Hat, is an SNMP agent that responds to SNMP request packets. The package
versions used on this experiment have been the 3.5.3 (for machines running the
Red Hat 5.2) and the 4.0.1 (for the Red Hat 6.x).

3.1 The Two Implemented Prototypes

The mobile agent implementation (Figure 1) consists of one mobile agent, which
migrates to all network elements to be managed, one SNMP agent, which accesses
the MIB-II variables, and one translator agent, which converts the mobile agent
request into an SNMP request. The mobile agent migrates to a network element
(arc 1 of Figure 1) and communicates by Remote Procedure Call (RPC) with
the translator agent (arc 2). This translator agent sends a request (GetRequest
PDU of SNMP) to the SNMP agent (arc 3) and obtains the response (arc 4) that
is passed to the mobile agent (arc 5). Then, the mobile agent goes to the next
element (arc 6) and restarts its execution. After finishing its task, which consists
of visiting all network elements to be managed, the mobile agent returns to the
management station (arc n).
In the implementation that is only based on the SNMP, we have used the

traditional model of this protocol. The manager sends an SNMP packet to an
SNMP agent that responds to this manager. The manager sends requests to all
elements to be managed, one after the other, i.e., a new request is started after
receiving the response from the previous one, until the last network element
receives a request and sends the response to the manager. This manager has
been implemented in Java directly over the Java Virtual Machine.
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Fig. 1. Network management by using a mobile agent.

3.2 Experimental Study

We perform an experimental study in order to evaluate the scalability of the two
implementations. The topology used on this experiment consists of one man-
agement station (host A) and two managed network elements (hosts B and C)
interconnected through a 10Mbps Ethernet LAN. Host A is a Pentium MMX
233Mhz, with 128Mbytes of memory and running Linux Red Hat 6.2. HostsB
and C are Pentiuns II 350MHz, respectively with 64Mbytes and 128Mbytes of
memory and running Linux Red Hat versions 6.1 and 5.2.
In order to evaluate the performance of the two prototypes for a great number

of managed elements, we alternately repeat the two elementsB and C, e.g., if we
want 5 elements to be managed, we use an itinerary {B, C, B, C, B, and A}.
The considered performance parameter is response time in retrieving the

MIB-II [8] variable ifInErrors from elements to be managed. This variable de-
notes the number of received packets discarded because of errors.
The JDK (Java Development Kit) 1.1.7 version 3 has been used. All mea-

surements have been performed early in the morning or at night in order to
limit the variations of network performance, which would influence the response
time results. Both the implementations have been tested in the same conditions,
using the same itinerary. We have made all the tests with the mobile agent
platforms running uninterruptedly. The number of managed network elements
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has been varied from 1 to 250. For each measured parameter, 10 samples have
been observed and we have calculated a 99% confidence interval for mean. These
intervals are represented in the figures by vertical bars.
The mobile agent carries with itself the name of the variable to be collected,

the itinerary, and the already gotten responses. The SNMP sends a GetRequest
PDU and receives a GetResponse PDU.
The effect of the number of managed elements in response time has been

analyzed. In all figures, we present the sample mean.
Response time for the SNMP grows proportionally with the number of man-

aged elements, since the time to manage a network element is approximately the
same for all network elements (Figure 2). For the mobile agent, response time
increases faster when the number of managed elements grows, due to the mobile
agent size that grows with the collected variables on each network element. In
the topology used on this experiment, the SNMP performs much better than the
mobile agent.
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Fig. 2. Response time per number of managed elements.

Figure 3 presents time to access the MIBs and for the RPCs related to the
communication between the mobile agent and translator agents. In this exper-
iment and for the SNMP, for 250 managed elements, 99.6% of the total time
is spent on access to the MIBs. For the mobile agent, the access to the MIBs
and the RPCs take 52.8% of the total time for 250 managed elements. For the
SNMP, the access to the MIBs grows proportionally with the number of man-
aged elements and spends 65ms per element. This MIBs access added to the
RPCs related to the communication between the mobile agent and translator
agents also grow linearly and spend approximately 78ms per element.
The mobile agent remaining time is calculated by the difference between

the total time for the mobile agent and the time for accessing the MIBs and
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for the RPCs (Figure 4). Since, for this experiment, agent transmission time is
very small comparing to other times that constitute the total response time,
the remaining time corresponds to infrastructure related times, e.g., serializa-
tion/deserialization, threads creation, and internal messages transmission.
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Fig. 4. Mobile agent remaining time.

The mobile agent remaining time grows exponentially with the number of
managed elements, so the curve of the Figure 4 can be approximated to:

y = ax, where a = 1.01176 . (1)

This approximation has been chosen to allow, in a simple way, its use in simu-
lations assessed for more general topologies (Section 4).
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4 Performance Analysis by Simulation

The applicability of mobile agents in carrying out network management tasks is
also assessed by simulation.
The Network Simulator (NS) [11] is used in these simulations. This discrete-

event simulator provides several implemented protocols and mechanisms to sim-
ulate computer networks with node and link abstractions. In these simulations,
we have used the functionalities of Ethernet, topologies similar in shape to the
Internet, and UDP and TCP protocols. Some UDP and TCP modules of the NS
have had to be modified in order to allow the transmission of mobile agents.
The NS works with packets sent through a network and usually does not

take into account processing time of the application layer on each node. For this
reason, some parameters related to network management have been added to
the simulation model. These parameters depend on the agent infrastructure, on
the operational system, and on computer load, but their use turns simulation
results more reliable to a real implementation. Table 1 contains the parameters
used in the simulations.

Table 1. Parameters used in the simulations

Parameter Value
Initial size of the agent 1500 bytes
Request size for ifInErrors 42 bytes
Response size for ifInErrors 51 bytes
MIB access time per node for the agent 78ms
MIB access time per node for the SNMP 65ms
Related to the remaining time for the agent 1.01176

The simulation model assumes that links and nodes have no load and that
links are error-free. The Maximum Segmentation Size (MSS) used in the simula-
tions is 1500 bytes, therefore, there is no fragmentation of SNMP messages since
they are small. For the mobile agent, since the initial size is 1500 bytes, after vis-
iting the first element, its size will be higher than the MSS, and so the agent will
be fragmented and sent in different packets, damaging the performance. Every
request of a variable is sent on a different message. In all simulations, the mobile
agent follows a predetermined itinerary. The mobile agent uses the TCP-Reno
as a transport protocol, because of its great use in the Internet, and the UDP
protocol is used in the SNMP simulations.
Two kinds of topologies have been used in the simulations. The first type

consists of elements in a 10Mbps Ethernet LAN, with 250 nodes and latency
of 10µs. The second kind is similar in shape to the Internet. This topology is
called transit-stub, because each routing domain in the Internet can be classified
as either a stub domain or a transit domain [12]. A domain is a stub domain if
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the path connecting any two nodes u and v goes through that domain only if
either u or v is in that domain. Transit domains do not have this restriction.
The purpose of transit domains is to interconnect stub domains efficiently. A
transit domain comprises a set of backbone nodes, which are typically fairly well
connected to each other. In a transit domain, each backbone node also connects
to a number of stub domains, via gateway nodes in the stubs.
These transit-stub topologies can be used in the network management of a

matrix-branch organization, on which a matrix wants to manage their branches
spread geographically. The management strategy used in this experiment for
transit-stub topologies considers that the management station belongs to a node
of a stub domain and managed network elements are located in other stub do-
mains (Figure 5). In the matrix-branch case, the management station from the
matrix manages the branch routers and each branch is represented by a stub
and contains some routers.

M- Management station
E - managed network Element

M

E

E
E E

E

E
E

E E

Stubs

Stubs

Transit

Fig. 5. Network management on a transit-stub topology.

The considered performance parameter is response time in retrieving the
MIB-II variable ifInErrors.
We have used the LAN topology in order to compare the simulation model

with the implementation results of Section 3.2.
Figure 6 presents response time for the mobile agent and for the SNMP, in

implementation and simulation studies. We can say that the simulated models
reproduce the behavior of the implementations. There is a little difference in the
response time for the mobile agent due to the approximation of the remaining
time that has been used in the simulations (Section 3.2).
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Mobile agent performance is also evaluated in a situation closer to the one
found on the Internet, on which latencies are much greater than on LANs. Three
different transit-stub topologies created by the topology generator GT-ITM [12]
are used. The topologies have 272 nodes and links of these topologies have a
2Mbps bandwidth and latency of a few milliseconds. The management station
controls groups of 16 network elements, which is the number of nodes of a stub
domain. Management is performed in a predetermined way: all elements of a
stub are accessed, after that, the next stub is managed, until all the 16 stubs
are accessed. If not specified, figures present mean response time for the three
topologies.

Figure 7 shows that the mobile agent’s behavior does not change with the
topology, but for the SNMP, there is a little difference in response time for the
three topologies. This variation is due to the great number of SNMP packets that
traverse the backbone (transit) links and to the configuration of the backbone
nodes that changes with the topology. Figure 7 also presents mean response
time. For a small number of managed elements, the SNMP performs better
than the mobile agent, due to the fact that the SNMP messages are smaller
than the initial size of the mobile agent. As the number of managed elements
increases, response time for the SNMP grows proportionally, since the time to
manage a stub is approximately the same for all stubs. For the mobile agent,
response time increases faster when the number of managed elements grows, due
to the incremental size of the mobile agent. By extrapolating the analysis, we
can conclude that the mobile agent performs better than the SNMP when the
number of managed network elements ranges between two limits, an inferior and
a superior one, respectively determined by the number of messages that pass
through a backbone and the size of mobile agent that grows with the variables
collected on network elements.
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5 Conclusion

This work has analyzed the scalability of mobile agents in network management.
The performance of mobile agents has been compared with the SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) one.
We have compared two prototype implementations for gathering MIB-II

(Management Information Base - II) variables on managed elements: a mobile
agent-based one and the pure SNMP. Results show that the mobile agents re-
quire a higher processing capacity and that the SNMP uses a larger number
of messages related to the management station when the number of managed
elements exceeds a value related to the overhead of several retrievals of GetRe-
quest PDUs. The mobile agent infrastructure turns the execution of Java code
slower, mainly because of serialization/deserialization, threads creation, and in-
ternal messages transmission. The topology used on the measurements is adverse
to the mobile agent, since the great availability of bandwidth on the Ethernet
turns message transmission times negligible comparing with processing times.
Therefore, in this topology, the SNMP performs much better than the mobile
agent.
Simulations of the two implementations have also been performed in the

NS Network Simulator, in order to obtain results on large topologies similar
in shape to the Internet. Response time results show that the mobile agent
performs better than the SNMP when the number of managed elements ranges
between two limits, an inferior and a superior one, respectively determined by
the number of messages that pass through a backbone and by the mobile agent
size that grows with the variables collected on network elements.
In a general way, we conclude that the mobile agent paradigm significantly

improves the network management performance when subnetworks must be man-
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aged remotely; mainly if the links between the management station and the
elements to be managed have a small bandwidth and a large latency.
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Abstract. This research analyses the performance of WAP 1.x in a comparison
to the Internet protocol. We implement a WAP client and a WAP gateway
based on WAP version 1.1 and assess the response time by comparing to that of
HTTP and TCP. We use a W-CDMA simulator to evaluate its performance in
high-speed wireless networks such as 2.5G and 3G. The results shows that both
protocols have comparable performance (i.e. response time) except when
transmitting large content sets (e.g. multimedia data files), in which case the
performance of HTTP/TCP is better than that of WAP 1.x. We also evaluate
WAP specific functions such as the binary encoding of WAP headers and
contents. While binary encoding is effective for small content sets, its
effectiveness and performance are questionable for large content sets. Finally,
we propose a mobile Internet architecture that is suitable for 2.5G and 3G
wireless networks based on the evaluation and our experience with the i-mode
service. Our architecture consists of wireless optimized TCP, TLS, HTTP and
XHTML.

1   Introduction

Services that will access the Internet from handheld devices such as weather forecasts,
news, and mobile banking are attracting people’s attention. Handheld devices tend to
have many restrictions such as have less powerful CPUs, less memory, and smaller
displays. Wireless networks also suffer from higher error rates, lower bandwidth,
higher latency, and unexpected circuit failures. Since it was considered that the
protocol used in the Internet might not be suitable for wireless environments, the
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) Forum developed the WAP version 1.x (WAP
1.x) protocol [1].

WAP 1.x is designed for various kinds of wireless network bearers (e.g. GSM and
CDMA) [1]. However, it is unclear what sort of networks can take full advantage of
WAP 1.x, and its performance of has not been fully evaluated. Thus, we developed a
WAP client and a WAP gateway based on the WAP specifications [1], and then
evaluated WAP performance by using a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(W-CDMA) simulator. We compared the WAP 1.x protocol to the Internet protocol
(HTTP/TCP). Finally, we created a mobile Internet architecture that is suitable for
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next generation (2.5G) and third generation (3G) wireless networks since services
over the International Mobile Telecommunication 2000 (IMT-2000) networks [2]
have been started in Japan.

The WAP 1.x protocol is overviewed in section 2, and its implementation in the
WAP 1.x test-bed system is described in section 3. Our evaluation of WML 1.x binary
encoding is given in section 4 and is compared to WAP 1.x and HTTP/TCP in section
5. In section 6, we propose a mobile Internet architecture for high-speed wireless
networks such as 2.5G and 3G.

2   WAP 1.x Overview

WAP defines an architecture and protocols with the goal of providing special
functionalities such as telephony, push delivery, and suspend & resume. The
following summarizes the WAP architecture and protocols.

The WAP architecture consists of WAP client, WAP getaway and origin server. It
is based on the Internet World Wide Web (WWW) model with few enhancements.
The WAP protocols are used between the WAP client and the WAP gateway, and the
Internet protocols (i.e., HTTP and TCP) are used between the WAP gateway and the
origin server. Optimizations and extensions have been made in order to satisfy the
requirements of the wireless environment.

The WAP protocols consist of Wireless Datagram Protocol (WDP), Wireless
Transport Layer Security (WTLS), Wireless Transaction Protocol (WTP), Wireless
Session Protocol (WSP) and Wireless Application Environment (WAE) (Figure 1.).
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•Push functionality

•WML(Wireless Markup Language)
•WTA, WML Script
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•Security, Authentication
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•Transaction based protocol 
•Segmentation and Reassembly

•HTTP based request/reply protocol
•Push functionality

•WML(Wireless Markup Language)
•WTA, WML Script

Fig. 1.  WAP protocol overview and its comparison to the Internet protocol

WDP provides functions for bearer adaptation, which absorbs the differences of
lower wireless network protocols. When the bearer network supports IP, UDP is used
for WDP. WTLS is developed based on TLS and provides the means for supporting
security functions such as authentication and confidentiality. WTP provides
transaction type communication and has three transaction types (i.e. class 0, 1, and 2).
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Class 2 transaction in particular realizes reliable communication by supporting packet
retransmission. WTP supports segmentation and reassembly (SAR), which provides
the means for transmitting large content sets whose size exceeds one Maximum
Transfer Unit (MTU). WSP provides session management functions including session
initiation and session suspend and resume. WSP provides header compact encoding
and push capability in addition to the basic functionality of HTTP.

WAE is a general term of application environments in WAP, and consists of
several components. WAP defines the Wireless Markup Language (WML) [1] as the
markup language, and WML Script as the scripting language, and Wireless Telephony
Application (WTA) as the telephony-related application. WML is based on Extensible
Markup Language (XML) and defines its own tags, and has no compatibility with
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). WML uses the binary representation format
[1] in order to reduce content transfer volume. WML content is encoded into binary
representation format at the WAP gateway to the wireless network.

2.1 WAP Related Works

Since there are a lot of Internet contents written in HTML, WAP clients must be able
to access HTML contents. To do so the WAP gateway needs to support content
conversion from HTML to WML. Reference [3] investigated the problems associated
with the conversion from HTML to WML. It proposed some techniques for
converting HTML to WML but several problems remained. The overhead of content
conversion is also an issue because poor gateway scalability becomes a serious
handicap when the number of subscribers increases. Although it is very important to
investigate and consider WAP gateway scalability, research has been insufficient to
date.

As for evaluating the WAP protocol, one paper evaluated the WTP class two
protocols by implementing the WAP protocol stack [4]. It pointed out some
inconsistencies in the WAP specifications but didn’t investigate WTP performance
over wireless networks.

Reference [5] analyzed the network traces generated by a mobile browser
application. The research observed daily and weekly cycles, and found some evidence
of self-similarity in the network traffic produced by the application. The research also
compared and contrasted the mobile browser traffic characteristics with the results for
WWW traffic published in the literature. The results of this research are very
significant for the design of wireless networks. However, since the network
characteristics of 3G networks are quite different from those of 1G and 2G networks,
in-depth research of 3G network traffic characteristics is needed.

While 3G commercial services started in Japan in October 2001, no research has
examined WAP 1.x over 3G networks.

3   Implementation of WAP 1.x Client and Gateway

We developed a WAP client and a WAP gateway based on WAP version 1.1 (WAP
1.1) specifications [1], and simulated a high-speed wireless environment by using a
hardware-based W-CDMA emulator. The W-CDMA emulator allows several of the
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parameters related to the wireless network (e.g. bearer speed, error rate and maximum
number of retransmission) to be set up. The parameters used, see Table 1, are based
on the FOMA implementation1.

Note that WAP 1.1 is not the newest version of the WAP 1.x series, but there is no
measurable difference as regards protocol performance.

Table 1. This table shows principal parameters set in the W-CDMA bearer simulator. In W-
CDMA, one to twelve PDUs (i.e. Radio Link Control frames) constitute one Forward Error
Correction (FEC) frame [6]. The actual size of the FEC frame depends on the link conditions
and bandwidth allocation. Since the error rate value is based on the typical average value on our
experimental 3G system, it captures wireless-specific characteristics (e.g. fading behavior). The
error rate is per FEC frame.

Parameter Value
Bearer Speed (Downlink) 384 and 64 Kbps, (Uplink) 64 Kbps
Layer 2 Radio Link Control (RLC) Protocol [6]
Bearer MTU 1500 bytes
Error Rate 5% (per FEC frame)

3.1 WAP Test-Bed System Overview

The WAP 1.1 test-bed system is shown in Figure 2.

WML 1.1
Browser

W-CDMA 
Emulator

Solaris2.6

Windows98

WAP Client

Uplink: 64Kbps
Downlink: 384/64Kbps

WAP 
Gateway

Origin Server

Linux 
(Apache 1.3.9)

WAP 1.1 HTTP/TCP

WML 1.1
Browser

W-CDMA 
Emulator

Solaris2.6

Windows98

WAP Client

Uplink: 64Kbps
Downlink: 384/64Kbps

WAP 
Gateway

Origin Server

Linux 
(Apache 1.3.9)

WAP 1.1 HTTP/TCP

Fig. 2.  This is the WAP 1.1 test-bed system. The W-CDMA emulator is set between the WAP
client and the WAP gateway.

1) WAP client
We wrote the WAP client in C++ for the Windows 98 platform. It consists of

WML 1.1 browser, WAP protocol module and so on. The WML 1.1 browser can
emulate a mobile client and has the capability of displaying WML contents.

2) WAP gateway
We wrote the WAP gateway in C language for Solaris 2.6. It consists of WAP

and Internet protocol modules, gateway application module, and so on. The

                                                
1 FOMA is the first 3G commercial service; it started in October 2001. For further information,

please see (http://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/).
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gateway application module realizes WML content pursing and binary encoding
if the content is WML, and forwards the encoded data to the WAP client.

3) Origin Server
We used Apache 1.3.9 as the WWW server application. It also supports the

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) function so that it is possible to create
dynamic WML content.

3.2 WAP Applications

Table 2 lists the applications we implemented in the test-bed system. GET and POST
are used for Web browsing. As for the push application, the WAP gateway becomes a
push server and pushes contents to the WAP client by using the WSP push or
confirmed push method. We also developed an e-mail application by using CGI and
an e-mail receiving application by using WSP push.

Table 2. Applications developed for the test-bed system

Service Content WSP Function
Browsing WML GET, POST method
Push GIF, Text WSP Confirmed/Unconfirmed Push
E-mail Text (Send) POST method

(Receive) WSP Confirmed/Unconfirmed Push

4   Evaluation of WAP 1.x Binary Encoding

WAP 1.x defines two types of binary encoding functions: WML binary encoding and
WSP header compact encoding. Since these functions are peculiar to WAP 1.x, we
evaluated both of them.

4.1 Evaluation of WML Binary Encoding

The WAP Gateway encodes WML contents (WML tags as well as control codes)
after XML parsing. Since the effectiveness of the binary encoding depends on the
content, we evaluated the encoding rate by using several typical examples of WML
contents as shown in Figure 3. The contents used essential tags such as “wml”, “card”
and “p” and text data in addition to line break tags (i.e., “br”). We evaluated the
binary encoding of WML contents using several content set sizes (i.e., 500, 1000,
1400, 20K, 100K, 360K bytes) by changing the size of the data part. The evaluation
focused on the following two factors.

• Compression rate comparison between WML binary encoding and gzip
• Time taken for WML compression, which includes XML parsing time.

The result of the evaluation is shown in Figure 4. In the evaluation, we used RXP
beta 15 as the XML parser.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE wml PUBLIC "-//WAPFORUM//DTD WML 1.1//EN" 

"http://www.wapforum.org/DTD/wml_1.1.xml">     
<wml>
<card id="card2" ontimer="./auto500-2.wml#card1">
<timer value="50"/>
<p mode="wrap">                            
*Test of 1400 Octet Contents*<br/>
***deck1***<br/>
WAP is a protocol that is designed for wireless 
environment.<br/>
WAP is a protocol to access to the Internet from 
cellular phones, PDAs and so on. <br/>
(The rest is omitted.) </p>
</card>
</wml>                                               

Fig. 3. Example of WML content. It uses essential tags such as “wml”, “card” and “p” and text
data in addition to line break tags (i.e., “br”).
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Fig. 4. The bars show WML encoding compression rate and gzip compression rate. The lines
show WML encoding processing time and XML parsing time. This paper defines the
compression rate as the ratio of the original WML content size to the reduced size of
compressed content.

WML binary encoding is effective only if the content set size is small. The reason
for this is that the XML and DOCTYPE declarations, which offer very high
compression rates (i.e. 115 octets � 3 octets), are a significant fraction of the data
only if the data set is small.

As for the WML encoding processing time, both WML encoding and XML parsing
time increase rapidly with content set size (e.g., 1730 ms for 360 Kbytes). For a 500
bytes content set, 72.7% of the WML binary encoding processing time is occupied by
XML parse time while the remainder is for the actual encoding. For a 368 Kbytes
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content set, however, the XML parse time occupies 24.9% of the WML binary
encoding processing time. Therefore, actual binary encoding takes longer than XML
parsing if the content set size is large.

WML binary encoding is not so effective if high-speed networks are used. For
example, a 1400 bytes content set is binary encoded to 1117 bytes. The transmission
delay of the size reduction (i.e., 283 bytes) is about 6 ms at 384 Kbps, and 236 ms at
9600 bps. Because it takes approximately 130 ms to encoding a 1400 bytes WML
data set, encoding is only effective if the bearer network speed is low, i.e. 9600 bps.

We conclude that WML binary encoding offers some benefits but not for high-
speed networks and/or large content sets. Thus it appears that WML binary encoding
is not so effective since 3G networks offer high speeds and will be used to send large
content sets such as multimedia data files.

4.2 WSP Header Compact Encoding

One unique function of WSP is WSP header compact encoding, which aims to reduce
the size of the WSP header. Our test bed system took less than 10 ms to compress
(185 bytes � 50 bytes) the WSP header on a connect message. Once again,
compression is not effective if the network’s speed is high. For example, if the
network speed is 384 Kbps, the savings of 135 bytes is equivalent to about 3 ms.
Obviously it is better to send the message without using WSP header encoding. A
similar argument can be made for large data sets. If the network speed is 9600 bps
then the transmission delay is approximately 112 ms, so WSP header encoding is
effective. Given that 3G offers high speeds and will handle large data sets, WSP
header encoding is problematic.

5 Comparing WAP 1.x to HTTP/TCP

Since WAP defines many specifications that vary from protocols to application
environments, it is difficult to evaluate the overall performance of the WAP protocol.
As the first step, we evaluated WAP functions (WAP 1.1) and their performance.

5.1 Functional Comparison between WAP 1.x and HTTP/TCP

While TCP is a byte-stream connection-oriented transport protocol, WTP provides
transaction-type message transmission so that WAP 1.x can provide reliability in case
of using WTP since WDP doesn’t provide any reliability. While 3-way handshaking
is necessary to establish a TCP connection, WSP establishes a session by using WSP
connect and WSP connect reply messages. WTP can optionally send asynchronous
transaction requests so that the WTP initiator can send subsequent packets without
waiting to receive acknowledgements of the previous packets. This asynchronous
transaction request function enables the WAP 1.x user to shorten the total
communication time.
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An example of the communication sequence of each protocol is shown in Figure 5.
This example shows the case where the client receives one content set in one packet.
Both protocols consist of:

• WSP session/TCP connection setup phase,
• Content pull phase and
• WSP session/TCP connection closure phase.
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Fig. 5. Communication sequences of WAP 1.x and HTTP/TCP. The left and right figures are
independent.

Since TCP offers the HTTP persistent connection defined in [7], setting up a new
connection is not necessary if another connection is already established. WAP 1.x
provides the same function by WSP.

5.2 Performance Evaluation Parameters

We choose three content set sizes (1K, 10K, 100K bytes). The 1 Kbytes set represents
the small graphic elements common in web pages, and it is possible to send the set in
one packet if the bearer Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) is 1500 bytes. Since
interactive users may see a page in segments and spend some time reading parts of it
and clicking to see the next part of the page, it is the case for browsing such kind of
small data. The 100 Kbytes set represents multimedia contents such as MPEG4
streaming data, and Java content. This kind of application is actually provided in
Japan by the FOMA service. In case of WAP 1.x, large content sets that exceed one
MTU can be conveyed if the SAR functionality of WTP is supported in WAP 1.x.

We used the parameters recommended in the WAP specifications of WTP 1.x in
the test-bed system. The W-CDMA emulator parameters are the same as those
described in section 3.

Of the TCP optimization techniques specified in [8], we used Selective ACK
(SACK) [9], increased TCP initial window [10] and large receiver’s advertised
window. The last technique enlarges the maximum window size that can be estimated
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by the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) of the end-to-end path. The parameter of
receiver’s advertised window is one of the keys to improving transmission
performance. For example, the IMT-2000 network can support up to 384 Kbps, and
its Round Trip Time (RTT) of the end-to-end path varies from half a second to one
second [8]. Therefore, the BDP of the end-to-end path over the IMT-2000 network
can be very large. The sender cannot make full use of the network bandwidth if the
receiver’s advertised window size doesn’t suit this BDP. In our early investigations,
we found that the value of the receiver’s window size should be set at appropriately
32 Kbytes (calculation based on BDP over FOMA) to maximize network
performance. The RTT is estimated to be up to 667 ms if the window size is 32
Kbytes. We decide that this value is suitable considering the tradeoff between
memory cost and expected performance gains. As for the WTP, we also used 32
Kbytes as the maximum group size parameter to be consistent with TCP.

5.3 Performance Comparison between WAP 1.1 and HTTP/TCP

We measured the response time as time between sending a request from the WAP
client to receiving a response from the WAP gateway. We also measured the response
time of HTTP/TCP. Note that neither of these response times includes connection
setup time because we assume that the TCP persistent connection is used and a
continuous WSP session is available.

The results of our measurement showed that the WAP 1.1 and HTTP/TCP have
comparable performance (i.e. response time) except when transmitting larger contents
(e.g. multimedia data types), in which case the performance of HTTP/TCP is better
than that of WAP 1.x (Figure 6).

If we look at the result more in detail, we find that this is related to the difference in
the flow control mechanisms of WTP and TCP.
• For 1 Kbytes set: HTTP/TCP is slightly better than WAP 1.1.

The reason of this is that the TCP slow start mechanism doesn’t matter because the
1 Kbytes set can be sent in one packet. The difference between WAP 1.1 and
HTTP/TCP is due to the overhead of WAP 1.1 protocol conversion at the WAP
gateway (i.e., from WAP 1.1 protocol stack to Internet protocol stack). However, the
impact on performance is insignificant.
• For 10 Kbytes set: WAP 1.1 is slightly better than HTTP/TCP

This is due to the difference in the flow control algorithms. In WTP, seven packets
are used to send a 10 Kbytes set so the WAP gateway transmits these seven packets
simultaneously within the maximum group size. However, the TCP slow start
algorithm generally prevents full use being made of network resources, since TCP can
send only two packets at the beginning of communication (assuming that the
increased TCP initial window [10] is used). Therefore, the window size of TCP is not
fully expanded when the sender finishes sending the 10 Kbytes set.
• For 100 Kbytes set: HTTP/TCP is better than WAP 1.1

If the packet size is as large as 100 Kbytes, TCP communication is finished after
the TCP window size is fully expanded and adjusted appropriately based on
underlying bearer’s speed. In WAP 1.1, the sender has to wait until the sent packets
are acknowledged. This incurs a slight waiting time because the WAP-GW needs to
wait for a single ACK packet (Figure 7).
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Fig. 7. In this example of WTP usage, there is waiting time after sending data packets until the
ACK packet is received. The WAP-GW sends five packets continuously and waits for ACK
packet reception since this example assumes that the receiver window size is 32 Kbytes (the
number of packets is calculated by dividing the receiver window size by the MTU size). In this
example of TCP usage, the ACK packet is piggybacked. The window size is not extended
during at the beginning of communication because of the slow start mechanism.

From the results of our evaluation, we feel that TCP is applicable for high-speed
wireless networks such as 3G since they are more likely to transmit large content sets
such as multimedia data files.
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6 Proposed Mobile Internet Architecture for 3G Wireless Networks

As mentioned in sections 4 and 5, WAP 1.x is appropriate for low-speed networks
such as 1G and 2G since WAP 1.x has several encoding technologies to reduce the
amount of data size and it also offers protocol optimisation. However, HTTP/TCP
offers better performance over high-speed wireless networks such as 2.5G and 3G.
Accordingly, our mobile Internet architecture, intended for high-speed wireless
networks such as 2.5G and 3G (Figure 8), that adopts HTTP and Wireless Optimised
TCP (W-TCP) [8], while TLS is used to achieve transport layer security. XHTML
[11] is adopted as the markup language because it is expected to become the next
generation standard markup language.
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Fig. 8. Proposed mobile Internet architecture for 3G wireless networks. The proxy terminates
the wireless-optimized TCP and acts as a proxy. TLS is used to achieve the end-to-end security
needed to access the origin server directly through the proxy.

Since the WAP 1.x protocol is different from what is used in the Internet, it is
theoretically unable to provide end-to-end security. If, however, we adopt
HTTP/TCP, TLS can be used so the client can communicate with the origin server by
using TLS tunneling through the WAP proxy.

One of the major reasons for the success of i-mode2 is that it supports an HTML
subset as the markup language so that it is compatible with the contents of the
Internet. We think that it is easy to shift from HTML to XHTML because it is easy to
create XHTML contents by anyone who has some skill in HTML content generation
because XHTML is just a rewrite of HTML following the XML syntax. Moreover,
XHTML is more flexible and extensible than HTML since it can be extended based
on XML.

                                                
2  For further information, please see (http://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/).
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7 Conclusions

We investigated the performance of WAP 1.x by comparing it against the Internet
protocol. Our result has shown that both protocols have comparable performance (i.e.
response time) except when transmitting large content sets (e.g. multimedia data
files), in which case HTTP/TCP offers better performance than WAP 1.x. We have
also evaluated some WAP-specific functions such as the binary encoding of WAP
headers and contents. Binary encoding is effective for small content sets, but its
effectiveness is questionable for large content sets. Therefore, we concluded that the
Internet standard protocol (i.e., HTTP/TCP) is suitable for high-speed wireless
environments. We proposed a mobile Internet architecture for high-speed wireless
networks such as 2.5G and 3G.

We have submitted our proposal to the WAP forum, which adopted it in August
2001 as the next version of WAP 1.x, called WAP version 2.0 (WAP 2.0) [1]. It was
developed for high-speed wireless networks such as 2.5G and 3G, and its goal is to
achieve Internet convergence.

Future research should look at fourth-generation (4G) mobile Internet services and
protocols. Since 4G networks can support up to 100 Mbps, the services provided over
such high-speed networks must be changed drastically. Considering the applicability
of WAP 2.0 or other Internet-based protocols to the 4G wireless networks will be a
future task and we plan to investigate the future mobile Internet architecture and
applications.
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Abstract. This paper analyzes different packetization strategies that
significantly improve the quality of H.263 coded video transmission in
wireless local area networks (WLANs). We show that a considerable im-
provement can be obtained with the proper combination of error conceal-
ment techniques and transmission unit (TU) sizes. Moreover, we present
performance evaluation results on critical system parameters for interac-
tive video over Ad–Hoc WLANs, and propose a simple rule to specify TU
sizes. We use Kinesis, a novel system architecture for packet video, as a
software measurement tool to analyze the effects of packetization policies,
distance, network offered load, and interference from co–located WLAN
devices on overall video quality. Kinesis supports IP multicast exten-
sions, overcoming delay issues introduced by the complex retransmission
schemes in the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer, which are not acceptable
for real–time services. It implements real–time transport protocol func-
tions to manage synchronization and QoS, and performs software–only
real–time H.263 video encoding.
In this paper we address most common Ad–Hoc WLAN configurations,
and present experimental results on Packet Error Rates, Frame Error
Rates, frame delays and latency, and Peak Signal–to–Noise Ratio for
well–known test video sequences.

1 Introduction

The increasing trend toward networked portable computers, and recent advances
in WLAN technology and video compression algorithms, have stimulated the
demand for real–time video transmission services over wireless packet switched
networks. Real–time interactive video systems over Ad–Hoc WLANs constitute a
different and complex scenario that requires further analysis and experimental re-
search. Physical layers supported by the IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs have
limited connection ranges, present higher error rates and have time–varying and
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asymmetric propagation properties. These characteristics have direct impact on
performance degradation in real–time services: transmission systems in WLANs
have to deal not only with network congestion as their wired counterparts, but
also with corrupted packets due to higher bit error rates. To address these limi-
tations, a complex Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is required for ade-
quate transport layer performance. The MAC protocols specified in IEEE 802.11
hide packet losses caused by bit errors by including a retransmission algorithm
for corrupted packets which introduces significant delay and packet overhead [1].

Kinesis, a novel system architecture for packet video developed at our lab-
oratory, overcomes this mechanism at the expense of higher frame dropping by
forcing multicast addresses even in point–to–point communications. ARQ mech-
anisms introduce intolerable delays in interactive video systems. Although frame
dropping results in video quality degradations, mechanisms are available to com-
pensate for this effect, whereas nothing can be done about the excessive delays
introduced by the IEEE 802.11 MAC ARQ. Link layer error checking (check-
sums) is useful for network services where no errors are tolerated, but it is too
strict for applications where some degree of quality degradation is acceptable.
Video applications should tolerate frame bit errors and be able to efficiently uti-
lize non–corrupted regions of the bit stream, thus reducing information loss and
enhancing overall video quality.

Recent publications investigate the performance of the transfer protocols
proposed in this standard as well as voice and video services on packet switched
infrastructure networks. In [2], Kamerman and Aben present throughput perfor-
mance of 802.11 WLANs in relation to overhead from header fields in physical,
medium access, and transport protocols. The authors focus on TCP file trans-
fers in infrastructure WLANs, but do not address interference from co–located
wireless networks, or real–time protocols and services. Weinmiller et al. ([3])
present comparative analysis on the performance of the access protocols in IEEE
802.11 and ETSI Hiperlan, regarding the impact of hidden stations, number of
stations, and packet sizes. Quality of Service capabilities offered by point coor-
dination function (PCF) access in 802.11 infrastructure networks are studied,
but no results are presented for time–bounded services, or Ad–Hoc scenarios.
Different performance–limitation factors in the two standards are considered
in [4]. Two separate simulation scenarios are used, consisting of 10 and 100 sta-
tions organized in Ad-Hoc networks. Performance of MAC protocols is compared
considering bit error rate (BER) of the fading air medium and the number of
stations. However, no real–time experimental results are presented. Experimen-
tal throughput measurements comparing frequency hopping (FHSS) and direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) physical layers in several 802.11 infrastruc-
ture office environments are provided in [5]. Although the authors evaluate the
effects of interference from adjacent WLANs, they do not address Ad–Hoc net-
works or time–bounded services. A high performance TCP protocol for lossy
wireless links is presented in [6]. Congestion and random loss are differentiated,
and window sizes, as well as TCP timers, are managed according to these two
cases. Although this optimized protocol reports higher throughput and lower
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end–to–end delay, retransmission schemes in TCP are still too complex to be
considered in time–bounded situations. Therefore, this is not a suitable solu-
tion for real–time interactive video applications. Bahl describes the challenges of
supporting digital video in wireless networks in [7]. A custom video coding algo-
rithm, a resource reservation scheme, and a software architecture are presented.
The author focuses on the problem of providing high quality video on centralized
wireless networks, but does not address Ad-Hoc configurations. Sachs et al. ([8])
propose an interesting hybrid ARQ system for streaming media over WLANs,
and better performance results are reported for media servers attached through
APs. However, this proposal is not suitable for interactive transmission due to
buffering and decoding delays, and Ad-Hoc configurations are not discussed.

In this paper we analyze a packetization scheme that improves video quality
at the receiver, and propose a simple rule to specify TU sizes. We also present
performance evaluation results on critical system parameters obtained during
Kinesis video sessions. We show the impact of distance between stations, in-
terference from co–located WLANs, network offered load, and frame sizes on
throughput and video quality. We measure Peak Signal–to–Noise Ratio (PSNR)
and investigate the influence of INTRA and INTER frame errors by means of
objective analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we make a brief
introduction to Kinesis and the general communication framework for networked
multimedia. Section 3 discusses performance evaluation results, and in Section 4
we present our concluding remarks.

2 Kinesis

Kinesis is the real–time video transmission system developed at the Digital
Communications Research Laboratory (DCRL). It was originally conceived as
a software measurement tool to study the behavior of interactive video systems
over WLANs. Initial successful results led to the development of a highly mod-
ular and extensible architecture, which would support RTP–based networked
multimedia applications.

Kinesis is an object–oriented multi–threaded real–time video system made
of autonomous and reusable modules. It incorporates our own implementation
of the RTP protocols and our software–only H.263 video codec. It is easily ex-
tendable to accommodate new media types and offers an abstract interface to
network connections. Kinesis supports IP multicast extensions, real–time video
rendering on X terminals, video recording, and diverse video producers (frame
grabbers, USB cameras, video disk files). Object oriented design and software
construction are powerful tools to manage the complexity inherent in the de-
velopment process of multimedia and networking distributed systems. Protocol
modules, network connections and media codecs, for instance, are conveniently
represented by system classes, providing a set of autonomous and reusable build-
ing blocks. Multi–threading led to the use of simplified abstract processors, in
the form of active objects ([9] and [10]). It allows low latency on single–processor
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platforms, and efficient utilization of hardware resources on symmetric multi–
processing computers. We have defined three such module–classes in a Kinesis
session: media producer, media encoder, and media decoder, synchronized by
media buffers, being the media encoder one of the most CPU–intensive tasks in
a real–time video system.

2.1 Real–Time H.263 Video Encoder

H.263+ is the first international video coding standard specifically designed to
work on different network technologies. It is a backward compatible extension
of H.263 providing twelve optional modes to improve video quality in error-
prone and non guaranteed QoS networks. Wenger et al [11] recommended and
theoretically justified a combination of error-resilience optional modes for five
scenarios based on wired networks. Although H.263+’s error-resilience modes
were designed for wired networks they can be beneficial for wireless networks
too, where video quality is severely degraded due to higher packet error rates.

Kinesis incorporates a new software–only H.263 encoder [12], which imple-
ments one of the most advanced discrete cosine transforms for fast video coding
in interactive systems. Motion estimation is based on the Advanced Center Bi-
ased Three Step Search algorithm proposed in [13]. Compression tests on sev-
eral well known video sequences report outstanding coding times. In Table 1 we
present comparative results with the University of British Columbia’s (UBC)
H.263 Reference codec, version 3.2.

Table 1. Average video coding times (ms)

Frame Miss America Susie M & D Foreman
type DCRL UBC DCRL UBC DCRL UBC DCRL UBC
INTRA 21.40 52.60 21.55 52.80 21.86 52.73 22.35 52.77
INTER 26.84 104.49 27.41 113.35 26.35 118.20 28.45 126.99

The video encoder incorporated in Kinesis performs much faster coding at
the expense of a negligible impact on video quality, thus becoming an appropriate
tool for interactive video conferencing systems. Although the current version only
implements an H.263 video encoder, new media types can be easily added. Its
flexible and modular architecture provides an excellent test–bed for new protocol
proposals and makes it easily adaptable to new environments. In the next section
we analyze performance results obtained during Kinesis video sessions.

3 Performance Evaluation

In this section we present experimental results obtained with Kinesis during
video conferencing sessions over Ad–Hoc WLANs at the engineering building in
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our campus. We analyze the effects of video error concealment, data transmis-
sion unit sizes, offered network load, packet error rates (PER) and frame error
rates (FER), INTRA and INTER frame losses, distance between stations, and
interference from other WLAN devices in the same area, on the average video
quality in wireless systems. We show how these system parameters affect the
PSNR (1), as a measure of video quality. Although the average PSNR is an ob-
jective measure and may not reflect human perceived quality, it has been widely
adopted as a distortion measure. In order to provide “subjective” information,
we have also included some representative video frames for the case studies.
We also include a detailed description of the equipment used, its set up, and
measurement procedures.

In error–free transmissions, the PSNR of the video sequence reproduced at
the receiver is given by:

PSNR = 10 log10
2552

1
N

∑N
i=1 Dsc(i)

, (1)

where N is the number of frames in the sequence, and Dsc is the video source
coding distortion given by:

Dsc =
1

n × m

n∑

x=1

m∑

y=1

∣∣∣Ci(x, y) − Ĉi(x, y)
∣∣∣
2

.

Ci(x, y) and Ĉi(x, y) are the transmitted and received frames, (x, y) the pixel
coordinates in the frame, and (n × m) the frame size. Transmission errors in-
troduce additional distortion at the receiver, known as channel distortion (Dch).
Thus, the overall distortion of the decoded video sequence is given by Dsc +Dch:

PSNRd = 10 log10
2552

1
N

∑N
i=1 Dsc(i) + Dch(i)

, (2)

The loss of picture quality, defined as:

∆PSNR = PSNRd − PSNR

= 10 log10
Dsc

Dsc + Dch
, (3)

is used as a measure of video degradation.

3.1 Experimental Environment

The experimental Ad-Hoc WLAN configured at the engineering building is con-
formed by Pentium III desktop and laptop PC computers running GNU/Linux.
The stations are equipped with DSSS IEEE 802.11b wireless medium interfaces
configured on channel 3 (2.422 GHz). Video producers consist on file produc-
ers of the well–known video test sequences “Mother&Dougther”, “Carphone”,
“Foreman”, and “Deadline”. Each one of the results represent approximately
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50000 QCIF frames (176 × 144 pixels) at 15 f/s. Measurements were taken on
the second floor of the building, which consists primarily of office and laboratory
rooms.

In wireless Ad-Hoc scenarios, transmission errors degrade video quality at
the receiver. INTRA coded video sequences provide good streaming quality at
the expense of inefficient bandwidth usage. There is no error propagation, and
encoding algorithms are simpler and faster. Differential (INTER) coding, on the
other hand, allows better use of the available bandwidth, but suffers from signif-
icant performance degradation. In order to mitigate the effects of transmission
errors, a periodic INTRA refresh has been widely used. ITU–T H.263 specifies
INTRA Macro Block (MB) coding once every other 132 times the MB is en-
coded, and several authors propose INTRA frame updates (e.g. [14],[15]), also
known as Full Intra Refreshments (FIR).

H.263 provides means to insert synchronization words at the picture level,
and, optionally, at the GOB level. The latter allows resynchronization in case
of errors and inserts GOB sync headers at the beginning of each MB row. This
is exploited by the error concealment technique used in the decoder, which dis-
cards corrupted GOBs and replaces the corresponding image content with data
from the previously decoded frame. Although this technique has demonstrated
very good results for non–moving parts of the sequence, it introduces noticeable
distortion in moving image regions.

In Fig. 1 we show a typical ∆PSNR profile obtained during Kinesis video
sessions. We plot ∆PSNR and packet errors for 1370 “Deadline” frames. As we
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Fig. 1. ∆PSNR and packet errors per frame. Average ∆PSNR=-2.15 dB, FIR=50.

can see, picture distortion caused by transmission errors (i.e. channel distor-
tion introduced by dropped RTP packets) is usually more noticeable than the
distortion produced by the propagation of errors inherent in differential cod-
ing techniques. This characteristic has severe consequences in packet switched
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networks, where complete packets are generally lost by congestion on the net-
work elements (e.g. routers), or at the local interfaces. Packet loss rates and
their effects on overall video quality become critical in packet erasure channels
with high bit error rates like the 802.11 Ad–Hoc WLAN under consideration.
The consequences of transmission errors become more serious when corrupted
data packets correspond to INTRA coded frames, producing deep PSNR peaks
and seriously degrading quality. In Fig. 2 we show immediate error propagation
effects after a lost frame compared to an error–free received sequence.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Original frame 2(a), source–coding distortion 2(b), and source–coding plus
channel distortion 2(c).

3.2 Experimental Results

The first set of experiments analyzes the effects of distance between Ad–Hoc
802.11 stations and interference from co–located WLAN systems on the average
video quality for indoor applications. Towards this end we performed several
measurements placing portable stations at 22 m, 44 m, 66 m, 88 m, and 110 m
from each other. In all cases we verified average PSNR degradation less than
0.2 dB. The FER measured in INTRA coded sequences is an order of magnitude
larger than the values obtained for INTER sequences due to larger frame sizes
and longer bursts. However, less degradation is perceived because there is no er-
ror propagation. These results show that the effects of distance between stations
in indoor configurations with line of sight is negligible.

Then, we analyzed the influence of video transmission systems running over
co–located 802.11 WLANs on FER and overall video quality. The interfering
system was configured on channels 1, 5, 6, and 7, and the video session stations
on channel 3 (2.422 GHz). In Table 2 we present average ∆PSNR and FER results
for the tested channels. It should be noted that video quality is severely degraded
when adjacent 802.11 channels are being used. These results demonstrate that a
detailed planning scheme of channel reuse policies must be considered in order
to provide acceptable digital video quality on Ad-Hoc 802.11 WLANs.
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Table 2. Interference from adjacent WLANs

Channel ∆PSNR (dB) FER (%)
1 (2.412GHz) -12.84 53.35
5 (2.432GHz) -13.47 56.00
6 (2.437GHz) -0.41 0.6
7 (2.442GHz) -0.40 0.5

The second set of experiments analyzes the overall video quality at the re-
ceiver for different network loads TU sizes. We use INTRA and INTER coded
sequences with FIRs at 44 and 132 frames. In both cases, we use a GOB replace-
ment concealment mechanism to mitigate the effects of transmission errors. Our
conclusions propose a simple rule to set the TU size for INTRA and INTER–
coded real–time video in 802.11 WLAN systems.

INTRA–coded sequences. In Fig. 3(a) we show the effects of network load
on the PER for different TU sizes. Our results show how small–TU error rates
rapidly rise, even above medium and large TU values, as network load increases.
At high offered loads, medium size TUs outperform small and large TUs. This
is justified by the fact that INTRA–coded sequences, with large average GOB
sizes (i.e. 300 Bytes) demand many small TUs to transport one video frame.
Arrival time for all of the packets conforming one image is time bounded to
guarantee acceptable decoding and rendering times at the receiver, thus forcing
packet bursts at the transmitter (see Fig. 3(b)). Large TUs, on the other hand,
require fewer packets to convey a full video frame. However, we also show that
large TUs are more vulnerable, under low network traffic, than small ones due
to wireless channel impairments.
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Fig. 3. PER and latency vs. offered load for INTRA–coded sequences.
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Fig. 4 analyzes the overall ∆PSNR for the previous case studies. We veri-
fied that medium and large TUs outperform small ones by an almost negligible
gain as offered load increases. Although high FERs have been reported under
heavy network load conditions for small TU sizes (Fig. 4(a)), the ∆PSNR is
still acceptable. INTRA–coded sequences guarantee no error propagation, and
the error concealment technique previously described reduces the impact of lost
packets, improving overall video quality. If we use frame level synchronization
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Fig. 4. ∆PSNR for INTRA–coded sequences.

with a follow–on encapsulating packetization policy, a single bit error in the
transmitted data will damage the whole frame since there are no resynchro-
nization points. No error concealment methods are usually used, and the FER
gives a complete idea of the received video quality. However, when using GOB–
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level synchronization, although the FER could become larger, measured PSNR
could indicate better performance results. Unlike the previous case, a bit error
in the transmitted frame just damages the GOB containing the corrupted bit,
and the receiver can resync at the next GOB. This way, only damaged GOBs
have to be replaced with the corresponding GOBs from previous frames, keeping
non–damaged GOBs in the current frame.

INTER–coded sequences. The following results correspond to INTER–coded
sequences with FIRs at 44 and 132 frames, and sync at the GOB level. Although
we allow large TUs, the whole unit would only be used in FIRs. INTER–coded
frames are significantly smaller (average GOB sizes from 40 to 50 Bytes) and the
TU adapts itself to these smaller sizes. For this reason, we introduce a smaller
TU (100 Bytes) and the results are shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that all of
the TUs present similar performance results, except for TU=100, where packet
transmission bursts can not be avoided.
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Fig. 5. PER and FER vs. offered load for INTER–coded sequences (FIR=132).

In Fig. 6 we present the average ∆PSNR for INTER–coded video sequences.
According to the results presented in Fig. 5(b), we verified that the overall
video quality for medium and large TUs outperforms quality obtained with small
TUs. Note that this difference becomes smaller as the offered load of the system
decreases, and access to the transmission medium becomes more reliable.

When the system is in an unloaded condition, the channel distortion (Dch) is
negligible for all TU sizes since the FER is very small. However, ∆PSNR values
for both, FIR=44 and FIR=132, report considerable degradation in overall video
quality introduced by channel distortion as network offered load rises.
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Fig. 6. ∆PSNR vs. offered load for INTER–coded sequences.

At high load levels, an average advantage of 1 dB can be obtained for most
common test sequences when selecting correct TU sizes. This video quality im-
provement becomes larger for complex sequences such as “Carphone”, where we
measured a 2 dB gain. TUs should be large enough to avoid packet bursts, and
sufficiently small to overcome wireless channel impairments. The TU should be
set to a multiple of the sync block size (i.e. GOB), avoiding frame encapsulation,
although this incurs in longer frame latencies at the receiver.

4 Summary

In this paper we presented experimental results for real–time video transmission
in Ad–Hoc WLAN systems. We have considered packetization schemes for several
network load conditions and video coding policies, impact of distance between
wireless stations, and interference from adjacent WLAN systems.

We have analyzed the effects of these system parameters on overall video qual-
ity and presented objective results based on ∆PSNR, FER, and frame latency.
We have shown that a significant improvement can be achieved with proper error
concealment techniques and packetization strategies, and we proposed a simple
rule to set TU sizes. We have also discussed the effects of INTRA and INTER
frame errors by means of objective and subjective analysis.

Frame error rates and their effects on overall video quality become criti-
cal in packet erasure channels with high bit error rates like the IEEE 802.11
WLANs. Current 802.11 MAC sublayer protocols implement an error checking
mechanism (FCS) which completely discards whole frames when bit errors are
detected. Interactive video applications over WLANs can take advantage of error
correction and error resilience techniques like RESCU [16] to protect INTRA–
coded frames or to alleviate error propagation. Networked video applications
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can partially compensate for higher bit error rates in wireless environments by
capturing corrupted payload data and either correcting bit errors by means of
a FEC scheme, or identifying non damaged regions. This implies an integral
solution affecting link, transport and application layer protocols, together with
new video coding techniques. We are currently working on 802.11 MAC error–
checking policies and on lightweight real–time transport protocols to provide the
necessary support for interactive video over WLAN networks.
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Abstract. In this paper we report on an implementation and evaluation
of Internet priority dropping schemes and their application to layered
video transmissions. The incremental decoding of each of the different
layers of such an hierarchical video stream leads to an enhancement of
the video quality, whereas the absence of a layer renders the receipt of
higher layers useless. Thereby the layers have a specific order of prece-
dence, which reflects their importance on the video quality and on the
decoding process. We accommodate this hierarchy by mapping the video
layers on different traffic classes implemented in a Differentiated Ser-
vices network. We present a thorough evaluation of these schemes and we
demonstrate the performance gain, if different Quality of Service classes
for the transmission of the different layers are applied. Further on we ad-
dress the interaction between non-responsive video flows and responsive
streams and show how fairness can be supported by this approach.

1 Introduction

The convergence of telecommunication systems and data networks requires ser-
vices beyond what is currently provided as Best-Effort (BE) service by the In-
ternet. Especially real-time audio and video streams have significantly different
traffic properties and requirements than common web or file transfer traffic.
For example for high quality video-conferencing Quality of Service (QoS) pa-
rameters like throughput, delay, and drop rate are critical for the performance.
On the other hand these applications commonly use the User Datagram Pro-
tocol (UDP) and the Real-time Transmission Protocol (RTP) [24]. They are
often not responsive to congestion and tend to steal capacity from responsive
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) flows. Thus also application adaptivity
and TCP-friendly rate control are required.

Since the first Internet congestion collapse a number of mechanisms that
address congestion have been developed. These are mainly TCP slow start and
congestion avoidance [1], which are supported in the network by Random Early
Detection (RED) [7]. But also for non TCP flows, effort is made to standardize
congestion control [8], both to enhance network performance and to increase
fairness, if these flows compete with responsive TCP flows.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 551–562, 2002.
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Congestion is in the absence of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [20]
indicated by packet drops. If packets are lost, mainly three options exist for
a real-time audio or video application: Dropped packets can simply be ig-
nored, thus leading to a quality reduction, Forward Error Correction (FEC) [22]
can be applied to recover from further lost packets, or Automatic Repeat Re-
quest (ARQ) techniques can be used for retransmissions [15,18]. FEC and ARQ
mechanisms do increase the senders data rate. In order to compensate for this
effect and to reduce congestion, a rate adaptation must be performed [27]. An
option is to apply FEC or ARQ selectively to protect only the more important
parts of a stream [18,25]. An hierarchical separation of video data into a set of
layers [4,13] allows for the desired differentiation in terms of importance. Layered
video also serves in this context for coarse congestion control schemes [21], and
multi-cast scenarios with heterogeneous clients [16].

Apart from a protection by FEC or ARQ, the network can protect streams or
sub-streams by applying priority dropping. A comparison of uniform and priority
dropping schemes for layered video is given in [2]. Analytic and simulative results
are shown for performance and incentive properties. The authors find that in case
of the applied utility functions priority dropping does result in a performance
gain, but they conclude that in the absence of proven utility models no definitive
answer can be given. Nevertheless we have shown in simulations that in terms of
the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) priority dropping performs better than uniform
dropping [6]. Further on, we assume that instead of protecting parts of a stream
by FEC or ARQ, it is better to apply different drop precedence level implemented
by the network. Doing so also ensures the transmission of the more important
parts of the stream, while less important parts can be dropped due to congestion.
Moreover the disadvantages of FEC and ARQ like an increased data rate and
an additional play out delay are not immanent to this approach.

In the future Internet an implementation of different drop rates can be based
on the precedence field in the Internet Protocol (IP) Type of Service (ToS) field.
A more advanced implementation of different drop precedence classes can apply
Differentiated Services (DS) [3], which is the most recent approach of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) towards QoS. The scalability issues encountered
with the formerly proposed Integrated Services architecture are addressed by DS
by a Class of Service (CoS) aggregation of individual flows to classes. The sender
can mark packets to be of a certain priority in the RTP [19] header or, if the
sender is aware of the QoS mechanisms provided by the network, it can perform
the relevant marking, for example set the IP ToS field. It has to be noted that
also in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks two drop priorities, which
can be assigned to critical and non-critical data of a video stream, based on the
ATM Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit, exist [17].

In the remainder of this paper we focus on a real-time video application like
video-conferencing with data rates in the range of a few tens of kb/s upto 5 Mb/s,
and delay requirements of about 100 ms [14]. It is organized as follows: We give
an overview on video coding in Sect. 2 and on DS in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we show
our experimental setup and the obtained results and conclude in Sect. 5.
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2 Video Coding

Common video coding standards like H.263+ [4] and MPEG-4 [13] implement
video data compression by applying quite similar means. The data reduction is
achieved by reducing redundancy and by dropping information, which is of less
importance for the human visual system. This is performed concerning spatial in-
formation on single pictures (intra-frame), and concerning temporal information
between different consecutive pictures (inter-frame). Temporal redundancy be-
tween consecutive frames is addressed by predicting pictures from earlier ones.
Two types of predicted frames are used, forward predicted P-frames and bi-
directionally predicted B-frames. In addition to the predicted frames intra-coded
I-frames exist, which are encoded independently. Figure 1 shows a simplified
video encoder consisting of Discrete Cosinus Transform (DCT), Quantizer (Q),
and Entropy Encoder (EE) used for I-frames and P-frame difference pictures,
and a similar decoder with Motion Estimation (ME) for the generation of the
P-frames motion vectors.
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Fig. 1. Video Encoder

The quality of an encoded stream, the compression gain, and thus the data
rate depend on the applied quantization parameter. The Peak (P) SNR according
to 1 that is realized with the tmn H.263+ enocder is shown for different data
rates in the top curve in Fig. 3 for the ”apple” sequence. The encoder input
is Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF) with i =  × j =  pixels
with 8 bit depths and a luminance (Y) chrominance (U,V) sub-sampling of 4:1:1.

PSNR =
i · j · Y 2

max∑
i

∑
j (Yorig(i, j) − Ydec(i, j))

2 (1)

Current video coders allow for a hierarchical coding in a set of layers, which
are classified into a base layer and a number of enhancement layers. The base
layer contains all information that is necessary to display the video with a com-
parably low quality. On top of the base layer an incremental decoding of the
enhancement layers is possible, whereas each successive layer improves the qual-
ity of the decoded stream. Three options of hierarchical encoding are defined
in the H.263+ standard [4]. These are temporal, SNR, and spatial scalability as
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shown in Fig. 2. The arrows indicate the direction of prediction. In case of layered
video it can be distinguished between forward prediction within one layer and
upward prediction between the layers. In addition the MPEG standards allow
for the option of data partitioning.
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Fig. 2. Temporal, SNR, and Spatial Scalability

– Temporal scalability is achieved deploying the disposable nature of B-frames.
Due to the high compression gain of B-frames the data rate of the enhance-
ment layer is comparably low, but B-frames increase the play out delay.

– Signal-to-Noise Ratio scalability permits the refinement of the video in terms
of the SNR. The quantization parameter of the encoder can be set inde-
pendently for each layer and thus enables an encoding of the layers with
independent target data rates, and an increasing SNR.

– Spatial scalability is achieved by encoding the frames with a low resolution
for the base layer and with a higher resolution for the enhancement layers.
Spatial scalability is apart from an up-sampling procedure implemented by
the same means as SNR scalability.

An example of the PSNR of an encoded sequence applying SNR scalability
is given in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 and 6 a base and the corresponding enhancement
layer picture are shown. Both sub-streams of this example are encoded with a
rate of 30 frames per second and a data rate of about 50 kb/s.
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Fig. 5. Base Layer Fig. 6. Base+Enhancement Layer

Though video applications are considered to be loss tolerant [14], packet drops
interfere with the decoding process and have adverse effects on the PSNR as
shown in Fig. 3. Especially the effects of error propagation have to be considered.
Due to the predictive encoding, errors propagate through the frame sequence
up to the next synchronization point, namely the next I-frame. Thereby the
robustness of the stream is directly influenced by the frame distance between
consecutive I-frames n, whereas n =  in Fig. 3. To address these effects we
describe frame loss and error propagation with a simple analytical model based
on only two layers. A more general approach based on utility functions is given
in [2], with the drawback that the generality limits the significance of the results.
Equation 2 gives the probability of an error free decoding of a base layer frame i
for a base layer frame loss probability pb. The corresponding probability for
enhancement layer frames is given in 3, with the respective loss probability pe.

qb(i) = (1 − pb)
((imodn)+1) (2)

qe(i) = ((1 − pb) · (1 − pe))
((imodn)+1) (3)

With pb = pe = p, 2 and 3 describe the special case of uniform dropping. For rea-
sons of simplicity we further on assume that the base and enhancement layer are
encoded with a similar frame and data rate, which can for example be achieved
by SNR scalability. Under the constraint p = (pb + pe)/, which ensures that
base layer frames can only be protected at the cost of a corresponding increase
of the enhancement layer drop rate, a comparison of uniform and priority drop-
ping can be investigated. We formulate the optimization problem in 4 for one
Group of Pictures (GoP), with the weight wb denoting the quality gain of an
error free decoding of a base layer frame and we giving a similar weight for
an enhancement layer frame. The decoding probabilities pb and pe are statisti-
cally dependent, such that the decoding of an enhancement layer frame implies
the error free decoding of the relevant base layer frame. Therefore the resulting
weight w = (we − wb) is applied for the enhancement layer. It can be assumed
that wb > (we − wb) in terms of PSNR, as can be seen from Fig. 3.

max

(
wb

n

n−1∑
i=0

qb(i) +
we − wb

n

n−1∑
i=0

qe(i)

)
(4)
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Since pb + pe = p �  we apply the approximation ( − pb)( − pe) ≈  − p.
Thereby the term that denotes the quality gain of a successful decoding of the
enhancement layer does not depend on the individual drop probabilities of base
and enhancement layer, whereas the term that denotes the quality gain of a
successful decoding of the base layer depends only on pb. The maximum accord-
ing to 4 is then found for pb =  and pe = p, thus indicating the advantage of
priority compared to uniform dropping.

3 Differentiated Services

A DS network [3] is composed of ingress respective egress nodes at the edges and
core nodes within the DS domain. At ingress nodes a classification of the traffic
into the different classes, which are supported within the domain, is performed.
The respective class or behavior aggregate is marked as DS Code Point (DSCP),
which supercedes the IP ToS field. Apart from this marking, the incoming traffic
can be metered against some defined traffic characteristics usually by applying
a token bucket, it can be policed or dropped, if certain traffic parameters are
exceeded, and traffic shaping can be applied, to limit traffic bursts of certain
classes that enter the DS domain, for example by applying a leaky bucket.

Within the DS domain each DSCP is mapped on a Per Hop Behavior (PHB).
A share of the link capacities is reserved for each of these PHB. The PHB specify
the service that is applied for the pertaining packets on their way to the next
hop. So far one PHB and one PHB group have been defined. The single PHB
is the so called premium service Expedited Forwarding (EF) [9], which provides
low loss, low delay, and low delay jitter. A recommended implementation of
EF is Priority Queuing (PQ). The PHB group is Assured Forwarding (AF) [9]
and consists of four independent forwarding classes, whereas each class allows
for a differentiation of upto three levels of drop precedence. Usually the AF
classes are realized by a Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) environment, whereas
Multiple (M)-RED implements the different levels of drop precedence.

AF packets can be marked by an ingress marker as green, yellow, or
red depending on whether they conform to some specified traffic character-
istics or not. A marking can be performed by a Single Rate Three Color
Marker (SRTCM) [10]. The SRTCM is based on a token bucket with a Com-
mitted Information Rate (CIR), a Committed Burst Size (CBS) and an Excess
Burst Size (EBS). A packet is marked green, if it does not exceed the CBS,
yellow if it exceeds the CBS but not the EBS, and red otherwise. An alternative
implementation is the use of a Two Rate Three Color Marker (TRTCM) [11],
which marks a packet red, if it exceeds a Peak Information Rate (PIR), yellow, if
it does not exceed the PIR but the CIR and green otherwise. Both of the TCM
can be used either in the color-blind mode, in which an incoming stream is as-
sumed to be uncolored, or in the color-aware mode, if packets are pre-colored for
example by an upstream DS domain or by the sending host itself. Within the
DS domain the color of the packet determines the mapping of the packet on the
applied drop precedence.
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Besides the EF and AF PHB a so-called Scavenger Service (SS) [26] was
proposed in the DS environment recently. This service forms a less than BE ser-
vice, which allows applications to utilize unused capacity, while the BE traffic
is protected by assigning only a small weight of the link capacity to the SS.
The SS thereby can allow for the transmission of high data rate and even un-
responsive flows ideally without interfering with the BE service. A typical SS
implementation is WFQ with a minimum link share that is configured to 1 %.

Figure 7 and 8 show the DS configuration of a core router. The EF, one
of the four possible AF, the BE, and the SS queues are shown in the model.
Besides two possible M-RED configurations are given, one with only two drop
precedence level for a differentiation of green and red packets within an AF class,
and one that in the absence of DS can be applied to the BE class, if a IP ToS
precedence marking is supported. In addition to the queues that apply to each
of the different services, Fig. 7 also shows the Layer 2 (L2) queue that is located
on the outgoing interface card of the router. This queue is required to allow for
a smooth operation of the interface and has to be configured carefully, since it
can add further delay and delay jitter to all DS classes [5].
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4 Experimental Studies

We report on experiments made with a video application that utilizes different
QoS classes for the transmission of layered video streams within a DS testbed.
The option of SNR scalability of the H.263+ tmn encoder version 3.2 is used to
generate only two layers, in order to minimize the overhead and because we think
that a DS deployment with a limited number of traffic classes is more feasible.
Our video transmission tool is capable of performing a marking of the packets, by
setting the IP ToS or the DSCP field. Alternatively a marking according to [19]
can be made in the RTP header, or by dividing the stream into sub-streams
with different port fields, whereas both require a corresponding setting of the
DSCP at the DS domains ingress node. In addition to the video transmission
tool, we make use of the common UDP BE traffic generator gen-send/gen-recv
to create congestion, and the TCP traffic generator ttcp to evaluate effects on
TCP congestion control. Our testbed shown in Fig. 9 consists of four CISCO
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7200 routers connected either by OC3 ATM, or Gigabit Ethernet links, whereas
end systems are connected by switched Fast Ethernet. One of the ATM links is
configured as a bottleneck link to 60 Mb/s, which corresponds to a netto rate of
about 48 Mb/s after subtracting the ATM overhead.

Fig. 9. DS Testbed in Jülich, donated by Cisco Systems.

The router configuration used in the tests implements an EF class by PQ,
an AF class with a WFQ share of 5 %, the SS with 1 %, and the BE class with
the remaining capacity. The AF class supports green and red marked packets
with an M-RED implementation applying the thresholds minr = , maxr = ,
ming = , and maxg = , and the maximum probabilities pmr = pmg = .. In
case of pure BE experiments, a setting of the IP ToS precedence field is mapped
onto an M-RED implementation with min = , max = , p = , p = .,
and p = , which supports a high, medium, and low drop precedence. The L2
queue is set to 4 Maximum Transmission Units (MTU), here  ·  B.

We made experiments with a mapping of video layers to traffic classes ac-
cording to Tab. 1. Simple BE experiments have been made as a comparison.
No differentiation between EF and AF is made in scenario 5 and 6, since both
classes can be used to build the guaranteed rate service that is applied here,
whereas significant differences exist in terms of delay and delay jitter [23].

Table 1. Mapping of Video Layers to Traffic Classes

Sc. Type Dropping Base Layer Enhancement Layer
1 BE Uniform Medium Precedence
2 DS Uniform AF
3 BE Priority High Precedence Low Precedence
4 DS Priority AF Green AF Red
5 DS Priority EF/AF BE
6 DS Priority EF/AF SS
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The PSNR of a repeated transmission of the ”apple” sequence obtained from
measurements in the testbed is shown for the different scenarios of Tab. 1 in
Fig. 10–15, whereas BE congestion is created by a bursty and non-responsive
47 Mb/s UDP flow that starts after the transmission of 140 frames for the dura-
tion of 280 frames. Figure 10 shows the transmission of only the base layer in the
BE class. During congestion base layer frames are dropped and the PSNR of the
received stream oscillates noticeable. Thus, the quality at the receiver is degraded
both, by the lower PSNR and also by the fluctuations of the PSNR, which are
disturbing for the human visual system. The same applies if the sender transmits
the base and the enhancement layer in the BE class as shown in Fig. 11, apart
from the higher PSNR during periods without congestion. Similar experiments
have been carried out with the AF implementation. The main difference is an
AF reservation for the base layer. This reservation, as long as it is not exceeded,
ensures the transmission of the base layer even during BE congestion as shown
in Fig. 12. If the sender transmits base and enhancement layer, the AF class
is oversubscribed and AF packet loss occurs during congestion. This results in
similar effects as in the BE class as can be seen in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 10. Base Lay. – Medium Prec.
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Fig. 11. Base/Enh. Lay. – Medium Prec.
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Fig. 12. Base Lay. – AF
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Fig. 13. Base/Enh. Lay. – AF

Figure 14 shows results from the BE video transmission, but now with a
mapping of the base layer to a high and the enhancement layer to a low drop
precedence. Congestion is created by a stream with medium drop precedence. In
this scenario congestion only affects the enhancement layer. Base layer frames are
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not dropped and thus ensure a certain PSNR. Further on the PSNR oscillations
are limited to a range between the PSNR of the base and the PSNR of the
enhancement layer. Figure 15 shows similar results from a transmission of base
and enhancement layer in the AF class with an explicit marking of the drop
precedence. Again the base layer transmission can be secured and congestion only
affects the enhancment layer. The PSNR measurements obtained from scenario 5
and 6 are omitted here, because they merely show similar results as given in
Fig. 15. In all of the DS experiments a sufficient amount of EF or AF capacity is
reserved for a loss-free base layer transmission, whereas the transmission of the
enhancement layer is affected by BE congestion.
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Fig. 14. Base/Enh. Lay. – High/Low
Prec.
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Fig. 15. Base/Enh. Lay. – AF Green/Red

The effects of the video transmission on BE TCP throughput are shown
in Fig. 16–19 for the respective scenarios. For these experiments a traffic mix
consisting of a non-responsive 40 Mb/s UDP flow, a TCP stream limited by the
application to 12 Mb/s, and either only the base layer or base and enhancement
layer of the video streams each of about 2.4 Mb/s is applied. The TCP stream
is rate-limited by the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) and a maximum TCP window
size configured by setting the socket buffer to 16 kB, whereas during periods
of 15 s of the video base layer transmission at 10 s and the transmission of
base and enhancement layer at 40 s packet loss and congestion avoidance limit
TCP throughput. The base layer transmission reduces the TCP throughput by
about 2.4 Mb/s, independent from the scenario and the existence of a base
layer reservation, only due to TCP congestion control. The same is true for an
additional enhancement layer transmission in the BE class as shown in Fig. 16,
and 18. In contrast, if the AF class is oversubscribed and used for the base and
enhancement layer transmission or in case of an enhancement layer transmission
applying the SS, the enhancement layer stream cannot preempt the TCP stream
further, as shown in Fig. 17, and 19. Thus these implementation options allow
for some fairness and co-existence with responsive streams.

It has to be noted that a SS applied for delay sensitive but loss tolerant
RTP/UDP traffic has to fulfill different requirements than a SS for TCP traffic,
which in the first place has to avoid packet loss by offering sufficient queuing
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Fig. 16. BE Video vs. BE TCP
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Fig. 17. AF Video vs. BE TCP
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Fig. 18. EF/BE Video vs. BE TCP
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Fig. 19. EF/SS Video vs. BE TCP

space, adapted to the TCP window size. For RTP/UDP traffic rather small
queues and ideally front drop have to be used, to prevent from queuing delay
during periods of congestion, especially since the SS WFQ share is configured
to 1 %. The situation is different for the AF M-RED implementation. The queu-
ing delay that can be added by enhancement layer data, if mapped to the highest
drop precedence level, can be configured for a single node by the setting of maxr,
for a certain AF WFQ share. Further on AF traffic can be limited at DS ingress
nodes and the impacts on BE TCP streams can be controlled by the assigned
WFQ share, wherefore we recommend the AF based implementation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how hierarchical video transmissions can be sup-
ported by priority dropping schemes. We have addressed the options of the
H.263+ standard to generate such streams and we have shown several possi-
ble implementations of different drop probabilities in the future Internet, by
applying either a BE precedence marking or the different PHB of DS. We have
performed a thorough evaluation of our implementation of the proposed frame-
work. Significant performance benefits and also the impacts on responsive flows
have been shown. The different AF drop precedence level have been identified
as a prime implementation option. AF can be configured to avoid base layer
packet loss and it allows for applying unused capacity for an enhancement layer
transmission without preempting BE TCP streams in case of congestion.
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Abstract. Current quality source-adaptive schemes for multicast multi-
layered video rely on merging capabilities at special nodes in the net-
work as a means of combining feedback from the whole set of receivers.
These strategies reduce network load and avoid feedback implosion at the
source. In this paper, we examine how to provide optimal feedback for
such schemes. The optimal feedback is achieved when state information
from the whole set of receivers is represented in every incoming feedback
packet at the source. We show that the choice of a suitable merging time
window in the intermediate nodes coupled with a periodical transmission
of feedback packets by the receivers leads to near-optimal feedback.

1 Introduction

The need for meeting the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the multime-
dia applications is steadily increasing. As a consequence, new approaches such as
adaptive applications [1], QoS routing [2], [3] and Differentiated Services [4], [5]
are currently being developed. In the case of adaptive applications, different
schemes are emerging to improve quality and fairness of multi-layered video ap-
plications [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. In the context of unicast,
as an example, Rejaie et al. [8], [9] propose an adaptation scheme in which the
perceived video quality at the receiver is more stable even in the presence of fluc-
tuations in the available network bandwidth. In this scheme, the receiver plays
an important role by buffering video layers and sending to the source feedback
packets containing current network congestion information.

In the context of multicast, exchanging network congestion information or
more generally any kind of information between receivers and source is a non-
trivial matter. The challenge facing this approach is twofold. First, the source
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will be prone to feedback implosion. Second, even if feedback implosion avoid-
ance mechanisms are employed, a means of allowing that the incoming feedback
at the source represents the current state of the whole set of receivers should be
provided. In the contrary, i.e. in the case of the source has only a partial state
information, the source adaptation may be unsuitable and unfair when regard-
ing receivers whose state is not included in feedback packets. If every incoming
feedback at the source represents the state information from the whole set of
receivers in a multicast group, optimal feedback is achieved.

In this paper, we investigate how to provide optimal feedback for current qual-
ity source-adaptive schemes in multicast multi-layered video environments. The
efficiency of such schemes in terms of quality/fairness, network load and source
implosion depends on the choice of three different policies: feedback transmis-
sion, temporal-merging and content-merging policies. The first policy is related
to when receivers should send feedback packets to the source. The second one
determines when feedback packets are merged by intermediate nodes. The last
policy establishes how feedback packets are merged. The effectiveness of the
feedback transmission and temporal-merging policies, which are investigated in
this paper, dictates the efficiency of the third policy.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the motivation for
this work by presenting current quality source-adaptive schemes proposed in the
literature. In Section 3, we describe the temporal-merging policy and analyze in
which conditions this policy provides optimal feedback. The formulas that model
the temporal-merging policy are presented in Section 4. We thereafter analyze
how optimal feedback is related to feedback suppression. In Section 5, we provide
a feedback transmission policy that coupled with the temporal-merging policy
leads to an optimal feedback. Theoretical and simulation results are presented
in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the paper.

2 Motivation

The Receiver-driven Layered Multicast (RLM) [6] scheme pioneered the study
of the multicast multi-layered video transmission. In RLM, each video layer is
sent out on a different multicast group. Based on congestion control information,
receivers can subscribe to a number of layers that can be supported by their indi-
vidual path from the source. The Layered Video Multicast with Retransmissions
(LVMR) [7] employs a hierarchical rate control to manage the adding and drop-
ping of video layers by receivers. Furthermore, LVMR deploys an error recovery
mechanism using retransmissions to adapt to network congestion. Despite the
quality adaptation being provided by the schemes cited above, receivers are lim-
ited to the layers the source decides to transmit. Current quality source-adaptive
schemes provide different solutions to overcome this limitation.

In [11], Vickers et al. propose a source-adaptive multi-layered multicast algo-
rithm in which feedback control packets containing current network congestion
information are exchanged between source and receivers. In this algorithm, the
source periodically sends to the multicast group a control packet that is updated
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with congestion control information as it traverses the branches of the multicast
tree. Upon receiving a control packet, the receiver returns to the source a feed-
back packet containing the received congestion control information. Based on the
goodput quality metric, intermediate nodes combine feedback packets’ contents
in order to estimate the number of video layers and their respective transmission
rates. Another scheme for adapting the quality of multi-layered video is proposed
in [15]. The control information at intermediate nodes is similar to the approach
in [11]. However, different from other proposals, content-merging procedures are
performed in a single loop and the concept of virtual layers is employed. The
result is an improvement in the fairness of the delivered service.

The classical approach to compute the rates of the layers for source-adaptive
multi-layered multicast schemes is based on the goodput quality metric. This
approach is analyzed in [13]. The authors have demonstrated that the classical
approach fails in the computation of the most adequate rates for the layers. In
another work [10], the same authors propose another scheme for quality adap-
tation. Such a scheme is based on a combined metric that allows for the density
of satisfied users, the weighted bandwidth allocation, and the goodput quality
at the receivers. The proposed scheme yields enhancements in quality/fairness
of multi-layered multicast sessions.

The quality source-adaptive schemes we mentioned earlier rely on the
same temporal-merging policy performed at intermediate nodes. However, such
schemes focus on how to efficiently combine packets’ contents to yield improve-
ments in the delivered service. We argue that the efficiency of such schemes can
be maximized if optimal feedback is provided.

3 Temporal-Merging Policy

Consider our basic network topology as shows Fig. 1. The feedback-merger
capable-node waits for packets from k receivers. The temporal-merging policy
is performed as follows. Incoming feedback packets are merged and forwarded
upstream if one of the following two conditions holds. (i) At least one feedback
packet from each node has arrived. (ii) The merger timer expires. If more than
one feedback packet from the same node arrives before merging, the previous
stored packet is replaced.

The basic strategy to achieve an optimal feedback is to maximize the num-
ber of packet merges. In this way, as regarding the temporal-merging policy
described above, we should provide a means of minimizing the number of packet
replacements and maximizing the number of packet merges due to condition (i).
Providing such a means can ultimately be regarded as finding a feedback trans-
mission policy and a merging time window that will allow to achieve an optimal
feedback.
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Fig. 1. Basic network topology and merger timer schematic

4 Temporal-Merging Policy Model

In this section, we first describe a formula to compute the number of merges due
to conditions (i) and (ii), and next we analyze how optimal feedback is related to
feedback suppression. In our analysis, we consider that the merger timer expires
in a periodical fashion. Another possible approach would be to reschedule the
timer upon arriving the first candidate packet for merging. Despite this approach
only implies changes in the conditions for which formulas presented throughout
this section hold, the effects of such approach are not evaluated in this paper.

4.1 Merges Due to Conditions (i) and (ii)

Consider the merger timer schematic shown in Fig. 1. For a given timer interval n,
let ρn

i and βn
i be, respectively, the number of packets arrivals from node i and the

number of packet replacements for nodes i. Then, for a feedback merger waiting
for packets from k nodes, the number of outcoming and incoming packets in the
timer interval n is, respectively, given by

γn
out = max

i=1...k
[ρn

i − βn
i ] (1)

and

γn
in =

k∑
i=1

ρn
i . (2)

Given a timer interval n, the number of outcoming packets due to condi-
tion (i) and condition (ii) is, respectively, given by

µn
k = min

i=1...k
[ρn

i − βn
i ] (3)
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and
σn

k = max
i=1...k

[ρn
i − βn

i ]− min
i=1...k

[ρn
i − βn

i ] . (4)

If upon expiring the merging timer there exists at least one feedback packet
waiting for merging then σn

k = 1 else σn
k = 0. Note that the number of outcoming

packets in any timer interval n is equal to µn
k +σn

k that provides the same result
as in (1).

Considering N timer intervals, the ratio of outcoming packets due to each
condition to the number of incoming packets is, respectively, given by

θ
cond(i)
k =

∑N−1
n=0 µn

k∑N−1
n=0 γn

in

0 ≤ θ
cond(i)
k ≤ 1 , (5)

and

θ
cond(ii)
k =

∑N−1
n=0 σn

k∑N−1
n=0 γn

in

0 ≤ θ
cond(ii)
k ≤ 1 . (6)

These formulas hold if for some 0 ≤ n ≤ (N − 1) and 1 < i ≤ k, there
exists a γn

in such that γn
in ≥ 1. The fraction of merges due to condition (i) and

condition (ii) is, respectively, given by

α
cond(i)
k =

∑N−1
n=0 mini=1...k[ρn

i − βn
i ]∑N−1

n=0 maxi=1...k[ρn
i − βn

i ]
0 ≤ α

cond(i)
k ≤ 1 , (7)

and

α
cond(ii)
k = 1−

∑N−1
n=0 mini=1...k[ρn

i − βn
i ]∑N−1

n=0 maxi=1...k[ρn
i − βn

i ]
0 ≤ α

cond(ii)
k ≤ 1 . (8)

These formulas hold if for some 0 ≤ n ≤ (N − 1) and 1 < i ≤ k, there exists
a ρn

i such that ρn
i ≥ 1. In Section 6 we will use these formulas to find a merging

time window that minimizes the fraction of merges due to condition (ii). Since
α

cond(ii)
k is the complementary value of αcond(i)

k , the minimization of the fraction
of merges due to condition (ii) implies the maximization of the fraction of merges
due to condition (i). From this fact, minimization of α

cond(ii)
k and maximization

of α
cond(i)
k are interchangeable throughout this paper.

4.2 Feedback Suppression

The notion of a high level of feedback suppression is commonly employed as a
measure of efficiency for implosion avoidance. Let us then verify how optimal
feedback is related to feedback suppression. We define the Filtering Level (ξn) in
the timer interval n as the number of packets suppressed by the feedback merger
over the total number of incoming packets, that is,

ξn = 1− γn
out

γn
in

0 ≤ ξn < 1 , (9)
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Fig. 2. Scenario in which the Global Filtering Level assumes its optimal value

if γn
in ≥ 1. In generalizing our definition to take into account a number N of

timer intervals, we get the Global Filtering Level

ξk = 1−
∑N−1

n=0 γn
out∑N−1

n=0 γn
in

0 ≤ ξk < 1 . (10)

Substituting equations (1) and (2) in (10), we get

ξk = 1−
∑N−1

n=0 maxi=1...k[ρn
i − βn

i ]∑N−1
n=0

∑k
i=1 ρn

i

for k > 1 , (11)

and if for some 0 ≤ n ≤ (N − 1) and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists a ρn
i such that

ρn
i ≥ 1. If k ≤ 1 then ξk = 0.
Now let us find the optimal value for ξk. For this purpose, consider both the

network example as depicted in Fig. 1 and the following scenario where optimal
feedback occurs. For every timer interval n having packets within there are no
packet replacements and the number of packet arrivals from all nodes is the
same. Thus, for any timer interval n having packets within, the ratio γn

out/γ
n
in

will always be constant and equal to 1/k. Without loss of generality, the ratio∑N−1
n=0 γn

out/
∑N−1

n=0 γn
in will also be equal to 1/k. In this manner, the optimal

value for ξk is given by

ξk,optimal = 1− 1
k

for k > 1 . (12)

A necessary condition to achieve an optimal feedback is that the Global Fil-
tering Level be as close as possible of its optimal value. However, an optimal
value of the Global Filtering Level does not imply optimal feedback because
packet replacements may be occurring as well as merges due to condition (ii).
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This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2. Considering the timer intervals from 2 to
5, the Global Filtering Level (ξ3) is equals to its optimal value of 0.66.

Other important remarks are the following. If there are no packet replace-
ments, ξk will be less or equal to ξk,optimal. If, on the other hand, there are
packet replacements, ξk may assume values greater than ξk,optimal. If α

cond(ii)
k is

equal to 0 then ξk will be equal or greater than ξk,optimal. In this case, ξk will
be equal to ξk,optimal if there are no packet replacements and it will be greater
than ξk,optimal if there is at least one packet replacement. Thus, despite a Global
Filtering Level (ξk) greater than its optimal value impacts better the efficiency
for feedback implosion avoidance, it is not adequate to an effective feedback.

5 Choice of the Feedback Transmission Policy

Both the number of packets and the number of packet replacements in each timer
interval depend on the feedback transmission policy. When a number of feedback
packets must be sent from receivers to the source, packet replacements can be
minimized if we allow the arrival rate of feedback from the different receivers at
a feedback merger be the same. In practice, it is a nontrivial matter to ensure
that the arrival rate of feedback be the same because feedback packets may suffer
from random delays into the network and be lost. However, a first approximation
is to assign to all receivers the same feedback sending interval.

Since we defined a feedback transmission policy, let us now provide means of
quantifying ρn

i . For this purpose, recall our basic network topology and consider
both schematics the feedback transmission and the merger timer expiration as
depicted in Fig. 3. The merger timer expires in a periodical fashion at time
instants τ

(n)
exp given by (13), where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the current timer interval,

∆τ is the merging time window size, and δ(n) is a random variable representing
jitter in the timer interval n.

τ (n)exp =
{

∆τ + δ(n) if n = 0
τ
(n−1)
exp +∆τ + δ(n) otherwise .

(13)

As depicted in Fig. 3, each receiver i transmits feedback packets in a peri-
odical fashion. The arrival time τ

(ri)
arrival,i of a feedback packet at the feedback

merger is given by (14), where ri = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the current sending round num-
ber for receiver i, ∆t represents the feedback sending interval and σ

(ri)
i models

processing time delay in the sending round ri. The start-time of a receiver i is
denoted by ci. Queuing delay in a given sending round ri, transmission delay
and propagation delay are, respectively, denoted by Q

(ri)
i , Ti and Pi.

τ
(ri)
arrival,i =

{
ci +Q

(ri)
i + Pi + Ti if ri = 0

τ
(ri−1)
arrival,i +∆ti + σ

(ri)
i +Q

(ri)
i + Pi + Ti otherwise .

(14)

In (14), we assume that there is no packet loss and the transmission buffer at
nodes is infinite. Feedback packets that are candidates to be merged must arrive
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Fig. 3. Feedback transmission policy and merger timer expiration schematics

at the feedback merger between two consecutive timer expirations. Thus, based
on (13) and (14) we can write the following.

hτ (n−h)
exp ≤ τ

(ri−m)
arrival,i +m(∆ti + σ

(ri)
i +Q

(ri)
i + Pi + Ti) < τ (nh)

exp , (15)

where m is equal to 0 if ri = 0 and equal to 1 otherwise and h is equal to 0 if
n = 0 and equal to 1 otherwise. For a given timer interval n, let Υn

i be the set of
elements ri ∈ IN for which the inequalities above are respected. Now let N(Υn

i )
be the number of elements in Υn

i . Then, the number of packets from node i in
any timer interval n is ρr

i = N(Υn
i ).

6 Results

In this section we present our theoretical and simulation results.

6.1 Theoretical

We assume that feedback packets from different receivers arrive at the feedback
merger on different incoming links. A contrary assumption only impacts the
minimal merging time window value that can be chosen. Finding such a value is
outside of the scope of this paper. We set δ(n), σ

(ri)
i , and Q

(ri)
i to zero in order

to assess the isolated behavior of the temporal-merging policy coupled with our
choosen feedback transmission policy. In this manner, we will be able to find a
merge time window that ensures 100% of merges due to condition (i) at steady
state.

Respectively for k = 2 and k = 3, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the behavior at
steady state of the pair (ξk,α

cond(ii)
k ) as both the feedback sending interval and

the deviation among receivers’ start-time vary. Note that for a given∆t, different
pairs (ξk,α

cond(ii)
k ) come from the different deviations among receivers’ start-

time. Packet replacements were not observed. The main results are the following.
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First, merges due to condition (ii) lead to a Global Filtering Level less than its
optimal value, and second, assigning the merging time window to a multiple
of the feedback sending interval ensures 100% of merges due to condition (i),
regardless of receivers’ start-time. That is, packet merges are maximized for
∆τ = b∆t, where b = 1, 2, . . ., and as a consequence, optimal feedback is
provided to the source. Since the maximum waiting time for merging feedback
packets is directly proportional to the factor b, we adopt its minimum value, i.e.
b = 1.
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Fig. 4. Theoretical and simulation results

6.2 Simulation

We validate our theoretical results through simulation using ns-2 [16], [17].
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show the results we obtained under the same conditions
earlier described in this section. Let us now verify how the previous results are
impacted in a heterogeneous network with unpredictable random delays. Fig. 5
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shows the transit-stub network topology used in our simulations. Link capaci-
ties are 10 Mbps. Each link delay was randomly chosen uniformly on the interval
[1, 10] ms. All intermediate nodes are capable of merging feedback packets. The
merging time window and the feedback sending interval were set to 500 ms.
Background traffic is generated on the transit domain throughout all simulation
time. For each sending round, processing delay at receivers was uniformly cho-
sen at random on the interval [0, 5] ms. Merging time window variation in each
merging procedure was randomly chosen uniformly on the interval [0, 5] ms.
The start-time of each receiver was randomly chosen uniformly on the interval
[0, 1] s. Each simulation was run for 315 seconds. All simulation results have a
confidence interval of 90%.

Transit

Stubs

Stubs

Stub

Receiver
Source
Intermediate node

Fig. 5. Simulation Topology

The Global Filtering Level and the fraction of merges due to condition (i)
were analyzed varying the feedback sending interval. Packet replacements were
less than 0.4% for the feedback sending interval equals to the merging time
window size. As regarding the others feedback sending intervals up to 5% of
packet replacements were observed.

Fig. 6(a) shows a Global Filtering Level varying from 94.30% to 96.16%, mak-
ing evident the effectiveness of the temporal-merging policy for feedback implo-
sion avoidance. The Global Filtering Level achieves a maximum value of 96.16%
when the merging time window size is assigned to the value of the feedback
sending interval. In this case, the Global Filtering Level tended to its optimal
value. For the others feedback sending intervals, the Global Filtering Level did
not exceed this maximum value. That comes from the following fact. If on the
one hand merges due to condition (ii) lead to a Global Filtering Level less than
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its optimal value, on the other hand, packet replacements lead to a Global Fil-
tering Level greater than its optimal value. Thus, merges due to condition (ii)
had a greater impact on the Global Filtering Level than packet replacements.
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Fig. 6. Global Filtering Level and fraction of merges due to condition (i)

Fig. 6(b) shows how the merges occur into the network as the feedback send-
ing interval is varied. In particular, around 2% of merges occur due to condi-
tion (ii) when the merging time window is assigned to the value of the feedback
sending interval. This result shows that unpredictable random delays negatively
impacts the fraction of merges due to condition (i), and as a consequence, only
near-optimal feedback can be provided to the source. Nevertheless, this negative
effect can be minimized if feedback mergers employ an adaptive merging time
window.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed the issue of providing optimal feedback for qual-
ity source-adaptive schemes in multicast multi-layered video environments. We
argued that while current quality source-adaptive schemes focus on how to com-
bine efficiently packets’ contents to yield improvements in the delivered service,
they are incapable of achieving their maximal efficiency if optimal feedback is
not provided. We investigated how optimal feedback is related to feedback sup-
pression. Our analysis showed that there exists an optimal value for the packet
filtering level. Higher values lead to non-optimal feedback despite they imply ef-
ficiency for feedback implosion avoidance. We also demonstrated that by sending
feedback packets in a periodical fashion and assigning the merging time window
to the sending interval of feedback, near-optimal feedback can be achieved.
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Abstract. We propose to use Fibre Channel (FC) technology in mul-
timedia systems offering Video on Demand (VoD) services. The Storage
Area Network (SAN) is based on (i) FC-loops connecting magnetic disks
and on (ii) FC-switches connecting loops to servers. We show how to di-
mension FC-loops to offer a deterministic guarantee of Quality of Service
to the VoD clients. The performance results of this analysis, confirmed
by already published simulation results, enable to determine the optimal
number of disks connected to a loop and the maximum number of clients
acceptable by a loop. We study the influence of disk performance and
determine the best number of blocks to retrieve per disk request.

Introduction

Multimedia systems can be used in many domains: entertainment in hotels, tele-
learning, production in radio/TV studios,... In this paper, we are concerned with
the design of multimedia systems providing VoD (Video on Demand) to their
clients. The client may interact by means of VCR commands (i.e. start/stop,
pause/play, and jump backward/forward). We are interested in multimedia sys-
tems providing a deterministic guarantee of Quality of Service (QoS) to their
clients. A multimedia system consists of different components in charge of stor-
age/retrieval of multimedia data, network communication, and system activity
control. Each component contributes to ensure the end-to-end QoS. In this pa-
per, we focus on the storage system, a main component of the multimedia system.
We propose to use a Storage Area Network (SAN) based on Fibre Channel (FC)
technology. Indeed, FC offers a high performance environment for the commu-
nications between computers and the storage system and allows a very scalable
architecture. We show how to dimension such a system based on a worst case
analysis. We determine the maximum number of acceptable clients and the op-
timal number of disks per loop. We study the influence of disk performance, and
size of the data retrieved by the disk. The worst case analysis can be used by
the admission control to decide on the acceptance of a new client. If accepted,
this client will receive a deterministic QoS guarantee.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we briefly present the components
of a multimedia system and give the properties that must be achieved by such a
system. In section 2, we describe the main features of Fibre Channel and a SAN
architecture based on this technology. In section 3, we propose a performance
analysis of an arbitrated loop connecting servers and magnetic disks. We first re-
call classical results for real-time non-preemptive uniprocessor scheduling. These
results are then applied to disks scheduling and FC-loop access scheduling. This
system behavior has been simulated ([12], [13]) and the associated results have
been published. These results are used to validate our analysis. Then, we show
how to use our results to dimension the storage system. Finally, we conclude.

1 Multimedia Systems

In this section we describe the general architecture of a multimedia system,
defining the required properties to achieve the requested QoS.

1.1 General Architecture of a Multimedia System

A multimedia system consists of four main components: the servers, the storage
system, the network and the clients. A server is in charge of transmitting mul-
timedia contents from the storage system to the clients or from a multimedia
source to the storage system. In this paper we assume that the servers access
the storage system by means of a network, as illustrated by figure 1.

Fig. 1. General multimedia system architecture

A server consists of three modules: a control module, a storage module and a
transmission module. The control module is in charge of presenting the catalog
of available multimedia contents to the clients, applying the admission control
to accept new clients, controling the general activity of the server. The storage
module is in charge of transfering multimedia contents between storage system
and main memory of the server. The transmission module transfers multimedia
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contents from server main memory to the clients. Furthermore, it receives the
clients VCR commands controling the multimedia streams.The storage system
can be constituted by magnetics disks, video tapes or CD-ROMs libraries. Be-
cause of shorter access time, we assume that the storage system is based on
magnetics disks.

From the client point of view, the VoD system QoS is characterized by the
following requirements:
� (R1) short and upper bounded response time to VCR commands (start, stop,
play, jump);
� (R2) fluid visualization of any video content;
� (R3) a minimum interruption of the transmission in case of failures;
� (R4) a various choice of video contents.
Each component of the VoD system contributes to achieve the end-to-end QoS.

1.2 State of the Art

Our main contribution concerns the dimensioning of a SAN based on Fibre
Channel in a multimedia system providing VoD services and offering a deter-
ministic Quality of Service. As previously seen, such a system must (i) offer a
low latency for VCR commands, (ii) require a small amount of buffers, avoid
video starvation as well as buffer overflow, and (iii) support a large number of
clients with guaranteed QoS. This goal has been expressed in a lot of papers [6],
[7], [8] and [9]. The video striping policy and the scheduling policy are of prime
importance to achieve this goal.
With regard to video striping, a classification has been introduced in [3], ac-
cording to the striping applied to (i) the video content and (ii) on the segment.
Each striping can be wide (over all disks of the server), narrow (limited to a
subset of disks, for instance the disks connected to a Fibre Channel arbitrated
loop) or single (one disk). The combination of a wide video striping and a single
segment striping is also called Coarse Grain Striping in [4] and [5]. In the case of
a VoD system based on Fibre Channel technology, magnetic disks are connected
to arbitrated loops. If we consider an arbitrated loop, the best load balancing of
disks connected to this loop leads to split a video content over all the disks of
this loop. Moreover, as a disk must first win the loop arbitration before being
authorized to transmit the requested data, the technique consisting in striping a
segment over several disks loses its interest. That is why a segment is stored on
a single disk. We then get the architecture described in section 2.2. The closest
work to our corresponds to [3], however it only considers the disk retrieval time
and does not account for the time needed to access a shared medium, a Fibre
Channel loop in our case. Performance results concerning disks connected to a
Fibre Channel arbitrated loop are given in [12] and [13]; these results have been
obtained by simulation. We use these results to validate our model in different
configurations.
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2 Fibre Channel for a Multimedia System

2.1 Fibre Channel Principles

Fibre Channel, FC, is an ANSI standard defining high throughput network tech-
nology [1]. Advantages offered by the Fibre Channel technology are:

1. Flexibility. FC technology defines three physical topologies: point-to-point,
switched topology also named Fabric and (3) ring topology, also named Ar-
bitrated Loop. These topologies can use optical fibre or copper cable.

2. Performances. FC allows high speed links and several throughputs from 133
Mbps to 1026 Mbps. FC Arbitrated Loop technology allows the interconnec-
tion of 127 nodes. FC Fabric allows a maximum of 224 nodes.

3. Load balancing. This technology allows concurrent accesses of servers to the
same storage system.

4. Availability. The insertion of a new node can be realized without discon-
necting the system. In an Arbitrated Loop topology, each node represents
a single point of failure. This drawback can be eliminated by using a hub.
Dual loop can be used to tolerate the failure of the medium on one loop.

In this paper, we focus on the arbitrated loop topology. Class 3 is the only
possible class on an arbitrated Loop. Class 3 does not require acknowledgements.
Frames are used to transfer data.The maximum payload in a data frame is 2112
bytes. To control the data transmission, FC uses control information [1]. For
instance, R RDY, receiver ready, is used for the buffer to buffer flow control,
ARB is used to arbitrate the loop access, OPN is used by a Port which owns the
loop to initiate a communication with another port on the Loop, and CLS used
to finish the communication between two ports on a Loop.

2.2 SAN Based on Fibre Channel in a Multimedia System

A Storage Area Network, SAN, is a high-speed, scalable network of storage
devices, servers (connected entities) and interconnecting entities (switch, hub).
As in [2], we propose to use Fibre Channel for the SAN. We first present the
adopted architecture and then describe how the video contents are stored.

• VoD system architecture
The architecture we propose is based on Fibre Channel Storage Area Network.
The storage system is made up by magnetic disks. They are interconnected by
means of one or several FC Arbitrated Loops. FC-loops are connected to servers
by means of FC-switches. On the other hand, a multimedia system must allow
easy extensions when necessary. This situation occurs when for instance the
server has to serve a higher number of clients, or the storage capacity must be
increased. A modular and flexible architecture is thus necessary. The proposed
architecture meets these goals: for instance, we can connect additional arbitrated
loops in the storage system without interrupting the system activity.
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• Video content storage
We assume that the video contents are coded at a constant throughput. Any
video content V is stored on all the disks of a loop L. We assume that all the
disks in the system have the same block size B. The video content V is split
up on all the disks of loop L by m data blocks of size B: one disk contains the
first m blocks, another disk contains the m next blocks, where m is a parameter
of the storage system introduced to minimize the overhead induced by the disk
seek time and rotational latency. Indeed, m blocks of size B are retrieved in a
single disk request. We will see in section 3.4 how to determine the best value
of m. According to the classification of [3], this configuration corresponds to a
narrow striping of the video content and a segment striped on a single disk.

3 Performance Analysis of an Arbitrated Loop

In this section, we establish the feasibility conditions associated with an arbi-
trated loop of a VoD storage system. We focus on two resources: the magnetic
disks and the arbitrated loop. The feasibility conditions are based on the worst
case analysis detailed in section 3.1. We show how to apply those results to
model the behavior of an arbitrated loop in a SAN system. In this analysis, the
feasibility conditions are established between the magnetic disks and the server.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the server connected to the FC fabric
encounters a constant delay (no jitter) through the fabric.

3.1 Uniprocessor Real-Time Scheduling

We now focus on uniprocessor real-time scheduling. The results presented here
are used in section 3.3, in the context of a storage system based on FC technol-
ogy. First, we recall some real-time scheduling results for Non-Preemptive Fixed
Priority/Highest Priority First (NP-FP/HPF) scheduling. Then we establish the
feasibility conditions for sporadic tasks executed with NP-FP/HPF scheduling.

• Concepts and notations
We investigate the problem of scheduling a set τ = {τ1, ...τn} of n sporadic tasks.
We assume that (i) time is discrete and (ii) the times when tasks are requested,
are not known a priori. Any sporadic task τi is defined by (Ci, Ti, Di, Ji) with:
� Ci, the maximum execution duration of the task.
� Ti, the minimum interarrival time between two requests of task τi, Ti is
abusively called the period of task τi.
� Di, the relative deadline of task τi. A task τi whose activation is requested
at time t has t + Di for absolute deadline, (i.e. it must complete before time
t+Di).
� Ji, the maximum release jitter.

� The processor utilization factor, denoted U =
∑n
i=1 Ci/Ti is the fraction of

processor time spent in tasks execution. An idle time t is defined on a processor
as a time such that there are no tasks whose activation has been requested
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before time t, pending at time t. A busy period is defined as a time interval
[a, b) such that there is no idle time in (a, b) and such that both a and b are idle
times.
� We define the following sets: hp(i) = {τj , j �=i, priority(τj) ≥ priority(τi)}
and hp(i) = {τj , priority(τj) < priority(τi)}. A level-i busy period is a period
of activity of the processor where only tasks τj ∈ hp(i)⋃{τi} are executed.

We now show how to compute the worst case response times of any sporadic task
scheduled NP-FP/HPF. The notion of level-i busy period introduced by [10] for
preemptive FP/HPF scheduling is extended. In a non preemptive context, a task
τi can be delayed by a task τj with a lower priority having started its execution
before τi’s release. This priority inversion, called non-preemptive effect, must be
accounted for.

• Feasibility and worst case response time computation
Lemma 1. A necessary condition for the feasibility of any task set is U ≤ 1.

Lemma 2. The worst case response time of any task τi defined by
(Ci, Ti, Di, Ji), scheduled according to NP-FP/HPF is obtained in a level-i busy
period such that (i) all the tasks τj ∈ hp(i)⋃{τi} are periodic with a release jitter
equal to Jj and their first occurrence is generated at time −Jj , and (ii) one task
τk ∈ hp(i) whose duration is maximum (if any) is released at time t = −1.
Proof. See [11].

Theorem 1. Let τ = {τ1, ..., τn} be a sporadic task set scheduled according to
NP-FP/HPF. The worst case response time of any task τi is given by:

ri = maxq=0,...Q{wi,q + Ci − qTi + Ji} (Eq.1)

where wi,q = qCi +
∑
τj∈hp(i)

(
1 + �wi,q+Jj

Tj
	
)
Cj +maxk∈hp(i)(Ck − 1) (Eq.2)

and Q is the smallest value such that wi,Q + Ci ≤ (Q+ 1)Ti − Ji.
Proof. See [11]. Notice that if hp(i) = ∅, maxk∈hp(i)(Ck − 1) = 0.

3.2 The Scheduling Problem

Before defining the scheduling problem, we first introduce some notations con-
cerning the loop and disk parameters.
• Loop parameters
We consider a loop L. Let ND be the number of disks in loop L. Let tfab be
the delay introduced by the fabric. As already said, this delay is assumed to be
constant in a simplifying purpose. Ndev is the number of devices connected to
a loop. tthrough is the latency introduced by each device connected to the loop.
tprop is the propagation delay on the loop and lloop is the loop latency. The loop
latency can be evaluated as follows: lloop = Ndev · tthrough + tprop.
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Let Thloop be the throughput of the arbitrated loop.
Let tARB , tRDY , tOPN , and tCLS be the transmission times for respectively an
ARB, an R RDY, an OPN, and a CLS frame.
We now consider a device winning the loop arbitration. When this device asks
for the loop arbitration by sending an ARB, it must wait for the receipt of its
ARB. Hence a time tARB + lloop.
After having won the loop arbitration, this device starts the communication by
sending the OPN, waits for the receipt of a R RDY and finally sends the frames
to be transferred. Hence a time tOPN + tRDY + lloop + data/Thloop, where data
is the size in bits of the data to be transferred. After the transmission of the
last frame, it finishes the communication by sending a CLS and waits for the
receipt of a CLS sent by its corresponding device. Hence a time 2tCLS + lloop.
Let tloopctrl denote the time needed to start and finish a communication on the
loop. We then have tloopctrl = tARB + tOPN + tRDY + 2tCLS + 3lloop.

• Disk parameters
Let sdisk be the seek time of the disk and ldisk be the rotational latency.
Let NC be the maximum number of clients processed by any disk of loop L. We
assume that m blocks of size B are retrieved in a single disk request.

• The scheduling problem
We want to determine the feasibility conditions associated with the scheduling
on disks and on the arbitrated loop. We assume that each disk connected to the
loop serves NC clients and the loop connects ND disks.
The worst case occurs when all the accepted clients want to retrieve a video
content coded at the highest throughput Thvideo. Let T denote the period of
block transmission of a video content coded at the highest throughput. We have
T = B/Thvideo. With a period mT , the server generates requests asking each
disk D to retrieve m blocks of size B for each of the NC clients served by D.
The disk solicited for a client in a period mT changes every mT .
We assume that the server has a buffer of β blocks of size B per accepted video
stream. As soon as m blocks are transmitted to the client, the server asks the
disks to retrieve the m following blocks. In order to avoid client starvation, these
blocks must be received by the server before the β −m remaining blocks in the
buffer be transmitted to the client. Hence a deadline equal to (β−m)T with the
condition β −m ≥ 1.
We assume that the memory available on the disk is sufficient to store the data
retrieved from the disk before transmission on the loop. For each client it has to
serve, a disk positions the head, reads m blocks and copies them in its memory.
It then asks for the loop arbitration to transfer them toward the server. After
winning the arbitration, it starts a communication with the server, transfers the
requested blocks and then finishes the communication.
On the loop, the server has the highest priority. Each time the server wants to
transmit a request, it asks for the loop arbitration. After winning the arbitration,
it starts a communication with a disk, transfers the requests to this disk, finishes
the communication and then releases the loop. The server proceeds in the same
way for each request. The server sends one request per client served by a disk.
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The resulting feasibility conditions are expressed in the following, assuming that
all the disks serve the same number of clients, this number being the maximum
possible for a disk in a given loop configuration.

3.3 Feasibility Conditions

At each period mT , the server sends one request per client served by each disk
in the loop L and each disk has to serve NC clients in this period. Each disk is
assumed to use the FIFO scheduling policy. We consider two different feasibility
conditions. The first one concerns the condition imposed on the utilization factor
of each considered resource (disk and loop). The second one concerns the end-to-
end response time for the retrieval ofm data blocks for a client of the multimedia
system. This time is the time elapsed between the server request time and the
reception time by the server of the requested data. This end-to-end response
time must meet the deadline as expressed in section 3.2.

• Conditions on the Disk utilization factor
We apply the results given in section 3.1 for sporadic tasks. We first express the
fact that for each considered resource, the utilization factor is less than or equal
to 1 (see lemma1 in section 3.1). As all the requests coming from a server are
sporadic with a period of mT , this condition can be written: the workload on
each resource in a period is less than or equal to the period duration.
Each disk must serve NC clients in a period mT . The service duration of a client
is equal to sdisk+ ldisk+mB/Thdisk. Hence the condition on the disk utilization
factor can be written: NC(sdisk + ldisk + mB/Thdisk) ≤ mT . We then obtain
the maximum number of clients accepted by a disk:

NC ≤ mT
sdisk+ldisk+mB/Thdisk

(Eq.3).

Moreover, the worst case response time of a request is obtained when the NC
requests are received simultaneously by the disk. It is equal to XD = NC(sdisk+
ldisk+mB/Thdisk). The best response time is equal to sdisk+ldisk+mB/Thdisk.

• Conditions on the Loop utilization factor
On the loop, we have:
� NCND Server tasks of duration Cserver = tloopctrl + treq,
� NCND Disk tasks of duration Cdisk = tloopctrl +mB/Thloop.

All these tasks have a period mT and the Server tasks have no release jitter.
The condition on the loop utilization factor can be written: NCND(Cdisk +
Cserver) ≤ mT . Hence the maximum number of disks accepted by a loop is
given by equation 4:

ND ≤ mT
NC(treq+mB/Thloop+2tloopctrl)

(Eq.4).

• End-to-end response time
We now determine the worst case response time for the response of a disk to the
server. The worst case response time between a server request and the receipt
by the server of the requested data can be evaluated by means of the holistic
approach [14]. This response time consists of three parts XR, XD and XL where:
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� XR is the latest reception time of a server request by a disk,
� XD is the disk worst case retrieval time,
� XL is the additional worst case time needed to transfer the requested data

to the server (including loop and fabric transfer).

XR can be expressed as follows: XR = tfab + NCNDtloopctrl + treqNCND +
mB/Thloop + tloopctrl, where tloopctrl + mB/Thloop corresponds to a non-
preemptive blocking factor due to a disk having just started its transmission
on the loop when the server decides to transmit the disk requests.

XD can be expressed by considering the last client served by a disk in a period
of duration mT . We have: XD = NC(sdisk + ldisk +mB/Thdisk) for the FIFO
policy.

In the worst case, time XL is obtained considering a disk that gains the loop
arbitration after the other disks. The server and the disks have tasks of period
mT . We also consider that the server generates its requests with no release jit-
ter, and the disks receive the requests with a jitter Jdisk. We now determine this
maximum jitter Jdisk for a disk accessing the loop:

� In the worst case, the demand to transmit on the loop the server request for
a client is processed after a delayXR = tfab + NCNDCserver + Cdisk. The first
term is due to the fabric, the second one means that this demand is the last
one among the NCND demands to be served. The third term corresponds to the
non-preemptive effect: when the server asks for the loop transmission, a disk has
just started to transmit its m blocks. According to the FIFO scheduling, this
request is served after a maximum delay of XD = NC(sdisk+ldisk+mB/Thdisk).
Hence the read blocks are ready to be transmitted on the loop after a maximum
delay of XR +XD.

� In the best case, the demand to transmit on the loop the server request for a
client is processed after a delay tfab + Cserver. The disk has read the requested
blocks after a delay sdisk + ldisk +mB/Thdisk. Hence the read blocks are ready
to be transmitted on the loop after a delay of tfab + Cserver + sdisk + ldisk +
mB/Thdisk.

� The disk jitter Jdisk is obtained by the difference between the worst case and
the best case: Jdisk = (NCND − 1)Cserver + Cdisk + (NC − 1)(sdisk + ldisk +
mB/Thdisk).
We can apply theorem1 to the considered disk, to compute wdisk,q the latest
starting time of the qth iteration of a Disk task:
wdisk,q = q ·Cdisk+NCND(1+ �wdisk,q/(mT )	)Cserver+(NC −1)(1+ q)Cdisk+
(ND − 1)NC(1 + �(wdisk,q + Jdisk)/(mT )	)Cdisk.
� In the formula giving wdisk,q the first term stands for the workload induced by
the considered client served by this disk in the q previous iterations and the sec-
ond term represents the workload induced by the server. The third term stands
for the workload induced by the (NC − 1) other clients of the considered disk
and the fourth term accounts for the workload induced by the NC clients of the
ND − 1 other disks.
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� The stop condition is given by Q the smallest integer value such that wdisk,Q+
Cdisk ≤ (Q+ 1)mT − Jdisk.
We then get: XL = tfab + maxq=0..Q(wdisk,q − qmT ) + Cdisk . According to
the holistic approach, the end-to-end response time can be upper bounded by
XR+XD+XL. We now express the constraint related to the end-to-end deadline
(β −m)T , leading to XR +XD +XL ≤ (β −m)T . We finally get:
NCND(tloopctrl + treq) + 2(mB/Thloop + tloopctrl +maxq=0..Q(wdisk,q − qmT ) +

NC(sdisk + ldisk +mB/Thdisk) + 2tfab ≤ (β −m)T (Eq.5).

3.4 Model Validation and Performance Results

In this section, we compare the performance results obtained in our analysis
with simulation results already published in [12] and [13]. These comparisons are
made for different configurations. After this validation, we study the influence
of different parameters on the performance of the VoD system. The maximum
coding throughput considered for the video contents stored in the multimedia
system is equal to 3 Mbps. In all the experiments, the size B of the block is
equal 64 kBytes, leading to T = 174.7ms. We consider different values of m. In
all graphs, we represent the total useful throughput as a function of the number
of disks in the loop. The number of clients accepted by the VoD system is equal
to the total useful throughput divided by the maximum coding throughput of
video contents. In our experiments, we use three types of disks, whose parameters
are given in the following table. Disks D1 and D2 are Seagate disks used in [12].
Disk D3 is an IBM Ultrastar XP disk used in [13].

D1 D2 D3

seek time (ms) 10.5 8.34 8.5
rotational latency (ms) 5.5 4.15 4.17

sustained throughput (Mbps) 33.6 58.8 52.04

• Model validation
We represent the total useful throughput obtained on the loop considering
different disk numbers, different disk parameters and different sizes of block.
We compare our results with the results of [12] in figure 2a and the results of
[13] on figure 2b. On figure 2a m = 2, leading to the retrieval of 128 kBytes for
every read access. On figure 2b, m = 1. The results are very close and show
that our model is valid for different configurations.

• Influence of the deadline
In this experiment illustrated by figure 3, m = 2, and the deadline is equal to
2T , 4T , 6T and 8T . As long as the number of clients meets Eq3 and the number
of disks meets Eq4, an increase of the deadline makes easier Eq5 and therefore
improves the maximum number of accepted flows. For a small number of disks
(less than 13 in figure 3), the deadline influence is not significative. Indeed, Eq5
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Fig. 2. Model validation a) for disk D2 and b) for disk D3

that is the only equation accounting for the deadline, is not the limiting one.
For a higher number of disks, a deadline increase improves the performances.
However, a deadline higher than 6T does not improve significatively the number
of accepted clients.

Fig. 3. Influence of the deadline

Moreover, there is a limitation imposed on the server buffer size which determines
the latency for a play command. Indeed, the server buffer reserved for a client
must be filled before the video content visualization starts. Hence, the optimal
size is determined as a trade-off between the maximum latency acceptable by a
client and the maximum number of flows accepted by a VoD system.

• Influence of disk performance
In this experiment illustrated by figure 4a, m = 2, the deadline is equal to
6T . This experiment shows the influence of disk performance on the number of
accepted clients. In Eq3 and Eq5, the best performance of the VoD system is
obtained for disks providing the smallest value of sdisk + ldisk + mB/Thdisk.
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This is achieved for disk D3. A high performance disk is more interesting when
the number of disks is less than 30. Over this threshold, the loop becomes the
limiting factor.

Fig. 4. Influence of a) the disk performance and b) the number of read blocks

• Influence of the number of read blocks
In this experiment illustrated by figure 4b, we consider different values ofm (m =
1, 2, 4 and 5), the deadline is equal to mT . A value of m higher than 4 does not
significatively improve the number of accepted flows and the useful throughput.
With m = 4, we have a deadline equal to 698.8 ms which is acceptable for the
response time of the play/start command. Nevertheless, a high value of m is not
necessarily suitable as it influences the server buffer size and the disk buffer size.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed to use Fibre Channel technology in multimedia
systems offering Video on Demand services and ensuring a deterministic QoS. A
SAN architecture offering a good scalability has been defined. We have shown
how to dimension the arbitrated loops of the SAN. This dimensioning is estab-
lished from a uniprocessor real-time scheduling analysis applied to two crucial
resources: magnetic disks and FC arbitrated loop. Our analysis has been val-
idated by comparing our results with previously published simulation results.
We have then computed the maximum number of clients acceptable by a loop,
depending on the disk (number and performance). The optimal number of disks
connected to a loop has been determined. Our analysis can be used as a di-
mensioning tool for a VoD system. More precisely, the results can be used to
implement an admission control for new VoD clients.
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Abstract. Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) for IP networks has received
considerable attention in recent years, and has been shown to improve TCP
goodput. Previous studies have centered on scenarios in which TCP with ECN
(TCP/ECN) traffic competes with ECN-unaware traffic. This paper presents
case studies in which moderately short flows are all ECN-capable, and compare
them with the corresponding cases where the flows are ECN-unaware, running
over drop tail and Random Early Detection routers. Using transmission over-
head metrics, we show that TCP/ECN uses network resources more efficiently.
We also consider the case of battery-operated devices and show that TCP/ECN
is more power conserving than standard TCP. An unexpected outcome of our
experiments is that goodput does not improve in an all-TCP/ECN environment.

1   Introduction

In the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), senders use packet drops as a decisive
indication of congestion in the network. Upon detection of segment loss, the TCP
sender slows down its sending rate in an attempt to prevent congestion collapse [1].
Dropping packets to indicate congestion is a wasteful use of network resources. Fur-
thermore, by equating segment loss with network congestion, TCP fails to perform
well in networks where random errors are introduced by faulty hardware, or because
the transmission media are less reliable than copper cables or fiber. Consequently,
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) for IP networks [12] was proposed in order to
provide TCP senders with clear indication of prevailing congestion in the network.
ECN has received a considerable amount of attention in recent years, because it can
help to increase network utilization and improve TCP performance (under traditional
and emerging network technologies) [2][6][13][14], and because it might enable the
development of quality of service differentiation schemes in IP networks [8].

This paper focuses on the resource efficiency of ECN in IP networks. Although one
may intuitively surmise that there should be gains with ECN since packet drops are
largely avoided, this has not been formally investigated, let alone quantified. We show
that in an IP network where all hosts support ECN, network resources are used more
efficiently with respect to criteria not considered in previous studies, which tend to
focus primarily on throughput/goodput; for example, transmission overhead from
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dropped and duplicated packets may be reduced by as much as 70%. Conversely, a
significant, unexpected conclusion from our work is that average TCP through-
put/goodput is not improved with respect to relatively short flows.

2   Related Work

ECN is integrally dependent on an active queue management (AQM) mechanism [4],
which determines when packets should be marked [12]. In practice, in most studies
published to date, the AQM underlying ECN has been Random Early Detection
(RED) [7]. Slim and Ahmed [13], for example, use a Linux-based test bed network to
study the performance advantage of TCP with ECN (TCP/ECN) in terms of through-
put for both bulk and transactional transfers. Key findings include: increased relative
advantage for TCP/ECN over standard TCP when congestion levels increase; limited
number of retransmission when ECN is employed; and smaller amount of time spent
in error recovery.

Zhang and Qiu [14] evaluate TCP performance under RED and drop tail (DT), ex-
amining a variety of scenarios, including long and short transfers, different round trip
times (RTTs), a mix of TCP and UDP traffic, and two-way traffic. They also use TCP
goodput as their metric of ECN efficiency. Though focusing mainly on RED with
packet drops, they find that when n TCP/ECN senders compete with n ECN-unaware
TCP senders, the former achieve up to 30% better goodput than the latter.

More recently, Athuraliya et al. [2] present an evaluation of TCP/ECN as part of a
study of their proposed Random Exponential Marking (REM) AQM. They focus
mainly on illustrating that REM performs better than RED, and that ECN can help to
further reduce losses in the network while preserving high goodput. They consider the
case where infrequent random drops are happening in the network (thereby roughly
simulating errors in a wireless environment), and conclude that ECN can help to in-
crease TCP’s performance in hybrid wired/wireless networks [11].

A common, determinant characteristic of the published literature known to us is
that it examines scenarios in which TCP/ECN flows compete with ECN-unaware ones.
The literature makes clear that, under these circumstances, the TCP/ECN sender is
virtually assured better goodput. All other things being equal, a TCP/ECN sender
possesses more information about network conditions and avoids decreasing its con-
gestion window more than once per window of data [12].

Another point worth highlighting is that most studies use “background”, non-ECN
traffic in order to maintain a level of congestion that ensures routers operate in the
“RED region”: that is, with average queue sizes always within the range of values for
which random early marking is in effect. This permits ECN to display its best potential
with respect to the ECN-capable flows present. However, it is known that tuning RED
parameters so that routers in real networks, experiencing a variety of traffic mixes, are
always operating in the RED region is difficult [5][9].

This paper presents case studies using simulation in which there is no background
traffic. Traffic in our studies is ECN-capable, and is not constructed to ensure any
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particular, a priori relationship with respect to the RED parameters in effect. We also
focus on moderately short (100 KB) transfers, typical of, for example, web browsing.
To the extent that a file transfer may terminate before the full potential of the feedback
marking mechanism takes effect, shorter downloads are less favorable to ECN than
longer ones. Our aim is to evaluate TCP/ECN performance under circumstances that
are not necessarily inclined in its favor. The ECN cases are then compared to the cor-
responding cases where the traffic is ECN-unaware and running under, on the one
hand, DT and, on the other, RED.

3   Experimental Configuration

Our study of TCP/ECN performance was conducted with the widely used ns-2 simu-
lator [10]. Fig. 1 depicts the network topology, representing a situation in which mul-
tiple clients access a web server. Our network topology is similar to that used in many
protocol evaluations, including the ones discussed above.

10 Mb/s
0.5 ms

10 Mb/s
0.5 ms 10 Mb/s

0.5 ms

1.5 Mb/s
d

...

Direction of data
iM ac

C0

iMa c

C1

iM ac

Cn ServerRouter BRouter A

Fig. 1. Simulation topology

A fixed number of clients (receivers) n are each connected to router A through a 10
Mb/s link with a propagation delay of 0.5 ms. A server is connected to router B, also
with a 10 Mb/s link and 0.5 ms propagation delay. Router B is connected to router A
by a 1.5 Mb/s link (the “bottleneck link”). We experimented with a variety of propa-
gation delays d for this link, ranging from 2 to 20 ms.

The server employs TCP Reno with a maximum segment size (MSS) of 1460 bytes.
The clients use the delayed acknowledgements algorithm and advertise an initial re-
ceiver window of 64 KB [1]. Data transfers are unidirectional. Starting at time 0, each
client initiates a 100 KB file transfer. When a client receives its file, it immediately
initiates a new transfer for another 100 KB file. The three-way TCP connection-
establishment handshake is simulated for every file transfer. An individual experiment
terminates when the n parallel sets, each of 11 serial transfers, successfully complete.

We experiment with different values for the size of the router B output queue at the
bottleneck link (i.e. in the direction of the data flow), using DT, and RED with and
without ECN support. All other buffer queues in the network are DT, but in fact are
adequately provisioned to ensure that no drops occur. This is in order to isolate the
impact on performance induced by the router B queue management mechanism.
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3.1   Simulation Methodology

As already mentioned, an individual experiment consists of n parallel sets, each com-
posed of 11 serial file transfers, for a total of 11n transfers. Although the n sets start
simultaneously, “synchronization” between them is quickly lost: first, because the
SYNs of the initial n connection establishment phases are serialized as they pass
through the routers on their way to the server; and secondly because the 11n transfers
undergo different experiences at the bottleneck router, yielding a rich mixture and
variety of TCP congestion and error-recovery responses. This, for example, is illus-
trated in Fig. 2: the distribution of ECN marks across the possible sequence numbers
is close to uniform for the vast majority of experiments. At any given instant of an
experiment (at least until the first of the n parallel sets completes its 11 transfers) there
are n simultaneous, ongoing downloads at different phases of progress and TCP in-
duced dynamics. As such, the 11n transfers provide a rich sampling of possible out-
comes. The results reported here, mostly averages for a single 100-KB file download
are based on aggregation over this sample of size 11n.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ECN marks across a number of experiments.
Experiment configuration parameters are given as  (number of clients, d in ms, QL at router B
in packets). See also TABLE 1

It should be noted that very little in the simulation is driven by random numbers:
ns-2 runs actual TCP code, and packet transfer times are deterministic for a given link,
once its transmission rate and propagation delay are defined. The only aspect of the
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simulation that receives generated random variate input is the RED marking at the
router B buffer. Because of this, file transfer averages of the kind we report on would
not vary significantly across independent replications of the experiment, and the re-
sults we present, based on a single replication, are quite representative (representative,
that is, for the particular case study network configuration we are simulating). In the
few cases where we implemented an independent replications procedure, samples
based on 12 replications yielded small variance. The 98% level confidence intervals
for single-file transfer times, for example, were mostly within �5% of the sample
means.

Of course, a single replication’s 11n sample values are not mutually independent
since they result from the interaction of n parallel sets of serial TCP transfers com-
peting for network resources. They are not even identically distributed since, as each
client completes its 11 file transfers and “shuts down”, the remaining clients experi-
ence less competition for network resources. As such, we have not attempted to for-
mally wrap the (single-run) averages reported in confidence intervals.

3.2   Parameter Setting

Our experiments are primarily aimed at comparing the performance of standard TCP
(over DT and RED) with that of TCP/ECN. The number of clients ranges from 5 to
25, and the buffer size (QL) at router B from 8 to 128 packets. RED parameters [7]
were set as follows: the minimum (minth) and maximum (maxth) thresholds varied
depending on QL, see Table 1; 10% for the maximum dropping probability, maxp , for
all tests presented in this paper; and a weighting factor, wq , used to calculate the aver-
age queue size, fixed at 0.002 for all tests. RED was always configured with the “gen-
tle” option [10].

Table 1. RED parameter settings

QL 16 32 64 128
minth 5 10 20 40
maxth 15 30 60 120

4   Results and Discussion

Our primary interest in this paper is to compare TCP when complemented by a “pure”
marking mechanism to the more usual situation of “standard” TCP with a dropping
mechanism. The former is represented by TCP/ECN, and the latter by TCP over DT.
TCP over RED, as such, is ancillary to our focus because it still uses dropping as a
congestion notification mechanism. ECN is dependent on an AQM mechanism, in this
case RED’s. As such, results from TCP over RED provide a “control” group which
enable us to apportion the gains achieved by TCP/ECN between, on the one hand, its
AQM scheme and, on the other, the marking mechanism per se. Due to space limita-
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tions, however, we only present results for 10 and 25 clients. Results with fewer cli-
ents are different to the extent that they entail lower levels of congestion, and will be
briefly discussed below. Results with more clients are similar with the ones we present
in this paper, if QL is increased. It should be noted, however, that with 10 clients the
router B buffer operated in the RED region most, but not all, of the time, and with 25
clients virtually all of the time.

4.1   Transfer Duration

In contrast to previously published studies [2][6][13][14], our experiments produced
results that consistently show no significant improvement in TCP goodput, across
different scenarios, when ECN is employed. In fact, in some cases the average transfer
times to complete the 100 KB download are somewhat larger (and hence the average
goodput smaller) for TCP/ECN. For example, Fig. 3 presents the average transfer
times (and the standard deviations) for 10 and 25 clients, with propagation delay d
along the bottleneck equal to 20 ms, for four varied QLs.
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Fig. 3. Average transfer duration (TT) and standard deviation (STD), in seconds, with 10 and
25 clients competing (d = 20ms). (D: DT; R: RED; E: ECN)

At first sight, it seemed intriguing that TCP/ECN does not lead to improved per-
formance. Closer examination of the experiment data revealed that TCP/ECN indeed
does become aware of congestion conditions sooner than does standard TCP and,
therefore, backs off in a more timely manner (see subsection 4.2, below). However, it
is unable to detect improved network conditions any more efficiently than standard
TCP since, in this respect, both implement the same mechanism for congestion win-
dow expansion. Earlier studies have shown that, when TCP/ECN competes with ECN-
unaware traffic (i.e., over RED), it has the advantage in detecting congestion and so
avoids transmitting in times of congestion. This in turn helps it avoid packet drops,
and thus prevents TCP’s congestion window collapse, yielding increased goodput. On
the other hand, when all traffic is TCP/ECN none of the senders has a competitive
advantage and “the gains of one flow are the losses of another”. For any given QL,
TCP over DT undertakes more segment transmissions overall in order to complete the
11n transfers than TCP/ECN (see subsection 4.2, below). With less timely information
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about congestion, TCP over DT attempts some segment transmissions that TCP/ECN
does not (since the latter halves its congestion window immediately upon receipt of
ECNs). Some of these “risky” (because of rising congestion levels) transmissions
succeed, allowing TCP to achieve on the average similar goodput with TCP/ECN.

Furthermore, TCP’s highly tuned algorithms, combined with flow multiplexing,
yield bottleneck link utilization in the mid- to high ninety percent range (especially
when 25 clients are involved), leaving very limited spare bandwidth, which causes the
average transfer times to vary hardly at all across varying QLs. Note that these QLs
are sufficiently large to ensure that bottleneck link starvation does not occur.

4.2   Network and Receiver Overhead

We define network overhead as the number of excess packets that the TCP sender
transmits for the specified application payload (100 KB), over and above the mini-
mum required in an uncongested network. Network overhead is expressed as a per-
centage of this minimum, and includes packets that are dropped at the bottleneck
router, packets corrupted in transmission, as well as duplicate (i.e. unnecessarily re-
transmitted) packets. In contrast, receiver overhead is defined as the number of pack-
ets received at the client in excess of the application payload minimum, also expressed
as a percentage of the latter. Thus, receiver overhead includes duplicate and corrupted
packets, but not packets dropped at router B. Both overheads are presented in Fig. 4
below for the case of 10 and 25 clients, with d = 20 ms.
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Taking network overhead first, and as can be seen from the figure, TCP/ECN in-
duces smaller overhead than TCP does. Consider, for example, the case of QL = 64.
The TCP network overhead is 10.18% over DT, and 7.32% over RED; TCP/ECN’s is
2.78%. That is, network overhead is reduced by as much as 72%, yielding 7.40%
fewer total transmitted packets. Also note that in this particular case, TCP/ECN abso-
lute gains (in terms of number of packets) increase as more clients compete, while
relative network overhead (in terms of percentage) remains constant. With 10 clients
active, TCP over DT transmits 445 packets more packets than what is required to
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transfer the total application payload; if TCP/ECN is used, this figure drops to 149
packets (i.e., network overhead reduction of 66%). With 25 clients, the figures are
1960 vs. 535 packets, yielding a reduction of 72%.

Clearly, not all gains are due purely to the marking mechanism: RED itself achieves
some gains over DT. The only exception is for QL = 128 with 10 active clients, where
router B buffer can accommodate all flows with hardly any drops under DT. There are
almost 13 slots in the buffer for each active flow, each of which experiences a negligi-
ble number of congestion incidents. With RED, random segment losses are induced,
yielding poorer network overhead. TCP/ECN’s network overhead is not affected since
packets are marked rather than dropped.

Moreover, ECN yields the same or less network overhead than DT with twice the
buffer size. This resource efficiency can lead to improved services. Our results con-
firm that, as expected in a highly congested network, the average packet transfer time
is halved when QL is halved. Although interactive flows are not dealt with in this
paper, the potential gains for short, transactional requests are clear.

In general, when QL is under-provisioned RED degenerates and causes more
packet drops than DT, due to occasional random dropping over and above buffer
overflow [5]. On the other hand, when QL is over-provisioned the network overhead
is similar for ECN and DT, and slightly better than for RED with dropping. In terms
of receiver overhead TCP/ECN consistently improves on TCP over DT, if only mod-
estly: 2% of total packets received, though this represents a relative gain of as much as
88%  (Fig. 4).

Of course, when congestion levels are lower, the benefits of ECN are negligible.
For example, with five clients, no background traffic, and d small (2 ms), the bottle-
neck router does not operate in the RED region, yielding rather disappointing results
in terms of network overhead for TCP/ECN (not shown). Increasing d to 20 ms, we
have TCP/ECN yielding a slight improvement in network overhead.

4.3   Power Efficiency

The resource efficiency of TCP/ECN can be of greater importance in networks other
than the traditional wired Internet. In particular, resource efficiency can translate into
power savings for battery-operated (mobile) hosts. Although exact communications-
related power consumption depends on the hardware and software specifics of the
battery-operated device, it is important to use a transport protocol that is as resource
efficient as possible.

With the proliferation of wireless networks, TCP is being called on to serve as the
transport protocol in hybrid wired/wireless environments. It is well established in the
literature that TCP Reno does not perform well in such environments, because,
amongst other reasons, TCP interprets all segment losses as congestion incidents [11].
ECN can provide more information to a TCP sender about the congestion levels and
therefore allow it to make more intelligent decisions. In order to see the effect of
rather infrequent random losses on the performance of TCP/ECN, and compare it with
the results presented already, we repeated the experiments with the addition of a rather
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simple, Bernoulli trials error model on the links connecting the clients with router A,
i.e. the clients’ access subnetwork.

In any battery-operated device, three factors determine communications-related
power consumption: (a) the amount of packets transmitted, (b) the amount of packets
received, and (c) the amount of time spent idling. In our case study, assuming that
clients are battery-operated: (a) corresponds to the ACKs sent back to the server; (b)
to packets received; and (c) can be associated in a straightforward manner with the
transfer time. Therefore, the metrics used in the previous section can serve as rough
indicators for the energy efficiency of TCP/ECN.

4.4 Receiver Overhead with Random Errors

Receiver overhead can provide us with a metric of totally wasted energy because it
measures the amount of packets that are redundant. Fig. 5 presents network and re-
ceiver overhead when 1%-probability random errors are introduced in the clients’
access subnetwork, and d is set to 2 and 20 ms, respectively. TCP/ECN achieves
smaller receiver overhead across all scenarios. For example, for 25 active clients, and
QL = 128, TCP receiver overhead is 3.07% for DT, 0.87% for RED, and 0.56% for
ECN. In other words, the reduction in receiver overhead for TCP/ECN is almost 82%;
this translates to 2.5% fewer total packets received.
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Light random errors force TCP to behave more conservatively and so impose
slightly smaller load on the network. Comparing the results presented in this section
with those in subsection 4.2, we conclude that TCP/ECN still maintains an advantage,
in both network and receiver overhead.

4.5   Transfer Duration with Random Errors

From an energy point of view, and all other things being equal, the smaller the amount
of time needed to transfer the application payload the larger the savings. Fig. 6 illus-
trates the average transfer time and the standard deviation when random errors are
introduced, for d set to 2 and 20 ms, respectively. The results are similar with the ones
presented in subsection 4.1, above. There is hardly any variation in average transfer
times across all scenarios when only 10 clients are active. With 25 clients active,
TCP/ECN achieves slightly improved transfer times in some scenarios (e.g., QL = 16),
and worse ones in others (e.g., QL = 64, d = 2ms). In general, though, TCP/ECN does
not have a competitive advantage over standard TCP, and the arguments presented in
subsection 4.1 apply here too. Thus, if we consider transfer times alone, TCP/ECN is
no more power-efficient than TCP over DT.
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4.6   Transmission Energy Savings

The use of the delayed ACKs algorithms is very popular with most TCP implementa-
tions and has been shown to be network resource efficient. It is also deemed an effi-
cient power-conserving mechanism. However, delayed ACKs double the amount of
time that a TCP sender spends in Slow Start, which means that transfer times, espe-
cially for short files, are prolonged. In light of the results presented in this paper, we
want to investigate the impact of delayed ACKs on TCP/ECN.

Our experiments assume that battery-operated clients have no data to send and al-
ways act as receivers. However, they do initiate file transfers and transmit TCP ACKs.
Though ACKs are small in size (40 bytes for the IP and TCP header, plus the headers
of the lower levels), they can be as costly to transmit as full sized segments. Balak-
rishnan et al. [3] note that in many asymmetric networks, such as wireless packet
radio, MAC schemes introduce overhead per upstream transmission, which can make
the transmitting of short packets (including TCP ACKs) as costly as transmitting
MTU-sized packets. Therefore, limiting the number of ACKs that the receiver sends
can translate into significant power savings.

Fig. 7 presents the average number of ACKs generated under a variety of scenarios.
In all these scenarios, TCP/ECN generates fewer ACKs than TCP over DT. Moreover,
TCP/ECN generates fewer ACKs than TCP over RED, except for QL = 32, d = 2ms,
and 10 active clients. The maximum gains for TCP/ECN are achieved when QL =
128, d = 2 ms, and 25 clients are active: TCP over DT generates almost 54, while
TCP/ECN generates approximately 44, ACKs, a reduction of 15%. Notice that part of
these gains is apportioned to using RED at the bottleneck router. If QL is reduced to
64 packets, TCP/ECN clients generate (on the average) 10% fewer ACKs. Further
reductions in QL translate into smaller gains for TCP/ECN.

5   Conclusion

In this paper we use simulation to study the case of moderately-short TCP file down-
loads with a bottleneck link in the end-to-end path. Our focus is on the resource effi-
ciency of an all-TCP/ECN environment, as compared to all-DT and all-RED environ-
ments.

We observe, contrary to our expectations, that TCP/ECN does not achieve im-
proved goodput. On a more positive note, we show that ECN leads to significant gains
in network overhead, and modest, but measurable, gains in receiver overhead. A rough
rule of thumb is that an all-TCP/ECN environment maintains the same overall per-
formance, in terms of transmission overhead for duplicate and dropped packets, and
for ACKs, as an all-DT environment with twice the buffer size at the bottleneck
router.

Introducing light, random, wireless-like error conditions in the receivers’ access
network does not degrade ECN’s resource efficiency. This suggests promising power-
conserving potential for battery-operated mobile devices, especially in limiting the
number of generated ACKs.
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Abstract. This paper considers a number of modifications that can be applied
to the congestion control algorithm of a TCP sender without requiring the co-
operation either of the network or of the receiver, analyzing their impact on the
performance of the protocol. We use a theoretical approach based on the use of
queueing networks for the description of the protocol dynamics and a fixed point
approximation to derive the working point of the IP network. Our results show that
in presence of short lived connections the impact of the transient behavior of TCP
on the network performance is dominant, and major performance improvements
can be obtained only if the transient behavior is improved.

1 Introduction and Motivations

Recent years have seen a large research effort focused on Internet congestion control, the
TCP protocol being the pivot issue of the effort. Several papers [1,2] and RFCs [3] (just to
mention some of them), were devoted to propose improved TCP versions. Other works
focused on modeling either the TCP behavior [4,5,7] or the whole Internet “transfer
function” [6], with the aim of gaining insight in the network dynamics, thus enhancing
capabilities for designing and deploying improved protocol versions.

Several recent proposals [8,9,10] advocate the use of explicit feedback from the
network, or, at least, the cooperation of the sender and the receiver (like TCP-SACK),
in order to improve the congestion control. Other authors [11] claim that modifications
in the congestion control algorithms should involve the TCP sender only, avoiding any
necessity for co-ordination in the deployment of new TCP versions. Clearly, new TCP
versions must be backward compatible and “friendly” to existent TCP implementations
(TCP-NewReno in particular).
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The focus and contribution of this paper lie in the exploration of several possible
TCP modifications on the sender side that change the way TCP tries to avoid congestion
and reacts to it. We do not claim that these are the only possible modifications, but
they surely have a major impact on the main parameters that govern the closed-loop
behavior of the TCP-sources/transpor-network system. As discussed in [6,12,13,14,15,
16] the reasons of TCP performance cannot be searched for in the protocol alone, but
have to be analyzed in a context where TCP is just one piece of the overall transfer
function of the closed-loop system. All the papers cited above give a deep insight in
the system behavior, but the modeling technique adopted there does not include enough
details to account for “apparently minor” protocol modifications and, most of all, for the
transient behavior of TCP during the first slow start after opening the connection, which
instead dominates the performance when short lived connections are involved.

The modeling technique we adopt, shortly described in Sect. 2, allows taking into
account both the TCP transient and any kind of protocol modification. The closed-loop
nature of the system is taken into account with a FPA (Fixed Point Approximation)
method, that, in the case of the system under analysis, ensures the existence and the
uniqueness of the solution, as demonstrated in [17].

The aim of our work is not the proposal of a specific TCP modification, but the ex-
ploration of the possible modifications and the benefits that derive from them. Moreover,
this paper shows that the use of a powerful modeling technique can help in designing
protocol modifications (new protocols?) without incurring the risks inherent to empiri-
cal/heuristic design.

2 The Modeling Technique

Following the approach first adopted in [7,18,19,20], in this paper we use an open multi-
class queuing network (OMQN)-based description of the TCP protocol to investigate
the benefits and drawbacks of possible modifications to TCP. An OMQN is a queueing
network in which all queues are M/G/∞. In this model, each customer (namely a TCP
connection) is uniquely identified by a pair (q, c), where q represents a specific state
of the protocol and c identifies the number of remaining packets to be sent before the
completion of the flow. An OMQN model is capable of describing any protocol whose
dynamics can be described with a Finite State Machine (FSM). The use of classes to
describe the backlog of the connection allows to model short lived connections. Given
the average RTT of connections and the average packet loss probability, the OMQN
model defines the load offered to the IP network, as well as the throughput and the
duration of connections. The model is complemented with a single- or multi-bottleneck
description of the IP network loaded with the TCP connections, that, given the load,
computes the average loss probability. The overall solution is obtained iterating with the
FPA technique.

The OMQN modeling technique has proven to be extremely accurate [7,20], and this
is the main reason that led us to choose this analytic approach for our study, instead of a
more common simulation approach. Its powerful modeling paradigm and computational
efficiency, associated with its proven accuracy, enable to gain the best possible insight in
the protocol dynamics and in the consequences of protocol modifications with acceptable
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costs, while simulation studies are always limited in their scope by computational costs
and difficulties in the interpretations of the results.

Any further detail about the OMQN modeling technique is superfluous in this context
and we refer the interested reader to the available literature [7,18,19,20,21].

Protocol modifications are modeled in two possible ways. The first one implies
modifying the protocol FSM, hence either adding or deleting queues in the OMQN. The
second one does not affect the protocol states, but only its dynamics, and corresponds
to the modification of the service rates of queues and the transition probabilities, rather
than modifying the OMQN structure.

3 TCP Protocol Modification

The basic congestion avoidance algorithm of TCP NewReno (presently the most dif-
fused TCP version) is AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease). The basic
properties of AIMD algorithms, generalizing the TCP protocol, were studied in [22,23].
Several approximations are introduced for analytical tractability, the main of which is
the incorrelation of the loss process with the TCP protocol, which does not allow to fully
appreciate any property of the protocol that leads to a smaller loss probability.

Recently, studies like [12,15] hint to possible performance limitations of TCP, when
coupled with AQM (Active Queue Management) schemes, due to oscillatory behaviors
rooted in an excessive loop gain of the congestion avoidance mechanism. On the other
hand, there is no doubt that explicit bandwidth feedback from the network can optimize
the performance of TCP.

These observations, together with the desire to keep the congestion control algorithm
in end-hosts only, without requiring the cooperation of the network, lead to propose new
versions of TCP, like Vegas [2] or Westwood [11], that try to estimate the available
bandwidth (or fair bandwidth share) within the network. In both schemes the major
problem arises from the difficulty of correctly estimating the available bandwidth.

Finally, measures and simulations highlighted how the first slow start is often dom-
inating the performance of the whole flow when its length is limited. This is obvious if
the flow is composed of just a few packets, but, if the maximum window size is large, its
effect is dominating also connections of hundreds of packets, that indeed dominate the
performance of the whole Internet. To appreciate the importance of the first slow start,
it must be recalled that TCP transmits 2 × Wfp packets in slow start, where Wfp is the
dimension of the congestion window when the first packet loss of the flow is detected.
For instance, if there are no losses and the maximum window size is 50, then 100 packets
are transmitted during the first slow start. With the standard Ethernet MSS, this roughly
corresponds to 1.2 Mbits. Indeed what may happen, and really happens more often that
one would believe, is that most of the packets of a flow are transmitted during the first
slow start without losses, then, when the window is inflated enough to load the network,
a burst of packets is lost, leading to a timeout.

In light of the above considerations we analyze three possible modifications of the
TCP protocols, whose separate impact on performance will be discussed in Section 4:

– RFS (Restart from Fair Share), that reduces the window oscillations;
– WpP (Window p-Persistant), that modifies the steady state loop gain;
– ESSE (Early Slow Start Exit), that improves the TCP transient behavior.
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In the following, we formally define these modifications and describe how they can be
modeled, assuming that the reader is familiar with the description of TCP through an
OMQN.

3.1 RFS: Packet Drop Reaction and Bandwidth Estimation

In lack of explicit bandwidth feedback from the network, the congestion control algo-
rithm cannot avoid probing the network capacity and including some form of window
oscillations around the steady state operating point. Indeed, the fast recovery option of
TCP implicitly assumes that the available bandwidth within the network is somewhere
between Wl/2 · RTT and Wl · RTT, where Wl is the window size when a packet loss
is detected. Without discussing here the correctness of this assumption, it is clear that,
if some better estimation of the available bandwidth can be obtained (and we are not
concerned here on how it is obtained), then, after a loss event, the TCP protocol could
resume the transmission from the window size corresponding to this estimation, say
Wfs (the subscript “fs” standing for fair-share). This would reduce the amplitude and
frequency of the window oscillations, and help increasing network stability and perfor-
mance. Obviously, the estimation of the fair share window Ŵfs is a real value, while the
window size is an integer: the rounded or truncated value can be used instead. We point
out that this modification is not easily compared with the responsiveness of an AIMD
protocol as defined in [23], since the relationship between the current window size and
Wfs is not known, and for this reason we will avoid the use of this term.

From the protocol point of view, this modification is easy, since it only implies to
assign a different value to cwnd after a fast recovery. The OMQN model can take this
modification into account exactly in the same way it accounts for the window thresholds
distribution (see [7]), assigning to Wfs the value of the average window size computed
in the previous iteration, i.e., by evaluating an ensemble average taken over the active
protocol states and iterating the solution until convergence.

Since the available bandwidth computed by the OMQN is not subject to evaluation
errors, in order to estimate the impact of bandwidth estimation errors on the performance
of the resulting protocol, in the model we included an error function. The error function
implementation is trivial: the transition exiting a fast recovery state is not deterministic
but follows a probability distribution centered around the value of Wfs computed by the
OMQN. Obviously, the distribution can assume only integer numbers between 2 and
Wmax, where Wmax is the maximum window size negotiated between the sender and
the receiver.

To exemplify the modeling process, Fig. 1 reports the OMQN portion representing
the transitions from a generic fast recovery state with window size n (queue LFn) to
the congestion avoidance states. The transition exiting under the queue corresponds to
the event of loosing the re-transmitted packet and leads to a timeout (not shown in the
figure for the sake of simplicity). The vector E(w) is a probability vector that describes
the estimation errors.

In this study we consider only three simple cases of bandwidth estimation errors.

1. Best Bandwidth Estimator (BBE). The information on the connection’s fair share is
supposed to be exact. The corresponding distribution function E(w) is then:
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Fig. 1. OMQN description of RFS exiting a fast recovery with window size n

E(w) =




1 − p w = �Ŵfs�
p �Ŵfs� + 1
0 otherwise

(1)

where p = Ŵfs − �Ŵfs�.
2. No Bandwidth Estimator (NBE). This is the worst case in which he information

on the connection’s fair share is supposed to be unavailable, that is either there is
no bandwidth estimator or the estimates are totally unreliable and cannot be used.
The RFS algorithm has no ‘real’ clue when setting the new value of the cwnd. The
corresponding distribution function E(w) is then:

E(w) = p ∀w = 2, 3, . . . , Wmax (2)

where p =
1

(Wmax − 1)
.

3. ‘Triangular’ Bandwidth Estimator (TBE). The information on the connection’s fair
share is supposed to be affected by an error function whose probability distribu-
tion is linearly decreasing, eventually reaching zero. The resulting distribution of
the E vector is triangular, centered on Wfs. The distribution can be asymmetrical,
emulating skewed errors:

E(w) =




cu(w − Ŵfs + eu) Ŵfs − eu ≤ w < Ŵfs
co(w − Ŵfs − eo) Ŵfs ≤ w ≤ Ŵfs + eo

0 otherwise
(3)

where, eu is the maximum admissible error underestimating the fair share, eo is the

maximum admissible error overestimating the fair share, and
pfs

2
(eu + eo) = 1; cu

and co are the slopes of the under- and over-estimation, respectively, and are given
by: cu = pfs/eu and co = −pfs/eo.

3.2 WpP: Window Increase and Aggressiveness

So far we have described the modifications of the congestion control algorithm as far as
its reaction to packet drops concerns. However, if the aim is the reduction of the window
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oscillations, the window increase during the congestion avoidance phase must be also
modified. Following the theoretical results in [13], to enhance network stability, the loop
gain, and hence the protocol aggressiveness, should be reduced. Moreover, we suggest
that, if there is a reasonable estimation of the fair share, only a very gentle probing
for extra bandwidth has to be performed in order to refrain from over-congesting the
network and to assure the necessary level of friendliness with older versions of TCP.

We call this modification WpP (Window p-Persistent), from the modeling solution in
the OMQN, represented in Fig. 2, which is exactly the implementation of the p-persistent
algorithm in MAC protocols: at any RTT, increase the value of cwnd of 1 segment with
probability p and keep the window size unchanged with probability 1 − p.

1−p

N−1 LN+1LNp p p

1−p1−p

L

Fig. 2. OMQN representation of the WpP protocol modification

The implementation in TCP can be deterministic, increasing the cwnd by 1 segment

every 1/pRTT, or, as in the current TCP implementation, increasing cwnd by
p

cwnd
MSS every valid, non duplicated ACK.

3.3 ESSE: Reducing the Transient Overshoot

So far we have discussed only modifications to the steady state behavior of the congestion
control algorithm, disregarding the role of the slow start phase. Internet traffic, however,
is dominated by short to medium connections, so that the steady state of the network is
indeed the superposition of the transients of many flows. In such a scenario, disregarding
the slow start, and specially the first one, when the TCP threshold is not yet set, is
extremely dangerous.

Since during slow start TCP doubles the window size at each RTT, and TCP reaction
time cannot be any smaller than the RTT itself, when the threshold is not set there is
an enormous potential for burst losses. In line of principle, the modification is trivial:
estimate the available resources and exit the slow start to enter the congestion avoidance
phase as soon as the window size reaches this estimation. We are perfectly aware that
the estimation of the resources during the initial transient is extremely critical. For this
reason, we assume that there is no reliable estimation until the window reaches the
dimension of five segments after three RTTs. Errors in the bandwidth estimation are
modeled as for the RFS case; however, the error distributions during the first slow start
and during congestion avoidance are independent, so that we can model a larger error
during the first slow start.
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4 Assessment of the Modifications Performance

To discuss the impact of the modifications described so far, we consider two different
scenarios, which are frequently encountered in the Internet. Both scenarios refer to
wide area networks (WAN), since in local (LAN) environment, the congestion control
algorithms of TCP very rarely play a major role. We only consider standard, FIFO
queueing with drop tail policies, which are by far the most diffused queueing schemes in
deployed routers. Drop tail buffers introduce correlation in losses, which are accounted
for in our models with the techniques described in [7,20]. The presence of active queue
management (AQM) policies and random losses due to link errors are left for future
study, though they do not represent a major modeling problem.

The first scenario corresponds to the case where the bottleneck is represented by the
peering point between two ISPs. This is often the case in web-browsing USA sites from
Europe, since the Internet traffic is highly asymmetrical (more downloads from USA
to Europe than vice-versa). The peering contracts between ISPs result in a bottleneck
whose available bandwidth is nowhere near the installed capacity on transoceanic links.
We assume, in this case, a bottleneck of 10 Mbit/s, with an average connections distance
of roughly 10,000 km, resulting in an average RTT of 100 ms plus the queueing at the
bottleneck, which is directly computed by the model and depends on the buffer size and
bottleneck load. We will refer to this scenario as the Peering scenario.

The second scenario corresponds to the case where the bottleneck of the connections
is the access link of the institution where the connections originate/terminate. In this
case, the bandwidth of the bottleneck can be extremely variable, depending upon the
institution dimension and similar factors. We deem that this scenario is most interesting
when the access link is fairly fast and, on average, there are many flows competing
for the resources. We assume that the bottleneck is a 100 Mbit/s link. In this case, the
average connection length is smaller, since there are both transoceanic connections and
“European” connections1. We arbitrarily set the average length of the connections to
3,000 km, obtaining an average RTT of 30 ms. We call this scenario Access. In both
cases, the bottleneck buffer is set to 64 packets.
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Fig. 3. Packet drop rate in the Access scenario considering the WpP, RFS modifications separately,
or joint with the ESSE modification

1 Notice that we set this hypothetical institution in Europe, but reversing the situation and having
it in the USA, would not change the basic layout of the scenario
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We examine first the packet drop rate in the Access scenario, considering separately
the WpP and the RFS modifications, or both of them joint with ESSE modifying also
the transient behavior. Flows are all 100 packets long, but we consider two different
maximum window sizes (MWS), namely 16 and 32 packets. Fig. 3 reports the packet
drop rate as a function of the nominal2 normalized traffic load. It is quite clear that
the drop rate is dominated by the transient behavior: unless the ESSE modification is
enabled, the loss rate is almost indistinguishable (at least in logarithmic scale) from the
loss rate of NewReno connections. It is also interesting to notice that the MWS has a
major impact on the loss rate, and the gain induced by the ESSE modification grows
with the window size.
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Fig. 4. Average completion times in the Access scenario considering the WpP, RFS modifications
separately, or joint with the ESSE modification

The performance gain obtained in terms of packet drop rate is striking; however, end
users are more interested in the time they need to transfer the information. The two plots
in Fig. 4 report the average flow completion time corresponding to the same situation
of Fig. 3. It is clear that with large MWS the gain with the three joint modifications is
determinant, specially at high loads (the solution of the model shows some numerical
instability at very high loads, which causes the connections duration of NewReno, WpP
and RFS to decrease slightly at load 0.94).

The situation with small MWS is instead more complicated. Though not quantita-
tively large, the advantage at high loads is still clear when all modifications are considered
together; however, at light loads, the ESSE modification seems to penalize, though only
marginally, the connections. The reason is a too early exit from the slow start, that avoids
connections to reach the MWS. Indeed, with small drop rates, most of the connections
terminate without losses, hence the larger the reached window in slow start, the faster is
the transfer. Results would probably be different considering the 90o percentile of the
completion time. Unfortunately, our model is not yet capable of computing completion
time variances or distributions.

2 This is the load that the bottleneck would have if there were no retransmissions, hence the actual
load of the network is higher
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4.1 The Influence of Bandwidth Estimation Errors

The performance of a protocol that has a reliable estimation of the available bandwidth
and makes an intelligent use of this knowledge should not be a surprise; however, we
are interested in analyzing the resilience of such protocols to estimation errors. The
estimation errors are modeled as described in Sect. 3.1. When the errors have a triangular
distribution, the maximum relative error is 25% of the average available bandwidth.
We only consider all the modifications implemented together and the error estimation
function is the same during slow start and congestion avoidance. The completion times
of NewReno are reported for comparison.
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Fig. 5. Average completion times in the Access scenario when all modifications are implemented,
but errors impair the bandwidth estimation

We analyze here only the completion times of connections, since these also reflect
the underlying loss rate.

Figs. 5 and 6 report the average completion times for connections that are 60 (top-left
plot), 100 (top-right plot) and 200 (bottom plot) segments long, in the Access and Peer-
ing scenarios respectively. ‘BBE’ curves refer to the ideal bandwidth estimation, ‘TBE’
curves to the triangular error function and ‘NBE’ curves to the case when the estimation
is uniformly distributed, i.e., drawn completely at random. The qualitative behavior is
the same in all cases, regardless of the bottleneck position or capacity, or of the average
connections length. The striking result is that NewReno, at high loads, always performs
so poorly as to be worse than choosing the window size at random. The explanation is
rooted once more in the transient behavior of the protocol, and indeed, when connections
are longer, the performance gap is partially filled. NewReno, as all TCP implementa-
tions, during the first slow start grows the window until the network is congested and
packets are dropped. In other words, during the initial transient, NewReno does nothing
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Fig. 6.Average completion times in the Peering scenario when all modifications are implemented,
but errors impair the bandwidth estimation

to estimate the available resources, but assumes they are “infinite,” deterministically
overloading the network; this behavior ends up in poor performance because of the
higher packet loss rate, even higher than a protocol that, instead of correctly evaluating
the available resources draws a uniform random variable to set the window size.

Going a little bit more into detail, we can observe that, for shorter connections and
low loads, the early exit from the slow start implemented by the ESSE modification may
be a little penalizing, though always marginally. Comparing the Peering and Access
scenario it is clear that the larger the available resources, the higher the gain we can
achieve from a correct estimation of the available resources from its use to reduce the
initial transient overshoot.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

TCP is a reliable, robust and reasonably well performing protocol; however, it is far
from perfect, and scores of modifications have been proposed to improve its perfor-
mance. Some of them were successfully implemented and are now available in standard
implementations, others did not have the same success. The best of the effort in TCP
study was always devoted to heuristic modifications, and their implementation evaluated
either in a simulation environment or on test beds. The work we present in this paper
is a first attempt to tackle the problem from a theoretical point of view, using models
that predict the impact of the modifications before implementing them and allowing a
much easier evaluation of the results, since the computing effort to obtain the results is
orders of magnitude smaller than that of simulations, and testbeds can only offer results
for very limited settings.
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We have considered three different modifications that require changes of the sender
side only, thus having potentially a minor impact if deployed in the Internet. One of
the major results of this work is that, in many situations, the performance of competing
TCP connections is dominated by the initial transient when the threshold is not yet set.
Hence, any attempt to improve TCP performance should take into account the initial
transient too, while, browsing the literature, it is clear that the best part of the effort in
TCP research was devoted to its steady state.

We admit that the results we have are not definitive, since we have to refine our model
towards three different directions at least. First of all we have to verify the behavior of
the modified TCP version when competing with NewReno implementations, in order to
verify their friendliness to the existing Internet. Though not trivial, this modeling step
is feasible and we hope to show also this aspect in short time. As a “side effect” of
this additional modeling effort, the model will also be able to predict the performance
of any mix of different length flows. Second, since the considered modifications imply
the end-to-end estimation of the available bandwidth, additional studies are required on
how the estimation can be carried out and what kind of errors would presumably affect
this estimation. Finally, it would be extremely interesting, though it is still not clear if
it is possible, to extend the modeling technique to compute not only averages over the
whole flows, but also some additional information about the actual distributions of, for
instance, the completion time of the connections.

Acknowledgments. The authors express their deepest appreciation to Michele Garetto,
who provided the code for solving the TCP NewReno model, assistance in the code
exegesis and a lot of useful discussions.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe and validate the analytic model
of a mixed TCP Reno and TCP Vegas network scenario. There is ex-
perimental evidence that TCP Vegas overcomes the widespread TCP
version, called TCP Reno, in a number of network environments. The
incompatibility between TCP Vegas and TCP Reno in heterogeneous
network scenarios has been also verified by means of several simulations.
The model presented in this work allows to quantitatively evaluate this
incompatibility, by computing the average throughput of a TCP Vegas
source in presence of a concurrent TCP Reno source. This model can
help us to better understand the reasons of the vulnerability of TCP
Vegas in competing with TCP Reno sources.

1 Introduction

In the last years TCP congestion control has received great interest from the
networking research community. A number of analytic and experimental stud-
ies have pointed out the shortcomings of TCP and they conceived changes able
to cope with some TCP limitations. The recent standardized modifications are
a result of these efforts (for an updated report see [1]). However, most of these
modifications concerned improvements in avoiding unnecessary timeouts and fast
retransmit caused by packet reordering, isolated packet loss and multiple packet
loss due to temporary network congestion. Hence, the changes are intended in
order to optimize the mechanisms that regulate the response to loss detection.
Conversely, the mechanisms that avoid protracted network congestion (slow start
and congestion avoidance) and define how TCP sources share the available band-
width among them are quite unchanged (at least as standards).

TCP Vegas, proposed in [2], represents a valid alternative to the congestion
control performed by the currently standard and most widespread version of
TCP, called TCP Reno. Although it introduces new techniques into all the main
mechanisms of TCP, it is fully compatible with all the standard versions of TCP,
because the changes only concern the TCP sending side.

TCP Reno congestion control reacts to the network congestion only after loss
detection, thus when the network congestion has already arisen. This avoids con-
gestion collapse, since the transmission rate is reduced as soon as a packet loss
occurs; however this generates an intrinsic instability of the congestion control,
whose evidence is the permanent oscillation of the source transmission rate.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 612–623, 2002.
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The key idea of TCP Vegas is to prevent the packet loss (and the network
congestion) by adapting the transmission rate to the value of the round trip
delay experienced by the transmitted packets.

Several simulation works have verified that TCP Vegas is better than TCP
Reno in terms of throughput (between 37% and 71% better than Reno), fair-
ness, stability, packet loss probability, end-to-end delay and ability in avoiding
network congestion in a very large number of network environments [2][3][4][5].

However, some works [3][4][6] also pointed out by means of simulations and
experimental trials the extreme vulnerability of TCP Vegas in competing with
TCP Reno sources to take the available bandwidth. The problem is that TCP
Reno is intrinsically much more aggressive than TCP Vegas, because it reduces
its transmission rate only after packet loss detection.

This represents the main reason why TCP Vegas cannot be widely proposed
to the users as a reliable transport protocol.

Given that TCP Vegas basic approach is a sound one, there is a need for
a thorough understanding of the fine tuning of its parameters and possibly for
some modifications of the basic congestion control algorithm. To this end it is
useful to have an accurate analytic tool for the evaluation of TCP Vegas in a
mixed TCP environment.

This paper describes an analytic model to evaluate the average throughput
of a TCP Vegas source interacting with a TCP Reno source in a mixed scenario.

Since the works [3][7] already modeled the competition of TCP Vegas and
TCP Reno in a network environment with small bandwidth-delay product (less
than the bottleneck link buffer size), we will only analyze the case of a network
with large bandwidth-delay product (larger than the buffer size). This is even
more interesting as the small delay-bandwidth product case, since optical net-
working and high speed processing devices promise very high network capacity
also in the wide area network environment.

The aim is to give a quantitative measure of the vulnerability of TCP Vegas
in presence of a source implementing TCP Reno and to gain insight as to what
might be acted upon to reverse this outcome.

This study can represent a starting point to find mechanisms that make TCP
Vegas competitive in a heterogeneous network scenario: given the distributed na-
ture of the Internet, this is a key element to stimulate the use of TCP Vegas as
a reliable transport protocol and to improve the TCP congestion control.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the TCP Reno and
TCP Vegas congestion control is described. In Section 3 we present the analytic
model. In Section 4 the validation of the model is shown. Finally, in Section 5
the conclusions and hints to further work.

2 TCP Vegas and TCP Reno Congestion Control

TCP Reno and TCP Vegas adopt an end-to-end closed-loop adaptive window
congestion control. It is based on five fundamental mechanisms: slow start, con-
gestion avoidance, retransmission time-out, fast retransmit and fast recovery.

TCP Reno and TCP Vegas use slow start at the beginning of the connection
and whenever a packet loss is detected via timeout.
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When the congestion window reaches a threshold value (called slow start
threshold), TCP Reno and TCP Vegas enter congestion avoidance.

The maximum limit of the congestion window is advertised by the receiver
to the sender during the connection.

Both the protocols can detect packet losses by means of two mechanisms:
when the timeout (set when the packet is sent) expires, they reduce their con-
gestion window to one packet size1, then they start again in slow start2. Other-
wise, if three duplicated acknowledgments arrive back to the sender before the
timeout expiration, the protocols perform fast retransmit and fast recovery.

TCP Vegas differs from TCP Reno by the way slow start, congestion avoid-
ance and fast retransmit are implemented.

During slow start, TCP Reno congestion windowWR increases by one packet
for every incoming acknowledgment. So the congestion window has an exponen-
tial growth. During congestion avoidance TCP Reno opens its congestion window
WR linearly, because for each incoming acknowledgment it updates the conges-
tion window by incrementing it by 1/WR.

In fast recovery TCP Reno halves the current congestion window and goes
in congestion avoidance, without performing slow start.

The TCP Vegas congestion control is based on two parameters representing
respectively the expected and the actual rate, calculated as follows:

Expected =
WV

BaseRTT
Actual =

FlightSize

RTT

where WV is the value of the current congestion window, BaseRTT is the min-
imum round trip time experienced by the connection, FlightSize is the number
of packets currently not acknowledged yet, RTT is the round trip time experi-
enced by the considered packet.

For each incoming acknowledgment, TCP Vegas computes the normalized
difference Diff between Expected and Actual:

Diff = (Expected−Actual) ·BaseRTT (1)

During congestion avoidance, TCP Vegas comparesDiff with two thresholds
α and β3. TCP Vegas updates its congestion window WV as follows:

WV =



WV + 1

WV
if Diff < α

WV − 1
WV

if Diff > β

WV otherwise

(2)

The slow start mechanism is based on the same concepts of congestion avoid-
ance: TCP Vegas computes Diff and compares it with a unique threshold γ4;
as long as Diff is less than γ or WV is less than the slow start threshold, TCP
1 From now on, we measure the window size in number of packets
2 Actually, the initial slow start congestion window value depends on the implemen-
tation for both TCP Reno and TCP Vegas.

3 Suggested values are α = 1 and β = 3
4 Suggested value is γ = 1.
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Fig. 1. Network model.

Vegas increases its congestion window by one packet every other round trip de-
lay. Then, TCP Vegas performs congestion avoidance.

After fast retransmit, TCP Vegas reduces the window threshold to the half
of the current congestion window and its window by a factor 3/4.

We finally observe that the retransmission mechanisms of TCP Vegas are
enhanced with respect to TCP Reno because of the use of a fine-grained clock.

3 The Model

We are interested in analyzing the behavior of the TCP Reno and TCP Vegas
mechanisms under the same conditions and with interacting sources exploiting
the two protocols.

Therefore, we consider a network scenario with two isolated TCP sources
sharing a common route. One source implements the TCP Reno variant,
whereas the other the TCP Vegas variant. We assume the sources always have
data to send and the transmitted packets have all the same length L.

Along the forward path there is a single bottleneck link with capacity µ
packets/sec and a FIFO buffer of size B packets. The others links (including
those crossed by the TCP acknowledgments) have a capacity such that they do
not limit the source throughput.

The sources experience the same propagation delay T , because they have
the same route and destination. For propagation delay T we mean here the time
elapsing since the transmission of the packet from the source and the arrival of
the corresponding acknowledgment, with the exclusion of the waiting time in
the bottleneck buffer. The figure 1 depicts the reference network scenario.

We assume the following hypotheses:

1. The receiver does not pose any limitation to the value of the sender
congestion window.

2. The bandwidth-delay product is larger than the buffer size (µT > B).

3. The sources detect a packet loss via duplicate acknowledgment by using the
fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms. Thus, after observing a packet
loss the sources perform the congestion avoidance algorithm.

4. The buffer is empty at the beginning of the congestion avoidance.

5. The sources experience packet loss almost simultaneously; therefore they
begin the congestion avoidance together.

These hypotheses lead to a cyclical model for the steady-state behavior of the
sources. In figure 2 the periodic evolution of the congestion windows is shown
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Fig. 2. Congestion Window Evolution of TCP Reno and TCP Vegas.

respectively for TCP Reno (upper plot) and TCP Vegas (lower plot).
Each cycle, called from now on congestion avoidance cycle, begins after a

packet loss is detected. During each cycle the congestion avoidance algorithm
regulates the window evolution.

By applying the approach already adopted in [9], we consider a congestion
avoidance cycle divided in N mini-cycles of duration {δ(i), i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N}. The
mini-cycle is the time interval during which the same window is maintained. The
value of the window during the i-th mini-cycle is denoted by W (i). Formally,
the mini-cycles are defined as follows: δ(1) is T , {δ(i), i = 2, ..., N} is the time
elapsing since reception of the acknowledgment of the last packet sent in the
window W (i− 1) and the arrival of the acknowledgment of the last packet sent
in the window W (i).

As for TCP Vegas, we assume in our analysis it has a unique threshold,
i.e. α = β. This simplification does not strongly change the nature of TCP
Vegas, because it only eliminates the stable interval without modifying the prin-
ciples of its mechanisms. Moreover, we can assume that FlightSize ∼= WV and
BaseRTT ∼= T . Therefore, from (2) the congestion window WV is updated for
every incoming acknowledgment as follows:

WV =

{
WV + 1

WV
if

(
WV

T − WV

RTT

) · T ≤ α

WV − 1
WV

if
(

WV

T − WV

RTT

) · T > α (3)

In order to derive the throughput of the sources we must calculate the number
of packets sent during a single congestion avoidance cycle and its duration.

First, we calculate the window size of the sources at the end of each cycle,
because they affect all the window dynamics.

Let {WV (i), i = 1, ..., N} and {WR(i), i = 1, ..., N} be the size of the i-th
congestion window respectively for TCP Vegas and TCP Reno.

To find the final valueWV (N) of the TCP Vegas congestion window, we must
consider the behavior of TCP Vegas congestion control.
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Let µV be the available bandwidth for TCP Vegas:

µV =
WV

WR +WV
µ (4)

If q is the average size of the queue experienced by the packet corresponding
to the incoming acknowledgment:

WV +WR = µT + q (5)

From (3), TCP Vegas tries to reach an equilibrium in which its congestion
window WV is such that: (

WV

T
− WV

RTT

)
· T = α (6)

Because WV /RTT can be interpreted as the available bandwidth µV , from
(4), (5) and (6), the equilibrium value for the TCP Vegas congestion window is:

WV =
α (µT + q)

q
(7)

Since at the end of the congestion avoidance phase we can assume q = B:

WV (N) =
α (µT +B)

B

Since the total number of packets that can be accommodated in the network
is µT + B, we observe a packet loss when WV (N) + WR(N) = µT + B + 1.

Hence, the congestion window of the Reno source at the end of the congestion
avoidance cycle is:

WR(N) = (µT +B)
(
B − α

B

)
+ 1

Because in the TCP Reno variant the congestion window is halved after
detecting a packet loss via triple duplicate acknowledgments, we have for its
initial congestion window size WR(1):

WR(1) =
WR(N)

2
(8)

Instead, in TCP Vegas the congestion window WV (1) is generally set to 3/4
of the final congestion window WV (N). However, since we want to analyze the
impact on the TCP Vegas performance of the amount of the window decreasing,
we can generically assume:

WV (1) = λ ·WV (N) (9)

with λ a positive constant less than 1.
Because during congestion avoidance TCP Reno congestion window WR(i)

grows by 1 packet every mini-cycle:

WR(i) =WR(1) + i− 1 for i = 1, ..., N (10)
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Thus, the total number PReno of packets transmitted from the TCP Reno
source during a single congestion avoidance cycle is:

PReno =
N∑

i=1

WR(i) = N ·WR(1) +
N(N − 1)

2

To calculate the number of packets transmitted by TCP Vegas during a
single congestion avoidance cycle and its duration, we can distinguish three
phases:

1. From mini-cycle 1 to a: as long as WV +WR ≤ µT we can assume there is
no packets in the bottleneck buffer, so {δ(i) = T, i = 1, ..., a}. TCP Vegas
increases its congestion window by 1 packet every T , because RTT ∼= T .

2. From mini-cycle (a + 1) to b: the duration {δ(i), i = a + 1, ..., b} of the
mini-cycles increases because of the queuing delay experienced by the
transmitted packets; however TCP Vegas still enlarges its window by 1
packet every δ(i), because it has not reached the equilibrium value in (7) yet.

3. From mini-cycle (b+ 1) to N : TCP Vegas reduces its congestion window to
preserve the equilibrium in (7) while the queuing size increases because of
the TCP Reno source.

In the first phase the congestion windows increase for each mini-cycle by one
packet and the window growth is identical for the two sources; then, the number
a of mini-cycles of duration T is:

a = (WV (a)−WV (1) + 1) = (WR(a)−WR(1) + 1) (11)

When the link is saturated, the sum of the windows of the two sources is:

WV (a) +WR(a) = µT (12)

From (11) and (12):

WV (a) =
1
2
(µT +WV (1)−WR(1))

WR(a) =
1
2
(µT +WR(1)−WV (1))

a =
1
2
(µT −WR(1)−WV (1)) + 1

The number of packets sent by TCP Vegas during the first phase and its
duration ∆a are respectively:

AV =
a∑

i=1

WV (i) = a ·WV (1) +
a(a− 1)

2
; ∆a = a · T
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After the first phase the available bandwidth µ of the bottleneck link is
divided between the two sources proportionally to the their respective windows.

Thus, the TCP Vegas available bandwidth µV (i) at the i-th mini-cycle is:

µV (i) =
WV (i)

WV (i) +WR(i)
· µ for i = a+ 1, ..., N (13)

The duration of each mini-cycle is:

δ(i) =
WV (i)
µV (i)

for i = a+ 1, ..., N (14)

From (13) and (14):

δ(i) =
WV (i) +WR(i)

µ
for i = a+ 1, ..., N (15)

where the sum of the windows along the second phase is obtained by considering
that the average queuing size increases by two packets every mini-cycle:

WV (i) +WR(i) = µT + 2(i− a) for i = a+ 1, ..., b

From (15), the duration ∆b of the second phase is:

∆b =
b∑

i=a+1

δ(i) =
(
T +

b− a+ 1
µ

)
(b− a)

The number of packets sent by TCP Vegas during ∆b is:

BV = (b− a)WV (a) +
(a+ 1 + b)(b− a)

2

From (7), TCP Vegas begins to reduce its congestion window when the queu-
ing size q is 2(b− a), with b satisfying the following equation:

WV (b) =
α (µT + 2(b− a))

2(b− a)
(16)

Since WV (b) =WV (a) + b− a, we calculate b by solving (16):

b = a+
− (WV (a)− α) +

√
(WV (a)− α)2 + 2αµT

2
The window size of TCP Reno is WR(b) =WR(a)+ b−a. In the third phase,

the queuing size in each mini-cycle can increase at most by 1 packet. Thus, the
congestion window of TCP Vegas can follow the equilibrium value given in (7).
Thus, by solving (7) with q =WV (i) +WR(b) + i− b− µT , WV (i) is:

WV (i) =
−C(i) +√

C(i)2 + 4α [WR(b) + i− b)]
2
for i = b+ 1, ..., N

(17)

where C(i) =WR(b) + i− b− α− µT .
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From (15), the duration ∆c of the third phase is:

∆c =
N∑

i=b+1

δ(i) =
N∑

i=b+1

WR(i) +WV (i)
µ

with WR(i) and WV (i) respectively calculated according to (10) and (17).
The number of packets sent by TCP Vegas during the third phase is:

CV =
N∑

i=b+1

WV (i)

Therefore, the average throughput ΛV egas of TCP Vegas is the ratio of the
total number PV egas of transmitted packets to the time ∆:

ΛV egas =
PV egas

∆
=
AV +BV + CV

∆a +∆b +∆c

The average throughput ΛReno of TCP Reno is:

ΛReno =
PReno

∆
=

PReno

∆a +∆b +∆c

The above analysis is valid if the buffer size is sufficient to allow TCP Vegas
to reach the equilibrium status expressed by (7). If this is not the case, we
have again the first and the second phases shown if figure 2, whereas the third
phase is absent. When the buffer size is less than a threshold Bth, TCP Vegas
behaves like TCP Reno as already argued in [10], and the average throughput
of the two sources only depends on how much TCP Vegas reduces its congestion
window after detecting loss, i.e. on the amount of λ. For instance, if λ = 1/2
the two sources are perfectly equivalent and they experiment the same average
throughput. Otherwise, if λ > 1/2 TCP Vegas pushes more packets than TCP
Reno into the pipe. The technique used to calculate the average throughput of
the two sources in this case is similar to that adopted above and is shown in
Appendix A. The buffer threshold Bth is calculated by imposing that the final
TCP Vegas congestion window WV (N) is equal to the congestion window at the
equilibrium:

WV (N) =
(µT +Bth + 1)

3− 2λ
=
α(µT +Bth)

Bth

Thus, the buffer threshold Bth
∼= α(3− 2λ).

4 Validation of the Model

In order to validate the analytic model, we carried out simulations under ns [11],
a network simulator widely used in the networking research community.

The network topology used in the simulations reproduces that shown in fig-
ure 1. The two sources start at time 0 and the simulation lasts 600 seconds.
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Fig. 3. Model Validation - Varying the buffer size B (µ = 1080pkts/s, α = β = 3,
λ = 3/4, d = 500 bytes)

Fig. 4. Model Validation - Varying the link capacity µ (B=20, α = β = 3, λ = 3/4,
L = 500 bytes)

The source average throughput is calculated over the last 400 seconds, in order
to capture the steady-state dynamics. In the simulations the sources exhibit a
steady-state periodic behavior, as assumed in our model.

Given the particular ns implementation of TCP Vegas, we could not compare
our analytic model with the simulations for buffer size between the threshold Bth

and [Bth +3(3− 2λ)]. The reason of this is that the implementation is such that
TCP Vegas congestion window oscillates between the equilibrium (7) and the
equilibrium plus three packets. This phenomenon is negligible for larger buffers.

In figure 3 we show the model performance obtained by varying the buffer
size B. The other parameters in these simulations are fixed to: µ = 1080 pkts/s,
α = β = 3, λ = 3/4, L = 500 bytes.

The model captures very well the behavior of the sources. In particular, the
dynamics of TCP Vegas are faithfully reproduced with the maximum absolute
percentage error of 12.2% (Buffer B=30pkts), whereas as for TCP Reno the
maximum absolute percentage error is of 9.9% (Buffer B=5pkts).

As we expected, for small buffers TCP Vegas outperforms TCP Reno. In fact,
under the buffer threshold (in this case the threshold Bth was 5) TCP Vegas be-
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haves like TCP Reno, because it is not able to reach a stable status. Moreover,
TCP Vegas reduces its congestion window after the fast retransmit by λ = 3/4,
whereas TCP Reno halves it.Hence TCP Vegas goes better.

According to the model, the behavior of the sources changes quickly around
the buffer threshold Bth: it is sufficient to change the buffer from 5 packets to
10 packets to change from a throughput ratio of ΛV egas

ΛReno
= 2.58 to a throughput

ratio of ΛV egas

ΛReno
= 0.76. Thus, for large buffers TCP Vegas performance quickly

deteriorate: its average throughput tends to go to zero.
In figure 4 we show the average throughput of the two sources obtained by

varying the bottleneck link capacity µ. The other parameters are fixed in this
case to: B = 20 pkts, α = β = 3, λ = 3/4, L = 500 bytes.

Also in this case the model captures very well the behavior of the two sources.
According to the model the ratio of TCP Vegas throughput to TCP Reno

throughput goes lightly reducing itself when the capacity µ increases. However
the slope is too slow to be appreciated in the simulation results.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented an analytic model to compute the average throughput
of two interactive sources, one implementing as transport protocol the TCP
Vegas variant, the other implementing the TCP Reno variant. The aim of the
model is to quantitatively establish the vulnerability of TCP Vegas with respect
to a concurrent TCP Reno source.

The simulations we carried out show the large accuracy of the model in
capturing TCP Vegas and TCP Reno dynamics.

Even if the model reproduces a very simple network scenario with only two
sources, it can give interesting indications about TCP Vegas shortcomings.

As further work, our intention is to use the model as a base point to find
possible mechanisms to improve TCP Vegas performance in scenarios where
there are also TCP Reno sources, in order to stimulate the use of TCP Vegas in
the future Internet.

Appendix A

When the buffer B is less than the threshold Bth, TCP Vegas and TCP Reno
behave in the same way: they increase their congestion window by 1 packet for
each mini-cycle until a packet loss occurs. Thus, they have respectivelyWV (N) =
WV (1) +N − 1 and WR(N) =WR(1) +N − 1. Since:

WV (1) = λWV (N); WR(1) =
1
2
WR(N); WV (N) +WR(N) = µT +B + 1

the number N of mini-cycles and the packets transmitted by the sources are:

N =
(µT +B + 1)(1− λ)

3− 2λ
+ 1

PReno =
N∑

i=1

WR(i) =
3
2
N(N − 1); PV egas =

N∑
i=1

WV (i) =
1 + λ

2(1− λ)
N(N − 1)
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We distinguish two phases to calculate the duration of the congestion avoid-
ance cycle: from mini-cycle 1 to mini-cycle a we have δ(i) = T , because we have
no packets in the buffer; from mini-cycle (a+1) to N for their duration we must
also consider the waiting time in the buffer. Therefore, the duration ∆ of the
congestion avoidance phase is:

∆ = aT +
1
µ

[(
N − 1
1− λ

+N − a+ 1
)
(N − a)

]

where a is the number of mini-cycles taken to saturate the bottleneck link :

a =
1
2

(
µT − N − 1

1− λ

)
+ 1
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Abstract. The paper discusses how Explicit Congestion Notification
(ECN) can be used to devise a congestion control mechanism for the
Internet, which is more rapidly reactive and allows best-effort flows to
rapidly adjust to fluctuations in available capacity. Our ECN-mod pro-
tocol involves simple modifications to TCP behavior and leverages more
aggressive marking-based router feedback. Simulations show that ECN-
mod is better than TCP NewReno even for Web-style intermittent traf-
fic sources, and makes the link utilization significantly less sensitive to
the variation in the number of active flows. Simulations also show that,
while ECN-mod flows obtain a larger portion of the available capacity
than conventional best-effort traffic, they do not starve or significantly
penalize such TCP-based flows.

1 Introduction

The advantages of using Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [1,2] to provide
unambiguous congestion feedback to adaptive (TCP) Internet traffic are well
documented in literature. We, however, believe that the full benefit of ECN-
capable routers has not been effectively realized: a much more powerful and
responsive congestion control framework can be developed if TCP is modified to
differentiate between packet marking and packet losses. When faced with rapid
variations in the available bandwidth, such a modified rapidly reactive protocol
must possess two conflicting characteristics:

– During congestion, the adaptive flows must backoff rapidly to prevent con-
gestion collapse.

– Whenever additional bandwidth becomes available, flows should rapidly in-
crease their transmission rate to avoid under-utilization of available capacity.

The design of such an ECN-aware TCP-like protocol for rapid adaptation to
variable capacity was presented in [3,4], which suggested that modifications to
TCP behavior must be designed in tandem with marking behavior in routers.
The protocol modifications exploit the fact that packet marking probabilities can
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be made as high as 100% without causing any undesirable behavior (as opposed
to packet dropping probabilities which need to be restricted to ∼ 10 − 15%.)

In this paper, we first provide a brief recap of our suggested ‘ECN-mod’
window adaptation algorithm, placing it in the context of a generalized class
of ‘polynomial’ [5] window adaptation algorithms. In particular, we investigate
the tradeoffs resulting from a choice of the various coefficients of the polyno-
mial window adjustment procedure. We then report on the result of extensive
simulation studies that investigate the properties of our protocol.

Unlike our earlier studies in [4], which used persistent TCP sources, we first
use bursty “Web-like” TCP sources and observe the performance of our ‘ECN-
mod’ protocol. As with our earlier observations with persistent TCP sources,
we see that in contrast to current ECN-aware TCP NewReno, ECN-mod flows
can achieve better link utilization when faced with rapidly changing available
bandwidth. However, the improvement in utilization is not as dramatic as with
persistent TCP traffic. Using a further set of simulation studies, we show a far
more important benefit of the use of the ‘ECN-mod’ protocol– it makes the
network performance much less sensitive to variations in the actual traffic loads.
ECN-mod flows (unlike the current ECN-aware TCP flows) are able to operate
well even when the marking rates are as high as ∼ 80−90%; previous research [6,
7] has clearly documented why such aggressive marking rates may be needed for
satisfactory randomized congestion feedback under heavy traffic loads. We also
study the ‘TCP-friendliness’ of our ECN-mod protocol by observing the potential
unfairness in resource-sharing between conventional TCP and ECN-mod flows.

2 Generalized Congestion Control and ECN-Mod

Consider an operating environment where an IP flow achieves reliable trans-
mission by using per-packet acknowledgment. Whenever a router recognizes the
onset of congestion in its buffer, it sets a “Congestion Experienced” (CE) bit
(also called marking the packet) in the header of appropriate packets. By having
the destination echo this bit in an acknowledgment packet, the source can be
informed of such network congestion.

For window-based protocols operating under the TCP paradigm, source
adaptation to such congestion can be described by the following generalized
behavior: Whenever an acknowledgment arrives for an unmarked data packet,
the congestion window increases from its current value W by incr(W ). If, how-
ever, the acknowledgment indicates that the data packet had been marked in the
forward path, the congestion window is decreased from W by decr(W ).

Note that our framework is much simpler than alternative congestion control
models suggested for the Internet (e.g., [8,9]), which are directly concerned with
ensuring fairness among competing flows. For example, [8] proposed a rate-based
algorithm, where links explicitly update and propagate their shadow congestion
costs, and where a source directly adjusts its rate based on its own cost sensi-
tivity. [10] presented the Random Early Marking (REM) algorithm where such
shadow costs could be communicated simply by intelligently adjusting the packet
marking probability in the network buffers; sources in that scheme, however, ad-
just their congestion window only periodically. On the other hand, [9] proposed
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Charge-Sensitive TCP, where each flow needs to be aware of its instantaneous
round-trip delay, transmission rate and congestion window size, and then uses
an explicit target window size to regulate the growth of the congestion window.
In contrast, our framework does not assume such intelligence at the TCP source,
and does not necessarily require the network buffers to dynamically adjust their
packet marking function.

For a constant marking probability p, the ‘drift’ (or the change in the ex-
pected value of the congestion window Wn+1 at the (n+ 1)th acknowledgment,
given the window Wn after the nth acknowledgment) is given by

E[Wn+1 −Wn|Wn =W ] = drift(W,p) = (1 − p).incr(W ) − p.decr(W ) =

p.incr(W ).
(
1 − p
p

− decr(W )
incr(W )

)
. (1)

Let q(W ) be the function

q(W ) =
decr(W )
incr(W )

. (2)

In that case, if the marking probability p is constant, q(W ) will fluctuate around
1−p

p . The function q(W ) is really the response surface of the sources to router
behavior; as a protocol designer, we can thus first choose q(.) arbitrarily, and
then still choose between different values of incr(.) and decr(.) (as long as their
ratio remains unchanged). In fact, a legitimate way of designing a congestion
protocol is to first choose the response surface q(W ) and then directly adapt the
window W from an estimate of the marking probability p, without even defining
separate incr(.) and decr(.) functions (an approach used in [11]).

For practical reasons, we restrict ourselves to the ‘polynomial’ class [5] of
adaptation algorithms, where

incr(w) = c1wα, decr(w) = c2wβ . (3)

To ensure that the window does not grow without bound for any given proba-
bility, we need α < β. For the polynomial class of algorithms, this drift would
be 0 when (1 − p) ∗ c1 ∗Wα = p ∗ c2 ∗W β . Accordingly, a flow transporting a
very large file and subject to a constant marking probability p would observe its
congestion window fluctuate around a central value w(p), given by:

w(p) =
(
c1
c2

1 − p
p

) 1
β−α

. (4)

2.1 Current TCP Response and Our ECN-Mod Algorithm

Under TCP’s current congestion avoidance algorithm [13], the congestion win-
dow cwnd (expressed in terms of the MSS or Maximum Segment Size) increases
1 once every round trip time (RTT) in the absence of congestion; on detection of
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a congestion episode, cwnd decreases from its instantaneous value W by W
2 . Ne-

glecting transients such as fast recovery and slow-start, TCP’s congestion control
mechanism is thus a member of the polynomial class, with the parameters

TCP : c1 = 1, α = −1, c2 =
1
2
, β = 1. (5)

Of course, most modern TCP versions, such as NewReno or Vegas, halve their
window only once for multiple packet losses occurring within a single window
(and thus presumably corresponding to a single congestion event).

To provide a more reactive ECN-mod TCP, we use two modifications:

– Make incr(W ) more aggressive than TCP, so that it can rapidly increase its
cwnd in the absence of marking.

– Make decr(W ) milder, so that an ECN-mod source can reduce its sending
rate in a much more gradual manner.

Of course, to throttle sources rapidly in such an environment, the marking prob-
ability for ECN-mod sources should be corresponding higher; more precisely, the
buffers should have a higher slope in the marking function. Moreover, our ECN-
mod protocol is assumed to respond to all ECN-marked packets, even if it leads to
multiple reductions within a single window worth of packets. The detailed analy-
sis for the specific choices for β, α, c1 and c2 was presented in [3,4], which also rec-
ommended an implementation-friendly version of ECN-mod with β = 1, α = 0.

Since c1 and c2 are scaling constants, their choice was more a matter of
proper engineering design. We merely require c2 to be smaller than 1

2 (current
TCP practice) to achieve milder backoff and c2 to be corresponding small to have
reasonable values for the ‘average’ window size (w(p) in equation (4)) for mod-
erately small p. We have thus experimentally studied a variety the the following
members of the ECN-mod family of algorithms

ECN −mod : c1 = {0.625, 0.025}, α = 0, c2 =
1
8
, β = 1, (6)

which ensure that, for small p, the expected number of marked packets per RTT,
lies in the range ( 15 , 5).

3 Simulation Parameters and Choices

Our simulation studies are performed using the ns-2 [14] simulator. To simulate
a variable-bandwidth environment for best-effort traffic, we used Voice-over-IP
(VoIP) sources as higher priority traffic. While each VoIP flow was modeled as
per the specifications of the G.711 codec as an exponentially modulated on-off
process, the total number of instantaneous calls was modeled as a birth-death
process, with call arrival rate λ and exponentially distributed holding times with
mean 1

µ .
For the graphs plotted here, the best-effort flows were either

– “ECN-aware NewReno”, which implements the current TCP algorithm of
halving the window in response to both dropped and marked packets.
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– “ECN-mod” (or modified ECN), where the source reacts to marked packets
as in section II.B and to dropped packets as in TCP NewReno.

We used both a) persistent TCP sources, which involved the transfer of infinite-
sized files, and b) Web-TCP sources (using parameters reported in [15]), where a
single flow alternates between a active transfer phase (during which a new TCP
connection is used to transfer a finite-sized file) and an inactive phase where the
source remains in an idle state.

3.1 Router Marking/Dropping Behavior

Random packet marking and dropping was implemented by a RED [12] queue.
The marking function (for ECN NewReno flows), p(Q), was based on the ‘gentle’
variant [16] of RED and is denoted as p(Q), with the marking probability a linear
function of the queue occupancy Q. For ECN-mod flows, the marking function
was modified to be more aggressive, such that: given a queue occupancy Q, the
average congestion window size for a best-effort flow was the same for all choices
of the congestion window protocol. Accordingly, the marking function for ECN-
mod packets, pmod(Q) is:

pmod(Q) =

(
1 +

c2
c1

∗
√

2 ∗ (1 − p(Q)
p(Q)

)−1

, (7)

where p(Q) is the basic RED marking function.
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Fig. 1. Simulation Topology for WFQ Experiments

4 Effectiveness and Parameter Insensitivity of ECN-Mod

We now report on simulation studies that investigate how ECN-mod flows per-
form relative to ECN-NewReno flows, and how their utilization varies with
changes in the offered load and marking probabilities. The simulation topol-
ogy is as shown in Figure 1, with higher-priority (VoIP) and best-effort (TCP)
traffic buffered in two separate queues, and Weighted Fair Queuing (more pre-
cisely, SCFQ) used to isolate the two classes. To provide voice higher priority,
the VoIP class had a weight of 0.8, compared to 0.2 for TCP traffic, even though
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the offered load of VoIP traffic was often much lower than that of TCP. Ad-
mission control is performed for VoIP traffic by having the network block more
than Max.V oIP simultaneous voice sessions. For the plots provided here, the
bottleneck link capacity C is 10 Mbps; the VoIP queue was sized to have a max-
imum drain time of 20 msecs. The RED parameters for the best-effort queue (in
packets) had minth = 25, maxth = 75 and buffer size B = 150 (following the
recommendations in [16]). The RTT of the best-effort connections are uniformly
spaced out over the interval (25, . . . , 250) msecs.

4.1 Performance Improvement with Web TCP Traffic

The effect of ECN-mod in increasing the link utilization and TCP throughput for
persistent TCP traffic was presented in [4]. In this subsection, we thus focus on
the network performance when the sources are not persistent but rather represent
finite-sized Web-based file transfers (using the Barford-Crovella model). Figures
2 and 3 plot the simulation results (averaged over 10 runs) whenN , the number of
Web TCP sources, equals 150 and pmax = 0.2. Figure 2 plots the total goodput
(VoIP+ TCP), as well as the TCP goodput alone as the average number of
simultaneous VoIP calls is varied (by varying λ). It is easy to see that ECN-
mod and ECN-NewReno do not exhibit significant differences, although ECN-
mod (for well-chosen values of c1) does achieve slightly better utilization than
ECN-NewReno. The reason for this is easy to understand: while the dynamic
variation in the number of active TCP transactions will cause transient network
congestion, the long-term TCP throughput does not change since the best-effort
traffic is essentially source-constrained. More importantly, unlike earlier studies
with persistent TCP traffic, setting c1 = 0.125 in ECN-mod performs better
than c1 = 0.0625. Since most Web file transfers usually complete during the
initial slow-start transient (before congestion feedback is even activated), a more
aggressive choice of the window increase coefficient typically leads to higher TCP
goodput. Of course, as in [4], an over-aggressive value of c1 can increase the
queue variability significantly, leading to buffer underflow and loss of network
utilization1.

Figure 3 plots the packet marking rates for the best-effort flows and the
coefficient of variation (defined as Std.Deviation

Mean ) of the best-effort queue occu-
pancy. As expected, the marking rates turn out to be higher for ECN-mod than
ECN-NewReno– our congestion control framework is based on a more aggres-
sive congestion notification ability in Internet routers. (The packet loss rate on
all these runs was essentially 0, indicating that congestion control was achieved
solely via packet marking). More importantly, the coefficient of variation for
ECN-mod flows is lower (sometimes by as much as 30%) than that of ECN-
NewReno flows. Since ECN-mod flows exhibit a much milder backoff than ECN
NewReno, the occupancy of the RED queue (for good choices of ECN-mod
parameters) fluctuates in a much smoother fashion, leading to much smaller co-
efficients of variation than that with ECN-NewReno. Accordingly, while the use
1 This result suggests an interesting possibility of having c1 during the initial slow-start
transient different from the subsequent value of c1 during the congestion avoidance
phase; we do not, however, explore this idea further in this paper.
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of the ECN-mod window adjustment protocol may not improve the long-term
network utilization significantly (since the Web traffic load is essentially source-
constrained), it does lead to better the network dynamics, such as a smoother
queue evolution and lower packet jitter.
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4.2 Sensitivity to Load Variation

We now consider the performance of ECN-mod vs. ECN-NewReno as the number
of persistent best-effort flows is varied. (Results with Web TCP sources are
qualitatively similar and omitted due to space constraints.) For these studies,
the average number of VoIP flows was kept constant at 200, by setting λ = 2.0.
We varied the number of best-effort (persistent) flows, N , from 10 − 200. The
graphs study two interesting settings of pmax, namely 0.2 and 1.0.

We first consider the commonly used RED setting of pmax = 0.2. Figure 4
shows the variation in the total (VoIP+best-effort), as well as the best-effort,
goodput as N is varied from 10 to 200. We see that, when N is relatively large,
both ECN-mod and ECN-NewReno obtain comparable goodput. However, when
N is small, ECN-mod (c1 = 0.0625) clearly outperforms ECN-NewReno, since
ECN-mod is able to utilize the available bandwidth more aggressively. Figure
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5 shows the variation in the packet dropping and marking rates respectively.
We see that, as N increases, the packet loss rates become very high (as large
as ∼ 10% for N = 200). This indicates that a pmax setting of 0.2 does not
provide sufficiently strong feedback to prevent undesirable packet losses under
high loads– a larger value of pmax is preferred.
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Fig. 5. Comparative Drop/Marking Rates (pmax = 0.2)

In Figures 6 and 7, we investigate precisely such an aggressive setting, where
pmax = 1. Figure 6 shows the total and best-effort traffic goodput as N is varied.
As before, we see that ECN-mod is better than ECN-NewReno in utilizing the
available bandwidth. More importantly, as N is increased beyond 50, we see
that, while the ECN-mod flows (c1 = 0.0625) always achieve high goodput, the
ECN-NewReno goodput actually decreases. This occurs because TCP’s policy
of halving the window size does not work well at the relatively high marking
rates (see Figure 7) obtained when pmax = 1.0 and N is large. Thus, the current
response of TCP to ECN marking does not allow best-effort flows to operate in
environments where routers exhibit aggressive marking behavior.

The first graph in Figure 7 plots the average marking rates for best-effort
traffic, when pmax = 1.0. Observe that the marking rates for ECN-mod traffic are
as high as ∼ 85%; yet, Figure 6 shows no degradation in ECN-mod performance.
The second graph plots the coefficient of variation of the queue occupancy as N
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is increased. While ECN-mod always results in a lower queue variability (smaller
coefficient of variation) than ECN-NewReno, the difference is more pronounced
for large N , where ECN-NewReno cannot cope with the high marking rates. It
is well-known that RED’s inability to adaptively vary pmax leads to performance
degradation as the number of TCP flows is varied. Accordingly, ECN-mod ap-
pears to provide the significant advantage of making the best-effort utilization
largely independent of the number of active flows; by setting pmax to a high
value and using the ECN-mod algorithm, we can make the network utilization
uniformly high for a very wide range of N and avoid undesirable packet drops.
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5 Fairness between ECN-Mod and TCP NewReno

Since it is impractical to expect that all sources to change their window-
adjustment behavior overnight, we have also studied the “TCP-friendliness” of
ECN-mod traffic, i.e., the relative sharing of the best-effort bandwidth between
competing ECN-mod and conventional TCP flows. To this end, we performed
simulations where the router port uses a single FIFO buffer, and the best-effort
flows were either all NewReno or ECN-mod or an equal mix of both. The net-
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work topology is thus similar to that of Figure 1, except that VoIP no longer has
explicit protection through the Class Based WFQ mechanism. For these exper-
iments, the link capacity C = 10 Mbps, minth = 20 , maxth = 60, pmax = 0.2
and buffer size B = 120. As before, due to space limitations, we report only on
experiments with persistent TCP sources.

Figure 8 shows the variation in the total goodput, as well as the TCP good-
put, for the various TCP adaptation algorithms when the total number of best-
effort sources, N , equals 20. We can clearly see that ECN-mod, with c1 = 0.0625,
outperforms the current ECN-NewReno procedure. Once again, we observe that
ECN-mod with c1 = 0.25 performs worse than the current ECN-NewReno al-
gorithm, indicating that an overly aggressive choice of parameters may incur
severe performance penalties. We also observed that the VoIP throughput was
essentially unaffected by the best-effort traffic, since the non-adaptive UDP flows
do not react to the ‘marking’ of packets at the buffer.
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Fig. 8. Throughput for Mixed NewReno/ECN-mod Traffic

Figure 9 first plots the relative throughputs of the ECN-mod and ECN-
NewReno flows, when the best-effort traffic consists of an equal number (10 each)
of ECN-mod and ECN-NewReno sources. Clearly, while ECN-mod has the higher
goodput (for c1 = 0.0625), ECN-NewReno sources are not completely shut out
and obtain about 20% − 25% less goodput than their ECN-mod counterparts.
A far more important point can be observed by studying the second graph,
which studies the goodput achieved by the 10 ECN-NewReno sources, when the
other 10 sources were either ECN-NewReno or ECN-mod. It is interesting to see
that, for certain loads, the 10 ECN–NewReno sources obtain higher goodput if
the other sources are ECN–mod (c1 = 0.0625) than if they are ECN–NewReno.
This illustrates the important point that, under certain circumstances, the per-
formance of conventional ECN-NewReno sources is improved (in absolute terms)
in the presence of other ECN-mod traffic sources, even though, relatively speak-
ing, the ECN-NewReno sources receive a smaller fraction of the total goodput.
This clearly mitigates any potential fairness concern, since the overall increase
in the utilization levels swamps the reduction in ECN-NewReno’s share of the
total achieved goodput. Additional plots (omitted here due to space constraints)
further show that ECN-mod (with c1 = 0.0625) flows result in a lower coefficient
of variation of the queue occupancy than corresponding ECN-NewReno flows.
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In this case, where VoIP packets are buffered in the same queue, this directly
translates into smaller delay jitter for individual VoIP packets.
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Fig. 9. Relative Goodput for ECN-NewReno and ECN-mod Sources

We have also studied the fairness issues between ECN-mod and non-ECN ca-
pable TCP flows using the same setup. As expected, ECN-unaware flows perform
worse than ECN-capable ECN-mod flows. However, those studies also demon-
strate that ECN-mod, while capturing a relatively larger portion of the available
bandwidth, never leads to starvation or significant deterioration of the conven-
tional TCP flows. Such studies indicate that it may be possible for ECN-mod
and conventional TCP flows to co-exist in the network, especially if the network
buffers are able to apply a more aggressive marking behavior selectively to the
ECN-mod flows.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we continue our investigation of a rapidly reactive congestion
control framework for adaptive (best-effort) TCP-like flows. This framework in-
cludes an ECN-mod protocol that has a more aggressive decrease and milder de-
crease than conventional TCP, and requires routers to mark packets much more
aggressively than currently envisioned. Simulation studies indicate the perfor-
mance benefits of ECN-mod over ECN-NewReno, demonstrated earlier for per-
sistent TCP sources, apply even when the flows transfer finite-sized files and are
source-constrained. In particular, the use of ECN-mod window adaptation leads
to smoother buffer behavior and less drastic variation in the instantaneous total
traffic loads. We, however, need to be conservative in the choice of ECN-mod
coefficients: if the window increase coefficient is too large, network utilization
may drop significantly.

Further studies also show that the use of the ECN-mod protocol makes the
link utilization by adaptive traffic significantly less sensitive to the number of
active flows, and the precise setting of RED’s pmax parameter. Studies using a
mixture of ECN-mod flows and conventional TCP flows also demonstrate that
ECN-mod does not significantly penalize conventional TCP traffic; while ECN-
mod does grab a larger share of the available bandwidth, it also improves the
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overall utilization. While not intended to be conclusive, our results do argue that
the current TCP behavior, of responding to the notification of an ECN-marked
packet in exactly the same way as it reacts to the discovery of a lost packet
([1,2]), may be sub-optimal. The best shape of the marking function, however,
remains an open question.
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Abstract. A call admission control (CAC) scheme for 3G wireless net-
works based on the estimated interference and differentiated quality of
service (QoS) is proposed in this paper. In this CAC scheme, the inter-
ferences introduced by the to-be-admitted new call and its impact to the
QoS of the existing connections in the adjacent cells are considered in
call admission. The purpose is to obtain QoS balance amongst neigh-
boring cells within a cluster. Comparison of our proposed scheme with
the current scheme without considering the effects of the to-be-admitted
calls indicates that the proposed scheme performs better in outage and
blocking probabilities.

1 Introduction

The third-generation (3G) network will support broadband applications like
streaming video, web browsing and network games via wireless IP [1]. As the
radio link is bandwidth limited and error prone, wireless IP applications face
some major challenges in practice. QoS is a crucial issue in delivering the ser-
vices. To guarantee the QoS for different services over the radio link, admission
control schemes that can handle differentiated QoS and efficiently utilize the
scarce bandwidth are important.

Some admission control schemes for the CDMA based networks have been
studied in [2]–[5]. The CAC schemes presented in [2] and [3] were similar: a
new call accessed the network with its target signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
requirement; both of the proposed schemes accepted the new call in terms of
the estimated residual capacity over the radio link. However, since these two
schemes handled the case of single type of voice traffic, the homogeneous QoS
requirement on SIR was only considered in CAC.
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More recent studies on CAC schemes suitable for a system with different
services are made in [4] and [5]. These CAC schemes are based on the total
tolerable interference in a cell. The CAC scheme presented in [4] focused on the
single cell system model, in which the interference from the adjacent cells was
neglected. Shen and Ji [5] considered a cell cluster system in their proposed CAC
scheme. When a new call arrived, the interference levels from other cells and the
path loss experienced by the new call were estimated; if the total equivalent
bandwidth taken up by all users in the cell, including the to-be-admitted new
call, plus the estimated inter-cell interference exceeded the maximal channel
capacity, the new call will be blocked, otherwise, it will be admitted.

However, the scheme in [5] did not consider the QoS degradation and un-
balance in the adjacent cells caused by the admitted calls in the serving cell.
Particularly, if a new call with high bit rate is admitted at the edge of its serving
cell and, its adjacent cells are heavily loaded at the same time, the on-going
connections in these adjacent cells may experience QoS degradation and com-
munication outage because of the increase in the interference level. Generally,
the on-going connections outage is more unacceptable than the blocking of a
new call. In order to reduce the outage probability of the on-going connection
and obtain balanced QoS within the neighboring cells, we propose here a new
CAC scheme in which the interference introduced by the to-be-admitted call is
considered during call admission in both the serving and adjacent cells. A new
call will be admitted, if the total estimated resultant interferences in both serv-
ing and adjacent cells are under a predefined threshold, so that the guaranteed
QoS of the existing connections within the cell cluster will not be violated after
the new call is admitted.

In Section 2, the model for our proposed call admission scheme is presented.
Section 3 derives the outage and blocking probabilities of the proposed admission
control scheme for different service types. Section 4 gives the numerical results
and comparisons in performances with an existing admission scheme. The final
section gives the concluding remarks.

2 System Model

In this paper, we consider the scenario of differentiated QoS provisioned over a
cluster of cells system, in which the cell of interest is surrounded by H adjacent
cells (H = 6). Services are classified in terms of the requirements of BER and
transmission rate. Two typical IP traffics are assumed in our proposal. One is
the 8 kbps packet voice, the other is the WWW traffic with average rate equal
to 144 kbps. For the packet voice traffic, the ON-OFF model is used. For the
WWW traffic, the traffic model proposed in [9] is adopted. The size of a web
page has a log-normal distribution, and the thinking interval has an exponential
distribution. The call arrival is assumed to follow Poisson distribution for both
voice and data services.

The multi-code mode is adopted in our model to support different bit rate
services. After a call is admitted, more than one code is allocated for the ag-
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gregated transmission rate. Each code is equivalent to a sub-channel, the high
speed data service is transported simultaneously over several sub-channels and
the equal spreading gain is achieved on each sub-channel. Let md be the number
of sub-channels for a call, let Rb be the basic bandwidth of the sub-channel, thus
the aggregate transmission rate equals to Rb · md.

It is assumed that the background noise is additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). For the total interference levels from the voice and data users in the
neighboring cells, they are also approximated by the Gaussian distribution as in
[6]. With only a few high rate users, the interference distribution might not be
Gaussian, however we are making the above assumption for the common distri-
bution of high and low rate users within cells. Let Ii

v, I
i
d, I

h
v and Ih

d respectively
be the interference introduced to the cell i and h from the voice and data users
in their adjacent cells, their mean and variance can be obtained according to the
path loss model used in [6]:

Path loss = 10(ξ/10)r−4, (1)

where r is the distance from mobile station to the target BS, ξ is approximated
as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and 8dB variance. For a mobile
station (MS) j, assuming its serving BS is i, and adjacent BS is h. Let the
received power of MS j at BS i be represented as Sv for the voice service and
Sd for the data service. From Equation (1), we can obtain that the interference
power level received at BS h from MS j is Sv

lj(h)
lj(i)

and Sd
lj(h)
lj(i)

for the voice and
data call respectively, where lj(h) represents the path loss from the BS h to
MS j, lj(h) = 10(ξh/10)r−4

jh ; and lj(i) represents the path loss from MS j to its
serving BS i, lj(i) = 10(ξi/10)r−4

ji .
We also assume that perfect power control is implemented on the up-link,

and equal power can be received at the BS from each user of the same traffic
class. Let SIRv

th be the target SIR for the voice service, and SIRd
th for the data

service, the target SIR values are corresponding to the BER requirements. Let
Rv be the peak bit rate for the voice, and Rd be the average bit rate for the
data, Rd = mdRb. The product of the target SIR and the transmission rate is
defined as the equivalent bandwidth requested by the differentiated QoS, that is
Bv = SIRv

thRv for the voice service, and Bd = SIRd
thRd.

Given the radio link bandwidth (w), the maximum total acceptable inter-
ference density (I0) within a CDMA cell, including the inter-cell interference,
proves 10 times as high as that of the background noise (N0), that is I0 = 10N0
[7]. Let av

j represent the voice user j’s activity factor, its mean is denoted as αv,
αv is assumed to be 3/8 [6]; let ad

j be the activity factor of user j with WWW
traffic, and αd be the mean. Based on the above predefined threshold, when a
new call with transmission rate Rnew and target SIR SIRnew

th arrives at its serv-
ing BS i, the CAC scheme will check whether the interferences measured at BS
i and the adjacent BS h (h = 1, 2, . . . , H) violate the following two admission
conditions: For BS i, the condition is

Bnew +
Ni

v∑
j=1

av
j Bv +

Ni
d∑

j=1

ad
j Bd +

Iv

I0
+

Id

I0
≤ 0.9w, (2)
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where Bnew = SIRnew
th Rnew is the equivalent bandwidth requested by the new

call; N i
v and N i

d respectively represent the number of existing voice and data
calls in the serving cell i; av

j and ad
j represent the activity factor of the jth voice

call and data call in cell i; Iv and Id denote the interference powers from the
voice and data calls in the adjacent cells; the levels of Iv and Id are approximated
by a Gaussian distribution.

For BS h, the interference power introduced by the signal power of the new
call received at the BS i (Si

new) to the BS h can be obtained by the ratio of the
path-loss from mobile station (MS) j to BS h (lj(h)) to that from MS j to BS i
(lj(i)), then the admission condition is

Nh
v∑

j=1

a′v
j Bv +

Nh
d∑

j=1

a′d
j Bd +

Si
new

I0

lj(h)
lj(i)

+
Iv

I0
+

Id

I0
≤ 0.9w, (3)

where Nh
v and Nh

d respectively indicate the number of existing voice and data
calls in the adjacent cell h; a′v

j and a′d
j represent the activity factor of the jth

voice call and data call in cell h. When both Equation (2) and (3) are satisfied,
the new call is accepted; otherwise, it is blocked.

3 Derivation of Outage and Blocking Probabilities

In the CDMA-based network, the probability of the received SIR lower than
the target SIR is defined as the outage probability, which indicates the QoS
performance supported by the network, while the blocking probability is related
to the network capacity. Here, we use these two parameters as the criteria in
assessing our admission control scheme.

The CDMA reverse link model for calculating the SIR by received voice users
is given by Gilhousen et al.[6]. Based on this single traffic model, Ayyagari and
Ephremides developed a model for integrated voice and data services in [8]. In
our analysis, the reverse link model proposed in [8] is adopted. The difference
is that the interference caused by the to-be-admitted call to its adjacent cells is
included in our model.

The call arrivals for both voice and data services follow Poisson processes with
mean arrival rate λv and λd respectively; let x and y denote the number of arrived
calls during the average service time Ts for the voice and data respectively. Let
SIRv

i be the received SIR at the serving BS i from a voice call, and SIRd
i for

the data call, the received SIR for an on-going voice and data call in the serving
cell i can be derived as follows:

SIRv
i =

w/Rb

Ni
v−1∑

j=1

av
j +

Ni
d∑

j=1

ad
j md

Sd

Sv
+ x + ymd

Sd

Sv
+

Ii
v + Ii

d + N0w

Sv

(4)
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SIRd
i =

w/Rb

Ni
v∑

j=1

av
j
Sv

Sd
+

Ni
d

−1∑
j=1

ad
j md + (md − 1) + x

Sv

Sd
+ ymd +

Ii
v + Ii

d + N0w

Sd

(5)

Considering the interference from the to-be-admitted call in serving cell i,
the received SIR at BS h, can be expressed as follows:

SIRv
h =

w/Rb

Nh
v −1∑
j=1

a′v
j +

Nh
d∑

j=1

a′d
j mdSd

Sv
+

x∑
j=1

lj(h)
lj(i)

+
y∑

j=1

lj(h)
lj(i)

mdSd

Sv
+

Ih
v + Ih

d + N0w

Sv

(6)

SIRd
h =

w/Rb

Nh
v∑

j=1

a′v
j
Sv

Sd
+

Nh
d

−1∑
j=1

a′d
j md + (md − 1) +

x∑
j=1

lj(h)Sv

lj(i)Sd
+

y∑
j=1

mdlj(h)
lj(i)

+
Ih

v + Ih
d + N0w

Sd

(7)

In the above equations, the mean and the variance of Ii
v/Sv and Ii

d/Sd can
be derived as in [6]:

E(Ii
v/Sv) ≤ 0.247N i

v
∼= µv (8)

E(Ii
d/Sd) ≤ 0.247N i

dmd
αd

αv

∼= µd (9)

var(Ii
v/Sv) ≤ 0.078N i

v
∼= σ2v (10)

var(Ii
d/Sd) ≤ 0.078N i

dm
2
d

αd

αv

∼= σ2d (11)

where αv and αd are the means of voice and data activity factor respectively.
From Equation (6) and (7), the interference levels received at the BS h from

the to-be-admitted x and y calls in the cell i, are equivalent to the increase of

the user number of x and y in the cell h. Let I ′
v/S =

x∑
j=1

lj(h)
lj(i)

+
Ih
v

S
, I ′

d/S =

y∑
j=1

lj(h)
lj(i)

md +
Ih
d

S
, then we have,

E(I ′
v/Sv) ≤ 0.247(Nh

v + λvTs) ∼= µ′
v (12)

E(I ′
d/Sd) ≤ 0.247(Nh

d + λdTs)md
αd

αv

∼= µ′
d (13)

var(I ′
v/Sv) ≤ 0.078(Nh

v + λvTs) ∼= σ′2
v (14)

var(I ′
d/Sd) ≤ 0.078(Nh

d + λdTs)m2
d

αd

αv

∼= σ′2
d (15)
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From Equation (4) and (5), we can derive the outage probability for the
differentiated QoS at the serving BS i:

Pi
v
out = Pr(SIRv

i ≤ SIRv
th)

= Pr


Ni
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j=1

av
j +

Ni
d∑
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j md
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+
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v + Ii

d + N0

Sv
≥ w/Rb

SIRv
th




= Pr

(
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d
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)

·
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)(
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=
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(
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)(
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)
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where,

µ1 =
w/Rb

SIRv
th
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Sd

Sv
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Sd
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σ21 = λvTs + σ2v (18)
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2
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Sd
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)2 (19)
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σ23 = (λvTs + σ2v)(
Sv

Sd
)2 (22)

σ24 = λdTsm
2
d + σ2d (23)

Similarly, from Equation (6) and (7), we can obtain the outage probability
at the adjacent BS h:

Ph
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where,
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where,

µ4 =
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SIRd
th

− N0

Sd
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Sv

Sd
− kdmd − (md − 1)− (µ′

v

Sv

Sd
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In the above equations,Q(·)is the error function withQ(z)= 1√
2π

∫∞
z

e−t2/2dt.
The blocking probability can be derived from the admission conditions given

by Equation (2) and (3). The blocking probability for a new call equals to the
probability that the admission conditions are violated. We define the admission
probability at the serving BS i as P i

s , and Ph
s for the adjacent BS h. From

Equation (2) and (3), we have,

P i
s = Pr(Bnew +

Ni
v∑

j=1

av
jBv +

Ni
d∑

j=1

ad
jBd +

Ii
v

I0
+

Ii
d

I0
≤ 0.9w) (28)
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Ph
s = Pr(

Ni
v∑
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jBv +

Ni
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a′d
jBd +

Si
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I0

lj(h)
lj(i)

+
Ih
v

I0
+

Ih
d

I0
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Then, the blocking probability for a new call in its serving cell i can be expressed
as follows:

P i
blocking = 1− (P i

s

H∏
h=1

Ph
s ) (30)

If the new call is the voice service, Bnew in the above two admission proba-
bility expressions should be Bv = SIRv

thRv; for a data service call, it is replaced
by Bd = SIRd

thRd.

4 Numerical Results

We compare the performance of the CAC method (denoted as Scheme1)which is
similar to the proposal in [5] without consideration on the interference brought by
the to-be-admitted call to the adjacent cells, with our admission control scheme
(denoted as Scheme2). In the following comparison, 8 kbps voice service and
144 kbps (average rate) WWW traffic are considered. The average service time
(Ts) for both types of calls is assumed to be 100 seconds. A minimal target SIR
of 7dB is required by the voice calls to guarantee 10−3 BER. We denote Rb as
the basic bandwidth of the sub-channel, Rb = 16kbps is used in our analysis.
For the voice traffic with 8 kbps bit rate, one sub-channel is sufficient to support
two voice channels. For simplification, Gaussian approximation method is used
in both schemes to estimate the interference from the adjacent cells.

Initially, we assume that both voice and data calls in the network have iden-
tical BER requirement of 10−3, which corresponds to the target SIR, and all the
neighboring cells have identical traffic loading. In addition, a predefined outage
probability of 5% is given for both voice and data calls. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 re-
spectively present the simulation results of the capacities in both serving and
adjacent cells under different admission control Scheme1 and Scheme2. Com-
paring to the results of Scheme1 results shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows that
the system using Scheme2 goes into stable status in both serving and adjacent
cells after 200 seconds. It also shows that given a predefined outage probability,
more voice and data calls are supported by Scheme1 than Scheme2. This is
because those to-be-admitted calls which cause more interference to its neigh-
boring cells, are most likely to be rejected in our proposed scheme. Thus, the
interference brought by these “bad” calls to the existing connections in both
serving and adjacent cells is reduced as much as possible, and the available radio
bandwidth is efficiently allocated to support those calls which have lower trans-
mission power under power control and good radio link quality, consequently, the
total capacity of the cell cluster using Scheme2 is larger than that of Scheme1.

Fig. 3 presents the comparison of voice call outage probabilities in both
schemes versus the total call arrival rates λv + λd, when data calls access the
network with different BER requirements of 10−2, 10−3 and 10−6. The results
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Fig. 2. The system capacity of Scheme 2.

show that the voice call outage probabilities in Scheme2 under different data
BER requirements are all lower than those of Scheme1. The reason is that the to-
be-admitted calls generated in the adjacent cells are prevented from introducing
unacceptable interference to the serving cell, thus the outage probability in our
scheme is reduced. Similar performance is also obtained for the data calls. Fig. 3
also shows that high-rate data calls have a significant impact on the QoS of the
low-rate voice calls. As the data BER requirement varies from 10−2 to 10−6, the
voice call outage probability increases. It shows that admitting data calls with
higher QoS requirements will degrade the QoS of the other services, because
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more interferences will be introduced to other services from each sub-channel of
the data call.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the voice call outage probability in the serving cell.

Fig. 4 presents the call blocking probability in Scheme1 and Scheme2, when
both voice and data calls access the network with BER equal to 10−3. The results
in Fig. 4 show that Scheme2 outperforms the call blocking probabilities in both
types of services. In Scheme1, similar call blocking probabilities are expected by
both voice and data calls, but the outage probabilities for both types of calls have
been increased as in Fig. 3. Scheme2 gives a higher call blocking probability to
the data calls when the network is heavily loaded, while the outage probability of
the voice call is lower than that of Scheme1 in Fig. 3. Since the to-be-admitted
calls which could introduce unacceptable interference to the neighboring cells
are rejected, the total interference measured within the radio link bandwidth
is minimized. Accordingly, given the same blocking probability, Scheme2 can
support larger number of high-rate data calls with the guaranteed QoS than
Scheme1.

Finally, we consider the case of different traffic loading amongst the cells.
We assume that the traffic loading in the serving cell is twice as high as that in
the adjacent cells. Under this assumption, the outage probabilities for different
offered loads are compared between Scheme1 and Scheme2 in Fig. 5. Fig. 5
shows that the outage probabilities in Scheme1 are higher, but the values of
Scheme2 are approaching zero in both hot spot (serving cell) and adjacent cells.
This is because Scheme2 can prevent the increase in interference from the ad-
mitted “bad” calls in the adjacent cells, so as to balance the outage probabilities
amongst the cells in a cluster and avoid serious QoS deterioration in the heavily
loaded cells.
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5 Conclusion

The admission control scheme proposed in this paper for 3G mobile networks
is based on the estimated interferences and differentiated QoS requirements for
different services. In order to achieve the optimization of QoS over the radio
access network, the inter-cell interference and the impacts caused by the to-be-
admitted calls to the QoS of the existing connections in the adjacent cells are
also considered in our scheme. Under our proposed admission control scheme,
the higher admission probability is given to those calls close to their serving BS
or experiencing lower path-loss. On the other hand, the calls locating at the edge
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of the serving cell and having large path-loss to the serving BS will introduce
exceeded interference to adjacent cells. This kind of calls have a higher blocking
probability. Comparisons of the proposed scheme with another scheme which
does not take the effects of the to-be-admitted calls into account indicates that
the proposed scheme performs better in outage and blocking probabilities.

In our scheme, the issue of call hand-off or terminal mobility is not considered.
Further study is under way to take this issue into consideration for admission
control in a CDMA based 3G system.
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Abstract. W-CDMA (Wideband-CDMA) is expected for the radio access
technology of the third-generation mobile telecommunication systems. In
the second-generation systems, voice traffic from each user has mainly been
transmitted via the dedicated transport (radio) channel. In addition, the third-
generation systems will efficiently accommodate data traffic based on the packet
transmission in the shared common transport channel. Therefore, data traffic
can be transmitted via one of two types of channels: i.e., dedicated channel and
common channel. However, the channel selecting/switching scheme in RNC
(Radio Network Controller) has not been standardized. Thus, in the present paper,
we will propose some channel switching schemes and evaluate their performance
in terms of the packet loss probability and the utilization of dedicated channels
by means of simulations.

Keywords: IMT-2000, W-CDMA, RNC, Dedicated Channel, Common Channel

1 Introduction

Wireless communications have been recently attracted and spread widely with the rapid
growth of the Internet. In the second-generation mobile telecommunication systems, the
major services are limited to basic services such as voice, facsimile, and low-rate-data
transmission. In the third-generation mobile telecommunication systems, a variety of ser-
vices such as high speed Internet access, multimedia data transmission, and global roam-
ing will be expected. For that reason, the ITU (International Telecommunication Union)
began its studies on a global standard for mobile telecommunication systems, which is
referred to as IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications-2000) [1][2][3]. In
the third-generation mobile telecommunication systems, the future radio transmission
technology is strongly expected to efficiently transmit not only legacy voice traffic but
also the data traffic based on the packet transmission. Thus, a lot of proposals for ra-
dio transmission technology candidates have been submitted to the ITU. Most of them
were based on CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) but with differences in tech-
nical details, and to prevent multiple standard problems, they have been integrated and
developed to some global standards. Especially in them, W-CDMA (Wideband-CDMA)
[4][5] receives much attention for the radio transmission technology and most research
has been done in this area. The standard of W-CDMA is defined in detail by 3GPP
(3rd Generation Partnership Project) [6], and throughout the standard process, it dis-
cussed the packet transmission (radio) channel structure and proposed one method. In

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 648–659, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Fig. 1. Protocol stacks of W-CDMA packet data services

the method, two channels are mainly provided for the packet transmission: dedicated
channel and common channel. For example, in the case that a large amount of traffic
is transmitted by some flow, a channel will be dedicated to it and its packets can be
efficiently transmitted over it, whereas flows with only a small amount of traffic share
the common channel. Radio resources can be efficiently utilized in some adaptive way
of selecting an appropriate transmission channel according to the traffic characteristics
[7]. The channel selecting/switching is controlled by RNC (Radio Network Controller),
and the specific scheme in RNC has not been standardized.

Therefore, our major interest in the present paper is to clarify the issues related to
channel selecting/switching schemes and study their characteristics. We will thus pro-
pose specific channel selecting/switching schemes in accordance with current W-CDMA
specifications and evaluate their performance in terms of the packet loss probability and
the utilization of dedicated channels by means of simulations. In addition, we will discuss
their characteristics based upon performance comparison.

2 Architecture of RNC

Fig. 1 shows an example of protocol stacks in W-CDMA packet data services [6]. Several
nodes exist between Internet servers and UE (User Equipment) or mobile terminals.
In CN (Core Network), two distinct elements exist: GGSN (Gateway General packet
radio service Support Node) and SGSN (Serving General packet radio service Support
Node). GGSN is the switch at the point where nodes are connected to external networks.
All incoming and outgoing packets must go through GGSN. SGSN is the database
that serves UE in its current location, and provides the function of packet switching
and routing. In UTRAN (Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network) which handles
radio-related functions, two distinct elements also exist: RNC and Node B. RNC is
responsible for managing radio resources in wireless links. Node B corresponds to a
base station (BS) which handles the radio communication over W-CDMA air interfaces.
In these protocol stacks, RNC includes the physical layer and the link layer, and it
segments packets received from external networks into several data blocks of fixed
length, recovers transmission errors that occurred in wireless links, and assigns proper
transmission channels. These functions are provided in RLC (Radio Link Control)/MAC
(Media Access Control) layers described in RNC.
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2.1 Architecture of RLC/MAC Layers

Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of RLC/MAC layers as well as a data transmission
method used in it. In the RLC layer, packets transmitted from external networks are
segmented into RLC PDUs, i.e., link layer frames, they are then forwarded to the RLC
dedicated buffer for each flow. Thus, the transmission unit in RLC/MAC layers is the
frame, to which control information such as its sequence number is added in the header.
To achieve good performance even in high error rate links, an ARQ (Automatic Repeat
reQuest) mechanism based on the frame is provided for protecting against transmission
errors through a limited number of retransmission attempts. An ARQ protocol is imple-
mented in W-CDMA packet data services. This protocol is based on the selective repeat
scheme.

In the MAC layer, mainly two sublayers are described: MAC-d sublayer and MAC-
c/sh sublayer. The main function of the MAC-d sublayer is channel selecting/switching
and control of dedicated channels. The main function of the MAC-c/sh sublayer is control
of common channels. One MAC-d sublayer in RNC is allocated for each UE, while only
one MAC-c/sh in RNC is shared by all UE in a cell.

In RLC/MAC layers, two types of data channels are described: logical channel and
transport one. The logical channel resides between RLC and MAC layers, while the
transport one is located between MAC and physical layers. Furthermore, two types of
data channels are also described in the transport channel: dedicated channel and common
one. After frames are transmitted from the RLC layer, they first arrive at each MAC-d
sublayer via a logical channel, and they are then transmitted to each corresponding UE
via one of two types of transport channels. In the case that the dedicated channel is used,
they are successively forwarded to each corresponding UE. On the other hand, when
the common one is used, RNC schedules their transmission to multiplex them into one
shared channel, and then forwards them in turn to each corresponding UE.

Thus, when frames are transmitted via the common channel, the congestion of the
MAC layer would more frequently happen since they are multiplexed into one shared
channel. When RNC recognizes it by means of feedback information sent from the
MAC layer, it controls the transmission rate of the RLC layer to avoid the congestion.
The functions of RLC/MAC layers are described in [8][9].
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2.2 Proposed Channel Switching Scheme

In the channel selecting/switching method described in [9], a transmission channel is
selected by RNC adaptively based upon the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer;
two thresholds, upper threshold (THU ) and lower threshold (THL), are employed for
that purpose. The detail is described in the following:

– If the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer exceeds the predetermined upper
threshold THU , the transmission channel is switched from the common channel to
the dedicated one.

– If the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer falls below the predetermined lower
threshold THL, the transmission channel is switched from the dedicated channel
to the common one.

According to the above method, we propose specific channel selecting/switching
schemes in the following. The following schemes first assign the common channel for
frame transmission to gain the statistical multiplexing effect. However, they are different
from each other in how to begin transmitting frames on the dedicated channel after
selecting it instead of the common one.

– Scheme 1: Frames currently stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are kept waiting
until all frames stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are transmitted on the common
channel. This assumes that the MAC-d dedicated buffer for each flow is equipped to
multiplex frames on the common channel so that those frames cannot be transmitted
on the dedicated one.

– Scheme 2: Frames currently stored in the RLC dedicated buffer are immediately
transmitted regardless of whether there are any frames stored in the MAC-d dedicated
buffer or not. This scheme is also based upon the above assumption. There are
possibilities that the related flow uses both the common channel and dedicated one
at the same time until all frames in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are transmitted.

– Scheme 3: Frames currently stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are immediately
transmitted on the dedicated channel assigned now, and then frames stored in the
RLC dedicated buffer are successively forwarded to the MAC-d dedicated one. This
scheme is free from the above assumption. Hence, the channel switching entity
follows the MAC-d dedicated buffer.

3 Simulation Model

In this section, we describe our model for simulation to evaluate the channel select-
ing/switching schemes presented in Sec. 2. We add some modifications to Network
Simulator NS Version 2 developed by VINT Project [10] and use it for our research.

3.1 RLC/UE Model

Fig. 3 shows the simulation model of RLC layers and UE; Fig. 3(a) illustrates the model
for Scheme 1 and 2, while Fig. 3(b) describes that for Scheme 3. In RNC, each RLC
layer is equipped with a dedicated buffer of BR [frame] and each MAC-d sublayer is
equipped with a dedicated buffer of BM [frame]. The buffer size BR and BM is fixed
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Fig. 3. Simulation model for channel selecting/switching schemes

at 10 and 2, respectively. One common channel of 64 Kb/s is used here, in which the
round-robin scheduling algorithm is employed to multiplex frames in several MAC-d
dedicated buffers. In this case, to avoid the congestion of the MAC layer, the following
flow control scheme based on the queue length of the MAC-d dedicated buffer is adopted:

if (MAC-d queue length >= 1)
RLC transmission rate = 0 (Kb/s)

else if (MAC-d queue length < 1)
RLC transmission rate = 64 (Kb/s)

Note that by adopting this scheme, the MAC-d buffer overflow never occurs. Fur-
thermore, several dedicated channels are employed, each of which is of 64 Kb/s.

3.2 Traffic Model

We assume that each traffic source S1–SN transmits web traffic to D1–DN , where N is
the number of traffic sources. Each source generates traffic according to on/off process.
The duration for which frames are successively transmitted is denoted by TON [frame].
It follows an exponential distribution and the mean length of which is 10 frames of 42
bytes in size. We assume that retransmitted frames are included in TON . The duration
for which frames are not transmitted is denoted by Toff [frame] and it varies according
to the amount of traffic denoted by λ; i.e., λ = N × TON/(TON + TOFF ). Note that
the total amount of traffic λ = 1.0 indicates a traffic of 64 Kb/s.

The traffic model is limited so that there may be difficulties in deriving general
conclusions. Additionally, we do not consider the wireless aspect of the system in terms
of the channel error. However, we here focus on the channel selecting/switching schemes,
and our major purpose is to get their fundamental performance.

4 Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of proposed three schemes for channel
selecting/switching by using our simulation model presented in the previous section. For
each of these schemes, we first investigate the impact of two thresholds THU and THL
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of the RLC dedicated buffer on the frame loss probability as a function of the maximum
number of dedicated channels, which can be utilized by all traffic sources. We then
investigate the utilization of the dedicated channel, which is defined by the ratio of the
number of frames transmitted via dedicated channels to that of all frames received at each
UE. The aim of the proposed schemes is to effectively transmit frames via the common
channel and to decrease the utilization of the dedicated channel. Furthermore, by showing
the impact of the number of sources and the amount of traffic on the performance, we
discuss the optimal number of dedicated channels.

4.1 Evaluation of Scheme 1

In this subsection, we focus on the performance of the channel switching Scheme 1. We
set the total amount of traffic arriving at Node B, λ, to 1.0, namely, 64 Kb/s and the
number of traffic sources, N , to 10.

Fig. 4 shows the frame loss probability of the RLC dedicated buffer. From this
figure, we can find that the frame loss probability increases with threshold THU . In this
scheme, even if the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffer for a flow exceeds THU
and the dedicated channel is then assigned to the flow, they will be never transmitted
until all frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer are transmitted via
the common channel; this is HOL (Head-of-Line) blocking effect. Therefore, if THU is
set to a large value, most newly arriving frames at the RLC dedicated buffer will be lost.
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Fig. 7. Dedicated channel utilization (Scheme 2)

If we increase THL while keeping THU at a fixed value, frames in the RLC dedicated
buffer will be more frequently transmitted via the common channel and HOL blocking
will often occur. Thus, the frame loss probability increases with THL. Although the
increase of the dedicated channels can basically contribute to the improvement in the
frame loss probability, it is limited due to HOL blocking, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the utilization of the dedicated channel as a function of the total amount
of traffic at Node B, λ, when the number of dedicated channels is five. When both THU
and THL are set to smaller values, the utilization gets larger. The difference in the
utilization for different THUs (THLs) is almost insensitive to λ.

Throughout these results, we can say in this scheme that when both THU and THL
are set to larger values, frames could be more frequently transmitted on the common
channel, whereas the frame loss probability is increasing due to HOL blocking.

4.2 Evaluation of Scheme 2

In this subsection, we focus on the performance of the channel switching Scheme 2. We
set the total amount of traffic, λ, to 1.0 and the number of sources, N , to 10.

Fig. 6 shows the frame loss probability in this scheme. Unlike in Scheme 1, as shown
in Fig. 4, the frame loss probability is not so sensitive to values of the thresholds used
and monotonously decreases with the number of dedicated channels. The reason is that
Scheme 2 eliminates HOL blocking due to frames in the MAC-d dedicated buffer for
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the common channel by allowing use of both dedicate channel and common one at the
same time. For example, in order to achieve the loss probability of less than 10−5, we
should provide at least five dedicated channels.

Fig. 7 shows the utilization of the dedicated channel when five dedicated channels
are available. The characteristics shown there are very similar to that of Scheme 1, as
shown in Fig. 5, so that Schemes 1 and 2 do not make a large difference to the utilization.

4.3 Impact of Out-of-Order Transmission

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, a link layer ARQ protocol is adopted in RNC for transmission
error recovery. In this protocol, a receiver will ask the sender to retransmit erroneous
frames if necessary. In Scheme 2, frames currently stored in the RLC dedicated buffer
are immediately transmitted via the dedicated channel without waiting until all frames
stored in the MAC-d dedicated buffer are cleared. Therefore, at the receiver frames
transmitted via the common channel may be overtaken by ones transmitted via the
dedicated channel, which is referred to as out-of-order transmission since the common
channel is shared by several flows, e.g., in a round-robin basis. This will further cause
unnecessary retransmission request, resulting in a wasteful use of radio resources. Thus,
we will discuss the impact of out-of-order transmission on retransmission property when
five dedicated channels are employed. We will define an out-of-order as a case when
the frames transmitted over the common channel are overtaken ones over the dedicated
channel, and call such overtaken frames out-of-order ones. Furthermore, we define the
number of successively overtaken frames as the number of frames transmitted over the
dedicated channel until a frame in the MAC-d dedicated buffer is transmitted when
out-of-order transmission happened.
Out-of-order Probability. We investigate the out-of-order probability as shown in Fig. 8
in case where N = 10 and the number of dedicated channels equals five. We define it
as a ratio of the number of out-of-order frames to that of the total received frames at
UE. We can see from this figure that the probability increases with THL because the
transmission channel more frequently changes from the dedicated one to the common
one and vice versa. Fig. 9 shows the probability of the number of successively overtaken
frames during an out-of-order transmission. When both THU and THL get smaller, the
probability that the number of overtaken frames is two or more becomes smaller. This
would result in less retransmission of overtaken frames.
Retransmission Probability for Out-of-order Transmission. We investigate retrans-
mission probability caused by out-of-order transmission. We define the probability, when
the acceptable number of out-of-order frames is i, as po × ∑∞

k=i+1 pov(k), where po is
the out-of-order probability in Fig. 8 and pov(k) is the probability given by Fig. 9 when
the number of successively overtaken frames is k. Fig. 10 shows the retransmission
probability. From this result, if receivers can allow five successively overtaken frames,
the retransmission probability for out-of-order transmission is less than 10−6. Thus, we
can say in this scheme that setting both THU and THL to relatively small value is
effective in achieving high throughput.

4.4 Evaluation of Scheme 3

In this subsection, we investigate Scheme 3. We set the total amount of traffic, λ, to 1.0
and the number of sources, N , to 10.
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Fig. 11 shows the frame loss probability. From this result, it is almost the same as
that of Scheme 2 as shown in Fig. 6. However, unlike in Scheme 2, the our-of-order
transmission never occurs at receivers since frames stored in the RLC dedicated buffer
are just transmitted after all frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer
are transmitted via the dedicated channel.
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Fig. 11. Frame loss probability (Scheme 3)
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Fig. 12. Impact of the number of sources and the amount of total traffic (Scheme 3)

4.5 Impact of the Number of Sources and the Amount of Total Traffic

In this subsection, we investigate the impact of the number of sources and the amount
of the total traffic in Scheme 3.
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Table 1. Switching times per second (Scheme
2)

L = 10%, Scheme 2
traffic N U = 50% U = 70% U = 90%

64 Kb/s 10 4.3718 3.3735 2.6458
64 Kb/s 20 4.5017 3.4866 2.7509

128 Kb/s 10 12.9046 10.7725 9.3105

L = 50%, Scheme 2
traffic N U = 50% U = 70% U = 90%

64 Kb/s 10 5.0870 3.8251 2.9754
64 Kb/s 20 5.1810 3.9024 3.0665

128 Kb/s 10 17.0085 13.8733 11.6719

Table 2. Switching times per second (Scheme
3)

L = 10%, Scheme 3
traffic N U = 50% U = 70% U = 90%

64 Kb/s 10 4.2914 3.2893 2.6013
64 Kb/s 20 4.4010 3.4078 2.7106
128 Kb/s 10 12.5823 10.5501 9.0728

L = 50%, Scheme 3
traffic N U = 50% U = 70% U = 90%

64 Kb/s 10 4.984 3.758 2.9343
64 Kb/s 20 5.0627 3.8339 2.9933
128 Kb/s 10 16.3054 13.2505 11.2249

Fig. 12 shows the frame loss probability of Scheme 3 when N = 20, λ = 1.0
(Fig. 12(a)) and N = 10, λ = 2.0 (Fig. 12(b)). We can see from Fig. 12(a) that although
N increases to 20, the number of required dedicated channels becomes five and it is the
same as that in case when λ = 1.0 and N = 10 (See Fig. 11). In addition, if λ = 2.0
and N = 10, the number becomes only six. To further show the effectiveness of Scheme
3, we will indicate the average number of switching times from the common channel to
dedicated one per second in Tables 1 (Scheme 2) and 2 (Scheme 3), when the number
of dedicated channels is five (λ = 1.0) or six (λ = 2.0). These results are related to the
channel switching overhead required. It is found that the results in Scheme 3 are smaller
than those in Scheme 2 for some THUs and THLs.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed details of three channel switching schemes according to the
specification of RNC in the third-generation mobile telecommunication systems. They
are adaptively selecting the appropriate transmission channel from the common channel
or the dedicated one in accordance with the queue length of the RLC dedicated buffers. In
order to investigate the impact of thresholds in its buffer, we evaluate this performance
by simulation. Through numerical results, we have obtained the followings. We first
propose Scheme 1 in which the transmission channel switched from the common one to
the dedicated one after all frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer
are transmitted via the common channel. Therefore, the frame loss probability of the RLC
dedicated buffer cannot be improved by increasing the number of dedicated channels
due to HOL blocking effect in MAC-d dedicated buffer.

In Scheme 2, the transmission channel is immediately switched regardless of whether
there are any frames stored in the corresponding MAC-d dedicated buffer or not. Thus,
the frame loss probability is decreasing with the number of dedicated channels and
Scheme 2 is thus more effective than Scheme 1. However, Scheme 2 leads to the out-of-
order transmission; i.e., frames via the common channel may be overtaken by ones via
the dedicated one, resulting in unnecessary retransmissions. Therefore, a wasteful use
of radio resources may occur.

To overcome weak points in Scheme 1 and 2, we also proposed Scheme 3 in which if
the transmission of some flows is assigned to the dedicated channels, the corresponding
frames in MAC-d dedicated buffer are immediately transmitted via the dedicated channel
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prior to those in the RLC dedicated buffer. This provides good performance in terms of
the frame loss probability as in Scheme 2 without causing the out-of-order transmission
as in Scheme 2.

We evaluated the performance of RNC in this paper by focusing only on the case of
specific traffic model. Thus, we should also investigate the case where various types of
traffic at RNCs for the further work.
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Abstract. In order to provide the guaranteed mobile QoS (Quality-of-service)
for arriving multi-class calls, we need to minimize the dropping rate of handoff
calls while at the same time controlling the blocking rate of new calls. This pa-
per proposed a new multi-class call admission control mechanism that is based
on dynamically formed reservation pool for handoff requests. The simulation re-
sults show that the individual QoS criteria of multi-class traffic such as the
handoff call dropping probability can be achieved within a targeted objective
and the new call blocking probability is constrained to be below a given level.
The proposed scheme is applicable to channel allocation of multi-class calls
over high-speed multimedia wireless networks.

1     Introduction

Multimedia mobile communications are expected to be the dominant mode of access
technology. Besides traditional voice communication, a new range of services such as
multimedia, high-speed data, etc. are being offered for delivery over wireless net-
works. Mobility will be seamless for implementing the blueprint of person’s being in
contact anywhere and at any time [1-3]. Mobile Quality-of-Service (M-QoS) is a set of
performance parameters associated with wireless link such as channel error rate and
with mobile units such as Handoff-call Dropping Probability (HDP) and New-call
Blocking Probability (NBP).  In order to provide higher capacity on the limited radio
spectrum, we should use smaller-sized cells such as pico- cells instead of macro- or
micro- cells. For such a small cell size, handoff will occur more frequently and make
HDP a crucial consideration in M-QoS. Such handoffs involve allocating sufficient
resources in each arriving cell to maintain the QoS needs of the established connec-
tions. It is a common practice to give a higher priority to the handoff calls as com-
pared to new calls. On the other hand, giving too much priority to handoff calls will
result in an excessive NBP. Denying of too many new calls can bring an unacceptable
ratio of carried-to-admitted traffic and a unsatisfactory revenue for network providers.
Various channel allocation schemes have been proposed to implement handoff priori-
tization and at the same time not hamper the acceptance of new calls.
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Most of the papers in the literature assume single-class traffic in the cells. The
provision of multi-class services (also called multimedia communications) is gaining
wide acceptance and will be more ubiquitous in the future wireless and mobile sys-
tems.

1.1     Related Works for Multi-class CAC

Recently limited work has been reported in the literature regarding CAC schemes in
multi-class wireless networks [12-18,20]. In this section we review four different
multi-class CAC mechanisms which have been proposed in the literature
[10,16,18,20].

S. K. Das et al. [20] developed an integrated framework for QoS provisioning at a
lower layer such as the radio link layer combining a novel CAC strategy. In this paper
we will refer to their scheme as Low Layer Control Scheme (LLCS). LLCS can adapt
to time-varying and high Bit Error Rate (BER) feature of wireless physical link. LLCS
performs CAC on the basis of channel reservation. QD in [17] is extensively used in
situations where call demands exceed the network’s capacity. LLCS covers the entire
Network-QoS which involves multiple layers. Therefore it does not focus on imple-
mentation details of channel reservation and handoff prioritization. In our scheme, we
adopt the concept of reservation pool for handoff request reservation. This idea is
based on increasingly accurate position predicting technology instead of simple MH
classification and destination determination among three neighboring cells in [20].
This improvement means that we can further reduce the over-reserving of wireless
bandwidth. Another CAC scheme based on adaptive bandwidth reservation has been
proposed by Oliveira et al. in 1998 [16]. We refer it to as Oliver98 scheme. One of the
drawbacks of Oliver98 strategy is that handoff prioritization, a crucial component of
CAC mechanism, is based on the concept of Quality Degradation (QD). QD should be
equally used for all kinds of calls instead of only handoff calls. Another drawback of
Oliver98 strategy is that all of their simulations assume the inter-arrival times of
handoff / new calls to follow a geometric distribution, which cannot reflect the actual
traffic conditions [18]. The best assumption is general distribution.

Another scheme which we refer to as Potential Resource Estimation Scheme
(PRES) is proposed by Ramanathan in [18]. The obvious drawback of PRES is that it
shows extremity for handoff prioritization. Handoff prioritization means that we
should give handoff calls much higher priority over new calls1. However, it does not
imply that we should accept all of the handoff calls and consider only the admission
control of each arriving new call. If PRES is used in practical systems, it may bring
unacceptably high NBP while minimizing HDP. This may lead to network providers’
unhappiness due to low revenue resulting from low carried traffic.

One Step Prediction Scheme (OSPS) was suggested by Epstein in [10,12-14]. This
approach predicts the amount of bandwidth needed in the current cell and each of the

                                                          
1 In typical cases, the value of HDP is within the range of 10-5~10-2, and the value of NBP is

within the range of 10-3~10-1. In other words, HDP is generally 100 times larger than NBP in
the system.
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neighboring cells for a specified time interval ahead (called One Step) when a new
call of any class arrives. One of the drawbacks of OSPS is that it assumes the MH will
handoff to all neighboring cells with equal probability when estimating One Step
bandwidth. It overestimates the required bandwidth in those neighboring cells and
unnecessarily denies many new calls, which makes the NBP unacceptably high when
OSPS is applied to practical WATM networks.

1.2     Contributions to Multi-class CAC Mechanism

The first contribution to multi-class CAC mechanism is that we give a detailed and
practical framework for handoff requests reservation. Our discussion assumes an ac-
curate next-cell prediction scheme. With the successful application of Kalman filter to
Global Position System (GPS) and other position locating systems, a precise next-cell
prediction technology will become a reality in the next generation mobile networks. It
is unnecessary to assume the MH will handoff to neighboring cells with undetermin-
able probability such as in Oliver98 strategy. It is also incorrect to regard the prob-
abilities to all neighboring cells as the same value such as in OSPS. The timing rela-
tionship is analyzed between handoff request reservation and later handoff call admis-
sion. This is very meaningful for practical system implementation. The state transition
map is given for our reservation pool mechanism.

  Secondly, for guaranteeing the M-QoS of each class of handoff calls, we propose
a new notion of Reservation Ordering (RO) of handoff requests. RO is about the as-
signing of admission priorities for multi-class calls. However, our admission priority
determination is made according to the MH’s time-varying movement behaviors and
the desired M-QoS requirements of the multi-class calls themselves. On the other
hand, OSPS determines call priorities based on only calls’ M-QoS profiles. For the
computation of RO value, a weighted algorithm is proposed.

      Unlike LLCS and Oliver98 strategy, we assume many traffic classes instead of
just two classes (real-time and non-real-time). The desired amount of bandwidth and
delay requirements for these QoS profiles can vary greatly. Although PRES and OSPS
also assume multi-class traffic, we analyze urgency details of different ATM AAL
services instead of simply assuming K classes of mobile users. Such urgency details
are used for computing RO value.

      Channel shuffling is our modification of bandwidth compression which is pro-
posed in [20]. Because our channel assigning mechanism involves accurate MH identi-
fication between handoff request reservation and handoff call admission, we should
carry out the shuffling of reservation channels and unoccupied channels at the same
time.

      Our CAC approach is implemented in a distributed way. The algorithm needs
only the signaling information between local BS and MH. This method can bring re-
duced computation load compared to MSC-centered control policy.

   Table 1 shows the comparisons between the features of our proposed scheme
and those of other four schemes.

   The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the detailed
procedure for forming handoff request reservation pool which is based on accurate
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next-cell prediction. This is followed by the presentation of RO policy in Section 3.
Section 4 provides our simulation results and corresponding analysis. Finally, we
conclude the paper with a discussion of further work in Section 5.

2 Multi-class Bandwidth Resource Reservation

2.1 Next Cell Prediction

Most of the existing mechanisms for bandwidth reservation and allocation of handoff /
new calls assume that we can get the mobility pattern of the MH using profile-based
schemes. This assumption may not be valid for practical systems. For example, in
wireless ATM network environments, wireless components can be connected to Wide
Area Network (WAN), Local Area Network (LAN) or even Home depending on what
kind of ATM network is to be accessed. For such varied wired networks, it may not be
possible to predict the arrival of MH to some cell since the mobility patterns may not
be available. Another drawback for profile-based schemes is that varying traffic con-
ditions suggest that such history-based schemes can never be fully reliable. Therefore
we should use real-time position measurements to predict the future path of a moving
MH. The greatest advantage of future position prediction is that we can determine the
next cell which the MH will cross with high accuracy. Therefore we need to reserve
wireless resources only in next cell among all of the neighboring cells and eliminate
the reservation of excessive bandwidth in those neighboring cells where the sum of
arriving probabilities is less than some small value. Taking into consideration the
limited radio resources compared to wired part of wireless network, such an advantage
is valuable. GPS can estimate the location of a MH with a 95% probability level
within a 100m margin. However, if differential GPS is employed, we can even achieve
3-5m margin [6].

Table 1.  Comparisons of different schemes
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2.2  Determining the Time of Multi-class Handoff Requests Reservation

In this paper, we give a practical way to determine the Reservation Deadline (RD)
which is a time instance by which bandwidth assignment for the arriving handoff call
should be completed. To avoid blind selection of the start point of channel reservation
for handoff requests, we define the concept of Core Area (CA) with a radius of size
Threshold Distance (TD) in the current cell as shown in Fig. 1 (Right).  In CA, there is
a high probability for the MH to make a dramatic change in its direction and speed.
The similar idea is proposed in [6,7]. However, if MH moves beyond CA, the chances
of sudden change of direction are reduced. Thus we can improve the accuracy of next-
cell prediction by using Kalman filter. The reasonable position to start making reser-
vations can be chosen as O shown in Fig. 1 (Right). From the point of view of RSS,
position O corresponds to the value of RSS1 in the current cell in Fig. 1 (Left). The
relationship between the RSS and distance x from the transmitter of the BS is [19]:

                                      )(10 xLogRSSdB ×−= γ                                        (1)

where γ  is the propagation path-loss coefficient.

To determine the value of RD, we consider the following two criteria:
(1) The RSS level of current BS drops below a threshold RSS2 so that it is some-

what difficult to keep the communication with MH. The position corre-
sponding to RSS2 is shown as A in Fig. 1 (Right).

(2) The RSS level of next-cell BS is stronger than that of the current BS by a given
hysteresis margin ∆ . That is, we can only serve handoff calls within the
shaded RSS range of Fig. 1 (Left).

As can be seen from Fig. 1 (Left), the RSS level meeting condition (1) is on the right
of line A, while for meeting condition (2) is on the right of line B. Thus, to meet both
conditions, we have to choose right of line B. Therefore, once a MH arrives at position
B, we should stop the submitting of handoff request immediately. Then the reservation
Time Duration Ω  for a MH is from arriving time at position O to arriving time at
position B. Ω  can be expressed as:

                                    OBOB tt −=Τ=Ω         2)

Fig. 1. Time for forming reservation pool (between O and A) (Left) RSS point of view
(Right) Geometry point of view
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If we consider predominantly walking and stationary users with an average
speed of 2m/s and a cell radius of 300m, which is a common case is wireless ATM
campus LAN, the typical value of Ω  is about 5s ~ 15s [19]. The value of Ω  is im-
portant since all of the handoff reservation actions, such as RO and overflow request
queuing RO which will be discussed later, should be finished during Ω . Also the
values of QDT and RET (discussed in Section 5) are setup based on the value of Ω .

2.3  Forming of Multi-class Reservation Pool

Each handoff MH sends their bandwidth requirements to the BS of next-cell during
their own Ω . These handoff request reservations will form a varied-sized pool
through marking unoccupied channels from Free to Reserved. As shown in Fig. 2,
handoff calls of different classes can reserve highly varying sized Channel Blocks
(CB). The term CB comes from the fact that in normal case a handoff call belonging to
some class will occupy a series of allocated time slots. The sizes of Free and Occu-
pied bands are also varying since at any time there are always occupied channels re-
leased due to calls completion or handoff to another cell. the dark-shaded channel
band is marked as GC (Guard Channels).

      We can draw the State Transition Map (STM) as shown in Fig. 3.

3   Reservation Ordering (RO) for Multi-class Handoff Calls

The challenging task of bandwidth assignment for multi-class calls is that we should
take into consideration largely different QoS profiles of each class such as HDP, la-
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tency tolerance and desired amount of W-EB. For multi-class calls, we should assign
each class of calls different priorities during resource allocation, unlike in single class
case where all calls are assumed to have the same priority. The role of Reservation
Ordering (RO) is to make sure that the service order for each submitted handoff re-
quest reservation is maintained.

For determining the RO priority for serving each handoff call, we define a term
Class Urgency (CU) which represents the desired serving urgency degree. CU of the
coming multimedia calls is determined by their M-QoS parameters such as delay tol-
erance and HDP. However, CU cannot be used as the only factor for determining the
value of RO. For example, when a MH is moving almost beyond reservation area
(from position O to position B in Fig. 1 (Right) ), possibly we should serve this
handoff call immediately even though its CU is low since its RSS from the old BS is
too weak to continue the communications. In other words, the RSS value can become
another factor for determining the RO priority.

Varying speeds of MH can be a serious problem in WATM environment where
very rapid fading is common due to its small cell size and low used power. To make
the situation worse, the MH in reservation area can wait in traffic jams, traffic lights,
or at stop signs. For these cases, it is very improper to assign these MH higher priori-
ties just because their RSS is low. Since MH can travel at different speeds and direc-
tions, a faster MH will generally require an earlier handoff than a slower one. Thus
MH velocity can become another important factor for determining the RO priority. We
can define the RO priority as a two-level weighted scheme:

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
)1(

3/

321

321

=++
×+×+∆∆×=

WWW

UrgencyClassWRSSWtRSSWRO             (3)

where tRSS ∆∆ /  reflects the value of MH velocity, and RSS determines the dis-

tance of MH from its BS as shown in formula (3). In multi-class network, we can

assign 321 ,, WandWW  based on the significance which above-mentioned three

factors may have on RO. A reasonable weight suite assignment is:
              5.0,4.0,1.0 321 === WandWW                                                 (4)

Since CU plays such an important role in multimedia network. Note that we should
normalize the value of tRSS ∆∆ /  and RSS between 0 and 1. Table 2 shows a possi-

ble velocity normalization.

Note that RO depends on two factors. One is CU of handoff calls which is only
determined by defined QoS class. The other is varying mobile behaviors of MH. We
use velocity ( tRSS ∆∆ / ) and position (RSS) to symbolize the latter factor. This

Table 2.  A possible velocity normalization result
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scheme is different from OSPS where calls priorities are only determined by class QoS
parameters.

There are already many good ways for measuring MH velocity such as in
[7,8,9,19]. Thus it is not difficult to obtain the value of tRSS ∆∆ / .

The following pseudo-code describes the necessary system operations each time a
MH handoff request message is sent to the next-cell’s BS.

Using (7) to compute RO for that MH
IF this message is a Reservation Canceling

{Re-mark the channels for that MH from ‘Reserved’ to ‘Free’ in
the pool;
  Delete the buffer unit for that MH in the Reservation Queue if
it exists;}

Else IF this message is a Reservation Confirming 
IF there is already a ‘Reserved’ CB for that MH in the pool

{Modify its RO to the new value;
Reorder all the CB based on their new RO value in the pool;}

Else    /* This is a new reservation */
{Delete the buffer unit for that MH in the Reservation Queue

if it exists;

 IF available free bandwidth ≥  Desired bandwidth
 {Insert a new CB in the reservation pool based on RO prior-

ity}
Else    /* available free bandwidth � Desired bandwidth */
{Buffer it into the Reservation Queue}�

4   Simulation Experiments

4.1  Simulation Model

Based on the proposed CAC algorithm we built a C-based simulator. In this simulation

we choose the total capacity of the current cell as 10,0003 Bandwidth Units (BU). The
BU requirements for the five classes of calls are chosen as shown in Table 3.

Table 3.  BU requirements for the five classes

The cell radius is assumed to be 500m, which is a typical size for future WATM
system. Three different velocities are assumed: 2m/s (walking), 10m/s (normal-speed
car), and 20m/s (high-speed vehicle). Furthermore we assume that the five classes of

                                                          
3 In this simulation, we choose this capacity value only for testifying the effect of our scheme.

As a matter of fact, future WATM or even IMT-2000 should be expected to be able to provide
an aggregate transmission capacity of 25 Mb/s when such systems are offered at frequency
bands above 3 GHz.
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calls have the same percentages of three velocities in order to emphasize the influence
of class urgency on the computation of RO. A cluster of seven cells is assumed and
each cell keeps contact with its six neighboring cells.

4.2 The Role of Queue

Our approach uses a queue for storing overflowing handoff reservations due to the
lack of free channels. To investigate the effect of the queue, we assume the same
numbers of five class of handoff requests, that is, their percentage within the total
handoff requests is 20% individually. Because handoff congestion happens only when
HTL is high, we let HTL = 80%, which makes the HDP almost ten times larger than
the HTL = 50% case.

The HDP results of five classes of handoff calls are shown in Fig. 4. Although
each class of handoff calls experience a certain degree of improvement for their HDP
due to the introduction of reservation queue, the improvement values are different. It
can be seen that class 5 calls have the most dominant decreasing HDP while class 1
calls have the least improvement compared to no queue case. A possible explanation
for this phenomenon is that class 5 calls have the lowest serving priority among the
five classes of calls since only Class Urgency is crucial for computing the value of RO
after the elimination of other factors such as mobile movements. Since the percentage
of class 5 users is the same as other classes, class 5 calls will have the largest prob-
ability for being buffered into reservation queue. Therefore they benefit the most from
reservation queue.

0

2

4

6

8

10

HDP*1000

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5

No queue

Using queue

 4.3 The Importance of Determining Multimedia Servicing Prioritization

If we assume that MH’s position and velocity cannot influence much on the RO of

each handoff call except for the CU of each class4, we can see the effect of RO on
improving HDP of each class of handoff calls.

We only consider two classes of calls: class 1 and class 5, since class 1 calls have
the most crucial urgency requirements while class 5 calls have the least urgency re-
quirements. Two important cases are considered: light handoff load (HTL = 25%) and

                                                          
4 This can be done by assuming each class of calls have the same percentage of all types of

moving users such as pedestrians and cars.

Fig. 4.  The importance of reservation queue
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heavy handoff load (HTL = 75%). The reason for choosing these two extreme cases is
that we may see the effect of RO on HDP more clearly.

Figure 5 (a) ~ (d) are our simulation results. The X-axis represents the percentage
of a given class of calls among all handoff calls. It varies from 20% to 100%. The Y-
axis is the value of HDP multiplied by 10,000. It can be seen that HDP of Class 1
calls decreases when RO is adopted. Although in light handoff load case, the reduction
is not very obvious (Fig. 5 (a)), in heavy handoff load case the effect of RO is very
dominant (Fig. 5 (b)). This is not a surprising result since RO can assign class 1 calls
the highest priority when only CU is considered.

Unfortunately, HDP increases for class 5 calls (Fig. 5 (c) and (d)), especially in
heavy handoff load case (Fig. 5 (d)).  This is because class 5 calls get the lowest pri-
ority when their RO is compared to other classes. When the network is under conges-
tion, the class 5 calls have the highest probability for being dropped among the five
classes.

For dealing with this problem, we can use the crossover ATM switch to buffer
those delay-insensitive class 5 ATM cells. When the handoff connection is rerouted
from the old path to a new path, a crossover switch should be found out using fast
searching algorithm [5]. Thus, the down-link data stream can be stored in the buffer of
this switch.

5   Conclusions and Future Work

This paper addressed the problem of providing M-QoS guarantee for multi-class calls
in the WATM network. The network is assumed to be able to accurately predict next-
cell which the MH will cross. This assumption is reasonable for the developing mobile
position system such as GPS. A multi-weighted algorithm for computing priorities of
handoff requests was proposed in order to serve arriving multi-class calls with highly
diverse QoS parameters. A dominant feature of our approach is combining practical
handoff behaviors with the call admission procedure. This includes the RO computa-
tion and the notion of three timers. Several important considerations for practical sys-
tem implementation were discussed in this paper.

     In the introduction of this paper we mentioned that we focus on the LCA
mechanism instead of CCA mechanism. However, there is close relationship between
these two mechanisms. A typical example is Channel Borrowing Mechanism (CBM)
[4]. CBM states that the whole capacity of any cell is not a fixed value. Each cell only
keeps a set of nominal channels (less than FCA case) and can borrow free channels
from its neighboring cells to accommodate new calls. Thus, the NBP can be further
decreased. One of our future tasks is combining the CBM with our proposed approach
to investigate the improvement of NBP.  Another future task is to derive analytical
models to evaluate the performance of our CAC scheme. As shown in Fig. 1, this
paper provides a reservation-based call admission strategy for guaranteeing the net-
work QoS. Further work in this area will include translating the high-level resource
allocations into scheduling at the low levels such as MAC layer so as to map the net-
work QoS to MAC-oriented QoS.
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Abstract. In wireless cellular networks, in order to ensure that ongoing
calls are not dropped while the owner mobile stations roam among cells,
handoff calls may be admitted with a higher priority as compared with
new calls. Since the wireless bandwidth is scarce and therefore precious,
efficient schemes which allow a high utilization of the wireless channel,
while at the same time guarantee the QoS of handoff calls are needed.
In this paper, we propose a new scheme that uses GPS measurements
to determine when channel reservations are to be made. It works by
sending channel reservation request for a possible handoff call to a
neighboring cell not only based on the position and orientation of that
call’s mobile station, but also depends upon the relative motion of the
mobile station with respect to that target cell. The scheme integrates
threshold time and various features of prior schemes to minimize the
effect of false reservations and to improve the channel utilization of
the cellular system. Simulation results show that our scheme performs
better in almost all typical scenarios than prior schemes.

Keywords: cellular networks, handoff, adaptive channel reservation

1 Introduction

As a mobile station (MS)1 moves from one cell to another, its ongoing call is
handed-off from the old cell to a new cell. This requires that the call be accom-
modated by the new cell. Since dropping a handoff call is more annoying than
blocking a new call from user’s perspective, handoff calls should be given higher
priority than new calls. It has been shown that the method by which handoff is
achieved has a significant impact on the network’s performance [1]. Due to the
inherent bandwidth limitation in wireless cellular networks, micro/pico cellular
architectures are attractive for achieving higher system capacity [2]. In this case,
the coverage area of a cell will be defined by a circular region that is a few hun-
dred meters to a few kilometers in radius. As a direct result, the rate of handoffs
increases dramatically even when MSs move at low speed.
1 We use “MS” to represent “one MS with an ongoing call” in the rest of this paper.
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The probability of an ongoing call being dropped due to a handoff failure and
the probability of a new call being blocked due to the temporary unavailabil-
ity of an idle channel are major metrics that define the performance of cellular
systems. The handoff prioritization schemes implemented in the network have
a significant impact on these two probabilities. All the handoff prioritization
schemes have a common characteristic: ensuring a lower handoff dropping prob-
ability at the expense of an increased new call blocking probability. Efficient
handoff prioritization schemes are those allow a high utilization of the wireless
bandwidth (by accommodating a higher number of new calls) while guarantee
the QoS of handoff calls.

The naive channel assignment strategy is to treat handoff calls and new calls
equally [3]. This scheme would result in the new call blocking probability and the
handoff call dropping probability being equal. Obviously, this scheme performs
poorly when the offered load on the network is high. Much work has been done
on handoff prioritization in wireless cellular systems [3,5,6,7,8]. Basically there
are two strategies that are popular for prioritizing handoff calls [2]: the guarded
channel strategy and the handoff queueing strategy. The guarded channel strat-
egy decreases the handoff dropping probability by reserving a fixed number of
channels exclusively for handoff calls. New calls will be blocked if the number
of idle channels is equal to or less than the number of guarded channels, while
handoff calls can be served until all the channels are occupied. The handoff
queueing strategy is a way of delaying handoff due to the temporary unavailabil-
ity of channels. The mobile switching center (MSC) queues the handoff requests
instead of denying access if the candidate cell has no idle channel available.
Queueing is possible due to the overlapping region between adjacent cells where
it can communicate with both the old and the new base station (BS). The max-
imum queueing time is limited by the MS’ dwell time in the overlapping area. If
the traffic load is heavy, or if the maximum allowed queueing time is very small,
it is highly unlikely that a queued handoff request will be entertained. These two
strategies can be combined to obtain better performance as compared with the
individual strategies [7].

Since the mobility behavior of different MSs may be totally different, and the
traffic load offered in each cell varies from time to time, any static channel reser-
vation scheme cannot work efficiently all the time. In order to solve this problem,
several adaptive (dynamic) channel reservation schemes have been proposed [4,
5,6,7]. The shadow cluster concept proposed in [4] allows the base station of each
cell to calculate the probabilities that a MS will be active in other cells at future
times, and thereby facilitate the prediction of future resources demands. In [6],
the number of guarded channels in each cell is adjusted according to the current
estimate of the handoff call arrival rate, which is derived from the current num-
ber of ongoing calls in neighboring cells and the mobility patterns of the MSs.
In [5], channels are dynamically reserved by using the request probability deter-
mined by the mobility patterns of the MSs and the current traffic load. All these
schemes take into account the MSs’ mobility patterns when they dynamically
make channel reservations. But the mobility patterns that are considered are all
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MSs’ general patterns, and they do not identify each individual MS’s mobility
behavior separately. In [7], the Predictive Channel Reservation (PCR) scheme
is proposed and is based on mobile positioning. The threshold distance concept
(See II.A for its definition) is used to define the size of channel reservation area.
The PCR scheme makes predictive channel reservations for each MS based on its
current position and orientation. But the threshold distance in the PCR scheme
is constant for all MSs.

In this paper, we propose a new handoff prioritization scheme, which is called
adaptive channel reservation (ACR) scheme. The ACR scheme integrates the
features of threshold time, reservation queueing, reservation cancellation and
reservation pooling to minimize the false reservations and to improve the chan-
nel utilization of the cellular system. Like [7] , the ACR scheme is also based
on GPS measurements [9]. We don’t discuss GPS further in this paper, and just
make an assumption that each MS is equipped with GPS and can obtain its
position information in real-time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the
ACR scheme. In section 3, we describe the models that we use for simulating
the ACR scheme. Detailed performance results are presented and interpreted in
section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions in section 5.

2 Adaptive Channel Reservation

In the ACR scheme, channel reservation decisions are made based not only on
each MS’ current position and orientation, but also on the relative moving speed
with respect to its next target cell. Each MS 2 measures its coordinates at regular
time interval (every ∆T seconds) using GPS. The coordinate information is
piggybacked onto uplink data packets (or sent to the associated BS by means
of special uplink packets). The BS keeps track of each MS’ previous positions,
predicts its trajectory [13] and calculates the relative moving speed with respect
to the next cell that the MS is predicted to enter. Based on these calculations,
we can predict the time within which the MS will reach this candidate cell.

In [7], the threshold distance (Dth) is defined as the radius of a circle which
is co-centered with a cell, and this circle is smaller than the cell’s coverage area
(Figure 1(a)). The area between these two circles is called the channel reservation
area. When a MS enters the reservation area of a cell from the inner part of that
cell (or a new call is generated inside the reservation area), and at the same time,
is heading to a new cell, a reservation request will be sent to that new cell’s BS.
There are some problems in the PCR scheme. Suppose a MS moves into the
reservation area of cell A and heads to cell C (See Figure 1(a)); although the
MS is located in the reservation area of cell A, there is a long distance between
the MS’s current location and the boundary of cell C. After the MS reserves a
channel, it may need a long time to move into cell C. In this case, the time for
which a channel is reserved for this MS will be too long, and thus the overall
channel utilization will deteriorate. Another problem is that each MS has its own
2 We assume that every MS can carry at most one call at a time in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Threshold distance in the PCR scheme (a) and threshold time in the ACR
scheme (b)

motion pattern and hence it is inappropriate to define one constant threshold
distance for all MSs. One extreme example is that there is a MS located in the
overlapping area of two adjacent cells, the moving speed of this MS is very slow
(close to 0). If the PCR scheme is used, two channels (each cell has one channel
occupied) will be occupied by this call, one channel is used for communication in
the current cell and the other is reserved for this call in the adjacent cell. Since
the MS of this call is almost stationary, the reserved channel may not be used
for the life time of this call. Naturally, this method leads to the under-utilization
of wireless channels.

2.1 Threshold Time

In order to solve these problems, we use threshold time (Tth) instead of threshold
distance to reflect possible reservation requests. Here Tth is a constant time value.
According to each MS’ current moving speed, orientation and location informa-
tion, BSs can predict the time within which the MS will reach the boundary of
its next target cell. In Figure 1(b), a MS is moving with a velocity V towards cell
A. The velocity V can be decomposed into two orthogonal component vectors,
V1 and V2, where V1 is the velocity component of this MS towards the center of
cell A. From V1 and RMS (the distance between the MS and the center of cell
A), we can estimate the time Tp by which the MS will reach the boundary of
cell A.

Tp =
RMS − Rc

V1
· (1)

where Rc is the radius of cell A.
If Tp > Tth, it means that the MS may take a time longer than Tth to reach

cell A, and it does not need a channel reservation in that cell at current time. If
Tp ≤ Tth, it means that the MS under consideration will move into cell A soon,
and a reservation request will be sent by the current BS to cell A’s BS. Suppose
Rth = RMS |Tp=Tth

; we call Rth the threshold distance for this MS. Note that
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the threshold distance defined in our paper is different from that in [7] in that
different MSs have different threshold distances even though all the MSs have
the same Tth, because they have different relative moving speeds.

Like the PCR scheme, in our scheme, threshold time is integrated with reser-
vation queueing, reservation cancellation and reservation pooling to minimize
the effect of false reservations and to improve the channel utilization of cellular
systems. In the following paragraphs, we briefly describe the concepts of reserva-
tion cancellation, reservation pooling and reservation requests queueing defined
in [7].

2.2 Reservation Requests Queueing

If a reservation request is received by the BS of one cell, and there is no idle
channel available, this reservation request will be put into a reservation queue. If
the reservation queue is not empty, a channel released by a call (either complete
or handed-off to a neighboring cell) is added to the reservation pool at once and
one reservation request is dequeued.

2.3 Reservation Cancellation

A reservation may be invalid (false reservation) at a later time because the
MS may change its moving direction, slow down its moving speed or because
the call may terminate before the MS reaches the candidate cell. In this case,
the false reservation will be canceled and a reserved channel will be released
(if the reservation queue is empty) or one reservation request is deleted from
the reservation queue (if the reservation queue is not empty). The frequency of
occurrence of false reservations depends primarily on the MSs’ mobility pattern
and prediction accuracy of future movement.

2.4 Reservation Pooling

Rather than strictly mapping each reserved channel to the MS that made the
reservation, the set of reserved channels, at any moment, is used as a generic
pool to serve handoff requests. Once a handoff is needed, the BS will randomly
choose a reserved channel from the reservation pool and assign it to the handoff
call. So when one BS sends a reservation request to another BS, it does not need
to send the MS’ ID.

The overhead incurred by the ACR scheme is the prediction of each MS’
future trajectory, the transmission of reservation requests and reservation can-
cellation messages among BSs. Because all of these functions can be performed
by BSs, there is no extra overhead for MSs (for which computation power is
limited). The communication overhead (among the BSs) is transmitted over
wire-line network, and does not consume the precious wireless bandwidth.
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3 Simulation Model

We construct a simulation model to evaluate the performance of the ACR
scheme. The model is implemented in CSIM18 [14]. This simulation model
includes system topology model (cell model), traffic model and user mobility
model.

3.1 Cell Model

The simulation is conducted over a L layer micro cellular mobile radio system
(See Figure 2). Square, circular or hexagonal cells are commonly used in the
simulation of wireless cellular systems. In our simulation we use hexagons to
represent the neighborhood relationships among cells and circles to approximate
the coverage area of cells. There are overlapping areas between adjacent cells.
The radius of each circle (or hexagon) is represented by Rc. There is one central
cell in the topology (first layer). The central cell is surrounded by six cells which
make up the second layer. There are 12 cells in the third layer, and 6(i− 1) cells
in the ith layer (1 < i ≤ L).

In order to avoid border effects, when a MS moves out of the service area
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Fig. 2. The topology of a 5-layer wireless cellular system

of the system, this MS will be wrapped around to re-enter the system from the
other side. Such a toroidal arrangement is an efficient way to approximately
simulate very large cellular systems.

3.2 Traffic Model

In our simulation model we only consider homogeneous calls, and assume that
each MS needs only one channel per call. Call generation in the system follows a
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Poisson process with an average arrival rate λ. The call holding time Tc follows an
exponential distribution with an average service rate µc. The number of channels
in each cell is a constant c. The normalized offered traffic load of the system is
defined to be

λ

µc · N · c
, (2)

where N is the number of cells in the system, and is given by:

N = 1 +
L∑

i=2

6(i − 1) = 3L(L − 1) + 1 · (3)

Note that the load is measured in Erlang.

3.3 Mobility Model

Several mobility models, such as the random-walk model and the fluid-flow model
are often used to depict MS’ moving behavior in simulations and analyses [10,11,
12]. In our simulation, we consider a more realistic mobility model. When a new
call is generated, the MS initially chooses a speed which is uniformly distributed
over [Vmin,Vmax] and a moving direction which is uniformly distributed over
[0, 360◦). In each variable-length period Tu (which is exponentially distributed
with mean E[Tc]/3), the MS moves along a straight line. After that period, the
MS may stop (with a probability Pstop) for a time Tu or continue to move (with
a probability Pcont. = 1−Pstop). If the MS continues to move, it may change its
moving direction. The MS makes ±90◦ turns with probability P90◦ , makes ±45◦

turns with probability P45◦ , and moves along the original moving direction with
probability P0◦ = 1 − (P90◦ + P45◦).

In order to evaluate the effects of speed patterns on the system performance,
three different speed patterns are defined.

– V1: Vmin = 0 and Vmax = 20m/s.
– V2: Vmin = 0 and Vmax = 5m/s.
– V3: Vmin = 15m/s and Vmax = 20m/s.

Compared to V1, V2 is low speed moving pattern, and V3 is high speed moving
pattern.

4 Performance Evaluation

We define the new call blocking probability Pb, the handoff dropping probability
Pd and the call incompletion probability Pnc as the system performance metrics.
Call incompletion probability is the probability that a call is not completed
(either due to being blocked or because of being dropped during handoff). The
values of the various parameters used in simulation are listed in Table 1. In
order to evaluate the performance of the ACR scheme, we simulate the PCR
scheme with the same simulation model and under the same system conditions,
and compare its performance results with that of the ACR scheme.
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Table 1. Parameter Values in the Simulation

Parameter Value Description
L 5 Cell Layer Number
Rc 500m Cell Radius
c 20 Number of Channels in each Cell

Tc 180s Call Holding Time
Pstop 0.1 Probability with which a MS stops
Pcont. 0.9 Probability with which a MS continues motion
P0◦ 0.7 Probability of Keeping Original Moving Direction
P45◦ 0.1 Probability of Making a 45◦ turn
P90◦ 0.2 Probability of Making a 90◦ turn

Figure 3 shows the Pb, Pd and Pnc experienced by the system when the ACR
scheme is used with different values of Tth. The MSs move in accordance to the
speed pattern V1. From Figure 3(a) it is seen that Pd decreases from 0.17% to
0.025% with the increase of Tth (from 3 seconds to 20 seconds) when normalized
traffic load is 0.9; the penalty incurred is that, Pb increases from 20% to 29%
(See Figure 3(b)). We also find that Pd is already very small (compared to Pb)
even when Tth is very small (for example, Tth = 3 seconds). The reason for this
result is that the overlapping area of a cell with its neighboring cells contributes
a fairly large portion (about 35%) of the entire cell, and even if a MS can not
access an idle channel before it traverses the boundary of its next cell, it still has
a certain period of time (its dwell time in the overlapping area) to wait for an
idle channel. So its maximum allowed channel waiting time is larger than Tth.
Since Pd is much smaller than Pb, most of the unsuccessful calls are new calls
(which are blocked), therefore the call incompletion probability Pnc and the new
call blocking Pb are almost the same (See Figure 3(c)).

Figures 4 and 5 show the performance of the ACR scheme under two dif-
ferent speed patterns (low speed pattern V2 and high speed pattern V3). From
these two figures, it is seen that Pd under the low speed pattern is a little higher
than that under the high speed pattern. On the other hand, Pb is lower under
the low speed pattern. Under the low speed pattern, the possibility that an on-
going call is handed-off to another cell is smaller than that under the high speed
pattern. As a result, under the low speed pattern, the number of handoffs is
smaller, and consequently, the number of reserved channels at any given time
is also smaller. Since the ACR scheme is incorporated with reservation pooling,
the more the number of reserved channels, the lower the probability Pd. This
is the reason for Pd being high and Pb being low under the low speed pattern.
Another observation is that both Pd and Pb are not very sensitive to a change
in Tth under the low speed pattern. On the other hand, the sensitivity is much
higher under the high speed pattern.

The comparison of the ACR scheme with the PCR scheme in terms of per-
formance under the speed pattern V1 is shown in Figure 6. By choosing Tth = 3
seconds in the ACR scheme and the threshold distance Dth = 0.723Rc in the
PCR scheme, the two schemes have almost the same Pd for various normal-
ized traffic loads (See Figure 6(a)). The ACR scheme decreases Pb by 4.5% as
compared with the PCR scheme (See Figure 6(b)). In other words, for a given
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Fig. 3. Performance of the ACR scheme under speed pattern V1
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Fig. 4. Performance of the ACR scheme under speed pattern V2 (low speed pattern)
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Fig. 5. Performance of the ACR scheme under speed pattern V3 (high speed pattern)

normalized traffic load, the ACR scheme allows a higher number of calls (approx-
imately 4.5% more ) than the PCR scheme, while maintains the same handoff
call dropping probability Pd. Similarly, by choosing Tth = 20 seconds in the ACR
scheme and Dth = 0.69Rc in the PCR scheme, the two schemes have the same
Pd. Correspondingly the value of Pb in the ACR scheme is lower by 1.5% as
compared with that seen in the PCR scheme. Since the call incompletion proba-
bility Pnc is dominated by Pb, the ACR scheme can ensure more completed calls
than the PCR scheme. Consequently, the ACR scheme achieves a higher channel
utilization than the PCR scheme.

Figure 7 compares the performance of the two schemes under the low speed
pattern V2. In Figure 7(a), by choosing Tth = 3 seconds and Dth = 0.815Rc,
these two schemes have almost the same Pd for various normalized traffic loads.
Correspondingly, in Figure 7(b), Pb in the ACR scheme is lower by 1% as com-
pared with that in the PCR scheme. Similarly, by choosing Tth = 20 seconds
and Dth = 0.76Rc, the two schemes have almost the same Pd, and Pb in the
ACR scheme is lower by 1.5% as compared with that in the PCR scheme. One
interesting observation is that Pb in the ACR scheme is much lower with a larger
Tth under speed pattern V2 (In contrast, Pb is somewhat higher if Tth is larger
as seen in Figure 6(a)). Under the low speed pattern, the average number of
channel reservation requests is smaller than that under the high speed pattern,
while the channel holding time of a call in a given cell is longer. This would
imply that the rate at which the occupied channels are released will be smaller
if we have a low speed pattern and the reservation request may therefore need
a longer time to get an idle channel. For the same value of Tth and the same
normalized traffic load, Pd under a low speed pattern is higher and Pb is lower
than the corresponding values observed under a high speed pattern.

Figure 8 compares the performance of these two schemes under the high
speed pattern. In Figure 8(a), by choosing Tth = 3 seconds and Dth = 0.71Rc

we ensures that the two schemes have almost the same Pd for various normalized
traffic loads. In Figure 8(b), we see that Pb in the ACR scheme is lower by 4%
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as compared with that seen in the PCR scheme. On the other hand, the ACR
scheme has almost the same Pd and Pb as the PCR scheme when Tth = 15 sec-
onds and Dth = 0.6Rc. This is due to the fact that under high speed patterns,
if Tth is large, the channel reservation area will become very large; consequently
the fraction of calls that make reservation requests in adjacent cells will be large.
The performance of the ACR scheme will therefore deteriorate. However, even
in this unrealistic scenario, the ACR scheme still performs as well as the PCR
scheme.
Since the ACR scheme is distributed, it can be applied not only in homogeneous
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison between the ACR scheme and the PCR scheme under
V1
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systems in which every cell has the same size, shape and number of channels, but
also in heterogeneous systems in which each cell might have a different coverage
area, a different shape and different number of channels. The scheme may be
expected to work well under non-uniform traffic loads as well.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an adaptive channel reservation (ACR) scheme for
handoff prioritization which is based on GPS measurement. In this scheme, a
base station sends a reservation request to a neighboring cell not only in accor-
dance to the position and orientation of a mobile station, but also by taking
into account the mobile station’s relative moving speed with respect to its next
target cell. The scheme introduces a new concept called the threshold time, and
uses this in conjunction with other prior concepts such as reservation queueing,
reservation cancellation and reservation pooling to minimize the effect of false
reservations and to improve the channel utilization of the cellular systems. Ex-
tensive simulations were performed, and the simulation results show that, the
ACR scheme can accommodate more new calls (has lower new call blocking prob-
ability Pb) than the PCR scheme while maintaining the same value of handoff
call dropping probability Pd for any given traffic load.
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Abstract. Many remote computers need to be securely connected to
their organization main network through a public IP network (e.g. Inter-
net). Our purpose is to integrate as seamlessly as possible remote net-
works in the organization network, i.e. to put these in exactly the same
situation as if they were located inside the organization. After summa-
rizing the state of the art, the paper presents a solution based on RSIP,
to dynamically allocate an IP address of the organization to a host of
the remote network requesting an external access. Security is provided
by IPSec. We compare this solution with a former proposal based on
DHCP and show that the two solutions are very close but that RSIP
brings us closer to an ideal situation but at an extra cost.

Introduction

Many organizations are faced to the problem of securely connecting remote com-
puters to their network to accommodate nomadic users, teleworkers (including
students in the case of educational institutions), remote branches and facilities
etc. These remote systems are often connected to the main network of the orga-
nization through a public IP network, which can be the Internet or a provider
network used to implement private virtual networks. In most instances, the re-
mote computer obtains a single dynamic IP address in the provider range and
security is added by encrypting the traffic in the application (SSL [1]), in an
application tunnel (SSH [2]) or at IP level (IPSEC [3]).

In some situations these already classical solutions are inadequate.
One approach is to solve each individual problem when it appears. Another

is to try to specify the ideal situation and to try to implement it. We choose this
second approach. Our purpose is to integrate as seamlessly as possible remote
machines in the organization network, i.e. to put these in exactly the same
situation as if they were located inside the organization.

Since remote infrastructures often involve several computers (remote offices,
student flats with several rooms, etc), we focus on remote subnetworks, rather

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 685–696, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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than remote single computers. The latter case can always be considered as a
particular case of the former.

We call subnets in this ideal situation “extruded subnets”. They have the
following properties (this is what we consider the ideal situation).

– The extruded subnet is connected to a gateway 1 that only needs a single
dynamically allocated address in the provider range.

– Computers in the extruded subnet have addresses in the main network of
the organization and are undistinguishable from computers located directly
on the main network. In particular,

• they can be used as clients as well as servers by any application;
• no computer outside the company network and the extruded subnetwork

can read, modify or detect traffic between a particular computer in the
extruded subnetwork and the main network.

– Computers in the remote subnetwork have statically allocated permanent
DNS names.

– Computers in the remote subnet use sparingly IP addresses, i.e. IP addresses
are not allocated to computers that do not need it, e.g. that are either
inexistent or stopped, etc.

We will first review the current techniques for connecting to a main network
a subnetwork to which a temporary single IP address has been allocated. This
review and the DHCP solution are based on [5] (where “extruded subnetworks”
are called “remote bubbles”). Then the RSIP solution will be presented in detail.
Finally the DHCP and RSIP based solutions will be compared and discussed.

1 Connection of a Subnetwork through a Single IP
Address: State of the Art

This section presents the existing solutions to connect subnetworks through a
single dynamically allocated IP address in ascending order of satisfaction of the
requirements for extruded subnetworks.

1.1 Address Translation

NAT (Network Address Translation) is a solution where the gateway replaces
the IP address in packets outgoing from the subnetwork by its own one, and the
port number by one of its unused ones. The reverse substitution is performed on
incoming packets. NAT allows client applications on computers of the subnet-
work to invisibly access the Internet through the gateway. To other machines on
the Internet, all this traffic will appear to be from or to the gateway (for more
information see [6]). Not all “client” applications work with this scheme (e.g.
FTP). It is therefore often complemented with specific application level proxies.
1 We will use the generic name of “gateway” for the computer linking the subnetwork
to the rest of the world
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NAT is inadequate when the machines in the extruded subnet must be ac-
cessible from outside (e.g. for direct videoconference or for peer to peer applica-
tions).

1.2 Virtual Private Networks

VPNs have been introduced to let two networks communicate securely when
the only connection between them is over a third network which they don’t
trust. VPNs use a gateway between each of the communicating networks and
the untrusted network. Most current VPN packages use tunneling.

The gateway can encrypt packets entering the untrusted net and decrypt
packets leaving it, in order to secure the tunnel.

Simple Tunneling Protocol. Most current operating systems can enable sim-
ple tunnels between two gateways (without any authentication or encryption :
the tunnel is thus not secure). Gateways on each network encapsulate packets
destined to the distant network in a packet destined to the remote gateway.
Gateways identify each other using their static IP addresses. In our context,
this gateway address is dynamically allocated by the provider. So it must be
authenticated by other means than its IP address.

The IPSec Protocol and its Use in Virtual Private Networks. IPSec is
a mechanism for adding security to IP. It can protect traffic between hosts, be-
tween network security gateways (routers, firewalls,. . . ) and between hosts and
security gateways. IPSec hosts and gateways are authenticated by cryptographic
techniques independently of their IP addresses, which may be dynamically allo-
cated. More informations can be found in [4], [3].

The VPN can be built by deploying IPSec gateways using IPSec in tunnel
mode.

Current VPN solutions are inadequate in organizations that cannot afford to
assign permanent IP addresses to machines in the remote subnets

1.3 Extruded Subnets

This first implementation is based on three different protocols : IPSec, DHCP
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), and NAT (Network Address Transla-
tion) or proxy ARP. More information is available in [5].

First step : Building Static IPSec VPNs. The first step is to set up an
IPSec VPN between the gateway of the extruded subnet and a gateway in the
main network like in the preceding solution.

This provides already the following features :

– The computer in the extruded subnet is logically neighbour of the main
network.
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– The external address of the gateway may be dynamically allocated.
– IPSec can provide security (authentication and confidentiality).

All the packets destined to the extruded subnets will be routed through the
tunnels.

Second step : Adding Dynamic IP Address Allocation to the Comput-
ers in the Extruded Subnets. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) automates the process of configuring devices on IP networks. DHCP
performs many of the functions a network administrator could carry out manu-
ally when connecting a new computer to a network (see [7]). With DHCP relay
agents, remote machines can also be configured. A relay agent is used to for-
ward DHCP messages between clients and server when the server and the client
are not in the same network. The central DHCP server knows what set of IP
addresses it must allocate to requests for each relay agent. The DHCP proto-
col with relay agents can be used to dynamically configure the computers of
extruded subnetworks with the following advantages :

– the network configuration of the computer is easier (most of the parameters
are transmitted by the protocol),

– addresses can be leased temporarily when needed, which, for instance, sim-
plifies network administration of nomadic computers (laptops),

– subnetworks can be created without any administrative overhead for address
allocation in the subnet,

– the DHCP protocol is available on many operating systems.

In this DHCP based implementation of extruded subnets, modified relay
agents run on the gateways of the extruded subnets. The difference with standard
relay agents is that addresses are assigned to the devices on the different subnets
without regard to their localization. This solution is more economical in IP
addresses, but routes must be explicitly configured for each individual device.
When a device asks for a new DHCP configuration, the relay agent offers a
dedicated IPSec tunnel opened between the gateway of the extruded subnet and
one in the main network for this new IP address. The device has the illusion to
be connected by a point-to-point link to the gateway in the main network.

Third Step. In the preceeding solution, all the packets sent by a device on an
extruded subnet will be routed through the gateways even the packets destined
to the subnet itself, as the different devices of our extruded subnet do not know
they are on the same physical network.

Two different techniques may be used to give them that knownledge. In both,
the machines on the extruded subnet are made to believe they are on a large net-
work including all the remote subnets. In the first technique, instead of sending
an address such as “a.b.c.d”, the DHCP server will send the private IP address
“10.b.c.d” with the same three last bytes and a class A subnetwork mask instead
of a point-to-point mask. This way, all devices in the extruded network can see
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each other. The gateway has to “NAT” (translate address) between 10.b.c.d and
a.b.c.d for incoming and outgoing messages, with the aforementioned disadvan-
tages of NAT.

In the other solution, the devices get a netmask covering the set of addresses
allocatables to all the extruded subnets. Typically, when a machine on an ex-
truded subnet wants to communicate with a machine on another extruded sub-
net, Proxy ARP on the gateway will answer so that all traffic to the remote
machine will be sent to it. From there, it will be routed to the destination ex-
truded subnet.

2 Using RSIP to Manage Address Allocation in Extruded
Subnets

Another way to integrate computers on a remote subnet into the main network
of an organization is using the new RSIP (Realm Specific IP) protocol [8], [9],
[10]. RSIP has been designed as an alternative to NAT but with the additional
requirement to preserve end-to-end packet integrity, a feature not provided by
NAT. RSIP is based on the concept of granting a host (called RSIP host) from
a network A a presence in another network, B, by allowing it to use resources
(e.g. addresses and other routing parameters) from the network B. The gateway
(called RSIP gateway) between networks A and B owns a pool of such resources,
that it can allocate to RSIP hosts. For connecting a private network to a public
one, a gateway on the boundary between these networks owns a pool of public
IP addresses that it can allocate to hosts of its private network. See figure 1.

The problem of connecting an extruded subnet to a remote main network
is similar since the previously described gateway may be split in two parts,
connected via a tunnel. We will deal with the problem of the distance between
these two networks in section 3. We may thus first focus on the simple problem
of dynamically allocating IP addresses to hosts of a private network connected
to a public one.

RSIP has been defined in two basic flavors : RSA-IP and RSAP-IP. When
using RSAP-IP, the RSIP gateway maintains a pool of IP addresses as well as
pools of port numbers per address. The gateway allocates each IP address with
one or more port numbers. A host may only use the tuples address/port that
have been assigned to it. When using RSA-IP, a RSIP gateway only maintains
a pool of IP addresses to be leased by RSIP hosts. Upon request, the gateway
allocates an address to the host, that may use it with any TCP or UDP port.
This method is particularly interesting in our case and will be discussed below.

2.1 Using RSA-IP in Extruded Subnets

When a new computer is started in an extruded subnet based on RSIP :

– the computer boots with a private IP address;
– it registers with its RSIP gateway.
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Fig. 1. Two private networks connected to the main network through RSIP gateways

– when it needs access to an external network, it requests an IP address from
the gateway;

– the gateway delivers an address to the host, with an expiration time;
– the host uses this leased address for external accesses but still uses its private

address to communicate with other hosts in the extruded subnet;
– when the lease time is about to expire, the host asks for a lease extension. If

granted, the host may continue to use the address, otherwise it must release
it.

2.2 The Routing Problem in RSIP-Based Extruded Subnets

Two main cases must be considered.

Communication between a Host X of the Extruded Subnet and a Host
Y of an External Network (that may be another extruded subnet).

In this first case, the packets destined to hosts with public addresses must
first be sent through the interface (often the interface of a tunnel to the gateway)
corresponding to the public leased IP address. The gateway routes the packets
it receives from X like regular packets. In the other direction, the packets orig-
inating from the public network can only be routed properly if the gateway is
aware of the presence of a host with a public leased address inside the extruded
subnet, and if a route or a tunnel to this host is available.
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The RSIP gateway must establish this route each time it allocates an IP
address to a host.

Communication between two hosts of two distinct extruded subnets is a par-
ticular case.

Communication between two Hosts X and Y in the Same Extruded
Subnet. In this second case, when a host X wants to communicate with a host
Y from the same extruded subnet, the routing will depend on whether host X
contacts hosts Y using the leased public address of Y or not. If not, then host
X will send its packets using its own private address (whether X possesses a
leased address or not). No further routing is needed, Y will respond using its
private address. If X uses the public address address of Y, the packets originating
from X will reach the gateway first since it is the default gateway for IP packets
destined to public hosts. Then, they will be routed to Y thanks to the special
route established for packets coming from outside.

2.3 Using NAT/PAT in Coexistence with RSA-IP

The use of the RSA-IP protocol does not forbid to keep the NAT/PAT mecha-
nism for hosts that only want to surf on the Internet or to use services for which
a proxy exists.

The gateway must known which packets must be NAT’ed and which must
not. The rule is to apply NAT only for packets with a private address in their
header and destined to a public host (e.g. thanks to the iproute2 utility [11]).

3 Extension of the RSA-IP Protocol

The main drawback of the preceeding RSA-IP solution is, for our problem, its
lack of scalability when there are several extruded subnets. RSA-IP, as described
in [8], requires one pool of addresses per extruded subnet (the pool is kept on
the gateway of each private network, see figure 1). Those addresses can thus only
be allocated to hosts from that extruded subnet. This may lead to a waste of
IP addresses if the range of addresses allocated to each remote subnetwork is
statically allocated. It is much more efficient to maintain the pool in a unique,
centralized, server. Moreover, the use of a central server makes maintenance and
control a lot easier.

A way to obtain IP addresses from a central server is to use RSIP recursively :
the RSIP gateways are themselves clients of a second level central RSIP server.

Another way, presented in this paper, is to extend the RSIP protocol (which
is still an experimental) to make it support more possibilities.

A new agent is introduced in the system, the RSA-IP server, and is used to
maintain, in a centralized way, the pool of addresses to be leased. The RSA-IP
gateways are still located in the extruded subnets but don’t own public addresses
anymore : they are downgraded to proxies. See figure 2. A tunnel is established
between the RSA-IP gateway and the RSA-IP server. Because of the use of this
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tunnel, the main network need not to be close to the extruded subnet. The tunnel
may obviously be an IPSec tunnel.

Fig. 2. A remote extruded subnet connected to the main network through a RSA-IP
gateway and a RSA-IP server

A RSA-IP gateway just forwards requests from hosts of the extruded subnets
to the server, which in turn replies just as if the requests were coming from a
regular host. The specifications of this extension are beyond the scope of this
paper. A prototype has been implemented [12].

For the purpose of dynamically allocating IP addresses to extruded subnets,
the extension is equivalent to the recursive use of RSIP. However, the exten-
sion offers more possibilities, particularly for the dynamic binding of hosts to
permanent domain names.

With this extension to RSIP, all the traffic to and from the extruded subnet
travels through the tunnel. The Internet must thus route this traffic to the RSA-
IP server and not directly to the gateway.

3.1 Binding Hosts in the Extruded Subnets to Permanent Domain
Names

We want addresses in extruded subnets to be allocated dynamically but to be
bound to permanent domain names. A partial solution is to let the server dy-
namically update the tables of the DNS server each time a resource is allocated
to a host (e.g. using DNS Update protocol [13], [14]). However, this is only pos-
sible if the domain name of the host has been transmitted to the central RSIP
server. This is not supported by the classical RSIP.
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Moreover, at the time someone on the Internet tries to contact a server
located in an extruded subnet, the latter may not yet have a dynamically leased
public address. Those reasons led us to extend the classical RSIP solution.

The extension presented here and detailed in [12], proposes that a host sends
its domain name when it registers with the central RSA-IP server. This way,
when the host receives a leased IP address from the server, it becomes reachable
by anyone using its domain name.

In addition, the extension also offers the possibility for a host to be warned
(messages 2 and 3 in the figure 3) when it is contacted (message 1) by a public
host, even if the contacted host has not yet requested a public IP address. In this
case, the RSA-IP host may then request a public IP address from its gateway
(messages 4 and 5) in order to be reachable by its correspondent. The solution
is based on a two-way communication between the central RSA-IP server and
the dynamical DNS server (messages 2 and 6).

Fig. 3. Messages exchanged when a public host contacts a RSA-IP host which is not
yet leasing an IP address

Thanks to the extension described above, DNS requests related to RSA-IP
hosts can be handled through cooperation between RSIP and DNS servers.

This problem will not be further discussed in this paper.

4 Comparison between DHCP-Based and RSIP-Based
Implementations of Extruded Subnets

We will compare in this section the use of the RSIP protocol instead of the
DHCP protocol for the dynamic allocation of the public IP addresses to the
hosts of the remote extruded subnets.
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The services offered by RSA-IP and by DHCP are very close. However, RSA-
IP provides somewhat different functionalities. For example, a RSIP gateway
may be a policy enforcement point. In other words, it may have the ability to
explicitly control which local addresses and ports are used to communicate with
remote addresses and ports.

Both RSIP and DHCP have functionalities that can be used to spare IP
addresses : RSA-IP as described in [8] and DHCP allow to specify expiration
times for each allocated IP address. When this time expires, the RSA-IP or
DHCP client may ask to extend its lease time. The RSA-IP gateway or the
DHCP server may accept this extension or not. Thanks to these functionalities,
we can dynamically allocate public IP addresses to hosts for the time they really
need. This mechanism allows the saving of IP addresses.

DHCP and RSIP solutions are similar from the point of view of centralized
address allocation. Both have been designed for on demand temporary allocation
of IP addresses to hosts, but not to hosts in extruded subnets. However, both
protocols can be used for this purpose.

A significant difference between DHCP and RSIP is how a host communicates
with the server that allocates the addresses (DHCP server or RSIP gateway)
when this server is on another physical network. A DHCP host communicates
with the DHCP server through a DHCP relay agent located on its network
because it has no IP address when the DHCP transaction is started. A RSIP
host has already a local IP address when it starts the transaction and obtains
a second (public) one through a RSIP transaction with the RSIP gateway. For
this address to be useable, special routes must be set up (theoretically in the
whole world) towards this address. Instead, a tunnel is usually set up between
the host and the gateway and all external routes to RSIP hosts beyond a RSIP
gateway point to this gateway. It must be noted that, before requesting an IP
address, a RSIP host has to register with the RSIP gateway.

Thanks to relay agents, DHCP is very scalable regarding to the number of
subnets. Besides, relay agents require no management. However, if only one
relay agent is used in each subnet (i.e. the gateway), only simple networks (e.g.
one ethernet) can be supported in the subnet. On the other hand, “standard
RSIP” has been designed to allocate external addresses in large networks with
any number of routers etc. So the scalability of RSIP is excellent regarding
the size of the subnets, but RSIP has not been designed for handling several
subnets. This means that each gateway must be managed by hand. This
problem is solved either by using RSIP recursively or by the extension proposed
to RSIP : the central RSIP server. With this, RSIP gets the same scalability as
DHCP regarding the number of subnetworks.

DHCP has one significant advantage over RSIP : it is a well known and
widely used protocol available on many operating systems. No special software
must be added on the hosts of the extruded subnets. This is not the case with
RSIP : software must be added on the RSIP hosts with current operating systems
releases.
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RSIP is designed to allocate a supplementary (external) IP address to a
machine that has already an internal one. So local traffic can use the local
address and external traffic can use the external address. Note that if RSIP
is used to obtain the external address, DHCP can be used to obtain the local
address.

DHCP is designed to allocate a first IP address to a machine. This single
address serves two purposes : local and external. This brings a problem when
addresses are allocated randomly in a set of subnets : when one cannot distin-
guish a machine on one’s own subnet and on a remote subnet which makes rout-
ing between subnets impossible, proxy ARP creates the illusion that all subnets
of a main network constitute a single network and remove the need of routing
between them. The effect is the same as with the double address of RSIP.

Both the DHCP and RSIP based solution use IPSec tunnels to satisfy the
security requirements of extruded subnets.

From a performance point of view, both solution are equivalent. They only
differ in the address allocation to the hosts of the remote subnet, which is a
relatively unfrequent operation without performance impact. During regular op-
eration, the only overhead is that induced by IPSec. This is similar to what
happens with any VPN. This overhead is negligible for ADSL and cable modem
connections.

5 Conclusion

The problem exposed in this paper is to build extruded subnets, which are remote
subnetworks virtually imported in another network, with IP addresses belonging
to this network allocated on demand only to hosts that need it when they need
it.

The solution proposed is based on the new RSIP protocol, modified to extend
its functionality in order to manage IP adresses exported in the extruded subnets
dynamically and centrally from the main network. Computers in the extruded
subnets and others in the main appear to be in the same network.

The RSIP based solution has several advantages over the previous one based
on DHCP. It has a better scalability regarding the size of the subnets and of-
fers extended possibilities concerning the binding of RSA-IP host to permanent
domain names : a RSA-IP host may be assigned an address at the time it is con-
tacted by an external client. The extra cost of the RSIP solution is the necessity
to add a software agent on each host in the extruded subnet. This agent must
be designed for each operating system.

When these advantages are not useful, the DHCP solution is to be preferred
since it does not require extra software on the client machines.
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Abstract. Distributed denial-of-service attack is one of the greatest
threats to the Internet today. One of the biggest difficulties in defending
against this attack is that attackers always use incorrect, or “spoofed” IP
source addresses to disguise their true origin. In this paper, we present
a packet marking algorithm which allows the victim to traceback the
approximate origin of spoofed IP packets. The difference between this
proposal and previous proposals lies in two points. First, we develop
three techniques to adjust the packet marking probability, which signifi-
cantly reduces the number of packets needed by the victim to reconstruct
the attack path. Second, we give a detailed analysis of the vulnerabilities
of probabilistic packet marking, and describe a version of our adjusted
probabilistic packet marking scheme whose performance is not affected
by spoofed marking fields.

1 Introduction

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks have become a major threat to the
Internet [10]. At the same time, DDoS is extremely difficult to defend [6]. The
reason lies in the fact that the attackers use incorrect (“spoofed”) IP addresses
in the attacking packets and therefore disguise the real origin of the attacks.
This has made it very difficult or impossible to traceback the source of attacking
IP packets.

A number of recent studies have approached the problem of IP packet trace-
back by Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM) [15] [17]. It is assumed that the
attacking packets are much more frequent than the normal packets. The main
idea is to let every router mark packets probabilistically and let the victim recon-
struct the attack path from the marked packet. All of the probabilistic marking
algorithms try to overload the marking information into the 16 bit identification
field in the IP packet header, which is seldom used [5] [18]. A major issue with
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existing probabilistic marking schemes is that they use a fixed marking proba-
bility, which means that there is a greatly reduced probability of getting packets
from routers which are far away from the victim. Consequently the number of
packets needed to reconstruct the attack path depends on the number of packets
which are marked by the furthest router in the attack path. If we can increase
the marking probability for the routers which are far away from the victim, then
we need less packets to reconstruct the attack path.

A potential problem with packet marking is that the attacker can forge the
marking field. The authenticity of the marking field is the biggest challenge for
Probabilistic Packet Marking, which is discussed in [13]. Although Song and
Perrig [17] have proposed a scheme for router authentication, it is still hard to
implement and there are still some chances for the attacker to spoof the marking
field. However, if we can let the routers mark all the packets when they first enter
the network, then there is no way for the attacker to use the spoofed marking
field to decoy the victim.

In this paper, we make two contributions to the technique of Probabilistic
Packet Marking. First, we have developed three techniques for adjusting the
probability used by routers to mark packets, in order to reduce the number of
packets needed by the victim to reconstruct the attack path. Second, we give
a detailed analysis of the vulnerabilities of PPM, and describe a version of our
adjusted probabilistic packet marking scheme whose performance is not affected
by spoofed marking fields. We demonstrate the benefits of our approach with an
analytical model as well as providing an experimental evaluation using simulated
packet traces.

The paper is organized as follows. We present a brief background to this
problem and highlight the main challenges of IP marking in Section 2. Section
3 introduces our Adjusted Probabilistic Marking Algorithm and shows a theo-
retical analysis. Simulation results of all these three techniques are provided in
Section 4. From the analysis and simulation results, we can see that our Adjusted
Probabilistic Marking Algorithm is more efficient and secure than the previous
marking schemes. We discuss some practical issues in Section 5 and the related
work is given in Section 6. Finally we conclude in Section 7.

2 Background on Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM)

Once an attack has been detected, an ideal response would be to block the
attack traffic at its source. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to track IP traffic
to its source. This is due to two features of the IP protocol. The first feature
is the ease with which IP source addresses can be forged. The second feature
is the stateless nature of IP routing, where routers normally know only the
next hop for forwarding a packet, rather than the complete end-to-end route
taken by each packet. This design decision has given the Internet enormous
efficiency and scalability, albeit at the cost of traceability. In order to address this
limitation, Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM) has been proposed to support
IP traceability.
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2.1 Definitions

The main idea of PPM is to let routers mark the packets with path information
probabilistically and let the victim reconstruct the attack path using the marked
packets.

Denial-of-service attacks are only effective so long as they occupy the re-
sources of the victim. As a result, most denial-of-service attacks are comprised
of thousands or millions of packets. PPM is based on the assumption that when
we mark each packet with only a small probability then the victim will receive
sufficient packets to reconstruct the attack path.

The network can be viewed as a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is the
set of nodes and E is the set of edges. V can be further partitioned into end
systems (leaf nodes) and routers (internal nodes). The edges denote physical links
between elements in V . Let S ⊂ V denote the set of attackers and let t ∈ V/S
denote the victim. We will first consider the case when |S| = 1 (single-source
attack) and treat the distributed DoS attack case separately. We assume that
routes are fixed, and that the attack path A = (s, v1, v2, ..., vd, t) is comprised of
d routers (or hops) and has path length d [13].

Let N denote the number of packets sent from s to t. A packet x is assumed
to have a marking field where the identity of a link (v, v′) ∈ E traversed can
be inscribed. A packet travels on the attack path sequentially. At a hop vi ∈
{v1, ..., vd} , packet x is marked with the edge value (vi−1, vi), i = 1, ..., d,with
probability p. As we seen in Fig.1, packet 1 is marked with edge value (v1, v2)
and distance 2; packet 2 is marked with edge value (v2, v3) and distance 1. When
t receives two packets it can reconstruct the attack path (v1, v2, v3).

Each router marks a packet with probability p. When the router decides to
mark a packet, it writes its own IP address into the edge field and zero into the
distance field. Otherwise, if the distance field is already zero, which means this
packet has been marked by the previous router, it processes the packet as follows:
(1) It combines its IP address and the existing value in the edge field and writes
the combined value into the edge field. (2) It increases the distance value by 1.
Thus, the edge value contains both information from the previous router and
the current router. Finally if the router does not mark the packet, then it always
increments the distance field. This distance field indicates the number of hops
between the victim and the router that has marked the packet. The distance field
should be updated using saturating addition, meaning the distance field is not
allowed to wrap. When using this scheme, any packet written by the attacker will
have a distance field greater than or equal to the real attack path. In contrast, a
packet which is marked by the router should have a distance field which is less
than the length of the path traversed from that router.

Savage et al. propose a method called Fragment Marking Scheme (FMS) [15]
to compress the IP addresses and recontruct the attack path. It is later improved
by Song and Perrig[17]. Unless otherwise stated, when we talk about PPM in
the rest of this paper, we are referring to Song and Perrig’s version of PPM.
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Fig. 1. Probabilistic Packet Marking

2.2 Limitation of Previous PPM Schemes

Our aim is to minimize the time required to reconstruct the attack path. This
depends on the time it takes to receive packets that have been marked by each
router on the attack path. This in turn depends on the choice of the marking
probability p. In this section, we model the performance of PPM in terms of p,
and highlight the limitation of using a fixed marking probability.

Definition 1. Let αi denote the probability that packet arriving at the victim is
lastly marked at node vi but nowhere after vi. For a uniform marking probability,
αi = Pr{xd = (vi−1, vi)} = p(1 − p)d−i (i = 1, 2, . . . , d).

Definition 2. Let α0 denote the probability that a packet sent from the attacker
reaches the victim without being marked at any of the routers. For a uniform
marking probability, α0 = (1 − p)d. In order to reconstruct the attack path as
quickly as possible, the victim needs to receive a sample of packets marked by
each router in the path. An unmarked packet provides no information to the
victim. In fact, there is a risk that unmarked packets may contain misleading
information that has been spoofed by the attacker. Consequently, we want as
many packets to be marked as possible. This implies that p should be large,
so that α0 is as small as possible. However, there is a penalty for making p
too large. As p increases, there is a greater likelihood that packets marked by
routers close to the source will be overwritten by routers close to the victim.
Note that αd ≥ . . . α2 ≥ α1, so α1 is the smallest value. This is worst for packets
marked by the first router after the source. So we need to choose p such that α0
is minimized and α1 is maximized.

According to the coupon collecting problem [8], for each attack path with d
routers (excluding the victim), and with marking probability p, the expected
number of packets needed to reconstruct the attack path is N(d) = ln(d)+O(1)

p(1−p)d−1

[15].
We can show that N(d) is minimised when p = 1

d . Consequently, the number
of packets needed to get one sample from each router is Nf (d) � ln(d)+O(1)

1
d (1− 1

d )
d−1 . This

is the best result we can achieve for marking algorithms with a fixed probability.
Our proposal is to reduce the total number of packets required N(d) by using
a higher marking probability for routers close to the source. Ideally, we want to
receive an equal number of packets marked by each router on the attack path,
i.e. αi = 1/d. In this case, the number of packets needed for reconstruction is
Na(d) = d ln(d). The savings of this approach are Nf (d)

Na(d)
= (1 − 1

d )
1−d, which is

greater than 2 for d ≥ 2. Our aim has been to develop a technique for adjusting
the marking probability so that we can achieve the performance of Na(d).
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3 Adjusted Probabilistic Packet Marking Schemes

According to the analysis in section 2, we propose that a router should adjust its
packet marking probability based on its position in the attack path. However, the
position of the router in the attack path is not known, since the position of the
attacker is unknown. We need to estimate this distance based on the available
information. In this section, we propose 3 different schemes for adjusting the
marking probability based on the different distance measures d1, d2 and d3. The
definition of these distances is shown in Fig. 2

s v v v t

d

d
d

1   2 3

1   

2

3

1   

d

d

2

3

d     

: distance from current router to destination

: distance from last router to mark packet to current router

     : distance from source to current router   

Fig. 2. Definitions of different distance measures

3.1 Number of Hops Traversed by Packet d1

Let every router mark the packet with probability p1(d1) = 1/d1. The ideal
case for packet marking is to receive packets marked by each router with equal
probability αi = 1/d, if the path length is d. Let p1(d1) represent the marking
probability of the router at distance d1 from the source, where d1 = 1, 2, ..., d.
Then we obtain the following equations:

αd = p1(d) = 1/d (1)

αd−1 = p1(d − 1)[1 − p1(d)] = 1/d (2)

αd−2 = p1(d − 2)[1 − p1(d − 1)][1 − p1(d)] = 1/d (3)

From equation 1 we can get p1(d) = 1/d; from equation 2 we can get p1(d −
1) = 1/(d − 1); from equation 3 we can get p1(d − 2) = 1/(d − 2). Accordingly,
we can summarize the marking probability formula as p1(d1) = 1/d1. Then for
the router at distance d1, αd1 = 1

d1
× (1 − 1

d1+1 ) × (1 − 1
d1+2 ) × ... × (1 − 1

d ).
This equation can be simplified as αd1 = 1

d1
× d1

d1+1 × d1+1
d1+2 × ... × d−1

d = 1
d . This

means if each router marks the packet with the probability p1(d1) = 1/d1, we
can receive the packets marked by each router with equal probability 1/d, given
the path length is d.

In order to implement this marking scheme, we need to know the distance
measure d1. We propose to add an extra field in the IP option field. This field
can be used to record the number of hops (d1) traversed by the packet. The
default value for this field is 0, and the router increases this value by 1 every
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time it forwards the packet. Every time the router gets the packet, it extracts
the information d1 from the option field and marks the packet with probability
1/d1. In order to prevent the attacker from spoofing this field, we can use the
encryption schemes which are discussed in [17].

3.2 Number of Hops Traversed Since the Packet Was Last Marked
(d2)

In the original Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM) scheme [15], there are three
parts in the marking field. One part is called the distance field (d2), which is
used to hold the distance information from last router to mark the packet to
the current router. We denote d2 = 0 for routers next to each other. Let each
router mark the packet according to the formula: 1

2(d2+1) . Since the larger the
d2 value, the higher the likelihood that it will be overwritten. Thus, we believe
we should use a low marking probability for the packets with high d2 value. Let
us now illustrate the derivation of this formula by considering an example when
the attack path length is 3.

The router marks the packet which has a distance value d2 in the mark-
ing field with a probability p2(d2). We assume the routers mark each packet
when it first enters the network. So when the packet passes the first router,
the d2 value will be set to 0. By analyzing all the possibilities of the d2
value when the packets traverse the attack path, we can derive expression for
αi, i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Using these equations, we can find optimal marking probabili-
ties for α1, α2, α3. However, the equations become more complicated as the path
length increases, we consequently propose that the general marking probability
should be p2(d2) = 1

2(d2+1) , which has been shown through experiments to have
the best performance.

Since there are 5 bits in the marking field to hold the information in the
existing probabilistic marking scheme [15] [17], we only need to extract this
information from the marking field and mark the packet according to the formula
p2(d2) = 1

2(d2+1) .

3.3 Number of Hops from Current Router to Destination (d3)

If we can get the distance of the current router to the destination (d3), we can
mark each packet with a probability p3(d3) = 1/(c+1−d3) where c is a constant,
and then we can receive packets marked by each router with a probability of 1/c.

According to the marking scheme, we can have αd3 = 1
c+1−d3

(1 −
1

c−d3+2 )...(1 − 1
c−1 )(1 − 1

c ) = 1
c+1−d3

× c−d3+1
c−d3+2 ... c−2

c−1 × c−1
c = 1

c . In order to
make this scheme work, we have to make sure c + 1 − d3 > 0. Since most path
lengths in the Internet are bounded by 30 [4] [1] [19], we can take c = 30 for
safety. So if we mark with probability p3(d3) = 1/(31 − d3), we can make sure
we can receive the packets marked by each router with probability 1/30.

We rely on the routing protocol to provide us with the distance measure
d3. Current Internet routing protocols are destination-based and every time the
router forwards the packet, it will look at the routing table to find the next
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hop to the destination. Internet protocols provide us with a measure of the
number of hops to each destination, which can be stored in the routing table
as a measure of distance d3. When the router starts to route the packet, it can
extract the distance information d3 from the routing table and then mark the
packet according to the formula p3(d3) = 1/(31 − d3).

3.4 Summary

We can summarize each marking scheme in term of its performance and practi-
cality.

Marking scheme 1: p1(d1) = 1/d1 can achieve the ideal marking performance.
With this marking scheme, we can receive the packets marked by each router
with equal probability for path length. Furthermore, every packet is marked
under this scheme, and the attacker has no chance to spoof the marking field.
However, this scheme requires a special hop count field and there is a risk that
this field can be spoofed by the attacker. In order to make this scheme work, we
need a strong authentication scheme which can stop the attacker from spoofing,
e.g. [17].

Marking scheme 2: p2(d2) = 1
2(d2+1) uses the distance field that is part of the

packet marking scheme. This scheme can achieve a performance which is close to
the optimal performance. In order to make this scheme work, we need to make
sure the distance value in the marking field is trustable. One possibility is to
let the routers mark all the packets when they first enter the network, then the
attackers have no way to spoof the distance value. However, this is only practical
if we control the ingress routers to our network, and thus is effectively the same
as a technique called ingress filtering [9].

Marking scheme 3: uses information from the routing protocol and can achieve
better results than using the uniform marking probability. Since the information
is from the routing protocol, it can not be manipulated by an attacker. So scheme
3 is the safest and most practical scheme.

4 Evaluation

Our aim is to compare the performance of each scheme to PPM. Our comparison
is based on the number of packets needed to reconstruct an attack path for a
range of simulated attacks.

4.1 Methodology

We simulate attacks from different distances using the methodology in [17]. The
network topology is based on a real traceroute dataset obtained from Lucent
Bell Labs [11]. In our simulation, we vary the attack path from 1 to 30 hops
and conduct 1000 random trials at each path length value. We measured the
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number of packets required to reconstruct the attack path using our schemes,
and compared this to the number of packets required by PPM [17], where our
implementation of PPM used a threshold of M=5 as defined in [17]. We varied
the uniform marking probability of PPM using the values p = 0.01, 0.04, and
0.1. Note that p = 0.04 is recommended as the optimum choice for PPM [15].

4.2 Results

The performance of schemes 1 to 3 are shown in Fig. 3.
Schemes 1 and 2 perform the best, outperforming PPM for all values of

p tested. However, these results assume that the distance field has not been
tampered with. Scheme 3 is the most practical, since its distance measure cannot
be tampered with by the attacker.

Scheme 3 outperformed PPM with p = 0.01 and 0.04. Although PPM with
p = 0.1 outperforms scheme 3 for small hop counts, scheme 3 performs far better
when the attack path is large.

Scheme 3 outperforms scheme 2 when path length is 20 or higher as shown
in Fig. 3. This is because as the path length increases, scheme 3 approaches
optimum performance while scheme 2 cannot achieve the optimum performance
as we discussed in Section 3.2. Furthermore, scheme 1 and scheme 3 converge
when the path length equals 30 because c equals the path length, which makes
p3(d3) equivalent to p1(d1).
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5 Discussion

5.1 Distributed Denial-of-Service Attacks

During a distributed denial-of-service attack, there are many attacking sources.
We have found that the number of packets needed for reconstruction increases
linearly with the number of attackers. So it will become very hard to verify all
the attacking sources during a DDoS attack. Thus, our method to reduce the
number of packets needed for reconstruction becomes extremely important to
improve the reconstruction efficiency.

5.2 Spoofing the Marking Field

By spoofing the marking field, it is possible for attackers to make the attack
appear as though it has come from a more distant source, e.g. a false source sf

as shown in Fig. 4. However, the attacker cannot change the marking of routers
between it and the victim, e.g., v1 to v3. Consequently, we can always reconstruct
the path to the attacker, although we may also reconstruct a false sub-path at
the start of the true path, e.g., vf1 to vf3 .

s s

v v v v v v tf f

f

f1 2 3 1 2 3

Fig. 4. Effect of Spoofing the Marking Field (Fake sub-path: vf1 to vf3 ,true path: v1

to v3)

If we are unable to authenticate the marking field, then this false sub-path
can affect the performance of our first two schemes. This is because distance
measures d1 and d2 will be inflated by the false sub-path, thus decreasing the
packet marking probability of routers in the true attack path.

However, our third scheme is unaffected by the actions of the attacker. This
is because d3 is derived from information in the routing table of each router,
and the destination field. The attacker cannot fake the destination field without
defeating the purpose of the attack, and the attacker cannot manipulate the
contents of the routing tables in the routers. Thus, the performance of our third
scheme is secure against manipulation by the attacker.

6 Related Work

Burch and Cheswick [3] propose a link-testing traceback technique. It infers the
attack path by flooding the links with large bursts of traffic and observing how
this perturbs the attack traffic. This scheme requires considerable knowledge
of network topology and the ability to generate huge traffic in any network
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links. Mahajan et al. [12] provide a scheme in which routers learn a congestion
signature to tell good traffic from bad traffic. The router then filters the bad
traffic according to this signature. Furthermore, a pushback scheme is given to
let the router ask its adjacent routers to filter the bad traffic at an earlier stage.
This scheme is effective for some types of DDoS attacks but it needs a narrow
and accurate congestion signature to make sure the bad traffic is filtered while
the good traffic is not affected.

Bellovin [2] proposed an ICMP ”traceback” scheme to let router generate
ICMP packets to the destination containing the address of the router with a low
probability. For a significant traffic flow, the destination can gradually recon-
struct the route that was taken by the packets in the flow. ICMP packets are
often treated with a low priority by routers to reduce the additional traffic, which
undermines the effectiveness of the scheme. This scheme is later extended by Wu
et al. [20]. An alternative approach is to mark the packets themselves. Savage
et al. [15] describe a scheme for routers to probabilistically mark packets. They
propose using the identification field of the IP header, which is normally used to
control fragmentation. They point out that IP fragmentation is seldom used in
practice. While their approach overcomes many of the limitations of the ICMP
traceback proposal, there are some security problems when the attackers fake
the marking field. Song et al. [17] propose an enhanced scheme of probabilistic
packet marking and also set up a scheme for router authentication. However,
the authentication scheme is complex to implement. Dean et al. [7] propose an
alternative marking scheme using noisy polynomial reconstruction. This scheme
is backwards compatible, and incrementally deployable compared with the for-
mer proposals. Unfortunately their scheme is very vulnerable to fake markings
put in the packets by the attackers. Furthermore, the number of packets needed
to reconstruct the attack path is quadratic to the number of attackers. Snoeren
et al. [16] propose a scheme to let routers store a record of every packet passing
through the router, so that the router can then trace back the origin of the packet
by using the history in the router. Although they describe a smart scheme to
compress the storage, it is still a huge overhead for the router to implement this
scheme, especially with the increasing network speed. Park and Lee [14] propose
to put distributed filters in the routers and filter the packets according to the
network topology. This scheme can stop the spoofed traffic at an early stage.
However, in order to place the filters effectively, it needs to know the topology
of the Internet and routing policy between Autonomous Systems, which is hard
to achieve in the expanding Internet.

In summary, every marking scheme uses a fixed marking probability which
will result in a small number of packets marked by the more distant routers
when all the packets arrive at the victim. In contrast, we have developed several
schemes that solve this problem by adjusting the marking probability in each
router, which significantly reduces the number of packets required to reconstruct
the attack path. Furthermore, no one has set up a scheme to completely solve
the security problem that the attacker can fake the marking field. However, our
third marking scheme does not use the contents of the marking field to adjust
the marking probability, and thus cannot be manipulated by the attacker while
at the same time requiring fewer packets to trace the packet.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we make the following two contributions to Probabilistic Packet
Marking (PPM). First, we developed three techniques to adjust the marking
probability used by each router so that the victim receives packets marked by
each router with equal probability. Scheme 1 is to let the IP packet carry a
message to inform the router how far the packet has traveled. Scheme 2 is to
use the distance value of the marking field in the IP packet. Scheme 3 is to get
the distance between the router and destination from the routing table. Both
scheme 1 and scheme 2 need authentication to prevent the attacker from spoof-
ing the required information. Scheme 3 is the most practical one and can improve
the reconstruction efficiency compared with the optimal uniform marking prob-
ability (p = 0.04). By implementing this scheme, we can substantially reduce
the number of packets needed to reconstruct the attack path in comparison to
PPM. Our second contribution is that we give a detailed analysis of the vul-
nerability of PPM, and describe a version of our adjusted probabilistic packet
marking scheme whose performance is not affected by the vulnerability caused
by spoofed marking fields.
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Abstract. This article evaluates the use of Priority Queueing models
to achieve delay differentiation in IP networks operating under the Class
of Services paradigm. Three models are considered: proportional model,
additive model and a novel hybrid schema based on the upper time limit
model. The characteristics, behaviour and viability of these models are
analysed as regards traffic delay differentiation. The impact of each model
on traffic aggregation and on individual flows is also evaluated. This
study is complemented by the analysis of delay differentiation from an
end-to-end perspective. An adaptive differentiation mechanism is also
proposed and discussed.

1 Introduction

The new Internet applications require the rethinking of network protocols. To
fulfill application requirements, new philosophies oriented to Quality of Service
(QoS) provision are under research and development [1]. Two architectures have
been distinguished in this domain: the Integrated Services [2] and the Differ-
entiated Services [3]. Due to its simplicity and capacity of co-existing with the
actual TCP/IP protocol stack, DiffServ architecture has been pointed out as a
solution to provide a limited set of QoS profiles to users.
In this work, special attention is given to a particular QoS parameter - delay

- and to scheduling mechanisms which are able to obtain delay differentiation.
This delay differentiation can be extremely useful to integrate real-time applica-
tions, such as voice/video and other delay-sensitive applications [4]. Even when
admission control mechanisms or reservation protocols (e.g. RSVP [5]) are not
present, acceptable QoS can be obtained in the presence of an appropriate delay
differentiation mechanism. Additional models can be useful to provide resources
to the classes/flows (e.g. bandwidth [6,7]) or in more relaxed models, to provide
applications with adaptive and tolerant mechanisms [8,9,10].
This study examines the behaviour of three different delay differentiation

models. The Proportional Model was considered as an efficient form to assure
a proportional delay differentiation between traffic classes [11,12,13]. The Ad-
ditive Model constitutes an alternative way to differentiate delays [12]. These
two models are revisited and additional studies including flow granularity and
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end-to-end perspectives are evaluated. A more rigid schema called Upper Time
Limit Model is also discussed and a novel hybrid differentiation mechanism is
presented. In this context, this paper intends to pursue and complement the
work presented in [11,12,13] and investigate an Upper Time Limit model. For
this purpose a Network Simulator [14] based testbed was implemented in order
to analyse the models responsiveness. The developed testbed was validated with
mathematical results, including Priority Queueing Theory and Conservation Law
confirmations. The three differentiation models are studied for short-time scales
and for different load conditions. The goal is to understand the behaviour of
each one according to the configuration parameters. Apart from the ability of
each model to differentiate delay, jitter is measured for individual flows sharing
a class. An adaptive differentiation mechanism is also proposed and discussed.
Finally, the end-to-end relative differentiation between flows sharing a common
set of differentiation nodes is investigated.

2 Proportional, Additive, and Upper Time Models

Proportional, Additive and Upper Time Limit models belong to Priority Queue-
ing (PQ) models [15]. In PQ models each queue is ruled by a priority function
that varies over time (Time-Dependent Priorities). Different models can be im-
plemented using Time Dependent Priorities. The nature of the priority function
and its configuration parameters define the behaviour of the service assigned to
each queue. The following subsections review the three models briefly. The study
considers N distinct classes Ci(0≤i≤N−1) having C0 the highest priority.

2.1 Proportional Model

Let pi(t) be the priority function associated with the queue i and Ui the cor-
responding differentiation parameter. In the proportional model this function
is given by (1), with t0 denoting the arrival time of packet to queue i and
U0 > U1 > ... > UN−1. The behaviour of (1) for two packets belonging to
distinct classes is depicted in Fig. 1(a). As seen Ui represents the slope of the
priority function. The expected behaviour of a scheduler operating under (1) is
that, under heavy load conditions, the relation (2) is valid for all classes, i.e.
0 ≤ i, j < N , where d̄i, d̄j are the mean queueing delays of the classes i and j. In
other words, the higher the differentiation parameter is, the lower the delay in
the class will be. Furthermore, the proportional relation expected in the delays
results from the proportionality in the differentiation parameters.

pi(t) = (t− t0) ∗ Ui (1) Ui

Uj
≈ d̄j

d̄i
(2)

2.2 Additive Model

The additive model differentiates queues by an additive constant as expressed in
(3), with U0 > U1 > ... > UN−1. In this option, the priority difference between
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Fig. 1. (a) Proportional model (b) Additive model (c) Upper Time Limit model.

two packets remains constant over time, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The interesting
point in this model is to study the possibility of achieving additive differentiation
in class delays, as expressed by (4). The equation (4) denotes that high priority
classes may have a delay gain over low priority classes similar to the difference
between the differentiation parameters. If this is true, it is an effective solution
to spread class delays by a predefined value.

pi(t) = (t− t0) + Ui (3) [d̄i − d̄j ] ≈ [Uj − Ui] (i > j) (4)

2.3 Upper Time Limit Model

The Upper Time Limit is a more rigid schema than additive and proportional
models as it imposes a finite queueing delay. The idea is to define a boundary
(reflected in Ui) for the packet queueing time (see (5)). In this model, the lower
the boundary time is, the higher the priority function slope will be. At the
limit ((t − t0) ≥ Ui) the server is forced1 to dispatch the packet waiting service
(see Fig. 1(c)). This model protects high priority classes, aiming that packets
remain in queue for a maximum value Ui. In this model U0 < U1 < ... < UN−1.
Relations (2) and (4) for the Proportional and Additive models were obtained
by the division and difference between the corresponding priority functions. The
ratio (R) between priority functions of adjacent classes is defined2 in (6) and
represented in Fig. 2(a).

pi(t) =




(t−t0)
Ui−t+t0

if t < t0 + Ui

∞ if t ≥ t0 + Ui

(5) R i
i+1

= pi(t)
pi+1(t)

=
t

Ui−t
t

Ui+1−t

= Ui+1−t
Ui−t (6)

The function evaluates roughly in a constant proportional mode (approxi-
mately with a value of (Ui+1

Ui
) between the classes (white area), and as the time

limit arrives, the function increases (grey area) tending then to infinity (black
area). Our interest in this model is to use its capabilities to limit the queuing de-
lay on the higher priority class. This class is oriented to extreme delay-sensitive
1 Obviously when congestion occurs, or the load of high priority classes becomes very
high, packets can be dropped or the waiting time limit exceeded.

2 For simplicity simultaneous packet arrival times are assumed, i.e. t0 is eliminated.
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applications where a bound on delay is mandatory. Our objective is to estab-
lish such delay bounds and, simultaneously, achieve proportional differentiation
between the other classes. This can be obtained by combining differentiation
parameters conveniently. Fig. 2(b) shows an example where Clas1 is protected
by a realistic upper time limit, and Class2 and Class3 with virtual parame-
ters (i.e. a queueing time limit much higher than the expected for the class
and U2, U3 � U1). Proportionality between Class2 and Class3 is obtained by
configuring parameters as explained in Section 2.1, considering now that higher
classes have lower differentiation parameters. As shown in Fig. 2(b) there is a
server working region (slashed area) where hybrid differentiation is feasible.
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Fig. 2. (a) Ratio between priority functions (b) Expected server working region.

3 Performance Evaluation

3.1 Experimental Framework

The differentiation mechanisms were implemented and tested in the network sim-
ulator (NS). Each mechanism determines the scheduler behaviour. The sched-
ulers were implemented in C++ from Queue Class inheritance. Proprietary
queues and monitors were also developed in order to collect results from the
tests. Fig. 3(a) shows the implemented architecture. At Otcl level, the user se-
lects the scheduler, defines the differentiation parameters of the queues/classes
and provides classification information, i.e. (packetflowid, queueid) pairs. At the
same level, the user indicates the state information granularity to be logged
during scheduling. In the architecture core, the monitor module logs state infor-
mation about flows/classes periodically for subsequently analysis.

3.2 General Comments

Simulation Tests: The models were tested in several simulation scenarios for
different traffic patterns. The results presented here were obtained for the sim-
ulation scenario depicted in Fig. 3(b). ClassA is used for on-off traffic (the
duration of on and off periods follows a Pareto distribution with shape factor of
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Fig. 3. (a) Developed Testbed (b) Simulation Scenario.

1.2). Additionally, ClassB consists of Poisson traffic (exponential inter-arrival
times), and ClassC which includes regular traffic. A set of individual applica-
tions generates marked traffic for the corresponding class. The packet length is
500 bytes. In the delay differentiation examples presented in section 3.3, similar
loads (≈33%) and queueing resources were also used for all classes. The server
is connected to a 1.5 Mbps link3. The differentiation schemas were studied for
heavy load conditions. The results are presented graphically where the x axis
represents server packet transmission times, with a plot granularity of 80ms.

3.3 Delay Differentiation

This section intends to illustrate the differentiation characteristics for the three
models. Fig. 4 to 5 show the delay differentiation behaviour for the models. For
each model, the queueing delay is plotted by sampling interval (Fig. 4 to 5(a)(c)),
and its average over the simulation period (Fig. 4 to 5(b)(d)).

Proportional Model: Fig. 4(a)(b) shows the performance of the propor-
tional model for differentiation parameters (UA, UB , UC) = (4, 2, 1). The results
show a proportionality between the class delays. In fact, ClassC (low priority
class) has a delay which is on average twice the obtained by ClassB , which
in turn has a queueing delay around two times higher than ClassA. This be-
haviour is in accordance with equation (2) assuring that for heavy load, and for
acceptable configuration parameters, the proportionality relations expressed by
Ui parameters generate proportionality relations between class delays.

Additive Model: Fig. 4(c)(d) illustrates the obtained results for the Ad-
ditive model when (UA, UB , UC) = (0.030, 0.010, 0.0). This means that under
heavy load conditions ClassA may have an advantage near 20ms over ClassB .
Using the same reasoning ClassB may have an advantage near 10ms over ClassC

and, transitively, ClassA an advantage near 30ms over ClassC . In fact, the re-
sults presented in Fig. 4(c)(d) exhibits a behaviour which verifies equation (4).
This approach provides additive class delay differentiation effectively.
3 In which there is a queue with the architecture presented in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 4. (a) Queueing delay (b) Average delay for the Proportional Model,
(UA, UB , UC) = (4, 2, 1) (c) Queueing delay (d) Average delay for the Additive Model,
(UA, UB , UC) = (0.030, 0.010, 0.0).

Upper Time Limit Model: In this model two objectives were established:
(i) obtain a queueing delay for ClassA around 5ms; and (ii) achieve proportional
differentiation between ClassB and ClassC . Fig. 5(a)(b) shows the results for
this model using (UA, UB , UC) = (0.005, 0.100, 0.200). As explained in section
2.3 such configuration leads to a queueing delay below 5ms for ClassA and a
queueing delay for ClassB two times lower than the obtained for ClassC . The
results prove that this hybrid mechanism is feasible, and achieves differentiation
successfully. As the results illustrate, as long as ClassA queueing delays are
confined to an upper-bound value (5ms), ClassB and ClassC queueing delays
keep a proportional relation. Fig. 5(c)(d) represents a scenario where ClassA

has an upper limit of 10ms and ClassC is assigned a queueing delay 10% higher
than ClassB . This results in an approximation of ClassB and ClassC delays.
From the previous simulation examples one can argue that, under heavy load

conditions, each model constitutes an effective differentiation mechanism and a
good tuning scheme to provide network elements with delay differentiation capa-
bilities. Additionally, the differentiation behaviour is achieved even in short-time
scales (80ms in the example). However, there are additional comments that must
be made. For particular load conditions, all models can present some feasibility
problems. This does not mean erroneous relative differentiation, but for particu-
lar scenarios (e.g. priority classes very loaded) the gap between queueing delays
is lower than the one expressed by (2) and (4). The same occurs for the Upper
Time Limit model if the traffic load on a high priority class impairs the delay
limit imposed by (5). These occasional feasibility problems do not affect the
essential conditions of relative differentiation, i.e. d̄0 < d̄1 < d̄2 < ... < d̄n.
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Fig. 5. (a) Queueing delay (b) Average delay for Upper Time Limit Model,
(UA, UB , UC) = (0.005, 0.100, 0.200) (c) Queueing delay (d) Average delay for Upper
Time Limit Model, (UA, UB , UC) = (0.010, 0.100, 0.110).

3.4 Flow Granularity

This section studies the models behaviour at flow level. The aim is to examine
how the delay-oriented QoS provided to each class is extended to the flow level.
The knowledge of such flow characteristics can be useful since clever applications
mechanisms (e.g. adaptive) can be deployed to improve their performance.

Per Flow Queueing Delay Consistency: The differentiation mechanisms
should be fair for flows sharing a class. This means that for a generic time
interval [t0, t], the queueing delay associated with each class should evenly affect
flows belonging to that class. To verify this, the average queueing delay for
two randomly selected flows of each class on each model is plotted in Fig. 6.
As shown, different priority flows share the same delay relations of the classes.
Additionally, flows in the same class have identical average queueing delays. This
demonstrates the fairness of differentiation mechanisms even at flow level.

Delay Variation/Jitter: Jitter is an important measure from the appli-
cations’ perspective. Many real time applications adapt themselves to network
conditions. For example, applications involving isochronous media need to mon-
itor delay and jitter in order to regulate the receiver’s playout buffer [16]. If an
adaptive perspective is assumed [9], applications can move across different traf-
fic classes in order to achieve more suitable delay/jitter. Additionally to average
queueing delays relations among classes/flows, it is important to find foreseeable
relations for jitter. The distance between the max(+)/min(-) delay lines gives
an estimative of the jitter experienced by the flow. The results show that jitter
either is reduced or does not change significantly when the flow moves to high
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Fig. 6. Average queueing delay at Flow Level - (a) Proportional Model (UA, UB , UC) =
(4, 2, 1), (b) Additive Model (UA, UB , UC) = (0.030, 0.010, 0.0), (c) Upper Time Limit
Model (UA, UB , UC) = (0.005, 0.100, 0.200).

priority classes. Note that jitter issues are relevant for other than heavy load
conditions (e.g. Fig. 7). In fact, it is possible that at t0, when server is under
heavy load conditions, Classi achieves a queueing delay d̄i, and subsequently
at t1, due to a load decrease on the server, the delay experienced by Classi

may decrease sharply to a very low value, or even to zero. Therefore, jitter can
assume a value d̄i − 0 = d̄i. Consequently, relations between jitter on each class
are dependent on the relations between those classes’ queueing delays.
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Fig. 7. Jitter at Flow Level, (a) Proportional (UA, UB , UC) = (4, 2, 1) (b) Upper Time
(UA, UB , UC) = (0.005, 0.100, 0.200).

Playout Buffer dimensioning: The knowledge of jitter characteristics can
be useful for playout buffer dimensioning if an adaptive behaviour of the appli-
cation is assumed. When moving to low (high) priority classes, the application
should protect itself by increasing (decreasing) the playout buffer. The ratio
d̄i/d̄j should guide the dimensioning degree adopted by the application. For the
proportional model and using formula (2), a possible update strategy4 is pre-
sented by (7), where fi⇒j is a flow moving from Classi to Classj and bl the
playout buffer length. Similar considerations can be made for the other models.

fi⇒j : new(bl) = old(bl) ∗ Ui

Uj
(7)

4 In this case it is assumed a single node between the sender and the receiver.
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4 Adaptive Behaviour of Differentiation Mechanisms

Network elements may assume adaptive behaviours (e.g. [17] presents a dynamic
regulator mechanism for real-time traffic and [18] an adaptive packet marking
scheme to achieve throughput differentiation). In our opinion, this principle can
be applied at scheduler level in order to improve network resources usage (e.g.
[19] suggests an Adaptive-Weighted Packet scheduler for premium service). The
aim is to allow scheduling to react to certain operational conditions, modifying
differentiation parameters on-the-fly. A possible adaptive scheduler architecture,
which can be easily adopted in the three models, is proposed in Fig. 8(a).

(d)

  B

. A

  N

(Ua,Ub,...,Un)

Differentiation Parameters

Scheduler

Configuration
Module

(c)

(a) (b)

AT ⇐ EstimateTotalArrivalLoad()
AA ⇐ EstimateClassArrivalLoad(A)
Ratio ⇐ AA

AT

if(0 ≤ Ratio ≤ 0.4) ⇒ (UA, UB , UC) = (16, 4, 1)
if(0.4 < Ratio ≤ 0.6) ⇒ (UA, UB , UC) = (4, 2, 1)
else ⇒ {(UA, UB , UC) = (2, 1.5, 1)

Fig. 8. (a) Adaptive differentiation mechanism (b) Configuration module behaviour.

The Configuration Module has three distinct inputs: (a) input traffic infor-
mation (e.g. aggregated load per class), (b) output traffic information (level
of throughput share) and (c) QoS node state information (e.g. queueing de-
lay, packet loss, jitter per class). Combining this information, the Configuration
Module can modify the differentiation parameters (d) to achieve a certain ob-
jective. As a simple example, consider the Configuration Module has having the
behaviour described in Fig. 8(b). When the thresholds are violated, new differen-
tiation parameters are evaluated in order to deny excessive throughput allocation
to high priority class. As shown in Fig. 9, the node becomes reactive to ClassA

load limits violation. As a consequence, new parameters are assigned to each
class, resulting in a delay approximation between classes. Other variants of this
mechanism for the three differentiation models will be matter of further research.

5 End-to-End Relative Delay Differentiation

This section studies the proportional, additive and upper time limit models
from an end-to-end perspective and establishes the corresponding upper bound
limits for delay differentiation. The definition of a differentiation domain aims to
achieve a foreseeable relative differentiation for flows5 crossing a common set of
5 As explained in subsection 3.4 the delay differentiation achieved for traffic aggregates
is valid at flow level.
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nodes in a given time period. This domain consists of M differentiation nodes,
0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1, traversed by individual flows. Let d̄j

i be the average queueing
delay of Classi at node j. If a flow crosses M servers (0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1) then the
end-to-end average queueing delay (d̄∗

i ) of Classi can be expressed by (8). For
additive differentiation and under heavy load, (9) can be applied to a generic
server, where U j

i is the differentiation parameter of Classi in node j. Considering
a flow crossing M independent nodes, (9) becomes (10), which combined with
(8) results in (11).

d̄∗
i =

∑M−1
j=0 d̄j

i (8)

(d̄j
i+1 − d̄j

i ) ≈ (U j
i − U j

i+1)⇒ d̄j
i+1 ≈ (U j

i − U j
i+1) + d̄j

i (9)

∑M−1
j=0 d̄j

i+1 ≈ ∑M−1
j=0 (U

j
i − U j

i+1) +
∑M−1

j=0 d̄j
i (10)

d̄∗
i+1 ≈

[ ∑M−1
j=0 (U

j
i − U j

i+1) + d̄∗
i

]
(11)

Equation (11) is obtained considering all servers in the flows path under
heavy load conditions and for feasible configurations, otherwise the distance
between class delays can become smaller than that. Equation (12) denotes this
aspect and establishes an upper-bound for the end-to-end additive differentiation
behaviour between two adjacent classes. A constant ε is introduced due possible
inaccuracies of the models when the average delays are measured in very small
time scales and, simultaneously, the server is under high class load oscillations.

(d̄∗
i+1 − d̄∗

i ) <
∑M−1

j=0 (U
j
i − U j

i+1) + ε (12)

For the proportional model, (9) is now replaced by (13). Considering again
a generic case of M servers under heavy load conditions, equation (13) becomes
(14). The right term of equation (14) can be expanded as expressed by (15).
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d̄j
i+1

d̄j
i

≈ Uj
i

Uj
i+1

⇒ d̄j
i+1 ≈

(
Uj

i

Uj
i+1

)
∗ d̄j

i (13)

∑M−1
j=0 d̄j

i+1 ≈ ∑M−1
j=0

[(
Uj

i

Uj
i+1

)
∗ d̄j

i

]
(14)

U0
i

U0
i+1

∗ d̄0i + U1
i

U1
i+1

∗ d̄1i + ...+ UM−1
i

UM−1
i+1

∗ d̄M−1
i (15)

Defining now X and Y as (16), the equation (15) can be bounded by (17).
Using the same arguments of the additive models and considering equations (8)
(14) and (17), equation (18) gives an upper bound limit for end-to-end propor-
tional delay differentiation between two adjacent classes.

X = min0≤j≤M−1

(
Uj

i

Uj
i+1

)
Y = max0≤j≤M−1

(
Uj

i

Uj
i+1

)
(16)

X ∗
( ∑M−1

j=0 d̄j
i

)
≤ (15) ≤ Y ∗

( ∑M−1
j=0 d̄j

i

)
(17)

(
d̄∗

i+1

d̄∗
i

)
< max0≤j≤M−1

(
Uj

i

Uj
i+1

)
+ ε (18)

For the upper time limit model, a high priority class under feasible load
conditions is expected to obtain a maximum queueing delay equivalent to the
sum of the differentiation parameters associated with Class0 along the path (19).
Within the hybrid model presented in section 2.3, low priority classes obtain an
end-to-end relation also expressed by equation (18).

d̄∗
0 =

∑M−1
j=0 d̄j

0 <
∑M−1

j=0 U j
0 + ε (19)

We aim to corroborate equations (12), (18) and (19), along with ε significance,
using simulation. The knowledge of this end-to-end differentiation behaviour is
fundamental to provide applications with effective adaptation.

6 Conclusions

This work assesses the use of PQ models to achieve foreseeable delay differ-
entiation between traffic classes. In particular, three differentiation models are
studied: proportional, additive and a hybrid one using an upper time limit model.
A simulation testbed has been used and validated using theoretical models. All
models show acceptable consistence in achieving the expected delay differentia-
tion behaviour, i.e., both the proportional, additive and hybrid models distribute
queueing delays among traffic classes. In our opinion, they are simple and useful
to tune delay differentiation in IP networks. In particular, the hybrid differen-
tiation mechanism shows consistence in limiting queueing delay on the highest
priority class and, simultaneously, achieving proportional differentiation between
the other classes. An additional study at flow aggregate level was carried out fo-
cusing on flow queueing delay consistence and jitter differentiation. In order to
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provide scheduling elements with adaptive behaviour, an adaptive differentiation
architecture is proposed. Finally, the bounds for end-to-end delay differentiation
between flows crossing a relative differentiation domain were determined for each
model. As future work, the tuning process, which will be further consolidated,
will include other performance aspects of differentiation domains using the dif-
ferentiation delay strategies considered.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a scheme that enables a mobile user
to perform a ”QoS-conditionalized” handoff when moving to an overlap-
ping area in Mobile IPv6. The idea is to use a QoS hop-by-hop option
piggybacked in the binding messages for QoS signaling and conditional-
ize a handoff upon the availability of sufficient resources along the new
transmission path. Our scheme builds upon the hierarchical mobile IPv6
protocol and is especially suited for micro-mobility. It also enables the
mobile node to flexibly choose among a set of available access points so
that the mobile node can transmit packets through a route which offers
satisfying QoS.

1 Introduction

With the advent of various radio access technologies, the increasing amount of IP
services over wireless as well as wired networks, and the cheap availability of IP
equipment, all-IP networks will be deployed in mobile environments. As a node
moves within such a network, it must be reachable and able to communicate. One
solution are the Mobile IP [2] and recently the MobileIPv6 (MIPv6)[4] protocols.
MIPv6 ensures correct routing of packets to a mobile node (MN) when the MN
changes its point of attachment within the IPv6 network. However, supporting
QoS during handoffs is still a challenging problem, e.g. due to changing routes
between endpoints or varying (wireless) link characteristics when connecting to
different access points.

In future all-IP networks, a multitude of different wireless technologies and
service providers is likely to co-exist, and hence connections to different access
points can even happen at the same time. For example, in case of a wireless
access network made up of different access technologies such as UMTS and
Wireless LAN, the coverage areas may overlap. With such heterogeneous access
networks, the need and opportunity to select among a number of available access
points arises. In particular, when a mobile node has established QoS flows, it
would be desirable to perform a handoff only when the QoS of these flows can
be guaranteed after the handoff as well. Therefore, a handoff should not be
performed if the MN’s QoS requirement is not met; yet if the QoS can be met,
handoff should be performed as quickly as possible. This indicates that a handoff
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should be conditionalized upon the availability of sufficient QoS resources; also,
an appropriate access router (AR) based on the QoS requirements should be
selectable among a set of ARs — an example scenario would be an MN moving
in an area where several radio access technologies overlap. It is the main goal of
this paper to describe a handoff scheme that is in this sense QoS-conditionalized.

Furthermore, many handoffs are local in the sense that the paths from the
CN to the old and new ARs only diverge before the ARs; this point of divergence
is called a “switching router.” In the context of QoS-conditionalized handoffs,
it is desirable to restrict QoS negotiations to the path between switching router
and new AR, as the path between CN and switching router remains the same.
Supporting such local renegotiations depends on the mobility mechanism. The
IETF Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) protocol [7] is able to optimize such
local mobility, but unable to carry QoS information; hence, handoffs do not take
QoS into account.

Therefore, we introduce a QoS-conditionalized handoff scheme taking advan-
tage of HMIPv6. If all nodes along the route between the AR and the switching
router are capable of fulfilling the QoS request related to the handoff, the switch-
ing router will decide to perform the actual handoff (binding entries will be mod-
ified); otherwise, the old route will still be used. The process could be iterated
until the QoS requirements are met or no more ARs/routes are available.

In the rest of this paper, we first describe related work in Section 2 and then
present our scheme in Section 3. Section 4 discusses some possible extensions,
followed by a comparison with other approaches for QoS support in mobile IP
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines our future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Mobile IP

The concept of Mobile IPv6 is based on the usage of home agent. Put briefly,
a mobile node entering a foreign network obtains a local IP address, the care-
of-address. This address is registered with the home agent (HA) in the home
network and, when necessary, with the correspondent node. The HA can then
intercept all packets destined to the MN to the CoA via IP tunneling; CNs can
send packets directly. While Mobile IP ensures reachability and optimizes packet
routes, it suffers from signaling load and potentially long handoff latency.

To improve on these two points, Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [7] in-
troduces a new entity, the Mobility Anchor Point (MAP). When a MN moves
into a new MAP domain (i.e., its MAP changes), it gets 2 CoAs: a Regional CoA
on the MAP’s subnet (RCoA) and an on-link address (LCoA). The MN then
sends a BU to the MAP specifying its RCoA in the Home Address field and its
source address is LCoA, as well as requests a binding (RCoA, Home Address)
from its HA and CNs. If it moves locally, only the LCoA is changed and only
a registration to the MAP is needed. The MAP then acts as a proxy between
the RCoA and the LCoA. Packets addressed to the RCoA are then intercepted
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by the MAP, encapsulated and routed to the MN. While this approach is ef-
ficient and scalable for mobility support, it is unable to provide QoS support
for mobile users. In practical deployment, the MAP would usually be located in
the switching router (possibly a gateway of an administrative domain); such an
arrangement will be assumed in the remainder of this paper.

2.2 Mobile QoS Support

As RSVP is a well established protocol for signaling, much work has been done to
address the RSVP-mobile IP interaction. An analysis of the current situation is
presented in [8]. Shen et al. [6] extend RSVP to support QoS signaling in mobile
IP by introducing a unified flow identifier during handoff for the interworking be-
tween RSVP and mobile IP, and taking advantages of RSVP Path/Resv two-pass
procedure to setup the reservation in the new path during handoffs. However,
these approaches have problems regarding scalability and signaling overhead. To
overcome this, Chaskar et al. [1] introduce a new IPv6 hop-by-hop packet header
option called ”QoS option”, composed of one or more QoS objects, to carry the
QoS information for the IP flows between a MN and its CN.

This option can be included in MIPv6 registration messages, namely the
Binding Update (BU) and Binding Acknowledgement (BA) messages. Since the
BU is sent as soon as the data transmission from the new CoA is ready to begin,
the included QoS option triggers the necessary actions to set up QoS forward-
ing treatment along the new path. This approach does not rely on round-trip
signaling such as Path/Resv of RSVP, but rather on triggering QoS forwarding
treatment along the new network path in one pass; the latency for packets to
get proper QoS treatment is therefore decreased. However, it does not allow mo-
bile users to select another AR in case of insufficient resources along the route
between MN and CN (the user is not even made aware of the fact). Hence, we
extend this approach to allow QoS-conditionalization and specifically base our
mechanism on HMIPv6 and more details will be discussed in the forthcoming
next version of the internet draft [3].

3 QoS-Conditionalized Handoff for Mobile IPv6

3.1 Overview

The all-IP network is assumed to consist of routers which may also be responsible
for the management of QoS resources, in which case we call them QoS entities.
For the purpose of this paper, such a QoS entity acts as a black box to which QoS
requests for a certain path (e.g., from the AR to the MAP) can be sent, which
checks resource availability (resources would typically include link bandwidth,
buffer space in the router, CPU resources, etc.) along the particular part of
the route it is responsible for, and either grants the request (and reserves the
resources), denies it, or, optionally, grants a reduced version of the request.
Typically, QoS entities would be located at least in the ARs and in the MAPs.
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Fig. 1. Example of the QoS-conditionalized Handoff Procedure

The operation of QoS-conditionalized handoff is as follows. A QoS hop-by-
hop option is carried in the message containing the BU option to the MAP —
this message is called BU+QoS message. Each QoS entity between the MN and
the MAP (including the MAP) will pass the QoS requirement represented by
the QoS option to internal QoS mechanisms and check its resource availabil-
ity. If resources are available locally, they are reserved and the message will be
forwarded along its route. If resources are not available, negative feedback will
be provided to the MN by means of an extended Binding Acknowledgement
(BA+QoS) message. If a BU+QoS message has reached the switching MAP and
passed the local QoS test as well, the handoff will take place (the binding cache
in the MAP is updated to reflect the new LCoA) and a positive BA+QoS mes-
sage is returned to the MN. Otherwise, no handoff is performed and a negative
BA+QoS message is returned to the MN. When observing a negative BA+QoS
message, intermediate QoS entities can release reservations that could not be
granted further upstream.

In order to allow both upstream and downstream QoS requirements to be
considered, this approach assumes that packets for both directions follow the
same route. Extending our approach to asymmetric routes should be feasible
but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 1 shows one example of a QoS-conditionalized handoff procedure.
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3.2 Message Format

The QoS option [1] is an IPv6 hop-by-hop header option which allows applica-
tions to specify their QoS requirements (eg., maximum/minimum bandwidth,
delay) in the form of QoS objects, describing these parameters in a type-length-
value format. We extend its definition by using two reserved bits in the option
header: one to indicate whether only a single QoS object is present in the QoS
option or if two objects are included, representing “acceptable” and “desired”
level of QoS; another bit to indicate whether enough resources along the route
up to the current router are available (if set it indicates failure to provide re-
sources). These bits are called the “A” (acceptable only) and “F” (failed) bit,
respectively.

3.3 Description of QoS-Conditionalized Handoff

This section describes the QoS-conditionalized handoff scheme in more detail.
The main point to note is that a handoff that is local to a single MAP does
not involve the CN and hence no modification to the CN is necessary; here the
algorithms based on HMIPv6 in basic mode are provided.

Mobile Nodes. Algorithm 1 shows pseudo-code for the main event loop of the
network-layer code of a mobile terminal. Main events to process are detecting
connectivity to a new AR or loosing connectivity to an existing router and the
arrival of a packet from a lower or higher protocol layer. As a simplification,
the code here assumes that whenever a new AR becomes available, a handoff to
this AR should be attempted; in reality, other policy-specific handoff schemes
could be possible. Note that the treatment of acceptable/desirable QoS is also
not shown here; the necessary modifications are reasonably straightforward.

Intermediate Nodes and MAPs. The procedure for intermediate nodes and
MAPs is shown in Algorithm 2.

Note that in order to correctly process the BA+QoS message, all routers
concerned with QoS management, such as MAPs, ARs, and possibly DiffServ
and MPLS edge routers (ER), as well as IntServ nodes need to maintain a soft
state for each flow. These states will time-out along an unused path. They can
further be explicitly released via a message carrying a QoS option with ”F” bit
set (as illustrated in Algorithm 2) upon a successful handoff.

4 Further Discussion

4.1 Reducing the Signaling Load over the Wireless Link

As both wireless bandwidth and processing power on mobile terminals are pre-
cious resources, it would be desirable to minimize the amount of QoS information
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the QoS-conditionalized handoff procedure for mo-
bile nodes
1: loop {Wait for event}
2: if Event reports connectivity to an additional AR then
3: MN acquires new local IP address
4: Compose a BU+QoS message;
5: Send BU+QoS towards MAP (via new AR);
6: Increment number of ARs by 1
7: if Connected = false then
8: Connected ← true
9: Inform application of reconnection
10: end if
11: else if Event reports loss of connectivity to AR then
12: Decrease number of ARs by 1
13: if Number of ARs = 0 then
14: Connected ← false
15: Inform application of loss of connectivity
16: else if Lost AR is currently used AR then
17: QoSGuaranteed ← false
18: Inform application of loss of QoS guarantees
19: end if
20: else if Event is packet from lower layer then
21: if Packet is BA+QoS then
22: if “F” bit not set then {request succeeded}
23: Use this AR henceforth
24: if QoSGuaranteed = false then
25: QoSGuaranteed ← true
26: Inform application of QoS reestablishement
27: end if
28: end if{Otherwise, no action is required: either still use old AR, or QoS

guarantees have already been lost}
29: else if Packet is normal IP packet then
30: Deliver to application
31: end if
32: else if Event is packet from higher layer then
33: Forward packet, using current AR
34: end if
35: end loop

traversing the wireless link and the processing in the MN. Here, Context Trans-
fer protocol (CT) [5] appears to be particularly useful. In case CT is used, the
processing in MNs and ARs must be changed accordingly. An (old) AR needs
to store QoS requirement information for each of its MNs. When a MN wishes
to associate itself with a new AR, it could simply inform the new AR of the old
AR’s identity as well as of its own address. The new AR then fetches the QoS
requirement description from the old AR and initiates the BU process on behalf
of the MN; BAs would still have to be provided eventually to the MN.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of QoS-enabled handoff procedure for routers and
MAPs

loop {For every packet received from link layer:}
if Packet is BU+QoS then

if ”F” bit in BU+QoS not set then
Ask QoS entity for resources
if Resources are not available then

Set “F” bit in BU+QoS packet
end if

end if
if This node is a MAP then

if This node is the switching MAP then
Compose a BA+QoS packet from the BU+QoS packet {with “F” bit as in
the BU+QoS packet}
if “F” bit is not set then
Update the MN’s binding to the new LCoA
Optionally: Compose a negative BA+QoS message and send it along the
old path to release reservations

end if
Return the BA+QoS message to the MN

else {This node is an intermediate MAP, but not the switching MAP}
if “F” bit is not set then
Determine the next, hierarchically higher MAP
Compose a new BU+QoS packet for the next MAP
Forward this new packet to the MAP

else {Request has failed somewhere along the path}
Compose a BA+QoS packet (with “F” bit set)
Return BA+QoS to the MN

end if
end if

else {This node is just a normal router}
Forward packet towards destination

end if
else if Packet is BA+QoS then

if ”F” bit is set in BA+QoS then
Release any possibly reserved resources for this flow

end if
Forward packet towards MN

else {Normal packet}
Forward packet with proper QoS treatment

end if
end loop
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4.2 Upgrading the Level of QoS

Another concern is which level of QoS requirements is appropriate for a MIPv6
QoS solution. As the MN requests a “(acceptable QoS, desired QoS)” pair in the
new path, it can obtain any level above the acceptable QoS provided that there
are sufficient resources in the path, depending on the policy of the provider. To
reduce the difficulty in authorization/charging (which may be based on previ-
ously used QoS), we assume that the route between the switching router and
the CN has already been guarantteed with the desired QoS level, hence only
the remaining part (mobile part, typically in an access network) will be actually
effected.

4.3 Macro-Mobility Consideration

Our scheme is mainly designed for intra-MAP mobility cases but it can be ex-
tended for macro-mobility scenarios. For handoffs between different domains
(i.e., there is no MAP on the joint part of the paths CN ↔ old AR and CN ↔
new AR), the BU+QoS message could be sent to the CNs directly after an MN
moves to a new AR. All the intermediate routers follow the procedure outlined
in Algorithm 2 as indicated in Section 3.3 and the CN now takes, in a sense,
the responsibility of a MAP. However, the mechanisms to detect an inter-MAP
mobility and switch between an intra-MAP mobility and an inter-MAP mobility
for both CN and MN require further study.

5 Comparison with Other Proposals

This section compares the proposed scheme with two other proposals to support
QoS in mobile IP: QoS framework for Mobile IPv6 [1] and RSVP for MIPv6 [6].

First, the latency to re-establish QoS forwarding mechanisms is vital for
a QoS solution in mobile IP. As an example, suppose a handoff is local and
the transmission delay from a MN to MAP is 10 ms, considerately lower than
the end-to-end delay from MN to CN, 100 ms. Then our QoS-enabled handoff
scheme needs a period of two passes for signaling from MN to switching router,
which is 20 ms, for both downstream and upstream QoS re-establishment, and
actual downstream forwarding can take place already after 10 ms (once the
MAP has received the BU+QoS, downstream forwarding can already begin). The
approach in [1] needs an even lower latency for upstream QoS re-establishment
(10 ms), but only if the resources are actually available. For downstream QoS
re-establishments, [1] needs two passes for signaling delay from MN to CN (or
a local mobility agent if micro-mobility solution is used), 200 ms (or 20 ms).
[6] needs two and three passes signaling delay from MN to MAP for upstream
and downstream QoS re-establishment, 20 ms and 30 ms, respectively. It shows
our scheme performs relatively well in the local mobility case. Choosing another
AR when one route is unable to accommodate the QoS request is possible with
our approach and [6], yet not possible using [1]. Finally, all three approaches
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compared enhance the efficiency of QoS signaling for handoff, but our approach
is the only one that can ensure that a handoff is performed only when QoS
requirements are met. A summary of the comparison is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison with other protocols

QoS-Conditionalized
Handoff

QoS Framework for
MIPv6

RSVP for MIPv6

Latency
for QoS
re-estab-
lishment

Down-
stream

Two passes from MN
to switching router

Two passes from MN
to CN or local agent

Two passes from MN
to switching router

Upstream Two passes from MN
to switching router

One pass from MN
to switching router

Three passes from
MN to switching

router

Ability to choose
another AR

Yes No Possible

Ability to perform
QoS-conditionalized

handoff
Yes No No

6 Conclusions and Future Work

QoS support in all-IP mobile networks brings about great challenges and re-
quirements. This paper presents a hierarchical, flexible, and scalable solution
that makes use of an IPv6 hop-by-hop option. Our scheme reduces the signal-
ing bandwidth on the backbone by hiding local mobility while still providing
ability to do QoS signaling. Our work extends the work in [1] by: 1) enabling
mobile users to choose a ”good” access point when several (or overlapping) ones
are available (e.g., WLAN and UMTS in hot spots); 2) having handoffs QoS-
conditionalized, i.e., handoffs could be performed only when QoS requirements
are met or most satisfied. The latency for QoS re-establishment is reduced com-
pared to RSVP-based approaches during a handoff.

We are extending the work presented in this paper as follows: 1) Proto-
type implementation of QoS option and measuring the benefits of applying our
scheme; 2) the QoS option may be changed or misused by attackers, hence we
also study how to appropriately secure the QoS-conditionalized handoff proce-
dure.

Other future research items include incorporating our scheme with other mo-
bility solutions such as fast handoff and experimenting with adaptive applications
using our scheme.
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Abstract. We study the loss probabilities of messages in an M/M/1/K
queueing system where in addition to losses due to buffer overflow there
are random losses on the incoming and outgoing links. We focus on the
influence of adding redundant packets to the messages. We obtain ana-
lytical results that allow us to investigate when does adding redundancy
decrease the loss probabilities.

1 Introduction

Loss rate of packets is an important performance measure in telecommunication
networks. Rapid progress in the development of fiber optics allows to achieve
a bit error rate of 10−14; information loss is then essentially due to congested
nodes and buffer overflow. However, in wireless networks random losses also
occur in the channels/links apart from congestion losses. Often, when messages
are divided into several packets, the loss of a packet results in the loss of the
whole message. In order to reduce the losses, one may add redundant packets so
that lost packets can often be reconstructed. Indeed, there exist erasure recovery
codes that, by adding k redundant packets to a message, enable to reconstruct up
to k losses, see e.g.[4],[6], [8]. Note, however, that by adding redundant packets,
the workload increases and thus the loss probability of a packet may increase
[1]. Alternatively, if one wishes to have the workload unchanged, this means
that the throughput of useful information transmitted by the source decreases.
Thus there are two types of tradeoffs to be studied (according to whether we
want to keep the total transmitted throughput the same, or only the throughput
corresponding to useful transmitted information). In this paper we are concerned
with studying the loss probabilities of messages in queueing systems where in
addition to losses due to buffer overflow there are also random losses on the
incoming and outgoing links to the bottleneck node. In particular, we study the
tradeoffs mentioned in the previous paragraph.

The problem of analyzing loss probabilities due to congestion losses in the
presence of redundant packets has been addressed in several papers in the past
[1,6,4,3,8]. In [6], the authors have used an approximation based on an assump-
tion of independence between consecutive losses, and shown that redundancy
results in decrease of loss rate by a factor of 10 to 100. Exact numerical meth-
ods based on recursions [4] led to an opposite conclusion, i.e. that redundancy
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causes increase in loss probabilities. Explicit expressions for the losses have then
been developed in [3,8] and references therein which allowed to obtain regions of
parameters in which Forward Error Correction (FEC) is useful and others where
it is not. In particular, in [3] information theoretical type of channel capacity
has been obtained for channels with congestion losses (and general service and
inter-arrival times). All these references studied models of where losses is only
due to congestion. Such models are useful in fiber-optic networks, when the main
source of losses in the network is indeed overflow of a bottleneck buffer. There
are however other situations in which a non-negligible amount of losses may also
occur at noisy links.

The goal of this paper is to determine the role of redundant packets in net-
works in which losses may be due to both phenomena: link random losses and
losses due to congestion losses. We obtain expressions that permit us to study
two scenarios for adding FEC. In the first, the global transmission rate is un-
changed; when adding FEC we reduce the rate of useful information. We then
analyze how does the received rate of useful information depend on the FEC. In
the second scenario we keep the rate of useful information unchanged; adding
FEC then increases the congestion and hence the losses, but allows one to recover
some losses.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the model and moti-
vation. Section 3 presents our main results derived using an algebraic approach
involving multidimensional generating functions. Section 4 provides numerical
examples and discusses the region where adding redundancy improves perfor-
mance. In Sec. 5 we employ a combinatorial approach using Ballot theorems to
obtain explicit expressions for loss probabilities employing techniques developed
in [8]. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Model and Its Motivation

We consider networks consisting of a buffer that is in-between two noisy links.
The latter is a suitable model for satellite connections in which there is a noisy
uplink and a noisy downlink connection with further losses that may be due
to congestion inside the satellite. We assume throughout that a packet that is
corrupted before it arrives to the bottleneck queue is discarded and does not
occupy any buffer space. In the analysis below we shall model random losses in
the incoming link (uplink) and congestion losses at the node. We consider an
M/M/1 queue with a finite buffer of size K (including the packet in service). We
assume that losses can be caused either by a buffer overflow or randomly with
probability r. The arrival process from the source is assumed to be Poisson with
rate λ and the service times of packets is exponentially distributed with rate µ.
Hence, the effective arrival process to the system (buffer) can be assumed to be
Poisson with rate λe = (1 − r)λ. Define r̄ = 1 − r, ρ = λe/µ, and ρr = ρ/r̄. We
present a recursive scheme for computing P (j, n) which is the probability of j
losses (including random losses in the incoming link and congestion losses at the
node) among n consecutive packets.
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Remark 1. The case when there are losses in both the incoming and outgoing
links can be analysed once we have P (j, n). For example, let the random loss
probability in the outgoing link be u and let Pj,n be the probability of j losses
among n consecutive packets of a message when there are random losses with
probability r in the incoming link, congestion losses due to buffer overflow
at the node and random losses with probability u in the outgoing link. Then
Pj,n =

∑j
w=0

(
n−j+w

w

)
uw(1− u)n−j

P (j − w, n).

Thus knowing P (j, n), which is the loss probability in the model we consider
(i.e., random losses in the incoming link and congestion losses at the node) one
can obtain the loss probabilities for the case when random losses can occur both
in the incoming and the outgoing links.

3 Approach Using Generating Functions: Main Results

For the system with Poisson arrivals with rate λe and exponential transmission
rate µ, in steady state, the probability of finding i packets in the system at an
arbitrary epoch is given byΠ(i) = ρi/

∑K
l=0 ρ

l. DefineQi(k) to be the probability
that k packets out of i leave the system during an inter-arrival epoch. We have

Qi(k) = ραk+1, 0 ≤ k ≤ i− 1, Qi(i) = αi, where α := (1 + ρ)−1.

Denote by P a
i (j, n) the probability of j losses in a block of n consecutive packets,

given that there are i packets in the system just before the arrival of the first
packet in the block. Since the first packet in the block is arbitrary, we have

P (j, n) =
K∑

i=0

Π(i)P a
i (j, n). (1)

The recursive scheme for computing P a
i (j, n) is then for i = 0, 1, ...,K − 1:

P a
i (j, 1) =



r̄ j = 0
r j = 1
0 j ≥ 2,

, and P a
K(j, 1) =

{
1 j = 1
0 j = 0, j ≥ 2. (2)

For n ≥ 2 we have for 0 ≤ i ≤ K − 1

P a
i (j, n) = r̄

i+1∑
k=0

Qi+1(k)P a
i+1−k(j, n− 1) + r

i∑
k=0

Qi(k)P a
i−k(j − 1, n− 1),

and P a
K(j, n) =

K∑
k=0

QK(k)P a
K−k(j − 1, n− 1).

Next, we state the main results, whose detailed proofs are given in the Ap-
pendix. Define q(y, z) ∆=

∑∞
j=0

∑∞
n=1 y

jzn−1P (j, n). Let x1(y, z) and x2(y, z) be
the solutions in x of x2 − (1 + ρ− rρyz)x+ r̄ρz) = 0:
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x1(y, z) =
1 + ρ− rρyz +√(1 + ρ− rρyz)2 − 4r̄ρz

2

x2(y, z) =
1 + ρ− rρyz −√(1 + ρ− rρyz)2 − 4r̄ρz

2
.

We shall often write simply x1 and x2 for x1(y, z) and x2(y, z). Define, for all
k ≥ 1, δk = xk

1 − xk
2 , φk = (r̄ + ry)zδk−1 − δk. Let RK = (

∑K
l=0 ρ

l)−1.

Proposition 1. The probability generating function (PGF) q is given by

q(y, z) =
RK

1− (r̄ + rρy)z
[
(r̄ + ry)R−1

K−1 + yρ
K

+zρ(αρ)K(r̄(y − α)− αρy)A(y, z) + rzy(αρ)KB(y, z)
]
, (3)

where A(y, z) and B(y, z) solve(
zρα(αx1)

K+1(y(r̄ − αx1)− r̄α) zα2(r̄(x1 − ρ) + rx1y(αx1)K)
zρα(αx2)

K+1(y(r̄ − αx2)− r̄α) zα2(r̄(x2 − ρ) + rx2y(αx2)K)

) (
A(y, z)
B(y, z)

)

= (−1)

 (1− αx1)αxK+1

1 y + (1− αx1)αx1(ry + r̄)
(
1−xK

1
1−x1

)
(1− αx2)αxK+1

2 y + (1− αx2)αx2(ry + r̄)
(
1−xK

2
1−x2

)

 . (4)

For y = 0, Prop. 1 simplifies to: q(0, z) = r̄
[
R−1

K+1 − zρKA(0, z)
]
(RK1− r̄z)−1.

Having obtained the PGF, the explicit expressions for the required proba-
bilities can be obtained by inverting q(y, z). We next focus on Pρ(> j, n), the
probability of losing more than j packets out of n. We investigate the cases of
j = 0, 1, in order to be able to decide whether adding a redundant packet to each
message results in a decrease of the loss probability. The proofs can be found in
[2]. To stress the dependence of the different quantities (such as the p.g.f. q) on
the random loss parameters, we shall sometimes add r and λ explicitly to the
notation as subscript (e.g. we shall write qλr (y, z)).

Corollary 1. (i) qλr (0, z) = q
r̄λ
0 (0, r̄z)r̄, (ii) Pλ

r (0, n) = r̄
nP r̄λ

0 (0, n).

Corollary 2. The probability of losing one packet out of n consecutive packets,
i.e., P (1, n) is given by

P (1, n) = [zn−1]
∂q(y, z)
∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= [zn−1]F1(z) + [zn−1]F2(z)

with F1(z) =
RK

1− r̄z r̄
[
R−1

K−1 − z(αρ)K+1
A(0, z)

](
−1 + zrρ

1− r̄z
)

F2(y) =
RK

1− r̄z
[
R−1

K−1 + ρ
K − z(αρ)K+1

r̄Ȧ(0, z) + rz(αρ)KB(0, z)
]

where A(0, z) and B(0, z) are values at y = 0 of A(y, z) and B(y, z) defined in
Proposition 1 and Ȧ(0, z) is the derivative of A(y, z) with respect to y, evaluated
at y = 0.
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4 Numerical Examples

In this section we compare the loss probabilities of a whole group of n consec-
utive packets, which we call a block, with and without j additional redundant
packets. The group of packets that include the original block plus the additional
redundant packets (if these are added) is called a frame. If at least n pack-
ets out of these consecutive n + j packets reach the destination then no loss
of frame occurs. In this section we restrict ourselves to the case of j = 0, i.e.,
no redundancy and j = 1, one redundant packet per n packets. Without loss
of generality, we may scale the time so that the service rate is unity: µ = 1.
In the numerical examples we are looking only at the random losses in the in-
coming link with probability r and congestion losses. We take K = 25. When
we numerically compared Pρ(> 0, n) with Pρ(> 1, n + 1) we always obtained
Pρ(> 1, n + 1) < Pρ(> 0, n), which should be of no surprise: this observation
means that if redundancy is added in such a way that the total load on the system
remains unchanged then indeed redundancy improves performance in terms of
loss probabilities. However, the assumption that the total load remains the same
means that the throughput of the useful information decreases (in real time ap-
plications this would mean that a higher compression rate should be used before
transmission). This type of comparison (keeping the total load unchanged) has
not been performed previously in [6,4,3,8] even for the case of congestion losses
only. E.g., if we add k redundant packets to n (which gives frames of n+ k) and
if the load is unchanged, then this means that the throughput of useful infor-
mation carried by a frame has decreased by a factor of n/(n + k). Yet we have
less losses of packets. Thus the question that needs to be addressed is whether
we gain in goodput in this case. Let us define the goodput as the throughput
arriving well to the destination. Then this is given by

(input rate of blocks)× n/(n+ k)× Pρ(≤ k, n+ k).
So a meaningful thing to compare is Pρ(0, n) with n

n+1Pρ(≤ 1, n + 1) for fixed
λ. In Fig. 1, we plot the relative gain, i.e.,

n
n+1P (≤ 1, n+ 1)− P (0, n)

P (0, n)
. (5)

From Fig. (1) we observe that the benefits of adding FEC grows as the amount
of random losses increases, and also as n increases. Also for very low r (very
close to 0) and very low n (as compared to buffer size) we loose by adding
FEC. Fig. (2) plots the same curve for λ = 0.99. We observe that curves for
λ = 0.3 and λ = 0.99 are identical r ≥ 0.1 and larger n and for r close to
0 the difference is very small. Remark: Consider a scenario in which there are
only random losses (with probability r) and no congestion losses. Then we have:
Pρ(0, n) = (1− r)n, Pρ(1, n) = nr(1− r)n−1. If we want to study the effect
of adding FEC on recovering from different type of losses we can compare the
relative gain defined in (5) for the cases when r = 0 (congestion losses but no
random losses) to the case when there are no congestion losses but only random
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Fig. 1.
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n + 1
P (≤ 1, n + 1) − P (0, n)

P (0, n) as

a function of n for varying r with λ = 0.3
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P (0, n) as

a function of n for varying r with λ = 0.99

losses with loss probabilities Pρ(0, n) and Pρ(1, n). We plot this comparison in
Fig. (3) and observe that FEC is more helpful in recovering from random losses
than congestion losses.
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Fig. 3. Gain
n

n+1 P (≤1,n+1)−P (0,n)

P (0,n) as a function of n for r varying from 0.1 to 0.99 for
the scenario when there are no congestion losses. Also shown is the gain when there
are no random losses (r = 0) and only congestion losses with λ = 0.3 and λ = 0.99.
Observe that the curves for r = 0 and λ = 0.3 and λ = 0.99 have negligible differences.

Next we look at the case where the transmission of useful information is
kept unchanged when adding redundancy. This implies that the total packet
arrival rate increases due to adding redundancy. We assume that the rate at
which frames arrive is the same for the two cases and is given by x. In case of
no redundancy the rate at which packets arrive is λ = ρ = nx and in case of
redundancy λ = ρ = (n + 1)x. A frame is lost in the latter case if more than
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one packet is lost out of n+1 consecutive packets. We are thus interested in the
difference D = Pnx(> 0, n)−P(n+1)x(> 1, n+1). If D > 0 then the redundancy
decreases the loss probability of messages. Observe that

D = 1− Pnx(0, n)− [1− P(n+1)x(0, n+ 1)− P(n+1)x(1, n+ 1)
]

= P(n+1)x(1, n+ 1) + P(n+1)x(0, n+ 1)− Pnx(0, n). (6)

We next plot the relative gain D
Pnx(>0,n) as a function of n for x = 0.03 (this

means the load nx, varies from 0.03 (for n = 1) to 0.75 (for n = 25)) in Figure 4
and for x = 0.4 (load varying from 0.4 to 10) in Figure 5. The curves show that
for fixed r, there exists a value of the frame size at which the gain obtained by
adding FEC as defined in (6) is maximum. These figures can thus be used in
order to optimize the size of blocks to which we add FEC.
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Fig. 4. D
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different r and x = 0.03. Observe that
the load changes with n also.
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All the above curves establish that we benefit from adding redundancy when
r is not very small, and this is a valid remark or observation at any load. However
when the random loss probability is very low (close to 0) we may loose by adding
redundancy.

5 Combinatorial Approach Using Ballot Theorems

We next employ combinatorial arguments together with the Ballot theorems [5]
to alternatively obtain explicit expressions for all the probabilities of the previous
section. In particular, we shall find the probability P a

i (j, n).
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Consider the case when j 1 losses consist of jr(0 ≤ jr ≤ j) random losses and
jc(0 ≤ jc ≤ j) congestion losses. The number of ways such an event can occur is(

j
jc

)
. We calculate the probability of one such outcome. The probability depends

on the position of the lost packets in the frame. Let us denote by ri the position
of the ith random loss, 1 ≤ i ≤ jr in the original frame. Also i ≤ ri ≤ n−(jr −i).
Thus r1 = 1, when the first packet was lost by random loss and rjr = n, when
the last packet was lost by random loss.

The following analysis is for the case of jr ≥ 2, r1 �= 1, rjr �=n. We shall
supplement the discussion with other cases jr ≤ 1 and/or r1 = 1 and/or rjr = n
at appropriate places. Observe that the random losses can be isolated or they
can occur in burst. In fact since our message length is finite (n), the probability
that all the random losses occur in a burst is > 0 2. Also observe that only the
packets of the original message which are not subject to random losses have the
potential of getting lost at the queue due to buffer overflow (as these are the
only packets that actually reach the queue). Thus we shall look at the packets
of the original message between consecutive random loss events. A random loss
event is formed consecutive random losses. Say that the packets coming to the
queue between consecutive random loss events are forming an interval. Let T be
the number of such intervals and ki (1 ≤ i ≤ T ) be the number of consecutive
random losses in the random loss event starting after the end of the ith interval
and prior to the beginning of the i + 1th interval. Thus the maximum value of
T is jr + 1 when all the random losses occur isolated and on the other extreme,
the minimum value of T is 2 when all the random losses occur in a burst. Define
z(t) :=

∑t
h=1 kh. We now distribute the jc congestion losses in the T intervals

of lengths r1 − 1, r1+k1 − rk1 − 1, r1+k1+k2 − rk1+k2 − 1, . . . , r1+z(T ) − rz(T ) − 1.
Let ny be the number of congestion losses in the yth such interval. Observe that
(for 2 ≤ y ≤ jr + 1) we have 0 ≤ ny ≤ min(r1+z(y−1) − rz(y−1) − 1, jc), and for
y = 1, 0 ≤ ny ≤ min(r1 − 1, jc). Also, ny satisfy

∑T
y=1 ny = jc. Now the number

of ways in which ny losses can occur in the yth interval is

(
r1+z(y−1) − rz(y−1) − 1

ny

)

for 2 ≤ y ≤ T and is
(
r1−1
n1

)
for y = 1.

We shall calculate the probability of one such event. We shall look at three
types of intervals: A-starts with the first arrival after a random loss and ends
with the last arrival before a random loss event; B-starts with the arrival of the
first packet of the message (if r1 �= 1) and ends with the last arrival before the

1 Observe that here we are looking at the case when the random losses (if any) occur
before the frame enters the buffer. The complementary case of random losses occur-
ring after the frame leaves the node can be handled as discussed in Remark 1. And
then one can obtain the loss probabilities for the case when random losses can occur
both in the outgoing and in the incoming link.

2 Although bursty loss occurrence is more a characteristic of congestion losses.
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first random loss event; C-starts with the first arrival after the last random loss
event and ends with the arrival of the last packet of the message.

In a sample path with jr ≥ 2, r1 �= 1, rjr �=n, and with Ai an interval of type
A, the order of occurrence of the intervals is B → A1 → A2 . . . → AT−2 → C.
For jr ≥ 2, r1 = 1, rjr �=n, the order is A1 → A2 . . . → AT−1 → C and no
interval of type B. For jr ≥ 2, r1 �= 1, rjr = n, the order is B → A1 . . . AT−1
and no interval of type C. Similarly, for jr ≥ 2, r1 = 1, rjr = n, there will be no
interval of type either B or of type C. For jr = 1, there can either be intervals
B → C or C or B and no interval of type A can occur.

Let the queue length at the beginning of the yth interval be α and at the end
of the interval be β. We thus need to calculate the probability of a path that
starts with α packets in the buffer, ends with β packets in the buffer, has ny

losses in it by congestion and consists of ay = (r1+z(y−1) − rz(y−1) − 1) arrival
events. We employ the arguments as in [8] to evaluate this probability. However
here in our analysis we also need to know the queue length at the arrival of the
last packet of an interval. We shall denote this probability by P(α,β)(ny, ay). Let
fj denote the jth lost packet. We shall decompose an interval into three types
of events as follows: (i) Vα(f1)-the first packet to be lost is f1 given that upon
the arrival of the first packet of the interval there are α packets in the buffer;
(ii)S(fl, fl+1)-packet fl+1 is lost given that packet fl was lost; (iii)U(fny , β)-
packet fny is the last to be lost and the queue length at the arrival of the last
packet of the interval is β.

Observe that an interval consists of the succession of events Vα(f1),S(f1, f2),
S(f2, f3), . . . ,S(fny−1, fny ),U(fny , β). Let vα(f1), s(fl, fl+1) and u(fny , β) be
the probabilities of the event Vα(f1),S(fl, fl+1) and U(fny , β), respectively. Thus
P(α,β)(ny, ay) is given by

ay−ny+1∑
f1=1

ay−ny+2∑
f2=f1+1

. . .

ay∑
fny=fny−1+1

vα(f1)s(f1, f2) . . . s(fny−1, ny)u(fny , β).

The computation of the probabilities vα(f1) and s(fl, fl+1) is similar to that in
[8]. For their computation, as well as of u(fny , β) see [2].

Proposition 2. The probabilities vα(f1), s(fl, fl+1) and u(fny , β) are given as

vα(f1) =
{

0 f1 ≤ K − α
ρ

ρ+1 .φ2f1−K+α−3(α+ 1,K) o.w. α �=K, (7)

vK(f1) =
{
1 f1 = 1
0 o.w. , s(fl, fl+1) =

ρ

ρ+ 1
.φ2(fl+1−fl−1)(K,K) (8)

u(fny , β) =



φ2(ay−fny )+K−β

(K,β) fny < ay

1 fny = ay and β = K
0 fny = ay and β �=K

(9)
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where φη(α, β) is defined as the probability of a path that starts with α packets in
the buffer, ends with β packets in the buffer and consists of η events (arrivals and
departures) and is defined as φη(α, β) = εη(α, β)+

∑H
r=1WαY

r−1ZT , where, for
α ≥ 1, β ≥ 1 where εη(α, β) is given by

Wα =
(
εα(α, 0), εα+2(α, 0), . . . , εα+2(H−1)(α, 0)

)
Z =

(
εη−α(0, β), εη−α−2(0, β), . . . , εη−α−2(H−1)(0, β)

)

Y =




0 ε2(0, 0) ε4(0, 0) . . . ε2(H−1)(0, 0)
0 0 ε2(0, 0) . . . ε2(H−2)(0, 0)
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 . . . ε2(0, 0)
0 0 0 . . . 0


 , H = 1 +

η − α− β
2

and εη(0, β) = εη−1(1, β), β ≥ 1, εη(α, 0) = 1
1+ρεη−1(α, 1), α ≥ 1, εη(0, 0) =

1
1+ρεη−2(1, 1), where −∞ < Υ <∞ takes on values in the sum in the definition
of εη(α, β) in (10) so that the binomial coefficients are proper, for e.g. in the
first sum in (10) η+α−β

2 > Υ (K + 1) and η > η+α−β
2 − Υ (K + 1).

We also need the probability of the evolution of a path after the end of
interval Ai and before the start of interval Ai+1 and having ki(≥ 1) packets
lost by random losses. Observe that the duration of this random loss event has
the distribution of the sum of ki + 1 independent exp(λ) distributed random
variables, i.e., Erlang(ki + 1, λ). Let Xi be the number of service completions
exp(µ) in an interval with distribution F ∗ F ∗ . . . (k − times) = F ∗k where
F ∼ exp(λ) and ∗ denotes the convolution operation. Then the probability that
Ai ends with β1 packets (including the last arrival in the interval Ai) in the
buffer and Ai+1 starts with β2 packets (not including the first arrival in the
interval Ai+1) in the buffer and has ki random losses can be written as

P (Xi = β1 − β2, ki) =




∫∞
0

e−µs(µs)(β1−β2)

(β1−β2)!
dF ∗(ki+1)(s) if 0 < β2 ≤ β1∑∞

m=β1

∫∞
0

e−µs(µs)m

m! dF ∗(ki+1)(s) if β2 = 0
0 β2 > β1.

Remark 2. Indeed, the end of service times are a Poisson process with intensity
µ. The PGF of the number of such points during a fix interval T is G(z) =
exp(−µ(1 − z)T ). If T is a random interval then it is G(z) = E[exp(−µ(1 −
z)T ] = T ∗(µ(1 − z) where T ∗(s) is the Laplace Stieltjes transform of T . If T
were exponential (λ) then this would give

G(z) =
λ

λ+ µ(1− z) =
1
z

θz

1− (1− p)z where θ =
λ

λ+ µ
=

ρ

1− ρ .
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We see that G(z) is the PGF of Y = X − 1 where X has a geometric distri-
bution with parameter θ, so P (Y = n) = (1 − θ)nθ. The number of points in
an Erlang(ki + 1, λ) RV, say Xi, has thus the distribution of the convolution of
ki + 1 copies of Y , which gives:

P (Xi = n) =
∑

y1+...+yn=ki+1

(ki + 1)!
y1!y2!...yn!

θn(1− θ)ki+1

This can now be used to for the expressions in (10).

We will now consider a path that starts with i packets in the buffer, in which
out of n packets in a frame, jr packets are lost by random losses jc packets are
lost by congestion losses, jc + jr = j and has T intervals. Let ri be the position
of the ith random loss. Let P i

p(jc, jr, T, n) be the probability of such a path 3.
Then for r1 �= 1 andrjr �=n,

where
∑i

k=1 fk = 0 for i ≤ 0 and a1 = r1 − 1, aT = n − jr −∑T−1
i=1 ai, kT−1 =

jr −∑T−2
h=1 kh, nT = jc −∑T−1

h=1 nh. One can similarly obtain expressions for the
other cases (jr ≤ 2) and/or r1 �= 1 and/orrjr �=n etc. Having obtained the
expressions we have

P i
p(jc, jr, n) =

∑
T

P i
p(jc, jr, T, n) and P

i
p(j, n) =

(
j
jc

)
P i

p(jc, jr, n).

And finally, Pp(j, n) =
∑K

i=0Π(i)P i
p(j, n). The probability Pp(j, n) here is the

same as the probability P (j, n) in Sec. 3.

6 Conclusion

We have studied the steady state loss probabilities of messages in anM/M/1/K
queue where there are both random losses and congestion losses using an al-
gebraic approach involving generating functions and a second approach based
on ballot theorems. The explicit expressions we obtained allowed us to investi-
gate numerically when it is profitable to add FEC, and what should the optimal
block size be when we add a single redundant packet per block (e.g. using a
XOR operation).
3 We use the subscript p to distinguish the notation from Sec. 3
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Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1

Define πj,n(x)
∆=
∑K

i=0 x
iP a

i (j, n), n ≥ 1, j ≥ 0. (3) implies for n ≥ 2, that

πj,n(x) = r̄
K−1∑
i=0

xi
i+1∑
k=0

Qi+1(k)P a
i+1−k(j, n− 1)

+ r
K−1∑
i=0

xi
i∑

k=0

Qi(k)P a
i−k(j − 1, n− 1) + xK

K∑
k=0

QK(k)P a
K−k(j − 1, n− 1).

We substitute (3) in the last equation, introduce πj,n(x) and also use the facts
that πj,n(0) = P a

0 (j, n) and 1 − ρα = α. We then obtain for n ≥ 2, j ≥ 1, after
some algebra [2]

πj,n(x) =
r̄ρα2

1− αx
(

1
αx
πj,n−1(x)− (αx)Kπj,n−1(α−1)

)

− r̄ρα2

1− αx
(

1
αx

− (αx)K
)
πj,n−1(0) + r̄α

1− (αx)K

1− αx πj,n−1(0)

+r
ρα

1− αx
(
πj−1,n−1(x)− (αx)K πj−1,n−1(α−1)

)
(10)

+rα
1− (αx)K

1− αx πj−1,n−1(0) + αρ(αx)
K
πj−1,n−1(α−1) + α(αx)Kπj−1,n−1(0).

Define, with some abuse of notation, the generating function of P a
i (j, n)

π(x, y, z) ∆=
∑∞

j=0
∑∞

n=1 y
jzn−1πj,n(x). When we fix y and |z| < 1, the above

generating function is polynomial in x, and therefore an analytic function. In
order to use (10), which holds only for n ≥ 2 and j ≥ 1, we note that∑∞

j=1
∑∞

n=2 y
jzn−1πj,n(x) = π(x, y, z) − π(x, 0, z) − π(x, y, 0) + π(x, 0, 0). We

obtain after some algebra [2]

π(x, y, z)− π(x, 0, z)
= yxK + r

1− xK

1− x y + r̄
ρα2z

(1− αx)αx [π(x, y, z)− π(x, 0, z)] + rραyz

1− αxπ(x, y, z)

+ ρα(αx)K
(
y − (r̄α+ ry)

1− αx
)
z
[
π(α−1, y, z) + π(0, y, z)/ρ

]
+
r̄α2(x− ρ)
(1− αx)αxz [π(0, y, z)− π(0, 0, z)]

+
r̄ρα2(αx)K

1− αx z
[
π(α−1, 0, z) + π(0, 0, z)/ρ

]
+
rαyz

1− αx (αx)
K
π(0, y, z). (11)

We note that in order to establish the proof of Proposition 1, it follows from (1)
that it suffices to obtain π(x, y, z) at x = ρ, since q(y, z) = RKπ(ρ, y, z). From
(11), we have

[π(ρ, y, z)− π(ρ, 0, z)] (1− (r̄ + rρy)z) = yρK + r
1− ρK

1− ρ y
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+z
(
y − r̄ − ry

α

)
(ρα)K+1 [

π(α−1, y, z) + π(0, y, z)/ρ
]

+zr̄(ρα)K+1 [
π(α−1, 0, z) + π(0, 0, z)/ρ

]
+ rρyz

[
π(ρ, 0, z) +

(αρ)K

ρ
π(0, y, z)

]
.

To compute the function π(ρ, y, z) it suffices to compute the functions in the
square brackets as well as π(ρ, 0, z). To do that, we first compute π0,n by pro-
ceeding in the same manner as in (10). Since P a

K(0, n) = 0 we have for n ≥ 2,

π0,n(x) = r̄ ρα2

1−αx
1

αxπ0,n−1(x)− r̄ ρα2

1−αx (αx)
K
π0,n−1(α−1)

+r̄α 1−(αx)K

1−αx π0,n−1(0)− r̄ ρα2

1−αx

( 1
αx − (αx)K

)
π0,n−1(0).

Taking the generating function of both sides and substituting π(x, 0, 0) = r̄ 1−xK

1−x ,
we get

(1− αx)αxπ(x, 0, z) = r̄1− xK

1− x (1− αx)αx+ r̄ρα2zπ(x, 0, z)
−r̄ρα2(αx)K+1

z
[
π(α−1, 0, z) + π(0, 0, z)/ρ

]
+ r̄α2(x− ρ)zπ(0, 0, z). (12)

From (11), we have(
(1− αx)αx− ρα2r̄z) [π(x, y, z)− π(x, 0, z)]

= (1− αx)αyxK+1 + (1− αx)αxr1− xK

1− x y
+zρα(αx)K+1 [(y (1− αx)− (r̄α+ ry)]× [π(α−1, y, z) + π(0, y, z)/ρ

]
+r̄ρα2(αx)K+1

z
[
π(α−1, 0, z) + π(0, 0, z)/ρ

]
+ α2rρxyzπ(x, y, z)

+α2r̄(x− ρ)z [π(0, y, z)− π(0, 0, z)] + α2rxyz(αx)Kπ(0, y, z). (13)

Substituting (12) in (13) yields(
(1− αx)αx− ρα2 (r̄z + rxyz))π(x, y, z)

= (1− αx)αyxK+1 + (1− αx)αx (ry + r̄) 1− xK

1− x
+zρα(αx)K+1 (y (r̄ − αx)− r̄α)× [π(α−1, y, z) + π(0, y, z)/ρ

]
+zα2

(
r̄(x− ρ) + rxy(αx)K

)
π(0, y, z). (14)

For each i = 1, 2, when x = xi(y, z), the term that multiplies π(x, y, z) in the
left hand side of equation (14) vanishes. Since π(x, y, z) is polynomial in x and
therefore analytic in x, the left hand side of (14) vanishes at x = xi(y, z). Thus by
substituting xi for x into (14), we obtain two equations (4) with two unknowns:
A(y, z) =

[
π(α−1, y, z) + π(0, y, z)/ρ

]
and B(y, z) = π(0, y, z). Equation (3)

of the proposition, finally, follows from (14) with x = ρ and since q(y, z) =
RKπ(ρ, y, z).
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Abstract. In this paper, we have analyzed a discrete-time GI − G − 1
queue with a preemptive resume priority scheduling and two priority
classes. We have derived the joint generating function of the system con-
tents of both classes and the generating functions of the delay of both
classes. These pgf’s are not explicitly found, but we have proven that
the moments of the distributions can be found explicitly in terms of the
system parameters. We have shown the impact of priority scheduling on
the performance characteristics by some numerical examples.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been much interest devoted to incorporating multime-
dia applications in packet networks (e.g., IP networks). Different types of traffic
need different QoS standards, but share the same network resources, such as
buffers and bandwidth. For real-time applications, it is important that mean de-
lay and delay-jitter are bounded, while for non real-time applications, the Loss
Ratio (LR) is the restrictive quantity.

In general, one can distinguish two priority strategies, which will be referred
to as Delay priority and Loss priority. Delay priority schemes attempt to guaran-
tee acceptable delay boundaries to delay-sensitive traffic (such as voice/video).
This can for instance be achieved by giving it HOL priority over non-delay-
sensitive traffic. Several types of Delay priority (or scheduling) schemes have
been proposed and analyzed, each with their own specific algorithmic and com-
putational complexity (see e.g. [5, 8] and the references therein). On the other
hand, Loss priority schemes attempt to minimize the packet loss of loss-sensitive
traffic (such as data). An overview and classification of some Loss priority (or
discarding) strategies can be found in [5, 3].

In this paper, we will focus on the effect of a specific Delay priority scheme,
i.e., the preemptive resume priority scheduling discipline. We assume that delay-
sensitive traffic has preemptive priority over delay-insensitive traffic, i.e., when
the server becomes empty, a packet of delay-sensitive traffic, when available, will
always be scheduled next. In the remaining, we will refer to the delay-sensitive

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 745–756, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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and delay-insensitive traffic as high and low priority traffic respectively. Newly
arriving high priority traffic interrupts transmission of a low priority packet that
has already commenced, and the interrupted low priority packet can resume its
transmission when all the high priority traffic has left the system.

In the literature, there have been a number of contributions with respect
to HOL priority scheduling. An overview of some basic HOL priority queueing
models can be found in Kleinrock [4], Miller [7] and Takagi [9] and the references
therein. Preemptive resume priority queues have been analyzed in Machihara [6],
Takine et al. [10] and Walraevens et al. [11]. Machihara [6] analyzes waiting
times when high priority arrivals are distributed according to a MAP process.
Takine [10] studies the waiting times of customers arriving to a queue according
to independent MAP processes. Finally, Walraevens [11] analyzes system con-
tents and packet delay when the length of high priority packets are generally
distributed and the length of low priority packets are geometrically distributed.

In this paper, we analyze the system contents and packet delay of high pri-
ority and low priority traffic in a discrete-time single-server buffer for a preemp-
tive resume priority scheme and per-slot i.i.d. arrivals. The transmission times
of the packets are assumed to be generally distributed. These distribution can
be class-dependent, i.e., the transmission times of the high priority packets can
be different from those of the low priority packets. We will demonstrate that an
analysis based on generating functions is extremely suitable for modelling this
type of buffers with a priority scheduling discipline. From these generating func-
tions, expressions for some interesting performance measures (such as moments
of system contents and packet delay of both classes) can be calculated.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the following section,
we present the mathematical model. In sections 3 and 4, we will then analyze
the steady-state system contents and packet delay of both classes. In section 5,
we give expressions for some moments of the system contents and packet delay
of both classes. Some numerical examples are treated in section 6. Finally, some
conclusions are formulated in section 7.

2 Mathematical Model

We consider a discrete-time single-server system with infinite buffer space. Time
is assumed to be slotted. There are two types of packets arriving to the system,
namely packets of class 1 and packets of class 2. The number of arrivals of
class j during slot k are i.i.d. and are denoted by aj,k (j = 1, 2). Their joint
probability mass distribution is defined as a(m,n) � Prob[a1,k = m, a2,k = n].
Note that the number of arrivals of both classes can be correlated during one
slot. The joint probability generating function (pgf) of a1,k and a2,k is defined

as A(z1, z2) � E[za1,k

1 z
a2,k

2 ] =
∞∑

m=0

∞∑
n=0

a(m,n)zm
1 z

n
2 . The marginal pgf’s of the

number of arrivals of class j are denoted by Aj(z) (j = 1, 2) and are given by
A(z, 1) and A(1, z) respectively. We will furthermore denote the mean arrival
rate of class j packets during a slot by λj � E[aj,k] = A′

j(1) (j = 1, 2).
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The service times of the class j packets, i.e., the number of slots a class j
packet is effectively being served, are i.i.d. and generally distributed and their
pgf is denoted by Sj(z) (j = 1, 2). The mean service time of a class j packet is
given by µj (j = 1, 2).

The class 1 packets are assumed to have preemptive resume priority over the
class 2 packets and within one class the scheduling is FCFS. The load offered by
class j packets is given by ρj � λjµj . The total load is then given by ρT � ρ1+ρ2.
We assume a stable system, i.e., ρT < 1.

3 System Contents

We denote the system contents of class j packets at the beginning of slot k by
uj,k (j = 1, 2). Their joint pgf is defined as Uk(z1, z2) � E

[
z

u1,k

1 z
u2,k

2

]
. Since

service times of both classes are generally distributed, the set {u1,k, u2,k} does
not form a Markov chain. Therefore, we introduce two new stochastic variables
rj,k (j = 1, 2) as follows: r1,k indicates the remaining number of slots needed to
transmit the class 1 packet in service at the beginning of slot k, if u1,k > 0, and
r1,k = 0 if u1,k = 0; r2,k indicates the remaining number of slots service time of
the class 2 packet longest in the system at the beginning of slot k, if u2,k > 0,
and r2,k = 0 if u2,k = 0. With these definitions, {r1,k, u1,k, r2,k, u2,k} is easily
seen to constitute a Markovian state description of the system at the beginning
of slot k. If s∗

j,k (j = 1, 2) indicates the service time of the next class j packet to
receive service at the beginning of slot k, the following system equations can be
established:

1. If r1,k = 0 (and hence u1,k = 0):

a) If r2,k = 0 (and hence u2,k = 0):

uj,k+1 = aj,k ; rj,k+1 =
{
0 if aj,k = 0
s∗

j,k if aj,k > 0 ,

with j = 1, 2. The only packets present in the system at the beginning
of slot k+1 are the packets that arrive during the previous slot. If there
have been new arrivals of class j packets during slot k, the remaining
number of slots needed to service the first class j packet is that packet’s
full service time.

b) If r2,k = 1:

u1,k+1 = a1,k ; u2,k+1 = u2,k − 1 + a2,k;

r1,k+1 =
{
0 if a1,k = 0
s∗
1,k if a1,k > 0 ; r2,k+1 =

{
0 if u2,k − 1 + a2,k = 0
s∗
2,k if u2,k − 1 + a2,k > 0 ,

i.e., the class 2 packet in service at the beginning of slot k leaves the
system at the end of slot k.
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c) If r2,k > 1:

u1,k+1 = a1,k ; u2,k+1 = u2,k + a2,k;

r1,k+1 =
{
0 if a1,k = 0
s∗
1,k if a1,k > 0 ; r2,k+1 = r2,k − 1,

i.e., the class 2 packet in service at the beginning of slot k remains in the
system (not necessarily in the server - because of the preemptive priority
scheduling discipline, it can only remain in the server if there are no new
class 1 arrivals). Its remaining service time is decreased by one.

2. If r1,k = 1:
a) If r2,k = 0 (and hence u2,k = 0):

u1,k+1 = u1,k − 1 + a1,k ; u2,k+1 = a2,k;

r1,k+1 =
{
0 if u1,k − 1 + a1,k = 0
s∗
1,k if u1,k − 1 + a1,k > 0 ; r2,k+1 =

{
0 if a2,k = 0
s∗
2,k if a2,k > 0 ,

i.e., the class 1 packet in service at the beginning of slot k, leaves the
system at the end of slot k. There were no class 2 packets in the system
at the beginning of slot k.

b) If r2,k > 0:

u1,k+1 = u1,k − 1 + a1,k ; u2,k+1 = u2,k + a2,k;

r1,k+1 =
{
0 if u1,k − 1 + a1,k = 0
s∗
1,k if u1,k − 1 + a1,k > 0 ; r2,k+1 = r2,k,

i.e., the class 1 packet in service at the beginning of slot k, leaves the
system at the end of slot k. The remaining service of the class 2 packet
longest in the system stays the same.

3. If r1,k > 1:
a) If r2,k = 0 (and hence u2,k = 0):

u1,k+1 = u1,k + a1,k ; u2,k+1 = a2,k;

r1,k+1 = r1,k − 1 ; r2,k+1 =
{
0 if a2,k = 0
s∗
2,k if a2,k > 0 ,

i.e., the class 1 packet in service at the beginning of slot k stays in the
server at the beginning of slot k + 1. Its remaining service is decreased
by one.

b) If r2,k > 0:

uj,k+1 = uj,k + aj,k;
r1,k+1 = r1,k − 1 ; r2,k+1 = r2,k,

with j = 1, 2. The difference with the previous case is that there was at
least one class 2 packet in the system at the beginning of slot k.
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We define E[X{Y }] as E[X|Y ]Prob[Y ] in the remainder. We furthermore define
Pk(x1, z1, x2, z2) as the joint pgf of the state vector (r1,k, u1,k, r2,k, u2,k), i.e.,
Pk(x1, z1, x2, z2) � E[xr1,k

1 z
u1,k

1 x
r2,k

2 z
u2,k

2 ]. We assume that the system is stable
(implying that the equilibrium condition requires that ρT < 1) and as a re-
sult Pk(x1, z1, x2, z2) and Pk+1(x1, z1, x2, z2) converge both to a common steady
state value P (x1, z1, x2, z2) = lim

k→∞
Pk(x1, z1, x2, z2). Using the system equations,

we can constitute a relation between Pk(x1, z1, x2, z2) and Pk+1(x1, z1, x2, z2).
By taking the k → ∞ limit in this relation between Pk(x1, z1, x2, z2) and
Pk+1(x1, z1, x2, z2) we obtain:

[x1 −A(z1, z2)]P (x1, z1, x2, z2)

=
[
x1A(0, 0)(1− S1(x1))(1− S2(x2)) +

x1
x2
A(0, z2)(1− S1(x1))(x2S2(x2)− 1)

+A(z1, 0)(x1S1(x1)− 1)(1− S2(x2))

+
1
x2
A(z1, z2)(x1x2S1(x1)S2(x2)− x1S1(x1)− x2S2(x2) + x2)

]
P (0, 0, 0, 0)

+x1[A(0, 0)(1− S1(x1)) +A(z1, 0)S1(x1)](1− S2(x2))R2(0)
+x1(A(0, z2)−A(0, 0))(1− S1(x1))(S2(x2)− 1)R1(0, 0, 0)
+(A(z1, z2)−A(z1, 0))(S2(x2)− 1)P (x1, z1, 0, 0)
+x1(A(z1, z2)−A(z1, 0))(z1 − S1(x1))(1− S2(x2))R1(z1, 0, 0)

+
1
x2
[x1A(0, z2)(1− S1(x1)) +A(z1, z2)(x1S1(x1)− x2)]P (0, 0, x2, z2)

+x1[A(0, z2)(1− S1(x1)) +A(z1, z2)S1(x1)](S2(x2)− z2)R2(z2)
+x1A(0, z2)(1− S1(x1))R1(0, x2, z2) + x1A(z1, z2)(S1(x1)− z1)R1(z1, x2, z2)

with functions R1(z1, x2, z2) � lim
k→∞

E
[
z

u1,k−1
1 x

r2,k

2 z
u2,k

2 {r1,k = 1}
]

and

R2(z2) � lim
k→∞

E
[
z

u2,k−1
2 {r1,k = u1,k = 0, r2,k = 1}

]
. It now remains for us to

determine the functions P (x1, z1, 0, 0), P (0, 0, x2, z2), R2(z2), R1(z1, x2, z2) and
the unknown parameters P (0, 0, 0, 0), R2(0) and R1(0, 0, 0). Using generating
functions techniques (a.o. Rouché’s theorem), we can ultimately calculate a fully
determined version for P (x1, z1, x2, z2) (calculations are omitted due to page lim-
itations):

P (x1, z1, x2, z2) = (1− ρT )[
1 +

x1z1(A(z1, 0)−A(Y (0), 0))(S1(x1)− S1(A(z1, 0)))(1− S2(x2))
A(Y (0), 0)(x1 −A(z1, 0))(z1 − S1(A(z1, 0)))(z1 − S1(A(z1, z2)))

+x1z1
(A(z1, z2)−A(Y (z2), z2))(S1(x1)− S1(A(z1, z2)))

(x1 −A(z1, z2))(z1 − S1(A(z1, z2)))(z2 − S2(A(Y (z2), z2))){
S2(A(Y (z2), z2))(z2 − S2(x2))

A(Y (z2), z2)
− z2

(1− x2)(S2(x2)− S2(A(Y (z2), z2)))
x2 −A(Y (z2)z2)

}

−x2z2 (1−A(Y (z2), z2))(S2(x2)− S2(A(Y (z2), z2)))
(x2 −A(Y (z2), z2))(z2 − S2(A(Y (z2), z2)))

]
, (1)
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with Y (z) implicitly defined as Y (z) � S1(A(Y (z), z)). From this pgf, several
joint and marginal pgf’s can be calculated. We can for instance calculate the joint
pgf of the system contents of class j packets and the remaining service of the class
j packet with the longest waiting time at the beginning of an arbitrary slot in
steady-state defined as follows Pj(x, z) � lim

k→∞
E [xrj,kzuj,k ] , j = 1, 2. P1(x1, z1)

(P2(x2, z2) respectively) can then be found from equation (1) by substituting x2
and z2 (x1 and z1 respectively) by 1. More importantly, we can calculate the
joint pgf of the steady-state system contents of class 1 and class 2 packets from
equation (1). It is given by:

U(z1, z2) � lim
k→∞

E
[
z

u1,k

1 z
u2,k

2

]
= P (1, z1, 1, z2)

= (1− ρT )
S2(A(Y (z2), z2))(z2 − 1)
z2 − S2(A(Y (z2), z2))

(2)
[
1 + z1

(A(z1, z2)−A(Y (z2), z2))(S1(A(z1, z2))− 1)
A(Y (z2), z2)(A(z1, z2)− 1)(z1 − S1(A(z1, z2)))

]
.

From the two-dimensional pgf U(z1, z2), we can easily derive expressions for the
pgf of the system contents of class 1 packets and class 2 packets at the beginning
of an arbitrary slot from expression (2), yielding

U1(z) � lim
k→∞

E [zu1,k ] = U(z, 1)

= (1− ρ1)
S1(A1(z))(z − 1)
z − S1(A1(z))

; (3)

U2(z) � lim
k→∞

E [zu2,k ] = U(1, z)

= (1− ρT )
A2(z)

A(Y (z), z)
S2(A(Y (z), z)(z − 1)
z − S2(A(Y (z), z))

1−A(Y (z), z)
1−A2(z)

. (4)

4 Packet Delay

The packet delay is defined as the total amount of time a packet spends in
the system, more precisely, the number of slots between the end of the packet’s
arrival slot and the end of its departure slot. We can analyze the packet delay
of class 1 packets as if they are the only packets in the system. This is e.g. done
in [1] and the pgf of the packet delay of class 1 packets is given by

D1(z) =
1− ρ1
λ1

S1(z)(z − 1)
z −A1(S1(z))

1−A1(S1(z))
1− S1(z)

. (5)

Because of the priority discipline, the analysis of the delay of the low priority
class will be a bit more involved. We tag a class 2 packet that enters the buffer
during slot k. Let us refer to the packets in the system at the end of slot k,
but that have to be served before the tagged packet as the “primary packets”.
So, basically, the tagged class 2 packet can enter the server, when all primary
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packets and all class 1 packets that arrived after slot k are transmitted. In order
to analyse the delay of the tagged class 2 packet, the number of class 1 packets
and class 2 packets that are served between the arrival slot of the tagged class
2 packet and its departure slot is important, not the precise order in which
they are served. Therefore, in order to facilitate the analysis, we will consider
an equivalent virtual system with an altered service discipline. We assume that
from slot k on, the order of service for class 1 packets (those in the queue at the
end of slot k and newly arriving ones) is LCFS instead of FCFS in the equivalent
system (the transmission of class 2 packets remains FCFS). So, a primary packet
can enter the server, when the system becomes free (for the first time) of class
1 packets that arrived during and after the service time of the primary packet
that predecessed it according to the new service discipline. Let v(i)1,m denote the
length of the time period during which the server is occupied by the m-th class
1 packet that arrives during slot i and its class 1 “successors”, i.e., the time
period starting at the beginning of the service of that packet and terminating
when the system becomes free (for the first time) of class 1 packets which arrived
during and after its service time. Analogously, let v(i)2,m denote the length of the
time period during which the server is occupied by the m-th class 2 packet that
arrives during slot i and its class 1 “successors”. The v(i)j,m’s (j = 1, 2) are called
sub-busy periods, caused by the m-th class j packet that arrived during slot i.
The service time of the tagged class 2 packet is denoted by s∗

2.
When the tagged class 2 packet arrives, the system is in one of the following

states:

1. r1,k = 0 (and hence u1,k = 0):
a) r2,k = 0 (and hence u2,k = 0):

d2 =
2∑

j=1

fj,k∑
m=1

v
(k)
j,m + s∗

2 +
s∗
2−1∑
i=1

a1,li∑
m=1

v
(li)
j,m, (6)

with fj,k defined as the number of class j packets arriving during slot
k, but that have to be served before the tagged packet. Slots li are
defined as the slots during which the tagged packet receives service (i =
1, .., s∗

2). f1,k class 1 primary packets and f2,k class 2 primary packets
that arrived during slot k and their class 1 successors have to be served
before the tagged class 2 packet. During the service time of the tagged
class 2 packet, new class 1 packets may arrive, which interrupt the tagged
packet’s service. The last two terms take this part of the delay into
account.

b) r2,k > 0:

d2 = (r2,k − 1) +
r2,k−1∑

i=1

a1,ni∑
m=1

v
(ni)
1,m +

2∑
j=1

fj,k∑
m=1

v
(k)
j,m +

u2,k−1∑
m=1

ṽ2,m (7)

+s∗
2 +

s∗
2−1∑
i=1

a1,li∑
m=1

v
(li)
j,m,
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with the ni-th slots (i = 1, .., r2,k−1) the slots (after slot k) that the class
2 packet longest in the server receives service and the ṽ2,m’s are defined
as the sub-busy periods, caused by the m-th class 2 packet already in
the queue at the beginning of start slot l. The residual service time of
the packet in service during slot k contributes in the first term, the sub-
busy periods of the class 1 packets arriving during the residual service
time contribute in the second term, the sub-busy periods of the class 1
and class 2 packets arriving during slot k, but that have to be served
before the tagged class 2 packet contribute in the third term, the sub-
busy periods of the class 2 packets already in the queue at the beginning
of slot k contribute in the fourth term and finally the service time of the
tagged class 2 packet itself and the sub-busy periods of the class 1 packets
arriving during this service time (except for its last slot) contribute in
the last two terms.

2. r1,k > 0:
a) r2,k = 0 (and hence u2,k = 0):

d2 = (r1,k − 1) +
r1,k−1∑

i=1

a1,k+i∑
m=1

v
(k+i)
1,m +

2∑
j=1

fj,k∑
m=1

v
(k)
j,m +

u1,k−1∑
m=1

ṽ1,m (8)

+s∗
2 +

s∗
2−1∑
i=1

a1,li∑
m=1

v
(li)
j,m,

with the ṽ1,m’s the sub-busy periods, caused by the m-th class 1 packet
already in the queue at the beginning of slot k. The expression is almost
the same as in the previous case, with the difference that a class 1 packet
was being served during slot k.

b) r2,k > 0:

d2 = (r1,k − 1) +
r1,k−1∑

i=1

a1,k+i∑
m=1

v
(k+i)
1,m +

2∑
j=1

fj,k∑
m=1

v
(k)
j,m +

u1,k−1∑
m=1

ṽ1,m (9)

+r2,k +
r2,k∑
i=1

a1,ni∑
m=1

v
(ni)
1,m +

u2,l−1∑
m=1

ṽ2,m + s∗
2 +

s∗
2∑

i=1

a1,li∑
m=1

v
(li)
j,m.

This case is a combination of the former two cases.

Due to the initial assumptions and since the length of different sub-busy periods
only depends on the number of class 1 packet arrivals during different slots and
the service times of the corresponding primary packets, the sub-busy periods
associated with the primary packets of class 1 and class 2 form a set of i.i.d. ran-
dom variables and their pgf will be presented by V1(z) and V2(z) respectively.
Notice that f1,k and f2,k are correlated; in section 2 it was explained that a1,k

and a2,k may be correlated as well. Once again, applying a z-transform tech-
nique to equations (6)-(9) and taking into account the previous remarks, we can
ultimately derive an expression for D2(z):
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D2(z) =
1− ρT

λ2

S2(z)(A(V1(z), V2(z))−A1(V1(z)))
zA1(V1(z))−A(V1(z), V2(z))

1− zA1(V1(z))
1− V2(z)

. (10)

Finally, we have to find expressions for V1(z) and V2(z). These pgf’s satisfy the
following relations:

Vj(z) = Sj(zA1(V1(z))), (11)

with j = 1, 2. This can be understood as follows: when the m-th class j packet
that arrived during slot i enters service, v(i)j,m consists of two parts: the service
time of that packet itself, and the service times of the class 1 packets that arrive
during its service time and of their class 1 successors. This leads to equation
(11).

5 Calculation of Moments

The functions Y (z), V1(z) and V2(z) can only be explicitly found in case of some
simple arrival processes. Their derivatives for z = 1, necessary to calculate the
moments of the system contents and the packet delay, on the contrary, can be

calculated in closed-form. Let us define λij and µjj as λij � ∂2A(z1, z2)
∂zi∂zj

∣∣∣∣∣
z1=z2=1

and µjj � d2Sj(z)
dz2

∣∣∣∣∣
z=1

, with i, j = 1, 2. Now we can calculate the mean system

contents and the mean packet delay of both classes by taking the first derivatives
of the respective pgf’s for z = 1. We find

E[u1] = ρ1 +
λ11µ1 + λ21µ11
2(1− ρ1)

, (12)

for the mean system contents of class 1 packets and

E[u2] = ρ2 +
ρ1λ2(µ2 − 1)

1− ρ1
+

λ22µ2
2(1− ρT )

+
λ22µ22

2(1− ρT )(1− ρ1)
+

λ12µ1
1− ρT

(13)

+
λ2(λ11µ21 + λ1µ11)
2(1− ρT )(1− ρ1)

,

for the mean system contents of class 2 packets. The mean delay of both classes
can also be found by taking the first derivatives of the respective pgf’s for z = 1,
and are given by E[dj ] = E[uj ]/λj . So, as expected, Little’s law is satisfied.

In a similar way, expressions for the variance (and higher moments) can be
calculated by taking the appropriate derivatives of the respective generating
functions as well. These are nevertheless too elaborate to express them, but
figures of the variance of system contents and packet delay of both classes will
be shown in the next section.
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6 Numerical Examples

In this section, we present some numerical examples. We assume the traffic of the
two classes to be arriving according to a two-dimensional binomial process. Its
two-dimensional pgf is given by A(z1, z2) = (1−λ1(1−z1)/N −λ2(1−z2)/N)N .
The arrival rate of class j traffic is thus given by λj (j = 1, 2). This arrival process
occurs for instance at an output queue of a NxN output queueing switch/router
fed by a Bernoulli process at the inlets. Notice also that if N → ∞, the arrival
process becomes a superposition of two independent Poisson streams. In the
remainder of this section, we assume that N = 16. We furthermore denote the
fraction of the high priority load in the total load by α, i.e., α = ρ1/ρT .

In Figure 1, the mean and variance of the system contents of class 1 and
class 2 packets is shown as a function of the total load ρT , when service times
of class 1 and class 2 packets are deterministically equal to 2 (µ1 = µ2 = 2) and
α is 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 respectively. We clearly see the influence of the priority
scheduling. The mean and variance of the system contents of class 1 packets
remains low, even if the fraction of class 1 packets is high. The mean value and
variance of the system contents of class 2 packets on the other hand is large,
especially when the system is heavily loaded.
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Fig. 1. Mean and variance of the system contents versus the total load

In Figure 2, the mean value and variance of the packet delay of class 1 and
class 2 packets is shown as a function of the total load ρT , when service times
of both classes are deterministically equal to 2, i.e., µj = 2 (j = 1, 2) and α
is, as before, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 respectively. In order to compare with FIFO
scheduling, we have also shown the mean value and variance of the packet delay
in that case. Since, in this example, the service times of the class 1 and class
2 packets are equally distributed, the packet delay is then of course the same
for class 1 and class 2 packets, and can thus be calculated as if there is only
one class of packets arriving according to an arrival process with pgf A(z, z).
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This has already been analyzed, e.g., in [2]. The influence of priority scheduling
on the packet delay becomes obvious from these figures: mean and variance of
the delay of class 1 packets reduces significantly. The price to pay is of course
a larger mean value and variance of the delay of class 2 packets. If this kind of
traffic is not delay-sensitive, as assumed, this is not a too big a problem. Also,
the smaller the fraction of high priority load in the overall traffic mix, the lower
the mean and variance of the packet delay of both classes will be.
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Fig. 2. Mean and variance of the packet delay versus the total load

Finally, Figure 3a. (Figure 3b. respectively) shows the mean delay of high
and low priority packets when service time of the packets are deterministic, as a
function of the mean service time of the low priority packets (high priority pack-
ets respectively), i.e., µ2 (µ1 respectively), when µ1 = 2 (µ2 = 2 respectively)
and ρT = 0.75. α is, as before, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The figures show that the
mean packet delay of high-priority packets is not influenced by the mean ser-
vice time of class 2 packets, while it is proportionally increasing with the mean
service time of class 1 packets (when the load of high and low priority packets
is kept constant). The mean packet delay of class 2 packets on the other hand
is proportionally increasing with the mean service time of class 2 packets and
with the mean service time of class 1 packets. Because of the preemptive priority
scheduling discipline, mean delay of high priority packets is only influenced by
its own arrival and service process, while the mean delay of low priority packets
is influenced by the arrival and service processes of both classes.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed a discrete-time GI − G − 1 queue with a pre-
emptive resume priority scheduling and two priority classes. We have derived the
joint generating function of the system contents of both classes and the gener-
ating functions of the delay of both classes. These pgf’s are not explicitly found,
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Fig. 3. Mean packet delay versus the mean service time of class 2 and class 1 packets

but we have proven that the moments of the distributions can be found explic-
itly in terms of the system parameters. We have shown the impact of priority
scheduling on the performance characteristics by some numerical examples.
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Abstract. This paper presents the steady-state analysis of a discrete-
time infinite-capacity multiserver queue with c servers and independent
geometrically distributed service times. The arrival process is a batch
renewal process, characterized by general independent batch interarrival
times and general independent batch sizes. The analysis has been carried
out by means of an analytical technique based on generating functions,
complex analysis and contour integration. Expressions for the generating
functions of the system contents during an arrival slot as well as during
an arbitrary slot have been obtained. Also, the delay in case of a first-
come-first-served queueing discipline has been analyzed.

1 Introduction

The analysis of discrete-time queueing models has received considerable atten-
tion in the scientific literature over the past years in view of its applicability
in the study of many computer and communication systems in which time is
slotted, see e.g. [1,2,3] and the references therein. In most of the existing studies
of discrete-time multiserver queueing models, however, the service times of cus-
tomers are assumed to be constant, equal to one slot (see [4,5,6]) or multiple slots
([7]). On the other hand, very little seems to have been done on discrete-time
multiserver queues with random service times. A multiserver queueing system
with geometric service times and a general independent arrival process is ana-
lyzed in [8]. Geometric service times are also considered in [9,10,11], while [12]
and [13] deal with general service times, but only for the single-server case.

In this paper, we present an analytical technique for the analysis of discrete-
time multiserver queues with geometric service times and a batch renewal arrival
process. This process is characterized by a sequence of independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) batch interarrival times and a sequence of i.i.d. batch
sizes, and can be used to model both first- and second-order correlation charac-
teristics of a traffic stream ([14]). As far as know to the authors, an analysis of
the considered queueing model has never been reported on in the literature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The assumptions of the
queueing model under study and some basic terminology are given in Sect. 2.

� � � SMACS: Stochastic Modeling and Analysis of Communication Systems

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 757–768, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Next, the analysis of the queueing model is carried out and expressions are
derived for the generating functions of the system contents during an arrival slot
(Sect. 3), the system contents during an arbitrary slot (Sect. 4) and the waiting
time and delay in case of a first-come-first-served queueing discipline (Sect. 5).

2 Model Description

In this paper, we consider a discrete-time buffer system with an infinite waiting
room for customers and c servers. It is assumed the system has a clock such that
time is divided in fixed-length slots sj (j = 1, 2, . . . ), chronologically indexed,
and separated by slot boundaries tj , where sj � [tj , tj+1).

Arrivals to the system occur solely on slot boundaries. Slot boundaries with
arrivals are called arrival instants; the slot following an arrival instant is called an
arrival slot. We denote the kth arrival instant by τk and the arrival slot following
τk by Ik (k = 1, 2, . . . ). The time interval (expressed in slots) between two
successive arrival instants is referred to as the interarrival time and is denoted
by the symbol A. Specifically, Ak stands for the interarrival time starting at τk.
The interarrival times are assumed to be independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables with common probability mass function (PMF) a(n) �
Prob[Ak = n] (n = 1, 2, . . . ), and probability generating function (PGF) A(z).

At a given arrival instant, several customers may enter the system (batch
arrivals). In particular, the random variable for the number of customers arriving
at τk is denoted by Bk and is called the batch size for the arrival instant τk. The
batch sizes are assumed to be i.i.d. random variables. Their common PGF is
denoted by B(z). All Ak’s and Bk’s are also mutually statistically independent.

Customers are queued for service according to a first-come-first-served dis-
cipline (FCFS), and receive service from any of the c servers. Hereby the order
in which simultaneously arriving customers are queued for service is irrelevant
for the analysis. Service can start solely at slot boundaries and always takes a
positive integer number of full slots. A customer can be taken in service as soon
as he arrives, provided, of course, there is a server available. After service com-
pletion customers leave the system immediately. Hence, the departures from the
system also occur solely at slot boundaries. Note that the assumption of a FCFS
queueing discipline has no influence on the distribution of the buffer contents.

The number of slots it takes to serve the lth customer is called the lth service
time, and is denoted by Dl. The service times are assumed to be i.i.d. and
geometrically distributed with parameter 1− σ (0 < σ ≤ 1), i.e., with PGF

D(z) =
σz

1− (1− σ)z . (1)

3 System Contents during an Arrival Slot

During any slot the number of customers in the system, referred to as the system
contents, remains constant and therefore is well-defined. For any arrival slot Ik,
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let Uk be the system contents during Ik. Due to the memoryless nature of the
service-time distribution, the random variables {Uk | k = 1, 2, . . . } form a Markov
chain. Let Uk(z) be the PGF of Uk. Under the assumption that the buffer system,
on the average, receives less work than it can handle, i.e., B′(1) < cσA′(1), the
system will, for large k, tend towards an equilibrium, where all Uk’s have a
common distribution with PGF U(z).

Now, let us consider an arbitrary pair of two consecutive arrival slots Ik and
Ik+1, and the time interval in between them. We define the random variable Vp

(p = 0, 1, . . . , Ak) as the number of customers present in the system in slot Ik
and still present in the system during the slot s∗p = [t∗p, t

∗
p+1), i.e., the pth slot

after Ik (see Fig. 1). For p < Ak, Vp represents the actual system contents during
s∗p, while for p = Ak, we have s∗Ak

= Ik+1 and the system contents in this slot is

Uk+1 = VAk
+Bk+1 . (2)

The PMF of the random variable Vp is denoted by vp(n) � Prob[Vp = n] (n =
0, 1, . . . ), and its PGF by Vp(z). It is clear that the distribution of Vp depends
only on the distribution of V0 = Uk and the distribution of the total number of
departures at the slot boundaries in the interval ]τk, t∗p]. Between the random
variables related to consecutive slots the following relation holds :

Vp = Vp−1 −Rp , p = 1, 2, . . . , Ak , (3)

where the random variable Rp indicates the number of departures at t∗p (see Fig.
1). Since the service times are geometrically distributed with parameter (1−σ),
the number of departures at t∗p (p = 1, 2, . . . , Ak) has a binomial distribution
with parameters rp = min(c, Vp−1) and σ, rp being the number of servers that
are occupied during the preceding slot s∗p−1. In terms of the conditional PGF

R(z |n) �
min(c,n)∑

m=0

Prob[Rp = m |Vp−1 = n] zm , (4)

we have that

R(z |n) =
{
(1− σ + σz)n � [M(z)]n , 0 ≤ n ≤ c− 1 ;
(1− σ + σz)c � [M(z)]c , c ≤ n . (5)

Equations (3)–(5) then yield

Vp(z) =
∞∑

n=0

min(c,n)∑
m=0

Prob[Vp−1 = n] Prob[Rp = m |Vp−1 = n] zn−m

= [M(1/z)]c Vp−1(z) +
c−1∑
n=0

vp−1(n)Fn(z) , p = 1, 2, . . . , Ak ,

(6)

where {Fn(z) |n = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1} is a family of rational functions in z :

Fn(z) � zn ([M(1/z)]n − [M(1/z)]c) , n = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1 . (7)
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Fig. 1. System contents during an arrival slot

Next, applying (6) repeatedly, and taking into account that V0 = Uk, or equiva-
lently V0(z) = Uk(z), we get that

Vp(z) = [M(1/z)]p c Uk(z) +
c−1∑
n=0

Fn(z)
p−1∑
m=0

vm(n) [M(1/z)](p−m−1) c . (8)

In view of (2), and since Bk+1 is independent of VAk
, we have

Uk+1(z | p) � E
[
zUk+1 |Ak = p

]
= B(z)Vp(z) . (9)

From (8)–(9), the unconditional PGF Uk+1(z) of Uk+1 is then derived as

Uk+1(z) = B(z)A([M(1/z)]c) Uk(z)

+B(z)
c−1∑
n=0

Fn(z)
∞∑

p=1

a(p)
p−1∑
m=0

vm(n) [M(1/z)](p−m−1) c .
(10)

Under the assumption of equilibrium, both Uk(z) and Uk+1(z) can be substituted
by U(z). Solving for U(z), we obtain

U(z) =
B(z)

1−B(z)A([M(1/z)]c)

c−1∑
n=0

Fn(z) Jn(z) , (11)

where the functions Jn(z) are defined as

Jn(z) �
∞∑

p=1

a(p) [M(1/z)](p−1) c

p−1∑
m=0

vm(n) [M(1/z)]−m c . (12)

The right-hand side of (11) contains, through the functions Jn(z), an infinite
number of unknown coefficients {vm(n) |m = 0, 1, . . . ;n = 0, 1, . . . , c−1}. Based
on these probabilities, we define a family of c functions by their Taylor series
expansions around z = 0 :

Hn(z) �
∞∑

m=0

vm(n) zm , n = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1 . (13)
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These series converge at least for all z with |z| < 1, since the sum of all of the
coefficients are bounded by 1. Since σ > 0, all customers present in the buffer
during Ik will eventually leave the system, so that lim

m→∞ vm(n) = δ(n), where

δ(n) �
{
0 , if n �= 0 ;
1 , if n = 0 .

(14)

Hence, we can expect the series Hn(z), for all n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c− 1}, to converge
in a region that contains the unit disk, including its edge. On the other hand,
H0(z) apparently has a pole in z = 1. The coefficient vm(n) can be written as
the residue of the complex function Hn(ζ) ζ−m−1 at ζ = 0, so that

vm(n) =
1
2πi

∮
L

Hn(ζ)
ζm+1 dζ , (15)

where i indicates the imaginary unit and L, for the time being, is an arbitrary
closed contour around the origin ζ = 0 in the complex ζ-plane, but not around
any other singularity of Hn(ζ). After substitution in (12), under the assumption
that a proper choice is made for the contour L and for proper z, the summations
over p andm on the right-hand side of (12) can be brought behind the integration
operator and summed. As a result, we get the following expression for Jn(z) :

Jn(z) =
1
2πi

∮
L

Hn(ζ)
ζ [M(1/z)]c − 1

[A([M(1/z)]c)−A(1/ζ)] dζ , (16)

for all z such that |M(1/z)|c < RA, where the notation RX stands for the radius
of convergence of the Taylor series expansion of the function X(z) around the
origin z = 0. This range for z contains at least the entire complex z-plane outside
the unit circle and the unit circle itself. For ζ, on the other hand, a “proper”
choice for the contour L means that

(∀ζ ∈ L) (1/ |ζ| < RA and |ζ| < RHn) . (17)

For all n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c− 1}, we can choose for L an arbitrary circle with center
in ζ = 0 and radius a, where 1/RA < a < 1, i.e., a circle smaller than the unit
circle but still around all the singularities of A(1/ζ).

In view of Cauchy’s residue theorem ([15]), Jn(z) can be obtained as a sum of
integrals over small contours around the singularities of the integrand inside the
contour L. These singularities are given by the set S−1

A , i.e., the set of singular
points of the function A(1/ζ). They all have a modulus smaller than 1/RA and
therefore lie within the contour L, so that

Jn(z) =
∑

α∈S−1
A

1
2πi

∮
Lα

Hn(ζ)
1− ζ [M(1/z)]c

A(1/ζ) dζ . (18)

Note that there is no contribution of the term with A([M(1/z]c) because it
remains regular for all ζ ∈ S−1

A . In (18), Lα is a “sufficiently” small contour
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around α ∈ S−1
A , i.e., inside the circle C(0, 1/RA) and not around any other

singularity of A(1/ζ). Because in (16), z solely occurs under the form [M(1/z)]c,
it is expedient to make a change of variable towards

u = u(z) � [M(1/z)]−1 ≡ D−1(z) ⇔ z = D(u) , (19)

so that we get for Jn(z) :

Jn(z) � J̃n(uc) = uc
∑

α∈S−1
A

J̃n,α(uc) , (20)

where

J̃n,α(x) � 1
2πi

∮
Lα

Hn(ζ)
x− ζ A(1/ζ) dζ . (21)

For any x outside Lα, the contribution J̃n,α(x) for any α ∈ S−1
A , is the integral

along a finite contour of an integrand that remains regular along that contour,
and therefore is a well-defined complex number. Further, the integrand is an
analytical function of x for all x outside of Lα, so that also J̃n,α(x) is analytical
outside of Lα. Finally, since Lα can be chosen arbitrarily small, J̃n,α(x) is a regu-
lar analytical function for all x �=α. At x = α, however, J̃n,α(x) has a singularity,
exactly of the same type as for A(1/ζ) at ζ = α. Also, limx→∞ J̃n,α(x) = 0, so
that the Laurent series expansion around x = α for J̃n,α(x) does not contain
terms with positive powers of (x − α). For an essential singularity, little more
can be said because the functions Hn(ζ) are unknown. However, if α ∈ S−1

A is a
pole with multiplicity m, J̃n,α(x) is of the following form :

J̃n,α(x) =
Λ−m

(x− α)m +
Λ−m+1

(x− α)m−1 + . . .+
Λ−1

x− α , (22)

where

Λ−k =
1

(m− k)! lim
ζ→α

dm−k

dζm−k
[Hn(ζ)A(1/ζ) (ζ − α)m] , k = 1, 2, . . . ,m . (23)

The Λ−k’s still depend on Hn(α), H ′
n(α), . . . , H

(m−k)
n (α) and therefore are to be

considered as unknown quantities. However, further analysis will show that it is
not necessary to determine these coefficients.

From this point on we assume that A(z) is a rational function. When A(z)
is rational, all the singularities of A(1/z) are poles and all of them give contri-
butions of the form of (22). Let us write

A(1/z) � PA(z)
QA(z)

; (24)

QA(z) �
∏

α∈S−1
A

(z − α)mα , (25)
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where mα indicates the multiplicity of α ∈ S−1
A and PA(z) is a polynomial

function with degPA < degQA, since limz→∞ A(1/z) = 0. Summing over the
contributions of all poles, we can easily see that

∑
α∈S−1

A

J̃n,α(x) =
PU,n(x)
QA(x)

, n = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1 , (26)

with PU,n(x) a yet unknown polynomial function of degree degPU,n = degQA−1.
Hence, (20) becomes

Jn(z) = J̃n(uc) = uc PU,n(uc)
QA(uc)

. (27)

Next, from (11) and (27), in view of

Fn(z) � F̃n(u) = [D(u)]n
(
u−n − u−c

)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1 , (28)

we readily get for U(z) :

U(z) = Ũ(u) =
B(D(u)) P̃U (u)

[1− (1− σ)u]c−1 [QA(uc)−B(D(u))PA(uc)]
, (29)

where

P̃U (u) �
c−1∑
n=0

σn (uc − un) [1− (1− σ)u]c−n−1 PU,n(uc) , (30)

which is the sole unknown function on the right-hand side of (29). P̃U (u) is a
polynomial function in u of degree (cdegQA + c − 1), though, the coefficients
have only cdegQA degrees of freedom, so that cdegQA linearly independent
conditions on the coefficients suffice to determine the polynomial P̃U (u) com-
pletely. These conditions are obtained by invoking the analyticity of the PGF
U(z) in the unit disk, i.e., the analyticity of Ũ(u) in the image of the unit disk
under the transformation z → u = D−1(z) and more particularily in the zeros of
the denominator of (29) in that area. An application of Rouché’s theorem ([16])
shows that the factor

QU (z) � QA([M(1/z)]−c)−B(z)PA([M(1/z)]−c) (31)

has as many zeros within the unit disk as QA([M(1/z)]−c), counting multiple
zeros several times. This number of zeros is precisely cdegQA. One of these zeros
of QU (z) is 1, all other zeros lie strictly within the unit circle. Therefore, also

Q̃U (u) = QA(uc)−B(D(u))PA(uc) (32)

has cdegQA zeros within the image of the unit disk under the mapping
z → D−1(z). One of these zeros is 1, where P̃U (u) vanishes regardless the coef-
ficients of the polynomials PU,n. Let us denote the set of the cdegQA − 1 other
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zeros by QU = {u : Q̃U (u) = 0 and |D(u)| < 1}. In these points, Ũ(u) must
remain regular, and therefore they have to be zeros of P̃U (u) as well, with at
least the same multiplicity, so that cdegQA − 1 linear equations in the cdegQA

unknown coefficients are obtained. An additional equation follows from the nor-
malization condition Ũ(1) = 1. Hence, we have a set of cdegQA linearly inde-
pendent conditions on the cdegQA unknown coefficients, so that the polynomial
P̃U (u) can be determined completely. Note that P̃U (u) will be of the form

P̃U (u) = Ψ(u)
∏

β∈QU

(u− β)mβ , (33)

where Ψ(u) is a polynomial of degree c, and mβ indicates the multiplicity of the
zero β of Q̃U (u) (and P̃U (u)). Thus finally, U(z) is completely expressed in terms
of known quantities only, i.e., the PGFs A(z) and B(z), the parameter σ, the
degQA poles of the function A(1/z), and the cdegQA−1 solutions of QU (z) = 0,
or, equivalently, of the characteristic equation 1 = B(z)A([M(1/z)]c) strictly
inside the unit disk.

4 System Contents during an Arbitrary Slot

Under the assumption that the buffer system has reached a stochastic equi-
librium, we now consider an arbitrary slot s and we let N denote the system
contents during slot s (see Fig. 2). The start of s is indicated by t. Also, let τ
be the preceding arrival instant (if t is an arrival instant, let τ = t), let I be the
arrival slot starting at τ and let U be the system contents during I.

❇
❇❇�

τ t
❈
❈

❈
❈

❈
❈. . . ❈

❈

Â✛ ✲
I✛ ✲ s✛ ✲

U . . . N

Fig. 2. System contents during an arbitrary slot

It is clear that the distribution of N depends only on the distribution of U
and the distribution of the total number of departures at the slot boundaries in
the interval ]τ, t]. Let the random variable Â, with PMF â(n) (n = 0, 1, . . . ) and
PGF Â(z), be the number of slots between τ and t, then Â(z) is given by (see
e.g. [2]) :

Â(z) =
A(z)− 1

A′(1) (z − 1)
, (34)
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which implies that the singularities of Â(z) and A(z) coincide. By applying the
method introduced in Sect. 3, we can derive the PGF N(z) of N in terms of the
PGF U(z) of U as

N(z) = U(z) Â([M(1/z)]c) +
c−1∑
n=0

Fn(z)Kn(z) , (35)

where the functions Kn(z) are defined as

Kn(z) �
∞∑

p=0

â(p)
p−1∑
m=0

vm(n) [M(1/z)](p−m−1) c , n = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1 . (36)

Again, we now assume that A(z) is rational. In this case, Â(z) is a rational
function as well. Also A(1/z) and Â(1/z) have exactly the same set of poles, i.e.,

Â(1/z) =
PÂ(z)
QA(z)

, (37)

where QA(z) is given by (25), and PÂ(z) is a polynomial function with degPÂ =
degQA, since limz→∞ Â(1/z) = 1/A′(1). In a similar way as explained for the
functions Jn(z) in the previous section, it can be shown that the functions Kn(z)
are of the following form :

Kn(z) = K̃n(uc) = uc PN,n(uc)
QA(uc)

, (38)

where the PN,n(x) are unknown polynomials in x of degree degPN,n = degQA −
1, and again we have made a change of variable according to (19). Finally,
combining (28), (35) and (38), we get the PGF N(z) as

N(z) = Ñ(u) = Ũ(u)
PÂ(u

c)
QA(uc)

+
P̃N (u)

[1− (1− σ)u]c−1QA(uc)
, (39)

where

P̃N (u) �
c−1∑
n=0

σn (uc − un) [1− (1− σ)u]c−n−1 PN,n(uc) (40)

is a polynomial in u of degree (cdegQA + c − 1), with cdegQA unknown co-
efficients. Again, the required conditions for the determination of P̃N (u) are
obtained by imposing the analyticity of the PGF N(z) everywhere in the unit
disk, or equivalently, the analyticity of Ñ(u) in the image of the unit disk under
the transformation z → u = D−1(z). As before, note that QA([M(1/z)]−c) has
exactly cdegQA zeros within the unit disk of the complex z-plane, and hence,
QA(uc) has cdegQA zeros within the image of the unit disk under the trans-
formation z → D−1(z). In order for Ñ(u) to remain regular in these points,
they also have to be zeros of the numerator of Ñ(u), with at least the same
multiplicity. This gives us a set of cdegQA linearly independent equations in
the cdegQA unknown coefficients of P̃N (u), so that P̃N (u), and hence Ñ(u), is
completely determined.
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5 Waiting Time and Delay

We now derive the PGF of the waiting timeW of an arbitrary customer, denoted
by C, arriving in the system when equilibrium has established itself. Let us
denote the arrival instant of C by τa. Owing to the FCFS queueing discipline,
the waiting time W of customer C depends on the total number of customers
present in the buffer system during the arrival slot of C which have priority
over customer C to be taken into service. This number of customers is a random
variable, denoted by T , which is the sum of the number of customers staying in
the system at τa (i.e., the number of customers present in the system both during
the slot before and the slot after τa), and the number of customers arriving at τa
(simultaneously with C) and being queued for service ahead of C. In stochastic
equilibrium, the first component has PGF

V (z) =
U(z)
B(z)

, (41)

and the second component has PGF (see e.g. [2])

B̂(z) =
B(z)− 1

B′(1) (z − 1)
, (42)

since C is an arbitrary customer, and hence in an arbitrary position within
the batch of customers arriving at τa. Clearly, the two components of T are
independent random variables, so that the PGF of T is given by

T (z) = V (z) B̂(z) . (43)

Let us consider the conditional probabilities

g(n | k) � Prob[W = n |T = k] , n ≥ 0 , k ≥ 0 . (44)

The way in which the distribution of W depends on the distribution of T is
determined uniquely by the departure process. When T < c, customer C will be
taken into service as soon as he arrives and his waiting time will be zero. Hence,

g(n | k) = δ(n) , 0 ≤ k < c . (45)

For T ≥ c, on the other hand, the waiting time of C cannot be zero. In that
case, however, the following recurrence relationship holds :


g(0 | k) = 0 , k ≥ c ;

g(n | k) =
c∑

l=0
r(l) g(n− 1 | k − l) , k ≥ c , n ≥ 1 .

(46)

Here r(l) (l = 0, 1, . . . , c) is the PMF of the number of departures at a slot
boundary when a customer is waiting and hence all the servers are occupied.
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Due to the geometric service-time distribution, this number of departures has a
binomial distribution with parameters c and σ, i.e., a PGF

R(z) = (1− σ + σz)c . (47)

The recurrence relationship (46) can be transformed in an algebraic one for

G(x | y) �
∞∑

n=0

∞∑
k=0

g(n | k)xn yk . (48)

More specifically, we get

G(x | y) =
c−1∑
k=0

yk +
∞∑

n=1

∞∑
k=c

c∑
l=0

r(l) g(n− 1 | k − l)xn yk

=
1− yc

1− y + x

[
yc

c∑
l=0

r(l)
1− yl

1− y +R(y)
(
G(x | y)− 1− yc

1− y
)]

.

(49)

Solving for G(x | y), we find

G(x | y) = 1
1− y

(
1− yc 1− x

1− xR(y)
)
, (50)

which is a valid expression for G(x | y) wherever |x| < 1/ |R(y)| in view of the
factor [1− xR(y)] in the denominator of (50).

Together with the distribution of T (equation (43)), this result suffices to
obtain the PGF W (z) of the waiting time W of an arbitrary customer. Indeed,
with t(k) � Prob[T = k] (k = 0, 1, . . . ),

W (z) =
∞∑

n=0

∞∑
k=0

g(n | k) t(k) zn =
1
2πi

∮
L

T (ζ)
ζ
G

(
z

∣∣∣∣ 1ζ
)
dζ , (51)

with L a contour around the origin ζ = 0, but not around any singularity of
T (ζ) and such that for all ζ ∈ L, the sum over k and n converges, i.e., for all
ζ ∈ L, |z| < 1/ |R(1/ζ)|. The integrand is given by

T (ζ)
ζ
G

(
z

∣∣∣∣ 1ζ
)
=
T (ζ)
ζ − 1

[
1− 1− z

ζc − z R̃(ζ)

]
, (52)

where R̃(ζ) � ζcR(1/ζ) is a polynomial in ζ of degree c. From the Theorem of
Rouché, it follows that the numerator factor ζc − z R̃(ζ) has c zeros inside the
unit circle, counting multiple zeros several times. Let us denote these zeros by
βj(z) (j = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1). They are given by

βj(z) = − σ

1− σ − |z|−1/c exp[ i
c (− arg z + 2πj)]

, j = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1 , (53)
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where β0(1) = 1. Apparently, for any z �= 0 allβj(z) are different so that the
contour integral in (51) can be obtained as the sum over the residues of the
integrand in the simple poles of the integrand. The result reads

W (z) =
z − 1
z

c−1∑
j=0

T (βj(z))
[βj(z)− 1]βj(z)c−2R′(1/βj(z))

. (54)

Finally, the PGF of the complete system time or delay S of C, in which also
the service time is included, is then obtained as

S(z) =W (z)D(z) . (55)
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Abstract. We present a possible way to extend queuing theory to ac-
count for interactions between adjacent queues in a packet-switched net-
work. The interaction between queues arises because of the influence of
the routing protocol on each switching decision and the stochastic nature
of packet lengths and inter-arrival times.
Both the methodology and the analysis tools are adaptations of meth-
ods of statistical mechanics and are presented in outline here. The jus-
tification for their use lies in experimental evidence given in [1,2,3] that
aggregate, core-network IP traffic exhibits quasi-Markovian properties.
In this paper, we focus on the interaction between pairs of queues, either
in a cascaded arrangement, or connected to the same switching fabric,
in the presence of an idealised routing protocol.

1 Introduction

Next generation telecommunication networks are likely to rely on an IP core net-
work infrastructure. As a consequence, unlike today’s Internet, future networks
will be subject to much more demanding requirements. In order to provide op-
erational guarantees, network owners need tools which enable the dimensioning
of the core of packet-switched networks. It is customary that network design is
based mainly on simulations. Replacing theory by simulations is non-tenable due
to the sheer size of such networks.

A theory of traffic in packet-switched networks must be capable of predicting
a number of quantities of interest: end-to-end latency, packet loss rate, etc. Based
on such metrics of network performance we would then wish to quantify the
external loading point of a large system of interconnected queues at which the
network changes its behaviour. For example, if packet loss rate is of interest, we
wish to know the loading point at which this rate exceeds a given threshold. One
of the important features of such a theory is that it must model all sources of
stochasticity in the system of interconnected queues that form the core network.
This implies that correlations between the states of queues, which have a knock-
on effect on each other, must be modelled explicitly as interactions.

Constructing of this theory has attracted a lot of attention [4,5,6,7,8,9] but
this work is far from over. In this paper we take a somewhat different approach

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 769–777, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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in attempting to formulate a phenomenological theory of traffic in interacting
queues. The chosen approach can be scaled to large numbers of queues which is
essential in modelling a large-scale core IP network. The methodology adopted
here is an adaptation of the methods of statistical mechanics, which are ideally
suited to the study of large systems in the presence of sources of stochasticity.

The “microscopic” state variables which we choose to define queue dynamics,
will here be the lengths of each and every buffer in the network. The sources
of stochasticity we consider are the random packet lengths (measured in bits)
and packet inter-arrival times. These latter random variables are distributed
according to some probability distribution, which will not be discussed here (c.f.
[1,2,3]).

2 Background

The average latency along some path, or the loss rate of a single buffer, or a
group of buffers can be calculated using a joint probability distribution (PDF)
function of all queue lengths of all routers at time t, P = P ({�i}Nq

i=1; t), where
Nq is the number of queues in the network.

It is natural to expect that some queue lengths are highly correlated, whereas
others are not. So, it is quite difficult to write a dynamical equation (e. g. a
Fokker-Planck equation) for P and, never mind, solve it. For this reason we try
to exploit some kind of approximation scheme and the simplest possible one is
the mean-field approximation originating from Quantum Field Theory.

In the simplest case the mean-field approximation implies that the joint PDF
can be represented as follows

P ({�i}Nq
i=1; t) =

Nq∏
i=1

p(�i, t) (1)

where p(�i, t) is the PDF of an individual queue and should be determined in
a self-consistent manner to account for interactions. The dynamical equation
for p(�i, t) of an individual queue should account for the fact that the queue
interacts with an “average field” of all other queues, in this case an “average”
network load. Individual PDF’s in the right-hand side of (1) can actually depend
on more than one variable � for strongly correlated subsystems. This depends on
the level of approximation we wish to use to account explicitly for certain types
of correlation between queues. In this paper we consider two such subsystems:
two cascaded queues and n queues attached to the same router.

It has been shown in [1,2,3] that the traffic in a core IP network acquires
quasi-Markovian properties in and near its congested state. Hence, for a sub-
system’s PDF we can write down a Fokker-Planck equation [10]. Parameters
entering the Fokker-Planck equation and, as a result, the PDF’s themselves will
depend on overall network load, capacity of lines and switches, average states of
adjacent queues, etc., and should be determined in a self-consistent manner but
this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3 Dynamical Model for Interacting Queues in Subsystem

As an example of a subsystem we first consider two cascaded queues consisting
of an output buffer of a router connected to an input buffer of an adjacent router
(see Fig. 1). Omitting the derivation details (which can be found in [10]), the
Fokker-Planck (FP) equation for this system has the following form,
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Fig. 1. Subsystem of two cascaded queues
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+
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where
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, σ2

2 =
σ2
line + σ′′2

�2max
(3)

and natural boundary conditions are assumed [10]

n · J(�1, �2, t)|(�1,�2)∈S = 0 (4)

Here we have introduced the concept of a probability current [10], which in our
case is defined as follows

J =
(

J1
J2

)
(5)

where

J1 =(a1 − b1�1 − b2�2)p(�1, �2, t)− σ2
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line

2
∂
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J2 =a2p(�1, �2, t)− σ2
2

2
∂

∂�2
p(�1, �2, t) +

σ2
line

2
∂

∂�1
p(�1, �2, t)

(6)
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and n is a unit vector normal to the boundary S. The boundary S is a square
with the sides at �1 = 0, �1 = 1, �2 = 0, �2 = 1. Note that we measure lengths of
queues �1, �2 in terms of a fraction of the size of the corresponding buffer (here
we set them all equal for the sake of simplicity), so that �1, �2 run from 0 to 1.
Parameters a′, σ′2 characterise the mean value and the variance per unit time of
the traffic coming into the first buffer [10]; aline, σ2

line characterise the mean value
and the variance of the traffic coming through the line; a′′, σ′′2 characterise the
mean value and the variance of the switching capacity available to the second
buffer (traffic is measured in bits and all quantities are per unit time). We do
not discuss here the nature of these parameters as they should be defined self-
consistently with other parameters of a broader model for the overall network.
Parameters b1, b2 are sensitivities of the routing protocol to the congestion of the
queues. The dependence of the FP equation on the protocol sensitivities can be
explained as follows. Relative queue lengths �1, �2 quantify the congestion level
of the subsystem. The factor a1 − b1�1 − b2�2 determines the average amount
of traffic diverted to the subsystem: the more it is congested the less traffic (on
average) is (or should be) diverted to it.

We seek an equilibrium (stationary) solution of the FP equation. For a equi-
librium solution the detailed balance condition must be satisfied [10], and this
condition demands that the parameters b1, b2 to be constrained as follows:

b1 = b cosϕ , b2 = b sinϕ , cosϕ =
σ2
2√

σ4
2 + σ4

line

, sinϕ =
σ2
line√

σ4
2 + σ4

line
(7)

with b to be a single free parameter characterising the sensitivity of the protocol
to the congestion of the subsystem as a whole. The stationary solution is

p(s)(�1, �2) = N −1 exp

[
− b

σ2

(
λ1 − ā

b

)2
+

2a2λ2√
σ4
2 + σ4

line

]
(8)

where

λ1 = �1 cosϕ+ �2 sinϕ , λ2 = �2 cosϕ − �1 sinϕ (9)

and

σ2 =
σ2
1σ

2
2 − σ4

line√
σ4
2 + σ4

line

, ā = a1 + a2
σ2
line[σ

2
1 + σ2

2 ]
σ4
2 + σ4

line
(10)

The normalisation constant N is a lengthy linear combination of error functions
of different arguments, which is omitted here for the sake of brevity.

Using the stationary PDF and the conditional PDF w(�′
1, �

′
2, t

′|�1, �2, t) for
the transition from the state �1, �2 at time t to the state �′

1, �
′
2 at time t′ which

is a solution of the same FP equation with the initial condition w|t′=t = δ(�′
1 −

�1)δ(�′
2 − �2) we define the amount of the dropped traffic per unit time by the
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following expression (which should be considered as an estimation to the loss
rate):

Rloss = lim
∆t→0

1
∆t


 ∞∫

1

d�′
1

∞∫
−∞

d�′
2 (�

′
1 − 1) +

∞∫
1

d�′
2

∞∫
−∞

d�′
1 (�

′
2 − 1)




×
1∫

0

d�1

1∫
0

d�2 w(�′
1, �

′
2, t+∆t|�1, �2, t)p(s)(�1, �2)

(11)

We only present here the final expression for the packet loss rate in the case
when the capacity of the transmission line between the buffers is equal to the
switching capacity available to the second buffer, a′′ = aline. In this case a2 = 0
and the PDF (8) takes the form:

p
(s)
a2=0(�1, �2) = N −1

a2=0 exp
[
− b

σ2

(
λ1 − a1

b

)2]
(12)

The normalisation constant Na2=0 is now determined by the following relation

Na2=0 =
1

β sin 2ϕ

(
e−ξ2

10 − e−ξ2
20 − e−ξ2

30 + e−ξ2
40

+
√

π [ξ10erf(ξ10)− ξ20erf(ξ20)− ξ30erf(ξ30) + ξ40erf(ξ40)]

)
(13)

where

ξ10 = − α√
β

ξ20 =
√

β sinϕ − α√
β

ξ30 =
√

β cosϕ − α√
β

ξ40 =
√

β(sinϕ+ cosϕ)− α√
β

α =
a1
σ2 β =

b

σ2

For the loss rate we obtain

Ra2=0
loss =

1
8Na2=0

√
π

β

{
σ2
1

sinϕ
[erf(ξ40)− erf(ξ30)] +

σ2
2

cosϕ
[erf(ξ40)− erf(ξ20)]

}
(14)

The behaviour of the loss rate Ra2=0
loss is illustrated in Fig. 2.

It can be noticed that the loss rate is significantly greater than zero even
below the naive capacity threshold a′ = 1, especially in the presence of a rout-
ing protocol insensitive to congestion, or when the arriving traffic variance is
relatively large.

A similar analysis for n interacting queues connected to the same switching
device (see Fig. 3) has been completed. The Fokker-Planck equation for the PDF
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Fig. 2. Packet loss rate Rloss (in normalised units of buffer size �max per unit time)
plotted against traffic arrival rate a′ (with a′′ equal to the interconnecting line capacity
aline = 1). In subplot (a) this is also plotted against the protocol sensitivity b for
a constant ratio of arriving traffic variance to the mean rate σ′2/a′ = 0.1, whereas
in subplot (b) this is also plotted against the ratio σ′2/a′, for a constant protocol
sensitivity b = 0.1. The theoretical capacity of this subsystem of queues is at a′(=
a′′) = 1.
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Fig. 3. Subsystem of n queues connected to the same switching device.

of this subsystem, p = p(�1, . . . , �n; t), is

∂tp = −
∑

i

∂

∂xi

[
ai −

∑
k

bik�k

]
p+

1
2

∑
i,k

∂2

∂xi∂xk
σikp (15)

where

ai = a′
i − a′′

i , σik = σ′
ik + δikσ′′2

i (16)
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bik is the set of protocol sensitivities similar to the ones described earlier, aserv,
σ2
serv is the mean value and variance (per unit time) of the overall traffic coming
from the central switching device, a′

i − ∑
k bik�k is the set of mean values of

traffic coming towards of individual queues, σ′
ik is the corresponding covariance

matrix, a′′
i , σ′′2

i the mean value and variance of switching capacities available at
the other ends of individual queues. The equilibrium solution has the following
form:

p(s)(�1, . . . , �n) = N −1 exp


2∑

ik

(σ−1)ik�iak −
∑
ikj

(σ−1)ijbjk�i�k


 (17)

where N is the normalisation constant and the following set of relations (due
to a detailed balance condition) should be imposed on the protocol sensitivities
bik: ∑

j

bijσjk =
∑

j

bkjσji (18)

A general solution to (18) allows a large number of free parameters. In order
to arrive at a reasonable number of those we impose the following restrictions:

a′
i = aserv

a′′
i∑

k a′′
k

, σ′
ii = σ′2

i = σ′2 ∀i , ρik ≡ σ′
ik

σ′
iσ

′
k

= ρ i �= k (19)

The first condition means that the mean value of traffic coming toward an in-
dividual queue is proportional to the switching capacity available to the corre-
sponding queue (and vice versa), the second condition means that variances of
traffic coming to all the queues are the same, and the third one is the state-
ment that the correlation coefficients of any two pairs of incoming queue-traffic
are equal as well, in order to maintain symmetry (this implicitly assumes that
the system is homogeneous). In addition to this we are looking for a solution
in the following class (the sensitivities of the idealised routing protocol for one
particular queue to congestion on all other queues on the same switch are the
same):

bii = b̄i ∀i , bki = b̃i , i �= k (20)

Then we have the following parameterisation for σik, bik:

bik =

{
b

σ2
serv/n+σ′′2

i
i = k

− 1
n−1

b
σ2
serv/n+σ′′2

i
i �= k

, σik =
{

σ′2 + σ′′2
i i = k

ρσ′2 i �= k
(21)

where

ρ = − 1
n − 1

+
1

n(n − 1)
σ2
serv

σ′2 (22)
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Summarising free parameters, we have: a′′
i , σ′′2

i are the mean value and variance
per unit time of the switching capacities available to each queue, aserv, σ

2
serv are

the mean value and variance per unit time of the overall traffic coming from
the central switching fabric, σ′2 (which is variance of the traffic coming to each
queue) and b are actually characteristics of the routing protocol. The loss rate for
this idealised router subsystem is defined an analogous fashion to (10) and has
been computed explicitly. For reasons of economy of space, we omit the results
from this paper, but will present them at the conference.

4 Preliminary Conclusions

We have presented a theoretical framework that can be used to model the in-
teraction between a cascade of queues in a network. The theoretical model is
capable of quantitative predictions of system throughput, loss rate, end-to-end
delay, etc. Here we have presented the packet loss rate for a subsystem of two
strongly correlated queues.

In the presence of stochastic packet lengths and inter-arrival times, we char-
acterise the system in terms of mean arrival bit-rates identical to those of con-
ventional queueing theory. However, here we also employ second-order statistics
for the traffic, namely the variance of the arrival bit-rates. The latter parameters
can be obtained either by observation on large-scale real networks, or as part of
a broader model for an entire network.

As we can see from Fig. 2, the packet loss rate is non-zero for a′ < 1 (i. e.
arrival rates less than the system capacity) due to the presence of uncertainty
in the arrival rate embodied in the variance terms. The packet loss rate can
also be seen to reduce in the presence of a routing protocol that is sensitive to
congestion. This type of analysis is clearly more useful than the conventional
mean rate analysis (leaky bucket calculations) typically used in the first-order
design of networks.

Finally, this methodology can be extended to a larger number of interacting
queues in a straight-forward manner using functional integral methods. Such
subsystems can be incorporated directly into broader network models (which
need the various PDF’s as input) in order to pursue the goal of arriving at
a mathematical theory for dimensioning large-scale, core, packet-switched net-
works. Work on the detailed methodology behind such broader network models
is at hand and will be presented in a series of papers in the future.
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Abstract. This paper deals with Low Earth Orbit - Mobile Satellite
Systems (LEO-MSSs) and proposes a novel Medium Access Control
(MAC) scheme for a hybrid time-code wideband air interface. This
is a reservation scheme where each mobile terminal that needs to
transmit makes random accesses (on available time-code resources)
until it receives a positive acknowledgment from the satellite. Our
protocol is named Code Division-Packet Reservation Multiple Access
scheme with Hindering States. This work has been carried out within
the “Multimedialità” Project of the Italian National Consortium for
Telecommunications.

Index Terms : Satellite Networks, Multiple Access Protocols, Quality of
Service.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes a modified version of the Packet Reservation Multiple Ac-
cess scheme with Hindering States (PRMA-HS) [1] for the uplink of Low Earth
Orbit - Mobile Satellite Systems (LEO-MSSs) with the SW-CTDMA (Satellite
Wideband - Code Time Division Multiple Access) air interface defined in [2],[3].
This protocol has been named Code Division-PRMA-HS (CD-PRMA-HS). We
assume that a Mobile Terminal (MT) must acquire the reservation of a slot-code
per frame to transmit to the satellite. The near-far effect, typical of terrestrial
cellular systems, is less evident in the satellite case, since all the users of a cell
are about at the same distance from the satellite with about the same Signal-to-
Interference Ratio (SIR). LEO satellites experience important distance variation
due to their high-speed. We will refer to a GlobalstarTM -like LEO satellite con-
stellation [4] with a minimum elevation angle of 15◦ (the maximum Round Trip
Delay, RTD, value is 20 ms).

Among MTs, we have Voice Terminals (VTs) and Data Terminals (DTs)
producing Web surfing traffic. Voice traffic belongs to the conversational class;
a VT discards a packet from its buffer if it experiences a transmission delay

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 778–789, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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greater than Dmax (= 32 ms with standard voice codecs). The packet dropping
probability, Pdrop, must be lower than or equal to 1% (Quality of Service, QoS,
requirement) for an acceptable voice quality [5]. Data traffic belongs to the back-
ground class. The QoS for data transmission is measured by the mean message
delay (from the message generation to its complete transmission), Tmsg.

2 System Description

We consider the quasi-synchronous return link envisaged in [3] for the Frequency
Division Duplexing (FDD) version of the SW-CTDMA air interface [6]. Frames
with length Tf (= 20 ms) are divided in N (= 8) slots of duration Ts. On a
slot, NCODE codes (= 8) are available for simultaneous transmissions. The el-
ementary resource is a slot-code. We consider bursts (i.e., packets) of one slot
[3],[6] and a fixed spreading level for VTs and DTs. With a QPSK modulation,
a packet transports 640 bits with a payload Lp = 528 bits [3].

Each VT uses a slow speech activity detector to distinguish between talk-
spurts (ON state) and silent pauses (OFF state) within a conversation. In the
ON state a VT generates one packet per frame [5]. As for a DT producing Web
surfing traffic, we refer to the model and related parameter values shown in [7]:
a DT alternates between a datagram state (DAT) where messages (i.e., data-
grams) are generated and a reading state (READ) where no traffic is produced
(see Fig. 1). The number of datagrams generated in the DAT state is geometri-
cally distributed with expected value mNd = 25. The sojourn time in the READ
state and the datagram interarrival time in the DAT state are exponentially
distributed with mean values mDpc = 4 s and mDd = 1/ (2q) s, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7}, respectively. The q value permits to modulate the DT traffic burstiness.
The sojourn time in the DAT state is exponentially distributed, with mean value
mLpc = mNd mDd. Thus, it is easy to show that the DT traffic source is a 2-state
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (2-MMPP).

Fig. 1. Adopted model for the DT traffic source.

The mean datagram arrival rate is λd =mLpc/{mDd(mLpc+mDpc)}. Datagrams
have a random length in bytes according to the truncated Pareto probability den-
sity function shown in [7]. Datagrams are fragmented in packets before transmis-
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sion. According to the packet payload, we have obtained the mean (mean square)
datagram length as Ld ≈ 6 packets/datagram (Ldq ≈ 830 packets2/datagram).

We require Tf ≥ RTDmax, the maximum RTD value experienced by an MT
within a cell, so that an MT attempting a transmission on a slot-code receives
the outcome before the beginning of the same slot in the next frame. For a con-
servative study, we consider RTD ≡ RTDmax and Tf ≈ n RTDmax, where n is
a divisor of N ; the slot duration is Ts = Tf/N .

We assume that Mv VTs and Md DTs share the use of the same carrier.
VTs (DTs) acquire reservations on a talkspurt (datagram) basis. As soon as
an MT receives the first packet in its idle buffer, it enters the contending state
to acquire a reservation: the MT transmits this packet on available slot-codes,
according to its permission probability. Transmission attempts are random in
the time-code domain. Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes are
used by an MT for making simultaneous attempts (i.e., on the same slot) on
different codes. The permission probabilities have been denoted by pv and pd
for VTs and DTs, respectively. We have considered pv > pd, since VTs have a
higher service priority than DTs (see Sections 5 and 7). Simultaneous attempts
of different MTs on the same code collide and no reservation is achieved. The
satellite sends a reservation notification to the MT, when it successfully decodes
its first packet on a slot-code. While waiting for this message, the MT may un-
dertake new random attempts on idle slots. Thus, if the previous attempt has
been unsuccessful, this strategy allows a fast re-attempt scheme; otherwise, these
further attempts are discarded by the satellite and may hinder the accesses of
other MTs. The MT releases the reservation by setting an end-of-transmission
flag in the header of the last packet. If a datagram arrives when a DT has already
an active transmission with the satellite, the DT maintains the reservation until
its buffer is emptied (exhaustive discipline).

OVSF codes are necessary when a multimedia terminal must simultaneously
transmit VT and DT traffics. Joint detection is used in uplink, so that the intra-
cell interference has a negligible impact on SIR. Thus, we assume that the system
can support NCODE different MTs transmitting on a given slot with a sufficient
quality (outage events are not addressed here).

3 System Model

VT and DT behaviors are modeled by two discrete-time Makov chains, where
state transitions occur at the slot end. The DT state diagram is shown in Fig.
2 (symbols Ad, Ud, σd, σdp and γfd of Fig. 2 are defined later). The VT state
diagram is characterized by the states enclosed by a box in Fig. 2, where we
consider the following probabilities [1]: γv = 1 - e−Ts/t1 , σv = 1 - e−Ts/t2 , γfv =
1 - (1 - γv)N ; finally, the definitions of Av and Uv are given below. Starting from
the silent pause (SIL), the VT enters the contending (CON) state when a new
talkspurt is generated. If the VT makes a successful attempt, the VT enters the
block of hindering states from HIN(N - 1) to HIN(N - N/n). In the HIN(N -
N/n) state the VT receives the positive acknowledgment from the satellite; then,
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Fig. 2. DT and VT state diagrams.

the VT enters the block from RES’(N - N/n - 1) to RES’(1) due to the waiting
time before transmitting the next packet on the reserved slot-code. The chain
of a DT (Fig. 2) has an infinite number of states (each column of states is for
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a different number of messages in the DT buffer). The CON(j) state contains
all the DTs that need to acquire a reservation with j messages in the buffer.
Whereas, HIN(j , i), RES’(j , i) and RES(j , i) states are related to the slot-
code reserved by the DTs with j datagrams in their buffers.

The system is characterized by the aggregated state { Cv, Cd, Hv, Hd, R∗
v,

R∗
d }, where Cv (Cd) = number of VTs (DTs) in the CON state, Hv (Hd) =

number of VTs (DTs) in the HIN states, R∗
v (R∗

d) = number of VTs (DTs) that
know to have a reservation. Referring to a particular state, we define:

– The probability that a slot-code is not reserved, Pf :

Pf = 1 −
(
R∗
v +R∗

d +Hv +Hd

NNCODE

)
. (1)

– The probability that a VT (DT) makes a transmission attempt on a slot-
code, Av (Ad):

Av = pvPf and Ad = pdPf . (2)

– The probability of a successful transmission attempt for a VT, Uv:

Uv =
{

(1 − pd)Cd+Hd (1 − pv)Cv+Hv−1
, if Cv ≥ 1, ∀ Cd, Hv, Hd

0, if Cv = 0, ∀ Cd, Hv, Hd
(3)

The corresponding expression for a DT, Ud, is obtained by changing
subscript v with d and vice versa in (3).

A DT in the IDLE state enters the CON(1) state with probability σd, i.e., the
probability that the sojourn time in the READ state ends within Ts; we have:

σd = 1 − e−
Ts

mDpc . (4)

Transitions between parallel columns in the diagram in Fig. 2 are made according
to probability σdp (a DT can receive datagrams at any instant in the DAT state):

σdp =
(

1 − 1
NDd

)(
1 − e−

Ts
mDd

)
. (5)

Finally, symbol γfd in Fig. 2 represents the probability that the sojourn time in
the DAT state ends in the current frame. In particular, we have: γfd = Prob.{last
datagram of the DAT state} × Prob.{last packet of the datagram}:

γfd =
1
NDd

[
k

(Ld max − 1)Lp + 1

]υ
(6)

where, according to [7], k = 81.5, υ = 1.1 and Ld max = 
66666/Lp�, being 
.�
the ceiling function.
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Depending on the utilization of slot-codes by VTs and DTs, ηv and ηd, we obtain
the total throughput ηtot and the related stability condition as:

ηtot = ηv + ηd =
ψvMv (1 − Pdrop)

NNCODE
+
λdTfLdMd

NNCODE
< 1

[
packets

slot code

]
. (7)

where ψv denotes the voice activity factor and the packet dropping probability
Pdrop will be evaluated in Section 6.

Since a DT with a reservation uses one slot-code per frame, the following DT
buffer stability condition must be fulfilled by the DT traffic load, ρd:

ρd = λdTsNLd < 1
[
packets

DT frame

]
. (8)

A new Web session is accepted if conditions (7) and (8) are fulfilled (connection
admission control).

4 Equilibrium Point Analysis

The standard methods for discrete-time Markov-chains cannot be adopted here,
since the number of states of the system exponentially increases with the number
of MTs. Hence, we have used the Equilibrium Point Analysis (EPA) [5]; we
study the equilibrium variables (denoted by small letters) by assuming that all
the codes of a slot have the same probability to be utilized. Similarly to [1], we
obtain the following system in the four unknown terms cv, cd, hv, hd:

Mv =
[
1 +

γv
σv

]
cv +

[
1
σv

+
N

γfv

]
NCODEhv (9)

Md =
cd + NCODE

σd
hd

1 − λdTsLdN (10)

hv − uv (1 − γv) pvcv


1 − hv

γfv
−
λdTsLd

(
cd + NCODE

σd
hd

)
NCODE (1 − λdTsLdN)


 = 0 (11)

hd − udpdcd

1 − hv

γfv
−
λdTsLd

(
cd + NCODE

σd
hd

)
NCODE (1 − λdTsLdN)


 = 0 (12)

where cv (cd) is the equilibrium number of VTs (DTs) in the contending state(s),
hv (hd) is the equilibrium number of VTs (DTs) in each hindering state per code,
uv is defined as:

uv =




(1 − pd)cd+
NNCODE

n hd(1 − pv)cv+
NNCODE

n hv−1,cv ≥ 1, ∀cd, hv, hd
(1 − pd)cd+

NNCODE
n hd(1 − pv)

NNCODE
n hv ,0 ≤ cv ≤ 1, ∀cd, hv, hd

0 , cv = 0,∀cd, hv, hd
(13)

and ud is obtained by changing subscript v with d (and vice versa) in uv.
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Since uv and ud have transcendent expressions, we numerically solve the EPA
system (9)-(12) by using a four-dimensional recursive approach (the obtained
solution depends on the starting point, if there are multiple EPA solutions).

5 Admissible Range for Permission Probabilities

We need to identify the values of pv and pd that allow a single and stable EPA
solution. This problem can be solved by adopting the catastrophe theory that is
based on a potential function V defined in the state space Ωs = {(cv,cd) ∈  × :
0 ≤ cv ≤Mv and 0 ≤ cd ≤Md and depending on the control space Ωc = {(pv, pd)
∈  × : 0 < pv , pd < 1} V : Ωs ×Ωc → , V = V ({cv, cd} , {pv, pd}). EPA
equations (9) and (10) (where hv = hv({cv,cd} , {pv,pd}) and hd = hd({cv,cd} ,
{pv,pd}) are assumed to be implicitly expressed in terms of cv and cd by solving
(11) and (12)) are equivalent to the null gradient condition for V with respect
to Ωs, −∇sV = 0:


∂V
∂cv

=
[
1 + γv

σv

]
cv +

[
1
σv

+ N
γfv

]
NCODEhv ({cv, cd} , {pv, pd}) −Mv = 0

∂V
∂cd

=
cd+

NCODE
σd

hd({cv,cd},{pv,pd})
1−λdTsLdN

−Md = 0
.

(14)
The EPA solutions are the critical points of V , ζ ∈ Ωs × Ωc : −∇sV |ζ = 0. In [5],
for a similar problem, the author proposes the simplifying assumption cd = Md.
This approach does not allow a correct identification of the region in Ωc with
multiple EPA solutions (i.e., bistable protocol behavior), since the substitution
cd = Md strongly modifies the characteristics of the EPA system. Hence, the
critical points can be studied by means of the Hessian matrix, Hs(V ) [8]:

Hs (V ) =

(
∂2V
∂cv

2
∂2V

∂c
d
∂cv

∂2V
∂cv∂cd

∂2V
∂cd

2

)
. (15)

The signs of the eigenvalues ϕ1 and ϕ2 of the Hessian matrix in a critical point ζ
identify if ζ represents aminimum (two positive eigenvalues ⇒ stable equilibrium
point), a maximum (two negative eigenvalues) or a saddle point (two eigenvalues
with different signs). Of course, the correct protocol behavior is allowed only
in the region in Ωc where there is a single solution of (14) that corresponds
to a minimum of V . If we vary pv and pd in Ωc, V modifies its shape and,
correspondingly, the number of critical points (EPA solutions). Shape changes
occur when the determinant of the Hessian matrix vanishes in critical points:

− ∇sV |ζ = 0 and det
{
Hs (V )|ζ

}
= 0 . (16)

For a given (pv , pd) ∈ Ωc we need to evaluate det {Hs (V )} in each EPA solution
to identify where condition (16) is fulfilled (= bifurcation set [8]). Unfortunately,
this method cannot be practically implemented, since we do not (a priori) know
how many solutions the EPA system admits for each (pv , pd). This is the reason
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why we propose the following heuristic approach. By means of an EPA graphical
solution, we have noticed that: (a) the EPA system always admits a solution close
to the origin; (b) multiple EPA solutions always entail three EPA solutions; in
such cases, the solution with the highest cv and cd values (degenerate solution)
is characterized as:

cv ≈ cv,deg =
Mv[

1 + γv

σv

] , cd ≈ cd,deg = Md (1 − λdTsLdN) . (17)

Practically, (17) is an EPA solution when, according to (9) and (10) hv ≈ 0 and
hd ≈ 0. Hence, we use a four-dimensional iterative approach to solve the EPA
system for given Mv and Md values in two cases: (i) starting point cv = 0, cd
= 0, hv = 0, hd = 0 so as to find the solution closer to the origin; (ii) starting
point cv = cv,deg, cd = cd,deg, considering of course hv = hd = 0. There are three
EPA solutions only when the EPA system admits different solutions in cases (i)
and (ii). Accordingly, we scan Ωc to identify the regions where there are one or
three EPA solutions. Thus, in these different cases we may verify (16) to identify
the bifurcation set (see below the derivation of the components of the Hessian
matrix). Fig. 3 shows the bifurcation set in the control space Ωc with q = 1, n
= 1 for Mv = 64 VTs, Md = 40 DTs. We note that the region with a single
EPA solution obtained here is different from the region identified according to
the method proposed in [5].

Fig. 3. Bifurcation set in the control space Ωc for Mv = 64 VTs, Md = 40 DTs, q =
1 and n = 1. This figure also contains the cusp region according to [5].

We can characterize the system behavior corresponding to the critical points of
the potential function by evaluating the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix (15),
whose entries are obtained as follows:
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∂2V
∂cv

2 = 1 + γv

σv
+
[

1
σv

+ N
γfv

]
NCODE

∂hv({cv,cd},{pv,pd})
∂cv

∂2V
∂cd

2 =
1+NCODE

σd

∂ hd({cv,cd},{pv,pd})
∂cd

1−λdTsLdN
∂2V

∂c
d
∂cv

=
[

1
σv

+ N
γfv

]
NCODE

∂hv({cv,cd},{pv,pd})
∂c

d

∂2V
∂c

d
∂cv

= ∂2V
∂cv∂cd

(Hessian matrix symmetry condition) ⇒
⇒ ∂hd({cv,cd},{pv,pd})

∂cv
= σd

[
1
σv

+ N
γfv

]
[1 − λdTsLdN ] ∂hv({cv,cd},{pv,pd})

∂c
d

(18)

We obtain ∂hv

∂cv
, ∂hv

∂c
d

, ∂hd

∂cv
, and ∂hd

∂c
d

by using the theorem for the derivative of the
implicit functions applied to (11) and (12) and by using the symmetry condition
given by the last equation in (18). Hence, for each EPA solution (cv, cd), we solve
a system with four transcendent equations in the unknown ∂hv

∂cv
, ∂hv

∂c
d

, ∂hd

∂cv
, and

∂hd

∂c
d

by means an iterative method with starting point (0, 0, 0, 0). Accordingly,
we have verified that the EPA solution is always stable in the region in Ωc where
there is a single EPA solution; pv and pd values will be selected in this region,
as explained in Section 7.

6 Performance Analysis

In order to obtain Pdrop we condition on the aggregated state { Cv, Cd, Hv, Hd,
R∗
v, R∗

d }. The joint state probability distribution can be derived according to [1]
and by considering that there are now NNCODE resources. Pdrop is obtained on
the basis of the method shown in [1], where we have to use a different expression
of the conditioned probability that a VT in the CON state has at least one
successful attempt on a slot, Ps,v(Cv, Cd, Hv, Hd, R

∗
v, R

∗
d):

Ps,v (Cv, Cd, Hv, Hd, R
∗
v, R

∗
d) = 1 − (1 −AvUv)NCODE . (19)

The main original aspect for the performance analysis with respect to [1] is given
by the derivation of Tmsg. In particular, Tmsg is the sum of two contributions: (i)
the mean access delay, Tacc, that is the mean time needed by the DT to acquire
a reservation (only for a datagram arrived at an empty DT buffer); (ii) the mean
transmission delay Tdelay due to a queuing system of the 2-MMPP[P ]/D/1 type
(where “2-MMPP[P ]” stands for the 2-MMPP arrival process of datagrams of
a DT, “D” stands for a deterministic packet transmission time of a frame, “1”
means that only one packet can be transmitted per slot).

Tmsg = Tacc + Tdelay . (20)

Tacc can be approximated1 as the product of the mean time a DT spends in
the contending phase, E[tCONd

], and the probability that an arriving datagram
finds the DT in the IDLE state, Pidle:
1 We have considered here that Tacc is a pure delay contribution; any queuing phe-
nomenon is negligible in the short time spent by a DT in CON states.
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Tacc = E [tCONd
]Pidle (21)

According to the EPA system, Pidle = sd/Md = NCODEhd/(σdMd). Moreover,
E[tCONd

] can be derived by using the same approach proposed in [1] considering
that there are NNCODE resources. We focus now on Tdelay. We start by deriving
the mean packet delay, Tpkt. We embed the model to the end of slots and we
modify the approximated analytical approach proposed in [9] by taking into
account that packets have a compound arrival process due to both the datagram
generation process and the variable length of each arrival. The packet arrival
process is characterized by the following probability-generating matrix:

Q (z) =
[
p11e

λpTs[L(z)−1] p12
p21e

λpTs[L(z)−1] p22

]
(22)

where λp = 2q is the mean datagram arrival rate in the DAT state; L(z) is the
probability-generating function of the datagram length distribution in packets;
p12 = 1 − e−Ts/mLpc is the probability that the source leaves the DAT state in
Ts; p11 = 1 - p12; p21 = 1 − e−Ts/mDpc is the probability that the source leaves
the READ state in Ts; p22 = 1 - p21.

Let s = (s1 , s2)T , where (apex T denotes transposition) s1 is the probability of
the DAT state and s2 is the probability of the READ state.

s1 =
p21

p12 + p21
, s2 =

p12
p12 + p21

. (23)

Since each source with a reservation transmits one packet per frame, the service
time of a packet is equal to N slots. According to [9] and on the basis of (22),
the mean packet delay, Tpkt, results as:

Tpkt = N +
λ

′′
1 (1)N2

2ρd [1 − ρd]
+
Nξ

′
1 (1)
ρd

[slots] (24)

where λ
′′
1 (1) and ξ

′
1(1) have quite complex definitions [9]:

λ
′
1 (1) = λdTsLd and λ

′
2 (1) = p11λpTsLd − λ′

1 (1) (25)

λ
′′
1 (1) = λ

′
1 (1)

[
Ldq − Ld
Ld

+ λpTsLd + 2
λ

′
2 (1)

p12 + p21

]
(26)

ξ
′
1 (1) ∼=

{
sTQ (0) u

′
1 (1)

}
/
{
sTQ (0) 1

}
being u

′
1 (1) = λ

′
2(1)
p12

(s2,−s1)T and 1 = (1, 1)T
. (27)

Since Tpkt is related to the transmission of a packet in the middle of a datagram,
we may consider that Tdelay is obtained by adding to Tpkt the transmission of
the remaining half datagram:

Tdelay = Tpkt +
Ld
2
N [slots] . (28)
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7 Results

A CD-PRMA-HS simulator has been realized and very long simulations (about
200 × 106 slots) have been performed to achieve very accurate results. We have
carried out a first group of simulation runs for different values of pv and pd in
Ωc in a typical configuration with Mv = 64 VTs, Md = 44 DTs, q = 1 and
n = 1 (these values allow the fulfillment of conditions (7) and (8)). We have
obtained that Pdrop has a good behavior for pv around 0.15 - 0.2 and Pdrop
mildly increases with pd. Thus, we have selected pv = 0.2 and pd = 0.1. On
the basis of Fig. 3, such choice allows a single and stable EPA solution for the
typical Mv, Md, q and n values considered in this paper. Figs. 4 and 5 compare
analytical and simulation results as a function of q for pv = 0.2, pd = 0.1, n =
1 and considering two cases: (i) Mv = 64 VTs and Md = 44 DTs; (ii) Mv = 95
VTs and Md = 9 DTs.

Fig. 4. Comparison of Pdrop obtained from theory and simulations.

We note that the Pdrop theory gives a sufficiently close upper bound to simulation
results. Moreover, in case (i) the presence of a higher number of DTs entails
that the increase of q has a more significant impact on Pdrop than in case (ii).
As for Tmsg, the proposed 2-MMPP analytical approach gives a conservative
estimate of the CD-PRMA-HS performance that permits to characterize the
service experienced by Web traffic sources. Of course, Tmsg increases with q.
Moreover, Tmsg results do not appreciably differ in the two cases, since Tmsg is
dominated by Tdelay that is about the same in the two cases. Let us refer to the
maximum number of VTs, Mvmax, that permits to have Pdrop ≤ 1%, a single
and stable solution with pv = 0.2 and pd = 0.1; correspondingly, we can consider
the total throughput ηtot. Even considering the very bursty DT traffic case with
q = 5, we have that Mvmax is around to 67 VTs for Md = 55 DTs with n = 1,
thus achieving a high ηtot value about equal to 0.82 packets/slot-code.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Tmsg obtained from theory and simulations.

8 Conclusions

The new CD-PRMA-HS protocol has been proposed in this paper for the SW-
CTDMA air interface in LEO-MSSs, supporting both conversational and back-
ground traffics. A stability study and a performance analysis have permitted to
characterize the behavior of this new protocol.
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Abstract. We present an analytical model for computing call blocking
probabilities in a LEO satellite network that carries voice calls. Both
satellite-fixed and earth-fixed constellations with inter-orbit links and
hand-offs are considered. The model is analyzed approximately by de-
composing it into sub-systems. Each sub-system is solved in isolation
exactly using a Markov process, and the individual results are combined
together through an iterative method. Numerical results demonstrate
that our method is accurate for a wide range of traffic patterns.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in satellite communications make it possible to use satellites as
an alternative to wireless telephone and wireless networks. A low (or medium)
earth orbit (LEO or MEO) satellite system is a set of identical satellites, launched
in several orbital planes with the orbits having the same altitude. The satellites
move in a synchronized manner in trajectories relative to the earth. Such a set
of satellites is referred to as a constellation of satellites.

If satellites are equipped with advanced on-board processing, they can com-
municate directly with each other by line of sight using inter-satellite links (ISL).
If the ISL is between satellites on the same orbit, it is called intra-plane ISL, and
if it is between satellites in adjacent planes it is called inter-plane ISL. Depending
on the antenna technology used, satellite constellations can provide one of two
types of coverage. If the satellite antenna is fixed as the satellite moves along
its orbit, then the coverage is called satellite-fixed. In this case, the footprint
area moves along with the satellite. In earth-fixed coverage, the earth’s surface
is divided into cells, as in a terrestrial cellular system, and a cell is serviced
continuously by the same beam during the entire time that the cell is within the
footprint area of the satellite. This type of coverage requires an antenna that
tracks the cell area.

The performance of satellite systems has been studied by several authors [1]-
[8]. In general, most studies rely on simple queueing models (e.g., the M/M/K/K
queue, where K denotes the number of channels per cell) to evaluate call blocking
probabilities, and focus on devising methods for improving the performance of
calls during hand-offs (e.g., by assigning higher priority to hand-off calls, using
guard channels, or making reservations ahead of a hand-off instant). In [9], the
authors proposed an approximation method for calculating call blocking prob-
abilities in a group of LEO/MEO satellites arranged in a single orbit. In this

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 790–801, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Satellite 1

Satellite 3

Satellite 2

ISL 1-2

ISL 3-1

ISL 2-3

Fig. 1. Three satellites in a single orbit

paper we generalize this algorithm to an entire constellation of LEO/MEO satel-
lites involving multiple orbits. We consider both satellite-fixed and earth-fixed
constellations with inter-orbit links and hand-offs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present briefly an exact
Markov process model under the assumption that satellites are fixed in the
sky (i.e., no hand-offs take place), and in Section 3 we present an approximate
decomposition algorithm for a constellation of satellites. In Section 4 we extend
our approach to model hand-offs for both earth-fixed and satellite-fixed coverage.
We present numerical results in Section 5, and in Section 6 we conclude the paper.

2 An Exact Model for the No Hand-Offs Case

In this section we review briefly the single-orbit model proposed in [9]. This
model is used in the decomposition algorithm described in the following section.

Let us consider a single orbit of a constellation, and let us assume that
the position of the satellites is fixed in the sky, as in the case of geostationary
satellites. The analysis of such a system is simpler, since no calls are lost due to
hand-offs from one satellite to another, as when the satellites move with respect
to the users on the earth. This model is used in Section 4 to model both earth-
fixed and satellite-fixed systems with hand-offs.

Each up-and-down link (UDL) of a satellite has capacity to support up to
CUDL bidirectional calls, while each inter-satellite link (ISL) has capacity equal
to CISL bidirectional calls. We assume that call requests arrive at each satellite
according to a Poisson process, and that call holding times are exponentially
distributed. We now show how to compute blocking probabilities for the 3 satel-
lites in the single orbit of Figure 1. The analysis can be generalized to analyze
k > 3 satellites in a single orbit. For simplicity, we consider only shortest-path
routing, although the analysis can be applied to any fixed routing scheme.

Let nij be a random variable representing the number of active bidirectional
calls between satellite i and satellite j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, regardless of whether the
calls originated at satellite i or j. As an example, if n12 = 1, then there is one
call using a one-way ISL channel from satellite 1 to satellite 2 and a one-way
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ISL channel from satellite 2 to satellite 1. If n11 = 1, then there is a call between
a customer under satellite 1 and a customer also under satellite 1, and two
bidirectional UDL channels are used. Let λij (respectively, 1/µij) denote the
arrival rate (resp., mean holding time) of calls between satellites i and j. Then,
the three-satellite system in Figure 1 can be described by the Markov process:

n = (n11, n12, n13, n22, n23, n33) (1)

Let 1ij denote a vector with zeros for all random variables except random variable
nij which is 1. The state transition rates for the Markov process are given by:

r(n, n+ 1ij) = λij ∀ i, j (2)

r(n, n− 1ij) = nij µij ∀ i, j, nij > 0 (3)

The transition (2) is due to the arrival of a call between satellites i and j, while
the transition (3) is due to the termination of a call between satellites i and j.

Let Ω denote the state space for this Markov process. Due to the fact that
some of the calls share common up-and-down and inter-satellite links, the fol-
lowing constraints are imposed on Ω:

2n11 + n12 + n13 ≤ CUDL (4)

n12 + 2n22 + n23 ≤ CUDL (5)

n13 + n23 + 2n33 ≤ CUDL (6)

n12 ≤ CISL (7)

n13 ≤ CISL (8)

n23 ≤ CISL (9)

Constraint (4) ensures that the number of calls originating (equivalently,
terminating) at satellite 1 is at most equal to the capacity of the up-and-down
link of that satellite. Note that a call that originates and terminates within the
footprint of satellite 1 captures two channels, thus the term 2n11 in constraint (4).
Constraints (5) and (6) are similar to (4), but correspond to satellites 2 and 3,
respectively. Finally, constraints (7)-(9) ensure that the number of calls using
the link between two satellites is at most equal to the capacity of that link.

It is straightforward to verify that the Markov process for the three-satellite
system shown in Figure 1 has a closed-form solution which is given by:

P (n) = P (n11, n12, n13, n22, n23, n33) =
1
G

ρn11
11

n11!
ρn12
12

n12!
ρn13
13

n13!
ρn22
22

n22!
ρn23
23

n23!
ρn33
33

n33!
, n ∈ Ω

(10)
where G is the normalizing constant and ρij = λij/µij , i, j = 1, 2, 3, is the
offered load of calls from satellite i to satellite j. As we can see, the solution is
the product of six terms of the form ρ

nij

ij /nij !, i, j = 1, 2, 3, each corresponding
to one of the six different source/destination pair of calls. Therefore, it is easily
generalizable to a k-satellite system, k > 3.
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An alternative way is to regard this Markov process as describing a network
of six M/M/K/K queues, one for each source/destination pair of calls between
the three satellites. Since the satellites do not move, there are no hand-offs,
and as a consequence customers do not move from one queue to another. Now,
the probability that there are m customers in an M/M/K/K queue is given by
the familiar expression (ρm/m!)/

(∑K
l=0 ρ

l/l!
)
, and therefore, the probability

that there are (n11, n12, n13, n22, n23, n33) customers in the six queues is given
by (10). Unlike previous studies, our model takes into account the fact that
the six M/M/K/K queues are not independent, since the number of customers
accepted in each M/M/K/K queue depends on the number of customers in other
queues, as described by constraints (4)-(9).

Of course, the main concern in any product-form solution is the computation
of the normalizing constant:

G =
∑
n∈Ω

ρn11
11

n11!
ρn12
12

n12!
ρn13
13

n13!
ρn22
22

n22!
ρn23
23

n23!
ρn33
33

n33!
(11)

where the sum is taken over all vectors n that satisfy constraints (4) through (9).
A method to compute G is presented in [9]. Numerical experiments with this
method indicate that it is limited to k = 5 satellites. That is, it takes an amount
of time in the order of a few minutes to compute the normalizing constant G for 5
satellites. Thus, a different method is needed for analyzing realistic constellations
of LEO satellites.

3 A Decomposition Algorithm for Satellite Constellations

We now present a decomposition method for calculating call blocking probabili-
ties in a constellation of satellites. The constellation is decomposed into a series
of sub-systems each consisting of at most three satellites. Each sub-system is
analyzed separately using the exact solution described in the previous section.
The results obtained from the sub-systems are then combined together using an
iterative scheme in order to obtain a solution to the constellation as a whole.

As in the previous section, we will assume for the moment that the constella-
tion of satellites is fixed over the earth, as in the case of geostationary satellites.
That is, calls are not handed off from one satellite to another, and the call block-
ing probability due to hand-offs is zero. Therefore, the decomposition algorithm
presented in this section can only calculate the call blocking probabilities of new
calls. In the following section, we extend the algorithm to also calculate the call
blocking probabilities due to hand-offs.

In order to explain how the decomposition algorithm works, let us consider
a 16-satellite constellation with 4 orbits and 4 satellites per orbit, as shown in
Figure 2. In the configuration of satellites that we study, we do not take into
account the presence of the seam or the fact that satellites near the north and
south pole have some of their links shut down. These two cases can be easily taken
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ORBIT 1 ORBIT 2 ORBIT 4

Satellite 1

Satellite 2

Satellite 3

Satellite 4

Satellite 5

Satellite 6

Satellite 7
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of Figure 2

onto account by simply changing the routing paths between pairs of satellites
that are affected by the lack of links over the seam and near the poles.

The constellation is fixed over the earth, and we assume that each satellite
in the first row has an intra-plane ISL to the satellite on the same orbit located
in the bottom row. For instance satellite 1 communicates with satellite 4 via an
intra-plane ISL. Likewise, satellites 5 and 8 are connected by an intra-plane ISL,
and so on. Also, each satellite in the first column communicates via an inter-
plane ISL with the satellite on the fourth column that is located on the same
row. For instance, satellite 1 has an inter-plane link to satellite 13, and so on.

For the purposes of our decomposition algorithm, each orbit is divided into
two sub-systems (shown in Figure 3). For instance, orbit 1 is divided into sub-
system 1, consisting of satellites 1 and 2, and sub-system 2, consisting of satellites
3 and 4. Orbit 2 is divided into sub-system 3, consisting of satellites 5 and 6,
and sub-system 4, consisting of satellites 7 and 8; likewise for orbits 3 and 4.
Similarly, each row of four satellites in Figure 2 is divided into two sub-systems.
The 16-satellite constellation is thus divided into 16 sub-systems as shown in
Figure 3.

In order to analyze sub-system 1 in isolation, we need to have some informa-
tion from other sub-systems. Specifically, we need to know the probability that
a call originating at a satellite in sub-system 1 and terminating at a satellite in
sub-system r, where r > 1, will be blocked due to lack of capacity in a link of
any sub-system that it has to traverse, including sub-system r. Also, we need
to know the number of calls that originate at other sub-systems and terminate
in sub-system 1. Similar information is needed in order to analyze any other
sub-system.

In view of this, each sub-system within an orbit is augmented to include
two fictitious satellites, referred to as N and S. These two satellites are used
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to represent the aggregate traffic generated by other satellites and which flows
into (or out of) the sub-system along links north or south of the sub-system,
respectively. For instance, sub-system 1, shown in Figure 3, is augmented with
fictitious satellites N1 and S1. A call originating at satellite i, i = 1, 2 and
terminating at satellite j, j = 3, 4 are represented in our sub-system by a call
from satellite i to one of the fictitious satellites N1 or S1. Depending upon i and
j, this call may be routed differently. In our augmented sub-system, a call will
be routed to S1 if the shortest-path route passes through satellites south of the
sub-system. A call will be routed to N1 if the shortest-path route goes towards
the north. In other words, satellite N1 (respectively, S1) in the augmented sub-
system is the destination satellite for all calls that originate in satellite i of
sub-system 1 and are routed to satellite j located outside that sub-system in the
clockwise (respectively counter-clockwise) direction.

This augmented sub-system captures the traffic outside the sub-system that
travels on the same orbit, i.e., on intra-plane ISLs. In addition, we also have
to consider traffic that uses inter-plane ISLs. For instance, let us consider again
sub-system 1. A call originating at satellite 1 and terminating at satellite 6
will use the intra-plane ISL to satellite 2 and then the inter-plane ISL between
satellites 2 and 6. In order to account for traffic traversing inter-plane ISLs, we
also decompose each row of satellites into two sub-systems, each consisting of
two satellites. For instance, the first row of satellites is divided into sub-system
9, consisting of satellites 1 and 5, and sub-system 10, consisting of satellites 9
and 13. The 16-satellite constellation is thus divided into an additional 8 sub-
systems, as shown in Figure 3. Each sub-system is augmented to include two
fictitious satellites, referred to as E and W . As before, the fictitious E and W
satellites are used to represent the aggregate traffic generated by other satellites
and which flows into (or out of) the sub-system along links east or west of the
sub-system, respectively. For instance, a call originating at say satellite i, i = 1, 5,
and terminating at satellite j, j = 9, 13, will be represented in our sub-system 9
as a call from i to either E1 or W1, depending upon the shortest-path route of
the call. As another example, consider a call between satellites 5 and 11. Using
shortest-path routing, this call is routed through satellites 9 and 10. Within the
augmented sub-system 9 this particular is represented as a call between satellite
5 and fictitious satellite E1.

In order to analyze the augmented sub-systems in Figure 3, we introduce the
effective arrival rates λ̂ij , including rates λ̂i,N ,λ̂i,S (or λ̂i,E , λ̂i,W ), within each
sub-system. The effective rate λ̂ij captures the rate of calls between satellite i
and satellite j, as seen from within this sub-system. In particular, the effective
rate λ̂i,N (or any other rate involving any of the other fictitious satellites S, E or
W ) captures the rate of calls originating at satellite i and leaving the sub-system
over an ISL that goes through the fictitious satellite N .

Based on this decomposition, computing the blocking probability of a call
depends on whether or not the originating and terminating satellites of the call
are within the same sub-system. In the former case, the blocking probability
is computed directly as a byproduct of solving the sub-system in isolation. In
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the latter case, the blocking probability is computed by taking into account all
the sub-systems in the call’s path. Returning to Figure 3, a call originating at
satellite 1 and terminating at satellite 6 will be analyzed in two steps. At the
first step, it is a call within sub-system 1 between satellites 1 and 2. This call
then leaves this sub-system from satellite 2 and it is analyzed using sub-system
11. From the point of view of sub-system 11, this is a call between satellites 2
and 6. As another example, analyzing a call between satellite 1 and satellite 8
involves three sub-systems. Within sub-system 1, it is viewed as a call between
satellite 1 and (fictitious) satellite N1. In sub-system 2, it is considered a call
between (fictitious) satellite S2 and satellite 4. Finally, in sub-system 15, it is a
call between satellites 4 and 8.

We now illustrate the decomposition algorithm using the 16 satellite con-
stellation shown in Figure 3. Initially, we solve sub-system 1 in isolation. This
system in isolation is described by the following Markov process:

n = (n11, n12, n1N1 , n1S1 , n22, n2N1 , n2S1) (12)

We solve sub-system 1 exactly using the approach described in the previous
section. The arrival rates used in the solution are the effective arrival rates
λ̂1,N1, λ̂1,S1, λ̂1,2, λ̂2,N1, and λ̂2,S1. Efective rate λ̂1,N1 is obtained using expres-
sion (13); the other effective rates (for this or other sub-systems) are obtained
from similar expressions which can be found in [10].

λ̂1,N1 = (1 − p4,S2)λ1,4 + (1 − p4,S2)(1 − p4,8)λ1,8 + (1 − p4,S2)(1 − p4,8)
×(1 − pW8,12)λ1,12 + (1 − p4,S2)(1 − p4,E4)(1 − pW8,16)λ1,16 (13)

We now explain expression (13) in more detail. Note that, in this expression,
quantities pij represent the probability that a call between two satellites traveling
through the path segment (i, j) in another sub-system will be blocked due to the
lack of capacity in that segment.

Consider expression (13) for effective rate λ̂1,N1 which represents the rate of
calls originating at satellite 1 and leaving the sub-system over ISL 1-4 in Figure 2.
Because of the shortest path routing we consider here, these are calls terminating
at satellites 4, 8, 12, and 16. Consequently, the right-hand side of (13) consists
of four terms, one for calls terminating at each of these four satellites. The first
term in (13), (1− p4,S2)λ1,4, represents the effective arrival rate of calls between
satellites 1 and 4, as seen by sub-system 1. This effective rate represents the
fraction of calls between satellites 1 and 4 not blocked in sub-system 2 between
satellites 4 and S2, and is given by the product of the arrival rate λ1,4 of new
calls between satellites 1 and 4 times the probability that a call is not blocked
between satellite 4 and (fictitious) satellite S2) in sub-system 2. The second term
is obtained similarly by accounting for all the sub-systems in the shortest path
between satellites 1 and 8. A call between satellites 1 and 8 may be blocked
either in sub-system 2, between satellites 4 and S2, or in sub-system 15, between
satellites 4 and 8. Therefore, the effective arrival rate for a call between satellites
1 and 8 as seen by sub-system 1 is (1−p4,S2)(1−p4,8)λ1,8. This expression gives
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us the proportion of calls that are not blocked in sub-systems 2 and 15. The
third term (1−p4,S2)(1−p4,8)(1−pW8,12)λ1,12 provides the effective arrival rate
between satellites 1 and 12. This expression gives us the proportion of the traffic
that is not blocked between satellites 4 and S2, 4 and 8, and W8 and 12. The
last term of λ1,N1 is similar with the previous term except it accounts for the
sub-systems along the shortest path to satellite 16.

Equations similar to (13) are used to solve sub-system 1, as well as other sub-
systems, in isolation. The values of quantities pij are updated at each iteration,
and represent our best estimate for the value of the corresponding blocking
probability at the beginning of the iteration. For the first iteration, we use p(0)ij =
0, for all i and j. During the h-th iteration, each sub-system is solved in isolation
using the blocking probabilities p(h−1)

ij computed during the previous iteration.

As a result of the solution to the sub-system a new set of values p(h)ij for the
blocking probabilities are obtained, and these are used in the next iteration.
This iterative procedure continues until the blocking probabilities converge.

Any constellation with a large number of satellites can be decomposed in a
similar manner into a number of sub-systems, each of 3 or fewer satellites.

4 Modeling Hand-Offs

4.1 Earth-Fixed Coverage

In a LEO satellite constellation with earth-fixed coverage, time is divided in
intervals of length T such that, during a given interval, each satellite serves a
certain cell by continuously redirecting its beams. At the end of each interval,
i.e., every T time units, all satellites simultaneously redirect their beams to serve
the next footprint along their orbit, and they also hand-off currently served calls
to the next satellite in the orbit. Therefore, hand-off events are periodic with
a period of T time units, and hand-offs take place in bulk at the end of each
period. There is no call blocking due to hand-offs, since, at each hand-off event
a satellite passes its calls to the one following it and simply inherits the calls
of the satellite ahead of it. Within each period T , the system can be modeled
as one with no hand-offs. Given that the period T is equal to the orbit period
(approximately 100 minutes) divided by the number of satellites at each orbit,
we can assume that the system reaches steady state within the period, and thus,
the initial conditions (i.e., the number of calls inherited by each satellite at the
beginning of the period) do not affect its behavior. Furthermore, from the point
of view of an observer on the earth, this system appears to be as if the satellites
are permanently fixed over their footprints. Hence, we can use the decomposition
algorithm presented above to analyze this system.

4.2 Satellite-Fixed Coverage

Consider now satellite-fixed cell coverage. As a satellite moves, its footprint on
the earth (the cell served by the satellite) also moves with it. As customers move
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Fig. 4. Calculation of the hand-off probability

out of the footprint area of a satellite, their calls are handed off to the satellite
following it from behind. In order to model hand-offs in this case, we make the
assumption that potential customers are uniformly distributed over the earth.
Clearly, this assumption is an approximation.

Let A denote the area of a satellite’s footprint and v denote a satellite’s
speed. As a satellite moves around the earth, within a time interval of length
∆t, its footprint will move a distance of∆L, as shown in Figure 4. Calls involving
customers located in the part of the original footprint of area ∆A (the hand-off
area) that is no longer served by the satellite are handed off to the satellite
following it. Let ∆A = Aβ∆L, where β depends on the shape of the footprint.
Because of the assumption that active customers are uniformly distributed over
the satellite’s footprint, the probability q that a customer will be handed off to
the next satellite along the sky within a time interval of length ∆t is

q =
∆A

A
= β∆L = βv∆t (14)

Define α = βv. Then, when there are n customers served by a satellite, the rate
of hand-offs to the satellite following it will be αn.

Single Sub-System. Let us first return to the 3-satellite orbit (see Figure 1)
and introduce hand-offs. This system can be described by a continuous-time
Markov process with the same number of random variables as the no-hand-offs
model of Section 2 (i.e., n11, · · · , n33), the same transition rates (2) and (3), but
with a number of additional transition rates to account for hand-offs. We will
now derive the transition rates due to hand-offs.

Consider calls between a customer served by satellite 1 and a customer served
by satellite 2. There are n12 such calls serving 2n12 customers: n12 customers on
the footprint of satellite 1 and n12 on the footprint of satellite 2. Consider a call
between customer A and customer B, served by satellites 1 and 2, respectively.
The probability that customer A will be in the hand-off area of satellite 1 but B
will not be in the hand-off area of satellite 2 is q(1 − q) = q − q2. From (14), we
have that lim∆t→0

q2

∆t = 0, so the rate at which these calls experience a hand-off
from satellite 1 to satellite 3 that follows it is αn12. We have:

r(n, n− 112 + 123) = αn12, n12 > 0 (15)
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Similarly, the probability that customer B will be in the hand-off area of satel-
lite 2 but A will not be in the hand-off area of satellite 1 is q(1−q) = q−q2. Thus,
the rate at which these calls experience a hand-off from satellite 2 to satellite 1
that follows it is again αn12:

r(n, n− 112 + 111) = αn12, n12 > 0 (16)

On the other hand, the probability that both customers A and B are in the
hand-off area of their respective satellites is q2, which, from (14) is o(∆t), and
thus simultaneous hand-offs are not allowed.

The transition rates involving the other four random variables in the state
description (1) can be derived using similar arguments, and can be found in [10].

From the queueing point of view, this system is a queueing network of
M/M/K/K queues as described in Section 2, where customers are allowed to
move between queues. This queueing network has a product-form solution sim-
ilar to (10). Let γij denote the total arrival rate of calls between satellites i
and j, including new calls (at a rate of λij) and hand-off calls (at an appropriate
rate). The values of γij can be obtained by solving the traffic equations for the
queueing network. Let νijnij be the departure rate when there are nij of these
calls, including call termination (at a rate of µijnij) and call hand-off (at a rate
of 2αnij). Define sij = γij/νij . The solution for this queueing network is:

P (n) = P (n11, n12, n13, n22, n23, n33) =
1
G

sn11
11

n11!
sn12
12

n12!
sn13
13

n13!
sn22
22

n22!
sn23
23

n23!
sn33
33

n33!
(17)

which is identical to (10) with sij in place of ρij . Therefore, the exact solution
od Section 2 is applicable to this new queueing network as well.

Constellation of Satellites. To analyze a constellation of satellites with hand-
offs, we use the algorithm presented in Section 3. The main difference is that,
instead of using the arrival and departure rates for new calls, λij and µij , re-
spectively, we use the rates γij and νij which account for both new and hand-off
calls. The latter are obtained by solving the traffic equations for the queueing
network. Therefore, our analysis of a constellation follows the steps below:

1. The constellation is modeled as a queueing network of M/M/K/K queues,
where each queue represents the number of calls between a pair of satellites
(i, j) (no hand-offs case). A number of constraints, similar to (4)-(9), are
imposed to account for the fact that some calls share common links.

2. In order to model hand-offs, we introduce additional transitions of customers
moving from one queue to another.

3. We solve exactly the traffic equations of the queueing network resulting from
Step 2 to obtain the new arrival rates.

4. We apply the decomposition algorithm described in Section 3 using the ar-
rival rates from Step 3.

Solving the traffic equations is computationally expensive, taking time O(N3),
where N is the number of states in the Markov process. The number N of
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Fig. 6. Call blocking probabilities for 16
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states, in turn, is exponential in the number K of satellites. To decrease the
complexity, we have developed an approximate way to solve the traffic equations
in a distributed manner; a detailed description can be found in [10].

5 Numerical Results

In this section we verify the accuracy of the decomposition algorithm by com-
paring to simulation results. 95% confidence intervals were estimated by the
method of replications. The number of replications is 30, with each simulation
run lasting until each source/destination pair of call has at least 15,000 arrivals.
For the approximate results, the decomposition algorithm terminates when all
call blocking probability values have converged within 10−6.

We obtained results using three different traffic patterns: a uniform traffic
pattern, one based on the notion of traffic locality, and a hot spot pattern (for
details, refer to [10]). We consider a constellation of 16 satellites with four orbits
and four satellites per orbit as shown in Figure 2. Each satellite has four ISLs;
two within the same orbit and two with neighboring orbits.

Figures 5-7 plot the call blocking probability (for new and hand-off calls)
against the capacity CUDL of up-and-down links, when the arrival rate λ = 5
and the capacity of inter-satellite links CISL = 10, for the three traffic pattern.
We note that there is a good agreement between the analytical results and the
simulation. Overall, the analytical curves track the simulation curves accurately,
indicating that the decomposition algorithm can be used to predict the call
blocking performance of a LEO satellite constellation accurately and efficiently.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have presented an analytical model for computing call blocking probabilities
in LEO satellite networks. We have developed an algorithm for decomposing the
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Fig. 7. Call blocking probabilities for 16 satellites with hand-off, hot-spot pattern

constellation into smaller sub-systems, each of which is solved in isolation ex-
actly. The individual solutions are combined using an iterative scheme. We have
also shown how our approach can capture blocking due to hand-offs for both
satellite-fixed and earth-fixed coverage. We have demonstrated through numeri-
cal examples that the analytical results are in good agreement with simulation.
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Abstract. The introduced gateway architecture for DVB-based geostationary
satellite networks has been developed for the European Community project
“GOECAST” (multiCAST over GEOstationary satellites) and aims at support-
ing the real-time (RT) traffic feeding the Gateway Earth Stations (GES). GESs
provide the access to the satellite network to a large number of RT flows, whose
delay constraints have to be guaranteed without affecting the lower priority traf-
fic. A tight control on the queuing delays is obtained by the proposed scheduling
scheme, while the proposed buffering scheme allows the scalability requirement
to be met by means of a proper traffic aggregation criterion. Finally, the ‘stolen
slot’ concept is introduced: whenever the RT traffic transmission rate is lower
than the nominal rate, the ‘stolen-slot’ procedure allows the utilisation of the
leftover bandwidth, considering also the multicast issues. Simulations have been
performed with the OPNET tool to test the effectiveness of the proposed
schemes and algorithms.

1   The GEOCAST Project

The GEOCAST scenario consists of a geostationary (GEO) satellite network with an
on-board packet-switch, a Network Control Centre (NCC), in charge of several key
tasks relevant to resource management and connection handling, several User Earth
Stations (UES), which provide the access to few User Terminals (UT), and a limited
number of Gateway Earth Stations (GES), which provide the access to a large popula-
tion of users and to backbone networks. The GES uplink access is TDM (Time Divi-
sion Mutiplexing): the uplink capacity is divided into time-slots; each time-slot is
capable of transporting one packet. The UES uplink, conversely, is MF-TDMA (Multi
Frequency Time-Division Multiple Access), so that the UESs are capable of sharing
the uplink capacity. Fig. 1 shows the GEOCAST scenario.

While each GES has the exclusive use of the TDM uplink frames, the downlink ca-
pacity is shared among several GESs and UESs. Thus, the NCC, which manages the
network resources, grants the requested rates of the GES connections; in particular, the
Connection Admission Control (CAC) grants the requested capacity after the connec-
tion set-up for the connection life-time, while the Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD)
scheme (presented in [1]) grants some capacity in response to the capacity requests.

The protocol stack of the GEOCAST project is compliant with the DVB-RCS (Re-
turn Channel via Satellite-Digital Video Broadcasting) standard ([2], [3]). In particu-
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lar, it uses the DVB-RCS ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) format on the uplink
and the DVB-S MPEG2 format on the downlink ([4]). Without explaining the overall
protocol stack in detail, this means that the IP traffic entering the Gateway is mapped
onto ATM connections, which are transported through the DVB priority traffic classes
([3]): real-time (RT), jitter tolerant (JT) and best effort (BE).
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Fig. 1. GEOCAST scenario

This paper deals with the RT priority traffic, which is used to transport delay sensi-
tive ATM connections; the ATM connections are characterised by the declared Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) parameters, as the Cell Transfer Delay (CTD) and the Cell Delay
Variation (CDV), and by the declared traffic parameters, as the Peak Cell Rate (PCR).
The CTD is the maximum acceptable delay perceived by the ATM cells from the
source GES to the destination GES or UES; the CDV is the maximum allowed differ-
ence among the delays perceived by the ATM cells of the connection (jitter); the PCR
is the maximum transmission rate. The ATM connections feeding the GES are subject
to traffic shaping and policing through the Usage Parameter Control (UPC) blocks [5].

Furthermore, the GEOCAST network supports multicast traffic, which is mapped
onto ATM one-to-many connections. For instance, a multicast session involving n
users is mapped onto n one-to-many connections, each one with one sender and (n-1)
receivers. The GEOCAST on-board switch is capable of duplicating the received
packets and of forwarding them towards the proper downlinks.

In Section 2, the problems related to the satellite networks are highlighted; in Sec-
tion 3, a Gateway architecture is proposed; in Section 4, the ‘stolen slot’ concept is
defined taking into account the multicast issues; Section 5 presents the simulations
results; finally, in Section 6 the conclusions are drawn.

2   Real-Time (RT) Traffic over Satellite Networks

The uplink TDM frame of the GESs is divided into frames. Each frame consists of a
number N of time-slots and its duration is equal to TFRAME. Each time-slot is capable of
transporting one ATM cell (hereinafter referred to as packet). In the GEOCAST proj-
ect, N = 1136, TFRAME = 53 ms and each time-slot has a capacity CSLOT = 8 kbps (i.e., the
capacity equivalent to 1 time-slot per frame is 8 kbps).
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The RT traffic has tight delay constraints, thus it cannot avail of the BoD mecha-
nism, since the time required by the NCC to fulfil the bandwidth requests is equal to
the Round Trip Delay (RTD) of the geostationary networks, which is about 500 ms
and is likely to be greater than the CTD of the RT connections. As a consequence, the
network cannot react to the rate variations and, therefore, during the connection set-up,
the CAC in the NCC must reserve a capacity equal to the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) for the
connection lifetime. In the one-to-many connection case, the PCR capacity must be
reserved onto each involved downlink. Finally, the GES must check whether the re-
quired PCR is less than its available capacity, i.e., the uplink capacity minus the ca-
pacity already reserved for other active connections.

Usually ([6]-[9]), the RT connections are associated to one or more logical chan-
nels, that is one or more time-slot per frame are assigned to the connection.

This solution has a problem of over-allocation, since where the number of time-
slots NPCR required to map the connection is given by the following equation: NPCR = 
PCR / CSLOT . On average, each connection needs 0.5 CSLOT = 4 kbps more than its
PCR. In addition, this scheme requires that each ATM connection – named Virtual
Channel Connection (VCC) – has its own buffer in the GES. This buffering scheme
causes a scalability problem for the GESs, because of the large number of connections
the GESs have to support. Furthermore, the queues in the buffers, and thus the CDV of
the connections, depend on the allocation policy and on the declared PCR.

As a mater of fact, if the channels are contiguous, the minimum queuing delay is
zero, if the packet arrives in the buffer when the time-slot is available, while the
maximum queuing delay is about TFRAME, if the packet arrives in the buffer just after the
reserved time-slot. Thus, in this case, the CDV is about TFRAME. Fig. 2 a) shows an
example of this mapping policy. Note that the arrival time ta(j) of the jth packet is equal
to the beginning time of the time-slot used to transmit the packet itself; thus, the
queuing delay perceived by the jth packet is zero. On the other hand, the arrival time
ta(j+1) of the (j+1)th packet is slightly greater than the beginning time of the assigned
time-slot; thus, the packet can be transmitted only in the beginning of the following
frame. Thus, the queuing delay perceived by the (j+1)th packet is about TFRAME.

If the GES allocates the time-slots regularly over the frame, it manages to limit the
CDV to TFRAME / NPCR. Fig. 2 b) shows an example of this mapping policy, in which the
PCR of the connection is such that NPCR = 3 time-slots per frame. Note that the arrival
time ta(j) of the jth packet is slightly greater than the beginning time of the assigned
time-slot; thus, the packet can be transmitted only via the successive time-slot. Thus,
the queuing delay perceived by the jth packet is about TFRAME / NSLOT. On the other hand,
the arrival time ta(j+1) of the (j+1)th packet is equal to the beginning time of the time-
slot used to transmit the packet itself; thus, the queuing delay perceived by the (j+1)th

packet is zero. Note, however, that a regular allocation might be impossible because of
already allocated time-slots; in this case, the connection suffers from a CDV > TFRAME /
NPCR.

In conclusion, the drawbacks of this architecture are: i) over-allocation of uplink re-
sources; ii) scalability due to the per-VCC buffering scheme; iii) obtainable CDV
limited by TFRAME or PCR iv) possible connection denial due to the impossibility of
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mapping the connection properly. In the following Section, the proposed architecture
is presented, which overcomes the above mentioned problems.

j-1 j j+1

time

FRAME k+1FRAME k

ta(j-1) ta(j) ta(j+1)

d(j+1)d(j-1)
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b)

j-1 j j+1

time

FRAME k+1FRAME k

ta(j-1) ta(j) ta(j+1)

d(j-1) d(j)
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j

Reserved time-slot used 
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of the connection

ta(j): Arrival time of the
jth packet

d(j): Queuing delay of
the jth packet

Fig. 2. Queuing delays associated to the frame mapping policies

3   Proposed Gateway Architecture

The proposed GES architecture aims at allowing the transmission of the RT connec-
tions to be independent of the uplink frame structure and at increasing the scalability.

This latter issue is addressed through an appropriate traffic aggregation policy. First
of all, the RT VCC of the GES directed towards the same downlink (or downlinks in
the case of the one-to-many connections) are aggregated into Virtual Path Connections
(VPC); consequently, the VPC are defined by the couple {Source GES, Destination
Downlink(s)}. Then, within each VPC, the VCCs are aggregated on the basis of their
QoS, so that the VCCs characterized by similar CDV requirements are collected in the
same buffer. This aggregation policy allows a great reduction of the buffer number,
and, as a consequence, of the complexity of the scheduling algorithm (as it will be
explained later), without affecting the QoS perceived by the distinct VCCs. As a mat-
ter of fact, in order to assure a certain CDV the GES must limit the queuing delay; if
the queuing delay of the QoS buffer is kept under the most stringent CDV require-
ments among the ones of its VCC, the CDV target is met by each VCC.

In order to render the transmission of the RT packets independent of the frame
structure of the uplink, the following considerations are taken into account:
- The transmission rates of the RT connections feeding the GES are controlled by

the UPC blocks, so that the packet rate of each connection cannot exceed the PCR.
- The RT connections are subject to the CAC, which assure that an uplink capacity

equal to the PCR is always available.
Thus, the RT packets feeding the QoS buffers have always the matching available

capacity on the uplink, and, because of the greater priority of the RT traffic with re-
spect to the non real-time (NRT) traffic, should be transmitted as soon as possible.
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Therefore, the proposed architecture features a two-levels scheduling scheme (see
Fig. 3):

1. The first scheduling level consists of a strict priority scheduler, which decides
whether a RT packet or a NRT packet must be transmitted; this scheduler transmits
NRT packets only if the RT buffer queues are empty.

2. The second scheduling level consists of a RT and a NRT schedulers, which decides
which packets to send among the ones waiting in the RT and NRT queues, respec-
tively.

This paper is focused onto the RT traffic, thus only the RT scheduler will be ex-
amined. The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler seems to be adequate, because of
the following reasons:

- The queuing delay is the only criterion, on the basis of which the RT packets must
be scheduled;

- The maximum queuing delay allowed to a certain buffer k, dMAX(k), is known, since
it given by the minimum CDV requirement of the VCCs aggregated in the buffer
k;

- The EDF is known to to be optimum in the sense that it minimizes the total prob-
ability of exceeding the deadlines for all streams ([10], [11]).

The EDF scheduler computes the deadlines of the packets by adding dMAX(k) to the
arrival time of the packets feeding the buffer k, and then it schedules the packet with
the earliest deadline.

Thanks to the double aggregation of the VCCs in QoS classes and in VPCs, a two-
levels scheduler can be implemented: the first EDF scheduler decides which packet to
sent among the ones in the head of the QoS queues of the single VPCs, and has com-
plexity ( )QoSNO log , where QoSN  is the number of QoS classes defined within the

RT class; the second scheduler decides decides which packet to sent among the ones
selected by the first level schedulers, and has complexity ( )VPCNO log , where VPCN

is the number of VPCs.

Fig. 3 shows the proposed GES architecture.

While the proposed architecture succeeds in enhancing the scalability and in over-
coming the problems related to the connection mapping, it has a drawback. During the
jth frame, the NRT scheduler is allowed to transmit packets towards the kth downlink up
to a certain capacity CNRT(j,k), which is granted by the NCC (by the CAC and by the
BoD protocol). Since it is not likely that the RT sources transmit continuously at the
PCR, the capacity available to the RT traffic on the kth downlink which is left unused
should increase CNRT(j,k). In the reference architecture, the RT connections are explic-
itly mapped onto the uplink frame; thus, if the RT connection buffer is empty in the
beginning of an assigned time-slot, it can straightforwardly used by the NRT traffic.
This simple procedure cannot be followed in the proposed architecture case. In the
following Section, a procedure suitable for the proposed architecture is presented.
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Fig. 3. Proposed gateway architecture

4   ‘Stolen-Slot’ Procedure for Unicast and Multicast Traffic

Every time the RT connections transmit with a lower rate than the declared one, some
capacity is left unused; when this capacity is equal to the time-slot capacity CSLOT, one
NRT packet can be served, and the time-slot is considered as ‘stolen’. Two problems
arise: i) how to compute the ‘stolen’ capacity, ii) how to assign the ‘stolen’ time-slots.

In order to identify whether a time-slot can be ‘stolen’, the proposed algorithm
makes use of the UPC blocks of the GESs ([5]). Each VCC is characterised by the
peak transmission rate PCR. When the first packet of the VCC arrives at t = ta(1), the
associated UPC block computes the Theoretical Arrival Time (TAT) of the second
packet: TAT2 = TAT1 + 1/PCR, where TAT1 = 0. Then, when the second packet arrives
at t = ta(2), the UPC block performs the following actions (neglecting the policing
function): i) if ta(2) > TAT2, TAT3 = ta(2) + 1/PCR; ii) if ta(2) < TAT2, TAT3 = TAT2 +
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1/PCR. Similarly, on the basis of TATk, when the kth packet arrives at ta(k) the UPC
computes TAT(k+1).

The ‘stolen-slots’ algorithm is based on the fact that when a cell arrives at time ta(k)
after its TAT(k), then the next TAT(k+1) is delayed. In particular, TAT(k+1) is delayed
by [ta(k) – TAT(k)]. Since the TATs cannot be anticipated, this time is ‘stolen’. When
the sum of the stolen times is equal to 1/PCR, then 1 time-slot can be ‘stolen’, and the
UPC block communicates it to the NRT scheduler (see Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows an exam-
ple run of the algorithm..
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Fig. 4. Example of the stolen slot algorithm

After that a time-slot is stolen, it has to be assigned to the proper connection. We
recall that, while  each GES has the exclusive use of the TDM uplink frames, the
downlink capacity is shared among several GESs and UESs by the NCC. Thus, in the
beginning of each frame, the GES is allowed to transmit a known capacity towards
each downlink. In the case of one-to-many connections, the capacity is reserved by the
NCC on each downlink involved by the connection, as shown in Fig. 5, in which the
one-to-many VPC0 has one packets to send during the jth frame and is allowed to
transmit two packets (i.e., it has two allocated time-slots).
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���� �������������	�����downlinks involved by the VPC the stolen slot belongs to.
The problem is to decide which VPC should steal the time-slot:
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1. First of all, the GES must check which are the eligible VPCs on the basis of
the following rules: i) the VPC buffer in the GES must not be empty; ii) the
set D(j) of the downlinks involved by the 
����������������	� �� ∆⊆)( jD .

2. Then, the eligible VPCs are ordered with respect to i) the priority traffic and
ii) the number of involved downlinks, i.e., the cardinality of D(j).

3. Finally, the time-slot is given to the first VPC of the list.
Note that, in the one-to-many case, the time-slot might be stolen by a certain VPCj,

which does not involve all the downlinks, on which the capacity has been reserved.
Let be D(j) be the set of downlinks involved by 
���������������� ��������	��������
�������� ���� � ��D(j), if another uplink time-slot is available to the GES, the above
mentioned procedure can be repeated.

In conclusion, the ‘stolen slot’ procedure allows the GES to transmit m cells – be-
longing to one connection each – towards n downlinks (n > m), assuming the follow-
ing relations:

i) mjjD ,...,1   ,)( =∆⊆
ii) jiiDjD ≠∀∅=∩    ,)()(

iii) { } { }∑
=

∆≤=
m

j

CardjDCardn
1

)(

For instance, Fig. 6 a), referred to the example of Fig. 5 � ������ ���������  �D(1),
D(2) and D(3), and shows that VPC1, 2 and 3 are eligible to steal the VPC0 time-slot
since ∆⊆)( jD , j =1, 2, 3. Assuming that the VPC1 and 2 have higher priority with

respect to VPC3, the time-slot is stolen by VPC1, since Card{D(1)} > Card{D(2)}.
Then, assuming that the GES has another available �����!�����"����� � ��������������
shown in Fig. 6 b); by repeating the procedure, given that VPC2 and 3 are eligible, the
time-slot is assigned to VPC2, which has higher priority with respect to VPC3. Fi-
nally, even if the GES has another free time-slot, it cannot be used by any VPC be-
cause D(1), D(2) and D(3)������������"������	�������������  �������������Fig. 6 c).
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Fig. 6. Downlink sets for the stolen slot procedure
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5   OPNET Simulations

In order to validate the proposed architecture, simulations have been performed with
the OPNET tool by MIL3, which is a discrete event simulator specifically developed
for simulating telecommunication networks.

The simulation scenario consists of a single gateway transmitting 8 one-to-one
VCCs towards the satellite via a TDM uplink. In order to evaluate the performances of
the proposed architecture, it is compared to the reference one, in which the VCCs are
mapped onto the uplink frame after the connection set-up. The simulation parameters
are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Four simulation runs have been executed, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation runs

Simulation
Run

Scenario Source Rate1 VCC Admission Order

1 Reference Nominal VCC 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2 Reference Nominal VCC 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5
3 Proposed Nominal Not significant
4 Proposed Variable Not significant

Note that, in the reference scenario, the last VCC that has to be mapped is VCC7;
since the other VCCs requires a total amount of 1053 time-slots in order to be mapped
onto the uplink frame (as a matter of fact, each VCC is mapped onto an integer num-

                                                          
1 The sources can transmit constantly at the PCR – nominal rate – or with a variable rate; the

rate variations have a Gaussian distribution with the mean equal to PCR (however, the UPC
blocks limit the buffer input rate to the PCR).
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ber of time-slots, e.g., VCC1 is mapped onto 163 time-slots), the leftover 83 time-slots
are not sufficient to map VCC7. On the contrary, the proposed architecture is capable
of accepting the last VCC, since it is not dependent on the frame structure; the sum of
the PCRs of the VCCs is equal to the uplink capacity.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results.
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Fig. 7 a1) shows the queuing delay perceived by the packets of the Class 1 VCCs in
Simulation 1. As explained in Section 2, assuming that the time-slots are regularly
paced, the queuing delay depends on the PCR of the connection and not on the re-
quested CDV. For instance, the light gray plot shows the queuing delay of VCC5,
whose PCR is equal to 31,000 bps; thus, the expected maximum CDV is given by
TFRAME / NPCR = 53 ms / 4 = 13.25 ms. The simulation confirms this prediction, and
shows that the reference architecture cannot guarantee the requested CDV to VCC5.
The periodic saw-tooth behaviour of the queuing delays depend on the fact that the
sources are not synchronized with the periodicity of the assigned time-slots.

Fig. 7 a2) shows the queuing delay perceived by the packets of the Class 2 and 3
VCCs in Simulation 1. Also in this case, the queuing delays depend only on the PCR
of the connections.

Fig. 7 a3) shows the comparison between the queuing delays perceived by the
packets of VCC5 in Simulation 1 and 2. Since in Simulation 2 VCC5 is the last ad-
mitted connection, it has to be mapped onto an already heavily loaded uplink frame;
thus, the time-slot allocation cannot be as regular as in the Simulation 1, and the
maximum distance between two consecutive time-slots is greater. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 7 a3), the CDV in Simulation 2 is even greater than the one in Simulation 1
(which was already unacceptable).

Fig. 7 b1) and b2) shows the queuing delay perceived by the packets of the VCCs in
Simulation 3. In this case, the queuing delays are independent of the PCR and are
much below the requested CDVs, even if the rate of the traffic entering the GES is
equal to the uplink capacity – in Simulation 3, the gateway is supporting all of the 8
VCCs transmitting at full rate.

Finally, Fig. 7 b3) shows stolen slot algorithm performances. In Simulation 4, in
which the sources transmit with variable rates, the GES transmits a NRT packet every
time the stolen slot algorithm communicates that a time-slot is available (see Section
4). The lower plot represents the total transmission rate of the RT VCCs of Simulation
4, while the higher plot represents the total amount of transmitted packets, given by
the RT traffic plus the NRT packets transmitted on the stolen slots; the simulation
results show that the stolen slot algorithm allows the utilisation of more than 99.8% of
the link capacity (note that, in the simulation, a NRT time-slot is available every time
a time-slot is stolen).

6   Conclusions

In the present paper, a gateway architecture suitable for DVB-RCS satellite networks
has been proposed. The architecture aims at supporting the RT priority traffic in the
most efficient manner, without affecting the NRT traffic. At the same time, the scal-
ability issue, which is relevant for the gateways because of the large number of sup-
ported traffic flows, is taken into account.

The three objectives are met:
i) The proposed scheduling scheme transmits the RT packets with strict priority with

respect to the NRT traffic; the NRT traffic is protected by misbehaving RT sources
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(i.e., sources transmitting with a higher rate with respect to the contracted one) by
the UPC functional blocks of the gateway, which have shaping and policing func-
tionalities.

ii) Thanks to the ‘stolen slot’ concept, by exploiting the UPC blocks, the proposed
‘stolen slot’ algorithm is capable of re-distributing the unused capacity which was
assigned to RT traffic among the NRT flows.

iii) The proposed two-levels aggregation policy, based on the definition of QoS classes
within the RT priority traffic, reduces effectively the number of buffer the gateway
has to manage.

Furthermore, the paper defines a procedure that allows the distribution of the avail-
able time-slots among unicast and multicast traffic flows.

Finally, simulations have been performed with the OPNET tool, which verified the
effectiveness of the proposed buffering and scheduling schemes and of the proposed
‘stolen-slot’ algorithm.
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Abstract. The Up/Down Link UDL of a Low Earth Orbit LEO satellite con-
stellation is a scarce radio resource that needs to be shared efficiently between
many users with different needs. A suitable Connection Admission Control
CAC policy is required. In our study we assume that the network handles three
types of calls: real time (voice) calls with strict constraints over the delay and
the bandwidth, non real time (data) calls delay tolerant but with bandwidth
guarantees requirements and Best Effort calls with no guarantees requirements.
In order to ensure priorities are respected, we use an "enhanced trunk reserva-
tion policy" in order to derive the Resources Allocation RA. A differentiated
RA scheme is proposed, associated with queuing for the lower priority calls.
Different unity bandwidths are associated with calls depending on their re-
quirements. The analytical markovian model is first derived, then the differenti-
ated RA model is compared with two cases of bandwidth granularity choice.
Impact of non markovian laws is studied using simulation.

Keywords: Access Networks, Performance Analysis, Satellite Communications.

1   Introduction

LEO Satellite Constellations are seen as a suitable mean for providing mobile users a
global access service to terrestrial networks with the main advantage of a small propa-
gation delay compared to the geographically stationary satellites. The general CAC
problem within a multi-service LEO Satellite Constellation usually with Inter-Satellite
Link ISL is very complex. It is common to split this problem into two components: the
CAC associated with the Medium Access Layer MAC at the air interface level and the
CAC associated with the establishment of the path within the LEO core network in-
volving the ISL Routing problem.

In this paper we will consider only the CAC problem at the air interface level to
the satellite constellation network. This case is found in two typical situations. The
first corresponds to a constellation without Inter-Satellite Link ISL like SKYBRIDGE
and the second is found in the case of integration of the satellite within the Universal
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Mobile Telecommunications Service UMTS Satellite Radio Access Network
USRAN [4]. A CAC policy based on an "enhanced trunk reservation technique" is
used.

The classical trunk reservation technique and a number of its variants have been
proposed and widely used in both contexts of routing and handoff. In the routing con-
text, this technique was first applied to telephone networks with a non hierarchical
circuit switched environment. By reserving a certain number of trunks for direct-
routed traffic in a group, it has been seen as an effective way of stabilizing the net-
work, and preventing performance degradation under overload [8]. In [10], it has been
shown that a dynamic trunk reservation policy with a level depending on the traffic
load yields better overload performance than a fixed trunk reservation scheme. Opti-
mizing the network performance by a suitable choice of the trunk reservation parame-
ters was studied in [12]. The approach was generalized from the classical telephony
context to a multi-service network. In [9], blocking probabilities of multiple traffic
streams due to trunk reservation in circuit-switched networks employing adaptive
routing were studied. The technique was applied to elastic flows in [5], in a broadband
network [6]. A dynamic control has also been shown to outperform the fixed one in a
broadband call control admission context in [3]. Other variants also attribute a prob-
ability to the acceptance of call once the threshold is reached [13]. In the mobile net-
works context, the trunk reservation technique, also known as the guard channels
technique, is also very popular. It has been used in classical voice cellular networks, as
well as in ATM based mobile networks. It is seen as an appropriate way to prioritize
calls experiencing handoff over newly generated calls in a cell [7]. Although the utility
of using guard channels has been discussed, especially regarding the overall system
utilization, and non-reserving schemes were proposed [15,16], the guard channels
approach remains popular in the mobile context. In order to increase the system per-
formance, the number of guard channels is varied dynamically using the information
concerning ongoing calls in neighboring cells [17] with the mobility pattern
[18,19,20]. In [14] the classical guard channels scheme is associated with queuing of
originated calls in order to increase channel utilization. A fractional policy is proposed
in [21]; it reserves a non integral part of guard channels for hand-off calls by rejecting
new calls with some probability that depends on the current channel occupancy. A
guard channel scheme is combined with queuing in an integrated voice/data wireless
network in [22]. Priority is given to voice handoffs over data handoffs.

In [1], we propose an analytical solution for the "enhanced trunk reservation
technique". It consists in admitting a lower priority service until a given threshold is
reached, so far identical to the classical scheme, but it admits the blocked service back
into the system only when the total number of occupied resources falls back to another
threshold. This hysteresis introduction has two main advantages. First, oscillations of
the system to and from the blocking state for the lower priority service are excluded.
And since, in the satellites context, whenever a transition from a state to another oc-
curs, the Network Control Center NCC, placed on the terrestrial part of the system is
to be informed, this leads to less signaling traffic on the air interface.

The scheme proposed is applied to a network with an integration of three service
classes. The highest priority class is the real-time service, carrying mainly voice over
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the allocated channels. Data traffic is separated into two priority classes. The higher
priority service has guaranteed bandwidth obtained by reservation that requires a CAC
mechanism. The lowest priority data service called “Best Effort” service has no guar-
antees requirements.

In this paper, the trunk reservation technique is combined with a bandwidth reser-
vation related to the type of call being served.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the traffic models
and parameters that have been used for both the analytical solution and the simulation.
The control admission scheme is explained in section 3. In section 4 the analytical
solution for the simplified differentiated RA model including queuing for the two data
classes is presented. In section 5 this model is compared via simulation to two fixed
choices of unity bandwidth allocation per call. Section 6 discusses blocking probabili-
ties experienced by different services and delay experienced by data calls with guar-
antees when different queue lengths are considered for the differentiated RA scheme
together with an enhanced trunk reservation mechanism.  In section 7 non markovian
service times are chosen and their impact on the above parameters is evaluated.  Sec-
tion 8 concludes the study.

2 Traffic Description
 
 According to the French Réseau National de Recherche en Télécommunications
RNRT Satellites Constellation Project [2], a mobile communication access service has
been introduced for mobile users using a LEO satellite constellation. The total band-
width serving pedestrian users on the uplink is of 72 kbits/s, with a granularity of 2.4
kbits/s. The cellular system that will be considered in this paper is based on cells fixed
to the earth (similar to the Skybridge LEO Constellation case). Furthermore, the user
mobility will be considered as negligible in comparison with the satellite mobility
because the typical diameter of a satellite cell is of order of few hundred kilometers
and because the only users considered are the pedestrian ones. Thus, we will not con-
sider in our CAC model the issues associated with the Handover HO. Because the
bandwidth on the downlink is usually higher than on the up link for pedestrian users,
we will focus on the channel allocation on the up link. We assume also that any mo-
bile user will always be able to see at least two satellites at the same time. Three call
classes are considered. Voice calls are generated according to a Poisson process with
an exponentially distributed call duration time of mean 120s. Channel allocation for
voice is considered on the basis of the call level; the period of the ON time in an
ON/OFF model being too small to justify the burst mode for voice. Data calls however
can be served as bursts. Two types of non real time data calls will be considered. One
corresponds to WEB applications, the other to FTP/SMTP data transfer. In all cases,
we consider an allocation’s duration based on a request/response transaction scheme.
In this paper, we consider different unity bandwidth’s allocation depending on the type
of call being served. That is, a bandwidth of 2.4 kbits/s is to be allocated to a voice call
entering the system while a 4.8 kbits/s bandwidth is to be allocated to each data or best
effort call. This differentiated RA model will be compared to the all 2.4 kbits/s
granularity as proposed by the french RNRT project [2] and to another proposition of
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4.8 kbits/s granularity for all users. For the WEB applications, an exponentially dis-
tributed inter-arrival transactional time - usually known as thinking time - of mean 2
minutes or, equivalently, an arrival rate of 8.33*10-3 transaction arrivals/second for a
given user is assumed. Assuming that a WEB page is represented by a load of 8000
bytes downloaded on a link of 2.4 kbits/s (respectively 4.8 kbits/s) as stated above, the
average service time is thus equal to 26.67s (respectively 13.33s). The propagation
delay is function of the satellite position covering the user and will be the same no
matter what the bandwidth choice.

 
3 The Connection Admission Control Scheme

 
 The lower priority data calls are accepted into the system until the number of allocated
channels reaches a certain threshold s1. The (higher priority) real-time calls are ac-
cepted until all channels are occupied. The data service will be admitted back into the
system only when the total number of occupied channels falls back to s2. Identically,
Best Effort is admitted into the system until the number of occupied resources reaches
s3, and is only be admitted back when the total number of occupied resources falls
back to s4. Two separate queues are associated with respectively data calls with guar-
antees and best effort calls. Calls refused immediate service can still wait in queue
until a certain number of channels becomes available.

 The problem can be viewed as a generalization of a Birth-Death system with a
number of channels equal to N, (30 or 15 channels depending on granularity), (�h,�h),
(�l,�l) and (�be,�be) the arrival rates and the inverse of the mean service times for re-
spectively voice, data and best effort services.

 Two main configurations for the respective positions of s2 and s3 are proposed.
 The choice of s2 < s3, a prudent admission policy, will penalize the data services,

but will be much more helpful for the high priority real time voice service. Once
blocked, the admission back into the system of the data calls is delayed. Choosing
s2>s3 on the other hand, represents a rather tolerant policy for data calls. Of course
transition from one configuration to the other can be done through threshold s2 varia-
tion. Simulation will thus represent different performance measures variations as
functions of varying s2.

 
4 Exact Analytical Solution for the Simplified Differentiated

RA Model
 

 As explained above, we consider that a voice call arriving to the system will be allo-
cated a 2.4 kbits/s bandwidth while a data call, or a best effort call, is to be served
with a 4.8 kbits/s bandwidth. This means that if an arriving lower priority call, when
its admission into the system is allowed, finds less available bandwidth than its 4.8
kbits/s requirement, it will be queued if the queue is not full. The non differential
bandwidth allocation scheme has been analyzed, via simulation, in [11].

 In order to simplify the analytical model derivation, thresholds s1 and s2 on one
hand and s3 and s4 on the other, are assumed to be identical.
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 The process consists in a five dimensional, continuous time, discrete states
Markov process. The solution is given under stationary conditions (when time tends to
infinity). Although the equations, given in the appendix, are written for the case for
which data and best effort calls require a double bandwidth than the one needed for
voice calls, the approach remains the same when other granularities are chosen.

 Figure 1.a) shows the evolution of the blocking experienced by data calls and
voice calls as threshold s1 varies, for different values of the data queue length. Best
effort queue length is fixed to a value of 5. The blocking experienced by best effort
calls is not represented because in the configuration studied, these calls represent a
proportion of 10% of the total system load while voice calls are responsible for 50%
and data calls for the remaining 40%.

 Two important observations can be made. As s1 increases, the blocking experi-
enced by data calls decreases while the blocking probability for voice increases. Of
course, increasing s1 means that less channels are reserved for the exclusive use of
voice. On the other hand, for a given value of s1, as the data queue length increases,
data calls experience less blocking. In fact, when a queue exists, a data call is not
completely rejected once threshold s1 is reached. It will be allowed to wait until a
sufficient number of resources becomes available. The longer the queue is, the more
calls are admitted to wait, and the less blocking situations will occur. A data call is
rejected if, upon its arrival into the system, it cannot directly access the system and the
queue is full. However, the longer the queue is, the longer a call will have to wait. The
delay aspect will be considered in the simulation.

 Figure 1.b) represents the impact of the choice of threshold s3 over the blocking
probabilities of data and best effort calls. Numerical values show a very light impact
over the blocking of voice calls, the latter is thus not represented here. This is due to
the light load associated with best effort. The data queue length is fixed to a value of
5, and the best effort queue length is varied. The same discussion concerning the im-
pact of data queue length over data calls can be made to explain the impact of the best
effort queue length over best effort calls. Figure 1.b) also shows a very important
sensibility of best effort blocking probability over s3.

 
5 Granularity Impact over Blocking Probabilities and

Advantages of the Differentiated RA Scheme
 
 Simulation uses the QNAP simulation environment. The program was first validated
for special cases for which the exact solution is known. The parameters used for the
simulation are described in section 2 above. Voice calls, data calls and best effort calls
are assumed to be respectively responsible for 50%, 40% and 10% of the traffic car-
ried by each of the systems considered.

 Both the tolerant and the prudent policy are studied by varying threshold s2. The
transition from a configuration to the other is made for s2 = s3. The other thresholds
are fixed to the values of s1=87%, s3=53%, s4=27% of the total number of available
channels. The percentages are deduced from the necessity of having integer values for
these thresholds. We first consider a system without queuing.
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Fig. 1. a) Blocking probabilities for voice
and data as functions of threshold s1.

Fig. 1. b) Blocking probabilities for data and
best effort as functions of threshold s3.

 
Fig. 2. Blocking probabilities for voice and data calls for two different granularity cases and
for the differentiated RA scheme.

 Figure 2 shows that data service blocking probability is very sensitive to the choice
of s2, decreasing as s2 increases, and thus resulting in an increase in the voice calls
blocking probability. The situation corresponds to a case where data calls are, once
blocked, admitted earlier back into the system. It can also be seen that for a prudent
policy, voice calls experience considerable improvement in their blocking perform-
ance. This was the basic idea for which the prudent policy was thought of.

 The best effort blocking performance is not represented. Numerical values however
show a slight increase of the best effort blocking probability with s2. In fact, as s2 in-
creases, more data calls can be admitted into the system, both the two other service
classes will be affected.

 Figure 2 also shows that, when the two systems at 2.4 kbits/s and 4.8 kbits/s fixed
granularities are equally loaded, the smaller granularity system, although carrying a
higher traffic, presents better blocking performance regarding voice calls and data
calls. This is due to the fact that the overall number of available circuits is bigger
when granularity is smaller. The problem with the 4.8 kbits/s system is also that, al-
though data calls are quicker served, and thus leave the system earlier, voice calls will
occupy the unit resource for the same amount of time as in the 2.4 kbits/s system,
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while occupying twice as much bandwidth. This situation naturally leads to more
blocking.

 The whole idea of introducing a differentiated RA scheme is to gain the advantages
of both systems. Data calls, for the same amount of data to be transferred, once ad-
mitted into the system, will finish service and leave sooner, as in the 4.8 kbits/s
granularity system, but without the drawback of wasting bandwidth over voice calls
that are still served at a smaller unit bandwidth. We consider the same load factor for
the differentiated RA scheme.  Figure 2 shows that regarding voice calls, the blocking
performance is even better than what was observed for the 2.4 kbits/s case. This is
explained by the fact that data calls will leave the system sooner than for the 2.4
kbits/s case, leaving behind twice as much idle resources as in the 2.4 kbits/s system.

 Regarding data calls however, the 2.4 kbits/s system still shows the best blocking
situation. One must not forget that for a given value of the blocking threshold of data
calls in the differentiated RA scheme, the total number of occupied resources must be
at least two unities smaller than s1 for the data call to be accepted. Otherwise, the
available bandwidth is not sufficient to serve data. Admission of data calls is thus
subject to more constraints in the differentiated RA scheme than in the 2.4 kbits/s
system. The all 4.8 kbits/s system shows the most important blocking probability for
the same relative value of the threshold s2, due mainly to the smaller number of avail-
able circuits for this system.

 
6 Impact of the Data Queue Length on Different Performance

Measures
 

 In this section, only the differentiated RA scheme is considered. Blocking probabilities
of different traffic classes are evaluated as functions of the blocking out threshold of
data calls s2, for different values of the data queue length. The best effort queue length
is fixed to a value of 5. The simulation is run for the fixed values of s1 = 26, s3 = 16
and s4 = 8, under the same relative contributions of the different services to the total
traffic as in the previous section. Simulation results are given in figure 3.

 Figure 3.a) represents the evolution of voice and data blocking probabilities with
threshold s2 and the data queue length. For a tolerant policy and a given s2 > s3 = 16,
increasing the data queue length will be clearly advantageous for the blocking prob-
ability of data calls. In fact, when a data call does not have the possibility to be imme-
diately served, under the queuing hypothesis, it will wait in queue until the admission
conditions into the system are fulfilled. The call is rejected when the queue is satu-
rated, a less frequent situation when the queue length increases.  Of course, this means
that voice calls will be penalized.

 For a prudent policy, the advantage of queuing is less perceptible. The three
curves representing the blocking experienced by data calls on one hand, and the three
ones representing the blocking of voice on the other tend to converge for a very strict
admission policy. When s2 is very small, blocking out data calls will be considerably
delayed. No matter what the queue length, it will very quickly be saturated and arriv-
ing calls will quickly start to be rejected anyway. The advantage of having more room
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for queuing is not considerable when severe blocking constraints are applied to data
calls.

 Figure 3.b) shows the waiting time in queue of data calls evolution as a function
of the threshold s2 and for different values of the queue length. It can be seen that for a
given s2, the bigger the queue length, the higher the delay. This is even more visible
for prudent policies with small values of s2. This is the drawback of having less
blocking situations for the data calls. Another observation is the very important delay
decrease when s2 increases. This is due to the fact that, as s2 increases, data calls are
blocked over a smaller interval of the occupied resources. This means that, after s1 is
reached, threshold s2 will be reached much faster when it increases, and so it will be
possible to serve the clients in queue that in turn, experience less waiting time.

Fig. 3. a) Blocking probabilities of voice and
data calls.

Fig. 3. b) Delay for data calls in seconds.

 An important conclusion is that if a strict control policy is chosen for data admis-
sion control, increasing the queue length will be more costly, will induce a very high
waiting time, without much improvement in the blocking performance of data.

 Due to the very strict admission control associated with best effort, its blocking
probability is high and almost insensitive at all to the choice of s2. The waiting time in
the queue follows the severe blocking conditions with a high value that can attain an
order of few minutes.

 

Fig. 4. a) Blocking probabilities of voice
and data calls.

Fig. 4. b) Delay for data calls in seconds.
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7 Impact of Different Service Time Distributions for the Data
Classes on Different Performance Measures

 
 In this section, the differentiated RA scheme blocking performance as well as the
delay of data calls are evaluated for different distributions of the service time of the
two lower priority data services. The service time for voice calls remains however
exponentially distributed.

 Two distributions are considered together with the exponential hypothesis of the
previous sections. All distributions are assumed to have the same mean. We consider
constant, exponential and hyper-exponential distributions respectively characterized
with a variation coefficient of 0,1 and a chosen value of 2.

 These laws are analyzed in order to see if the conclusions of the previous section
still hold when more general, and thus realistic hypothesis are considered. One conclu-
sion to be discussed is the impact of the choice of s2 over the blocking probabilities of
voice and data calls and over the waiting time for data. The previous section has
shown that a good choice of s2 should be done in the perspective of a compromise
between the blocking probabilities of voice and data and the delay of data. The latter
decreases when s2 increases. Simulation results are given in figure 4.

 The conclusion made for the delay still hold for more general laws. Increasing s2

appears to be advantageous for the three cases of the variation coefficient being con-
sidered. This can be seen in figure 4.b). Another observation is the natural increase of
the delay, for a given s2, with the variation coefficient. The best delay is observed for
the constant law, with a null variance.

 Regarding the blocking performance for voice and data calls, we can see that the
conclusion concerning the choice of s2, still holds when the two lower priority services
are served with a hyper-exponential distribution for the service time. When this serv-
ice time is constant however, figure 4.a) shows that the choice of a very tolerant pol-
icy, s2 � s1, slightly penalizes voice calls compared to a very strict control policy for
data calls, while considerably improving the blocking of data calls. An appropriate
decision in this case would be to choose a very tolerant policy for data.

 
8 Conclusion

In this paper an enhanced trunk reservation mechanism associated with a differenti-
ated RA scheme has been studied.

Simulation has shown that, compared to systems with fixed bandwidth allocation
of 2.4 kbits/s and 4.8 kbits/s respectively for each call, no matter what the class of call,
the differentiated scheme offers the best blocking performance for the high priority
voice calls. Another advantage is that the faster transmission of data, provided by the
4.8 kbits/s system, is still possible with the differentiated RA scheme.

Queuing has proven to be more advantageous regarding the blocking of data calls.
Waiting time certainly increases with the buffer size. An increase that is no longer
justified when data is subject to severe blocking constraints. The improvement of the
blocking probability when increasing the buffer size is not of importance for this case.
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A suitable dimensioning of the buffer size is however a must when a tolerant admis-
sion policy scheme is used.

Finally, simulation has also shown that s2 has to be chosen in a way as to have a
suitable blocking probability for data calls without much penalizing voice: s2 is to have
an intermediate value between the very tolerant and the very strict admission control.
However, numerical values show that even for very tolerant policies, blocking prob-
ability for voice remains considerably small. On the other hand, the choice of a toler-
ant policy is more suitable when data and best effort bursts have constant lengths. This
means that in all cases, a tolerant policy with a high value of s2, appears to be a fair
scheme. The impact of such a decision over the signaling traffic must however be
evaluated in order to determine the exact values of the threshold parameters.
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Appendix

i, j and k are respectively the number of voice calls, data calls and best effort calls
being served. l and m are respectively the number of data calls and best effort calls
being queued. N represents the total number of available channels. supl and supm
denote respectively the capacity of the data queue and the best effort queue. 1condition is
a variable set to 1 when the condition holds true, and is equal to 0 otherwise.

Equations of the analytical solution, numerically under C++, are the following.

For k varying from 0 to supk = int(s3/2)
For j varying from 0 to supj = min(int(s1/2),int((N-2*k)/2))
For i varying from 0 to supi = (N-2*j-2*k):

If (i+2*j+2*k) � s3 –2 :
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If (i+2*j+2*k) = s3 –1 or  (i+2*j+2*k) = s3:
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If  s3 < (i+2*j+2*k) � s1 –2:
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If (i+2*j+2*k) = s1 –1 or  (i+2*j+2*k) = s1:
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For (i+2*j+2*k) = N:
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The equation written for i=N, j=k=l=m=0 is replaced by the equation stating that the
sum of all state probabilities of the system is equal to one, in order to ensure that the
numerical problem has only one solution.
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss the issue of dimensioning Inter-
net access lines for elastic traffic. This is important for Internet service
providers (ISPs) because over-dimensioning wastes precious bandwidth
resources, while under-dimensioning generally leads to less satisfactory
quality of service (QoS) perceived by subscribers. Our discussion is based
on the M/G/R processor sharing model which characterizes TCP traffic
at flow level. Our analysis demonstrates the impact of a number of key
factors (and their relations) on the dimensioning procedure. We consider
two dimensioning methods based on different QoS criteria. It is found
that the method based on the delay factor is superior in that both the
average delay (throughput) and blocking performance targets can be sat-
isfied. Numerical and theoretical analyses also illustrate that significant
multiplexing gain can be achieved for elastic flows and this gain increases
with burstiness.

1 Introduction

It has been recognized that there are generally two classes of traffic in the current
Internet, namely, stream traffic and elastic traffic [1]. Typical stream services are
real-time video and voice services, while elastic services could be file transfers,
emails, web pages and other data traffic based on TCP. At the moment a large
amount of Internet traffic is elastic and therefore it is essential for ISPs to di-
mension Internet access lines properly to cater for the service needs of elastic
traffic. Dimensioning should also allow for statistical multiplexing to achieve
better utilization of network resources.

Over the past few years there have been extensive studies on IP traffic char-
acterization, in particular, long-range dependence and self-similarity (see e.g.,
[2]). While many papers have focused on packet level behavior, recently a num-
ber of studies show that processor sharing (PS) models provide a simple and
accurate characterization of elastic IP traffic at flow level [3] [4] [5] [6]. Nabe et
al. [3] use an M/G/1 PS model to discuss a design methodology of the Internet
access network as well as document caching at a proxy server. A drawback of the
M/G/1 PS model is that it assumes that one TCP connection is able to utilize
the total link capacity by its own, which is not true in reality. In [5] and [7], PS
models have been used to demonstrate the need of admission control for TCP
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flows. In general, PS models are able to successfully capture the elastic proper-
ties of traffic generated by closed loop control transport protocols (e.g., TCP)
without going into complicated details of packet level traffic characteristics.

In this paper, we discuss the issue of dimensioning Internet access lines for
elastic traffic. This is very important for Internet service providers because over-
dimensioning wastes precious bandwidth resources, while under-dimensioning
generally leads to less satisfactory quality of service (QoS) perceived by sub-
scribers. Our discussion is based on the M/G/R processor sharing model which
characterizes TCP traffic at flow level. The performance criteria of dimensioning
could be average transfer delay and throughput, both of which are related to a
so-called delay factor. We also consider parameters such as blocking probability
and multiplexing gain. Among the two dimensioning methods in which we are
interested here, we have found that the method based on the delay factor is
superior in that both the average delay (throughput) and blocking performance
targets can be satisfied. Both numerical and theoretical analyses illustrate that
significant multiplexing gain can be achieved for elastic flows and this gain in-
creases with burstiness.

2 The M/G/R PS Model

Here we consider a simple scenario (shown in Figure 1) where subscribers are
connected to an access multiplexer via customer access lines (e.g., ADSL lines)
and then to the core network (where servers reside) via an access trunk line. In
this context, the trunk line must have enough capacity to accommodate both
upstream and downstream traffic loads.

Access MUX

Customer lines

Access 
trunk line

Core
network

Server farm

Fig. 1. Access network

We assume that elastic traffic is generated by file transfer applications. The
flow (TCP connection) arrival process is Poisson 1 and the file size distribution
1 The Poissonian assumption is appropriate when the considered link is shared by a
very large number of users [5].
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has heavy tails, e.g., Pareto distribution. Actually, an important advantage of
PS models is that results derived from PS models are insensitive to file size
distributions [8]. The file transmission rates are controlled by the TCP feedback
algorithm as a function of network congestion. When TCP works ideally, the
access trunk line can be modelled as a processor sharing queue. It is known that
with the PS scheduling discipline large files do not delay small ones too much
when compared with FIFO scheduling [9].

Let rp and C denote the limited peak rate of an individual subscriber (peak
access line rate, e.g., modem speed or the rate limited by the maximum TCP
window size) and the trunk line capacity respectively 2. Then the link appears
like a PS system with R servers where R is an integer and R = C/rp, hence the
name M/G/R PS queue. If θ is the average file size and λ is the average flow
arrival rate, then the traffic load (or utilization) ρ is θλ/C. It has been shown in
[9] [10] that the mean conditional sojourn time T (x) for a file of size x is given
by

T (x) =
x

rp
(1 +

E2(R, Rρ)
R(1 − ρ)

) (1)

where E2 represents Erlang’s second formula:

E2(R, Rρ) =
A

B(1 − ρ) + A
(2)

where A = (Rρ)R/R!, B =
∑R−1

i=0 (Rρ)i/i!.
As in [9], define a delay factor fR as

fR = 1 +
E2(R, Rρ)
R(1 − ρ)

. (3)

Then T (x) can be re-written as T (x) = x
rp

fR. And the mean throughput γ is
given by

γ = x/T (x) = rp/fR. (4)

The delay factor fR represents the increase of the average file transfer time (and
decrease of the average throughput) due to link congestion. For the special case
of R = 1 (M/G/1 PS), fR = 1

1−ρ , and γ = C(1 − ρ). Note that in [8], a similar
demerit factor is introduced.

It has been advocated by Roberts et al. [7] that TCP admission control should
be implemented so that flows sharing a bottleneck can achieve some minimum
throughput. Let rm denote the minimum fair share which can be used as an
admission control threshold. Then the upper limit of the number of admitted
flows, N , is C/rm. In this case, the blocking probability, F , is a function of the
parameters N,R and ρ [9]:

F (N,R, ρ) =
AD(1 − ρ)

B(1 − ρ) + A(1 − Dρ)
=

E2D(1 − ρ)
1 − E2Dρ

(5)

2 Here for simplicity, we assume that all subscribers have the same maximum access
rate. For different access rates, we could use an average value of R in dimensioning
as suggested by [9].
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where A, E2 and B are as defined previously, and D is given by D = ρN−R.
Note that when R = N , (5) reduces to Erlang’s first formula. When R = 1, (5)
becomes

F (N, ρ) = ρN (1 − ρ)/(1 − ρN+1). (6)

Figure 2 shows delay factor fR as a function of ρ with different R. It can be
seen that when load is low, fR ≈ 1, therefore γ ≈ rp. In this case, throughput is
nearly full access line rate. However, as load increases, fR increases dramatically,
thus throughput drops sharply. The delay improves while R increases. This can
also be seen in Figure 3, in which normalized throughput (γ/C) is shown as a
function of ρ. It is easy to see that as ρ is very close to 1, γ ≈ C(1 − ρ).
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Fig. 2. Delay factor vs. load

Figure 4 shows the relationship between blocking probability and fR with
different N . Here R = 10. Since both F and fR are monotonically increasing
functions of ρ, F increases with fR. We can see for more elastic traffic (N � R),
the blocking probability is smaller. In terms of dimensioning, we could provision
the trunk line so as to have both a small blocking probability (say, 0.001) and a
desirable delay factor (say, 1.01).

In [10] the accuracy of the M/G/R PS model is studied using simulations
and the basic applicability of this model to access link dimensioning is confirmed.
We further their work by considering two different dimensioning procedures and
investigating in more depth the impact of the delay factor and other parameters
(such as blocking probability) on network performance.

3 Access Trunk Line Dimensioning

One possible dimensioning method uses the blocking probability as a QoS cri-
terion [1]. Similar to the situation in telephony networks, blocking probability
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Fig. 3. Normalized throughput vs. load

Fig. 4. Blocking probability against delay factor

has a significant impact on user satisfaction. As an alternative, we can also base
our dimensioning decision on the delay factor described in the previous section.
For elastic Internet services such as file transfer and web traffic, large delay
contributes greatly to the user-perceived quality degradation.

3.1 Dimensioning Method One

For link dimensioning purposes, the above model needs to be extended to ar-
bitrary link rates, i.e., R does not have to be an integer [5]. In this case, let R
denote the integer part of C/rp. Then we have

T (x) =
x

rp
fR (7)
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and
γ = rp/fR, (8)

where

fR = 1 +
(1 − ( C

rp
− R)(1 − ρ))rpE2(R, Cρ/rp)

C(1 − ρ)
. (9)

To dimension the trunk line for elastic traffic, we use the delay factor fR

as the QoS measure since fR determines both average transfer time (Eqs. (1)
and (7)) and throughput (Eqs. (4)and (8)) for a given flow. Obviously, fR has
to be chosen greater than 1 (but preferably close to 1). For a given fR, we can
numerically solve (9) to obtain the desired capacity value, C.

Figure 5 shows the dimensioning result of the trunk capacity (normalized
capacity w.r.t. rp) for medium to high loads with different target delay factors.
As shown in the figure, fR has significant impact on capacity, especially at high
loads. For instance, the required capacity for fR of 1.2 is roughly double that for
fR of 1.5 at the load of 0.95. Therefore the delay factor is indeed an appropriate
QoS measure for elastic traffic. Assume admission control is implemented to
ensure that the load is smaller than 1. In this case, the blocking probabilities as
function of ρ are shown in Figure 6 for the dimensioning case of fR = 1.5. All the
blocking probabilities are very small (close to zero) when ρ < 0.8. However, at
high loads (say, ρ = 0.95), blocking probabilities differ significantly for different
N . It can be seen that for a dimensioned capacity satisfying the delay factor
criterion, it is possible to achieve a target blocking probability (especially at
high loads) by choosing the value of N .

Fig. 5. Trunk line capacity vs. load

As another more realistic example, we use the data traces from [11], which
was obtained in an ADSL field trial in Germany in 1998. Some of the parameters
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Fig. 6. Blocking probability vs. load when fR = 1.5

observed for HTTP over TCP/IP traffic in active client access sessions are:
downstream access line rate rp = 2.5 Mbps, mean rate m = 10.5 kbps. Figure
7 shows the dimensioning result for the trunk capacity with fR = 1.01. Also
shown is the required capacity calculated based on the sum of the mean rates of
all sources.

Fig. 7. Trunk line capacity vs. number of subscribers
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3.2 Dimensioning Method Two

Figure 8 plots the dimensioning result when we use the blocking probability as
the QoS criterion. The target blocking probability is 0.001 and the peak access
rate rp is 2.5 Mbps. It can be seen that as the minimum throughput rm increases,
the required capacity increases. Figure 9 shows the corresponding delay factor fR

under the dimensioned trunk capacities. As expected, fR improves (decreases)
as the minimum throughput rm increases. For larger rm, fR remains more or
less the same over a wide range of ρ. However, there are some oscillations for the
case of rm = 0.5 Mbps and fR increases quite significantly as ρ approaches 1.
This is because as ρ grows, the required trunk line capacity increases, therefore
R increases. Thus, the fact that ρ and R have opposite impact on fR (as shown
in Figure 2) explains the oscillation phenomenon.

From the above discussion, we can see that for the dimensioning based on
the blocking probability and minimum throughput, it is difficult to obtain a
desirable delay factor. Hence, it can result in unsatisfactory average delay and
throughput performance. For example, for rm = 0.5 Mbps, fR is always above
1.25. In this sense, the dimensioning scheme based on the delay factor is more
suitable because the blocking performance can also be tuned therein.

Fig. 8. Trunk line capacity vs. load

4 Multiplexing Gains

Define the multiplexing gain G as

G =
nrp

C
, (10)

where n is the number of sources. The maximum possible value of gain is obtained
when dimensioning is based on the mean rate, i.e., C = nm. Therefore, Gmax =
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Fig. 9. Delay factor vs. load

rp/m. Intuitively, this means that for highly bursty traffic, with m � rp, G
can be very large. However, this maximum gain cannot be attained in reality,
because the average bandwidth dimensioning is unacceptable in terms of QoS.

Figure 10 shows G versus n with an fR of 1.01, using the data in [11]. It can
be seen that G increases with n, which demonstrates the benefit of exploiting the
statistical features of elastic traffic. In fact, when ρ is close to 1, rp/fR ≈ C(1−ρ),
hence we have

C ≈ rp/fR + nm. (11)

So,
G ≈ nrp

rp/fR + nm
=

rp
rp

nfR
+ m

. (12)

It is clear that as n → ∞, G → Gmax. (12) also shows that G increases with fR.

Next we investigate the impact of the source activity factor p = m/rp on the
multiplexing gain G. Figure 11 shows G as a function of p when n is 100 and
fR is 1.01. G decreases with p. In other words, multiplexing gains increase with
burstiness. As a special case, it can be seen in (12) that G is indeed decreasing
with p. This is also consistent with the results in [12] where multiplexing gains
for stream traffic in an ATM QoS context is considered.

5 Discussion

For small documents, TCP slow start dominates the file transfer phase. In [6],
the effect of the slow start phase and round trip times (RTT) are taken into
consideration. The transfer time is thus a number of RTTs more than the re-
sult predicted by the PS model. However, when the document size is sufficiently
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Fig. 10. Multiplexing gain vs. number of sources

Fig. 11. Multiplexing gain vs. source activity factor

large, the M/G/R PS model is accurate enough for dimensioning purposes [10].
Moreover, since the mean transaction time for small files is small anyway, the in-
accuracy of the model does not affect users’ perception of quality very much. On
the other hand, further refinement of the model to deal with short file transfers
is a direction of future research.

In some cases, the TCP window control mechanism is not “ideal”. For ex-
ample, during congestion when packets are lost and retransmissions become
necessary, the successful transfers of files proceed at a total rate that can be well
below C. In this case, we need to introduce a link efficiency factor α(α ≤ 1) such
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that the average file transfer rate is αC. A discussion on how to estimate α can
be found in [8]. From a dimensioning point of view, we can have a safety margin
for the link capacity, i.e., set the link capacity C as C ′/α, where C ′ is obtained
using the PS model described before.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the issue of dimensioning Internet access lines for elastic
traffic. Our discussion is based on the M/G/R processor sharing model which
characterizes TCP traffic at flow level. Our analysis demonstrates the impact
of a number of key factors (and their relations) on the dimensioning procedure.
We consider two dimensioning methods based on different QoS criteria. It is
found that the method based on the delay factor is superior in that both the
average delay (throughput) and blocking performance targets can be satisfied.
Both numerical and theoretical analyses illustrate that significant multiplexing
gain can be achieved for elastic flows and this gain increases with the number of
sources and traffic burstiness.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank A. Berger of Akamai and D. Hey-
man of AT&T for their useful communications.
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Abstract. We propose Fair Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation (FABA),
a buffer management discipline that ensures a fair bandwidth allocation
amongst competing flows even in the presence of non-adaptive traffic.
FABA is a rate control based active queue management discipline that
provides explicit fairness and can be used to partition bandwidth in pro-
portion to pre-assigned weights. FABA is well-suited for allocation of
bandwidth to aggregate flows as required in the differentiated services
framework. We study and compare FABA with other well known queue
management disciplines and show that FABA ensures fair allocation of
bandwidth across a much wider range of buffer sizes at a bottleneck
router. FABA uses randomization and has an O(1) average time com-
plexity, and, is therefore scalable. The space complexity of the proposed
algorithm is O(B) where B is the buffer size at the bottleneck router.
We argue that though FABA maintains per active-flow state, through
O(1) computation, reasonably scalable implementations can be deployed
which is sufficient for network edges and ISPs.

1 Introduction

Active Queue Management (AQM) disciplines [4] are needed at intermediate
routers since they provide protection for adaptive traffic from aggressive sources
that try to consume more than their “fair” share, These schemes ensure “fair-
ness” in bandwidth sharing and provide early congestion notification.

A typical Internet gateway is characterized by multiple incoming links, a
single outgoing link of bandwidth C packets per second and a buffer size of
B packets. The queue management discipline, operating at the enqueuing end,
determines which packets are to be enqueued in the buffer and which are to
be dropped. The scheduling discipline, at the dequeuing end, determines the
order in which packets in the buffer are to be dequeued. Combinations of queue
� Supported in part by an IBM UPP award.

�� Research Staff Member, IBM India Research Laboratory, New Delhi, Adjunct Fa-
culty CSE Department, I.I.T, New Delhi.
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Fig. 1. FABA architecture for rate control using token buckets

management and scheduling disciplines can provide early congestion detection
and notification and can be used in the differentiated services framework.

In this paper we present Fair Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation (FABA),
a queue management discipline which when coupled with even the simplest
scheduling discipline, such as First Come First Served (FCFS), achieves the
following goals: (i) fair bandwidth allocation amongst flows, aggregates of flows
and hierarchy, (ii) congestion avoidance by early detection and notification, (iii)
low implementation complexity, (iv) easy extension to provide differentiated ser-
vices.

In a recent work [6], the authors proposed Selective Fair Early Detection
(SFED) algorithm. SFED is a rate control based buffer management algorithm.
For the sake of completeness, we describe SFED in detail in this paper. FABA,
proposed and described in this paper is an extension of SFED.

FABA is an active queue management algorithm that deals with both adap-
tive and non-adaptive traffic while providing incentive for flows to incorporate
end-to-end congestion control. It uses a rate control based mechanism to achieve
fairness amongst flows. Further, congestion is detected early and notified to the
source. FABA is easy to implement in hardware and is optimized to give O(1)
complexity for both enqueue and dequeue operations. We compare FABA with
other queue management schemes such as RED [1], CHOKe [3], Flow Random
Early Drop (FRED) [2], and observe that FABA performs at least as well as
FRED and significantly better than RED and CHOKe. However, when buffer
sizes are constrained, it performs significantly better than FRED.

The paper is organized as follows. An overview of FABA is presented in
Section 2. Section 2.1 explains our proposed algorithm in detail. We compare the
performance of FABA with other buffer management algorithms namely RED,
CHOKe and FRED with the help of simulations conducted using the ns2 [5]
network simulator in Section 3. We summarize our results and discuss future
work in Section 4.
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Fig. 2. Probability profile of dropping a packet for a token bucket

2 An Overview of FABA

Since FABA is an extension of SFED algorithm [6], for the sake of completeness,
we begin with a description of SFED algorithm in this section. Selective Fair
Early Detection (SFED) is an easy to implement rate control based active queue
management discipline which can be coupled with any scheduling discipline.
SFED operates by maintaining a token bucket for every flow (or aggregate of
flows) as shown in Figure 1. The token filling rates are in proportion to the
permitted bandwidths. Whenever a packet is enqueued, tokens are removed from
the corresponding bucket. The decision to enqueue or drop a packet of any flow
depends on the occupancy of its bucket at that time. The dependence of drop
probability on the buffer occupancy is shown in Figure 2.

SFED ensures early detection and congestion notification to the adaptive
source. A sending rate higher than the permitted bandwidth results in a low
bucket occupancy and so a larger drop probability thus indicating the onset of
congestion at the gateway. This enables the adaptive flow to attain a steady state
and prevents it from getting penalized severely. However, non-adaptive flows will
continue to send data at the same rate and thus suffer more losses.

Keeping token buckets for flows is different from maintaining an account of
per-flow queue occupancy. The rate at which tokens are removed from the bucket
of a flow is equal to the rate of incoming packets of that flow, but the rate of
addition of tokens in a bucket depends on its permitted share of bandwidth and
not on the rate at which packets of that particular flow are dequeued. In this
way a token bucket serves as a control on the bandwidth consumed by a flow.
Another purpose of a token bucket is to keep a record of the bandwidth used by
its corresponding flow in the recent past. This is important for protocols such
as TCP which leave the link idle and then send a burst in alternate periods.
No packet of such a flow should be dropped if its arrival rate averaged over a
certain time interval is less than the permitted rate. The height of the bucket
thus represents how large a burst of a flow can be accommodated. As such, this
scheme does not penalize bursty flows unnecessarily.
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For the simplest case, all buckets have equal weights and each token repre-
sents a packet1 (see Figure 1), the rate at which tokens are filled in a bucket is
given by RN = C/N tokens per second, where C is the outgoing link capacity
in packets per second and N is the number of active flows. We say that a flow
is active as long as its corresponding bucket is not full. Note that this notion
of active flows is different from that in the literature [4,2,1], namely, a flow is
considered active when the buffer in the bottleneck router has at least one packet
from that flow. However, we will see later, that despite the apparent difference
in the definitions of an active flow, the two notions are effectively similar.

A flow is identified as inactive whenever while adding tokens to that bucket,
it is found to be full. The corresponding bucket is then immediately removed
from the system. Its token addition rate is compensated by increasing the token
addition rate for all other buckets fairly. Similarly, the tokens of the deleted
buckets are redistributed among other buckets.

The heights of all the buckets are equal and their sum is proportional to the
buffer size at the gateway. Since the total height of all the buckets is conserved,
during the addition of a bucket the height of each bucket decreases, and during
the deletion of a bucket the height of each bucket increases. This is justified since
if there are more flows a lesser burst of each flow should be allowed while if there
are lesser number of flows a larger burst of each should be permitted. During
creation and deletion of buckets, the total number of tokens is conserved. This
is essential since if excess tokens are created a greater number of packets will
be permitted into the buffer resulting in a high queue occupancy while if tokens
are removed from the system a lesser number of packets will be enqueued which
may result in lesser bursts being accommodated and also lower link utilization
in some cases.

With reference to Figure 1 and Figure 2, we define the system constants and
variables below.
Constants: B is the size of the buffer (in packets) at the gateway, α is the param-
eter that determines the total number of tokens, T , in the system. We assume
α = 1 throughout the paper and T = αB, α > 0. λ1, λ2,maxp are constants
between 0 and 1 and are illustrated in Figure 2. The probability profile fp maps
the bucket occupancy to the probability of dropping a packet when it arrives.

A probability profile is needed to detect congestion early and to notify the
source by causing the packet to be dropped or marked. Figure 2 shows the
probability profile used in our simulations. It is similar to the gentle variant of
RED drop probability profile (Figure 2).

fp(xi) =




0 λ1 <
xi

LN
< 1

maxp(λ1−xi/LN

λ1−λ2
) λ2 <

xi

LN
< λ1

maxp+
(1 −maxp)(λ2−xi/LN

λ2
)

0 < xi

LN
< λ2

1 For simplicity, we make the assumption that all packets have the same size
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Global variables: N is the number of flows (equal to the number of buckets) in
the system. LN is the maximum height of each bucket when there are N active
connections in the system, LN = T/N . A variable σ keeps account of the excess
or deficit of tokens caused at deletion and creation of buckets. During bucket
addition and deletion, the total number of tokens in the system may temporarily
deviate from its constant value T . σ is used to keep track of and compensate for
these deviations.
Per-flow variables: xj is the occupancy of the ith bucket in tokens, 0 ≤ xj ≤ LN .

2.1 The SFED Algorithm

The events that trigger actions at the gateway are (i) arrival of a packet at the
gateway, (ii) departure of a packet from the gateway.
Arrival of a packet (flowid j): If the bucket j does not exist, we create bucket j.
A packet is dropped with probability p = fp(xj). If the packet is not dropped,
xj = xj − 1, and the packet is enqueued.
Departure of packet: The model shown in Figure 1 is valid only for fluid flows
where the flow of tokens into the buckets is continuous. However, the real network
being discrete due to the presence of packets, the model may be approximated
by adding tokens into the system on every packet departure since the packet
dequeue rate is also equal to C. When there are no packets in the system, i.e.,
every bucket is full, no tokens will be added into the system as required. The steps
taken on each packet departure are: (i) σ = σ+ 1, (ii) if (σ > 0) distribute(σ). 2

Token distribution: Tokens may be distributed in any manner to ensure fairness.
One straightforward way is to distribute them in a round robin fashion as follows.
As long as (σ ≥ 1), we find next bucket j, xj = xj + 1, σ = σ − 1, and if bucket
j is full, we delete bucket j.
Creation of bucket j: A bucket is created when the first packet of a previously
inactive flow is enqueued thus increasing the flows to N + 1. The rate of filling
tokens into each bucket is RN+1 = C/(N +1). A full bucket is allocated to every
new flow. It is ensured that the total number of tokens in the system remain
constant. The tokens required by the new bucket are compensated for by the
excess tokens generated, if any, from the buckets that were shortened. Variable
σ is maintained to compensate for the excess or deficit of tokens. The following
are the steps: (i) Increment active connections to (N + 1), (ii) Update height of
each bucket to LN+1 = T/(N + 1), (iii) xj = T/(N + 1), (iv) σ = σ−LN+1, (v)
For every bucket i �= j, if (xi > LN+1), σ = σ + (xi − LN+1), xi = LN+1.
Deletion of bucket j: A bucket is deleted when a flow is identified to be inactive
thus reducing the number of flows to N − 1. The rate of filling tokens into each
bucket is increased to RN−1 = C/(N − 1). It is obvious that the deleted bucket
is full at the time of deletion. Variable σ is maintained to compensate for the
excess tokens created so that the total tokens remain constant. The steps are:

2 FABA attains higher efficiency by using randomization for this token distribution
step
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(i) decrement active connections to (N − 1), (ii) update height of each bucket to
LN−1 = T/(N − 1), (iii) σ = σ + LN .
Remark: Note that by the nature of token distribution, if a packet is in position
x from the front of the queue, the average number of tokens added to its bucket
when the packet is dequeued is x

N . Therefore, when the bucket is full (and
deleted), there is no packet in the buffer belonging to that flow. This is consistent
with the existing definition of active flows.

We see that token distribution and bucket creation are O(N) steps. Hence, in
the worst case, both enqueue and dequeue are O(N) operations. We now present
the FABA Algorithm which is O(1) for both enqueue and dequeue operations.
This extension makes the FABA algorithm scalable, and hence, practical to
implement as compared to the SFED algorithm.

2.2 The FABA Algorithm

We now propose the FABA algorithm that has O(1) average time complexity for
both enqueue and dequeue operations.
Arrival of a packet (flowid j): If the bucket j does not exist, create bucket j. If
xj > LN (to gather excess tokens), σ+ = xj − LN , xj = LN . Drop the packet
with probability p = fp(xj). If the packet is not dropped, xj = xj − 1, enqueue
packet in the queue.
Departure of packet: The steps taken on a packet departure are (i) σ = σ + 1,
(ii) Let β = max

(
1, σ

Q+1

)
, where Q is the queue size after the packet departure,

(iii) distribute(β).
Token distribution: β = σ

Q+1 buckets are accessed randomly. Now instead of
always adding tokens, we try to keep the number of spare tokens (σ) as close
to 0 as possible. This means if we are short of tokens, i.e., σ < 0, then we grab
tokens from the buckets, else we add tokens. Any bucket that has more than LN

tokens is deleted. From a number between 1 to β (including 1 and β), choose
a random bucket j. If σ > 0, xj = xj + 1 and σ = σ − 1, else, xj = xj − 1,
σ = σ + 1. If xj > LN , we delete bucket j.

Note that σ may be negative but it is balanced from both sides, i.e., when it
is negative we try to increase it by grabbing tokens from the buckets and when
it is positive we add tokens to the buckets. The quantity β is the upper bound
on the work done in the token distribution phase. But generally, and as also
observed in our experiments, β is always close to 1.

Creation of bucket j: The steps associated with this are (i) increment active
connections to (N + 1), (ii) update LN+1 = T/(N + 1), (iii) xj = T/(N + 1),
(iv) σ = σ − LN+1.

In FABA, we do not gather the excess tokens that might result in the buckets
when we decrease the height. Hence, this procedure becomes O(1). Instead these
excess tokens are removed whenever the bucket is accessed next.

Deletion of bucket j: The steps associated with bucket deletion are (i)
decrement active connections to (N − 1), (ii) update height of each bucket to
LN−1 = T/(N − 1), (iii) σ = σ + xj .
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Every operation in the FABA algorithm is O(1) in the amortized sense. This
can be seen from the following observation. If K packets have been enqueued till
now, then, the maximum number of tokens added to the buckets over successive
dequeues is also K, implying O(1) amortized cost for token distribution. All other
operations such as bucket creation, deletion, etc, are constant time operations.

If the Buffer size of the bottleneck router is B, then it is easy to see that the
space complexity of FABA algorithm is O(B). This can be argued as follows: the
number of leaky buckets is equal to the number of active flows passing through
the router and in the worst case, there are B active flows at the bottleneck buffer.
We have already argued that by the nature of token distribution, if a packet is
in position x from the front of the queue, the average number of tokens added
to its bucket when the packet is dequeued is x

N . Therefore, when the bucket is
active, it is highly likely that there is at least one packet in the buffer belonging
to that flow.

3 Simulation Results

We compare the performance of FABA with other active queue management
algorithms in different network scenarios. RED and CHOKe are O(1) space al-
gorithms and make use of the current status of the queue only to decide the
acceptance of an arriving packet, whereas FRED keeps information correspond-
ing to each flow. This makes FRED essentially O(N) space. FABA also keeps
one variable per active-flow. This extra information per active-flow is made use
of to provide better fairness. All simulations are done using Network Simula-
tor (ns) [5]. We use FTP over TCP NewReno to model adaptive traffic and
a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) source to model non-adaptive traffic. The packet
size throughout the simulations is taken to be 512 Bytes. For RED and FRED,
min th and max th are taken to be 1/4 and 1/2 of the buffer size, respectively.
The value of maxp is 0.02 for RED, FRED and FABA. The values of λ1 and λ2
are 1/2 and 1/4 for FABA. All values chosen for the algorithms correspond to
those recommended by the respective authors.
Time Complexity of the Proposed Algorithm: The time complexity of FABA has
two parts, namely creation or deletion of buckets and the number of tokens
distributed to the buckets for every packet departure. The first two operations
take constant time but the number of tokens distributed (Section 2.2) is σ

Q+1 .
Over a sequence of packet departures, the amortized cost of a packet departure
is O(1), therefore it may be more appropriate to discuss the worst case for a
single distribution step. Unless there are a large number of buckets created or
deleted consecutively, the quantity σ

Q+1 is no more than two (see [7]). We have
seen that the average number of tokens distributed is 1 almost everywhere.

3.1 Fair Bandwidth Allocation

The Internet traffic can broadly be classified into adaptive and non-adaptive
traffic. An adaptive flow reduces its sending rate in response to indications of
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congestion in its network path. We show the performance of different queue
management disciplines in providing fairness when adaptive traffic competes
with non-adaptive traffic. The simulation scenario is shown in Figure 3. The
bottleneck link capacity is 10 Mbps. A CBR flow sends at 5 Mbps while 9 TCPs
share the bottleneck link with the CBR flow. We denote by Pbd, the bandwidth
delay product of a single TCP connection, which is 78 packets in this example.
The buffer size at the bottleneck link is set to 10Pbd since there are a total of
10 flows competing. In Figure 4, we see how much bandwidth the heavy CBR
flow can grab with different buffer management schemes. Since the bottleneck
link capacity is 10 Mbps, the fair share of the CBR flow is 1Mbps. However,
since CBR is always sending data at a higher rate and the TCP rates are not
constant, the CBR flow gets at least its fair share of throughput i.e., 1 Mbps. We
observe that FABA performs better in terms of fairness since it does not allow
the bulky CBR flow to grab much more than its fair share of the link capacity.
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Table 1. Bandwidth with 9 TCP flows at various buffer sizes as a fraction of their fair
share

1
10Ptotal

1
5Ptotal

1
2Ptotal Ptotal 2Ptotal

RED 0.551 0.564 0.559 0.557 0.556
CHOKe 0.622 0.631 0.659 0.685 0.688
FRED 0.814 0.873 0.945 0.961 0.962
SFED 0.923 0.975 0.982 0.990 0.994
FABA 0.888 0.953 0.975 0.987 0.993
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Fig. 5. Fairness coefficient versus number of HTTP connections for different AQM
schemes

3.2 Performance with Varying Buffer Sizes

For a buffer management scheme to perform well, there should be enough buffer-
ing capacity available at the bottleneck gateway. We now see how well FABA
performs with a variation in the buffer space. In the above simulation, the band-
width delay product of all the flows combined is Ptotal = 780 packets. Table
I shows the average bandwidth obtained by the 9 TCP flows combined as a
fraction of their fair share with varying buffer space at the bottleneck link.

From table I, it is clear that FABA consistently performs better than RED,
CHOKe and FRED across a wide range of buffer sizes. further, we observe that
FABA performs almost as good as SFED. Since FABA has lower time complexity
than SFED, it is only appropriate to study the performance of FABA rather than
SFED.

3.3 Performance of FABA with Different Applications

We now study the fairness property of the FABA algorithm. We use the well
known definition of fairness index. If f is the fairness index, ri is the throughput

of connection i, and the total number of connections is N , then f =
(∑N

i=1
ri

)2

N
(∑N

i=1
r2

i

) .
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We plot the fairness coefficient versus the number of connections and study
three different applications (HTTP, TELNET, FTP), all of which use TCP as
the transport layer protocol. The results in this section enable us to examine
how our proposed algorithm scales with the number of connections.

In the simulation, we have a set of HTTP clients. Each client initiates several
HTTP connections one by one, each connection being 5 seconds long. Hence, with
a 100 second simulation time, each client performs 20 HTTP transfers. At the
end, we collect the throughput obtained by each client and calculate the fairness
coefficient. The simulation topology is shown in Figure 3 with the difference that
all the flows are now TCP flows.

Since the Internet traffic is predominantly HTTP, it is useful to study how
well a buffer management algorithm performs with HTTP traffic. Figure 5 shows
how the fairness coefficient varies as the number of HTTP clients is increased. It
can be seen that the fairness index is the largest (close to 1) with our proposed
algorithm and is better than other AQM mechanisms. This is true even when
the number of HTTP connections are large (equal to 1000).

We plot the fairness index versus the number of FTP connections in Fig-
ure 6. The fairness index versus the number of TELNET connections follows a
behaviour similar to that seen in Figure 6. FABA performs consistently better
than the other AQM mechanisms across a wide range of connections.

3.4 Protection for Fragile Flows

Flows that are congestion aware, but are either sensitive to packet losses or
slower to adapt to more available bandwidth are termed fragile flows [2]. A
TCP connection with a large round trip time (RTT) and having a limit on its
maximum congestion window fits into this description.

We study FABA and other AQM algorithms with a traffic mix of fragile
and non-fragile sources. The simulation scenario is shown in Figure 7. The TCP
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Fig. 7. Simulation scenario with a fragile flow

source originating at node n4 is considered a fragile flow due to its large RTT
of 40 ms, while the RTT s for the other flows is 6 ms. The CBR flow sends data
at a rate of 40 Mbps. Since there are 4 flows in the system and the bandwidth
of the bottleneck link is 45 Mbps, ideally each flow should receive its fair share
of 11.25 Mbps. We vary the maximum allowed window size, w, for the fragile
flow and observe the throughput obtained by this flow. The maximum achievable
throughput is then given by γmax = S(w/RTT ) where S is the packet size and
RTT is the round trip time. The maximum throughput is thus a linear function
of the maximum window size. Ideally, the maximum throughput should never
exceed 11.25 Mbps, i.e., it should increase linearly until 11.25 Mbps, and should
then stabilize at 11.25 Mbps. This ideal bandwidth share is shown in Figure 8.

As can be observed from Figure 8, FABA provides bandwidth allocation
for the fragile flow almost as good as in the ideal case. For a small maximum
window size, every algorithm is able to accommodate the bursts of the fragile
flow without any drops, but with increasing maximum window size, packet drops
result in drastic reduction of the fragile flow throughput. A packet drop is fatal
for a fragile source as it is slow in adapting to the state of the network. We
see that the throughput becomes constant after a while since the window size
of the fragile source is not able to increase beyond a threshold. Therefore, no
matter how large the maximum window size is increased beyond this threshold
the throughput does not increase and thus approaches a constant value. This
constant value is much less than its fair share 11.25 Mbps due to the less adaptive
nature of fragile flows.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed Fair Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation (FABA), a rate control
based active queue management discipline that is well suited for the network
edges or Internet gateways (e.g., the ISPs). FABA achieves a fair bandwidth al-
location amongst competing flows with a mix of adaptive and non-adaptive traf-
fic. It is a congestion avoidance algorithm with low implementation overheads.
FABA can be used to partition bandwidth amongst different flows in proportion
to pre-assigned weights. It is well suited for bandwidth allocation among flow
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aggregates as well as for bandwidth sharing within a hierarchy as required in the
differentiated services framework (see [7]). Through simulations, we have com-
pared FABA with other well known congestion avoidance algorithms and have
seen that FABA gives superior performance. FABA is shown to give high values
of fairness coefficient for diverse applications (FTP, TELNET, HTTP).

A number of avenues for future work remain. It will be interesting to ana-
lytically model FABA. We need to study FABA with different topologies and
with a very large number of connnections (of the order of hundreds of thou-
sands of flows). We are currently exploring the tradeoffs between time and space
complexity for the FABA algorithm.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of pricing-based distributed
resource allocation via scheduling in a communication network. In-
troducing the temporal aspect in the resource allocation problem
presents new challenges e.g. in accounting for the durations and
deadlines of the resource requests. Dynamic real-time pricing concepts
are discussed for the decentralized sharing of network resources. A
numerical example illustrates the benefit of congestion based pricing in
a dynamic communication network. The quality of service that results
from decentralized resource allocation is studied from the point of
view of a power-controlled wireless network. The model is based on a
dynamic noncooperative game and is related to recent work on centrally
optimal (Pareto-optimal) distributed dynamic resource allocation.

Technical subject area: Scheduling, Quality of Service, Auctions,
Power Management

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the issue of efficient dynamic resource allocation via dis-
tributed scheduling in a communication network. Examples of networks where
resource allocation is distributed in nature include e.g. the Internet and an ad-
hoc wireless network where the mobile users are not always directly connected
to a base station. Such self-organizing networks necessitate decentralized solu-
tions to resource allocation. Introducing the temporal aspect in the resource
allocation problem presents new challenges: it becomes necessary to explicitly
account for the specific deadlines and durations of the resource requests made
by independent users.

The decentralized resource allocation in a communication network has been
recently discussed in terms of an efficient combinatorial auction [12]. This paper
presents an alternative approach to centrally optimal, i.e. Pareto-optimal decen-
tralized dynamic resource allocation focusing on the allocation of a divisible net-
work resource such as bandwidth in a communication network. Previously, [10]
has illustrated how game theory can be used to analyze decentralized resource
allocation in congested networks. This paper discusses how dynamic game theory
applies in the analysis of the distributed resource allocation in a communication
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network. Recently, in [2] an analogous model for optimal dynamic decentralized
resource allocation is presented; here like in [2] the approach is based on reduc-
ing a dynamic game to an auxiliary static game. The application to distributed
bandwidth allocation in a communication network presented in this paper can
be seen as a special case of the framework in [2].

This work applies a model for distributed dynamic resource allocation (cf.
[2]) and focuses on the optimal quality of service QoS in a distributed dynamic
network and the mechanisms through which the optimal QoS can be reached.
Congestion based pricing is shown to constitute an optimal control in a de-
centralized dynamic network. The QoS of user i is measured in terms of the
share of bandwidth allocated to user i. An example of such QoS measure is
the signal-to-noise ratio in a power-controlled wireless network, see appendix A.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the scheduling
problem and presents the special case of a static network in 2.1. In 2.2 a gen-
eral model for dynamic resource allocation is summarized; it is argued that the
application to a communication network results as a limiting special case of the
model in [2]. Section 3 presents models for dynamic distributed resource alloca-
tion in a communication network and discusses the connection of a pricing-based
allocation model to auction games. Section 4 discusses optimal dynamic pricing
and the connection between the asynchronous static network that appears as
a dynamic network and the dynamic network that can depict an asynchronous
”static” network (cf. [1]). The dynamic resource allocation problem in a con-
gested communication network is related to the general load sharing problem in
a capacitated network.

2 A Model of the Scheduling Problem

This paper discusses game theory under incomplete information in a setting
where m users share bandwidth in a time-varying network. The general dynamic
resource allocation problem can be defined in terms of the following elements:

– a set of T discrete time slots,
– a setM = {1, ...,m} of m players (users) and a competitive seller (network),

each with a concave payoff function wi, i = 1, ...,m+ 1,
– resource prices p = (p1, ..., pT ) at the different periods.

If the resource request for all users consists of one time slot, the scheduling
problem is called single-unit (discrete) scheduling [12]; under multiunit schedul-
ing the users may request multiple slots. In this paper the users request a part
of bandwidth each time period. This part may or may not correspond to a single
period or slot. Let xit denote the resource allocated to user i at period t. The
ith user’s duration Di is defined as: Di =

∑Ti

t=0 Jt(xit), where Jt(xit) = 1 if
xit > 0 and J(xit) = 0 otherwise. User i’s resource request (xit)Ti

t=1 is defined by
its duration, its deadline d ≤ Ti and its value wi:

wi =
Ti∑

t=0

btuit(xit) − cit. (1)
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The discount factor is denoted by b ∈ (0, 1). The ith user gets no value unless
the request is satisfied before the deadline di. For this, cit = 0 ∀t < di, cidi

=∑di

t=0 b
tuit and cit = btuit when t > di.

Definition 2.1. A decentralized scheduling system is defined as a system where
each user i = 1, ..,m solves max E[wi] such that xit ≤ Rit, where E denotes the
expectation operator and where the resource constraint Rit is given.

Let h(ut) =
∑m

i=1[uit − cit] denote an aggregating function; a centralized
system maximizes the aggregated objective function

max E[
T∑

t=0

bt(
m∑

i=1

uit − cit
bt

)] = max E[
T∑

t=0

bth(ut)] (2)

subject to
∑m

i=1 xit ≤ Rt ∀t, where Rt denotes the resource constraint at period
t (cf. [2]). The mechanism design problem is to find prices such that the decen-
tralized (noncooperative) solution to the scheduling problem coincides with the
centralized (cooperative) solution. The issue of optimal dynamic pricing is taken
up in section 4.

Let gi denote the network link coefficient of user i [13]. Let αi = yi

Ii
denote

the quality of service QoS of user i in the network, where yi = gixi denotes
the received signal of users i and Ii denotes the total interference of i. The QoS
αi can be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio and it is the argument in ui.
Let p denote the unit price for y. The special static case where T = 1, b = 1,
cit = 0 and ri = ui(α)− py has been studied in [6] and is discussed below in 2.1
and 3.3. The connection of this simplified model to distributed dynamic resource
allocation is summarized in section 4.

2.1 Distributed Resource Allocation in a Static Communication
System

Recently, decentralized resource allocation in has been studied within the frame-
work of general equilibrium theory in [8] and [12] (”the market-oriented pro-
gramming approach”) for the Internet and in [6] for a wireless communication
network. In a static (one period) wireless network a number of users m need to
share the same time slot. Define the quality of service (QoS) in terms of signal-
to-noise-ratio (SNR) in a power controlled wireless network [13]. Letting the
users be the players and the signal-to-noise ratio of a user define the payoff of
the user, the SNR-model defines an externality game [5].
Definition 2.2. An externality game (EG) is a noncooperative game defined by
m players with submodular payoff functions ui, i = 1, ..,m.
The key restriction on a representative user i’s payoff SNR ui = αi is that
it depends on his own strategy, here in terms of received signal power yi, and
the externality vector (yj�=i) through I = I(y). Let gi denote the link fading
coefficient for user i; thus, define (cf. [13,6])

ui = αi(xi, I(y)) =
Wgixi

I(y)
=

gixi∑
j�=i gjxj

=
yi∑

j�=i yj
(3)
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where W = 1 denotes the given bandwidth. Here αi is a submodular function
i.e. function with decreasing differences: for all y,y′ in the strategy space and
y > y′,

αi(y, I) − αi(y′, I) =
yi − y′i∑

j�=i yj
(4)

is nonincreasing in I. Thus, a communication network with limited bandwidth is
an example of an externality game motivating externality, i.e. congestion pricing.
A non-atomic game is a game with a continuum (large number) of users, in which
no single player can affect the other players by changing only her own action.
The impact of a single user on the total interference is negligible if the number
of users is large. The users as noncooperative players ignore the impact of their
usage of resource (transmit power) on the congestion externality, interference,
caused to other users.

Recently [6] has discussed two approximately equivalent max-min fair con-
gestion based pricing strategies in an interference limited wireless system:

– QoS pricing consisting of defining a congestion based unit price pα = pI, p >
0 for QoS α (based on [4]);

– Pricing for received signal power y consisting of a strictly positive unit price
p for y.

The equivalence is based on considering the first order optimization condition
with respect to yi under power-based pricing, given Ii (cf. current CDMA):

dui

dyi
=

1
Ii
u′(
y

Ii
) − p = 0, (5)

equivalent to the first order condition under QoS-pricing:

u′(αi) = pI = pα. (6)

Here I denoted interference caused, and when I ≈ Ii (interference received),
the equivalence holds. Based on this, consider only power-based pricing in what
follows.

2.2 A General Model for Distributed Dynamic Resource Allocation

Sometimes it is assumed for simplicity that I(y) =
∑m

i=1 gixi =
∑m

i=1 yi (cf.
[8]). I.e. the utility function of a representative agent i is given by

uit =
yit∑m
i=1 yit

. (7)

The form in (7) is a special case of the parameterized family of utility func-
tions in [2] (where cit = 0 ∀i, t):

uit =
yit

h(y)1−β
(8)
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where β ∈ (0, 1) and h denotes the aggregating function, assumed to be convex
and homogeneous of degree 1. The aggregating function h(u) for a given time
period then satisfies the following [2] equality:

h(u(y)) = h(y)β . (9)

Note that the utility functions in (8) define an externality game.
Proposition 2.3. The utility function (7) for a user in a congested communica-
tion network (e.g. interference-limited wireless network or Internet) corresponds
to the case of the family of functions (8) when β = 0. The aggregating function
h satisfies (9) also in this case.

Proof. Letting β = 0 and h(y) =
∑m

i=1 yit = I(y) in (8) yields (7). Also, (9) is
satisfied:

h(u(y)) =
m∑

i=1

yit∑m
i=1 yit

= 1 = (
m∑

i=1

yit)0 = h(y)β ∀t. (10)

The limiting case when β = 0 is not addressed in [2]. Simplified solutions to
the distributed dynamic resource allocation problem corresponding to centrally
optimal Nash equilibria are discussed next.

3 Solution Concepts in a Dynamic Network

3.1 Social Nash Equilibria in the Non-cooperative Network Game

Consider the model in 2.2 for distributed resource allocation. Assume that the
users have utility functions wi where uits are as in (7). Let d = Ti = T be the
deadline for all agents. Each user i has initial endowment Ri0. At each stage the
user should divide his resource into

– xit for obtaining immediate gain αit given git and the choices of other users
– zit = Rit − xit for savings. Let Rit+1 = zit (the ”cake-eating” problem in

[2]).

The model of resource allocation may be regarded as a non-cooperative dynamic
stochastic game [2]. The main solution concept in noncooperative network games
(cf. [8]) is a Nash equilibrium [9].
Proposition 3.1. The centrally optimal Nash equilibrium strategy is to use the
share of resources depending only on the remaining time periods:

x∗
it = Rit(

1 − b
1 − bT−t+1 ). (11)

Proof. Analogous to the proof in [2] for β ∈ (0, 1).

I.e. the results in [2] hold also when β = 0 in (8), the case corresponding to
the utility function model in a congested communication network ([8,6]). Equa-
tion (11) indicates that the user becomes more impatient as the deadline T
approaches.
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Section 3.2 presents a simplified example for a social Nash equilibrium, an
application of the general model above to a distributed network where the users
are allowed to decide each period only whether to participate or to opt out. I.e.
xit ∈ {0, 1}, for all the iterations t for all users i, and the comparison is between
αit = git∑m

j=1
gjt

and bE(αit+1) = bE( gi,t+1∑m

j=1
gj,t+1

) ∀i,∀t. The relation between the

dynamic model in 3.2 and an analogous model in 3.3 is summarized in section 4
from the point of view of optimal dynamic pricing.

3.2 A Delay-Limited Solution to Resource Allocation

The birth-death process of new users entering and users whose deadlines passed
leaving make the channel time-varying. Alternatively or simultaneously the link
coefficients (gis) are random variables. In a time-varying channel with a time
cost, the participation externality game can by described as follows.

A Centralized Solution to Dynamic Resource Allocation

Let yi = gixi denote the received signal, where gi = (G)ii is the fixed link
coefficient and xi denotes the power allocation of i. Let fij = (F)ij = gj be the
coefficient of interference received by user i from j [13]. Let y = (yi0, .., yiT )mi=1
and let the duration be equal across users Ti = T ∀i. The dynamic resource
allocation problem can be stated as, when taking into account the delay costs
formalized by b ∈ (0, 1) and an additive deadline cost ct, equal across users (cf.
[5]),

max
y
E

T∑

t=0

btαt s.t. Ftxtαt = Gtxt. (12)

The QoS of i is measured by αi = (Gx)i

(Fx)i
. If gi = g = 1 is fixed, αt =

1
mt

∀t (Appendix A); only the number of users in the network varies over time.
Therefore, letting xit = yit ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, ∀t, the scheduling problem becomes
a load-balancing problem over time when the network coefficients are fixed. In
general, the network coefficients are random variables. Let e denote them-vector
of ones. In what follows assume the randomness in α is also due to time-varying
fading conditions as captured by the random link coefficient g, initially letting
x = e: αi = gi∑m

i=1
gi

∀i where also m can be a random variable.

Let there be two state variables, α and s: s = 0 if α for the representative
user (omitting user index) is currently not in the system and s = 1 if the user
participates in the network. If the randomly chosen user accepts current αt

he stays in the system for period t, is absent period t + 1 and makes a new
decision at t+2. The Bellman equations for v(α, s), s = 0, 1 are, assuming there
is in addition to the deadline delay cost defined by c a proportional delay cost
component b ∈ (0, 1) when deferring the choice of the resource usage to the next
period t+ 1

v(α, 0) = max{α+ bEv(α, 1), bEv(y, 0) − c}
v(α, 1) = max{bEv(y, 0)}.
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Define the threshold ᾱ as in optimal stopping problems by

ᾱt + bEv(ᾱt, 1) = bEv(y, 0) − ct, (13)

where ᾱ is the threshold QoS. Note that
∑m

i=1
Ev(αi,s)
m = Ev(α, s) assuming the

gis are independent and identically distributed random variables. Let this model
define the expected value of QoS as [5]:

Ev(α, 0) =
ᾱt(1 + b)
b(1 − b) +

ct
b(1 − b) . (14)

The optimal threshold ᾱ can be characterized as: ᾱt =
E(α)−

∫ ᾱ

0
αf(α)dα− ct

b

1
b+(1−F (ᾱ)) where

F is the cumulative density function of α and f denotes the distribution function
of α = (gi)/(

∑
i gi).

Noncooperative Equilibrium in Dynamic Resource Sharing

It can be shown that the centralized model summarized by equations (3.2) is
equivalent to a simplified version of the noncooperative model in [2] with Pareto-
optimal outcomes, where the corresponding utility function of user i in a one-shot
auxiliary game for strategy profile x ∈ {0, 1}m is:

ri =
xi

I(x)
+ b

(1 − xi)
I(e− x) , (15)

where Rit = 1 = ei ∀i (cf. 3.1). The first order condition (f.o.c) of user i is to let
I((x)∗) + x∗

i
dI(x)∗

dxi
= b(I(e− x∗) + (ei − x∗

i )
dI((e−x∗)

dxi
). By the homogeneity of

I,
∑m

i=1 xi
dI(x)
dxi

= (β − 1)I(x) = −I(x). When summing the f.o.c.s this implies
that at the deterministic Nash equilibrium I(x∗

t ) = bI(x∗
t+1) equivalent to: αt =

bαt+1, as in the load-balancing Pareto-optimal solution. The corresponding ᾱ is
defined by mt such that: ᾱ = 1

mt
= b

m−mt
.

The above centralized formulation also directly captures a noncooperative
model, due to the symmetry across users in terms of the parameters b, c and
ui (identity). The noncooperative users simultaneously or asynchronously pick
a strategy xit from A = {0, 1} (or, if only m varies, yit ∈ A) each period t
when the QoS was rejected at t − 1 or accepted at t − 2. The centralized case
above assumed that the distribution f of α is stationary. This need not be the
case in a time-varying network. However, assume that the environment becomes
stationary after some finite time. Then, as argued in [5], a simple (participation)
EG such as defined above (by card(A) = 2) is D-solvable which implies that
users in the linear utility model will converge to a unique Nash-equilibrium even
in noisy distributed asynchronous settings. The argument is as follows. Given the
ultimately stationary distribution of the number of users, the strategy choices of
the other users in terms of α and Ev(α) appear as parameters in the participation
decision.

Note that formally the maximization of α is equivalent to the maximization
of bα − py, letting utility parameter b satisfy: b = 1 + pα, where pα = Ip. By
tuning the price the QoS in the network can be maintained at the desired level.
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3.3 The “Static” Network Can Be Seen as a Dynamic Game

The iterative solution of the static distributed resource allocation has connections
to a dynamic game.
Definition 3.2. A game is said to be dynamic if at least one of the players has
more than one information set [1].
An information set is a concept for games in extensive (tree) form [1]: the same
strategy set is available at each node in the same information set, where the
nodes correspond to possible events; no node follows another node in the same
information set.

Consider the following iterative solution of a resource (bandwidth=1) sharing
game in a wireless system where T = 1 [6].
Definition 3.3. Let Ai = {0, 1} denote the strategy set [1] of user i = 1, ..,m.
An asynchronous greedy algorithm for the game defined by the payoff functions

rit = uit(αit) − pyit, i = 1, ..,m, (16)

where αit = yit

Iit+e , Iit =
∑

j�=i yjt, e = αn = 0.0001 (see Appendix A) and the
uits are given in (7), consists of iteratively finding, for i = 1, ...,m,

y∗
it = arg max

yit∈Ai

ui(
yit
Iit + e

) − pyit, (17)

The above greedy algorithm defines a solution to bandwidth-scheduling under a
price penalty when Rit = 1 ∀i (i.e. the resource constraints are due to Ai =
{0, 1} ∀i ∀t). The users opting in at period t set yti = 1. The corresponding QoS
price at period t is pα = pmt, where mt denotes the number of users present in
the network at period t.

Consider the tree representation of the greedy algorithm. At period t = 1,
a user i is picked randomly to update its resource demand given I1 (given the
initial values of the other users choices). The corresponding node in the game tree
is the root of the tree. The following period t = 2 another user from the setM is
chosen randomly to update its demand, given I2. Iterating the tree construction
yields a binary tree where each user faces the information set consisting of all
nodes (events): given the total interference It, the user is unable to determine
the decomposition of It, i.e. which other users are present.

The sequential solution of the originally static game thus yields a dynamic
game where each user i will make a decision (reach an information set) k times
where k is the time per user that the greedy algorithm takes before converging to
a Nash equilibrium. By the concavity of the payoff functions such an equilibrium
exists. The reason for the ”static” game to appear as a dynamic game is that
each player acts more than once and hence time plays a role (cf. [1]). Figure
1 depicts the total time required for the greedy algorithm in the special case
of linear utility model where ui(αi) = biαi = iαi ∀i, m = 20, p = 1. Even
when adding the dominated strategies ([9]) {0.5, ..., 1

20} the greedy algorithm
converges to the Nash equilibrium in less than five iterations per user. Only the
users with high utility participate in the network, i.e. users i = 11, ..., 20, yielding
the sum of utilities 17.22 at the Nash equilibrium (which can be easily verified).
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In the absence of a price p = 0 the sum of utilities is lower (11.05). At p = 19,
the sum of utilities is at highest 39. But for users i = 9, ..., 18 this equilibrium
yield less than the equilibrium under p = 1 and hence does not constitute a
Pareto-improvement from the Nash equilibrium at p = 1.
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Fig. 1. Greedy Algorithm: Sum of Utilities (topmost curve), Received Powers (mid-
dle curve) and Net Utilities (lowest curve) for m = 20, p = 1, ui = iαi, Ai =
{1, 0.5, ..., 1

20 , 0}, i = 1, .., m, e = 0.0001.

Dominance Solvable Network Games

In the linear utility example in section 2 where ui(αi) = iαi, the middle strategies
are strictly dominated [9]. In a linear model it suffices to consider participation
games where Ai = {0, 1}, i = 1, ..,m. Participation games constitute an impor-
tant class of externality games EGs. The main result for participation EGs is
related to their dominance-D-solvability [5].

Definition 3.4. Let ui = αi. For a given player i, strategy y dominates strat-
egy y′ relative to strategy set A iff αi(y, I) > αi(y′, I) for given I. The set of
strategies which are not dominated are denoted by Di(A).

Define Dk(A) = D(Dk−1(A)) with D1 = D(A). Note that D∞ = limk→∞Dk is
well defined due to the monotonicity of D.
Definition 3.5. A game is D-solvable if card(D∞) = 1 for all i.
D-solvability (solvability by dominated strategies) requires that given only par-
tial information of the opponent’s strategies as captured by Iit, the player still
can eliminate dominated strategies.
Proposition 3.6. Let Ai = {0, 12 , .., 1m , 1} ∀i. The received power allocation
game defined by m payoff functions ri = αi − pyi, where αi = biyi

Ii+e where bi = i
is D − solvable.
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Proof. Given Iit, e and p, either bi

Iit+e − p > 0 implying y∗it = 1 or bi

Iit+e − p ≤ 0
implying y∗it = 0. I.e. for any t and Iit one of the y∗it = 1 or y∗it = 0 strategies is
better than the other strategies and D∞ ⊆ {0, 1} ∀i. For all i = 1, .., ith y∗i = 1
and y∗i = 0 for i < ith where the threshold user ith is defined as the upper integer
part of the solution ith to ith

m−ith−1+e = p:

ith = 	p(m− 1 + e)
1 + p


. (18)

In the example the greedy algorithm converges to a unique Nash equilibrium.
In general, an equilibrium exists in a noncooperative game assuming that the
utility functions are concave [9].

Proposition 3.7. A Nash equilibrium in the resource allocation game defined
by the utility functions (16) is Pareto-optimal.

Proof. Consider a given Nash equilibrium allocation yt. The utility of the ith
participating agent is rit = biyit∑

j �=i
yjt+e

− pyit ≥ 0. Given bi and p, rit can not be

increased by increasing yit without decreasing rjt = bjyjt∑
k �=i,j

ykt+e
− pyjt ∀j �= i.

A Relation to Auctions

An alternative solution concept for a dynamic resource sharing game is to con-
sider specific auction protocols. Recently, in [12] an ascending auction protocol
for the general discrete resource allocation problem is presented. There is a con-
nection between the auction approach and the linear utility model under a given
price p. By specifying his utility function ui user i makes an implicit bid con-
sisting of the amount that he is willing to pay at maximum for one unit of
transmission. When I =

∑m
i=1 yi, bi = i and yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, the optimal price

inducing at most one user to be present at any time period t under the greedy
algorithm is p∗t = maxi i ∈ {1, ..,mt} = mt.

4 Optimal Dynamic Pricing and the Connection between
a “Static” Network and a “Dynamic” Network

A dynamic network as described in section 3.2 above explicitly defines the re-
source usage problem for a representative user for T time periods. The asyn-
chronous resource sharing game in section 3.3 is concerned with the iterative
solution for a ”static” resource sharing problem. However, there is a direct rela-
tion between the two models.

Under ”fictitious play” [3], the users behave as if they think they are facing
a stationary (but unknown) distribution of opponent’s strategies. The model
in section 3.2, where in general the number of users m is a random variable,
captures this idea: each period the representative user behaves so as to maximize
the expected payoff. In what follows let 0 ≤ β = b(1−b)

1+b < 1 and for now assume
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that the additive delay cost is zero by letting c = 0. The user participates in the
network at period t letting yt = 1 if

αt ≥ b(1 − b)
1 + b

Ev(α, 0) = βEv(α, 0) = ᾱ. (19)

In the ”static” linear utility model in section 3.3 the utility of user i at period
t was defined as rit = iαit − pyt = uit(αit) − pyit. Here consider a symmetric
version of this linear model and let uit(αit) = b′(αit). In the symmetric linear
model the representative user participates in the network at period t letting
yt = 1 if

αt ≥ 1
b′
p. (20)

The decision rules in (19) and (20) coincide if

β =
1
b′

(21)

and the price reflects the expected value of QoS

p = Ev(α, 0). (22)

In a symmetric dynamic Nash equilibrium the users can find the optimal strategy
fast applying the greedy algorithm under optimal pricing: p = Ev(α).

The relation (21) can be interpreted as follows. The representative user in the
linear utility model is more demanding if b′ is relatively high; this is analogous
to a low value of β in a temporal allocation model: the greedier user is also the
more impatient.

Above letting ct = 0 ∀t reflects infinite deadline for simplicity. In the presence
of a deadline cost, i.e. when cid > 0,

ᾱdi−1 = max{Ev(α, 0)b(1 − b)
1 + b

− cid
1 + b

, 0} < ᾱ. (23)

I.e. when the deadline period di is ahead, the acceptance threshold will be lower.
Analogously to (22)and (23), the price before deadline becomes

pdi−1 = max{Ev(α, 0) − cid
b(1 − b) , 0}. (24)

Assuming p = Ev(α, 0) − cd

b(1−b) as in (24) at period before deadline d − 1,
and p = Ev(α, 0) otherwise, relates the optimal (QoS-price equivalent) price p
to the expected value of QoS (at state 0) in a symmetric network. For the user
to participate, the price in terms of opportunity cost must not be greater than
the benefit from participation. In an asymmetric network the different users may
have different deadlines corresponding to different ᾱis and the users i = 1, ...,m
iterate the following Bellman equations:

max
yit∈{0,1}

{0, biαit(yit) − ᾱit}, t = 0, .., Ti. (25)
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The corresponding greedy algorithm successively eliminates dominated strategies
in the dominance solvable game (cf. Proposition (3.6)) for users i = 1, ...,m

max
yit∈(0,1)

biαit(yit) − ᾱityit (26)

where αit = yit

Iit
= yit

mit
. The price pit is fixed at p = Ev(α) until the deadline

period t = di−1 of i is reached at which point the price becomes zero if pdi−1 = 0
in (24). Consider the numerical example for the greedy algorithm in section
3.3 where the Nash equilibrium is found in less than five iterations per user
such that users i = 1, .., 9 converge to setting y∗i = 0. However, suppose the
deadline di for these users is after period 5, e.g. period 6 whereas the deadline
for the users i = 10, .., 20 with duration five is at period 5 after which they will
disappear from the system. Then, the optimal dynamic equilibrium allocation
is given by yit = 1, i = 10, .., 20, t = 1, .., 5 and yit = 1 for i = 1, .., 9 at t = 6
and zero otherwise. Since the users update their strategies in a random order,
this equilibrium is an approximately fair efficient solution to dynamic resource
allocation.

The socially optimal Nash equilibrium in the network externality game as
defined by utility functions in (8) can be rationalized by an implicit congestion
based price for QoS, equivalent to a unit price p on y a argued in 2.1. A similar
observation is pointed out in [2]: if we regard the impact of the externality h on
the individual utility as a resource price, then the individual utilities should be
proportional to hβ−1. The network externalities are internalized when the payoff
functions are as in (8). Likewise, if the QoS requests are feasible, optimal power
control can be distributed [6].

5 Conclusion

The focus in this paper has been on centrally optimal distributed scheduling in
a communication network with a divisible resource, bandwidth. In some appli-
cations the acceptable QoS level implies that only a single user can be allocated
to a given time slot; in the framework of the current paper there is a price level
(cf. recent related work [12]) that corresponds to allowing only one user at a
time to be present.

An asynchronous resource sharing game over time defines a dynamic game.
The scheduling problem adds user-specific durations and deadlines. The un-
certainty under dynamic resource allocation comes from the time-varying load
(number of users) in the network. An alternative interpretation is to consider
time-varying link coefficients.

Appendix A

The centralized uplink power control problem [13] in a single-cell network can
be summarized as follows. Let α denote the QoS requirement in terms of the
signal-to-noise ratio. Let xi denote transmit power allocation of user i, let gij
denote the fading coefficient between mobile i and base j and let n be the
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additive Gaussian noise. The power control problem [13] is to find x such that
Gx = α(Fx+ n),

∑
i xi ≤ R, where F denotes the interference (externality)

matrix and R denotes the resource constraint. When n = 0, a solution is to let
xi = 1

gi
and αi = gixi∑

j �=i
gjxj

= α = 1
m−1 ∀i, where m denotes the number of

users.
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a WDM metro ring architecture
with optical burst switching. Several access protocols are proposed and
their performance is analyzed by simulation.

1 Introduction

Optical burst switching (OBS) [1,2,3,4,5,6] is a switching technique that occu-
pies the middle of the spectrum between the well-known circuit switching and
packet switching paradigms, borrowing ideas from both to deliver a completely
new functionality. The unit of transmission is a burst, which may consist of sev-
eral packets. The transmission of each burst is preceded by the transmission
of a control packet, which usually takes place on a separate signaling channel.
Unlike circuit switching, a source node does not wait for confirmation that a
path with available resources has been set up; instead, it starts transmitting the
data burst soon after the transmission of the control packet. We will refer to
the interval of time between the transmission by the source node of the first bit
of the control packet and the transmission of the first bit of the data burst as
the offset. The control packet carries information about the burst, including the
offset value, the length of the burst, its priority, etc. Based on this information,
intermediate nodes configure their switch fabric to switch the burst to the appro-
priate output port. However, in case of congestion or output port conflicts, an
intermediate node may drop a burst. Also, consecutive bursts between a given
source-destination pair may be routed independently of each other.

There are several variants of burst switching, mainly differing on the length
of the offset. The most well-known scheme is Just Enough Time (JET) [3], in
which the offset is selected in a manner that takes into account the processing
delays of the control packet at the intermediate switches. Let T

(p)
i denote the

processing delay of a control packet at an intermediate switch, T
(p)
d denote the

processing delay of a control packet at the destination switch, and T
(s)
d denote

the time to setup (configure) the destination switch. Then, the offset value for
JET is :

offsetJET =

(∑
i

T
(p)
i

)
+ T

(p)
d + T

(s)
d (1)

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 863–874, 2002.
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One issue that arises in computing the offset under JET is determining the num-
ber of intermediate switching nodes (hops) between the source and destination.
Information about the number of hops in a path may not, in general, be readily
available; even if it is known, it may not be valid when used. Thus, it is desirable
to use an offset value that does not depend on the path used and does not require
the exchange of information among network nodes.

The part of the offset value that depends on the path between the source
and destination is the sum of the processing times at intermediate nodes. Given
recent advances in hardware implementation of communication protocols, we
can assume that the processing time T

(p)
i in (1) will be very short for most

common functions of the signaling protocol. In this case, fiber delay lines may
be used at intermediate nodes to delay each incoming burst by an amount of time
equal to T

(p)
i . Then, the first term in the right hand side of (1) can be omitted

when computing the offset. We call this new scheme the Only Destination Delay
(ODD) protocol, and its offset is given by:

offsetODD = T
(p)
d + T

(s)
d (2)

Instead of using destination-specific values for the processing and switching de-
lays in (2), one may use a constant offset value by taking the maximum of these
values over all destinations. Such a value may significantly simplify the design
and implementation of signaling protocols and optical switches for burst switch-
ing networks [2].

In this paper we study burst switching protocols for ring networks. Our
focus on ring topologies is motivated by the wide deployment of optical rings.
These networks represent a significant investment on the part of carriers, and are
currently being upgraded to support WDM. Section 2 describes the ring network
we consider and the basic operation of burst switching in such an environment.
Section 3 provides a detailed description of the various burst switching access
protocols studied in this paper. Section 4 presents the simulation results on
the performance of these burst switching access protocols, and finally Section 5
provides some concluding remarks.

2 The Ring Network under Study

We consider N OBS nodes organized in a unidirectional ring, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Each fiber link supports N + 1 wavelengths. Of these, N wavelengths are
used to transmit bursts, and the (N + 1)-th wavelength is used as the control
channel. Each OBS node is attached to one or more access networks. In the
direction from the access networks to the ring, the OBS node acts as a concen-
trator. Buffered packets are grouped together and transmitted in a burst to the
destination OBS node. A burst can be of any size between a minimum and max-
imum value. Bursts travel along the ring without undergoing any electro-optic
conversion at intermediate nodes. In the other direction, from the ring to the
access networks, an OBS node terminates optical bursts, electronically processes
the data packets contained therein, and delivers them to users.
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The architecture of an OBS node is shown in Figure 2. Each node is equipped
with one optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM), and two pairs of optical tran-
sceivers. The first pair consists of a receiver and transmitter tuned to the control
wavelength, and is part of the control module in Figure 2. The control wavelength
is dropped by the OADM at each node, and added back after the control module
has read the control information and has inserted new information.

The second pair of transceivers consists of a transmitter that is fixed tuned
to the node’s home wavelength, and an agile receiver that can receive from all N
data wavelengths. Each OBS node has a dedicated home wavelength on which it
transmits its bursts. The OADM at each node removes the optical signal from the
node’s home wavelength by dropping the corresponding wavelength, as Figure 2
illustrates. The OADM also drops the optical signal on other burst wavelengths,
whenever they contain bursts for this node. In the case where multiple bursts
arrive, each on a different wavelength, at an OBS node, the receive module in
Figure 2 employs a collision resolution strategy to determine which burst will be
accepted. To support ODD, an extra fiber delay line (not shown in Figure 2) is
added into the node to delay outgoing data on all wavelengths except the control
wavelength and the node’s home wavelength.

Packets waiting for transmission are organized into transmit queues according
to their destination. The order in which transmit queues are served is determined
by the scheduler module in Figure 2. We assume that the transmit queues are
considered in a Round-Robin manner.

The control wavelength is used for the transmission of control slots. In a
ring with N nodes, N control slots, one for each node, are grouped together
in a control frame which continuously circulates around the ring. Depending on
the length of the circumference of the ring, there may be several control frames
circulating simultaneously. In this case, control frames are transmitted back-to-
back on the control wavelength. Each node is the owner of one control slot in each
control frame. Each control slot contains several fields, as Figure 3 illustrates.
The format and type of the fields depend on the OBS protocol used. In general,
however, each control slot includes fields for the destination address, the offset,
and the burst size. Other fields may be included for some of the protocols.
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Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot i Slot N. . . . . .
Control Frame

Destination Address Offset Burst Length Other Fields

Fig. 3. Structure of a control frame

To transmit a burst, a node waits for the next control frame and writes
the burst information (destination address, burst length, and offset) in its own
control slot. If it has nothing to transmit, it just clears all the fields in its control
slot. Each node also reads the entire control frame to determine whether any
control slots indicate a burst transmission to this node. If so, and assuming that
the node is not in the process of receiving another burst, it instructs its tunable
receiver to tune to the appropriate wavelength to receive the burst; that is,
preemption is not allowed. In case of a receiver collision (i.e., when the address
of this node is specified in multiple control slots), the destination node selects
one of the bursts to receive.

Each node acts as a source node (inserting bursts), as an intermediate node
(passing through bursts to downstream nodes), and as a destination node (ter-
minating bursts). As a result, each node must read each control frame in its
entirety before determining what action to take. Therefore, in a ring network
the time to process a control frame is the same for intermediate and destina-
tion nodes (i.e., T

(p)
i = T

(p)
d ). The control frame is delayed by this amount of

time as it passes through each node. This delay is the sum of the control frame
transmission time plus the time to process the control frame, and it can be kept
short by employing a simple protocol implemented in hardware. A number of
OBS protocols having these features are described in the next section.

3 OBS Protocols

Since each OBS node is assigned a unique home wavelength, bursts may be lost
due to receiver collisions. This occurs when two or more nodes transmit bursts to
the same destination, and the burst transmissions overlap in time. We propose
several access protocols which can be classified in three classes, depending on
how receiver collisions are resolved.

1. Source node. The source node resolves receiver collisions using the informa-
tion transmitted on the control wavelength.

2. Destination node. A source node must get permission from the destination
to send a burst. Each destination schedules requests to avoid collisions.

3. Token passing. Tokens are used to resolve receiver collisions.

Our emphasis is on protocols that use few rules, are simple to implement in
hardware and are distributed in nature. We have deliberately avoided protocols
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that are centralized in nature, or they require the collection of transmit queue
sizes, or they require network-wide synchronization (e.g., TDM-based schemes).
We assume that the maximum and minimum burst size that can be transmitted
on the ring is specified by constants MaxBurstSize and MinBurstSize, respec-
tively. Furthermore, a transmit queue is not eligible for service unless its size is
at least equal to the value of MinBurstSize.

3.1 Round-Robin with Random Selection (RR/R)

The first protocol a round-robin scheduler at each node to serve the transmit
queues, and lets each receiver randomly select a burst from the bursts that
arrive simultaneously. We call this protocol Round-Robin with Random Selection
(RR/R). The operation of the protocol at node i is as follows.

At the transmitting side, the scheduler of node i visits all eligible transmit
queues, in a round-robin fashion. If at time t1, transmit queue j is selected for
service, then node i waits for the first control frame that arrives after time t1.
Then, node i writes the burst information and destination address j in its own
control slot. After a delay equal to the offset value, node i transmits the burst
on its home wavelength.

At the receiving side, when a control frame arrives at node i, it scans the
control slots of the control frame, checking for any slot that has i in the des-
tination address field. If more than one such slots are found, node i randomly
selects one of them, say k. In this case, all bursts to node i except the one from
node k will be lost. Node i then checks whether its receiver is free at the time
when the burst from node k arrives at node i, and checks whether its receiver
has enough time to tune to another wavelength. If so, it instructs its receiver
to tune to node k’s home wavelength in order to receive the burst transmission.
Otherwise, it gives up on the burst from node k.

3.2 Round-Robin with Persistent Service (RR/P)

The Round-Robin with Persistent Service (RR/P) protocol is similar to the
RR/R protocol, but it is designed to eliminate receiver conflicts that can be
detected prior to the transmission of a burst. The operation of this protocol at
node i is as follows.

At the transmitting side, node i maintains a variable EarliestFreeTime(j)
for each destination node j, which specifies the earliest time at which the re-
ceiver of node j would be free. This variable is updated by monitoring the burst
information in control slots that have j in the destination address field. The
scheduler at node i visits all eligible transmit queues in a round-robin fashion. If
at time t1, transmit queue j is selected for service, then node i waits for the first
control frame that arrives after time t1. Suppose it arrives at time t2, then node
i updates the variable EarliestFreeTime(j) based on relevant information in
the control frame. Node i also computes the time t3 that the first bit of its burst
would arrive at node j: t3 = t2 + T

(p)
i + offset + δij , where δij is the burst prop-

agation delay from node i to node j. If EarliestFreeTime(j) plus the receiver
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tuning time at node j is less than t3, then node i writes its burst information in
its own control slot, and sends the burst after a delay equal to the offset. If, on
the other hand, EarliestFreeTime(j) plus the receiver tuning time at node j is
greater than t3, then sending the burst will result in a conflict. In this case, node
i does not transmit the burst; instead it waits for the next control frame and
repeats the process of transmitting the burst to node j. This is the persistent
feature of the protocol, in that the round-robin scheduler does not proceed to
serve the next transmit queue until the burst to node j has been sent. Note that
deferring the transmission of a burst based on a calculation of the earliest free
time for receiver j does not altogether eliminate receiver collisions.

At the receiving side, the operation of the protocol is identical to RR/R.

3.3 Round-Robin with Non-persistent Service (RR/NP)

The operation of the Round-Robin with Non-Persistent Service (RR/NP) pro-
tocol is identical to the operation of the RR/P protocol with one exception.
Suppose that at time t1 node i has selected transmit queue j for service using
the RR scheduler. Suppose also that once the first control frame arrives after
time t1, the node determines that transmitting a burst to j would result in a
collision. The node refrains from transmitting the burst, and proceeds to serve
the next eligible transmit queue upon arrival of the next control frame.

The RR/NP protocol may result in lower delay than RR/P. However, since
a node gives up its burst transmission whenever it determines that it will lead
to a collision, RR/NP may lead to the starvation of certain transmit queues,
and thus, it has fairness problems. Also, RR/NP does not completely eliminate
receiver collisions.

3.4 Round-Robin with Tokens (RR/Token)

This protocol uses tokens to resolve receiver collisions. There are N tokens, one
for each destination node. A token may be either available or in use. A node can
only transmit to a destination node j, if it captures the j-th token. The transmit
queues at each node are served in a Round-Robin manner. The operation of the
Round-Robin with Tokens (RR/Token) protocol is as follows.

At the transmitter side, node i monitors each received control frame. If it
finds an available token, it removes it from the control frame, and puts it in its
FIFO token queue. Node i also serves the transmit queues in the arrival order
of tokens: if the first token in the token queue is token j, node i first checks
whether transmit queue j is eligible for service. If not, node i releases token j
and proceeds with the next token in the queue. Otherwise, node i constructs the
burst to node j, writes the burst information in the next control frame, and sends
it after a delay equal to the offset value. Once the burst transmission is complete,
node i releases token j to the next control frame. It then proceeds to serve the
transmit queue corresponding to the next token in the token queue. Since every
node has a FIFO token queue, the order in which tokens circulate around the
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ring is fixed. Recall that there are only N tokens, one for each destination node.
Therefore, transmit queues are served in a Round-Robin manner.

At the receiver side, node i checks each incoming control frame for any control
slot indicating a burst transmission to this node. If such a control slot is found,
node i instructs its receiver to tune to the appropriate home wavelength for
receiving the burst.

RR/Token is a receiver collision free protocol, since there can be at most one
burst transmission arriving at a destination node at any time.

4 Numerical Results

We used simulation to compare the protocols described in the previous section.
For each of the four protocols RR/R, RR/P, RR/NP, and RR/Token, we con-
sider two variants: one in which the offset calculation is based on ODD, using
expression (2), and one in which the offset calculation is based on JET, using
expression (1). In our study we consider a ring network with 10 nodes. We set
the (electronic) buffer capacity at each node to 10 MBytes. The distance be-
tween two successive nodes in the ring is taken to be 5 Km. We assume that
the control wavelength runs at 622 Mbps, while each burst wavelength runs at
2.5 Gbps. Each control slot in a control frame is 100 bytes long regardless of the
protocol used in the ring. The processing time of a control frame at both the
intermediate (T (p)

i ) and destination nodes (T (p)
d ) is set to be 10 slot times, and

the switch setup time at the destination nodes T
(s)
d is 1 µs.

We model the packet arrival process to each node by a modified Interrupted
Poisson Process (IPP) [7]. This modified IPP is an ON/OFF process, where both
the ON and the OFF periods are exponentially distributed. Packets arrive back
to back during the ON period at the rate of 2.5 Gbps. No packets arrive during
the OFF period. The packet size is assumed to follow a truncated exponential
distribution with an average size of 500 bytes and a maximum size of 5000 bytes.
We use the squared coefficient of variation, C2, of the packet inter-arrival time
to measure the burstiness of the arrival process. C2 is defined as the ratio of
the variance of the packet inter-arrival time divided by the squared mean of
the packet inter-arrival time. The arrival process is completely characterized by
the C2 and the average arrival packet rate. In all simulations, we set C2 to
20, and vary the average arrival rate. Packets arriving at a node are assigned a
destination node following the uniform distribution.
Effect of Average Arrival Rate. We first investigate the performance of the
four protocols when the calculation of the offset is based on ODD. We consider
five performance measures: throughput, loss, delay, fairness, and buffer require-
ment. Since each node is fed with the same arrival process, the average arrival
rate we refer to is the average arrival rate to a single node. We set MaxBurstSize
to 112 Kbytes and MinBurstSize to 16 Kbytes.

Figure 4 plots the mean node throughput against the average arrival rate
for all four protocols. We observe that RR/Token, a protocol free of receiver
collisions, achieves the highest throughput. Among the three protocols in which
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receiver collisions are possible, RR/P achieves the highest throughput, followed
by RR/NP and RR/R.

We distinguish between two types of loss. First, packets arriving to find a full
buffer at the source node are dropped. In our experiments, we observed that only
RR/Token has a 0.01% packet loss rate due to buffer overflow, when the average
arrival rate is 2.0 Gbps. The second type of loss occurs when a burst is dropped
at the destination due to a receiver collision. Figure 5 plots the burst loss rate
due to receiver collisions versus the average arrival rate. As expected, RR/Token
never incurs loss due to receiver collisions. For the other three protocols, RR/P
has the least burst loss rate, followed by RR/NP and RR/R.

Next, we give an intuitive explanation of the burst loss plots in Figure 5.
The behavior of these plots is related to the C2 of the burst size. If all other
parameters are kept the same, a larger burst size C2 leads to a larger burst loss
rate due to receiver collisions. Figure 6 shows the C2 of the burst sizes as a
function of the average arrival rate. We note that the plots in both Figures 5
and 6 have the same pattern. As the average arrival rate increases, the C2 of
the burst size of RR/R and RR/NP increases, and so does the burst loss rate.
For RR/P, however, as the average arrival rate increases, the burst size C2 first
increases, it peaks at 1.4 Gbps, and then it decreases. The burst loss rate follows
the same pattern. The reason for the change in the C2 of burst size is that when
the burst size reaches a specific point, the MaxBurstSize starts to limit the C2

of burst size.
From the simulation, we also found that the burst loss rate due to receiver

collisions of RR/P depends not only on the C2 of the burst size, but also on an-
other important parameter, the EnoughData probability. Recall that in a node,
a transmit queue is not eligible for service unless its size is at least equal to
the value of MinBurstSize. Therefore, when a node turns to serve a transmit
queue, the transmit queue may or may not be eligible for service. The proba-
bility that a transmit queue is eligible for service when a node turns to serve it
is the EnoughData probability. We found that for RR/P, an EnoughData prob-
ability equal to or very close to one leads to a lower burst loss rate due to
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receiver collisions than an EnoughData probability close to zero. Figure 7 shows
the EnoughData probability versus the average arrival rate. The EnoughData
probability of RR/P increases as the average arrival rate increases, reaching 1
when the average arrival rate is 1.7 Gbps.

Figure 8 plots the mean packet delay, including the queueing and propagation
delay, versus the average arrival rate. The RR/R protocol has the least delay,
followed by RR/NP, RR/P and RR/Token. We observe that, as the average
arrival rate increases, the mean packet delay in all protocols first decreases, and
then it increases. This behavior is due to the fact that, when the traffic intensity
is low, the time for a transmit queue to reach the MinBurstSize accounts for the
major part of the packet delay. Therefore, as the average arrival rate increases,
the time for a transmit queue to reach MinBurstSize decreases, which causes
the mean packet delay to decrease. The 95% percentile packet delay was also
calculated in the simulation. Since the plot trend is the same as that of the mean
packet delay, the figure is not shown here.

Let us now compare the four protocols in terms of fairness. We distinguish
two types of fairness, namely, throughput fairness and delay fairness. We define
the throughput fairness index of a node i as

Throughput Fairness Index of Node i =


 10∑

j=1,j �=i

(Hij − Hi)2


 × 1

Hi
2 (3)

where Hij is the throughput from node i to node j, i.e., the average number
of bits transmitted by node i and received by node j in a unit time, and Hi =
(
∑10

j=1,j �=i Hij)/9. We then define the throughput fairness index of a protocol as
the average of the throughput fairness indices of all nodes. According to this
definition, the smaller the throughput fairness index of a protocol, the better
the throughput fairness of the protocol.

Figure 9 shows the throughput fairness index of the four protocols versus
the average arrival rate. We observe that RR/R and RR/Token have values
very close to zero, meaning that they are throughput fair protocols. We have
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also computed the throughput from each node to each other node in the ring
(these results are not shown here). We have observed that both the RR/NP and
RR/P protocols provide better throughput to nodes closer to the source than to
nodes far away. This follows directly from the operation of RR/NP and RR/P
described in Section 3.3 and 3.2.

The second type of fairness we consider is related to delay. The delay fairness
index of a node i is defined as

Delay Fairness Index of Node i =


 10∑

j=1,j �=i

(Wij − Wi)2


 × 1

Wi
2 (4)

where Wij is the mean queueing delay of packets in transmit queue j of node i,
and Wi = (

∑10
j=1,j �=i Wij)/9. We also define the delay fairness index of a protocol

as the average of the delay fairness indices of all nodes. (Note that in defining
the fairness index we use the queueing delay only, not the total delay, since the
latter includes the propagation delay which depends on the destination node).
According to this definition, the smaller the delay fairness index of a protocol,
the better the delay fairness of the protocol. Specifically, if the delay fairness
index of a protocol is zero, the protocol is perfectly fair since the queueing delay
of a packet is insensitive to the source and destination of the packet. For unfair
protocols, access to the burst wavelengths may depend on factors such as the
relative position of the source and destination nodes in the ring. In this case, some
transmit queues may take longer to serve than others, increasing the queueing
delay of the respective packets relative to others, and thus, increasing the delay
fairness index of the node and protocol.

Figure 10 shows the delay fairness index of the four protocols versus the
average arrival rate. We observe that only RR/R has delay fairness index values
very close to zero, meaning that it is the only fair protocol in terms of delay. We
have also computed the mean packet queueing delay of each transmit at all ring
nodes for the four protocols (these results are omitted due to space limitations).
We have observed that the RR/NP protocol provides better delay access to
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wavelengths of nodes far away than to wavelengths of nodes close to the source
of a packet, and RR/P and RR/Token do not always provide the best or worst
delay access to a specific node.

Overall, the RR/Token protocol achieves the highest mean throughput, fol-
lowed by the RR/P, RR/NP and RR/R protocols. RR/R has the smallest mean
packet delay, followed by RR/NP, RR/P and RR/Token. RR/R also requires the
smallest mean buffer requirement, followed by RR/NP, RR/P and RR/Token.
The burst loss rate due to receiver collisions for the protocols which are not free
of receiver collisions depends on the C2 of the burst size. The burst loss rate of
RR/P also depends on the EnoughData probability. Only RR/R is a delay fair
protocol, while both RR/R and RR/Token are throughput fair protocols.
Effect of MaxBurstSize. We also varied the value of MaxBurstSize from 32
Kbytes to 112 Kbytes with an increment of 16 Kbytes (not shown here). Min-
BurstSize was set to 16 KBytes, and the average arrival rate to 1.7 Gbps.
Simulation results showed that an increase in MaxBurstSize leads to an increase
in the C2 of the burst size and to a small change in the EnoughData probability;
this leads to an increase in the burst loss rate due to receiver collisions, and to a
decrease in the throughput of RR/R, RR/NP, and RR/P. However, the decrease
in the throughput of RR/R and RR/NP is very small. RR/Token requires a
large MaxBurstSize so that no packet will be lost due to buffer overflow. Only
a very small MaxBurstSize could lead to a much longer delay under RR/P and
RR/Token. For the other protocols, the change in the mean packet delay because
of changes in the MaxBurstSize is minimal.
Effect of MinBurstSize.We varied MinBurstSize from 16 Kbytes to 96 Kbytes
while keeping the MaxBurstSize at 112 KBytes, and the average arrival rate at
1.7 Gbps. Simulation results showed that an increase in MinBurstSize leads
to a decrease in the C2 of the burst size and a decrease in the EnoughData
probability. For RR/R and RR/NP, the decrease in the C2 of the burst size
leads to a small decrease in the burst loss rate due to collisions, which finally
leads to a small increase in the mean node throughout. However, for RR/P, a
big decrease in the EnoughData probability leads to an increase in the burst loss
rate due to receiver collisions, which finally leads to a decrease in the mean node
throughout. Changes in MinBurstSize do not lead to any change in the mean
node throughput of RR/Token. Increases in MinBurstSize also lead to increases
in the mean packet delay of all protocols.
JET vs. ODD. We now focus on the difference between the JET and ODD
offset calculations. Due to space limitations, we only consider two protocols:
RR/Token and RR/R. Simulation experiments were carried out with the same
parameters as above. The results showed that, compared to ODD, JET leads
to a longer mean packet delay for all protocols (see Figure 11), which in turn
leads to a larger mean buffer requirement, and to a larger packet loss rate due
to buffer overflow. Therefore, as a receiver collision free protocol, RR/Token
has a lower mean node throughput with JET than with ODD. Moreover, JET
naturally leads to delay unfair protocols, but does not change the throughput
fairness property of the protocols.
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The effect of MaxBurstSize was also investigated. The results showed that
all protocols are more sensitive to MaxBurstSize with JET than with ODD.
A much larger MaxBurstSize is required in JET than in ODD, in order to
get a higher mean node throughput and lower mean packet delay. Results also
showed that both ODD and JET are not very sensitive to MinBurstSize. As
the MinBurstSize increases, for RR/R, there is no big difference between ODD
and JET. But for RR/Token, ODD is always much better than JET in both the
mean node throughput and the mean packet delay.

5 Concluding Remarks

We described a WDM metro ring architecture with optical burst switching.
Several access protocols were proposed and their performance was analyzed by
simulation.
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Abstract. In this study the restoration performance of two closely
related Sender/Chooser-based distributed path restoration proto-
cols (both extensions of the Self-Healing Network (SHN) to path
restoration) is compared. Some pathological situations in which these
Sender/Chooser-based restoration algorithms perform suboptimally
are identified and, where available, possible solutions are proposed.
Built-in mechanisms to resolve contention between Sender/Chooser
pairs were found to be very helpful. In addition, the performance
of the distributed restoration algorithms studied was found to be
close to its theoretical upper bound, suggesting that the pathologi-
cal situations described may not be that important for real-life networks.

Keywords: distributed path restoration, Sender/Chooser based restora-
tion protocols, optical mesh networks, survivable networks

1 Introduction

Although telecommunications networks have played a crucial role in society
for some time now, the last decades society has become increasingly depended
on the these networks. As a result the social and economical consequences of
network outages have increased dramatically. With typically one cable cut per
0.003/km/year, cable cuts are surprisingly frequent. Given availability require-
ments of the order of 99.999% or higher (meaning that networks cannot be down
for more than 6 min/year on average), it is clear that a fast and reliable recovery
strategy is quintessential in contemporary networks.

Since most services can tolerate outages of up to 2 seconds [2], the goal is to
develop restoration protocols that can achieve restoration in less than 2 seconds.
The time required by a given restoration protocol to restore all failed paths (or as
many as possible given the capacity constraints) is termed the restoration speed.
It should of course be as low as possible and less than the 2 seconds goal put
forward above. A good restoration protocol should combine a high restoration
speed with a high restorability (the latter being defined as the percentage of
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failed paths that can be restored by the protocol under the existing network
conditions). In addition the protocol should be capacity efficient and scalable.

Given the advantage of path restoration over link restoration in terms of
capacity efficiency, it is surprising to find that relatively little work has been done
on path restoration [3,4,5] as compared to link restoration [6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,
14,15]. One promising approach for path restoration is the extension of the Self-
Healing Network (SHN) protocol [12] to path restoration introduced by Iraschko
and Grover [4]. The SHN and its extensions form a class of Sender/Chooser-based
restoration protocols. In this study the restoration performance of two extensions
of the SHN to path restoration is compared. As a result of this study some
potential weaknesses of these protocols were identified. These will be illustrated
in the first part of this work and, where available, possible solutions will be
proposed. In the second part, our implementations of the protocol are used to
verify what the consequences are of these issues in tightly dimensioned real-life
networks. In the closing section conclusions are drawn.

2 Sender/Chooser Based Path Restoration Protocols

As already mentioned in the introduction, there exists a class of distributed
restoration protocols that have as common characteristic the use of a Sen-
der/Chooser mechanism. In this section a brief overview of the Sender/Chooser
mechanism as applied to path restoration is given. Two variants of the basic
protocol will be described. The first can be considered a direct extension of the
SHN to path restoration. The second, introduced in ref. [4], is a modification
in which an interference number is used as a measure to avoid contention for
available resources. Only a brief description of these protocols will be given here,
for more details the reader is referred to the original literature [2,4,12].

It is assumed that in case of a link failure, both the origin and destination
nodes of all paths using the affected link are notified. When the terminating
nodes of a path receive this notification, Sender/Chooser arbitration occurs, i.e.
one node takes on the Sender role while the other takes on the Chooser role.
This is done independently by both nodes using some arbitrary rule that yields
a uniquely defined result (e.g. based on the ordinal number of the nodes). At
this point the actual restoration process can start.

For each failed path for which a given node acts as a Sender, it sends a forward
flooding (FF) message over each available outgoing link, thereby temporarily
reserving spare capacity. These messages then propagate to the adjacent nodes.
Such nodes that are neither Sender nor Chooser for a given path are called
Tandem nodes (Note that a node can simultaneously be a Sender for one path,
a Tandem node for another path and a Chooser node for yet another path. For
any given path however any node is either a Sender, a Tandem or a Chooser
node). The Tandem node rules discussed below, manage the contention amongst
incoming messages for subsequent retransmission on the spare channels available
at that node. Messages initiated from the node in its Sender role are integrated
into the same overall competition. When a message reaches the Chooser node,
this node answers with a reverse linking (RL) message. This messages traces
back to the Sender node, meanwhile locking the required channels and releasing
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resources no longer required. The restoration path is locked and reserved once
the RL message reaches the Sender node.

As mentioned above, for each failed path for which a given node acts as a
Sender, it creates an internal arrival message for each available outgoing link.
Each of these messages is assigned a locally unique index value. This permits
tracebility in reverse linking to a specific port back at the Sender. These in-
ternal arrival message together with the external arriving messages (messages
arriving over an incoming channel) compete for the available outgoing channels
in order to get forwarded over one of these channels. In order to decide which
messages are allowed to propagate and which are not, some kind of priority value
is needed. One possibility is to use the repeat value (also called hop count) in
order to discriminate between messages (this could be considered to be a direct
extension of the Self-Healing Network to path restoration). In ref. [4] an inter-
ference number (IN) is introduced in order to avoid creating paths that could
render a large number of other restoration paths infeasible. (A precise definition
of the interference number will be given below). The authors propose to use this
IN to decide which messages to forward.

Of each (Origin, Destination, Index) family (see ref. [4]), only one message,
that with the lowest IN, is considered as a candidate for propagation. All the
messages that are candidates (termed ‘precursors’ in ref. [4]) are then arranged
in a table in order of increasing IN (breaking ties using the repeat count and then
the index number if needed). Since the internal arrival messages, by construction,
have an IN equal to zero, these will be at the top of the table. This table,
in combination with the available capacity (number of outgoing channels) on
each outgoing link, determines which messages will be propagated and which
messages will be stopped in the current node. Next the table is examined from
top to bottom, propagating each message over as many available outgoing links
as possible using only one channel per message on any link (Note that although
a given message may not be forwarded (or only partially) because the required
capacity is not available, other messages further down the table might still be
able to propagate). Messages are not forwarded over the link over which they
arrived.

Some messages will not be able to propagate over all possible links. The
number of messages that would have been forwarded on a link given enough
capacity minus the number of messages that can be forwarded given the actually
available capacity is called the interference number of that link (i.e. the number
of messages ‘blocked’ by the messages that got through). When a message is
forwarded over a link its IN is increased by the IN of that link.

3 Potential Shortcomings of Distributed
Sender/Chooser-Based Path Restoration Algorithms

While working on our implementation of the protocol described in ref. [4] we
identified a number of situations in which the Sender/Chooser-based restoration
algorithms perform suboptimally, i.e. cases in which the final restoration ratios
are lower than those achievable by centralized restoration algorithms. These will
be discussed below and, where available, possible solutions are proposed.
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3.1 Dependency on Topology

In ref. [4] reference is made to the so-called trap topology (see Fig. 1) to illustrate
that a shortest path approach to restoration can in some cases lead to less optimal
results than a maximum flow based approach. As an example suppose that two
paths have been lost between nodes A and D. In this case, using a shortest
path algorithm yields only one path (A-B-C-D) whereas using a maximum flow
algorithm yields two paths (A-E-C-D and A-B-F-D). Neither using the repeat
value nor using the IN in the protocol ensures that the two possible paths are
obtained. This can be seen as follows. At a given moment in time, two messages
will be received in Node C (one via A-E-C and one via A-B-C). Since these
messages have identical IN and repeat values (an IN and repeat count of 1 and
2, respectively) the decision of which message to forward will only depend on the
(arbitrarily assigned) index values of the messages. Depending on the relative
magnitude of these index values either one or two paths will be obtained. In this
case the restoration ratio is thus dependent on the arbitrary assignment of index
values to the messages leaving the Sender node. Although this is a somewhat
unsatisfactory situation, it is not immediately clear how this can be avoided.
Note that this problem can occur if there is only one Sender/Chooser pair (such
as e.g. in link restoration). Its occurrence simply depends on topological details
and is unrelated to contention between restoration pairs. As such it is not specific
to path restoration.
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Fig. 1. Trap topology. Each link is assumed to have one spare channel available for
restoration. Using a shortest path approach yields one path (b) whereas a maximum
flow approach yields two paths (c). As explained in the text, which of these two pos-
sibilities is obtained using the protocols described above, depends on the arbitrary
assignment of index values to the messages sent from the Sender node.

3.2 Unfairness towards FF Messages Close to the Chooser Node

The network illustrated in Fig. 2 is used in ref. [4] to illustrate the need for a
protocol for path restoration that has some built-in means to avoid contention.
Suppose that, in the network given in Fig. 2, each link in the network has a spare
capacity of one channel. Further assume that we have lost 3 paths between nodes
1 and 8 and 4 paths between nodes 2 and 5. Nodes 1 and 2 are chosen to be the
Sender nodes and nodes 5 and 8 the Chooser nodes.
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Fig. 2. Of the five possible paths only four are found due to the priority given to
internal arrivals (see text for details).

The optimal solution in this case contains five paths (1-4-6-8, 2-0-1-5, 2-3-4-5,
2-6-7-5, and 2-8-7-9-5). However, using the protocol described above, only four
paths (1-4-6-8, 2-3-4-5, 2-6-7-5, and 2-8-7-9-5) will be obtained. The reason that
the path 2-0-1-5 is not found can be understood as follows. Node 1 is Sender
node for four paths and as such will try to propagate four FF messages over
each of its links (but due to the capacity constraints can send only one). When
at a given moment in time a FF message sent by Node 2 arrives in Node 1 via
node 0, it will be stopped there because it has a higher repeat value than the
internal arrival messages of node 1 (that by definition have a repeat count of
zero). Introducing an IN does not improve the situation since the internal arrival
messages have, by construction, an IN that is not higher than that of any other
message. In addition, as before, it will always have a lower repeat value. The fact
that not all possible paths are obtained is thus closely coupled to the precedence
that is given to the internal arrivals in the Tandem node rules. Note that this
problem is specific for situations in which there are several Sender/Chooser pairs
simultaneously performing restoration (regardless whether the repeat count or
the IN is used).

3.3 Deadlocks

The problem mentioned in the previous subsection is a specific case of the more
general phenomenon that under certain conditions a deadlock can occur. Such
a case is illustrated in Fig. 3. Because messages have a higher probability to
propagate near their own Sender node (due to their lower repeat count) than
other messages, they risk blocking other paths. In some circumstances (especially
when a very limited amount of spare capacity is available) this can cause the
restoration procedure to stop although a (large) number of paths is still feasible
given the available resources. Although usage of the IN can in some cases alleviate
this problem somewhat, it cannot be excluded completely.

3.4 Race Conditions in the RL Procedure

In ref. [4] it is argued that it is preferable not to give reverse linking (RL) absolute
priority, i.e. to allow the RL procedure to legitimately fail en-route. However, if
no special measures are taken (requiring, as will be shown below, an extension
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a deadlock situation in which none of the possible paths are
found. Messages from Sender node 5 are stopped in node 10 because they have a larger
repeat value than those emitted by node 0. For the same reason, messages from Sender
node 0 are stopped in node 11.

of the protocol) this can lead to erroneous results in which a restoration path is
believed to exists, where in fact only a part of this path is available. This can
be illustrated using the following example (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Successful (left) and erroneous (right) cancellation of a RL procedure (see text).

The initial situation is such that a message M1 has traced a path from its
Sender node to its Chooser node through Tandem nodes A and B. Now suppose
that before the RL message corresponding to M1 arrives back at node A, the
following occurs. The port over which M1 was sent from node A to node B is
taken over by another message (M2). Then, before M2 arrives at node B, M1
reclaims the port (because e.g. the precursor of M2 disappears). This means
that when the RL message corresponding to M1 arrives back at node A, it will
be propagated in the direction of the Sender node, because a mach between a
FF and an RL message was found. When this RL message arrives at the Sender
node, a complete locked-in restoration path is supposed to exist between the
Sender and Chooser nodes. In reality however, only a partial path exists since
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the message M2 will have torn down the part of the path closest to the Chooser
node (i.e. between node B and the Chooser node).

To solve the problem mentioned above, we need to be able to ensure that
the port has not been taken over at any time before the RL message arrives.
For this purpose a locally unique identifier should be assigned to each message
when passing through a port. This enables the RL message later on to verify
that the port was not taken over by another message between the time the that
the original FF message left this port and the time the RL message arrives in
this port. In our current implementation a time stamp is used for this purpose,
but any locally unique identifier (per port) will do.

3.5 Hold-off Time

Suppose that in the network given in Fig. 5 two paths have been lost, one
between nodes 5 and 14, and one between nodes 4 and 6. Given a spare capacity
distribution as shown in Fig. 5 both paths can in principle be restored. Using
only the repeat value in the protocol described above, only one path will be
obtained (5-9-10-14). One may be tempted to think that using the IN will result
in two paths. That this is not the case can be understood as follows. Lets call
the path from node 5 to node 14 P1 and that from node 4 to node 6 P2. The
messages involved in the restoration of these paths can then be identified as M1
and M2 for paths P1 and P2, respectively. The first event that occurs is the
arrival of M1 in node 9. Since it is the only message present at that time in this
node for forwarding on the link from node 9 to node 10 and one spare channel
is available on this link, the message will be forwarded over this link with an IN
equal to zero. Shortly after, M1 arrives in node 9. We now have two messages
to forward over the link 9-10 and only one channel available for restoration.
This means that only one message will be forwarded and that it will have its IN
incremented by 1. Since both messages arrive with an IN of zero, but M1 has a
lower repeat count (1 for M1 versus 2 for M2) M1 will be propagated over link
9-10 with an IN of 1. As a consequence, node 1 first receives M1 (via 5-9-10-14)
with an IN of zero. Node 14 reacts by sending an RL message in the direction
of node 5 (via the link 14-10). However, before the RL attempt can succeed,
the path is taken over by M1 with an IN of 2. When this message arrives in
node 14 (again via 5-9-10-14), a new RL attempt will be started. Note, that
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Fig. 5. Using just the repeat value, only a single path is found (a). Using the IN, either
one (b) or two (c) paths are found, depending on whether or not a hold-off time is used.
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at the same time, a message M1’ is tracing an alternative restoration path for
P1 (5-1-2-3-7-11-15-14). However, since node 14, by the time M1’ arrives, has
already responded with an RL event to M1, it will ignore the arrival of M1’ even
though this message has a lower IN (1 for M1 and 0 for M1’). Therefore, when
the RL event, started upon the arrival of M1 in node 14, succeeds, only one path
is found (5-9-10-14).

This can be solved by introducing a hold-off time before which no RL event
is allowed to start. Two scenarios are possible. Either the hold-off time is applied
after the reception of the alarm signal or it is applied after the arrival of the first
FF message for the given path (Note that this is somewhat similar to the use of
a hold-off time in the FITNESS algorithm [15,16]). The result of introducing a
hold-off time is that (at least when the hold-off time is chosen sufficiently long)
node 14 will not start any RL attempt until both M1 and M1’ have arrived.
Since M1’ has a lower IN than M1, node 14 will use M1’ for RL. When this RL
message sent from node 14 arrives back in node 5, a restoration path for P1 is
found (5-1-2-3-7-11-15-14). In addition, upon the arrival of the RL message in
node 5, all remaining messages for P1 will be canceled. As a consequence link
9-10 will become available for restoration of P2. Thus, introducing a hold-off
time ensures that the IN can fully play its role. As a net result in this case, two
paths instead of only one are obtained.

3.6 Dynamicity Due to IN

One of the major consequences of introducing the interference number is the
increased ‘dynamicity’ of the protocol. The repeat count of a message that has
arrived in a given node through a given path does not change in time. The IN
however can change due to events taking place in any of the nodes the message
passed through on its way to its current location (in fact the IN of the message
does not change but more recent messages for the same path but with a different
IN will take over the ports in use by the original message). This increased dy-
namic behavior can in some circumstances (especially in larger networks with a
small amount of spare capacity) dramatically slow down the restoration process
(in some cases even to the extent that no restoration paths are found within
the two seconds time limit). We have therefor decided in our implementation
of the protocol to reduce this ‘dynamicity’ as follows. Suppose that a message
has traced a path from its Sender node in the direction of its Chooser node via
Tandem node A. In our implementation, when the broadcast pattern in node A
changes (because e.g. a new message has arrived) the old message is not replaced
by a new message with an updated IN. This is a different approach than that
used in the original description of the protocol [4]. Letting messages that have
already been sent keep their INs, even when they should have been updated
due to changes in the local forwarding pattern, reduces the dynamic behavior
described above. However, at the same time, this limits the extent to which the
IN can fulfill its role of avoiding the creation of unfavorable paths.
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4 Simulation Results

In this part the results obtained using our implementation of the protocol de-
scribed above will be discussed. The performance of this algorithm in tightly
provisioned networks is studied. The results indicate that the phenomena de-
scribed in the previous part are not that important for real-life networks.

4.1 Parameters

Messages with a size of 512 bits are sent over a dedicated signaling channel
having a bit rate of 152 Mbps. The propagation speed on links was set to 2 105
km/s. A processing delay of 0.5 ms was used incremented with 1ms when the
tandem logic required reevaluation of the composite forwarding pattern.

4.2 Networks

In the simulations three networks (with 13, 19, and 30 nodes, respectively) were
used in combination with two demand patterns for each network (see Table 1 for
details). These networks, of which one is depicted in Fig. 6, have a relatively high
nodal degree and are therefore representative of core networks. The networks
only have the minimum amount of spare capacity required to allow for 100%
restorability for all single link failures in a revertive restoration scenario, i.e.
without release of the capacity used by the affected lightpaths prior to restoration
(stub release). The method that was used to place spare capacity was described
in ref. [17]. It does not take into account the details of the distributed restoration
algorithm. As such, the networks studied can be used as benchmarks: because
of the spare capacity placement, optimized centralized restoration mechanisms
can achieve a restoration ratio of 100% for every single link failure. Through
simulations we studied how close to this upper bound the performance of the
distributed restoration mechanisms is.

Table 1. Number of nodes (N), number of links (L), average nodal degree (n), average
span length in km (l), number of origin/destination pairs (NO/D), total demand for
all origin/destination pairs (D), average number of working channels per link (W ),
average number of spare channels per link (S) and network redundancy (R) for the
different networks used in this study.

N L n l NO/D D W S R

I13S 13 24 3.7 105 31 57 4.2 3.5 0.85
I13L 13 24 3.7 105 67 209 16.7 10.3 0.62
E19S 19 40 4.2 779 78 132 6.3 2.9 0.46
E19L 19 40 4.2 779 110 246 11.7 4.8 0.41
I30S 30 59 3.9 146 114 261 10.5 6.4 0.61
I30L 30 59 3.9 146 301 972 45.7 23.5 0.51
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4.3 Results and Discussion

The restoration ratio and restoration time obtained for all possible single-link
failures in the networks described above are summarized in Table 2, both with
(non-revertive) and without (revertive) stub release. Note that, despite the
tightly optimized amount of spare capacity, high restoration ratios are obtained,
both using the repeat count and using the IN. For the non-revertive approach,
in all cases where less than 100% restorability was achieved, this was due to the
path sets chosen by the algorithm and not due to e.g. deadlocks such as described
above. In the non-revertive case using the interference number has a negligible
effect. In the revertive approach, however, use of the interference number clearly
yields better restoration ratios, e.g. for the 30-node network, 86% of the 5390
lost paths could be restored using the repeat count, whereas using the INs this
increased to 94%. Note that although for all the networks the spare capacity was
dimensioned to allow for complete recovery from all single-link failures using a
revertive approach, a restorability of 100% was not obtained in all cases using
the distributed restoration protocol.
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Fig. 6. One of the networks used in this study. The network characteristics are sum-
marized in Table 1.

In addition to the single link failure simulations discussed above some double
link failures where performed using the 13-node network. Also in this case does
using the INs yield improved results compared to using only the repeat count. Of
the 2820 failed paths only 2014 could be restored using the repeat count whereas
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Table 2. Number of restored paths (Nrestored), number of failed paths (Nfailed), time
at which the last restoration paths was found (tmax, in ms), average restoration time
(tavg, in ms) and amount of spare capacity used for restoration paths (SCused).

No stub release Stub release
Nfailed Nrestored Nrestored tmax tavg SCused

IN
I13S 200 200 200 39 30 16
I13L 800 800 800 61 39 24
E19S 500 498 500 133 67 21
E19L 938 935 938 162 73 22
I30S 1236 1223 1230 77 44 16
I30L 5390 5078 5388 126 56 18

Repeat count
I13S 200 200 200 37 30 15
I13L 800 800 800 57 38 23
E19S 500 498 498 118 60 19
E19L 938 931 938 144 64 21
I30S 1236 1208 1235 67 39 15
I30L 5390 4623 5390 115 53 18

2080 could be found using the interference numbers (note that the network was
only designed to handle single link failures).

5 Conclusions

In this study the restoration performance of two closely related distributed path
restoration protocols, both extensions of the SHN, is compared. The first can be
considered to be a direct extension of the SHN to path restoration. The second,
based on an interference heuristic, has a built-in measure to avoid contention for
spare resources. In the fist part a number of situations were identified in which
Sender/Chooser-based restoration protocols clearly will perform suboptimally
and, where available, solutions were proposed. In the second part the restora-
tion behavior of the two restoration protocols is examined using simulation on
tightly dimensioned real-life networks. Built-in mechanisms to resolve contention
between Sender/Chooser pairs were found to be very helpful. In addition it was
found that the restoration performance of the distributed restoration algorithms
studied was close to its theoretical upper bound, suggesting that the pathological
situations we discussed may not be that important for real-life networks.
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Abstract. In this article we present a new all-optical broadcast LAN
architecture and an accompanying signaling protocol. The distinguish-
ing characteristics of this architecture are its fault-tolerant design and
its collision-free nature, which allows it to achieve high throughput in
a broadcast environment. The flexibility of the design allows different
schedulers to be used, which can introduce new features into the net-
work (e.g. multicast and QoS) as well as optimize its behavior for the
specific setting in which it is used.

1 Introduction

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks are a viable technol-
ogy for a next-generation network infrastructure that supports a diverse set of
existing, emerging, and future applications [8]. WDM bridges the gap between
lower electronic switching speeds and ultra high optical transmission speeds. Di-
viding the enormous information carrying capacity of single mode fiber into a
number of channels, each on a different wavelength and operating at peak elec-
tronic speed, WDM makes it possible to deliver aggregate throughput on the
order of Terabits per second. WDM technology initially was deployed in point-
to-point links and has also been extensively studied, theoretically and experimen-
tally, in wide area or metropolitan area distances [7]. Several WDM local area
testbeds have also been implemented [5] or are currently under development [6,
1].
In this article we present Helios – a WDM all-optical architecture for a lo-

cal area network and an accompanying signaling protocol. The packet-oriented
Helios architecture enjoys independence of the number of nodes and the number
of supported wavelengths, and relies on scheduled access to the medium, guar-
anteeing higher utilization. Helios is part of a DARPA-funded project aimed
at demonstrating the feasibility and potential of optical access networks. This
effort is a logical continuation of earlier work performed at NCSU ([11], [12]).
Following an overview of the architecture in Sect. 2, we describe the signaling
protocol in Sect. 3 and the basic Helios scheduling algorithm in Sect. 4.1. We
conclude in Sect. 5.
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2 The Helios Architecture

The Helios network employs a passive star coupler (PSC) as a broadcast
medium to connect all nodes in the network, making Helios a single-hop WDM
network. The entire path between source and destination in such a network is
entirely optical; no electro-optic conversion of the signal is necessary [9]. Helios
uses a smaller number of wavelengths than the potentially large number of nodes.
The Layer 3 protocol could be either IPv4 or IPv6.
Communication in a Helios network is made collision-free by a non-

preemptive gated scheduling protocol. A single master node in the network
calculates and disseminates the schedule, while other nodes use this schedule
to time the transmission of data to their peers. There are two types of nodes:
candidate nodes, which are eligible to serve as the master node should the current
master node fail, and slave nodes, which are not. Such a distinction is necessary
because a network will likely be composed of servers and workstations, where
the workstations lack the necessary computing resources to perform the mas-
ter node’s duties. Furthermore, workstations may allow low priority user access,
making them vulnerable to security attacks that could disrupt the network.
The Helios network utilizes a Fast Tunable Transmitter – Slowly Tunable

Receiver (FTT–STR) approach, where fast implies low to sub-microsecond tun-
ing times and slow implies hundreds of microseconds to tens of milliseconds. For
packet transmission and scheduling purposes, the lasers are considered tunable
and the receivers fixed. However, in order to balance the load in the network,
the receivers may be retuned from time to time, on the order of seconds.

Helios differs from other WDM networks currently under development in
several respects: it operates within a broadcast-and-select environment, it is
collision-free, and it is packet-switched instead of circuit-switched. At the same
time, the Helios architecture provides for such important LAN features as native
QoS support and multicast, described in [4] and [13].

2.1 High Level Node Design

Figure 1(a) highlights the various hardware, software, and firmware compo-
nents of a Helios network adapter. The software Driver module consists of
two sub-modules. The Signaling Controller coordinates the operation of all
other software and hardware modules. The Scheduling Algorithm calculates
new schedules based on queue occupancies provided by all nodes in the network;
it is called infrequently, in response to changes in the traffic pattern or simply
periodically.
In hardware, the Signalingmodule of the adapter contains four sub-modules:

Schedule Management forms and processes frames related to scheduling,
Synchronization enables all communication to occur in hard real time, Join
allows a new node to join a Helios network, and Election manages the selection
of a new master node when the current master node fails.
The ARP and λ-ARP tables enable a Helios node to perform IP-to-MAC

address resolution and MAC-to-receive-wavelength resolution, respectively. The
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Fig. 1. Overview of Helios node architecture and superframe organization

master node keeps track of ARP and λ-ARP mappings and distributes them
via ARP frames to all other nodes. Outgoing IP packets are buffered in the
Wavelength Queues on a per-wavelength basis prior to transmission. The
Queue Manager serves the wavelength queues in FIFO order and controls
which frames are transmitted.

2.2 Frames and Superframes

The time required to complete the transmissions of one full schedule in Helios
is a superframe. A superframe further consists of frames, continuous sequences
of octets transmitted by nodes on individual wavelengths; Table 1 shows the
different frame types. Helios uses non-preemptive schedules, thus within each
superframe a node transmits on a particular wavelength at most once.

Table 1. Helios frame types and their function

DATA Carries regular data
MDATA Carries multicast data
TM Measures roundtrip delay to PSC
OCC Transmits queue occupancies to master node (Routine mode)

JOINOCC Transmits queue occupancies to master node (Join mode)
SYNCSCHED Carries scheduling information

ARP Carries MAC to wavelength index mapping (λARP)
OAM Carries error and management information about network state
AVAIL Announces availability of a candidate node to become the master node

during scheduler election
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The master node calculates the schedule based on other nodes’ packet queue
occupancies, which it learns through the OCC frames sent by other nodes during
routine network operation. Once calculated, the schedule is then broadcast on
each wavelength inside the SYNCSCHED frame, which the master node trans-
mits on every wavelength every superframe. A schedule contains windows, or
intervals of time, during which a particular node may transmit a frame.
Figure 1(b) shows the position of various frames and windows within a su-

perframe. In this example, N1 is the master node and its receive wavelength is
λ3. There is a JOINOCC window on λ3 (with a JOINOCC frame in it), and
there is an attached TM window at the end of the superframe. Two nodes are
in different stages of joining the network: N6 is sending a JOINOCC frame con-
taining its queue occupancy information to the master node so that it can be
included in the next schedule. Meanwhile, N7 is performing Time Measurement;
its TM frame can be seen inside the TM window. Time measurement is the
first operation a new node must perform when joining the network, in order to
synchronize frame reception and transmission.

3 Network Operation: The Helios Signaling Protocol

The operation of a node in the Helios network is separated into the six different
modes shown in Table 2. Following an overview of each mode, we discuss one,
Routine Mode, in detail. When the network comes up after having been com-
pletely powered down, no master node has yet been designated, no frames are
traveling, and no synchronization information is available. The first task is the
election of a master node; candidate nodes enter Election Mode while slave
nodes sleep. The operation of Election Mode assumes that candidate nodes are
equipped with slowly tunable receivers; otherwise, a network administrator must
designate the master node.
Once a master node has been elected, it circulates scheduling and synchro-

nization information in SYNCSCHED frames. Now other nodes may join the
network, by proceeding through the Time Measurement and Join modes. In
Time Measurement, a node calculates its psc offset, the propagation delay to
the PSC. All times are measured locally, and the transmissions are done in re-
lation to the PSC time. Since collisions can occur only at the PSC, each node
uses its psc offset to ensure that its transmissions reach the PSC at the exact

Table 2. Modes of operation in the Helios network

Time
Measurement a new node measures its propagation delay to the PSC
Join a new node contacts the master node with its bandwidth requirements
Election a candidate node participates in the election of a new master node
Routine a node transmits and receives data and related signaling frames
Scheduling same functions as routine, plus must create and distribute new schedules
Error error detection, report and recovery
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time prescribed by the schedule. After Time Measurement, a node enters Join
Mode. It informs the master node of its traffic demands via the JOINOCC
frame; the master node then calculates a new schedule to include this new de-
mand. The joining node waits to hear the new schedule before beginning normal
transmissions.
It is possible for a collision to occur when two or more nodes attempt to join

a Helios network at the same time. Two nodes assigned to the same listening
wavelength could experience a collision during Time Measurement, or two nodes
may transmit a JOINOCC frame to the master node during the same JOINOCC
window. The protocol includes backoff algorithms to resolve such contention.
After Join, a node enters Routine Mode, where it remains unless an er-

ror condition occurs. The receive hardware extracts the schedule from arriving
SYNCSCHED frames and forwards incoming data frames to the driver; mean-
while, the transmit hardware transmits control frames and data frames from
its wavelength queues onto the appropriate outgoing wavelengths, according to
the current schedule. Among these transmissions is an OCC frame sent to the
master node, once per superframe, to communicate the node’s packet queue
occupancies; the master node uses queue occupancies from all nodes to recal-
culate the schedule. Unlike Time Measurement and Join modes, Routine Mode
is collision-free. The psc offset, first measured during Time Measurement, is
also measured periodically during Routine Mode, in a collision-free manner.

3.1 Routine Mode: The Receiver State Machine >routine<

Figure 2 shows the state machine >routine< which governs the receiver’s actions
during routine mode. A software signal to >routine< initiates the transition out
of IDLE and into the ROUTINE LISTEN state. When a SYNCSCHED frame
arrives, >routine< first checks whether its own MAC address (my node ID) is
included in the schedule. If the node has been left out of the schedule, >routine<
sends the ”NOT IN SCHED” signal to the Signaling Controller and returns to
IDLE. The Signaling Controller then exits Routine Mode and moves to Error
mode.

[ RCV( {ss} ) && my_node_ID in {ss.schedule} &&
! {ss.active_bit} && STATUS( ! cur_bank) == INVALID ]
r_ss = cur_time ; master_node_ID = {ss.master_node_ID}
psc_sf_start_next = r_ss − T_ss − psc_offset + sf_length(cur_bank)
get_sched_timer = T_GET_SCHED
MEM( ! cur_bank) = {ss.schedule(NODE_ID)}

switch_count = {ss.switch_count}
sf_length( ! cur_bank) = {ss.sf_length}
num_schedchunks( ! cur_bank) = {ss.num_schedchunks(NODE_ID)}
T_ss( ! cur_bank) = {ss.T_ss}

STATUS( ! cur_bank, VALID) ; status_flags |= CNTDWN

[ RCV( {tm} ) && {tm.CRC} && {tm.source_ID} == my_node_ID]
tm_out = {tm.timestamp} ; tm_in = cur_time

[ RCV( {ss} ) && my_node_ID in {ss.schedule} &&
( ( {ss.active_bit} ) || ( ! {ss.active_bit} && STATUS( ! cur_bank) == VALID ) ) ]
r_ss = cur_time ; master_node_ID = {ss.master_node_ID}
psc_sf_start_next = r_ss − T_ss − psc_offset + sf_length(cur_bank)
get_sched_timer = T_GET_SCHED

[ RCV( {data} ) ] ; FWD( {data}, sw)

[ RCV( {arp} ) ]
arp(cur_bank) = {arp.table}

SNDSGNL("NO_SCHED", sw)
[ ! get_sched_timer ]

[ RCVSGNL("STOP_ROUTINE", <routine>) ]

[ RCVSGNL("START_ROUTINE", sw) ]
get_sched_timer = T_GET_SCHED

STATUS(cur_bank, INVALID) ; STATUS(!cur_bank, INVALID)
SNDSGNL("NOT_IN_SCHED", sw)

[ RCV( {ss} ) && ! {ss.more_frames} && my_node_ID not in {ss.schedule} ]

LISTEN

ROUTINEIDLE

Fig. 2. Receiver hardware state machine for routine mode: >routine<
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If, on the other hand, the node’s MAC address (my node ID) is in the sched-
ule, then >routine< next checks whether the “active bit” field within the SYNC-
SCHED frame, called {ss.active bit}, is set. As long as the active bit is set,
the node will continue to operate according to the current schedule located in
the current memory bank, cur bank. However, if the active bit is not set, then
the schedule being disseminated in the SYNCSCHED frame is a newly calcu-
lated schedule that will go into effect after switch count more superframes.
That is, switch count represents the number of remaining superframes follow-
ing the current one in which the old schedule will still be used. The value of
switch count is obtained from the SYNCSCHED frame.
When >routine< encounters a SYNCSCHED frame without the active bit

set, it checks the status of the reserve memory bank, !cur bank. If the status
is INVALID, then all the new synchronization and scheduling information for the
new schedule has yet to be copied into the reserve memory bank, !cur bank. Af-
ter copying this information, >routine< sets this bank’s status to VALID. In this
way, >routine< doesn’t waste effort recopying the new schedule’s information
into the reserve memory bank several times. That is, if >routine< encounters a
SYNCSCHED frame without the active bit set but finds the status of the reserve
memory bank to be already VALID, then it recognizes that it has already copied
the new information into the reserve memory bank.
Routine mode ends whenever one of several error conditions occurs. For ex-

ample, if a SYNCSCHED frame isn’t received within the allowed time interval,
then it is possible the master node has failed; thus >routine< generates the
”NO SCHED” signal and returns to the IDLE state.

4 Scheduling

4.1 The Helios Greedy Scheduling Algorithm

The master node receives an OCC frame containing packet queue occupancies
from each node once per superframe. The master node may also receive a JOIN-
OCC frame containing packet queue occupancies from a new node joining the
network. From this information, the master node builds the N ×C traffic matrix,
where N is the number of nodes in the network, C is the number of wavelengths,
and entry aij is the number of slots requested by node i for transmission on λj .

Table 3. Example traffic matrix

λ1 λ2 λ3 sum
n1 4 1 3 8
n2 2 3 2 7
n3 3 2 1 6
n4 2 3 1 6
n5 1 1 2 4
sum 12 10 9
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Table 3 shows a traffic matrix for a network of C = 3 wavelengths and N = 5
nodes.

Helios uses a one-pass greedy scheduling algorithm, the pseudocode for
which is given in Alg. 1. The algorithm creates a schedule from t = 0 forward in
time without backtracking, always attempting to schedule the highest priority
node on the highest priority wavelength. Higher priority is assigned to nodes (re-
spectively, wavelengths) that have higher corresponding row-sums (respectively,
column-sums) in the traffic matrix. In the sample traffic matrix in Table 3, the
nodes have been renumbered in order of largest row-sum to smallest, such that
n1 has the largest row-sum and nN has the smallest, with ties being broken arbi-
trarily. The same was done for the wavelengths: λ1 has the largest column-sum
and λC has the smallest. The traffic matrix gives rise to two lower bounds on
the schedule length. The maximum column-sum is the channel bound ; a schedule
can be no shorter than the total demand for any one wavelength. The maximum
row-sum plus C tuning latencies is called the node bound ; to meet the demand
of n1, a schedule must be at least long enough for n1 to transmit all its traffic
and tune to each of the C = 3 wavelengths. The maximum of the channel and
node bounds is the greatest lower bound on the schedule length.

The original scheduler developed in a previous work at NCSU ([11], [12])
produces schedules very close to the lower bound in length, but requires a pro-
hibitively long runtime. In particular, the original scheduler has a worst-case
runtime of O(CN4). The scheduler developed for Helios is a straightforward
greedy scheduler that has a worst-case runtime of O(C2N2). This speedup is
substantial because the number of nodes is expected to be much larger than the
number of channels. Moreover, the greedy scheduler can be readily implemented
in hardware, resulting in an additional gain in speed. To achieve these gains in
speed and simplicity, the new scheduler produces schedules that are not as close
to optimal as those produced by the original scheduler. However, the greedy
scheduler’s results are ”reasonably close” to optimal: in simulations with vari-
ous patterns of network traffic demand, the greedy scheduler produces schedules
within 5% of the lower bound, approximately 95% of the time.

The histogram shown in Fig. 3 corresponds to a network of 50 nodes, in which
each node determines its demand for each wavelength by drawing from the same
distribution (here, equally likely over the set {0,1,...,20}). For each set of traffic
demands, we examined the ratio of the length of the schedule generated by the
greedy scheduler to the lower bound. The histogram was created from 100,000
replications. The height of each box shows the number of replications in which
the ratio fell within the range indicated. For example, nearly 58,000 or 58% of
the replications resulted in ratios between 1.00 and 1.01. Furthermore, in 95%
of the replications, the new scheduler produced a schedule that was no more
than 3% longer than the lower bound (corresponding to ratios between 1.00 and
1.03).
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Algorithm 1 The helios greedy scheduler
{* initialize each entry in the schedule to 0 *}
for t = 0 to 2glb do {* schedule length won’t exceed 2×greatest-lower-bound *}

for λ = 1 to C do
schedule[t][λ] ← 0

end for
end for
{* initialize remainingDemand to the sum of all the anλ’s *}
remainingDemand ← 0
for λ = 1 to C do

for n = 1 to N do
remainingDemand ← remainingDemand + a[n][λ]

end for
end for
{* begin scheduling at first slot *}
t ← 0
while remainingDemand > 0 and t < 2glb do {* there is still unmet demand *}

for λ = 1 to C do
if schedule[t][λ] = 0 then {* if no task has been assigned to this λ, this slot *}

n ← 1
while n ≤ N and (unavailable[n][t] = 1 or a[n][λ] = 0) do

n ← n+ 1 {* find an available node with unfulfilled demand on this λ *}
end while
if n ≤ N then

for i = t to t+ a[n][λ] −1 do
schedule[i][λ] ← n

end for
for i = t to t+a[n][λ]−1 + tuneLatency do
unavailable[n][i] ← 1

end for
remainingDemand ← remainingDemand −a[n][λ]
a[n][λ] ← 0

end if
end if

end for
t ← t+ 1 {* move to next slot *}

end while

4.2 Multicast

The Helios network nodes are equipped with fast tunable transmitters and
slowly tunable receivers to form what is known as a FTT-STR architecture. For
functions such as packet transmission and scheduling which operate at fine time
scales (i.e., on the order of packet transmission times), the lasers are considered
tunable and the receivers are considered fixed-tuned. The tunability of optical
receivers is invoked only at longer time scales (i.e., on the order of seconds or
hundreds of milliseconds) to address the issues of load balancing and multicast.
In other words, we distinguish two regions of network operation: during the
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Fig. 3. Performance of the greedy scheduler in a Helios network of 50 nodes

normal operation phase, the optical receivers remain fixed-tuned to their home
channels, while during the reconfiguration phase [3], the receivers are slowly
retuned to new home channels in order to optimize the network for the next
normal operation phase.
Let us assume that we have some information regarding the long-term mul-

ticast traffic demands in the network, including the number and composition of
multicast groups, and let us further assume that this information is collected
using the Helios protocol implemented at each node. Then, the problem of sup-
porting multicast traffic in a FTT-STR broadcast WDM architecture is an op-
timization problem, whereby optical receivers must be assigned home channels
such that a performance metric is optimized. The performance metric of interest
in Helios is the multicast throughput, defined as the number of multicast com-
pletions per unit time, where a multicast completion refers to the transmission
of a multicast packet to all members of its multicast group. We refer to this
problem as the multicast wavelength assignment (MWA) problem, and we have
shown in [13] that it is NP-hard.
The complexity of the MWA problem derives from two conflicting objectives

that must be simultaneously satisfied. On the one hand, it is important to bal-
ance the traffic load across the different channels, while on the other hand it
is desirable to assign receivers in the same multicast group to the same home
channel to keep the multicast throughput high (otherwise, a multicast packet
has to be transmitted multiple times, once to the home channel of the various
receivers in its group). The problem is further complicated by the fact that mul-
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tiple groups may not be disjoint, i.e., a given receiver may be part of multiple
groups.
We have developed a number of heuristics for the MWA problem, which are

described in detail in [13]. Here we provide a summary of their operation. The
Join class of heuristics starts with each of the N receivers assigned to a sepa-
rate channel, and repeatedly joins the receivers from two different channels by
assigning them to a single channel, until the number of home channels is equal
to the number C, C < N in the network. The GreedyJoin heuristic applies a
greedy rule in joining two sets of receivers, while the RandomJoin heuristic ran-
domly joins two sets at each step. The Split class of heuristics starts with all N
receivers in the network assigned to a single home channel, and then repeatedly
selects one receiver to assign to one of the other C − 1 channels. The Join class
and Split class of heuristics take advantage of the monotonicity properties of
the multicast throughput that were first derived in [10]. The MLPT heuristic takes
a different approach. It first uses the LPT (Largest Processing Time) schedul-
ing algorithm, which provides good load balancing, to come up with an initial
wavelength assignment, which it then improves through an iterative approach.
Based on a wide range of results in [13], the GreedyJoin heuristic appears to
provide the best approach for the MWA problem.

4.3 DiffServ Support in the Helios Architecture

The basic Helios scheduling algorithm is appropriate for best-effort traffic but
does not provide any QoS guarantees. We have modified this scheduling algo-
rithm [4] to provide native support for the differentiated services (DiffServ) archi-
tecture currently being standardized by the IETF. Providing bandwidth and/or
delay guarantees in a multiwavelength environment is an inherently complicated
task, due to the need to coordinate packet transmissions among the nodes across
multiple wavelengths while at the same time attempting to meet packet dead-
lines; the problem becomes all the more difficult when the transmitting nodes
have to account for non-negligible tuning delays. We provide a brief summary of
the scheduling algorithm here; details and numerical results are available in [4].
The algorithm consists of two steps. First, an initial schedule is built based on

traffic reservations for the two classes of DiffServ traffic that require bandwidth
and/or delay guarantees, the Expedited Forwarding (EF) class and the Assured
Forwarding (AF) class. This schedule is such that all nodes can meet the QoS
guarantees for their EF and AF traffic. This initial schedule is then extended
to assign transmission slots for best-effort (BE) traffic, using an algorithm that
ensures two important properties in the final schedule: first, that the QoS of
the EF and AF traffic is not compromised for any node; and second, that best-
effort transmissions are assigned to the various nodes in a max-min fair fashion.
This latter property guarantees that the excess bandwidth in a Helios network
is allocated fairly among the network flows. Another important feature of our
guaranteed-service scheduling algorithms is that they require only small changes
to the basic Helios scheduling algorithm. Numerical results in [4] using our
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WDM simulator (see below) indicate that the algorithm works as expected and
can provide QoS guarantees compatible with the DiffServ framework.
A significant contribution of our work was the implementation of a highly ex-

tensible simulator for evaluating the performance of the scheduling algorithms.
Our simulator builds upon the functionality provided by the DiffServ model
contributed by Nortel Networks to the popular simulator tool ns-2. Before our
work, ns-2 lacked support for WDM (i.e., multi-channel) links. Our WDM sim-
ulator was integrated into ns-2 by mapping a model of a Helios node into an
ns-2 topology. The details of the mapping can be found in [4], while the com-
puter code is available at [2] and can be easily incorporated into an existing ns-2
installation. We believe that our simulator addresses an important need and we
hope that it will be useful to other researchers in the field.

5 Conclusion

In this article we have presented a WDM all-optical broadcast architecture for
a local area network with an accompanying signaling protocol and control algo-
rithms. We’ve demonstrated how elements of DiffServ (QoS) and multicast can
be easily incorporated into the architecture, both essential features for local area
networks of the future.
We believe the Helios architecture to be a viable concept for all-optical net-

works of the future. Features such as fault-tolerance, the ability to support more
nodes than wavelengths, and scheduled gated access to the medium combine to
make this architecture a flexible framework into which, by replacing only the
scheduler, new features can easily be incorporated. Our work on Helios contin-
ues. We plan to implement an emulation of the protocol running on commodity
hardware to test various approaches to scheduling and signaling, in order to
validate the concept even further.
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Abstract. The need for seamless communications in future wireless networks
imposes the development of distributed management systems, in which we can
distinguish between different business entities, the Service and Network
Providers. Such a highly dynamic environment enables the Service Providers to
associate with multiple Network Providers and choose the best ones, according
to user satisfaction and network’s reward criteria. In this direction, this paper
presents a Service Management System from the SP’s perspective (SP-SMS).
The SP-SMS can be separated into two planes, namely the service and network
resource plane, and three layers, the Session Configuration Layer, the Local
Planning Layer and the Global Planning Layer. Our study focuses on the Local
Planning Layer and the role of the related components, which are introduced to
describe the functionality of this layer. Through representative results, we
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model, in terms of utilisation and
aggregate revenue.

1   Introduction

The liberalisation of telecommunications market and the success of future wireless
systems require the provision of sophisticated and demanding services. The
attainment of seamless communication imposes the adaptability of service
requirements to the characteristics of the involved networks, without violating the
limitations of physical infrastructure. The use of such services and applications
usually requires a minimum Quality of Service (QoS), but the adoption of flexible
resource allocation mechanisms comes up as an extremely challenging and interesting
perspective.

It is obvious that a distributed, decentralised architecture for future wireless
cellular systems is absolutely necessary to come up with stringent application
requirements and dynamically varying available resources. The distinction between
different entities in such systems enables the coupling of difficult radio infrastructure
with the adaptability and scalability of multimedia service characteristics. In this
direction, the introduction of Service Provider (SP) and Network Provider (NP)
entities contributes to an efficient and aspiring approach to the problem.
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The scarcity of the radio resources and the versatility of the environment
conditions, i.e. the time-variant traffic load, mobility levels and interference
conditions, lead to degradations on the quality levels of the offered services. Thus, the
competition between various SPs and NPs enables the effective exploitation of the
cellular infrastructure, as well as the satisfaction of users’ demands and requirements.

The scope of this paper is to present parts of the functional architecture of a Service
Management System from the SP’s perspective (SP-SMS), focusing on the
functionality of the Local Planning Layer. Such a system enables the dynamic co-
operation of an SP with the most appropriate NPs, in terms of user satisfaction and
cost efficiency, in a competitive environment. More specifically, it addresses the
problem of Service Configuration and Network Provider Selection (SCNPS), which
will be introduced as part of the local planning layer components’ logic.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the general
assumptions for a future wireless management system, regarding the policies of SPs
and NPs. Section 3 focuses on the functionality at the local planning layer, giving a
mathematical approach to the SCNPS problem. Section 4 presents a set of results for
the evaluation of the proposed architecture. Finally, Section 5 includes concluding
remarks.

2   System Model

This section presents briefly the objectives of the different entities (SPs and NPs) in a
future wireless cellular system. It, also, gives the general structure of the proposed
management system and describes the functionality of the involved layers.

2.1   SP Objectives and Policies

The SP role is to provide users with a set of services. Each SP has a volume of users,
who have been subscribed to some or all the services available in this SP and have
been sorted out into classes (user classes), according to their preferences in priority
access to services. Each subscriber has been associated with a service usage profile,
which models the behaviour exhibited by a typical subscriber of the user class, with
respect to a specific service.

The users of each class have a set of permissible quality levels associated with each
service, offered from the SP. Each quality level has been assigned a maximum
tolerable price (tariff) and a utility measure. This factor is used to express the
preference of a user class to some quality levels with respect to other permissible
ones. It is assumed that the information, regarding permissible quality levels,
maximum prices, utility levels, etc., is stored in the profiles of the different user
classes.

Of the main objectives of an SP is to determine a reference quality level for a given
service, which represents the minimum bandwidth required for the support of this
service. During a session, the SP can allocate the service to a higher quality level, if
this is acceptable. On the other hand, the SP is responsible for the accommodation of
users to the most appropriate NP, according to quality and cost criteria, which can
secure at least the reference quality level for the support of the selected service.
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2.2   NP Policies

The accomplishment of the SP role requires the co-operation with NPs. The NP role is
to offer the network-level connectivity necessary for supporting the services. Within a
portion of the service area, each NP can support up to a certain number of SP
subscribers per quality level and imposes a tariff for the provision of a service at a
quality level. The tariffs are determined by the NP policies, taking into account
parameters, such as the managed network status, the volume of resources that the SP
uses (either globally or in a specific area of the network), the area of the network, and
the time zone.

2.3   SP-SMS Design

Without losing generality, we examine the SP-SMS management system from the
perspective of a single SP. Figure 1 shows the general framework of a future wireless
management system, depicting clearly the distinction between the different planes and
layers, described below.

A future wireless management system can be classified into two planes, the service
plane and the network resource plane. Both SPs and NPs are involved in the service
plane. Through the functionality that is framed therein, the SP is enabled to find, in
each service area portion and time zone, the target quality levels and the best NPs, for
each service and user class. The SP-SMS covers the SP-related parts of the service
plane.

The network resource plane involves only NPs. At this plane, the NPs manage the
resources of the network infrastructure so as to meet the agreements having been
established with SPs. This plane can rely on legacy network management systems. In
this respect, the service plane functionality of the NPs can be seen as a necessary
extension to legacy network management systems. The extension will enable the
interworking with SPs and the promotion of the NP infrastructure.

As it can be seen from figure 1, the SP-SMS is structured into three layers, namely
the Session Configuration Layer, the lower one at the SP-SMS hierarchy, the Local
Planning Layer and the Global Planning Layer. Each layer contains a component
type, which can be differentiated from the other component types of the other layers
by the time scale and the service area portion, on which it operates. It should be noted,
here, that the components of the SP-SMS co-operate with corresponding entities of
the NP that fall within the service plane. In the rest of this subsection, we describe the
functionality of the different components.

The SP Session Configuration Components (SP-SCCs) are enabled to handle with
the incoming sessions. They are responsible for the monitoring of the network
performance and the notification for the modification of the network configuration,
when this is needed. Each SP-SCC controls a subset of the service area and is
controlled by the components of the higher layers. The SP-SCC configuration
specifies for each service and user class the target quality level that should be offered
by the NPs, the best ones that can offer the target quality level and the maximum
demand volume that each of them can accommodate.
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Fig. 1. Layers, components and high-level distribution pattern in the management framework

The SP Local Planning Components (SP-LPCs) control the counterpart portions of
the service area as the SP-SCCs. They are responsible for the reconfiguration of the
SP-SCCs, as it is described in section 3.

Finally, the SP Global Planning Components (SP-GPCs) focus over large subsets
or the entire service area, and assist the components in the underlying layers in
accomplishing their roles, by providing global policies and information.

3   Local Planning Layer

This section describes the functionality of the Local Planning Layer of the SP-SMS
and the role of its components. More specifically, it addresses the problem of Service
Configuration and Network Provider Selection (SCNPS), in order to clarify the
concept of this layer in a future wireless management system. First, we present the
possible structure of the management system, introducing the input parameters for our
model, and then we give a mathematical presentation of the problem.

3.1   High-Level Description of the SP-LPC Functionality (SCNPS Problem)

Without loss of generality, we focus on a portion of the service area, denoted as i . As
it has been stated above, there is an SP to control this area, which can be associated
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with a set of NPs, denoted as availNP . In service area i , we assume that the SP can

offer a set S  of services to a set sUC  of user classes, which have been subscribed to

the service Ss ∈ . We, also, define a set ucsQ ,  of permissible quality levels for the

service s , which can be accessed by the subscribers of class sUCuc ∈ . In the

user’s profile, it has been defined that the maximum acceptable price and the
corresponding utility measure, when the service s  is offered to the users of class uc
at quality level q  ( ∈q ucsQ , ), are qucsc ,,  and qucsu ,, , respectively.

We assume that each  NP avail∈np  can accommodate the specifications of the set

of services S . There are two aspects that can configure the policy of an np . First,

the maximum network traffic load volume, ( )npLmax , that the network provider can

support in the service area portion i . Second, the set of tariffs, ( )qsnpc ,, , that the

np  will impose for the support of service s  at quality level q  ( ∈q ucs
UCuc

Q
s

,∈
∪ ).

These tariffs can depend on the network status, the resources used by the SP, the area
of the network and the time zone.

Users that are found in service area portion i  send session requests to the
controlling SP-SCC (SP-SCC- i ). In response to the session request, the SP-SCC- i
indicates the target quality level q  and the best np  for each service. The SP-SCC- i
reply is straightforward, based on the user information and on its configuration that
has been done by the SP-LPC- i . The SP-SCC- i  monitors whether its configuration
is appropriate for the service demand. In this respect, the SP-SCC- i  monitors the
demand volume per service s  and user class uc , as well as the actual quality levels

ucsQ ,  offered by the availNP , in the area i . In case the SP-SCC- i  identifies that its

configuration is not appropriate for handling the demand for one or more services of
the set S , it invokes the SP-LPC- i and requests a modification. In response to the
SP-SCC- i  invocation, the SP-LPC- i  must apply the SCNPS problem for modifying
the SP-SCC- i  configuration.

The service demand pattern can be modelled through a vector =sD  ( ){ ucsd ,

( )∈∀ ucs,  ( )}sUCS × . Each element of the vector, ( )ucsd , , corresponds to the

demand for service s  that originates from the users of class uc  and should be
accommodated by the SP, within the service area portion i  and time zone.

3.2   Mathematical Formulation of the SCNPS Problem

The SCNPS problem has two general objectives. First, to compute an allocation of the

service demand pattern to quality levels, =QLA  ( ){ ucsql ,  ( )∈∀ ucs,
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( )}sUCS × . Each element of the allocation, ( )ucsql ,  ( ( )∈ucsql ,  ucsQ , ), is the

target quality level, at which the users of class uc  should access service s  for the
specific time zone and service area portion. The second objective of the SCNPS
problem is to compute an allocation of the service demand pattern to network

providers, =NPA  ( ){ ucsnpr ,,  ( )∈∀ ucsnp ,,  ( )}savail UCSNP ×× . Each

element of the allocation, ( )ucsnpr ,, , denotes the part of the demand for service s ,

corresponding to the users of class uc , that should be satisfied by network provider

np  ( ∈np availNP ). Network provider np  should satisfy the service demand

portion at the selected quality level ( )ucsql , . It holds that ( ) ≤ucsnpr ,,

( )ucsd , .

The objective function that should be optimised by the allocations is denoted as

( )NPQL AAOF , , and is associated with the utility measures and the costs achieved by

the allocations. Our target is to maximise this objective function, which can be
expressed as:

( ) =NPQL AAOF ,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑ ∑∑ ∑
∈ ∈ ∈∈ ∈

⋅−⋅
Ss UCuc NPnpSs UCuc

ucsqlucs

s avails

ucsqlsnpcnpucsruucsd ,,,,,, ,,,

(1)

The allocations (selected quality levels and network providers) should respect
some sets of constraints. The first one imposes the satisfaction of the service demand
pattern and it can be expressed as:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s
NPnp

UCSucsucsducsnpr
avail

×∈∀=∑
∈

,,,,, (2)

The second set of constraints guarantees that the capacity limitations of the
selected NPs will not be violated. In this point, we introduce the function

( )NPQL AAnpL ,, , which represents the load that will be imposed on network

provider np  ( ∈np  availNP ) as a result of the allocations QLA  and NPA . So:

( ) ≤NPQL AAnpL ,, ( )npLmax ∈∀np availNP (3)

Another set of constraints should guarantee that the tariffs that will be imposed to
the users should be compliant with the specifications in their profiles. This can be
expressed as

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sucqucs UCSucscucsqlsnpc
s

×∈∀< ,,,,, ,, ,

( ) )0,,(: >∈∀ ucsnprNPnp avail

(4)
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Here, it should be noted that the solution of allocation of the service demand to
quality levels and network providers will be forwarded to the SP-SCC- i , SP-GPC
and the service plane mechanisms of the chosen NPs. The SP-SCC- i  will use this
new solution for continuing the work at the session configuration layer. The SP-GPC
will update its global view of the manner, in which users are served and services are
provided in the service area. The whole problem, as it was described in this section,
may have the graphical presentation of figure 2.

Fig. 2. Description of the Local Planning Layer functionality

4   Results

In this section, we intend to present a set of results for the evaluation of the proposed
management techniques. More specifically, we analyse the problem of NP selection
for the support of services in a future wireless cellular system, addressing two major
possible solutions, the degradation in the quality of offered services and the binding
of resources from alternative network providers. These solutions are evaluated
according to the objective function, as it was described in the previous section. This
function simulates the behaviour of the SP, according to the policies of the available
NPs, as well as it takes into consideration the users’ preferences, as they have been
stored in their profiles. Finally, we evaluate the results using the concept of channel
utilisation, which can be defined as CU = (1-P)*A/n, where P  is the blocking
probability, A  is the offered load and n  is the number of channels.
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For the purposes of this paper, we assume that the SP can choose between two

NPs, 1np  and 2np  respectively, in order to engage resources for the support of a

specific kind of service, which is not appropriately served within a portion of the

service area. This service can be related to two quality levels, denoted as 1QL and

2QL  respectively, both of them corresponding to 1% blocking probability. During

the subscription of a user to a certain user class of the SP, the SP becomes aware of
the user’s profile and it can, therefore, estimate a utility measure for the allocation of
the user to a specific quality level. Table 1 summarizes some typical values for the
input parameters of the SCNPS problem.

Table 1.  SP and NP policies for the SCNPS problem

Utility Measure Cost /Tariff
UC1 UC2 NP1 NP2

Bit Rate
(Kbps)

QL1 5 - 1.5 3.5 384
QL2 5 2.5 0.75 1.75 144

It should be noted here that we take into consideration the structure of a CDMA

cellular system, with typical values of the channel bandwidth MHzf 5=∆  and

chip rate McpsCR 096.4= . We, also, make the assumption that the SP has

initially bound 16 channels from the cheapest NP. All users, who have already entered

the system, have been accommodated to 1np , which appears to be cheaper than 2np ,

and they have been allocated at the high quality level 1QL . In an instance of time, the

offered load in the area, which is approximately ErlangdOfferedLoa 12= and

can be shared equally to both of classes, that is ErlangTrUC 6
1

= and

ErlangTrUC 6
2

= , performs a %5  blocking probability, which means that the

iSCCSP − has to request for a modification in configuration. There are two

possible solutions:

� 1np  has no more resources to allocate, so the SP determines to degrade the quality

in low priority users. In this case, the new traffic in the area will be modified to

ErlangdOfferedLoa NEW 5.8= . Then, the objective function value is:

5.31=OF .

� The SP can buy resources from 2np . Our target is to keep the blocking probability

at %1=B . For this reason, we need to transfer an amount of traffic from the low

priority class UC2 to 2np , in order to keep all of them in the high quality level.

From Erlang B table, we can see that for 16 channels and %1=B  the offered

load in 1np  must be approximately 9 Erlang, from which an amount of 6 Erlang

refers to the traffic of 1UC  and 3 Erlang to the traffic of 2UC . The rest 3 Erlang
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of the traffic of 2UC  will be served from 2np . Thus, the objective function will

become: 36=OF .

We now examine the effect of the tariff policy of 2np  in the objective function.

On figure 3, we have declared 5 schemes of different tariff policies for 2np  and the

respective objective function for the case that the SP buys resources from that NP. On
the same figure, we have depicted the objective function for the case of degrading the
quality in low priority users, which remains as is for all schemes, since the alterations

in the tariff policy of 2np  have no effect on that case.

As it is illustrated from this figure, the solution of buying resources from an
alternative NP (SP-SMS approach), keeping all the connections in the high quality
level, is superior than the other one, that implies the degradation of the low priority
connections, in order to keep all of them in the same NP. Only if the difference
between the cost policies of the various available NPs exceeds a threshold, the
proposed solution is not profitable. This threshold implies that the case of degradation

the low priority users is preferable from SP’s perspective, when 2np  becomes at

about 350% more expensive than 1np . However, it would be safe to say that this

threshold seems difficult to be reached, unless in very scarce circumstances.

Fig. 3. The objective function vs. the cost policy of 2np

We, now, examine the effect of utility measure on the SCNPS problem.

Specifically, we assume that the SP’s revenue by allocating 1UC  to 1QL and 2QL  is
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5 and 0 units respectively. We also assume that the cost values for 1np  are

( ) =11 ,QLnpc  1.5 and ( ) =21 ,QLnpc  0.75 and for 2np  are ( ) =12 ,QLnpc  3

and ( ) =22 ,QLnpc  1.5. This means that we have assumed a reasonable scenario for

the tariff policies of the available NPs, which implies a double cost policy of 2np

regarding 1np . Figure 4 depicts the objective function for 4 scenarios of the utility

measure and for the allocation of 2UC  to respective quality levels. From this figure,

we can conclude that, when the utility measure of user classes for quality levels is
high, the SP-SMS leads to better performance. As the utility measure decreases, the
SP-SMS logic gives worse results than the degradation case, when the user has no
strong interest for the quality levels.

Fig. 4. The objective function vs. the utility measure of 2UC

From NPs’ perspective, we examine the impact of the above scenario in the
channel utilisation. The results can be found on table 2. From it, we can conclude that
the capability of choice between different NPs for the support of a set of services in a
specific area is much more preferable than the degradation in the quality of the
offered services that some users experience. The channel utilisation is better for each
NP separately, as well as the system as a whole.
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Table 2. Channel Utilisation for the cases under study

Channel Utilisation
NP1 NP2

Case 1 0.495 0
Case 2 0.549 0.330

5   Conclusions

The main feature of the future wireless cellular systems is the intelligence and
flexibility in the provision of services. In this respect, we presented in this paper a
Service Management System, from the SP’s perspective, which has been classified
into three layers and enables the SP to co-operate with a set of available NPs, in order
to find the most appropriate one, according to cost-effective and user-satisfaction
criteria.

The SP-SMS deals with the incoming sessions and allocates users’ requests to
different quality levels, according to the availability of resources. In case of low
performance within a service area portion, there is an invocation for modification in
its configuration. The objective of the management system is to find the best
allocation of the service demands to quality levels and available NPs. The solution of
the SCNPS problem must be communicated to the rest of SP-SMS layers and the
service plane mechanisms of the associated NP.
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Abstract. Over the last few years, a number of mechanisms have been
proposed for scheduling different type of traffic over base stations-oriented
wireless and mobile systems. The majority of these mechanisms focus on
access control in the base stations-to-mobile units part of the wireless and
mobile system. Recent proposals for the unlicensed spectrum in the 5GHz band
redefine the problem, since base stations operated by different operators and
organizations in overlapping geographical areas need access resolution
mechanisms to allocate wireless resources. This issue is addressed here, and a
multicarrier access control scheme, called QoS based Dynamic Channel
Reservation (QDCR), is proposed. QDCR allows base stations to select the
least congested available carrier, to compete for carrier reservation based on
QoS requirements, and to share the allocated carrier and time with its associated
Mobile Terminals (MTs).

1. Introduction

The current Internet provides only a best effort service, and it is sufficient for
traditional Internet applications like web browsing and e-mail. On the other hand,
several target applications require better performance than the best-effort Internet.
The ATM, the Integrated Services (IntServ) [1] and more recently, the Differentiated
Services (DiffServ) architecture [2], although different, can offer services over
Internet (or Intranets) that go beyond the best effort. To meet the increasing demand
for wireless and mobile multimedia services, future wireless and mobile networks
should adopt new technologies and mechanisms in order to provide the high capacity
and the QoS required to support broadband services under limited radio spectrum.
During the last years, wireless and mobile ATM, and IP capable systems are
nominated as the best option to extend wireline Internet or Intranet, in contrast to the
traditional circuit switched voice-based solutions.
In the wireless communication area, the FCC has opened a 300 MHz for Unlicensed
National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) band within the 5 GHz range. The FCC
stated that in making available this spectrum it anticipates that these U-NII devices,
which do not require licensing, will support the creation of new wireless services. The
U-NII spectrum is allocated at 5.15-5.25GHz, 5.25-5.35GHz and 5.725-5.825GHz
frequency bands, with different transmission power regulations. Devices operating
with low power, such as phones and handsets will use the low U-NII band, portable
devices on a SOHO environment will use the middle U-NII band, and devices
operating over larger coverage areas, such as mobile phones and terminals, will use
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the high U-NII band. On the other hand, in Europe, the 5GHz band has been reserved
by ETSI for the HIPERLAN (High Performance Radio LAN), which is under
development within the Broadband Radio Access Network (BRAN) project.
Depending on national regulations, 100-150MHz is reserved, but there are proposals
to extend this range up to 445MHz. The HIPERLAN/2 network uses a Convergence
Layer, to become fixed network independent; it will be able to provide the Quality of
Service (QoS), which users expect from wired IP and ATM networks, with data
transfer rates up to 25Mbps [3]. In Japan, the 5.15-5.25GHz band has been allocated
by MPT to high-speed wireless access. From the FCC, ETSI and MPT regulations, it
is expected that the license exempt 5 GHz band will accommodate high speed
wireless ATM (wATM) and wireless IP (wIP) applications world wide.
Due to the unlicensed characteristic of the 5 GHz band, dynamic carrier allocation
mechanisms are essential. These mechanisms should avoid the use of interfered
carriers, especially in outdoor environments, where several operators might share the
available spectrum in overlapping coverage areas. Fixed allocation method requires
prior arrangements between operators, whilst dynamic allocation (e.g., DCA) does
not. Moreover, DCA is more suitable than fixed allocation (e.g., FCA) methods for
supporting guaranteed QoS wireless applications [4].
This paper presents a QoS based, Dynamic Channel Reservation (QDCR)
architecture, suitable for Base Station (BS) oriented wATM or wIP systems. QDCR
provides a set of rules followed by BSs, to regulate competition, and facilitate
wireless resource reservation, based on differentiation of the expected level of service.
According to QDCR, each BS, through contention periods, dynamically discovers its
adjacent or co-channel interference neighbors, and competes with them taking into
account differential QoS demands, traffic demands, and perceived QoS. The proposed
approach requires no RF survey, and frequency pre-planning phases. Thus, providers
do not have to produce interference matrices (e.g., the compatibility matrix in [5]).
Moreover, the proposed method is QoS adaptive, since it takes into account the QoS
of the established connections and the perceived delays for carrier reservation.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II discusses the assumptions that
cover the wireless system, in order to apply the QDCR method. In Section III, we
present the distributed contention and reservation method, which enables contention,
based on service differentiation. In Section IV we describe the simulation
environment and illustrate the performance of QDCR, based on the simulation results.
Finally, in Section V, we summarize the conclusions.

2. System Assumptions

QDCR applies to systems where the BSs act as communication hCF, offering wIP or
WATM access to MTs. Each MT maintains an association with one of the BSs, until
it performs a handover. MTs do not communicate directly with other MTs (i.e., no ad-
hoc features are assumed). Each BS uses a Medium Access Control (MAC)
mechanism and controls the radio access of its associated MTs. The MAC could be
based on any dynamic, slotted, Time Division Multiple Access/Time Division Duplex
(TDMA/TDD) approach. This MAC includes a time-scheduling mechanism, which
schedules the transmission of MPDUs (for both uplink and downlink directions)
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based on QoS requirements per connection and MT, and produces variable length
time frames. Each time frame starts with a Frame Header (FH), which includes a slot
map. Each associated MT reads this FH in order to determine which uplink or
downlink slots in the frame are scheduled for it. The structure of the wireless MAC
frame might be similar to [8], even if [8] was introduced for wATM.
We assume that the available unlicensed spectrum B (from X0 MHz to X1 MHz) is
divided into M broadband carriers, each of W MHz. The central carrier, Fc, are given
by the equation Fc=F0-cW MHz, where F0=X1 MHz and c=0,1,…,M. The spectrum
between Fc=F0-W/2 MHz and Fc=F0+W/2 MHz is the RF carrier Fc. For 1bit/hz
modulation efficiency and 25 MHz channelization scheme, a throughput of 25 Mbps
per carrier is provided. BSs, belonging to different operators or organizations, using
one carrier of the multicarrier structure (M carriers) of the unlicensed band B, and,
operating in overlapping geographical areas, should first reserve time on one carrier,
before starting scheduling the reserved time to their associated MTs (through the
MAC protocol). Moreover, in environments where the BSs switch among carriers, it
is essential to support a mechanism that informs the MTs about the next carrier that
their associated BS will use. For this purpose, we introduce a Frame Trailer (FT),
transmitted at the end of the time frame. QDCR assumes that all the components
(competing BSs and associated MTs) are slot synchronized, and they use the same
TDMA slot length. We assume that a BSs can use one RF carrier at a time (i.e., single
antenna assumption). The total number of M carriers is available for all BSs. We
further assume that the BSs do not communicate directly, and that all the BSs use the
same transmitted power level, PBS, and all the MTs use the same transmitted power
level, PMT. Normally PMT��������	�
�������Tx power can be 100mW (20dB) for
small indoor coverage areas, or 1000mW for outdoor larger coverage areas (i.e.,
HIPERLAN type 2 and U-NII middle band). To sense idle carriers, a threshold of Pth
dBm (e.g. -100 dBm) is adopted for the BSs. Furthermore, omnidirectional antennas
are considered for the BSs. To cope with Turn Around Times (TAT), that is time
required to switch from receive to transmit mode and vice versa, we assume that all
MTs require one slot. When BSs communicate with MTs (i.e., during their
reservations), they use one slot for TAT; otherwise, BSs TAT is considered smaller
(e.g., during competition). Likewise, for the Switch Carrier Time (SCT), that is time
required to switch carrier we assume that all MTs require one slot. When BSs
communicate with MTs (i.e., during their reservations) they use one slot for SCT;
otherwise, BSs SCT is considered smaller (e.g., during competition periods). In
indoor installations, wIP or wATM LANs might be isolated, and covered by a single
operator. The isolated wLANs do not interfere with another wLAN operating in the
same area. In such a case, carrier allocation can be performed dynamically, in a
centralized fashion, through a central scheduling entity [9], which co-ordinates the
access to the shared wireless resources.

3. QDCR Mechanism

Providing QoS services in a mobile environment requires that the radio MAC
supports some degree of separation between different types of services. We propose
to support three service classes: loss sensitive, delay sensitive and best effort. To
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provide efficient carrier selection criteria, QoS based access, and low reservation
delays, QDCR uses special signal bursts broadcast by BSs. Moreover, to avoid
congestion, QDCR separates control and data channels. Control channels are used to
resolve contentions and to broadcast carrier status information.

3.1. Burst Signals

A signal burst is energy transmitted by BSs to indicate certain conditions and to
broadcast control information. Burst signals use a higher transmitting power level,
BPBS, than normal bursts, i.e., BPBS > PBS. QDCR uses the following burst signals:
� A BS transmits the Priority Burst Signal (PBS) during the priority resolution

phase, declaring its QoS demand.
� A BS transmits the Request Burst Signal (RBS), during the competition phase,

declaring information such as perceived delay, and reservation period request.
� A BS transmits the Periodic Priority Burst Signal (PPBS) periodically.
PBS requires less than a slot for its transmission The RBS duration is variable. PPBS
is broadcast periodically, requires one slot to transmit, and the period is a system
parameter.

3.2. QDCR Channels

According to QDCR, once one or more BSs sense idle carrier, the QDCR superframe
starts. This superframe consists of several periods (control and data channels),
allowing BSs to solve the competition, to reserve the carrier, to exchange data with
their associated MTs, and to broadcast control information. The QDCR superframe
channels are: a) the Priority Resolution Channel, b) the Contention Resolution
Channel, c) the MAC Channel, and d) the CF Channel.
Priority Resolution Channel (PR-CH) ___ During this period, each BS estimates its
Reservation Priority (RP). In QDCR, each BS competes with interferers in order to
reserve a carrier for a time period equal to its TDMA time frame. Assume that a BSi

serves Ki connections, among all its associated MTs, classified as:
� {C1, C2, …, Ckx} real time connections
� {V1, V2, …, Vky} non real time connections
where, kx+ky=Ki. Real time (rt) connections impose transfer delay requirements,
whilst non real time (nrt) connections impose loss requirements. Each rt connection
Ci (0<i<kx+1) introduces a transfer delay violation threshold, Dithr. Each nrt
connection Vi (0<i<ky+1) introduces a cell loss violation threshold, Lithr. The RP for a
BSi is identical to the parameter defined in [10], and given by the following equation :
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where Di is the delay that the connection Ci experiences, and the Li is the cell loss
that the connection Ci experiences. The PR-CH period consists of a constant number
of slots (e.g., 2 slots). This period is further divided to PR-CH minislots (p-slots).
Each p-slot position corresponds to a particular RP. For instance assuming a 5 p-slot
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granularity, the first p-slot of the PR-CH
period corresponds to RP�0.2, the second
p-slot corresponds to 0.2<RP�0.4, and
the last p-slot corresponds to 0.8<RP�1,
as shown in figure 1.
According to the estimated RPi, the BSi

will broadcast its PBSi within the
corresponding p-slot. Best effort service
class will use the first p-slot of the PR-
CH period to broadcast the corresponding
PBS. If DPBS is the duration of signal
PBS, and DPS is the duration of p-slot,
then DPS>DPBS, and TAT<DPS

__DPBS. This
allows BS to switch from transmit to
receive mode and sense PBS broadcast on
the next order p-slot. A backlogged BS,
i.e., with low PR, sense the PBS burst of
the BS illustrating higher PR, because the

latter will broadcast its PBS using a higher order p-slot. Backlogged BSs should select
new carrier, among the M candidates, to compete for it.
Contention Resolution Channel (CR-CH) ___ On the PR-CH channel we have
adopted a structure (i.e., number of p-slots) to represent RPs with certain granularity.
Thus, it is possible for two more BS to use p-slots of the same order to broadcast their
PBSs, even if their RPs have different values (e.g., on the 2nd decimal digit of RPs).
To overcome this problem we introduce the CR-CH. During CR-CH period each BS,
survived from priority resolution phase, broadcast its reservation requests (through the
RBS), and realizes the reservation requests of other interfering survivors. Reservation
requests represent either current MAC frame time length, or mean reservation delay,
or both. The CR-CH comprises of an integer, but not fixed, number of slots, each of
which is divided to a fixed number of minislots (c-slots), as figure 2 illustrates. The
RBS signals are transmitted on continuous c-slots, and simultaneously by the
competing BSs. We introduce a granularity factor g, 0<g<1. If T slots is the
reservation request (MAC length, delay, or both) in slots, then RBS will use [g*T] c-
slots for its transmission. If DCS is the duration of c-slot, then TAT<DCS. This allows
BS to switch from transmit to receive mode and sense RBS broadcast by another BS.
Longest Job First (LJF). According to this discipline the winner of the competition
is the BS with the larger reservation request (i.e., having the larger MAC frame).
Thus, if TFDi is the number of slots the BSi wishes to reserve on this carrier (i.e.,
current time frame length), then the BSi transmits a RBSi of [g*(TFDi)] c-slots. The
winner (survivor) BS is the one that broadcasts the larger RBS
Delayed Job First (DJF). The winner of the competition is the BS that received the
highest mean delay from its previous reservation attempts on any carrier. Each BSi

records the last reserved slot in any carrier, say TRi, and switches to a carrier in order
to compete for it. Then it calculates the TM=mean(TRi). If the BSi is involved in the
competition, BSi transmits a RBSi signal, equal to [g*(TM)] c-slots. The mechanism is
identical for the LJF and DJF disciplines. In the former case the RBS is proportional

0.8<P<=1

0.6<P<=0.8

0.4<P<=0.6

0.2<P<=0.4

P<=0.2

p-slot 1 p-slot 2 p-slot 3 p-slot 4 p-slot 5

0.8<P<1

0.6<P<0.8

0.4<P<0.6

0.2<P<0.4

P<0.2

p-slot 1 p-slot 2 p-slot 3 p-slot 4 p-slot 5

Fig. 1. The BSs broadcast their priorities
through PBS bursts on the corresponding p-slot
of the PR-CH. The wining BSs broadcaston the
higher order p-slots
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to the frame size, whist in
the latter case the RBS is
proportional to the receiv-
ed reservation delay.
Delayed and Longest Job
First (DLJF). This is a
combination of LJF and
DLF disciplines. The
winner of the competition
is the BS that experiences
the larger combined
reservation delay, and time
frame. Thus, if TRi is the
last reserved slot of a BSi

in any carrier, and the
contention for a carrier involves the BSi, and TFDi is the number of slots the BSi

wishes to reserve on this carrier (i.e., current time frame length), then the BSi

transmits a RBSi of g*(TFDi+TM) c-slots, where TM=mean(TRi). A backlogged BS,
i.e., with low reservation request, sense the RBS burst of the BS with higher
reservation request, because the latter will broadcast an RBS using at least on more c-
slot. Backlogged BSs should select new carrier, among the M candidates, to compete
for it. The survivor is the BS that has completed its RBS transmission, switched on
receive mode and senses the carrier idle. This BS will reserve the carrier.
Medium Access Control Channel (MAC-CH) ___ This period is used for data
transfer, i.e., accommodates the MAC frame. It consist of
� Frame Header Broadcast Channel (FHB-CH), Within this channel the BS

broadcast its MAC frame slot map to its associated MTs. Moreover, each BS,
broadcasts a keyword (as a unique identifier) within the FH This key is exchanged
between BSs and MTs during the association phase, and it is used by the MTs in
order to identify if the winner of a competition on a carrier is their associated BS.

� Down Link Data Channel (DLD-CH), with variable duration, accommodating
information sent through BS to MTs.

� Turnaround Channel (T-CH), which occupies one slot and allows MTs or BSs to
switch from receive to transmit mode and vice versa. It is used more than one time
per QDCR superframe.

� Up Link Data Channel (ULD-CH), with variable duration, accommodating
information sent from MTs to other MTs or fixed terminals through the BS.

� MTs Contention Channel (MC-CH), which allows associated MTs, with no
allocated ULD-CH slots, to request reservation slots, or accommodates
registration or re-association requests from MTs performing registration or
handover. The number of MC-CH slots can be static or dynamic.

� Frame Trailer Channel (FT-CH), which occupies one slot. Within FT-CH the BS
broadcast the FT to the associated MTs. FT includes a visiting list of the carriers
that the BS will visit sequentially until a successful reservation. The construction
of the visiting list is based on Selection Parameters, discussed later..

Periodic Priority Resolution Channel (PPR-CH) ___ This channel uses one slot, and
during this period the BSs broadcast their priorities. This channel is similar to PR-CH

TAT

 DCS -TAT

BS

BS

RBS

RBS

TAT

slot k slot k+1 slot k+2slot k-1slot k-2

PR-CH CR-CH

c-slot

c-slot

slot k slot k+1

Fig. 2. The Contention Resolution (CR-CH) structure
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of the competition period.  The difference is that only the sensing BSs broadcast their
priorities; the BSs that already have carrier reservation during PPR-CH do not
broadcast their priorities, and remain silent. All the BSs know that the PPR-CH
signals are broadcast every period of R slots. Figure 3 illustrates the QDCR
superframe and its channels.

time

CR CH FHB
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DLD CH TAT
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1 3 3 3 33
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Fig. 3. The channels of the QDCR superframe. In the figure, three mutual interfering BSs
compete for one carrier.

3.3. QDCR Carrier Selection

Each BS maintains and constantly updates the values of a parameter list named
Congestion Factor (CF). This parameter indicates the number of BS’s neighbors that
compete or use each carrier during a recent period The notation CFi,r denotes the CF
maintained by the BSi for carrier Fr (0�	�����CFi,r is updated according the rules:
1. When BSi selects a carrier Fr it sets CFi,r=1.
2. When BSi realizes that Fr is reserved by another BS it sets CFi,r:=CFi,r+1.
3. It is possible for a BSi, listening on a carrier Fr, to sense two or more signals

bursts, which are transmitted simultaneously on p or c minislots by two or more
BSs using the carrier Fr. In such case, the BSi may not be able to receive useful
information due to congestion, and it sets CFi,r:=CFi,r+2.

4. If during PR-CH or PPR-CH on a carrier Fr, R PBS signals are broadcast on p-
slots of different order of the p-slot used by BSi, if Rx of them are the only PBS
signals per p-slot then CFi,r:=CFi,r+Rx+2*(R-Rx), according to rule 3.

5. If BSi loses a competition for carrier Fr, it sets CFi,r:=CFi,r+2 if for at least one c-
slot receives useless information due to congestion, otherwise, it sets it sets
CFi,r:=CFi,r+1.

When choosing a carrier, the BS should choose the carrier illustrating the less
congestion. A BSi keeps its Selection Parameters (SPi) list, as follows:

SPi,r=(CurrentTimei-LastVisitTimei,r+1)/CFi,r  0�����
A BSI selects the carrier illustrating the minimum SPi,r value. The Current Time factor
represents the time a BS takes a carrier selection decision. The Last Visit Time factor
represents the last time the BSi was using the carrier Fr. The rate of CF, diminishes in
value with time, because the CF represents the congestion, i.e., the number of BSs, on
a carrier during a recent time period. Thus, an ageing threshold is used to represent
the uncertainty of the congestion for a carrier visited in the distant past. We introduce
the following threshold:

CurrentTime-LastVisitTimei,r>M*MeanFrameSizei    0����
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A BSi checks the time elapsed from the latest time the carrier Fr was used. If for a
carrier Fr the ageing threshold is exceeded, the BSi sets the CFi,r to a predefined value.
Different predefined values can be applied. Results presented in [11] illustrate that the
best policy for the predefined value, when the ageing threshold of BSi for the carrier
Fr is violated, is to set the CFi,r to a value that is the lowest of the existing CFi,k values,
i.e., CFi,r=min(CFi,k), k<M, k�	�

4. Simulation Environment and Results

To evaluate the QDCR performance, simulations were performed using the OPNET
Simulator [12]. The carrier speed was set to 20Mbits/sec, and each TDMA slot was
set to 54 bytes long. Each TDMA slot accommodates one MPDU. Each TDMA time
frame was assumed to contain 5 slots for control information, i.e., for FH-CH, FT-
CH, TAT-CH, and MC-CH. For the simulations, we used a combination of both real
time (rt) and non real time (nrt) connections. rt connections classified to constant rate
rt (crt), and variable rate rt connections (vrt). Each crt connection is simulated by a
periodic MPDU generator. We assumed 64Kbps crt connections. For a 20Mb/sec
channel, each 64kbps crt connection produces one MPDU every 260 time slots,
approximately. We used 50 crt sources (25 uplink and 25 downlink) per BS. On the
other hand, each vrt or nrt source is modeled by a Discrete time Batch Markov
Arrival Process (D-BMAP). For such a process we consider the TDMA slot as the
time unit. According to [13], the traffic load produced by a source can be
approximated by the super-position of U equivalent ON/OFF minisources. For each
vrt or nrt source, m was set to 256Kbps and s2 was set to 128Kbps, where m and s2

are the mean and the variance of the transmission rate, respectively, whilst the
parameter U was set to 10 [13]. For the rt connections (i.e., crt and vrt) the MPDU
Transfer Delay (MTD) was set to 50 time slots (i.e., approximately 1 msec), and the
Dith

 (eq. 1) parameter was set to 10-6. For the nrt connections the MTD was set to 100
time slots (i.e., 2msec), and the Lith was set to 10-6. Each BS assumed to contain a
cumulative buffer of 200 MPDUs. We considered two different load classes, load
class 1 and 2. For load class 1 each BS accommodates 10 vrt, 10 nrt, and 30 crt
connections. For lad class 2 each BS accommodates 20 vrt, 20 nrt, and 30 crt
connections. The simulation duration was set to 7 days (approximately for 2*1010

TDMA time slots). For the QDCR mechanism, overheads are due to control channels
(PR-CH, CR-CH, PPR-CH). In the simulations we have used two slots for each of the
PR-CH and PPR-CH, with 10 p-slots in total, corresponding to 10 discrete priority
reservation values. On the other hand, CR-CH resolves contention with 5 c-slots per
contention slot, and a granularity factor (g) of 0.1. To simulate the interference
environment we assumed that all the activated BSs are interfere mutually. QDCR
mechanism was compared with alternative carrier selection mechanisms such as
Random Choice (RC) and Round Robin (RR). In RC the BS selects randomly one
carrier to compete for its reservation. In RR, once the BS starts its operation, it
randomly selects a carrier Fr (0�	���� �� ������� ��	�� ��� ������� �����
���� �����
chooses the next carrier (i.e., Fr+1, if r<M-1, or F0 otherwise). We have performed
simulations using different combinations of operating BSs (N) and available carriers
(M). Figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the mean reservation delay (in time slots) when 8
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BSs compete to reserve 4 available carriers, for LJF, LDJF and DJF competing
disciplines, when load class 1 is used. For QDCR it is assumed that PPR-CH is every
20 slots (parameter R).

Fig. 4. Reservation delay of the LJF, for RR,
RC, and QDCR (load class=1).

Fig. 5 Reservation delay of the DJF, for
RR, RC, and QDCR (load class=1).

Figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate that the DJF discipline achieves the lower reservation
delays among all the alternative disciplines. QDCR achieves lower reservation delays,
than the RC and the RR disciplines. Furthermore, even if the averaged, among the
activated BSs, reservation delay for QDCR and RR are almost equal, the QDCR can
guarantee fair reservation delays for the operational BSs, whilst RR does not. These
observations are valid for all the contention disciplines. During the simulations we
have observed that the QDCR mechanism achieves 20-40% lower reservation delays,
than the RC or the RR disciplines, depending on the operational BSs (N), the
available carriers (M), and the offered traffic load per BS. Figure 7 compares the
performances of the LJF, DJF and LDJF disciplines. The better performance of the
DJF, in terms of reservation delay, was confirmed for load class 2, as well.

Fig. 6. Reservation delay of the LDJF, for
RR, RC, and QDCR (load class=1).

Fig. 7. Comparison of LJF, DJF, LDJF,
(QDCR, load class=1).

Another parameter measured in the simulations is the success when predicting
carriers’ congestion levels. The CF, and the SP parameter lists, as well as the PPR-
CH, are used by BSs to estimate the congestion level on carriers. Each BS attempts to
predict carriers congestion levels when it selects a carrier to compete for; that is, at
the end of a reservation, when losing on a competition, or when it realizes, through
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PPR-CH, that another BS with higher priority is sensing the same carrier. Thus,
success is the case where by, the carrier selected by the BS accommodates a minimum
number of BSs compared to other carriers containing an equal or larger number of
BSs at the same time.

Fig. 8. Success prediction rate for RR, RC
and QDCR (load class=1, M=4, N=8)

Fig. 9. Success prediction rate for RR, RC
and QDCR (load class=2, M=4 N=7)

Figures 8, and 9 illustrate the prediction success rate of the QDCR, RR, and RC
methods, for load class 1 (N=8, M=4), and 2 (N=7, M=4), respectively, when DJF
competition discipline is used. For the QDCR, we have used R=20 (the PPR-CH is
repeated every 20 slots). As figures 8 and 9 depict, the QDCR method achieves to
predict carriers congestion levels with accuracy of 55% (load class 1), and 65% (load
class 2). This difference is expected, since we have used the same value for R
parameter (R=20) for both load classes. The mean TDMA frame size is equal to 15.2,
and 50.8 slots, for load class 1, and 2, respectively; thus, for load class 1 the carriers’
status changes more dynamically, than for load class 2. Setting R=20, for load class 1,
the PPR-CH are repeated every two TMDA frames, whilst, for load class 2, the PPR-
CH are repeated twice within one TDMA frame. QDCR achieves better success
prediction rates for load class 2, because the BSs could switch carrier more times per
frame, in a steadier environment, than in the case of load class 1. QDCR can achieve
better prediction results, if period R is low, but there is a tradeoff between overheads
(due to control information introduced to achieve higher success rate), and the
reservation delay. When R=20 we observed that the overheads due to PPR-CH are
5%, thus QDCR is expected to introduce 5% more control information, than RR or
RC disciplines, increasing the reservation delay by 5%. The buffer management
policy that we have used is as follows. In every slot, each BS checks for MTD
violations, and drops crt, vrt, and nrt MPDUs, in this order. If new MPDUs arrived,
we time-tag them, and then if the buffer can accommodate these MPDUs, we place
these MPDUs in the buffer. Otherwise, we drop from the buffer an equal number of
aged MPDUs, in order to accommodate the new load. Concerning the buffer dropping
policy, we first drop the older nrt, vrt, and crt MPDUs, in this order. This policy was
used for all the set of the simulations. For N=8 operational BSs, M=4 available
carriers, and for load class 1, we have observed that there are no buffer overflow
conditions for the QDCR, RC or RR disciplines. This is due to the buffer management
policy, since the algorithm drops MTD violated MPDUs first. On the other hand, we
have observed crt and vrt MTD violations, illustrated in figures 10 and 11. From these
figures it is concluded that QDCR produces low dropping ratios of rt MTD violated
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MPDUs, achieving a reasonable MPDU loss ratio, equal 5*10-5, for both crt and crt
type of connections.

Fig. 10. crt MPDUs Loss Ratio due to
MPDU Delay violations (load class 1)

Fig. 11.  vrt  MPDUs Loss Ratio due to
MPDU Delay violations (load class 1)

For N=7 BSs, M=4 carriers, and load class 2, figures 12, 13, and 14 illustrate crt, vrt,
and nrt MPDUs Loss Ratio, respectively, due to MTD violations, for QDCR, RC, and
RR methods, whilst figure 15 depicts the cumulative rt MPDUs Loss Ratio.. Figures
12, 13, 14 and 15 illustrate that QDCR achieves lower MPDU losses on the
contenting environment of the load class 2, than the disciplines RR or RC. Even if the
MTD thresholds are not satisfied, due to the absence of a connection admission
policy, QDCR achieves fairness among the competing BSs, concerning the MTD

Fig. 12. crt MPDUs Loss Ratio due to
MPDU Delay violations (load class 2)

Fig. 13.  vrt MPDUs Loss Ratio due to
MPDU Delay violations (load class 2)

Figure 16 depicts the MPDU dropping ratio due to buffer overflow conditions, for all
the types of the connections.  Figure 16 shows that QDCR produces low dropping
ratios due to buffer overflow, achieving a reasonable MPDU loss ratio, less than 3*
10-6, for all the types of all kinds of MTs connections. In figure 17 the sum of MPDU
losses is illustrated. Figure 17 takes into account all the types of losses (Transfer
Delay Violations, Buffer Overflows) for all kinds of connections. We can observe that
the QDCR schedules the heavy traffic in a fair and more resourceful fashion,
producing lower dropping ratios than RR or RC disciplines.
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Fig. 14. nrt  MPDUs Loss Ratio due to
MPDU Delay violations (load class 2)

Fig. 15.  rt MPDUs Loss Ratio due to
MPDU Delay violations (load class 2)

5. Concluding Remarks

We have introduced QoS based competition rules for a distributed reservation
method, which applies to interfering ATM or IP capable BSs competing for
reservation in an unlicensed multicarrier wireless environment. The introduced
QDCR mechanism takes into account the differentiated level of service required by
the MTs in order to apply a priority based resource reservation method. Moreover,
based on real time measurements of carriers’ congestion levels, the QDCR
mechanism assists BSs to select the least congested carrier in order to compete for its
reservation. The QDCR mechanism is immune to topology changes, does not increase
power consumption on MTs, and, finally, requires no frequency preplanning..
Furthermore, QDCR imposes no limit on the number of BSs operating in a common
area, or on the number of neighboring BSs. The QDCR mechanism achieves to
allocate shared resources efficiently. In order to be more virtue for the level of offered
service to various types of connections, with different requirements in terms of loss
and delay, the QDCR mechanism should be combined with a distributed wireless
CAC. The latter could take into account the QDCR decisions, determine if the system
is under heavy load conditions, and regulate the admission policy, accordingly.

Fig. 16. Loss Ratio due to Buffer Overflow
(load class 2)

Fig. 17.  Loss Ratio due to MTD and
Buffer Overflow (load class 2)
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Abstract. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) uses the
IETF Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as a signalling protocol in the IP
Multimedia Subsystem for 3rd generation UMTS networks. Signalling
Messages sent using the SIP protocol pass through intermediate SIP
nodes in such a way that the message size grows as a result of additional
data being added to the message. Modelling of network flows in this case
requires careful attention. A simple flow model is presented to get an
appreciation for the size of the expected signalling flows. This is partic-
ularly important for developing dimensioning models for SIP in 3GPP
networks and for the further investigation of Quality of Service (QoS)
mechanisms to provide resources needed for signalling. A methodology
is presented which defines the minimum requirements for the bit error
rate on links used by signalling traffic.

1 Introduction

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1] is a global initiative to
develop technical specifications for 3rd Generation Mobile Systems. 3GPP has
decided to use the IETF Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as the signalling pro-
tocol for the IP Multimedia Subsystem. The standardisation process for both
3GPP and SIP is currently in progress. This paper introduces a simple model to
compute the flows on links between SIP nodes and is based on ideas involving
feedback systems.

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a client-server protocol and used
as a signalling protocol in IP environments. It performs user location, session
establishment, session management and participant invocation. The SIP protocol
is defined in RFC 2543 [2] and the new version of the specification is discussed as
an Internet Draft [3] (work in progress). There are several publications available
that provide an introduction to the SIP protocol. Examples include works by [4]
Rosenberg and Schulzrinne/Rosenberg [5].

Using the SIP protocol on a large scale in 3GPP networks requires Quality
of Service (QoS) observations for the signalling to be able to guarantee QoS
standards for customers and optimise the network performance [6]. Unlike tradi-
tional Signalling System No. 7 (SS7) networks the SIP protocol can use the same

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 924–935, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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transport network as the voice bearer and other services - the underlying IP net-
work1. Several QoS mechanisms have been proposed for use in IP networks (e.g.
Xiao [7]). To apply these mechanisms in an appropriate way, an understanding
of the flows in the network is required.

Furthermore SIP was designed for the Internet environment but operator
networks are different in many ways. Operators require more control over their
network, billing and accounting issues and a certain quality is required based
on contracts with customers. Several publications concerning the SIP protocol
consider only a few intermediate proxies (e.g. Eyers [8]). To satisfy the specific
needs of operators standard call flows consist of seven intermediate proxies or
more [9].

3GPP uses several different SIP proxy servers. They are abbreviated by
CSCF, the Call Session Control Function. These different signalling nodes serve
various functions such as database request, recording state information for
billing, and serve as hiding nodes. These details are not of a specific interest
in this paper and the nodes are seen as general SIP proxy servers. More details
on the specific functions can be found in the technical specifications [9].

For modelling purposes SIP requests can be divided into requests that use
a hop-by-hop reliable mechanism (e.g. INVITE, CANCEL) and requests that
use an end-to-end reliable mechanism. In the former, the model introduced in
this paper has to be applied for one hop only, for the latter the model has to be
applied end-to-end. For this modelling approach it is assumed that all proxies
are statefull. Furthermore it is assumed that the RTT is smaller than the SIP
timer, since otherwise messages are resent due to timeout and not to loss.

Section 5 formulates a model to describe the flows on a single SIP connection.
This model requires the lost message model discussed in Section 2, the message
loss probability discussed in Section 3 and the model for changing message sizes
presented in Section 4 as inputs. Section 6 discusses possible simplifications and
the calculation of a bit error boundary. Section 7 discusses the results of the
application of this model and illustrates them graphically. The paper concludes
with a discussion of further work and additional remarks.

2 Lost Message Model

The SIP protocol is transport protocol independent. Since the only mandatory
transport protocol for SIP is UDP, it needs to incorporate its own end-to-end
reliability mechanism. In particular the SIP extension2 known as “Reliability of
Provisional Responses” introduces an additional reliability mechanism for the
provisional response in a SIP call flow, which is used by 3GPP. This section
discusses a flow model that takes the reliability mechanism into account. The

1 Future SS7 networks can also run over IP transport networks possibly using the
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP). In this context similar QoS consid-
eration are required.

2 The extension is now part of the Internet Draft [3]
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modelling approach of this behaviour is based on the model for repeated attempts
in [10].

A message flow3 M between two nodes has to be transmitted over a link that
is assumed to have an error probability PE(M)4. This link has to accommodate
the original message flow M . Consequently, a flow of (M · PE(M)) will be lost
on the link due to the message error and has to be retransmitted on this same
link. This new flow (M ·PE(M)) is subjected to loss once again with probability
PE(M). So the lost flow in this instance is then (M · PE(M) · PE(M)). If a
message is resent n times this yields Equation (1), where F is the total flow on
the link.

F = M +M · PE(M) +M · PE(M)2 + . . .+M · PE(M)n . (1)

This well-known geometric series can be summed as shown in Equation (2).

F = M
1− PE(M)n+1

1− PE(M)
. (2)

For an infinite number of retransmissions a simplification of Equation (2) is
possible.

F = lim
n→∞ M

1− PE(M)n+1

1− PE(M)
=

M

1− PE(M)
= M +

M · PE(M)
1− PE(M)

. (3)

The SIP protocol specifies that the messages are resent with a maximum num-
ber of reattempts5 n = 7. This is usually implemented by a timer rather than
counting re-transmissions. Under certain conditions the number of reattempts
can be reduced to n=4. A message that is lost n times will cause a termination
of the connection. Since the error is very small6 the formula for the limiting case
is used for simplicity.

In SIP some messages depend on other messages. If an upstream7 message
M2 (eg. the message 200OK) in the SIP protocol is lost it forces the resending of
downstream messages M1 (eg. PRACK). PE(M1) is the probability that message
M1 is lost on the downstream path and PE(M2) is the probability that message
M2 is lost on the upstream path. The loss of message M1 causes the “time out”
of the sender and triggers the resending of the message. This case is covered by
Equation (4).

FD(M1) =
M1

1− PE(M1)
. (4)

If the M2 message corresponding to message M1 is lost there is no mechanism
to recognise this loss. It is resent as a response to a newly sent message M1. A loss
3 A message flow is the number of bytes per time unit.
4 For this approach it is assumed that the SIP messages are not fragmented.
5 See [2] for details.
6 For an extremely high bit error rate of PE = 10−2 the error is 1−PE(M)5 = 1−10−10.
7 Upstream is in SIP the direction from the server to the client.
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of message M2 therefore causes an additional resent message M1. Equation (5)
describes the upstream flow FU (M2) and Equation (6) describes the downstream
flow FD(M2) caused by a lost message M2.

FU (M2) =
M2

1− PE(M2)
. (5)

FD(M2) =

(
M1

1− PE(M2)
− M1

)
1

1− PE(M1)
. (6)

Note that the subtraction of M1 in Equation (6) is due to the fact that this
equation only covers additional flows of M1 and not the original message. The
factor is due to the possibility of loss of this additional flow. Equation (6) yields
(7):

FD(M2) =
M1 · PE(M2)

(1− PE(M2))(1− PE(M1))
. (7)

If both flows FD(M1) and FD(M2) are taken into account, this yields Equa-
tion (8).

FD =
M1

(1− PE(M2))(1− PE(M1))
. (8)

This equation shows the expected result for the overall flow FD. It states
that the original message flow M1 is increased by the probability that message
M1 is lost on the downstream path and the probability that message M2 is lost
on the upstream path. The next section discusses the message loss probability
and how it is determined by the bit error rate on the underlying link.

3 Message Loss Probability and Bit Error

The reliability of a communication link can be described by the Bit Error Ratio
(BER). It states that BER% of all transmitted bits are corrupt due to trans-
mission errors. The following section discusses the probability that a message of
size m bytes sent on a link with a particular BER is corrupt.

A message is lost if one or more bits of the message are corrupt. The prob-
ability that a bit error occurs is BER. The probability PE that a message is
corrupt can be calculated with the binominal distribution. For a message with
the size of M bytes this yields Equation (9).

PE(M) =
8M∑
k=1

(
8M
k

)
BERk(1− BER)8M−k . (9)

Because the message size is a byte value, the factor 8 calculates the mes-
sage size in bits. The probability PE(M) that a message is not corrupt can be
calculated with Equation (10).

PE(M) = 1− PE(M) . (10)
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Fig. 1. Transformed Network Example

The k = 0 term in the sum in Equation (9) describes the probability that no
bits are corrupted. Thus, Equation (9) may be further simplified using Equation
(10) to yield the message loss probability.

PE(M) = 1− (1− BER)8M . (11)

The next section discusses the effects of changing the message size on network
flows.

4 Model for Changing Message Size

A characteristic of the SIP protocol is that the message size changes at every
node through which it passes. This is due to the fact that every node inserts
its own DNS address in the SIP message VIA header for a downstream message
and removes its address from an upstream message8. Comparing this behaviour
with other flow models this is rather different from conventional flow models. A
flow observed in one part of the network has a certain size but in other parts
of the network the flow has a different size. This behaviour especially violates
the normal conservation of flow property of flow models. This section describes
a model that enables the conservation of flow for a network with changing mes-
sage sizes. Firstly, a model for increasing message sizes for downstream flows is
discussed.

The following discussion uses an example network with four nodes. The nodes
SN 1 to SN 4 are connected using three links SL1 to SL3. A message is sent on the
links from the origin SN 1 to the destination SN 4. A message sent on a link can
be lost with an error probability PE(Message Size). At every node the message
is increased in size by a constant term A. This is true in SIP for requests sent
from the client to the server. Node SN 1 can be seen as the client and node
8 The route field cause the same problem. See the SIP specifications [2] for more detail.
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SN 4 as the server. To calculate the flows in this network a transformed network
is defined. It is depicted in Figure 1. Two additional dummy nodes DN 1 and
DN 2 corresponding to the original intermediate nodes are inserted. The nodes
are connected with four additional dummy links DL1, DL2, DL12 and DL23.
The dummy links DL12 and DL23 have a zero message loss probability and the
links DL1 and DL2 have a message error probability that is corresponding to the
original links SL1 and SL2 respectively.

Node SN 1 generates the flows for the original message OM +A1 on link SL1
and the flow for A2 and A3 on link DL1. Additionally, the flows corresponding
to the resending of the lost messages are induced in the network. Link SL1
(Equation (12)) accommodates therefore the original flow OM + A1, the flow
that is lost on this link (second term), the flow that will be lost on SL2 increased
by the loss on link SL1 (third term) and the flow which will be lost on SL3
increased by the loss on link SL2 and SL1 (fourth term).

F (SL1) = (OM +A1)
(
1 + PE(SL1)

1−PE(SL1)
+ PE(SL2)

(1−PE(SL1))(1−PE(SL2))

+ PE(SL3)
(1−PE(SL1))(1−PE(SL2))(1−PE(SL3))

)
. (12)

Dummy link DL1 has to accommodate similar flows for A2 and A3. Link
SL2 (Equation (13)) has to accommodate the original flow OM + A1 + A2, the
additional resent flow that will be lost on link SL2 (second term) and the flows
that will be lost on link SL3 increased by the loss on link SL2 (third term).

F (SL2) = (OM +A1 +A2)
(
1 + PE(SL2)

1−PE(SL2)
+ PE(SL3)

(1−PE(SL2))(1−PE(SL3))

)
.(13)

Dummy link DL2 carries a similar flow for A3. Link SL3 finally carries the
original flow OM + A1 + A2 + A3 as well as the flow that is lost on this link
(Equation (14)).

F (SL3) = (OM +A1 +A2 +A3) ·
(
1 +

PE(SL3)
1− PE(SL3)

)
. (14)

The message error probabilities PE are functions of the original message size
on the links (Equation Set (15)).

PE(SL1) = f(OM +A1)
PE(SL2) = f(OM +A1 +A2) (15)
PE(SL3) = f(OM +A1 +A2 +A3) .

As the message size increases for requests it decreases for responses. The
network in Figure 1 is used for the discussion as well. It requires the addi-
tional reverse links rSL1, rSL2 and rSL3 with the corresponding errors PE(rSL1),
PE(rSL2) and PE(rSL3) respectively9. The flow on the reverse link rSL3 consists
9 Leading indices r are used to indicate parameters for the reverse direction, the
response direction.
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of the original reverse message rOM and the terms A1 + A2 + A3. The flow on
the link including the terms for the lost messages is depicted in Equation (16).

F (rSL3) = (rOM +A1 +A2 +A3) ·
(
1 + PE(rSL3)

1−PE(rSL3)

)
. (16)

Link rSL2 accommodates the original reverse flows rOM +A1 +A2 and the
flow for the messages lost on link rSL2. Similar observations for link rSL1 require
the original flow rOM + A1 as well as the flow for the lost messages on rSL1.
As above, the message error probability depends on the size of the message on
the link. Theses dependencies are similar to Equation Set (15). The next section
formulates the flows on the links in SIP connections.

5 Calculating the Flows

Using the models from the previous sections it is possible to formulate the flows
for the SIP connection. In this section, the following notation is used: The con-
nection consists of SIP nodes SN 1 to SN max. Every node adds a value of ASN
bytes to the message. The original message is of size OM . Unidirectional SIP
links SL with bit error BERSL connect the nodes. Where link SL1 emanates from
SN 1 and terminates at SN 2. The size of a message on link SL can be calculated
using Equation (17).

M(SL) = OM +
SL∑

n=1

An . (17)

It should be noted that for exact practical calculations, the size of the UDP
header has to be added as well. A message consists of the original message part
OM and a number of terms An.

Knowing the message size on the links it is possible to calculate the message
loss probability PE(SL). Equation (17) shows this calculation:

PE(SL) = 1− (1− BERSL)8M(SL) . (18)

With the message size and the message error probabilities known, all input
parameters are available to apply the increasing message model of Section 4.
Equation (19) calculates the flows on link SL for a downstream message (re-
quest).

FL(SL) = M(SL)

(
1 +

SLmax∑
m=SL

PE(m)∏m
n=SL(1− PE(n))

)
. (19)

The flows for a response in the reverse direction are calculated by Equation
(20) in a similar way. The reverse message size rOM and the bit error probabil-
ities for the reverse links are required.

FL(rSL) =
M(rSL)

(1− PE(rSL))
. (20)
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If one of the message flows depends on other messages, the appropriate flow
has to be increased by the overall message error probability for the corresponding
direction (Equation (21)).

FL = FL(SL)
1∏SLmax

n=SL (1− PE(rn))
. (21)

The following section discusses possible simplifications.

6 Simplifications

For the special case of equal bit errors on all links10, certain simplifications are
possible. It can be shown that the flows have a linear dependence on the bit
error rate, if the bit error rate is small enough. Equation (22) shows Equation
(19) with a single bit error rate value BER.

FL(SL) = M(SL)
(
1 +

SLmax∑
m=SL

1− (1− BER)8M(m)

(1− BER)s(m))

)
. (22)

With:

s(m) = 8
SLmax∑
n=m

M(n) . (23)

Simplifying the sum in Equation (22) yields Equation (24).

FL(SL) = M(SL)
(
1 +

1− (1− BER)s(SL)

(1− BER)s(SL))

)
. (24)

Equation (24) can be further simplified to Equation (25).

FL(SL) = M(SL)(1− BER)−s(m) . (25)

To show the linear dependence, Equation (25) is written as a MacLaurin series.
For the first four terms this yields Equation (26) (s = f(SL).

FL(SL) = 1 + s · BER+
s2 + s

2
BER2 +

s3 + 3s2 + 2s
6

BER3 +R . (26)

In order to define the region for which the linear term is a sufficient approxima-
tion and therefore Equation (27) is valid, Equation (28) calculates the fraction
between the linear and the quadratic term.

FL(SL) = 1 + s · BER . (27)
10 This case will not apply for 3GPP end-to-end connections since the bit error will be

higher over wireless links at the network edge. For calculations between SIP proxies
within homogenous networks these assumptions are possible.
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s+ 1
2

BER < α and since s � 1: BER =
2α
s

. (28)

If α is chosen, the boundary where the linear approximations no longer holds
can be calculated. This also defines the minimum requirement for the bit error
rate to achieve sufficient performance, since otherwise the flows caused by the
resending of lost messages increases exponentially. The calculation has to be
done for the first link since its flows increase by the largest amount in the case
of message loss.

In the case of different bit error rates on the link, the link with the worst bit
error rate appears to dominate the connection and the loss on the previous links
(See Figure 4), because the simplifications in this section consider the worst case
and, therefore, provide an upper bound for the bit error rate. The maximum
value of the bit error introduced in this section can be used in this situation
as well. The worst bit error rate within the network has to be smaller than
the upper bound for the bit error. For dependent messages this applies for the
reverse connection as well.

7 Results

This section discusses results that have been found by applying the above model.
The presented results are preliminary with a focus on the influence of the param-
eters and the increasing flows due to the resending of lost messages. Common
for all examples, is the underlying SIP connection. It consists of 9 nodes and 8
intermediate links, respectively. The bit error rate is the first parameter that is
discussed.

In the following example a SIP downstream connection with an original mes-
sage size of 300 bytes11 is observed. In every node the message is increased by
40 Bytes. The x-axis in Figure 2 depicts the bit error rate and the y-axis shows
the percentage by which the flows increase due to the resending of corrupted
messages. Both use a logarithmic scale. The curves in the graph represent dif-
ferent hops. Hop number 1 is the link emanating from the origination node and
hop number 8 is the link that terminates at the distant node. For this example,
it is assumed that the bit error rate is equal on all links. The graph shows that
for bit error rates over 10−5 the flows on the first links increase rapidly. For a
reasonable result, e.g. flows are not increased by more than 10%, a bit error ratio
better than 10−6 is required. Figure 3 shows curves for the increasing message
size, calculated with the original equation and curves calculated with the linear
approximation. The curves display the situation for the first and the last link
respectively. The graph verifies the analytic results from Section 6. The bound-
ary calculated with α = 0.01 yields a bit error of BER = 6.5 · 10−7 for the first
link and BER = 4.0 · 10−6 for the last link. These values are drawn as vertical
11 For the the examples in this section, a message size of 300 bytes was chosen as a

typical size of a SIP request without a SDP part and 40 bytes was chosen as a typical
VIA-URL size. Different message size assumptions have no impact on the principle
results, but further work will investigate the exact influence of the message size.
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Fig. 3. Increasing Message Size versus Bit Error: Approximation

lines on the graph. In a practical case, the bit error requirements for the first
link have to be used.

Figure 4 depicts a graph where one link in the connection has a worse bit
error rate than the other links. The x-axis shows the node number and the y-axis
shows the increase in flow expressed as a percentage of the original flow. All links
but one have a bit error rate of 10−6. The first curve shows the original case
where all the links have the same bit error. For the second curve, the bit error
of link 1 is set to 10−5, for the third curve the bit error of link 2 is increased
to 10−5, for the fourth curve the bit error of link 5 is increased and for the last
curve the last link has the worst bit error rate.
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The graph shows that links with higher BERs further downstream increase
the flows on the previous links. The result that the flow is influenced to a greater
extent by later links is caused by the fact that the message size increases down-
stream. If the message size had been constant, the curve for link 8 would cut the
other curves.

The observation of the size of the message as a variable parameter shows
that the increase of the message size is a linear function of the message size if
the bit error rate is sufficiently small enough. The approximation of Section 6
also applies in this case since s in Equation (27) depends on the message size.
This result is helpful if the message size is not a fixed value but a distribution
of different message sizes. As long as the distribution is symmetrical around
the average value, calculations done for an average message size provide a good
result. The second expected conclusion is that for larger messages, a lower bit
error rate is required to avoid unacceptably increased message flows. It can be
shown that a boundary, similar to the one for the bit error, also exists for the
message size where the dependencies are no longer linear. For practical message
sizes and appropriate bit error rates, the linear assumption applies.

8 Further Work

This model describes the flows on one connection in 3GPP SIP based networks.
It is intended to aid in the formulation of planning models that require the calcu-
lation of all accumulated flows in a 3GPP signalling domain. Such a model has to
consider the different SIP message types in a call flow with their specific size and
the signalling network structure of a 3GPP signalling network. Detailed investi-
gations of message length and link error probability distributions are required.
Methodologies to incorporate this modelling approach into an overall concept
are introduced in [6]. It is also planned to formulate routing methodologies to
optimise the signalling flows within 3GPP IP Multimedia Subsystems.
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9 Conclusions

This paper has presented a methodology for calculating flows on SIP connections
and has evaluated its performance. The model uses the bit error rate as the
parameter which impacts on the message loss. In today’s IP networks the bit
error rate is considered to be of minor importance. But networks for mobile
applications traditionally use a number of high bit error rate links, for example,
microwave links at the edge of the network and the air interface connections
to mobile equipment. These links possibly use link layer retransmission. This
paper provides methodologies to enable qualified decisions whether link layer
retransmission, due to high bit error rates, is required or not to operate the SIP
signalling protocol on such links. The model can be easily adapted to consider
the message loss due to overflowing queues in the network as well. The rationale
for this paper was to provide an overall planning methodology to enable QoS for
the signalling part in 3GPP IP Multimedia Subsystems.
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Abstract. The main contribution of this paper is a new online routing
algorithm, called Dynamic Online Routing Algorithm (DORA), for
dynamic setup of bandwidth guaranteed paths in MPLS networks. The
goal of DORA is to accept as many network path setup requests as
possible by carefully mapping paths with reserved bandwidth evenly
across the network. The key operation behind DORA is to avoid routing
over links that: 1) have high potential to be part of any other paths,
and 2) have less residual bandwidth available. We compare DORA
against other existing constraint-based routing algorithms based on
two performance metrics: path setup rejection ratio and percentage of
successful reroutes. Our result shows that DORA performs better than
the other algorithms in both metrics.

Keywords: MPLS, Constraint-based Routing, Traffic Engineering

1 Introduction

We present a new online routing algorithm, called Dynamic Online Routing
Algorithm (DORA), for construction of bandwidth guaranteed paths. DORA
aims to utilize existing network resources and minimize network congestions by
carefully mapping paths with specific bandwidth requirement evenly across the
network topology. The main objective of DORA is to allow more path setups
to be accepted into the network, and as a result, increased revenue for service
providers.
The problem of establishing bandwidth guaranteed paths, as path setup re-

quest arrives one-by-one with no advance about future requests, has been studied
elsewhere in [KL00,SWW01,FT00]. Our work is inspired by the Minimum In-
terference Routing Algorithm proposed in [KL00], but performs better in terms
of request rejection ratio and rerouting percentage upon link/node failures with
much less computation complexity. We will describe our algorithm in the con-
text of MPLS-enabled networks. In a Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
network, incoming packets are assigned a label at the ingress node. Each packet
follows a pre-computed path, which is identified by a set of labels, to reach its

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 936–946, 2002.
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destination node. Constraint-based Routing (CR) extends MPLS path compu-
tation by ensuring that the resulting path satisfies a set of constraints. In this
paper, we will consider path computation with bandwidth requirement as the
constraint.
The organization for the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 identifies

important design issues for routing algorithms in a MPLS network. In Section
3, we discuss some related works. Section 4 describes the details of DORA algo-
rithm. Section 5 evaluates and compares DORA against other existing routing
algorithms through network simulations. Section 6 summarizes the important
points in the paper and proposes future work.

2 Design Issues of Constraint-Based Routing Algorithms

In this section, we briefly describe some of the important properties of a useful
routing algorithm in the MPLS domain.

1. Routing Constraint: Constraints may include delay, jitter, loss ratio,
bandwidth, administrative constraints and so on. It has been proven
that finding the optimal route subjected to two or more additive and/or
multiplicative metrics is NP-complete [GJ79]. In addition, it is generally
difficult to obtain accurate values for certain metrics such as delay and
jitter. In the rest of this paper, we will focus on routing algorithms that
compute paths subjected to bandwidth requirement.

2. Online Routing: Offline constraint-based routing requires a demand
matrix as input. A demand matrix describes the expected amount of data to
be transmitted between a source-destination pair in the network at different
times. In contrast, online constraint-based routing does not require a priori
knowledge of the size and arrival time of each individual path setup request.
This paper focuses on online constraint-based routing, as it is the appropri-
ate approach to solving the dynamic path setup problem in MPLS networks.

3. Computational Requirement: Online routing algorithm compute paths
as setup requests arrive at the network. In the case where the ingress
node is operating in demand-driven mode, the path computation time
is added to the overall response time that the user perceives. Therefore
it is necessary for path computations to be as fast and as efficient as possible.

4. Re-routing Performance: Network topology changes are triggered by
events such as link or node failure. When a link fails, all affected paths
have to be re-routed to a different location in order to resume normal op-
erations. Since each path is associated with reserved bandwidth, re-routing
may fail due to insufficient residual resource. A good routing algorithm
should carefully map network paths across the topology so that when a link
fails, the chance of successfully rerouting affected paths is as high as possible.
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5. Link State Distribution: The current standard link state advertisements
(LSA) do not contain dynamic link information such as residual bandwidth
and residual capacity. There have been work to extend the Interior Gateway
Protocols (IGPs) to add dynamic link attributes to LSAs [KYK02,LS01].
We assume that the necessary bandwidth and topology related information
used by the routing algorithm is available when needed.

3 Related Works

The most popular and widely used routing algorithm in MPLS networks is the
shortest-path first algorithm (SPF) based on the number of hops. SPF selects the
path that contains the fewest hops between the source and the destination node.
One obvious problem with SPF is that it tends to route traffic onto the same
set of links until these links’ resource are exhausted. This leads to concentration
of traffic on certain parts of the network. In addition, SPF typically accepts less
path setups into the network than some other more advanced routing algorithms.
A more intelligent routing algorithm the Minimum Interference Routing Al-

gorithm (MIRA) proposed in [KL00]. The objective of MIRA is to accept as
many path setups into the network as possible by using the concept of critical
links. Critical links have the property that when their capacity is reduced by
1 bandwidth-unit, the maximum data flow between a given source-destination
node is also reduced by 1 bandwidth-unit. Therefore the goal of MIRA is accom-
plished by selecting paths that contain as few critical links as possible. However
MIRA suffers from two weaknesses. First, MIRA is computationally expensive,
because it needs to perform a lot of maximum data flow calculations, and each
max flow computation is O(N3) [SWW01], where N is the number of nodes
in the network. Compare to the runtime of SPF, which is O(NM) (M is the
number of links in the network), the runtime for MIRA is several magnitudes
higher. Second, in some situations, MIRA may continuously choose the same set
of links to route traffics on. To illustrate this point, consider the situation where
there exist two distinct routes with identical residual bandwidth connecting the
same source-destination pair (S, D). Initially all links in both route are classified
as critical links. When a request associated with (S, D) arrives, given sufficient,
one of the two routes will be chosen to serve this request. Afterwards, all the
links in the chosen route are no longer critical, but all links in the other route
remain critical links. This means subsequent requests will be routed on the same
route as the first request until resources along this route are exhausted.
Some other related work includes profile-based routing and variations of

OSPF routing heuristics proposed in [FT00] and [SWW01] respectively. These
two routing algorithms require a traffic profile or an estimated demand ma-
trix structure that approximates the bandwidth demands between each pair of
source-destination nodes at different times. They will not be used for perfor-
mance comparison purposes because they are not strictly online routing algo-
rithms. Instead, we will compare SPF, MIRA and DORA in the performance
evaluation section.
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4 Dynamic Online Routing Algorithm

We consider the problem of setting up bandwidth guaranteed paths in a MPLS
network. Each path setup request arrives one-by-one and we do not know the
arrival time or size of future requests. The size of a request refers to the band-
width requirement of the path to be setup. Each request demands a path with
reserved bandwidth to be setup between an ingress (source) node and an egress
(destination) node.
DORA is separated into two stages. Stage one is executed whenever a

topology change has occurred, and stage two is executed whenever a path setup
request arrives to the network. In the first stage, the key operation is to assign
path potential value (PPV ) to each link with respect to each source-destination
pair. PPV reflects how likely a particular link will be part of some potential
paths between some source-destination pairs in the network. A large PPV
link value implies that this link will likely be part of many potential paths
and thus routing over this link should be avoided whenever possible. A small
PPV link value means that there are less potential paths using this link and
therefore it is more desirable to use this link than others with larger PPV
value. Each source-destination (S, D) is associated with an array, PPV(S,D), of
size equal to the number of network links and each array element is initialized
to zero. The way that PPV(S,D) array elements are calculated is based on which
links are included in the disjointed set of paths for each source-destination
pairs and it is described in detail in the pseudo-code listing for DORA. The
main idea is to go through each source-destination pair (S, D), reduce one
from PPV(S,D)(L) if the link L appears in the disjointed path set for (S, D),
and add one to PPV(S,D)(L) each time L appears in any of the disjointed
path sets associated to any other source-destination pairs. In the second
stage, the PPV for each link is combined with the reciprocal of the current
residual bandwidth of this link to form the link weight. The content of the
link weight is controlled by a user parameter BWP (bandwidth proportion),
which takes on values between 0.0 and 1.0. For example, if BWP equals 0.7,
this implies that 70% of the link weight is contributed by the link’s resid-
ual bandwidth and 30% of the link weight is contributed by the associated PPV .

Stage 1:

1. For each ingress-egress pair (S, D), determine the set of all disjointed paths
DP(S,D). One possible way is to use Dijsktra’s algorithm to find a shortest
path (in terms of number hops) for (S, D), add this path to DP(S,D), and
then remove all links that are part of the resulting path, and repeat these
steps until D is no longer reachable from S.

2. For ingress-egress pair (S1, D1), construct the PPV (S1, D1) array, and
initialize all entries to zero. The size of the array is equal to the number of
network links.
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3. For each ingress-egress pair (S1, D1):

a) Go through each link in the network and if a link L is part of any paths
in DP(S1,D1), subtract 1 from PPV(S1,D1)(L).

b) For all the ingress-egress pair other than (S1, D1), inspect each link
L and determine the number of times, X, that L appears in DP(S,D)
where (S, D) not equal to (S1, D1). Increment PPV(S,D)(L) by X.

4. Repeat step 3 - 4 for all the other ingress-egress pairs.

5. For each ingress-egress pair (S, D), normalize all entries in PPV(S,D), with
the smallest PPV element over all ingress-egress pairs equal to 0 and
the largest PPV element over all ingress-egress pairs equal to 100. Let
NPPV(S,D)(L) to be equal to the normalized value of PPV(S,D)(L).

Stage 2:

1. Suppose a request arrives for path setup between (S1, D1) with Y amount of
bandwidth. Remove links with residual bandwidth less than the requested
bandwidth Y .

2. For each network link L, determine its residual bandwidth RB(L), take
the reciprocal of RB(L) and normalize RB(L) − 1 to the range 0 to
100, with the smallest RB(L) − 1 equal to 0 and the largest RB(L) − 1
equal to 100. Let NRB(L) to be equal to the normalized value of RB(L)−1.

3. For the ingress-egress pair (S1, D1), construct a link weight table
LWT(S1,D1), and using the following equation to obtain LWT(S1,D1)(L):

LWT(S1,D1)(L) = NPPV(S,D)(L)× (1− BWP ) +NRB(L)× BWP (1)

4. Run Dijsktra’s algorithm to compute a link weight-optimized path between
(S1, D1).

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will first describe the set of experiments used to evaluate the
performance of DORA, and then we will comment on the results of the experi-
ments. All experiment scenarios are simulated using ns-2 [BEF+00]. We compare
the performance of DORA with different BWP parameter values (0.1, 0.5, and
0.9) against that of SPF and MIRA. Two main performance metrics of inter-
est are the path setup rejection ratio and the percentage of paths successfully
rerouted upon topology change. The network topology used in the experiments
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Fig. 1. Network topology used in the experiments. The thicker lines represent links
with 48MBytes of reservable bandwidth while the thinner lines represent links with
12MBytes of reservable bandwidth.

represents a small ISP’s backbone network and is shown in Figure 1. The fig-
ure also shows the location of 4 different source-destination pairs, identified by
(S0, D0), (S1, D1), (S2, D2) and (S3, D3).

Three different experiment scenarios are considered. The first two experi-
ments focus on the path rejection ratio, which indicates the percentage of path
setups that are rejected due to insufficient resources. The last experiment studies
the routing algorithm behaviors upon link failures. The size of each path setup
request or the bandwidth requirement of the path is uniformly distributed among
10KB, 20KB, 30KB and 40KB. In experiment 1, a total of 2000 static path setup
requests are sent to the network. Static paths resemble long-lived MPLS tun-
nels and once they are established, they will stay in the network forever. In
experiment 2, we first load up the network with 200 static paths, and then we
send 1800 dynamic path setup requests to the network. Dynamic paths represent
short-lived MPLS tunnels. The arrival time of dynamic path setup requests at
the network is based on a Poisson distribution with mean λ=40 requests per
time-unit and each dynamic path has a holding time based on an Exponential
distribution with mean µ=10 time-unit. The setup of experiment 3 is the same
as that of experiment 1 with an additional setting - a randomly chosen link is
taken down just before network resources are saturated. The number of paths
requiring reroute and the percentage of successful reroutes are recorded after a
link is taken down.
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Fig. 2. Static Path Setup (Experiment 1): Percentage of Rejected Requests between
Request #850 and #2000.

Figure 2 shows the partial result for experiment 1, which involves only static
path setup requests. According to the figure, DORA 0.9 (DORA with BWP =
0.9) rejects the fewest number of requests, followed by DORA 0.5, DORA 0.1,
MIRA and finally SPF. The result before setup request #850 is similar - that
is the relative positions of the curves are the same during the course of the
simulation. Since static paths remain in the network forever, after all network
resources are exhausted, any incoming path request will be rejected. This can be
observed by the fact that all curves in the figure approaches 100% as the number
of request arrival increases.

Fig. 3. Static-Dynamic Path Setup (Experiment 2): Percentage of Rejected Requests.

The result for experiment 2, which involves both static and dynamic path
setup requests, is shown in Figure 3. In the figure, all curves grow irregularly
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until around request #1800, at which all curves enter steady state and stay rel-
atively flat. Similar to the previous experiment, DORA 0.9 rejects the least per-
centage of requests, followed by DORA 0.5, DORA 0.1, MIRA and lastly SPF.
During steady state, DORA 0.9 rejects about 26% less requests than MIRA,
and DORA 0.1 shows 12% improvement on number of rejected requests over
MIRA. The improvement over SPF is even more significant as DORA 0.9 and
DORA 0.1 rejects around 37% and 27% less requests than SPF, respectively.

Experiment 3 is equivalent to experiment 1 except that at different points in
time, a randomly chosen link is taken down and the number of paths requiring
reroute and the percentage of successful reroutes are recorded. In experiment
1, the condition where all incoming requests are rejected due to insufficient
resources occurs when just above 30% of the total network capacity has been
occupied. We defined point A, B, and C to be the case where 20%, 25%, 30% of
the total network capacity has been saturated. There are a total of 26 network
links which yields a total of 390 experiment trials (e.g. 26× 3× 5). At each link
failure point (A, B, and C), we compute the average number of paths requiring
reroute, the standard deviations on the number of paths requiring reroute, and
the percentage of successful reroutes. The results are shown in Figure 4, Figure
5, and Figure 6.
Figure 4 shows the average number of paths requiring reroute increases, as

the network resource is closer to exhaustion. The least number of paths are
required to be rerouted upon a link failure by using DORA 0.5, followed by
DORA 0.1, DORA 0.9, MIRA and finally SPF. The standard deviation value
for the number of paths requiring reroute is a direct indication of the algorithm’s
ability to spread path setups evenly across the network.

Fig. 4. Average Number of Paths Requiring Reroute at Different Failure Points.

Figure 5 shows that DORA 0.5 has the lowest standard deviation value,
meaning that it is the most capable of spreading path setups across the network.
In addition, both DORA 0.1 and DORA 0.9 have lower standard deviation value
than either MIRA and SPF at all link failure points.
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Fig. 5. Standard Deviation of Number of Paths Requiring Reroute at Different Failure
Points.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of successful reroutes upon link failure. Accord-
ing to the figure, the curve for all algorithms declines, as the amount of network
resource is closer to saturation. DORA 0.5 again performs the best among all al-
gorithms with the highest successful reroutes percentage, followed by DORA 0.9,
DORA 0.1, MIRA and lastly SPF. DORA 0.5 is able to obtain about 2%, 7.9%,
and 6.5% more successful reroutes than MIRA at link failure points A, B, and
C respectively. The improvement over SPF is more significant, as DORA 0.5 is
able to obtain 18.28%, 25.53%, and 37.4% more successful reroutes at link fail-
ure points A, B, and C respectively. The results for experiment 4 suggest that
a good mix of path potential value and residual bandwidth utilization yield the
best performance in situations where link failure is commonplace.

Fig. 6. Percentage of Successful Reroutes at Different Failure Points.
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Next we will examine and compare the computation complexity of the routing
algorithms used in the experiment. Consider a network consisting of N nodes
and M links. Let D be the largest degree of any node and P be the number
of source-destination pairs. Table 1 shows the computation complexity between
the shortest-path algorithm (SPF), the minimum interference routing algorithm
(MIRA), and our algorithm (DORA). SPF is least expensive in terms of run-
time complexity, but it offers a much worse performance than other algorithms
as shown in the previous experiments. The second stage of DORA is equally in-
expensive as SPF and is executed during each request arrival. The first stage of
DORA is performed only upon network topology change. In the absolute worst
case scenario where D = O(M) and P = O(N2), the runtime for stage one of
DORA is several magnitudes higher than that of SPF, but still lower than that
of MIRA.

Table 1. A comparison of computation complexity between different routing algo-
rithms.

Algorithm Computation Complexity
SPF O(MN)
MIRA O(N5) + O(M2)
DORA Stage 1 O(N3M2)
DORA Stage 2 O(MN)

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced Dynamic Online Routing Algorithm (DORA)
for computing bandwidth guaranteed paths in MPLS networks. It combines the
path potential value and current residual bandwidth to construct the link weight
table with respect to each source-destination pair. A weight-optimized path
based on the associated link weight table is then computed and returned by
DORA. In the performance evaluation section, we have shown that DORA re-
jects fewer path setup requests than both SPF and MIRA. Furthermore, DORA
attains a higher successful reroutes percentage upon link failures than both SPF
and MIRA. In addition, the runtime complexity of DORA is less than that of
MIRA, and it has an equivalent computation complexity to SPF when topology
change is infrequent. When topology change does occur, it will trigger the exe-
cution of stage 1 in DORA. The cost of stage 1 operation could be reduced by
using a better scheme for computing the set of disjointed paths with respect to
each source-destination pair. Additionally, instead of recalculating the set of dis-
jointed paths every time a topology change occurs, recompute only the affected
disjointed paths.
One possible extension to DORA is to use past knowledge to estimate the

future demand size for each source-destination pair. For instance, instead of in-
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crementing and decrementing the PPV of a link by one, we may modify the
PPV by a value higher than one to reflect a larger expected demand size for a
given source-destination pair. Such knowledge could be inferred from constant
network monitoring and measurements, or derived from the service level agree-
ment between the customer and the service provider.
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Abstract. Optimal control is a possible approach to Internet traffic
engineering, which aims to achieve QoS guarantees and efficiency in net-
work resources use. The goal can be better achieved by using the Multi-
Protocol Label Switching technique (MPLS), which provides increased
scalability, manageability and enhanced QoS functions in IP-based net-
works. In this context, this paper proposes a method to find the optimal
capacity provisioning for a Label Switched Path (LSP) of a MPLS net-
work. The optimal capacity allocation for a given time interval is com-
puted with respect to a quadratic cost function including a switching
cost and a management cost for the whole network. The unique optimal
solution is analytically computed assuming the knowledge of the offe-
red traffic for the whole control interval. Furthermore, a sub-optimal on
line solution is proposed which only requires the knowledge of a narrow
sliding window of the offered traffic. Optimal and sub-optimal solutions
are compared with respect to a simulated case study, enlightening the
simplicity and, at the same time, the effectiveness of the second one.

1 Introduction

The growth of Internet has made evident the need for Traffic Engineering (TE)
which became an essential tool for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to optimize
the network resources utilization in order to achieve QoS guarantees. Today,
QoS-based services are offered in terms of contract agreements between the ISP
and its customers.

Several architectures for supporting QoS have been developed[1,2]. A strategy
proposed in IETF[3] is to consider two different types of services: Corporate-
service and Customer-service.

Corporate-service is based on a contract, the Service Level Agreement (SLA),
between the customer and the ISP, which is valid for a reasonable period of time
and for a large amount of bandwidth. This type of agreement can be consi-
dered ”quasi permanent SLA” and it is particularly appropriate for companies
who frequently require QoS guarantees and connections among distant network

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 947–958, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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nodes (e.g. branch offices). The contract could also consider ”quasi on-demand”
requests, i.e., bandwidth requests which can be satisfied within a determinate
period of time and not immediately ”on-demand”.

On the other hand, customer-service is not based on quasi permanent SLAs
but supports the setup of dynamic QoS sessions.

From the above considerations, it turns out that TE can be exercised on two
time-scales depending on the service nature:

Long-term: the traffic requests are predicted on a wide interval (days-weeks-
months) by the existing long-term SLA contract;

Short-term: decisions are based on the observed state of the operational network
on a short interval (minutes-hours).

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) can be used to perform TE [4]. It
has been shown that MPLS provides increased scalability, manageability and
QoS functions to IP-based networks[5].

MPLS is the convergence of connection-oriented forwarding techniques and
the Internet’s routing protocols[6,7]. MPLS directs the flow of IP packets along a
predetermined path inside the network, called Label Switched Path (LSP). The
main concept of MPLS is to pad a label on each packet. Packets are assigned
a short fixed length label that summarize the destination, the precedence, QoS
information and route.

The LSP setup problem has been approached in order to reduce the number
of LSPs in the network and to get an optimal resources utilization[8,9]. Another
important issue is the MPLS network dimensioning: the objective is to accom-
modate all expected demands without overloading any part of the network.

In this paper we consider two routers connected by a direct LSP and we
formulate the LSP capacity dimensioning problem as an optimization problem.
We will assume that, at each time, the bandwidth request between the two
considered routers is completely satisfied, partly by the LSP direct connection
and partly by an alternative IP connection (this latter if the LSP capacity is
not enough to satisfy the request). First we assume to know the bandwidth
requests between the two routers over the whole control time interval [0, T].
This is a quite unlikely assumption because it is not possible to exactly predict
the traffic profile that will be offered to the network, due to the nature of IP
traffic. However, we observe some properties of the optimal solution that allow us
to reduce the need for the bandwidth request knowledge just to a sliding window
over [0, T], centered on the current time. In this case we obtain a sub-optimal,
almost ”on line”, solution.

In the context of long-term TE and in particular of corporate-service agre-
ements which consider ”quasi on-demand” bandwidth requests, the knowledge
of a narrow sliding window over [0,T] is a much more likely assumption because
an ahead booking can be considered. Moreover, the proposed solution is com-
pletely independent of any stochastic assumption on the Internet traffic demand
behaviour.

In the next Section, we formulate the optimal LSP capacity provisioning pro-
blem with the assumption of knowing the offered traffic over the whole control
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interval. Then the solution is found with respect to a quadratic cost function
and subjected to a physical lower bound constraint. In Section 3, an on line
sub-optimal solution of the same problem is proposed, obtained by reducing the
hypothesis on the bandwidth requests knowledge. In the same Section, an ana-
lysis has been performed about the approximation offered by the sub-optimal
solution with respect to the optimal one. In Section 4, some concluding remarks
are given with respect to a simulated case study; the results confirmed the high
approximation level of the sub-optimal solution, together with relevant advan-
tages related to the reduction in the required information.

2 Optimal Solution for the Capacity Provisioning
Problem

Let us denote by [0, T] the fixed control time interval over which we assume to
know the bandwidth requests between two fixed routers. We consider an uniform
discretization of [0, T] and denote by k = 1, ..., N , the discrete time variable.
Furthermore, let b(k) and x(k) respectively denote the bandwidth request and
the LSP capacity at time k. We assume that b (k) ∈ [0, A], k = 1, ..., N , where
A denotes the bandwidth availability on the LSP. We can consider the LSP
capacity like a simple linear discrete time dynamical system:

x(k) = x(k − 1) +∆(k), k = 1, 2, ..., N (1)

where the initial state x(0) = x0 is assumed known and positive and the control
variable ∆(k) represents the capacity variation of the LSP at time k.

The LSP capacity is constrained by the following inequalities:

x(k) ≥ 0, k = 1, 2, ..., N (2)

which has an obvious physical meaning.
For the above LSP capacity provisioning problem, we have defined a cost

function in order to take into account the most relevant cost terms and, in the
meantime, to get a handling mathematical formulation. In particular we consider
the following cost terms:

• LSP cost: it takes into account the cost due to the reserved capacity used to
forward packets in MPLS mode. This cost, at time k, is assumed proportional
to the LSP capacity:

Jl(k) = cl · x(k) (3)

where cl > 0 is the unitary cost for LSP capacity allocation.
• Excess cost: it takes mainly into account a cost due to packets switching
performed in IP mode and their routing on an alternative path that occurs
when the LSP capacity is less than the bandwidth request (x(k) < b(k)). Fol-
lowing the criteria that forwarding packets in MPLS mode is less expensive
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than IP mode, we assume the unitary cost coefficient ce for the bandwidth
request not allocated on the LSP, greater than cl. To emphasize the advan-
tage of MPLS techniques and to promote their utilization, we consider the
above mentioned cost depending quadratically on the difference between the
LSP capacity and the bandwidth request. On the other hand, it may happen
that, at a generic time k, the LSP capacity is greater than the bandwidth
request(x(k) > b(k)). In this case a certain amount of bandwidth is reserved
without utilization: we have assumed to penalize this event with a cost de-
pending quadratically on the amount of waste bandwidth. For simplicity we
consider the coefficient per unit of waste bandwidth equal again to ce. From
the above consideration, at time k, we have the following excess cost term:

Je(k) = ce · [b(k)− x(k)]2 (4)

where, as already said, ce > cl.
• Dimensioning variation cost: it takes into account the LSP dimensioning
variation cost. Each change of LSP capacity is charged in order to avoid
too much wide LSP capacity re-dimensioning, which in turns affects the
dimensioning of the other LSPs in the MPLS network. The same term can
also take into account the so called signalling cost which occurs at each LSP
capacity variation. The dimensioning variation cost at time k is assumed to
depend quadratically on the size variation of LSP capacity:

Jv(k) = cv · ∆2(k) (5)

where cv > 0 is the unitary dimensioning variation cost of the LSP.

It follows that the total cost function in the control interval is:

Jt =
N∑

k=1

clx(k) +
N∑

k=1

ce[b(k)− x(k)]2 +
N∑

k=1

cv∆2(k) . (6)

From (1), the cost function (6) can be rewritten as follows:

Jt = ce

N∑
k=1

b2(k) + cl

N∑
k=1

x(k)− 2ce

N∑
k=1

b(k)x(k) + (cv + ce)x2(N) +

+ cvx20 + (2cv + ce)
N−1∑
k=1

x2(k)− 2cv

N−1∑
k=1

x(k + 1)x(k)− 2cvx0x(1) .

Our aim is to minimize the total cost Jt with respect to the variable x(k),
k = 1, .., N , in the presence of constraints (2). Let us note that the terms ce ·∑N

k=1 b2(k) and cv · x20 do not depend on x(k), k = 1, .., N , therefore we do not
consider them in the cost minimization. We can, at this point, formulate the
following quadratic programming problem.
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Problem 1. Find a global minimum for the cost function:

J (x) = xT · HN · x+ fT · x (7)

in the admissible set:

D =
{
x ∈ R

N : x ≥ 0
}

(8)

where x and f are the following N -vectors:

x =




x(1)
...

x(N)


 , f =




cl − 2ce · b(1)− 2cv · x0
cl − 2ce · b(2)

...
cl − 2ce · b(N)


 (9)

and HN is the following N × N matrix:

HN =




2cv + ce −cv 0 . 0 0
−cv 2cv + ce −cv . 0 0
0 −cv . . . .
. . . . −cv 0
0 0 . −cv 2cv + ce −cv

0 0 . 0 −cv cv + ce




. (10)

The matrix HN is definite positive, as can be easily proved by exploiting
some results in [10], so that J is strictly convex in R

N .
The solution of Problem 1 is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Assuming ce > cl, b(k) ≥ 1
2 , k = 1, ..., N , the unique solution of

Problem 1 is:

xo = −1
2
H−1

N · f (11)

Proof. Taking the strict convexity of J into account, the unique global mi-
nimum of J in R

N is the solution of the equation:

(
dJ

dx

)T

xo

= 2HN · xo + f = 0

that is (11). In order to prove that (11) is also the unique solution of Problem 1,
we will verify that xo ∈ D, that is xo (k) ≥ 0, k = 1, .., N . The generic component
of xo is:

xo (k) = −1
2

N∑
j=1

(
H−1

N

)
kj

· f (j) k = 1, 2, ..., N . (12)
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By suitably handling a result given in [10] about the analytical expression of
H−1

N , we have:

(
H−1

N

)
ij
=

c
|i−j|
v

det {HN} det
{
HN−max{i, j}

}
det

{
Kmin{i, j}−1

}
(13)

where Hi, i = 1, ..., N , is an i × i matrix defined according to (10) and Ki is the
following i × i matrix:

Ki =




2cv + ce −cv 0 . 0
−cv 2cv + ce . . .
0 . . −cv 0
. . −cv 2cv + ce −cv

0 . 0 −cv 2cv + ce


 , i = 1, 2, ..., N .

Noting that Hi and Ki, i = 1, ..., N , are definite positive matrices, as can be
proved by exploiting again results in [10], the positivity of

(
H−1

N

)
kj
follows from

(13) for k, j = 1, ..., N . The positivity of xo (k), k = 1, ..., N , is then implied by
the positivity of −f (j), j = 1, ..., N . This, in turn, is an obvious consequence of
the assumptions and of the positivity of x0. �

Remark 3. It is worth noting that the optimal solution xo (k), for each k, depends
on all the samples b (j), j = 1, ..., N , as it clearly results from (12).

3 Sub-optimal on Line Solution

Although the hypothesis of complete knowledge of Internet traffic demand on
the control discrete time interval [0, N ] is partially supported by long-term TE
framework, our aim, in this Section, is to reduce this hypothesis. Indeed, we
will show that, for the particular structure of the inverse matrix H−1

N , we can
motivate a sub-optimal solution assuming to know just a narrow sliding window
on the bandwidth profile, centered at the current time, much smaller than the
total time interval [0, N ] considered before. As a consequence, the structure
which characterizes the sub-optimal solution can be implemented ”on line”,
while the optimal one is clearly ”off line”.

In order to analyze the behaviour of the suboptimal solution we are going to
introduce, let us define the following parameter:

αh = max
i,j: |i−j|=h

{(
H−1

N

)
ij

}
h = 1, 2, ..., (N − 1) . (14)

The behaviour of the above parameter αh has been numerically investigated
for different values of cv, ce, cl and N . The analysis has pointed out a monotone
decreasing behaviour of αh, as shown for instance in Fig.s 1, 2, 3.

Let us now give the definition of the sub-optimal solution for the Problem 1.
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Definition 4. For a fixed integer N > 1, let be M ≤ 2N − 3 a positive odd
integer. We define the following sub-optimal solution:

xso = −1
2
PNM · f (15)

where PNM is the M -diagonal matrix of dimension N × N with entries:

(PNM )ij =
{(

H−1
N

)
ij

for |i − j| = 0, 1, ..., M−1
2

0 for |i − j| = M+1
2 , ..., (N − 1)

(16)

Remark 5. From (16) it is obvious that the generic component xso (k), k=1,...,N,
depends on a sliding window of no more than M components f (j) of f . This
means that the suboptimal solution, at each time k, requires the knowledge
of bandwidth requests on a sub-interval containing no more than M−1

2 future
samples b (j).

In order to verify that xso is a good approximation of xo, we introduce an
upper bound on the error, which depends on M and is sufficiently small when
M is suitably chosen. In fact, considering the norm ‖·‖∞ and recalling that
b (k) ≤ A, k = 1, ..., N , from (9) it results:

‖f‖∞ = max
k=1,...,N

{|f (k)|} ≤ cl + 2ceA+ 2cvx0 = 2C .

Therefore

‖xo − xso‖∞ = max
k=1,..,N

{|xo (k)− xso (k)|} = 1
2

∥∥(
H−1

N − PNM

)
f
∥∥

∞ ≤

≤ 1
2

∥∥(
H−1

N − PNM

)∥∥
∞ · ‖f‖∞ ≤

≤ C max
i,j=1,...,N

{∣∣∣(H−1
N

)
ij

− (PNM )ij
∣∣∣} .

From (13) and the definite positivity of Hi, Ki, we have
(
H−1

N

)
ij

> 0, i, j =
1, ..., N . Then, from (16), taking the definition (14) of αh into account together
with its monotonic property, it results:

max
i,j=1,...N

{∣∣∣(H−1
N

)
ij

− (PNM )ij
∣∣∣} = max

i,j: |i−j|=M+1
2 ,...,(N−1)

{(
H−1

N

)
ij

}
=

= max
h=M+1

2 ,...,(N−1)
αh = αM+1

2
.

Therefore we have:

‖xo − xso‖∞ ≤ CαM+1
2

. (17)

In order to analyze the approximation level given by (17), it is useful to
observe that if we set:

M + 1
2

= h (18)
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when M is an odd integer running from 1 to (2N − 3), h assumes the values 1,
2,...,(N − 1). Therefore we can rewrite (17) as follows:

‖xo − xso‖∞ ≤ Cαh .

and analyze the approximation level by exploiting the behaviour of αh.
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Remark 6. As it appears from Fig.s 1, 2, 3, αh approaches quickly zero, for each
fixed N , when h reaches a few unit value. Therefore, also when N increases, the
approximation error can be kept low by assuming a suitable bounded value for
h. For instance, in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 we have αh < 10−2 when h � 7 (which
amounts to the knowledge of only six future samples of b (j)) and this virtually
for every N greater than about ten. From Fig. 3, we observe that αh < 3 · 10−3,
for every N , also if h is only equal to one (this means that xso (k), k = 1, ..., N ,
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depends only on the current request b (k) and no knowledge of the future is
required). The same conclusion is also evidenced by Fig. 4 where the behaviour
of the parameter M , numerically obtained by (14) taking (18) into account, is
also given in a 3-dimensional representation for different values of αh and N ,
assuming for instance cv = 50, ce = 3, cl = 1. For αh and N fixed, Fig. 4
allows to deduce the corresponding value for the parameter M . It appears that
M quickly reaches a steady state value when N increases, for each fixed αh.

4 An Application to Simulated Data

In order to test the application of the optimal and sub-optimal LSP capacity
allocation procedures, we have considered a case study obtained by simulating
a sequence of bandwidth requests.

To generate this bandwidth profile, we consider each request arrival time and
each request death time as an event. Besides, we assume that two events occur at
the same time with probability zero. In particular we simulate three stochastic
processes:

- the first one generates the requests arrival times and it is simulated as a
Poisson process with parameter λ = 1

2 ;
- the second concerns the time duration of each request, and is characterized
by an exponential distribution with parameter µ = 1

5 ;
- the last one is related to the amount of bandwidth of each request, and
follows a uniform distribution on the integers of the interval [1, 10].

On the generated bandwidth profile we select a time window containing N =
40 samples. As initial state we consider x0 = 11.3 corresponding to the average
value of the bandwidth requests. Using the above data, we compute the optimal
and the sub-optimal solutions considering, for the parameters cv, ce, cl, the same
values as in Fig.s 1, 2, 3. We have considered a sub-optimal solution based, for
instance, on the knowledge of only 8 future samples, which means M = 17. Note
that, for the choice cv = 50, ce = 3, cl = 1 and assuming A = 35, Fig. 4 allows to
guarantee an ”a priori” approximation error with respect to the optimal solution
not greater than 6.5.

In Fig.s 5, 6, 7 computed optimal and sub-optimal solutions together with
the simulated bandwidth profile are shown. In particular, from Fig. 5 we easily
verify the above expected approximation level.

Concerning the effects of the cost parameters on the optimal solution, we
have the following remarks:

- noting that the optimal solution is defined modulo a positive factor in the
cost function, we have normalized the cost coefficients assuming always cl =
1;

- the parameter cv, which weights the variation size cost, affects the behaviour
of the optimal solution considerably; in particular the higher is the value of
cv, the smoother the solution becomes;
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- the parameter ce influences the fitting capability of the optimal solution
with respect to the requested bandwidth reference. Note also that the same
parameter influences the fitting capability of the sub-optimal solution with
respect to the optimal one: this is due to the fact that, as ce

cv
increases, the

matrix HN approaches the identity matrix and consequently xso tends to
coincide with xo.

A comparison between the optimal and the sub-optimal solution can be car-
ried out both with reference to the instantaneous approximation error and to
the related costs. For the first point, we observe that the maximum deviation
between xo and xso is of about 3, 0.2, 0 respectively in the three considered ca-
ses. It is worth noting that virtually the same numerical results can be foreseen
by exploiting the upper bound given by (17).

Concerning the related costs, considering for instance the first choice of pa-
rameters (cv = 50, ce = 3, cl = 1), we obtain J(xo) = 6672, while for the
sub-optimal solution (with M = 17), we have J(xso) = 7141, with an increase
of about 6.56%. It appears that the cost increase is very low, when compared
with the advantage (in the better case) of discarding 31 future samples b(j).
Finally note that, if we want to furthermore reduce the cost increase, we can
increase M ; assuming for instance M = 21 (10 future samples), the value of J
for the corresponding sub-optimal solution, becomes 6827, which amounts to an
increase of only 2.27%.
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Fig. 5. Optimal and Sub-optimal solution (cv=50, ce=3, cl=1, M=17)
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Fig. 6. Optimal and Sub-optimal solution (cv=10, ce=3, cl=1, M=17)
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Fig. 7. Optimal and Sub-optimal solution (cv=3, ce=30, cl=1, M=17)

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper provides a formal description of the optimal capacity provisioning
problem for a label switched path in a MPLS network. In particular, by a sui-
table choice of the cost function, the above problem was reduced to a quadratic
programming problem, whose closed form solution have been easily obtained.

This optimal solution requests the knowledge of all the future traffic in the
control time interval. Being aware that future traffic knowledge is a quite unlikely
assumption, by exploiting some properties of the optimal solution, we propose a
sub-optimal one which offers the advantage of requiring the knowledge of future
traffic only on a small sliding window over the control time interval and, at the
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same time, it offers a very good approximation level with respect to the optimal
solution together with a very small increase of the cost.
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Abstract. On-line algorithms are essential for service providers to
quickly set up bandwidth-guaranteed paths in their backbone or trans-
port networks. A minimum-interference routing algorithm uses the infor-
mation regarding the ingress–egress node pairs for selecting a path in the
case of on-line connection requests. According to the notion of minimum
interference, the path selected should have a minimum interference with
paths considered to be critical for satisfying future requests. Here we in-
troduce a new class of minimum-interference routing algorithms, called
“simple minimum-interference routing algorithms” (SMIRA), that em-
ploy an efficient procedure. These algorithms use static network informa-
tion comprising the topology and the information about ingress–egress
node pairs, as well as the link residual bandwidth. Two typical algorithms
belonging to this class are introduced, and their performance is evaluated
by means of simulation. The numerical results obtained illustrate their
efficiency, expressed in terms of throughput, and fairness.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with the issue of dynamic bandwidth provisioning in a net-
work. This problem arises in several instances, such as in the context of dynamic
label-switched path (LSP) setup in multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) [1]
networks and in the context of routing virtual circuit requests over an ATM
backbone network [2]. In particular, this paper considers the issue of establish-
ing bandwidth-guaranteed connections in a network, in which connection-setup
requests arrive one by one and future demands are unknown. This is referred to
as an on-line algorithm, in contrast to an off-line algorithm that assumes a pri-
ori knowledge of the entire request sequence, including future requests. On-line
algorithms are essential owing to the need of service providers to quickly set up
bandwidth-guaranteed paths in their backbone or transport networks.

The primary routing problem consists of determining a path through the
backbone network that a connection should follow. Clearly, the available band-
width of all links on the path should be greater or equal to the requested band-
width. If there is insufficient capacity, some of the connections cannot be es-
tablished, and therefore are rejected. A significant body of work exists for the
on-line path selection problem. Several path selection algorithms proposed in
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the literature aim at limiting the resource consumption so that network utiliza-
tion is increased. The most important of these algorithms can be found in [3,
4]. The basic algorithms considered here along with a short description of their
functionality are listed below. Shortest-path routing (SP) algorithms select a
path with the least amount of aggregated cost. Minimum-hop routing algo-
rithms select a path with the least number of links as that path uses the smallest
amount of resources. When all links have the same cost, it is a special case of
an SP algorithm. Widest-shortest-path routing (WSP) algorithms select a
shortest path with the largest available (residual) bandwidth. Shortest-widest-
path routing (SWP) algorithms select a widest path with the least amount of
aggregated cost. A widest path is a path with maximum bottleneck bandwidth
or, equivalently, a path with the largest In addition to these algorithms, a more
sophisticated algorithm, called minimum interference routing algorithm
(MIRA), that uses the information regarding the ingress–egress pairs was re-
cently developed [5]. Despite the fact that this algorithm uses this information
pertaining to the past, present, and future requests, it is considered to be an on-
line algorithm because the future connection requests are unknown. However,
the effect of future requests is indirectly incorporated through the notion of the
minimum-interference routing.

The second problem related to the primary routing is that of admission con-
trol. Routing algorithms can be categorized into two classes according to the
control of admitting connections [6]. Greedy algorithms always establish a con-
nection as long as sufficient capacity is available. Trunk-reservation algorithms
reject a connection if assigning any of the existing paths could result in inefficient
use of the remaining capacity regarding future connection requests [7].

Section 2 reviews the concept of minimum-interference routing and briefly de-
scribes the MIRA algorithm, the first such algorithm presented in [5]. The main
contributions of this paper are presented in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3, we
present a new class of minimum-interference routing algorithms, called “simple
minimum-interference routing algorithms” (SMIRA). This class of algorithms
is not based on the principle of calculating maximum flows, but rather uses a
more efficient (in terms of computational complexity) approach, hence the term
“simple”. In Section 4, we examine the efficiency of the algorithms proposed by
means of simulation, and compare them with the SP, SWP, WSP, and MIRA
algorithms. The efficiency assessment is based on performance metrics includ-
ing the throughput, expressed as the total bandwidth of the routed (accepted)
connections, the blocking-free range, and the fairness achieved among different
ingress–egress node pairs. In particular, we demonstrate that the effectiveness of
a given algorithm strongly depends on the performance criterion chosen. Finally,
we draw conclusions in Section 5.

2 Minimum-Interference Routing

In this section, the notion of minimum-interference routing and the first MIRA
algorithm are reviewed. Although for on-line algorithms future connection re-
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quests are unknown, the effect of future requests can be indirectly incorporated
through the notion of minimum-interference routing. A new connection should
follow a path that does not “interfere too much” with a path that may be critical
to satisfy a future request. Note that this notion can only be used in conjunc-
tion with knowledge of all ingress–egress pairs. An explicit path between a given
ingress–egress pair can in principle be calculated according to a defined inter-
ference criterion. For example, the criterion could be the maximization of the
smallest maxflow value of all remaining ingress–egress pairs, the maximization of
the weighted sum of the remaining maxflows (referred to as WSUM-MAX) [5],
or the maximization of the maximum throughput of the corresponding multi-
commodity flow problem [7]. These problems are quite complex, therefore alter-
native, simplified approaches are highly desirable. One possibility is to turn the
original problem into an equivalent shortest-path routing problem with appro-
priately selected link-cost metrics. In [5], this transformation is done as follows.
The amount of interference on a particular ingress–egress pair, say (s, d), due
to the routing of a connection between some other ingress–egress pair is defined
as the decrease of the maximum flow value between (s, d). Then, the notion of
critical links is introduced. These are links with the property that whenever a
connection is routed over them, the maxflow values of one or more ingress–egress
pairs decrease. For this definition, it turns out that the set of critical links corre-
sponding to the (s, d) pair coincides with the links of all minimum cuts for this
pair. Links are subsequently assigned weights that are an increasing function of
their “criticality”: the weight of a link is chosen to be the rate of change in the
optimum solution of the original WSUM-MAX problem with respect to chang-
ing the residual capacity of the link. This choice results in critical links being
assigned the highest weights. Finally, the actual explicit path is calculated using
an SP algorithm.

3 Simple Minimum-Interference Routing Algorithms

In this section, we introduce the class of the simple minimum-interference routing
algorithms (SMIRA). The term “simple” reflects the fact that they do not define
the critical links according to maximum-flow calculations, as done by MIRA,
but rather employ a simpler approach, which, as will be seen below, has a lower
computational complexity than the MIRA maximum-flow approach.

To devise an alternative notion for the critical links we resort to the funda-
mental objective of minimum-interference routing, namely that a new connection
must follow a path that interferes as little as possible with a path that may be
critical to satisfy a future request. This requires that paths associated with future
requests be taken into account and also that links associated with such critical
paths be identified and weighted accordingly. One possible way to achieve this is
the following. Let P be the set of ingress–egress node pairs, and suppose that the
connection request is between nodes a and b. For every of the remaining ingress–
egress pairs (s, d) we identify a set of critical paths, and each link of such a path
is weighted accordingly. When this process has been completed, links having
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minimum weight are associated with paths that do not interfere with future re-
quests. Routing the current connection request on a shortest path with respect
to these weights results in a residual network in which the interference of the
remaining ingress–egress pairs is kept to a minimum.

3.1 Critical Paths

There are several ways to identify a set of critical paths corresponding to the
ingress–egress pair (s, d). Here we introduce a procedure for obtaining the set
of critical paths called K-widest-shortest-path under bottleneck elimination. This
procedure identifies a set of critical paths by making use of a WSP algorithm. The
paths are enumerated in descending order of their significance. The algorithm
starts with selecting the widest-shortest path between pair (s, d). Let L

(1)
sd denote

the set of links constituting this widest-shortest path, and let btl
(1)
sd be the corre-

sponding (bottleneck) bandwidth of this path. Let also Btl
(1)
sd denote the subset

of link(s) of this path whose residual bandwidth is equal to the bottleneck value
btl

(1)
sd . The next (second) member is found by computing the shortest-widest

path when the links of the set Btl
(1)
sd are removed from the network. This proce-

dure is repeated until either K paths are found or no more paths are available,
whichever occurs first. It is realized by using the Dijkstra algorithm [8] in each
iteration, therefore its complexity is of order O(K(n log n+m)), n and m being
the number of nodes and links, respectively.

An alternative procedure can be derived by using an SWP algorithm – or
any other path-computation method – to enumerate the critical paths. This pro-
cedure, called K-shortest-widest-path under bottleneck elimination, is realized by
using the Dijkstra algorithm twice in each iteration [3], therefore its complexity
is also of order O(K(n log n+m)).

For networks of practical relevance, it turns out that the value of K is typ-
ically a small number. Therefore, the complexity of the above procedures is of
order O(n log n + m). On the other hand the complexity of the procedure for
determining the set of critical links in the case of the MIRA algorithm is of
order O(n2√m+m2) [5]. This complexity results from the two phases used by
MIRA. The first consists of a maximum flow calculation with a computational
complexity of O(n2√m). The second consists of the process of enumerating all
links belonging to minimum cuts with a complexity of O(m2). Thus, the total
complexity is of order O(n2√m+m2). In particular, in the case of sparse topolo-
gies, MIRA’s complexity is of order O(n2+ 1

2 ) as m is of order O(n), whereas that
of our algorithm is of order O(n log n). In the case of dense topologies, MIRA’s
complexity is of order O(n4) as m is of order O(n2), whereas that of our al-
gorithm is of order O(n2). Therefore, our proposed procedures have a shorter
expected execution time, justifying the use of the term “simple”.
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3.2 Link-Weight Assignment

Each link is initially assigned a static cost. For critical links this cost is scaled by
a factor that includes two weight components. The first one is associated with
the path(s) to which this link belongs. Naturally, higher weights are assigned to
paths with higher significance. The second reflects the importance of the links
constituting each of the critical paths.

We now turn our attention to the first weight component. Let L
(i)
sd denote the

set of the links constituting the i-th path associated with the ingress–egress pair
(s, d), and w

(i,l)
sd denote the corresponding weight contributed to link l of this

set. Let also btl
(i)
sd be the corresponding bandwidth of this path, and Btl

(i)
sd be

the subset of the corresponding bottleneck link(s). The paths are enumerated in
descending order of their significance. In accordance, the links of the L

(i)
sd path

are weighted with a factor v
(i)
sd , which is a decreasing function in i such that

the weight for link l should be proportional to this factor, i.e. w
(i,l)
sd ∼ v

(i)
sd . Our

rationale is the following: if all candidate paths for the new connection contain
links that have already been marked by this process, i.e. the interference cannot
be avoided, then the links associated with the most critical paths corresponding
to the other ingress–egress pairs should be avoided by assigning them the highest
weights. In this way the interference is relegated to secondary paths. There are
infinitely many discounting value functions one could choose. Here we consider
the following two functions: v

(i)
sd = 1 and v

(i)
sd = (K − i+ 1)/K.

The next consideration is the weight assignment for the links constituting
path L

(i)
sd . Let g

(i,l)
sd denote the corresponding weight for link l. Intuition dictates

that bottleneck links should be assigned a higher value than other links. Here
again, there are infinitely many discounting value functions one could choose.
In this paper, we consider two functions defined as follows. The inversely pro-
portional function g

(i,l)
sd = btl

(i)
sd /r(l) and the step function g

(i,l)
sd = �btl(i)sd /r(l)�,

where r(l) denotes the residual bandwidth of link l ∈ L
(i)
sd . Note that btl

(i)
sd /r(l) is

a decreasing function in r(l) with btl
(i)
sd /r(l) ≤ 1. Consequently, �btl(i)sd /r(l)� = 1,

if and only if r(l) = btl
(i)
sd , otherwise �btl(i)sd /r(l)� = 0. Thus, in the case of the step

function, it holds that g
(i,l)
sd =

{
1 l is a bottleneck link of the path L

(i)
sd ,

0 otherwise .

We proceed by choosing the weight contributed to link l to be proportional
to the factors defined above, i.e. w

(i,l)
sd ∼ v

(i)
sd and w

(i,l)
sd ∼ g

(i,l)
sd . In particular, we

choose w
(i,l)
sd = w v

(i)
sd g

(i,l)
sd , (l ∈ L

(i)
sd ) , where w is a scaling factor.

By taking into account all contributions, the weight of each link is then
calculated by w(l) = c(l)

{
1 +

∑
(s,d)∈P\(a,b) asd

∑K
i=1

∑
l∈L

(i)
sd

w
(i,l)
sd

}
, or

w(l) = c(l)


1 + w

∑
(s,d)∈P\(a,b)

asd

K∑
i=1

v
(i)
sd

∑
l∈L

(i)
sd

g
(i,l)
sd


 , (1)
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where c(l) is a static cost that could, for example, depend on the capacity of
the link, and asd is the weight of the ingress–egress pair (s, d). Note that for
noncritical links it holds that w(l) = c(l).

3.3 The SMIRA Algorithm

In summary the SMIRA algorithm is as follows:
INPUT: A graph G(N,L), the residual bandwidth r(l) for each link, and a set
P of ingress–egress node pairs. An ingress node a and an egress node b between
which a flow of D units have to be routed.
OUTPUT: A route between a and b with a bandwidth of D units, if it exists.
ALGORITHM:
1. Compute the K-critical paths ∀(s, d) ∈ P\(a, b). Let L

(i)
sd be the set of the

links constituting the i-th path.
2. Assign weight on each link according to Eq. (1).
3. Eliminate all links that have residual bandwidth smaller than D and form a
reduced network.
4. Use Dijkstra’s [8] algorithm to compute the shortest path in the reduced
network with w(l) as the weight of link l.
5. Route the demand of D units from a to b along this shortest path, and update
the residual capacities.

SMIRA, as defined above, clearly constitutes a general class of algorithms
containing an unlimited number of particular instances (implementations). Here
we consider two particular algorithmic instances, and investigate their perfor-
mance. The first is called minimum-interference bottleneck-link-avoidance algo-
rithm (MI-BLA), and is derived from the following choices:
– The set of critical paths is obtained using the K-widest-shortest-path under
bottleneck-elimination procedure, with K equal to 6.
– All paths are considered to have the same weight, i.e. v

(i)
sd = 1.

– Links are valued according to the step function, i.e. g
(i,l)
sd =

⌊
btl

(i)
sd /r(l)

⌋
.

– Setting asd = 1 and w = 2, the weight of each link is then calculated by

w(l) = c(l)
{
1 + 2

∑
(s,d)∈P\(a,b)

∑K
i=1

∑
l∈L

(i)
sd

⌊
btl

(i)
sd

r(l)

⌋}
.

The second is called minimum-interference path avoidance algorithm (MI-PA),
and is derived from the following choices:
– The set of critical paths is obtained using the K-widest-shortest-path under
bottleneck-elimination procedure, with K equal to 4.
– Paths are weighted according to the discounting function v

(i)
sd = (K − i+1)/K.

– Links are valued inversely proportional, i.e. g
(i,l)
sd = btl

(i)
sd /r(l).

– Setting asd = 1 and w = 2, the weight of each link is then calculated by

w(l) = c(l)
{
1 + 2

∑
(s,d)∈P\(a,b)

∑K
i=1

K−i+1
K

∑
l∈L

(i)
sd

btl
(i)
sd

r(l)

}
.
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Fig. 1. Example networks N1 and N2+.

4 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the two SMIRA-type algorithms
MI-BLA and MI-PA with the shortest-path (SP), shortest-widest-path (SWP),
widest-shortest-path (WSP), and, where results are available, with the S-MIRA
and L-MIRA algorithms. The experiments are carried out using network topol-
ogy N1 of [5], see Figure 1. Links are bi-directional with a capacity of 1200 units
(thin lines) and 4800 units (thick lines).1 Each link l is assigned a static cost
c(l) of one unit. The network contains the four ingress–egress pairs (S1→D1),
(S2→D2), (S3→D3), and (S4→D4). Path requests are limited to those pairs
only. We have chosen this network such that the performance results can be
directly compared with those published in [5].

All experiments are conducted using “static” requests, i.e. the bandwidth
allocated for a request is never freed again. Requests are selected randomly and
are uniformly distributed among all ingress–egress pairs. In all experiments, 20
test runs were carried out, and the results shown are the mean values obtained.
They have a 99% confidence interval not exceeding 1% of the mean values.

4.1 Experiment 1: Uniform Link Costs

In a first experiment, network N1 is loaded with 7000 requests. The bandwidth
demand of each request is uniformly distributed in the range of 1 to 3 units (only
integer values are used). Because the cost of the links in network N1 is set to 1,
the SP algorithm is reduced to a minimum-hop algorithm.

The bandwidth of accepted requests of experiment 1 is shown in Figure 2.
For each algorithm, the bandwidth increases with the number of requests until
a saturation point is reached at which no more requests can be accommodated.
The first performance measure we use is the bandwidth of successfully routed
requests after the saturation point has been reached. The SP shows the weakest
1 Owing to an error in the production of the final version of [5], links 2-5, 2-3, and

14-15 are erroneously shown as having a capacity of 1200 units. For the experiments
described in [5], those links had a capacity of 4800 units.
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Fig. 2. Throughput of accepted requests using demands of 1 to 3 in N1.
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Fig. 3. Blocked requests using demands of 1 to 3 in N1.

performance, with a saturation point around 10200 bandwidth units. The best
performance is shown by MI-BLA with 10800 units, followed very closely byWSP
with 10770 units, and MI-PA and SWP with 10610 and 10550 units, respectively.
Note that also the theoretical maximum is 10800 units. This maximum results
from the solution of the multicommodity flow problem that maximizes the total
flow of four commodities between the four ingress–egress pair. This is referred
to as the maximum throughput problem [9]. Because requests are uniformly dis-
tributed among all ingress–egress pairs, we are also interested in a solution where
the flow of each of the four commodities has the same value. This refers to the
maximum concurrent flow variant of the multicommodity flow problem [9]. If the
network is uniformly loaded, it is clear that a greedy routing algorithm cannot
result in a flow that exceeds the maximum concurrent flow without rejecting
any request. In our case, it turns out that the maximum throughput and the
maximum concurrent flow have the same value of 10800. This implies that there
is a solution where 2700 units can be transported between each ingress–egress
pair, resulting in a total throughput of 10800 units. This maximum throughput
is indicated by the “Maximum-throughput” line in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Blocking rate per ingress–egress pair in N1.

Algorithm (S1→D1) (S2→D2) (S3→D3) (S4→D4)
MI-BLA 16.88% 16.81% 16.86% 16.82%
WSP 26.26% 8.42% 24.96% 8.43%
MI-PA 32.38% 8.81% 23.81% 8.79%
SWP 18.83% 18.64% 18.59% 18.59%
SP 45.25% 7.55% 25.54% 7.58%

Table 2. Number of blocked requests of total 5000 requests in N1.

Algorithm Blocked requests Algorithm Blocked requests
Avg Min Max Avg Min Max

Min-Hop ≈400 ≈350 ≈450 SP 404 353 448
WSP ≈340 ≈310 ≈380 WSP 86 28 151
S-MIRA ≈80 0 ≈150 SWP 0 0 0
L-MIRA 0 0 0 MI-BLA 0 0 0

A second performance measure looks at the number of blocked requests.
Figure 3 shows the number of blocked versus total requests. After 3450 requests,
the SP algorithm starts to block some requests. MI-PA blocks after 3950 requests,
WSP starts to block after 4750 requests, followed by SWP at 5230 and MI-BLA
at 5350. From the above, it is clear that the blocking-free range strongly depends
on the algorithm used. Note that although WSP starts to block quite early, it
still achieves a throughput close to the theoretical maximum. Similarly, MI-PA
has a short blocking-free range but achieves a higher total throughput than WSP
does. This is due to the fact that the request-blocking rates of WSP and MI-PA
differ significantly among the ingress–egress pairs. Table 1 shows the blocking
rate per ingress–egress pair of various algorithms after 6500 requests have been
processed, i.e. at a saturation point. MI-BLA and SWP almost achieve perfect
fairness among the pairs, whereas WSP, MI-PA, and SP favor pairs 2 and 4.

Our results on the number of blocked requests are directly comparable with
some of the results published in [5]. Figure 7 in [5] shows the number of blocked
requests out of a total of 5000 requests for minimum-hop, WSP, S-MIRA, and
L-MIRA. Table 2 compares the results presented in [5] (first four columns) with
our results (columns 5 to 8). For all algorithms, the average, minimum, and
maximum number of blocked requests are given.

We observe that Min-Hop closely matches our results of SP. Because uniform
link costs have been used, SP actually computes minimum-hop paths. The results
for WSP, however, do not match. In our experiment, WSP achieves a similar
performance as S-MIRA does. Furthermore, we observe that L-MIRA achieves
a perfect score with no blocked requests. In our experiment, we obtain the same
result for both SWP and MI-BLA.

4.2 Experiment 2: Costs Inversely Proportional to Link Capacity

In the next experiment, we study the effect of static link costs on the perfor-
mance. In network N1, all links have a cost of 1. We obtain network N2 by
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assigning different costs to the links. Following a common practice, we assign
link costs inversely proportional to the link capacities. Links with capacity 1200
are assigned a cost of 4, and links of capacity 4800 are assigned a cost of 1. As
shown in Figure 4, all algorithms perform almost equally well. The bandwidth
routed by all algorithms is very close to the theoretical maximum of 10800 units.
However, SP and in particular MI-PA achieve this maximum later than the other
algorithms do.

4.3 Experiment 3: Additional Ingress–Egress Nodes

In a third experiment, we increase the possibility of “interference” by increasing
the number of ingress–egress pairs. To obtain the example network N2+, two
additional ingress–egress pairs have been added to N1, see Figure 1. A number
of 11000 requests are issued, and as in the previous experiments, the requests
are uniformly distributed among the six ingress–egress pairs.
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Table 3. Maximum concurrent flow in N2+.

(S1→D1) (S2→D2) (S3→D3) (S4→D4) (S5→D5) (S6→D6) Sum of flows
Step 1 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 12000
Step 2 2400 2000 2400 2400 2000 2000 13200
Step 3 2400 2000 2800 2400 2000 2000 13600

As shown in Figure 5, the best performance is achieved by MI-PA, reaching
a total throughput of close to 13600 units. WSP and SP exhibit a very similar
behavior: both start to block requests early, but are able to successfully route a
total of 13400 and 13300 units, respectively. MI-BLA, on the other hand, starts
to block later, but saturates earlier, at 13000 units. WSP is the least successful
strategy in this environment, it reaches its saturation point already at 12600.

To compute the theoretical maximum performance of greedy algorithms, we
resort to the multicommodity flow problem that maximizes the flow of six com-
modities corresponding to the ingress–egress pairs. In this case, it turns out
that the maximum concurrent flow and the maximum throughput of the mul-
ticommodity flow problems do not coincide. In a first iteration, we find that a
maximum of 2000 units of flow can be transported between each pair, resulting in
a maximum concurrent flow of 12000 units. The flow can no longer be increased
because some pairs are saturated. In our case it turns out that there still is
residual bandwidth left between pairs (S1→D1), (S3→D3) and (S4→D4). If we
compute the maximum concurrent flow in the residual network for the unsatu-
rated pairs, we find that these pairs support another 400 units of flow. In a third
step, we find that pair (S3→D3) supports another additional 400 units of flow.
With this three-step approach, we obtain the maximum throughput as 13600
units. Table 3 summarizes the three maximum concurrent flow computations.

Table 3 also defines how the optimum algorithm works in the settings of
experiment 3. Requests for pairs (S2→D2), (S5→D5) and (S6→D6) are blocked
after 2000 units of bandwidth have been routed over those pairs. Next, request for
pairs (S1→D1) and (S4→D4) are blocked after 2400 units of bandwidth. Finally,
requests for pair (S3→D3) are blocked. At this point, an optimum algorithm
reaches its saturation point, with 13600 units of bandwidth routed in total. For
an average request size of 2, the saturation point is expected to be reached at
8400 requests.

MI-PA achieves near-optimum performance with respect to the total through-
put. Figure 6 shows that also MI-PA is very close to the optimum solution with
respect to the request-acceptance rate of individual pairs. MI-PA slightly over-
allocates requests for pair 3 at the expense of pair 6. The request-acceptance
rates of individual pairs differ significantly for WSP and SP. Compared with the
optimum solution (shown on the left), both WSP and SP over-allocate requests
for pairs 3 and 4, while under-allocating requests for other pairs. MI-BLA and
SWP, on the other hand, show a greater fairness among the pairs.
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Fig. 6. Bandwidth of accepted requests per ingress–egress pair.

5 Conclusions

Here we have addressed the issue of on-line path selection for bandwidth-guaran-
teed requests. We have presented a new class of minimum-interference routing
algorithms called “simple minimum-interference routing algorithms” (SMIRA),
designed for a reduced computational complexity compared with the existing
MIRA maximum-flow approach. Two typical algorithms, called MI-BLA and
MI-PA, belonging to this class were introduced, and their efficiency in terms
of the throughput of accepted requests and blocking-free range, as well as their
fairness were assessed by means of simulation. The results obtained in the topolo-
gies considered demonstrate that these algorithms can achieve a similar optimum
performance as the earlier MIRA algorithm, however, at reduced computational
complexity. Comparisons with the performance of some of the established rout-
ing algorithms revealed that employment of MI-BLA and MI-PA in networks
with a high degree of interference improves the performance compared with
that of the shortest-path, widest-shortest-path, and shortest-widest-path algo-
rithms. Furthermore, our algorithms exhibit a higher degree of fairness among
the ingress–egress node pairs. An investigation and assessment of how the algo-
rithms proposed perform in dynamic environments is a significant area of future
work. A more systematic approach for determining the optimum algorithmic
instance within the SMIRA algorithm is also a topic for further investigation.
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze the performance of a lightpath con-
figuration method for optical add/drop multiplexer (OADM) in WDM
asymmetric ring network. We consider a multiple queueing system for
a node in the ring network and derive loss probability and wavelength
utilization factor. Numerical examples show how arrival rate from ac-
cess network and the threshold specified in the dynamic configuration
method affect loss probability and wavelength utilization factor. In addi-
tion, comparing the proposed method with static configuration method,
the loss probability under the proposed method can be almost the same
as that under the static method where lightpaths are pre-established
such that all wavelengths in the network are used efficiently.

1 Introduction

Optical add/drop multiplexer (OADM) selectively adds/drops wavelengths at
any OADM to establish lightpaths in WDM network [3,4,6,7,9,11]. This provides
all-optical connection between any pair of OADMs (see Fig. 1). The number of
available wavelengths is 16, 32, 64, 128 and so on, and the wavelengths to be
added/dropped are pre-selected in each OADM [5,8,10]. Hence significant pre-
deployment network planning is required to specify what and where wavelengths
are to be added/dropped. Once the network design is determined, the design
will not be changed unless network operator is willing to change the network
design. When the traffic pattern changes frequently, the OADM degrades the
performance of network [13]. However, if wavelengths are dynamically allocated,
high utilization of wavelengths and large throughput of packets are expected [2].

To realize dynamic lightpath configuration for OADM, we have proposed
a dynamic lightpath configuration method [12]. With our proposed method, a
lightpath is established according to the congestion state of a node and is released
when there are no packets to be transmitted in a buffer for the lightpath. It is
not necessary to pre-select added/dropped wavelengths.

In [12], we have considered the WDM ring network as shown in Fig. 2 where
traffic is injected into each node from each access network at the same rate. Under

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 972–983, 2002.
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Fig. 2. Ring network model.

the real network environment, however, traffic volume injected from an access
network depends on its location and services provisioned, i.e., traffic volume from
each access network is different; we call such ring network an WDM asymmetric
ring network.

To analyze performances of the dynamic lightpath configuration method for
WDM asymmetric ring network, we further extend the symmetric ring network
model in [12] to an asymmetric one. We model this system as a continuous-
time Markov chain and derive the loss probability of packets coming from access
network to node and wavelength utilization factor. With the analysis and sim-
ulation, we investigate how arrival rate from access network and the threshold
specified in the lightpath configuration method affect the performance measures
for WDM asymmetric ring network. Finally, we compare the proposed method
with static configuration method and discuss the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the dy-
namic lightpath configuration method, and in Section 3, we present the analytical
model of our proposed method for WDM asymmetric ring networks. The perfor-
mance analysis in the case of light traffic is presented in Section 4 and numerical
examples are given in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 Dynamic Lightpath Configuration Method

In this section, we summarize the dynamic lightpath configuration method pro-
posed in [12]. Each node consists of an OADM with MPLS control plane and a
label switching router (LSR) [1,2]. The procedure of lightpath configuration is
as follows (see Fig. 3).

For simplicity, we consider a tandem network with three nodes, namely, nodes
A, B and C. Each node is connected to its own access network through LSR.
Suppose W +1 wavelengths are multiplexed into an optical fiber in our network.
Among W +1 wavelengths, W wavelengths are used to transmit data traffic and
one is dedicated to carry and distribute control traffic. Therefore we handle W
wavelengths that consist of one default path and W − 1 lightpaths.
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Let w0 denote a wavelength for default path used between adjacent nodes (A
and B or B and C in Fig. 3). We define wi (1 ≤ i ≤ W − 1) as the wavelength
which is dynamically allocated according to congestion in default path.

If an IP packet whose destination is node C arrives at node A from access
network, the LSR in node A performs label switching by establishing a relation
between <input port, input label> tuple and <output port, output label> tuple
according to its destination node. Through MPLS control plane, OADM deter-
mines a relevant output wavelength corresponding to the output label. If the
default path is not congested and a lightpath is not established between nodes
A and C, the packet is transmitted to node B with wavelength w0. When the
packet arrives at node B, the LSR in node B performs label switching. Then,
through MPLS control plane, the OADM in node B determines output wave-
length and the packet is transmitted to node C with it.

An LSR in each node has W buffers corresponding to W wavelengths. In
particular, the buffer for default path (default buffer) has pre-specified threshold.
If the number of packets in default buffer becomes equal to or greater than the
threshold, LSR regards the default path as being in congestion and decides to
establish a new lightpath. Here the new lightpath is established between the
source and destination nodes of the packet that triggers the congestion. The
new lightpath is established in the following manner. Now we consider the two
cases: the packet that is transmitted from nodes A to C (i) triggers congestion
at node A and (ii) triggers congestion at node B.

In the case of (i), the MPLS control plane in node A requests a wavelength to
the MPLS control plane in node C for the establishment of a new lightpath using
control traffic (Fig. 3 (1)). Distributing network state information, MPLS control
plane in each node has the latest information of lightpath configuration all the
time. When the wavelength request of node A arrives at node C, MPLS control
plane in node C searches an available wavelength for path BC. If wavelength
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w1 is available for path BC, node C informs node B that w1 is available using
control signal and adjusts its OADM to drop w1.

Subsequently, the MPLS control plane in node B searches an available wave-
length for path AB. If w1 is also available for path AB, node B informs node A
about it. Otherwise, node B informs node A of another wavelength, say w2. In
the latter case, w2 is converted to w1 at node B for the transmission from A to
C. If no wavelengths are available, the new lightpath establishment fails.

Finally, node A adjusts its OADM to add w1 or w2. Until the lightpath es-
tablishment is completed, wavelength w0 is still used for the packet transmission
between A and C. As soon as the establishment is completed, the lightpath
becomes available.

In the case of (ii) where congestion occurs at intermediate node B, the MPLS
control plane in node B asks node A to request a new wavelength to node
C (Fig. 3 (2)). Successive procedure is same as the case (i).

If there are no packets in the buffer after packet transmission, the timer for
the holding time starts. The established lightpath is released if the holding time
is over and there are no packets in the buffer (Fig. 3 (iii), (3)).

For simplicity, we assume in the paper that multiple lightpaths between any
pair of nodes are not permitted.

3 System Model

We consider a WDM network where L nodes are connected in ring topology (see
Fig. 2). Each node, as shown in the previous section, consists of OADM with
MPLS control plane and LSR and establishes/releases lightpaths according to
the dynamic lightpath configuration method. In addition, each node is connected
to its own access network through LSR.

We assume that the number of wavelengths available at each node is W and
all wavelengths can be converted regardless of any wavelength pairs. One of W
wavelengths is for a default path and the others are for lightpaths which are
dynamically established. W − 1 wavelengths for lightpaths are numbered from 1
to W − 1. A lightpath is established with a wavelength which has the smallest
number. When there are no idle wavelength up to the i− 1th one, a lightpath is
established with the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ W − 1) wavelength.

We have two types of buffers in each node: one is for default path and the
others are for lightpaths which are dynamically established/released. Let Kd

denote the capacity for default buffer and Kl the capacity for each lightpath
buffer. Here, the buffer capacity consists of a waiting room where packets wait
for transmission and a server where a packet is in transmission. Let Th denote
the pre-specified value of threshold for default path.

For traffic condition within this WDM asymmetric ring network, we assume
that packets arriving at node j (1 ≤ j ≤ L) from access network are transmitted
to destination nodes in clockwise direction. Under this assumption, we have two
kinds of packet traffic that arrives at the node j: one is from the access network
and the other is from the previous node j − 1 as shown in Fig. 4.
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In terms of traffic from the access network, we assume that packets arrive at
node j from access network according to a Poisson process with parameter λj .
We assume that for 1 ≤ j ≤ L, λj is so small that packet loss hardly occurs at
intermediate nodes. Moreover we assume that the destination of a packet which
arrives at node j is k (k �=j) with probability P (j)

k which satisfies
∑L

k=1
k�=j

P
(j)
k = 1.

Therefore, packets sent to the destination k arrive at node j from access
network according to a Poisson process with parameter λ(j, k) which is given by

λ(j, k) = P
(j)
k λj . (1)

Next we consider traffic which arrives at node j from node j − 1. Since the
buffers in each node are finite queues, our ring network is not an open Jackson
queueing network. Due to light traffic, however, arrival packets are hardly lost
and most of packets are served by default path. Therefore we can approximate
the arrival process from previous node with the similar approach to the analysis
of open Jackson network [14].

Let λpre
j denote the arrival rate of the packet arrival process from node j − 1

to node j. Noting that packets are sent in clockwise direction and hardly lost
due to light traffic assumption, λpre

j can be approximated with the following:

λpre
j �

j−1∑
k=1




L∑
n=j+1

λ(k, n) +
k−1∑
m=1

λ(k, m)


+

L∑
k=j+2

k−1∑
n=j+1

λ(k, n), 1 ≤ j ≤ L. (2)

We assume that the packet arrival process at node j from the previous node
j − 1 is Poisson with rate λpre

j .
The whole packets arrive at the node j according to a Poisson process with

rate λall
j = λj + λpre

j which is given by

λall
j =

j∑
k=1




L∑
n=j+1

λ(k, n) +
k−1∑
m=1

λ(k, m)


+

L∑
k=j+2

k−1∑
n=j+1

λ(k, n), 1 ≤ j ≤ L. (3)

We define D(j)
l (t) as the set of destination nodes of the established lightpaths

in node j at t. Then packets arrive at default path according to a Poisson process
with rate λall

j − λlight
j where λlight

j is given by

λlight
j =

∑
k∈D

(j)
l

(t)

λ(j, k). (4)

We also assume that for any node the transmission time of a packet, the
lightpath establishment/release time and the holding time are exponentially dis-
tributed with rates µ, p and h, respectively.
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4 Performance Analysis

We consider a multiple queueing system for node j (1 ≤ j ≤ L) illustrated in
Fig. 5.

Let l
(j)
i (1 ≤ i ≤ W ) denote the ith lightpath dynamically estab-

lished/released at node j. We define the state of a lightpath l
(j)
i (1 ≤ i ≤ W −1)

for node j at t as

J
(j)
li
(t) =




n, (0 ≤ n ≤ Kl), if l
(j)
i is busy,

I, if l(j)i is idle,
S, if l(j)i is being established,
R, if l(j)i is being released.

Let N
(j)
d (t) denote the number of packets in default path for node j at t.

d
(j)
li
(t) is defined as the destination node directly connected with lightpath l

(j)
i

at t and given by

d
(j)
li
(t) =

{
k, if l(j)i is busy and connected to node k (∈ D

(j)
l (t)),

0, otherwise.
(5)

Finally, we define the state of the system at t as

(N (j)
d (t), J

(j)
l (t)), (6)

where J
(j)
l (t) is given by

J
(j)
l (t) = ( (J (j)

l1
(t), d(j)l1

(t)), · · · , (J (j)
lW −1

(t), d(j)lW −1
(t)) ). (7)

In addition, we define M I
l(j)(t) as the number of idle lightpaths at t, and it is

expressed as

M I
l(j)(t) =

W−1∑
i=1

1{J
(j)
li

(t)=I}, (8)

where 1{X} is the indicator function of event X.
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Table 1. State transition rate in asymmetric ring network model.

Number of Current state
active lightpaths (Nd, J l) Next state Transition rate

MI
l > 0 Nd < Th (Nd + 1, J l) λall

j − λlight
j

Th ≤ Nd < Kd, (Nd + 1, J l),
(Jl

imin
I

, dl
imin
I

) = (I, 0) (Jl
imin
I

, dl
imin
I

) = (S, 0) λall
j − λlight

j

Nd = Kd, (Nd, J l),
(Jl

imin
I

, dl
imin
I

) = (I, 0) (Jl
imin
I

, dl
imin
I

) = (S, 0) λall
j − λlight

j

Nd > 0 (Nd − 1, J l) µ

MI
l = 0 Nd < Kd (Nd + 1, J l) λall

j − λlight
j

Nd > 0 (Nd − 1, J l) µ

State of Current state Next state
lightpaths (Nd, J l) (Nd, J l) Transition rate

(Jli , dli) = (S, 0) - (Jli , dli) = (0, k)
λ(j, k)

λall
j

−λ
light
j

p

(Jli , dli) = (n, k) n < Kl (Jli , dli) = (n + 1, k) λ(j, k)

n > 0 (Jli , dli) = (n − 1, k) µ
n = 0 (Jli , dli) = (R, 0) h

(Jli , dli) = (R, 0) - (Jli , dli) = (I, 0) p

The state transition diagram for l(j)i is illustrated in Fig. 6. Let U (j) denote
the whole state space of (N (j)

d (t), J
(j)
l (t)) and U

(j)
l the space comprised of

J
(j)
l (t).
In the remainder of this subsection, the argument t is omitted since we con-

sider the system in equilibrium.
The transition rate from the state (N (j)

d , J
(j)
l ) is shown in Table 1. Note

that we omit the superscript (j) of any notation for the simplicity. imin
I in Table

1 is defined as
imin
I = min{ i ;J (j)

li
= I, 1 ≤ i ≤ W − 1}. (9)

For example, when current state is (N (j)
d , J

(j)
l ) whereM I

l(j) > 0, Th ≤ N
(j)
d < Kd

and the state of l(j)i is idle, a packet arrives at default path with rate λall
j −

λlight
j . Then Nd is increased by one and the lightpath establishment of l

(j)
i starts.

Similarly, when current state is (N (j)
d , J

(j)
l ) where an established lightpath l

(j)
i

has no packets in its own buffers, the holding time of l(j)i is over with rate h and
l
(j)
i is released.
Let π(N (j)

d , J
(j)
l ) represent the steady state probability of (N (j)

d , J
(j)
l ).

π(N (j)
d , J

(j)
l ) is uniquely determined by equilibrium state equations and follow-

ing normalized condition ∑
(N(j)

d
,J

(j)
l

)∈U(j)

π(N (j)
d , J

(j)
l ) = 1. (10)

Equilibrium state equations are omitted due to page limitation.
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With π(N (j)
d , J

(j)
l ), loss probability P

(j)
loss and wavelength utilization factor

P
(j)
wave for node j are given by

P
(j)
loss =

∑
(K(j)

d
,J

(j)
l

)∈U(j)

{
1− λlight

j

λall
j

}
π(K(j)

d , J
(j)
l )

+
Kd∑

N
(j)
d

=0

W−1∑
i=1

∑
d
(j)
li

∈D
(j)
l

∑
J

(j)
l

∈U
(j)
l

J
(j)
li

=Kl

π(N (j)
d , J

(j)
l )

λ(j, k)

λall
j

, (11)

P (j)
wave =

∑
(N(j)

d
,J

(j)
l

)∈U(j)

{
1{N

(j)
d

>0} +
W−1∑
i=1

1{(J(j)
li

, d
(j)
li

)�=(I, 0)}

}
π(N (j)

d , J
(j)
l )

W
.

(12)

5 Numerical Examples

In our numerical examples, we assume that a labeled packet size (an IP datagram
+ a label) is 1250 bytes within access networks and that the transmitting speed
of each wavelength is 10 Gbps. Thus, the transmission speed is calculated as

1250 [byte]× 8 [bit/byte]
10 [Gbps]

= 1 [µs] . (13)

We set 1/µ =1 [µs], where 1/µ is the mean transmission time of a packet.
We set both the lightpath establishment/release time and holding time are

equal to 1.0 [ms], i.e., p = 0.001 and h = 0.001. In this section, we consider
WDM asymmetric ring network where there are 10 nodes.

5.1 Impact of Traffic Volume from Access Network

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate how traffic volume from access network affects loss prob-
ability. In both figures, we set W = 4, Kd = 6, Kl = 5 and Th = 4, and assume
that the destination of each packet is equally likely, i.e., for any pair nodes j and
k (k �=j),

P
(j)
k =

1
L − 1

=
1
9
. (14)

Moreover arrival rate at node 1 from access network, λ1, is variable and other
arrival rates are fixed and equal to 0.015.

Fig. 7 shows the numerical result calculated by approximation analysis and
Fig. 8 represents simulation result. We observe the quantitative discrepancy
between Figs. 7 and 8. This is because the loss probability in Fig. 7 is calculated
under the assumption of exponential distributions of transmission time, lightpath
establishment/release time and holding time while those times are set to be
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constant in simulation. However, both figures show the same tendency and hence
our analytical model is useful for capturing the loss behavior under proposed
method in a qualitative sense.

Our numerical experiments also show that our analytical model succeeds in
capturing the characteristic of wavelength utilization factor, however, we omit
those results due to page limitation.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we observe that loss probability for node 1 increases as
arrival rate at node 1 increases while loss probability for node 10 is constant.
Since destinations of packet streams originated in node 1 are equally likely, the
arrival rate from previous node j − 1, λpre

j , becomes small as the node-number
j increases. This results in the small (large) loss probability if λ1 is smaller
(larger) than λj (j = 2, · · · , 10). We further investigate this tendency in the next
subsection.

5.2 Impact of Node Position

In this subsection, with our analytical result, we investigate how the loss prob-
ability and wavelength utilization factor of each node differ from those of other
nodes.

Here, we set W = 4, Kd = 30, Kl = 5 and Th = 20. The destination of each
packet is equally likely, i.e., P (j)

k = 1/9.
In terms of traffic volume from each access network, we consider the following

types;

Type A: λi =
{
0.18, i = 1, 6,
0.135, otherwise. Type B: λi =

{
0.09, i = 1, 6,
0.135, otherwise.

Fig. 9 shows the loss probability against the position of node. From Fig. 9,
we observe that loss probability depends on the distance from node 1 or node 6.
For type A, nodes 1 and 6 have larger loss probability than others while for type
B, nodes 5 and 10 have larger loss probability than others. For type A, λ1 and
λ6 are larger than others and this makes LSRs of nodes 1 and 6 in congestion.
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This causes the large loss probabilities of nodes 1 and 6. On the other hand, the
packet streams originated in node 1 leave the ring network at nodes 2, 3, · · ·,
and 10 in this order and hence the total arrival rate becomes small as the node-
number increases. This results in the decrease of loss probabilities from nodes 2
to 5. At node 6, the same traffic volume is injected and this causes the jump of
loss probability. The decrease of loss probability from nodes 6 to 10 follows from
the same reason.

For type B, λ1 and λ6 are smaller than others and this causes the small loss
probabilities at nodes 1 and 6. As the node-number increases, the traffic volume
larger than λ1 and λ6 makes the network being congested and this results in the
increase of loss probabilities at nodes from 2 (7) to 5 (10).

Fig. 10 illustrates how the proposed method establishes lightpaths in the
asymmetric network. From this figure, we find that the proposed method can
establish lightpaths according to traffic volume originated in each node. For type
A, nodes 1 and 5 establish more lightpaths than others and for type B, nodes 6
and 10 establish more lightpaths than others. From this figure, we observe that
the dynamic lightpath establishment function works well for WDM asymmetric
ring network.

5.3 Impact of Threshold

In this subsection, we investigate how the threshold affects loss probability with
our analytical result. We setW = 4, Kd = 30 and Kl = 5. As is the case with the
above sections, we assume that the destination of each packet is equally likely,
and consider the traffic condition for type A.

Fig. 11 shows how loss probability is affected by threshold. From Fig. 11,
we observe that smaller threshold gives smaller loss probability. This is because
the LSR with small threshold regards the node as being in congestion frequently
and makes lightpaths busy. We also find that loss probabilities for nodes 5 and
10 do not change so much while those for nodes 1 and 6 decrease as threshold
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becomes small. Therefore small threshold is effective to improve loss probabilities
of bottleneck nodes.

5.4 Comparison of Dynamic and Static Configurations

Finally, we compare the proposed method with static configuration method
where wavelengths are allocated to lightpaths statically.

Fig. 12 illustrates loss probability for each node in cases of the proposed
method and static configuration method. Loss probabilities in Fig. 12 are calcu-
lated by simulation. In this figure we set W = 4, Kd = 6, Kl = 5 and consider
the traffic condition for type A. In addition, P (j)

k =1/9 for all j and k (j �=k)
except j = 1 and 6. For j = 1 and 6, we set

P
(1)
k =

{
0.08, k = 2, 3,
0.12, otherwise. P

(6)
k =

{
0.08, k = 7, 8,
0.12, otherwise.

That is, more packets whose destinations are nodes 2 (7) or 3 (8) arrive at node
1 (6) than packets whose destinations are other nodes.

As for the static configuration method, we consider the case where each node
statically establishes two lightpaths: one is connected to the next node and the
other is connected to the next but one. Note that this is the most efficient use
of wavelengths for the ring network considered here.

As for the dynamic configuration, we consider the following two cases: (1)
Th = 3 for all nodes and (2) Th’s are different such as

Th =
{
1, k = 1, 6, 3, k = 3, 4, 8, 9,
2, k = 2, 7, 4, k = 5, 10.

The case of (2) is based on the results of the previous subsections.
From Fig. 12, we observe that the loss probability for dynamic configuration

with Th = 3 is the largest and that the loss probability for the proposed method
with adjusted Th’s is almost equal to or lower than that for static configuration
case. This suggests that the proposed method can establish lightpaths efficiently
between pairs of nodes whose traffic volume is large.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of the dynamic wavelength
allocation method for WDM asymmetric ring network. Numerical examples have
showed that the proposed method can establish lightpaths efficiently according
to traffic volume from access network even when some nodes are in congestion.
In addition, the loss probability under the proposed method can be almost the
same as that under the static method where lightpaths are pre-established such
that all wavelengths in the network are used efficiently.
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Abstract. A novel analytic framework is devised for the performance
modelling and evaluation of a wireless cell using Global System for
Mobile telecommunication (GSM) with General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) supporting both voice and multiple class data services, respec-
tively, under a complete partitioning scheme (CPS). In this context,
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1 Introduction

Queueing theoretic models are widely recognised as powerful and realistic tools
for the performance evaluation and prediction of complex mobile systems. How-
ever, there are inherent difficulties and open issues to be resolved before a global
network infrastructure for broadband mobile systems can be established. Some of
these problems may be attributed to the complexity of mobile traffic character-
isation and the assessment of its performance impact based on the much needed
derivation of closed form metrics. Most of the published performance studies in
the field are based on simulation modelling and numerical solution of Markov
models covering different traffic scenarios, mostly at call level, with single or
multiple service classes. Earlier proposed models are based on resource network
management parameters of the Global System for Mobile Telecommunications
(GSM) technology, where the capacity of radio interference in the wireless cell
is divided into discrete channels and operates in circuit-switched mode (e.g., [1].
More recently, extensions of these models have been made to capture the packet-
switched behaviour introduced by the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
which has been added to GSM to allow data communication with higher bit
rates than those provided by a single GSM channel (e.g., [2,3]). More recently,
Foh et al [4] proposed a single server infinite capacity queue for modelling GPRS
in a Markovian environment and applied matrix geometric methods for the eval-
uation of performance metrics.
Simulation is an efficient tool for studying detailed system behaviour but it

becomes costly, particularly as the system size increases. Markov models on the
other hand provide more flexibility and produce numerical results for many in-
teresting performance measures. Nevertheless, the numerical solution of Markov
models may suffer from several drawbacks, such as

– state space explosion limiting the analysis to only small mobile systems,
generally consisting of one cell,

– restrictive assumptions of independent Poisson arrival processes for all types
of homogeneous and uniformly distributed traffic with exponentially dis-
tributed call durations (which, if multiplexed, can be bursty and correlated).

Thus, there is still a great need to consider alternative analytic methodologies for
the analysis of queueing models, based on a balanced trade-off between simplified
assumptions to reduce complexity and actual real life system behaviour, leading
to both credible and cost-effective approximations for the performance prediction
and optimisation of mobile systems.
This investigation proposes a novel analytic framework for the performance

modelling and evaluation of a wireless GSM/GPRS cell with both voice and
multiple data services under a complete partitioning scheme (CPS). The work
focuses on the analysis of a tandem generalised exponential (GE)-type queueing
model involving a first-come-firs-served (FCFS) access queue and a discrimina-
tory processor sharing (PS) transfer queue (air interface) with distinct multiple
data service classes and external Compound Poisson GPRS (multiplexed) traf-
fic class streams with geometrically distributed batches. The model is analysed
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via the principle of maximum entropy (ME) (c.f., [5,6]) which is used to char-
acterise a product form approximation, subject to GE-type queueing theoretic
constraints, and thus, allowing system decomposition and the separate analy-
sis of each of the two GE-type queues in tandem. Subsequently, closed form
expressions for state and blocking probabilities per class are obtained.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes call handling schemes

for wireless GSM/GPRS cells. The GE-type tandem queueing model is discussed
in Section 3 together with the characterisation of an ME product form approx-
imation. Section 4 presents the ME analysis of the GE/GE/1/N building block
queue with either FCFS or discriminatory PS scheduling rules. Numerical ex-
amples to validate the ME solution against simulation and study the effect of
external GPRS bursty traffic upon the performance of the cell are included in
Section 5. Concluding remarks follow in Section 6.

2 GSM/GPRS Call Handling Schemes

Resources for GPRS traffic can be reserved statically or dynamically, whereas
a combination of both is possible. Different partitioning schemes can be defined
where partitions are created for GSM and GPRS traffic but not for individual
data services. For GPRS traffic, a complete partition is used for different data
services. However, some data calls may be allocated higher priority and therefore
they can be given higher share of the available bandwidth. Whenever voice and
data share bandwidth, voice service is always given the highest priority. Two
main partitioning schemes, namely complete partitioning and partial sharing,
are described below:

– Complete partitioning scheme (CPS) divides the total cell capacity to serve
simultaneously GSM and GPRS traffics. As a consequence, the GSM and
GPRS systems can be analysed separately.

– Partial sharing scheme (PSS) allocates Cdata channels for data traffic and
the remaining Cshared =Ctotal −Cdata channels are shared by voice and data
calls with preemptive priority for voice calls.

CPS has the advantage of requiring simpler management policy and imple-
mentation. Moreover, a definite capacity for GPRS under an efficient Connection
Admission Control (CAC) algorithm can make feasible some QoS guarantees, al-
though it will not clearly give the best utilisation for radio resources. Note that
the CPS is the limiting case of the PSS under high loads. The GSM partition
can be clearly modelled as a loss system. An admitted GSM voice call needs
the assignment of a single traffic channel for its entire duration. On the absence
of an available channel, a voice call is lost. Moreover, the GPRS partition can
be represented by a finite capacity queueing model involving two single server
queues in tandem, namely a FCFS access queue and a discriminatory PS trans-
fer queue, where all active data connections share the total capacity of the data
partition and may belong to various classes. These classes may have different
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characteristics such as maximum or minimum data rates, delay sensitivity, ser-
vice discrimination, arrival rates, interrival-time variability and transferable file
(data) length.
A transfer queue holds a finite number of data connections which are served

according to a discriminatory PS rule, where the available service capacity is
shared evenly amongst all data calls belonging to the same class. However, in
the presence of multiple data classes with different priority levels, the service
capacity is shared according to discrimination rates favouring higher priority
classes. An admitted data call is initially held in a finite capacity FCFS access
queue. If the access queue is full, the incoming call is lost. The access queue
models the Packet Control Unit (PCU)/Sevicing GPRS Support Node (SGSN)
buffers of a GPRS network with down-link traffic or the logical queue of data
call request for transmission in the up-link stream. A call at the head of the
access queue will be blocked if the transfer queue is full. Upon the termination
of an active data call at the transfer queue, the blocked data call at the access
queue is polled into the transfer queue (within a very short time required for
signaling) and immediately shares in a PS fashion the available capacity.

3 The GE-Type Tandem Queueing Model

This section introduces a queueing network model for the performance analysis
of a wireless GSM/GPRS cell with both voice and multiple data services under
CPS. The model describes the GSM and GPRS partitions which can be studied
separately (c.f., Section 2). Assuming a Poissonian arrival process, the GSM
partition can be modelled by the classical Birth-and-Death M/M/c/c loss system
with exponential call durations (which can be analysed via Erlang’s loss formula).
The GPRS partition on the other hand can be modelled as a tandem GE-type

GE/GE/1/N1/FCFS→ GE/M/1/N2/PS finite capacity queueing system, where
both external and internal traffics are approximated by GE-type interarrival-
time distributions, or equivalently, Compound Poisson arrival processes, respec-
tively, with geometrically distributed batches (c.f., Fig.1). Under PS rule, N2
represents the maximum number of connections sharing simultaneously the avail-
able service capacity. Note that a batch arrival process is a most suitable model
of bursty multiplexed connections (belonging to various classes with different
minimum capacity demands) being accepted into the mobile system if there is
enough service capacity at the moment of their arrival. Although the stochas-
tic analysis of this GE-type tandem system is rather complex, the principle of
maximum entropy (ME) can be used, as in earlier works [5,6 ], to characterise a
product form approximation, subject to appropriate GE-type marginal queueing
theoretic constraints.
More specifically, the form of the ME joint state probability P (k),k =

(k1,k2) of the tandem system, where kj is a state vector (kj1, . . . , kjR) and
kji is the number of calls of class i in queue j for i = 1, . . . , R and j = 1 (ac-
cess queue), 2 (transfer queue), subject to normalisation and the existence of
the marginal constraints of server utilisation, mean queue length and full buffer
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Fig. 1. The Wireless GSM/GPRS with CPS

state probability per class, can be clearly established by applying the method of
Lagrange’s undetermined multipliers and is given by

P (k) = P1(k1)P2(k2) (1)

where P1(k1) and P2(k2) are the marginal joint state (or, queue length) proba-
bilities of the GE/GE/1/N1/FCFS access queue and GE/GE/1/N2/PS transfer
queue, respectively. This product form approximation allows the decomposition
of the tandem system into the two aforementioned queues, each of which can be
solved in isolation by carrying out ME analysis at the queue level in conjunction
with flow formulae relating, approximately, to a GE-type interdeparture-time
mean and SCV (c.f., Kouvatsos et al [5]), namely

λd1i = λ1i, C
2
d1i = 2 〈n1i〉 p1i(0)− C2

a1i (1 + p1i(0)) , (2)

where {〈n1i〉 , i = 1, 2, . . . , R} are the marginal mean queue lengths of the ac-
cess queue GE/GE/1/N1/ FCFS and {p1i(0), i = 1, 2, . . . , R} are the marginal
probabilities that there are no data calls of class i, i = 1, 2, . . . , R, in the access
queue.
Note that the proposed {GE/GE/1/N1/FCFS → GE/GE/1/N2/PS} tandem
queueing model with multiple service classes and blocking differs from and in
some respect extends overall the MMPP/M/c queueing model suggested by Foh
et al [4]. Although the later incorporates a PSS, Markov Modulated Poisson
Process (MMPP) and multiple channels, nevertheless it is only applicable to a
single service class, assumes exponential transmission times and, being an in-
finite capacity queueing model, does not capture the adverse effect of blocking
on system performance. Moreover, the GE-type queueing models can be solved
via closed form expressions as opposed to computationally expensive matrix ge-
ometric methods.
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4 The ME Analysis of a GE/GE/1/N/{FCFS or PS}
Queue

This section applies entropy maximisation to analyse a generic GE/GE/1/N
queueing model, as a building block queue, with R (>0) classes of jobs, censored
arrival processes, finite buffer capacity, N, complete buffer management scheme
and either FCFS or PS service rules. Note that the GE distribution is of the
form (c.f., [5,6])

F (t) = P (X ≤ t) = 1− τe−τvt, t ≥ 0 (3)

where τ = 2/(C2+1), X is the inter-event time random variable and
{
1/v, C2

}
are the mean and squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of the inter-event time
distribution, respectively. Moreover, the underlying counting process of the GE
distribution is a compound Poisson process with geometrically distributed batch
sizes and mean batch size 1/τ = (C2 + 1)/2.
Notation
Without the loss of generality and for the sake of simplifying the notation, the
subscript j, j = 1, 2, referring to access and transfer queues, respectively, is
dropped from the notation of this section. Let at any given time

S = (c1, c2, . . . , cn), n≤N be a joint system state, where c1 is the class of the
job in service and c� ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}, � = 2, 3, . . . , n is the class of �th job in
the queue, Q be the set of all feasible states of S and P (S) be the stationary
state probability.

For each class i, i = 1, 2, . . . , R let
λi be the arrival rate, µi be the service rate and πi be the blocking probability
that an arrival of class i finds the queue full.

For each state S, S ∈ Q, and class i, i = 1, 2, . . . , R, the following auxiliary
functions are defined:

ni(S) = the number of class i customers present in stateS,
si(S) = 1, if the job in service is of class i or 0, otherwise,

fi(S) = 1, if
R∑

i=1

ni(S) = N, and si(S) = 1 or 0, otherwise.

The form of the state probability distribution, P (S),S ∈ Q, can be characterised
by maximising the entropy functional H(P) = −∑S P (S) logP (S), subject to
normalisation and server utilisation, mean queue length and full buffer state
probability constraints per class satisfying the flow balance equations, namely

λi(1− πi) = µiUi, i = 1, . . . , R. (4)

By employing Lagrange’s method of undetermined multipliers the following so-
lution is obtained

P (S) =
1
Z

R∏
i=1

g
si(S)
i x

ni(S)
i y

fi(S)
i ,∀S ∈ Q, (5)
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where Z is the normalising constant and {gi, xi, yi, i = 1, 2, . . . , R} are the La-
grangian coefficients corresponding to the server utilisation, mean queue length
and full buffer state probability constraints per class, respectively. Defining the
sets

S0 = {S/S ∈ Q : si(S) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , R} ,
Qi = {S/S ∈ Q : si(S) = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , R} ,

Qi;k = {S ∈ Qi : ni(S) = ki& ki ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , R} ,

and aggregating P (S) over all feasible states S ∈ Q, the joint ‘aggregate’ state
ME solution is given by

P (S0) =
1
Z
, (6)

P (k) =
R∑

i=1

Prob(Qi;k)

=
1
Z

(∑R
j=1 kj − 1

)
!∏R

j=1 kj !


 R∏

j=1

x
kj

j


( R∑

i=1

kigiy
δ(k)
i

)
, (7)

where δ (k) = 1, if
∑

i ki = N , or 0, otherwise, k = (k1, k2, . . . , kR) and ki be
the number of jobs of class i present in the queue, i = 1, 2, . . . , R.
By using equations (6) and (7), closed form expressions for the aggregate

state probabilities {PN (n), n = 0, 1, . . . , N} and marginal state probabilities
{Pi(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , Ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , R} can be obtained (c.f., [7]). Moreover,
the Lagrangian coefficients xi and gi can be approximated analytically by making
asymptotic connections to the corresponding GE-type infinite capacity queue.
Assuming xi and gi are invariant to the buffer capacity size N , it can be estab-
lished that

xi =
〈ni〉 − ρi

〈n〉 , gi =
(1− X) ρi

(1− ρ)xi
, (8)

where X =
∑R

i=1 xi, 〈n〉 = ∑R
i=1 〈ni〉 and 〈ni〉 is the asymptotic marginal mean

queue length of a multi-class GE/GE/1 queue. Note that closed form expressions
for {〈ni〉 , i = 1, 2, . . . , R} have been determined in Kouvatsos et al [5]) and are
given by

〈ni〉 = ρi

2
(
C2

ai + 1
)
+

1
2(1− ρ)

R∑
j=1

λi

λj
ρ2j
(
C2

aj + C2
sj

)
, {for FCFS rule} (9)

〈ni〉 = ρi


C2

ai +
1

1− ρ

R∑
j=1

hj

hi
ρjC

2
aj


 , {for PS rule} (10)
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where ρi = λi/µi, ρ =
∑R

i=1 ρi and hi, i = 1, 2, . . . , R, is a set of discriminatory
weights that impose service discrimination to different priority classes.
Moreover, the blocking probabilities {πi, i = 1, 2, . . . , R} of a GE/GE/1/N

queue can be approximated by focusing on a tagged data call within an arriving
bulk and is determined by

πi =
N∑

k=0

δi(k)(1− σi)N−kPN (k), (11)

where δi(k) = ri

ri(1−σi)+σi
for k = 0 or 1, otherwise, σi = 2/(1 + C2

a i), ri =
2/(1 + C2

s i), and {C2
a i), C

2
s i)} are the squared coefficients of variation for the

interarrival and service times per class i, respectively, i = 1, 2, . . . , R.
By substituting closed form expressions for the aggregate {PN (n), n =

0 . . . N} and blocking {πi, i = 1, 2, . . . , R} probabilities into the flow balance
condition (4) and after some manipulation, the following recursive relationships
for the Lagrangian coefficients {yi, i = 1, 2, . . . , R}, can be obtained:

y
(n)
i =

(
1− σi

X

)
y
(n−1)
i − Θ1i

(
1− σi − X

X

)
, for n ≥ 2, (12)

y
(1)
i = Θ1i − Θ2i, (13)

where Θ1i = 1−ρ
1−X + ρ(1−σi)

1−σi−X , and Θ2i = (1− σi)
(

1−ρ
1−X δi(0) + ρ

1−σi−X

)
.

5 Numerical Results

This section presents some typical numerical experiments in order to illus-
trate the credibility of the proposed ME solution as a simple but cost-effective
performance evaluation tool for assessing the effect of external GPRS traf-
fic at the GE/GE/1/N1/FCFS access queue and its propagation into the
GE/GE/1/N2/PS transfer queue in terms of the magnitude of the call rates
and associated interarrival time squared coefficients (SCVs) of variation.
The numerical study focuses on two data service classes with different av-

erage sizes of 62.5 KBytes (class-1) and 12.5 KBytes (class-2) in conjunction
with a range of corresponding SCVs, respectively. Note that these two classes
may represent two typical Internet applications with different parameters, such
as web browsing and email, respectively. It is assumed that the GPRS parti-
tion consists of one frequency providing total capacity of 171.2 Kbps. Among
the different performance parameters that can be determined, three important
ones are chosen, namely mean response time, mean queue length and blocking
probability. The relative accuracy of the ME algorithm has been verified against
simulation (QNAP-2 [8]) focusing on the performance measure of channel utilisa-
tion (c.f., Figs. 2-3). It can be observed that the ME results are very comparable
to those obtained via simulation.
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Focusing on the GE/GE/1/N/PS queue under discriminatory PS rule favour-
ing class 1 (service discrimination weight 1:5), it can be seen that the interarrival-
time SCV has an inimical effect, as expected, on the mean response time per
class and the aggregate blocking probability (c.f., Figs. 4,5). Moreover, relative
comparisons to assess the effects at varying degrees of interarrival time SCVs
and buffer size, N, at the GE/GE/1/N/FCFS queue upon ME generated mean
queue lengths are presented in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. It can be seen that the
analytically established mean queue lengths deteriorate rapidly with increasing
external interarrival-time SCVs (or, equivalently, average batch sizes) beyond
a specific critical value of the buffer size which corresponds to the same mean
queue length for two different SCV values. It is interesting to note, however, that
for smaller buffer sizes in relation to the critical buffer size and increasing mean
batch sizes, the mean queue length steadily improves with increasing values of
the corresponding SCVs. This ‘buffer size anomaly’ can be attributed to the fact
that, for a given arrival rate, the mean batch size of arriving bulks increases
whilst the interarrival time between batches increases as the interarrival time
SCV increases, resulting in a greater proportion of arrivals being blocked (lost)
and, thus, a lower mean effective arrival rate; this influence has much greater
impact on smaller buffer sizes.

Mean Arrival Rate

Marginal Utilisation for Class 1 Calls

0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Legend
ME
SIM

Fig. 2. Marginal Utilisations for Class 1 Calls

6 Conclusions

A novel analytic framework is presented for the performance modelling and eval-
uation of a wireless GSM/GPRS cell with both voice and multiple data services
under a CPS, a pessimistic limiting case of the PSS. The proposed model is com-
prised from two independent queueing systems, namely an M/M/c/c loss system
with Poissonian GSM traffic and a GE/GE/1/N1/FCFS → GE/GE/1/N2/PS
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Fig. 3. Marginal Utilisations for Class 2 Calls
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Fig. 4. Effect of varying degrees of SCV on Mean Response Time

system of access and transfer queues in tandem having a Compound Poisson
external GPRS traffic with geometrically distributed batches.
The paper focuses on the analysis of the GE-type tandem system, which is

valid for both uplink and downlink connections and provides voice and multiple
class data services with different arrival rates and interarrival-time SCVs, file
(burst) sizes and different PS discrimination service levels allowing a weighted
capacity sharing. A product form approximation for the two queues in tandem
is characterised, based on the principle of ME, leading into the decomposition
of the system and the separate ME analysis of each building block queue under
FCFS and PS rules, respectively, subject to GE-type queueing theoretic con-
straints per class. Subsequently, closed form expressions for state and blocking
probabilities are established. Typical numerical examples are included to inves-
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Fig. 5. Effect of varying degrees of SCV on Aggregate Blocking Probability
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Fig. 6. Effect of varying degrees of SCV on MQLs of Class 1 at different buffer sizes

tigate the relative accuracy of the ME solution against simulation and to assess
the effect of external GE-type bursty traffic upon the performance of the cell.
The paper has several extension possibilities. Firstly, the exponential assump-

tion on the GSM call duration and interarrival time can be represented by a GE
distribution resulting into a GE/GE/c/c loss system. Secondly, the model can
be generalised to capture the dynamics of data partition capacity under PSS. In
this case, the blocked data calls at the transfer queue will be diverted towards
the loss system which will be able to accommodate R+1 classes (voice and data
calls) under a preemptive resume (PR) priority rule (with voice having the high-
est priority). Finally, the ME methodology can be extended to model a network
of multiple wireless cells using a QNM decomposition based on the principle of
entropy maximisation.
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Fig. 7. Effect of varying degrees of SCV on MQLs of Class 2 at different buffer sizes
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Abstract. This paper presents an experimental testbed to study the noise effect
on the performance of the transport layer over Hybrid Fiber Coaxial (HFC)
networks. We have successfully designed and implemented an integrated
complex testbed, which is suitable not only for laboratory environments but
also reusable for real-world networks. The main purpose of the testbed is
modeling the residential broadband data network using hardware simulation
under several noise conditions and observing the effects on the performance of
popular Internet applications as well as native TCP/UDP performances. A large
number of public domain Internet measurement tools have been evaluated, from
which several selective software tools have been used. In addition, new
software has been developed to combine all software and hardware devices.
Based on the testbed, we were able to study several issues of TCP/UDP over
HFC networks by making a large number of automatic measurements and
analysis. The testbed infrastructure would be very useful for cable operator and
end users for monitoring and troubleshooting HFC networks, and can be
effectively reused for related studies in similar environments such as wireless
and DSL.

1   Motivation

Dramatic growth of the Internet has motivated the booming of broadband access
technologies. Among those, Hybrid Fiber Coaxial (HFC) is one of the most
popular access technologies, which provides users not only with TV programs but
also high-speed Internet access and other applications. Many HFC characteristics
affect the performance of Internet applications running over it, such as asymmetry,
tree-and-branch topology, interferences on reverse path, etc, which requires
significant considerations.

As the performance of Internet application directly reflects the cable user’s
satisfaction, cable operators have strong motivations to monitor not only the status of
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cable modem but also the Internet application performance of users’ hosts in order to
effectively tackle their problems. Also, it is desirable to quickly classify and isolate
the network problems. In reality, the Internet access speed of cable users depends on
many factors including: RF-related factors, network congestion, QoS parameters, the
load of Cable Modems Termination Systems (CMTS), etc. As a result, both users and
cable operators need software tools for troubleshooting, and obtaining information
about network health. This task is rather difficult without the assistance of special
Internet measurement software (which most likely runs on UNIX platforms).

Regarding these issues, we have setup a multi-purposed experimental testbed to
study the performance of transport layer over HFC networks. The testbed was
targeted to be reused in real-world HFC networks. The additional objective of this
study is to answer several questions:

[a] The possibilities of locating noise-affected area based on measuring Internet
performance of hosts connected to a same CMTS (as a result, are under similar
network conditions).
[b] The effect of noise on Internet applications.
[c] How to quickly distinguish between general network congestions problem and
HFC network problems ?
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief

background on HFC networks. Section 3 describes the experimental testbed. In
section 4, we discuss on the related studies and the contributions of this work. Several
results and possible applications of the testbed are illustrated in section 5. Finally, our
conclusion and future work are given in the last section.

2 Overview on HFC Networks

Figure 1 depicts a typical HFC system that provides residential broadband services. In
order to bring data to cable user homes, the digital signal is converted into analog
signal and mixed with CATV analog signal using frequency multiplexing. The high
band 500-800 MHZ is used for downstream data and the low band from 5 to 40 MHZ
is used for upstream data from cable modems.

Fig. 1. A typical HFC system providing broadband data services
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HFC networks are highly susceptible to noise funneling, the effect of noise
entering the coaxial plant, being amplified through return path amplifiers, and
aggregated from other coaxial network branches.

3 The Experimental Testbed

3.1 Hardware Configuration

Figure 2 illustrates the testbed hardware configuration. We used 6 PCs 1 running
multi-operating systems including Linux RedHat 7.1, FreeBSD 4.3, Windows 2000
Server and Windows 98 SE. These OSes can be switched over from a remote PC,
which controls the entire testbed. Simulated noise was generated on a PC-controlled
arbitrary waveform generator HP33120 and injected into various points of the
experimental network. Noise was reproduced using a noise database, taken from
operating HFC networks. Another generator (HP3325B) triggered the HP33120 to
control the repeated frequency of noise bursts. As a result, all noise parameters such
as inter-arrival time, noise form, noise amplitude, etc, of Gaussian and impulse noise,
can be fully controlled. An oscilloscope HP 54616, and a CATV analyzer HP Calan
3010R were used to monitor the signal during test. All the equipment and PCs were
controlled and monitored from a remote desktop. With an additional PC-control RF
switch, the connection configuration can also be changed remotely.

Fig. 2. The testbed hardware configuration

                                                          
1 Four PCs connected with Cable Modem have similar hardware and software configurations.
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3.2 Software Configuration

The Overall Software Architecture
The testbed software structure is depicted in Figure 3. A typical client-server network
providing Web and FTP service was simulated, along with a distributed measurement
network. A server running Linux RedHat 7.1 provided FTP and Http services for 4
client PCs running Win98SE/LinuxRH. A remote multi-OS PC acted as master
controller, controlled the whole testbed through the Internet.

Fig. 3. Testbed software architecture

The software “Expert” plays the main role in the testbed. On the server side, a
master “Expert” node can connect to a number of “Expert” slave nodes by either
listening to incoming connection or actively connect to listening “Expert” slaves
through direct TCP connections or SSH (Secure Socket Host) forwarding. After the
communications has been successfully setup, the master node runs a master script in
order to control these nodes to launch measurement programs, console commands or
Internet applications (e.g. FTP, Web browser) in separated threads 2.

One “Expert” node, which acted as instrument-control server, handled a number of
measurement equipments through GPIB/RS232 interfaces and saves data into a local
hard disk for uploading to the Linux server. Data including log files (from servers and
clients) and measurement data (from measurement instruments), is processed by
various Perl scripts, and then put into a dynamically-created array of Round Robin
Databases (RRD). Those scripts can also directly get run-time data from the server-

                                                          
2 Slave scripts can also run simultaneously with master script.
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side measurement software pool through POSIX pipes. Another set of Perl/CGI
scripts (run on top of Apache Web server) dumps selected data sources from the RRD
database pool, make run-time graphs on the requests of remote Web browsers.
Optionally, data from CMTS and Routers can also be acquired through SNMP
interfaces and put into RRD pool.

The Main Testbed Software: “Expert”
In order to facilitate the experiment an experimental software, named “Expert”, was
developed. The primary objective of the software is to provide a communication links
for measurement nodes and a simple graphical interface to execute/debug
measurement scripts. An integrated measurement script can combine Win32 shell
commands, Unix-ported commands, Windows scripting host, scripts written in
scripting languages such as Perl/TCL, and a number of additional internal UNIX-style
commands and communication commands. A special communication protocol was
implemented in the software so that the measurement nodes can work in both client-
server and peer-to-peer architecture. (More details can be found in [15], which was
written by the same author.)

Moreover, the event-based feedback and the capability to control measurement
instruments of the software would also be useful for the traditional HFC status
monitoring on the physical layer. The design of “Expert” software was based on our
previous experiences and codes [3], [10] and regarding related software and
measurement techniques [4]. The software “Expert” was written using Visual Basic 6
on the client side and Perl 5.6 on the server side 3.

Internet Measurements
During the project, a large number of public domain tools have been evaluated on
UNIX (Linux and FreeBSD) and Win32. These measurement tools are the result of
many studies of the academic and OpenSource community.

Among these tools, the most useful are: 1) Iperf to characterize the native
TCP/UDP bandwidth from cable PCs to CMTS 2) NCS to characterize the path from
CMTSs toward the Internet backbone 3) A combination of Tcpdump/Windump/
Tcptrace/Xplot to analyze packet-level traces and 4) Ntop, a modern passive
measurement software. 5) Traditional ping.

4   Related Studies and Contributions of This Work

At present, few studies have focused on the performance of Internet applications and
protocols run over HFC since the majority of the studies ([1], [5]) focused on the
physical layer in order to find solutions to detect and mitigate cable upstream
interferences, which severely degrade digital services. Among these studies, S.
Chaterjee [6] and P. Tzerefos [12] using OPNET, a commercial simulation software,
R. Cohen [2] used NS2 simulator in order to simulate TCP-based applications over
HFC network. However, these studies did not directly regard the effects of

                                                          
3 The information on the availability of the testbed software can be found on the author‘s home

page: http://go.to/hungnc.
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interferences on HFC networks. To our knowledge, one of the reasons for this is the
complexity of simulating both the digital system providing Internet services and
analog systems and signals only by using software simulations. Another reason is the
high-cost of HFC network equipment such as CMTS, or broadband router. In
addition, the HFC measurements taken on real HFC systems must be non-intrusive so
as not to affect the operating network.

In the Internet measurement field, many studies have been successfully performed
for decades in both traditional network environments [4], [9] as well as new
environments such as wireless [13]. Numerous measurement tools have been
introduced as a result of those studies.

Our previous work [3] was primarily concerned with monitoring the HFC physical
layer performance by making use of a set of measurement instruments such as
spectrum analyzers and oscilloscopes, which is a traditional approach. However, due
to additional cost, many cable operators do not perform the preventive maintenance
routines, which aim at monitoring the physical layer, even though these detailed
routines have been clearly defined for years. In the next phase of our project [10],
testbed software “Expert” was developed and provided automatic data collection on
Win32 platform. In the current phase, server side software has been significantly
improved by cross-platform Perl/CGI programs and Round Robin Database (RRD),
which allow real-time display and analysis on popular Apache Web server while the
client side has the new feedback capabilities.

One of our greatest challenges was the complexity of the experimental testbed.
This involved a large range of issues including; controlling measurement equipment,
investigating the characteristics of HFC network and Internet services from the
physical layer up to the application layer, synchronizing distributed network
measurement, dealing with communication with remote measurement instruments
through Internet firewalls, (which eliminated the feasibility of most commercial
software products such as the measurement software that implements protocols such
as Agilent SICL LAN, TCP/IP VXI and MS DCOM).

In addition, most current Internet measurement tools are primarily available on
UNIX platforms while the ATE (Automatic Test and measurement) software is most
likely available only on Win32 platform or some proprietary platform (such as HP-
UX). Our work successfully integrated Internet measurement tools with measurement
equipment and software, as well as simulated typical Internet services over HFC
networks. The testbed infrastructure allowed large range of studies such as the
interactions between the physical layer and the link layer [11], the physical layer and
the transport layer [10], and interestingly, an approach to locate noise affected area
based on measuring transport layer performance, which will be very cost-effective.
Several results and possible applications of the testbed will be presented in the next
section.

5   Results: Possible Applications of the Testbed Infrastructure

5.1   Characterizing TCP/IP Performance over HFC under Noise Conditions

The testbed infrastructure allows studying numerous problems of HFC, such as noise
funneling effects on cable user’s applications, finding the vulnerable points of the
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networks to focus monitoring and maintenance efforts, detecting malicious-purpose
noise injections, as well as the issues mentioned in section 1. Since most of the tests
can be run automatically and unattended, this allows for a large number and variety of
tests.

Fig. 4. Upstream UDP throughput under noise (run-time graph)

Locating the Noise Injection Based on the Noise Isolation Factor
Based on the relative location of computers and the noise injection point shown in
Figure 2, the calculation of noise isolation factor is shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Noise isolation factor

PC Noise isolation (I) (for the connection scheme in Figure 2)

PC2 14 (tap) + cable* 3 + (- LNA2 + 220m) + 220m * 2,5db/100m (at
40MHZ) + 4 (TNA combiner loss ) + LNA1 (19) + cable*4  + 11
(tap) =  54 dB

PC6 14 (tap)+ cable *3 + (- LNA2  + 220m) + 4 (TNA combiner loss) +
80m * 2,5db/100m + 20 (tap) = 40 dB

PC3 14 (tap) + cable *2  + 8 (tap) = 22 dB

PC4 14 (tap) + cable* 2  + 20 (tap) = 34 dB

While observing the table, it should be noted that the losses of short cable between
taps are assumed to be zero, and (-LNA2 + 220m) = 0 dB since the testbed coaxial
network was calibrated for unity gain, which means that the gain of an amplifier
equals the losses that precede it. (See [7])

Figure 4 is a screenshot of a run-time graph displaying the UDP measurement
results using Iperf 1.2, (with the bandwidth parameters set in accordance with the QoS
parameters assigned for CMs) on 4 clients. In this figure, the noise effects on cable
users can be observed. The left-most flat section corresponds with the normal
operation before various impulse noise forms of increasing amplitude were injected
into the network. The noise injected in point N3 (See Figure 2) causes UDP
bandwidth fluctuations. It can be observed that the effects on 4 PCs are very different:
PC 3 seemed not be affected until noise exceeds a threshold. The main reason is the
differences of the noise isolation factors relative to the noise injection point.
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We also realized that among various parameters such as round trip delay, jitter, etc,
the fluctuation of UDP bandwidth is a good metric to assess the noise isolation factor,
in order to predict the noise injection location.

(1)

(2)

With standard deviation and correlation calculated using equation (1) and (2),
respectively, the correlation between the standard deviation of UDP throughput
(which represents for the UDP bandwidth fluctuation) and the isolation factor
(calculated in Table 1) is -0.90338, and the correlation strength is 0.816097, which is
satisfactory.

Fig. 5.  Standard deviation of native UDP bandwidth versus noise isolation factor

The importance of this finding is as follows:
- Based on the estimation of noise isolation factor, together with experiences on
operating networks, a vulnerable map of the network can be established (See [15]).
-  If the fluctuations of UDP bandwidth are detected on a number of cable users or
dedicated measurement nodes, it is most likely that noise has affected the areas that
have low noise isolation relative to these measurement nodes. Typically, these areas
are neighborhood taps and the taps near the bi-directional amplifiers, where upstream
noise is amplified ([15]). This fact can assist in locating noise injection point, which is
the solution for issue [a] mentioned in section 1.

Table 2. The correlations between noise isolation factor and various performance metrics

Performance metrics Correlation Coefficient Correlation Strength

Native UDP upstream - 0,903 0,816
Native TCP upstream
(measured by Iperf)

-0.845 0.714

FTP bandwidth upstream -0.807 0.615
FTP bandwidth downstream -0.796 0.633
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As can be seen in table 2, the native UDP bandwidth, native TCP bandwidth, FTP
bandwidth upstream and FTP bandwidth downstream are in descending order of
correlation strength. This is consistent with our expectation.

Characterizing the Effects of Noise on Internet Applications
In order to investigate issue [b] in section 1, two typical Internet applications, FTP
and WWW (using MSIE 5.5) were characterized in the testbed. Several results are
shown on Figure 6.

Fig. 6.  Characterizing Internet applications a) FTP upstream b) FTP downstream c) A packet-
level trace shows retransmissions of a FTP upstream session due to impulse noise d) Excessive
Http delay and timeout due impulse noises.

As can be seen on Figure 6, under similar noise condition, the effect of ACK loss
on FTP downstream throughput (Fig. 6b), can degrade throughput up to 50%, while
the effect of packet loss on FTP upstream, only degrade throughput up to 25% (Fig.
6a). Web browsing is more susceptible to noise effects than FTP 4 (Figure 6d). In
addition, the effects on Web browsing also heavily depend on Web page size and
structure.

                                                          
4 However, in reality, users normally do not wait until a Web page is fully loaded before

surfing to another page.
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Fig. 7. Measurement network on HFC infrastructure

5.2 Other Applications

Monitoring HFC Network

On the next phase of the project, we are planning a measurement infrastructure based
on the current testbed. Figure 6 shows the suggested measurement network, which is
based on the current testbed. The measurement network will contain low-cost
headless servers running FreeBSD or Linux, which are located at the network
distribution centers to serve 500 to 2000 cable users. The main measurement toolset
will be installed at the server while end-user software can be downloaded freely to
help users monitoring and troubleshooting network health. The servers can
characterize the path toward Internet backbone to detect network bottleneck as well as
the path toward cable users to detect RF-related problems. Therefore, they are able to
solve the issue [c] previously mentioned in section 1. In this scenario, if a software is
installed on the user side, it can perform some types of measurement and diagnosis
and help users to tune their network setting to obtain higher performance in HFC
environments, while the measurement results can also be seen on the servers due to
the client-server nature of several Internet measurement software (e.g. Iperf). In
addition, user-side software can greatly assist in topology discovery, trouble-shooting
and improve the precision of Internet measurement.

Benchmarking Cable/DSL Modems and CMTS/DSLAM
As described in [8], measurement procedures to benchmark Cable/DSL modems
and/or CMTS/DSLAM can be performed by a commercial system such as Smartbit.
However, in the absence of such a high-cost system, a modified testbed infrastructure
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can be used. Figure 7 illustrates the implementation of the testbed infrastructure as a
benchmark system.

Fig. 8. Using Testbed infrastructure as a benchmark system

Other Access Network Environments (DSL, Wireless, etc)
It is widely known that DSL networks suffer from similar problems as HFC network
such as noise and interferences. Moreover, since telephone wire is more susceptible to
noise in comparison with coaxial, DSL performance is dramatically degraded with the
presence of noise. In the very designing phase, the testbed was aimed to be
transparently reused in DSL environments with very small or no modifications.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has described an experimental integrated testbed to study the overall
performance of Internet access over HFC networks under simulated noise conditions
and discussed on the applications of the testbed infrastructure. From the testbed
experiences, a large number of measurement tools were collected and evaluated on
the HFC infrastructure. The testbed infrastructure is flexible enough to be easily
adapted for other purposes as well as other network environments.

One of the interesting results obtained from the experimental testbed is the novel
approach of locating noise injection points based on the correlation between the noise
isolation factor and the variation of UDP bandwidth. The implementation of this
approach in real networks would require some network topology discovery
techniques. For this purpose, there are several possibilities: 1) Obtaining ranging
parameters of CMs through SNMP interfaces of CMTS. 2) Cable users can provide
their CM locations themselves through client software or a database-backend Web
page. 3) The network maps are already available by network designing and
maintenance procedures. 4) A combinations of the above three solutions. However,
the testbed still have several limitations, such as the scale of the testbed was small in
comparison with real HFC networks, etc. We will address those limitations in the next
phase of the project by making non intrusive-measurements on the real operating
HFC networks. The server-side software will be able to assist the automatic analysis
more effectively if its database capability is improved. One possibility is connecting
the current RRD database pool with an OLAP engine (online analytical processing),
to form multi-dimensional databases of HFC network performance.
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Abstract. IEEE 802.11 specifies a technology for wireless local area net-
works (LANs) and mobile networking. In this paper, we present an ana-
lytical method of estimating the saturation throughput of 802.11 wireless
LAN in the presence of noise which distorts transmitted frames. Besides
the Basic Access mechanism of the 802.11 MAC protocol, we study such
optional tool as the RTS/CTS method, which allows reducing the in-
fluence of collisions. In addition to the throughput, our method allows
estimating a probability of a packet rejection occurring when the number
of packet transmission retries attains its limit. The obtained numerical
results of investigating 802.11 LANs by this method are validated by
simulation and show high estimation accuracy for any values of protocol
parameters and bit error rates. These results also show that the method
is an effective tool for tuning the protocol parameters.

1 Introduction

In recent years, wireless data communications networks have become one of
the major trends of the network industry development. Wireless LANs can be
considered as an extension of the wired network with a wireless “last mile” link
for connecting a large number of mobile terminals. The obvious merit of wireless
LANs is the simplicity of implementation—no cables are required, its topology
can be dynamically changed with connection, movement, and disconnection of
mobile users without much loss of time.

The success of wireless networks depends largely on the development of net-
working products for multiple access to a wireless medium and of the appropriate
standards. One of such standards is the IEEE 802.11 protocol [1] concerning the
specifications on MAC and PHY layers for wireless networks. Leading compa-
nies (e.g., CISCO) have developed software and hardware in conformity with
this standard.

The fundamental access mechanism in the IEEE 802.11 protocol is the Dis-
tributed Coordination Function (DCF), which implements the Carrier Sense
� This work was partially supported by NATO Science Programme in the Collabo-
rative Linkage Grant PST.CLG.977405 “Wireless Access to Internet exploiting the
IEEE 802.11 technology”

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1008–1019, 2002.
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Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) method. In this method,
sequential attempts to transfer by every station are separated by backoff inter-
vals. The number of slots b in this interval is random and defined by a binary
exponential backoff rule (see Section 2).

In previous works, performance of the DCF has been evaluated either by sim-
ulation (e.g., [2]) or by approximate analytical models [3,4] based on assumptions
simplifying considerably the backoff rule. The DCF scheme has been studied in
depth in [5]–[7], in which analytical methods have been developed for evaluating
the performance of 802.11 wireless LANs in the saturation conditions when there
are always queues for transmitting at every wireless LAN station. This perfor-
mance index called the saturation throughput in [5] has been evaluated in the
assumption of ideal channel conditions, i.e., in the absence of noise and hidden
stations. The assumption of the absence of hidden stations is admissible as a
result of the small distance between LAN stations. But if noise is neglected, the
throughput may be overestimated, because electromagnetic noise in large cities
is inevitable and worsens the throughput due to data distortion. In this paper
we develop methods [5]–[7] to study the influence of noise on the 802.11 LAN
performance.

Further in Section 2 we briefly review the DCF operation in saturation and
noise. In Sections 3 and 4 we develop a new analytical method of estimating the
saturation throughput and a probability of a packet rejection occurring when
the number of transmission retries attains its limit. In section 5, we give some
numerical research results of the saturation throughput of 802.11 LANs. These
results obtained by both our analytical method and simulation allow us to val-
idate the developed method. Finally, the obtained results are summarized in
section 6.

2 DCF in Saturation

Now we briefly outline the DCF scheme, considering only the aspects that are
exhibited in saturation and with absence of hidden stations. This scheme is
described in detail in [1].
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Fig. 1. Basic Access Mechanism (s - SIFS, b.s - backoff slots)
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Under the DCF, data packets are transferred in general via two methods.
Short packets of length not greater than P are transferred by the Basic Access
mechanism. In this mechanism shown in Figure 1, a station confirms the suc-
cessful reception of a DATA frame by a positive acknowledgment ACK after a
short SIFS interval.
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Fig. 2. RTS/CTS mechanism

Packets of length greater than the limit P called the RTS threshold in [1] are
transferred via the Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) mechanism. In
this case shown in Figure 2, first an inquiring RTS frame is sent to the receiver
station, which replies by a CTS frame after a SIFS. Then only a DATA frame
is transmitted and its successful reception is confirmed by an ACK frame. Since
there are no hidden stations in the considered LAN, all other stations hear the
RTS frame transmission and defer from their own attempts. This protects CTS,
DATA and ACK frames from a collision-induced distortion. The RTS threshold P
is chosen as a result of a reasonable trade-off between the RTS/CTS mechanism
overhead consisting in transmitting two additional control frames (RTS and
CTS) and reduction of collision duration. Figures 1 and 2 show that the collision
duration is determined by the length of the longest packet involved in collision
for the Basic Access mechanism, whereas in the RTS/CTS mechanism it is equal
to the time of transferring a short RTS frame.

After a packet transfer attempt the station passes to the backoff state after
a DIFS interval if the attempt was successful (i.e., there was no collision, all
frames of a packet were transferred without noise-induced distortions) or after
an EIFS interval if the attempt failed. The backoff counter is reset to the initial
value b, which is called the backoff time, measured in units of backoff slots of
duration σ, and chosen uniformly from a set (0, . . . , w − 1). The value w, called
the contention window, depends on the number nr of attempts performed for
transmitting the current packet: w =Wnr , where

Wnr =W02nr for nr ≤ m and Wnr =Wm for nr > m, (1)

i.e., w is equal to the minimum W0 before the first attempt, then w is dou-
bled after every failed attempt of the current packet transmission, reaching the
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maximum Wm = W02m. Note that every transmission attempt of a packet can
include transfers of several frames (RTS, CTS, DATA, and ACK). Backoff inter-
val is reckoned only as long as the channel is free: the backoff counter is decreased
by one only if the channel was free in the whole previous slot. Counting the back-
off slots stops when the channel becomes busy, and backoff time counters of all
stations can decrement next time only when the channel is sensed idle for the
duration of σ+DIFS or σ+EIFS if the last sensed transmission is successful or
failed, respectively. When the backoff counter attains its zero value, the station
starts transmission.

In the course of transmission of a packet, a source station counts the numbers
of short (ns) and long (n�) retries. Let a source station transfer a DATA frame
with a packet of length equal to or less than P , or an RTS frame. (Retries
for these frames are called short ones in [1]). If a correct ACK or CTS frame,
respectively, is received within timeout, then the ns-counter is zeroed; otherwise
ns is advanced by one. Similarly, the n�-counter is zeroed or advanced by one in
case of reception or absence of a correct ACK frame (within timeout) confirming
the successful transfer of a DATA frame with a packet of length greater than P
(transfer retries for that sort of DATA frames are called long retries). When any
of these counters ns and n� attains its limit Ns or N� respectively, the current
packet is rejected. After the rejection or success of a packet transmission the
next packet is chosen (due to saturation) with zeroing the values of nr, ns, and
n�.

As in [5,6], to study the DCF, we adopt the following assumption: all stations
change their backoff counter after a DIFS or EIFS interval closing a packet trans-
mission attempt, i.e., the source station (or stations in case of collision), which
has performed a transmission, modifies its contention window w and chooses ran-
domly the backoff counter value from the set (0, . . . , w− 1), while other stations
just decrease their backoff counters by 1 (in reality [1], other stations can do it
only after a backoff slot σ since the end of the DIFS or EIFS interval). Thus, at
the beginning of each slot any station can start its transmission. As shown in [7],
this assumption does not affect significantly the throughput estimation results
with the W0 values recommended in [1].

3 Throughput Evaluation

Let us consider a wireless LAN of N statistically homogeneous stations work-
ing in saturation. In fact, we mean by N not a number of all stations of the
LAN, but a number of active stations whose queues are not empty for a quite
long observation interval. By statistically homogeneity of stations, we mean that
the lengths of packets chosen by every station from the queue have identical
probability distribution {d�,  = min, . . . , max}. Since the distance between
stations is small, we assume that there are no hidden stations and noise occurs
concurrently at all stations. These assumptions imply that all stations “sense”
the common wireless channel identically.

As in [5], let us subdivide the time of the LAN operation into non-uniform
virtual slots such that every station changes its backoff counter at the start of a
virtual slot and can begin transmission if the value of the counter becomes zero.
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Such a virtual slot is either (a) an “empty” slot in which no station transmits,
or (b) a “successful” slot in which one and only one station transmits, or (c) a
“collisional” slot in which two or more stations transmit.

As in [5,6], we assume that the probability that a station starts transmitting
a packet in a given slot depends neither on the previous history, nor on the
behavior of other stations, and is equal to τ , which is the same for all stations.
Hence the probabilities that an arbitrarily chosen virtual slot is “empty” (pe),
“successful” (ps), or “collisional” (pc) are

pe = (1 − τ)N , ps = Nτ(1 − τ)N−1, pc = 1 − pe − ps. (2)

Thus, the throughput S is determined by the formula

S =
psU

peσ + psTs + pcTc
, (3)

where Ts and Tc are the mean duration of “successful” and “collisional” slots,
respectively, and U is the mean number of successfully transferred data bytes in
a “successful” slot.

The duration of a “collisional” slot is the sum of time of transmitting the
longest frame involved in collision and an EIFS interval. Disregarding the prob-
ability of collision of three or more frames, we obtain the formula for the mean
duration of a “collisional” slot

Tc =
P∑

�=�min

td()d̂�


d̂� + 2


 �−1∑

k=�min

d̂k +
�max∑

k=P+1

d̂k





 + tRTS


 �max∑

�=P+1

d̂�




2

+ EIFS + δ, (4)

where td() = H + /V is the transmission time of a DATA frame including a
packet of length  and a header transmitted in time H, V is the channel rate,
tRTS is the transfer time for an RTS frame (according to [1], tRTS < H), and δ is
the propagation delay assumed the same for all pairs of stations. Finally, d̂� is the
probability that the performed attempt is related to a packet of length . Note
that the distribution {d̂�,  = min, . . . , max} is different from the distribution
{d�,  = min, . . . , max}, because the longer the length of a packet, the greater
the number of attempts required for transferring a packet due to the higher
probability of distortion of the corresponding DATA frame by noise.

At the beginning of a “successful” slot, one and only one station initiates an
attempt of transmitting a packet of length , and this transmission is successful
with probability πh() if none of the frames exchanged between the sender and
receiver in this process is distorted by noise, i.e.,

πh() = [1 − ξd()](1 − ξa) for  ≤ P

and
πh() = (1 − ξrc)[1 − ξd()](1 − ξa) for  > P ,
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where ξrc = 1 − (1 − ξrc)(1 − ξa) is the probability of distorting an RTS-CTS
sequence by noise, while ξd(), ξr, and ξa are the probabilities of noise-induced
distortion of a DATA frame including a packet of length  (ξd()), and RTS
(ξr) frame, and CTS and ACK (ξa) frames of identical format [1]. These dis-
tortion probabilities are defined by the Bit Error Rate (BER)—the probabil-
ity of distortion of a bit, i.e., an f -byte frame is distorted with probability
ξ�f

= 1−exp{−8fBER}. Transfer of a packet is terminated when an exchanged
frame is distorted. Thus, the mean duration of a transfer attempt in a “success-
ful” slot depends on the length  of the transferred packet and is equal to

ts() = td() + δ + [1 − ξd()](tACK + SIFS + δ)

+ πh()DIFS + [1 − πh()]EIFS

for  ≤ P and

ts() = tRTS + δ + (1 − ξr)(tCTS + SIFS + δ)

+ (1 − ξrc){[1 − ξd()](tACK + SIFS + δ) + td() + SIFS + δ}
+ πh()DIFS + [1 − πh()]EIFS

for  > P , where tCTS = tACK is the transfer time of a CTS and an ACK frame.
Thus, the mean duration Ts of a “successful” slot and the mean number of

successfully transferred bytes U in this slot are

Ts =
�max∑

�=�min

ts()d̂�, U =
�max∑

�=�min

πh()d̂�. (5)

Therefore we have found all components of (3). So the throughput S can be found
if the transmission commencement probability τ and the probability distribution
{d̂�} are known.

4 Transmission Probability

Now we study the process of transmitting a packet of length  by some station.
This process starts at the instance when the packet is chosen from the queue and
ends with either this packet successful transmission or its rejection. Let f� and
w� be the mean numbers of this packet transmission attempts and virtual slots
in which the considered station defers from transmission during this process.
Then

τ =
�max∑

�=�min

d�f�/

�max∑
�=�min

d�(f� + w�), (6)

d̂� = d�f�/

�max∑
k=�min

dkfk,  = min, max. (7)
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Moreover, we will seek also the averaged probability prej of packet rejection
when one of the counters ns or n� attains its limiting valueNs orN�, respectively.
This probability can be found from the following sum:

prej =
�max∑

�=�min

d�prej(), (8)

where prej() is the probability of rejecting a packet of length .
In the course of transmitting a packet of length  let exactly i attempts take

place. Let ψ�(i) denote the probability of this event. Obviously,

ψ�(i) = ψs
� (i) + ψr

� (i), (9)

where ψs
� (i) and ψr

� (i) are the probabilities that this transmission process ter-
minates at attempt i with success and rejection, respectively. In our case when
exactly i attempts take place, the mean number of virtual slots in which the
station defers from transmission in the course of the whole considered process is

W i =
i−1∑
k=0

Wk − 1
2

=Wi−1 − W0 + i

2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1,

W i =
m∑

k=0

Wk − 1
2

+
Wm − 1

2
(i−1−m) =Wm

i−m+ 1
2

− W0 + i

2
, i > m+1.

Then we have

f� =
im(�)∑
i=1

iψ�(i), w� =
im(�)∑
i=1

W iψ�(i), (10)

where im() is the maximal number of attempts for such a packet, i.e., im() = Ns

for  ≤ P and im() = i1m = (Ns − 1)N� + 1 for  > P .
Now we look for probabilities ψ�(i). First we consider a simple case  ≤

P , in which the number i of attempts is bounded by Ns. The probability of
unsuccessful attempt is

πcd() = 1 − (1 − πc)(1 − ξ())

where

πc = 1 − (1 − τ)N−1 and ξ() = 1 − (1 − ξd())(1 − ξa)ø

are the probabilities of the current attempt collision and distorting DATA or
ACK frames, respectively. Then the process is completed successfully at the ith
attempt with probability

ψs
� (i) = [1 − πcd(�)][πcd(�)]i−1, i = 1, . . . , Ns, (11)

or ends in rejection with probability

prej(�) = [πcd(�)]Ns , (12)

i.e.,
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ψr
� (i) = 0 for i < Ns and ψr

� (Ns) = [πcd()]Ns . (13)

Consequently by (9),

ψ�(i) = [1− πcd()][πcd()]i−1, i = 1, . . . , Ns − 1, ψ�(Ns) = [πcd()]Ns−1. (14)

Now let  > P . In this case the number id of DATA frame transfer attempts
is bounded by N� and each of these attempts may be preceded by 0, . . . , Ns − 1
unsuccessful attempts of transferring an RTS frame. Moreover, in the case of a
packet rejection due to attaining the limit Ns, the packet transmission process
completes with Ns failed RTS transfer attempts.

Let us express the probability ψr
� (i) as the sum

ψr
� (i) = pd

rej(, i) + pr
rej(, i), (15)

where pd
rej(, i) and pr

rej(, i) are the probabilities of rejection after i packet
transmission attempts due to the attainment of limiting values of the n�- and
ns-counters, respectively. Note that

prej() =
i1m∑
i=1

[pd
rej(, i) + pr

rej(, i)]. (16)

The probabilities of unsuccessful transfer of DATA and RTS frames are ξ()
and πcr = 1 − (1 − πc)(1 − ξrc), respectively. Therefore after simple algebraic
operations we obtain

ψs
� (i) = (1 − πcr)[1 − ξ(�)]πi−1

cr

min(i,N�)−1∑
h=0

(
ρ�

πcr

)h

g(i− 1 − h, h+ 1), i = 1, . . . , i1m,

(17)

pd
rej(, i) = 0, i = 1, . . . , N� − 1,

pd
rej(, i) = πi−N�

cr ρN�

� g(i−N�, N�), i = N�, . . . , i
1
m, (18)

pr
rej(, i) = 0, i = 1, . . . , Ns − 1, pr

rej(,Ns) = πNs
cr ,

pr
rej(, i) = πi

cr

min(i−Ns,N�−1)∑
h=1

(
ρ�

πcr

)h

g(i−Ns − h, h), i = Ns + 1, . . . , i1m,

(19)
where ρ� = (1 − πcr)ξ() is the probability that an attempt of transmitting a
packet of length  fails just due to noise-induced distortion of DATA or ACK
frames, while g(u, v) is the number of ways in which u indistinguishable balls
(failed RTS transfer attempts) can be placed in v urns (gaps preceding each of
DATA transfers) so that every urn contains not more than Ns − 1 balls. The
function g(u, v) is computed recursively:

g(0, v) = 1 ∀v > 0, g(u, 1) = 1 for u < Ns and 0 for u ≥ Ns,
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g(u, v) =
min(u,Ns−1)∑

k=0

g(u− k, v − 1) for v ≥ 2, u > 0.

Therefore the transmission probability τ can be estimated by the following
iterative procedure.

Step 0. Define an initial value for τ .
Step 1. For all possible packet lengths  and number of attempts i, compute

the rejection probabilities ψ�(i) by (14) if  ≤ P or by (9), (15), and (17)–(19)
if  > P .

Step 2. For all possible packet lengths , using (10), compute the mean
numbers of attempts f� and virtual slots w� in which transmission is postponed.

Step 3. Using (6), find the modified value of τ and compare it with the
initial value. If the difference of these values is greater than a predefined limit,
return to Step 1 using a new initial value for τ—the half-sum of its old initial
value and the modified value.

After this iterative procedure, we obtain the averaged rejection probability
prej by (8), (12), (16), (18), and (19). Finally, we find the distribution {d̂�}
by (7) and throughput by the formulas of the previous section.

We don’t prove exactly the convergence of this iterative technique due to
its complexity and lack of space. It is clear intuitively that the equation (6)
has a unique solution because a growth of transmission probability τ leads to
increasing the collision probability and, hence, to increasing the average number
w�/f� of slots anticipating an attempt for all . In practice, numerous examples of
adopting the suggested technique with various values of wireless LAN parameters
have shown that this technique provides very fast convergence to the solution
and high speed of calculating the values of estimated performance indices. It
takes less than a second to calculate S and prej with running this technique
program implementation at Intel Celeron 400 MHz.

5 Numerical Results

To validate our model, we have compared its results with that obtained by GPSS
(General Purpose Simulation System) simulation [8]. The object of our numer-
ical investigations was a LAN which consisted of N statistically homogeneous
stations working in saturation and was controlled by the DCF scheme of the
IEEE 802.11 protocol with the higher-speed physical layer extension (802.11b)
[9]. The values of protocol parameters used to obtain numerical results for the
analytical model and simulation were the default values [9] for the Short Pream-
ble mode and summarized in Table 1. Moreover, the information packet size 
(in bytes) is sampled uniformly from the set {1, . . . , 1999}.

In our simulation model, we have tried to take into account of all real features
of the 802.11 MAC protocol and, of course, not adopted the assumptions used
with analytical modeling and described at the end of Section 2 and in Section 3.
In the course of each run (it took about 2 hours, in average) of the simula-
tion model, we watched the measured performance index value and stopped the
simulation when this value fluctuations became quite small (within 0.5%).
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Table 1. Values of protocol parameters

Slot time, σ 20 µs Propagation time, δ 1 µs
MAC+PHY Header 49 bytes Length of ACK and CTS 29 bytes
Header transfer time, H 121 µs ACK transfer time, tACK 106 µs
RTS length 35 bytes RTS transfer time, tRTS 111 µs
SIFS 10 µs DIFS 50 µs
EIFS 212 µs V 11 Mbps
Short retry limit, Ns 7 Long retry limit, N� 4
Minimal contention window, W0 32 Maximal contention window, Wm 1024
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Fig. 3. Throughput (Mbps) and rejection probability versus number of station with
BER= 5 ·10−5 for (a) the Basic Access mechanism, (b) the RTS/CTS mechanism, and
(c) the optimal hybrid mechanism
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Fig. 4. Optimal RTS threshold (bytes) versus number of station with (i) BER= 1·10−5,
(ii) BER= 5 · 10−5, (iii) BER= 1 · 10−4, and (iv) BER= 1.4 · 10−4

In Figure 3, we present some results of studying the throughput and the
averaged rejection probability for the Basic Access and RTS/CTS mechanisms
(where P > lmax and P = 0, respectively) with varying the number N of
stations. Here dotted curves have been obtained by simulation, while our method
has been adopted to obtain other curves. First of all, let us note a high accuracy
of the analytical model: the errors never exceed 2% with throughput estimation
and 5% with rejection probability estimation.
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Further, as we could expect, the Basic Access mechanism provides the highest
throughput when a number N of stations is small (N < 30 in Figure 3), while
the RTS/CTS mechanism is better when N is large and provides nearly the same
throughput with increasing the number of stations.

The bold curves in Figure 3 have been obtained for the hybrid mechanism
with the optimal RTS threshold P opt providing the maximal throughput and de-
pending on N . The optimizing curves are shown in Figure 4 for various values of
BER and have been determined with our analytical method. (A high calculation
speed of our method has allowed us to use the exhaustive search of the optimal
threshold.) With a low BER (curve (i)), P opt is quite small for large N , increases
monotonically with decrease of N until some threshold Nb (where P opt becomes
equal to lmax + 1 = 2000 bytes), and remains constant with N ≤ Nb, that is,
the Basic Access mechanism is the best for small N . With a high BER (curves
(ii)–(iv)), a curve P opt(N) is not monotonic, that is, an additional threshold N0

b

appears somewhere below Nb and P opt decreases with decrease of N from N0
b

to 1. For example, Nb = 30 and N0
b = 15 with BER= 1 · 10−4. Both thresholds

increase with BER growth, but N0
b increases faster so that the interval, where

the Basic Access mechanism is the best, disappears and these thresholds unite
into one with a very high BER (see curve (iv)).

Thus, we have obtained the following surprising fact: when stations are few
and a BER is high, the best mechanism is not the Basic Access one, but some
hybrid mechanism, and the throughput improvement achieved by this optimiza-
tion is significant. For example, with N = 2 and BER= 1 ·10−4, S = 1.44 Mbps
for the Basic Access mechanism and S = 1.62 Mbps for the optimal hybrid
mechanism with P = P opt = 1100 bytes.

This case of few stations in a LAN can seem “exotic” and negligible, but
keeping in mind that we considered only active stations, it corresponds to a real-
life situation of low traffic. As Figure 3 shows, the throughput improvement in the
considered case is achieved at the expense of worsening a rejection probability:
in the above example, prej = 0.057 for the Basic Access mechanism and prej =
0.131 for the optimal hybrid mechanism. It can be explained in the following
way. When stations are few and a BER is high, a collision probability is small
and a failure probability is equal approximately to a noise-induced distortion
probability for a DATA frame. So we can assume that a maximal number of
attempts of transmitting a packet is equal to Nd = 4 if the packet is transmitted
by the RTS/CTS mechanism and to Ns = 7 with the Basic Access mechanism.
For a given packet and BER, the less maximal number of attempts, the larger
the rejection probability, the less the mean value of backoff intervals anticipating
transmission attempts, and hence the larger the throughput.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a continuation of [5]–[7], a simple analytical method is developed
for estimating the throughput of a wireless LAN controlled by the DCF scheme
of IEEE 802.11 protocol and operating under saturation and in noise. Besides the
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throughput, the probability of a packet transfer rejection due to the attainment
of the limiting values specified by the Standard [1] for the number of attempts for
transferring long and short frames is evaluated. According to numerical results,
our method is quite exact and can be considered as an effective tool for both
investigating the influence of bit error rate on the wireless LAN performance
indices and tuning optimally the protocol parameters.

Extensions of the developed method to take into account of a possible pres-
ence of hidden stations as well as to consider the real-life situations when traffic
generated by wireless LAN stations is non-uniform and non-saturating seem
possible and are proposed as a future research activity. In order to tackle new
research issues generated by the use of wireless LANs as Internet access net-
works, we plan also to apply the results of studying the 802.11 MAC layer for
investigating the interaction between this protocol and the TCP/IP protocol
stack (i.e., the protocols of Internet).
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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient algorithm for Monte-Carlo
simulation of time blocking probabilities for multi-layer multicast
streams with the assumption that blocked calls are lost. Users may join
and leave the multicast connections freely, thus creating dynamic mul-
ticast trees. The earlier published algorithms are applicable to small
networks or networks with few users. The present simulation algorithm
is based on the inverse convolution method, and is the only effective way
to handle large systems, known to the author.

1 Introduction

This paper presents an efficient algorithm for Monte-Carlo simulation of time
blocking probabilities for multi-layer multicast streams with the assumption that
blocked calls are lost. Consider a network with circuit switched traffic, or packet
switching with strict quality guarantees, such as the IntServ architecture in the
Internet. Decisions on whether to allow a new connection in the network are
made according to availability of resources.

In general, traffic is a mixture of point-to-point (unicast) and point-to-multi-
point (or multicast) traffic. There are well known algorithms for calculating
blocking probabilities for unicast traffic in absence of multicast traffic, see e.g. [1,
2]. Multicast, however, gives rise to a multitude of new problems, (see e.g. [3]),
one of which is blocking probability calculation. A model called “multicast loss
system” has been developed for calculating blocking probabilities in recent years.
This system comprises a tree-structured multicast network with dynamic mem-
bership. In this network, users at the leaf nodes can join or leave any of the
several multicast channels offered by one source, the root of the tree. The users
joining the channels form dynamic multicast connections that share the network
resources. Blocking occurs when there are not enough resources available in the
network to satisfy the resource requirements of a request. Blocked calls are lost.
The multicast loss system may be seen as a virtual network over the real one,
carrying the multicast traffic of the real network.

The time blocking probability is the probability that the system is in a state
where a call cannot be established due to unavailable resources, while the call
blocking probability is the probability that a user’s attempt to establish a call

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1020–1031, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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fails due to unavailable resources. These probabilities are intimately related, and
it is possible to calculate the call blocking probability in a multicast loss system
knowing the time blocking probability.

Audio and video streams can be coded hierarchically [4]. In hierarchical, or
layered, coding, information is separated according to its importance, and then
coded and transmitted in separate streams. In the present setting a user may,
depending on her needs and abilities, subscribe to the most important sub-stream
only, in which case she is said to be on layer 1, or subscribe to any number r
of the most important sub-streams, in which case she is on layer r. This paper
studies the effective simulation of blocking probabilities for multicasted layered
streams. The assumption that blocked calls are lost implies that if a user does not
get the desired layer (or number of sub-streams) due to blocking, she will not get
any layer. That is, there will be no re-negotiation of lower quality transmission.

Chan and Geraniotis [5] studied the system of layered video multicasting.
They gave the definition of the state space, but resorted to approximations for
the actual calculations. After their work, research has concentrated on non-
layered multicast streams, see e.g. [6,7]. An efficient Monte-Carlo simulation
method for dynamic multicast networks with single layer multicast streams has
been developed by Lassila et al. [8]. This method was based on the inverse
convolution method Lassila and Virtamo published in [9]. Recently, there has
been progress in the case where the multicast streams are layered. Karvo et
al. [10] developed an algorithm for calculating blocking probabilities of two-layer
streams with Poisson arrivals and exponential holding times. They extended
their study in [11] to an arbitrary number of layers, and studied the validity of
the insensitivity property for different user models. The present paper provides
an efficient simulation algorithm extending the inverse convolution approach of
Lassila et al. [8] to this multi-layer case.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic system model,
and the time blocking probability calculation with exponential computational
complexity. The problem of estimating time blocking probabilities is divided into
smaller sub-problems in section 3. Section 4 contains the main contribution of
this paper, showing how the inverse convolution method is applied to the layered
multicast case. A numerical example is given in section 5, and the results are
summarised in section 6.

2 Multicast Loss System

This section presents the system model and the notation for the multicast loss
system. This model is the same as in [11]. Consider a network consisting of J
links, indexed with j ∈ J = {1, . . . , J}, link j having a capacity of Cj resource
units. The network is organized as a tree. The set U denotes the set of user
populations, located at the leaves of the tree. The leaf links and the user popu-
lations connected to them are indexed with the same index u ∈ U = {1, . . . , U}.
The set of links on the route from user population u to the root node is denoted
by Ru. The user populations downstream link j, i.e. for which link j ∈ Ru, are
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denoted by Uj . The size of the set Uj is denoted by Uj . Let Mj denote the set
of all links downstream link j (including link j), and Nj the set of neighbouring
links downstream link j (excluding link j). The links of the tree are indexed so
that for all j′ ∈ Nj , j′ < j. Thus, the root link is denoted by J . The multicast
network supports I channels, indexed with i ∈ I = {1, . . . , I}. The channels
originating from the root node represent different multicast transmissions, from
which the users may choose. There are L layers. Each layer l ∈ L = {1, . . . , L}
has a capacity requirement of d(l) capacity units. The capacity requirements are
unique and d(l) < d(l′) for all l < l′, i.e. layer L contains all hierarchically coded
sub-streams, layer 2 the two most important ones, and layer 1 only contains the
most important sub-stream.

2.1 State Space

The states of the channels in a link define the state of that link. Each channel
is in one of the states {0, 1, . . . , L}, depending on whether the channel is off, or
on layer 1, . . . , L. That is, the state of channel i on link j is Yj,i ∈ {0, . . . , L}.
The vector Yj = (Yj,i; i ∈ I ) ∈ {0, . . . , L}I denotes the state of link j. The
tuple (u, i, l) of the user population u (leaf link), channel i and layer l defines a
multicast connection. The states Yu of all the leaf links define the network state
X,

X = (Yu;u ∈ U) = (Yu,i;u ∈ U , i ∈ I) ∈ Ω , (1)

where Ω = {0, . . . , L}U×I denotes the network state space. The network state
determines the state of any link j as follows:

Yj =



Yu, if j = u ∈ U ,
max
u′∈Uj

(Yu′), otherwise , (2)

where max(·) denotes the component-wise max-operation. The occupancy of any
link j is determined by the link state as

Sj = D(Yj) =
I∑

i=1

d(Yj,i) , (3)

where d(0) = 0, i.e. when channel is off, it does not need any link capacity. The
occupancy generated by all other channels but I is denoted by S′

j = D′(Yj) =∑I−1
i=1 d(Yj,i).
Finally, in a finite capacity network, the capacity constraints of the links

truncate the state space,

Ω̃ =
{
x ∈ Ω

∣∣∣D(yj) ≤ Cj ,∀j ∈ J
}
. (4)
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2.2 Probability Distributions

Let us assume that the user populations of the leaf links are independent, and
that the leaf link distributions πu(y) = P{Yu = y}, u ∈ U , are known, and
represent stationary distributions of reversible Markov processes satisfying the
detailed balance equations. Several types of user population models of this kind
have been discussed in [7], and in [11].

The steady state probabilities π(x) of the network states in a system with
infinite link capacities can be calculated from

π(x) = P{X = x} =
∏
u∈U

πu(yu) , (5)

since the user populations are independent. The inverse convolution approach
also dictates that all channels shall be independent. Thus,

πu(yu) =
∏
i∈I

pu,i(yu,i) . (6)

As already noted in [11], probabilities π̃(x), x ∈ Ω̃, of states in a system with
finite link capacities are obtained by truncation

π̃(x) = P{X = x |X ∈ Ω̃} =
π(x)

P{X ∈ Ω̃} , (7)

where P{X ∈ Ω̃} =
∑

x∈Ω̃ π(x). This follows from the assumed detailed balance.
See Kelly [12] for discussion of truncation.

2.3 Blocking

In a finite capacity network, blocking occurs whenever a user tries to establish a
connection for channel i and layer r, and there is at least one link j ∈ Ru where
the channel is on state l < r and there is not enough spare capacity for setting
the channel on the requested layer. Without loss of generality, the channels are
ordered so that the blocking probability is calculated for channel with index
I. Consider link j. A request for layer r succeeds if there is enough capacity
already reserved for the layer in link j, or there is enough free capacity in the
link, i.e. max{d(r), d(yj,I)} ≤ Cj −D′(yj). The expression “link j blocks” means
that this condition does not hold for link j. The set Bu,r consists of the states
where at least one link blocks for connection (u, I, r), when layer r of channel I
is requested by user u, and is defined as

Bu,r =
{
x ∈ Ω̃

∣∣∣ ∃j ∈ Ru : d(r) > Cj − D′(yj)
}
. (8)

Then the time blocking probability for connection (u, I, r) is

Bu,r = P{X ∈ Bu,r |X ∈ Ω̃} =
P{X ∈ Bu,r}
P{X ∈ Ω̃} . (9)
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Call blocking probabilities for users depend on the chosen user model, as dis-
cussed in [11]. Calculation of time blocking probabilities for layers is easy, but
very time consuming: the number of states in the state space is (L+ 1)UI . The
following section attacks this problem using the inverse convolution method.

3 Divide and Conquer

This section discusses efficient estimation of time blocking probabilities by ap-
plying the algorithm developed by Lassila and Virtamo [9]. As the form of the
stationary distribution π(x) is known, a natural choice for simulation is the
Monte Carlo method. The main problem in the simulation is to quickly get a
good estimate for P{X ∈ Bu,r}, i.e., the numerator in Eq. (9), especially in the
case when the blocking probability Bu,r is small. Note that Bu,r also depends
on P{X ∈ Ω̃} given by the denominator of Eq. (9). This probability is usually
close to unity and is easy to estimate using the standard Monte Carlo method.
Therefore, the rest of this paper concentrates on efficient methods for estimating
P{X ∈ Bu,r}.

First, section 3.1 divides the task of estimating P (Bu,r) into simpler sub-
problems. Then, each of the sub-problems is solved using importance sampling,
as is described in section 3.2.

3.1 Decomposition

In order to divide the task of estimating P (Bu,r) to simpler sub-problems, Bu,r

is partitioned into sets Ej
u,r. Ej

u,r is defined as the set of points in Bu,r where link
j blocks but none of the links closer to user u block,

Ej
u,r = Bu,r ∩

{
x ∈ Ω̃

∣∣∣ d(r) > Cj − D′(yj) ∧

d(r) ≤ Cj′ − D′(yj′),∀j′ ∈ Rj
u

}
,

(10)

where Rj
u denotes the set of links on the path from u to j, including link u

but not link j. The Ej
u,r form a partitioning of Bu,r, i.e. Bu,r =

⋃
j∈Ru

Ej
u,r, and

Ej
u,r ∩ Ej′

u,r = ∅, when j �=j′. From this it follows that

P{X ∈ Bu,r} =
∑

j∈Ru

P{X ∈ Ej
u,r} . (11)

The probability P{X ∈ Ej
u,r} can be thought of as the blocking probability

contribution due to link j. It should be noted, however, that blocking in the states
where several links block can be arbitrarily attributed to any of the blocking
links. I use the convention which attributes it to the blocking link closest to the
user.
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3.2 Conditioning of P{X ∈ Ej
u,r}

Equation (11) decomposes estimation of P{X ∈ Bu,r} into independent sub-
problems of estimating the P{X ∈ Ej

u,r}. For these estimation tasks, I introduce
the superset Dj

u,r ⊃ Ej
u,r,

Dj
u,r =

{
x ∈ Ω

∣∣∣ d(r) > Cj − D′(yj) ≥ d(yj,I)
}
. (12)

This set corresponds to blocking states in a system where link j has a finite
capacity Cj but all other links have infinite capacity. Since all links have finite
capacity in real systems, and several links could block simultaneously, sets Dj

u,r

are not disjoint unlike their subsets Ej
u,r.

The next step is to use conditional probabilities to estimate P{X ∈ Ej
u,r}, as

follows:

P{X ∈ Ej
u,r} = P{X ∈ Ej

u,r |X ∈ Dj
u,r}P{X ∈ Dj

u,r} . (13)

This relation is useful from the simulation point of view since it is easy to
compute P{X ∈ Dj

u,r} and to generate samples from the original distribution
under the conditionX ∈ Dj

u,r, as explained later. Monte Carlo simulation is then
used to estimate the conditional probability P{X ∈ Ej

u,r |X ∈ Dj
u,r} instead of

P{X ∈ Ej
u,r}, which is usually much more effective.

Let η̂j
u,r denote the estimator for ηj

u,r = P{X ∈ Ej
u,r},

η̂j
u,r =

vj

Nj

Nj∑
n=1

1X∗
n∈Ej

u,r
, (14)

where vj = P{X ∈ Dj
u,r} and X∗

n denotes samples drawn from the conditional
distribution P{X = x |X ∈ Dj

u,r}. Then, the estimator for P (Bj
u,r) is simply

P̂ (Bj
u,r) =

∑
j∈Ru

η̂j
u,r . (15)

Given the total number of samples N to be used for the estimator, the number
of samples Nj allocated to each sub-problem is a free parameter. This can be
exploited by assigning the number of samples to different η̂j

u,r according to their
estimated variance during the simulation. See e.g. [8].

4 Inverse Convolution

This section presents the inverse convolution method (IC) for sample generation.
I am now only considering the estimation of one ηj

u,r for fixed j ∈ Ru and traffic
class (u, I, r). The method is based on generating points from the conditional
distribution P{X = x |X ∈ Dj

u,r} by reversing the steps used to calculate the
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uj
O

Fig. 1. Example of sample generation. A sample in the set Dj
u,r is generated for the

link j (thick dashed line). States of the links marked by the dashed ellipse are generated
by inverse convolution from the state of link j. States for links denoted by ticks are
generated by a simple draw. The state of the link denoted by the thick line is calculated
directly from the states of the other links.

occupancy distribution of the considered link. Note that the condition X ∈ Dj
u,r

is a condition expressed in terms of the occupancy, S′
j , of the considered link. The

idea in the inverse convolution method is to first generate a sample of Yj such
that the occupancy of the link is in the blocking region. Then, given the stateYj ,
the state of the network, i.e. states of the leaf links, is generated. The mapping
x �→ yj is surjective, having several possible network states x generating the link
state yj , and one of them is drawn according to their probabilities.

The main steps of the simulation can be summarized as follows (See Fig-
ure 1.):

1. Generate the states for leaf links u by
a) Generate a sample state Yj under the condition d(r) > Cj − D′(yj) ≥

d(yj,I) for link j.
b) Generate the leaf link states Yu, u ∈ Uj , with the condition that link j

state Yj = maxu∈Uj (Yu) is given.
c) Generate the states Yu, u ∈ U − Uj for the rest of the leaf links as in

the normal Monte Carlo simulation.
2. The sample state of the network X∗

n ∈ Dj
u,r consists of the set of all sample

states of leaf links generated with step 1.
3. To collect the statistics for estimator η̂j

u,r, check if X∗
n ∈ Ej

u.

The above steps are repeated for generating Nj samples. Section 4.1 explains
the method of generating a sample for link j (step 1a). Section 4.2 explains the
method for generating the leaf link states from the link state (step 1b).

4.1 Generating a Sample for Dj
u,r

As already noted, I have partitioned the set of blocking states into disjoint sets
Ej

u,r. It is not easy to generate samples directly to these sets, however. Instead,
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I generate samples to sets Dj
u,r which correspond to the states in which at least

link j blocks. After that it is possible to check if the sample belongs to the set
Ej

u,r to collect the sum in Eq. (14).

Convolution method for calculating P{X ∈ Dj
u,r}. First, the link occu-

pancy Sj is easily calculated recursively as follows. Let Sj,i denote link occupancy
due to the first i channels,

Sj,i =
∑
i′≤i

d(Yj,i′) . (16)

Then Sj = Sj,I and S′
j = Sj,I−1. The Yj,i are mutually independent, and Sj,i =

Sj,i−1 + d(Yj,i), where Sj,i−1 and Yj,i are independent.
Channel I must be dealt with differently than the other channels, since the

system can be in a blocking state only if Cj − Sj,I−1 < d(r), but the channel I
can be in any state l < r. Knowing this, the set Dj

u,r can be partitioned into r
point-wise disjoint subsets:

Dj,l
u,r =

{
x ∈ Ω

∣∣∣ yj,I = l ∧

d(r) > Cj − D′(yj) ≥ d(l)
}
, l ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} .

(17)

If a state x belongs to the set Dj,l
u,r, the state is a blocking state for link j, and

the channel I is on layer l. Thus, the free capacity Cj −D′(yj) of the link must
be at most d(r)−1, for the state to be a blocking state. The other channels may,
however, consume at most Cj −d(l) capacity units for the state to be within the
allowed states. Now, let vj(l) denote the probability P{X ∈ Dj,l

u,r}:

vj(l) = pj,I(l)
Cj−d(l)∑

i=Cj−d(r)+1

qj,I−1(i) , (18)

where qj,i(x) = P{Sj,i = x}. The probability mass vj of the set Dj
u,r, can be

calculated as

vj = P{X ∈ Dj
u,r} =

r−1∑
l=0

vj(l) . (19)

The link occupancy distribution qj,I−1(·) can be calculated recursively by
convolution:

qj,i(x) =
x∑

y=0

qj,i−1(x − d(y))pj,i(y) , (20)

where the recursion starts with qj,0(x) = 1x=0. Here, pj,i(y) = P{Yj,i = y}, and
is calculated easily, as shown in section 4.2.
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Inverse convolution. For interpretation of the convolution step, note that the
event {Sj,i = x} is the union of the events {Yj,i = y, Sj,i−1 = x − d(y)}, y ∈
{0, . . . , L}. The corresponding probability is qj,i−1(x − d(y))pj,i(y). Conversely,
the conditional probability of the event {Yj,i = y, Sj,i−1 = x − d(y)} given that
Sj,i = x is,

P{Yj,i = y, Sj,i−1 = x − d(y) |Sj,i = x} =
pj,i(y)qj,i−1(x − d(y))

qj,i(x)
. (21)

Generating a sample state in Dj
u,r starts by drawing a value l for Yj,I using

the distribution

P{Yj,I = l |X ∈ Dj
u,r} =

P{Yj,I = l, X ∈ Dj
u,r}

P{X ∈ Dj
u,r}

=
vj(l)
vj

, (22)

where l ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}.
Then, a value for S′

j = Sj,I−1 is drawn with the condition that Yj,I = l that
is, using the distribution

p(x|l) = P{Sj,I−1 = x |Yj,I = l, X ∈ Dj
u,r} =

P{Yj,I = l, Sj,I−1 = x}
P{Yj,I = l, X ∈ Dj

u,r}
, (23)

since {Yj,I = l ∧ Sj,I−1 = x} ⇒ {X ∈ Dj
u,r}, restricting x to x ∈ {Cj − d(r) +

1, . . . , Cj − d(l)}, and

p(x|l) = pj,I(l)qj,I−1(x)
vj(l)

=
qj,I−1(x)∑Cj−d(l)

y=Cj−d(r)+1 qj,I−1(y)
. (24)

Then, given the value of Sj,I−1, the state Yj,i of each channel (i = I−1, . . . , 1)
is drawn in turn using probabilities in Eq. (21). Concurrently with the state Yj,i,
the value of Sj,i−1 becomes determined. This is then used as the conditioning
value in the next step to draw the value of Yj,i−1 (and of Sj,i−2), etc. Note that
for reasonable sizes of links, it is advantageous to store the probabilities for fast
generation of samples.

The next subsection presents a method for drawing leaf link states Yu, given
the state Yj of link j.

4.2 Generating Leaf Link States from a Link State

Having drawn a value for state Yj of link j, it is possible to draw values of
the state vectors Yu, u ∈ U , of the leaf links. For u ∈ Uj , states Yu are gen-
erated under the condition Yj = maxu∈Uj (Yu) using a similar inverse convo-
lution procedure as above. Due to the assumed independence of channels, this
condition can be broken down into separate conditions, i.e. for each i there is
a separate problem of generating the values Yu,i, u ∈ U , under the condition
Yj,i = maxu∈Uj (Yu,i) with a given Yj,i. The above conditions affect leaf links
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u ∈ Uj . For other links u ∈ U − Uj , the states Yu are independently generated
from the distribution πu(·).

First, let us consider a convolutional approach for generating a link state for
channel i and link j if the states for each link u ∈ Uj are already known. In
this section, I use an index uj ∈ {1, . . . , Uj} = Uj for the subset of leaf links.
Let Zuj ,i = x denote the event that the channel i is on state x on link j when
u′ = 1, . . . , uj leaf links have been counted for, i.e. Zuj ,i = maxu′≤uj (Yu′,i).
Note that Yj,i = ZUj ,i. Probabilities ξuj ,i(s) = P{Zuj ,i = s} can be calculated
recursively as follows:

ξuj ,i(s) = puj ,i(s)
s−1∑
s′=0

ξuj−1,i(s′) + ξuj−1,i(s)
s∑

s′=0

puj ,i(s′) . (25)

The recursion starts with ξ0,i(s) = 1s=0. The probabilities pj,i(s) used in the
previous section are then simply pj,i(s) = ξUj ,i(s) where all users have been
taken into account. If Zuj−1,i = s, then necessarily Zuj ,i ≥ s (due to the nature
of max-operation).

Conversely, to generate the state for each leaf link, given the value of Yj,i, I
first generate Zuj−1,i from the distribution:

P{Zuj−1,i = x |Zuj ,i = s} =




ξuj−1,i(x)
∑x

s′=0 puj ,i(s′)
ξuj ,i(s)

, when x = s ,

ξuj−1,i(x)puj ,i(s)
ξuj ,i(s)

, otherwise .
(26)

Note that the event Zuj−1,i < Zuj ,i implies directly that Yuj ,i = Zuj ,i. If this is
not the case, the value of Yuj ,i is drawn from the distribution

P{Yuj ,i = y |Zuj−1,i = Zuj ,i = s} =
puj ,i(y)∑s

y′=0 puj ,i(y′)
. (27)

This procedure is repeated for each channel. The state vectors of each leaf
link u ∈ Uj result from this procedure. The rest of the leaf link states must be
generated as in the normal Monte Carlo simulation using distribution πu(·).

5 Numerical Results

This section gives some numerical examples to illustrate the efficiency of the
presented method in Monte Carlo simulation of the blocking probabilities. I
consider the same network used in [7]. The network is the one shown in Figure 1.
There is a root node, four channels, I = 4, and three layers, L = 3, with d(l) = l
for all channels. The capacity of the root link is CJ = 6, for the others, Cj = 5.
Each leaf link has an infinite user population offering traffic to each channel.
The probability pu,i(l) that a channel is on layer l is pu,i(l) = αlb (for all users),
where α1 = 0.3, α2 = 0.2 and α3 = 0.1. I simulated blocking for channel I and
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Table 1. The relative deviation of the estimates P̂ (Bu,r) for the example network

user u (the longer path) with three values for b: 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 to compare
the simulation methods in light, moderate, and high load conditions.

I also estimated the relative deviation of the estimator for 104 samples and
105 samples, given by (V[P̂ (Bu,r)])1/2/P̂ (Bu,r). For classic Monte Carlo (MC),
these were the total numbers of samples used, while for Inverse Convolution
method (MC-IC), one third of samples was used for each estimate η̂j

u,r. For
Inverse Convolution with optimal Sample Allocation (MC-ICSA) [8], the total
number of samples was allocated optimally for each estimate.

The results are shown in Table 1. The table shows that the variance reduc-
tions obtained with the inverse convolution method are remarkable. For example,
for light load (b = 0.01), the ratio between the deviations of the standard MC
and the inverse convolution method (MC-ICSA) is up to 131 for 10 000 samples
and 138 for 100 000 samples, corresponding to a decrease by a factor of 17 000
to 19 000 in the required sample sizes. In high load situations, the overhead in
sample generation might not be justified, as the traditional Monte Carlo method
gives rather good estimates, too.

6 Summary

I presented an algorithm for efficient simulation of time blocking probabilities
for multi-layer multicast streams with the assumption that blocked calls are lost.
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Calculating blocking probabilities for this system directly from the steady state
probabilities is easy in principle, but excessively time-consuming.

The simulation algorithm presented is based on the inverse convolution al-
gorithm. The results in the shown example network support convincingly its
efficiency, yielding a decrease in sample size of up to a factor of 19 000 over the
traditional Monte Carlo method.
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also supported by Nokia Foundation. I thank Pasi Lassila, Jorma Virtamo and
Samuli Aalto for their helpful advise.
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Abstract. Multicast state scalability is among the critical issues which delay the
deployment of IP multicast. In our previous work, we proposed a scheme, called
aggregated multicast to reduce multicast state. The key idea is that multiple groups
are forced to share a single delivery tree. We presented some initial results to show
that multicast state can be reduced. In this paper, we develop a more quantitative
assessment of the cost/benefit trade-offs. We introduce metrics to measure multi-
cast state and tree management overhead for multicast schemes. We then compare
aggregated multicast with conventional multicast schemes, such as source spe-
cific tree scheme and shared tree scheme. Our extensive simulations show that
aggregated multicast can achieve significant routing state and tree management
overhead reduction while containing the expense of extra resources (bandwidth
waste and tunnelling overhead, etc.). We conclude that aggregated multicast is a
very cost-effective and promising direction for scalable transit domain multicast
provisioning.

1 Introduction

IP Multicast has been a very hot area of research, development and testing for more
than one decade since Stephen Deering established the IP multicast model in 1988 [6].
However, IP multicast is still far from being widely deployed in the Internet. Among the
issues which delay the deployment, state scalability is one of the most critical ones.

IP multicast utilizes a tree delivery structure on which data packets are duplicated
only at fork nodes and are forwarded only once over each link. By doing so IP multicast
can scale well to support very large multicast groups. However, a tree delivery structure
requires all tree nodes to maintain per-group (or even per-group/source) forwarding
information, which increases linearly with the number of groups. Growing number of
forwarding state entries means more memory requirement and slower forwarding process
since every packet forwarding action involves an address look-up. Thus, multicast scales
well to the number of members within a single multicast group. But, it suffers from
scalability problems when the number of simultaneous active multicast groups is very
large.

To improve multicast state scalability, we proposed a novel scheme to reduce multi-
cast state, which we call aggregated multicast. In this scheme, multiple multicast groups
are forced to share one distribution tree, which we call an aggregated tree. This way, the
number of trees in the network may be significantly reduced. Consequently, forwarding
state is also reduced: core routers only need to keep state per aggregated tree instead
� This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
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of per group. The trade-off is that this approach may waste extra bandwidth to deliver
multicast data to non-group-member nodes. In our earlier work [8,9], we introduced
the basic concept of aggregated multicast, proposed an algorithm to assign multicast
groups to delivery trees with controllable bandwidth overhead and presented some ini-
tial results to show that multicast state can be reduced through inter-group tree sharing.
However, a thorough performance evaluation of aggregated multicast is needed: what
level of the gain does aggregated multicast offer over conventional multicast schemes?
In this paper, we propose metrics to measure multicast state and tree management over-
head for multicast schemes. We then compare aggregated multicast with conventional
multicast schemes, such as source specific tree scheme and shared tree scheme. Our
extensive simulations show that aggregated multicast can achieve significant state and
tree management overhead reduction while at reasonable expense (bandwidth waste and
tunnelling overhead, etc.).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a classification of
multicast schemes. Section 3 reviews the concept of aggregated multicast and presents
a new algorithm for group-tree matching. Section 4 then discusses the implementation
issues for different multicast schemes and defines metrics to measure multicast state
and tree management overhead, and Section 5 provides an extensive simulation study
of different multicast schemes. Finally Section 6 summarizes the contributions of our
work.

2 A Classification of Multicast Schemes

According to the type of delivery tree, we classify the existing intra-domain multicast
routing protocols into two categories (It should be noted that, in this paper, we only
consider intra-domain multicasting): in the first category, protocols construct source
specific tree, and in the second category, protocols utilize shared tree. For the convenience
of discussion, we call the former category as source specific tree scheme, and the latter
one as shared tree scheme. According to this classification, we can say, DVMRP [12],
PIM-DM [5], and MOSPF [11] belong to source specific tree scheme category, while
CBT [3], PIM-SM [7], and BIDIR-PIM [10] are basically shared tree schemes (of course,
PIM-SM can also activate source specific tree when needed).

Source specific tree scheme constructs a separate delivery tree for each source.
Namely, each source of a group utilizes its own tree to deliver data to the receivers
in the group. The shared tree scheme instead constructs trees based on per-group and
all the sources of a group use the same tree to deliver data to the receivers. In other
words, multiple sources of the same group share a single delivery tree. Shared tree can
be unidirectional or bi-directional. PIM-SM is a unidirectional shared tree scheme. CBT
and BIDIR-PIM are bi-directional shared tree schemes. Fig. 1 shows the different types
of trees for the same group G with sources (S1, S2) and receivers (R1, R2). For source
specific tree schemes, two trees are set up for group G. For the unidirectional shared
tree scheme, one tree is set up. Each source needs to unicast packets to the rendezvous
point (RP) or build source specific state on all nodes along the path between the source
and the RP. For the last scheme, only one bi-directional tree will work. A source can
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Fig. 1. Different types of trees for group G with sources (S1, S2) and receivers (R1, R2).

unicast packet to the nearest on-tree node instead of RP. And each on-tree node can
deliver packets along the bi-directional tree.

Compared with conventional multicast schemes, aggregated multicast raises tree-
sharing to an even higher level—inter-group tree sharing, where multiple multicast
groups are forced to share one aggregated tree. An aggregated tree can be either a
source specific tree or a shared tree, while a shared tree can be either unidirectional or
bi-directional. We are going to review the basic concept of aggregated multicast and
discuss some related issues in the following section.

3 Aggregated Multicast

3.1 Concept of Aggregated Multicast

Aggregated multicast [8,9] is proposed to reduce multicast state, and it is targeted to
intra-domain multicast provisioning. The key idea is that, instead of constructing a tree
for each individual multicast group in the core network (backbone), multiple multicast
groups are forced to share a single aggregated tree.

Fig. 2 illustrates a hierarchical inter-domain network peering. DomainA is a regional
or national ISP’s backbone network, and domain D, X, and Y are customer networks of

Domain B

Domain A

Customer networks, domain D

E1

X1

D1
Y1

C1

B1

A4

A1 A3

A2

Ab

Aa

Domain E

Domain Y

Domain CDomain X

Tunnel

Fig. 2. Domain peering and a cross-domain multicast tree, tree nodes: D1, A1, Aa, Ab, A2, B1,
A3, C1, covering group G0 (D1, B1, C1).
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domain A at a certain location (say, Los Angeles), and domain E is a customer network
of domain A in another location (say, Seattle). Domain B and C can be other customer
networks (say, in Boston) or some other ISP’s networks that peer with A. A multicast
session originates at domain D and has members in domain B and C. Routers D1,A1,A2,
A3, B1 and C1 form the multicast tree at the inter-domain level while A1, A2, A3, Aa and
Ab form an intra-domain sub-tree within domain A (there may be other routers involved
in domain B and C). Consider a second multicast session that originates at domain D
and also has members in domain B and C. For this session, a sub-tree with exactly the
same set of nodes will be established to carry its traffic within domain A. Now if there is
a third multicast session that originates at domain X and it also has members in domain
B and C, then router X1 instead of D1 will be involved, but the sub-tree within domain
A still involves the same set of nodes: A1, A2, A3, Aa, and Ab.

To facilitate our discussions, we make the following definitions. For a group G, we
call terminal nodes the nodes where traffic enters or leaves a domain, A1, A2, and A3 in
our example. We call transit nodes the tree nodes that are internal to the domain, such
as Aa and Ab in our example.

In conventional IP multicast, all the nodes in the above example that are involved
within domain A must maintain separate state for each of the three groups individually
though their multicast trees are actually of the same “shape”. Alternatively, in the ag-
gregated multicast, we can setup a pre-defined tree (or establish a tree on demand) that
covers nodes A1, A2 and A3 using a single multicast group address (within domain A).
This tree is called an aggregated tree (AT) and it is shared by more than one multicast
groups (three groups in the above example). We say an aggregated tree T covers a group
G if all terminal nodes for G are member nodes of T . Data from a specific group is
encapsulated at the incoming terminal node using the address of the aggregated tree. It
is then distributed over the aggregated tree and decapsulated at exiting terminal nodes to
be further distributed to neighboring networks. This way, transit router Aa and Ab only
need to maintain a single forwarding entry for the aggregated tree regardless how many
groups are sharing it.

Thus, aggregated multicast can reduce the required multicast state. Transit nodes
don’t need to maintain state for individual groups; instead, they only maintain forward-
ing state for a smaller number of aggregated trees. The management overhead for the
distribution trees is also reduced. First, there are fewer trees that exchange refresh mes-
sages. Second, tree maintenance can be a much less frequent process than in conventional
multicast, since an aggregated tree has a longer life span.

3.2 Group-Tree Matching in Aggregated Multicast

Aggregated multicast achieves state reduction through inter-group tree sharing—
multiple groups share a single aggregated tree. When a group is started, an aggregated
tree should be assigned to the group following some rules. If a dense set of aggregated
trees is pre-defined, things will be easy: just choose the tree with minimum cost which
can cover the group. While in the dynamic case (aggregated tree are established on
demand), a more elaborate group-tree matching algorithm is needed.

When we try to match a group G to an aggregated tree T , we have four cases:
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1. T can cover G and all the tree leaves are terminal nodes for G, then this match is
called perfect match for G;

2. T can cover G but some of the tree leaves are not terminal nodes for G, then this
match is a pure-leaky match (for G);

3. T can not cover G and all the tree leaves are terminal nodes for G, then this match
is called a pure-incomplete match;

4. T can not cover G and some of the tree leaves are not terminal nodes for G, we
name this match as incomplete leaky match.

Namely, we denote the case when some of the tree leaves are not terminal nodes for
the group G as leaky match and the case when the tree can not cover the group G as
incomplete match. Clearly, leaky match includes case 2 and 4, and incomplete match
includes case 3 and 4.

To give examples, the aggregated tree T0 with nodes (A1, A2, A3, Aa, Ab) in Fig. 2
is a perfect match for our early multicast group G0 which has members (D1, B1, C1).
However, if the above aggregated tree T0 is also used for group G1 which only involves
member nodes (D1, B1), then it is a pure-leaky match since traffic for G1 will be delivered
to node A3 (and will be discarded there since A3 does not have state for that group).
Obviously, the aggregated tree T0 is an pure-incomplete match for multicast group G2
which has members (D1, B1, C1, E1) and an incomplete leaky match for multicast group
G3 with members (D1, B1, E1).

We can see that leaky match helps to improve inter-group tree sharing.A disadvantage
of leaky match is that some bandwidth is wasted to deliver data to nodes that are not
members for the group. Leaky match may be unavoidable since usually it is not possible
to establish aggregated trees for all possible group combinations. In the incomplete match
case, we have two ways to get a tree for the group. One way is to construct a bigger
tree by moving the entire group to a new larger aggregated tree, or, to extend the current
aggregated tree to a bigger tree. Extending a tree might involve a lot of overhead, because
all the groups which use the extended aggregated tree need to make the corresponding
adjustment. An alternative way is to use “tunnelling”. Here we give an example. Suppose
member E1 in domain E decides to join group G0 in Fig. 2. Instead of constructing a
bigger tree, an extension “tunnel” can be established between edge routerA4 (connecting
domainsA and E) and edge routerA1. This solution combines features of multicast inter-
group tree sharing and tunnelling; it still preserves core router scalability properties by
pushing complexity to edge routers. We can see that, if we employ tunnelling instead of
tree extension, then an incomplete match only involves tunnelling. An incomplete leaky
match will activate tunnelling and will also waste resources because of leaky matching.

3.3 A New Group-Tree Matching Algorithm

Here we present a new group-tree matching algorithm which is used in our simulation.
To avoid the overhead of tree extension, this algorithm uses tunnelling for incomplete
match. First, we introduce some notations and definitions.

Overhead Definition. A network is modelled as an undirected graph G(V, E). Each
edge (i, j) is assigned a positive cost cij = cji, which represents the cost to transport a
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unit of data from node i to node j (or from j to i). Given a multicast tree T , total cost to
distribute a unit of data over that tree is

C(T ) =
∑

(i,j)∈T

cij . (1)

If every link is assumed to have equal cost 1, tree cost is simply C(T ) = |T | − 1, where
|T | denotes the number of nodes in T . This assumption holds in this paper. Let MTS
(Multicast Tree Set) denote the current set of multicast trees established in the network.
A “native” multicast tree (constructed by some conventional multicast routing algorithm,
denoted by A) for a multicast group G is denoted by TA

G .
For any aggregated tree T , as mentioned in Section 3.2, it is possible that T does

not have a perfect match with group G, which means that the match is leaky match or
incomplete match. In leaky match case, some of the leaf nodes of T are not the terminal
nodes for G, and then packets reach some destinations that are not interested in receiving
them. Thus, there is bandwidth overhead in aggregated multicast. We assume each link
has the same bandwidth, and each multicast group has the same bandwidth requirement,
then it is easy to get that the percentage bandwidth overhead (denoted by δL(G, T )) is
actually equal to the percentage link cost overhead:

δL(G, T ) =
C(T ) − C(TA

G ))
C(TA

G )
, (2)

Apparently, δL(G, T ) is 0 for perfect match and pure-incomplete match.
In incomplete match case, T can not cover all the members of group G, and some

tunnels need to be set up. Data packets of G exits from the leaf nodes of T , and tunnels
to the corresponding terminal nodes of G. Clearly, there is tunnelling overhead caused
by unicasting data packets to group terminal nodes. Each tunnel’s cost can be measured
by the link cost along the tunnel. Assume there are kG tunnels for group G, and each
tunnel is denoted by T t

G,i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ kG, then we define the percentage tunnelling
overhead for this incomplete match as

δI(G, T ) =

∑kG

i=1 C(T t
G,i)

C(TA
G )

. (3)

It is easy to tell that δI(G, T ) is 0 for perfect match and pure-leaky match.

Algorithm Description. Our new group-tree matching algorithm is based on bandwidth
overhead and tunnelling overhead. Let lt be the given bandwidth overhead threshold for
leaky match, and tt be the given tunnelling overhead threshold for incomplete match.
When a new group is started,

1. compute a “native” multicast tree TA
G for G based on the multicast group member-

ship;
2. for each tree T in MTS, compute δL(G, T ) and δI(G, T ); if δL(G, T ) < lt and

δI(G, T ) < tt then T is considered to be a candidate aggregated tree for G;
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3. among all candidates, choose the one such that f(δL(G, T ), δI(G, T )) is minimum
and denote it as Tm, then Tm is used to deliver data for G; if Tm can not cover G,
the corresponding tunnels will be set up;

4. if no candidate found in step 2, TA
G is used for G and is added to MTS.

In step 3, f(δL(G, T ), δI(G, T )) is a function to decide how to choose the final tree
from a set of candidates. In our simulations,

f(δL(G, T ), δI(G, T )) = δL(G, T ) + δI(G, T ). (4)

Actually, this function can be chosen according to the need in the real scenarios. For
example, we can give more weight to bandwidth overhead if bandwidth is our main
concern.

4 Experiment Methodology

In an aggregated multicast scheme, sharing a multicast tree among multiple groups
may significantly reduce the states at network core routers and correspondingly the tree
management overhead. However, what level of gain can aggregated multicast get over
other multicast schemes? In this section, we will discuss some implementation issues for
different multicast schemes in our simulations, and define metrics to measure multicast
state and tree management overhead. Then in Section 5, we will compare aggregated
multicast with other multicast schemes through simulations.

4.1 Implementation of Multicast Schemes in SENSE

We do our simulations using SENSE (Simulation Environment for Network System
Evolution) [2], which is a network simulator developed at the network research labora-
tory at UCLA to perform wired network simulation experiments.

In SENSE, we can support the source specific tree scheme, the shared tree scheme
(with unidirectional tree and bi-directional tree), and the aggregated multicast scheme
(with source specific tree, unidirectional shared tree and bi-directional shared tree). It
should be noted that, the multicast schemes we discuss here are not specific multicast
routing protocols, since the goal of this paper is to study the gain of aggregated multicast
over conventional multicast schemes. The comparison is between schemes, not protocols.

We implement each multicast scheme with a centralized method. For each scheme,
there is a centralized processing entity (called multicast controller), which has the knowl-
edge of network topology and multicast group membership. The multicast controller is
responsible for constructing the multicast tree according to different multicast schemes
and then distributing the routing tables to the corresponding nodes. In the implementa-
tion, we did not model the membership acquisition and management procedures which
depend on the specific multicast routing protocol. This omission reduces the bias and
improves the fairness in comparing different multicast schemes. The multicast controller
will read group and member dynamics from a pre-generated (or generated on-the-fly)
trace file.
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For shared tree scheme (either unidirectional or bi-directional) and aggregated mul-
ticast scheme with shared tree (unidirectional or bi-directional), a core node or a ren-
dezvous point (RP) is needed when a tree is constructed. To achieve better load balanc-
ing, the core node should be chosen carefully. In our implementation, for all multicast
schemes using shared trees, a set of possible core routers are pre-configured. Then, when
a group is initialized, the core is chosen so as to minimize the cost of the tree.

In an aggregated multicast scheme, the multicast controller also needs to manage
aggregated trees and multicast groups and manipulate group-tree matching algorithm.
The multicast controller has the same responsibility as the tree manager (mentioned in
[8,9]) in aggregated multicast. It collects group join messages and assigns aggregated
trees to groups. Once it determines which aggregated tree to use for a group, the tree
manager can install corresponding state at the terminal nodes involved.

4.2 Performance Metrics

The main purpose of tree sharing is to reduce multicast state and tree maintenance over-
head. So, multicast state and tree management overhead measures are of most concern
here. In our experiments, we introduce the following metrics.

Number of multicast trees (or number of trees for shorthand) is defined as |MTS|,
where MTS denotes the current set of multicast trees established in the networks. This
metric is a direct measurement for the multicast tree maintenance overhead. The more
multicast trees, the more memory required and the more processing overhead involved
(though the tree maintenance overhead depends on the specific multicast routing proto-
cols).

Forwarding state in transit nodes (or transit state for shorthand). Without losing
generality, we assume a router needs one state entry per multicast address in its forward-
ing table. As we defined in Section 3, in a multicast tree, there are transit nodes and
terminal nodes. We note that forwarding state in terminal nodes can not be reduced in
any multicast scheme. Even in aggregated multicast, the terminal nodes need to maintain
the state information for individual groups. So, to assess the state reduction, we measure
the forwarding state in transit nodes only.

5 Simulations

In this section, we compare aggregated multicast with conventional multicast schemes
through extensive simulation, and quantitatively evaluate the gain of aggregated multi-
cast.

5.1 Multicast Trace Generation

Multicast Group Models. Given the lack of experimental large scale multicast traces,
we have chosen to develop membership models that exhibit locality and group correlation
preferences. In our simulation, we use the group model previously developed in [9]:
The random node-weighted model. For completeness, we provide here a summary
description of this model.
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The random node-weighted model. This model statistically controls the number
of groups a node will participate in based on its weight: for two nodes i and j with
weight w(i) and w(j) (0 < w(i), w(j) ≤ 1), let N(i) be the number of groups that
have i as a member and N(j) be the number of groups that have j as a member, then
it is easy to prove that, in average, N(i)

N(j) = w(i)
w(j) . Assuming the number of nodes in the

network is N and nodes are numbered from 1 to N . To each node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , is
assigned a weight w(i), 0 ≤ w(i) ≤ 1. Then a group can be generated as the following
procedure:

for i = 1 to N do
generate p, a random number uniformly between 0 and 1, let it be p
if p < w(i) then

add i as a group member
end if

end for
Following this model, the average size of multicast groups is N

∑n
i=1 w(i).

Multicast Membership Dynamics. Generally, there are two methods to control mul-
ticast group member dynamics. The first one is to create new members (sources and
receivers) for a group according to some pre-defined statistics (arrive rate and member
life time etc.), then decide the termination of a group based on the distribution of the
group size. This is actually a member-driven dynamic. As to the other method, we call
it group-driven dynamics, which means that, group characteristics (group size, group
arrival rate, and group life time) are defined first and then group members are generated
according to groups. In our experiment, we use the second method, in which the group
statistics are controlled first (using the random node weighted model). Actually, the sec-
ond method looks more reasonable for many real life multicast applications (such as
video conference, tele-education, etc.). In any event, the specific method used to control
group member dynamics is not expected to affect our simulation results.

In our experiment, given a group life period [t1, t2], and the group member set g,
where |g| = n, for any node mi ∈ g, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, its join time and leave time are denoted
by tjoin(mi) and tleave(mi) separately. Then the member dynamics is controlled as
follows:

for i = 1 to n do
mi ∈ g
tjoin(mi)=get rand(t1, t2); (get a random time in [t1, t2])
tleave(mi)=get rand(tjoin(mi), t2); (get a random time in [tjoin(mi), t2])

end for
It is not difficult to know that the average life time of each member is |t2 − t1|/4.

5.2 Results and Analysis

We now present results from simulation experiments using a real network topology,
vBNS backbone [1].

In vBNS backbone, there are 43 nodes, among which FORE ASX-1000 nodes (16
of them) are assumed to be core routers only (i.e. will not be terminal nodes for any
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multicast group) and are assigned weight 0. Any other node is assigned a weight 0.05 to
0.8 according to link bandwidth of the original backbone router – the rationale is that,
the more the bandwidth on the outgoing (and incoming) links of a node, the more the
number of multicast groups it may participate in. So, we assign weight 0.8 to nodes with
OC-12C links (OC-12C-linked nodes for shorthand), 0.2 to nodes with OC-3C links
(OC-3C-linked nodes), and 0.05 to nodes with DS-3 links (DS-3-linked nodes).

In simulation experiments, multicast session requests arrive as a Poisson process
with arrival rate λ. Sessions’ life time has an exponential distribution with average
µ−1. At steady state, the average number of sessions is N̄ = λ/µ. During the life
time of each multicast session, group members are generated dynamically according
to group-driven method introduced earlier. Group membership is controlled using the
random node-weighted model. Performance data is collected at certain time points (e.g.
at T = 10/µ), when steady state is reached, as “snapshot”.

First, we design experiments to compare unidirectional shared tree scheme (UST
scheme for shorthand) vs aggregated multicast scheme with unidirectional shared tree
(AM w/UST scheme for short hand). In this set of experiments, each member of a group
can be a source and a receiver. Once a multicast session starts up, its core node (or RP)
is randomly chosen from the 16 core routers in the network. For aggregated multicast
scheme with unidirectional shared tree, the algorithm specified in Section 3.3 is used to
match a group to a tree. When members join or leave a group, its aggregated tree will be
adjusted according to the matching algorithm. Correspondingly, the routing algorithm
A is PIM-SM like routing algorithm which uses unidirectional shared tree.
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Fig. 3. Results for UST and AM w/UST when only pure-leaky match (tth=0) is allowed

In our first experiment, for aggregated multicast, we only allow pure-leaky match,
which means that the tunnelling overhead threshold (represented as tth) is 0. We vary the
bandwidth overhead threshold (represented as lth) from 0 to 0.3. For UST scheme and
AM w/UST scheme with different bandwidth threshold, we run simulations to show how
the aggregation of aggregated multicast “scales” with the average number of concurrent
groups. The results are plotted in Fig. 3. As to the number of trees (see Fig. 3(a)), clearly,
for UST scheme, it is almost a linear function of the number of groups. For AM w/UST
scheme, as the number of groups becomes bigger, the number of trees also increases, but
the increase is much less than UST (even for perfect match (lth = 0), the number of trees
is only 1150 instead of 2500 for UST when there are 2500 groups). Also this “increase”
decreases as there are more groups, which means that as more groups are pumped into
the network, more groups can share an aggregated tree. Fig. 3(b) shows us the change of
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transit state with the number of concurrent groups. It has similar trend to metric number
of trees. Transit state is reduced from 12800 to 7400 (above 40% reduction) even for
perfect match when 2500 groups come. A general observation is that, when bandwidth
overhead threshold is increased, that is, more bandwidth is wasted, number of trees
decreases and transit state falls, which means more aggregation. Therefore, there is a
trade-off between state and tree management overhead reduction and bandwidth waste.

In our second experiment, for aggregated multicast, we only allow pure-incomplete
match, which means that the bandwidth overhead threshold (represented as lth) is 0.
We vary the tunnelling overhead threshold (represented as tth) from 0 to 0.3 and want
to look at the effect of tunnelling overhead threshold in the aggregation. Fig. 4 plots
the results, which give us curves similar to Fig. 3. However, we can see that tunnelling
overhead threshold affects the aggregation significantly: when tth = 0.3, and group
number is 2500, almost 5 groups share one tree, and transit state is reduced about 70
percentage. When group number increases, we can expect even much more aggregation.
The stronger influence of tunnelling overhead threshold on aggregation is not a surprise:
the higher the tunnelling overhead threshold is, the more chance for a group to use a
small tree for data delivery, the more likely for more groups to share a single aggregated
tree.
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Fig. 4. Results for UST and AM w/UST when only pure-incomplete match (lth=0) is allowed

Our third experiment considers both bandwidth overhead and tunnelling overhead.
And the simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. All the results tell what we expect: more
aggregation achieved when we sacrifice more (bandwidth and tunnelling) overhead.
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Fig. 5. Results for UST and AM w/UST when both leaky match and incomplete match are allowed
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We have shown the results for comparing unidirectional shared tree scheme (UST)
vs aggregated multicast scheme with unidirectional shared tree (AM w/UST). Similar
results are obtained for source specific tree scheme (SST) vs aggregated multicast scheme
with source specific tree (AM w/SST) and bi-directional shared tree scheme (BST) vs
aggregated multicast with bi-directional shared tree (AM w/BST). Due to the space limit,
we are not going to show the corresponding results for other schemes in this paper. But
interested readers can find more results in [4].

From our simulation result and analysis, the benefits of aggregated multicast are
mainly in the following two areas: (1) tree management overhead reduction by reducing
the number of trees needed to be maintained in the network; (2) state reduction at transit
nodes. The price to pay is bandwidth waste and tunnelling cost. The above simulation
results confirm our claim while demonstrate the following trends: (1) if we are willing to
sacrifice more bandwidth or tunnelling cost (by lifting the bandwidth overhead thresh-
old and tunnelling overhead threshold correspondingly), more or better aggregation is
achieved; by “more aggregation” we mean more groups can share an aggregated tree (in
average) and correspondingly more state reduction; (2) better aggregation is achievable
as the number of concurrent groups increases. The later point is especially important
since one basic goal of aggregated multicast is scalability in the number of concurrent
groups.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we first gave a classification of multicast schemes, then had a short review of
aggregated multicast. For aggregated multicast, we proposed a new group-tree dynamic
matching algorithm using tunnelling. We implemented different multicast schemes in
SENSE. Through extensive simulations, we compared aggregated multicast with con-
ventional multicast schemes and evaluated its gain over other schemes. Our simulations
have shown that significant state and tree management overhead reduction (up to 70%
state reduction in our experiments) can be achieved with reasonable bandwidth and tun-
nelling overhead (0.1 to 0.3), etc.. Thus aggregated multicast is a very promising scheme
for transit domain multicast provisioning.

We are now in the process of developing an actual aggregated multicast routing
protocol testbed for real application scenarios. The testbed will allow us to better evaluate
the state reduction and control overhead.
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Abstract. Multicast routing algorithms such as PIM, CBT, BGMP use
shared multicast routing trees and the location of the multicast tree
has great impact on the tree cost and the packet delay. In this paper
we propose new center location algorithms and a new center relocation
algorithm and analyze their performance through simulation studies. The
proposed center location algorithms try to find the geographic center of
multicast members considering not only multicast group members but
also a few non-member nodes which are carefully chosen. Simulation
results show that the proposed algorithms find the better center than
existing algorithms in terms of tree cost and packet delay. After many
members have joined and/or left the group, the previously chosen center
may not be a proper place any more and, therefore, we need to find a
new center and build a new tree around this new center. We propose a
new center relocation algorithm that determines the moment when the
new tree should be built around the new center. The algorithm is based
on measured packet delays as well as the parameter indicating how much
the group has changed. It not only avoids unnecessary center relocation
processes but also prevents the cost and worst packet delay of the tree
from significantly deviating from the optimal values. . . .

1 Introduction

Multicast is an efficient mechanism for sending packets to a group of receivers and
used in many areas[1,2]. To send packets to multicast group members, a multi-
cast routing algorithm builds multicast packet delivery trees among senders and
receivers. There are two types of delivery trees: source based trees and shared
trees. In the source based tree approach, a shortest path tree is built from a
sender to all the receivers and one tree is built for each sender. DVMRP[3] and
MOSPF are examples of routing algorithms building source based trees. The dis-
advantage of this approach is that there are as many trees as the senders and the
management of these trees can be very complicated. To solve this problem one
shared tree is built among all senders and receivers in the shared tree approach.

This work was supported by ITRC

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1045–1056, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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CBT(Core Based Trees)[5], PIM-SM[6], and BGMP[7] are routing algorithms
in this category. In this approach the location of the center of the shared tree
greatly affects the multicast tree cost and the packet transmission delay over
the tree and, therefore, the determination of the proper location of the center
becomes an important issue. In a dynamic environment where members can
join and leave during a multicast session, the center location which may have
been optimal in the beginning may not be so anymore after many membership
changes. So in case of the dynamic environment, the relocation of the center also
becomes an important issue.

The center location algorithms can be divided into three categories depending
upon what network nodes are considered as candidates for the center. In the first
category, all the network nodes can become candidates for the center and the
best node is chosen as the center. With this method, the optimal center location
can be found but because too many packets are exchanged among all the network
nodes, it is never a practical solution. In the second category, only the multicast
members are considered as candidates. This approach incurs the least overhead
but because only the members are considered, the chosen center location can
be far from being optimal. The last category stands between the first and the
second. In this category, not only the members but also some carefully chosen
non-member nodes are considered for the center and the best node among them
is chosen as the center. The method of choosing non-member nodes that will be
considered as candidates affects the overhead of the center location algorithm
and the quality of the chosen center.

We propose a new center location algorithm called GeoCenter(Geographic
Center). The idea is that we try to find the geographic center of the multicast
members in the Internet map and this geographic center becomes the center
of the multicast tree. This geographic center can become the member or non-
member router. We introduce three algorithms GeoCenter1, GeoCenter2, and
GeoCenter3 depending upon the method of finding the geographic center. The
proposed algorithms try to minimize the packet delay and the tree cost. Then we
consider a dynamic case and propose a new algorithm for relocating the center as
the membership changes. The center relocation process is such a costly one that
its execution should be limited only to unavoidable cases. The new algorithm
determines the moment when the new tree should be built around the new cen-
ter. This algorithm is based on measured packet delays as well as the parameter
indicating how much the group has changed. It not only avoids unnecessary cen-
ter relocation processes but also prevents the cost and worst packet delay of tree
from deviating too much from the optimal value. We analyze the performance
of the center location and relocation algorithms through simulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work.
Sections 3 and 4 describe our algorithms for center location and relocation, re-
spectively. Section 5 presents simulation results and is followed by the conclusion
in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

In this section we first present algorithms that have been proposed for the center
location. Before introducing these algorithms we give the definition of the tree
cost and explain weight functions that have been used in those algorithms. The
tree cost is the sum of the cost of each link in the tree. The link cost can be the
actual monetary value of that link, bandwidth, delay, etc. But in this paper we
set the link cost to be 1 for every link. A weight function is calculated for each
center candidate and the resulting values are compared to select the best one.
We introduce the definitions of some weight functions in the following[8]. In the
definitions, S is the set of all the senders and members, u and v represent either
a sender or a member, root is the candidate for the center, d(u,v) is the distance
between u and v and deg(u) is the degree of u.

Actual Cost = number of links in tree rooted at root .

Max Dist = max
u∈S

d(root, u) .

Avg Dist =
1

|S|
∑
u∈S

d(root, u) .

Max Diam = max
u∈S

d(root, u) + max
v∈S,v �=u

d(root, v) .

Est Cost =
Est Costmin + Est Costmax

2
.

where Est Costmin = max
u∈S

d(root, u)+

number of duplicate distance nodes in S

Est Costmax =
{ ∑

u∈S

d(root, u) if |S| ≤ deg(root)

[
∑
u∈S

d(root, u)] − [|S| − deg(root)] otherwise

Now we introduce several center location algorithms. The OCBT(Optimal
Center-Based Tree) algorithm calculates the actual cost of the tree rooted at
each node in the network and selects the one which gives the lowest maximum
delay over all the roots with the lowest cost. The MCT(Maximum-Centered Tree)
algorithm selects the node with the smallestMaxDist value. The ACT(Average-
Centered Tree) algorithm chooses the node with the smallest Avg Dist value.
The DCT(Diameter-Centered Tree) algorithm selects the node with the lowest
Max Diam value. These four algorithms belong to the first category of center
location algorithms.

The RSST(Random Source-Specific Tree) algorithm chooses the center
randomly among the senders and is used in CBT and PIM. In the MIN-
MEM(Minimal Member Tree) algorithm, each member or sender node calcu-
lates the weight function of the multicast tree rooted at itself and exchanges
the calculated value with other nodes. The node with the lowest weight function
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value becomes the center. The weight function can be any of the five functions
explained above. These two algorithms belong to the second category.

In the HILLCLIMB algorithm, a randomly chosen temporary center calcu-
lates the weight function of the tree rooted at itself and all the routers directly
connected to the temporary center do the same calculation. If the temporary
center has the lowest value, it becomes the center. Otherwise the node with the
lowest value becomes the temporary center and compares the weight function
value with its direct neighbors. This process is continued until the node is found
such that its value is lower than those of its direct neighbors or the distance
from the original temporary center to the current temporary center reaches a
certain threshold. This algorithm belongs to the third category. The problem of
this algorithm is that it just finds the locally optimal point among nodes within
a limited distance from the original center.

In a dynamic environment, a center can be relocated by applying any of the
above algorithms after some membership changes have occurred. The biggest
issue here is when to apply the center location algorithm again. Thaler and
Ravishankar introduce the parameter ∆ defined as follows[9]:

∆ = 1 − |G0 ∩Gi|
max(|G0|, |Gi|) .

where G0 is the original group membership, Gi is the current group membership,
and ∆ indicates the amount by which the group has changed. They propose to
recalculate the center location when ∆ reaches 90%. They show that when 90%
of the membership has changed, the tree cost has likewise degraded about 90%
of the way toward a randomly centered tree. But we show that their algorithm
does not improve the quality of the tree center at all in some cases and, therefore,
incurs unnecessary center relocation processes.

3 New Algorithms for Center Location

In this section we introduce 3 new center location algorithms: GeoCenter1, Geo-
Center2, and GeoCenter3. These algorithms pick the center based upon the
information on routes between members. The route information from a node A
to a node B is the list of all the routers visited on the path from A to B and this
information can be obtained by using the program called traceroute or the IP
route record option. In the GeoCenter1 algorithm, each member finds the route
information to all the other member nodes, compiles all the routers appearing in
the routes, and sends this information to a temporary center. Upon receiving the
route information from all the members, the temporary center finds the routers
that appear most frequently in the route information. If there are several such
routers, one router is selected randomly. This selected router and the member
nodes become the candidates for the center. The center is chosen as the node
which has the lowest MaxDist value among these candidates.

GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 take different approaches in selecting non-
member candidates. In the GeoCenter2 algorithm, each member first collects
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route information from all the other router as in GeoCenter1 but, when
compiling this information, records not only the addresses of each router in
the route information but also the number of times a router appears in the
route information. This information is sent to the temporary center. In the
GeoCenter3 algorithm, each member finds the midpoints on the path to other
members and sends the list of these midpoints to the temporary center. The
way the temporary center selects the center is the same as in GeoCenter1.

Based upon the explanation given in the above, we now present each
algorithm in detail.

GeoCenter1
1© When a multicast group is created, a temporary center is chosen arbitrarily.
2© The temporary center sends a probe message to each member. The probe

message also contains the list of the multicast group members.
3© Upon receiving the probe message, each member finds the route information

to all the other members using either the traceroute program or the record
route IP option. At the same time the member measures the packet delay to
other members and records the largest packet delay as its weight function
value.

4© Each member compiles the list of nodes appearing on the path to other
members from itself. It sends this list and its weight function value to the
center.

5© Upon receiving the list from all the members, the temporary center selects
a node(s) that appears most frequently in the lists. If there are many such
nodes, one or more nodes are randomly picked. If the picked node(s) are a
member, go to step 8©.

6© The temporary center sends a probe message to the selected non-member
candidate(s).

7© The non-member candidate measures the packet delay to all the members,
records the largest delay as its weight function value, and sends this value
to the temporary center.

8© The temporary center selects the node which has the lowest weight function
value as the center.

GeoCenter2
GeoCenter2 is the same as GeoCenter1 except the step 4©. The member
nodes send not only the address of nodes on the path to the other member
nodes but also the visit counts of such nodes.

GeoCenter3
1© 2© 3© The same as in GeoCenter1.
4© Each member finds the midpoints on the path to other members and sends

the list of midpoints and its weight function value to the temporary center.
5© The temporary center adds up all the visit counts for each node appearing

in the lists received from the member nodes. It picks the node(s) with the
largest accumulated visit counts. If the picked node(s) is a member, go to
step 8©.

6© 7© 8© The same as in GeoCenter1.
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4 The Center Relocation Algorithm in a Dynamic
Multicast Environment

In this section we explain the algorithm for relocating the center after mem-
bership changes have occurred many times. After many members have joined
and/or left the group, the center that was carefully chosen in the previous time
may not be a good place any more. The quality of the tree may have deteriorated
during the membership changes and, therefore, the tree cost and the maximum
delay may have become too high compared with the optimal tree. As already ex-
plained in the previous section, the most important issue in the center relocation
is the determination of the moment when the center location algorithm is ap-
plied. Because the center relocation process requires not only the determination
of a new center location but also building a new multicast delivery tree around
this new center, it is a very costly process. In reality, building a new tree will
consume more time than calculating a new center location. So it is imperative
to minimize the numbers that the multicast delivery tree is rebuilt.

As we described in Section 2, Thaler and Ravishankar introduce a parameter
∆ indicating the amount by which the group has changed and used this param-
eter to determine when to calculate the new center location. They propose to
calculate the new center location when ∆ reaches 90%. They also show that the
time interval which it takes for ∆ to reach from 0 to 90% roughly corresponds to
two to three times of the average connection duration of a member in a multicast
group. But as we will show with simulation, if the area in which members are
located does not change very much and members are uniformly distributed in
this fixed area, the center relocation using only ∆ does not improve the tree cost
and the packet delay and, is unnecessary in many cases.

Another parameter we can use to determine when to calculate the new center
location is the maximum delay from the center to the member nodes. When the
center location is calculated, the maximum delay at that moment is recorded
as Prev Max Delay. When a new member joins the group, the delay from the
current center to this node is calculated and compared with Prev Max Delay. If
the delay to this new node exceeds a certain constant times of Prev Max Delay,
a new center location is calculated. Using this method, the unnecessary recal-
culation of the center in the case of just using the parameter ∆ can be avoided
because the center will be recalculated only if the proof that the quality of the
tree has deteriorated enough is obtained. This method of measuring the delay to
a joining member and comparing against the Prev Max Delay works if the area
where members are located remains the same, moves, or gets larger. But this
method does not work if the member distribution area gets smaller. If the size
of the area gets smaller, the delay to a new member will rarely exceed the pre-
viously measured Prev Max Delay value. But the quality of the tree may have
been deteriorated compared with the optimal tree.

We propose a new algorithm for determining when to recalculate the center
location and when to actually rebuild the tree around the new center. The pro-
posed algorithm uses both the parameter ∆ and the delay to a new member.
We assume that the multicast routing algorithm enables the center to be noti-
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fied of all the join events of new members and calculate the delay to these new
members. Now we explain our algorithm in detail as follow.

1© The location of a center is calculated.
2© The multicast delivery tree is built around the calculated center. The Prev

Max Delay and Curr Max Delay values are initialized to be the value of the
maximum delay of this new tree. Set G0 and Gi to be the current set of
members.

3© Wait until a membership changes. If the membership change is a join event,
calculate the delay from the current center to this new member. Update the
Curr Max Delay to be the maximum of the delay to this new node and the
current value for Curr Max Delay. If Curr Max Delay is greater than C1 *
Prev Max Delay, go to step 1©.

4© Update Gi and the value of ∆. If this value does not exceed C2, go to step
3©. Otherwise calculate the location of a new center. Assuming this new
center, calculate the maximum delay of the new tree and set this value to be
Opt Max Delay. If Curr Max Delay is greater than C1 * Opt Max Delay, go
to step 2©. Otherwise, set G0 and Gi to be the set of current members and
go to step 3©.

In the above algorithm C1 determines the extent to which the worst case packet
delay of the current tree is permitted to exceed the worst case packet delay which
was calculated when the center was determined in the most recent time. If C1
is 1.4, the excess up to 40% is permitted. If ∆ reaches C2, it means that C2 *
100% of members have changed. In the algorithm given in [9], C2 was set to be
0.9. The algorithm calculates a new center location and builds a new tree around
this new center if the delay to a new joining member is bad enough compared
with the maximum delay which was calculated when the tree was built in the
last time. But the area where the members are distributed gets smaller, this
condition will be rarely satisfied. So after we have seen enough changes in the
membership, we calculate the new center location and also calculate the new
tree around this new center. If we see that the quality of the current tree is bad
enough compared with this new tree, we actually rebuild the tree around the
calculated new center .

5 Experimentation Results

In this section we present and analyze simulation results for our center location
and relocation algorithms. We first present simulation results for our center
location algorithms assuming that the set of members and senders are fixed and
compare their performance with other center location algorithms. Then we show
simulation results for our center relocation algorithm in the environment where
members join and leave.

For the experimentation we used NS(Network Simulator) developed in UC
Berkeley and ran the simulation on Linux 5.1 platforms. Algorithms were im-
plemented with TCL and network topologies were generated with the GT-
ITM(Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Models) provided in the NS.
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5.1 Experimentation Results for Center Location Algorithms

In this subsection we compare the proposed center location algorithms with
other algorithms through simulation changing the multicast group size, the net-
work size, and the average number of links for a node in the network. We mea-
sure the tree cost and packet transmission delay of the multicast trees built
using various center location algorithms. We compare the proposed algorithms
with OCBT, MDOT(Minimum Delay Optimal Tree), Random, MIN-MEM, and
HILLCLIMB algorithms. The OCBT algorithm is optimal in terms of the tree
cost. The MDOT considers all the nodes as the candidates for the center and
picks the node such that the tree built around this node has the lowestMaxDist
weight function value. If several nodes have the same lowest Max Dist value,
the node with the lowest tree cost is selected. This algorithm is optimal in terms
of tree costs when the shared trees are unidirectional such as in PIM-SM but
may not be optimal in case of bi-directional shared trees such as in CBT. The
Random algorithm chooses the center randomly. These three algorithms, OCBT,
MDOT, and Random, are not practical but considered here just for the compar-
ison. MIN-MEM and HILLCLIMB algorithms are practical solutions and shown
to find a good center[8,9]. For the experimentation we assume that all the senders
are also members and for each simulation we perform 100 experiments and take
the average as the result.

Fig. 1. Effects of group size on algorithms
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A group size is the number of member nodes in a multicast group. In the
first experimentation we assumed that there were 100 nodes in the network
and the average number of links for nodes was 4. We changed the group size
from 5 to 60 and measured the tree costs and the packet delays. Figure 1 (a)
shows the tree costs of various algorithms and the tree cost is represented as the
ratio to OCBT. The methods for measuring the packet delay become different
depending on the type of shared trees: unidirectional trees or bidirectional trees.
In unidirectional shared trees, packets are sent to the center and then distributed
to all the members. But in bidirectional shared trees, packets are sent along the
shortest path on the shared tree from the sender to members and in many cases
may not pass the center. Figures 1 (b) and (c) show the packet delays of various
algorithms and the packet delays are represented as the ratio to OCBT. In the
figures some algorithms sometimes show better packet delay better than MDOT
and this can be possible because MDOT is optimal when the packet delays are
measured between the center and the receivers not between senders and receivers.
The figures show that the tree cost of GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 stays within
112% of OCBT and is better than MIN-MEM and HILLCLIMB and the packet
delay of GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 is comparable to MDOT and always lower
than other algorithms. We see that GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 algorithms show
better result than GeoCenter1 because former algorithms find better geographic
centers than GeoCenter1.

Next we summarize the results for the second and third sets of simulations
without showing the figures because they were similar to Figure 1. The second
set of experiments was performed varying the network size that is the number
of nodes in the simulated network. The average number of links for nodes was
set to 4 and the group size was assumed to be 20% of the network size. The tree
cost of GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 was 12% higher than OCBT in the worst
case but always better than MIN-MEMB and HILLCLIMB. The packet delay
of GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 was comparable with MDOT, even better than
MDOT at some points, and constantly better than other algorithms.

The third set of experiments was performed varying the average number of
links of a node in the network. The network size and the group size were assumed
to 100 and 20, respectively. The simulation showed that the tree cost GeoCenter2
and GeoCenter3 stayed within 114% of OCBT and always better than MIN-
MEMB and HILLCLIMB. The packet delay of GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3 was
very similar to MDOT and always better than other algorithms.

From the above three sets of experiments, we conclude that two of the pro-
posed algorithms, GeoCenter2 and GeoCenter3, achieve near optimal packet de-
lay compared with the MDOT algorithm while not incurring too much increase
on the tree cost compared with the OCBT algorithm.

5.2 Experimentation Results for the Center Relocation Algorithm

In this subsection we consider a dynamic environment where members can join
and leave during the lifetime of a multicast session.
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Thaler and Ravishankar introduced the parameter ∆ and proposed to cal-
culate the new center and rebuild the tree as ∆ reaches at some fixed value[9].
We first show that if the area in which the members are located is fixed and
the members are uniformly distributed in this area, their simple method of just
using the ∆ value does not improve the quality of trees at all. We ran exper-
iments with a network of 200 nodes. The members were uniformly distributed
in this network and their average number was 40. We compared the quality of
trees of two cases. In the first case the center location is never recalculated and
in the second case the center location is recalculated when ∆ reaches 90%. The
simulation results showed that recentering and rebuilding a tree with just using
∆ did not improve the quality of trees at all and in some cases gave worse per-
formance. So we conclude that if members are uniformly distributed in a fixed
area, we need not recalculate the center location. This is because the center that
was calculated in the beginning remains to be near optimal if the distribution
of the members remains uniform even though members join or leave the multi-
cast group. From the experiment we can see that the packet delay remains to
be within 140% of the optimal value, so if we set C1 to be 1.4 in our center
relocation algorithm, the center need not be moved and, therefore, unnecessary
overhead can be avoided. But the algorithm by Thaler and Ravishankar using
only ∆ regularly changes the center location but does not improve the quality
of the multicast tree.

Now we consider three cases where the area in which members are distributed
changes and show how our center relocation algorithm explained in the previous
section performs. In the first case the area expands, in the second case the size
of the area remains the same but the area moves gradually, and in the last case
the size of the area becomes reduced.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results when the area expands. Each figure has
two graphs. The first graph shows the result when the center is calculated once
in the beginning and is never recalculated. The second graph describes the result
when the center is recalculated by the proposed algorithm using both ∆ and the
worst case packet delay measurement. In the experiments GeoCenter3 algorithms
was used to determine the center location. The points on graphs are represented

Fig. 2. Center relocation in an expanding area
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Fig. 3. Center relocation in a moving area

as the ratio to the value of optimal tree generated using the OCBT algorithm at
each measurement point. The figure shows that the tree cost gradually increases
without the center relocation algorithm as the area expands with the center
recalculation. But if we use the proposed center relocation algorithm, the tree
cost never becomes 30% higher than the optimal value calculated with the OCBT
algorithm at each point. The figure also shows that the packet delay becomes
almost 1.8-2 times of the OCBT tree without the center recalculation but rarely
becomes 20% higher than the OCBT tree if we use the proposed center relocation
algorithm.

Figure 3 shows the simulation results when the area is moving and Figure 4
shows the simulation results when the area gets reduced. They show the same
result as in the case when the area gets expanded.

From these simulation results we see that the algorithm using just the ∆
parameter regularly recalculates the center location and actually rebuilds the
multicast tree without making much improvement on the tree quality in the case
that the area in which members are distributed is fixed. We note that rebuilding
a tree is a very costly process. But the proposed algorithm uses both the ∆
parameter and the measurement data of the worst case packet delay and can
avoid unnecessary rebuilding of the multicast tree in this case. In the cases where

Fig. 4. Center relocation in an reducing area
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the area gets expanded, moves, or becomes reduced, the proposed algorithm
generates multicast trees of reasonable quality. And by properly adjusting the
value of C1, which is the multiplier on the previously measured maximum packet
delay and determines when the center should be recalculated, we can bound the
maximum packet delay within a certain limit of the maximum delay of the
OCBT.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed new center location algorithms and a new center
relocation algorithm for multicast routing alogrithms building shared trees and
analyzed their performance through simulation.

The proposed center location algorithms try to find the geographic center of
multicast members considering not only multicast group members but also a few
non-member nodes that are carefully chosen. We built multicast trees around
the centers found by our algorithms and we found that these trees had slightly
higher tree cost than the cost-optimal tree, the similar packet delay as the delay-
optimal tree, and constantly better cost and packet delay than the trees built
around the centers found by algorithms proposed by other researchers.

Then we considered a dynamic environment where members could join and
leave a multicast session and proposed a center relocation algorithm which de-
termined the moment when the new tree should be built around the new center.
The algorithm is based on measure packet delays as well as the parameter indi-
cating how much the group membership has changed. Our algorithm not only
avoids unnecessary center relocation processes but also prevents the cost and
worst packet delay of the tree from deviating too much from the optimal values.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose an architecture for an output
queued switch based on the mesh of trees topology. After establishing the
equivalence of our proposal with the output queued model, we analyze
its features, showing that it merges positive features of the input queued
switches (specially their implementability) with all the characteristics
typical of output queued ones. Moreover, such an architecture is able
to easily and efficiently manage multicast traffic, which is becoming ex-
tremely important in networks with traditional communication services
integrated in.

1 Introduction

Internet is evolving to an integrated services network with a large number of
users that exchange huge amounts of data, making the efficiency of the switch-
ing phase increasingly critical ([1,2,3,4]). This is even more evident since large
parts of Internet are circuit switched (SONET1, just to cite one name), and
since link speed is rapidly increasing (for example, 40 Gb/s at OC768c or 160
Gb/s at OC3072), making routers/switches a serious bottleneck. At a suitable
level of abstraction, a switch is a box connecting n source inputs that want
to exchange messages with m destination outputs. The system is synchronous,
and the time is slotted. Without loss of generality, we can think of messages as
fixed size cells that arrive at the system at the beginning of each slot, and are
processed during the time interval. Since we assume that message destinations
are independently chosen by each input without rules, it can happen that more
inputs want to communicate with the same output at the same time, causing
a potential collision. Such an event should be avoided, because it results in the
loss of all the cells involved in it, and in the retransmission of all of them from
the originating source. Competing cells need to be stored in a memory, and to
be serialized in some way, in order to keep busy outputs with queued cells for
and to avoid collisions.

There has been a deep investigation in buffered switches during the last years,
that leaded to fundamental results. One of the first proposed solutions ([5,6]) was
to put a shared memory between inputs and outputs where to store incoming
cells and to forward a suitably chosen subset of them. While such an architecture
1 http://www.sonet.com
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Fig. 1. Different switch architectures.

is quite simple and practical for systems operating at less than 20 Gb/s, it has
many problems, the most penalizing is perhaps the memory access time (n+m
accesses should be granted at every cycle).
A natural step to move then was to introduce a queuing system, that led to
input queued (Fig. 1(a)) and output queued (Fig. 1(b)) switches. The former is
the implementation of the very simple idea that every cell, at the arrival to the
switch, should be immediately buffered (with a queue for every input), and then
a scheduler will choose in every cycle a set of non conflicting cells (namely, cells
bound for different outputs) to forward through a nonblocking interconnection
network, for example a crossbar. Easy to implement, the architecture was shown
to suffer of limited throughput if a FIFO strategy is used in the queues: con-
flicting cells in the head of the queues may block other cells that would be free
to pass through the switch, causing a performance loss known as head of line
(HOL) blocking, limiting the throughput of the system to ∼ 58.6% assuming
i.i.d. arrivals ([7]).
Moving the queues at the output ports results in efficient switches that don’t
block cells if their destination is idling, able for this reason to provide quality
of service ([1,8]). This is not a solution, since such an architecture is clearly
equivalent to the shared memory one, and its problem is again scalability: each
queue must be able to serve up to n requests per time slot. This introduces the
need for a speedup of the switch of a factor n + 1, limiting its implementabil-
ity to scenarios with few input ports and quite slow links. In order to achieve
scalability without performance problems, virtual output queued switches were
proposed ([9,2]). Such an architecture avoids HOL blocking by having in each
input a different queue for each output. It is clear that the scheduling phase is
now critical: a set of cells must be selected for transmission at every time slot to
maximize performances. It was shown ([10,11,12,13]) that there exist scheduling
algorithms able to exploit a throughput of the 100% and also to avoid starvation
of cells ([14]). However, such algorithms have several drawbacks, that can be so
classified:
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Complexity: an optimal scheduling can be found solving a matching problem
on bipartite graphs ([15]), or finding a decomposition of stochastic matrices
(see [16] for the switching case). The weak point of these approaches is their
complexity; the best known matching algorithm runs in O(N2 log2(N)) time
in the worst case ([17]), while the second method has been proved useful to
implement, at most, 4 × 4 switches ([18]).

Throughput: with approximate algorithms it is possible to overcome the com-
plexity problem ([2,15,19,13]). Behind this approach there are good simu-
lation results ([15,20]), and a proof that, if traffic reaches a steady state
(i.e. there is always a cell that must be sent to every output), the behavior
of these algorithms is optimal ([13]). But with bursty traffic ([21]) such a
stability is never reached ([20]).

Performance guarantees: despite some results on the bounds in queues aver-
age sizes and on average delays in input queued switches have been recently
found ([22]), it is not yet clear how to offer quality of service in such a class
of switches. This justifies the research on output queued like architectures,
in order to obtain guarantees on the offered service.

Combined input-output queued switches are another interesting architecture
proposed as a trade-off between input and output queuing: there are queues
both in the inputs and in the outputs, and a speedup of k is used, in the sense
that it is possible to transfer k cells from every queue in the inputs to the de-
sired queue in the outputs at every time slot. In [23,24] it was proved that a
speedup of 2 is enough and necessary to emulate an output queued switch with
a queuing policy that varies in a well known class. Unfortunately a locally opti-
mal scheduling does not guarantee network optimization: in [25] it is shown that
input queued switches with high performance scheduling algorithms, efficient in
isolation, cause unbounded delay of cells when put in a network. In order to
avoid this problem, and to offer quality of service (QoS), it is then important
to have practical solutions resembling output queued switches. Parallel architec-
tures are an encouraging alternative ([26,27,28,29,30]).
In this work we take a completely different approach, and propose an output
queued switch obtained by parallelizing the “classical” architecture, having very
interesting features like high compositional power (i.e. it is easy to create a
greater switch by using smaller ones), no speedup required (in a sense that will
be cleared later), real implementability and efficient multicast management.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notation we will use
throughout the paper. Section 3 outlines the idea at the very base of our pro-
posal, relating it with a well known architecture. In Sect. 4 the topology of the
mesh of trees is presented, together with some of its most important features. In
Sect. 5 we present a new architecture for a switch, proving that it is equivalent
to an output queued one. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 6 summarizing our work
and proposing future directions.
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2 Definitions

The following concepts and terms are very important through the paper:

Number of ports: without loss of generality, the switches are supposed to have
n inputs and n outputs,

Names: Ii is the ith input, Oj is the jth output; Qi is the queue at the ith input
(output) in an input (output) queued switch, and Li is its size,

Acronyms: IQ means Input Queued, OQ is Output Queued, while VOQ is
Virtual Output Queued and CIOQ is Combined Input-Output Queued,

Mimicking: as defined in [24], a switch S mimics another switch S
′
if, for

any arrival pattern and independently of the switch size, the outputs are
exactly the same. In [30] the definition is extended by considering a possible
queuing delay for the cells, i.e. the outputs of the two switches are the same
but with a temporal shift caused by queuing. So, an architecture X mimics
an architecture Y with a delay of f(n) if, under the same arrival process,
the outputs of X at time t + f(n) are the same of Y at time t.

3 A First (Impractical) Step

We begin by presenting a new point of view of an OQ switch. Later in this
section the same intuition will be presented from a different perspective.
Let us assume we have a n × n2 crossbar2 and that each cell is associated with
an integer representing its arrival time (a time stamp). Then, we can think of
splitting the queues in the output ports in n different queues, one for each input,
like in Fig. 2. Such an architecture can be thought of as the complement of a
VOQ switch, and it should not be hard noting that it can perfectly emulate
an OQ switch. In fact, assuming a FIFO strategy, the division in n queues is
equivalent to the distribution of the cells in queues, sorted by sender. Qi in an
OQ switch with a speedup of n, would contain all the cells sent to output i,
sorted by the time of arrival to the system, with simultaneous arrivals serialized
with a specific rule (for example smaller index of sender first, or randomly). In
this way, in the n queues at the ith output, there is a double sorting: by arrival
time and by sender. Then, if the Si element chooses the oldest cell from all the
queues, breaking ties with the same rule that would have been used in the target
OQ switch, we perfectly emulate it.
The proposed architecture apparently does not require any speedup to achieve
an OQ switch behavior emulation. Actually there is a logarithmic factor to be
accounted for. In fact, assuming to be able to compare n time stamps in only
one cycle is unrealistic (specially for very large n, that is our final target). The
best thing we can do is to use a comparing tree, with log2(n) stages of parallel
comparisons. Such a logarithmic factor must be paid off in terms of scheduling
iterations, in the worst case, also in almost every proposed VOQ switch ([2] for
2 Actually, a full crossbar is not necessary. A structure containing n selectors or a
sorting network would be enough, but it is easier to imagine a crossbar
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PIM, [15] for iSLIP, [31] for iLPF, just to cite some very popular proposals). In
IQ and VOQ switches, it is usually assumed that these computational steps can
be done during a time slot (thus limiting the power of scheduling algorithms).
In our proposal, we can avoid this delay with a very simple pipelining technique.
In fact, it is not necessary to wait for the entire comparison to be over before
starting a new one but, because of the tree structure of the comparison part, each
element (leaf or internal node) can compare two cells, and forward the oldest to
its parent (the root must send the oldest outside the switch). Thus, as soon as
an element finishes its work, it can start again for another round, waiting only if
its successor in the tree (its parent) is not ready to receive. Thus it is possible to
perform log2(t) comparisons (one for level) in parallel. The latency of the cell in
the switch is proportional to the logarithm of the switch size but the throughput
of the system will not suffer from this.
The introduction of a pipelined part in a switch is not a new concept: in [32]
the scheduler for a VOQ switch is improved with this technique, but the whole
system is very different (and more complicated) from the one presented here.
We make another step in our description, in order to have a system easier to
implement. It is possible to come to the same idea also by starting from well
known results. In [33], the architecture of an OQ switch called knockout was
presented. Each input is connected to one bus, and each output is connected to
every bus. We can think of the output modules as single queues, and still have
the mentioned speedup problem. We can also think of increasing the number of
queues, in order to avoid speedups by increasing the cell loss probability (namely,
the probability of dropping conflicting cells). Of course, by putting one queue for
every input in each output module , there is no cell loss (at this stage), and the
architecture is very similar to the one we sketched. It is also possible to put less
queues (say L), preceded by a statistical multiplexer that just chooses L cells, if
there are more, and discarding the others. A buffering scheme that uses several
(L) FIFO queues as just one queue with L inputs and one output in a knockout
switch makes it acting like an OQ switch without requiring any speedup. It was
shown that L = 8 queues are sufficient to reduce the loss probability to 10−6 for
an arbitrarily large switch size n ([33]). However we are interested in avoiding
cell loss (and then in using n queues without multiplexer). The architecture,
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conceptually interesting, has many problems, like number of busses too high
when the number of inputs grows and a number of crossing points not feasible
when there are many outputs. Moreover, there is a spatial speedup to pay:
implementing N adjacent memories is not so different from implementing one
with a (temporal) speedup of T . In Sect. 5 we will see why the architecture
proposed in this paper can be more practical, while potentially having the same
problems.

4 Mesh of Trees

We present here a well known topology called mesh of trees, recalling only what
is helpful to our aim. For more details the reader can refer to [34].
An N × N two-dimensional mesh of trees is a structure obtained from a N × N
mesh (or two-dimensional array) by adding nodes in order to form a complete
binary tree for every row and every column, with the nodes of the mesh as
shared leaves (see Fig. 3). There is also an interesting recursive definition of the
topology: given four N

2 × N
2 meshes of trees it is possible to combine them in a

N ×N one just by using the four smaller meshes as elements of a 2×2 mesh, and
combining the 4N roots pairwise adding 2N new roots (for a practical example
see Fig. 3(b), where the nodes to be added are represented by hexagons).
The total number of nodes in a N × N mesh of trees is 4N2 − 2N . Commu-
nications between root nodes of column trees and root nodes of row trees are
interesting in several ways. First of all they have a fixed length of 2 log2(N)
hops. Moreover, if we label each destination node with the binary representation
of a number between 0 and N − 1 (of course a different label for each different
node), the routing of a message through the mesh of trees is very simple (i.e.
the topology has a self-routing property). For example, nodes at ith level will
forward the message to their right son if the ith digit of the label is 0, to their
left son otherwise. The leaves work as interchange points, and they just have to
forward the message from the column tree to the row tree they belong to. The
communication is then logically divided in two steps:

1. a selection phase, in which the message is directed to the right row,
2. a gathering phase, in which the message is conveyed to the desired root.

In terms of hardware complexity it is clear that each node, if only communication
is needed, is very simple. Implementability of meshes of trees in single chips was
widely studied (e.g. see [35]). In the next section, we will see how to combine
meshes of trees and the switch architecture we proposed in Sect. 3.

5 The New Architecture

It is possible to produce a n × n OQ switch equivalent to the one we presented
in Sect. 3, by means of a n × n mesh of trees. Assume to associate each input to
a column tree root, and each output to a row tree root. In this way, a cell from
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(a) 4 × 4 mesh of
trees

(b) Composition of
smaller meshes

Fig. 3. Two views of a 4 × 4 mesh of trees

input i to output j can be seen as a communication between roots, exactly like
those presented in Sect. 4. Thus, the selection stage is exactly equivalent to the
crossbar-like element in Fig. 2, while the gathering stage, choosing the oldest cell
in case of contention, is just a comparing tree. We can think to put the queues
in the leaves: in this way they would become very simple elements encapsulating
a queue. It is easy to see that the two architectures are equivalent. Later in this
section, a formal proof of the above mentioned mimicking will be presented.
The logarithmic factor in the selection stage can be amortized in the same way
we did in the comparing phase: up to log2(t) communications can be present in
parallel in the column trees, for a total of 2 log2(t) communications at most that
can be done in parallel. In the remainder of this section, we shall assume infinite
size queues, and we use the following additional notation:

Memories: in the mesh of trees, for each output, the memory is divided into
queuing memory (in the leaves) and tree memory (up to one cell can be
stored in each internal node in the row tree while waiting to exit from the
switch).

Symbols: Extending (in a natural way) the names given in Section 2, Qij is
the queue from input i to output j in the mesh of tree, and Lij is its length.

In order to establish that the mesh of trees switch mimics an OQ switch (with
a delay, as we will see), it is useful to introduce an intermediate architecture
that will be used as a paragon. In Fig. 4, it is shown a queued architecture for a
single output (referred in the remainder of this section as DFIFO3) composed by
n queues, from which the K element chooses the oldest to forward (breaking ties
in the usual way), and log2(n)−1 elements that just forward from one end to the
other (actually the architecture is just the one shown in Fig. 2, with log2(n)− 1
more stages).
3 DFIFO is just a short name for Delayed FIFO.
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log (t) � 1 elements2

.....queues
t K ...

Fig. 4. An intermediate architecture.

It is now useful to introduce some straightforward lemmas:

Lemma 1. A switch with DFIFO queuing architecture mimics a FCFS OQ
switch with a delay of log2(n) steps.

Proof. As noted in Sect. 3, the architecture that, for every output, selects the
oldest cell from t queues, exactly behaves like a FIFO OQ switch. Adding log2(n)
forwarding units, we just introduce a delay in the output.�

Lemma 2. A mesh of trees switch mimics a switch with DFIFO queuing archi-
tecture with a delay of log2(n) steps.

Proof. The delay is caused by the selection phase done at the column trees: as
we assume infinite size queues, it takes exactly log2(n) time slots to a cell for
arriving to the queues, while in a DFIFO based switch they would arrive in one
step. So it is enough to show that, without considering the column trees in the
mesh of trees, the two architectures are totally equivalent.
We focus on an output j, in order to prove that cells bound for that output
are handled in the same way (once they arrive at the queues) by the two ar-
chitectures. Since we don’t make any assumption on j, this will hold for all the
outputs, establishing the lemma. We shall prove the lemma by induction on the
number of queues4:

basic step: for n = 2 (2 inputs/outputs, the minimum case), the two architec-
tures are exactly the same (the K element that chooses between two queues),

induction step: for n = 2m and m > 1 the row tree can be seen as the
composition of two trees with m leaves (queues) (see Fig. 5(a)). By induction,
such an architecture is equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 5(b).

It is not hard to show the equivalence of such an architecture and a DFIFO
of height log2(m) (or equivalently log2(2m) − 1) forwarding elements. To avoid
tedious details, it can be sufficient noting that

– the number of steps that cells must undergo, is the same (log2(2m) after the
first selection),

– during any time slot, if at level i of Fig. 5(b) architecture there is one cell,
then there is one cell also at the same level of the DFIFO architecture,

4 Given the mesh of trees features, we only deal with powers of 2, with 2 as bottom
of the induction chain.
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Fig. 5. Inductive step.

– in any time slot, if at level i of Fig. 5(b) architecture there are two cells,
then in the DFIFO architecture there is one cell at level i and one cell at
level i + 1,

– inversely, at any time slot, if at level i of DFIFO architecture there is one cell,
then either there is at least one cell at the same level of Fig. 5(b) architecture,
or there are two cells at level i − 1 (note that this holds for i > 0 since the
root is unique in both systems).

So, at every time slot there is a cell in output in one architecture if and only if
there is a cell in output in the other. Since outputs are time ordered, they must
be exactly the same.�

Lemma 3. Consider three switch architectures A, B and C. If A mimics B with
a delay of f(n) and B mimics C with a delay of g(n), then A mimics C with a
delay of f(n) + g(n).

Proof. By definition of mimicking with a delay (see Sect. 2), under the same
arrivals, the output of C at time t is the same of B at time t + g(n), which in
turn is the same of A at time t + g(n) + f(n).�

We have thus established the following

Theorem 1. The mesh of trees switch mimics a FCFS OQ switch with a delay
of 2 log2(n).

�
The mesh of trees architecture is particularly suitable to efficiently provide

multicast. An addressing technique already known suffices: the destination of
every cell is coded by a t bits string with the ith bit set to 1 if and only if the
output i is in the set of receivers. So, during the selection stage, the node at level
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i in the column tree must only perform two “or” operations when a cell to route
arrives: one of the bits in the left half of the word, and one of the rightmost
ones. If the first “or” operation is equal to 1, then the cell is forwarded to the
left child (with the left half word as destination information), and the same
happens with the second operation, but the cell is forwarded to the right child
(note that at least one operation must be positive, but both can produce a 1).
The so implemented multicast is a copy multicast, and it is the most efficient
way to implement it: the cells arrive at the queues during the same time slot
(because of the synchronism of the selection phase), and will depart during the
first empty time slot.
We believe this feature makes particularly interesting the proposed switch: the IQ
architecture in fact has several problems managing multicast traffic, both from
a theoretical point of view ([36]) and from a practical one (e.g. the simulations
results in [37]), while in the mesh of trees switch the scheduling of multicast
traffic practically comes for free. As previously established, the mesh of trees
switch can mimic a FCFS OQ switch. Besides, for very large n’s the OQ switch
can be considered purely theoretical because of the needed speedup, while the
mesh of trees scales very well. Moreover, the time slot length limit is given just
by the memory speed: in fact, the whole architecture behaves like a pipeline,
and the time of the system is given by the time of the slowest element. If a
comparing step is faster than a memory cycle, we can think to group several
comparing steps into a single system cycle, in order to reduce the delay of the
mesh of trees and to improve performances.

The mesh of trees architecture seems to suffer of the same spatial speedup
problem of the knockout switch: the queues in the leaves, for graphical presen-
tation reasons, are drawn as adjacent, and at a first sight they can be imagined
as a single big memory with a speedup problem. In the real physical implemen-
tation, memories not necessarily are positioned as in Fig. 3(a). Moreover, we
think that, at least theoretically, the study of such a kind of architectures can
be interesting, because of the positive performances offered that can overcome
technical problems.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we considered a parallel architecture for the implementation of the
well known output queued switch. The widely studied mesh of trees topology
has been used to propose a switch that can mimic (even if with a logarithmic
delay) a FCFS output queued switch without the speedup problem. A future
work will be to extend the class of queuing policies that is possible to emulate,
in order to achieve quality of service, and to give some bounds on queues sizes
and dimension of time stamps needed.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a protocol for reliable multicast within a group
of mobile hosts that communicate with a wired infrastructure by means of wireless
technology. The protocol tolerates failures in the wired infrastructure, i.e., crashes
of stationary hosts and partitions of wired links. The wireless coverage may be
incomplete and message losses could occur even within cells, due to physical
obstructions or to the high error rate of the wireless technology, for example.
Movements of mobile hosts are accommodated efficiently because they do not
trigger any interaction among stationary hosts (i.e., there is no notion of hand-
off). We evaluate by simulation the impact of fault-tolerance on the performance
of the protocol in normal operating conditions, i.e., in the absence of failures.
The results obtained show that the increase in the average latency experienced by
messages is limited to few milliseconds.

1 Introduction

Computing architectures based on portable computers and wireless networking are be-
coming a reality. Users may be equipped with hand-held computing devices and roam
around freely while maintaining connectivity with a wired computing infrastructure
through a number of wireless cells.

Mobile wireless systems typically require special solutions, for a number of rea-
sons. Traditional network protocols implicitly assume that hosts do not change their
physical location over time. Mobile devices have severe resource constraints in terms
of energy, processing and storage resources. Wireless networks are characterized by
limited bandwidths and high error rates. Furthermore, mobility introduces new issues at
the algorithmic level. For example, a mobile host may miss messages simply because
of its movements, even with perfectly reliable communication links and computers that
never crash [1]. All the above reasons imply that specialized protocols are required for
extending to mobile hosts functionalities common for stationary ones.

In this paper we present a protocol for reliable and totally-ordered multicast within a
group of mobile hosts. By this we mean that: (i) each mobile host delivers all multicasts,
without duplicates; and (ii) any two mobile hosts that deliver two multicasts deliver these
multicasts in the same order.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1069–1080, 2002.
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Reliable and totally-ordered multicast is an important building block for applications
composed of remote processes that have to cooperate tightly [13]. This communication
primitive has proven its power in the context of traditional, i.e., static and wired, dis-
tributed computing. Our proposal makes this primitive available on mobile wireless
systems. Moreover, we support this primitive in spite of (a certain number of) crashes
of stationary hosts and partitions of wired links. The fault-tolerance properties of our
protocol may greatly extend the scope of potential applications of mobile computing,
including emergency management, plant control, traffic monitoring, stock market ex-
change, on-site data collection, for example. Fault-tolerant support for mobile wireless
systems is, in our opinion, an important topic, yet it has not received much attention
from the research community so far.

We model a mobile wireless system as follows (see figure 1). There is a set of
stationary hosts (SHs) connected by a wired network and a set of mobile hosts (MHs) that
may move and communicate through wireless links. Some SHs, called mobile support
stations (MSSs), may communicate also through wireless links. Each MSS defines a
spatially limited cell covered by a wireless link. A MSS may broadcast messages to all
MHs in its cell and send messages to a specific MH in its cell, whereas a MH may only
send messages to the MSS of the cell where it happens to be located. Notice that we do
not assume any network support for routing messages to a specific MH.

Fig. 1. Example system with five MHs and seven SHs.

An important feature of our model is the incomplete coverage of wireless cells,
i.e., MHs may roam in areas that are not covered by any cell. A MH may move across
adjacent cells but it may also "disappear" within the uncovered area and enter any
other cell, perhaps after a "long" time. Movements occur without prior negotiation.
The resulting scenario is quite general because it accommodates contemporary wireless
LAN’s, infra-red networks requiring line-of-sight connectivity, disconnected modes of
operation, long-range movements and picocellular wireless networks in which the cell
size is of the order of a few meters, such as a room in a building.

The message pattern of our protocol follows common approaches for reliable mul-
ticasting among MHs in mobile wireless systems [1,3,8,14,16]. A MH wishing to issue
a multicast sends a request to the MSS of the cell where it happens to be located. The
MSS forwards the message to a SH that processes this request, includes the payload, and
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forwards the payload to all MSSs. MSSs broadcast the payload in the respective cell.
More details will be given later.

Our work is based on a design philosophy aimed to improve reliability of final
applications, in particular, with respect to failures:

1. The state shared among SHs should not be updated upon each movement of MHs.
Otherwise, performance could be penalized and failure handling would be more
difficult.

2. One should avoid to assume that wireless coverage is complete. Otherwise, even a
single physical obstruction, or particularly unfortunate area, or MSS malfunctioning,
could compromise correctness.

3. Availability of MSSs should affect only availability of applications, not their cor-
rectness. In particular, a MSS failure should merely shrink the covered area, without
affecting correctness.

4. One should avoid to make hypothesis on users’movements. Otherwise, even a single
inopportune movement could compromise correctness.

5. Critical state information should not be kept on MSSs, but on “ordinary” SHs.
This choice allows using systematic and established techniques for improving the
availability of these hosts, such as replication.

6. MSSs should be freely added or removed without stopping the system or com-
promising correctness. MSS addition may be necessary for upgrading or coverage
enhancement, whereas MSS removal for maintenance or failure.

Notice that the above points apply to mobile computing in general, not only to the specific
problem of reliable multicast.

We have analyzed the performance of the proposed protocol by simulation. In partic-
ular, we have focused on the impact of fault-tolerance on the performance of the protocol
in normal operating conditions, i.e., in the absence of failures. We have found that the
proposal is indeed practical, as the latency increase due to fault-tolerance is of just a few
milliseconds.

2 System Model

Each wired link and each wireless cell provides FIFO-ordered communication without
duplicates. Messages may be lost. Message loss in a wired link occurs as a result of
network partitions. Such partitions may recover. Message loss in a wireless cell may
occur because of physical obstructions or because of the intrinsic features of wireless
technology, e.g., high error rate. Hosts communicate solely via messages. Of course,
while a MH is out of coverage no communication with it is possible. Similarly, SHs
partitioned from each other cannot communicate among themselves. SHs may crash and
a crashed SH may recover. MHs do not crash (see also below).

The system is asynchronous in the sense that neither message delays nor computing
speeds can be bounded with certainty. This characterization is a general and realistic
one as it allows abstracting away such features as variable loads imposed by users and
unknown scheduling strategies on hosts and communication links. Notice that a process
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cannot determine with certainty whether a remote process that appears to be unresponsive
has crashed or happens to be very slow.

The protocol can be easily made resilient also to crashes of MHs, the only problem
being that state information about a crashed MH would never be discarded by SHs. A
practical implementation might allow SHs to unilaterally garbage-collect state informa-
tion not accessed for a very long time. Although a MH deemed crashed might show up
again, there is no way to exclude such a possibility in an asynchronous system — unless
one is willing to wait for an infinite time before deciding whether that MH actually
crashed. Another practical issue is that a crashed MH should be able to participate again
in the application after its recovery. This feature may be achieved by: (i) supporting a
dynamic group of MHs that may exchange multicasts; and (ii) requiring that multicasts
be delivered only by current members of the group. The protocol proposed here assumes
a static set of MHs but it may be extended towards supporting (i) and (ii) quite simply [6,
9].

3 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the only work with scope similar to ours is [2]. This
work introduces resilience to failures of MSSs in a non fault-tolerant reliable multicast
protocol proposed byAcharya and Badrinath (see below, [1]). However the system model
is much more restrictive than ours because: (i) it assumes that a process can detect
with certainty whether a remote process is active or crashed (fail-stop failures); and
(ii) communication is reliable, both in the wired network and in wireless cells (thereby
excluding, for example, uncovered regions, physical obstructions within cells, partitions
of wired links).

The protocol in [2] adds fault-tolerance to the one in [1] by associating each MH with
a set of MSSs, denoted S(MH), and by replicating state information about that MH at
each member of S(MH). Whenever MH sends a message or there is a message addressed
to it, members of S(MH) have to execute a replica control protocol and this protocol
must be able to tolerate host failures. The cited work mentions two alternatives for such
protocol. The one that is more efficient requires additional mechanisms (network flush
or rollback) that are not detailed. Furthermore, no performance analysis is provided
and the complex interaction among (i) replica control protocol, (ii) MSS recovery, and
(iii) hand-off, are only outlined 1. Our protocol is fully detailed and, in our opinion, is
much simpler to understand and implement.

The protocol by Acharya and Badrinath, hereinafter the AB-protocol, was the first
multicast protocol ensuring reliable (FIFO) delivery in the context of mobile computing
and has been highly influential in the design of later protocols [3,8,14,16]. Although
none of these protocols is fault-tolerant, it is useful to discuss them briefly to emphasize
the differences with our proposal. Each MSS maintains, for each MH in its cell, an array
of sequence numbers describing the multicasts already delivered by that MH. The MSS
uses this array to forward pending messages in sequence and without duplicates. If the
MH switches cell, the array is moved to the new MSS by means of a proper hand-off

1 The paper claims that the composition of S(MH) may change dynamically, but it appears that
this issue has been oversimplified, in particular, with respect to the interaction just mentioned.
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procedure. Therefore: (i) The state shared among SHs is updated upon each movement;
(ii) MSSs maintain critical state information (i.e., each MSS remembers the sequence
numbers of multicasts delivered by each MH in its cell); and (iii) the crash of a MSS
affects correctness of the application (i.e., the above sequence numbers are lost for each
MH in the cell). These features explain why the fault-tolerant extension in [2] requires
a complex interaction among several sub-protocols. The AB-protocol and the protocols
derived from it assume reliable communication in the wired network and in the wireless
network, much like [2].

The AB-protocol provides reliable delivery without requiring routing support for
MHs, e.g., Mobile IP, much like our proposal. Multicast protocols that rely on Mobile
IP are generally targeted at different application domains and provide unreliable, best-
effort, unsequenced delivery [12,15]. In particular, no messages are delivered during a
cell switching and messages possibly lost will not be recovered in the new cell. With
respect to the use of Mobile IP, note also that: (i) it would not solve the problem of
recovering from lost messages; (ii) it would make it more difficult to exploit the broadcast
capabilities of the wireless medium when many MHs are in the same cell; (iii) it would
generate traffic in the wired network even while no new multicasts are generated, for
tracking the location of each MH.

The protocol proposed here is an extension of the protocol in [9] that was not fault-
tolerant and assumed reliable communication in the wired network. As an aside, per-
formance analysis by simulation showed that the proposal in [9] outperforms the AB-
protocol in terms of latency, scalability, bandwidth usage efficiency and quickness in
managing cell switches of users [4]. The proposal in [9], as well as the one in this
paper, borrows a crucial idea from the implementation of reliable multicasts in “static
and wired” distributed systems: the use of a centralized sequencer for totally ordering
multicasts and for storing multicasts that have not been acknowledged yet [13]. Note,
however, that here we refer to a completely different system model: mobile hosts, wire-
less communication, incomplete spatial coverage.

4 Overview of the Protocol

We begin by briefly outlining the non fault-tolerant version of the protocol. Messages
have a field of enumerated type, called tag and indicated in SmallCaps, that indicates
the purpose of the message. We say that a host H receives a message m when m arrives
at the protocol layer at H , and that H delivers m when the protocol forwards m up to
the application.

A MH wishing to issue a multicast sends the payload to the local MSS with a New
message. MH retransmits this message until receiving an acknowledgment (possibly
from a different MSS, if the sending MH moves during the handshake). The MSS for-
wards the message to a designated SH acting as coordinator. A New message carries a
sequence number locally generated by the sending MH, which enables the coordinator to
process New messages in sequence and to discard duplicates. The coordinator constructs
a Normal message containing the payload of the New message and a locally generated
sequence number. The resulting message is then multicast to MSSs that broadcast it in
the respective cell. Each MH uses sequence numbers of Normal messages to deliver
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these messages in sequence without duplicates (i.e., in total order) and to detect missing
messages. In the latter case, the MH sends a retransmission request to the local MSS.
This request is tagged Nack and specifies an interval of missing sequence numbers.
When a MSS receives a Nack, it relays the missing Normal messages to the sending
MH. The MSS obtains such messages from a local cache or, in case of a miss, from
the coordinator. MSS requests missing messages to the coordinator with a FetchReq
specifying an interval of sequence numbers. The coordinator responds with a FetchRep
containing the required messages. A Nack from a MH implicitly acknowledges delivery
of previous multicasts. MSSs extract this information and forward it to the coordinator,
with StabInfo messages. Note that: (i) MSSs do not store critical state information:
such information is kept by the coordinator and merely cached by MSSs for efficiency;
(ii) each MSS reacts to cell switching without interacting with other MSSs.

The fault-tolerant extension proposed here is obtained as follows.

1. A MH no longer assumes that a message arrived at a MSS will eventually arrive
at the coordinator — the MSS might crash, or a partition might occur. Instead, a
MH keeps on retransmitting a New message until receiving the matching Normal
message (a MSS that receives a New message does not respond to the sending MH
with an acknowledgment, as this acknowledgment would be useless).

2. The role of the single coordinator is played by a set of SHs, called coordinators.
This set appears to MSSs as a single “coordinator service”. The service is available
in spite of (a certain number of) failures of coordinators and connecting links. In
particular, availability of the service requires a majority of coordinators. Coordina-
tors interact among themselves through group communication (GC) [10]. GC may
be thought of as a software layer exporting to applications a membership service
and a communication service for reliable multicasting within a group of processes.
These two services are tightly integrated so as to simplify the programming of dis-
tributed algorithms in the face of host crashes and recoveries, network partitions and
mergers. More details will be given in section 4.1.

3. A MSS sends its messages to a designated coordinator, say C. The MSS might not
receive a response for several reasons, including: (i) C is not able to interact with
a majority of coordinators (section 4.1); (ii) the message from MSS to C is lost;
(iii) the response from C to MSS is lost. Should a response not arrive within a
specified timeout, the MSS will send the next request to another coordinator. The
request not yet answered will be retransmitted by the originating MH, as pointed
out above (1). The policy for associating coordinators with MSSs is irrelevant to
this paper. Of course, timeouts expiring too soon must not affect correctness. To this
end, the coordinator service maintains internally information sufficient to detect
duplicate requests (section 4.1).

Space constraints preclude a full description of the protocol, that can be found in the
companion report in a pseudo-code form [5]. We will discuss in the next section only
the implementation of the coordinator service.

4.1 Coordinator Service

Interaction among coordinators occurs through group communication (GC) [10]. A de-
tailed description of GC is beyond the scope of this paper and we provide below only
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the necessary background. GC is implemented by a dedicated software layer at each
coordinator.

Coordinators form a group (this notion of group has nothing to do with the group of
MHs). The GC layer provides consistent information about the set of coordinators that
appear to be currently reachable. This information takes the form of views. The GC layer
determines a new view as a result of crashes, recoveries, network partitions and mergers.
New views are communicated to coordinators automatically, through special messages
called view changes. When a coordinator C receives a view change carrying the new
view V , C is informed that it can communicate with the coordinators listed in V . To
proceed further, we need a few simple definitions: (i) C installed a view V means that
C indeed received the corresponding view change; (ii) two views V, W are consecutive
means that a coordinator installs V and then installs W ; (iii) the view that is current at
C is the one specified by the last view change received by C; (iv) C delivers message
m in view V means that C delivers m when the view that is current at C is V .

The key guarantee of GC is that view changes are globally ordered with respect to the
receiving of multicasts: Given two consecutive views V and W , any two coordinators
that install both views must have received the same set of multicast messages in view V .
For example, consider a coordinator C1 that delivered V and suppose W is delivered
as a result of the crash of C1. If C1 crashed while performing a multicast m, then
(i) all coordinators that install V and W receive m (and do so before installing W ); or
(ii) none of them receives m. Clearly, this property is very powerful for reasoning about
fault-tolerant algorithms.

The GC layer supports partitionable membership, i.e., it allows multiple views of
the group to exist concurrently, to model network partitions. Moreover, the GC layer
supports uniform multicast: if any member of view V delivers multicast m, then each
member of V delivers m or crashes.We present the algorithm in the hypothesis that a view
including a majority of coordinators always exists. The algorithm may be extended to
accommodate the more general case in which the majority view temporarily disappears.

The variables maintained by each coordinator include the following: boss, the iden-
tifier of a designated member of a majority view; cseq, the sequence number of the last
Normal message sent; normal-buffer, a set containing all Normal messages that
might not be stable, i.e., that are not known to have been delivered by each MH; finally,
member-table, a table with one element for each MH. Each element is a record whose
fields are: mid, that identifies the MH; new-num, the sequence number (generated by
the MH) of the last New message received from mid; cseq-mid, the cseq assigned to
the last Normal message generated upon processing a New sent by mid; delivered,
the highest sequence number of a Normal message that has certainly been delivered by
mid.

Each coordinator C executes a loop in which at each iteration it receives either
a message or a view change. If the current view is not a majority, C skips to the next
iteration — C ignores all messages and waits for a sufficient number of failures to recover.
Otherwise, C acts as follows. Receiving of a message provokes the transmission of an
Ack to the sending MSS (to prevent expiration of the time-out at MSS). In addition:

– A New message is forwarded to theboss.When theboss receives one such message,
it multicasts the message within the majority view. Let m denote a message multicast
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by the boss and let mid denote the MH that originated the associated New message.
Upon receiving m, each coordinator C performs the following actions: (i) extract the
entry, say e-mid, of member-table associated with mid; (ii) determine whether m
is a duplicate and, in this case, discard m without any further processing (this check
is done by comparing field new-num of e-mid to the sequence number in m, selected
by mid itself); (iii) update field new-num of e-mid; (iv) increase cseq (system-wide
sequence number); (v) construct a Normal message mN including, in particular, the
payload specified by mid and cseq; (vi) store a copy of mN in normal-buffer;
finally, (vii) the boss multicasts mN to MSSs. In short, coordinators proceed in
locksteps and, in particular, they maintain identical copies of their variables.

– A FetchReq message is processed locally (such a message is sent by a MSS whose
local cache does not contain a Normal message requested by a MH). The FetchRep
reply is constructed based on the normal-buffer.

– A StabInfo message is multicast within the view (such a message describes the
Normal messages certainly delivered by a specified MH). Upon receiving this
multicast, each coordinator records the related information in the pertinent entry of
member-table and clears from normal-buffermessages that have been delivered
by every group member.

Network partitions, mergers, host crashes and recoveries are handled simply. GC
reports them automatically to coordinators in the form of a new view. Upon receiving a
view change, the boss sends a copy of its variables to each coordinator that was not in the
previous majority view. Then, the coordinator service starts processing again messages
from MSSs, as all coordinators in the new majority view have identical variables. If the
boss has left the majority view (e.g., it crashed), then a new boss is elected by applying a
deterministic function to the composition of the view (this function must select a member
of the previous majority view). Variables to the coordinators that have possibly entered
the majority view will be sent by the new boss. Notice that all coordinators receive the
same view, hence they can easily coordinate their reaction to the view change based
solely on the view composition, i.e., without dedicated message-exchange rounds.

It may be useful to observe what follows: (1) The boss might crash during steps
(i)-(vii) above, i.e., before actually multicasting the Normal message to MSSs. In this
case, MHs will eventually detect a hole in the stream of sequence numbers and ask
retransmission; (2) When surviving coordinators receive the view notifying about the
crash of the boss, they will certainly have the same variables: GC ensures that prior to
the view change they have delivered the same set of multicasts from the boss.

5 Simulation

Fault-tolerance obviously comes at a cost. A protocol designed to be fault-tolerant is
likely to exhibit, even in the absence of failures, performance worse than that of a protocol
that does not tolerate failures. In this section we evaluate such costs by simulation.
This analysis enables us to capture the inherent cost of fault-tolerance for our proposal.
Accordingly, our simulations assume reliable communication in the wired network and
SHs that do not crash. The emphasis here is demonstrating that one can tolerate failures
without paying excessive costs in normal conditions, i.e., in the absence of failures.
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We set the numerous parameters that characterize the protocol similar to [6], which
provides a simulation analysis for the non fault-tolerant version. There are 40 cells,
i.e., 40 MSSs. A MH remains in a cell for a random time interval. The length of this
interval is exponentially distributed and its average Tcell is set to 10 seconds for each MH.
Wireless coverage is complete and the message loss rate in the wireless network is 0.1%.
There are 100 MHs: all of them receive multicasts (Nr=100) whereas only 10 of them
may generate 512-byte messages (Ns=10). Message generation is a Poisson process, i.e.,
times between the generation of successive messages are random variables exponentially
distributed. Each sender generates, on the average, 8 messages/sec corresponding to a
bit rate of approximately 33 Kbps.

We consider a wireless bandwidth of 1 Mbps, in line with the bandwidth available
in current Wireless LANs [7], and a wired bandwidth of 10 Mbps. Therefore, message
transmission times in the wired network are one order of magnitude lower. Propagation
delays, i.e., times messages take to travel from one node to another, are as follows.
Wireless propagation delays are negligible as cells are supposed to be very small, (e.g.,
ten meters). Wired propagation delays are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The
average for messages from MSSs to coordinators or back is 1.5 msec, whereas for
messages from coordinators to the boss is 2 msec (these point-to-point messages are sent
through group communication). Uniform multicast amongst coordinators is modeled as
an additional exponential delay with average (Nc + 0.4) msec ([11]). We consider also
processing time, i.e., time necessary to process a message. We used the same values
reported in [6] as there are no substantial differences from the non fault-tolerant version.

The main metric we consider is the average message latency, i.e., the average time
elapsed from the instant at which a message is generated at a sending MH to the instant
at which the same message is delivered by a destination MH. We analyzed latency for
varying numbers of coordinators, sending MHs, mobility of MHs and message loss rate.
Curves labelled as Nc = 1 refer to the non fault-tolerant version while the other curves
relate to the fault-tolerant protocol proposed in this paper. For the sake of space we shall
focus on the differences between the two versions. The reader can refer to [6] for details
about the performance of the non fault-tolerant version.

Figure 2-left shows the average latency as a function of the number of receivers for
different number of coordinators (Nc). Note that the fault-tolerant version maintains the
very good scalability properties of the non fault-tolerant one. The fault-tolerant protocol
exhibits higher average latency as a result of the following factors:

1. Messages experience an additional step with respect to the non fault-tolerant version:
from the coordinator associated with the MH that originated the message to the boss.

2. When the boss receives a New message it does not multicast the related Normal
message immediately, but it sends a uniform multicast within the view and waits for
delivery of this multicast.

3. New messages are implicitly acknowledged by the related Normal message from
the boss while in the non fault-tolerant version they are explicitly acknowledged by
the local MSS. It follows that MHs have to use longer time-outs in order to minimize
useless retransmissions, but this delays retransmission of messages that are actually
lost.

The companion report [5] analyzes in more detail the contribution of each factor.
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Figure 2-right shows the average latency as a function of the number of senders, i.e.,
of the aggregate message rate. Although average latency increases with the number of
senders, it is important to observe that curves for different values of Nc are approxi-
mately parallel. In other words, the fault-tolerant version maintains approximately the
same scalability properties of the non fault-tolerant one. The difference between the two
protocols is due, obviously, to points 1, 2 and 3 above.

Fig. 2. Average latency as a function of the number of receivers (left) and of the number of senders
(right) for different number of coordinators.

Fig. 3. Average latency as a function of mobility (left) and wireless network unreliability (right)
for different number of coordinators.

Figure 3 shows the influence of MH mobility (left) and wireless network unrelia-
bility (right). Mobility is expressed in terms of the number of cell switches per second
experienced by each MH, which is the inverse of the Tcell parameter, i.e., the average
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cell permanence time. Unreliability of wireless links is expressed as the percentage of
lost messages.

Both plots exhibit a similar behavior. In particular, the difference between the non
fault-tolerant protocol and the fault-tolerant protocol (for example with Nc=2) increases
as either mobility or message loss rate grows up. This similarity can be easily understood
if one considers that mobility of MHs may cause message losses. The increase in the
distance between curves related to Nc = 1 and Nc > 1, respectively, is a consequence
of point 3 above: when the fraction of New messages which get lost increases, the delay
for recovering them increases accordingly.

To summarize, the latency cost induced by fault-tolerance in the absence of failures is
in the order of a few msec. The above components 1 and 2 of the additional delay cannot
be reduced (for a fixed wired network technology and operating environment). On the
other hand, component 3 could be partially lowered by using at MHs:(i) a transmission
scheme more sophisticated than the simple stop and wait approach (e.g., a window-
based scheme); and/or (ii) a shorter time-out for New messages. On the other hand, the
former would induce higher computational load at MHs while the latter would cause
useless retransmissions and, thus, wastage of wireless bandwidth as well as computing
and energy resources at the MH. Based on the above results, we believe that these
solutions would lead to minor performance improvements that would not compensate
for their drawbacks. However, in a different scenario, e.g., when MSSs are distributed
in a geographical area rather than in a local area, use of a window-based transmission
scheme could be appealing.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a protocol for offering fault-tolerant support to (totally ordered) reli-
able multicast within a group of MHs. The protocol tolerates crashes of SHs and partitions
of wired links. To our knowledge, no other protocol provides these functionalities.

Two key features of our protocol are: (i) movements of MHs do not require any
interaction among SHs (i.e., no hand-off is required); and (ii) MSSs do not store any
critical state information. Both features are crucial for coping with failures simply and
efficiently. MSSs merely act as forwarding switch and as cache of state information
whose primary copy is kept elsewhere, i.e., at coordinators. Replication through group
communication is the main tool for enhancing availability of this information and for
preserving its consistency in spite of failures.

Simulation results show that the protocol is indeed practical in that the latency cost
induced by fault-tolerance in normal operating conditions, i.e., in the absence of failures,
is limited to some milliseconds. Moreover the protocol exhibits very good scalability
properties.
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Abstract. We present an architecture for a core dWDM network which utilizes
the concept of Optical Burst Switching (OBS) coupled with a Just-In-Time (JIT)
signaling scheme. It is a reservation based architecture whose distinguishing char-
acteristics are its relative simplicity, its amenability to hardware implementation,
support for quality of service and multicast natively. Another important feature is
data transparency - the network infrastructure is independent of the format of the
data being transmitted on individual wavelengths. In this article we present a brief
overview of the architecture and outline the most salient features.

1 Introduction

The adoption of dWDM as the primary means for transporting data across large dis-
tances in the near future is a foregone conclusion, as no other technology can offer
such vast bandwidth capacities. The current dominant technology for core networks
are wavelength-routed networks with permanent or semi-permanent circuits set up be-
tween end points for data transfer. Many of the proposed architectures treat dWDM as
a collection of circuits/channels with properties similar to electronic packet-switched
circuits with customary buffering (potentially done in the optical domain) and other
features of electronic packet-switching. In addition, transport protocols used today (e.g.
TCP) developed for noisy low-bandwidth electronic links, are poorly suited for the high-
bandwidth, extremely low bit-error rate optical links. The round trip times for signaling
and the resulting high end-node buffer requirements are a poor match to the all-optical
networks characterized by the high bandwidth-delay product. In order to address the
processing and buffering bottlenecks, characteristic of the electronic packet-switching
architectures, and, by extension, their dWDM derivatives, a wholly new architecture is
required, which is capable of taking advantage of the unique properties of the optical
medium, rather than trying to fit it into existing electronic switching frameworks. In
addition, in dWDM networks data transparency (i.e. independence of the network in-
frastructure from the data format, modulation scheme etc., thus allowing transmission
of analog as well as digital signals) becomes not only possible, but desirable.

In this paper we present an overview of an architecture for a core dWDM network.
The type of architecture, described in this paper, is wavelength-routed, burst-switching,
with the “just-in-time” referring to the particular approach to signaling, taken within this
� This research effort is being supported through a contract with ARDA (Advanced Research and
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architecture. Signaling is done out of band, with signaling packets undergoing electro-
optical conversion at every hop while data, on the other hand, travels transparently. For
history of burst-switching the reader is referred to [6,9].

Just-In-Time (JIT) signaling approaches to burst-switching have been previously
investigated in literature ([9,6]). The common thread in all these is the lack of the round-
trip waiting time before the information is transmitted (the so-called TAG: tell-and-go
scheme) when the cross-connects inside the optical switches are configured for the
incoming burst as soon as the first signaling message announcing the burst is received.
The variations on the signaling schemes mainly have to do with how soon before the
burst arrival and how soon after its departure, the switching elements are made available
to route other bursts. An example is the Just-Enough-Time (JET) scheme proposed in
[7] which uses extra information to better predict the start and the end of the burst and
thus use the switching elements needed to route the burst inside a switch for the shortest
amount of time possible. Schemes also have been proposed for introducing QoS into the
architecture ([8]). These schemes have been shown to reduce the blocking probability
inside an OBS network with the disadvantage of requiring a progressively more complex
schedulers ([5]).

In this short paper we present an overview and describe the salient features of the
proposed Jumpstart architecture. For a more extensive treatment of the subject the reader
is referred to [4,2].

1.1 Guiding Assumptions and Basic Architecture

The basic premise of this architecture is as follows - data, aggregated in bursts is trans-
ferred from one end point to the other by setting up the light path just ahead of the data
arrival. This is achieved by sending a signaling message ahead of the data to set up the
path. Upon the completion of data transfer the connection either times out or is torn
down explicitly. Some of the basic architectural assumptions are summarized below:

�
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�
�
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Fig. 1. Example of a burst
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Out-of-band signaling - Signaling channel undergoes electro-optical conversions at
each node to make signaling information available to intermediate switches.

Data transparency - Data is transparent to the intermediate network entities, i.e. no
electro-optical conversion is done in the intermediate nodes and no assumptions are
made about the data rate or signal modulation methods.

Network intelligence at the edge - Most “intelligent“ services are supported only by
edge switches. Core switches are kept simple.

Signaling protocol implemented in hardware - So as not to create a processing bottle-
neck for high-bandwidth bursty sources, the signaling protocol must be implemented
in hardware

No global time synchronization - In keeping with the “keeping it simple“ principle,
we do not assume time synchronization between nodes.

A basic switch architecture presumes having a number of input and output ports, each
carrying multiple wavelengths (envisioned to be in 100’s to 1000’s).At least one separate
wavelength on each port is dedicated to carrying the signaling traffic. Any wavelength
on an incoming port can be switched to either the same wavelength on any outgoing
port (no wavelength conversion) or any wavelength on any outgoing port (partial or
total wavelength conversion). The switching can be done by using MEMS micro-mirror
arrays or some other suitable technology. Switching time is presumed to be in the µs
range, with anticipation that it could be reduced further as the technology develops.
Additionally, each switch is equipped with a scheduler which keeps track of wavelength
switching configurations and configures the cross-connects on time to allow the data to
pass through.

Data Transparency. We have briefly alluded to data transparency as being a desirable
property of a core network of the future. Indeed, the ability to transmit optical digital
signals of different formats and modulations, as well as analog signals simplifies many
problems commonly associated with adaptation layers. In a burst-switched network,
which essentially acts as a broker of time on a particular wavelength with high temporal
resolution, this feature becomes relatively easy to implement, considering that signaling
is done out of band on a separate channel. This is why JumpStart architecture makes no
assumptions about the types of traffic it carries and instead schedules time periods on
wavelengths within the network. The particular format that an end node uses to transmit
its data to the destination is of no consequence to the network itself.

Processing Delay Prediction. Unlike data, signaling messages propagate through the
network and accrue a processing delay inside each intermediate switch. For a SETUP
message, which announces the arrival of a new burst to intermediate switches, this
means that it has to be sent far enough in advance before the burst, so that the burst does
not catch up with it before the destination is reached. Knowing this delay apriori, at the
ingress switch, and communicating it to the source node (via SETUP ACK) is part of the
network function. This delay can be deduced from the destination address in the SETUP
message, and further refined by the ingress switch over time, as CONNECT messages
are sent back from the destination, indicating the actual processing delay incurred while
the corresponding SETUP message traveled to the destination.
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Quality of Service. When one talks about Quality of Service (QoS) in the context
of contemporary packet-switching networking technologies and protocols (DiffServ,
IntServ), the criteria for evaluating the QoS of a given connection involve network
bandwidth and buffer management inside the routers and end-nodes. In the context of
an all-optical transparent network such as proposed here most of these issues become
irrelevant: data is transparent to the network and no buffering is done inside the network
switches. The network acts merely as a time-broker on individual links. As a result when
we discuss QoS in JumpStart, it is separated into several areas:

– QoS requirements defined for the specific adaptation layer used
– Optical QoS parameters, on which specific adaptation layer requirements may be

mapped to
– Connection prioritization - allows us to preempt less important connections in favor

of more important ones. It is a stand-alone property, which enables the network to
deal with preemption of existing connections in a predictable manner.

Optical QoS parameters allow the network to route a connection along the best suited
route depending on the type of signal the connection carries. Examples of optical QoS
parameters are: bit-error rate, dynamic range, signal-to-noise ratio, optical channel spac-
ing.

Multicast Support. Support for multicast connections is essential for future networks,
however support for them within an architecture such as JumpStart may not be trivial. The
optical signal must be split at certain points along the path according to the multicast
routing tree in order for the network to remain all-optical, i.e. avoid electro-optical
conversions. Such splitting presents a number of issues for the implementation, namely:

– A switch must be equipped with an optical splitting mechanism (splitting signaling
messages does not present a problem, since they undergo electro-optical conversions
in each switch).

– A number of such splits that can be done on a single connection is in general bounded
by the optical power budget [3].

The result is that each connection may have a limited fan-out (contrary to present day
electronic networks, where such issues are not considered).

Given these restrictions, for our network architecture we presume that the switches
capable of splitting the optical signal are not common in the network, and, in fact, are
sparsely dispersed throughout the network. Each end-node gets assigned one such switch
as its multicast server switch through either administrative mechanism or a separate
signaling mechanism. These special switches also take care of setting up routing trees
for multicast connections, so in addition to special hardware they need to allow to split
the optical signal, they also have special firmware to allow them to manage and route
multicast connections. Thus all signaling messages from the source node that pertain to
its multicast connections get routed by the network to its assigned multicast switch.

Within the multicast variety of connections we can identify two ways to setup a
multicast session:
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– Source-managed multicast: the source of the multicast knows the addresses of all of
the members of the multicast group and that number is relatively small. In this case,
the addresses of the members are directly included into the appropriate signaling
messages by the source.

– Leaf-initiated join: in this scenario, a source may announce the existence of a mul-
ticast session, with a session id that is unique inside the network. Multicast servers
in the network will learn of this new session through means that are outside of the
scope of this discussion, and the end nodes will be able to join existing multicast
sessions by communicating with their domain multicast servers.

In practice we would like to allow for a combination of both. A source may begin by
specifying a few end nodes and allow the rest to use the leaf-initiated join capability. In
the extreme case the source node simply announces an existence of a session and lets
nodes in the network join as they wish. One additional option of multicast sessions is the
session scope. The scope limits the availability of the session to nodes belonging only
to specific domain(s). Additionally a source node may specify as part of the connection
options that only it has the authority to add new leaves to the tree, in which case no
leaf-initiated join connections will be allowed.

Label Switching. Label switching concept will be utilized by the signaling channel in
order to achieve several goals:

– Speed up in accessing call state in the switch (based on label, not call reference
number, which is not unique within the network).

– Guarantee that forward and backward routes coincide (while connections in a Jump-
Start OBS network are unidirectional, signaling paths are not, and it is necessary
that signaling messages travel the on the same path both in the forward and in the
backward direction).

– Speed up routing (once a connection path has been established, it is desirable that
further signaling messages do not consult the routing table but use a pre-established
path).

For this purpose, labels similar to MPLS will be used as part of the signaling message
format. These labels will have link-local significance (unique on one link, but not within
a switch or the network). Similar to ATM and MPLS, these labels will be rewritten as
the signaling message traverses the network. Special tables within the switch will be
needed to maintain the forward and the backward label mapping. No label stacking will
be allowed.

Label distribution will be done on-the-fly, as part of signaling, while the connection
is being setup, instead of utilizing a label distribution protocol like LDP or modified
RSVP. Additional multicast support in a labeling mechanism will be necessary in those
nodes that support multicast routing (multicast nodes). Unlike unicast-only nodes, which
only need to maintain one-to-one label mappings for each connection, multicast nodes
will require one-to-many and many-to-one mappings for label mechanism.
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Persistent Connections. For some applications there will be a need for all bursts to travel
the same route through the network, especially to those applications that are particularly
sensitive to jitter or sequential arrival of information. Defining a persistent route service
that precedes a series of bursts can allow the network to "nail down" a route for all
subsequent bursts to follow. There are some network traffic engineering implications
of persistent routes. If a significant portion of the network connections are established
with fixed routes, then dynamic load balancing through routing changes in the network
will become inefficient and perhaps fail. To minimize this potential problem, network
service providers may choose to treat persistent route connections as a premium service
offering. This service would be more expensive for service providers to support.

Multicast service as we have defined it also requires persistence. The first phase of
establishing multicast service is to declare a session and build a routing tree. This is
followed by one or several data transmission phase. Maintaining a persistent session is
necessary so that the network can maintain state for multicast session routing as leafs
are added and dropped through its lifetime.

1.2 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a short description of Jumpstart - a new proposed architecture
for all-optical WDM burst-switched networks. We described and justified the need for
the most important features in the network. Fore more information about the project we
suggest [1].
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Abstract. This paper presents a QoS evaluation in a DiffServ experimental test-
bed scenario. We implemented our field trial using prototypal routers running
under Linux OS and we arranged them in order to make possible the intercon-
nection with a remote island of a Multi-domain DiffServ network. The perform-
ance evaluation of Real-time applications presented in the paper will make clear
how it is possible to provide “mission critical” applications with tool-quality
level of service when appropriate algorithm and resource sharing are chosen and
when these features are associated with a fair degree of aggregation. As a con-
sequence the paper describes the results by means of a Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) evaluation campaign to show how Real-Time applications (such as voice
and video conferencing) may suffer for the lack of QoS.

Keywords: Experimental test-bed, Multi-Domain, DiffServ, Real-Time traffic.

1. Introduction

 During the past years different proposals for Next Generation Internet architecture
have been suggested. Integrated Services [1] and Differentiated Services [2] were the
most promising ones. Unfortunately both of them showed their weakness when deal-
ing with end-to-end QoS guarantees (in particular, IntServ lacks of scalability, and
DiffServ lacks of “hard” guarantees). This research work intends to show how, by
means of simple DiffServ mechanism applying to prototypal routers (edge and core
DiffServ routers), it is possible to obtain satisfying results in terms of QoS parameters
and in terms of user perceived quality. The IntServ access network is supposed to be
unchanged compared with the framework of IntServ over DiffServ architecture [3].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we present our design and
implementation of a real Multi-Domain DiffServ experimental test bed carried out in
the framework of NEBULA project [4]. We show how DiffServ mechanism and our
DiffServ aggregation strategies [5] well behave when dealing with Real-time applica-
tion (mostly voice and video). In Section 3 the discussion is about the treatment of
audio and video within the Real-time class. In Section 4 we analyze and comment the
results highlighting the goodness of our aggregation strategies assumption. Finally we
present our conclusion and future works.
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2. Test-Bed Description

 This section presents our Multi-Domain test-bed, built-up in order to study the obtain-
able performance of a DiffServ Core Network when appropriate QoS mechanisms are
used. We emulated three simple access domains interconnected by a DiffServ cloud
by means of an ATM link in order to arrange the trial to be remotized. Our imple-
mentation is related to multiple site interconnection, in order to insert our trial in a
more complex network (as in the scope of NEBULA project), where the study of QoS
performance is more critical. The access domains are emulated by means of source
and destination PCs connected to separate private networks. In Fig. 1 we detail our
field trial; it is possible to distinguish the access domains where the sources and the
destinations are located.

 

 Fig. 1. Field Trial

 We developed our field trial under Linux OS running on IA32 platforms (PC). The
interconnecting routers are equipped with two 10/100 Ethernet cards and one MMF
ATM card; each source/destination PC has only one 10/100 Ethernet card and it is
point-to-point connected to the Border Router. The DiffServ backbone is emulated by
means of an ATM connection (i.e. two 155 Mbit/s links towards a Newbidge CS1000
ATM switch). The Border Routers (Hertz and Marconi) provide the necessary trans-
formation from packets to cells and viceversa by means of the AAL5 protocol. We
implemented, on the BRs, the DiffServ traffic control functionalities (i.e marking,
shaping, metering, dropping), by means of the “TC” package available under Linux.
The scheduler used by the BRs is a CBQ (Class Based Queuing) algorithm.

3. Real-Time Traffic & Non Real-Time Traffic

 The traffic used in this field trial may be classified in two main classes: a) Real time
traffic: we include both audio and video sources because both of them have strict
bounds on QoS target, even if different statistical features; b) Non Real-Time traffic:
we include both MGEN (UDP source) traffic and FTP traffic (TCP source) because
nor of them requires strict bounds on delay/jitter. The first test, whose results are pre-
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sented in Section.4, provided a simple distinction between the two mentioned classes.
The adopted combination between scheduling algorithm and TC functionalities had
the aim to protect the Real-Time class against an “aggressive” and “persistent” BE
class, formed by UDP sources. The second test, according to evaluations derived from
a previous work [5], provided a refined classification, in order to avoid performance
degradation experimented when voice and video flows are merged together.

4. QoS Evaluation

In all the tests presented in this section, Real-Time traffic was sent across the network.
The first test conducted on the DiffServ backbone was about the flow isolation obtain-
able using the marking/scheduling algorithm on two classes (the first group of test is
related to the transport of audio or video on the EF class while the rest of the traffic is
forwarded on the BE class). We have collected the QoS relevant parameters directly
between ingress and output interface of the ingress border router (named Hertz in Fig.
1), this because of synchronization problems arising from an end-to-end collection of
delay.

Table 1. DiffServ EF configuration (video on EF)

Flow Flow Description ToS CBQ Class Parameters
1 Video: 384kbit/s; Avg Packet size=800Bytes EF Buffer=3.2 kB;Rate=390 kbit/s
2 MGEN: rate=1Mbit /s; packet size=1kB BE Buffer=60kB;Rate=500 kbit/s

In the first test the scope was comparing QoS parameters of Real-Time Traffic, in
terms of rate, delay and MOS in two cases: a) No DiffServ: all the traffic was sent on
the same queue and served in a FIFO way; b) DiffServ: configuration described in
Table 1. In Fig. 2 it is possible to notice that the portion of bandwidth used by the
video flow increases when the protecting DiffServ scheduling scheme is activated.
Fig. 3 shows that the performance degradation is more evident when speaking about
the delay measurement. When the DiffServ is disabled all the flows share the same
class and so the delay experimented by the video packets is the same experimented by
the BE packets. On the other hand, when the video flow has its own queue (DiffServ
enabled) we obtain the required service differentiation. In order to deeply analyze the
performance of the video related to this test we have conducted a MOS (Mean Opin-
ion Score) campaign; a MOS campaign is a collection of user sensation about quality
perception by means of numerical score (1= lowest quality, 5= highest quality). This
campaign has allowed to evaluate the perceived user quality at application level. We
report in Fig. 6(a) the MOS evaluation obtained from the campaign when two video
coding rates were considered: 128 kbit/s, 384 kbit/s. From the results it is possible to
notice the application level performance improvement when DiffServ architecture is
enabled.
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Fig. 2. Traffic rates: DiffServ disabled and enabled

Fig. 3. Enabling the DiffServ mechanism on the video flow (delay)

A second test group is mainly focused on the evaluation of the impact of different
aggregation strategies on the QoS parameters at network level and on the user per-
ceived quality at application level. We will compare a scenario where only one class
(EF) is used to carry Real-time traffic to a second scenario where we use separate
classes in order to carry Real time flows (voice on EF and video on AF). The BE class
is used in both cases to carry non-RT traffic. In Table 2 we show the scheduling pa-
rameters used in this test group.

Table 2. EF audio, AF video configuration

Flow Flow Description ToS CBQ Class Parameters
1 Audio: 64kbit/s; Packet size=172 Bytes EF Buffer=1kB; Rate=64 kbit/s
2 Video: 128kbit/s; Avg Packet Size=800 Bytes AF Buffer=15 kB; Rate=128 kbit/s
3 MGEN: rate=1Mbit /s; packet size=1 kB BE Buffer =60kB; Rate =500kbit/s

The EF configuration adopted when audio and video are carried together may be ob-
tained simply adding the CBQ parameters (i.e. Buffer = 16 kB and Rate = 192 kbit/s).
We adopted this configuration in order to perform a fair comparison in terms of allo-
cated resources. Fig. 4 shows the delay experimented by traffic flows when audio is
carried on EF and video on AF, all collected on the DiffServ ingress BR. In this case
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the delay experimented by the audio flow is 35 �s (we had to zoom the statistic in
order to make its visualization clearer) while the video delay is much more relevant
(mean value: 25 ms). Video flow experimented a mean delay lower than BE flow one
but higher than audio one, because of its different service class (AF) and its intrinsic
burstiness. Anyway, the absolute values should not be considered, because they are
relative to the crossing of a single device.

Fig. 4. Collection of delay parameter on BR (Audio on EF, Video on AF)

Fig. 5. Collection of delay parameter on BR (Audio and Video on EF)

Fig. 6. MOS evaluation: a)Video on EF; b)Audio/Video with different aggregation strategies

When audio and video are merged together (EF class) there is a degradation of the
audio performance: being carried together with the video, it suffers the same order of
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delay (see Fig. 5). At last we present in Fig. 6(b) the MOS evaluation collected in
order to make a comparison between our proposed two-classes aggregation scheme
and one-class aggregation scheme. Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 5 highlights the better
performance obtained with the two-classes aggregation scheme. As it concerns the
application level QoS, the MOS shown in Fig. 6(b) takes benefit from the forwarding
of audio and video on two separate PHBs. As it can be noticed, the gap is approx. one
point of MOS scale between the two scenarios: it is a great degradation of quality
when speaking about user perceived quality at application level.

6. Conclusion and Ongoing Works

The main goal of the paper was the QoS evaluation of Real-time applications over a
Multi-Domain DiffServ experimental test-bed by means of network level QoS pa-
rameters and application level parameters. In this framework the we have presented a
two-classes aggregation scheme for DiffServ architecture in order to improve the
obtainable performance. The collected results in the experimental test-bed scenario
demonstrate they were satisfactory both at application level (evaluated by means of a
MOS campaign) and at network level (evaluated by means of rate/delay statistics).
This work is a first extract of our ongoing work on developing a real Multi-domain
DiffServ island interconnection. A deeper analysis of end-to-end delays experimented
in such a scenario is going to be conducted by means of a host synchronization tool
(GPS system).
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Abstract.   A policy based management networking is a new paradigm used to
achieve the network management. This paper presents a new policy based
Mobile IP users management architecture based on a Common Open Policy
Service (COPS) protocol which is currently deployed for QoS management.
This paper introduces a new concept of terminal policy enforcement point
(TPEP) which allows the terminal to interact with the network enforcing
network policies defined by the network manager; it is a key feature of our
architecture. The paper presents also the global architecture to support the
mobile IP users requirements based mainly on two extensions of COPS
protocol; COPS-SLS [1] for QoS negotiation and COPS-MU/MT [2] for policy
based user and terminal mobility management.

1 Introduction

Due to the tremendous success of IP technology in the fixed network area, it is
commonly accepted today that IP will provide the unifying glue for the increasingly
heterogeneous, ubiquitous, and mobile environment [3, 4].  This paper presents new
policy based architecture for user mobility management which supports nomadic
users in the Internet by allowing them to access their personalized computing
resources and services from anywhere on the Internet [5].

The IETF has proposed a policy based model for network management [6, 7, 8]
and a TCP based policy transport protocol, called COPS (Common Open Policy
Service) [9]. Policy based network management currently concerns QoS and security
management. Many extensions have been introduced for COPS usage such as COPS-
PR [9] for Diffserv, COPS-RSVP [10] for Inserv, and COPS-MIP [11] for Mobile IP
terminal mobility management.

The next section presents an overview of a user   mobility aspect and an overview
of   a   policy   based management networking. Then a new architecture to support
Mobile IP users’ management is presented followed by a conclusion.

1.1 User Mobility Overview

User mobility concerns terminal mobility and personal mobility. The Terminal
mobility allows a terminal to change its network point of attachment without being
disconnected from the network [12].   IP networks support terminal mobility using
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Mobile IP protocol. Personal mobility allows a user to use any available mobile or
fixed terminal, and use his personal subscribed home network services from any
terminal and any network access [13]. Thus, personal mobility is related to user
location and service portability management [14]. A universal personal identifier is
necessary to achieve personal mobility.

1.2 Policy Based Architecture Overview

Policy based management networking (PBMN) framework is proposed by the IETF
[6, 7]. It is based on two important elements: policy server PDP (Policy Decision
Point) and PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) as illustrated on Fig. 1. (a). PBMN
intends to manage the network based on the business policies, these policies are
translated  to network policies and stored in the network. They are used to
automatically configure the network elements to offer services based on the business
level policies. The protocol used to exchange policy objects is COPS [9]. PDP and
PEP exchange COPS messages which are detailed in [15] to achieve policy based
network management. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates an example of PDP/PEP messages
exchange process which are briefly explained below:
OPN: Client OPeN, PEP opens a TCP connection with the PDP; CAT: Client
AccepT, the PDP accepts a connection; REQ: REQuest.  PEP sends a request for a
PDP. The request contains an identifier and policy objects necessary for a PDP policy
decisions; DEC: DECision. The PDP sends a policy decision in a DEC message;
RPT: RePorT. The PEP sends a report to the PDP after enforcing a policy contained
in previous DEC message; CC: Client Close. The PEP closes a connexion.
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Fig. 1.  (a) Policy based architecture. (b) PDP/PEP COPS messages exchange.

2 A New Policy Based Mobile IP Users’ Management
Architecture

We identify four issues related to user mobility management which are user
registration, terminal registration, service portability and QoS negotiation.
To achieve these challenging issues, we  introduce new components in the IETF
policy based architecture illustrated on Fig. 2 and we introduce COPS extension
called COPS-MU/MT [2] (COPS-Mobile User/Mobile Terminal) which defines new
policy objects to support user and terminal registration respectively, user service
portability, and QoS negotiation.
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2.1 Architecture Components

Some Mobile IP terms [16] are necessary to understand the next sections, they are
explained bellow:
HA. Home Agent, maintains a mobility binding of a MT in his home network.
FA. Foreign Agent maintains a list of terminal visitors in the foreign network.
Mobility binding. It’s an association between the Home address and the CoA of a
mobile terminal;
Home address. It’s a routable and a permanent address used to locate a mobile
terminal even when it changes its point of attachment. It is a HA adress.
CoA. Care of Address, is the address obtained in a foreign network. CoA may be a
FA address (IPv4) or a co-located CoA (IPv6) [16]. If a mobile terminal has a co-
located CoA, it interacts directly with the HA else, it interacts with the FA which
forwards its messages to the HA.
Fig. 2 illustrates new components introduced in COPS-MU/MT architecture.
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Fig. 2.  Terminal’s and user’s home and foreign networks. (a) MU and MT are subscribed in
different networks. (b) MU and MT are subscribed in the same network.

Some components defined for a Mobile User (MU) and a Mobile Terminal (MT)
have similar functions such as a:
A User Home Policy Decision Point (UHPDP) and a Terminal Home Decision Point
(THPDP) which are policy servers in a User Home Network (UHN) and a Terminal
Home Network (THN) respectively.
A User Foreign Policy Decision Point (UFPDP) and a Terminal Foreign Policy
Decision Point which are policy servers of a User Foreign Network (UFN) and a
Terminal Foreign Network (TFN) respectively.
A Foreign policy Decision Point (FPDP) is a policy server of a Foreign Network
(FN) of a mobile user and a mobile terminal.
A key feature of our architecture is a Terminal Policy Enforcement Point (TPEP). It
is introduced to allow the terminal to interact directly with the network for user and
terminal registration, QoS negotiation and user service portability.
User Home Agent (UHA) and Terminal Home Agent (THA) maintains the user and
the terminal mobility binding respectively.
User Foreign Agent (UFA) and Terminal Foreign Agent (TFA) are the FA of the
mobile user and the mobile terminal respectively.

Policy servers of different network providers have to maintain policy information
related to home and foreign mobile users such as user profile, services profile, and
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terminal profile in order to allow a user universal access to network services and
resources from anywhere. The different profiles may be stored in the home agents or
in the policy servers.
The goal of the policy based Mobile IP user management is to allow the user to access
his home services with the parameters negotiated with his home network from
anywhere. Thus, the policy based Mobile IP users management achieves the user and
terminal registration to support user and terminal location management and the
personal service portability and the QoS negotiation to support user services
anywhere.

2.2 Policy Based User and Terminal Registration

Terminal registration.  Terminal registration must be achieved only if a terminal is
located in a foreign network, if it is a fixed terminal or a mobile terminal located in its
home network then a terminal registration is unnecessary. COPS-MT is used to
achieve the terminal registration, it supports IPv4 and IPv6 registration by allowing
the TPEP directly interact with the FPDP so that the mobile terminal can achieve its
registration directly with the HA. Fig. 5 illustrates COPS-MT terminal registration
related to FA CoA (IPv4) and co-located CoA (IPv6).
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Fig. 3.   COPS-MT terminal registration. (a) FA CoA. (b)  Co-located CoA.

Numbered steps illustrated on Fig. 3 (a) correspond to the terminal registration in
Mobile IPv4 with FA CoA whereas Fig. 3 (b) corresponds to the case when a mobile
terminal has a co-located CoA such as in IPv6. Fig. 3 (b) steps are explained bellow:
1. TPEP interacts directly with TFPDP for terminal registration request policy

decisions;
2. MT sends registration request to the THA;
3. THPEP interacts with THPDP for terminal registration request;
4. THA sends registration reply message to the MT;
5. TPEP interacts with FPDP for terminal registration reply policy decisions.
The steps described on Fig.3 (a) are related to the case where a MT has a FA CoA,
they are different from steps in Fig.3 (b) in that a FA intercepts messages sent by a
MT and forwards them.
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User registration. A user registration must be achieved every time a user logs in a
terminal even if a user is in his home network. In COPS-MU, the user mobility
registration is similar to COPS-MT terminal mobility registration. COPS-MU user
registration consists of maintaining an association between the terminal home adress
and a user identifier. The necessary elements for achieving user registration are
UHPDP, UFPDP, UHA and UFA. The registered user would be reachable on the
terminal he is using and may use his home services from anywhere.

2.3 Policy Based Mobile IP User Service Portability and QoS Negotiation

In this work we assume that the network is a policy based network QoS management
such as Diffserv COPS-PR policy provisioning based network and we propose to
support a QoS negotiation for a Mobile IP user which moves from the home network
to a foreign network. In this architecture COPS-MU/MT is deployed in a wireless
access network to achieve a user and terminal registration and QoS negotiation, and
COPS-SLS [1] is deployed between the home PDP and a FPDP for inter-domain
negotiation of a user home subscribed QoS and COPS-MU for inter-domain mobile
user and mobile terminal registration and mobile user service portability negotiation.

When a mobile user moves to a foreign network, a FPDP interacts with the
UHPDP to determine the user’s QoS negotiated with the home network so that the
mobile user has not to re-negotiate a QoS with the foreign network. This architecture
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4.  Policy based Mobile IP users QoS negotiation environment.

This architecture is also used to negotiate user service portability. The FPDP
negotiate with the UHPDP where to run the user personal services. The UHPDP
decides based on the user profile, the personal service profile and the terminal profile
where to run the user personal service. This part will not be detailed in this paper.

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described new policy based architecture to support user
mobility management in IP networks. The approach taken assumes that mobile users
are in IP networks based on the PDP/PEP architecture and using COPS protocol. We
have proposed to use a terminal Policy Enforcement Point (TPEP) which allows the
terminal to interact directly with the appropriate PDP and we proposed also the COPS
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extension named COPS-MU/MT (COPS-Mobile User/Mobile Terminal) to support a
policy based user mobility management issues related to user and terminal
registration, user services portability and QoS negotiation.

We believe that the use of COPS and PDP/ PEP model offers a good way to
achieve a unified IP network policy management of QoS, security, mobility, etc.
However, we need to implement this architecture for performance evaluation.

Future work intends to define all necessary policy objects related to user
mobility registration, terminal mobility registration, service portability, and QoS
negotiation.
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Abstract. In today's Internet, Policy-Based Network Management is gaining
more and more proselytes. Its appeal is due to the given opportunity of a
standard and consistent way for network configuration, independently of the
underlying architecture and Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning model
assumptions. The event-driven paradigm, well established in the general-
purpose programmers world, through the Policy-Based approach begins to play
its role also in the field of network management. In this paper we describe a
policy framework suited for dynamic network management in QoS-enabled IP
networks. First, we design an object model conceived to represent policies in a
network-independent fashion. Then, we describe a management and
configuration system based on Common Open Policy Service (COPS). Finally,
we show a system prototype pointing out the main features of a Differentiated
Services network management and configuration based on Policy System
Management.

1 Introduction

A policy is a set of rules or methods, representing an object behavior or a decision
strategy to be applied in order to ultimate a particular goal. The Policy-Based
Network Management is the application of these organizational policies in order to
manage the networks. With this approach, the role of network management moves
from passive network monitoring to active QoS (Quality of Service) and network
service-level-agreement provisioning .

While this technology is powerful and alluring, it’s also generally untested and
unproven. Worse, this area still suffers from a lack of standards and for a lack of ad
hoc use of existing ones. There are two key issues that are not yet totally addressed:
first, how the vendors will access and control their hardware, and second, how these
systems glean information about an organization’s users and resources.
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Our architecture, developed in the framework of the European IST project
CADENUS, tries to address all those problems. First, we are developing a prototype
that aims to test and validate the policy-based approach in a real DiffServ network.
Secondly, we adopted a layered model. In this way, at the lower layer, we
accomplished the devices configuration by employing a combination of CLI
(command-level interface), COPS and LDAP. We feel that our work can be a step
toward a standardized policy-based network management.

This document is specifically concerned with the definition of the processes that
take place right after a new Service Level Specification (SLS) has been created as a
consequence of the negotiation of a new service instance between, for example, an
end-user and a Service Provider (SP). We are not focussing on the interactions that
bring to the creation of an SLS, but simply assume that a new SLS has been provided
by a Service Provider stemming from an even higher service level description (see
[SLA]).

This document is organized in five sections. Next section illustrates the proposed
architecture and the steps performed from an SLS to the final configuration of the
devices. The Multiple-Layer, Policy-Based approach, with particular attention to the
policies repositories used at each layer, is presented in Section 3. Section 4 expands
on the Network Controller, which represents one of the main components of the
overall architecture. Finally, Section 5 provides some concluding remarks, together
with a discussion of future work.

2 A Framework for Automatic Configuration and Management
of QoS-Aware Networks

Policy-Based Management has been thought to allow network configuration in the
sphere of several applications, ranging from security and network engineering to
monitoring and measurements. In this work, we will delve into the role of policies
with respect to Quality of Service (QoS) needs in a QoS-aware network. In order  to
make network configuration and management an automatic task, independent of the
specific devices implementing the network, our architecture is composed of three
layers, each related to a different level of abstraction. More precisely, as depicted in
Figure 1, the overall process starts from an abstract service description (contained
inside an SLS), and comprises a number of intermediate steps, each needed in order to
lower the level of abstraction, thus filling the gap between the human-oriented
concept of a “service” and the device-specific configuration commands that
eventually enforce the service itself. For each domain (i.e. Autonomous System ---
AS) we have one functional block, named Resource Mediator (RM), that is in charge
of managing the whole underlying network.
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Fig. 1. Different layers of the Policy Architecture

The scenario we analyze is one in which, starting from an SLS instance, we go all the
way down through the shown components in order to arrive at the network devices
and appropriately configure them. Delving into the details of such a process, we
identify the following steps:

1. A Resource Mediator takes an SLS and translates it into a coherent set of Network
Independent Policy Rules (NIPR). As the name itself suggests, such rules are to be
both network and device independent: they just are a well-structured representation
of the information contained inside the SLS. The model we are thinking to adopt is
inspired to the various proposals stemming from the Common Information Model
[CIM] under standardization inside both the IETF and DMTF research
communities [PCIM],[PCIMe],[PQIM].

2. The Network Independent Policy Rules are then passed to a Network Controller
(NC), which translates them on the basis of the specific network architecture
adopted (MPLS, Diffserv, etc.). The translation process brings to a new set of
rules, named Network Dependent Policy Rules (NDPR), that are stored inside an
ad-hoc defined Policy Information Base (PIB). The NC also acts as a Policy
Decision Point  (PDP) [COPS], which exploits a protocol like COPS to send, based
on the “provisioning” paradigm, policies to the underlying Policy Enforcement
Points (PEPs).
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3. Upon reception of a new policy, the PEP is now in charge of interacting with a
Device Controller (DC), thus triggering the last level of translation, so to produce
the necessary configuration commands needed to appropriately configure the
traffic control modules (e.g allocation and configuration of queues, conditioners,
markers, filters, etc.) on the underlying network elements.

3 The Policy-Based and Multiple-Layers Approach

As we introduced in the previous sections, the innovative aspect of the CADENUS
architecture is the policy-based and three-layers approach. The sequential steps
performed by each layer aim to achieve the ultimate goal of setting up the network in
an automatic fashion, without any human intervention. The SLS is an abstract service
description, independent both of the network architecture (e.g. Diffserv, MPLS,
ATM) and of the devices architecture (e.g. a CISCO router, a PC running Linux or
FreeBSD). Yet, network-dependent and device-dependent information is still needed
in order to configure and manage the network devices. For this purpose our
architecture includes three databases containing the views of the requested QoS at
different layers: the Network Independent Policy Repository, the Network Dependent
Policy Repository, and the Vendor Dependent Policy Repository.

3.1 NIPR: A Repository for Network Independent Policies

The Network Independent Policy Repository (NIPR) is an archive located at the
Resource Mediator (RM) level. When a new SLS arrives at the RM from the Service
Provider, the RM translates it in a set of policy rules describing conditions and actions
related to the requested service (still in a network-independent form) and stores it in
the NIPR. This SLS must describe the single service instances in an unambiguous
fashion.

The peculiarity of such an approach is that a NIPR, being at a high level of
abstraction and then entirely network independent, can represent a common
component (for every network architecture) containing the bundle of services to be
enforced in the future. Anyway, as already stated, the semantic value of information
stored in the NIPR, is not different than the one contained in the original SLS: the
only added feature is the policy-based representation.

3.2 NDPR – A Repository for Network Dependent Policies

As we just explained, the Network Independent Policy Repository is a formal
representation of the information contained inside an SLS. It contains, in standard
format, the otherwise fuzzy definition of a service. In order to let such a definition
become comprehensible to the lower network management devices, the need arises
for a further level of translation. For this step, the Network Controller (see figure 1)
goes a step further, by taking into consideration the specific network architecture that
will support the deployment of the service. These network dependent policies are
stored in the Network Dependent Policy Repository (NDPR). The NDPR contains
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policies in a representation independent of the devices implementing the network. It
introduces, in the service/flow description, rules deriving from the supported
technology (e.g. Diffserv) without going in detail of devices characteristics and
components. NDPR generation is performed by Network Controllers according to
business rules defined for traffic classification. The mapping from NIPR (which is
based on user/service requirements) to NDPR (based on network implementation) is
local to each domain. Each NC uses some business rules for policy generation and
policy distribution. Such a policy could, for example, lead to the marking (via DSCP
field) of a packet, or dropping, remarking, delaying of out of profile packets.
A policy is defined by the instantiation of a filter object (condition) and an action
object. A filter object identifies, for instance, source and destination, while an action
object can include Classifier object, Meter object, Shaper object.

3.3 VDPR – A Repository for Vendor Dependent Policies

This layer works with a representation that can be understood and handled by devices,
thus  reflecting their specific characteristics. The policies defined at the previous layer
are translated into device configuration policies. Information, which is vendor and
device dependent, such as queues configuration and network interfaces, is added at
this layer. The vendor dependency derives from the necessity to make rules according
to the specific features of the managed device. The schema for the translation of PIBs
changes with the device nature. Therefore, this translation is demanded to a dedicated
component, named the Device Controller. In our case, this component has been
implemented for Linux-based routers, exploiting the functionality made available by
the Linux Traffic Control (TC) module.

4 The Network Controller

The Network Controller (NC) is the component responsible for network management
and configuration. Each NC manages a homogeneous network, where
“homogeneous” means that only one technology for QoS support is provided within
the network. The NC role can be summarized as follows:
� it performs management and configuration based on requests coming from the RM;
� it provides the RM with data for updating local repositories (routing, resources);
� it provides input to devices for local Traffic Control configuration;
� it manages the network with respect to fault detection and SLA monitoring.
The main tasks the NC has to accomplish refer to policy generation and instantiation.

4.1 Policy Generation

The NC receives a request for subscription from the RM, related to a service to be
committed. The request is composed of a set of policies Network Independent (NI).
The NC translates all involved policies in a network dependent format; it checks the
consistency of these policies (e.g. availability of the requested resources) and sends
the answer back to the RM. The generated set of policies will be stored in the NDPR.
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4.2. Policy Instantiation

In this phase, the NC identifies the involved devices and sends (via COPS) the set of
policies related to the request to the corresponding Device Controllers (DC). The DCs
will in turn translate the received policies into the right traffic control commands
needed to appropriately configure the network devices.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have shown an innovative approach for QoS-aware network
configuration by means of policies. Such an approach has the advantage to provide a
completely general way to achieve end-to-end QoS guarantees. Thanks to its layered
structure, the architecture we propose is capable to make an adaptation from a service
instance representation, as it is perceived at an abstract level, to a set of commands to
be enforced on the underlying  QoS-aware network nodes.

This architecture is going to be implemented as prototype and tested in the
framework of the European project CADENUS. The main goal of this work will be:
� to emphasize the power and attractiveness of the proposed technology;
� to show its validity by means of a prototype;
� to give results of tests and trials;
� to identify current lacks and propose solutions;
� to accelerate the step toward a standardization of all the elements of policy-based

management network.
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Abstract.  In the 3rd generation multimedia communication world and in the
3GPP standardization consortium, SIP protocol appears to be the preferred
signaling protocol. However, the need to communicate with non-SIP based
network, e.g. H.323 from ITU-U, is still a reality. The need can be satisfied
with the introduction of network gateways (also named Inter-Working
Function). One of the open issues about SIP-H.323 interworking is the address
resolution, in other words, the automatic forwarding of a SIP call to an H.323
user. The paper proposes a SIP network architecture which can interoperate
with H.323 networks, safeguarding the existing software/hardware components,
as SIP terminal clients or SIP server proxies or IWF gateways.

Keywords: Sip, H323, interworking, gateway, call routing

1 Introduction

One of the problems arising in the future multimedia network  is the interworking
between networks that use different protocols; at present days, such problems mainly
concern the interworking between SIP (developed in IETF) and H.323 (from ITU)
based multimedia networks. Both protocol are signaling protocol, being  currently
H323  the standard for any IP based implementation of multimedia communications
([1],[2],[3]).  The 3GPP has selected SIP as the signaling protocol for multimedia
communications in the UMTS network. All these considerations lead to the
conclusion that the interoperation of H.323 and SIP based networks is becoming a
very crucial problem ([5], [6], [7]). Among the various problems that arise when
considering the interworking of these two protocols, one important aspect is to allow,
for example, a SIP user to reach a remote user on both SIP and H.323 networks; of
course if the remote terminal is an H.323 terminal, then an interworking system
(gateway) is needed. A satisfactory solution, involving additional protocols [4]. In this
work, we propose a new interworking solution that requires no modifications of these
network elements. The proposed solution is so based on the assumption that neither
the client applications (the terminals) nor the network servers/gateways should be
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modified. Let us consider for example the following scenario: the owner of a big SIP
network (> 500 consumers) has already acquired all the necessary servers; he/she has
already installed and configured all the multimedia terminals; moreover, he/she has
acquired the network nodes/servers and the H.323/SIP gateways (in the following
referred also as interface module or Inter Working Function). Modifying the gateway
source code or asking for a new version should be too expensive. In this context, we
will see how to solve the addressing and registration aspects of the interworking
problem without implementing the TRIP protocol within the SIP and H.323 signaling
servers.

The main idea consists of the introduction of a new network component that easily
allows the call forwarding from SIP to SIP domains or from SIP to H.323 domains.

2 System Outline

In a pure SIP network, terminals are named UserAgents (UA), while the servers can
be classified as SIP Proxy servers, Redirect servers, and Registrar servers [8]. In our
scenario, we consider a SIP network composed of UAs, stateful SIP Proxies acting
also as Registrar servers, and one or more gateways (GWs) to other non-SIP IP
networks. In such a network scenario, SIP terminals communicate directly with other
SIP terminals and via an appropriate GW with non-SIP terminals. SIP Proxy servers
are used to route call signaling among SIP terminals, by querying an internal database
(DB). If the DB query gives no match for the current callee address, or if an error on
the resulting next hop (SIP proxy) is obtained, the proxy releases the call and sends a
Not Found message back to the caller. This fact may happen also and particularly in
presence of a non-SIP called terminal; what really happens is that although the callee
receives the SIP setup message, it is unable to generate an appropriate SIP response.

In order to forward call setup requests from a SIP based terminal (UA) to a H.323
user, a gateway entity (IWF) should include all the interworking functionality needed
to translate transparently the SIP messages to H.323 signaling and vice versa.To make
the correct forwarding of calls through the IWF possible, the client agents of the
signaling servers (i.e. the SIP servers and the H.323 gatekeepers) should share some
information about the presence of users behind the specific IWFs. Such information
should be dynamically exchanged among the SIP servers, the IWF, and the
gatekeepers. Although this action is not crucial between gatekeepers and gateways in
an H.323 domain, there is not a straightforward solution for the SIP-to-IWF
relationship, and a sort of specific protocol seems to be required.

A proposed solution for this issue makes use of the TRIP protocol. Another
solution could be based on the adaptation of the SIP protocol and the change of SIP
proxy functionality. However, both solutions seem to be not very suitable and won’t
be followed.

A possible approach that could be used to solve this issue is the insertion of a new
module (software or hardware) acting as a SIP proxy server. This module should
forward all the calls coming from SIP terminals to both the next hop SIP server and
the SIP-to-H.323 gateway (IWF). However, the main drawback of this approach is
that it requires the duplication of call signaling for both SIP-to-SIP or SIP-to-H.323
calls. This solution is fast but it increases (duplicates) the signaling traffic sent
through the IP network.
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An improved solution could be obtained by starting a new call request at the SIP
proxy server as soon as a “Not found” message or a “Time out” message has been
received. The new calling process is performed towards the preconfigured IWF. This
solution decreases the signaling traffic, but increases the call setup time (up to 2.Tout,
where Tout is the time-out for the SIP call). To be noticed that the proposed solution is
a compromise between the increase of signaling traffic and call setup delay.

3 The Network Architecture

To describe the network architecture, let us start observing what happens if in a pure
SIP network, a SIP user addresses a call for a user that is in an H.323 network. We
suppose that the caller and called users are respectively a SIP user, whose address is
sip:amalfi@a_sip.com, and an H.323 user, whose address is positano@b_h323.com.
The address of the gateway is: sip:gw.a_sip.com.

Fig. 1. (a) SIP-H323 standard interworking architecture(EP: end-point); (b) simplified structure
of modified network

The user amalfi send a SIP INVITE message to the pre-configured SIP proxy
server. As soon as the SIP Proxy Server receives the INVITE message, it tries to
resolve the address contained in the field To of the message, consulting its “contact
database” or by means of the DNS. If it cannot find any correspondence in the
“contact database” for the user, it forwards an INVITE message to the b_h323.com
domain; however, the H.323 domain cannot process successfully the message. Then
the SIP Server answers the INVITE request by sending a 404Not Found error
message or a 408Request TimeOut to the amalfi user. The previous result occurs even
if an IWF is introduced in the SIP architecture (fig. 1). This is due to the fact that
there is no mean to let the SIP server aware about the correct route of the SIP requests
through the gateway. In other words, a call initiated by a SIP client and directed to a
H.323 user would give negative results because of the fact that the SIP Server doesn’t
know that it could address the call via the IWF. A possible solution proposed by the
IETF is to register the IWF at the SIP Server using the TRIP protocol [4]. But even in
this case it is necessary to have a new SIP Server in the network which is aware of the
IWF and able to interpret the TRIP protocol.

By deeply examining the previously described scenario, it is possible to observe
that the call failure towards an H.323 user is translated in a 404Not Found or
408Request TimeOut error message that is first received by the SIP server and then
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forwarded to the caller (sip:amalfi@a_sip.com in the previous example). Noticeably,
when receiving these error messages, the server might guess that the called user
belongs to the H.323 domain and try to forward the call to the IWF.

This consideration is the basis of our scenario in which a SIP call that cannot be
forwarded to the called user within the SIP domain is relayed through the IWF to the
H.323 domain. For this scope, a new software component has to be introduced, the
SSFI (Sip –Server –Functional to Interworking). The SSFI can be seen as a very
simple and stateless SIP proxy server that just forwards all incoming messages (both
requests and responses). The only functionality that it implements is to look for
404Not Found or 408Request TimeOut error messages and, when one of these
messages is received, to translate them in a 302Moved Temporarily redirection
message with the address of the IWF in the contact field. Any other message that will
arrive to the SSFI, will be just forwarded to the client.

In order to minimize the impact on the original architecture, the new SSFI can be
introduced simply by configuring the SIP terminals to let them use the SSFI as the
default proxy. As an example, if a terminal uses as its default outbound proxy a SIP
server at the address A1:P1 (Address:Port), when using the new SSFI module, the
latter is configured to accept messages on A1:P1, while the original SIP server will
accept messages at A2:P2. If SSFI should run on the same machine as the SIP proxy
server, then A2�A1 and P2 is one of the ports available on the server. Obviously the
SSFI should forward every incoming call (from SIP user clients) towards the original
SIP server using the socket A1:P2 (or A2:P2). We  suppose that the SSFI and the SIP
proxy are running on the same system.

The message flow between the SIP nodes is as follows: an INVITE message sent
from the caller reaches the SSFI, the SSFI forwards it to the SIP server; if the SSFI
doesn’t receive a 200Ok or 404NotFound message within a time t, it starts trying to
route the call towards the H.323 network by means of the IWF. We set this time t to
Tout/2 (note that this isn’t the optimal choice) [8].

4  Temporal Diagram

A client in the home SIP network sends an INVITE. The client asks
positano@b_h323.com to establish a two-party conversation. The SSFI accepts the
INVITE request and forwards the request to the SIP proxy server.

Both the SSFI and the Proxy Server set a Time-out counter. When the SIP proxy
counter reaches the maximum value (Tout), the INVITE request is canceled. If the SIP
proxy finds the called user before Tout/2, the terminal will send a 200 Ok message.

 If a 404 Notfound message is sent to the SIP proxy before Tout/2 then the SSFI
begins a new calling process in an other network using the gateway. The SSFI does
not forward this response, but replies to  the caller with the status codes 301 (Moved
Permanently) or 302 (Moved Temporarily) specifying the IWF location with the
Contact field. The caller then sends a new INVITE request to the SSFI with Request-
URI set to the address specified in the Contact field.
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Fig. 2. (a) Successful transaction at SSFI;   (b) Not Found in Sip network;(c) a successful
response from the H.323 side, after the expiry of the first Tout/2

If no messages arrive to SSFI in a Tout/2 time, it starts a parallel search in the H.323
network. The SSFI then sends a new INVITE request to the SIP proxy with the same
To (including tags), From (including tags), Call-ID, Cseq fields, but with a different
Request-URI. Then it resets the Time-out counter. The Request-URI of the INVITE
request is set to the IWF URI. For the SIP Proxy this request corresponds to a new
transaction, and it should be proxied.

The “branch” parameter, in the new INVITE, is set to a different value. Actually
this token must be unique for each distinct request. The SSFI uses the value of the
“branch” parameter to match responses to the corresponding requests. CANCEL and
ACK requests must have the same branch value as the corresponding requests they
cancel or acknowledge. In this state, if a “not found” message arrives from the SIP
network within Tout/2 seconds, the SSFI will keep on staying in a “wait” state. If a “not
found” message arrives also from the IWF, SSFI will forward it to the SIP proxy,
which will close the session. If a 200 OK message arrives from one of the two
networks, the SSFI will forward it as usual and, if necessary, will send a CANCEL
message to the other network. The CANCEL message must be sent if a positive
response arrives during the next Tout/2 seconds.

Just as an example, if we suppose that a 200 OK response arrives from the IWF
within the next Tout/2 seconds, the SSFI must send a CANCEL message to the SIP
proxy. If neither the 200 OK message nor the “not found” message should arrive from
one of the two ways, the SIP proxy server will close the session, after 3/2 Tout.

We do note that, if a 200 OK message arrives from the IWF, it is possible to update
the DB of the SIP proxy server in order to route future calls addressed to the called
user, directly to the IWF. The SSFI could make this updating, sending special
REGISTER messages to the SIP proxy.

5  SSFI: State Machine

The idle state of SSFI is T (Transparent). When the SSFI receives an INVITE
message, its state changes to  S (SIP context), and its counter is set. In S state, when a
200 OK arrives from the SIP network, the SSFI goes back into T state; otherwise,
when a 404 Notfound message arrives, the SSFI goes into H state (H.323 context).
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Fig. 3.  State Machine

In the H state, SSFI begins a new session sending a “moved” message to the caller.
When either a 200 OK or 404 Notfound message is received the SSFI goes back to the
idle state T. Furthermore when in S state, after Tout/2, SSFI reaches the W state. In this
state (Waiting) if a 404 Notfound message arrives from the SIP network, the SSFI
continues waiting for some responses from the gateway.

6  Conclusions

In this paper the problem of the interworking between SIP and H.323 networks has
been considered. The problem of call forwarding through different domains arises for
calls generated from a SIP domain and directed to a H.323 domain. A possible simple
solution has been proposed and described, taking into account particularly the
problem of backward compatibility with previously installed SIP and H.323 networks
and legacy systems. For this reason, the proposed solution does not use new protocols
between signaling systems and does not require any modifications of SIP/H.323
terminals nor servers. The call can be forwarded to both domains in serial or parallel
manner. A compromise is chosen in order to balance the generated signaling traffic
and the call-setup delay.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new router architecture that combines
both flexibility and performance. This router architecture aims at combining the
best of two worlds: the commercial routers, which have a proven track for
stability and performance but lack the flexibility of routers with open source
operation system. The latter is particularly flexible because the source code is
accessible for analysis and modification purposes as opposed to the traditional
commercial routers, whose software can be altered by their manufacturers only.

1 Motivation and State-of-the-Art

The exponential growth of Internet traffic has yielded a dramatic development effort
of the IP routers technology. Moreover, the deployment of value-added IP service
offerings (ranging from a QoS-based access to the Internet to real-time services, like
IP videoconferencing) has lead to an important development of specific capabilities
(traffic conditioning, marking, scheduling and metering) that are supported by some -
if not all - the routers of the Internet. The consequence of the activation of such
enhanced capabilities is twofold: a demand for an increase of the routers' switching
performances together with the availability of multi-functional and multi-service
routers.

Other important concerns deal with IP security, multicast, and Virtual Private
Networks services. Therefore, the IP routers that are exploited in a multi-service
environment need to be flexible enough in order to address current and future
requirements.

For the past decade, Linux has received considerable interest not only from the
research community, but also from the industry. An extensive description of Linux
features and related bibliography can be found in [1]. Recently, an implementation for
DiffServ over MPLS [2] has been released by some of the authors of this paper.

                                                          
1 IP Fast Translator
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The main issue raised by the use of Linux-based routers deals with their switching
and forwarding performances:
� They are bounded by the CPU and are difficult to predict since both the data and

the control planes run on the same CPU;
� Another problem is the interrupt overhead. Note that alternatives exist which are

based on polling [3].
� Even more important is that most of these routers are built around commodity PC,

and therefore inherit of their shared bus limitations;
Commercial routers provide more than acceptable switching performances. Their
main drawback is their lack of flexibility. Thus, whenever an IETF standard is not
implemented yet, and/or some functionality is missing, it becomes necessary either to
rely on the roadmap of a given manufacturer for the introduction of new features, or
to add adaptation boxes, where it is feasible.

The commercial routers whose architecture is based upon a high performance CPU
and interface cards linked together by a shared bus, are not sufficient anymore to keep
pace of the constant increase of Internet traffic, hence overwhelming the Moore’s law.
A new class of components, dedicated to high speed network layer processing has
emerged for about a year: the network processor. Unfortunately, network processors
are clearly designed in an opposite way as the Linux paradigm.

2 The IFT-Based Experimental Router

Several years ago, FTR&D has developed a research program on high speed
networking techniques to be initially deployed within an ATM context, so as to
address the above-mentioned issues. One way to address the switching performances
issue consists in system optimization. Looking at a conventional router, one can see
that less than 5% of the system software runs in the data path, but is responsible for
more than 95% of the execution time. Only a small part of the related functions has to
be "wired" to reach the performance level that is needed today, this level being around
1.5 x 106 packets/second per Gigabit/s bit rate at the interface level. Among these
functions, classification ("The process by which a data packet is examined and policy
decision are made which affect down-stream processing" [4]) is a critical one, and it
clearly requires as much flexibility as does a purely software-based implementation to
handle forwarding decisions, filtering such as Access Control Lists (ACL), an
increasing set of encapsulations headers, forthcoming protocols (IPv6)...

Generally speaking, the incoming frame is characterized by a set of fields within a
succession of headers, whose respective contents could possibly be analyzed against a
set of patterns. Each individual analysis is defined by the position of the field within
the frame, the set of patterns against which to compare the content of the field, an
action to be performed in the case of a match (either a link that leads to another field
to be analyzed, or a final result that indicates where to send the packet, or a default
treatment). Figure 1 below is an example of such behavior for basic IP forwarding.
The implemented lookup process is basically a "multibit Trie" allowing for either
exact range or longest match. An extensive survey of lookup algorithms can be found
in [5]. The complexities reported for this lookup scheme are:
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Worst case lookup time O(W)
� Worst case update time O(W/K + 2K)
� Worst case memory size O(2kNW/K)
Where N is the number of entries, W the length of the address and K the size of the
bit slice (or "stride" according to [5]).

Fig. 1. Successive header fields to be processed for basic IPv4 forwarding.
The shaded areas within the incoming frame are the header fields that are analyzed through the
IFT. The sequence of the analyzed fields and related counters update is fully defined by the
pattern store memory that implements a finite state machine, whose transitions are triggered by
the incoming packet (upper part of the figure). A match may also trigger external processes to
keep track of layer succession, check the header, update counters, update checksum, Time To
Live (TTL) and Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP). The IFT analysis result is mapped
onto a VCI (Virtual Channel Identifier) value that implicitly designates the output port. These
processes depicted in the lower part of the figure are protocol-dependent.

The worst case lookup time is 120ns for IPv4 addresses in the present hardware
implementation, to be compared to 2.99us reported in [5] for a software
implementation executed on a 200 MHz Pentium-Pro based computer under Linux.

By nature, there is neither layer nor any field restriction in the analysis: upper
layers may be processed through linked tables. The worst-case lookup time is 345ns
for a basic TCP-UDP/IP 5-tuple, to be added to regular forwarding process time. This
classification is performed by implementing a "set-pruning trie" data structure
according to the proposed taxonomy in a recent survey of algorithms for packet
classification [6]. The properties of this structure are:
� Worst case lookup time O(dW)
� Worst case memory size O(dN)
Where d is the "dimension" of the classifier, that is to say the number of header fields
of W bit length on which a number N of classification rules apply. The large amount
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of memory is due to the fact that some fields may need as much as dN tables to ensure
that every matching rule for a given field will be traversed depending upon the result
of the analysis of the previous field. No backtracking nor linear search are needed
allowing to analyze each relevant field only once on the fly.

Backtracking, as implemented in "Grid-of-tries" [7], reduces the storage
complexity to O(NdW) at the expense of O(Wd-1) for worst-case lookup time
complexity.

Incoming packets are analyzed at line rate by reading the IFT control memory. A
software driver running on the IFT host is in charge of writing it. This driver offers a
set of updating functions: insertion and removal of patterns. It constantly provides the
global consistency of the control memory, without the need of recurrent tables
reorganization. The IFT driver runs on a logical copy of the IFT memory and
performs incremental updates, thus the memory bandwidth required for update
operations is several orders of magnitude lower than the bandwidth required by
incoming packet processing.

Fig. 2. Examples of packet processing.IFT-only functionality: The IFT runs a copy of the
kernel Forwarding Information Base (FIB). A datagram whose destination address has been
recognized is forwarded directly by the IFT to the switch fabric where it is forwarded to the
output interface that leads to the next hop associated to the contents of the destination address
field of the datagram.Linux control path functionality: a datagram destined to the router is
forwarded to the router Linux host. The Linux kernel then processes this datagram. For
example, if it is an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), Echo Request message, then the
kernel sends an Echo Reply message back to the originating host through the switch
fabric.Linux control and IFT configuration functionality: a datagram destined to the router is
forwarded towards the router Linux host. The Linux kernel sends this datagram up to the
application layer. For example an Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Link State Advertisement
(LSA) packet is sent to the routing daemon. The daemon will update the kernel FIB if needed.
The corresponding message is then copied in the IFT control memory.

The communication within the IFT-based experimental router is performed
through an ATM switch fabric that directs IFT-processed packets towards external
(most of packets) or internal interfaces for being handled by the Linux host and the
control plane processes. Thus, aside the IFT driver, the role of the Linux host is
threefold:
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� In the data plane, processing of the datagrams that were sent to the Linux kernel by
the IFT module (such as time exceeded ones or those containing options or directly
addressed to the router);

� Running the control plane functionality;
� Configuring the IFT forwarding table through a user relay application.
The control path functionality is comparable to a regular Linux-based router. Figure 2
gives the three possible scenarios that can occur when a packet enters the
experimental router. Routing protocol packets are an important example because these
packets can update the routing table inside the Linux component. These changes have
to be reflected in the IFT forwarding table too. This leads to the third role of the
Linux components: the configuration tasks that consist of mapping the Traffic
Classifier configuration commands and routing updates using netlink sockets [8] onto
IFT header pattern entries. This has the advantage that software-based routing
daemons can be re-used on the experimental platform without the need for any
modifications.

3 Future Work

The present router design is based upon an ATM switch. Ongoing developments
include the support of Fast and Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. The architecture described
in this paper applies to a design based upon an Ethernet switch as well. In this case,
the IFT analysis result, instead of being mapped to an ATM connection, is mapped
onto a Medium Access Control (MAC) frame, whose Destination Address field is
either a host, a gateway or the Linux host itself. Additionally, most of Gigabit
Ethernet switches provide priority queuing mechanisms through the implementation
of the IEEE 802.1p standard that may be useful for implementing Diffserv-based
routing and QoS mechanisms.

The IFT developments have been considered for the implementation of a
Multimedia Switch Router [9]. Security applications are also considered [10].
Another application of this kind of platform could be admission control facilities that
would be based upon "on the fly" identification of elastic and streaming flows [11].

4 Conclusion

In this paper we explained that current marked trends push for both flexible and high
performance routers. Current router options are either high performance (commercial
routers) or flexible (open source-based PC routers).

As a solution to this problem, we propose a router architecture that consists of the
combination of fast dedicated look-up hardware, off-the-shelf switches, and the Linux
OS. The combination of these components provides:
� A performance level that can easily be compared to the switching performances of

commercial routers;
� Scalability through the use of off-the-shelf switching fabric (currently ATM, Fast

and Gigabit Ethernet later on);
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� The flexibility at the control path equal to that of an open source PC router;
� The extensive developer support that have been engaged on Linux-based routers;
� A clear separation between forwarding and control planes.
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Abstract. The current work focuses on the area of group security policy within
secure IP multicast and secure group communications. The work explains the
background and context, introduces a Group Security Policy Framework, and
describes how this fits within the broader Multicast Security Framework
developed within the IETF.  Finally, the current status of developments within
group security policy in the IETF is discussed.

1   Introduction

Group communications, also commonly called multicast, refers to communications in
a group where the messages can be sent by any member and are received by all
members.  They range from mailing lists to conference calls to IP Multicasting.  Often
the need for data protection arises, which requires the group to handle the messages in
a consistently secure manner.  To accomplish this, cryptographic mechanisms and
security policy must be shared and supported by the group as a whole.  Because of
this, special problems arise in managing the cryptographic and policy material as it
changes or as the group changes.

The current work discusses the need for policies and policy-management for secure
groups, placing the discussion in the context of the SMuG/MSEC Framework for
Multicast Security in the IETF.  The work described the Multicast Security
Framework and identified the entities and interactions involved in group security
policy management.  It then focuses on a framework for group policy management for
secure-groups, and explains the current status of developments in the IETF.
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2   Group Security: Background & Framework

There is significant interest in the networking industry and content delivery network
(CDN) industry to use IP multicast a vehicle for data delivery to a large audience. One
major hindrance to the successful deployment of IP multicast and other group-oriented
communication protocols has been the lack of security for both the content and the
content-delivery infrastructure.

To this end, the IETF designated in mid-1998 the creation of the Secure Multicast
Group (SMuG) under the umbrella of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) to
research and develop protocols for multicast security.  This IRTF group has since been
formalized into a IETF Working Group, called Multicast Security (MSEC), early in
2001.  The architecture and designs developed within SMuG have largely been
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carried-over into the MSEC WG with the aim of further refining and formalizing into
specifications for a set of standards documents (RFCs).

The Secure IP Multicast Framework and Building Blocks document [HCBD00] of
the IETF describes a number of entities, which participate in the creation,
maintenance, and removal of secure multicast groups. Those that are of concern for
group security policy are the Group Controller and Key Server (GCKS), the Group
Policy Server (GPS) and Member (Receiver and Sender).
The Framework of [HCBD00] identified three broad problem-areas that need to be
addressed.  These are group key management, data/content handling (i.e. treatment of
messages in a crypto context) and group policy.  It is the later problem area that is of
interest here, and will be further discussed in the following sections.

 3   Group Security Policy Framework

The intent of the Framework of [HCBD00] is to present a high-level roadmap for the
development of technologies that implement group and multicast security.  Thus, to
that extent, it was intended that each problem-area would develop its specific or
focused framework or architecture.  An example of a more focused architecture is one
for group key management as reported in [HBH00, BCD01].  In the following section,
we discuss a framework for group security policy, using the Framework of [HCBD00]
as the starting point. Figure 1 shows a framework for group security policy where
additional entities (over those in [HCBD00]) have been introduced relating to group
policy.  Both centralized and distributed designs are still shown, though slightly
skewed to emphasize the distributed designs involving the policy-related entities.

 3.1 Group Owner/Creator (GOC)

The Group Owner/Creator (GOC) represents the entity that is understood by all
participants and entities in the network as the ultimate controller of the secure group.
The entity is understood as having among others the following tasks:

� Defining group policy:
The GOC defines all types and levels of policies pertaining to the group.  This
assumes that the network infrastructure for policy creation and assignment exists
and can be deployed.

� Setting-up network services:
As the creator/owner of a group, the GOC is assumed to also have network
resources at all necessary layers of the network to enable the running of the group.

� Defining membership:
The GOC defines the constituency of the group which it is setting-up.  The basis
of the membership of the group can be loose or tight, using host/user identity, IP
addresses, certificates, or even a predefined access control list.

� Sending out announcements/invitations:
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The GOC is also responsible for putting out an announcement or call to join
through the mechanisms it selects.  This could be using IP broadcast or multicast,
advertising on a website or other mechanisms.

� Terminating groups:
The GOC is also responsible for concluding a secure group, particularly if that
group consumes (network) resources.

 3.2 Group Policy Servers (GPS)

The Group Policy Server represents the entity that holds available the policies
pertaining to groups.  This information can be split into the policy items available for
the general public (of non-members) and those available only to designated members
of a group.
� Publicly available policy items:

This is information pertaining to a secure group that has been previously
announced through some public medium and which can be used by hosts/users to
evaluate their eligibility to join a group.

� Private policy items:
This is information that is only available to entities that have passed the
membership eligibility test.  The policy items may represents additional group-
related policies that a (strongly authenticated) member needs to know in order to
proceed further with participating in the group.

3.3 Group Policy Repository (GPR)

The Group Policy Repository (GPR) has the function of storing the secure group
policies, each with the suitable protection levels and with access to it subject to
appropriate authorization.  Typically, authorization to access the GPR is provided only
to the Group Owner/Creator (read/write/modify) and to the GCKS and Policy Servers
(read).  The first aim of the GPR is to make the policies pertaining to secure groups
available on-line. The same is true for GCKSs. The second aim of the GPR is to allow
dynamic update of policies by the Group Owner/Creator in cases when updating some
policies does not endanger a group in progress.

3.4 Group Policy Announcement Mechanisms

The Group Policy Announcement (GPA) is a functionality that is aimed at making
available information about groups to the intended recipient of such announcements.
In the case of a Closed Secure Group, the announcement’s intended recipients would
be the members pre-selected by the Group Owner/Creator.  In the case of an Open
Secure Groups, the announcement will be readable by the public.
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4 Group Security Policy Token

Current work in the IETF have so far focused more on how to define and represent the
security mechanisms policies in the context of IP multicast security, where IP
multicast is seen as the primary transport for group-oriented communications. The
Group Security Policy Token (GSPT) [HHMCD01] is a structure that represents
security mechanisms (and their parameters) used within a secure group (Figure 2).
Not all elements of a GSPT for an instance of a group are made public through the
announcement. The work of [HHMCD01] is a continuation of earlier work on group
policies within the framework of GSAKMP [HCHMF01].  The elements of a GSPT
(or categories in [MHCPD00]) specify the policies that are to be followed by
members of a group, and consist of the following:
� Policy Identification:  A group must have some means by which it can identify an

instance of Group Security Policy in an unambiguous manner.
� Authorization for Group Actions: A Group Security Policy must identify the

entities allowed to perform actions that affect group members.
� Access Control to Group Information: Access control policy defines the entities

that will have authorization to hold the key protecting the group data.
� Mechanisms for Group Security Services: Identification of the security services

used to support group communication is required. For example, policy must state
the algorithms used to derive session keys and the types of data transforms to be
applied to the group content.

� Verification of Group Security Policy: Each policy must present evidence of its
validity.
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5 Remarks and Conclusion

The current short paper has discussed the need for policies and policy-management for
secure groups, placing the discussion in the context of the SMuG/MSEC Framework
for Multicast Security in the IETF. The work then presented a more policy-focused
framework/architecture using these existing entities, while introducing others that are
relevant to group security policy management. The Group Security Policy Token
(GSPT) was then presented and discussed.  The GSPT represents the current status of
development in the IETF in the MSEC Working Group with respect to group security
policy.
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Abstract. The World-wide Web(WWW) works now as the infrastruc-
ture over the Internet for multimedia applications. Internet radio is one
of those applications and its growth is explosive. We have started operat-
ing an Internet Radio station with streaming music services since April
2000. An Internet radio can broadcast music over the network regard-
less of such geographic restrictions as the traditional radio systems have.
There are some problems and services due to the Internet. This paper
reports our operation as well as the issues. We propose our idea on some
novel radio services as well.

1 Introduction

During the 80’s the question was for what exact applications the Internet would
be used best. We now know that the answer is WWW. The Internet has grown
dramatically since WWW was introduced in the end of the 80’s. Indeed, WWW
is considered now as the infrastructure over the Internet for multimedia appli-
cations.

Internet radio is one of those applications. The growth of the number of
Internet radio stations is explosive. There are more than 5000 stations operating
over the Internet. The number of Internet radio stations has been increasing
about 1000 stations each year.

The purpose of our research is to identify the issues to be dealt with by
Internet Radio. This paper reports our initial effort to set up a radio station as
well as its operation for several months. We describe issues and present an idea
of some novel radio services.

2 Internet Radio Systems

The Internet radio stations are classified into two types according to their opera-
tions; commercial ones and private ones. The private stations operate differently
from the commercial ones including the traditional radio broadcast stations.
The private ones would select the music more from the service provider’s view-
point, whereas commercial ones need to provide the music favored possibly by
many listeners. A famous commercial station would keep having more than 200
listeners.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1129–1134, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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An Internet radio system has a client-server structure. A radio station has
a server, and a user needs to have a client system such as an MP3 player. The
multimedia authoring tools and the Internet have made it possible for us to set
up private radio stations easily.

There are two types of music streaming services available on the Internet.
One is to download music data and then play it. The other is to play music on
music streaming server on a real-time basis. Our radio station uses the latter.

There are three systems available for setting up an Internet radio system,
viz. The Real system [2], Shoutcast [3], and Icecast [4]. Real System is a server
for a specific client system, the Realplayer. Most of the Internet radio stations
use Real System. Icecast and Shoutcast provide MP3 streaming servers. MP3 is
an MPEG Audio Layer 3, a compression format [5].

3 Flip over Radio(FOR)

In this research we set up our own radio station on the Internet called “Flip Over
Radio (FOR).” At the moment we operate FOR on an experimental and private
basis. We broadcast Indie music which is made originally by unknown artists who
work independently from record companies. They have a limited opportunity in
publishing their music such that the listeners can obtain the information only
from specific magazines and music stores in Japan.

Fig. 1. The operational model of FOR

Fig. 1 shows the model of our radio operation. Our Internet radio station
provide such an opportunity for both artists and listeners to exchange the in-
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formation on music and artists. Our radio site is a media for this exchange. The
artists provide the music that they composed and played as well as the related
information. We provide them with tools such as the one to make their home
page as well as the message board so that they can communicate with the lis-
teners. Commercial promoters could make use of the information we provide to
find a new artist and music, so that an artist could have an opportunity to get
a commercial contract.

Table 1 shows the configuration of the server system of FOR.

Table 1. The server system of FOR

CPU AMD K6-2 400MHz (Over DriveProcessor)
MEMORY 48M

OS Laser 5 Linux 6. 0
HTTPserver Apache
Streaming Icecast [4]
Application Shout [4]

Icedj [6]
Liveice [7]

Icecast is used to broadcast music. Shout selects a music to broadcast, and
passes the music data to Icecast. Liveice is a real-time re-encoder and passes the
encoded data to Icecast. We can mix several MP3 streams and audio inputs from
mic(microphone) and Liveice. Icedj is used to run an Icecast radio station such
that broadcasts a music at a certain time as scheduled in a program. It can be
used together with Icecast to show the information on music being broadcast on
the radio station’s WWW page.

4 The Operation Report

We have been operating FOR since April 2000. Fig. 2 shows the number of total
user access per month. We have not had so many users, presumably it is not
because of Indie music, but due to poor amount of contents. Users would not
listen to an Internet radio station if it broadcast the same songs repeatedly.

During July and August in 2001, we revised icecast in the latest version, so
that the facility of the registration function started working well, which regis-
ters our radio server to the access ranking server on the Internet. 3 percent of
connections were from our university, and 20 percent of connections were from
Japan.

We found two requirements. One was that a user needs an easy-to-use in-
terface. The other was that a lot of contents are required. We may well need a
user interface in JAVA Applet, so that the software is installed automatically. A
station with poor contents would not have the users who would visit the radio
station site repeatedly.
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Fig. 2. User access per month (2000 - 2002)

5 User’s Private Channel

We are planning to provide users with private channels, so that users can listen
to their favorite music. This novel type of service is only possible on the Internet,
but not on the traditional radio systems.

Fig. 3 shows the design of a private channel. The private channel operations
are as follows :

1. A user registers his/her desirable channel ID and favorite music information
on the web page and receives from the server a URL.

2. The registration process sends the registered information to a database en-
gine which selects music. The database engine makes the play list of the
user’s favorite music.

3. The channel making process makes the user’s private channel with the chan-
nel ID and the play list. The user makes access to the URL and listen to the
music with the MP3 player.

We have implemented the first part, and half of the third part, from the
above list. For the second part, we are planning to construct the music database
with some attributes such as quiet and noisy, so that user’s favorite music tunes
can be selected automatically according to the user’s taste.

There is a problems with this service. If we provide users with private chan-
nels on demand, we will require to run as many private channel processes as the
number of user requests. The more private channel processes we have, the more
loads the server gets and the slower the system operation becomes. We may need
to explore the tradeoff between the performance of the server and the number
of private channels. We may well need dynamic channel management.

6 Distributed Streaming

If we provide our radio service from only one site, the server site will be a
bottle neck as the number of users increases. We propose distributed streaming
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Fig. 3. The design of a private channel

by setting up relay servers. A relay server is an application level router which
forwards MP3 data stream. A radio station transmits single music data to a relay
server. A user connects to the nearest relay server. The relay server makes copies
of the music data and sends them down to users. This operation looks similar
to multicast as in Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP)[8] whose multicast
function operates at the network level.

Content Delivery and Distribution Networks(CDNs) may be one of a possible
tool for this[9], CDNs provide users with an access to one of the distributed
servers in the different locations over the Internet. The servers have a cache of
an original content. A user has an access to the nearest CDNs server. There are
many products and services of CDNs. We need further investigation on the use
of CDNs for the Internet radio service.

We plan to provide users with private channels by making use of CDNs
according to user’s taste from the user’s nearest relay server. Firstly, the relay
server caches the music contents of the original server. Secondly, the private
channel server makes a play list according to a request from a user, and sends
it to the user’s nearest relay server. Thirdly, its relay server makes channel and
provides music according to users’ taste with the play list.

7 Related Work

Most of the radio stations are operating on a commercial basis.
Among them the following site is one of those that have many services and

users: http://www.netradio.com. It has more than 100 channels. They are classi-
fied firstly into global categories such as pop, rock, and so on. In a category, the
channels are classified further into subcategories such as chronological groups.
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The commercial sites provide users with a shopping function as well so that users
can purchase CDs of their favorite music.

Another radio station: http://www.wolffm.com. deals with the various types
of streaming such as MP3 streaming Realplayer, and Windows Media Player.

Our radio station provides only MP3 streaming and 32kbps bit-rate at the
moment, however, we are planning to provide some other bit-rates of MP3 as
well in future. Our radio station is managed on a private and non-profitable basis
with one channel, the contents of 150 music tunes, and some artists information
at the moment. We are providing only with the specific type of copyright-free
music and the information on the almost unknown artists in Japan.

8 Conclusion

This paper introduced the Internet radio from the viewpoint of a service provider.
Internet radio systems have many different properties from the traditional radio
system. For example, a cultural revolution could be possible in music, since any
type of music could be delivered over the Internet and some of them would never
appear on the traditional commercial media.

We reported on the operation of our Internet radio station and identify some
issues to be dealt with in future. The issues include providing users with their
private channels and making the delivery system distributed.

Future work includes examining the database engine function of the private
channel, making the delivery service distributed, and providing an easier user
interface. We plan to implement those required functions into a client system us-
ing JAVA Applet with Java Media Frame(JMF)[10], provided in the Multimedia
library of JAVA.
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Abstract. This paper presents a performance analysis of a fair sharing
mechanism for PC-based software routers, required when the I/O bus and not
the CPU is the bottleneck. The mechanism involves changes to the OS kernel
and assumes the existence of certain NIC functions, but does not require any
changes to the PC hardware architecture.

1 Introduction

We can define a software router as a computer that executes a program capable of
forwarding IP datagrams among network interface cards (NIC) attached to its I/O bus.
It is well known that software routers have performance limitations. However due to
the ease with which they can be programmed for supporting new functionality
software routers are still important at the edge of the Internet. After this, the question
of how to optimize software routers performance arises. In addition, if we want to
provide QoS guarantees for traffic going through the router, we must find a suitable
way of sharing resources. In other pieces of work the problem of fairly sharing router
resources is tackled in terms of protecting [1,4] or sharing [6] the use of the CPU
amongst different packets or data flows. However, the increase in CPU speed in
relation to that of the I/O bus makes it easy for this bus to constitute a bottleneck,
which is why we address this problem.

This paper presents our proposal for a resource sharing mechanism that allows QoS
levels to be guaranteed in software routers by jointly controlling I/O bus activity and
CPU operation. It is a software mechanism that does not require changes to the PC
hardware architecture and which introduces low overhead and avoids intrusion. It
requires that NICs dispose of several direct memory access (DMA) channels—one for
each traffic flow—working independently and having a set of descriptors that store
usage information—NIC’s buffer occupancy or the total number of arrivals to the
channel. Moreover, this paper presents a study of the properties of the mechanism,
when considered in isolation, and a system performance evaluation, when the
mechanism is incorporated into a software router. We will concentrate on software
routers built on desktop PCs running general purpose, open source operating
systems—FreeBSD, which implement networking functions within the kernel.

                                                          
† This piece of work was supported in part by the Mexican Government through CICESE

Research Center’s and CONACyT’s grants. Also supported by the Spanish Minister of
Science and Technology through project TIC2001-0956-C04-01
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2 A Mechanism for Implementing I/O Bus Sharing

The mechanism we propose for implementing I/O bus sharing, and that we call Bus
Utilization Guard (BUG), manipulates the vacancy space of the message buffer
reception input queue of each DMA channel, so the overall activity at the I/O bus
follows a schedule similar to one produced by a WFQ server. (For now on we referred
to the I/O bus simply as the bus, and to a MBUF queue simply as a queue.) For
minimizing intrusion, the mechanism is activated each T cycles and it is executed
either by the CPU or by a suitable coprocessor placed at the AGP connector. For
reducing overhead, the mechanism uses a two state behavior, monitoring and
enforcing.

Assume that the mechanism is in monitoring state at cycle k•T. Then, the
mechanism gathers Di,k—number of bytes transferred through the bus during period
((k-1)•T, k•T) by channel i. If sum(Di,k) < T/� BUS�� where �BUS is the cost per bit of bus
transfer, the mechanism remains at monitoring state and no further actions are taken.
On the contrary, the mechanism detects the start of a busy period and enters enforcing
state. When at this state, the mechanism polls each NIC to gather Ni,k—number of
bytes stored at the NIC associated with channel i—and computes the amount of bus
utilization granted to each channel, or ik, after the outputs of an emulated general
processor sharing (GPS) server [5] with batched arrivals, or Gi,k. The input for the
emulated GPS are the Ni,k at the start of the busy period. Afterwards, the inputs are the
amount of arrived traffic during the last period or A,ik=N i,k –Ni,k-1+Di,k. BUG is work-
conservative and thus

�i,k = Gi,k + (T/�BUS -(G1,k+…+GN,k) ) (1)

Observe that sum(�i,k) = T/�BUS, a situation that can lead to an unfair share.
Consequently, BUG is prepared with an unfairness-counterbalancing algorithm. This
algorithm computes an unfairness level per channel and if it detects at least one
deprived flow, then it reduces �i,k of every depriver flow by the corresponding
unfairness value. One problem with this approach is that if unfairness is detected then

��1k + … + �Nk) / �BUS = T (2)

That is, the unfairness-counterbalancing algorithm may artificially produce some
bus idle time. This problem also arises when packetzing bus utilization grants, as
shortly explained. Happily, a single mechanism, one that allows BUG to vary the
length of its activation period, solves both problems. The length T of BUG’s
activation period, in general, keeps no relationship with any packet bus-transmission
time—besides having to be at least larger than the largest. Consequently, when
packetizing utilization grants it may happened that mod��i,k , Li)? 0, where Li is the
mean packet length for channel i. Hence, some rounding off is required. We have
tested rounding off both down and up and both produce particular problems.
However, the former gave us a more stable mechanism. If nothing else is done, some
bus idle time is artificially produced and the overall share assigned to that flow would
be much less of what it should be. This problem can be solved if we let BUG reduced
its next activation period length by some dt time value, where dt is the time due to
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rounding off. Evidently, this increases BUG’s overhead. But as long as dt is a small
fraction of T, the increase will remain at acceptable levels.

BUG will switch from enforcing to monitoring state, resetting the emulated GPS,
any time that sum(Di,k) < T/�BUS.

3 BUG’s Dynamics

We devised a series of simulation experiments to assess the performance of a PCI bus
controlled by a BUG. For all experiments we compared the responses of three
simulated buses: a plain PCI, a WFQ bus and a BUG regulated PCI. We are
approximating the PCI operation by a Round Robin scheduler. Operational
parameters where computed after a 33 MHz, 32-bit bus. Besides, we set queue spaces
to infinity and set BUG’s nominal activation period to 0.1 ms. Traffic load for all
experiments was composed of three packet-flows soliciting each 1/3 of router
resources. Flows differentiate themselves by the size of their packets: small (172
bytes), medium (558 bytes) and large (1432 bytes). Different experiments used
different inter-arrival processes to show particular behavior.

In Fig.4.a we show responses to unbalanced constant bit rate traffic. Each line at
every chart denotes the running sum of output bytes over time. The traffic pattern is
as follows. At time zero, flow 1 and flow 2 start loading the system with a load level
equivalent to 50% of a PCI bus capacity each; that is, 528 Mbps. Two ms later (first
arrow; 20T = 2 ms) flow 3 starts loading the system also at 528 Mbps. Then, 2 ms
later (second arrow) flow 3 multiplies its bit rate by four. From the first chart we can
see that the ideal bus behavior allows a 50% bus share between flow 1 and 2 during
the first 2 ms. Then, after flow 3 gets active, it allows a 33% bus share irrespectively
of the load level of flow 3. From the second chart we can see that a plain PCI bus only
adequately follows the ideal behavior during the first 2 ms—first arrow. Then, the
round robin scheduling deprives flow 1 in favor of flow 3. Moreover, although flow 2
is lightly affected it also receives more than its solicited share. After time 4 ms—
second arrow—all gets worst. From the third we can see that the BUG equipped bus
behaves very much like the ideal bus does. Observe that when flow 3 gets on, the
reactive nature of BUG is reflected. For the first two activation periods, or so, flow 3
gets bus use-grants above its solicited share, depriving the other flows. But then, BUG
adjusts and before 1 ms has passed all flows start receiving their solicited share.
Before time 10 ms, flow 1 starts lagging a little behind flow 2. This is due to rounding
off mismatches. By algorithm definition, when this mismatch accumulates to a whole
packet BUG will allow flow 1 to catch up. We have practiced more experiments like
the above varying the order of the flows and the length and size of the load changes
and we have always found congruent results.

In Fig.4.b and Fig.4.c we analyze the dynamic behavior of BUG under highly
variant random load. For this pair of experiments each packet flow was run by an on-
off source. On-state period lengths were set to a constant value. Packet inter-arrival
processes were Poisson with mean bit rate equal to 3520 Mbps, or 300% of the PCI
bus capacity. Off-state period lengths were drawn after an exponential random
process with mean value set to 9 times the on-state period-length. Consequently, all
flows overall mean bit rates were equal to 30% of the PCI bus capacity or 352 Mbps.
Besides observing the system response to this kind of traffic, with these experiments
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we wanted to see if we could find any BUG pathology related to operating-mode
cycles, where the continuous but random path into and out of enforcing mode may
produce some wrong behavior. Consequently, we ran  several experiments with  diffe-
rent on-off cycle lengths. Here we present results for an on-state period-length 8 times
the BUG activation period T (Fig.4.b) and for one of 0.5T (Fig.4.c). In both these
figures, each chart left to right separately compares for each flow (flows 1, 2 and 3)
the resulting output processes for each of the considered buses. Each line denotes the
running sum of output bytes over time, and thus horizontal segments correspond to
off-state periods. For reference, each chart also draws, as a running sum over time, the
corresponding flow’s input process. From both figures we can see that despite the
traffic’s fluctuations BUG quite well follows the ideal WFQ policy, while the PCI

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Simulation results from BUG dynamics contrasting study under (a) unbalanced CBR
traffic and (b,c) random and highly variable traffic. BUG’s behavior is contrasted to the
behavior of the ideal WFQ policy and the behavior of a PCI bus (approximated by a round-
robin policy). Note that each chart at (a) contrasts the output processes of the three traffic flows
described in the main text for a particular scheduling policy. While at (b,c) each chart contrasts
the output processes produced by the three scheduling polices for one traffic flow.
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like Round Robin policy again favors the largest-packet flow and affects the most to
the smallest-packet flow. Of particular interest is what Fig.4.c show to us about BUG
behavior. It seams that BUG is not macroscopically sensitive to a traffic pattern that
repeatedly takes it in and out of enforcing mode.

4 System Performance Study

Here we study the performance of a PC based software router whose PCI bus in
regulated by BUG. Operational parameters for the queuing network model were
determined using software profiling, as described in [2]. The target system had a 600
MHz Pentium III CPU, a 100 MHz system bus, 10 ns EDO RAM chips and a 33
MHz, 32-bit PCI I/O bus. Software wise, the system was power by FreeBSD 4.1.1.
Measurements were not taken for the bus service times. Instead, we used the
description of the system operation [2]. We assume that data phases are of 1 cycle and
that frame transfer is never pre-empted. We have considered Poisson traffic as input
traffic, and which has a three-flow configuration as for the previous section.

We have performed the simulation with systems configured with two different
CPUs. CPU1 works at 1 GHz and CPU2 works at 3 GHz. The system’s I/O bus works
at 33 MHz and has a 32-bit data path. Note that for the considered traffic, the CPU is
the bottleneck for the system with CPU1 while the I/O bus is bottleneck for system
with CPU2.

In Fig.5.a we show results for the basic software router. The left chart shows
aggregated throughputs for offered loads in the range of [0, 1400 Mbps]. The other
two charts show the share obtained for each traffic flow, firstly for CPU1 and then for
CPU2. It can be seen that the system with CPU1 has a linear increase of the
aggregated throughput for offered loads below 225 Mbps. At this point the CPU
utilization is 100% while the bus utilization is around 50% and the systems enters into
a saturation state. If we further increase the offered load the throughput decreases
until a live lock condition appears, at an offered load of 810 Mbps. During the
saturation state most losses occur in the IP input buffer. The system with CPU2 gets
its bus saturated before its CPU at an offered load of 500 Mbps. The system behavior
for increasing offered loads depends on which priorities are used by the bus arbiter.
Summarily, the basic system cannot provide a fair share of the resources when it is in
saturation. Fig.5.b shows results for the system with a WFQ scheduling for the CPU
and the BUG mechanism for controlling bus usage. We see that the obtained results
correspond to almost an ideal behavior, as under saturation throughput does not
decrease with increasing offered loads and the system achieves a fair share of both
router resources: CPU and bus.

5 Conclusions

Under quite normal operation conditions for today’s PC hardware and tele-
communication links, the plain PCI bus arbitration mechanism impedes a software
router to fulfill QoS guarantees. The mechanism that we proposed and called BUG,
for bus usage control, is effective in controlling the bus share between different flows.
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When we use this mechanism in combination with the known techniques for CPU
usage control, we obtain a nearly ideal behavior of the share of the software router
resources for a broad range of workloads.
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Fig. 2. Performance results for (a) base BSD router (b) a router with WFQ for the CPU and
BUG for the I/O bus. The charts at the left contrast the router throughput when it uses a CPU of
1GHz and a CPU of 2GHz. The charts at the middle and at the right show the throughput share
obtained by each of the three flows described in the main text. The charts at the middle are for a
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Abstract. A class of contention-type MAC protocols (e.g., CSMA/CA) relies
on random deferment of packet transmission, and subsumes a deferment
selection strategy and a scheduling policy that determines the winner of each
contention cycle. This paper examines contention-type protocols in a
noncooperative an ad-hoc wireless LAN setting, where a number of stations
self-optimise their strategies to obtain a more-than-fair bandwidth share. Two
scheduling policies, called RT/ECD and RT/ECD-1s, are evaluated via
simulation It is concluded that a well-designed scheduling policy should invoke
a noncooperative game whose outcome, in terms of the resulting bandwidth
distribution, is fair to non-self-optimising stations.

1  Introduction

Consider N stations contending for a wireless channel in order to transmit packets. In a
cooperative MAC setting, all stations adhere to a common contention strategy, C,
which optimises the overall channel bandwidth utilisation, U: C=argmaxU(x). In a
noncooperative MAC setting, each station i self-optimises its own bandwidth share,
Ui: Ci*= argmaxUi(C1*,...,Ci–1*,x,Ci+1*,...,CN*). Ci* is a greedy contention strategy and
(C1*,...,CN*) is a Nash equilibrium [3] i.e., an operating point from which no station
has incentives to deviate unilaterally. Note that noncooperative behaviour thus
described is rational in that a station intends to improve its own bandwidth share
rather than damage the other stations’. This may result in unfair bandwidth shares for
stations using C. For other noncooperative wireless settings, see [1,4].

In ad-hoc wireless LANs with a high degree of user anonymity (for security reasons or
to minimise the administration overhead), noncooperative behaviour should be coped
with by appropriate contention protocols. A suitable communication model is
introduced in Sec. 2. The considered contention protocol under the name Random
Token with Extraneous Collision Detection (RT/ECD) involves voluntary deferment
of packet transmission. We point to the logical separation of a deferment selection
strategy and a scheduling policy that determines the winner in a contention cycle. Sec.
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3 outlines a framework for a noncooperative MAC setting. A scheduling policy called
RT/ECD-1s is described in Sec. 4 and evaluated against the RT/ECD policy in terms
of the bandwidth share guaranteed for a cooperative (c-) station (using C) in the
presence of noncooperative (nc-) stations (using Ci*). Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2  Noncooperative MAC Setting with RT/ECD

Our ’free-for-all’ communication model consists of the following non-assumptions:
� neither N nor stations’ identities need to be known or fixed,
� except for detecting carrier, a station need not interpret any packet of which it is

not an intended (uni- or multicast) recipient.
This allows for full encryption and/or arbitrary encoding and formatting among any
group of stations. To simplify and restrict the model we assume in addition
� single-hop transfer of packets with full hearability, and
� a global slotted time axis.

Any station is thus able to distinguish between v- and c-slots sensed (for ’void’ and
’carrier’). An intended recipient of a successful transmission recognises also an s-slot
(for ’success’) and reads its contents. This sort of binary feedback allows for
extraneous collision detection in the wireless channel as employed by the following
RT/ECD protocol (Fig. 1). In a protocol cycle, a station defers its packet transmission
for a number of slots from the range 0..D�1, next transmits a 1-slot pilot and senses
the channel in the following slot. On sensing an s-slot containing a pilot, any intended
recipient transmits a 1-slot reaction (a burst of non-interpretable carrier), while
refraining from reaction if a v- or c-slot is sensed. A reaction designates the sender of
a successful pilot as the winner and prompts it to transmit its packet in subsequent
slots; a v-slot will mark the termination of this protocol cycle. If pilots collide, no
reaction follows and the protocol cycle terminates with a no-winners outcome. In a
full-hearability environment, RT/ECD operates much like CSMA/CA in the IEEE
802.11 Distributed Coordination Function [2], with the pilot/reaction mechanism
resembling the RTS/CTS option. Note, however, that it is to provide ACK
functionality rather than solve the hidden terminal problem; moreover, pilots only
need to be interpreted by intended recipients, while reactions are non-interpretable.

Fig. 1. RT/ECD, a no-winners protocol cycle followed by one where station 4 wins

slots

station 1
station 2
station 3
station 4
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To account for noncooperative behaviour, we assume that
� NC out of N stations are nc-stations that may use greedy deferment selection

strategies (NC need not be known or fixed),
� the c-stations use a standard deferment selection strategy S, defined by the

probabilities �l of selecting a deferment of l slots (l�0..D–1), and
� all stations adhere to a common scheduling policy.

A simple greedy strategy might consist in introducing a downward bias�0..D–1 to the
deferment distribution e.g., �0’=�0+...+�bias and �l’=�l+bias for l>0. As shown in Sec. 4,
this may leave the c-stations with a tiny fraction of the bandwidth share they would
obtain in a cooperative setting (with NC=0).

3  Framework for a Noncooperative MAC Setting

Besides pursuing a greedy deferment selection strategy, an nc-station might try
various 'profitable' departures from the protocol specification – for example, pretend
to have transmitted a pilot and sensed a reaction. In RT/ECD-like protocols, however,
such cheating must involve making false claims as to the presence or absence of
carrier on the channel, which is easily verifiable. Therefore it suffices to design a
scheduling policy so as to minimise the benefits of any conceivable greedy strategy
vis-a-vis S. A greedy strategy can be expected to be
� isolated i.e., not relying on collusion with other nc-stations, and
� rational, meaning that deferment selection rules observed to increase own

bandwidth share are more likely to be applied in the future, however, to stay
responsive to a variable environment, no rules are entirely abandoned [3].

A reasonable scheduling policy is constrained to be
� nontrivial, in that no deferments should be known a priori to render other

deferments non-winning (note that RT/ECD is a counterexample, deferment of
length 0 being 'fail-safe'), and

� incentive compatible, in that channel feedback up to any moment in the deferment
phase should not discourage further pilots (as a counterexample, imagine a
scheduling policy whereby a second-shortest deferment wins).

Let Uc(NC) be the bandwidth share obtained by a generic c-station in the presence of
NC nc-stations. A fair and efficient scheduling policy is one that ensures Uc(NC) '�'
Uc(0) '�' Uc(0)|RT/ECD for any NC and any greedy strategy, where '�' reads 'not less or at
least tolerably less than.' This means that the presence of nc-stations should not
decrease a generic c-station's bandwidth share by an amount that its user would not
tolerate. The latter 'inequality' implies that protection against nc-stations should not
cost too much bandwidth in a cooperative setting, RT/ECD being a reference policy
supposed, by analogy with IEEE 802.11, to perform well in a cooperative setting.
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4  Evaluation of the RT/ECD-1s Scheduling Policy

While RT/ECD prevents any station from winning if a collision of pilots occurs, in
RT/ECD-1s the first successful pilot wins no matter how many collisions precede it. A
protocol cycle is illustrated in Fig. 2. A slot occupied by a pilot (or a collision of
pilots) is paired with a following one, reserved for reactions. Stations whose pilots
were not reacted to back off until the next protocol cycle. The lack of a second chance
to transmit a pilot in the same protocol cycle creates a desirable ’conflict of interest’
for an nc-station selecting its deferment. RT/ECD-1s is arguably nontrivial and
incentive compatible. (A family of similar policies can be devised whereby the nth

successful pilot wins, or the last one if there are less than n; of these, RT/ECD-1s
yields the best winner outcome vs. scheduling penalty tradeoff.)

Fig. 2. RT/ECD-1S protocol cycle: stations 3, 4 back off when no reaction follows; station 1’s
first successful pilot wins (deferments are frozen during reaction slots)

In a series of simulation experiments, simple models of c- and nc-stations were
executed to evaluate RT/ECD-1s against the backdrop of RT/ECD. In each simulation
run, D=12, N=10 and NC�0..N–1 were fixed and packet size was 50 slots. Symmetric
heavy traffic load was applied with one packet arrival per station per protocol cycle.
The strategy S at the c-stations used a truncated geometric probability distribution over
0..D–1 i.e., �l=const.�ql with parameter q=0.5, 1 or 2 (referred to symbolically as
’aggressive,’ ’moderate’ and ’gentle’). Two isolated and rational greedy strategies were
experimented at nc-stations: Biased Randomiser (BR) and Responsive Learner (RL).
The former introduced a downward bias as explained in Sec. 2; the bias value was
optimised on the fly at each nc-station and occasionally wandered off the optimum to
keep the strategy responsive to possible changes in other stations’ strategies. The latter
mimicked so-called fictitious play [5] by selecting deferments at random based on
their winning chances against recently observed other stations’ deferments. Once
selected, a deferment was repeated consistently throughout the next update period of
UP=20 protocol cycles. For simplicity, strategies were configured uniformly within all
stations of either status, producing two noncooperative game scenarios: S vs. BR and S
vs. RL.

Ideally, Uc(NC)�1/N of the channel bandwidth. Scheduling penalties cause this figure
to drop even in a cooperative MAC setting (at NC=0), whereas nc-stations may bring
about a further decrease. For the S vs. BR scenario, Fig. 3 (left) plots Uc(NC)
(normalised with respect to 1/N) as measured after the nc-stations have

station 1, deferment=3
station 2, deferment=4
station 3, deferment=1
station 4, deferment=1

slots
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Fig. 3. C-station bandwidth share as a function of NC, left: S vs. BR, right: S vs. RL

Fig. 4. RL vs. RL: Stackelberg ’leader’ scenario

reached a Nash equilibrium with respect to bias. Note that while RT/ECD-1s is
generally superior to RT/ECD, much depends on the parameter q: the ’gentle’ value is
not recommended, especially for a small N, while for the ’aggressive’ value, the nc-
stations detect that the optimum bias is 0, hence Uc(NC) remains constant. Also,
RT/ECD-1s has difficulty coping with NC=1. Fig. 3 (right) presents similar results for
the S vs. RL scenario. Observe that under RT/ECD-1s, nc-stations’ increased
intelligence does not worsen Uc(NC) significantly, which it does under RT/ECD.
Again, much depends on q: although the ’moderate’ value pays off in a cooperative
setting, the ’aggressive’ value offers more uniform guarantees for Uc(NC) across
various N. Lose-lose situations (with both the c- and nc-station bandwidth shares
below Uc(0)) were observed under RT/ECD owing to this policy not being nontrivial.

Fig. 4 presents an RL vs. RL scenario where, after a third of the simulation run, one
nc-station captures more bandwidth by lengthening its update period tenfold
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whenever a deferment of length 0 is selected. In doing so, it becomes a so-called
Stackelberg ’leader’ [5]. A form of protection, switched on after another third of the
simulation run, is for a c-station to monitor its own and other stations’ win counts over
the last update period. If the former is zero and the latter nonzero, the station
temporarily resorts to S with the ’aggressive’ q. Under RT/ECD-1s, this quickly results
in the ’leader’ obtaining a less-than-fair bandwidth share. Under RT/ECD the
protection is ineffective; moreover, the overall bandwidth utilisation remains poor.

5  Conclusion

Ad-hoc wireless LAN systems, with their preferences to user anonymity and a lack of
tight administration, potentially constitute a noncooperative MAC setting. For a class
of contention protocols relying on random deferment of packet transmission, c-stations
are vulnerable to unfair treatment by nc-stations, which use greedy deferment
selection strategies. The design of a scheduling policy has been shown to be quite
sensitive in this respect. A framework for a reasonable scheduling policy and greedy
strategies that might be expected from nc-stations has been outlined. A slotted-time
scheduling policy called RT/ECD, analogous to CSMA/CA with the RTS/CTS option,
and an improved variant thereof called RT/ECD-1s have been evaluated under heavy
load to find that the latter guarantees the c-stations a substantially higher bandwidth
share. This it does assuming that nc-stations behave rationally and seek a Nash
equilibrium. In the experiments, RT/ECD-1s coped well with nc-stations using a
randomisation bias or a fictitious play-type greedy strategy.

Several directions can be suggested for future work in this area:
� a game-theoretic study of RT/ECD-like scheduling policies aimed at establishing

the mathematical properties of the underlying noncooperative games,
� model extensions to include multihop wireless LAN topologies (in particular,

dealing with the problem of hidden stations); development of a suitable extension
of RT/ECD-1s is under way, and

� access delay analysis to investigate the issues of QoS support.
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Abstract. This paper provides an overview of development of telecom-
munications in Slovenia. Major systems, networks and services are briefly
considered. The combination of own generic research and critical mass
of knowledge had and still has a very positive influence the on develop-
ment of telecommunications in Slovenia. We propose a two-level network
architecture consisting of a simplified data forwarding plane and service
control plane. Future technological development and the proposed role
of Slovenia as a regional telecommunications hub are presented.

1 Introduction

Recent years have been marked with significant advances in telecommunications.
The main reasons for fast development are:

1. Fast development of new technologies
2. Rapidly falling prices of networking equipment and bandwidth
3. Rapidly falling prices of services
4. Changing the basic platform of telecommunications from connection oriented

networks to connectionless, packet-based networks
5. Convergence
6. Rapid shift of importance from technology towards services
7. Deregulation and liberalization

In 2000 there were still some doubts about the general development path of
telecommunications. Two scenarios were possible: evolution and revolution. Rev-
olutionary scenario anticipated the advent of new, small, specialized, and tech-
nically very advanced actors. The services would all be provided over IP infras-
tructure. Evolutionary scenario anticipated gradual transformation of classical
telecommunications in 10 to 15 years from PSTN/ISDN-centric to IP-centric
companies. It is now clear that the future development in telecommunications
will follow evolutionary path. Telecoms, on contrary to new players, typically
have large investments in embedded base and strong revenue-generating existing
services (voice) that help fund extensive and expensive network as well as service
upgrades. Areas where investment is particularly intense are mobile, broadband,
and Internet.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1147–1152, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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2 State of Telecommunications in Slovenia

Slovenia has relatively well developed telecommunications sector. Some impor-
tant characteristics of Slovenian telecommunications are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Main telecommunications indicators

Slovenia belongs among 15 countries in the world that have generic telecom-
munications development and are capable of developing, producing and export-
ing advanced telecommunications systems and solutions. There is tight cooper-
ation between industry and academic institutions. Combination of own generic
research and critical mass of knowledge had and still has very positive influences
on development of telecommunications in Slovenia.

Fig. 1. Core infrastructure

Core infrastructure that supports all three main segments; fixed telephony,
mobile, and IP is shown in Fig. 1. It is based on optical cable systems upgraded
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with different technologies on different layers, such as DWDM, SDH, FR, ATM,
Gigabit Ethernet, MPLS, and IP. It is mainly provided by Telekom Slovenije.
In lesser extent it is also provided by Elekto-Slovenija, Slovenian Railways, and
Motorway Company in the Republic of Slovenia. The latter offer leased line
services over SDH infrastructure. Fixed telephone network is currently still the
most important Slovenian telecommunications infrastructure. At the end of 2000
digitalization rate reached 99 % and the PSTN/ISDN penetration is 45 %. The
penetration of ISDN and centrex together is 7.3 %. Fixed telephone network is
structured in two-level hierarchy; primary (PX) and secondary (SX), which is
hierarchically higher than the primary. Broadband ADSL services over copper
access network are available from the beginning of 2001.

Mobile communications are well developed with one of the highest penetra-
tion rates in Europe. Three mobile operators, Mobitel, Si.mobil, and Western
Wireless International are operating in Slovenia. Service provider Debitel uses
Mobitel’s GSM network. At the end of 2001 the penetration rate of mobile users
was over 70 %. Comparison of mobile penetration rates with other European
countries is shown in Fig. 2. The data is valid for September 2001.

Fig. 2. Comparison of mobile penetration rates (September 2001)

As in the rest of the Europe, the number of people using the Internet con-
tinues to grow. In October 2001 there were some 700.000 (35 %) Internet users.
A user for the above figure is defined as someone who has used the Internet at
least once in the past three months. Of these 700.000 users,

– 500.000 use the Internet at least once per month
– 400.000 use the Internet at least once per week
– 300.000 use the internet on a daily basis

The biggest internet service provider in Slovenia is Siol. It manages the biggest
core commercial network and currently offers dial-up access, leased lines, ADSL,
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and Ethernet access. In addition to different types of access to the Internet,
Siol offers services such as VPNs, web hosting, all standard IP services, and
many new application services, such as audio/video, e-commerce, and distance
learning. The other big player in the field of Internet is Academic and Research
Network of Slovenia. The main task of Arnes is development, operation and
management of the communication and information network for education and
research. There is a variety of smaller commercial ISPs that provide internet
services, such as access to the Internet, web hosting, consulting and similar.
Currently there are more than 100 CaTV operators in Slovenia, which provide
services to around 250.000 Slovenian households and 750.000 users respectively.
Thus the CaTV penetration rate is 37.5 %. In some urban areas the penetration
rate is more than 90 %. However the great majority of operators are small
companies owned by local communities.

3 Convergence

As shown in Fig. 1 telecommunications today are based on three pillars: fixed,
mobile and IP. Technologically all three can support voice and data/internet.
Up to now terminals for fixed telephone network were classical telephone termi-
nals. With the advent of xDSL, the access telephone network is being used for
broadband data as well. GSM mobile networks were primarily built to support
voice, but with HSCSD, GPRS and UMTS more and more data traffic will be
transported over mobile networks. In the past typical usage of IP networks was
data, but with the advent of VoIP, IP networks are being used for voice as well.
Especially it is expected that the boundary between mobile operators and In-
ternet service providers will blur due to strong cross-area expansion. With the
advent of ADSL there is also a similar blurring of the boundary between fixed
operators and Internet Service providers.

General convergence trends that can be identified are:

1. Voice is migrating from fixed to mobile networks (overall voice is growing,
whereas there is a decline in fixed voice)

2. Fixed networks will be used for broadband data
3. IP networks are converging into a common infrastructure for all existing and

new services through implementation of MPLS

4 Future Development

Till the end of 2000 the core network was working mainly in a connection oriented
transport fashion, Anticipated technological evolution of core network in general
is presented in [1,2], where it should be noted that although today’s vision of next
generation core network is IP/MPLS/GMPLS over DWDM, existing, proven and
well-known technologies such as SDH, ATM and Gigabit Ethernet would still be
used for a long time. As discussed below only their role might be slightly different.
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Fig. 3. Concept of contemporary network architecture and its main usage

Fig. 4. Next generation network

According to general evolution of core network the concept of future network
architecture and its main usage will change as shown in Fig. 3. The concept is
based on the following facts:

1. IP protocol has become the convergence layer for majority of services
2. MPLS and its generalization GMPLS have become the core technology of

choice that in addition to connection oriented approach support many new
functionalities in terms of routing, signaling, control and QoS support

3. ATM as a layer 2 technology is with ADSL and ATM switches at customer
sites migrating towards access

4. Voice services will still for some time be accessed via classical terminals,
mainly mobile. VoIP functionality will be through media gateways first in-
troduced mainly in the core as voice trunking

In [3] framework for next generation network is proposed. Logically it is
a two-level network architecture, which consists of service control layer
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and transport layer. The transport is service independent. We propose next
generation network, of which technology aware view is shown in
Fig. 4 [4,5] (extended version of this paper can be found on
http://www.ltfe.org/pdf/networking2002 extended.pdf). Most of the
intelligence is in edge devices. Edge devices’ functionalities include termination
of different access technologies, data format adaptation for transport over
core network, service gateways, such as QoS mappings, connection admission
control, classification, metering, marking, dropping, authorization, accounting,
fire-walling, address translation, security, and others.

5 Conclusion

In the article the overview of development in the field of telecommunications
in Slovenia is presented. The combination of own generic research and critical
mass of knowledge had and still has very positive influences on development of
telecommunications. We propose a two-level network architecture consisting of a
simplified data forwarding plane and service control plane. Service control plane
is mostly implemented in edge devices, in the form of different gateways and
servers. Slovenia with less than 2 million inhabitants is relatively small market
and will in global markets have to find its place in niche segments. With a lot of
technological know-how, unique geographic position, a lot experience, and good
relationships with all neighboring countries, one among most important niche
segments is being a telecommunications hub.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of minimizing the routing delay in ad hoc
on-demand routing protocols through optimizing the Time-to-Live (TTL) interval
for route caching. An analytical framework is introduced to compute the expected
routing delay when the source node has a cached route with a given TTL value.
Furthermore, a numerical method is proposed to determine the optimal TTL of a
newly discovered route cached by the source node. We present simulation results
that support the validity of our analysis.

1 Introduction

Node mobility and the lack of topological stability make the routing protocols previously
developed for wireline networks unsuitable for ad hoc networks[9][8][11]. A popular
family of ad hoc routing protocols are the reactive routing protocols, also called on-
demand routing protocols. In these protocols a node is not required to maintain a routing
table (although route caches may be kept), but instead a route query process is initiated
whenever it is needed. Routing protocols such as ABR, AODV, DSR, the IERP of ZRP,
and TORA are examples of reactive protocols[11]1.

In an on-demand routing protocol, a newly discovered route should be cached, so
that it may be reused the next time that the same route is requested. However, prolonged
storage of a route cache may render it obsolete. When an invalid route cache is used, extra
traffic overhead and routing delay is necessary to discover the broken links. Depending
on the implementation details, data and/or control packets are delivered over part of the
cached route that is still valid, before the broken link can be discovered.2

One approach to minimize the effect of invalid route cache is to purge the cache
entry after some Time-to-Live (TTL) interval. If the TTL is set too small, valid routes
are likely to be discarded, but if the TTL is set too large, invalid route-caches are likely to
be used. Thus, an algorithm that optimizes the TTL setting is necessary for the optimal
performance of an on-demand routing protocol.

As far as we are aware, there is very little reported work in literature that addresses the
issue of ad hoc route-cache TTL optimization. Most existing on-demand protocols, such

1 Due to the page limit, the individual references to these protocols are omitted.
2 It is possible to employ proactive route-cache invalidation initiated by the up-stream node of a

broken link, whether or not the link is part of an active route presently delivering data. However,
this can lead to large control overhead when the network topology changes frequently. Proactive
techniques are outside the scope of this paper.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1153–1158, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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as AODV, DSR, and TORA, employ route caching in various forms. In AODV, a discov-
ered route is associated with an “active route time-out” value that dictates the duration
within which the route can be used. This time-out value is static and identical throughout
the network. In DSR and TORA, a cached route is kept indefinitely (i.e. TTL=∞), until
a broken link in the route is detected during data transmission. In this work, we study
the TTL optimization adaptive to each cached route.

In [10], case study based on DSR has suggested that route caching can reduce the
average latency of route discovery by more than 10-fold. Further simulation studies
reported in [1], [7], [4], [2], and [3] have confirmed the effectiveness of route caching
in on-demand routing protocols. However, [7], [4], [2], and [3] have also drawn the
conclusion that the indefinite route-cache, as is employed in DSR, can lead to many
stale routes and hence degrade the routing performance. In addition, [2] and [3] have
demonstrated the need for determining a suitable time for the route-cache expiration.
The simulation results in [3] have further shown a case study of the optimal route-cache
expiry time obtained by exhaustive search. In this work, we approach the problem of
adaptive route-cache TTL optimization through analytical studies.

We consider the problem of optimizing the TTL of a cached route in order to minimize
the expected routing delay of the next request of the same route (i.e., the same source
and destination pair). In Section 2, we explain the network model under consideration.
In Section 3, we introduce analytical and numerical frameworks to compute the optimal
TTL and the corresponding expected routing delay. In Section 4, we present simulation
results that support the validity of our analysis, study the system parameters that affect
the optimal TTL, and show the performance gain achieved by the optimal TTL. Finally,
concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2 Network Model

We consider a mobile ad hoc network consisting of a set V of nodes. At any time instant,
an edge (u, v), where u, v ∈ V , exists if and only if node u can successfully transmit
to node v. In this case, we say that the link from node u to node v is up. Otherwise, the
link is down or has failed.

In the modeling of general communication networks, it is usually assumed that all
edge failures are statistically independent [6]. The modeling of dependent link failures
generally requires an exponentially large number of conditional probability distributions.
Therefore, though unrealistic, the independence assumption greatly simplifies the anal-
ysis of network performance. In this paper, we assume that all links have independent
and identical up-time distribution Fu(t) and down-time distribution Fd(t).

We assume that route requests to a destination node nd arrive at the source node ns as
a stream that has identically distributed inter-arrival intervals with a general distribution
Fa(t). We consider only non-trivial networks where the average time between topology
changes is smaller than the average route-search delay.3 Therefore, we assume that
the route-request inter-arrival time is much larger than the route-search delay, since,
otherwise, a valid route is already found at the last route request. Namely, a burst of

3 Otherwise, the only suitable routing approach is to flood data packets throughout the network.
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data packet train sent to a common destination within a very small time frame would
constitute a single route request.

When a route request is made due to a data packet arrival, if ns has a cached route
to nd, it immediately sends out the data packet using the cached route. If the cached
route is valid, we assume that this operation does not incur any routing delay. However,
if the cached route is invalid, the intermediate node on the up-stream end of a failed link
notifies ns via a route-error packet. In this case, and in the case that ns does not have a
cached route to nd, the pre-defined routing protocol 4 is employed to search for a new
route to nd. We further assume that ns renews or re-computes the TTL of a cached route
to nd each time a packet is successfully sent through the cached route. A cached route
is purged when its TTL expires.5

We assume that all data and control packet transmissions across a link incur an
average delay of L seconds.6

3 Optimizing the Route-Cache TTL to Minimize Routing Delay7

3.1 Computing the Expected Routing Delay

Suppose the source node ns has a cached route to the destination node nd, which is
validated by the last route request and has a TTL value of T seconds. Let D be the
number of hops in this route.

Let the next route request to nd arrive at time ta after the ns-to-nd route is cached.
Then, from Section 2, ta has distribution Fa(t). Let fa(t) be the density function
of ta, and let fa

∗(s) be the Laplace transform of fa(t). Furthermore, let fc(t) be
the density function of ta given ta < T . Then, the Laplace transform of fc(t) is
fc

∗(s) = − 1
Fa(T )

∑
ξ∈poles of fa

∗(s−z)Resz=ξ
1−e−zT

z fa
∗(s − z), where Resz=ξ de-

notes the residue at the pole z = ξ.
Let fu(t) = dFu(t)/dt be the density function of the link up-time and fu

∗(s) be
its Laplace transform. The residual lifetime of a link in the cached route has the density
function fr(t) = 1

µu
[1 − Fu(t)], where µu is the mean up-time of a link. The Laplace

transform of Rr(t) = 1 − ∫ t

0 fr(τ)dτ is Rr
∗(s) = 1

s − 1
µus2 [1 − fu

∗(s)].
Let Xi be the minimum of the residual lifetimes of the first i links in the cached

route. Let fXi(t) and FXi(t) be its density and distribution functions, and let fXi

∗(s)
4 The exact mechanism of the on-demand routing protocol is not important here.
5 Some on-demand protocols allow an intermediate node that has a cached route to the destination

reply to the source initiated route request. Such schemes have been shown to significantly
improve the routing performance. However, the quantitative effect of the stale routes provided
by the intermediate nodes is not well understood. Therefore, in this work, we only consider the
TTL of route caches kept by a source node.

6 For example, in the case study of [10], the average delay is shown to be 14.5 ms/hop. Although
packets may be different in length, in a wireless ad hoc network operating at medium to high
load, the predominant factor in the aggregate delay of packet transmission across a link is the
queuing delay in the MAC layer due to the contention of the shared wireless medium.

7 Due to the page limit, in this section, we only give a brief outline of the important results and
leave out the details to the long version of this paper.
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and FXi

∗(s) be the corresponding Laplace transforms, respectively. Let RXi(t) =
1 − FXi(t) and Rr(t) = 1 − Fr(t), and RXi

∗(s) and Rr
∗(s) be their Laplace

transforms, respectively. Then fXi

∗(s) can be determined through the following re-
cursion: RXi

∗(s) = −∑
ξ∈poles of Rr

∗(s−z)Resz=ξ RXi−1
∗(z)Rr

∗(s − z), along with
fXi

∗(s) = sFXi

∗(s) − FXi

∗(0+) = 1 − sRXi

∗(s).
Let Qi(T ) be the probability that, when a route request arrives before the TTL

expires, the first i links of the cached route have not failed. We can obtain Qi(T ) =
−∑

ξ∈poles of fXi
∗(−s)Ress=ξ

fc
∗(s)
s fXi

∗(−s). Define Q0(T ) = 1. The expected rout-
ing delay of the next route request, when the TTL of a D-hop cached route is set to T ,

is C(T ) = 2L
[
D + Fa(T )

∑D
i=1 i (Qi−1(T ) −Qi(T )) − Fa(T )QD(T )D

]
.

The above analytical framework provides a means for evaluating the expected routing
delay given the TTL value. However, it is very likely that the optimal TTL value is more
important to a system designer. In the next section, we provide a numerical method to
compute the optimal TTL.

3.2 Determining the Optimal Route-Cache TTL

Let q(τ) be the probability that a given link in the cached route is still up at time τ after
the last route request. The expected routing delay as defined in the previous section has

the following alternate form: C(T ) = 2LD − 2L
∫ T

0

[
2DqD(τ) − qD(τ)−1

q(τ)−1

]
fa(τ)dτ .

Since q(τ) is a decreasing function of τ and 0 ≤ q(τ) < 1, it is easy to verify
that C(T ) is a convex function of T . Therefore, if we let g[q(T )] = − 1

2Lfa(T )
dC(T )

dT =

2DqD(T )− qD(T )−1
q(T )−1 , the minimum of C(T ) is achieved when g[q(T )] = 0. Therefore,

the optimal value of q(T ) is the root in [0, 1) of a function of the form g(x) = 2DxD −
xD−1
x−1 . Given any value of D, a numerical method such as bisection or the Newton’s

method can be used to find this root. Since q(T ) = 1 − Fr(T ), once the optimal value
of q(T ) is determined numerically, the optimal TTL value can be found by reversing the
density function of the residual lifetime of a link.

The above illustrates an important property of the optimal TTL: it does not depend on
fa(t). This property significantly reduces the computational requirement of the adaptive,
real-time route-cache TTL optimization performed by individual nodes in an ad hoc
network.

4 Simulation and Numerical Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Model and Output Analysis

A simulation model is developed to validate the analytical model. It represents the
link establishments and breakages in an ad hoc network based on the network model
described in Section 2. In particular, we present the simulation results for a 300-node
network where the link up and down-times between any pair of nodes are exponentially
distributed with mean values µu = 1 and µd = 48.8 (i.e., the average node degree is 6).
Given a source node, the destination node is chosen randomly with uniform distribution
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Fig. 1. (a) Expected routing delay (normalized to L) vs. the TTL optimality factor γ. The vertical
lines represent the 99.95% confidence intervals. (b) Performance gain achieved by using the
optimal route-cache TTL over TTL=0 and TTL=∞.

among all other nodes in the network. For a chosen source and destination node pair,
the route-request inter-arrival time has distribution fa(t) = 1

µa
e− t

µa . We further define
a TTL optimality factor γ, such that, when a new route is cached, its TTL is set to γTopt,
where Topt is the optimal TTL value found as described in Section 3.2. The comparison
between our analytical and simulation results is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

Figure 1(a) validates both the analytical and the simulation models. In particular,
the simulation results demonstrate that the minimal routing delay is indeed achieved at
γ = 1, as expected from the analysis. The computed average delay per route request in
some cases is 2% higher than the corresponding simulation outcome. This is due to the
pessimistic assumption in the analytical model that once a link in a cached route fails, it
does not become up again at the time of the next route request.

Figure 1(a) also suggests that the optimal TTL determination is the most important
when the route-request inter-arrival time is moderate compared with the mean link-failure
time. For systems with different parameter values, the results are similar to Fig. 1(a) and
are omitted.

4.2 Performance Gain of the Optimal TTL

Using the proposed analytical framework, we can quantitatively study the advantage of
optimizing the route-cache TTL. Due to the page limit, we are unable to show all results.
In Fig. 1(b), we illustrate the performance gain of using the optimal TTL over the no
route-cache system (TTL=0) and the never-expiring route-cache system (TTL=∞)8 , for
different values of µa

9 and various traffic locality. In describing the traffic locality, we
have used a power law distribution as follows. Let πD be the probability that a given

8 We define the performance gain as the ratio between the expected delay of using a non-optimal
TTL and the expected delay of using the optimal TTL.

9 We have scaled time such that µu = 1. Therefore, 1/µa represents the relative frequency of
the route requests to the frequency of topology variation. Also note that the analytical results
are valid for any µd as long as µd >> µu.
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route request is made to a destination ofD hops away. IfD is upper-bounded byDmax,
the probability distribution function ofD is defined as πD = D−α

∑Dmax
i=1 i−α

, where a larger

value of α indicates a higher level of locality. In this example, Dmax = 20.
Figure 1(b) demonstrates that the performance gain is a fast increasing function of

α. As a point of reference, when α = 3 and µa = 1, using the optimal TTL can reduce
the routing delay of either a non-caching system or a never-expiring caching system
by approximately 25%. Therefore, route-cache optimization is especially important in
the design of scalable on-demand routing protocols for large mobile ad hoc networks,
where it has been proven that the traffic pattern must be localized[5].

5 Conclusions

We have presented analytical and numerical methods to determine the expected routing
delay and the optimal route-cache TTL for on-demand routing. The analysis is based
on a random-graph model of mobile ad hoc networks. Our analytical results agree very
well with the simulation results.

Through the proposed analytical framework, one can study the routing delay of a
network given various system parameters. The results of our analysis have shown that the
optimal route-cache TTL does not depend on the route-request frequency or inter-arrival
distribution. Furthermore, our numerical results have demonstrated that optimizing the
route-cache TTL is the most effective when the traffic pattern is localized.
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Abstract. This paper studies and discusses the presence of LRD in
network traffic after classifying flows into traffic aggregates. Following
DiffServ architecture principles, generic QoS application requirements
and the transport protocol in use, a classification criterion of Internet
traffic is established. Using fractal theory, the resulting traffic classes are
analysed. The Hurst parameter is estimated and used as a measure of
traffic burstiness and LRD in each traffic class. The traffic volume per
class and per interface is also measured. The study uses real traffic traces
collected at a University of Minho major backbone router in different
periods of network activity.

1 Introduction

The diversity of quality of service (QoS) requirements of the actual and emer-
gent services will force the network to differentiate traffic so that an adequate
QoS level is offered. One of the most promising solutions proposed by the In-
ternet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is the Differentiated Services architecture
(DiffServ) [1], which aggregates traffic in a limited number of classes of service
according to QoS objectives. This new network traffic paradigm poses renewed
interest and challenge to network traffic analysis and characterisation. Although,
several other studies focus on general Internet traffic characterisation, the effects
of aggregating traffic in classes are still unclear. Will a particular traffic class be
responsible for the behaviour expressed in [2]? Does aggregation affect bursti-
ness at network nodes and links? The major objective of our work is to study
fractal properties such as the long-range dependence (LRD) in Internet traffic
aggregates.
Netflow[3] traffic samples collected at different time periods of network activ-

ity in a backbone router at the University of Minho were used. After establishing
a traffic classification criterion based on a DiffServ model multi-field approach,
all the samples are analysed applying that criterion. The time characteristics of
each traffic class are studied resorting to the Mathematica software.

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1159–1164, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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2 The DiffServ Model

In the DiffServ model, network traffic is classified and marked using the DS-field
[11]. This identifier determines the treatment or Per-Hop-Behaviour (PHB) [4,5]
traffic will receive in each network node. The IETF has proposed the Expedited
Forwarding PHB [4] and the Assured Forwarding PHB Group [5] (EF and AF
PHBs), besides best-effort (BE PHB). The EF PHB can be used to build ser-
vices requiring low loss, reduced delay and jitter, and assured bandwidth. The
AF PHB group, consisting of four classes, can be used to build services with
minimum assured bandwidth and different tolerance levels to delay and loss.

3 Network Traffic Characterisation

The knowledge of the network traffic characteristics as a whole and, in particular,
of traffic aggregates is relevant to allow a proper network resources allocation and
management, to help traffic engineering, traffic and congestion control, and to
specify services realistically. In our study, the analysis is based on the fractal time
series theory since recent studies related to the characterisation and modelling
of network traffic point to the presence of self-similarity and LRD. This last
property may directly affect the items highlighted above, with strong impact on
queuing and on the nature of congestion [6].

3.1 Fractal Traffic Properties

Self-similarity expresses the invariance of a data structure independently of the
scale that data is analysed. From a network traffic perspective, self-similarity
expresses a new notion of burstiness, i.e. there is no natural length for a burst
and bursty structure of traffic is maintained over several time scales.
As an example of processes which exhibit self-similarity and LRD, one may

consider X(t) , an asymptotically second order self-similar stochastic pro-
cess, with Hurst parameter 1

2 < H < 1 , i.e., limm→∞ γ(k) = ((k + 1)2H −
2k2H +(k − 1)2H)σ2

2 . X(t) has the following properties: long-range dependence -
the autocorrelation function ρ(k) decays hyperbolically (ρ(k) is non-summable)
limk→∞

ρ(k)
ck−β = 1; slowly decaying variances - the variance of the aggregated

series processes X(m), X
(m)
k = 1

m

∑km
i=km−m+1 Xi(k = 1, 2, ... and m = 1, 2, ...),

is expressed by var(X(m)) ∼ var(X)m−β , with c > 0 constant, β = 2 − 2H,
0 < β < 1.
H is commonly used to measure LRD, and a valuable indicator of traffic

burstiness (burstiness increases with H). If 1
2 <H< 1 then an infinite persistence

(indicating LRD) can be noticed. If 0 <H< 1
2 then no-persistent behaviour

occurs, whereas if H= 1
2 the variables are independent.

There are several methods to estimate the H parameter [7,2]. While methods
such as the test of variances, the R/S statistic or the periodogram are based
on graph analysis, the Whittle’s estimator provides an analytical method to
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estimate H. Although the limitation of working with finite data samples and the
error probability associated with graph based methods, they are widely used. The
test of variances, which was used in this study, is based on the slowly decaying
variance property, and H is obtained by H = 1− β

2 resorting to a log-log plot of
(var(Xm), var(X)m−β).

3.2 Collecting and Preparing Traffic Samples

Traffic samples were collected from a major backbone router located at the
Department of Informatics in University of Minho, using Cisco NetFlow tool [3].
NetFlow considers a flow as a unidirectional stream of packets from a source to
a destination and records in each entry timing information, fields such as the
source and destination IP addresses, port numbers, the protocol identifier, the
input and output interfaces, and the number of packets and bytes sent.
The collection of traffic was carried out along different time periods and

several days. These time periods were chosen reflecting typical levels of network
activity (low: from 2 a.m. to 3 a.m.; medium: from 1 to 2 p.m. and from 10 to
11 p.m.; high: from 10 to 11 a.m. and from 3 to 4 p.m.). Each one-hour traffic
sample is filtered by output interface according to the classification criterion
presented in section 3.3 for different time intervals (100ms, 500ms, 1s and 10s).
This process resulted in around 150 sample sets for analysis.

3.3 Traffic Classification Criterion

Due to economical and technical reasons the definition of a traffic classification
criterion is a subjective task. For instance, for identical traffic types, a client
may be willing to pay more than other to obtain a better service quality. More-
over, when a criterion is based on TCP/UDP/IP packet headers both packet
fragmentation1, packet encryption and the use of negotiated or unregistered ap-
plication ports difficult classification2. Therefore, a classification criterion should
be generic enough to be easily adopted and implemented. Most of the criteria sug-
gest distinct classes for UDP and TCP traffic so that non-reactive and reactive
applications do not compete for the same resources. Some go further suggesting
that the duration of flows, the transmission rate and packet size characteristics
should also be considered [9]. A classification method based on QoS application
requirements such as delay or loss sensitivity is also proposed [10].
Considering the aspects above and the Type of Service (ToS) proposed for

classical applications [10], our classification criterion is oriented to traffic aggre-
gation which can easily be mapped to a class-based QoS architecture. As a first
1 While fragmentation of UDP traffic is increasing, TCP traffic (around 85% of Inter-

net traffic [8]) is virtually not fragmented due to the widespread use of MTU path
discovery techniques and relatively small default packet sizes.

2 The use of a modified IP Encapsulating Security Payload (which leaves protocol
ports unchanged), the analysis of traffic at the control channels (which uses well-
known ports) and/or the applications’ usual range of ports or addresses might be
possible solutions.
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approach, the classification process distinguishes TCP from UDP traffic, and
then, the generic applications requirements are taken into account. A filtering
process based on more detailed rules to differentiate specific or proprietary ap-
plications (e.g. NetMeeting, Cisco IP/TV, and many other unicast or multicast
applications) was left for further study. The resulting traffic classes are:

– Class 1 - delay sensitive TCP traffic, resulting from interactive protocol
applications such as Telnet, SSH or FTP control;

– Class 2 - loss and throughput sensitive TCP traffic, resulting from bulk
transfer protocol applications such as FTP data, DNS zone transfers, SMTP,
POP, IMAP, NNTP;

– Class 3 - essentially, HTTP traffic. Other TCP traffic not included in classes
1, 2 and 4 (a reduced volume) is mapped to this class;

– Class 4 - priority traffic e.g. routing or management protocols (TCP/UDP);
– Class 5 - generic UDP traffic e.g. TFTP, DNS, POP, IMAP or HTTP/UDP;
– Class 6 - traffic from applications using transient ports (not allowing their
classification) or UDP ports not covered by classes 4 and 53.

There is not a direct mapping between the defined classes and the DiffServ
PHBs. Such mapping would depend on the administrative and contractual ser-
vice policies. However, a possible match could be: classes 1 and 3 supported by
high priority AF PHBs; class 4 by EF PHB; classes 2 and 5 by BE or low priority
AF PHBs; class 6, could be either EF or AF depending on the relevance given
to the diversity of applications.

4 Statistical Data Analysis

4.1 Traffic Volumes

Table 1 presents the percentage of traffic each class contributes for the total
load in the router. The results show that the only class which contents is not
clearly identified (Class 6) represents a small amount of traffic4, which shows
the broadness of the classification criterion proposed. As expected, classes 2 and
3, including mainly bulk and web traffic respectively, contribute heavily to the
global router load. The results also show a correlation between the percentages
of packets and bytes for all classes, although, classes 2 and 5 denote the presence
of large and small packet sizes, respectively.

3 According to [8], traffic from Real Audio and online game applications is likely the
most significant one can consider in this class. Other real-time unicast/multicast
traffic is also included here.

4 For this reason, the statistical analysis of this class will be considered in a later stage
of our study.
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Table 1. Traffic volume per class

class 1 2 3 4 5 6
bytes 2.31 % 26.40 % 67.04 % 0.01 % 1.67 % 2.67 %

packets 2.37 % 18.95 % 68.41 % 0.04 % 5.94 % 4.27 %

4.2 Testing Long-Range Dependence

In order to analyse statistically whether a particular traffic class exhibits LRD
tests of variance and autocorrelation analysis were carried out. For most of the
samples, these tests illustrate similar results both for the analysis of the time
series of packets and bytes.

Table 2. Percentage of samples and traffic volume with: a) H < 0.45, b) 0.45 ≤ H ≤
0.5, c) 0.5 < H < 0.7, d) H ≥ 0.7.

Perc. of Samples Traffic Volume
classes a) b) c) d) a) b) c) d)

1 76.5% 0.0% 17.6% 5.9% 99.3% 0.0% 0.6% 0.1%
2 50.0% 6.7% 30.0% 13.3% 37.5% 3.3% 43.7% 15.5%
3 17.2% 6.9% 20.7% 55.2% 4.9% 6.6% 7.5% 81.0%
4 91.7% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 98.9% 1.2% 0% 0.0%
5 40.9% 18.2% 22.7% 18.2% 37.0% 30.4% 19.0% 13.7%

For each class, Table 2 shows the percentage of samples and the corresponding
traffic volume for H within specific intervals when submitted to the variance
analysis. The analysis of these tables demonstrates that distinct classes can
behave very differently. Note that most of the class 3 traffic volume is included
in these samples. Class 3 (HTTP traffic) is clearly the one showing the higher

Table 3. Class 3: Percentage of samples and traffic volume with an estimate H > 0.5.

Perc. of Samples Traffic Volume
Network activity 0.5 < H < 0.7 H ≥ 0.7 0.5 < H < 0.7 H ≥ 0.7

High 14.3% 78.6% 4.0% 95.5%
Medium 33.3% 66.7% 1.6% 98.4%

Low 22.2% 11.1% 25.6% 14.3%

degree of burstiness. Most of the samples (76%) exhibit an H > 0.5, and 55%
of them have an H > 0.7. Table 3 extends this analysis to the activity periods
defined in section 3.2. Similar analysis was also carried out for the other classes.
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It is notorious that H increases with network activity, which is consistent
with [7]. Although the above tables do not differentiate the results by interface,
the analysis of classified traffic per interface shows the same tendency. Excluding
class 2, the relation between H and the traffic volumes is not clear for the remain-
ing classes which may indicate an application type dependence. In fact, class 1
behaves in opposite way, and class 4 does not show evidence of burstiness for
the different activity periods. This can be due to the regular nature of traffic it
emcompasses (e.g. routing traffic). As regards the autocorrelation, almost all the
samples with autocorrelation functions decaying slowly to zero (which suggests
LRD) had an H above 0.5 in the variance time plots, which is consistent.

5 Conclusions

In this study, the Hurst parameter was used to measure LRD in real traffic sam-
ples classified according to a proposed criterion. The values for H were deter-
mined for the defined traffic classes and for periods of different network activity.
The results show that classes 2 and 3 (bulk transfer and HTTP traffic) play

a major role in the total load per interface. In particular, Class 3 is clearly the
one showing a higher evidence of burstiness, which increases with traffic load.
While Class 2 has similar characteristics, Class 1 behaves in opposite way. Class 4
presents an estimated H below 0.5 independently of the network activity period.
For most of the samples, the tests illustrate similar results either analysing

the time series of packets or bytes.
Currently, a larger set of samples are being analysed to consolidate these

results. Obtaining complementary statistics is also a matter of concern.
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Abstract. The UMTS–FDD system, one of the members of the ITU
IMT–2000 third generation standard for terrestrial cellular systems,
employs pruned Golay sequences to enable initial synchronisation of the
mobile terminals to the network. In this paper a low complexity solution
for initial synchronisation is proposed, which is able to counteract
the performance degradation introduced by large frequency offsets
occurring in the mobile station receiver. Simulation results are provided
to validate the proposed solution.

Keywords: cell search, UMTS, FDD, Golay sequences, synchronisation

1 Introduction

The initial synchronisation is the process of a mobile station in a cellular CDMA
network getting synchronised in time to the (strongest) base station and acquir-
ing the scrambling code that base station uses for the downlink traffic channels.

To let the mobile get synchronised to the network, the UMTS–FDD system
[1] [2] provides two “bursty” pilot channels (“primary” and “secondary” synchro-
nisation channels) and a continuous pilot channel. In this paper we focus on the
“primary” channel which is based on the repetition of a non–scrambled Golay
sequence common to all cells and which is needed to perform slot synchronisation
(the first step of the initial synchronisation procedure, see [3]).

During the standardisation process particular attention has been paid to
the necessity of an implementation with requirements of low complexity and
of robustness to the frequency offsets, as low cost mobile stations in UMTS
systems may have large initial frequency offsets, up to 26 kHz [4]. In [4] [5] and
[6], algorithms which are able to counteract the effect of the frequency offset on
the initial synchronisation procedure are presented.

In this paper we propose another solution for slot synchronisation in the
presence of a frequency offset, which performs better than [4] in most cases. The
theoretical basis for our solution is a theorem, proven in this paper, according

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1165–1171, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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to which the Golay sequences rotated at the receiver by a frequency offset still
preserve the “Golay property”.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the slot synchronisa-
tion procedure in the UMTS–FDD system. Section 3 demonstrates the previ-
ously mentioned theorem. Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm and its
performance. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 System Model

For purposes of the slot synchronisation (see [1] for full details), we model the
baseband representation of the signal received and sampled at the mobile station
at chip rate 1/Tc , Tc = 1/3840000s, as

xr(kTc) = Ach · e(2π∆fkTc+θ) · pSCH (((k − k0)modQ)Tc) + w̃(kTc) (1)

where

– Q = 2560; QTc is the time interval called slot in the UMTS specifications;
– Ach is a real value modelling a constant channel attenuation;
– ∆f is the receiver frequency offset and θ is an unknown phase;
– k0Tc is the time offset (unknown to the receiver): its estimation is actually
the target of slot synchronisation;

– w̃(kTc) is white Gaussian noise with variance σ2;
– pSCH ((kmodQ)Tc) is the primary synchronisation channel, common to all
UMTS base stations. The sequence

pSCH(kTc) =
{ 1√

2
1√
256

(1 + j) a(k) for 0 ≤ k < 256
0 for 256 ≤ k < Q

(2)

repeats every slot. a(k) is a pruned Golay complementary sequence generated
as follows:

a0(k) = δ(k) b0(k) = δ(k) (3)
an(k) = an−1(k) + Wn · bn−1 (k −Dn) (4)

bn(k) =
{
an−1(k) − Wn · bn−1 (k −Dn) n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8
an(k) n = 4, 6 (5)

a(k) = a8(k) (6)

with k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 255, where

[D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8] = [128, 64, 16, 32, 8, 1, 4, 2] (7)
[W1,W2,W3,W4,W5,W6,W7,W8] = [1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] (8)

Let CNR be the ratio between the power of the primary synchronisation
channel and the power of noise, hence CNR = A2

ch/
(
256σ2

)
.

An efficient estimation of k0 can be obtained with the Budisin correlator (see
[7]) shown in Fig.1, applied with the following procedure:
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Fig. 1. Budisin correlator

1. letting L be the number of slots in a synchronisation time, calculate

m(n) =
∑L−1

�=0 |c ((n+ �Q)Tc)| n = 0, 1, . . . , Q− 1

where c (kTc) is the signal at the output of the correlator;
2. find n0 such that m(n0) ≥ m(n), n = 0, 1, . . . , Q− 1;
3. calculate k̂0 = n0 − 255.

3 Rotated Golay Sequences

Theorem 1. If the sequence a(k) is a pruned Golay complementary sequence
defined by the recursive equations (3), (4), (5) and (6), then the sequence
â(k) = a(k)e2π∆fkTc is a pruned Golay complementary sequence too (from now
on called rotated Golay sequence), which can be obtained from the recursive equa-
tions (3), (4), (5), and (6) with the substitution Wn �→Ŵn =Wn · e2π∆fDnTc .

Proof. Equations (3), (4), (5) and (6) can be rewritten in the z–transform domain
as

An(z) = An−1(z) +Wn z−Dn Bn−1(z) (9)

Bn(z) =
{
An−1(z)−Wn z−Dn Bn−1(z) for n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8
An(z) for n = 4, 6 (10)

A(z) = A8(z) (11)

with the initial condition A0(z) = B0(z) = 1. Defining

ân(k) = an(k)e2π∆fTc (12)

b̂n(k) = bn(k)e2π∆fTc (13)

and substituting z �→ze−2π∆fTc in (9), (10) and (11), we have that the sequence
â(k) can be represented, in the z–transform domain, by the recursive equations

Ân(z) = Ân−1(z) +Wne
2πDn∆fTc z−Dn B̂n−1(z) (14)

B̂n(z) =
{
Ân−1(z)−Wne

2πDn∆fTc z−Dn B̂n−1(z) for n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8
Ân(z) for n = 4, 6

(15)

Â(z) = Â8(z) (16)

with the initial conditions Â0(z) = B̂0(z) = 1.
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4 The Proposed Synchronisation Algorithm and Its
Performances

It is known that the usual synchronisation procedure, described in Section 2, is
very sensitive to frequency offsets. It can be shown (see [4]) that the signal-to-
noise ratio degradation in the output of the correlator matched to the sequence
a(k) is proportional to

sin2Nπ∆fTc

N sin2 π∆fTc

(17)

with N = 256. Hence the correlation peak vanishes at all when ∆f = ∆f± =
±1/NTc = ±15 kHz.

This consideration together with Theorem 1 lead us to propose the new
solution, depicted in Fig. 2, which uses three Budisin correlators, one matched
to the sequence a(k), one matched to a(k) · e2π∆f+kTc and one matched to
a(k) · e2π∆f−kTc . 1 The MAX block takes the sequences applied at its input,
determines the maximum in the set of all the values assumed by the sequences
and produces as an output the input sequence to which the maximum belongs.

xr(kTc)
Complex Budisin correlator Wn

c(kTc)
| | MAX

Complex Budisin correlator Wn+ | |
c+(kTc)

Complex Budisin correlator Wn− | |
c−(kTc)

Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm

Unfortunately the proposed synchronisation scheme has a higher imple-
mentation complexity than usual schemes because the coefficients Wn± are
e2π∆f±DnTc instead of simply ±1 and three correlators, instead of only one,
are used.

In order to reduce the implementation complexity we make the following
approximations for the coefficients of the upper and lower correlators:

Wm+ ≈ Wm (18)
Wm− ≈ Wm for m = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (19)

1 Note that at the critical frequency offsets 0, ∆f+ and ∆f− one of the outputs of the
three correlators raises its maximum, while the others have there their minima.
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Fig. 3. Reduced complexity scheme

It can be demonstrated that these approximations have the correlators matched
to sequences rotated by a staircase phase instead of a linear increasing phase.
Taking into account the above assumptions, computations depicted in Fig. 2
can be re–organised as shown in Fig. 3 in a reduced complexity scheme. Note
that, while the single Budisin correlator (considering both in–phase and quadra-
ture components) needs 26 sums per output, the computations required by the
proposed algorithm in this simplified implementation are 34 sums per output.

The performance of the proposed algorithm in a flat fading channel with
9.26 Hz Doppler is shown in Fig. 4 with no frequency offset and with a 20 kHz
frequency offset. In both cases it is compared with the performances obtained
with a single Budisin correlator and with the algorithm described in [4] (indicated
with the label ”Wang-Ottosson”). The algorithm proposed in this paper shows
a very good performance both at 0 kHz and 20 kHz. The synchronisation error
is also plotted versus the frequency offset in Fig. 5 for both the algorithm in [4]
(indicated with the label ”W-O”) and the proposed method. Examined CNR
values are -21 dB and -13 dB. The proposed algorithm shows the best behaviour
for all the examined frequency range, except for the values around ∆f+/2.
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Fig. 4. First step performance with a 0 (a) and 20 kHz (b) frequency offset (L = 15)
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Fig. 5. First step performance in two different CNR conditions (L = 15)

5 Conclusions

We have presented an innovative method for the first step of the UMTS–FDD
initial synchronisation procedure which is able to counteract the degrading effect
of the frequency offset. The algorithm has a low complexity implementation.
Simulations indicate that it can offer a good performance for all the CNR and
frequency offset values of interest.
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Abstract. We propose a new application-level clustering algorithm ca-
pable of building an overlay spanning tree among participants of large
multicast sessions, without any specific help from the network routers.
This algorithm is based on a unique definition of zones around nodes and
an innovative adaptive cluster size distribution. The proposed method
finds application in many context where large-scale overlay trees can be
usefull: application-level multicasting, peer-to-peer networks and content
distribution networks (among other things).

1 Introduction

More than a decade of research in multicast technologies demonstrates the need
for large-scale (application-level) overlay structures.

Tree-based ACKs (TRACKs) have been identified as the most appropriate
approach to providing real-time and scalable delivery guarantees to groups of
receivers [8]. In this scenario, the overlay provides a control structure. This ap-
proach is further re-inforced with the recent emergence of the Source-Specific IP
multicast model [4][3] which is an asymmetrical service where only a designated
source can send in multicast to the group.

More recently, reasons for the lack of widespread deployment of IP multicast
have been identified [2]. These indicate that ubiquitous rollout of IP multicast
services may, even if at all possible, take a very long time. In such circumstances,
overlays represent an attractive alternative to IP multicast for data dissemina-
tion among members of multicast groups. This is the case in Content Delivery
Networks (CDN) where application-level multicast overlays are often used, for
example, for the distribution of multimedia data from primary to secondary
servers.

Peer-to-peer (p2p) applications also rely heavily on overlays. Here, the over-
lays are used to propagate search strings among the nodes of the p2p network,
in order to discover the location of the desired content. Very often, users of p2p
networks statically configure a few nodes to peer with, which can result in a
non-efficient, almost “chaotic” overlay.

To date, all the above scenarii lack, but would greatly benefit from, effective
algorithms to build large-scale, efficient overlays. In this paper, we propose a
� This work was supported by the BT Alpine Project.
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new method designed to build such large-scale overlays, without requiring any
special support from the network routers. This method is based on the concept
of clustering.

2 Adaptive Hierachical Clustering Algorithm

2.1 General Strategy and Goal

The algorithm described in this section is designed to build, recursively, a hi-
erarchy of clusters. A cluster is represented by a cluster head and is composed
of the cluster head and other nodes “close” to the cluster head. The algorithm
is “recursive” in the sense that each cluster is divided into sub-clusters, whose
(sub-)cluster heads are constituent nodes of the original cluster. The hierarchy
of clusters is organised into layers, where layer Li is composed of the cluster
heads of (sub-)clusters that divide Li−1-clusters (i.e. clusters whose head is in
layer Li−1). This is illustrated in figure 1.(a). For instance, in this figure, the
L1-cluster headed by C is composed of C, F and G. This cluster contains two
L2-clusters, respectively headed by F and G.

1.(a): Clusters and layers 1.(b): Tree

Fig. 1. Cluster hierarchy.

The principle of the algorithm is that, starting at layer L0 with a top-level
cluster containing all the nodes in the hierarchy and whose cluster head is a well
known node called the root of the hierarchy, clusters are recursively divided into
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sub-clusters, until all clusters obtained are “singleton-clusters” containing only
their cluster head1.

The cluster hierarchy thus built forms a logical tree spanning all the cluster
heads (e.g. all the nodes) in the hierarchy (see figure 1.(b)). Consequently, the
state to build and maintain this hierarchy can be distributed among all the nodes
in the hierarchy such that each node in layer Li only needs to record its parent
cluster head (i.e. the Li−1-cluster head whose cluster it belongs to) and the Li+1-
cluster heads that are members of its own cluster. For instance, in figure 1.(a),
B records R as its parent cluster and E as its child.

2.2 Workings of the Algorithm

The algorithm is distributed and based solely on unicast communications. In
other words, it does not rely on any special network support.

One of the central ideas in the algorithm is that any node (i.e. any cluster
head) sees the rest of the world as a set of concentric rings (which we call zones),
centered on the node itself. Each zone starts where the previous one finishes and
the zones are numbered in increasing order, starting at 0 for the smallest ring
(see figure 2). The actual size of each ring, as well as the distance measurement
used to define it (e.g. delays, throughput, etc.), is unimportant for the general
workings of the algorithm. With each zone, a distance called a radius is also
defined. Again, the size of the radius is unimportant for the workings of the
algorithm (but its distance measurement is the same as the measurements used
for defining the zones).

Fig. 2. Zones associated with a node.

The scalable hierachical clustering algorithm works as follows. The cluster
hierarchy is rooted on a well known entity called the root. A node desiring to
join the cluster hierarchy first measures its distance to the root, and then sends

1 Each node in the hierarchy is therefore the cluster head of a (sub-)cluster.
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to the root a JOIN message containing this distance. Based on this distance, the
root determines the zone of the joining node. Here, two cases are possible:

1. The joining node is the first node joining in the corresponding zone.
2. Other nodes from the same zone have already joined.

In the former case, the root records the presence of the joining node in the corre-
sponding zone and sends the node a NEW CLUSTER ACK message, indicating
that the joining node has found its place in the hierarchy (this finishes the algo-
rithm for the joining node). The joining node is now the cluster head of one of the
sub-clusters dividing the cluster headed by the root (albeit a “singleton-cluster”
for the time being).

In the latter case, the root sends to the joining node, in a TRY message, the
list of the cluster heads in the same zone as the joining node, along with the
radius associated with this zone. The joining node then measures its distance to
each of the nodes in the list. Again, we consider two cases:

1. The distance of the joining node to at least one of the cluster heads in the
list is smaller than the given radius. The clusters headed by these cluster
heads are called attracting clusters.

2. The distance of the joining node to all the cluster heads in the list is greater
than the given radius.

In the former case, the joining node chooses the closest attracting cluster and
joins it: that is, the algorithm starts again with the corresponding cluster head
acting as the root. In this case, the joining node is said to “go down one layer” (as
the cluster it is heading will potentially be part of the partition of the attracting
cluster) and it is important to note that the root does not record the presence of
the joining node. In essence, from the root’s point of view, the members of the
attracting cluster are “collapsed” into the attracting cluster head, as this cluster
head is the only node in the attracting cluster remembered by the root.

In the latter case, the joining node creates a new sub-cluster by sending a
NEW CLUSTER message to the root (including its distance to the root). The
root then keeps a record of the new cluster head (i.e. the joining node) and of
its zone and replies with a NEW CLUSTER ACK message which finishes the
algorithm for this joining node.

3 Scalability Considerations

From the previous section, it should be clear that the state overhead imposed
on each node in the hierarchy is proportional to the number of zones needed
for that node to “span” its cluster, times the number of clusters per zone. This
number of clusters per zone also influences the scalability of the join procedure,
as any joining node must measure its distance to all the cluster heads at the
same zone, for all traversed layers. Also, the further away from the central node
a zone is, the more nodes – and thus the more clusters – such a zone potentially
contains. These observations favour the use of large clusters, within few zones.
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On the other hand, large clusters tend to create many layers (as they can
contain large sub-clusters which, in turn, will have to be divided), which has a
negative impact on the latency of the join procedure.

In order to accommodate these conflicting requirements, we propose to define
zones based on RoundTrip Times (RTTs) measurements, and whose sizes follow
an “exponential distribution” (see figure 2):

zone0 : 0 < dist ≤ 1 (1)

zonei : (1 + ∆)i−1 < dist ≤ (1 + ∆)i, with ∆ > 0 (2)

This, in turn, allows us to define the size (i.e. radius) of the clusters at zonei as:

ri =
(1 + ∆)i − (1 + ∆)i−1

2
(3)

The parameter ∆ in the formulae could be either fixed or varied according to
which layer the cluster, headed by the corresponding node, belongs to. Other
size “distributions” for both zones and radii are of course possible, but the ones
we propose prevent an explosion of the number of clusters in far zones while
keeping the number of zones down and retaining the desirable property that
“detail” (i.e. “fine grain positioning”) matters only for nodes close to a cluster
head.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a method to build a hierarchy of nodes, based on
the notion of proximity, in a distributed and scalable way. The hierachy is built
through a series of “local” decisions involving only a small subset of the hierachy’s
population for each decision. This, coupled with an innovative adaptive cluster
size distribution approach, yields a simple, yet powerful, approach to building
overlay, application-level structures without relying on any special support from
network routers.

The hierarchy thus built is loopless and spans all the nodes in it. Our scal-
able adaptive hierarchical clustering algorithm can therefore be seen as a new
member in the category of application-level multicast tree building methods
(e.g. [1][5][7][6]). The overlay application-level multicasting trees built with our
scalable adaptive hierarchical clustering are unconstrained, meaning that nodes
in the tree cannot explicitly control their number of children. This may not be a
problem for overlay trees built for control purposes [8] but could yield a signifi-
cant penalty for trees built for data distribution. However, the method presented
in this paper can still be very useful in the context of application-level multicast
data distribution.

Indeed, a constrained application-level multicast overlay tree can be built by
having each cluster head and its sub-clusters (i.e. its members populating the
next layer in the hierarchy) run any algorithm that builds a constrained overlay
tree [1][7][6]. With this approach, each node in the cluster hierachy would be a
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member of the overlay tree rooted at its parent cluster, as well as the root of
the overlay tree spanning its own cluster. This would allow the building of very
large constrained overlay trees.

Another application of the scalable adaptive hierarchical clustering presented
in this paper is resource discovery. Indeed, a permanent hierarchy of resources
could be built, rooted on a well known node, and “searched” by clients with
a modified join procedure which does not declare the creation of a new (sub-)
cluster when it finishes (see section 2.2). This could even substitute expanding
ring searches in asymmetric network multicast circumstances or when network
multicast is unavailable.

In future work, we will investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm
under dynamic conditions (e.g. dynamic group membership, failures, etc.)
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Abstract. We present a simple packet level model to show how
marking at the DiffServ boundary node and scheduling and discarding
inside a DiffServ node affect the division of bandwidth between two
delay classes: elastic TCP flows and streaming non-TCP flows. We
conclude that only per flow marking together with dependent discarding
thresholds across both delay classes is able to divide bandwidth fairly,
according to the load of the network, and in a TCP friendly way.

Keywords: DiffServ, TCP, fairness, TCP friendliness

1 Introduction

The main arguments against differentiation are the waste of network resources
and the difficulty to guarantee fair bandwidth allocation between priority classes.
More research in this field has to be done, to be able to settle the dispute. The
Internet research also lacks efforts in coupling the packet level QoS mechanisms
of DiffServ [1], e.g. Assured Forwarding (AF) [2], to flow level analysis. On the
other hand, flow level bandwidth allocation and fairness research, e.g. [3], [4],
continue to assume that weighted fair bandwidth allocations between flows in
different service classes are somehow achieved and evade the question of how to
do so without flow control or per flow scheduling.

In [5] we introduced both packet and flow level models to study how band-
width is divided among flows using packet level differentiation mechanisms of
the Simple Integrated Media Access (SIMA) proposal [6]. In the present paper
we continue the packet level modelling approach to investigate the key factors
of two DiffServ schemes, AF and SIMA. Following Roberts [7], we assume two
forwarding classes based on delay requirements: elastic TCP traffic and stream-
ing non-TCP traffic. As a result, we present the role of the conditioning and
forwarding mechanisms in dividing bandwidth consistently across delay classes.

2 DiffServ Network Model and Its Analysis

The main elements of DiffServ are traffic classification and conditioning at the
boundary nodes and traffic forwarding through scheduling and discarding at the
DiffServ interior nodes. In addition, congestion control mechanisms designed for

E. Gregori et al. (Eds.): NETWORKING 2002, LNCS 2345, pp. 1178–1183, 2002.
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the Internet, such as TCP, and active queue management algorithms, such as
RED, may be used for QoS in the Internet. Figure 1 summarizes the components.

aggregates Accept
Discard Delay 

class

Discard

Real-time

Non-

real-

time

MarkerMeter

Conditioner

Scheduling unit

Boundary node

Interior node

flows

w
2

w
2

w
1

w
1

Fig. 1. Components of a DiffServ network

Network model. Consider a DiffServ network with a single bottleneck link,
which is loaded by a fixed number of flows. Assume two delays classes, d = 1, 2,
and I precedence levels, i = 1, . . . , I. Delay class 1 refers to non-TCP flows, and
delay class 2 to TCP-flows. Precedence level I refers to the highest priority, i.e.
flows at that level encounter the smallest packet loss probability, and level 1 to
the lowest priority. Note that this is just opposite to, e.g., the definition given
in [2]. Therefore, we rather use the term priority level here.

Each flow is given a weight φ that reflects the value of the flow. A natural
objective of any traffic control algorithm is to allocate bandwidth as fairly as pos-
sible. Here fairness refers to weighted fairness in a single link, i.e. the throughput
θ of any flow should be proportional to its weight φ. For networks with DiffServ
architecture it is not clear how to achieve this objective, since there are no per
flow mechanisms available in the core network.

At the conditioner, the packets of a flow are marked to priority levels ac-
cording to the measured traffic rate compared to the weight of the flow. More
specifically, let ν denote the measured packet arrival rate of a flow. As in [6], we
assume that the priority level pr of the flow depends on ν and φ as follows:

pr = max

[
min

[⌊
I/2 + 0.5−

ln ν
φ

ln 2

⌋
, I

]
, 1

]
. (1)

Thus, the priority level is decreased by one as soon as the traffic rate doubles.
For non-TCP flows we assume a fixed packet arrival rate ν, whereas for TCP

flows it depends on the congestion level of the network. Let RTT denote the
round trip time of a TCP flow and q the packet loss probability it encounters in
the buffer of the bottleneck link. Following [8], we assume that

ν =
1

RTT

√
2
1− q

q
. (2)

Assume that there are L1 different groups of non-TCP flows, each group l
with a characteristic packet arrival rate ν(l), and let L1 denote the set of such
flow groups. Furthermore, assume that there are L2 different groups of TCP
flows, each group l with a characteristic round trip time RTT (l), and let L2
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denote the set of such flow groups. Finally, let n(l) denote the number of flows
in any group l.

At the boundary node all the traffic belonging to the same delay class and
precedence level are aggregated. Let λd(i) denote the aggregate packet arrival
rate of delay class d and priority level i. Packets of the flow aggregates are then
forwarded or discarded by a scheduling unit that includes two buffers, one for
each delay class. Denote by K1 and K2 the sizes of the two buffers in number
of packets.

DiffServ mechanisms. Traffic is conditioned at the boundary node by mea-
suring the incoming traffic and, based on the metering result, by marking the
packets of the flow. We consider two different marking principles:

– Per flow marking: Once the measured traffic rate of a flow exceeds a marking
threshold, all packets of the flow are marked to the same precedence level.

– Per packet marking: Only those packets of a flow that exceed the marking
threshold are marked to the lower precedence level.

The marking thresholds for flow group l, determined from (1), are t(l, 0) = ∞,
t(l, I) = 0, and

t(l, i) = φ(l) · 2I/2−i−0.5, i = 1, ..., I − 1. (3)

Per flow marking gives the aggregate arrival intensity λd(i) as

λd(i) =
∑

l∈Ld:pr(l)=i

n(l)ν(l). (4)

On the other hand, if per packet marking is applied, then

λd(i) =
∑

l∈Ld:pr(l)≤i

n(l)(min [ν(l), t(l, i − 1)]−min [ν(l), t(l, i)]). (5)

But what are such metering and marking mechanisms that follow these
principles? In [9] we demonstrated by simulation experiments that the token
bucket scheme marks packets to precedence levels per packet, while the use of
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) marks packets per flow. The
token bucket scheme is referred to, e.g., in the AF specification. Packets are
marked to I precedence levels by I − 1 cascaded token buckets. The EWMA
scheme was proposed, e.g., in the SIMA proposal.

Forwarding at the interior node is done to aggregates divided, in our case, into
two delay classes. Before forwarding, traffic can be limited by discarding packets
based on precedence levels. We consider two different discarding mechanisms:

– Independent discarding: Each buffer acts locally as a separate buffer, dis-
carding appropriate precedence levels according to its buffer content.

– Dependent discarding: The content of both buffers determines which prece-
dence level is discarded, in both buffers.
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Let md denote the number packets in the buffer of delay class d. The inde-
pendent discarding is implemented by giving, separately for each delay class d,
thresholds Kd(i) that determine the minimum priority level accepted, PLa, when
compared to md. The dependent discarding, proposed in [6], is implemented by
giving a two-dimensional monotonic function

PLa = f(
m1

K1 ,
m2

K2 ) (6)

that determines the minimum priority level accepted when in state (m1, m2).
We apply the function introduced in [10].

The traffic not discarded is placed in the two buffers. Following the Weighted
Fair Queuing (WFQ) principle, whenever one of the buffers is empty, the other
buffer has use of total link capacity. Otherwise the capacity of the link is divided
according to predetermined weights w1 and w2, with w1 +w2 = 1. We consider
three different scheduling scenarios:

– Priority queuing: WFQ with weights (w1 = 1, w2 = 0).
– Unequal sharing: WFQ with weights (w1 = 0.75, w2 = 0.25).
– Equal sharing: WFQ, with weights (w1 = w2 = 0.5).

Analysis. The scheduling unit with two buffers is modelled as two depen-
dent M/M/1/K queues with state dependent arrival intensities. When in state
(m1, m2), the arrival intensity depends on the applied discarding function as fol-
lows: if PLa is i, then the arrival rate for buffer d is λd(i)+. . .+λd(I). The packet
transmission times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ.
Thus, if both buffers are non-empty, packet service rates are w1µ and w2µ for
the two delay classes. This results in a two-dimensional Markov jump process,
the stationary distribution of which can be solved numerically.

From the stationary distribution we can calculate the packet loss probabilities
pd(i) for each traffic aggregate, i.e., for each combination of delay class d and
priority level i. Thus, if per flow marking is applied, the packet loss probability,
q(l), for a flow in group l ∈ Ld becomes

q(l) = pd(pr(l)). (7)

On the other hand, if per packet marking is applied, then

q(l) =
I∑

j=1

pd(j)
min [ν(l), t(l, j − 1)]−min [ν(l), t(l, j)]

ν(l)
. (8)

For each TCP flow these packet loss probabilities can be used to determine
iteratively the packet arrival rate ν from equation (2). Then these rates are
again aggregated as in (4) and (5), and the aggregate rates are used to solve
the stationary distribution of the resulting two-dimensional Markov process.
By continuing this iteration, the traffic rates of TCP flows converge to some
equilibrium values, which reflect the network state, i.e. the number of flows n(l)
in different classes l.
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3 Numerical Results and Conclusions

We study the combined effect of the three degrees of freedom introduced in the
text: marking, discarding thresholds and weighted capacity.

We have the following scenario in terms of the free parameters: µ = 1, K1 =
13, K2 = 39 and I = 3. In addition we consider two flow groups, non-TCP flows
in group 1 with φ(1) = 0.08 and ν(1) ∈ {0.039, 0.079, 0.16}, and TCP flows in
group 2 with φ(2) = 0.04 and RTT (2) = 1000/µ. The three values of ν(1) are
chosen so that, under the per flow marking scheme, the non-TCP flows have
priorities pr(1) = 3, pr(1) = 2, and pr(1) = 1, respectively.

Each set of pictures depicted in figure 2 show the ratio θ(1)
θ(2) = ν(1)(1−q(1))

ν(2)(1−q(2))
between throughputs of flows as function of total number of flows, under the
condition n(1)/n(2) = 1/2. The trajectories are solid, gray, and dashed for ν(1) =
0.039, ν(1) = 0.079, and ν(1) = 0.16, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Effect of marking and discarding when the minimum weights of the rt buffer
and nrt buffer change. 66% are TCP flows and 33% non-TCP flows.

The lowest pair in figure 2 shows the effect of per flow marking and dependent
discarding. Marking all packets of the flow to the same priority level encourages
the TCP mechanism to optimize the sending rate according to the network state.
Under congestion, the TCP flows attain a higher priority level by dropping their
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sending rate. This also encourages the non-TCP traffic to adjust the sending rate
accordingly. In all other cases, it is always optimal for the non-TCP flows to send
as much as possible, even if packets are then marked to the lowest priority level.
The use of per flow marking and dependent thresholds thus gives a powerful
incentive for flows to be TCP friendly [11].

The use of dependent discarding controls the throughput of non-responsive
flows better than independent discarding. With dependent thresholds, when the
nrt buffer is congested packets in the rt buffer are also discarded to alleviate the
congestion.

The effect of giving some minimum weight to the nrt buffer protects the TCP
traffic from bandwidth exhaustion by the non-TCP flows. However, there is not
a clear one to one relationship between the ratio w1/w2 of scheduler weights and
ratio φ(1)/φ(2) of flow group weights.

Further research has to be done in elaborating the TCP congestion control
model to include slow start. Furthermore, to properly assess the mechanisms we
need to extend the model to networks with more than one bottleneck link.
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Abstract. An appealing approach to the admission control problem for
traffic with QoS requirements consists in evaluating the resource avail-
ability by means of measurement-based techniques. Those techniques al-
low to provide QoS with minimal changes to the current network devices.
In this work, we propose a mechanism to perform active measurement-
based admission control for multicast groups with dynamically joining
receivers. The proposed mechanism has been implemented in the ns-2
simulation framework, to evaluate its performance.

1 Introduction

The Differentiated Service model [1] has been proposed in the literature to pro-
vide QoS in a scalable manner. According to that model, bandwidth broker agents
[4] exist that take in charge the traffic admission control functionalities. Yet, only
a few practical implementations of the diff-serv model have been realized. More-
over, in the diff-serv model it is difficult to support multicast [1].

In this paper we describe the end-to-end Call Admission Multicast Protocol
(Camp) [5], that can be used to ensure bandwidth guarantees to multicast ses-
sions in IP networks, thus providing them with the Premium Service [4]. Camp
is scalable, operates on a per-call basis and supports the group membership dy-
namics. It performs the functionalities of a distributed bandwidth broker (BB). To
perform the admission control, Camp adopts an active-measurement approach.
We have implemented Camp in the frame of the ns-2 simulation package to
verify its effectiveness under different system conditions.

In the system model we consider, a QoS-sensitive application specifies to the
underlying service provider, the QoS communication requirements and the be-
haviors of the data flow it is going to generate (traffic profile). We assume that
a session announcement protocol (e.g., sdr) is available to announce the needed
session information. We consider sources generating CBR traffic. All the recipi-
ents receive the same set of microflows; they have the same QoS requirements.
� This work was supported by the MURST under Contract no.MM09265173 “Tech-
niques for end-to-end Quality-of-Service control in multi-domain IP networks”.
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We adopt the notation proposed in [1] for the differentiated services (diff-serv,
DS) model. We consider the functional architecture of the BB in accordance with
the proposal presented in [7]. The BB provides the applications with the interface
to access the QoS services. When the QoS aggregate spans multiple domains, an
inter-domain protocol is executed amongst peer BBs, to guarantee the proper
configuration of the transit and destination domains.

2 Distributed Bandwidth Broker

In this section we outline the end-to-end Call Admission Multicast Protocol
(Camp); greater details can be found in [5]. In Figure 1, we show the system
architecture in which Camp works. Camp operates within the RTP/RTCP [6]
protocol suite and performs the set-up of a RTP session. It receives from the
application, via RTP, the profile of the data traffic that will be generated. Camp
uses RTCP to monitor the QoS supplied to the recipients. Camp performs the
admission control using an active measurement approach [2]. It generates prob-
ing traffic with the same profile as the data traffic generated by the application.
Both the data and the probe packets are multicast. To this aim, we assume that
both a membership protocol and a multicast routing protocol are available. The
latter maintains a tree-based routing infrastructure connecting the multicast re-
cipients. Camp is independent of both those protocols. The probing phase has

application application
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priority
packet
sched.

data
probe

b.e.

mcast
routing

mcast
mship
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RTCPRTCP
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subscr

data
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report flow

CAMP

UDP

IP

report
CAMP
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Camp-based end stations

the aim of evaluating whether the available bandwidth is sufficient to support
the new traffic. With respect to the classification given in [2], we adopt out-of-
band probing with dropping of the probe packets as the congestion signal. All
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the routers use a priority packet scheduling discipline: the probe packets are
marked with a higher priority than the best effort packets, but a lower priority
than the QoS packets. This priority assignement ensures that the probing traffic
does not affect the established QoS sessions. On the other hand, probe packets
can drain the available bandwidth for the new QoS session at the expenses of
the best effort traffic.

To support multicast, two issues must be considered: (i) the receiver group
membership can dynamically change; and (ii) different destinations can exper-
iment different QoS in receiving the same traffic. To cope with problem (ii)
above, the recipients that receive the probing traffic with low quality prune from
the tree and refuse the service, by sending a refusing RTCP report to the source.
When all the reports have been received by the source, if the service is accepted
by at least one recipient, the source switches from the transmission of probe
packets to the transmission of the data packets generated by the application,
without discontinuity. The data packets are forwarded along the pruned tree.

We deal with the problem (i) above using a proxy mechanism. The source
announces the multicast session via sdr and starts transmitting probe packets
at the scheduled time, if at least one receiver is listening. A Camp proxy is
instantiated in a router either in the initialization phase, or when one or more
new downstream output interfaces (oifs) appear in the router for the group
(dynamic membership changes). The proxy remarks as probe packets all the
incoming packets for the session, that must be forwarded to the probing oifs.
This way, the data sent to the new destinations do not affect previously estab-
lished sessions traversing the new branch. The proxy lifetime lasts until, for each
probing oif, either it is pruned from the tree (as the result of a service refusal),
or an acceptance report is received from it. In the latter case, if the initialization
phase is ongoing, the report is forwarded to the source. The source Camp en-
tity switches to the transmission of the data as soon as it receives an accepting
report. The proxy mechanism allows to hide the membership to the source.

3 Performance Evaluation

We have implemented the architecture shown in Figure 1, in the frame of the ns-
2 simulation package [3]. The simulations have been performed with a meshed
network of 64 nodes, connected by optical links of 2 Mbps bandwidth and vari-
able length in the range 50 to 100 Km. Background, best effort traffic is uniformly
distributed all over the network; best effort sources generate CBR traffic with a
0.66 Mbps rate. The size of best effort, probe and data packets is 512 bytes. We
embedded a real RTP implementation into the RTP template of ns-2. The recip-
ients dynamically join the group; we performed experiments with different join
rates. The multicast tree is incrementally built as join events occur; the source
is located in the tree root. The source does not know the group of recipients; it
generates CBR traffic whose rate assumes different values in the range 0.4 Mbps
to 1.9 Mbps. During the probing phase, the recipients compare the received rate
with the source rate: if the difference is below a tolerated threshold, a recipient
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Throughput vs. offered load for |G| = 10. (b) Average end-to-end delay vs.
offered load for |G| = 10

sends a positive report. We performed measures for different thresholds [5]. The
recipient decision is sent within the first RTCP report a destination generates
after the reception of a number of probe packets, i.e. of samples, sufficient to
ensure an accurate measure of the available bandwidth by covering the rate of
the slowest traffic source. We performed simulations with different sample sizes.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Jitter vs. offered load, for |G| = 10. (b) Fair delay vs. offered load, for
|G| = 10

By performing simulations with different group cardinalities, we observed
that the performance is almost independent of this parameter. We performed
simulations with recipients that join the group with different rates. The proxy
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mechanism has proved to be effective in performing the admission control, and
the measured performance is independent of the frequency with which recipients
join the group. The results shown in this section have been obtained for a group
of 10 recipients, acceptance threshold set to 5% of the source rate and frequency
of the join requests arrival 1 sec. The measures have been taken after 20 sec.
from the end of the set-up phase of the last grafted recipient.

Simulations indicate that Camp effectively performs the call admission con-
trol. The recipients accepting the transmissions receive at the correct data rate.
In Figure 2, we report the throughput (a) and the end-to-end delay (b) averaged
over all the recipients; no receiver has refused the service. The delay increases
when the offered load approximates the link capacity, while it is independent of
the interference of the best effort traffic. This indicates that the sessions char-
acteristics are preserved from source to destination, independently of the other
network load.
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Fig. 4. (a) Average end-to-end delay vs. offered load as a function of the best effort
packet size, for |G| = 10. (b) Average end-to-end delay vs. offered load as a function of
the receivers distance from the source

The jitter has been computed according to the algorithm given in the RTP
specification [6]; it is reported in Figure 3(a). The jitter behaviour indicates that
at the receiver side a delivery agent must be used to perform the playback of
the source transmission. The jitter shows a peak in correspondence with the
maximum contention between the QoS and the best effort traffic. After that
value, the QoS traffic pushes the best effort traffic away from the tree branches,
and best effort packets start to be dropped from the queues.

The fair delay is the maximum difference between the end-to-end delays
perceived by two different destinations. Its behaviour (Figure 3(b)) indicates
that the destinations at a greater distance from the source greatly suffer the
network congestion. In the worst case, this could result in a lower probability of
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successful service set-up for the farest destinations. However, we never observed
service refusal.

The measures of the jitter and the fair delay show the effects of the presence
of best effort packets at the core routers. As expected, the priority mechanism
alone is not sufficient to ensure jitter control at the destinations. To highlight
the impact of the best effort traffic over the QoS, we performed simulations with
different best effort packet sizes. In Figure 4(a) we report the end-to-end delay
observed by the QoS packets that compete with best effort traffic generated as
before. As the links cannot be preempted once a packet transmission is ongoing,
QoS packets arriving at a node could have to wait at most for a best effort
packet transmission time before gaining the link, although they have the highest
priority. The impact of the delay over the received rate is however negligible.

We performed an experiment with two sources: the former one has a 1 Mbps
rate; we varied the rate of the latter source. In figure 4(b), we show the average
delay measured with respect to the load generated by the second source and the
distance of the recipients from the source. The contention probability amongst
different sessions increases with the path length: it affects the queueing delays,
thus altering the regular traffic profile. The impact on the received throughput
is however negligible.

The achieved results show that the devised mechanism effectively performs
admission control. Yet, further investigation has to be carried out concerning
the interactions amongst several concurrent transmissions and their impact on
the probability of successful service establishment.
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A Framework to Service and Network Resource
Management in Composite Radio Environments1
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Abstract. This paper builds on the assumption that in the future, UMTS,
HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T can be three (co-operating) components of a
composite radio infrastructure that offers wideband wireless access to
broadband IP-based services. Managing the resources of this powerful,
composite-radio infrastructure in an aggregate manner, and multi-operator
scenario, is a complex task. This paper presents an approach to the overall
UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T network and service management problem,
providing the internal operation of a system addressing this problem. Key
points addressed are the development of an architecture that can jointly
optimise the resources of the technologies in the composite radio environment,
and the development of open interfaces with Service Provider mechanisms and
the heterogeneous managed infrastructure.

1 Introduction

Wireless systems continue to attract immense research and development effort [1],
especially in the following areas. First, the gradual introduction of third generation
systems like the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [2] and the
development of the IMT-2000 framework [3]. Second, the standardisation,
development and introduction of Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) systems, which
support radio access to broadband services, with limited mobility; a pertinent
promising example is the HIPERLAN (High Performance LAN) initiative [1]. Third,
the advent of Digital Broadcasting Systems (DBS) like the Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) and the Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) initiatives [4].
Moreover, a recent trend (compliant with the features envisaged for the Fourth
Generation (4G) wireless systems’ era) is to assume that UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and
DVB-T will be three co-operating wireless access components.

In other words, UMTS, HIPERLAN-2, and DVB-T can be seen as parts of a
powerful, composite-radio, infrastructure through which their operators will be

-----------------
1 Work partially funded by the CEC, under the 5th Framework Program, within the IST project

MONASIDRE (IST-2000-26144: Management of Networks and Services in a Diversified
Radio Environment).
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enabled to provide users and service providers (SPs) with alternatives regarding the
efficient (in terms of cost and QoS) wireless access to broadband IP-based services.
This paper presents the development of a UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T network
and service management system capable of:

� Monitoring and analysing the statistical performance and QoS levels provided by
the network elements (segments) of the managed infrastructure, and the associated
requirements originating from the service area (environment conditions, e.g., traffic
load, mobility levels, etc.).

� Inter-working with SP mechanisms, so as to allow SPs to dynamically request the
reservation (release, etc.) of network resources.

� Performing dynamic reconfigurations of the overall managed UMTS, HIPERLAN-
2 and DVB-T infrastructure, as a result of resource management strategies, for
handling new environment conditions and SP requests in a cost-efficient manner.

In the following, the management architecture in the aspect of a composite radio
and multi-operator context, and the operation of such a system are presented.

2 Management Architecture in a Composite Radio and
Multi-operator Context

Our model of the composite radio environment includes three different wireless
access technologies and has a flexible implementation. In the context of this paper,
each wireless access system is considered to belong to a different operator, occupying
a network and service management platform. A generic management architecture of
such a platform is split in three logical entities as follows.

� MASPI (Monitoring and Assessment and SP mechanism Interworking). This
component captures the (changing with time) conditions that originate from the
environment (service area) of the managed UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T
infrastructure; this is accomplished by monitoring and assessing the relevant
network and service level performance of the managed network elements and
segments. This component also interworks with the SP mechanisms, so as to allow
SPs to request the reservation of resources (establishment of virtual networks) over
the managed network infrastructure. Virtual networks are seen as the realisation of
contracts that the managed system should maintain with SPs.

� RMS (Resource Management Strategies). This component applies resource
management strategies, so as to dynamically find and impose the appropriate
UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T infrastructure reconfigurations, through which
the service provider requests, and/or the (new) service area conditions, will be
handled in the most cost-efficient manner.

� NES (UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T Network and Environment Simulator). It
provides the means for validating some management decisions prior to their
application in the real network. This component enables off line testing, validation
and demonstration of the management mechanisms.
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The management system components are distributed in each domain, specialised
for handling the specific (UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T) technology. However,
these components can co-operate for handling SP requests and/or new environment
conditions.

3 System Operation

A sample scenario according to which the components above collaborate is provided
in Fig. 1. MASPI-U, RMS-U, and NES-U represent components dedicated to the
UMTS network (similarly for the HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T networks). The
interactions with the NES-U, NES-H and NES-D components are omitted for
simplicity reasons.
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Fig. 1. Sample operation scenario. The scenario shows how the components of the UMTS,
HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T network and service management system collaborate

The initiation of the scenario is done from the UMTS network, as an example. The
procedure would be similar if the MASPI component observed a new environment
condition (e.g., alteration in the traffic demand, mobility and interference levels, etc.)
in the managed network. Alternatively, the process could have been initiated by a SP
request towards the HIPERLAN-2 or DVB-T management system. The network that
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receives a SP request or observes a new environment condition is called originating
network.

The scenario consists of steps that can be roughly categorised in four phases. In the
first phase (step 1), the SP issues a virtual network establishment request. In the
second phase (steps 2-5), the request is processed by the UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and
DVB-T network and service management system (this includes translation of the SP
request from a service to a network level view, network status acquisition of the
originating network, condition and offers from the co-operating networks, and traffic
assignment to networks and quality levels). In the third phase the proposed solution is
accepted by the parties involved (SP and network operators, step 6). Finally, in the
fourth phase the managed systems are appropriately configured (step 7). The
aforementioned steps are addressed in detail in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Service Provider Request

MASPI supports the functionality of handling the SP requests and the corresponding
replies to these requests, as a general framework of the processing, establishment and
maintenance of contracts (SLAs) with the SPs. A typical SP request has the following
general structure (content). (i) It specifies the service (or set of services), the provision
of which the SP requests from the management system. (ii) It specifies the
distinguishable user classes to which the service is offered; each user class is
associated with specific quality levels, a user class profile and a terminal profile. The
quality of service levels express the quality levels that are considered acceptable for
the provision of services to users (subscribers) that belong to the specific user class. If
the quality levels are more than one, the SP may also provide the significance factor
of each quality level for the present user class. The user class profile includes
mobility, and traffic characteristics of the users, and is described in a file with specific
format. The terminal profile assists the management system on knowing which
networks can be used to satisfy the SP request (e.g., users of a specific user class may
have terminals that support only the UMTS network). (iii) It specifies the number of
subscribers that correspond to each service and user class. (iv) It includes information
about the area (geographic region) to which the request is applied to, and the time
zone, i.e., the time period during the day that the service should be provided to the
users of the specific user class.

3.2 Service Provider Request Translation

MASPI supports the functionality of translating the SP request from a service level
view to a network level view. The information about the requested services, and user
classes (including user class profiles and quality of service levels) is used in order to
investigate various options regarding the network load required to fulfill the request.
On the other hand, the area information in the SP request can be exploited for the
detection of the cells that will be affected by the SP request.
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3.3 Network Status Acquisition

During this task the status of the originating network (e.g., traffic carried by cells that
can be affected by the SP request) is obtained. MASPI maintains interfaces with the
underlying network interface and/or the network element management infrastructure.
MASPI collects service level information based on the handled load, the provided
performance (measured e.g., by the blocking probability, the dropping probability or
the delay), and the dedicated resources per service provider, service, and user class.
An integration of this service level information about the management system enables
a network level provisioning of the managed system infrastructure. In case of
performance degradations MASPI can initiate the procedure of the scenario described
in Fig. 1.

3.4 Condition and Offer Request

Each MASPI is capable of requesting from the co-operating networks’ MASPIs the
amount of resources or the load that these networks can carry, as well as cost related
information. Likewise, each MASPI is in position to respond to such requests. This
information (bandwidth availability and cost), as well as other information (e.g., the
area and time zone for which the services should be provided), will contribute to the
decision of the traffic splitting between the three networks.

3.5 Traffic Assignment to Networks and Quality Levels

This is an optimisation problem, targeted to the splitting of the traffic to the three
networks and the assignment to quality levels. Considering the case of the scenario
depicted in Fig. 1, this optimisation problem relies on the following input data:

� The translated SP request, which can express the service demand per user class;
� The benefit deriving from the assignment of (portions of the) service demand to the

several quality levels;
� The status of the UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T network segments that are to

be affected by the request;
� The UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T offers, i.e., the cost that these networks

will impose per quality level of the service.

The optimisation results to an allocation of the service demand to networks and
quality levels. The allocation should optimise an objective function, which is
associated with the amount of the service demand accommodated, the quality levels at
which the service demand will be accommodated, and the benefit deriving from the
assignment of service demand to high quality levels.

The constraints of the optimisation problem fall into the following categories:

� The service demand should be assigned to acceptable quality levels;
� The capacity constraints (deriving form the UMTS network status, and the

HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T condition and offers) should not be violated.
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3.6 Reply to Service Provider Request – Acceptance Phase

The MASPI component reply to the initial SP request includes the quality levels to
which the user classes are assigned, cost related information per user class, as well as
the volume of the subscribers assigned to each network. This information is valid for
the area and time zone specified in the SP request. The acceptance of this reply from
the SP will lead to the establishment of a SLA.

3.7 Network Resource Optimisation and Configuration

After the decision by the RMS on the traffic allocation to the three networks, and the
acceptance phase, the MASPI of the originating network makes a resource reservation
request to the other networks’ MASPIs, in order these systems to accommodate the
assigned traffic. Thereafter, optimisation and configuration procedures take place
among the three networks. RMS finds an optimal configuration of the managed
network segments, so as to guarantee that the traffic assigned to them will be handled
(carried) with the most cost-efficient manner. This part of the management system
consists in a suite of tools and procedures that optimise functions including for
instance cost, network performance criteria, etc., under a set of constraints related to
target QoS levels, resource utilisation, fault tolerance, etc.

4 Conclusions

This paper builds on the assumption that in the future, UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and
DVB-T can be three (co-operating) components of a composite radio infrastructure
that offers wideband wireless access to broadband IP-based services. In this direction
the paper presented an approach to the overall UMTS, HIPERLAN-2 and DVB-T
network and service management problem, addressing the operation of a system that
deals with such a problem.

The paper, or alternate versions of this paper, can be expanded with more
information on the internal functionality of the components, the provision of details
regarding the design choices followed, or the presentation of indicative results
obtained from case studies. The application of the management architecture in large-
scale network test-beds is a future stage of our work.
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Abstract. Pervasive computing requires management techniques
allowing efficient service handling in volatile contexts. The Java En-
hanced Service Architecture (JESA) is a service platform addressing
this issue for resource limited devices. A major problem in dynamic
service networks is the discovery of desired services. The JESA Service
Discovery Protocol (JSDP), one of JESA’s core components, is a
lightweight, platform independent service discovery protocol for ad-hoc
networks. JSDP features transparent operation with or without central
service brokers providing scalability from point-to-point connections to
larger structured networks.

Keywords: service discovery, pervasive computing, ad-hoc networking

Classification (CR 1998): C.2.2, C.2.3, C.2.4

1 Introduction and Motivation

In ad-hoc networking, client nodes enter an initially unknown territory for using
network services. During the service discovery process, they gather information
about their surrounding service context avoiding the inflexible use of only well
known or preconfigured services. A discovery technology meeting a broad range
of application areas is characterized by: scalability concerning service count and
resource usage, platform independence concerning computing and network, low
complexity for easy application development, and application transparency. The
existing discovery technologies (e.g. SLP [1], Ninja SDS [2], SSDP [3], Jini [4],
Salutation [5]) do not meet all of the above characteristics.

Especially, the need for a service platform applicable to resource limited em-
bedded or mobile devices as well as to desktop and server systems led to the de-
velopment of the Java Enhanced Service Architecture (JESA) [6] – a lightweight,
Java-based middleware for spontaneous service discovery and usage. It is mainly
intended to be used in industry and home automation as well as mobile comput-
ing. One of its core components is the JESA Service Discovery Protocol (JSDP)
– an efficient discovery mechanism offering operation modes of different com-
plexity to be applicable to a wide variety of device classes.
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2 Service Discovery

The establishment of service relations in volatile network environments requires
the nodes to become aware of their service context and context changes. The
information necessary for using a specific service is gathered in the service dis-
covery process. Service discovery comprises at least one of the following items:
locating the service provider, acquiring additional service or provider informa-
tion, retrieving the provider’s access interface (proxy, stub, etc.).

Service discovery can be classified according to the level of initial knowledge,
the relation, the count, and the activity of the involved entities. The distinct
discovery classes build a hierarchical structure as laid out in Fig. 1. Service dis-

Preconfigured Non−configured

Mediated

Service Discovery

TransparentNon−transparent

Location−aware Immediate

Active Passive

Fig. 1. Service Discovery Categories.

covery is split up into two top-level categories. Preconfigured discovering entities
know either about the desired service provider or whom to ask for that infor-
mation. In contrast, non-configured entities are innocent regarding the service
context. This is the typical situation for ad-hoc networks. Further subdivision
relates to the number of involved entities. Location-aware and immediate dis-
covery classes are characterized by direct relation between client and provider.
The provider itself supplies the client with all necessary information. In mediated
modes, service brokers deal discovery information on behalf of providers. At the
bottom-level, five discovery categories are distinguished: Location-aware clients
know the logical location of their desired service, hence discovery reduces to get-
ting additional information like service access interface or service characteristics;
In active mode, a client initiates a request response procedure by broadcasting
a request for a certain service. Appropriate providers respond at least with the
location data of their service; Passive mode, in contrast, releases clients from
inquiry and obliges providers to announce their services; Both mediated modes
work with central information brokers. For proper operation providers have to
register their service data with a broker. For that purpose, a broker may be
treated as a special service provider. Regular providers will be clients of the bro-
ker for the registration period and have to discover the broker service by any of
the discovery means discussed here. Transparent and non-transparent mode dif-
fer in the client’s awareness of the broker. If a client intentionally used a broker
for finding services it discovers non-transparently. Whereas, if the client believed
to interact directly with a provider but in fact it was a broker, the client discovers
transparently.
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3 Related Technologies

There is a number of ad-hoc service platforms deploying different discov-
ery schemes: SLP offers a comprehensive message based discovery system for
TCP/IP networks; SSDP is the discovery protocol used in UPnP [7], it mainly
bases on UDP, HTTP, and XML; The discovery protocol of the Ninja project,
SDS, enables secure service discovery with an infrastructure of service, account-
ing, and certificate directories; Salutation provides generic network independent
service discovery and access by the use of network and service managers; Jini
features Java-based, broker-centric discovery and service usage with proxies.

Table 1. Discovery Classes Supported by Current Protocols.

Location-aware Non-transparent Transparent Active Passive
SLP + + +
SSDP + + +
SDS +
Salutation + + +
Jini +
JSDP (+) + + +

Table 1 presents an overview of the protocols’ discovery class conformance,
according to the classification given in Section 2. Furthermore, it contains a
forecast of the JSDP functionality.

4 JESA Service Discovery Protocol

JSDP has been designed as a lightweight discovery protocol for embedded and
mobile systems. It provides generic functionality: locating of service providers,
retrieval of service proxies and service attributes. Almost any discovery feature
can be added leveraging service attributes. Integral security mechanisms have
been left off the protocol to keep it small. A major goal is JSDP’s ability to
work transparently with or without a central service broker (see Section 2) thus
offering the possibility of peer-to-peer communities of limited devices on the one
side and large scalable service networks on the other side.

4.1 Discovery Strategies

JSDP incorporates three major discovery modes (see Fig. 2). The immediate
ones (active, passive) are intended for short range discovery in the local network
segment. The transparent mode enables long distance discovery across segment
boundaries by using a broker hierarchy. Brokers may either forward service re-
quests or share the registered service information. With the existing means,
non-transparent discovery can be realized by special broker services having not
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Broker ProviderClient

Request
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Fig. 2. JSDP Operation Modes: a) passive; b) active; c) transparent.

only a registration interface but a query interface, too. This architecture would
be similar to Jini.

Service discovery is performed in two steps. In the first step, provider location
information is gathered using the Provider Location Protocol (PLP). If a client
decides to further examine or to use a certain service, in the second step, proxy
and/or attribute information will be retrieved by the Proxy/Attribute Request
Protocol (PARP).

4.2 Provider Location Protocol

The Provider Location Protocol (PLP) can be used in request response mode
(active discovery) or in announcement mode (passive discovery) for acquiring
service provider locations. For simplicity, it defines only a single message format
for requests and announcements (see Fig. 3). Service queries or announcements
contain only the service type because this is the most important selection cri-
terion. If a client needs more information about a service it will continue with
the attribute retrieval and come to a decision according to the service char-
acteristics. The group list can be used to limit the service matches to certain
administrative groups. A query will match a service if version and type are iden-
tical and the service is member of at least one listed group. The ID list can
contain a set of Universal Unique Identifiers (UUID) which specify services a
client does not want to get announced. A provider fills in this list a single UUID
which is used by clients for further transactions. Although PLP is designed in

Version Sender URI Type ID Count ID List Group Count Group List
Int32 UTF8 String UTF8 String Int32 [Int128] Int32 [UTF8 String]

Fig. 3. Service Request / Announcement Message.

a Java environment, it is not Java-specific. Hence, it can be used for service
discovery in non-Java environments as well. The current PLP implementation
bases on UDP. Requests or unsolicited announcements are delivered with UDP
multicasts; alternatively, link-local broadcasts can be used. Solicited announce-
ments (service responses) are sent by UDP unicasts. The message flow for active
discovery accords to Fig. 2b. A client uses the sender URI field to tell potential
responders where to send the answer. The sender URI field in the answer codes
the continuation point for the next discovery steps, in fact where to contact the
provider to get the attributes or the service access interface.
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Transparent discovery mode uses the same message exchange procedure.
From the client’s point of view nothing changes. Providers have to register their
service data (location information and access interface) with a broker and stop
answering requests or announcing services. Brokers should be implemented as
regular JESA services discoverable by JSDP means. Now, the broker answers
requests for registered services and delivers their proxies or attributes on re-
quest. The unsolicited announcement of registered services (passive discovery)
is possible but not encouraged.

4.3 Proxy/Attribute Request Protocol

After successful completion of PLP, a client knows about at least one provider’s
or broker’s location and can fetch a service proxy or service attributes using
the Proxy/Attribute Request Protocol (PARP). In contrast to PLP, PARP is
more dedicated to a Java environment because it ships serialized Java objects
(JESA service proxies and attributes [8,6]) across the network. PARP uses a
stream connection, currently it is TCP, to request and transmit service data.
The Request message (see Fig. 4) indicates in the tag field whether proxy or

Tag Service UUID
int32 Int128

Fig. 4. PARP Request.

attribute list is to be transmitted. The service UUID field exactly identifies the
target service and has been retrieved in a PLP response. In immediate modes,
directly talking to a provider, the UUID would be almost superfluous. It is
possible that in the time between PLP and PARP execution a certain provider
leaves the community and a new one enters with the same logical location. Here,
the UUID avoids the delivery of incorrect service data. In transparent mode,
using a broker, the UUID is used to select the appropriate information out of
the pool of registered service data. If a service matching the UUID is available
service data, according to the tag field, will be returned to the client in form of
serialized Java-objects.

For robustness, transparent operation mode can be split up. During PLP,
the broker does not deliver its own URI for further discovery but the one of
the original provider. Hence, proxy or attributes will be fetched from the real
provider. Successful completion of this step ensures a properly working provider.

Clients should not cache service data over long periods and reuse them be-
cause there is no guarantee that a service remains available and does not change
its logical location or characteristics. For most cases a “discover-use-forget” strat-
egy will be appropriate.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

JSDP has been developed as integral discovery component of the Java Enhanced
Service Architecture. It focuses on core discovery tasks and allows arbitrary
extensions. By the seamless integration of immediate and mediated discovery
modes JSDP scales with the service count. The current implementation is fully
functional on top of TCP/IP networks. JSDP itself comes with a memory foot-
print of about 30K. Together with the NetObjects technology [8] for service ex-
ecution, a properly working JESA system requires about 80K. JESA and hence
JSDP require a Java1.1 compliant runtime environment and will fit to embedded
or mobile systems running PersonalJava, Kaffe, Jeode, J2MECDC.

Ongoing developments will produce: 1) Java Abstract Network (JANet) which
decouples JESA from TCP/IP, a reference implementation will run with the
CAN-bus; 2) An OSGi [9] interface which automatically transforms OSGi ser-
vices into JESA services discoverable by JSDP; 3) An integration of the Blue-
tooth SDP [10] into JSDP to avoid multiple discovery levels when applying JESA
to Bluetooth devices.
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Abstract.  Research of web-servers has recently addressed the problem of
content distribution coupled with quality of service (QoS). Due to the explosive
growth of services offered over the Internet, novel mechanisms are needed for
IP based service delivery to scale in a client-transparent way. This paper
addresses the above problem considering also utilization of available process-
ing power of servers. Many developed caching systems dedicate a fixed portion
of the processing power for higher QoS services leading to lowered overall
throughput of the server system. Here we introduce and simulate a QoS aware
caching scheme that offers lower response delay for higher quality services and
additionally optimizes utilization of the available processing power.

1.  Introduction

Distribution of web-content to servers and arbitration of requests among a cluster of
servers have been in focus of intense research. Location of content among the servers
and service admission control are the major problems in server farm implementations.
Since the same content can be located to several servers, an additional problem
appears in maintaining an established connection to specific content on a known
server throughout a session. A number of different schemes to locate content to
servers and balance loading between them have been developed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The
most sophisticated ones, often called web-switches, are content aware and offer
methods to maintain connection to a given server all along a session [10].

The content based switching schemes enable categorization of connections, e.g.,
based on the requested service, user or combination of both. Good customers or
access to certain high quality services may be directed to less loaded servers enabling
lower response delay. This causes skewing of the processing balance and at worst
some servers are overloaded while others remain lightly loaded. Optimum loading
implies that loading degree of each server can be fixed to be equal.

Caching combined with content aware switching is a technique that can be used in
lowering response delay for some customers or services, while maintaining the loading
balance between the servers. Since the number and size of web-files is normally large
compared to the available cache size, a subset of web-pages can be located to cache
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[5, 7, 8]. To maximize the number of cache hits when the cache capacity is exceeded,
a number of caching algorithms have been developed to overwrite less frequently
accessed pages with more frequently accessed ones [3, 6, 7].

This paper introduces a caching method that allows to distribute web-content
based on QoS requirements and simultaneously balance load among a cluster of serv-
ers to enable maximum utilization of the aggregate processing power. The objective in
locating web-files to cache is to maximize cache hit-rate and thereby minimize
response delay. Chapter 2 introduces the caching algorithm and related simulation
model. Chapter 3 gives some simulation results and chapter 4 concludes the paper.

2.  QoS Aware Caching Scheme

The objective in developing the caching scheme was to improve cache system
performance measured in service response delay and utilization of the server system’s
processing power. Response delay is lowered by increasing the cache hit-rate and
utilization of processing power is optimized by locating content randomly to servers.
When the number of web-files is large, random location policy leads to uniformly
distributed load among the servers.

2.1 Caching Method

Each server in a cluster is supposed to have a hard disk and cache memory of known
size. The memory sizes, processing power and memory reading delays may vary from
a server to another. Web-files stored on servers are categorized into a fixed number of
QoS classes. In a general case, the number of files in those classes and sizes of the
files are different.

The web-files are located randomly to servers and upon storing a file it is
associated with one of the QoS classes. If cache is small compared to the aggregate
size of files in a server system, a predetermined percentage (pc) of files from each QoS
class can be located to cache. The highest QoS classes have priority over the lower
classes and the most requested files of each QoS class are selected first. Files that
cannot be stored in cache are located on hard disk. If the cache is large enough to store
a fixed percentage pc of files from all QoS classes then some of the leftovers can also
be placed to cache. The order in which they are stored follows the QoS class priorities
and request rate intensities of the files.

2.2 Simulation Model

The simulations are carried out by applying a generic cache simulation model
introduce in [9]. It allows manipulation of a number of parameters that characterize
the introduced QoS based caching scheme. Performance of the system can be studied
by varying the cache sizes, number and size of web-files, number of QoS classes,
number of files in each QoS class, file request rates and processing power of servers.

Logically the model is divided into five decision-making blocks (see Fig. 1). At
the top is a block, which decides whether the next event is related to an incoming or
outgoing request. A request coming from a client is considered an incoming one and a
request that has been processed and is being directed to a server an outgoing one.
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In case of an incoming request, the algorithm first chooses the server that has the
requested file. Different sorts of selection algorithms can be implemented based on the
selected file location policy. Then the algorithm checks whether the selected server is
available for service. If it is not available, the request is put to into a queue where it
will stay until the algorithm enters the outgoing leg.

If the server is available, the simulation enters the block, which checks whether the
requested file is in the cache. Different policies can be used in placing files to the
cache. Here, priority is given to files of the highest QoS classes. If the requested file is
in the cache, it is read and marked as the most recently accessed one. If the file is not
found in the cache, it must be on the hard disk and the simulation continues to the
„Read file“ -block. The file is read from the disk and the deployed caching scheme
decides how to proceed (store it to the cache or leave on the disk). This block allows
the use of different caching methods and comparison of their performances.

If in the topmost block the outgoing leg is chosen then the server where the file is
being served is located and the file is removed from service. After that, it is checked
whether there is a queue for that particular service. If there is no queue, the model
starts another iteration round, i.e., it starts to process the next event. If there is a queue
for that service then the first request in the queue is serviced.

Furthermore, the server system keeps record of all file, their QoS classes, file
locations in the server system, sizes of the caches and their degree of fullness. Access
rates of the files also need to be recorded to enable request rate based location of files
when the servers are running out of cache memory.

Choose next event

Next event ?

Choose server

Remove request

incoming
outgoing

 Is  there queue
for server ?

Server available
for request ?

no

yes

no

yes

Requested
file in cache ?

Read file

  yes
 (temp. cache) no Does it fit

into cache?

Delete the oldest
file from cacheSave it into cache

no

yes

Read it from cache

 yes
(perm. cache)Take first request

and store it to 
service queue

Read it from cache
and mark it most
recently read file

Put request to queue

Choose server

Fig. 1.  Flow chart of the simulation model.

3.  Simulation Examples

To demonstrated performance of the developed caching system, simulation results for
a system of three servers are introduced. When a new file is inserted into the caching
system, it is associated with one of four possible QoS classes and it is given a size that
belongs to one of three possible categories: 1, 5 or 10 kilobytes (kb). Ten per cent (%)
of the files belong to the highest QoS class (QoS1), 20 % to the second highest
(QoS2), 30 % to the next (QoS3) and the rest 40 % to the lowest class (QoS4).
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The simulated files were divided into two equally large groups based on their
mean request rate; the higher rate was twice that of the lower one. Request rate
intensities were exponentially distributed. In order to keep the simulation times
reasonable, the simulated system had only 300 files. These were located randomly to
servers giving approximately 100 files (about 550 kb) per server. The objective was to
study performance of the proposed caching system by analyzing variation of the cache
hit rates of the different QoS classes as a function of the cache size and thereby
estimate the system response time. The cache sizes were varied between 0 and 550 kb,
while the number of files and their sizes on each server were kept fixed.

As a comparison, performance of a non-QoS aware caching scheme, simulated in
[9], was analyzed. The configuration set-up of the non-QoS aware system and the
number of files, their sizes, request rates and locations were identical with those of the
simulations of the QoS aware system. The only difference was the applied caching
method, which did not account QoS. Instead, it exercised first-in-first-out (FIFO)
discipline. At the start of a simulation, files on each server were randomly located to
cache and on hard disk. The cache performed like a FIFO memory in which the most
recently requested files were located at the end and less recently requested ones at the
head of the FIFO queue. Each time a file (either on hard disk or in cache) was
requested, it was moved to end of the FIFO. Files already in the cache were shifted
towards the head of the FIFO queue. When the FIFO was full, the file at the head of
the queue was removed to the hard disk.

Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate performance of the proposed QoS aware caching scheme
when the proportion of files (of each QoS class) that could be located to the cache was
80 % (pc = 0.8) and 100 % (pc = 1.0). Fig. 4 shows corresponding results for the non-
QoS aware system and Fig. 5 demonstrates the average response delay performance of
these three simulated cases. The horizontal axis in all these figures gives the percen-
tual size of the cache compared to the aggregate size of all files in the system. In Fig.
2 to 4, the vertical axis gives the percentual proportion of cache hits compared to the
total number of simulated file requests. In Fig. 5 the vertical axis gives response delay
normalized to file reading delay from hard disk. File reading delay from hard disk was
assumed to be ten times that from cache.

Fig. 2 and 3 show that the cache hit rates of the different QoS classes follow the
prefixed priorities quite nicely. The highest QoS classes reach the 100 % cache hit rate
limit faster in Fig. 3 than in Fig. 2. The reason for this is that the system in Fig. 2 can
store only 80 % of files of the highest QoS classes to the cache when the cache size is
small. The rest of the highest QoS class files can be located to the cache only if the
cache is large enough to include more than 80 % of files of all the QoS classes.

When comparing curves in Fig. 2 and 3 with those in Fig. 4, it is obvious that the
proposed caching method is capable of supporting QoS. The non-QoS aware system
does not show much difference between the QoS classes. The reason for the slightly
differing curves is that the simulation tool assigned a QoS class, file size and request
rate group randomly to every file. Thus the total size of files in each QoS class and the
sizes of the two request rate groups were not exactly the above given ones.

The average response delay (see Fig 5) of the non-QoS aware system was always
better than that of the QoS aware system. The reason for this is that in the QoS aware
system files of the highest QoS classes have (regardless of their request intensity)
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priority over the lower QoS class files in locating files to cache. This lowers the
average cache hit rate and lengthens the average response delay.

Simulations have shown that the performance gap between the QoS and non-QoS
aware system can be reduced by decreasing the difference between the lowest and
highest request rate value or decreasing the value of pc. Allowing pc to change step by
step with the size of cache, it is possible to share cache memory fairly between the
QoS classes, offer relatively good system level response delay and still maintain QoS
awareness.
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Fig. 2. Cache hit-rates of QoS aware system Fig. 3. Cache hit-rates of QoS aware system
( pc = 0.8)                                                 (pc = 1.0)
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4.  Conclusions

This paper presents a quality of service based caching scheme that allows support of
different QoS classes offering shorter response delay for higher QoS class requests
than for lower class ones. Processing power of the server system is utilized effectively
by locating web-files randomly on the different servers and thus dividing the process-
ing load uniformly among the servers.

The developed caching scheme was modeled by a generic simulation tool, which
had previously been developed by the author, and was here used to evaluate perform-
ance of the QoS aware caching system. The model includes a number of adjustable
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parameters that can be varied to find optimal performance in different simulation
cases. As a comparison a non-QoS aware system was also modeled to find out
possible pros and cons of the developed QoS aware scheme.

The carried out simulations showed that the QoS aware caching method is clearly
able to support different QoS classes. The only drawback was found in the system
level cache hit rate. Since the highest QoS class files were located first to the cache
memories, the cache included also less frequently requested files and the average
cache hit rate was found to be lower than in the comparative non-QoS aware system.
However, the discovered difference was an acceptable one. The average response
delay can be lower by decreasing the portion of the highest QoS class files that can be
located to the cache memory thus giving room for the lower QoS class files.

It is for further study, to enhance the developed caching scheme to implement a
more efficient content distribution algorithm. The objective is to add some feedback to
the algorithm and let the allocation parameters to be adjusted dynamically to respond
better to changes in the servers’ conditions.
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Abstract. We consider, in this paper, the call admission control (CAC) problem
in a multimedia cellular network that handles several classes of traffic with
different resource requirements. The problem is formulated as a Semi-Markov
Decision Process (SMDP) problem. It is too complex to allow for an exact
solution for this problem, so, we use a real-time neuro-dynamic programming
(NDP) [Reinforcement Learning (RL)] algorithm to construct a dynamic call
admission control policy. A broad set of experiments shows the robustness of
our policies compared to the classical solutions such as Guard Channel

1   Introduction

The increasing demand and rapid growth of mobile communications that will provide
reliable voice and data communications has massively grown. The service area in
these networks is partitioned into cells. Each cell is assigned a set of channels1. As a
user moves from one cell to another (handoff), any active call needs to be allocated a
channel in the destination cell. If the destination cell has no available channel, the call
is aborted. One of the goals of the network designer is to keep the handoff blocking
probability low. If this task is simple in a mono-class traffic framework, it is quite
complicated in a multi-class context. In a multi-class context it is sometimes
preferable to block a call of a less valuable class and to accept another call of a more
valuable class.

This paper proposes an alternative approach to solve the call admission control
(CAC) in multimedia cellular networks using the experience and knowledge that
could be gained during real-time operation of the system. The optimal CAC policy is
obtained through a form of reinforcement learning algorithm known as Q-learning
[1]. This policy is able to reduce the blocking probability for handoff calls and, also,
able to generate higher revenues.

                                                          
1 Channels could be frequencies, time slots or codes depending on the radio access technique
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After the formulation of the CAC
problem as an SMDP in section 2, we detail the two different implementations of Q-
Learning algorithm (TQ-CAC and NQ-CAC) that solves this SMDP in section 3.
Performance evaluation and numerical results are exposed in section 4. Finally,
section 5 summarizes the main contributions of this work.

2   Problem Description

We propose an alternative approach to solving the call admission control problem in a
cellular network. The approach is based on the judgment that the CAC can be
regarded as a Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP), and learning is one of the
effective ways to find a solution to this problem [3], [4], [5], [6]. In dynamic
programming, we assume that the learner agent exists in an environment described by
a set of possible states { }nsssS ,...,, 21= . It can perform any of possible actions

{ }maaaA ,...,, 21=  and receives a real-valued reward ),( iii asrr =  indicating the

immediate value of this state-action transition.
For the CAC problem, we identify the system states s, the actions a and the

associated rewards r as follows:
1. States: We consider two classes of traffic C1 and C2. But, the ideas in this paper

can be extended easily to several classes of traffic as well. We define the state of
the system s=(x,e) as:
� x=(x1, x2) where x1 and x2  are the number of calls of each class of traffic (C1

and C2 respectively) in the cell. We do not take into account the states
associated with a call departure because no action needs to be taken.

� e� {1 =arrival of a new C1 call, 2 =arrival of new C2 call, 3 =arrival of a
C1 handoff call, 4 =arrival of a C1 handoff call}

2. Actions: Applying an action is to accept or reject the call a� {1=accept, 0=reject}
3. Rewards: The reward r(s,a) assesses the immediate payoff incurred due to the

acceptation of a call in state s. We set the reward parameters, as shown in Table 1,
for each class of traffic. To prioritize handoff calls, larger reward values have been

chosen for handoff calls. 


 ==

=
otherwise

eeandaif
asr ii

0

1
),(

η

Table 1. Immediate Rewards

�1 �2 �3 �4

5 1 50 10

This system constitutes an SMDP with a finite state space S = {(x, e)} and a finite
action space A={0,1}. To solve this SMDP, a particular learning paradigm has been
adopted known as reinforcement learning (RL). There exists a variety of RL
algorithms. A particular algorithm that appears to be suitable for the CAC task is
called Q-learning [1].

The task of the agent is to learn a policy, AS →:π , for selecting its next action
)( tt sa π=  based on the current state ts , that maximizes the long-term revenue/utility.
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For a policy π , the state-action value ),( asQπ  (named Q-value) is the expected

discounted reward for executing action a at state s and then following policy π
thereafter. The Q-learning process tries to find the optimal Q-values in a recursive
manner. The Q-learning rule is

),(1 astQ +


 ==∆+

=
otherwiseastQ

taaandtssifastQtastQ

),,(

),,(),( α .

Where [ ] ),(),’(max),( astQbtstQ
btrastQ −





 +=∆ γ .

(1)

(2)

3   Algorithm Implementation

After the specification of the states, actions and rewards, let us describe the two
online implementations of the Q-learning algorithm for solving the CAC problem
(TQ-CAC and NQ-CAC). The TQ-CAC uses a lookup table to represent the Q-
values. In contrast, the NQ-CAC uses a multi-layer neural network. Function
approximators such as neural networks are used when the input space consisting of
state-action pairs is large or the input variables are continuous.

 When there is a call arrival (new or handoff call), the algorithms determine the
action according to

),(*
1,0)(

maxarg asQ
sAa

a






=∈

= . (3)

In particular, (3) implies the following procedures. When a call arrives, the Q-value
of accepting the call and the Q-value of rejecting the call are determined. If rejection
has the higher value, the call is dropped. Otherwise, the call is accepted.

In these two cases, and to learn the optimal Q-values Q*(s,a), the value function is
updated at each transition from state s to s’ under action a for the two algorithms as
follows:
1. TQ-CAC: (1) is used to update the appropriate Q-value in the lookup table.
2. NQ-CAC: In this case, Q∆  defined in (2) is served as an error signal which is

backpropagated in the back-propagation (BP) algorithm [1].

We compare our policies with the greedy policy2 and with the Guard Channel
mechanism [2]. The number of guard channels is determined for each traffic period
and each traffic class. The guard channel mechanism will be characterized by a vector
s which corresponds to the different thresholds, ( )Kssss ,...,, 21= , where K is the

number of classes of traffic. In the present paper, an exact numerical solution has
been derived. To determine the optimal vector ∗s , all the configurations s for which

Nsss K =≤≤≤ ...21 , where N is the number of channels in the cell, were

investigated.

                                                          
2 Policy that always accepts a call if the capacity constraint will not be violated
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4   Simulation

In order to evaluate the benefits of our call admission control algorithms, we simulate
a mobile communication system using a discrete event simulation. We consider a
fixed channel assignment (FCA) system with N=24 channels in each cell. The
performance of the algorithms has been evaluated on the basis of the total rewards of
the accepted calls (Total rewards), the total rewards of the rejected calls (Total Lost
Rewards), and by measuring the handoff blocking probability.

A set of simulations was carried out, including the cases of traffic load varying,
and time-varying traffic load. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1 through
Fig. 3. The results show that the reinforcement learning is a good solution for the call
admission control problem. The proposed algorithms are considerably powerful
compared to the greedy and to the guard channel schemes. In all cases the lost
rewards due to rejection of customers and blocking probability of handoff calls are
significantly reduced. The total rewards due to acceptance of customers is also
significantly increased.

The Q-values were first learned during a training period with a constant traffic load
for both C1 and C2. The parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 1 and 2.

Table 2. Experimental Parameters

C1 C2

Number of channels

Call holding time

Call arrival rate

1

40 s

hourcalls /1801 =λ

2

40 s

hourcalls /902/12 == λλ

4.1   Traffic Load Varying

In this case we used the same policy learned in the training period but with six
different traffic load  conditions (for both classes C1 and C2). Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show
that the proposed algorithms result in significant gains compared with alternative
heuristics for all the considered traffic loads and especially when the traffic load is
heavy.

It is shown that TQ-CAC leads to significantly better results compared to NQ-CAC
because NQ-CAC uses a neural network to represent the Q-values which needs more
time to converge.

We also compare our algorithms results to those obtained with: (1) the guard
channel with fixed thresholds – these thresholds were calculated for the same traffic
load given in Table 2; (2) the guard channel with optimized thresholds - the best
thresholds are derived for each input traffic load value.
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Fig. 2. Handoff blocking with six different traffic loads

This illustrates clearly that TQ-CAC and NQ-CAC have the potential to
significantly improve the performance of the system over a broad range of network
loads.

We notice in Fig. 1,  that the optimal threshold method leads to better performance
results than Q-learning. But in this method we must compute the optimal values for
each traffic in an off-line manner. In contrast, in TQ-CAC and NQ-CAC, it is
interesting to observe that neither the table nor the neural network were relearned and
retrained for each traffic load, indicating that the system possesses some
generalization and adaptability capabilities.

4.2   Time-Varying Traffic Load

The traffic load in a cellular system is typically time varying. In this case, we use the
same policy learned in the training period but during a typical 24-h business day. The
peak hours occur at 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Fig. 3 gives the simulation results under
the assumption that the two traffic classes followed the same time-varying pattern.
The blocking probabilities were calculated on an hour-by-hour basis. The
improvements of the proposed reinforcement learning algorithms over the greedy
policy are apparent specially when the traffic is heavy.
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Fig. 3. Performance with time-varying traffic load

5   Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new approach to solve the problem of call admission
control in a cellular multimedia network. We formulate the problem as a dynamic
programming problem (SMDP), but with a very large state space. The optimal
solutions are obtained by using a self-learning scheme based on Q-Learning
algorithm. The benefits gained by this method can be summarized as follows. First,
the learning approach provides a simple way to obtain an optimal solution for which
an exact solution can be very difficult to find using traditional methods. Second,
compared to other schemes like the guard channel, the system offers a generalization
capacity. So, any unforeseen event due to significant variations in the environment
conditions can be considered as a new experience for improving its adaptation. Third,
the acceptation policy can be determined with very little computational effort. It is,
also, shown that the proposed CAC algorithms result in significant savings.
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Abstract. AMnet provides a framework for flexible and rapid service
creation. It is based on Programmable Networking technologies and uses
active nodes (AMnodes) within the network for the provision of individ-
ual, application-specific services. To this end, these AMnodes execute ser-
vice modules that are loadable on-demand and enhance the functionality
of intermediate systems without the need of long global standardization
processes.
Placing application-dedicated functionality within the network requires
a flexible signaling protocol to discover and announce as well as to
establish and maintain the corresponding services. AMnet Signaling was
developed for this purpose and will be presented in detail within this
paper.

Keywords: Programmable Networks, Active Nodes, Multicasting, Sig-
naling

1 Introduction

Many new evolving Internet applications are based on one-to-many or many-
to-many communication, e.g., tele-teaching, tele-collaboration, information dis-
semination through push technologies, and web-radio. IP multicast [2] efficiently
supports this type of transmission with a receiver-oriented concept: receivers
join a particular multicast session group and traffic is delivered to all members
of that group by the network infrastructure.

A challenge that comes with this type of communication is the possible het-
erogeneity in the group members’ service requirements. These may vary depen-
dent on the individually available performance of the network access, the type
of end system being used, the willingness to pay a higher price for better quality
of service and the like. Today, most approaches realizing heterogeneous group
communication adjust the provided data stream for all group members according
to the group member with the lowest performance. This, however, is not desir-
able for many multimedia or distributed applications (e.g., video conferencing,
gaming).

Besides group communication applications, also other Internet applications
benefit from additional network support (e.g., management or control facilities).
However, introducing new functionality into the network has to be in-line with
new evolving applications for realizing proper communication support promptly.
Unfortunately, progress in supporting new network functionality is very slow
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because the current network infrastructure is inflexible. The introduction of new
services and protocols to enhance network functionality typically requires long
global standardization processes.

AMnet addresses rapid service creation in the context of heterogeneous group
communication to allow the flexible and rapid introduction of new functionality
in global networks. AMnet is based on Programmable Networking technologies
and aims at building an implicit overlay network on top of the existing IP in-
frastructure for the completion of application-specific requirements. According to
the Programmable Networking approach, so-called service modules are installed
on active intermediate nodes – the AMnodes. AMnodes form the core building
blocks of AMnet and operate on the multicast distribution tree used for the
communication between sender and receivers. Service modules are responsible
for the adaptation of data streams to specific service demands [5].

This paper is structured as follows: The next section presents the developed
inter-domain signaling protocol for AMnet in detail. Section 2.1 describes the
management of different services within AMnet, followed by the mechanisms of
the establishment and maintenance of these services in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3,
the way a receiver is provided with its dedicated services is presented. Section 2.4
lays special focus on the new concepts developed for evaluating AMnodes to
determine their capabilities as possible service providers. The paper closes with
a summary and an outlook on future work.

2 Concepts of AMnet Signaling

AMnet aims at dynamically placing application-specific functionality within the
network. To this end, some questions have to be decided: how should different
services be managed within a session, how should they be established and main-
tained, how should a receiver be associated to a dedicated service and where
should those services be placed? In this context, a session describes a commu-
nication scenario where a designated sender issues a data stream which can be
received from several communication participants without or after adaptation
in the AMnodes. To solve the foregoing questions a flexible and light-weight
signaling protocol for AMnet was developed [6] which will be presented in the
following section.

2.1 Management of Services

Service heterogeneity within a session needs to be bound to a manageable degree
of diversity. Therefore, one concept of AMnet signaling is to logically group
receivers with similar service demands into distinct multicast receiver groups
– the service level groups – distinguishable by their multicast-addresses. The
receivers join the corresponding group on demand through IGMP [3].

Each service level group within a communication session represents all re-
ceivers whose service demands can be satisfied with a single group service.
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Therefore, each group represents a different view onto the same original data
corresponding to the adaptation performed by the AMnodes.

The service of a group is supported by an AMnode through the use of appro-
priate service modules. The actual service is then derived from the processing
of the original data stream (cf., AMnode 2 in Figure 1) or from the service of
another service level group (cf., AMnode 3 in Figure 1). Therefore, the com-
munication service offered by AMnet can be described by a tree of service level
groups (cf., Figure 1).

adapted MC stream

adapted MC stream
adapted MC stream

adapted MC stream

Original MC stream

sender/
IP router

AMnode

receiver

service level group

1

2

3

Fig. 1. Multicast Tree with Service Level Groups

2.2 Establishment and Maintenance of Services

Service modules are held in distributed data bases – the service module reposi-
tories – which are administratively managed per domain. Service modules can
be stored there by trusted AMnet users or network management procedures.
Moreover, current work focuses on establishing a hierarchy of trusted reposito-
ries. The stored service modules are grouped into module classes like, e.g., audio
transcoding or reliable multicast, and for each module class there exists a dis-
tinct evaluation procedure to be downloaded within the evaluation process (cf.,
Section 2.4). Therefore, the overall purpose of the repositories is to make service
modules and their corresponding evaluation procedures available to an AMnode
which is requested to provide a special service (cf., Figure 2 (4)).

Besides multicasting the original data stream of the session (cf., Figure 2
(1)), the sender announces the provided session on a separate multicast group
– the session control group (cf., Figure 2 (1a)). In this group every AMnet
session is announced similar to the Session Announcement Protocol of the MBone
[4]. The session announcement contains a description of the session including
bandwidth and delay requirements, as well as content specific information like
data format and compression scheme. This description is used by the potential
session participants to determine in which way the original data stream has to be
adapted by the AMnodes to receive the data stream at a desired service level.
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Moreover, the description contains the multicast address of the original data
stream and the multicast address of the service announcement group. In this
group, the AMnodes announce the provided services (cf., Figure 2 (5)). Potential
session participants join the service announcement group to learn about available
services (cf., Figure 2 (3)), i.e., the description of the provided service, as well as
the address of the corresponding service level group where the adapted data is
sent to. Moreover, during multicast distribution the address of each AMnode that
was traversed by the announcement on its way from the sender to the receiver
is included. This information is used for the evaluation process described in
Section 2.4.

Service modules on an AMnode are maintained in a soft state. After joining
a service level group the participant periodically sends HELLO messages to the
AMnode hosting the appropriate service module. If no HELLO messages were
received for a given time, the AMnode makes the service module stop issuing
data into the corresponding service level group. However, the service modules
are not immediately deleted from the AMnodes but cached, in case the service
is requested again right afterwards. The soft state of the service modules is
utilized to prevent service level groups not used by any participants. The caching
strategy helps to avoid unnecessary overhead coming along with re-loading and
re-installation.

data stream
adapted

data stream

is member of

module
service

data stream data stream
(1)(1)

(1a)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6a)

(6b)

joins

announcement

service

session announcement

session control
group

service announcement
group

sender

AMnode

receiver service module
repository

Fig. 2. Overview of the AMnet Service Control

2.3 Association between Receiver and Service

A receiver that wants to use a special service for adapting the data stream to its
requirements processes the service announcements. If one of the announcements
matches the receiver’s requirements, it simply joins the corresponding service
level group where the adapted data stream is sent to.

Otherwise, if no matching service is announced, an evaluation process has
to be started (cf., Section 2.4). Within this process, AMnodes on the data path
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between the sender and the receiver are analyzed whether to be capable of pro-
viding the desired service. The AMnodes on the data path are known from
the corresponding service announcements of the sender that provides the data
stream the receiver wants to be adapted (cf., Section 2.2). Even if no additional
service is advertised in the service announcement group, at least the service of
the session sender providing the original data stream is announced.

The evaluation process will result in the address of an AMnode that is consid-
ered to be a good place for supporting the service. Then, the appropriate service
module is downloaded from the service module repository onto this AMnode (cf.,
Figure 2 (4)). For security reasons, the service modules will be signed and only
modules with a correct signature will be installed on an AMnode. The newly in-
stalled service is announced into the service announcement group (cf., Figure 2
(5)) and the receiver can simply join the corresponding service level group. Now,
it will experience the data stream adapted according to its requirements (cf.,
Figure 2 (6a)-(6b)).

2.4 The Evaluation Process

In the original approach of the evaluation process for AMnet [6] the intra-domain
evaluation of the AMnodes was realized with active evaluation packets corre-
sponding to capsules as introduced in the Active Networking context [1]. These
capsules contained an evaluation program downloaded from the service module
repository and initialized by the receiver. This approach, however, was not usable
within the context of inter-domain signaling because of security considerations.
Therefore, a new approach was developed. Now, the receiver has only to issue
a service request to its predecessor AMnode (cf., Figure 3) known by the path
information of the service announcements. The service request contains the class
of the service the receiver wants to be supported (e.g., audio transcoding) and
the path information. Moreover, specific parameters can be included. In the case
of audio transcoding, this may be the maximum data rate the receiver is able to
process, the formats of the data stream the receiver can understand, and so on.

The first AMnode that is able to process the receiver’s service request con-
tacts the service module repository and downloads the evaluation procedure that
corresponds to the module class the desired service belongs to. With this eval-
uation procedure the AMnode is analyzed. The results of the local evaluation,
the address of this local AMnode, as well as the identifier for the used evaluation
procedure are tied up into an evaluation packet that is forwarded to the next
AMnode (cf., Figure 3) known from the path information contained in the ser-
vice request. Moreover, this path information is included into the packet, as well
as the address of the first AMnode that processed the receiver’s service request
and started the whole evaluation process.

An AMnode that receives an evaluation packet contacts its responsible service
module repository to download the specified evaluation procedure. The AMnode
will contact the same service module repository for downloading a requested
service. Therefore, if the specified procedure is not included in the contacted
service module repository, the AMnode will not be able to support the desired
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service at all, because service class and corresponding evaluation procedure are
always stored as one entity in a repository entry. Then, the evaluation packet
will only be forwarded unchanged to the next AMnode on the path towards
the session sender. However, if the contacted service module repository contains
the specified evaluation procedure, it will be downloaded and executed on the
AMnode as described above. Evaluation results are only entered into the eval-
uation packet if the local AMnode fulfills the given requirements in a better
way than the AMnode already registered in the packet. After the evaluation
procedure is finished on the local AMnode, the evaluation packet is forwarded
to the next AMnode, again. This process stops on the last AMnode in front
of the session sender. After its evaluation, the final evaluation packet is sent
back to the first AMnode that started the whole procedure (cf., Figure 3). This
AMnode, now, interprets the evaluation result as the address of the AMnode that
is considered to be the best for supporting the service in the current network
scenario. This AMnode, then, is made to download and install the requested
service module and the receiver can access the desired service level as described
in Section 2.3.

service
request

evaluation packet

result

receiverreceiver

sender

evaluation packet

AMnode

"regular"
IP router

Fig. 3. Scheme of the Evaluation Process

3 Conclusions and Outlook

AMnet provides an open and generic framework for the provision of user-tailored
rapid service creation with a specific focus on heterogeneous group services. It
is based on Programmable Networking technologies and aims at building an
overlay network on top of the available Internet infrastructure. A major goal of
AMnet is to provide individual services on demand without complex installation
and management overhead. AMnet is based on IP and benefits from its multicast
extensions in several ways. For realizing service and session announcements, as
well as for disseminating adapted data with individual requirements distinct IP
multicast groups are applied.
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This paper is focused on AMnet Signaling – a flexible and active signaling
protocol – developed specifically to support the placement and announcement
as well as the establishment and maintenance of active services in the context
of rapid service creation with AMnet. Moreover, the new developed evaluation
process for placing dedicated services inside the network was described. In con-
trast to the mechanisms presented in [6], this evaluation mechanism can be used
inter-domain.

Future work will focus on extending or, respectively, changing the signaling
mechanisms to be able to use AMnet as well in networking environments where
native IP Multicast is not provided. Different approaches are considered and will
be evaluated. Moreover, the presented novel evaluation process will be introduced
in the actual prototype implementation, leading to enhanced experience with
automated service discovery and placement.
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Abstract. The Virtual Home Environment (VHE) has been introduced as an
abstract concept enabling users to access and personalize their subscribed
services  whatever the terminal they use and whatever the underlying network
used. The European IST VESPER project (Virtual Home Environment for
Service Personalization and Roaming Users) aims to provide an architectural
solution and an implementation of the VHE, providing ubiquitous service
availability, personalised user interfaces and session mobility, while users are
roaming or changing their equipment. In this paper we present a multimedia
delivery service, one of the trial services selected to demonstrate VHE features,
showing its interconnection with the so far defined VESPER VHE architecture.

1 Introduction

The technological evolution of the last years, both in network speed and bandwidth
than in multimedia capabilities of low-end devices, has made possible the
convergence of telecommunication networks and data networks, leading to a new
generation of integrated, IP based, transport infrastructure that will enable the
deployment of even more valuable services for the users, like real-time video
communication ones. Also, both existing and upcoming wireless technologies are
enabling the support of data services and audio/video communication for “moving”
users, that is users whom network location may change even while a service session is
currently in progress. As these services will be available over heterogeneous network,
users would like to access them in a personalized way, transparently and
independently of the underlying network technology and particular terminal used.

In 3GPP [1] this idea is embodied in the Virtual Home Environment (VHE)[2,3,4],
defined as a concept for Personal Service Environment (PSE) portability across
network boundaries and between terminals. The concept of the VHE is such that users
are consistently presented with the same personalized features of subscribed services,
in whatever network and whatever terminal (within the capabilities of the terminal
and the network), wherever the user may be located. The IST VESPER (Virtual Home
Environment for Service Personalization and Roaming Users) project [12] (funded by
the European Community) aims to provide an architectural solution and an
implementation of the VHE, providing ubiquitous service availability, personalized
user interfaces (i.e., service portability) and session mobility, while users are roaming
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or changing their equipment. VESPER VHE should hide away from the user the
variety of access network types (fixed or wireless), the variety of supporting
terminals, and the variety of the involved network and service providers involved
during service provision [9,10]. As regards the international standardization for a, the
project intends to influence the course of standardisation within 3GPP, Parlay [8] (to
enhance standard APIs for sustaining the VHE functionality) and OMG [5,6].

In the context of the Vesper project, this paper describes our effort in the
realization of a test service-application [1226] to validate the design and
implementation work done in the project [11]. The service we will describe,  selected
among others as one of the trial services used to demonstrate the features of the
VESPER prototype, is a  “multimedia content delivery” service, designed to provide a
mechanism to distribute multimedia streams (consisting of video and audio, but also
pictures, etc) to end-users. In this paper we will show the main benefit gained by such
a kind of  service (which we named “multimedia delivery service”(MDS)), when used
in the context of a Virtual Home Environment. The rest of the paper is organized in
the following way. Section 2, after a brief overview of  the Vesper VHE architecture,
describes the multimedia delivery service and its interactions with the VHE
architecture at the current phase of the project. In Section 3 we focus on the
adaptation feature of VHE and finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 Vesper Demonstration Services

The VESPER architecture has been designed using a component based approach: all
of these components rely on a CORBA based environment for their internal
communication. A more detailed description of the overall VESPER architecture is
out of scope of  this paper and can be found in [10,12]. However, VESPER
components are embedded into a heterogeneous network and terminal landscape.
Figure 1 shows VHE architectural placement in relation to network and terminal
environment. At server side VHE functionality is accessed via VHE API on top and
deals via OSA/Parlay[8] gateways with different networks as transport layer. At
terminal side VHE functionality is also accessed via VHE API and deals via USAT
(Universal SIM Application Toolkit)[14] or MExE (Mobile Station Application
Execution Environment)[13] with terminal core functions.

One of the objective of the VESPER project is to define, design, and implement
services which both impose precise requirements on the VHE architecture defined and
implemented by the project, and demonstrate that this VHE architecture fulfils the
requirements. VESPER will provide an open API to VASPs’ applications, enabling
the VHE concept within the service. VASPs (Value Added Service Provider) will be
able to offer advanced services, abstracting from the terminal used for accessing the
service and from the underlying networks, leaving all of the basic VHE services to the
VHE provider role. In this scenario, this section will describe the MDS service, one of
the applications selected for validating the VESPER middleware during the two trials,
the first one held at the end of 2001 in a lab environment, the second one (at the end
of 2002) involving also real networks.
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Fig. 1. Embedding of VHE Architecture

2.1 Multimedia Delivery Service

People are nowadays used to get every kind of information through the Internet, using
common Web browser applications. The next big challenge is to deliver multimedia
informations to end users independently of the device used to access the network:
notebook, PDA, and next generation UMTS phone will be able to display not only
text and images but also audio and video.

Using VHE functionalities a multimedia delivery application will be greatly
enhanced and widely spread among users. Users will not be restricted in the set of
terminal they have to use to access the application and to receive data, neither in the
network they are connected to. Users will be able to access the application using
different terminals, ranging from the powerful multimedia PC to the personal PDA
with limited screen size and computing capabilities. Even future smartphones will be
able to reproduce small videoclips in their small screens.

The MDS will take benefit of adaptation, connectivity and service personalisation
functionalities provided by VESPER VHE. The adaptation feature will make the
service delivery transparent to the VASP, thus allowing a larger number of terminals
to be able to access the MDS from a wider range of available networks. The service
will only provide the stream content to the VHE component responsible of the
adaptation, whose task will be to adapt it to the user preferences, user network, user
terminal and deliver it. What is asked to the adaptation is not only a user interface
adaptation, but also a content adaptation. So, for instance, if user terminal is not
provided with the right codec to watch a movie, it is a task of the component
responsible for adaptation either to “adapt”(codify) the stream in a format compatible
to that of one of the codecs owned by the user terminal, or to upload the suitable
codec to the terminal.
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3 Service Adaptation in the Vesper VHE

One of the key features of VHE, is the adaptation that it provides to terminal
capabilities and user preferences. Each service using Vesper VHE APIs should not
care of terminal device used by the end-user: it is the adaptation that takes charge of
that. The adaptation is realized by the Adaptation Component, whose main tasks are:
� to adapt the contents a VESPER Service provides to the user according to the

capabilities of the terminal accessing the VHE Server, the End-User interface and
services preferences and the QoS classes supported by the underlying network(s),

� to manage the user interaction with the service.
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Fig. 2. Media adaptation

The VHE service implementation is completely independent from the actually used
environment (network type, terminal type, user preferences) during service usage. The
adaptation component offers interfaces in the VHE API to enable this feature. An
overview of an adaptation scenario is given in Figure 2. The adaptation to network
and terminal capabilities is done at the VHE system. The content flow goes from the
VASP Server to the media adapter via TCP/IP connection through the CORBA based
VHE API. On the terminal side a connection is established by the Connection
Component depending on the transport network via OSA/Parlay. The media adapter
supports the used network protocol to provide the terminal with the media stream (e.g.
announcements, multimedia/video). The Adaptation Component specification has
provisioned for a flexible engineering scheme such that the media adapter can be
wrapped as a mobile agent whose itinerary is limited to the VASP Server and/or the
End-User’s terminal.  The adaptation is done at VASP Server by the agent providing
adaptation to the media stream supported by the terminal and to the used network
protocol. At terminal side a corresponding agent decodes the stream and provides
content output at the terminal. This solution presupposes that the terminal and the
VASP Server provide an agent execution environment.

The second role of the adaptation is to manage the user interaction with the service:
this means that the user interface should be adapted and presented to the user
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according the terminal capabilities (apart from user preferences). In order to be able to
offer this kind of adaptation each service is required to provide a formal description
(UIModel) of the user interface they want to offer to their users: this description is
expressed in XML and includes several kind of logical tools for user interaction
(buttons, text fields, text entries, checkbox, etc). The actual representation of this
graphical model will depend of the actual device used by the user to access the
service. It is the adaptation component that will decide the best way to  render the
User Interface model (UIModel) provided by the service.
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Fig. 3. MDS interaction with the VHE Adaptation component

For better understanding of this mechanism, Figure 3 shows a step by step scenario
involving the MDS service interaction with the adaptation component, supposing the
user has accessed the service through a Web browser:
1. The service looks up for a media adapter. The VHE Server provides the service

with a list of available and appropriate media adapters for the terminal and
network currently used.

2. The MDS chooses a media adapter whose presentation characteristics cope best
with its logic.

3. The service asks for an UIModel object.
4. The MDS sends the description of the service’s user interface to this object as an

XML description. This description synthesises the interface to be presented in the
End-User’s terminal (output messages, input fields, selection list, buttons, etc).

5. The MDS asks the Adaptation component to interpret the UIModel.
6.  (and 7) The Adaptation Component interprets the model and formats it into an

HTML page, by mapping the output elements, input elements and action
elements into HTML elements, respectively HTML texts, HTML text
field/selection field and HTML buttons. The mapping of the previous UIModel
description into HTML page takes in consideration the terminal capabilities and
the End-User User Interface Preferences.
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8. Once produced the adapted HTML page, the Adaptation Component submits the
page to the Web server which then sends this page to user’s browser.

9. The user interacts with the received HTML page, fills the text field or selects
values in the selection field and then clicks on a button.

10. The Web server forwards the request to the registered UIModel Interpreter.
11. The UIModel Interpreter object collects the information in the URL request,

builds a description of user’s interaction (user’s entered values, button pressed) in
form of a XML description and invokes MDS callback action listener.

4 Conclusions

In this paper an overview of the VESPER project has been presented. The paper has
been focused on the description of a multimedia delivery service, selected as a trial
application for demonstrating VHE capabilities. These kind of applications can be
greatly enhanced by VHE features, since users will be able to access this advanced
service by means of every available device. Key functionalities of adaptation to
terminal capabilities and personal user preferences have been described more in
detail.
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Abstract. The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture has been
proposed as a scalable solution for providing service differentiation among
flows. Towards the enhancement of this architecture, new mechanisms for
admission control and a new set of network services are proposed in this paper.
Each network service is appropriate for a specific type of traffic and is realized
through its own network mechanisms, which are the Traffic Classes. Traffic
Classes provide the traffic handling mechanisms for each Network Service and
are composed of a set of admission control rules, a set of traffic conditioning
rules and a per-hop behavior (PHB). Different traffic-handling mechanisms are
proposed for each network service and are implemented with the use of the
OPNET simulation tool. A large-scale network is used as a reference topology
for studying the performance and effectiveness of the proposed services.

Keywords: Network Services, QoS, Traffic Classes

1 Introduction

Motivated by the rapid change of QoS requirements of the new introduced network
applications, the Internet has been evolving towards providing a wide variety of
services, in order to meet the qualities of information delivery demanded by the
applications. For the past few years, there have been two major efforts focusing on
augmenting the single-class, best effort Internet to include different levels of
guarantee in quality of service - Integrated service (Intserv) and Differentiated service
(DiffServ) [1]. The most salient point between these two approaches is the difference
on the treatment of packet streams. Intserv tends to emulate circuit-switch networks,
focusing on guaranteeing QoS on individual packet flows between communication
end-points. To ensure the level of guarantee on a per-flow basis, it requires explicit
signaling to reserve corresponding resources along the path between these end-points.
One major dilemma faced by this approach is that in the core of the Internet, where
exist several millions of flows, it may not be feasible to maintain and control the
forwarding states efficiently. These scalability and management problems are
addressed recently by DiffServ approach.
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The focal point of the DiffServ model lies in the differentiation of flows at an edge
router of a DS-domain and the aggregation of those flows of the same service class at
a core router of the DS-domain. At each ingress interface of a edge router, packets are
classified and marked into different classes, using Differentiated Services CodePoint
(DSCP). Complex traffic conditioning mechanisms such as classification, marking,
shaping, and policing are pushed to network edge routers. Therefore, the
functionalities of the core routers are relatively simple - they classify packets and then
forward them using corresponding Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs). In this sense, PHB is a
means by which a node allocates resources to behavior aggregates, and it is on top of
this basic hop-by-hop resource allocation mechanism that useful differentiated
services may be constructed. PHBs are implemented in nodes by means of some
buffer management and packet scheduling mechanisms and the parameters associated
with those mechanisms are closely related to those of traffic conditioning.

2 Network Services

In order to provide QoS guarantees in a DiffServ network it is essential to assure QoS
differentiation. Therefore, a set of five Network Services (NS) has been specified and
implemented in our framework [2], which comprises the services sold by the provider
to the potential customers, either end-users or other providers. The specified NSs are:
Premium Constant Bit Rate, Premium Variable Bit Rate, Premium Multimedia,
Premium Mission Critical and Standard Best Effort.

The PCBR network service is intended to support applications that require VLL-
like services, i.e. voice flows, voice trunks, interactive multimedia applications with
low bandwidth requirements. That kind of flows is usually characterized by an almost
constant bit rate (CBR) and low bandwidth requirements, while a great number of
them are unresponsive (UDP). In addition, they should have small packets
(<256Bytes), so as not to provoke long transmission delays. It requires and expects to
receive low delay, very low jitter and very low packet loss. The targeted quantitative
value for end-to-end delay is less than 150msec for 99.99% of the packets, while
packet loss is expected to be less than 10-6.

The PVBR network service mainly copes with unresponsive variable bit rate
(VBR) sources. Typical candidate applications are real time video and
teleconferencing. The requirements are similar to the PCBR network services but with
a less strict needs concerning the jitter and packet loss. They are characterized by
large packet size, which oscillates from 256 to 1024 bytes. The targeted end-to-end
delay is limited to be less than 250msec for 99.99% of the packets, while packet loss
should be less than 10-4.

The PMM is expected to carry a mixture of TCP and non-TCP traffic. These flows
require a minimum bandwidth, which must be delivered at a high probability.
Independently of the transport protocol, flows are expected to implement some kind
of congestion control mechanism and their aggressiveness should be similar to the
one of TCP, assuming that they are roughly TCP-friendly [3]. This NS is supposed to
serve adaptive applications (TCP), like low-quality video, non real time multimedia
applications or file transfer (FTP). They require throughput guarantees, which are
translated into low packet loss only for “in-profile” packets (� 10-3).
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PMC is targeting to non-greedy adaptive applications that have great sensitivity
concerning packet loss. It is thus suitable for transaction-oriented applications and
interactive applications such as online games and chat-like applications. The main
characteristics are the non-greediness of the flow, the responsive nature (TCP), the
low use of bandwidth and the short life of the connection. The most important
requirement is very low packet loss only for “in-profile” packets (� 10-6).
Nevertheless, low queuing delay is also desired, in order to retain the meaning of
interactiveness.

Finally, packets of the STD BE receive no special treatment in the network.

2.1 Traffic Classes

The implementation of the Network Services is realized with the use of some
network’s mechanisms, which are the Traffic Classes (TCLs). A TCL is defined as a
composition of a set of admission control rules, a set of traffic conditioning rules
(Fig.1) and a per-hop behavior (PHB). In the proposed architecture five TCLs are
introduced: TCL1, TCL2, TCL3, TCL4 and TCL5 which correspond to PCBR,
PVBR, PMM, PMC and STD BE. Each TCL maintains a separate queue at the router
output ports and allocates one or more DSCPs in order to enable differentiation of
packets in the core network. A PHB implemented in the output port of a router is
realized in the network with the use of scheduling and buffer management algorithms.
The scheduling mechanism selected is a combination of the Priority Queuing [4] and
Weighted-Fair Queuing [4], which is called PQWFQ (Fig.2). TCL1 has a strict
priority over the other TCLs. The rest TCLs are scheduled with the WFQ and each
queue is managed by different weight and queuing strategy [5].

Classifier Marker

Meter
Token Bucket

Dropper

PQPacket
arrives

TCL 3

TCL 2

TCL 4

TCL 1

Packet
departs

WFQ

TCL 5

High priority

Low priority
Classifier

w1

w2

w3

w4

Fig. 1. Traffic Conditioning Mechanisms Fig. 2. Design of router output port

According to the WFQ weights, the traffic injected into the network should be
limited. Therefore, apart from the traffic classes, specific Admission Control (AC)
algorithms should be implemented at the edges of the network to control the admitted
number of flows. The proposed AC algorithms for each TCL are described in detail in
[6]. Moreover, specific policing actions are deployed to ensure that non-conforming
data flows do not affect the QoS requirements for already active data flows. Policing
at the network access point is performed through a token bucket (TB) device (r,b). A
specific traffic profile is determined for each NS, which best characterizes the data
source.
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3 Simulations

The simulations were realized in a large-scale network topology. This topology
consists of five interconnected networks, which belong to five cities of Europe. Three
of them are considered as transit networks, which are situated in Munich, Vienna and
Rome. The traffic generators are placed in the network of Athens and the destination
network is London for all TCLs, in order to choose the longest path. The routers
compromising the end-to-end topology are depicted in Fig.3. Background generators
are placed in different links and different domains, rising five different bottlenecks in
the network. The EIGRP is considered as the routing protocol for the whole network.
The recommended AC limits for each TCL are configured as: 10% for TCL1, 15% for
TCL2, 30% for TCL3, 5% for TCL4 and for TCL-STD (BE) is dedicated the rest of
the link. Regarding the BT, each TCL is considered with the maximum admitted
value of traffic.

BT generator

FT generator

2.355
Gbps

148.6
Mbps10Mbps

2Mbps

ERAthens Rome Vienna Munich London

Fig. 3. End-to-End Path

3.1 Study of Tcl1 & Tcl2

TCL1-PCBR is served as foreground traffic using a voice flow. The performance of
TCL1 was validated assuming target packet loss ratio to be 10-6.According to the
specified AC, the maximum admissible load is �=0.52, that is equivalent to 104 kbps.
Therefore, a single TB [6] for TCL1 was configured with PR=104kbps and
BSP=256Bytes. The buffers in the routers were set to 5 packets for TCL1. The end-
to-end delay for different packet sizes was measured without any BT (Fig.4). The
end-to-end delay of TCL1 (130Bytes packet size) was also measured for a
sequentially increasing number of bottlenecks in the network (Fig.5). The basic
conclusion is that increasing the amount of BT the end-to-end delay is being increased
up to three times. Although, this value still remains low and less than 150msec.
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Fig. 4. Av. end-to-end delay vs packet size Fig. 5. Av. end-to-end delay vs bottlenecks

TCL2-PVBR class is served as foreground traffic where video flows. Assuming
that the AC limit is 300kbps and the target packet loss equal to 10-4, the effective
bandwidth for each admitted flow is 34,650kbps, where each flow is characterized by
PR=32kbps, SR=24kbps and packet size 400bytes. Therefore, the number of admitted
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flows is 8. The buffer size in routers for TCL2 was set to 5 packets, in order to avoid
long queuing delays. A dual TB [6] was consequently configured for each flow, with
PR=32kbps, BSP=1000B(2*M), SR=24kbps and BSS=5000B(10*M). The average
end-to-end delay for each flow was measured as depicted in Fig.6, where no BT was
used. Moreover, the maximum end-to-end delay was measured having different
bottlenecks. These results are depicted in Fig.7. As a final result was that increasing
the BT injected in the network, the max. observed end-to-end delay is increased of up
to two times; though it still remains less than 250msec.
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Fig. 6. Av. end-to-end delay vs flow of TCL2 Fig. 7. Max. end-to-end delay vs bottlenecks

3.2 Study of Tcl3 & Tcl4

TCL3-PMM is served as foreground traffic that is targeted for low-quality video and
file transfer applications. The dedicated bandwidth for TCL3 was set to 540 kbps,
where AC limit was 600kbps and the target utilization factor equal to 0.9. Five TCP
flows were used for TCL3 with a mean rate of 108kbps and packet size equal to
1000Bytes. A single TB [6] was configured for each flow with SR=108kbps and
BSS=10,000B(10*M). The configuration of the WRED algorithm [3] on a 2Mbit/s
link is for “out-profile” packets: minth=18, maxth=38, and 1/maxp=9, for “in-profile”
packets: minth=38, maxth=97, and 1/maxp=88. The buffer size was set to 130 packets
and the packet loss ratio was considered to be less than 10-3. The results show, that the
capacity (600kbps) is shared among these five TCP connections in a fair manner. The
total throughput is depicted in Fig.8. This throughput is decreased up to the scheduled
bandwidth of TCL3, when a BE traffic is occurred. The measured value of packet loss
for “in-profile” packets was 3*10-4, when the simulation time was 5min.

TCL4-PMC is served as foreground traffic. PMC traffic is simulated through ON-
/OFF sources with constantly distributed ON/OFF times. During ON time the source
sends TCP packets with an average rate of 23kbps for 2sec with a packet size
500Bytes. The OFF time was set to 2sec. According to the AC limit, the effective
bandwidth for each flow is equal to 19.63kbps; so 5 flows will be admitted. A dual
TB [6] for TCL4 was configured, with PR=32kbps, BSP=1000B (2*M), SR=14kbps
and BSS=5,000B(10*M). A FIFO with two thresholds was considered as the buffer
management. The buffer size was set to 35 packets and the dropping threshold for
“out-profile” packets to 10 and for “in-profile” packets to 35. The end-to-end delay
for TCL4 was measured having different bottlenecks (Fig.9). The measured value of
packet loss for the “in-profile” packets was 9*10-6, when the simulation time was 12h.
Consequently, the average end-to-end delay increases while increasing the BT
injected in the network, but it still remains low.
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Fig. 8. TCL3 Throughput of five TCP flows Fig. 9. Average end-to-end delay for TCL4

4 Conclusions & Future Work

The work presented in this paper dealt with the definition and deployment of a set of
Network Services within a DiffServ-enabled core network architecture. The Network
Services, which are implemented in the network with the traffic handling mechanisms
offered by respective Traffic Classes, target at different kinds of user traffic that
exhibit similar QoS requirements and characteristics, and they therefore demand
analogous treatment within the network. We propose five Network Services that can
accommodate most of the well-known application traffic usually submitted in a
network. A different set of mechanism is used for each TCL, based on flows
characteristics and the corresponding QoS requirements. Subsequently, simulation
results proved that the proposed traffic handling mechanisms are adequate for the
proposed Network Services, even under the proposed large-scale topology, which
compromises a worst-case scenario. Therefore, the correctness of our design was
verified, since the target QoS performance was achieved for all the NSs. Future work
would focus on refinement of the proposed traffic control mechanisms (traffic
conditioner, buffer management, scheduling) and on performance studies using
different traffic models.
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Abstract. Satellite link characteristics cause reduced performance in
TCP data transfers. In this paper we present SaTPEP, a TCP Perfor-
mance Enhancing Proxy which attempts to improve TCP performance
by performing connection splitting. SaTPEP monitors the satellite link
utilization, and assigns to connections window values that reflect the
available bandwidth. Loss recovery is based on Negative Acknowledge-
ments. The performance of SaTPEP is investigated in terms of goodput
and fairness, through a series of simulation experiments. Results ob-
tained in these experiments, show significant performance improvement
in presence of available bandwidth and at high error rates. 1

1 Introduction

Satellite link characteristics, namely long propagation delays, large bandwidth ·
delay products, and high bit error rates, affect the performance of TCP, the
dominant transport layer protocol in the Internet. In network paths with large
bandwidth · delay products, TCP needs a considerable amount of time to set its
congestion window, cwnd, to the appropriate value [1]. Furthermore, TCP reacts
to segment drops by lowering cwnd [2]. When drops are caused by transmission
errors, TCP unnecessarily reduces its transmission rate.

Several methods to overcome those problems are listed in [3] and [4]. Many
of them employ end-to-end mechanisms. Others try to increase performance
by mechanisms implemented at certain points in the path between the TCP
endpoints [5], [6]. The Satellite Transport Protocol, STP [7], may be used either
in a split TCP connection over the satellite part of a network, or as a transport
layer protocol within a satellite network. TCP-Peach [8] attempts to improve
end-to-end TCP performance in a priority aware environment.

In this paper we introduce SaTPEP, a TCP Performance Enhancing Proxy
that aims at increasing the performance of TCP over single-hop satellite links.
SaTPEP’s flow control is based on link utilization measurements, and segment
loss is handled with Negative Acknowledgements (NACKs). The remainder of
the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the design of SaTPEP.
In Section 3 we present simulation results obtained by a SaTPEP model in the
ns [9] simulator. Section 4 concludes the paper.
1 This work is partially supported by OTE S.A. R&D laboratories
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2 Satellite TCP Performance Enhancing Proxy –
SaTPEP

SaTPEP consists of the two gateways at each end of a bidirectional satellite
link (or a unidirectional satellite forward link and a reverse terestrial link). Ev-
ery TCP connection traversing the link is split as follows: One connection is
established between the TCP sender and the Uplink Gateway (UG), another
one between the two gateways, called the SaTPEP connection, and a third one
between the Downlink Gateway (DG) and the TCP receiver.

In order to improve performance over the satellite hop, the SaTPEP con-
nection performs flow control based on link utilization measurements, and error
recovery with Negative Acknowledgements (NACKs).

2.1 Flow Control

A SaTPEP connection begins with the standard TCP three-way handshake. The
SaTPEP sender (UG) does not perform any cwnd calculations. It just sets cwnd
to rwnd, the window value advertised by the SaTPEP receiver (DG). SaTPEP
measures window values in MSS-sized segments, rather than in bytes. At the
beginning of a SaTPEP connection, the sender sets rwnd to 1. On receipt of
the SYN-ACK segment, rwnd is set to the value in the window field of the
TCP header. This value is calculated by DG as the minimum of the available
buffer space for incoming data, and a window value calculated using the link
utilization measurement. Given the link capacity, DG can measure its utilization
by measuring the incoming data throughput. This throughput measurement is
based on the Packet Pair algorithm [10], and it is performed over all received IP
traffic. A timer, the idle timer, is used to handle periods of link inactivity. When
it expires the throughput measurement is set to zero.

Whenever a measurement is completed, DG calculates the available band-
width by subtracting the throughput measurement from the total bandwidth
of the link. The available bandwidth multiplied by the link RTT denotes how
much more data the link can attain. We call this value Available Window, AW .
AW is distributed to the connections as an increment to their rwnd values. DG
may use a wide variety of criteria to distribute AW to its connections. It might
implement policies that favor certain types of traffic, or certain hosts over others.

In the present paper we propose an algorithm for distributing AW in a fair
manner to all active connections. A connection is characterized as active, if it
has transmitted at least one data segment during the last throughput measure-
ment. Non-active connections do not get a share from AW . Assuming n active
connections, the rwnd value of the k-th connection is incremented by a value
drwndk, defined in equation (1). Note that the drwndk · MSSk products, of all
active connections, sum up to AW .

drwndk =
AW

MSSk
· 2 · ∑n

i=1 rwndi − n · rwndk

n · ∑n
i=1 rwndi

. (1)

When AW is distributed to the active connections, connections with smaller
rwnd values receive larger drwnd, leading to a steady state of fair bandwidth
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distribution among all active connections. The rwndk value is limited by a max-
imum value, max rwndk, defined in equation (2), where c ≤ 1, and del the link
round-trip propagation delay. Constant c accounts for data that is released from
the SaTPEP socket buffer to the IP layer and has not yet been transmitted.

max rwndk =
(1 + c)

n
· bw · del
MSSk

. (2)

Whenever a connection becomes idle, its rwnd is reset to 1 segment. By
setting its cwnd to rwnd, the SaTPEP sender transmits data bursts much larger
than a TCP sender. With these bursts transmitted over a one-hop path, a buffer
size of at least the bandwidth · delay product of the satellite link is enough to
assure that the link will not experience congestion.

2.2 Loss Recovery

The SaTPEP flow control mechanism guaranties that the link will not experience
congestion. Therefore, segment drops are only caused by errors, and SaTPEP
does not reduce cwnd when loss is detected. The SaTPEP sender enters recovery
mode when the first duplicate acknowledgement, dupACK, is received, since
there can be no segment reordering on a single-hop connection. While in recovery
mode, cwnd is inflated by the amount of dupACKs, dupwnd, received. Recovery
ends when recover, the highest sequence number transmitted when the first
dupACK arrived, is acknowledged.

The SaTPEP receiver notifies the sender of missing segments by means of
Negative Acknowledgements, NACKs. NACKs are included in dupACKs as
a TCP option, describing a contiguous missing part of the receiver data stream
with sequence numbers lower than the maximum sequence number received. The
receiver transmits increasingly sequenced NACKs in successive dupACKs, and
repeats the same NACKs in a cyclic manner until the data they describe is
received.

On receipt of a NACK, the SaTPEP sender retransmits the requested seg-
ment(s) along with as much new data as the inflated cwnd allows. The sender will
not respond to repeated NACKs until a counter, rtx count, expires. rtx count
is set to rwnd − 1 on receipt of the first dupACK and is decreased by 1 for
every dupACK received. It is an estimate of the expected number of dupACKs
that will be received before the retransmission reaches the receiver. As long as
rtx count > 0, the retransmitted segment cannot have reached the receiver,
and there is no point in repeating the retransmission. When rtx count expires,
rtx count is reset and the sender repeats a complete cycle of all retransmissions
still requested by incoming NACKs.

SaTPEP also utilizes TCP’s Retransmission Timer. Whenever the timer ex-
pires the SaTPEP sender sets rwnd to 1, dupwnd to 0 and retransmits the
segment requested by the last ACK received. Figure 1 describes more formally
the loss recovery algorithm implemented at the SaTPEP sender.
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Initially: dupwnd = 0, recover = null, hinack = null, hiack = null
rtx count = null, rtx allow = 0, rtx stop = null

On arrival of 1st dupACK:
– hiack ← dupACK’s ack no, recover ← highest transmitted seq no, dupwnd← 1
– if rtx count is null or 0: rtx count← rwnd− 1
– hinack ← NACK’s highest seq no
– retransmit segment(s) requested in NACK option
– reduce dupwnd by number of segments retransmitted
– transmit new data (as much as cwnd allows)

On arrival of any dupACK:
– dupwnd← dupwnd + 1, rtx count← rtx count− 1
– if NACK’s highest seq no > hinack and rtx allow=0:

• retransmit what NACK requests, hinack ← NACK’s highest seq no
– else if rtx allow=1 and NACK does not contain rtx stop:

• retransmit segment(s) requested in NACK option
• if hinack > NACK’s highest seq no: hinack ← NACK’s highest seq no

– else if rtx allow=1 and NACK contains rtx stop:
• rtx allow ← 0, rtx stop← null, rtx count← rwnd

– reduce dupwnd by amount of data retransmitted
– if rtx count = 0: rtx allow ← 1, rtx stop← NACK’s highest seq no
– transmit new data (as much as cwnd allows)

On arrival of Partial ACK:
– reduce dupwnd by Partial ACK’s ack no - hiack
– hiack ← Partial ACK’s ack no, Perform actions for any dupACK

On arrival of New ACK:
– dupwnd← 0, recover ← null, hiack ← New ACK’s ack no,

rtx count← null, rtc allow ← 0

Fig. 1. SaTPEP sender reaction to Duplicate Acknowledgements

3 Simulation Experiments

We evaluate the performance of SaTPEP in comparison to SACK-TCP, in a se-
ries of simulation experiments using the ns simulator [9]. A bi-directional GEO
satellite link is used to establish communication between N data senders and
N receivers. The data senders are connected to the Uplink Gateway, and the
receivers to the Downlink Gateway. They perform bulk data transfers of various
file sizes. The packet size is set to 1500 bytes. The propagation delay of the satel-
lite link is set to 275ms, resulting in a RTT of 550ms between UG and DG. Link
capacity values range from 2 to 10Mbps. All other links have a propagation delay
of 1ms, and their capacity is set to 10Mbps, or 100Mbps in the case of a 10Mbps
satellite link. The packet loss probability, Ploss, of the satellite link, ranges from
10−6 to 10−2. All other links are error-free. Queue sizes are set to 600 packets
for all links, so that end-to-end TCP transfers do not experience congestion loss.
The focus of our comparison is on goodput (file size/connection duration), as
perceived by the receiver hosts, and on fairness between multiple simultaneous
connections.

In the first series of experiments N is set to 1. All other parameters cover
the full ranges already mentioned. In order for TCP to be able to eventually
fully utilize the satellite link, we have set the TCP rwnd to rather high values,
from 100 to 500 segments. Figure 2 depicts goodput achieved by SaTPEP and
TCP for different Ploss values. The file size is 1Mbyte and the link capacity
6Mbps. SaTPEP performs significantly better than TCP because it is able to
fully utilize the link after the first RTT of the connection. Frequent losses cause
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TCP’s cwnd to remain low, while SaTPEP still raises cwnd high enough to fully
utilize the link. Figure 2 also depicts the goodput ratio for SaTPEP to TCP,
which rises significantly for Ploss = 10−2. For a given Ploss value, SaTPEP’s
performance increases for higher file sizes and link capacities, as shown in figure
3. Both graphs are obtained for Ploss = 10−3.
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Fig. 3. Goodput for different file size and link capacity values

In the second series of experiments, we set N to 21 and the link capacity
to 6Mbps. At time t1 = 1sec twenty senders begin transmission of a 2Mbyte
file each. At time t2 = 10sec the 21st sender begins transmission of a 500kbyte
file. The rwnd value for TCP connections is set to 25 segments, high enough
to result in full utilization of the link, without causing congestion during the
initial Slow Start phase. Figure 4 depicts goodput achieved by each of the initial
twenty connections for Ploss = 10−3. It is clear that SaTPEP distributes the
link capacity in an even more fair manner than TCP does. The average goodput
achieved by the twenty initial connections, along with the goodput of the 21st
connection, is shown in figure 4 for different Ploss values.
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Fig. 4. Goodput of 20 simultaneous connections. Average Goodput of 20 connections,
and Goodput of connection 21 for different Ploss values

4 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced SaTPEP, aiming at improving TCP performance
over satellite links. SaTPEP’s flow control is based on link utilization measure-
ments. Loss recovery is based on Negative Acknowledgements. Simulation ex-
periments show significant performance improvement over TCP, in presence of
available link capacity, and under high error rates. Under heavy traffic, SaTPEP
exhibits remarkable fairness between simultaneous connections.
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Abstract. Conventional distribution of real-time multimedia data uses multi-
casting or a series of relays and tunnels for unicast networks. The former is a
capability not popularly enabled by a lot of networks while the static relays can-
not readily adapt to changing network conditions and are potential bottlenecks
in a heavily accessed system. This paper proposes a dynamic overlay framework
for streaming multimedia data over heterogeneous networks. The overlay com-
prises a self-improving tree which is built from client relays on the fly and a
lightweight server to manage the tree. The overlay provides a better QoS than
conventional relays as it monitors the network and re-configures the tree to
adapt to changing environments. Clients can switch parents for better QoS. The
robustness of the tree is improved by using a spiral mechanism and failure of the
lightweight server will not impact the data distribution functionality of the ex-
isting tree.

1   Introduction

The IP multicast [1] has been a highly efficient delivery mechanism for best-effort,
large-scale, multi-point delivery of real-time multimedia data. However, Internet
Service Providers and organisations deliberately disable multicast traffic to protect
their networks against unwanted traffic. With the increasing popularity of multicast
and broadband applications, the only way then for intranet clients and multicast-
disabled networks to access multicast sessions is through a combination of tunnelling
and a network of static relays. [2] and [3] are examples of such applications.

[2] proposes a hierarchical configuration of reflectors to act as unicast-multicast
bridges. It uses a clustered-based approach by the manual placement of distributed
servers at bottlenecks in the network to balance the load. The problem with this ap-
proach is the inability of the system to respond to rapid changes in the network and the
potential of these servers becoming bottlenecks themselves.

[3] proposes a centralised framework for developing collaborative applications us-
ing a lightweight application level multicast tunnelling called mTunnel [4]. A central-
ised server is used to view, manage and effect all tunnelled sessions with specific
gateways employed to unify unicast-multicast clients. Its drawback is the potential
bottleneck in host processing capability and network resources.
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2   Framework Overview and Design

Fig. 1 shows the architecture and the operation of the framework. It comprises the
Directory Server (DS), the Web Server (WS) and the overlay tree of client nodes. The
overlay tree is responsible for the distribution of data streams while DS is only respon-
sible for the management functions. Hence the load of DS is vastly reduced compared
to [3]. WS provides the GUI for sources to advertise their sessions. A separate overlay
is built for different sources.

2.1   Overlay Construction and Operation

A source can either be unicasting or multicasting. The former will have to advertise its
session by contacting WS (Step 1) while the latter will be automatically discovered by
WS via the Session Directory Service (sdr) (Step 1) [5]. The overlay is built using DS
as a point of contact [6]. The tree-only approach is much less complex than the tree-
mesh approach adopted in [7] and [8]. Note that should DS fail, data distribution will
still function normally except that new clients cannot join the tree until DS recovers.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a 4-level overlay tree, rooted at the source. Level 1 cli-
ents are multicast-enabled clients (C1 and C2 linked by dotted lines to the source) and
proxies (Proxy 1) set up by the framework. The proxies act as relays for unicasting
sources as well as a parent for the first unicast client joining the tree. It also doubles up
as a static relay in the event of severe client failures.  Clients from Level 2 onwards
are simply members who join the group over time.

A new member selects the session to join from WS (Step 2 of Fig. 1) and issues a
join request to DS (Step 3). DS will search its database and returns a list of potential
parents (Step 4) using an algorithm which is similar to Prim’s [9], commonly used to
derive the minimum spanning tree in multicast routing. The clients are categorised
into four groups, i.e. 1 to 4 based on Round Trip Time (RTT) between the client and
the source. The categories are derived from data provided by [10, 11]:

Cat 1  RTT < 100 ms Cat 2  100 ms < RTT < 200 ms
Cat 3  200 ms < RTT < 400 ms Cat4  > 400 ms

Cat 1 clients are always chosen to be the parent for a client to ensure that the cho-
sen parent is closest to the originating source. Note that unlike Prim’s algorithm, the
process does not necessarily mean that the chosen parent is closest to the client. How-
ever, the proposed framework is self-improving such that the clients converge towards
the closest parent, ultimately reverting to Prim’s algorithm again. DS will return a list
of 5 parents (where available) in ascending order of categories with a maximum of 3
Cat 1 clients, 1 Cat 2 client and 1 Cat 3 client. The latter two clients are selected ran-
domly. The client will then establish connections with the given Cat 1 potential par-
ents (Step 5) and connect to the parent with the best QoS i.e. closest to it as per Prim’s
algorithm and update the DS (Step 6).
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Fig. 1. Overlay Architecture

2.2   Overlay Adaptation

To adapt the overlay to changing network conditions, clients monitor the RT
respective parents as well as gossip [12] with the other potential parents ret
DS. Should the RTT results prove to be higher than the initial category of i
the client will attempt to switch to a better parent. As illustrated in Fig. 2, C
with C4, C5 and C6. Note that Cat 2 and Cat 3 nodes are also involved. As th
tree strives to improve its quality, the QoS delivered by each client chang
inclusion therefore provides a means to avoid partitioning of the tree by 
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Fig. 2. Example of an Overlay Tree with Spiral and Gossip Mechanisms

2.3   Overlay Robustness

Membership on the overlay tree is dynamic as clients join and leave the tree and expe-
rience failures. Spirals shown in Fig. 2 are incorporated to strengthen the tree without
incurring the complexity of a full mesh. Spirals can basically withstand node failures
in any of its overlay tree branches so long as these failures are not consecutive nodes
of the same branch. Client maintains a connection with its grandparent so that should a
parent fail, it simply connects to its grandparent without needing to request for a new
list of potential parents from DS. Information of the grandparent is passed to the client
when it first establishes connection with its parent. Fig. 2 shows spirals from C11 to
C3, C7 to C1 which can withstand the failure of clients C7 and C3 respectively. Level
2 clients who do not have grandparents will spiral with the siblings of their parents,
e.g. C3 to C2 and C4 to C2.

For consecutive node failures in the same branch, recovery is via the gossip mecha-
nism. If all else fails, the client can simply request DS for a new parent. Client who
leaves voluntarily will inform its children, parent, grandparent and grandchildren
about its impending departure. The child nodes will then connect to their grandparent
(which is the leaving client’s parent) immediately. The children who spirals with the
leaving client will similarly switch to the leaving client’s parent for spiralling.

3   Performance

The framework is implemented in Java using JDKv1.3 and JMF2.1. It has been tested
on Win 98/NT and Solaris. Fig. 3 shows the overlay used in the experiments. All the
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clients are connected via a 100 Base-T switch in a Local Area Network. The clients
are Intel P3 500 MHz PCs with 128 MB SDRAM, installed with Win 98 OS. An
MPEG2 source with a peak rate of 3.5 Mbps is used. Results are compared to 6 uni-
cast clients sourced by a conventional single static source and the ideal case of 6 mul-
ticast-abled clients connected to a multicast source.

3.1   Loss Measurements

The average loss rate per client, shown in Fig. 4, is captured over 10 runs and the
experiment is repeated by varying the number of Level 2 and 3 clients from 2 to 4 to
6. Multicast is most efficient for streaming multimedia data regardless of client num-
ber with an average loss rate of 0.27%. The static server unicast setup is the least effi-
cient as it cannot scale unlike the overlay tree which scales much better given its dis-
tributed nature. The average loss packet per client increases from 0.72% to 1.25%
when the number of clients increases from 4 to 6.
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3.2   Inter-Level Latency

The inter-level latency, shown in Table 1, is measured through a series of ping re-
quests between client and parent as the number of clients varies. The delay is insig-
nificant although it should be noted that it increases with the client number as the
response time of the parent gets longer when the parent services more children.

Table 1. Inter-level Latency

# of Level 2 & 3 Clients 2 4 6
Latency (ms) 0.14 0.195 0.32
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4 Conclusion

An application level overlay for ubiquitous streaming of multimedia data is proposed.
The self-organising and self-improving abilities of the overlay are accomplished
through the monitoring of network dynamics. By adapting itself to the prevailing net-
work conditions, better overlays are configured.
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Abstract. The introduction of guard channels in a cellular network is a
method for giving priority to on-going calls by having channels exclusi-
vely reserved for handover purposes. Herein, an adaptive measurement-
based dynamic guard channel scheme is introduced. The proposed
scheme uses the number of on-going calls in adjacent cells and mea-
surements of handover probabilities to determine the amount of guard
channels to allocate in a cell. To improve the efficiency of the scheme, the
calls are divided into groups depending upon mobility and latest visited
cell, where separate measurements are performed for every single group.
Simulations showed that the proposed scheme seems to be very efficient.

1 Introduction

The quality of service (QoS) in a cellular network consists among other things
of the blocking probability for a new call due to channel occupancy and the
probability for a forced call termination. An on-going call may be terminated
prematurely due to a handover attempt failure or because of low signal to noise
ratio and/or high attenuation. Obviously, it is much more frustrating for a sub-
scriber to have an on-going call dropped than a new call blocked. Since the
operator would like to keep the subscribers satisfied, it is a good idea to lower
the probability for a forced call termination, which can be achieved by insertion
of guard channels. Guard channels are channels exclusively reserved for hando-
ver calls, lowering the handover dropping probabilities to the expense of higher
blocking probabilities and in most cases reduced throughput.

In the fixed guard channel scheme, a fixed number of guard channels, Ng,
is allocated in a cell [1]. A new call is accepted if at least Ng + 1 channels are
available in the cell at the time of the call arrival, while a handover call only
needs one available channel to be accepted. The fixed guard channel scheme is
quite simple to implement but unfortunately it is not especially efficient due
to its poor flexibility. In dynamic guard channel schemes, the number of guard
channels allocated in a cell is time varying and dependent upon the momentary
network conditions [2,3]. A well-designed dynamic guard channel scheme provi-
des a higher QoS than its fixed counterpart, but the most important advantage
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with the dynamic schemes is the increased flexibility, making it possible to pro-
vide a certain average QoS to on-going calls. Unfortunately, the complexity of
dynamic guard channel schemes is higher, requiring increased communication
between base stations and increased processing load.

In this paper, an adaptive measurement-based dynamic guard channel
scheme is introduced. To improve the efficiency of the proposed scheme, the
calls are divided into groups depending upon mobility and most recent source
cell (latest visited cell), where separate measurements are performed for every
single group.

2 The Proposed Algorithm

The proposed dynamic guard channel scheme uses measurements to estimate the
momentary handover arrival intensity of every single cell. From these intensities,
the number of guard channels to be allocated in the cells are derived. All base
stations measure the probability for an on-going call residing in its coverage area
to make a handover attempt (handover probability) and the probability for a
handover attempt to take place to a specific target cell (handover direction pro-
bability). To improve the accuracy of the estimations, the calls are divided into
groups depending upon most recent source cell, where separate measurements
are performed for every single group [4,5]. The introduction of source cell groups
is very effective since calls belonging to different groups usually do not have the
same movement or mobility patterns, which is especially obvious for a call co-
vering a highway where almost all subscribers follow the same path, namely the
road. Obviously, the handover direction probabilities for subscribers traveling in
opposite directions on the road differ completely from one another.

The handover probability for calls belonging to source cell group x is denoted
Ph(x) and the handover direction probability to target cell y for those calls is
denoted Phd(x, y). In formulas (1) and (2), ζ is the number of adjacent cells
to the cell for which the measurements are performed. H(x, y) is the number
of handover attempts to adjacent cell y made by calls belonging to source cell
group x, while D(x) is the number of calls belonging to source cell group x
having departed from the cell either through a handover or a call termination.

Ph(x) =
∑ζ

k=1H(x, k)
D(x)

(1)

Phd(x, y) =
H(x, y)

∑ζ
k=1H(x, k)

(2)

In order to make the proposed scheme sensitive towards changes in subscriber
behavior, only a limited amount of data is taken into account in the measure-
ments. A data value is considered by the scheme if it is less than t minutes old
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or if it belongs to the z most recent data values. These parameters have to be
set as a compromise between adaptability and accurate measurements. To be
able to handle more short-term changes in subscriber behavior, recent data are
given a larger influence, which is achieved by weighting the data according to a
function with a negative exponential behavior.

Most subscribers are stationary while using their mobiles. Consequently, a
large portion of the on-going calls is not moving and will accordingly never per-
form a handover. When predicting subscriber movements it would be useful if
the non-moving calls could be distinguished from the moving calls. By letting
the covering base station sample the received signal strength from a mobile and
calculate the mean value of the last v samples, a signal strength alteration in-
dicating a changed distance between mobile and base station can be detected.
In the proposed scheme, a new call is initially placed in a mobility group for
undecided calls. If a call movement is detected, the call is transferred to the mo-
ving mobility group and the signal strength measuring stops. Calls belonging to
the undecided group are after w seconds transferred to the non-moving mobility
group. In this case, the measuring continues and if a call movement eventually
is detected, the call is transferred to the moving mobility group.

Obviously, all calls arriving from adjacent cells are moving, which makes the
moving and non-moving mobility groups unnecessary. Instead, these calls are
divided into low and high mobility groups depending upon channel holding time
in the latest visited cell. The channel holding time is defined as the time duration
between the time a channel is occupied by a call and the time it is released either
through a call termination or a handover. If the channel holding time of a call
is larger/smaller than the mean value of calls from the same source cell group
with identical target cell, the call is placed in the low/high mobility group.

Separate measurements of Ph and Phd are performed for all mobility groups
belonging to a certain source cell group. From these probabilities and the number
of on-going calls in each group, C(k), the number of calls in a cell expected to
make a handover attempt to adjacent cell y, G(y), is derived. There exist ζ + 1
different source cell groups, one for every adjacent cell plus one group for calls
with no previous handover. These source cell groups consist of two (low/high)
and three mobility groups (moving/non-moving/undecided) respectively. Thus,
2ζ + 3 separate measurements are performed for every cell.

G(y) =
2ζ+3∑

k=1

C(k)Ph(k)Phd(k, y) (3)

G(y) is signaled to the base station covering cell y where all received hando-
ver expectancy numbers, are summed up. In formula (4), Gi(y) is the number
received from adjacent cell i. The resulting total handover expectancy number
gives an indication of the current handover arrival intensity and can therefore be
used to determine the number of guard channels to allocate in the cell. Since all
handover calls will not arrive simultaneously, the actual number of guard chan-
nels, Ng, is significantly smaller than the total handover expectancy number.
In the proposed scheme, Ng is equal to the total handover expectancy number
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multiplied by ψ (ψ < 1). Fractional guard channels are used, which means that
the number of guard channels in a cell does not have to be an integer.

Ng = ψ

ζ∑

i=1

Gi(y) (4)

In order to provide a guaranteed average QoS to already accepted calls, a
requested mean value for the handover dropping probability, Preq, is set for
every cell. By letting ψ be time varying, the handover dropping probability can
be held at the requested value. Every single time an on-going call is dropped
due to a handover failure, ψ is multiplied by 1 + κ (0 < κ < 1), which increases
the number of allocated guard channels. When (1/Preq) − 1 handover attempts
have succeeded, ψ is multiplied by 1 − κ and the counter is set to zero. κ has
to be set as a compromise between having a robust scheme (small value) and a
scheme sensitive towards traffic alterations (large value).

3 Simulation Model and Numerical Results

The simulated network consisted of 100 rectangular-shaped cells covering a rec-
tangular street network. All cells had four adjacent cells and were arranged in a
10*10 ring topology with wrapped around edges. Hence, a cell in the 1st row with
coordinates (x,1) was neighbor with a cell in the 10th row, coordinates (x,10). A
Manhattan cell architecture was used, meaning that a base station was placed
in every intersection and the cell borders were located midway between adjacent
intersections.

All cells in the simulated network were identical from a traffic parameter
point of view. The number of channels in each cell were set to 50 and the time
duration between consecutive new call arrivals and the call lengths were assumed
to be exponential distributed with mean values 0.13 and 5 minutes, respectively.
The traffic parameter values were chosen to obtain realistic simulation settings
and reasonable traffic load. Three different kinds of users were used in the simu-
lations; stationary, slow moving and fast moving. 50 percent of the users were
stationary, 17 percent slow moving and 33 percent fast moving. The channel
holding time distribution was either exponential or rectangular (uniform) distri-
buted with mean values of 1 minute (fast moving) and 5 minutes (slow moving).

Six variants of the proposed guard channel schemes, briefly described in Table
1, were investigated. Due to simplification reasons, it was assumed that a new call
instantly is placed in a moving or non-moving mobility group. This is performed
without errors in scheme VI, while 10 percent of the slow moving calls are placed
in the non-moving groups in schemes IV and V. In addition, calls with at least
one previous handover are placed in a low or high mobility group in schemes V
and VI.

Three simulation scenarios with different channel holding time distributions
and handover direction probabilities were investigated. In the handover direc-
tion probability sets shown in Table 2, P1 is the probability for a user to go
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Table 1. Investigated guard channel schemes

Scheme Description
I Fixed guard channels
II No source cell or mobility groups
III Source cell groups
IV Source cell and moving/non-moving mobility groups, inserted errors
V Source cell and full mobility groups, inserted errors
VI Source cell and full mobility groups, no inserted errors

straight ahead at an intersection, P2 the probability for a right turn and P3 the
probability for a left turn.

Table 2. Simulation scenarios

Scenario Distribution Handover direction probabilities
I Exponential P1=0,5 , P2=0,25 , P3=0,25
II Exponential P1=0,67 , P2=0,33 , P3=0
III Rectangular P1=0,5 , P2=0,25 , P3=0,25

In order to shorten the simulation length, it was decided to perform the
simulations without the use of the guaranteed average QoS feature. Instead, the
handover dropping probabilities were set to 3∗ 10−4 by manual calibration of ψ.
This is somewhat unfair towards the fixed guard channel scheme, but this scheme
can anyhow be discarded out of flexibility reasons. The blocking probabilities,
Pb, were used to determine the best scheme in each specific case. In Table 3, 95
percent confidence intervals are given for the blocking probabilities. All schemes
were compared to the fixed guard channel scheme, and the Gain column, which
shows the obtained gain in percent, is calculated from the two closest and two
most distant values in the blocking probabilities of the respective schemes.

Table 3. Simulation results

Scheme Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III
Pb(%) Gain Pb(%) Gain Pb(%) Gain

I 3,689-3,693 0 3,690-3,694 0 3,898-3,902 0
II 3,646-3,650 1,1-1,3 3,643-3,648 1,1-1,4 3,835-3,839 1,5-1,7
III 3,594-3,598 2,5-2,7 3,541-3,546 3,9-4,1 3,747-3,753 3,7-4,0
IV 3,574-3,579 3,0-3,2 3,520-3,525 4,5-4,7 3,711-3,716 4,7-4,9
V 3,573-3,578 3,0-3,2 3,517-3,522 4,6-4,8 3,678-3,684 5,5-5,7
VI 3,574-3,578 3,0-3,2 3,520-3,524 4,5-4,7 3,675-3,680 5,6-5,8
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The gain obtained by dividing the calls into groups depending upon most
recent source cell (scheme III-VI) increased with a larger difference in user be-
havior between calls from different groups, which can be seen when comparing
the simulation results of scenarios I and II. The use of non-moving and mo-
ving mobility groups (scheme IV-VI) also led to significant improvements. It
was found that the use of high and low mobility groups (scheme V-VI) only was
effective for scenario III. In scenarios I and II where an exponential distribution
was used, a call with a very long channel holding time in the latest visited cell
(low mobility) may out of randomization reasons have a really small channel
holding time in the next cell and vice versa. Obviously, this reduces the obtai-
ned gain from the prediction-oriented mobility group feature. The removal of
the inserted error in the mobility classification procedure (scheme VI) did not
have a significant impact on the results.

In general, a large standard deviation for the channel holding time distribu-
tion reduces the gain obtained from predictive-oriented features such as source
cell and mobility groups because of the larger probability of getting a really
small sample value [6]. If a call shortly after arrival in a cell makes a handover
attempt, the allocation of guard channels in the adjacent cells may due to
channel occupancy not have been fully activated.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, an adaptive measurement-based dynamic guard channel scheme
was proposed. The scheme uses the number of on-going calls in adjacent cells
and their handover probabilities to estimate the handover arrival intensities of
every single cell. In order to improve the accuracy of the estimations, the calls are
divided into measurement groups depending upon most recent source cell and
mobility, where separate measurements are performed for every single group.
The channel holding time in the latest visited cell is used to divide the calls into
a low or high mobility group, while positioning is used to divide calls with no
previous handover into a moving or non-moving mobility group.

The proposed scheme was compared to other similar guard channel schemes
and showed better results (lower blocking probabilities) for all investigated simu-
lation scenarios. However, the high complexity of the scheme requires increased
communication between base stations and increased processing load, which has
not been taken into account.
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